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Preface

The ACR North American conference held in Vancouver, B.C. from October 4-7 2012 marked the 43rd consecutive year 
the association gathered in North America. Furthermore, it was the second meeting in Vancouver – with the 2012 conference 
occurring almost 20 years to the day since the last time it was held there. 

This year, the conference theme was “Appreciating Diversity.” Everyone who helped plan and execute the conference took 
this theme to heart. Sharon Shavitt, Past President, and Angela Lee, President-Elect, organized the plenary session on profes-
sional ethics that featured a variety of renowned scholars adopting different perspectives from which ethical issues needed to be 
considered. Likewise, the Conference co-chairs, as well as Executive Director Rajiv Vaidyanathan, Conference Manager Paula 
Rigling, Doctoral symposium co-chairs Jennifer Argo and Amna Kirmani, Poster Track co-chairs Maureen (Mimi) Morrin and 
Vanessa Patrick, Roundtable co-chairs Zeynep Arsel and Hope Jensen Schau, Film Festival co-chairs Marylouise Caldwell and 
Paul Henry, Meet the Editors Breakfast organizers Susan Dobscha and Katherine (Kay) Lemon and the hundreds of volunteer 
reviewers, worked to create a conference program that reflected the breadth and depth of our discipline. Specifically, several 
innovations at the 2012 conference were designed to reflect the myriad methodological, theoretical and topical approaches that 
exist within the consumer behavior discipline. These included: 

*Increasing the number of concurrent sessions to 15, allowing almost 300 competitive papers to be presented, even 
as a record 773 were submitted due to the first-time shift to 1000 word-abstract submissions versus past requests for 
papers that could be a maximum of 20 pages. 

*Including nine roundtables on the program, which represent highly innovative research topics, and/or methodologi-
cal approaches to these topics.

*Making a balanced program our goal; e.g., by making sure certain topics did not dominate. At the same time, we of-
fered “micro-tracks” so attendees could enjoy back-to-back sessions within similar research realms.

*Retaining not only the Thursday plenary session, but also including a “Meet the Editors” breakfast on Sunday, that 
featured representatives from a broader spectrum of journals than in the past.

Whether all of these innovations pleased each individual member, it was the case that attendance at this conference set an 
all-time high just shy of 1100. Furthermore, 239 were newcomers. We hope our choice of a Newcomers’ Chocolate Dessert 
Buffet, (although perhaps contradicting all of the sessions on moderation and food consumption), as well as the many oppor-
tunities to socialize at the receptions and the Gala at the Vancouver Aquarium, made the newcomers—and all members – feel 
welcome.   

We would like to take this opportunity to thank ACR President J. Jeffrey Inman for trusting us with the responsibility of 
organizing and executing ACR (although we had a lot of help from those mentioned above, to whom we express our deepest 
thanks). It was an honor and a privilege to strategize this event, and we enjoyed working on this “diverse” team (we are on 
three continents, were born in three different decades and work in three different areas of consumer behavior). However, we 
are of one mind that the experience was highly rewarding—and we hope those who attended ACR found the conference to be 
so as well. 

We are also happy that on the following pages, we are able to formally acknowledge everyone who helped from the “global 
village” that comprises ACR. We hope you enjoy this volume and that it will prove useful in research and in creating lasting 
collaborations. 

Zeynep Gürhan-Canli, Koç University
Cele Otnes, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Rui (Juliet) Zhu, University of British Columbia 
ACR 2012 Conference Co-Chairs 
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The Elephant Not in The Room:  
The Need for Useful, Actionable Insights in Behavioral Research

J. Jeffrey Inman, ACR President, University of Pittsburgh

INTRodUCTIoN
I am honored and humbled to serve as president of ACR.  When 

I attended my first ACR conference as a doctoral student and didn’t 
know a soul, it never occurred to me that someday I might be stand-
ing up here. And I have to tell you that looking out at over 1000 of 
you is a pretty intimidating sight! Now I wish I had practiced my 
talk more.

As I considered potential topics for this address, I tried to gener-
ate ones that (1) are important, (2) that I am passionate about, and (3) 
that I know something about. Due in particular to that third objective, 
finding this combination proved to be a little more difficult than I had 
hoped, but the epiphany finally struck. 

Today, I want to talk to you about a topic that I suspect 1/3 of 
you will have strong feelings against, 1/3 of you will resonate with, 
and 1/3 of you may not realize that there was even an issue. I want 
to talk about the increasing need for useful insights in our work. I’ve 
heard many friends and colleagues increasingly lament the lack of 
contribution of our work to actual problems faced by public policy 
makers, industry, and consumers. A quick scan of the implications 
section of a lot of consumer behavior articles reveals that the impli-
cations offered there are often rather far removed from the findings. 

This brings us to the title of my address, “The Elephant NOT in 
the Room.” Since some of you may not be familiar with the metaphor 
I used in the title of my talk, I’ll briefly define it. My favorite source 
of metaphorical definitions, Wikipedia, defines this term as “An ob-
vious truth that is either being ignored or going unaddressed. The 
expression also applies to an obvious problem or risk no one wants 
to discuss.”  I think it will soon become clear why I slightly adapted 
this metaphor for the title of this address. 

I’ll use the venerable ACR logo to make my point.  But first, I 
want you all to take a pop quiz. Consider the following four options 
describing what the three characters in the ACR logo stand for. If you 
didn’t know that they represent something, just guess. 

A) Theoretical, Methodological, and Empirical contributions
B) Academia, Government, and Industry
C) Ann McGill, Mary Frances Luce, and Laura Peracchio
D) Consumers, Academics, and Practitioners 
The correct answer is B) Academia, government, and industry. I 

suspect that many of us did not know that. 
Over a period of many years, ACR has become increasingly fo-

cused on research topics that are of interest primarily to the academic 
constituency, with lip service often paid to the potential implications 
to public policy makers and practitioners. To illustrate where this 
rather insular focus has led, I culled through the registrations for this 
year’s ACR conference. As you know, this year’s ACR has set a new 
record for attendance. Unfortunately, attendance across the three 
constituencies has grown quite lopsided, with attendance by academ-
ics dwarfing those from government and industry. In fact, academ-
ics comprise over 99% of this year’s conference attendance.  I don’t 
know about you, but I find this alarming. 

ThE LyNCh ET AL. (2012) TyPoLogy
In the October issue of JCP, John Lynch, Joe Alba, Aradhna 

Krishna, Vicki Morwitz, and Zeynep Gurhan-Canli (when she wasn’t 
busy co-chairing this year’s ACR conference) co-authored a very 
thought-provoking article discussing multiple paths by which con-
sumer research can create knowledge. They present a 2x2 typology 
broken out by the intended contribution of the research (conceptual 
vs. substantive) and the focus on concepts vs. findings. They discuss 
each combination in turn and provide guidelines for reviewers based 
on the core criterion that the research results in a shift in beliefs about 
something deemed important. This is a very interesting paper and I 
encourage you to read it. 

My take on the four cells of this typology is that our field has 
become overly fixated on theory building or nomological network 
construction, such that the lion’s share of research being presented 
at ACR and being published in the top consumer behavior journals 
falls in the upper left-hand cell. Regarding the right-hand column 
(findings-focused research), while there are notable exceptions, in-
cluding an article in the most recent issue of JCR, research of this 
type tends to face a strong headwind in the review process. Pejorative 
comments such as “atheoretical,” “ad hoc,” and “applied” often greet 
the author who submits such a paper. Given the decidedly daunting 
task of pursuing findings-focused research in the right-hand column, 
my hope today is that I can convince you or at least a substantial pro-
portion of you to pursue more research of the bottom left-hand type 
that seeks to generate theory-based, useful insights.

EvALUATINg SUBSTANTIvE CoNTRIBUTIoN: 
ThE US PATENT offICE APPRoACh

This begs the following question: what qualifies as a substan-
tive contribution? “Substantive” is a rather vague term, so I searched 
for a more concrete set of criteria for evaluating theory-based sub-
stantive research. As is so often the case, the answer came from an 
unexpected source – in this case the United States government. More 
specifically, from the US Patent and Trademark Office. 

It turns out that the US Patent and Trademark Office considers 
three criteria when evaluating a potential patent: the concept or in-
vention needs to be novel, non-obvious, and USEFUL. Fortunate for 
me given the time constraints, the criteria of novelty and non-obvi-
ousness were the focus of last year’s presidential address by Sharon 
Shavitt, so I will refer you to Sharon’s fascinating discussion of those 
topics and spend my remaining time on the third criteria - usefulness. 

Our behavioral colleagues in management and OB are also 
struggling with the issue of evaluating research. In a recent article 
in the Academy of Management Review, Corley and Gioia (2011) 
discuss what constitutes a theoretical contribution and argue a similar 
point: “Our synthesis reveals two dimensions – originality and utility 
– that currently dominate considerations of theoretical contribution.”  
While I don’t think that we in consumer research are ready to claim 
that useful insights necessarily constitute a theoretical contribution, 
this is consistent with the notion that useful insights increase the 
overall contribution of a research manuscript.  
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The idea of generating useful insights may seem appealing, but 
how can we judge whether our findings are useful? Let’s return to 
the US Patent and Trademark Office. Its position is that in order to 
be useful, an invention must work and serve some type of purpose.

More specifically, the US Patent and Trademark Office Manual 
of Patent Examining Procedure, says that, “The claimed invention 
as a whole must be useful (emphasis added). The purpose of this 
requirement is to limit patent protection to inventions that possess a 
certain level of “real world” value, as opposed to subject matter that 
represents nothing more than an idea or concept, or is simply a start-
ing point for future investigation or research.” 

ThE gRowINg CALL foR USEfUL INSIghTS
Lest you think that I am alone in calling for more useful insights 

in our research, I wanted to cite some examples that suggest there is 
a growing sense that change is needed.

First, 40% of the respondents to last year’s ACR membership 
survey said that more substantive research is needed. Second, there 
are several efforts underway in marketing to reconnect academic re-
search with the real world. For example, our modeling colleagues 
are struggling with their own demons. They have found that the arms 
race of increasing model complexity has diminished the actionabil-
ity (and usefulness) of their work. To help counter this trend, they 
launched the ISMS practice prize a few years ago to recognize and 
reward research that makes a difference to practice. Of course, our 
field is fortunate to have MSI to help fund useful research with im-
plications for practice, so I would be remiss not to mention them. 
The TCR initiative begun by David Mick has motivated researchers 
to examine important consumer-centric topics such as over-eating 
and financial decision making. Finally, in 2011, marketing faculty 
members from Columbia and Harvard held the inaugural Theory 
and Practice in Marketing conference at Columbia. The deans from 
Harvard, Columbia, and Wharton participated along with the editors 
of JCR, JMR, and Marketing Science and academics from several 
universities. I wasn’t able to attend because of a conflict, but I did 
see the attendance list and I was happy to see that several other be-
havioral researchers attended, suggesting that others are concerned 
about this issue.

But how do we translate this notion of usefulness to consumer 
research? Useful research moves beyond nomological insights that 
are often the sole focus of theory development research.  But I’ll 
come back to that later. The findings should pass the “so what?” or 
“who cares?” test and offer useful insights to other constituencies: 
public policy makers, industry, and yes, consumers as well. Impor-
tantly, relevance to other constituencies should not be a stretch. We 
should all think carefully about how our findings offer useful, action-
able insights to non-researchers rather than just adding this to the 
discussion as an afterthought or ignoring it altogether.   

why ChANgE?
You may be sitting there wondering, this is all well and good, 

but why should I change what I’m doing? As an associate dean for 
research and faculty, I’ve learned that getting faculty to row in a dif-
ferent direction is often a huge undertaking. After all, most of us get 
into this field because we are attracted by the idea of studying what 
interests us. 

Returning to the Lynch et al (2012) 2x2 typology, there are at 
least three good reasons that you should consider pursuing more re-
search of the bottom left-hand type. First, there is a growing need 
for research that provides generalizable explanations for real world 
phenomena. Witness the conversion of market research departments 
at many profit and non-profit firms to “consumer insights” depart-

ments.  There is growing agreement that an increased understanding 
of the consumer should be a central focus of the organization.

Second, research of this type is often easier to get published. 
Editors, AEs, and reviewers who are tired of reading the 100th sub-
mission seeking to extend a popular theory-of-the-moment that relies 
exclusively on self-report lab studies to test the authors’ hypotheses 
may well be more positively disposed to a paper that uses theory in 
a novel, non-obvious way to inform a substantive topic and gener-
ate useful insights. Am I arguing that we should abandon research 
focused on theory-building? NO. In fact, I just had a paper accepted 
last week that is of this type. I am suggesting, in the theme of this 
year’s ACR conference, that we embrace the need for diversity in 
terms of the mix of research that we pursue. 

Third, as we are all painfully aware, acceptance rates at our top 
journals are about 10% and are not going up. So even if your manu-
script is twice as good as average, you have an 80% chance of having 
it rejected. If you are in a marketing department at a business school, 
and my random sample of the ACR registrations indicates that most 
of us are, then you might be motivated to submit your manuscript to 
another marketing journal. Based on my experience as an author and 
as an AE at JMR and JM, your chances are better if your paper is of 
the lower left-hand type and generates useful, actionable insights.

dIffERENCES IN MANUSCRIPTS PURSUINg 
USEfUL INSIghTS

So, how does the pursuit of useful insights change the way we 
go about conducting and writing up our research? In my experience, 
I have noticed three main differences. One is in the way we test our 
predictions, one is in the topics that we choose for research to begin 
with, and one is in the way we craft the introduction and discussion 
sections of our manuscripts.  I will briefly discuss each of these. 

Consequential dependent variables. 
The first difference is that total reliance on self-reports just 

won’t cut it anymore for substantive research. In my role as an as-
sociate editor at JMR and JM, I tend to receive mainly consumer 
behavior manuscripts. I have seen a trend over the past few years by 
reviewers to ask for at least one study with what I will call a conse-
quential dependent variable. What’s that?

A consequential dependent variable is one where the study par-
ticipant invests a resource and/or experiences a consequence. That 
is, they put some skin in the game such as Money, Time, Choice, or 
Effort. The strength of a consequential dependent variable is that it 
increases confidence in the substantive usefulness of the research by 
demonstrating generalizability of the findings to a believable con-
text.  In short, a consequential dependent variable makes your re-
search more compelling and much more difficult to dismiss.

The most obvious context for a study with a consequential de-
pendent variable is a field test. A field test demonstrates that your 
thesis obtains in an actual setting. That is, beyond the obvious advan-
tage of increased external validity, it demonstrates generalizability 
and shows that the effects make a difference. While field tests are 
great, I feel that a lab or online context is often suitable as well, de-
pending on the particular research focus. I’ll also note that field tests 
are not a panacea for useful insights. 

Should every paper include a study with a consequential depen-
dent variable? Of course not. The focal construct may not lend itself 
to operationalization as a consequential dependent variable. That 
said, a lot of theory-building research could benefit from the inclu-
sion of at least one study with a consequential dependent variable 
in order to demonstrate the pertinence of the theory to manifested 
consumer behavior. 
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Topic Selection. 
A second change in research toward theory-driven useful in-

sights is topic selection. The consumer shouldn’t just be a conve-
nient context. I’ll briefly overview two examples where I see great 
opportunity for theory-driven consumer research with potentially 
game-changing useful insights. The first is Mobile Consumer Re-
search. The second is…Mobile Consumer Research! Actually, this 
is a double entendre. 

One meaning of mobile consumer research is consumer re-
search in the mobile domain. There is already a lot of interesting 
work underway on digital consumer research, but the increasing 
penetration of smartphones offers particularly interesting and theo-
retically rich research problems such as the role of social media in 
an “always on” environment, the effect of smartphones and apps on 
consumer choice, and mobile shopping.

The other meaning of mobile consumer research focuses on 
mobile as the method, either as a data collection medium or as a 
way to deliver theory-based interventions, such as gamification 
and consumer self-monitoring. By self-monitoring I mean contexts 
where consumers are motivated to track their own behavior in pur-
suit of a goal such as weight loss. For example, there is a consumer 
movement called “The Quantified Self”. This movement began 
several years ago in the United States but now there are Quantified 
Self groups throughout the world, including one here in Vancouver. 
Consumers join clubs in their city and attend monthly meetings to 
learn about various ways of tracking their behavior. Several apps 
and stand-along products such as biometric monitoring equipment 
and sleep monitors have been developed to assist consumers in this 
endeavor. The apps run the gamut from mood tracking to calorie 
burn trackers. This context is hungry for behavioral interventions to 
aid consumers in achieving their goals. This is just a sampling and I 
could have devoted my entire address to this topic. 

Manuscript Construction. 
The third difference is in manuscript construction. These dif-

ferences are most notable in terms of the introduction and the dis-
cussion. The introduction lays out the importance of the consumer-
related problem being addressed, along with the theory base being 
brought to bear on it. The discussion then circles back to the theoreti-
cal take-aways and the actionable insights from the research. 

One drawback of a 2x2 typology like that proposed by Lynch 
et al. (2012) is that it implies that a given research can only fall into 
a single cell. I would argue that nomologically-focused research can 
also generate useful insights and that substantively-focused research 
can generate theoretical insights. In fact, if you look at the award-
winning consumer research articles, you will find that many of them 
tend to provide a combination of nomological and useful insights.  
Thus, I urge us to not be confined to one of these cells but, rather, to 
think about how our research speaks to both theory and substance.  I 
firmly believe that this is not necessarily a case of either-or and that 
we can often have our cake and eat it too.

So what is ACR doing to help?, you might ask.

AN ACR JoURNAL
As a follow on to the 2011 Task Force on ACR Strategic Direc-

tion that was appointed by Sharon Shavitt, I appointed the 2012 ACR 
Task Force to study the question of whether ACR should launch its 
own journal. Many people think of JCR as the ACR journal but this 
is not the case. ACR is only one of 11 organizations that sponsor 
JCR.  I want to thank all of the task force members who donated 
significant amounts of time to this effort.  

The journal task force applied three main principles in generat-
ing a recommended positioning for a potential ACR journal. First, 
it should avoid duplication with existing journals, particularly JCR. 
Second, they sought a positioning that would enable the journal to 
achieve a premier standing viewed by promotion and tenure com-
mittees as comparable to current premier journals such as JCR. And 
third, it should focus on “real problems” and encourage external va-
lidity. This is a familiar theme!

The task force also considered several alternative positionings 
and generated three key recommendations. First, the journal should 
focus on substance vs. theory or method as the primary contribution.  
To quote, “These include issues of consumer welfare, public policy, 
as well as for-profit and not-for-profit businesses.” Second, it should 
encourage thematic work. That is, issues focused on a particular top-
ic. Third, the new journal should encourage the use of field studies 
and/or secondary data.

Yesterday, the ACR Board discussed the task force’s report and 
unanimously approved their  recommendations. The next step is to 
develop an implementation plan for launching an ACR journal. This 
work will continue into 2013 and your feedback and suggestions are 
of course welcome. 

ACR’S PoSITIoNINg
Speaking of positioning, I wanted to use a stylized position-

ing map to make my final point. Over the years, I’ve heard some 
ACR opinion leaders caution against research that is too closely 
tied to practice, lest we become so-called “Handmaidens of Busi-
ness.” I’ve never been exactly sure what they meant by that, but 
they make it sound like a really bad thing. Plus, this strikes me as 
a rather brassy comment if you work in a marketing department in 
a business school.  Besides, based on the statistics I reported earlier 
in this talk, we aren’t at risk of becoming handmaidens of business 
anytime soon. In fact, if anything, one could argue that much of our 
work has taken ACR in the opposite direction and moved us toward 
psychology.  My caution is that we need to be careful not to become 
handmaidens of a different sort. 

Actually, it seems to me that ACR is uniquely positioned be-
tween the social science disciplines and practice.  We have an op-
portunity and, I would argue, an obligation, to play a critical role in 
not only contributing to the “mother disciplines” but also to provide 
useful insights to practice. 

CoNCLUSIoNS
In closing, the ACR logo captures the central guiding principle 

of ACR: the need to form linkages – linkages with other disciplines 
and sub-disciplines, linkages between these disciplines and practice, 
and linkages between nomological insights and useful insights.  The 
bad news is that, like Elvis, the elephant of practice has left the build-
ing. The good news is that it is not too late to re-engage. However, in 
order for that to happen, as authors, we need to submit manuscripts 
that generate useful insights. Especially for those of us in business 
schools – we fail to heed this call at our peril. Amidst the present en-
vironment of state budget cuts for higher education, concerns about 
research ethics, and growing calls for faculty research accountability 
by alumni, students, and taxpayers, the ball is in our court to demon-
strate the value of our research. Useful insights and implications for 
practice will go a long way in that regard. 

Am I saying that we should shift all our focus to research that 
generates useful insights? Absolutely not. I AM saying today that 
we need to achieve a sustainable equilibrium between research that 
builds theory and research that applies theory to substantive issues to 
generate useful insights.  Through this, we can form touchpoints be-
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yond our academic colleagues and truly make a difference to practice 
and to society. Thank you.  
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
This session will present research on the importance of rituals 

in consumption. The study of rituals have a long and rich history, 
with the use of rituals traced back to early humans – as well as other 
animals that use rituals in consumption acts (e.g., eating, attracting a 
mate). The papers in this session highlight the prevalence and power 
of rituals in consumer behavior. All data or materials have already 
been collected, and no work has been published. 

This session speaks to the theme of diversity in the 2012 ACR 
conference in several ways. First is the diversity in the populations 
under study. Some work tested college and MBA students, whereas 
others studied community adults in Europe and Arab States. 

Second, the methodology used in this work spans the breadth 
of approaches that consumer behavior scholars use. These presenta-
tions feature experimental, survey, and qualitative research. 

Third, the way that rituals are conceptualized in these papers 
varies. Norton and Gino had consumers use their own personalized 
forms of rituals, whereas Risen et al. made use of popular rituals 
already known in the culture. Vohs et al. created novel rituals for 
consumers to use, whereas Sobh and colleagues observed naturalis-
tic rituals being carried out.

Fourth, the breadth of the work on rituals and consumption is 
exceptionally diverse. Vohs and colleagues focus on the sensations 
and perceptions that accompany consumption under rituals, provid-
ing more of a bottom-up approach to understanding the effects of 
consumption rituals. Sobh and colleagues provide a top-down ap-
proach, focusing on cultural and religious identities as intertwined 
with rituals. In contrast still, Norton and Gino’s as well as Risen et al 
focus on how people feel when events in life turn – or could turn – 
for the worse. Norton and Gino investigate how the use of rituals can 
soothe people’s negative emotional state after a loss (from lotteries 
to lovers). Risen et al found that performing ritual actions provides a 
sense of psychological insurance that bad events will be kept at bay. 

In summary, this is a session that consumer behavior scholars 
will want to see. It offers indepth, empirical, and theoretical advanc-
es featuring perceptual, cognitive, emotional, behavioral, and iden-
tity outcomes. To show that grieving, eating, hosting, and protecting 
are all made better by rituals illustrates why rituals are so common 
and, as the proposed session will highlight, so powerful.

Rituals Enhance the Experience of Consumption

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Rituals mark many life events, big and small. From the sequenc-

es of activities around Thanksgiving dinner to the activities involved 
in opening a bottle of wine, people use systematized sequences of 
behaviors in order to signify an event, and quite often those are con-
sumption experiences. We hypothesized that one reason that rituals 
are so tightly tied to consumption is that they amplify experiences. 
Four experiments tested and found support for this hypothesis. 

In experiment 1, participants tasted a chocolate bar, before 
which they either performed or did not perform a ritual. In the ritual 
condition, participants were told that, “Before a consumption expe-
rience, people often engage in simple rituals (e.g., when opening a 
bottle of wine at a restaurant). Please follow these specific steps in 
unwrapping the chocolate: 1. Without unwrapping the chocolate bar, 
break it in half. 2. Unwrap one half of the chocolate bar and eat it. 
3. Then, unwrap the other half and eat it.” In the no-ritual condition, 
participants were told that, “Before you taste the chocolate, please 
spend a couple of minutes relaxing.” We measured how much they 
savored the chocolate, as surreptitiously measured by duration spent 
consuming it. We also measured how much participants reported en-
joying the chocolate, and how potent was its taste. We predicted and 
found that participants in the ritual condition spent longer eating the 
chocolate (i.e., savored it more), found the chocolate’s taste to be 
more potent, and enjoyed the chocolate more than participants in the 
non-ritual condition.

Experiment 2 tested the hypothesis that rituals are effective in 
boosting consumption enjoyment and potency only when performed 
by the individual who is about to do the consuming. Experiment 2 
tested whether rituals must be performed by the self in order to aid 
the consumption experience. Experiment 2 also included a measure 
of mood to examine whether engaging in rituals influences emotion-
al state during the consumption experience. In the self-ritual condi-
tion, participants were given a series of steps that formed the ritual of 
making a glass of lemonade. They were told to pour half of a packet 
of lemonade powder and half glass of water into a glass, then to stir 
the mixture, and then wait for 30 seconds. After 30 seconds, they 
were told to pour the remainder of the lemonade mix and water into 
the glass, stir, and wait for 30 seconds. In the other-ritual condition, 
participants observed the experimenter perform the same steps as 
described above. The results demonstrated that rituals before con-
sumption increase the potency of the consumption experience when 
performed by the individual who is about to consume rather than 
another person. We also ruled out mood, as there were no differences 
in positive or negative affect as a function of condition.
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Experiment 3 compared ritualistic behaviors involving system-
atic movements to a control condition where participants engage in 
similar movements that are random and therefore not systematic. 
Second, the experiment included a control condition where no ritual 
was performed. Third, we measured both anticipated enjoyment be-
fore consumption and actual enjoyment. Last, we used an interna-
tional sample of community adults. Participants were told that their 
task would involve consuming a specific beverage (of their choice), 
one that they drank at least five days a week in a typical week. They 
were given instructions to carry with them and perform wherever 
they consumed the drink. Participants assigned to the ritual condi-
tion were instructed to perform a distinct set of gestures before the 
first sip of the beverage. Then they rated their anticipated enjoyment 
of the beverage and willingness to pay, which occurred immediately 
before the first sip of the beverage that day. Participants assigned to 
the non-ritual gesturing condition performed hand gestures before 
consumption, but the gestures were randomized such that there was 
no consistent pattern. Participants assigned to the no-ritual condi-
tion were not given a ritual to perform before consuming the bever-
age. Results showed, as predicted, that anticipated enjoyment rose 
throughout each consumption experience for participants in the 
ritual condition but not so for participants in the other conditions. 
A similar pattern was found with actual enjoyment, and mediation 
analyses confirmed that the heightened anticipation of consumption 
led to heightened enjoyment upon consuming. 

We designed a last study to further examine the relationship 
between potency, enjoyment and savoring in consumers’ consump-
tion experience, and test the role of fluency and intrinsic interest 
in explaining the beneficial effects of rituals. The study used the 
same product and procedure as in experiment 1. Participants were 
informed that they would be asked to taste a chocolate bar. The mea-
sures, as in Experiment 1, were enjoyment, and time spent savoring. 
In addition, we included measures of 5-item measure of fluency. The 
results showed that ritual condition participants enjoyed the choco-
late more and spent more time savoring it, in a replication of ex-
periment 1. Moreover, we found the same evidence for mediation 
through fluency for both enjoyment ratings and time spent savoring 
as dependent measures.

In summary, this work provides robust evidence that performing 
ritualized behaviors prior to consumption enhances the consumption 
experience. People who were randomly assigned to perform a ritual 
enjoyed that which they consumed more so than others. Meditational 
evidence suggested that anticipating the act of consumption is key, 
as is fluency. This work will be of interest to scholars who study mo-
tivated behavior, the regulation of intake (e.g., calories), as well as 
those interested in satiation. Because rituals are a lubricant for con-
sumption, intervention implications are also suggested by this work. 

“Home and Commercial Hospitality Rituals in  
Arab Gulf Countries”

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Hospitality is so much a part of Arab Gulf heritage that a num-

ber of ethnographies of the region have titles like “’Ever a Guest in 
our House’” (Shryock and Howell 2001), “Guests of the Sheik (Fer-
nea 1969), and “Culture-Middle East: Arab Hospitality Runs Deep” 
(Janardhan 2002). Arab hospitality is viewed as an expression of the 
high value placed by Arabs on generosity (Karam). Arab hospitality 
or karam al-arab is a traditional virtue of which Arabs are deliber-
ately proud (Shryock 2004). There is a general consensus among 
Muslim scholars that hospitality and generosity towards guests are 
an integral part of faith in Islam. Many verses in the Q’uran as well 

as a significant number of ahadith (prophet Muhammad’s sayings) 
provide such evidence.

The importance of hospitality to social relations in different re-
gions of the Arab world has been documented by anthropologists 
(e.g., Young 2007). In the Gulf region hospitality rituals are attrib-
uted both to their traditional necessity in the harsh desert environ-
ment of the region’s Bedouins and to their moral centrality in Islam. 
Hospitality in Arab Gulf countries is expressive of culture and an 
important part of the presentation of national identity.  Yet, such ritu-
als have been little studied in the social sciences either generally or 
in the Gulf region in particular. The concept of hospitality remains 
largely un-specified and un-examined. We believe that hospitality is 
a critical concept in a globalizing world and that the insights gained 
in the Gulf region can help inform theory and practice in other parts 
of the world. Due to petrowealth, Qatar and the UAE are the two 
wealthiest nations on earth and both are changing rapidly and dra-
matically.  Despite such changes the society still requires strong 
adherence to traditional norms of hospitality. Urbanization has not 
eliminated these rituals and, if anything, may have increased their 
importance as a means for citizens who have become a minority 
in their own countries to assert their cultural identity in the face of 
broad immigration and visitation by guest workers, foreign business 
people, and tourists to the Gulf region.  

Using depth-interviews and observations of hospitality rituals 
in Qatari households, we explore culturally constructed meanings of 
hospitality rituals in Gulf Arab States and examine associated per-
formative constructions of ethnic identity as well as the multifaceted 
exchange of material and symbolic possessions (especially foods, 
perfumes, and incense) that take place between the host and guests. 
We also study commercial hospitality in high end hotels, restaurants 
and similar touristic sites in the Gulf region, focusing on the capitals 
of Doha in Qatar and Dubai in the UAE.  Both commercial and home 
hospitality are forms of what Goffman (1959) called the presentation 
of self.  That is, both are self-conscious acts performed for the guest 
in order to create a particular impression of the self, whether the self 
of relevance is the family or the culture. We show how contemporary 
hospitality rituals can help us better understand the concept of hos-
pitality itself and how it differs from the hospitality of the Bedouin 
past, as well as what the possible futures of hospitality are between 
these minority hosts and majority guests.  Ironically, this may be 
a future dependent more on commercial hospitality, inasmuch as 
few non-Qataris and non-Emiratis are visitors in Qatari and Emirati 
homes.

In the process, we discuss the process of commoditizing culture 
and its impact on both hosts and guests.  Within the more public 
realm of paying guests, many of these rituals are transformed.  The 
gracious hosts are now more like servants to the paying guests.  This 
can occur, for example, from the moment of entering Qatar at the 
Doha airport.  For a fee (often arranged by local hosts), rather than 
stand in lines to get a visa and have passports inspected and stamped, 
the visitor will be escorted to a lounge and asked to relax while a 
young woman takes the passport and does all required processing.  
When she returns, she delivers the passport and escorts the guest 
through the airport to transportation or another local contact person.  
Because service workers in Qatar are almost inevitably foreigners 
themselves, this is one of the first evident differences from hospital-
ity within Qatari homes.  Even at Bedouin and Arabian themed ho-
tels, restaurants, oases, and other representations of local culture, the 
workers and performers are not likely to be Qataris.  This may raise 
issues of authenticity (Bruner 2005), but authenticity is a socially 
constructed concept and as with going to the theater, the guests seem 
willing to either suspend disbelief or adopt a questioning gaze rather 
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than a more critical rejection of the representation (Kasfir 1999).  
After all, the tourist, business visitor, or non-Arab local has cho-
sen this place rather than another that is part of the indistinguishable 
global chains that Augé (1995) calls non-places and Ritzer (2004) 
calls nothingness.  And rather than being impartial observers of their 
experiences in the Gulf states, these visitors are likely to be affected 
by lingering Orientalism (De Botton 2002; Said 1978).  At least to 
a certain degree, we see what we expect to see, even if this means 
reinforcing stereotypes.  In addition, as with tourists in Dubai (Jun-
emo 2004), tourists in Doha have a liminal attitude toward what they 
see and experience that is more playful than analytic.  They likely 
take their role as guests quite differently than guest workers who 
have come to Qatar in order to remit money to their families in their 
original cultures.

We believe that there are potential lessons for the hospital-
ity industry in terms of the specific meanings of the concept in the 
Gulf region.  The transition, which has been described by some as, 
Arabs moving from the camel to the Cadillac, has transformed the 
region into a globally recognised hub of activity, ranging from fi-
nance, sports, and tourism to art, architecture, and education -- each 
of which has been infused with the imagery of hospitality and plural-
ism. Symbols of hospitality rituals and Bedouin generosity become 
attractive sources of ethnic identity and are prominently displayed 
in the public domain and in sites of commercial hospitality such has 
restaurants and hotels. Simply put,  hospitality plays a major role in 
publicly marketing Qatar and the UAE as nations on the world stage.

Rituals Alleviate Grieving for Loved Ones,  
Lovers, and Lotteries

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Rituals of mourning in the face of loss – from the death of loved 

ones to the end of meaningful relationships to losses in wars and 
competitions – are ubiquitous across time and cultures (Ashenburg, 
2004; Durkheim, 1912; Stroebe, Hansson, Stroebe, & Schut, 2001). 
The most frequently studied rituals are those surrounding religion; 
people turn to prayer after negative life events such as September 
11th, for example, and prayer has been associated with improved 
coping (Ai, Tice, Peterson, & Huang, 2005; Pargament, 1997; Sher-
kat & Reed, 1992). So common is this instinct to devise rituals in 
the face of negative events that the wide variety of known mourning 
rituals can even be contradictory: crying near the dying is viewed as 
disruptive by Tibetan Buddhists but as a sign of respect by Catho-
lic Latinos; Hindu rituals stress the removal of hair when mourning 
while growing hair (a beard) is the preferred ritual for Jewish males 
(Clements, 2003; Kemp & Bhungalia, 2002). Ritualistic behavior 
manifests not just in religious practice, but is ubiquitous across do-
mains of human life, providing order and stability while marking 
change – especially in times of chaos and disorder (Romanoff, 1998; 
Turner, 1969).

Why are rituals so ubiquitous, and why do they seem to im-
prove coping? Despite the variance in the form that rituals take, we 
propose that a common psychological mechanism underlies their ef-
fectiveness: a restoration of feelings of control that losses impair. 
Indeed, people who suffer losses often report feeling “out of control” 
(Low, 1994) and actively try to regain control when they feel it slip-
ping away (Brehm, 1966); feeling in control in turn is associated 
with increased well-being, physical health, and coping ability (Glass 
& Singer, 1972; Klein, Fencil-Morse, & Seligman, 1976; Rodin & 
Langer, 1977). Some qualitative data offer initial evidence for the 
link between rituals and control; for example, the extent to which 
athletes and fisherman engage in rituals is related to the unpredict-

ability of their jobs (Gmelch, 1971; Malinowski & Redfield, 1948; 
see Whitson & Galinsky, 2008). We suggest that the use of rituals 
serves as a compensatory mechanism designed to restore feelings of 
control after losses, and that this increased feeling of control contrib-
utes to improved coping. 

We propose that people turn to rituals after diverse kinds of 
losses – in the experiments below, of loved ones, lovers, and lotter-
ies – in order to reestablish their feelings of control and mitigate their 
general negative feelings, such that the feelings of control brought 
about by rituals will mediate the relationship between ritual use and 
reduced grief. Although we recognize the many differences in the 
rituals people use after experiencing a loss and the diversity of emo-
tions that accompany different types of losses, we propose that a 
common psychological mechanism – perceived control – underlies 
the effectiveness of rituals. Engaging in rituals mitigates grief by re-
storing the feelings of control that are impaired by both life-changing 
(the death of loved ones) and more mundane (losing lotteries) losses, 
and rituals are particularly effective when participants are convinced 
of the efficacy of those rituals.

We tested our hypotheses in two experiments in which we ex-
plored the impact of mourning rituals after losses – of loved ones, 
lovers, and lotteries – on mitigating grief. Participants who were di-
rected to reflect on past rituals (Experiment 1) or who were assigned 
to complete novel rituals after experiencing losses (Experiment 2) 
reported lower levels of grief. Increased feelings of control after ritu-
als mediated the link between use of rituals and reduced grief after 
losses, and a belief in the effectiveness of rituals enhanced their posi-
tive effects. 

In Experiment 1, we relied on participants’ self-definitions of 
what constitutes a “ritual” – as a result, our investigation encompass-
es a broad definition of the term, including both actions prescribed 
by a religion or a community of reference as well as behaviors cho-
sen arbitrarily by participants (and the experimenters). This choice 
is consistent with evidence that mourning rituals across cultures and 
religious are often contradictory, suggesting that the effectiveness 
of rituals on grief and coping after a loss is driven primarily by the 
act of engaging in a ritual and not by the specific actions involved in 
the ritual. Future research, however, is needed to explore at a more 
granular level the impact of specific types of rituals on mourning. 

Finally, we note that our participants were drawn from non-
clinical samples, and our conclusions therefore must be qualified 
in light of research suggesting that overly ritualistic behavior can 
negatively impair psychological functions, as in the case of obses-
sive-compulsive disorder (Tolin, Abramowitz, Przeworski, & Foa, 
2002). Clearly, further research is needed to understand which ritu-
als benefit which individuals. Still, our results offer initial support 
for Durkheim’s contention that “mourning is left behind, thanks to 
mourning itself” (Durkheim, 1912, p. 299); the rituals of mourning 
in which our participants engage hasten the decline of the feeling of 
mourning that accompanies loss.

Rituals for Reversing One’s Fortune

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Across cultures, people try to “undo” bad luck with su-

perstitious rituals such as knocking on wood, spitting, or throwing 
salt. We suggest that these superstitious rituals have more in com-
mon than just being actions that offer a sense of control. Instead, 
these superstitious rituals for reversing one’s fortune all seem to 
involve avoidant motor movements that exert force away from the 
self. Thus, even though at first glance these rituals may appear to be 
unrelated cultural traditions, we suggest that these particular rituals 
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may have developed and been passed on, in part, because these 
avoidant actions create a sense that bad luck is being pushed away 
from the self.

This hypothesis is based on two streams of embodied 
cognition research. First, recent work suggests that people use 
bodily movements to understand and simulate their experience with 
abstract concepts (Barsalou, 2008; Niedenthal et al., 2005). Second, 
research has shown that pulling something towards one’s represen-
tation of self is associated with approaching desired stimuli, and 
pushing something away from the represented self is associated 
with avoiding undesired stimuli (Cacioppo, Priester, & Bernston, 
1993; Chen & Bargh, 1999; Markman & Brendl, 2005). We suggest 
that, because avoidant motor actions help avoid negative objects 
and reduce risk, engaging in an avoidant action may simulate the 
experience of avoiding bad luck. Consequently, after engaging in an 
avoidant action, people may feel less pessimistic about the likeli-
hood of anticipated negative outcomes. 

Four experiments test this hypothesis by having partici-
pants tempt fate and then engage in avoidant actions. In all four 
studies, participants were lead to tempt fate by having a scripted 
conversation with the experimenter. The experimenter asked ques-
tions and participants were provided with three answers that had 
the same meaning, but were phrased differently. They were asked 
to choose the one that sounded the most like them. For example, 
in Study 1, the experimenter said, “A friend of mine recently got 
into a car accident… it got me thinking about how dangerous it 
can be on the road, especially when the snow starts to fall. Do you 
think that there is a possibility that you or someone close to you 
will get into a horrible car accident this winter?”  Participants in the 
control condition selected from one of three neutral options (e.g., “I 
can’t believe it’s going to start snowing soon”). Participants in the 
tempting fate condition chose from one of three options designed to 
express presumptuousness (e.g., “No way. Nobody I know would 
get into a bad car accident. It’s just not possible”). Participants in 
Study 2a tempted fate about getting the swine flu and participants in 
Study 2b and 3 tempted fate about being mugged. 

Based on previous findings (Risen & Gilovich, 2008), 
we expected that negative outcomes would seem especially likely 
after people tempted fate. We predicted, however, that the effect 
of the jinx would be reduced if people engaged in avoidant actions 
that exerted force away from the self. Critically, according to our 
hypothesis, even non-superstitious avoidant actions should be effec-
tive for reversing the effect of a jinx. Thus, we tested our prediction 
with a superstitious action (Study 1, knocking on wood) and a non-
superstitious action (Studies 2a, 2b, and 3, throwing a ball). 

In Study 1, after the conversation, the experimenter told 
participants that they should clear their thoughts before continuing 
to the next part of the study. To help, he would slowly count to 5. In 
the knocking-down condition, participants were instructed to knock 
down on the table with each number (away from themselves). In 
the knocking-up condition, participants were told to knock up on 
the underside of the table (towards themselves). In the no-knocking 
condition, the experimenter counted to five with no instructions 
to knock. Participants then rated how likely they believed it was 
that they or someone close to them would get into a horrible car 
accident. As predicted, participants who tempted fate were more 
pessimistic in the no-knocking and knocking-up conditions than 
those who did not tempt fate, but the effect of the jinx was elimi-
nated when participants knocked down on the table and away from 
themselves.

Study 2 tested whether other movements that exert force 
away from self–even those that are not ingrained as superstitious 
rituals–also reduce the subjective likelihood of a bad outcome after 
people tempt fate. After the conversation with the experimenter, 
participants in Singapore (2a) and the United States (2b) were asked 
to either hold a ball in their hand or toss it away. After doing so, 
they rated the likelihood of becoming seriously ill or being mugged, 
respectively.  We found that after tempting fate, participants who 
tossed the ball away were less concerned about getting sick and get-
ting mugged than those who held the ball in hand. 

Finally, in Study 3, we distinguished between exerting 
force away from the self and creating physical distance from an 
object in one’s environment, and tested whether each was sufficient 
for undoing the effect of the jinx. All participants tempted fate and 
then engaged in an action that either created distance or not and 
either exerted force or not. We found that pretending to throw a ball 
(an action that does not create distance, but does simulate pushing 
something away) was as effective for reducing the effect of the jinx 
as actually throwing the ball.

The present research suggests that knocking (down) on 
wood is a successful strategy for reducing the heightened concern 
that typically follows a tempting fate behavior. Moreover, our 
results suggest that the success is due, at least in part, to the avoid-
ant nature of the act. After tempting fate, avoidant actions—even 
those that are not part of a superstitious belief system—effectively 
undo the effect of the jinx. Although superstitions are often cultur-
ally defined, our results suggest that the underlying psychological 
processes that give rise to them may be shared across cultures.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Resource depletion theory has been a prominent theory of self-

regulation since its inception, and has been a source of great interest 
and much research in both the psychology and consumer behavior 
fields. Resource depletion theory argues that the resources that un-
derlie self-regulation are limited and that using these resources for 
an initial self-regulation task leaves less of them available for use at 
a later time. Moreover, such resource depletion causes decrements 
in self-regulation performance. Much of existing research has fo-
cused on demonstrating the wide variety of self-regulation tasks that 
can be depleting, and the wide variety of subsequent tasks that can 
be affected. 

The four papers in this session provide new insights into the 
causes, boundaries, and processes underlying self-regulatory re-
source depletion. The first two papers demonstrate that initial exer-
tion of self-regulation efforts is not required in order for depletion 
effects to arise; instead, the authors identify two new causes of self-
regulatory depletion.

In the first paper, Alquist, Baumeister, and Tice show that un-
certainty is depleting. The authors show that individuals need not 
exert self-control in an initial task in order for depletion effects to 
emerge. Instead, the authors either measure or manipulate uncer-
tainty, and show that when an initial task brings about a state of high 
uncertainty, later performance on self-regulation tasks suffers. Five 
experiments demonstrate this effect. For example, the authors show 
that when participants were uncertain (certain) as to whether they 
were providing correct responses on an initial task, they persisted 
less (more) at a subsequent puzzle task. Similarly, participants who 
were unsure as to whether they would be asked to give a speech at the 
end of the study solved fewer anagrams than participants who knew 
whether or not they would be required to give a speech. In fact, even 
participants who knew they were going to give a speech (an unpleas-
ant outcome) persisted longer at the anagrams than participants who 
were uncertain about whether they would have to give a speech. The 
authors further show that these effects are not driven by construal 
level or time orientation, and that the effects can be erased by the 
consumption of glucose. 

This research demonstrates the inherent difficulty underlying 
self-regulation under uncertainty. This is a central point for a wide 
range of decisions and their implications, such as how much to gam-
ble on a risky prospect, whether to buy shares of a stock with variable 
performance, and how a consumer regulates her consumption behav-
ior in days when she awaits the results of an important health test. 

The second paper by Dzhogleva, Lamberton, and Haws de-
scribes how recalling past acts of self-regulation can be depleting, 
depending on both the nature of the previous self-regulation and the 
ease of recall. This paper extends existing work which shows that 
depletion can occur vicariously (that is, without actually exerting ef-
fort; Ackerman et al., 2009) in several ways. First, previous research 
suggests that thinking about exerting self-regulation, that is, imagin-
ing successful self-regulation is depleting; the paper presented here 
shows that imagining unsuccessful self-regulation is also depleting, 
sometimes more so than thinking about successful regulation. 

Dzhogleva et al. report three studies that show that participants 
who recalled instances of prior self-control failure were more likely 
to fail at a subsequent task than participants who recalled instances of 
prior self-control success. The authors found evidence for depletion, 
as self-reports of subjective fatigue mediated the results (Finkel et 
al. 2006).  Moreover, the authors show that when self-control suc-
cess is recalled, this is helpful (hurtful) for subsequent self-regulation 
when the recall process itself is easy (difficult). For example, the 
authors show that when participants were either under cognitive load 
or under no load (varying the difficulty of recall), recalling past fail-
ure was always depleting, leading to subsequent decrements in self-
control. However, recalling past success was only depleting under 
load, such that when recall of success was difficult it lead to more 
depletion (and less subsequent self-control) than when recall of suc-
cess was easy. 

This research shows the power of mental simulation to impel 
consumers to fail at self-control, while also demonstrating that simu-
lating self-control exertion can sometimes lead to self-control suc-
cess. Moreover, this research identifies two new moderators of deple-
tion: the valence of previous self-regulation efforts (i.e., success or 
failure) and the ease of retrieval of these past events.  

The third paper in this session pushes forward our under-
standing of depletion effects by re-examining previously identified 
boundary conditions. Specifically, previous research has shown that 
intrinsic motivation can undo the effects of depletion (Muraven and 
Slessareva, 2003), as can the belief that self-control resources are 
unlimited (Job, Dweck, and Walton, 2010). Some have interpreted 
these findings as suggesting that depletion is “all in one’s head.” To 
examine this claim Vohs, Baumeister, and Schmeichel look at the 
effects of belief and motivations following either no depletion, mild 
depletion, or severe depletion. 

Across two studies the authors found that when depletion is ab-
sent or mild, intrinsic motivation and beliefs in unlimited resources 
can overcome depletion hold. However, when depletion is severe, 
motivation and beliefs do not help mitigate the effects of depletion 
on behavior. For example, the authors show that when participants 
believed self-regulation resources were unlimited, they performed 
similarly well on a self-regulation task following no depletion or 
mild depletion, but significantly worse following severe depletion. 
This findings show that depletion is not simply “in one’s head”, but 
rather is a real phenomenon. 
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This research more clearly delineates the boundaries of deple-
tion effects, bringing together existing research under one parsimo-
nious umbrella, while extending our understanding of how and when 
depletion operates. This research demonstrates that beliefs about 
willpower and motivation sometimes moderate depletion effects and 
sometimes do not.

The final paper in this session provides a look at a possible pro-
cess underlying depletion. In this paper, Zemack-Rugar shows that, 
contrary to previous theory and findings, depletion procedures can 
increase negative affect. Specifically, previous research has repeat-
edly shown a null effect of depletion conditions on both the PANAS 
and BMIS affect measures. Instead of these measures, the author 
uses a more sensitive measure of affect: stimuli evaluations. Pre-
vious research shows that negative affect leads to reduced stimuli 
evaluations. Accordingly, the author predicts that depletion will lead 
to reduced stimuli evaluations/increased negative affect. 

Across two studies the data shows that depletion increased 
negative affect. Moreover, as predicted, this effect is moderated by 
trait self-control, such that it is stronger (weaker) for individuals low 
(high) on trait self-control. Most importantly, as predicted, the data 
shows that measured negative affect significantly mediates the ef-
fects of depletion on subsequent behavior. 

This research furthers our understanding of how depletion might 
operate to impact such a wide variety of behaviors. This research is 
unique in that it examines the process underlying depletion, and is 
novel, in that, contrary to a wide stream of findings, it demonstrates 
that depletion does lead to an increase in negative affect, and that this 
increase is at least partially responsible for post-depletion behavior. 

In sum, across four papers and 12 studies, this session provides 
new insights into the causes, boundaries, moderators, and process-
es underlying depletion. The presenters will report novel findings 
showing that initial exertion of self-regulation is not required for de-
pletion; instead, the experience of uncertainty and the recall of past 
self-regulation failures (i.e., of a lack of self-regulation exertion) are 
also depleting. Moreover, this session shows that depletion is real, 
and that when it is severe, it cannot be overcome simply through 
beliefs or motivation. Finally, the session provides novel insight into 
on possible process underlying depletion – negative affect. 

All papers included in this session contribute to the diversity 
theme of the conference as they present a variety of research meth-
ods, manipulations, and measures. The studies involve correlational 
data, measured and manipulated independent variables, a variety 
of dependent variables, as well as process measures. Based on the 
prominence of this theory and the vast interest in self-regulation, we 
the authors expect this session will appeal to a wide variety of au-
diences – most specifically scholars interested in self-control, ego 
depletion, goal pursuit, motivation, executive functioning, self and 
identity, and emotion regulation. 

What You don’t Know Can Hurt You: Uncertainty 
depletes Self-Regulatory Resources

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The present research tested the hypothesis that uncertainty im-

pairs self-control performance on unrelated tasks. Previous research 
has shown that people think more and remember more about situa-
tions that are uncertain than about situations that are certain (Wil-
son, Centerbar, Kermer, & Gilbert, 2005). Other research shows that 
certain kinds of mental effort, such as logical reasoning and deci-
sion-making can also deplete self-regulatory resources (Schmeichel, 
Vohs, & Baumeister, 2003; Vohs, Baumeister, Schmeichel, Twenge, 
Nelson, & Tice, 2008). Given these findings, we predicted that the 

extra mental effort uncertainty requires will lead to impairment in 
self-control. 

We tested this hypothesis across 5 studies. In study 1 we asked 
participants to report how uncertain their job, social relationships, 
financial situation, and life overall had been over the past week. We 
then asked participants to report how often, over the past week, they 
engaged in a variety of behaviors that commonly require self-control 
(Oaten & Cheng, 2005). We found that participants who reported 
having more uncertain weeks did less housework, did less personal 
grooming, controlled their emotions less, managed their time less 
well, smoked more cigarettes, and drank more alcohol than less un-
certain participants. 

In study 2, we manipulated uncertainty by varying how uncer-
tain/certain participants were about whether they were responding 
correctly. We then measured the amount of time spent and number 
of tries made on unsolvable puzzles. We found that participants in 
the uncertain condition made significantly fewer attempts and spent 
marginally less time working on the puzzle than participants in the 
certain condition. We also found that participants’ self-reported un-
certainty mediated the relationship between condition and persis-
tence on the unsolvable puzzles.

In study 3 participants were either told whether or not they 
would be giving a speech or told that their experimenter had mis-
placed their condition sheet and would have to tell them their as-
signed condition later in the study. We then measured participants’ 
self-regulation by asking them to solve as many anagrams as possi-
ble in ten minutes (Muraven et al., 1998). We found that participants 
in the uncertain condition attempted and solved significantly fewer 
anagrams than participants who were certain they wouldn’t have to 
give a speech. This was true even for participants who were certain 
they would have to give a speech. Uncertainty resulted in less self-
control than being certain of an undesirable outcome. 

Study 4 was designed to rule out explanations based on con-
strual level (Trope & Liberman, 2003) or time orientation (Mischel, 
Shoda, & Rodriguez, 1989; Twenge, Catanese, & Baumeister, 2003). 
We used the same manipulation as in study 3 and measured self-
control using the game Operation (DeWall, Baumeister, & Vohs, 
2008); construal level and time orientation were also measured. Par-
ticipants in the uncertain condition made significantly more errors 
than participants in the speech and no speech conditions. However, 
there were no differences between conditions on construal level or 
time orientation. 

Study 5 sought to test a moderator for our effects. Previous re-
search has shown that glucose plays an important role in the lim-
ited resource model of self-control (Gailliot et al., 2007). People’s 
glucose levels are lowered after engaging in self-control and when 
glucose is low, people’s self-control performance suffers. An infu-
sion of glucose can restore people’s ability to exercise self-control 
after a previous act of self-control. After the uncertainty manipula-
tion (from Study 3), we gave participants lemonade that was sweet-
ened with either real sugar or a sugar substitute. We then measured 
participants’ self-control using solvable anagrams. We found that 
among participants in the uncertain condition, participants who were 
given real sugar (restoring glucose) performed significantly better 
than participants who were given Splenda (not restoring glucose). In 
the control condition, there were no differences between participants 
who were given real sugar and participants who were given Splenda. 
Sugar improved the performance of participants whose self-control 
resources had previously been depleted by uncertainty but did not 
improve the performance of participants who had not been uncer-
tain. This provides evidence that uncertainty impairs self-control by 
reducing self-control resources (mainly glucose).
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The present research provides evidence that uncertainty can im-
pair individuals’ ability to exercise self-control. Uncertainty impaired 
self-control whether participants were uncertain about what they were 
doing (Study 2) or what would happen to them (Studies 3-5) and glu-
cose restored participants’ self-control performance (Study 5).

Haunts or Helps from the Past: How does Recalling Past 
Self-Control Acts Affect Current Self-Control?

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Recollections of one’s past can be an invaluable source of in-

formation for future decisions (Aarts and Dijksterhuis 1999). Across 
three studies, we explore two dimensions of consumers’ recall of 
past self-regulation behaviors: (1) the valence of the recalled acts 
(past successes or failures at self-control) and (2) the metacognitive 
experience accompanying the recall (subjective ease or difficulty of 
retrieval). We show that recalling failures prompts consumers toward 
indulgence no matter how difficult the recall of the past behavior 
is. However, when recalling successes, metacognitive information 
matters: easily-recalled successes prompt consumers to demonstrate 
increased self-restraint, but difficult recall of past successes leads to 
reduced self-control.

We argue that the interplay of valence of recalled acts and sub-
jective difficulty of retrieval creates different levels of depletion, 
which, in turn, influences consumers’ likelihood to indulge in the 
present. We argue that the interplay of the valence of recalled acts 
and subjective difficulty of retrieval creates different levels of deple-
tion. We demonstrate that consumers are likely to be most depleted 
by one of two experiences: the recall of failures, whether easy or 
difficult, or the recall of successes, when doing so is particularly 
hard for them. The momentary sense of depletion felt in such recall 
situations is integrated into consumers’ self-perceptions, such that 
these more depleted consumers feel they are worse at self-control 
and behave accordingly. However, when consumers find that recall-
ing successes is easy, doing so does not create depletion. Therefore, 
they are able to use the recall of successes to bolster their own faith 
in their self-control ability and to restrain themselves in the present.

In Experiment 1, we used cognitive load (number memorization 
task: 7-digit vs. 2-digit number) to create different levels of subjective 
difficulty of retrieval. Participants were asked to retrieve either past 
self-control successes or failures within the spending domain. Then, 
participants completed a monthly household budgeting task, in which 
they allocated $2,500 among three categories: necessities, luxuries, 
and savings. Our results reveal that when participants reflected on 
their past self-control successes, those in the difficult recall condition 
allocated more money to luxuries in comparison to necessities than 
those in the easy recall condition (p = 0.01). In contrast, when partici-
pants recalled their past self-control failures, there was no significant 
difference between the recall conditions (p = 0.96).

In Experiment 2, participants were presented with one of two 
advertisements designed to cue recall of either past self-control fail-
ures or successes in the spending domain. The subjective difficulty 
of retrieval was measured. Subsequently, participants were asked to 
indicate their likelihood of contributing to a 401(k) program. We find 
that when recalling past self-control success is easy, consumers were 
more likely to contribute to their 401k than when recall was difficult 
(p < .001) or when failure was recalled; the effects of failure recall 
were the same regardless of difficulty (p = 0.49).

In Experiment 3, we used a range of the number of self-control 
acts (1 to 7 acts) to manipulate the subjective difficulty of the recall 
task with higher number of acts expected to induce greater perceived 
difficulty. Participants were randomly asked to retrieve either past 

self-control successes or failures within the spending domain. They 
were then asked to indicate how much debt they were willing to incur 
to purchase an attractive item. We found a significant interaction (p = 
.02) between difficulty and valence such that when consumers recall 
their past self-control successes, the greater difficulty of the retrieval 
task led to increased indulgence (p < .001), whereas when recalling 
failures, task difficulty did not impact amount of indulgence (p = 
.42). Furthermore, participants indicated their level of depletion by 
responding to two established measures (Finkel et al. 2006). Results 
indicated that reported depletion fully mediated these effects (Sobel 
test z = -2.52, p = .01).

The present work contributes new insights to the self-regulation 
literature. Our research suggests that recall of self-regulation acts 
alone can deplete consumers and inhibit their ability to restrain them-
selves in the present. This occurs even (or more so) when the recall 
is of past failure, that is, the recalled event involves no exertion of 
self-control. Furthermore, our work reveals that recalling failures is 
more detrimental to present self-control than is recalling successes: in 
the domain of self-control, thinking positively may be a better strat-
egy than is dwelling on past failures. However, this advice should be 
given with a caveat: recalling success is only beneficial for long-term 
goal pursuit when the retrieval of those acts is subjectively easy.

Motivation, Personal beliefs, and Limited Resources All 
Contribute to Self-Control

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Is self-control a matter of managing a limited energy supply or 

does it depend more on subjective beliefs and motivations? Contrary 
to the findings of depletion theory (Baumeister, Vohs, & Tice, 2007; 
Vohs & Heatherton, 2000) some research suggests self-control might 
be caused more by beliefs, motivation, or mindsets than limited re-
sources. For example, Muraven and Slessareva (2003) showed that 
offering incentives can overcome depletion.  Job, Dweck, and Wal-
ton (2010) showed that people who believed in unlimited willpower 
were immune to ego depletion. They provocatively proposed that 
ego depletion is “all in your head.” 

The present research integrates the findings of Job et al. (2010) 
and Muraven and Slessareva (2003) with the broader set of ego de-
pletion findings. We hypothesized that personal beliefs and motiva-
tions can have significant effects on self-regulation under conditions 
of moderate depletion, but not at more profound levels of depletion. 

Experiment 1 was a 2 (belief: willpower limited/unlimited) by 
3 (depletion: none, moderate, severe) between subjects design. The 
first task comprised the manipulation of willpower beliefs and con-
sisted of having participants rate their agreement with biased ques-
tionnaire items that either promoted belief in unlimited willpower  or  
promoted belief in limited willpower (Job et al., 2010).

For the depletion manipulation the no depletion condition par-
ticipants viewed products on a computer screen for four minutes and 
wrote phrases or words that occurred to them. They were told that in 
the end, they would receive one of the products they viewed. In the 
moderate depletion condition, participants viewed the same products 
as in the zero-task condition but made choices. Making such choices 
has been shown to cause ego depletion (Vohs et al., 2008). They also 
performed the Stroop task for two minutes. 

In severe depletion condition, participants first completed the 
choice and Stroop tasks as in the two-task condition. Next, they 
watched an excerpt from a comedy video and told to stifle their fa-
cial and emotional reactions (Gross, 1998; Schmeichel et al., 2003). 
Last, they were given two pages of text and challenging instructions 
on when to cross out appearances of the letter e.
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We assessed two dependent measures of self-control. First, par-
ticipants made six intertemporal choices. These started with the choice 
between $10 now and $10 a week hence, ending with the choice of 
$10 now versus $15 in a week. Second came the Cognitive Estimation 
Test (CET), which is comprised of 20 questions that require active, 
logical thinking to generate plausible estimates (e.g., How much do a 
dozen apples weigh?; Schmeichel, Vohs, and Baumeister 2003).

Results revealed the predicted interaction between extent of 
depletion and willpower belief. On both outcomes, performance 
was unaltered by willpower theory condition when participants had 
performed no initial self-control tasks. Under mild depletion (two 
self-control tasks), participants’ self-regulation was improved when 
they regarded willpower as unlimited rather than limited. However, 
as predicted, the effect of willpower belief disappeared among the 
severely depleted participants. In fact, in the case of CET scores, we 
found a significant reversal such that participants who were severely 
depleted and were induced to believe in unlimited willpower per-
formed worse than their counterparts who were induced to believe 
in limited willpower. 

Experiment 2 used a similar design, manipulating motivation 
rather than beliefs. The 3 depletion manipulations were similar to 
those in experiment 1. The motivation manipulation was similar to 
Muraven & Slessereva (2003). Participants in the high motivation 
condition read that their participation would help improve the well-
being of consumers. Participants in the neutral motivation condition 
were not told that this experiment had special implications. The de-
pendent measures were the same as in experiment 1.

The results were replicated. Participants in the no-depletion 
condition were unaffected by the motivation condition. Performance 
by participants in the mild depletion condition was benefited by extra 
motivational, relative to participants in the neutral-motivation condi-
tion. However, at extreme levels of depletion, extra motivation did 
not boost performance, which was equivalent between motivated 
and neutral-motivated participants. 

In summary, ego depletion is a real, potentially powerful condi-
tion, but that at mild and moderate levels its impact competes with 
other variables such as subjective beliefs and motivations. However, 
as the extent of energy depletion increases, the scope for influence 
by other variables diminishes too. By analogy, a slightly tired person 
could perform well when bolstered by subjective motivation or self-
confidence — but severe exhaustion would take its toll regardless of 
such factors.

A Reexamination of the Role of negative Affect in 
Resource depletion Effects

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Depletion and negative affect are both deleterious to self-regu-

lation. However, depletion theory posits that negative affect plays no 
role in depletion effects (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Muraven, & Tice, 
1998). Empirics largely support this stance. In a literature review 73 
studies showed a null effect of depletion on negative affect. Yet, 5 
studies showed that depletion increases negative affect, and a meta-
analysis (of 36 studies) found a small but significant effect (Hagger 
et al. 2010). 

We propose that this inconsistency occurs not because deple-
tion does not influence negative affect, but because of measurement 
issues. Specifically, affect has been measured using either the BMIS 
(Mayer & Gaschke, 1988) or the PANAS (Watson, Clark, & Telle-
gen, 1988). Instead, we use more sensitive measures: stimuli evalu-
ations. We argue stimuli evaluations will more consistently capture 
the effects of depletion on negative affect, showing reduced stimuli 

evaluations (i.e., increased negative affect; Winkielman & Berridge, 
2004) for depleted individuals. 

This prediction is supported by various parallels between deple-
tion and negative affect. Both have similar effects on self-regulation 
(Baumeister et al., 1994; Tice et al., 2001) and time perception (Droit-
Volet & Meck, 2007; Vohs & Schmeichel, 2003). Both have similar 
causes, for example, difficult tradeoffs (Luce, Payne, & Bettman, 
1999; Wang, Novemsky, Dhar, & Baumeister, 2010), and both have 
similar moderators such as positive affect (Tice, Baumeister, Shmue-
li, & Muraven, 2007), glucose (Benton 2002; Gailliot et al. 2007), and 
cash incentives (DeWall, Baumeister, & Vohs, 2008; Meloy, Russo, & 
Miller, 2006). Finally, because depletion tasks are effortful and tiring 
(Hagger et al., 2010) they may increase negative affect. 

Given these similarities we predict that depletion will increase 
negative affect. We expect this increase will not be detectable when 
using the BMIS or PANAS, however, it will be detectable using 
stimuli evaluations. We further predict that trait self-control will 
moderate this effect. Trait self-control operates like a muscle, where 
“stronger” individuals are more resistant to the effects of depletion 
(Baumeister et al., 2006). Thus, individuals will be more (less) likely 
to reduce stimuli evaluations when they are low (high) on trait self-
control. We also examine the mediating role of negative affect in 
post-depletion behavior, predicting that negative affect will be a sig-
nificant mediator of depletion’s effects on behavior. 

Across two studies participants were depleted using established 
depletion tasks (study 1: Stroop, Wallace & Baumeister, 2002; study 
2: text typing, Muraven et al., 2008) followed by either the estab-
lished affect scales (PANAS, BMIS) or stimuli evaluations (study 
1: music, study 2: Chinese ideographs, Winkielman, Zajonc, & 
Schwartz, 1997). Participants then completed an established self-
regulation task (study 1: time spent on open ended math problems, 
Schmeichel, Vohs, & Baumeister, 2003; study 2: time spent on un-
solvable anagrams, Baumeister et al., 1998) and the self-control 
scale (Tangney, Baumeister, & Boone, 2004). 

In both studies depletion, self-control, and their interaction did 
not affect any of the PANAS or BMIS subscales; PANAS and BMIS 
also did not predict behavior (p’s .11-.85). In contrast, in both stud-
ies, depletion and depletion by self-control significantly predicted 
behavior (ps< .05; consistent with prior research) and also predicted 
music evaluations (consistent with our predictions; ps< .05). Simple 
effects were such that depletion had no effect on evaluations when 
self-control was high (+1 SD; ps  > .50), and a significant effect 
when it was low (-1 SD;  ps  < .05), reducing music evaluations for 
depleted participants low in self-control. 

Also as predicted (in both studies) music evaluations signifi-
cantly predicted behavior (ps < .05). Most importantly, when both 
depletion by self-control and music evaluations were included in 
the models, both remained significant (study 1: music evaluation: 
t(145) = 2.18, p  < .05; depletion by self-control: t(145) = 2.04, p  
< .05; study 2: evaluations: t(52) = 4.75, p < .0001; depletion by 
self-control: t(52) = 2.24, p < .05). In both cases, evaluations were a 
significant mediator of the effects of depletion on behavior (Study 1: 
Z = -2.16, p < .05; Study 2:  Z = 4.55, p < .05; Sobel, 1982).  

These findings explore and identify the role of negative affect in 
depletion. It appears that the similarities in causes, moderators, and 
effects of depletion and negative affect arise because negative affect 
partially explains depletion effects. Negative affect provides a parsi-
monious explanation for previously unrelated depletion moderators 
and provides some insight into the processes underlying depletion. 
Importantly, we do not argue that negative affect is the sole explana-
tion for depletion. Instead, our findings suggest that other mecha-
nisms are also at play. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Charitable giving is a $290 billion industry in the United States 

(Giving USA Foundation 2011). With over 800,000 charitable or-
ganizations in the United States alone, charities must compete for 
limited donation dollars (Small and Verrochi 2009). As a result of 
this competition, nonprofit organizations claim that encouraging do-
nations is their single most important challenge (West 2004). For this 
reason, charities have begun to spend significant amounts of money 
on marketing (Watson 2006). In addition to helping charities increase 
their donation rates, understanding what makes people likely to do-
nate is important for consumer welfare as giving has been tied to 
increases in happiness and life satisfaction (Lyubomirsky, Tkach and 
Sheldon 2004, Meier and Stutzer 2008) as well as decreases in anxi-
ety and depression (Field, Hernandez-Reif, Quintino, Schanberg and 
Kuhn 1998). This raises the important question: Why do people give 
and under what conditions are they more likely to do so?

With four papers, this session addresses this question as it in-
tegrates various research perspectives to identify factors that lead to 
charitable giving. Garbinsky and Aaker examine the effectiveness 
of emotional donation appeals over time. While past research has 
shown that inducing a negative emotion (sadness) results in greater 
willingness to give immediately following advertisement exposure, 
they show that inducing a positive emotion (happiness) results in 
greater donation amounts if solicitation occurs at a later point in 
time. Herzenstein and Small focus on how situational factors affect 
willingness to give by examining the effects of scarcity, showing that 
when financial resources are scarce, people are more likely to give to 
charities concentrated on local as opposed to global causes. This out-
come is a result of social myopia whereby financial scarcity causes 

them to more heavily discount the lives of distant others relative to 
close others. Vohs and Fennis investigate how reminders of money 
affect donation behavior depending upon the frame. Interestingly, 
they find that when appeals are framed in terms of others, people 
reminded of money are less generous than others, but when appeals 
are framed in terms of the self, people reminded of money are more 
generous than others. Finally, Norton et al. focus on the positive con-
sequences of giving by providing the first evidence for a psychologi-
cal universal: people around the world experience emotional rewards 
from using their financial resources to benefit others. This emotional 
benefit was observed not only in countries with plentiful resources, 
but also in impoverished nations. 

Make them Smile:  
the temporal Effect of Emotions on Giving

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Charity advertisements often display a picture of a victim in 

order to obtain prosocial responses. These advertisements are effec-
tive because the victim’s facial expression has the power to elicit 
the same emotion in the observer by means of emotional contagion 
(Hatfield, Cacioppo and Rapson 1992, 1994, Neumann and Strack 
2000). For this reason, the emotional response that is elicited by the 
charity appeal depends heavily on the nature of the accompanying 
picture. Past research has shown that advertisements evoking sad-
ness are more effective than advertisements evoking happiness if the 
donation is solicited immediately after exposure (Small and Verrochi 
2009). However, it remains unclear if the same pattern holds over 
time. 

Knowing that positive emotions are better remembered than 
negative ones (Walker, Vogl and Thompson 1997), we hypothesize 
that the immediate advantage of sadness-inducing advertisements 
will fade over time, and as a result, if a donation is solicited long af-
ter advertisement exposure, happiness-inducing advertisements will 
result in greater giving. Furthermore, we hypothesize that individu-
als’ reasons for donating differ depending on whether the donation is 
solicited immediately after advertisement exposure vs. a later point 
in time and that these differential reasons also play an important role 
in the amount of money that people ultimately decide to give.   

To test the first hypothesis, experiment 1 examined whether ma-
nipulating the emotion evoked while reading an advertisement would 
affect donation rates at a later point in time. Thus, participants were 
asked to evaluate an advertisement for St. Jude Children’s Research 
Hospital that depicted a child with a happy or sad facial expression 
and then asked two weeks later about their likelihood of donating to 
this organization if they were to win a $50 lottery. Thus, experiment 
1 utilized a single-factor between-subjects design where the emotion 
evoked while reading an advertisement was manipulated (advertise-
ment: happy vs. sad) and where the donation rate two weeks later 
was the key dependent variable. 

Follow-up survey results revealed no significant differences in 
the propensity to donate if the $50 lottery was won (χ2 = .54, p = .46). 
However, there were significant differences in the amount of money 
participants would be willing to donate if they won (t(30) = -2.36, p 
= .025). Participants that viewed the happy advertisement two weeks 
ago indicated that they would be willing to donate a greater por-
tion of their $50 winnings (M = 20.67, SD = 14.25) than participants 
that viewed the sad advertisement (M = 10.65, SD = 9.60). While 
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sadness-inducing advertisements cause increased giving in the short-
term, these results reveal that this pattern reverses over time. 

To test the second hypothesis, experiment 2 examined the dif-
ferential reasons for why individuals donate immediately after ad-
vertisement exposure or at a later point in time when sadness vs. 
happiness was induced while viewing the advertisement. After rat-
ing their current emotional state, participants were exposed to an ad-
vertisement for St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital that depicted 
either a happy-faced child or a sad-faced child. Then, half of the par-
ticipants were asked whether they would donate money to St. Jude if 
they were to win a $50 lottery while they were viewing the ad while 
the other half were asked whether they would donate money to St. 
Jude one week later. Those who indicated that they would donate 
were asked to provide an amount in addition to reasons why they 
would donate. Thus, experiment 2 utilized a 2 (ad: happy vs. sad) x 
2 (donate: now vs. later) between-subjects design.

Follow-up survey results revealed no significant differences in 
the propensity to give for the donate now (χ2 = 1.045, p = .307) vs. 
donate one week later conditions (χ2 = .436, p = .509). However, 
there were significant differences in the amount of money partici-
pants would be willing to donate if they won. In the donate now 
condition, participants that viewed the sad advertisement indicated 
that they would be willing to donate a greater portion of their $50 
winnings (M = 30.23, SD = 14.92) than participants that viewed the 
happy advertisement (M = 20.00, SD = 14.83), t(46) = 2.37, p = .022. 
Conversely, in the donate later condition, participants that viewed 
the happy advertisement indicated that they would be willing to do-
nate a greater portion of their $50 winnings (M = 25.00, SD = 13.96) 
than participants that viewed the sad advertisement (M = 15.79, SD 
= 8.04), t(38) = -2.52, p = .016.

These temporal effects of donation solicitation then translated 
into differential reasons for giving based on the emotion that was 
evoked while viewing the advertisement. Participants were provided 
with a list of 8 statements and asked to indicate the extent to which 
the statement would be true for them if they were to win the lottery 
and donate. In the donate now conditions, one’s current emotions 
(the emotions evoked by the ad) seemed to play a critical role in the 
decision to donate. Those in the sad ad condition indicated greater 
agreement with the statement that they would donate in order to feel 
happy than those in the happy ad condition, t(46) = 2.054, p = .046. 
In the donate later conditions, one’s current emotions do not seem to 
play a large role, with participants in the happy ad condition indicat-
ing greater agreement with the statement that they would donate to 
feel important than those in the sad ad condition, t(38) = -2.318, p = 
.026. Furthermore, this desire to feel important mediates the relation-
ship between ad condition and amount donated for the donate later 
participants, with a 95% confidence interval excluding zero (.488, 
9.743).

Our studies are one of the first to integrate a temporal perspec-
tive on donating, with the results suggesting that the reasons why 
people give differ across time. Furthermore, the findings illustrate 
that eliciting negative emotions (sadness) may not always be advan-
tageous and it is important to consider when donations will be solic-
ited when designing charity advertisements. In follow-up investiga-
tions, we hope to shed more light on why time differentially affects 
emotions that were elicited during appeals and how charities can 
effectively use these mechanisms to increase their donation rates. 

donating in Recessionary times: Resource Scarcity, 
Social distance, and Charitable Giving

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
We examine whether perceptions of financial scarcity 

affect the allocation of resources to charity. A common sense 
assumption is that donations will decrease when resources are 
scarce. Indeed, charitable giving in the U.S. declined by seven 
percent during the global economic crisis in 2008. Interestingly, 
however, during that time, donations to national charities decreased 
more than to local ones (Rosenblum 2010). Thus, in addition to any 
main effect decrease in financial giving when resources are scarce, it 
appears that people choose differently—directing resources toward 
different causes. The present research examines this phenomenon in 
the laboratory with tighter controls and attempts to understand the 
psychology behind resource scarcity and donation choices.

Our main hypothesis is that people direct resources toward 
more socially proximate causes when resources are scarce than when 
they are abundant.  In general, people are more empathic and helpful 
when they feel closer to others. Research on intergroup relations 
consistently finds that people care more about others in their in-group 
than in the out-group (e.g., Dovidio et al. 1997) and are less caring as 
anonymity between people increases (Bohnet and Frey 1999). 

We expect that this tendency is amplified under conditions 
of resource scarcity and diminished under conditions of resource 
abundance. Why? From an evolutionary perspective, when resources 
are scarce, shifting focus to one’s own group is necessary for survival. 
However, when financial resources are abundant, people may feel 
less concerned about in-group protection and more empowered to 
help others, regardless of their psychological distance.

In a recent paper, Shah, Shafir, and Mullainathan (2011) 
find that people behave more myopically when resources are 
scarce—heavily discounting the future. These findings help explain 
why the poor, compared with other populations, are more likely to 
take short-term high-interest loans, which help in the short run but 
are clearly damaging in the long run. People may likewise be socially 
myopic under conditions of scarcity—more heavily discounting the 
lives of distant others relative to close others. Indeed, Jones and 
Rachlin (2006) found that generosity declines with social distance 
in a “hyperbolic” pattern that resembled the hyperbolic function 
observed in studies of time discounting. Thus, there are fundamental 
similarities between temporal and social distance and that may 
translate to corresponding patterns under conditions of scarcity. 

To test this hypothesis, we conducted three experiments 
involving actual monetary donations. In all experiments participants 
arrived at a lab, were seated in private cubicles, and received $5 
compensation for their participation. In all experiments we induced 
feelings of financial scarcity or abundance by asking participants 
to estimate how much money they have in their combined bank 
accounts (following Nelson and Morrison (2005)). In the scarce 
resource condition, the scale for this question ranged from $0 to over 
$50,000 with increments of $5,000. Almost all participants checked 
the first tier of this scale. In the abundant resource condition, the scale 
ranged from $0 to over $500 with increments of $50, and almost 
all participants checked the last tier of the scale. In an ostensibly 
unrelated experiment participants read about a “great way to help 
children” and a description of UNICEF followed. 

In the first two experiments, the donation targets were 
UNICEF in the U.S. (“helping children in our local community”) and 
Africa (“helping children in a faraway community”). In experiment 
1 (n = 107) we employed a within-participant design such that all 
participants could donate to UNICEF U.S., UNICEF Africa, or not 
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donate at all. They could also decide the amount to be donated. 
Donations were made in private to reduce any social pressure. We 
calculated the difference between the donation each participant 
allocated to the U.S. and Africa and subjected this variable to an 
ordered logit. Results show that resource scarcity significantly 
impacts where the money was donated: as resources become scarce, 
donations to the U.S. fund increased compared with Africa. 

In experiment 2 (n = 158) we used a between-participants 
design such that roughly half of the participants read about UNICEF 
U.S. and the other half about UNICEF African. A 2(scarcity) × 
2(donation target) ANOVA revealed only a significant interaction 
such that donations to the U.S. fund are higher than to the Africa 
fund when resources are perceived as scarce, but when resources 
are abundant there is no significant difference between the amounts 
donated to each country. 

In experiment 3 (n = 131) we attempted to generalize 
our finding to another natural in-group/out-group dichotomy. Half 
of participants were asked to donate to “help improve the living 
conditions of business students like you” and the other half was 
asked to donate to “help improve the living conditions of agriculture 
students”. A 2(scarcity) × 2(donation target) ANOVA revealed a 
significant interaction. Donations to business students are higher 
than to agriculture students when resources are perceived as scarce, 
but when resources are abundant there is no significant difference 
between the amounts donated to each group.

In sum, three experiments show that resource scarcity leads 
to socially-myopic donation choices. The results have important 
implications for understanding public aid in recessionary times. They 
suggest that beyond a simple decrease in generosity when financial 
resources are tight, there is also a shift in where people donate.

Are the Rich or Poor the More Generous Ones? It 
depends on the Way the Appeal is Framed

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Are the rich or poor the more generous ones? Confusingly, there 

are supportive findings on both sides. Two studies investigated how 
money reminders produce differential donation behavior. Our results 
in fact suggest that both states can lead people to donate more (or 
less), depending on the way that the appeal is framed. 

Research has documented that having money can result in more 
and less donation behavior. Longitudinal research by Schervish and 
Havens (2001) has found that the wealthiest 7% of U.S. households 
contribute over 50% of the money to charitable causes. Experimen-
tal studies demonstrated the existence of a “noblesse oblige” social 
norm that prompts high status individuals, and not their low status 
counterparts, to behave prosocially (Fiddick and Cummins 2007). 
But the reverse also seems to be true, in that people without much 
money tend to donate more than their richer counterparts. For in-
stance, household incomes of greater than $100,000 donate a lower 
proportion of their incomes than those of less than $25,000 (Gardyn 
2003). 

Because people who possess many or few financial resources 
might be inherently different types of people and, accordingly, such 
individual differences might be driving differences in donation be-
havior, we first sought to study the effects of mere exposure to the 
idea of money on donation behavior. In study 1, participants were 
brought into the laboratory and given 8 quarters ($.25) for their par-
ticipation, a device that also allowed us to be sure that participants 
possessed money for the donation opportunity to follow. Next came 
a manipulation of the idea of money: Participants were either re-
minded of money or nonmoney (neutral) concepts via a phrase de-

scrambling task. After completing filler questionnaires, participants 
were told that the experiment was over and given a false debrief-
ing. While participants gathered their belongings, the experimenter 
pointed to a covered box in the back of the room and commented 
that the lab was taking donations for the University Student Fund if 
the participant wished to donate. Participants were given a private 
opportunity to donate, which was the dependent measure. 

The results showed that money-reminded participants donated 
less than participants in the neutral condition. In fact, money remind-
ed participants donated on average 57% of what others did. 

Study 1’s results indicated that people reminded of money were 
less generous than others. A broader conclusion from this and other 
work is that people reminded of having money appear to be driven 
by a focus on the self (Vohs et al. 2006). Yet most donation appeals 
focus explicitly on others, not the self. We hypothesized that when an 
appeal for donations is framed in terms of others, people reminded of 
money would be less generous than others, as in study 1. Yet when 
framed in terms of the self, people reminded of money were pre-
dicted to be more generous than others. 

We predicted the opposite effect for people reminded of lacking 
money. Recent work has depicted low socioeconomic individuals as 
more generous, charitable, trusting, and helpful compared to their 
high social class counterparts (Piff et al. 2010). By implication, we 
predicted that when in a mindset of lacking money, donations would 
rise if participants were reminded of others and fall if they were re-
minded of the self. 

We tested our hypotheses using a field experiment assessing ac-
tual monetary donations to an existing charitable cause. The design 
was a 2 (prime: having money vs. lacking money) x 2 (reminder: 
own behavior vs. others’ behavior) between-subjects factorial de-
sign. Participants first performed a descramble task designed to 
prime the sense of either having versus lacking money. 

Then the experimenter indicated that she was soliciting mon-
etary donations for the World Wildlife Fund (WWF). Participants in 
the self condition were asked if they agreed that thought the WWF 
was a worthy organization (all agreed). Then the experimenter re-
minded them of their support of the WWF and asked for a donation. 
In the other condition, participants were told that many other people 
had already supported the WWF by donating. Then the experimenter 
asked for a donation. 

Results showed the expected pattern, that prime and reminder 
conditions interacted to predict donation behavior. In support of hy-
potheses, participants primed with the idea of having money donated 
more when the call for charity reminded them of their own behavior 
than when it highlighted the behaviors of others. Among participants 
who had been primed with the idea of lacking money, the pattern re-
versed — these participants donated more of their own money when 
the charitable request reminded them not of themselves but of the 
behavior of others. 

Previous work has shown that people who have money display 
more charitable giving than do people lacking money — but, per-
turbingly, the reverse also has ample support. The present research 
shows that both outcomes depend on the way the appeal for generos-
ity is framed. 

Prosocial Spending and Well-being: Cross-Cultural 
Evidence for a Psychological Universal

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Warren Buffett, one of the richest people in the world, recently 

pledged to give away 99% of his wealth, saying that he “couldn’t be 
happier with that decision” (Buffet 2010).  Consistent with Buffett’s 
claim, recent research suggests that financial generosity may indeed 
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promote happiness (e.g., Dunn, Aknin and Norton 2008).  For Buf-
fett, this striking act of generosity necessitated little self-sacrifice; he 
noted that “my family and I will give up nothing we need or want 
by fulfilling this 99% pledge,” whereas for other people, “the dol-
lars [they] drop into a collection plate or give to United Way mean 
forgone movies, dinners out, or other personal pleasures” (Buffett 
2010). Of course, in many parts of the world, spending one’s limited 
financial resources on others may mean sacrificing more than just 
movies and dinners out. Does spending money on others promote 
happiness even in relatively impoverished areas of the world? 

To examine the correlation between prosocial spending and 
subjective well-being within a large number of countries, we use 
data collected from 136 countries between 2006-2008 as part of the 
Gallup World Poll (GWP; total N = 234,917, Mage = 38, SD = 17; 49% 
male).  The sample represents over 95% of the world’s adult popu-
lation (aged 15 and older) and provides an exceptionally large and 
diverse snapshot. The data are collected using randomly selected, 
nationally representative samples with a mean size of 1321 individu-
als per country (SD = 730, range = 141- 4437). The relationship be-
tween prosocial spending and SWB is positive in 120 out of 136 
countries included in the Gallup World Poll, with this relationship 
reaching traditional levels of significance (p < .05) in some 59% of 
these 120 countries. In a pooled global estimate, the prosocial spend-
ing coefficient, b = .27, p < .03, exceeds half the coefficient of log 
income, b = .41, p < .03. Thus donating to charity has a similar rela-
tionship to SWB as a doubling of household income. Importantly, al-
though rates of prosocial spending are higher in wealthier countries, 
r(134) = 0.54, p < .001, the size of the relationship between proso-
cial spending and SWB that emerges within countries is unrelated 
to rates of donation, r(134) = -.10, p = .23, or to the countries’ mean 
incomes, r(134) = -.09, p = .31, suggesting that generous financial 
behavior is linked to well-being in poor and rich countries alike.

In Study 2a, we tested the causal impact of prosocial spending 
on happiness, randomly assigning participants in Canada (N = 140) 
and Uganda (N = 680) to write about a time they had spent money 
on themselves (personal spending) or others (prosocial spending). 
As predicted, there was a significant main effect of spending type, 
whereby participants randomly assigned to recall a purchase made 
for someone else (M = .09, SD = 1.00) reported significantly higher 
happiness than participants assigned to recall a purchase made for 
themselves (M = -.09, SD = 0.99), F(1, 784) = 8.21, p = .004. The in-
teraction of spending type and country was not significant, F(1, 784) 
= 1.88, p = .17. Thus, participants in Canada and Uganda reported 
higher levels of happiness when they thought about spending money 
on others rather than themselves. In Study 2b, participants in India 
(N = 101) were assigned to recall a recent purchase in which they 
spent money on themselves (personal spending condition) or some-
one else (prosocial spending condition); those in the control condi-
tion proceeded directly to our happiness measures without recalling 
a past spending experience. A one-way ANOVA revealed significant 
between-group differences in positive affect, F(2, 96) = 3.44, p < .04. 
Using LSD contrasts, we found that positive affect levels reported by 
participants in the control condition (M = 3.72, SD = .72) and per-
sonal spending condition (M = 3.64, SD = .49) were not significantly 
different from each other, p > .65; most importantly, participants in 
the prosocial spending condition reported higher levels of PA (M = 
4.11, SD = .54) than participants in either of the other conditions, 
p’s < .04.

In Study 3, participants in both Canada (N = 60) and Uganda 
(N = 95) engaged in a version of the “dictator game,” a widely-used 
economic paradigm in which generous financial behavior can be ob-
served in a controlled setting. We entered trait happiness, donation 

amount, country, and a donation amount X country interaction term 
into a linear regression equation predicting post-task positive affect. 
Supporting our hypothesis, donation size was the only significant 
predictor of post-task PA, such that larger donations were associated 
with higher levels of positive affect (β = .27, p < .001). The interac-
tion of donation amount and country (β = -.06, p > .45) did not ap-
proach significance, such that donation amount predicted dictators’ 
post-task positive affect in both the Ugandan (β = .19, p < .04) and 
Canadian (β = .35, p < .005) samples. 

Taken together, the present studies provide the first evidence for 
a possible psychological universal: human beings around the world 
experience emotional rewards from using their financial resources 
to benefit others. From an evolutionary perspective, the emotional 
rewards that people experience when they help others may serve as 
a proximate mechanism that evolved to facilitate prosocial behav-
ior, which may have carried short-term costs but long-term benefits 
for survival over human evolutionary history. The robustness of 
this mechanism is supported by our finding that people experience 
emotional benefits from sharing their financial resources with others 
not only in countries where such resources are plentiful, but also 
in impoverished countries where scarcity might seem to limit the 
possibilities to reap the gains from giving to others. In highlight-
ing the potential universality of emotional benefits stemming from 
prosocial spending, the present work adds to the chorus of recent 
interdisciplinary research on the importance of generosity for human 
well-being.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
This special session is unified by a focus on women managing 

significant life transitions. Each of the four papers examines how 
women struggle across diverse life stages, the successful and unsuc-
cessful use of goods and services during this transition, and how gen-
dered roles constrain action as women negotiate to create spaces in 
which they can maneuver and thrive. The papers traverse across the 
life stages of virginity, motherhood, and middle age (van Gennep 
1960).

Linda Scott examines the problem of retaining girls in second-
ary education in economically developing countries. In three field 
studies, she explores the viability of providing girls sanitary men-
strual products to increase their attendance. Feminist discourses have 
traditionally argued that the same social structures oppressing wom-
en also dominate nature (Plumwood 1993). Thus, ecofeminists argue 
that researchers should align to dismantle the underlying dualisms 
(e.g., masculine/culture/developed vs. feminine/nature/developing). 
Ironically, global discourses in this context force a false choice be-
tween either protecting at-risk young women or the environment, 
all the while ignoring the environmental contradictions of Western 
women’s practices.

Shifting to the challenges of motherhood, Amber Epp and Suna-
ina Velagaleti explore how Western women who have an abundance 
of opportunities manage motherhood through outsourcing. Mothers 
face new services aimed at families that extend beyond the tradition-
al dilemma of selecting childcare to more nontraditional services. 
Mothers create assemblages of care that seek to balance control, in-
timacy, and substitutability as they explore the boundaries between 
private family life and public marketplace exchanges.

The final two papers explore later life stages as women transi-
tion through menopause and into the life stage of old age. Given 
the negative stereotypes and stigmas associated with being an older 
woman, these stages are associated with the assertion of new posi-
tive identities. Canan Corus and Bige Saatcioglu explore how meno-
pausal women construct the meaning of womanhood and beauty as 
they go through this transitional life stage. Highlighting the relation-
ship between women’s consumption practices and these constructed 
meanings, they find that women evolve new identities aided by con-
sumption practices in the domains of beauty, health care, and leisure.

Emily Moscato and Julie Ozanne examine the brand community 
of the Red Hat Society, which is a group of women over fifty who 
meet socially for friendship, fun, and laughter. The ‘red hatters’ are 
best known for their outlandish costumes of red hats, purple dresses, 
and dazzling accessories, as well as their penchant for shopping and 
dining out. Yet a deeper analysis suggests that, consistent with situat-
ed learning and theories on communities of practice (Wenger 2000), 
these women use this social support to learn and practice the skills 
needed for aging.

This session highlights diversity by examining the negotiation 
of gender both across life stages as well as across developing and de-
veloped economies. This session should be of relevant to researchers 
interested in consumer socialization, aging, rites of passage, feminist 
theory, gender, and issues of discrimination and social justice.

Red Flag: Inadequate Sanitary Care derails the 
transition to Secondary School in Africa

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Retaining girls in secondary school is thought to be key to solv-

ing problems that block economic prosperity in poor nations: high 
fertility rates, high infant and maternal mortality, and rapid spread 
of disease, for instance (Hausmann et al. 2007). Yet drops in female 
enrollment after puberty continue to be dramatic and often prove in-
tractable in the face of NGO and government efforts to encourage 
girls’ education (World Bank 2011).

Local custom often takes a “coercive pronatalist” stance (Fol-
bre 2009), even where official exhortations discourage early mar-
riage and large families. Among other practices, habits and attitudes 
surrounding the onset of menstruation, such as unhygienic care and 
limited personal privacy, push girls into early motherhood even when 
they wish to continue in school. At the same time, menstrual taboos 
inhibit frank discussion of the problem, while rites of passage trum-
pet the sexual “ripeness” of even very young post-pubescent girls 
(Buckley and Gottlieb 1988; van de Walle et al. 2001).

This talk will focus on three studies, two completed and one 
ongoing, in east and west Africa, that investigate sanitary pads provi-
sion in educational settings, within the context of girls’ transition into 
adulthood.  However, sources and experiences from other develop-
ing nations will also be brought to bear on what is believed to be a 
widespread problem (for instance, El-Gilany et al. 2005; Mahon and 
Fernandes 2010; Nabar et al. 2006).

Two completed investigations of the impact of free sanitary 
pads provision will be described, one in Ghana and one in Uganda. 
Initial data, collected in Ghana, show that providing ordinary dis-
posable sanitary pads increases not only attendance in school, but 
the ability to concentrate, levels of confidence, and engagement in 
activities from sports to household chores. An extension of this work, 
among a larger sample and with a longer time horizon, is now under-
way in Uganda.

After years of silence, menstrual provision has now emerged 
as a topic of keen interest in Africa, with nations such as Ghana and 
Kenya leading initiatives to guarantee adequate sanitary care, in or-
der to protect girls’ rights to equal education (for instance, Cherono 
2011). Yet this welcome attention to a long-neglected problem has 
brought new challenges: toilet facilities are woefully inadequate and 
disposable pads may cause costly backups. At the same time, West-
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ern environmental activists, who are often unaware of the nature of 
the material constraints, are pushing against the provision of dispos-
able pads, arguing instead for menstrual cups and cloth pads (see, for 
instance, “Danish Company Gets Sida Grant to Sell Menstrual Cups 
in Kenya” 2011; Oster and Thompson 2007).

Thus, the third study, expected to conclude in July 2012, looks 
into the acceptability of various eco-preferable alternatives in the 
secondary and primary schools of a remote community in Uganda. 
Three locally sourced cloth pads are being tested alongside a paper 
pad made from papyrus in local cottage factories. In addition, an 
innovative incinerator for disposables (including the papyrus pad) 
is being tested. This incinerator burns without fuel at medical waste 
temperatures and can be attached directly to a latrine closet.  The 
reasons for omitting menstrual cups, which pose a substantial public 
health threat, will also be outlined.

Distributing free sanitary pads may help improve girls’ atten-
dance and, perhaps, their performance and retention. But the world 
community also balks at giving girls these consumer products, par-
ticularly because of environmental concerns surrounding disposal of 
pads. Thus, this talk will end by describing the conflicting agendas of 
women’s rights activists and environmental advocates in the context 
of puberty and education in the developing world.

Outsourcing Motherhood:  
Managing Assemblages of Care

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Increasingly, mothers are choosing to outsource some of their 

most intimate parental practices to the marketplace. Outsourcing re-
fers to “the transfer of intimate tasks historically or normatively seen 
as being performed within the family and by family members to for-
mal commercial establishments located outside of the family” (Lair 
2007, p. 32-33). Although questions about whether to enroll children 
in daycare or place an elderly parent in a nursing home have long 
been at the center of public and academic debates, examples of out-
sourcing everyday family life have begun to proliferate in the media. 
Services exist for everything from teaching your child to ride a bike 
to taking your kids on college tours (Leider 2009). These emergent 
services blur the boundaries between family and the marketplace, 
and prompt new questions about what is acceptable to outsource and 
how families make these sometimes contentious decisions. 

Family life incorporates a range of everyday practices of care, 
which range from daily rhythms to our most sacred milestones (Epp 
and Price 2008, 2010). Beyond acknowledging that “consumption is 
a moment in every practice” (Warde 2005), some scholars argue that 
the marketplace has become too close to family life. Prior research 
sets up an oppositional dichotomy between the realms of love/fam-
ily/sacred and money/market/profane (Hochschild 2003). This strict 
dichotomy positions the marketplace as an intrusion in family life, 
propagated by overbooked lifestyles that force families to substitute 
paid care for family-produced practices (Hochschild 2003). Rather 
than accept this dichotomy as given, we allow families to reveal their 
own assumptions about how the marketplace should or should not be 
integrated into family life. This alternate perspective examines how 
intimacy and the marketplace coexist and draw upon one another in 
both conflict and partnership (Thompson 1996; Zelizer 2005). 

Consumer researchers have only recently entered the academic 
debate on outsourcing and they tend to focus on major family deci-
sion contexts such as daycare or eldercare (Bradford and Sullivan 
2010; Huff and Cotte 2011). Our study extends this research by in-
vestigating how mothers make choices about outsourcing everyday 
practices, where boundaries about what is acceptable to outsource 

are challenged. Practices of care are not limited to major life deci-
sions, but rather manifest in a range of everyday activities such as 
grocery shopping and preparing dinner, often heralded as sites for 
the expression of love and sacrifice (Miller 1998; Thompson 1996). 
Mothers express guilt and anxiety over outsourcing certain activi-
ties to make time for others (Daly 2001; Leider 2009), especially 
when there is fear of missing milestones or questions about whether 
the market can provide the same personalization of care (Hochs-
child 2003). Other mothers express pride in being able to provide 
their children with rewarding experiences delivered by professionals 
(Thompson 1996), but perhaps all practices are not equally up for 
negotiation. The potential for tension exists as practices considered 
sacred to some might be traded off for other practices (Epp and Price 
2010, 2011). 

We adopted a grounded theory approach based on in-depth in-
terviews with 25 couples with children. Participants varied in their 
views, practices, and constraints related to outsourcing based on fac-
tors such as income or social class, availability of kin networks, and 
family structure. In order to ensure diversity with regard to access 
to outsourcing services, we interviewed families in multiple cities. 

Our primary contribution is a framework for how mothers make 
decisions about outsourcing everyday practices of care. Specifically, 
mothers generate complex assemblages of care that incorporate het-
erogeneous resources to assert control, preserve intimacy, and ap-
proximate substitutability. Clear tensions exist around how and when 
to enlist outside resources that move beyond considerations of ex-
pertise. For example, following Hochschild (2003), mothers often 
expressed desires for service providers to customize care for their 
children to mirror the care she would provide herself. This might in-
clude sharing details about birthday traditions or rewards given dur-
ing potty training. However, despite the sense of control and peace 
of mind gained from being able to customize, it also presented draw-
backs. Facilitating perfect substitution engendered feelings of irrel-
evance: “if it could be substituted by any other adult, then what sets 
you apart as a parent?” (Lorna, Mother). Instead, care assemblages 
must include at least some practices that are “just ours,” even if the 
meanings of practices or what these accomplish shift from some 
practices to others. That is, mothers weigh the entire assemblage of 
care when making outsourcing decisions, rather than thinking about 
a particular service in isolation. Further, attempts to substitute focus 
mostly on the child’s experience, but mothers find it difficult to miss 
out: “Tara [care provider] has those memories [firsts], and I won’t” 
(Allison, Mother). In addition to customization tensions, many ser-
vice providers attempt to preserve intimacy by making children’s 
experiences more accessible. Examples such as texting updates, on-
line video feeds, or reports on the child’s activities were prevalent. 
Tensions also surfaced with this strategy, as mothers who missed 
milestones attempted to redefine them (“it’ll be a first time for us 
when we see her walk, too... that will be our first… We’ll count that 
one, not the other one”—Allison, Mother). Mothers found it more 
difficult to reframe the milestone when providers tried to include 
them (“She [care provider] caught her steps with her camera”—Al-
lison, Mother). Across families, we observed variation in the extent 
to which mothers’ assemblages of care were intentional or emergent, 
but considering questions of control, intimacy, and substitutability 
often shaped which resources mothers incorporated. 
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the Social Construction of Womanhood in Middle Age:  
Menopause as a Rite of Passage

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Middle age is considered a prominent rite of passage in a 

person’s life whereby physical appearances change, new roles are 
adapted, and identities are negotiated (van Gennep 1960). Much of 
consumer research on aging focuses on the elderly (Price, Arnould, 
and Curasi 2000; Bonsu and Belk 2003; Schau, Gilly, and Wolfin-
barger 2009), even though middle age is a major life transition that 
poses multiple physical, psychological, and social challenges (Hol-
lis 1993). Middle age is experienced very differently by women 
than by men since the physiological change of menopause marks 
the beginning of midlife. As they become middle-aged, women not 
only undergo bodily and emotional changes but they also are at 
times subject to negative stereotypes related to aging, beauty, and 
their sexual attractiveness.

Middle-aged women are an understudied population in 
consumer research (see, for exceptions, Hill 1991; Thompson 
2004; Ustuner and Holt 2007). Understanding women better 
and exploring their changing marketplace practices as they enter 
midlife is important for several reasons. First, women constitute a 
fairly large consumer segment with diverse needs and expectations 
(Huddleston and Minahan 2011). Second, women take an active 
role when it comes to consumption; for example, they are often 
the primary decision makers in much of the familial consumption 
practices (McIntosh and Zey 1989). In addition, exploring the depth 
and richness of the female world would contribute to the research 
on diversity and marketplace inclusion (Williams and Henderson 
2012). 

The purpose of this study is to explore middle-aged women’s 
social construction of womanhood as they go through menopause. 
We study menopause as a transition that triggers changing defini-
tions of self and womanhood. We seek to address questions regard-
ing women’s identity construction as they experience this transition: 
How are women’s experiences of menopause colored by specific 
cultural and contextual constructions? What are the roles of social 
others (e.g., family, healthcare staff) in women’s construction of 
their experiences? How do women’s interpretations of their bodily 
changes shape their identity negotiations? We explore the ways 
menopausal women construct the meaning of womanhood and 
beauty as they go through this transitional life stage. Further, we 
try to understand the nature of the relationship between women’s 
consumption practices and these constructed meanings.

Menopause is a rich context to explore the shaping and nego-
tiation of womanhood in midlife for several reasons. First, meno-
pause is a unique transition in that it is “strictly a female passage” 
that marks the beginning of several changes, challenges, and transi-
tions in women’s lives (Coulbrooke 2002, p. 170). As compared to 
men, women’s bodies are more central to their social interactions, 
negotiations of power, and self-definitions. As such, there is much 
to learn through examining transitions in the way women’s bodies 
are treated and imagined. Second, women who enter the meno-
pausal period experience bodily changes that trigger different health 
and self-care consumption practices (Herrick, Douglas, and Carlson 
1996; Lyons and Griffin 2003). Finally, menopause is often viewed 
as a woman’s loss of her attractiveness and sexual appeal; in a 
society that worships youth and beauty, these perceptions highlight 
the challenges faced by midlife women (Martin 2001).

Although menopause is a natural hormonal transformation, 
it is sometimes treated as a “process of breakdown, failure, and 
decline” (Martin 2001, p. 43). In this definition of menopause, the 

female body is seen as a system that breaks down and loses its 
reproductive capabilities (Martin 2001, p. 42). Within this narrow 
and largely negative depiction of the female body in transition, 
menopause is described as a problem of hormone deficiency, a 
pathological state, which needs to be treated (i.e., the medicaliza-
tion of menopause) [Conrad 2007]. In opposition to the medical 
discourse, feminist discourse constructs menopause as a natural 
physiological transformation that brings along new roles and free-
doms in women’s lives (Kaufert 1983). 

Preliminary findings based on in-depth interviews with women 
across menopausal phases hint at multiple distinct constructions of 
menopause and middle age. For example, while few of our infor-
mants perceive menopause as a medical condition that needs to be 
cured via medical procedures (e.g., hormone replacement therapy) 
and thus, adhering to the medical discourse, others see it as a posi-
tive transition that motivates new beginnings (i.e., engaging in new 
hobbies, negotiating roles, and challenging societal norms about 
womanhood). Consistent with van Gennep’s (1960) and Schouten’s 
(1991) descriptions of rites of passage, we find that our informants 
go through the “separation” phase during which they distance 
from their previous social construction of womanhood. Meno-
pause becomes the triggering event to start this separation phase. 
However, our initial findings highlight more complex versions of 
the two subsequent phases of rites of passage (i.e., transition and 
incorporation) than the ones conceptualized by van Gennep (1960) 
and Schouten (1991). Furthermore, our findings point to a variety 
of coping strategies with menopause and midlife transitions as well 
as newly acquired consumption practices in various domains such 
as beauty, healthcare, and hobbies. As such, our data highlights the 
diversity in both individual and social identities of women going 
through midlife. 

Crones, Hags, and biddies:  
How I became a burlesque Queen at Seventy

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The stigmas of aging–unattractiveness, frailty, and dependen-

cy–are often amplified by gender expectations for women. For in-
stance, looks are traditionally a source of social capital for women 
and, thus, women are judged harshly as their “looks fade.” Women 
grow old while men become distinguished; men are seldom accused 
of “sagging” (Calasanti 2005). Against this backdrop, the members 
of the Red Hat Society (RHS) perform gender by parodying tradi-
tional expectations that women look pretty and act demurely. The 
RHS encourages its members to wear gaudy attire, buy branded 
merchandise, and consume loudly and hedonistically. The Red Hat 
community provides an opportunity to enhance our understanding of 
how older women negotiate culturally embedded standards of aging 
and beauty.

The Red Hat Society is an organization for women fifty years 
and older dedicated to celebrating aging through “fun, friendship, 
and freedom.” The RHS boasts 80,000 registered members embrac-
ing the advice from Jenny Joseph’s poem, Warning: “When I am an 
old woman, I shall wear purple, with a red hat that doesn’t go…” 
They attend local chapter meetings at restaurants wearing their rega-
lia of red and purple and accessorizing with feathers, flowers, beads, 
and sparkles. RHS members are known for their loud laughter, spon-
taneous singing, and frequent playing of red and purple kazoos. RHS 
is a brand community heavily focused on buying and consuming 
from their outlandish costumes to their monthly feasting rituals in 
which cocktails and desserts are consumed before the main meal. 
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Corporate headquarters states that “the official sport of Red Hat So-
ciety is shopping.” 

Emergent findings, based on interviews and fieldwork, suggest 
that beneath the surface silliness, these women both support and 
challenge traditional notions of what it means to be an older woman. 
The RHS highlights the dynamic tensions between conformity and 
resistance in consumption communities of marginalized individu-
als seeking mainstream recognition without assimilation. The RHS 
members coalesce around consumption of the RHS brand, sharing 
rituals, traditions, and a sense of responsibility to community mem-
bers and potential members (Muniz and O’Guinn 2001). RHS prides 
itself on contradicting traditional gender roles. Publically, members 
are loud and boisterous and they focus on themselves and pleasure 
(rather than attending to family or social obligations). They support 
other gendered roles such as shopping, gift giving, and being beauti-
ful. Yet, ironically, their performance of beauty is over-the-top like 
the garishness of burlesque queens as they don feathered boas, velvet 
dresses, and plenty of bling. “I saw this hat and I was just flabber-
gasted by it... it was so great I just had to have that hat so I bought 
it... and immediately wore that one and it was a hoot. Everybody just 
oohed and awed over it and it was great. I loved it” (Dana, 12/17/11). 

Their focus on having fun and drawing attention is also a direct 
challenge of societal norms about appropriate behavior and appear-
ance of older women, who are expected to “fade into the woodwork” 
(Stalp, Williams, Lynch, and Radina 2008, 247). Violating social ex-
pectations introduces RHS members to a new type of social perfor-
mance, as one informant stated, “it’s okay to laugh and be silly and 
make noise in a restaurant and do things that I’ve been socialized 
and condition not to do all these years” (Macey 10/24/11). Consis-
tent with situated learning and theories on communities of practice 
(Lave 1991; Wenger 2000), RHS members acquire knowledge and 
skills for coping with the aging process through their community in-
volvement. Through sharing, laughter, and community these women 
reframe their discomfort over growing old and affirm their worth and 
entitlement in a culture focused on youth, speed, and independence. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Understanding moral judgments is critical for society at large 

as well as businesses given an increasing level of moral uneasiness 
(Mills 2000) and growing dissention regarding judgments of right 
and wrong (or moral versus immoral) among political ideologies as 
well as religion and culture (Haidt and Joseph 2004). In seeking to 
understand moral judgments, a growing body of research has started 
to examine the role of various antecedents to moral judgments. For 
example, to date, research has examined how moral judgments are 
influenced by emotions and moral intuitions (Pizarro, Inbar, and He-
lion 2011; Ugazio, Lamm, and Singer 2012), individual differences 
such as sensitivity to bodily sensations and disgust (Inbar et al. 2009; 
Schnall, Haidt, Clore, and Jordan 2008), sensory experiences such 
as taste and physical cleanliness (Eskine, Kacinik, and Prinz 2011; 
Inbar et al. 2009), and even hypnotism (Wheatley and Haidt 2005). 
Nonetheless, the discord surrounding morality and moral judgments 
in society suggests that there is much yet to be understood.

The goal of this session is to gain better understanding of the 
various antecedents of consumers’ moral judgments. Each of the four 
papers examines a different factor and thereby takes an integrative 
approach to understanding the precursors of the consumer moral 
judgment process. In doing so, this session draws on several differ-
ent fields of study, addressing the conference mission of appreciating 
diversity to the extent that the series of papers offers interdisciplinary 
insights into moral judgments. 

The first paper by Winterich, Morales, and Mittal presents four 
studies examining nuances of the extensive findings on affective an-
tecedents of the moral judgment process. The authors explore how 
specific emotions (disgust, happiness, sadness) affect the severity of 
consumers’ moral judgments. An important insight offered in this 
paper is the role of transgression magnitude in reversing the effect 
of emotions on moral judgments with both positively and negatively 
valenced emotion having similar effects on the severity of moral 
judgments based on other cognitions associated with the specific 
emotion. 

Moving from the affective antecedents to the sensory determi-
nants of the moral judgment process, the second paper by Nenkov 
et al. features six studies. The authors show that sensory input (i.e., 
seeing, touching, smelling, or hearing a product) lowers consumers’ 
level of construal, which leads to less harsh moral judgments, less 
sophisticated moral reasoning, and more motivated moral reasoning. 

The third paper by Hershfield, Cohen, and Thompson explores 
the cognitive determinants of moral judgment. In a series of five 
studies, this paper establishes consumers’ ability to project one’s 
self into the future as an important determinant of moral decision 
making. Specifically, whether measured or manipulated, similarity to 
one’s future self not only decreases the severity of moral judgments, 
but also increases the likelihood of engaging in immoral behaviors 
such as lying and cheating.

Finally, after considering nuances of the affective, sensory, and 
cognitive antecedents of moral judgments, the fourth paper by Mazar 
et al. employs a large-scale twin study to explore the genetic determi-
nants of the consistency of consumers’ moral judgments. Their find-
ings suggest that genetic structure can predict consistency in moral 
judgments, but, notably, genetics do not seem to underlie consistency 
in other judgments such as religious or economic decisions.

This set of papers not only considers a diverse set of antecedents 
to moral judgments ranging from heritable genetics to situational 
factors such as sensory inputs, but also offers insights from a total 
of 16 studies, some of which are field studies and others examining 
actual immoral behavior in addition to judgments. All four projects 
included in this session are at a very advanced stage of completion, 
and the manuscripts for all four of the papers, as well as the cited 
references, will be available upon request.

By studying various determinants (i.e., emotional, sensory, cog-
nitive, and genetic aspects) of the moral judgment process, which 
includes the harshness and consistency of moral judgments, the so-
phistication of moral reasoning, as well as consumers’ (un)ethical 
conduct, this symposium brings together diverse perspectives on the 
moral judgment process and is a model of “appreciating diversity” 
in keeping with the 2012 ACR conference theme. The projects pre-
sented in this session span multiple scholarly domains, various meth-
odological approaches, as well as sample characteristics. Data were 
gathered from multiple countries around the globe (USA, France, 
Singapore, Sweden) such that diverse populations are represented 
and findings are not limited to potential cultural differences in moral 
judgments (Haidt and Joseph 2004). Moreover, the diversity of this 
session suggests it will be of interest to a wide range of scholars, with 
the following audiences finding this work to be of particular interest: 
scholars of moral judgment, researchers examining the nuances of 
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specific emotions, academics interested in sensory and genetic in-
fluences on consumer behavior, along with scientists interested in 
understanding influences of future-oriented thinking.

In short, the findings being presented embody a wide range of 
approaches, and we believe offer an integrative study of the diverse 
factors that affect the consumer moral judgment process. In doing 
so, this session not only offers theoretical insights, but also provides 
important considerations for individuals, business, and society fac-
ing increasing levels of moral unrest. 
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All Sins Are not Equal:  
the Moderating Role of transgression Magnitude on the 

Effect of disgust on Moral judgments

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
We do not judge all sins equally: most would consider stealing 

a laser printer to be a more severe transgression (i.e., more wrong) 
than stealing a few sheets of printer paper. How do people make such 
judgments and how do they vary based on emotions? Disgust has 
been found to influence judgments of immoral behaviors (Horberg, 
Oveis, Keltner, and Cohen 2009; Schnall, Haidt, Clore, and Jordan 
2008; Wheatley and Haidt 2005), but the mechanism responsible 
for the impact of disgust on moral judgments is underdeveloped. 
Interestingly, a careful investigation reveals the positive relation-
ship between disgust and moral judgments may be stronger when 
the magnitude of the transgression is high whereas the association 
may be weaker when the transgression is of low magnitude (Schnall 
et al. 2008; Wheatley and Haidt 2005). Why would this be the case? 

We propose disgust and its corresponding cognitive appraisals 
of rejection (Rozin et al. 2000; Smith and Ellsworth 1985) may influ-
ence construal level (Trope and Liberman 2003 2010; Vallacher and 
Wegner 1987) such that perceived transgression magnitude moder-
ates the association between disgust and moral judgments. Specifi-
cally, the abstract construal from disgust motivates people to exam-
ine the “why” of the behavior being evaluated. When judging high 
magnitude transgressions, disgusted individuals consider why one 
would engage in such a behavior and find it relatively harder to pro-
vide justifications for such high magnitude transgressions and judge 
the transgression more severely. In contrast, disgusted individuals 

considering why one would engage in low magnitude transgressions 
are able to think of numerous justifications, resulting in less severe 
judgments than those not making an evaluation based on “why” (i.e., 
neutral state). This pattern results in divergent effects of disgust on 
moral judgments depending on transgression magnitude.

The first study is a 2 (emotion: disgust vs. neutral) x 2 (trans-
gression magnitude: high vs. low) mixed design with emotion ma-
nipulated between-subjects and transgression magnitude within-sub-
jects. Disgust was induced with a product evaluation task, and then 
participants evaluated a subset of high and low magnitude immoral 
behaviors used in past research (Detert et al. 2008; Eyal et al. 2008; 
Horberg et al. 2009; Schnall et al. 2008).  A pretest confirmed that 
participants perceived the four high transgression magnitude sce-
narios to be of higher magnitude than the low transgression mag-
nitude scenarios. Participants judged the wrongness and immorality 
of each scenario. Repeated-measures analysis revealed a two-way 
interaction of disgust and transgression magnitude. For the high 
(low) magnitude transgressions, disgusted participants evaluated 
the immoral behavior more (less) severely than the neutral partici-
pants. Thus, disgust increases the perceived severity of judgments 
when the behavior is of high magnitude, whereas disgust decreases 
perceived severity of judgments when the transgression is of low 
magnitude. A second study replicated this effect when the high and 
low magnitude immoral financial scenarios were identical except for 
the monetary value of the immoral behavior (i.e., embezzling $10 
million vs. $100).

Next, we examine whether differences in construal level under-
lies this moderating effect. We propose that in an abstract construal 
the “why” processing that occurs results in more severe judgments 
for high magnitude behaviors (Eyal et al. 2008), but for low magni-
tude behaviors, justifications occur such that behaviors are not im-
moral in the “big picture.”  First, we demonstrate the disgust does 
indeed elicit an abstract construal. Study 3A elicits disgust through 
a video clip and finds participants in the disgust condition construed 
activities more abstractly than those in the neutral condition (Val-
lacher and Wegner 1989). Study 3B elicited disgust through a writ-
ing task and found disgust condition participants created fewer (i.e., 
broader) categories than those in the neutral condition (Liberman, 
Sagristano, and Trope 2002; Smith and Trope 2006), again indicat-
ing disgust results in a more abstract construal than a neutral state. 

Study 4 adds two additional features to the experimental design. 
First, we examine sadness and happiness in addition to disgust. We 
include these additional emotional states to demonstrate that the ef-
fect of disgust on moral judgments is distinct from other negative 
emotions (Chapman et al. 2009; Lerner et al. 2004) and the process 
is driven by construal level since happiness is opposite of disgust 
in valence, but is characterized by the same abstract construal level 
(Labroo and Patrick 2009). Thus, the abstract construal resulting 
from both disgust and happiness should lead to similar effects on 
moral judgments. We also examine participants’ thoughts regarding 
their moral judgments to determine the level of abstract processing 
(Malkoc, Zauberman, and Bettman 2010).

Participants were randomly assigned to one cell in a 4 (emotion: 
happy, sad, disgusted, neutral) x 2 (transgression magnitude: high vs. 
low) between-subjects design. Disgust was elicited through a writing 
task, and then participants evaluated either the four low magnitude 
or four high magnitude immoral financial behaviors used in study 2. 
Participants also listed their thoughts when making the evaluations, 
which were coded for justification of why one would engage in the 
behavior. The interaction of emotion and transgression magnitude 
was significant such that for high transgression magnitude behaviors, 
disgusted and happy participants made more severe moral judgments 
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than neutral or sad participants. The opposite pattern occurred for 
low transgression magnitude behaviors, such that disgust and hap-
piness reduced the perceived severity of low magnitude immoral 
behaviors relative to neutral and sadness participants. Bootstrapping 
analysis revealed that justification thoughts mediated the relation-
ship between emotion and transgression magnitude and severity of 
moral judgments. These results suggest that the effect of disgust on 
moral judgments is not accounted for by “gut feelings.” Rather, it is 
the abstract construal associated with the affective state that influ-
ences moral judgments, allowing for disgust to both increase and 
decrease the perceived severity of the behavior depending on the 
transgression magnitude.

These results provide important insights into the nuances of the 
relationship between disgust and moral judgments, enhance our un-
derstanding of the affect and construal level relationship, and indi-
cate how justifications may reduce the perceived severity of immoral 
behaviors, which has important societal implications.
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Sense and Sensibility:  
the Impact of Sensory Input on Moral Judgments

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Prior research has not examined how individuals associate their 

concrete sensory experiences of sound, color, touch, or odor with 
higher-level abstract concepts such as morality. The purpose of the 
current research is to explore the effects of sensory input on sev-
eral aspects of the moral judgment processes. We propose and sub-
sequently show that sensory modality inputs (i.e., seeing, touching, 
smelling, or hearing a product) lower consumers’ level of construal, 
which then leads to less harsh moral judgments, less sophisticated 
moral reasoning, and more motivated moral reasoning. 

A product is more directly experienced when consumers can 
see, feel, hear, or smell it. We argue that products experienced with 
fewer sensory modality inputs (i.e., products described verbally) 
will be mentally construed at a more abstract level because they are 
less directly perceived in terms of the constellation of their sensory 
properties (Kardes, Cronley, and Kim 2006; Stephan, Liberman, and 
Trope 2010). No prior research we are aware of has directly tested 
whether the various modalities of sensory input alone or in combina-
tion reduce the level at which objects such as consumer products are 
mentally construed.

We further predict that sensory input, by reducing mental con-
strual level, would lead individuals who encounter moral dilemmas 
to mentally represent these dilemmas at a more concrete level, with 
more specific, contextual details. As such, consumers’ moral judg-
ments would be more likely to reflect context-specific consider-
ations, rather than simply follow general moral principles (e.g., it is 
wrong to steal). 

We explore the effects of sensory input on several aspects of the 
moral judgment process. First, we show that sensory input reduces 
the level of moral reasoning, leading consumers to use lower-level 
moral intuition, which is more automatic, concrete, and context-de-
pendent, as opposed to higher-level moral reasoning, which is more 
controlled, abstract, and context-independent (Haidt 2001). Second, 
sensory input is shown to lead consumers to take into consideration 
the context in which a moral violation occurs, reducing the harsh-
ness of their moral judgments (Agerstrom and Bjorklund 2009; Eyal, 
Liberman, and Trope 2008). Third, sensory input makes consumers 
more likely to engage in motivated moral reasoning by ignoring or 
selectively applying general moral principles depending on the con-
text in which a moral transgression occurs (Ditto, Pizarro, and Tan-
nenbaum 2009). We further explore the underlying process and show 
that the effects of sensory input on the moral judgment process are 
driven by changes in consumers’ level of mental construal.

We test our predictions in six studies (total n = 918). We con-
duct three studies that demonstrate the effect of sensory input (vi-
sual, haptic, and olfactory) on construal level and three studies that 
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explore the effects of sensory input (visual, olfactory, and auditory) 
on the moral judgment process and demonstrate the mediating role 
of construal level. In all six studies we utilize sandpaper as the focal 
object, as it provides the opportunity to manipulate all of the sen-
sory modalities except for taste (i.e., vision, audition, olfaction, and 
touch), but has a generally low level of familiarity among the target 
(manipulation checks confirmed generally low levels of category 
and brand awareness). We avoided products involving taste (i.e., the 
gustatory sense) due to the interactive effects of olfaction and taste 
and to avoid potentially strong differences in taste preferences. 

Overall, our predicted effects of sensory experiences on moral-
ity emerge consistently when: using different measures of construals 
level used in past literature (Fujita et al. 2006; Semin and Fiedler 
1988; Trope and Liberman 2003); manipulating different modalities 
of sensory input (visual, haptic, olfactory, and auditory); and exam-
ining different aspects of the moral judgment process (level of moral 
reasoning, the harshness of moral judgments, and the likelihood of 
engaging in motivated moral reasoning). 

The current research shows that sensory input affects several as-
pects of the moral judgment processes by lowering consumers’ men-
tal construal level. In doing so, this research makes several impor-
tant contributions to the literature. First, it sheds light on the effects 
of individuals’ sensory experiences on the moral judgment process, 
contributing to recent literature on embodied cognition, which has 
largely focused on motor-driven rather than sensory-driven process-
es (Reimann et al. 2012). Second, it provides evidence for the effects 
of construal level on moral judgments, adding to recent research that 
has started to explore this issue (Agerstrom and Bjorklund, 2009; 
Eyal, et al., 2008). Third, it makes important contributions to con-
strual level theory (Trope and Liberman 2003), as it broadens the 
conceptualization of psychological distance by demonstrating the ef-
fect of sensory input on construal level. 
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Short Horizons and tempting Situations:  
Lack of Continuity to Our Future Selves Leads to  

Unethical decision Making and behavior

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
In this paper, we suggest that one underlying cause of unethi-

cal conduct is a fundamental inability to project one’s self into the 
future. Our thesis is that feeling disconnected from one’s future self 
is intimately linked to unethical decision making. Just as sense of 
shared connection with another person can lead to shared emotional 
and physiological states (Cwir, Carr, Walton, and Spencer 2011), 
feeling continuity with the future self may provide better access to 
that future self’s feelings. If I am about to act in a potentially un-
ethical way, but I can access the feelings that my future self will feel 
(e.g., guilty, ashamed) – because I maintain a sense of continuity 
with that self – I will recognize that I will be better off in the long run 
if I do not act in such a way. On the contrary, if my future self feels 
like a stranger to me – if I lack continuity with it and I do not have 
a good sense of how my self will feel in the future – then I might be 
more tempted to act in an unethical way in the present.

In five studies, we tested this hypothesis by exploring whether 
perceived continuity with one’s future self is associated with unethi-
cal judgments and decision making. Studies 1a and 1b show that 
individual differences in future self-continuity predict unethical 
decision making in business contexts (as measured by the Unethi-
cal Business Decisions Scale), and rule out potential alternative ac-
counts. Namely, we show that future self-continuity has a distinct 
effect on unethical decision making independent of relationships 
other types of selves (e.g., the ideal self, the past self) may have on 
unethical decision making. Study 2 extends this finding to attitudes 
toward inappropriate negotiation strategies (using the Self-reported 
Inappropriate Negotiation Strategies Scale) and establishes the me-
diating role of consideration of future consequences. 

Study 3 extends the first two studies by showing that individ-
ual differences in future self-continuity are related to two different 
types of unethical behavior: lies and false promises. Study 3 was a 
two-part study. In the first phase, we administered the future self-
continuity scale. In the second phase, we invited participants who 
scored in the upper and lower quartile of the future self-continuity 
scale to attend a lab session in which we directly examined the rela-
tionship between future self-continuity and lying. We administered 
Cohen, Gunia, Kim-Jun, and Murnighan’s (2009) modified version 
of Gneezy’s (2005) deception game—a “sender-receiver” decision 
making task in which participants have a monetary incentive to lie 
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(see also Cohen et al., 2011). The design of Study 3 also allowed 
us to assess the relationship between future self-continuity and the 
propensity to make false promises. By signing up for the voluntary 
lab session, participants were, in effect, making a promise to attend 
it. Given that almost no research study has perfect attendance rates, 
we were able to determine whether participants high in future self-
continuity were more likely to attend the lab session, and thus, up-
hold a promise they had made. Here, we find that individuals who 
are low in future self-continuity are significantly more likely to lie 
on the deception game, and also less likely to follow through on their 
promise to attend the laboratory session. 

In Study 4, we sought to replicate and extend the results of 
Study 3. First, we employed a different behavioral measure of un-
ethical behavior: cheating. Second, although in Study 1b we ruled 
out one set of alternative explanations for our finding (i.e., different 
types of relationships between selves), in Study 4 we wanted to con-
trol for another alternative explanation. Namely, it is possible the un-
ethical intentions and behaviors we observed in Studies 1-3 were not 
necessarily a function of continuity with the future self per se, but 
rather, were a result of a general lack of self-control. Indeed, recent 
research has shown that individuals whose self-control resources are 
depleted are more likely to engage in unethical behavior (Barnes et 
al. 2011; Gino et al. 2011; Mead et al. 2009). To what extent, then, 
are future self-continuity and self-control distinct constructs, and to 
what extent does each of these constructs independently explain un-
ethical behavior? To address these questions, in Study 4 we assessed 
the relationships among self-control, future self-continuity, and the 
propensity to cheat on a laboratory task. Results indicated a nega-
tive correlation between future self-continuity and the propensity to 
cheat, even when controlling for trait levels of self-control, as well 
as the other Big 5 personality traits.

Results from Studies 1 through 4 demonstrate a robust signifi-
cant relationship between low future self-continuity and unethical 
choices, even when controlling for a host of potentially relevant per-
sonality variables. These studies, however, rely on correlational evi-
dence and thus, cannot necessarily speak to the causal relationship 
between low future self-continuity and unethical behavior. Thus, in 
Study 5, we examined whether a direct experimental manipulation 
of future self-continuity would affect subsequent endorsement of un-
ethical behavior (measured by the SINS II scale, as in Study 2). In 
the experimental condition, we instructed participants to write about 
how they would remain similar over time—specifically, in ten years’ 
time. We compared their behavior to those in a control condition 
in which participants wrote about what the world would be like in 
ten years. Given that both the experimental and control condition 
involved thinking about the future, this comparison is a stringent test 
of our hypothesis that feeling similar to one’s future self, rather than 
just the future per se, leads to disapproval of unethical behavior. In 
line with our main hypothesis, participants in the experimental con-
dition were significantly less likely to advocate inappropriate nego-
tiation strategies than were participants in the control condition.
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the Genetic Contribution to  
Preference Consistency in Moral Judgments 

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Human behavior is guided not only by self-interest but also by 

social motivations as manifested in our moral intuitions and capacity 
for moral reasoning. While morality may be universal, many social 
and political controversies in which harm is inevitable invoke a con-
flict between individual rights and the greater good, and it is known 
that there is heterogeneity in how such tradeoffs are resolved. For 
example, a focus on the cost-benefit analysis of the ends of an ac-
tion and the goal to promote the greater good is more likely to result 
in utilitarian moral judgments. Putting more weight on the means 
rather than the ends of an action and striving to respect the inher-
ent rights of all individuals is more likely to result in deontological 
moral judgments. Interestingly, however, individuals do not always 
show consistent preferences for one goal over the other. That is, they 
sometimes display inconsistent patterns of moral judgment (or “pref-
erence reversals”), and little is known about why some individuals’ 
ethical convictions appear more stringent than others’. 

The prototypical example-pair for a preference reversal in mor-
al judgments are the trolley and footbridge dilemma. In the trolley 
dilemma, a runaway trolley is headed for five people, who will be 
killed if it proceeds on its present track. The only way to save them is 
to hit a switch that will turn the trolley onto an alternate set of tracks 
where it will kill one person instead. The question is whether it is 
morally right to sacrifice one person to save five others by hitting the 
switch. Most people faced with this dilemma say yes, it is morally 
right. That is, they give a utilitarian answer. In the similar footbridge 
dilemma, the runaway trolley again threatens to kill five people. In 
this scenario, however, the only way to save the five people is to push 
a stranger that is standing on a footbridge onto the tracks below. The 
stranger will die if this is done, but his body will stop the trolley 
from reaching the others. The question in this dilemma is whether it 
is morally right to sacrifice one person to save five others by pushing 
the stranger. Most people in this dilemma say no, it is not morally 
right.

The reason for these different outcomes has been suggested to 
lie in the extent to which a moral dilemma engages automatic emo-
tional processing versus deliberate cognitive processing (Greene et 
al. 2001). What is not sufficiently understood, however, are the indi-
vidual differences underlying the degree to which individuals exhibit 
stable preferences in moral judgments and the sources of that varia-
tion. In particular, individuals can either exhibit consistency across 
the trolley and footbridge dilemmas or appear sensitive to the dif-
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ferences in those dilemmas’ emotional content and switch between 
utilitarian and deontological responses, exhibiting a preference re-
versal. Based on a classic twin study-design with Swedish twins (the 
largest twin-registry in the world) this paper shows that almost 40% 
of the individual differences can be explained by genetic variation. 
In addition, recent studies suggest that gender, religiosity, and cogni-
tive reflection play a role in explaining individual-level variation in 
type of moral judgments (Banerjee, Heubner, and Hauser 2010; Pax-
ton, Ungar, and Greene 2011); and indeed we find that women and 
people low on cognitive reflection are more likely to give consistent 
responses (Lee, Amir, Ariely 2009). Thus, we also examine whether 
there is a shared genetic architecture between those factors and the 
tendency to make consistent moral judgments but find no statistical 
evidence for that. 

The findings reported in this paper contribute to our understand-
ing of individual differences in moral judgments. While the heritable 
variation of a trait should not be considered rigid across age and 
environmental conditions, similar to uncovering the forces of more 
economic behavioral anomalies such as loss aversion or procrasti-
nation (Cesarini, Johannesson, Magnusson, and Wallace 2011), the 
knowledge of the forces that generate perhaps undesirable patterns in 
the consistency of moral judgments may provide cues for policy on 
how to reduce them. Furthermore, our findings might motivate the 
search for reliable biological predictors of these individual differenc-
es such as genetic markers or hormone levels. For example, genetic 
variation in candidate genes that has shown to account for pheno-
typic variation in related behaviors could be tested for association 
to the consistency of moral judgments. This, in turn, may shed light 
on deeper biological processes (e.g., particular hormone regulations 
and other neurological processes). In addition, our findings about the 
consistency in moral judgments do not seem to generalize to con-
sistency in any types of judgments. In particular, the survey asked 
respondents two questions to capture the fungibility of money across 

different frames. While the monetary outcomes described in the two 
scenarios are objectively the same, people tend to give inconsistent 
answers due to psychological accounting (Tversky and Kahneman 
1981). Interestingly, we found no significant correlation between the 
consistency in those monetary judgments and the consistency in the 
moral judgments. Together our results underline the importance of 
genetic differences as a source of variation in the stability of prefer-
ences in moral judgments.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Physical spaces become places when we ascribe meanings 

to them (Williams et al 1992). Following Sherry’s (2000) call to 
researchers to further investigate the issue, we propose to bring 
together a session that explores how a sense of place is constructed. 
The ways consumers attach meanings to their environment has 
primarily been studied in branded servicescapes such as malls 
(Haytko and Baker 2004; Maclaran and Brown 2005; Sandikci and 
Holt 1998) or flagship stores (Borghini et al. 2009; Kozinets et al. 
2002), or extraordinary retail spectacles (Hollenbeck, Peters, and 
Zinkhan 2008; Kozinets et al. 2004). Yet, we argue that these studies 
focus more on how consumers interact with these settings than the 
act of place making. In other words the ways spaces become places, 
via sensemaking by marketers and sensegiving by consumers, has 
been relatively understudied. We suggest that consumer researchers 
need to better explore these processes. 

Our session aims to contribute to consumer research by looking 
at how marketplace practices imprint a setting with a sense of place. 
Ranging from the experience of atmosphere in homes Linnet), to the 
establishment of a sense of place in servicescapes (Linnet; Larsen and 
Bean; Arsel, Debenedetti, and Mérigot), or constructing interiority 
via outdoor rituals (Sherry and Bradford), all four presentations in the 
session aim to unpack how places are constructed in marketplace and 
how consumers make sense of these places. All presentations also 
deal with the stability and dynamics of sensegiving and sensemaking 
activities in the marketplace. Whether a sense of place is built with 
a specific cosmopolitan ideology in mind (Larsen and Bean), or is 
imbued with a culturally specific sense of atmosphere (Linnet), or 
interrupted with servicescape discontinuities (Arsel, Debenedetti, 
and Mérigot), or even just temporally constituted through 
encampments (Sherry and Bradford), places are dynamic entities that 
are contextualized into a network of marketplace activities. 

Linnet will start the session with a broader discussion of 
interiority in the marketplace and how marketplace sensemaking 
enables the subjective experience of hygge—the Danish equivalent 
of cosiness. Larsen and Bean will follow up this with their study 
of the commercial emplacement of cosmopolitanism in two New 
York restaurants. Arsel, Debenedetti and Mérigot will then discuss 
interruption and change by their work on a defunct Parisian restaurant 

and its two spatially, symbolically and socially connected spinoffs. 
Finally, Sherry and Bradford will discuss the case of a transient place 
through their analysis of tailgating. 

This session will appeal to a broad range of ACR members. 
The presentations should attract those scholars that are interested in 
culturally grounded and interpretivist work in general. However, we 
also aim to attract an interdisciplinary set of researchers investigating 
retail and retail atmospherics, rituals, domestic consumption, and 
food. The session also aims to contribute to the conference mission 
of appreciating diversity in multiple ways. First of all, we explore 
the diversity in the ways the sense of place can be constructed, 
emphasizing the role of mundane marketplace experiences: rituals, 
strategic emplacements, atmospherics, and social connections. 
Second, our researchers investigate a diverse range of cultural and 
geographical contexts: Small college towns, metropolitan cities, 
USA, Denmark, and France. Third we incorporate a diverse range 
of scholars: consumer researchers, sociologists, anthropologists and 
design scholars. Fourth, we study places where diverse people gather 
and share experiences. 

All four projects are at the advanced stage, with complete data 
sets and substantial theoretical development. However, none of the 
papers have been accepted for publication elsewhere.

the Value of Atmosphere 

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Providing consumers with a sense of atmosphere is regarded 

as a competitive advantage in marketing. An added value that dis-
tinguishes, in the experience of consumers, a provider from com-
petitors, even if products or services are in themselves quite similar. 
Atmosphere is seen as a subjective consumer experience that arises 
through a network-effect among a wide range of factors: Sensory, 
interactional and symbolic (Kotler 1973). In these two ways, atmo-
sphere as it was first described in marketing research bears a close 
resemblance to another concept that has later received a great deal 
of attention in attempts to analyze and control the complex field of 
factors that constitute consumer experience: The brand. In spite of 
these conceptual similarities, at the level of everyday experience at-
mosphere differs from brand in being inherently site-bound. 

The value of atmosphere is undeniable, but seems to figure in 
marketing literature on atmosphere as a commonplace observation 
in need of no further explanation; a black box assumption unopened 
by theory. Yet the constitution of perceived atmosphere is, from a 
theoretical viewpoint, a contested issue that invites very different and 
mutually contradictory explanations which ultimately rest on differ-
ent ontological assumptions about how man relates to his surround-
ing world. Can material settings be seen as having inherent qualities 
that afford a certain experience, or should the factors that constitute 
the latter be sought in human subjectivity? On the side of subjectivity, 
should we look to culture and social group for an explanation, or to 
the human species´ sensory apparatus and neurological wiring? This 
paper brings those discussions into the arena of consumer research, 
asking why the experience of atmosphere is valuable. Suggesting an 
answer demands connecting atmosphere to what we know both about 
human faculties of sensory appreciation, ways of cultural interpreta-
tion, and existential needs. The paper presents empirical examples 
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of how atmosphere comes about, drawn from several years of eth-
nographic research into the Danish cultural phenomenon of hygge, a 
form of atmosphere that will be referred to here as simply coziness.

The perception of atmosphere arises through a subtle interac-
tion between subject and object (Böhme 1992). In a consumption 
perspective “subject” refer to those subjective psychological and 
cultural factors that prime the consumer for seeking, perceiving and 
appreciating a certain type of atmosphere. “Object” refers to those 
material and symbolic conditions that impinges upon the consumer´s 
experience of a specific site, mainly those experienced there, which 
marketers try to control, although memories or anticipations of fac-
tors not immediately present (e.g. a stressful working day) can also 
exert influence. This perspective resonates with Kotler´s (1973) clas-
sic on the subject. Using the subject – object distinction, this paper 
presents empirical examples of how atmosphere arises in both homes 
and commercial venues like 3rd places and retail sites. The analytical 
goal is to isolate certain principles, across these different realms, for 
the creation of atmosphere, hereby shedding light on the issue of why 
the experience of atmosphere is valuable. 

Based on empirical findings the discussion revolves around two 
main principles: Interiority and authenticity. Interiority concerns the 
experience of being sheltered, of being allowed to turn one´s back on 
discipline, sharing the here and now with others co-present (McCar-
thy 2005). It has to do with concrete arrangements of spaces, light, 
sounds etc. as well as symbols that communicate to people what this 
scene is about, what it allows and what kind of behavior it suggests. 
Authenticity concerns the singularity and rootedness of products or 
services that defies serial production and purely economic transac-
tions. The paper argues that atmosphere essentially denotes the expe-
rience of being present at a site, through an awareness of its bound-
aries and of balanced interactions across those boundaries with the 
social and material world that surrounds the site. Such aspects are 
characteristic of the concept of interiority, of which atmosphere can 
be seen as an example, and which is useful in conceptualizing the 
fact that while atmosphere constitutes an inward-turning dynamic, it 
also relies upon a subjective awareness of spatial, temporal and sym-
bolic contrasts to external realms, at least when we consider pleasur-
able forms of atmosphere like coziness. The subjective awareness 
of a spatial, temporal or symbolic contrast to the outside world fa-
cilitates the experience of pausing in a pleasurable, safe and invigo-
rating environment. Authenticity is part and parcel of this dynamic 
since it further effects a localization of the experience, a rooting in 
the biographies of the site and the people present, including owners 
and those delivering the service. 

The value of atmosphere then is predicated upon the symbolic 
needs of modern men and women who seek a temporary refuge from 
the control and discipline of work and gym, as well as the encounter 
with authenticity. However it also speaks to the preference of our 
neurological system for spaces that offer symbols of prospect and 
refuge, and amounts of visual information that can be decoded with 
a speed that pleases the brain, as neuro-architectural research shows 
(Rostrup 2011).

In the final instance of the interpretation offered in this paper, 
the value that is created for the subject (e.g. a consumer) of atmo-
sphere is that in social and cultural terms it facilitates a focus on the 
here and now. This experience is shared with other people and relies 
for its effect upon their co-presence, but to a balanced extent, or else 
the atmosphere becomes claustrophobic. This interpretation may 
suggest what propels consumers to seek 3rd place sociality in places 
like cafés as a repetitive, ritual consumption act e.g. on Friday after-
noon. The atmospheric immersion into a here and now is effective as 
a marker of transition, e.g. from the working week to the weekend. 

Atmospheric establishments therefore afford the successful execu-
tion of certain consumer rituals (Rook 1985). 

the Atmosphere of Cosmopolitanism:  
Mono- or Multi-cultural? 

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
In this paper we analyze two new restaurants in New York City: 

The Red Rooster, Harlem, and Aamanns Copenhagen, located in 
Tribeca. The Red Rooster, owned by celebrity chef Marcus Samu-
elsson, is post-national, while Aamanns, backed by Sanne Ytting, 
a Dane residing in New York, strongly references Denmark. These 
restaurants were chosen for their opposing approach to cosmopoli-
tanism. Both are trying to transcend the category of mere eateries 
by positioning their spaces as “community centers.” We develop the 
concept of consumer-friendly cosmopolitanism by referencing the 
way this type of enterprise unproblematically serves up ideas of cul-
ture, ethnicity, and heritage. Through interviews, participant obser-
vation, and visual analysis of these two spaces, we develop the idea 
that cosmopolitanism can be expressed in the commercial sphere in 
at least two ways: either through mono- or multi-culturalism. 

Restaurants are a constituent part of the genre of servicescapes 
(Bittner 1992, Sherry 1998) and are loaded with meanings useful to 
the study of place (Sherry 2000). They are valuable sites for research 
because they function as the nexus for sociality. As Kirschenblatt-
Gimblett notes, “entire scenes form around a particular food… or 
beverage…. These scenes are distinguished by their architecture, dé-
cor, ambience, social style, equipage, schedule, music, fashion, and 
cuisine, and by the close attention paid to the details of the provision-
ing, preparation, presentation, and consumption of the defining food 
or drink” (2007: 78). Furthermore, in the US, food often becomes 
the medium used to engage with one’s cultural roots or those of oth-
ers while providing a way to gloss over differences. This mode of 
ethnicity is connected with middleclass North America, a segment 
of society to whom engagement with ethnic identity tends to be vol-
untary and associated with positive connotations (Alba 1990, Waters 
1990). By disconnecting ethnicity from discrimination, it becomes a 
mode of enjoyment for the privileged (Larsen and Österlund-Pötzsch 
forthcoming). In addition to these ideas, the concept of American 
Plus is a useful way to underline the element of flexibility in the 
context in which this ethnic identity is performed. American Plus 
includes all the advantages (and disadvantages) of American iden-
tity, plus the potential advantages presented by the ethnic identity. 
This particular approach to ethnic identity emphasizes the aspect of 
choice and suppresses many problematic aspects connected with eth-
nicity. (Österlund-Pötzsch 2003).

We build on the idea of American Plus to suggest that restaurants 
such as the two we study are primary spaces in which people partake 
in consumable cosmopolitanism. Cosmopolitanism, as defined by 
Hannertz, is “a stance towards diversity itself, toward the coexis-
tence of cultures in the individual experience… cosmopolitanism is 
first of all an orientation, a willingness to engage with the Other. It 
is an intellectual and aesthetic stance of openness toward divergent 
cultural experiences, a search for contrasts rather than uniformity” 
(1990, 237). Whereas Thompson and Tambyah (1999) highlight the 
tension between cosmopolitan identity and local culture, our work 
illuminates the construction of a local culture designed to make cos-
mopolitians feel at home. Recent work builts on Hannertz’s thesis 
and theoretical tools from actor-network theory to distinguish dif-
ferent kinds of cosmopolitanism and to better understand the role 
objects play in cosmopolitanism (Saito 2011).
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In our case studies we detect two very different kinds of con-
sumable cosmopolitanism, namely that of mono- and and multi-cul-
turalism, which are differentiated by the consumption of only one 
other culture or by an assemblage of many others. Samuelsson’s ap-
proach is multi-cultural. A business writer attributes Samuelsson’s 
success to his multi-ethnic background, claiming that “Samuelsson’s 
background hits on almost every point of cultural diversification 
researchers say helps open a person to unusual associations” (Jo-
hansson 2006). Upon the opening of the Red Rooster Harlem the 
New York Times reviewer nodded to the food but effused about the 
cosmopolitan scene:

The racial and ethnic variety in the vast bar and loft-like 
dining room are virtually unrivaled. The restaurant may not 
be the best to open in New York City this year (though the 
food is good). But it will surely be counted as among the 
most important. It is that rarest of cultural enterprises, one 
that supports not just the idea or promise of diversity, but 
diversity itself. (Sifton 2011)

This review and other similar media representations of Samu-
elsson and his restaurant raise the question of how an atmosphere ca-
tering to a cosmopolitan audience is consciously constructed. Samu-
elsson weaves his own identity and multi-ethnic background into the 
environment of the restaurant, which includes a bar made of three 
colors of wood meant to denote skin color, a series of curated, but 
anonymous vintage photos of multicultural families, and wallpaper 
custom-printed with family recipes illustrating his culinary heritage. 

In contrast, Sanne Ytting, the Danish entrepreneur opening a 
franchise of Aamanns Copenhagen in New York, has chosen to in-
clude only the Danish reference. In her mono-cultural project every-
thing from food to utensils needs to be Danish. The chef explained 
the decision to stick with rugbrød, the Danish word for the restau-
rant’s signature dish, because he thinks something gets lost in the 
translation to “open faced sandwiches,” and stands behind this de-
cision to keep an “unpronounceable word unpronounceable” (Eater 
2011). The all-white interior of Aamanns, designed by a Danish de-
signer living in Denmark, is filled with potent symbols of Danish 
culture that have been provided by leading Danish design interests, 
including Anne Black ceramics, Bang and Olufsen speakers, and 
Arne Jacobsen chairs (Øllgaard 2001).

These two examples illuminate two different kinds of cosmo-
politanism. At Aamanns established ideas of Danishness are being 
retold through place and the composition of this particular consumer 
narrative is kept tight. The Red Rooster reflects only Samuelsson’s 
ideas about multiculturalism, wheras Ytting’s role is akin to a curator 
organizing an exhibition of all things Danish. One is expansive and 
multicultural. It draws others in and refigures them into a new and 
coherent total experience. The other is exclusive and monocultural. 
It draws only one kind of other in and re-configures an existing cat-
egory of atmosphere in a new place. This work contributes to knowl-
edge on the relationship between cosmopolitanism and consumption 
within the field of consumer research.

the dynamics and Continuity of Place Attachment:  
Cues from a Parisian Wine bar

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Place attachment corresponds to the emotional aspect of a sense 

of place (Hummon 1992; Jorgensen and Stedman 2001) which in-
cludes meaning systems, experiences, and social interactions with a 
spatial setting. Existing research on place attachment mainly focuses 
on either residential settings (e.g. Fried 1963) or outdoor recreation 

places (e.g. Williams and al. 1992) but not commercial spaces. While 
research on retail frequently touch on the notion of place, these 
scholars either treat one dimension of retailscapes, such as the social 
(e.g. Price and Arnould 1999; Rosenbaum et al. 2007), as the central 
point of investigation, or consider place holistically (e.g. Maclaran 
and Brown 2005) without explicating how these different elements 
come together. Building on Altman and Low (1992) who suggest 
that a combination of different elements contributes to establishing 
an emotional sense of place, we argue that it is important for re-
searchers to better explicate the dynamics between these elements. 

Furthermore, existing consumer research hasn’t looked at the 
continuity of attachment through time and space. Kleine and Baker 
(2004) show the similarities between attachment to possessions and 
place attachment, yet acknowledge that material possessions are por-
table whereas places are immovable due to the unique characteristics 
of spatial settings. Places are embedded in a geographical landscape: 
moving an establishment disconnects it from its original spatial con-
text. Yet, in the context of multi-outlet stores—where the original 
setting may contain specific meanings (for example brand history 
and legacy)—successful continuity of a brand across new branches 
seems to prove that place attachment could be transferred to some 
extent. Understanding the elements of continuity is also crucial to 
manage transitions such as moves, transfers of ownership, or disso-
lutions that are recurrent in small business servicescapes. We argue 
that constraining place to one specific dimension, considering it only 
as a non-separable entity, or ignoring the changes in these elements 
through time and space oversimplify the complex retail dynamics 
and the attachment processes.

With this paper, we aim to unpack two issues: 1. What are the 
servicescape elements that contribute to the attachment that consum-
ers develop towards a commercial setting? 2. To what extent this 
attachment is maintained in case any of these elements change? 

We address these questions using a longitudinal ethnographic 
approach, based on the investigation of one defunct Parisian wine 
bar—Le Coin de Verre—and the two interrelated institutions that 
emerged after the bar’s closure. The first one, Café Epicerie, has only 
kept the physical envelope of the original wine bar even though the 
new owners claim the legacy of Le Coin de Verre on their website. 
The location, as well as the path that leads to the setting (address and 
phone number), remain the same, but the place has been physically 
(through rebuilding, decoration) and socially (managers, employees, 
new customer profile) changed. Furthermore symbolic activities and 
rituals (e.g. ringing a bell to get access to the setting) as well as differ-
entiating offerings (e.g. recipes) that once made the place special are 
no longer present. The second spinoff is Coin de Table, which opened 
one block away from original setting. It is managed by a former wait-
ress of Le Coin de Verre and claims the heritage of the original setting 
through the consultancy and recurrent presence of former manager 
of the original place. In contrast to Le Café Epicerie, this setting has 
tried to keep the spirit of Le Coin de Verre through atmosphere, social 
elements and activities, while many physical elements changed. 

We conducted 20 interviews with customers of Le Coin de 
Verre, some of which now frequent the spinoff establishments. We 
also conducted three interviews with managers of these institutions. 
The interview data amounts to a total of 26 hours of recordings. In 
addition, we made extended participant observation recording dia-
ries, fieldnotes and photos. These were supplemented by secondary 
data from gastronomy chronicles in newspapers and customer re-
views gathered from the Internet.

In our findings, we discuss three main servicescape dimensions 
that establish place attachment: social, physical and activity-based. 
Social elements are the staff, other customers, and the relationships 
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consumers build within these spaces. Physical elements relate to the 
aesthetics of the place as well as the spatial belongingness such as 
terroir and locale. We also argue the physical trajectory, the geo-
graphic path that a consumer takes to reach the place is relevant. 
Lastly, activity based elements include product and service assort-
ment, and specific procedures—rituals, scripts and norms—that are 
embedded in these activities. 

Our next set of findings concerns the transfer and continuity of 
place attachment. Our informants, who were originally attached to 
Le Coin de Verre, indicate a sense of detachment from Café Epic-
erie, claiming that “the soul has been lost” because of many reasons: 
the spatial environment has been altered through rebuilding, and the 
commercial proposal is quite different from Le Coin de Verre where 
only artisanal products were sold. Most importantly, the social rela-
tionship has been altered and customers of the original setting lost 
their social connections. Conversely, in Coin de Table, even though 
the spatial setting is not be the same (new locale, new trajectory to 
reach the place, new decor), some key differentiating elements have 
been kept: the social atmosphere (the waitress, the bell, the special 
welcome, the lack of table settings); the service concept and the 
commercial proposal are also similar to those of Le Coin de Verre. 
As a result, loyal Coin de Verre customers feel like they have found 
their home again.

Preserving the emotional attachment to a service establishment 
goes beyond claiming the same heritage, and needs to be orchestrat-
ed using multiple servicescape dimensions. Even though physical el-
ements are easier to preserve (location, trajectories, or elements like 
the fireplace in the case of Café Epicerie), this does not result in the 
same sense of place. On the contrary, while places are theoretically 
impossible to move, when spatial elements are altered but social ele-
ments and activities are kept, consumers experience the same sense 
of place in a different setting. Thus we argue that while it is impossi-
ble to completely replicate places due to their ontology, place attach-
ment can be preserved with careful management of servicescapes.

Creating Home and Community in Public Spaces: 
Vestaval in tailgating

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Consumption encampments are ephemeral phenomena of vary-

ing duration and composition, whose closest commercial analogs are 
periodic markets such as swap meets (Belk, Sherry, and Wallendorf 
1988; Sherry 1990), farmers’ markets (McGrath, Sherry, and Heisley 
1993), and art fairs. Consumption encampments have been the focus 
of previous inquiry into dwelling sites such as Wrigley Field (Holt 
1995), Burning Man (Kozinets 2002), and Mountain Man Rendez-
vouses (Belk and Costa 1998). Tailgates are consumption encamp-
ments that occur in conjunction with sporting events or music con-
certs, and provide a stage for the convergence of such American cy-
nosures as automobility, overindulgence and voluntary association. 
Tailgates, with one notable exception (St. John 2005), have gone 
largely unexamined, and are the context we explore to explain public 
enactments of consumer chorography.

Consumption encampments share a “dwelling” aspect that is 
different from the simpler “visiting” aspect attaching to most of their 
commercial cousins. Themed flagship brandstores (Diamond et al. 
2009), coffee shops (Simon 2009) and brandfests (McAlexander and 
Schouten 1998; McAlexander, Schouten, and Koenig 2002) have 
occasionally sought to tap the dwelling ethos. However, a sense of 
dwelling is largely confined to populist constructions unfolding at 
a site of consumption, whether private or public, where manage-
rial intention may guide rather than direct consumer agency. In a 

very tangible sense, in the duration of a tailgate, a city is raised (and 
ultimately razed), replete with ersatz homes, a grid of streets with 
ingenious address coordinates, playing fields, and channels of infor-
mation exchange. 

Place making at the tailgate begins with the deployment of 
material culture. The stuff of tailgating is distributed in a way that 
defines macro and micro zones of consumption. Discrete places are 
constructed for the performance of particular activities and the enact-
ment of the genres of tailgating. Generally speaking, we find three 
kinds of place established by tailgaters in their deployment of mate-
rial objects: personal, tribal, and commercial. The most common and 
deeply appreciated place is close and personal. Nomads establish a 
minimalist home on the grounds of the larger encampment. This is 
a domestic place, configured like its counterparts in the everyday 
world. Within this place, we can discern kitchens, dining rooms, 
family rooms, and living rooms. Bars and patios are also in evidence. 
Yards are a figurative presence, detectable n the play spaces between 
tailgates. It is as if the walls of the domicile have been removed, 
leaving many of the household’s everyday practices exposed to the 
surrounding world. This public performance of domesticity is a hall-
mark of the tailgate.

The structure and dynamics of tailgating reveal an interesting 
interaction between the hestial and hermetic dimensions of expe-
rience (Sherry 2001; Sherry et al. 2001) . The quintessentially do-
mestic activities of the household are put on public display, giving 
the polity a collective opportunity to examine the interior world of 
the household, even as that display contributes to the emergence of 
that polity in real time. A community of tailgaters arises through the 
many public performances of domestic practice which encourage 
interaction within and across individual tailgates. This performance 
in plain sight of thousands of individual acts of hospitality, the pub-
lic enactment of generosity (as well as such dark side behaviors 
as invidious comparison and theft), and the forging of community 
through the sacred-celebratory vehicle of the party (Kozinets 2003) 
brings hestial and hermetic into intimate association. As household 
dramas unfold in the agora of lots and fields, against the backdrop 
of the gridiron drama staged in the agon of the stadium, the ethos 
of tailgating is manifested. On the one hand, even if males do not 
completely appropriate quintessentially female space, their vigorous 
participation is blessed by women. On the other, to the extent that 
tailgating is construed as “extreme picnicking” or “camping lite,” 
women are welcomed onto the masculine terrain of living rough. Ei-
ther way, males are domesticated, and publicly valorize their taming. 

Tailgating is a ritual act of eversion that turns the household 
inside out, putting its interior workings on public display. While it 
shares elements of the carnivalesque, carnival is more properly a 
ritual act of inversion, which turns social conventions upside down. 
Similarly, tailgating incorporates elements of the festal, but festival 
is more clearly a ritual act of obversion, which reveals a ludic di-
mension to quotidian life, turning the outside in. Finally, tailgating 
enjoys some contiguity with the spectacular, but spectacle is better 
considered a ritual of subversion, which saps authentic participatory 
agency in the service of political pacification, and structures social re-
lations hegemonically, right-side up. Carnival, festival and spectacle 
are recognized social forms to which we would add “vestaval,” (Vesta 
+ levāre), after the goddess of the hearth. To the literature, we con-
tribute a description of how a vestaval celebrates household values, 
dramatizing them in hermetic space, publicly proclaiming the impor-
tance of a shared sense of domesticity to the life of a culture. In terms 
of the semiotic square, the vestaval is in a relation of contradiction to 
spectacle, of contrariety to carnival, and complementarity to festival. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
On one hand most Americans believe that “memory works like 

a video camera” (Simons & Chabris, 2011, p. 1) laying down rep-
resentations of events that are accurate and accessible. Consumers 
value these memories enormously, and yet we know as consumer 
researchers that these memories to be highly malleable and subject 
to distortion. Broadly this session will be about this memory para-
dox. This session will contribute to the diversity call of the confer-
ence through these different views of memory and the role memory 
plays in consumer decision making. Marketers need to understand 
why consumers value memories if they want to build on them with 
their communication efforts as well as to what degree they can frame 
memories and at what point should they expect “push back” if their 
influence attempts become too apparent. 

 In my own research I have studied the two extremes of this 
paradox-- how early childhood memories frame current preferences 
(Braun-LaTour, LaTour and Zinkhan 2007), and the fragility of these 
memories (Braun, Ellis and Loftus 2001). This session is designed 
to dig deeper into that memory paradox.  While these papers were 
selected to highlight one side over the other (value vs. distortion), 
the paradox is implicit in all the work because if we didn’t value the 
memories, then having them distorted wouldn’t be important, nor 
would we value the memories as much if we thought they would 
never be forgotten. 

  The session will start off with Patrick Vargas highlighting 
the extreme value consumers place on their memory experiences.  He 
will discuss research he has done asking people to provide dollar 
values to certain memories and the astronomical numbers they at-
tach to even negative experiences. Then Altaf Merchant will discuss 
some research we have done on nostalgic advertising and developing 
a nostalgic advertising scale. These studies look at how marketers 
can bank on the value of consumer memories but there are aspects, 
like icons, that they shouldn’t messed with when trying to appeal to 
the past, such as PBS’ move to promoting Cookie Monster as Veggie 
Monster. 

Then we move to the malleability side of things—Rajesh Bhar-
gave will present his work looking at under what conditions mem-
ories are more positively recalled. This research identifies a basic 

factor that can distort memories—the act of recollecting an episode 
provides information on how memorable the experience was, which 
in turn can influence evaluations.  Thus, while people value memo-
ries and seek to recollect past events, they may distort these memo-
ries each time they recall them in great detail. 

Nicole Votolato Montgomery will end by presenting her paper 
on the moderating role of brand commitment on false product experi-
ence memories. Hence, while the first two papers focus on the value 
attached to memories by consumers, the latter two papers focus on 
the malleability of these memories.  The paper on brand commitment 
and false memories further highlights this paradox by demonstrat-
ing that consumers can be motivated through brand commitment to 
distort their memories. 

On the Often Outrageous Value of Memories

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Try to recall your first kiss, or the time you bought your first car 

and drove it home. Now imagine that I am both willing and able to 
buy those memories from you. If you agree to sell me those specific, 
episodic memories those events will no longer exist in your mind; 
however, you will have cash money that I pay you, and you can do 
whatever you like with the cash. If a memory is particularly valuable 
to you, you would place a high price on it; if it is not valuable to you, 
you would place a low price on it. If it is a painful memory (e.g., 
your first heartbreak) perhaps you would even be willing to pay me 
to extract that memory.

People asked to value their memories via this thought experi-
ment placed astronomically high dollar values on their memories. 
In one study people averaged $1x1036 per memory. To put this into 
perspective, the wealthiest man in the world, Carlos Slim Helú, is 
estimated to be worth $74 billion, or 74x109. The number of atoms 
in the observable universe is estimated at 1080. Values in the neigh-
borhood of $1036 are most likely symbolic, to be interpreted as “this 
memory is exceptionally important to me.” 

In a second study I asked people to constrain themselves, and 
I reminded them of Carlos Slim’s net worth. Even then, the mean 
dollar values for individual memories were around $5 million. By 
eliminating some of the ultra-high values I still ended up with mean 
values ranging from $11,000 to $1.9 million per memory. 

From these two simple studies I arrived at several tentative 
conclusions. First, people value their memories a lot. Second, there 
is remarkable variability in the extent to which people value their 
memories. The values placed on “memory of first heartbreak,” for 
example, ranged from $-1 million (i.e., willingness to pay me a mil-
lion to remove the memory) to $100 million. Third, for negative 
memories, such as first heartbreak, there was a nearly symmetrical 
distribution of values around zero, suggesting that some people re-
ally value negative life events and others would much rather get rid 
of negative memories. 

This is an investigation of the extent to which, and reasons why, 
people feel that their memories of specific life events are valuable. 
What makes some memories more valuable than others? Inspired by 
Katz’s (1960) work on attitude functions, I propose several possible 
reasons why memories are so valuable. First, the commonly held il-
lusion that our memories are accurate, like a video recorder (Simons 
& Chabris, 2011), probably accounts for some of the value people 
place on their memories. Memory is not like a video camera, it is 
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not accurate. Memory is reconstructive, and easily manipulated; our 
memories for life events are most likely full of large errors (Braun, 
Ellis & Loftus, 2002; Talarico & Rubin, 2003). If people learn that 
their memories are inaccurate, they should place lower values on 
them. People are not rational, and this prediction – that people would 
devalue their memories if they learned about the frailty of human 
memory – requires further empirical testing.

Second, the valence of the memory matters; presumably happy 
memories would be worth more, on average, than aversive memo-
ries. So memories might be valuable to the extent that they help us to 
regulate our emotions. One surprising example of the importance of 
memory for emotion regulation is in a study of amnesiac patients v. 
“normal” controls. Both groups were shown a sad movie. Amnesiacs 
showed poorer recall of the film than controls; however amnesiacs 
showed greater persistence of sad feelings than controls because 
only the “normal” group was able to recall the sad film and attribute 
their sadness to the film (Feinstein, Duff, & Tranel, 2010). 

Third, some negative memoires might be valuable, if the mem-
ory represents some kind of lesson learned. If I no longer had the 
memory of getting food poisoning, I wouldn’t know to avoid eating 
Maryland crabs that had been sitting out in the sun all afternoon. 
Memories might be valuable because they serve a knowledge func-
tion (Katz, 1960; Shavitt, 1990). 

Fourth, and perhaps most importantly, people may feel that los-
ing a valuable memory might somehow fundamentally change them. 
Our intuition is that our memories make us who we are; with a dif-
ferent set of memories, or minus a few critical memories, you or I 
might be a very different person. So memories might be valuable 
because they serve an essential, existential function. Related to this 
idea, people’s willingness to take enhancing drugs is inversely re-
lated to the extent to which that drug will affect a trait perceived as 
fundamental. For example, most everyone would benefit from being 
kinder, but only nine to ten percent of people would be willing to 
take a drug that improves kindness because kindness is perceived 
as a fundamental trait. On the other hand, 45-51 percent of people 
would be willing to take a drug that improves rote memory, because 
rote memory is not perceived as a fundamental trait (Riis, Simmons, 
& Goodwin, 2008). There may be other reasons we value memories, 
as well. This project will help us understand the psychology of self-
perception and self-knowledge.
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nostalgic Charity Appeals: Moderating Effect of 
Memory Processing, Beneficiary, and Childhood Icons

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Individuals donated about $217.8 Billion to charity in 2011. 

This represented about three quarters of all philanthropic giving 
(Giving U.S.A., 2012). Charitable organizations have increasingly 
realized that their fundraising communications need to have a cred-
ible and engaging message. Appeals to donate are often designed to 
emotionally stir consumers, attempting to influence their donations 
(Basil, Ridgway & Basil, 2008; Dillard & Peck, 2000).  Some of the 
emotions that have been studied in the context of appeals for chari-
ties are sadness, anger, fear and guilt. Recently, Merchant, Ford and 
Rose (2011) found that nostalgia could be one of the reasons why 
people donate to charity. Moreover, Ford and Merchant (2010) and 
Zhou, Wildschut, Sedikides, Shi and Feng (2011) posit that nostalgia 
based fundraising appeals promotes charitable giving. 

Nostalgia has been found to influence preferences for certain 
products and services (Braun-LaTour, LaTour & Zinkhan, 2007). 
In a content analysis of a thousand U.S. television advertisements, 
Unger, McConocha and Faier (1991) found that nostalgia was used 
via theme, copy or music in ten percent of all of the U.S. advertise-
ments analyzed.  This reuniting of the individual with a longed-for 
past (Bassin, 1993) can be seen in the use of the songs of the 1960s 
and 1970s to evoke strong emotional connections with such products 
as automobiles, foods and beverages. It is a particularly promising 
mechanism for companies that claim a long and storied history since 
it is possible that multiple generations of consumers have past expe-
riences that can be connected to happy periods in their lives which 
would potentially enhance their emotional orientation towards the 
company involved.

In the current inquiry we add to the emerging research (Ford 
& Merchant, 2010; Merchant et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2011) on the 
influence of nostalgia on charitable donations, by examining three 
boundary conditions of this effect. First, we argue that the effect of 
nostalgic charity appeals is moderated by the consumer’s memory 
processing. Next, we posit that they are more efficacious when con-
sumers feel communal connections with the beneficiary of the char-
ity. Lastly, we contend that nostalgic appeals work better when they 
evoke important consumer memories using childhood icons. 

In the first study we employed a 2X2 experimental design 
among 201 consumers. Attitude towards the ad (Aad) was the de-
pendent variable; memory processing (personal/generic) and type 
of charity appeal (nostalgic/non-nostalgic) were the independent 
variables. The findings reveal that nostalgic appeals for charity work 
especially well when the consumer is primed with generic childhood 
memories. It appears than when the consumer is primed for personal 
childhood memories, he/she is any way emotionally engaged and 
hence even non-nostalgic ads perform as well. 

Belk (2010) postulates that when someone shares with fam-
ily or the extended family, the act of sharing expands the sense of 
self for the individual; sustaining feelings of community with the 
receiver. Thus, past research has found that donors are more likely to 
donate to people with whom they can relate to and feel they have a 
communal relationship with (Small and Simonsohn, 2008). In study 
two we employed a 2X2 experimental design among 65 consum-
ers. The dependent variable was Aad; the independent variables were 
communal connections with beneficiary of the donation (manipulat-
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ed – high or low) and nostalgic memories evoked (measured-high or 
low). The findings reveal that when consumers feel that they have 
communal connections with the beneficiary of the charity, increasing 
nostalgic memories would result in higher attitudes towards the ad. 

Lastly, in study three, we argue that nonprofits can depend on 
the consumer’s nostalgic memories for raising donations but there 
are aspects, like icons, that they shouldn’t messed with when try-
ing to appeal to the past, such as PBS’ move to promoting Cookie 
Monster as Veggie Monster. Here we employed a 2X2 experimental 
design among 67 consumers. The dependent variable was nostalgic 
memories evoked and the independent variables were ad character 
(manipulated – familiar or changed) and need to belong (measured-
high or low) (Loveland, Smeesters and Mandel, 2010). The results 
from study three indicate that changing iconic characters of nonprof-
its may have an effect on how consumers process charitable appeals. 
This especially has an effect in the high need to belong consumers 
and tends to deflate the ability of the ad to evoke nostalgic memories. 

In summary, we build on recent research on the influence of 
nostalgia on charitable donations by suggesting more nuances to 
these effects.   
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Memorability and Retrospective Evaluations: 
the Social Function of Autobiographical Memory in 

Evaluations of Experiences

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Consumers are often prompted to remember details from past 

hedonic experiences. A patron may recollect a dish she ate at a res-
taurant in order to write a recipe. Alternatively, she may remember 
such details to share a story with a friend. We suggest that such remi-
niscence can impact the episode’s retrospective evaluations; if the 
event seems very memorable, it is evaluated at higher intensity. In 
our work, we also explore how the function of memory moderates 
the relationship between remembering the episode and its evalua-
tions.

Recently evoked information can contaminate consumers’ 
memories of past experiences through reconstructive processes. For 
instance, consumers incorporate information from post-experience 
advertising in their experiential memories (Braun, 1999). Imagery-
evoking ads can also produce false memories, whereby consumers 
mistakenly believe that they have experienced the advertised brand 
(Rajagopal & Montgomery, 2011). These results suggest that con-
sumers’ memories are malleable, shaped by lay theories and infer-
ences.

We argue that people may form their inferences about past ex-
periences on memorability itself. When a past event is recalled, the 
act of reminiscence provides new information: the subjective experi-
ence of ease or difficulty of remembering the event (Schwarz et al, 
1991). Given that more intense experiences generally produce more 
vivid memories (Talarcio, LaBar, & Rubin 2004), consumers may 
learn the positive association between memorability and intensity 
across various experiential domains. As such, we predict that con-
sumers will infer that if they can vividly recall the sensory details of 
a past experience, it was more intense. Thus, this inference is based 
on a lay theory concerning how memory operates. Importantly, al-
though intense experiences are typically more memorable, other fac-
tors can influence the ability to remember a past episode, thereby 
dissociating this relationship.

We further argue that this effect—inferring intensity from 
memorability—will be more pronounced when the memory is gen-
erated for social purposes—to communicate with others—and less 
pronounced for directive purposes—when using the past experience 
to guide one’s own future behavior (Bluck et al., 2005). The ability 
to recall an episode with vivid sensory details is more diagnostic 
for social uses of memory than directive uses, because describing 
the event to others requires concrete information to ensure a smooth 
and fluent interaction (Schlosser & Shavitt, 1999). Indeed, one of 
Grice’s (1975) conversational maxims is that speakers must be clear, 
avoiding obscurity—a principle served by retrieving specific sensory 
details when recalling a hedonic episode. 

We tested these predictions in three studies. In study 1, student 
participants (N = 69) engaged in a blind taste test of a wine through 
a series of sips. After a filler task, participants were asked to think 
about serving the wine at a future social gathering. Next, as a be-
tween-subjects manipulation of ease-of-retrieval for sensory details, 
they were asked to recall and write about either two sensory aspects 
about the wine—an easy task, or six such aspects—a more difficult 
task. The study also had a control condition in which participants did 
not recall any sensory aspects. They were then asked how interested 
and likely they would be in serving the wine at a social gathering and 
how successful and memorable it would be with guests. As predict-
ed, ratings of intensity were higher when few sensory aspects (M = 
5.64) were recalled versus no (M = 5.22) or many sensory aspects (M 
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= 5.22). Participants in the few sensory aspects condition also valued 
the wine $3 per bottle higher than the other two conditions. Notably, 
recalling six aspects was perceived to be more difficult than recall-
ing two sensory aspects, consistent with an ease-of-retrieval effect.

In study 2, mTurk participants (N = 133) were asked to retrieve 
a past autobiographical dining experience that took place between 
two weeks and two months ago. First, they wrote basic information 
about the experience: where they ate and who accompanied them 
on the meal. Next, they were asked to recall two, six, or no sensory 
aspects from the experience in a similar between-subjects manipula-
tion of ease-of-retrieval as in study 1. They were then asked to rate 
the experience on its overall positivity, how much they enjoyed it, 
and how likely they would be to return to the restaurant. Ratings 
were higher in the few aspects condition (M = 6.32) than the many 
(M = 5.75) or no sensory aspects (M = 5.9) condition. Follow-up 
analyses revealed that the types of sensory aspects listed in the few 
and many conditions did not differ in their valence. However, writ-
ing more sensory aspects was perceived as more difficult.  

In study 3, we examined the role of memory function. We pro-
pose that the emphasis on either social versus directive functions of 
autobiographical memory can differ incidentally according to how 
people perceive themselves in relation to others when recalling a 
past episode. Study 3 (N = 166 mTurk participants) primed whether 
participants would construe themselves as primarily independent 
from others or interdependent with others after writing about the 
target experience (Trafimow et al, 1991). Examining our key depen-
dent measures of perceived intensity, we found a significant ease-of-
retrieval X self-construal interaction (p < .01); greater memorability 
enhanced perceived intensity in the interdependent self-construal 
condition, but not the independent self-construal condition. Taken 
together, our work offers new insights on the role of memorabil-
ity in consumers’evaluations and the functions of autobiographical 
memory.
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Remembering the best of times or the Worst of times? 
the Moderating Role of brand Commitment on False 

Product Experience Memories

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
According to the reconstructive view of memory (Braun, 1999; 

Braun-LaTour et al, 2004), people may inadvertently recreate a re-
cent experience (e.g., a visit to a favorite restaurant) by integrating 
information obtained from multiple sources, both internal (e.g., past 
experiences dining at the restaurant) and external (e.g. reviews of the 
restaurant, word of mouth from friends). Thus, consumers may er-
roneously recall entire experiences or details about experiences that 
did not occur. Such mistaken beliefs about an event are termed as 
false memories (Loftus 1997, 2003). 

We extend the literature on false memory by suggesting that 
consumers’ commitment to a brand moderates their false memo-
ries about that brand. Specifically, we show that brand commitment 
can both increase as well decrease the incidence of false memories, 
depending on the valence of the experience. Thus, highly commit-
ted consumers are less susceptible to the creation of negative false 
memories, but are more susceptible to the creation of positive false 
memories about prior brand experience. This is because negative ex-
periences are likely to be atypical for high commitment consumers, 
thus lowering the plausibility of a false negative experience for these 
consumers. On the other hand, we suggest that positive and negative 
experiences are likely to be equally typical and hence, equally plau-
sible for low commitment consumers. Therefore, low commitment 
consumers will not differ in their susceptibility to positive versus 
negative false memories. We find these effects of brand commitment 
across two different communication routes: advertising (study 1) 
and word of mouth (studies 2 and 3). Exposure to vivid experiential 
information either through marketing communications like advertis-
ing or exposure to vicarious experiences appear to result in memory 
distortion.

In our first study we found that a significantly larger propor-
tion of consumers who were highly committed to Pizza Hut (48.3%) 
reported having tried a fictitious brand variant (Pizza Hut “Naturals” 
pizza) than consumers who were not as committed to Pizza Hut 
(17.8%, χ2(1) = 6.12, p < .05). Further the highly committed con-
sumers were also more confident in their false memories (3.97) than 
the low commitment consumers (2.36, t (102)= 2.93, p < .05). Thus, 
when the product experience was neutral/positive, highly committed 
consumers were more susceptible to the creation of false memories. 

In our second study, we found that consumers who were not 
highly committed to Subway reported higher negative false memo-
ries (2.2 on a 4-point scale) after exposure to vivid, negative online 
experience reviews, as compared to exposure to vivid and positive 
online reviews (1.6, t = 2.12, p < .05). Thus, low commitment con-
sumers’ false memories varied with the valence of the reviews. On 
the other hand, consumers who were highly committed to Subway 
did not exhibit any significant difference in their incidence of false 
negative memories across exposure to negative (1.44) or positive 
reviews (1.77, t < 1). We also found that false memories impacted 
brand attitudes such that negative (positive) false memories lowered 
(increased) brand attitudes for the low commitment consumers, but 
not for the high commitment consumers. Thus, in addition to strate-
gically using memories as a defense mechanism against vivid nega-
tive information, high commitment consumers are also unlikely to 
allow memories to change their favorable brand evaluations. Finally, 
a mediation analysis revealed that false memories mediated the ef-
fect of review valence on brand attitudes. 
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In our final study, we extend these findings from study 2 by 
documenting a similar pattern of results when the target brand varies 
across respondents (respondents selected the brand of athletic shoes 
they most preferred and were committed to) and a fictitious vari-
ant of the target brand is advertised (e.g., Nike Altra athletic shoes). 
Further, we examine the effect of commitment across several ad-
ditional dependent measures including brand experience recall, the 
likelihood of other consumers’ negative experiences with the brand 
variant, brand variant quality assessment and brand variant purchase 
intentions, and find similar results across all these measures.  

We contribute to the false memory literature in several ways. 
First, we document a new moderator of false memory effects – brand 
commitment and show that brand commitment interacts with expe-
rience valence to affect the incidence of false memories. Second, 
we add to the emerging research on false memories in marketing 
(Lakshmanan and Krishnan 2009; Schlosser 2006) by exploring a 
previously unexamined route by which false beliefs about product 
experience may arise – word of mouth. Finally, we explore how the 
valence of presented information affects the nature of the false be-
liefs about past product experience and, hence, product evaluations. 

We also contribute to the literature on brand commitment by 
demonstrating that memory can be used as a strategic defense by 
highly committed brand consumers. Previous research has shown 
that highly committed consumers refute negative information 
through the generation of counterarguments and limiting the spill-
over of negative information to unrelated attributes (e.g. Ahluwalia 

et al. 2001). Our research suggests that highly committed consumers 
may also indulge in memory distortion to reduce the effect of nega-
tive brand information. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Prior research has examined social and interpersonal influ-

ences in the food environment (Herman, Roth, & Polivy 2003). 
This session advances existing research by exploring a wide range 
of different types of social influences in the food domain. Specifi-
cally, through these four papers, we examine: 1) how the societal 
normalization of being overweight affects people’s food choices and 
consumption [paper 1], 2) how the body type of social others affects 
people’s choices for themselves and for social others [paper 2], 3) 
how people make food choices for themselves in social settings in 
which social others’ food choices are not easily observable [paper 3], 
and 4) how people judge low-income versus non-low income con-
sumers as a function of their food choices (paper 4).

In the first paper, Lin and McFerran show that exposing women 
to societal images that normalize being overweight leads them to en-
gage in more unhealthy behavior. The paper was inspired by actual 
large-scale advertising campaigns such as Dove’s “Real Beauty” 
campaign, which feature images of normal weight and overweight 
women. The authors conducted two studies that exposed participants 
to ads featuring an overweight model in which being overweight was 
either normalized (through the addition of an ad tagline “For Nor-
mal Women” or “For Real Women”) or not normalized (with the ad 
tagline “For Plus-Size Women”). They found that exposure to an ad 
normalizing being overweight led participants to consume more of 
an unhealthy snack (study 1), to choose higher calorie meals (study 
2), and to be less motivated to live a healthier lifestyle (study 2). In 
sum, Lin and McFerran show that the social normalization of be-
ing overweight leads to an increase in unhealthy food choices and 
consumption.

In the second paper, Liu et al. examine how consumers choose 
foods for themselves and for social others, as a function of the social 
other’s body type. In four studies, the authors show that people are 
more likely to choose the same foods for themselves and an over-

weight recipient than they are for themselves and a normal weight 
recipient. Furthermore, they show that this effect is driven by peo-
ple’s desire to minimize negative inferences that overweight recipi-
ents might make if different foods were selected. Specifically, they 
find that people choose the same foods more for themselves and an 
overweight recipient, but only when choosing different foods might 
lead the recipient to make negative inferences (such as if the different 
foods differed on the dimension of healthiness). In addition, they find 
that the effect of the recipient’s weight on choosing the same foods is 
mediated by a desire to avoid making the recipient feel bad about her 
weight, but only for an overweight recipient. Therefore, unlike past 
research showing contrast from dissociative group members, such as 
the overweight (Berger and Heath 2007), the authors find that in so-
cial consumption settings, people are more likely to choose the same 
foods for themselves and an overweight other when different foods 
could lead to negative inferences being drawn. 

In the third paper, Davis et al. show that how much people base 
their food choices on the contextual positioning of the dining venue 
is a function of whether the food choices of their dining companions 
are initially observable or ambiguous. In five studies, including a field 
study, the authors find that when individuals are dining with friends 
(versus alone), they make healthier choices at venues positioned as 
healthy and unhealthier choices at venues positioned as unhealthy. 
This reliance on contextual cues does not occur when the venue is 
ambiguous in its health positioning or when dining companions send 
clear cues about the healthiness of their food choices. Furthermore, 
the authors show that when making consumption choices, people 
elaborate on thoughts that reflect the venue’s health positioning when 
they eat with friends versus alone; these positioning-related thoughts 
mediate the relationship between contextual positioning and social 
context on choice. In sum, the authors find that in the absence of cues 
regarding peers’ foods choices, individual choices become overly bi-
ased by contextual cues as a means of reducing social risk. 

In the fourth paper, Olson et al. examine how an individual’s 
personal income level and food choices jointly shape others consum-
ers’ moral judgments of the individual. In four studies, the authors 
find that whereas people perceive non-low income consumers to be 
more moral when they purchase organic foods, they perceive low-in-
come consumers to be less moral when they purchase organic foods. 
These effects are driven by people’s perceptions that organic foods 
are an unnecessary indulgence when purchased by low-income con-
sumers. Accordingly, the authors find that lower-income consumers’ 
morality can be partially repaired when they purchase organic food  
(1) on sale rather than at regular, premium prices or (2) for children. 
In sum, Olson et al. show that food choices and income status are 
important determinants of people’s judgments of other consumers. 

Across four papers and 15 studies, this session investigates 
both social influences on people’s food choices and consumption for 
themselves and others as well as the effects of food choices on oth-
ers’ impressions of them. This session is expected to appeal to a wide 
audience including those interested in social influences on consumer 
choice, food choices, choices for others, and moral judgments. This 
work relates to the conference theme of “appreciating diversity” both 
because the four papers explore a breadth of different types of so-
cial influences in the food domain and because two of the papers 
address an often-overlooked group of consumers that is becoming 
more prevalent (the overweight and obese). Full references for ar-
ticles cited in this submission are available upon request. 
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the (Ironic) dove Effect: How normalizing Overweight 
body types Increases Unhealthy Food Consumption and 

Lowers Motivation to Engage in Healthy behaviors

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
In 2004, Dove introduced the “Real Beauty” campaign, which 

featured overweight models with the tagline, “Real women with 
real curves.” Similarly, The Body Shop’s “Love Your Body” cam-
paign featured the image of an overweight Barbie doll and the tag-
line, “There are 3 billion women who don’t look like supermodels 
and only 8 who do.” Although these campaigns set out to enhance 
women’s body-esteem and have been both commercially successful 
and widely applauded, they also suggest that an overweight or obese 
body is normal, prevalent, and acceptable. Promoting healthy body-
esteem is an important goal; however, given the rise in obesity rates, 
it is equally important to examine whether “normalizing” larger 
body types might also be detrimental to people’s health and wellness.

Overweight or obese individuals are at a heightened risk for 
serious health problems such as heart disease, diabetes, and cancer 
(Bianchini, Kaaks, & Vainio, 2002). Over two-thirds of adults and 
one-third of preschoolers in the U.S. are either overweight or obese 
(NHANES, 2004), which validates a report entitled, “Is Overweight 
the New Normal Weight?” (Gray, 2011). Normalizing a behavior 
or concept can decrease the stigma or negativity associated with 
it, which in turn can have detrimental consequences. For example, 
normalizing personal debt (because “everyone does it”) enhances 
people’s justification to make poorer financial decisions (Peñaloza & 
Barnhart, 2011). Similarly, we suggest that a belief that overweight 
bodies are the norm reduces people’s desire to (1) lower their caloric 
consumption and (2) be in better shape. Past research has examined 
how different body types (thin vs. overweight) affect self-percep-
tions (Mills, Herman, & Tiggemann, 2002) and food consumption 
(McFerran et al., 2010). We diverge from this research by asking 
how—holding body type constant—normalizing an overweight 
body type affects people’s consumption of an unhealthy food item 
(study 1), the calorie counts of their meals (study 2), and motivation 
to live a healthier lifestyle (study 2).

Study 1
The study had a one-way between-subjects design with three 

conditions (advertisement: normalization vs. plus size vs. control), 
and 80 participants (Mage = 19.90). All participants were female stu-
dents because females are especially susceptible to the influences of 
stimuli related to body image (Häfner, 2009; Halliwell & Dittmar, 
2005). Upon arriving for the experiment, all participants were given 
an opaque cup containing seven individually-wrapped chocolates, 
purportedly “left over from a prior experiment” and told that they 
were free to snack on as many or as few as they wished. Participants 
next viewed an ad for a fictitious female clothing store. The ad con-
tained a photo of an overweight female model, accompanied by the 
tagline “For Normal Women” (normalization condition), “For Plus 
Size Women” (plus size condition), or “For Women” (control condi-
tion). The model was removed in the control ad. (A pretest confirmed 
that exposure to the normalization (vs. plus size) ad resulted in more 
agreement that being obese or overweight was “normal.”) Before 
leaving the study, participants also completed several unrelated mea-
sures designed to mask the purpose of the research. The dependent 
measure of the study was the number of chocolates consumed during 
the session (approximately 45 minutes).  

 An ANOVA revealed a significant effect of advertisement 
condition, F(2, 79) = 6.44, p = .003. Participants in the normalization 
condition consumed more chocolates (M = 4.59) than participants in 

the plus size (vs. M = 3.05, t(77) = -1.98, p = .05), and control (vs. M 
= 2.03, t(77) = -3.58, p = .001) conditions. The latter two conditions 
did not differ (t(77) = -1.34, ns), thus supporting our postulation that 
normalizing the overweight body type increased consumption of an 
unhealthy food item.

Study 2
Participants of both genders (N = 162) were recruited from a 

national online survey panel (Mage = 32.99; females = 60.6%). The 
manipulation was similar to study 1, but we removed the tagline 
completely in the control condition and changed the tagline from 
“For Normal Women” to “For Real Women” in the normalization 
condition. This manipulation is subtler and is consistent with the 
message promoted in Dove’s “Real Beauty” campaign. Pretesting 
again confirmed the efficacy of the advertisement manipulation.

After viewing the advertisement and answering filler questions, 
participants created their ideal meal from a list of 15 food items. 
Pictures and calorie counts were given for each item, and the total 
calorie count for the meal was summed. Participants also rated the 
extent to which they “want to be in better shape” (-3 = not at all, +3 
= very much). Significant effects were found for calorie count (Mnor-

malization = 625.00 vs. Mplus size = 448.21 vs. Mcontrol = 503.46, F(2, 161) 
= 4.25, p = .01) and motivation (Mnormalization = 1.53 vs. Mplus size = 2.02 
vs. Mcontrol = 2.16, F(2, 161) = 3.77, p = .03). The pattern of results 
replicated those observed in study 1, suggesting that normalizing an 
overweight body increased the selection of foods with higher calo-
ries, and decreased people’s motivation to be in better shape.

discussion
The present research demonstrates that a mere media sugges-

tion regarding the normality of overweight body types has adverse 
consequences for healthy intentions and behaviors. Our experimen-
tal paradigm suggests one reason why obesity has been shown to 
be socially contagious (Christakis & Fowler, 2007). The prevalence 
of a condition is associated with its normality and in many cultures 
today, being overweight places one in the majority. As being over-
weight or obese becomes normalized (in a literal sense or simply via 
manipulations such as ours), individuals subsequently make poorer 
health choices.

Matching Choices to Minimize Offense: Avoiding 
Offending Stigmatized Group Members by Making 

Similar Choices for them and for Us

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Consumption situations in which people choose products both 

for themselves and for others to consume together are common. For 
instance, people may find themselves responsible for buying drinks 
at the bar for themselves and another, picking up take-out dinner 
entrees for themselves and a colleague, or packing snacks for a so-
cial event. What happens when people need to choose products for 
themselves and stigmatized others? Given that we are increasingly 
encountering consumers who are members of stigmatized groups, 
we examine the interpersonal challenges that arise in such commu-
nal consumption scenarios in which people choose for and consume 
together with stigmatized group members. Specifically, we focus on 
overweight others as a special case of a stigmatized group. 

Past research suggests that we may choose different products 
for ourselves versus for members of stigmatized groups (Berger & 
Heath, 2007). However, this and other related research examined 
choices in isolation (i.e., when one is choosing to consume alone) 
(Berger & Heath, 2007; McFerran et al., 2010). However, there are 
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often situations in which people choose for both themselves and a 
stigmatized group member and consume together with them. In such 
situations, we propose that a new factor comes into play: the poten-
tial for the stigmatized group member to make negative inferences 
about different choices. We argue that people may worry about the 
inferences the other person would make about differing choices and 
that this concern would therefore influence them to make more simi-
lar choices for themselves and a stigmatized group member.

We examine this phenomenon of making the same choice for 
yourself and a stigmatized group member in the context of choos-
ing foods for yourself and an overweight person. We predict that 
people have the intuition that choosing non-matching foods for an 
overweight recipient can lead to the recipient making negative infer-
ences. Furthermore, we predict that people act on this intuition by 
being more likely to choose the same foods for themselves and for a 
recipient when the recipient is overweight than when the recipient is 
normal weight. Results from four studies supported our hypotheses.

In the first study, which had a within-subjects design, partici-
pants predicted the inferences that an overweight versus normal 
weight recipient would make if the selector made matching choices 
(the same unhealthy or healthy option for both persons) versus non-
matching choices (a healthy option for one person and an unhealthy 
option for the other). Participants predicted that recipients would 
make more negative inferences if the selector made non-matching 
choices for an overweight recipient. This study suggests people be-
lieve they can prevent overweight recipients from forming negative 
inferences by matching choices.

The second study tested this intuition with a between-subjects 
design in which half of participants chose salad or fries for an over-
weight recipient and themselves, and half made selections for a nor-
mal weight recipient and themselves. We confirmed the intuition, 
finding that people chose matching foods more often with an over-
weight recipient than a normal weight recipient. 

The third study tested whether the second study’s findings were 
due to a strategy to avoid the recipient making negative inferences, 
rather than a tendency to always select matching options for them-
selves and an overweight other. Specifically, we used a 2x2 between-
subjects design in which participants chose between fries and salad 
or fries and onion rings, for themselves and either an overweight or 
normal weight recipient. We found that when dining with an over-
weight recipient, increased matching occurred when choosing dif-
ferent food options might lead to negative inferences (i.e., when the 
items differed in healthiness: salad/fries), but not when choosing 
different food options would not readily lead to negative inferences 
(i.e., when the items were of the same healthiness: onion rings/fries).

Finally, the fourth study tested our hypothesis that increased 
matching occurred when eating with an overweight recipient because 
people did not want the overweight recipient to feel bad. Specifi-
cally, we used a between-subjects design similar to that used in study 
2, in which half of participants chose a healthy or unhealthy food 
for an overweight recipient and themselves and half of participants 
chose between a healthy or unhealthy food for normal weight recipi-
ent and themselves. Participants were then asked to indicate to what 
extent they chose the foods to make the recipient feel positive (not 
negative) about her weight. We hypothesized and found that there 
was moderated mediation, such that for an overweight recipient but 
not a normal weight recipient, the effect of the recipient’s weight on 
matching was mediated by whether the participant chose the options 
to make the recipient feel positive, not negative, about her weight.

 The present research therefore examined the choices that 
selectors make for themselves and for overweight versus normal 
weight recipients in scenarios in which recipients are aware of both 

choices. First, we found that people think that making non-matching 
choices that differ in healthiness will lead an overweight person to 
make more negative inferences than a normal weight person (study 
1). In line with these beliefs, we found that people are more likely 
to choose the same choices for themselves and a recipient if the re-
cipient is overweight than if the recipient is normal weight (stud-
ies 2-4). Importantly, we found that people are only more likely to 
choose the same choices for themselves and an overweight recipient 
than a normal weight recipient if the non-matching choices differ in 
healthiness (study 3). Finally, we found that people make matching 
choices to make an overweight recipient feel positive (not negative) 
about her weight (study 4). 

Thus, in four studies, we identify a novel choice strategy of 
matching to avoid offending others.  Unlike past research that shows 
divergence from the choices of undesirable groups, we found that in 
communal consumption scenarios, people select the same products 
when choosing for oneself and a member of a stigmatized group. 
More broadly, we argue that people may use a general matching 
strategy when choosing for oneself and for others if non-matching 
choices could lead the recipient to make negative inferences.

Using Contextual Positioning to  
bias Healthier Social behavior

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Consumers tend to model their own behavior on observations 

of their peers’ behavior (Feunekes, de Graaf, & Van Staveren, 1995; 
Herman, Roth, & Polivy, 2003; Kulviwat, Bruner, & Al-Shuridah, 
2009), such as selecting an alcoholic beverage at a lunch outing after 
observing others doing the same or choosing food based on what 
others are eating. Yet there are situations in which the behavior of 
others is not observable or predictable, such as placing a food or 
beverage order before all others in a group. In these situations, in-
dividuals would often like to avoid eating a salad when everyone 
else has chosen a burger or drinking beer when everyone else has 
selected water, 

In this research, we explore the cues to which consumers turn in 
social settings when the behavior of others is not easily inferred. We 
focus on food-related consumption decisions because they often are 
associated with social risk. Social risk could arise in the form of em-
barrassment for consuming an unhealthy product among those who 
typically consume healthily, or judgment from others who observe 
a loss of willpower when breaking a promise of abstinence (e.g., a 
pledge to avoid alcoholic beverages or fattening foods). Conversely, 
social risk could also arise in the form of embarrassment for con-
suming a healthy product among those who consume unhealthily or 
appearing to be prudish or judgmental while everyone else is letting 
loose. In the absence of information about others, we propose that 
consumers use cues in the external environment to serve as standards 
for consumption and infer social behavior. Past research has dem-
onstrated that environmental cues have a wide-ranging influence on 
consumption behavior (Wansink, 2004). This research investigates 
instances in which individuals use such environmental cues to com-
pensate for the lack of explicit information about social behavior. 
Specifically, we investigate how consumer choice and consumption 
are impacted by contextual positioning (e.g., healthy versus un-
healthy restaurants) and social context (e.g., consuming with friends 
versus alone). When friends’ behavior is unobservable, people may 
be likely to eat healthfully at a restaurant positioned as healthy or to 
eat unhealthfully at a restaurant positioned as unhealthy. When eat-
ing alone, however, individuals are free from the evaluative concerns 
that drive them to behave in line with social behavior and therefore 
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are less likely to rely on contextual cues. In this situation, food pref-
erences may be more important than the restaurant’s positioning. 

To explore the role of contextual positioning in a social context, 
this paper includes a field study and a series of lab experiments. In 
Studies 1 and 2, we find that individuals dining with friends make 
more healthful choices at venues positioned as healthy (e.g., Chipo-
tle) than individuals dining alone. Conversely, individuals make less 
healthful choices when they dine with friends at venues positioned as 
unhealthy (e.g., Taco Bell) than individuals dining alone. These re-
sults suggest that individuals dining alone do not model their choices 
on a venue’s positioning. Furthermore, when a venue’s positioning 
is ambiguous, there is no observed difference between choices made 
while eating with friends versus alone (Study 3). In this situation, 
there are no environmental cues from which individuals are able to 
infer relevant information about the expected behavior of others. In 
addition, Study 4 demonstrates that, when dining with friends whose 
food choices are unambiguously healthy or unhealthy, individuals 
do not model the healthfulness of their food choices on a restaurant’s 
health positioning. In this case, individuals use the behavior of their 
friends to gauge their own consumption. Finally, in Study 5 we show 
that when eating with friends, people make consumption choices 
and elaborate on thoughts that reflect the venue’s health positioning. 
These positioning-related thoughts mediate the relationship between 
contextual positioning and social context on choice.

In sum, our findings illustrate that people look to venue posi-
tioning in a social context when actual social behavior is not ob-
servable. This finding carries important implications for food manu-
facturers and retailers, because it demonstrates the importance of 
positioning for consumption of healthy foods. To illustrate, although 
many “unhealthy” restaurants have added more nutritious selections 
to their menus (e.g., salads at McDonald’s) and many food manu-
facturers have created healthier versions of snack foods (e.g., 100 
calorie packs), prior research has shown that these efforts do not al-
ways lead consumers to engage in more healthful eating behaviors 
(e.g., Scott et al., 2008; Wilcox et al., 2009). Based on our research, 
we propose that consumers may select these healthy options more 
frequently if the producers’ positioning is more healthful. However, 
the role of contextual positioning in a social consumption setting 
reaches far beyond the food domain to include various consumption 
behaviors and scenarios. Given the joint impact of social context and 
contextual positioning on consumption, parties involved in market-
ing exchanges will be well-served to investigate the outcomes as-
sociated with these effects.

Created Equal?  
the Morality of Food and the People Who Eat It

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
In light of growing environmental concerns, food safety issues, 

and rising obesity rates, many consumers are seeking out healthier, 
more sustainable alternatives to conventional agriculture. A trip to 
one’s local grocery store will highlight the increasing availability of 
products possessing organic, fair-trade, and green-friendly labels. 
The organic industry alone has experienced tremendous growth in 
recent years. For example, in 2010, U.S. sales grew to nearly $29 
billion, with 78% of families reporting that they have purchased or-
ganic foods in the past (Organic Trade Association, 2011a, 2011b). 
However, foods possessing these ethical attributes (such as organic 
food) tend to come with a higher price tag, which makes purchas-
ing them less feasible for low-income segments of the population. If 
low-income consumers purchase these items, others may view these 
consumers as being wasteful or overly indulgent. The present re-

search explores how an individual’s personal income level and food 
choices jointly shape how other consumers judge his/her morality.

Beginning with Haire’s (1950) seminal grocery list study, prior 
literature reveals that individuals judge others based upon their food 
choices. More recently, Stein and Nemeroff (1995) demonstrated 
that individuals judge others who consume unhealthy, fattening 
foods as more immoral than those who eat healthy, noncaloric foods. 
In addition to ascribing social meanings and values to specific food 
choices (Barker, Tandy, & Stookey, 1997), individuals also attribute 
specific qualities to members of different social classes. Low-income 
groups are often perceived as “other” and lesser in moral values, 
character, work ethic, and motivation (Bullock, Wyche, & Williams, 
2001; Cozzarelli, Wilkinson, & Tagler, 2001; Lott, 2002). We pro-
pose that consumers also hold strong associations between “moral” 
and choosing “organic” but that this association may not be present 
or even reverse when the target shopper is low in socioeconomic sta-
tus. That is, when purchased by low-income shoppers, organic food 
may be perceived as an unnecessary indulgence.

Study 1 utilized a 2(organic label: yes, no) × 3(annual income: 
$85,000, $25,000, welfare) between-subjects design. Participants 
were presented with a grocery list featuring eight items that be-
longed to a target individual where three of the foods (i.e., carrots, 
2% milk, and cereal) were labeled organic or not. The remaining five 
foods were held constant across conditions. An overall morality in-
dex was created by averaging responses from four items: unethical/
ethical, cruel/kindhearted, immoral/moral, and uncaring/caring (α = 
.90). As expected, analysis revealed a significant interaction between 
income and organic labeling (p = .016). Specifically, individuals 
earning $85,000 were perceived as significantly more moral when 
they choose organic foods versus conventional equivalents, whereas 
those receiving welfare benefits were perceived as significantly less 
moral. Moderated mediation tests demonstrated that the effects of 
organic labelling on moral judgment were mediated by differences 
in perceptions of the grocery shopper’s Puritan work ethic, but only 
when the shopper was described as receiving welfare benefits or 
earning $25,000. It appears purchasing organic food is viewed as 
selfish and irresponsible among lower-income groups, which results 
in perceptions of immorality.

Study 2 builds upon these findings by manipulating health value 
directly, rather than controlling for its effect. Study 2 used a 2(or-
ganic label: yes, no) × 2(health: healthy, unhealthy) × 2(annual in-
come: $85,000, welfare) between-subjects design. A similar 8-item 
grocery list paradigm was used with either three healthy items [i.e., 
extra-lean (3% fat) beef, whole wheat bread, and skim milk cheese] 
or three unhealthy items [i.e., regular (30% fat) beef, white bread, 
and whole milk cheese]. These same three items either contained the 
organic label or not, while the remaining five filler items were held 
constant across conditions. Participants completed the same series 
of measures as in Study 1. A significant three-way interaction was 
found on the morality index (p = .046). Higher-income consumers 
were seen as more moral when purchasing healthy and organic food 
versus unhealthy and conventional food. In contrast, low-income 
consumers were seen as immoral when purchasing organic food. 
However, they were not seen as more immoral when the food was 
merely healthy but not organic.

To address the potential role of price, Study 3 utilized a 2(price: 
premium, discount) × 2(annual income: $85,000, welfare) between-
subjects design. In the discounted pricing condition, organic items 
appeared with prices that were 30% lower than the prices appearing 
in the premium condition. Again, a significant interaction was found 
on the morality index (p = .026). Whereas wealthy consumers were 
not judged differently depending upon whether or not the organic 
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items were on sale, perceptions of lower-income consumers’ mor-
ality were significantly higher when they purchased organic items 
for a discount. This pattern suggests that lower-income consumers’ 
morality can be partially repaired when they purchase organic food 
on sale rather than at regular, premium price points.

Study 4 manipulated who the food was to be consumed by, 
adults versus children, and featured a 2(label: child, no label) × 
2(household income: $140,000, welfare) between-subjects design. 
All participants viewed a portion of a grocery list belonging to a 
family consisting of two children and two adults. Three items were 
always organic, but half of the participants were presented these 
items with a children’s label [e.g., (kids’) organic yogurt; (children’s) 
organic crackers]. Results showed two significant main effects (both 

p’s < .001). Individuals were perceived as more moral when the or-
ganic food was for children (vs. not) and when purchased by wealthy 
(vs. poor) individuals. Interestingly, a family receiving welfare buy-
ing organic food for children was viewed as equally moral compared 
to a wealthy family buying organic food for adults. These findings 
suggest that the negative stigma that comes from buying organic 
food when one is low-income can be eliminated if the organic food 
is purchased for children.

In conclusion, results from four studies demonstrate for the first 
time that consumers not only make moral judgments of each other 
based merely on food choice, but that these judgments are based on 
a sliding scale depending on the target’s income.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Consumers are continuously exposed to fluctuations in temper-

ature. Some fluctuations happen gradually (e.g. changing seasons), 
while others happen more suddenly (e.g. stepping inside an air-con-
ditioned store). While previous research documents that consumers’ 
physical surroundings significantly affect their decisions (Belk 1975), 
temperature remains an understudied atmospheric variable. Despite 
widespread agreement that temperature influences consumer behav-
ior, the literature is rife with mixed results, partly driven by a lack of 
consensus on the theoretical mechanism by which temperature exerts 
its effects. This session addresses the gap in our understanding and 
reconciles mixed findings by examining in more detail why, when, 
and how temperature impacts consumer decision-making. 

 We bring together four papers that explore the impact of 
ambient temperature on different outcome variables and behaviors: 
task performance, complex decision-making, social conformity, 
and processing strategy. Importantly, each paper relies on diverse 
theoretical bases to investigate the temperature conundrum. Tong 
and colleagues explore the impact of ambient temperature on task 
performance using a thermal stress account. While previous litera-
ture reported mixed findings regarding the effect of temperature on 
cognitive task performance, they reconcile the inconsistent findings 
by showing that the nature of the task interacts with temperature to 
jointly determine performance level.

 Building on the thermal stress paradigm, Cheema and Pat-
rick narrow the theoretical underpinnings by proposing a resource-
depletion explanation: warm temperatures increase thermal load, 
resulting in resource depletion. The authors extend the effects to 
a different behavioral domain: complex decisions; and postulate 

boundary conditions under which warm (vs. cool) temperatures 
lead to System 1 vs. System 2 processing. The next paper continues 
exploring the effects of warmer/cooler temperatures on processing 
style by introducing the notion of “mental thermoregulation.” Using 
a regulatory lens, Hadi, Block and King examine the effect of expe-
rienced temperature on individuals’ use of cognitive versus affec-
tive processing. They find that reliance on emotions/cognitions can 
function as warming/cooling mechanisms, and thus individuals may 
alter their decision-making style according to their thermoregulatory 
objectives. Finally, Huang and colleagues complete the session by 
exploring the social consequences of ambient temperature indepen-
dent of affect. Applying a social distance paradigm to the study of 
ambient temperature, Huang and colleagues explore the effect of 
ambient temperature on consumers’ preferences for popularity (vs. 
uniqueness). All the papers in this session are in advanced stages of 
completion, with multiple studies and full papers available. 

All these papers explore the impact of temperature on consumer 
behavior. However, consistent with the conference’s theme of appre-
ciating diversity, they draw from various theoretical underpinnings 
and come to results that may seem conflicting on the surface. We plan 
to discuss the systematic differences across papers to reconcile these 
findings. Due to this interesting juxtaposition and general interest in 
the burgeoning area of temperature, we expect this symposium to 
stimulate much discussion and appeal to a large group of conference 
attendees. 

Warmer or Cooler: Exploring the Influence of Ambient 
temperature on Cognitive task Performance

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Although both practitioners and academics agree that tempera-

ture affects human cognition in important ways (Hancock, Ross, and 
Szalma 2007; Williams and Bargh 2008), there is no consensus in 
terms of how temperature exerts its effect. In fact, mixed results have 
been observed in the literature (Hancock and Vasmatzidis 1998). 
While some research suggests that warmer temperatures enhance 
cognitive task performance (Ramsey 1995; Wyon, Anderson, and 
Lundqvist 1979), other studies suggest just the opposite (Givoni and 
Rim 1962; Hancock 1981). We aim to reconcile this discrepancy 
in the literature by suggesting that task complexity moderates the 
impact of temperature on task performance. While for simple tasks, 
cool (vs. warm) temperatures help, the opposite is true for complex 
tasks. Support for our hypothesis comes from three lines of research. 

First, prior research on temperature suggests that heat, which 
can induce thermal stress, competes for cognitive resource and con-
sequently hurts task performance (Hancock and Warm 1989). Thus, 
compared to individuals in a cool temperature condition, those in a 
warm temperature condition should have limited cognitive resource 
towards the focal task (Ramsey et al. 1983).  

Second, a separate line of research suggests that different levels 
of cognitive resources can prompt alternative information processing 
modes. When individuals have limited cognitive resource for the fo-
cal task, they are likely to engage in less systematic and more heuris-
tic processing (Todorov et al. 2002). Thus, we expect that those in the 
warm (cool) temperature condition, due to their limited (abundant) 
cognitive resources, are likely to engage in primarily heuristic (sys-
tematic) processing (Cheema and Patrick 2011). 
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Finally, past research has shown that while systematic process-
ing benefits simple tasks (Frisch and Clemen 1994), heuristic pro-
cessing is more beneficial for complex tasks (Rieskamp and Hof-
frage 1999). Systematic processing is extensive and compensatory, 
whereas heuristic processing involves limited and selective informa-
tion processing. The comprehensive nature of systematic processing 
makes it particularly suited to simple tasks (i.e., tasks that require 
individuals to process a small amount of information). However, a 
different pattern of results is expected for complex tasks. Decision 
makers have limited information-processing capacity. Thus, as task 
complexity increases (i.e., as the task requires individuals to process 
a larger amount of information), systematic processing suffers from 
computational errors and limited memory capacity (Bettman, Luce, 
and Payne 1998), leading to worse decisions. Heuristic processing, 
because it relies on less information and is less subject to compu-
tational errors, does not lead to worse decisions as task complexity 
increases. Relatively speaking, then, heuristic (vs. systematic) pro-
cessing should lead to better performance on complex tasks. Sum-
marizing our theorizing so far, we hypothesize that cool (vs. warm) 
temperature should prompt greater systematic processing, and con-
sequently lead to better performance on simple tasks; and that, in 
contrast, warm (vs. cool) temperature activates primarily heuristic 
processing, and thus leads to better performance on complex tasks.

Our first two studies (1A & 1B) test the above hypothesis. Study 
1A used 3 (temperature: warm vs. moderate vs. cool) * 2 (task com-
plexity: simple vs. complex) between-subject design. The focal task 
was a classic choice task, which requires participants to select their 
preferred lottery from four different options (Payne et al., 2008). Op-
tions were defined by payoffs for 12 equiprobable events defined by 
drawing 1 of 4 numbered balls (simple condition) or 1 of 12 num-
bered balls (complex condition) from a bingo cage. Among the four 
options, one option had the highest expected value, which represents 
the correct answer. The study was run with no more than four people 
per session. The same lab was used, but the temperature was set to 
be warm (25-26 Celsius), moderate (21-22 Celsius), or cool (16-17 
Celsius). Results confirmed our hypothesis, such that when the task 
was complex, a significantly higher percentage of individuals in 
the warm temperature condition chose the correct option than that 
in the cool or moderate temperature condition. However, when the 
task was simple, participants in the cool (vs. warm) temperature per-
formed better. Study 1B was a theoretical replication of study1A by 
using a different task.

Study 2 aims to shed light on the underlying mechanism. If, 
as we argue, heuristic processing underlies the beneficial effects of 
warm temperature on complex task performance, then we should ob-
serve equally good performance from those in the cool temperature 
condition if we prompt them to engage in heuristic processing. To 
induce heuristic processing, we manipulated participants’ available 
cognitive resource by having them remember either a 2-digit or an 
8-digit number (Gilbert and Hixon 1991). In line with prior research, 
we expect that those being asked to remember the short (long) num-
ber would have ample (limited) cognitive resources for the focal 
task, and thus engage in primarily systematic (heuristic) processing 
(Chen and Chaiken 1999). The study employed a 2 (temperature: 
warm vs. cool) * 2 (available resources: high vs. low) between sub-
ject design.  The focal task was always the complex lottery task as 
used in study 1A. As anticipated, when participants had ample re-
sources for the focal task, we replicated prior result such that those 
in the warm (vs. cool) temperature performed better on the complex 
lottery task. However, for those with low available resources, they 
performed equally well regardless of whether they were in the warm 
or cool temperature condition, presumably.  

Study 3 extends our theorizing to the domain of creative cogni-
tion. We theorize that warm temperatures, due to its activation of 
heuristic processing, can enhance creativity. Prior research suggests 
that the carefree nature of heuristic processing prompts individuals 
to think freely and thus facilitate creative cognition (Friedman and 
Förster 2000). In three separate tasks (studies 3A, 3B, and 3C), we 
found support to this hypothesis.

Influence of Warm (versus Cool) Temperatures on 
Consumer Choice: A Resource depletion Account

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Across four studies, we find that relative to people who are cool, 

people who are warm are (1) less likely to gamble, especially for dif-
ficult gambles, (2) less likely to purchase an innovative product, (3) 
more likely to rely on System 1 processing, and, (4) more likely to 
perform poorly on complex cognitive tasks. 

OVERVIEW OF StUdIES
Pilot Study

This study provided preliminary evidence that warm tempera-
tures can impact lottery sales, but only for difficult lotteries. We used 
daily lottery sales over a one-year period from a large metropolitan 
county in the USA. Pre-tests revealed that multiple-option lotteries 
were judged to be more complex relative to single-option lotteries. 
We find that temperature has a significant negative effect on lottery 
sales, but only for complex (difficult) lotteries. 

Study 1
 replicate in the laboratory the basic effect found in the pilot 

study. We manipulate the temperature to be either warm (77 degrees 
Fahrenheit) or cool (67 degrees). Participants are asked how likely 
they will be to make a series of gambles. We manipulate gamble 
difficulty by either providing (easy) or not providing (difficult) the 
expected values of gambles. We find that for difficult gambles, warm 
(versus cool) individuals are less likely to gamble. However, tem-
perature does not affect likelihood of making easy gambles.

Study 2
This study implicates resource depletion as the process underly-

ing the effect of temperature. We manipulate temperature to be warm 
or cool. We manipulate depletion with a procedure used by Baumeis-
ter et al. (1998). Participants see a silent video clip of a woman be-
ing interviewed. The video also includes common words that appear 
on one side of the screen. Participants in the depleted condition are 
told to ignore the words and, if their attention is drawn to the words, 
to consciously focus it back on the interviewee. Participants in the 
non-depleted condition are not provided these instructions. The de-
pendent measure is participants’ proof-reading performance. We find 
that for non-depleted individuals, warm participants have lower cog-
nitive performance (the number of correctly identified typos) than 
cool participants. However, temperature doesn’t affect depleted in-
dividuals’ performance.

Study 3
This study has two objectives. First, it shows that warm (versus 

cool) temperatures are depleting. Second, it demonstrates the moder-
ating role of task complexity: warm temperatures lower willingness 
to adopt an innovative new product, but don’t influence adoption of 
an established product. As before, we manipulate temperature to be 
warm or cool. We use a complex estimation task to measure perfor-
mance. The cognitive estimation task requires participants to provide 
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10 estimates that are typically difficult to generate (for example, one 
item asks participants to estimate the height of the empire state build-
ing, in feet). Each estimate is scored in terms of its variation from a 
norm determined on the basis of typical responses. More extreme es-
timates, that are too high or too low, get a higher score (1 or 2) while 
estimates within the norm are scored as a zero. A higher score on 
this task has previously been used as evidence of decreased System 
2 processing, being inhibited by depletion (Schmeichel et al. 2003). 
We find that warm participants perform worse (score higher) relative 
to cool participants. As a control, performance on a 10-item general 
knowledge task (such as asking people about the capital of a coun-
try) is not affected by temperature. As general knowledge responses 
are likely retrieved from memory rather than constructed, System 2 
inhibition doesn’t affect performance on this task. 

Following the cognitive estimation and general knowledge 
tasks, participants see a product purchase opportunity. All partici-
pants read that they have been looking for an affordable voice re-
corder to take notes. Half the participants saw an established product 
(a box-shaped voice recorder) while the remaining saw a new, in-
novative product (a voice recorder in a pen). We find that among 
participants who saw the innovative recorder, cool (versus warm) 
participants were more likely to buy. However, among participants 
who saw the regular voice recorder, warm (versus cool) participants 
were more likely to buy. 

Study 4
This study juxtaposes the effects of depletion and temperature 

to show that warm temperatures hamper performance on complex 
tasks because of an increased reliance on System 1 (heuristic) pro-
cessing. We manipulate temperature to be warm or cool. We ma-
nipulate depletion using the video attention task from study 2 (Bau-
meister 1998). We use the complex estimation task from study 3 to 
test for the effects of depletion on cognitive performance. We find 
that for non-depleted participants, warm (vs. cool) temperatures lead 
to poorer performance with more varied answers. However, the ef-
fect of temperature is attenuated for depleted participants. Similar to 
study 3, neither temperature nor depletion affects performance on the 
general knowledge task.

We measure propensity for System 1 processing using a task 
from Mishra et al. (2007), with participants choosing between two 
cell phone plans (A and B). A cursory examination of the charges 
associated with above-plan usage suggests Plan A (which is actu-
ally the more expensive plan) is superior to Plan B (the frugal plan). 
However, closer examination reveals that Plan B is more frugal 
because it gives the user more free in-plan minutes. Mishra et al. 
(2007) demonstrate that individuals using System 1 are more likely 
to choose the expensive plan compared to individuals using System 
2. We find that among non-depleted participants, warm (versus cool) 
participants are more likely to choose the expensive plan. By con-
trast, temperature doesn’t affect plan choice among depleted partici-
pants. 

Mental thermoregulation: Affective and Cognitive 
Pathways for non-physical temperature Regulation

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
In the behavioral sciences, the term “cool” processing typi-

cally refers to those processes which involve cognitions and critical 
analysis, while “warm” processing alludes to those systems involv-
ing feelings, desires, and emotions (Metcalfe & Mischel 1999). This 
terminology suggests that at least semantically, each of these pro-
cesses encompasses a distinct thermoregulatory tone. However, if 

reliance on emotions can indeed function as a psychologically warm-
ing process and reliance on cognitions functions as a psychologically 
cooling process, individuals may alter their decision-making style 
according to their thermoregulatory objectives, without conscious 
awareness. It is precisely this notion that we address in the current 
research.

The mammalian tendency to physically thermoregulate is well 
documented in the biological sciences (Kirkes 1899, Alberts & 
Brunjes 1978). Mammals seek warm stimuli when their body tem-
perature drops below normal, and seek cooling stimuli when their 
body temperature rises above normal. For humans, however, physical 
thermoregulation may not be the only way in which regulation can 
occur. Thermoregulation might be possible via non-physical mecha-
nisms. For example, some research suggests individuals may con-
sume stimulating products and partake in interpersonal activities in 
response to physical cold (Parker & Tavassoli 2000, Tavassoli 2000, 
Zhang & Risen 2010). Collectively, such research seems to imply 
that humans can engage in thermoregulation through non-physical 
and largely mental means, a process we term “mental thermoregula-
tion.” We assume this is indeed the case, and further propose that the 
use of a particular decision-making style (using either an affective or 
cognitive pathway) can also serve as a thermoregulatory mechanism. 

Thus, we propose that an individual may embody a particular 
decision-making process that is metaphorically consistent with his or 
her thermoregulatory objective (and thus inconsistent with his or her 
thermoregulatory state), whenever the current state is non-optimal. 
Our specific hypotheses are as follows:

Hypothesis 1a: Cooler temperatures lead individuals to rely 
more on emotions when making decisions.

Hypothesis 1b: Warmer temperatures lead individuals to rely 
less on emotions when making decisions.

In study 1, participants were assigned to either a cold or warm 
temperature condition, and were given a binary choice task in which 
one alternative, chocolate cake, was superior on the affective dimen-
sion but inferior on the cognitive dimension compared to the other 
alternative, fruit salad (procedure borrowed from Shiv & Fedorikhin 
1999). Results confirmed a significant main effect of temperature 
on choice in the hypothesized direction: the cake was chosen more 
often in the cold temperature condition than in the warm temperature 
condition. A 4-item decision basis scale (α = .84) measured whether 
decisions across different conditions were based on respondents’ af-
fective reactions or cognitions. Specifying a confidence interval of 
98%, with 5000 bootstrap resamples, the indirect effect of tempera-
ture on choice through decision basis was significant, with a confi-
dence interval excluding zero, suggesting that reliance on emotions 
mediated the relationship of temperature on choice of cake.

Study 2 was a 2 (temperature: cold vs. warm) x 2 (object de-
scription: low sentiment vs. high sentiment) between-subjects de-
sign, and examined the degree to which individuals were relying 
on affect by measuring their WTP for insurance for an object (an 
antique clock). Presumably, if one is not relying on emotions, there 
should be no difference between WTP under the two object descrip-
tions. However, if one is relying on emotions, we expect WTP to 
be higher for the object with a high sentiment description. Results 
revealed a significant temperature by object description interaction. 
In the cold temperature condition, the difference between the low 
sentiment and high sentiment conditions was indeed significant, with 
individuals’ WTP higher in the high sentiment condition than in the 
low sentiment condition. In the warm temperature condition how-
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ever, the difference between the two object description conditions 
was not significantly different. 

The third study was a 2 (temperature simulation: cold vs. warm) 
x 2 (number of pandas: one vs. four) between subjects design. We 
adapted our procedure from Hsee and Rottenstreich (2004), who ar-
gue that when individuals rely on affect in making decisions, they 
become insensitive to scale. Thus, individuals relying on their emo-
tions are willing to donate as much money to save one panda as to 
save four pandas, but those using cognitive processing are willing 
to donate more to save more pandas. Results revealed a significant 
temperature x number of pandas interaction. In the warm condition, 
the difference between the one-panda and four-pandas conditions 
was indeed significant- participants were more likely to donate when 
there were four pandas in the scenario than when there was only one 
panda in the scenario). In the cold temperature condition however, 
subjects appeared to indeed be insensitive to scale- the difference be-
tween the one-panda and four-pandas conditions was not significant.

The purpose of our fourth study was to support the thermoregu-
lation explanation by suggesting that the mere use of cognitive ver-
sus affective pathways can indeed alter an individual’s perception 
of physical temperature. After the temperature manipulation, partici-
pants were given explicit instructions to use either their feelings or 
evaluative thoughts in assessing a series of scenarios (adapted from 
Pham 2001), and then asked to indicate how cold/warm they felt, as 
well as how comfortable they felt temperature-wise. Results indi-
cated that participants in the affective pathway condition felt warmer 
than those individuals in the cognitive pathway condition, regard-
less of their initial temperature condition. Further, results produced 
a significant temperature x processing interaction on comfort: in the 
cold condition, affective respondents were more comfortable than 
cognitive respondents, but the reverse was true in the warm condi-
tion, supporting our mental thermoregulation account.

Our research suggests that instead of merely reacting to the 
physical temperature in a metaphorically consistent manner, physi-
cal sensations might instead activate a thermoregulatory goal, thus 
motivating individuals to embody a process with a metaphorically-
opposite thermoregulatory tone. This research encourages more re-
search to explore instances in which physical sensations may lead to 
goal-driven behavior in a pattern that is metaphorically inconsistent 
with one’s current physical state.

Physical Warmth and Following the Crowd: the Effect 
of Ambient temperature on Preference for Popularity

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The effect of ambient temperature on consumer behavior has 

seldom been investigated. Furthermore, most prior research has fo-
cused on the adverse effects of uncomfortable (very hot or very cold) 
temperatures (e.g., Anderson et al., 2000). We argue, however, that 
temperatures within a comfortable range can influence consumers’ 
preferences and behaviors independently of the affect that the tem-
peratures elicit. This possibility is especially relevant to marketing, 
as most retail stores set the ambient temperature within this range 
(Baker and Cameron 1996).

We propose that warm ambient temperatures increase consum-
ers’ preferences for choice alternatives that are preferred by others. 
Other research indicates that ambient warmth increases perceptions 
of social proximity (IJzerman and Semin 2009). We show that these 
perceptions influence the propensity to follow others’ decisions in 
two different ways. 

First, people who experience warm temperatures tend to per-
ceive others as friendlier (Williams and Bargh 2008). When people 

view themselves as close to others, they experience a sense of “we-
ness.” As a consequence, they may consider conformity to others’ 
decisions to be more socially desirable independently of the valid-
ity of these decisions (Gardner, Gabriel and Hochschild 2002). Such 
social approval-based conformity may facilitate people’s fulfillment 
of their need for affiliation (Baumeister and Leary 1995, Martin, 
Hewstone and Martin 2003). This motive generally holds for deci-
sions that reflect primarily the decision maker’s personal values and 
lifestyle.  

Second, relative to socially distant others, socially close oth-
ers are also believed to hold more reliable and accurate opinions 
(Naylor, Lamberton and Norton 2011). To this extent, the adoption 
of others’ views and decisions may occur not only when individuals’ 
primary goal is to gain social approval but also when their financial 
well-being is at stake (Cialdini 2001, Castelli, Vanzetto, Sherman 
and Arcuri 2001, Quinn and Schlenker 2002). 

We tested the above predictions in four laboratory experiments 
and a field study of the betting behavior at the racetrack. In the labo-
ratory experiments, participants were seated in a room in which the 
temperature was either warm (75-77°F) or cool (61-63°F), but in 
each case was within the comfortable range (Anderson et al. 2000; 
Baker & Cameron, 1996; Baron & Bell, 1976; IJzerman & Semin, 
2009). Experiment 1 examined conformity when decisions were a 
matter of personal taste. Participants were shown an ad for a mu-
seum and asked to report their attitude towards it. In some cases, the 
ad emphasized popularity (“Visited by Over a Million People Each 
Year”) and in other cases, it stressed uniqueness (“Stand Out from 
the Crowd”). Participants evaluated the first ad more favorably, but 
evaluated the second ad less favorably, when they were in a warm 
room than when they were in a cool room. 

Experiment 2 replicated these findings and, in addition, con-
firmed that the effects were mediated by the impact of ambient tem-
perature on perceptions of social closeness. However, participants’ 
affective reactions did not differ as a function of temperature, indi-
cating that differences in affect were not a contributor to the effects 
we observed. 

The next three studies extended our findings to decisions in 
which the primary consideration was financial. In Experiment 3, par-
ticipants were given six graphs, each depicting changes in the price 
of a stock, and were asked in each case whether they would buy the 
stock or sell it. In some conditions, participants were shown the pre-
dictions that the majority of previous participants in the experiment 
had made.  In control conditions, this information was not provided. 
Participants who received information about others’ predictions 
were more likely to conform to them when the temperature was high 
than when it was low. In the control conditions, participants’ choices 
did not depend on temperature. 

Experiment 4 further examined the mediation of perceived so-
cial closeness in the domain of financial decisions. Participants in 
both warm and cool temperature conditions were told to imagine 
they were at the race track and had an opportunity to place bets on 
each of seven races. For each race, the distribution of “winning odds” 
(a function of the amount of money that was bet on each horse) was 
provided. Participants were more likely to bet on the favorite (i.e. the 
horse with lowest odds) when the temperature was warm than when 
it was cool.  These effects were mediated by the effects of ambi-
ent temperature on participants’ perceptions of their social closeness 
to other betters. However, the positive and negative affect that par-
ticipants reported experiencing, their risk propensity, involvement, 
arousal, relaxation and tiredness, did not depend on temperature. 

A field study was then conducted in the context of horse rac-
ing data in Hong Kong over a period of three consecutive years 
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(2007 - 2009). Horse races are only held in seasons during which the 
temperature is comfortable. The extent to which bets on each race 
converged on the favorite over the hour before each race was aver-
aged over the races run on each day and correlated with the average 
temperature on that day. This correlation was significantly positive 
(r = .20; n = 204). Furthermore the mean standard deviation of the 
odds associated with the horses in each race (a second indication of 
the convergence of bets on the favorite) was also significantly cor-
related with temperature (r = .11, n = 224).  Thus, these data confirm 
the effects we observed in the laboratory and indicate that the impact 
of ambient temperature on the adoption of others’ opinions is moti-
vated by a desire to make money and is not restricted to conditions in 
which conformity is motivated by social desirability concerns. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Individuals use brands to construct their self-concepts and their 

identities.  Once individuals have incorporated their brands into their 
self-image, individuals often use these brands as signals to others.  
These signals often function as status symbols.  However, the use 
of brands as signals may also function as self-verification or self-
enhancement tools (Escalas and Bettman 2003).  In this session we 
explore beyond the many ways individuals use brands as signals to 
others.  We examine ways in which individuals use brands as sig-
nals to themselves, and by doing so fulfill needs, including relational, 
functional, and identity relevant.  In the first part of the session we 
examine how individuals use brands commonly thought of as status 
symbols to fulfill other, more basic needs.  We then examine the ways 
in which individuals, who have fulfilled identity needs by incorporat-
ing brands into their self-image, react to a threat to the brand.  Taken 
together, these papers present a novel, multicultural picture of the an-
tecedents and consequences of the selective use of brands as a means 
of need fulfillment.

In the first part of the session, we examine situations in which 
many would expect brands to be used merely as status signals to 
others and yet, instead, are also being used to fulfill other, basic 
needs.  In the first paper, Brick, Fitzsimons and Chartrand explore 
how wealthy individuals are using their favorite brands not to dem-
onstrate their wealth, but rather to serve as relationship partners.  Al-
though many individuals often associate high-end, luxurious brands 
with the wealthy, they find that wealthy individuals report stronger 
brand relationships with brands that are less expensive, less publi-
cally consumed and more likely to be consumer packaged goods.  

They also find that it is connection with these brands that contributes 
to the strong brand relationships.

In the second paper, Sarial-Abi and Gürhan-Canli examine an-
other, related area in their examination of who purchases high-end 
counterfeits. Intuitively, one might think that high-end counterfeits 
are only used as self-enhancement signals. However, Sarial-Abi and 
Gürhan-Canli find that this is not always the case, and that high-end 
counterfeits can fulfill other, practical needs. They examine how the 
functional and symbolic benefits offered by high-end counterfeits 
influence purchasing intentions, and that self-presentation goals de-
termine on which aspects of the product individuals will place the 
most value.

Next, we move to consequences of the use of brands as a signal, 
particularly once those brands have been used to fulfill an identity-
relevant need. Once individuals have incorporated brands into their 
identity, threats to the brand, including brand failure or changes in 
brand image, may be felt as a threat to the self. Xu, Cheng, and White 
support this theory in the third paper by their examination of the con-
sequences of brand failure on self-esteem and subsequent attempts to 
restore the “shaken” self-view. They show that after a brand threat, 
consumers with high (but not low) self-brand connections are more 
motivated to pursue salient goals in an effort to correct the threat to 
their self-esteem. 

Finally, Gaustad, Samuelsen, Warlop, and Fitzsimons expound 
upon the role that a change in the brand image can have on one’s 
esteem in their paper. In particular, they show that highly connected 
consumers experience brand, and self-identity threat, not only as a 
result of the introduction of new traits to a brand image, but also, 
counter intuitively, as a result of reinforcement of current traits. The 
threat response is contingent upon the degree to which the brand pri-
marily relates to consumers’ actual or ideal self.

Besides offering an in-depth view, through the examination of 
antecedents and consequences, of the selective use of brands, this 
session also offers a broad view of this topic through the inclusion of 
multi-cultural studies. Submitters represent schools from a variety of 
nations, and this variety creates a large, diverse sampling population. 
As a result, this session presents a number of theoretical and practi-
cal contributions appealing to a broad audience, and should attract 
researchers with interests in topics as far ranging as consumer-brand 
relationships, goal pursuit, social identity, behavioral predictions (in-
cluding charitable giving), and life satisfaction. In sum, this session 
has implications for a large, multicultural audience, and will further 
the conference’s mission of appreciating diversity. 

All speakers (Brick, Sarial-Abi, White, and Gaustad) have 
agreed to participate if the proposal is accepted. Of note, all papers 
in this session are advanced and extensive data collection, including 
multiple studies for each paper, has been completed. We anticipate 
allowing 15 minutes for each presentation and 15-20 minutes of dis-
cussion regarding the session topic and individual presentations.
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As Income Level Rises,  
So too does Our Connection with “tide”

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Individuals use brands to signal identity and self-concept; in-

dividuals also use brands as self-verification and self-enhancement 
tools (Escalas and Bettman 2003).  As such, one might think wealthy 
individuals would be most loyal to high-end, luxury brands that, in 
effect, serve as status verification and self-enhancement signals to 
the self and others. However, we find this is not the case.  Instead, we 
argue, that wealthier individuals are using brands for another reason 
– to serve as relationship partners.  Instead of signaling status to oth-
ers or even to themselves, wealthier individuals are choosing and us-
ing brands that fulfill basic relationship needs.  As a result, wealthier 
individuals form stronger brand relationships, the strength of which 
is mediated by self-brand connection.

Why might wealthier individuals form stronger brand relation-
ships?  Past research has demonstrated that having money makes 
people more self-sufficient, less likely to turn to others for support 
(Vohs, Meade and Goode 2006), and that the mere presence of mon-
ey can make people more distant, cold, and less willing to help oth-
ers (Vohs, Meade and Goode 2008).  These effects extend beyond 
the immediate context; higher socioeconomic status has been asso-
ciated with signs of weaker social connections (Kraus and Keltner 
2009).  As the need for social relationships is fundamental to human 
psychology (Baumeister and Leary 1995), we argue that instead of 
turning to others, wealthier individuals are turning to their brands to 
fulfill this need.  They are developing stronger brand relationships 
than less wealthy individuals, who are more likely to form stronger 
interpersonal relationships (Kraus, Côtè and Keltner 2010).  

In a first study, we examined whether wealthier individuals 
form stronger brand relationships and the types of brands they are 
forming these relationships with.  Although there have been a few 
scales designed to measure relationship quality (e.g., Park, Kim and 
Kim 2009), some of these scales are relatively long and most do not 
contain all of the characteristics commonly found in interpersonal 
relationships we intended to study.  Therefore, in order to test brand 
relationship strength we devised a Brand Relationship Measure for 
this study.  The seven-item measure (α=0.87) was rated on a 1 (not 
at all) to 7 (very much) scale.  In order to evaluate the brands in-
dividuals were reporting on, two independent coders rated each of 
the brands reported on several characteristics (interrater reliability 
α=.98).  If they are fulfilling an intrinsically-motivated, fundamental 
relationship need, we hypothesized the brands to which wealthier in-
dividuals are reporting as being most loyal would not be expensive, 
“keeping up with the Joneses” brands, often associated with social 
jockeying (Christen and Morgan 2005) or status signals.  Instead, we 
hypothesized these brands would be less expensive, more privately 
consumed, and more likely to be consumer packaged goods (CPGs) 
than the brands to which less wealthy individuals are reporting as 
being most loyal.  

One hundred six individuals (N=71 females, Mage=41.2 years, 
SDage=13.5) from an online source participated in this study.  In line 
with our hypothesis, we found that wealthier individuals, as charac-
terized by income, report a significantly stronger brand relationship 
with their brands.  Providing additional support that wealthier indi-
viduals are forming relationships with brands that are not serving as 
a status signal, the brands wealthier individuals reported were sig-
nificantly less expensive, less publically consumed, and more CPGs 
than less wealthy individuals.

Study 2 sought to replicate the findings from study 1 that 
wealthier individuals form stronger brand relationships, and also to 
explore our prediction that connection with the brand mediates the 
effect.  One hundred one individuals were recruited and participat-
ed in this study from an online source (N=68 females, Mage=35.7 
years, SDage=13.8).  We used the same Brand Relationship Measure 
from study 1, and in order to test connection with the brand, we used 
Escalas and Bettman’s (2003) self-brand connection scale.  

Replicating our initial findings, individuals with greater wealth, 
as measured by income level, reported significantly stronger brand 
relationships.  Next, we examined our contention that connection 
with the brands mediates the effects of wealth on brand relation-
ships.  In line with our hypothesis, wealth significantly and posi-
tively predicted self-brand connection.  Furthermore, brand con-
nection positively predicted relationship strength. When self-brand 
connection is added to the model predicting wealth on the brand 
relationship measure, self-brand connection remains a significant 
predictor, but wealth is no longer significant. In order to test whether 
connection with the brand mediates the effect of wealth on brand 
relationship strength, we used a 5,000 resamples bootstrapping ap-
proach (Preacher and Hayes 2008). The bootstrapping technique did 
not contain zero, suggesting connection with the brand mediates the 
relationship between wealth and brand relationship strength.

Study 3 enhances the above findings by manipulating percep-
tions of wealth, and then asking participants to report on their brand 
relationships and connection with their brands.  Supporting our hy-
pothesis we find that individuals who feel wealthier report signifi-
cantly stronger brand relationships, and that this is again mediated by 
connection with the brand.  In study 4, we provide further evidence 
that wealthier individuals are not using their brands just to signal 
status to others or themselves.  We again manipulate perceptions of 
wealth, but in this study we introduce a new set of brands and mea-
sure strength of the brand relationship and connection with the new 
brand.  In addition, we expand upon the prior studies by evaluat-
ing the effects of the prior findings on consumer behavior outcomes.  
The theoretical and practical implications are discussed.

Benefits Offered by High-End Counterfeits Influence 
Intentions to Purchase Counterfeits–the Role of Self-

Presentation

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
In today’s economy, counterfeits are estimated to account for 

7% of the whole world trade (World Customs Organization 2004). 
Previous research mainly investigates why consumers buy cheap 
knockoffs of the genuine brands (Wilcox et al. 2009). However, with 
increased technology, a new generation of counterfeits is emerging 
that is often more convincing than the cheap knockoffs with much 
higher prices (Holmes 2011). In this research, we investigate who 
would buy these high-end counterfeits and why. 

Counterfeiting: Demographic factors influence intentions to 
purchase counterfeits. For example, females are more likely to be 
heavy buyers of counterfeit clothing and accessories (Cheung and 
Prendergast 2006). Social factors such as the presence of a friend 
buying a counterfeit influence one’s intention to buy counterfeits 
(Penz and Stöttinger 2005). Product and brand-related factors such 
as the selling price also enhances willingness to buy counterfeits 
(Lau 2006). 

Functional Versus Symbolic Benefits: Individuals buy things 
for what they can do with them and for what those things mean to 
them (Keller 1993). Brand features or brand associations refer to at-
tributes or benefits that consumers link to a brand and that, in their 
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minds, differentiate it from competitors (Dillon et al. 2001). Extant 
literature has focused on functional benefits (Domzal and Kernan 
1992), as well as symbolic benefits offered by brands (Drolet and 
Aaker 2002). 

Functional benefits are related to the more intrinsic aspects of 
product consumption and usually correspond to product attributes. 
High-end counterfeits offer high functional benefits. For example, 
they are made of high-quality materials, which increase their du-
rability (Holmes 2011). On the other hand, symbolic benefits are 
related to the extrinsic advantages of product consumption. They 
usually correspond to non-product-related attributes and relate to 
underlying needs for social approval and personal expression (Park 
et al. 1986). Because symbolic benefits relate to underlying needs 
for social approval and personal expression, individuals who have 
high need for self-presentation should be more likely to purchase 
high-end counterfeits. However, are individuals who have low need 
for self-presentation ever likely to purchase high-end counterfeits?

Self-Presentation: Self-presentation is the goal-directed process 
of people controlling information about the self to influence the im-
pression others form of them (Schlenker et al. 1996). Social actions 
required for self-presentation are consumption-oriented and depend 
upon individuals’ brands (Williams and Bendelow 1998). Consum-
ers may self-present by purchasing high-end counterfeits because 
counterfeits help them create identities and impress others (Hoe et 
al. 2003). This suggests that individuals who have high need for self-
presentation should be more likely to purchase high-end counterfeits 
when these counterfeits offer them symbolic benefits. However, they 
should be less likely to purchase high-end counterfeits if these coun-
terfeits offer them high functional benefits (e.g., quality) but low 
symbolic benefits (e.g., no logo).

Individuals who have low need for self-presentation are less 
concerned with impressing other people. Because they are less con-
cerned with impressing others, what they expect from a brand is 
more likely to be related to the functional benefits. Given the pos-
sibility that some high-end counterfeits may offer as many functional 
benefits as the original brands, these individuals who need low self-
presentation should be more likely to purchase high-end counterfeits 
when these counterfeits offer them high functional benefits. How-
ever, they should be less likely to purchase high-end counterfeits if 
these counterfeits offer them high symbolic benefits, but low func-
tional benefits.

Study 1(N=100): Participants first received the self-presenta-
tion manipulation. Afterwards, they randomly received the function-
al and symbolic benefits manipulations. Dependent variables and 
control variables were then measured. 

An ANOVA on intentions to purchase counterfeits yielded a 
significant self-presentation by benefits interaction (F(1, 96) = 13.26, 
p < .001). Participants who have high (vs. low) need for self-pre-
sentation have higher intentions to purchase counterfeits when they 
think about symbolic brand benefits (3.76 vs. 2.43; F(1, 96) = 7.9, p 
< .05). On the other hand, participants who have low (vs. high) need 
for self-presentation have higher intentions to purchase counterfeits 
when they think about functional brand benefits (3.22 vs. 1.89; F(1, 
96) = 7.82, p < .05). 

Study 2 (N=200): Participants first received the self-presen-
tation manipulation. Afterwards, they randomly received the func-
tional and symbolic benefits manipulations. The order of the benefits 
manipulations was counterbalanced. Dependent variables and con-
trol variables were then measured. 

An ANOVA on intentions to purchase counterfeits revealed a 
significant three-way interaction of self-presentation, functional ben-
efits, and symbolic benefits (F(1, 192) = 5.56, p < 0.05). When func-

tional benefits are high, individuals who have low (vs. high) need 
for self-presentation are more likely to purchase high-end counter-
feits if these counterfeits offer low symbolic benefits (3.96 vs. 2.89, 
F(1, 192) = 7.24, p < .05). However, intentions to purchase high-end 
counterfeits did not vary as a function of low (vs. high) need for self-
presentation when high-end counterfeits offer high functional and 
symbolic benefits (3.74 vs. 3.82, F(1, 192) = .13, p > .72). 

Moreover, when functional benefits of high-end counterfeits are 
low, individuals who have low (vs. high) need for self-presentation 
are less likely to purchase high-end counterfeits if these products of-
fer high symbolic benefits (2.72 vs. 3.86, F(1, 192) = 7.69, p < .05). 
However, intentions to purchase high-end counterfeits did not vary 
as a function of low (vs. high) need for self-presentation when high-
end counterfeits offer low functional and symbolic benefits (2.61 vs. 
2.53, F(1, 192) = .12, p > .73).   

General Discussion: In this research, we extend the litera-
ture on intentions to purchase counterfeits by examining high-end 
counterfeits specifically. Second, we extend the literature by dem-
onstrating that functional and symbolic benefits offered by high-end 
counterfeits influence purchase intentions. Finally, we demonstrate 
that those individuals who have low need for self-presentation are 
also likely to purchase high-end counterfeits when these counterfeits 
offer them functional benefits. Focusing on how improvements in 
functional (vs. symbolic) benefits offered by high-end counterfeits 
influences brands’ long-term profitability would be an important re-
search focus. More research with different methodologies is required 
to understand the impact of counterfeit consumption on consumers. 

taking More Money and donating More Money: 
The Influence of Self-Threat on Goal-Pursuit

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Believing that the self is a capable and lovable person is a basic 

human need (Branden 1969) and is essential to individuals’ subjec-
tive wellbeing (Taylor and Brown 1988). However, it seems inevita-
ble for us to encounter incidents that threaten this belief, even in con-
sumption contexts. For example, consumers may feel shame about 
their appearance when they view an ad featuring attractive models 
(Gulas and McKeage 2000) or feel incompetent when they realize 
that they paid more than others for an identical item (Argo, White, 
and Dahl 2006). Having a favorite brand could also be a source of 
self-threat when the beloved brand fails (Cheng, White, and Chap-
lin 2012). For those who want to be unique, realizing one’s favorite 
brand is also liked by a large number of consumers could also pose a 
threat (Imak, Vallen, and Sen 2010). 

Of course, human beings are not passive victims of various 
threats. In response to these threatening incidents, individuals are of-
ten motivated to restore a positive self-view through biased informa-
tion processing or biased attributions (for a review, see Sherman and 
Cohen 2006). Unfortunately, many of these defensive responses are 
maladaptive because they promote an inaccurate understanding of 
the self and the world. We propose and test a beneficial consequence 
of experiencing self-threat. Specially, we suggest that self-threat can 
elicit a general motivation that urges people to pursue salient goals 
that they consider to be important. Moreover, pursuing important 
goals can boost individuals’ threatened self-esteem. 

Experiment 1 was a 2 (Self Threat: Threat vs. No-Threat) x 2 
(Salient Goals: Help Others vs. Pursue Self-Interest) between-par-
ticipant design. Self-threat was manipulated using a RAT task and 
the salient goal was manipulated through participating in either a 
“Buyer-Seller Game” (the “self-interest” condition) or a “Doner-
Donee Game” (the “help others” condition). The results of Experi-
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ment 1 are consistent with our hypothesis that self-threat motivates 
individuals to pursue the goal that was made salient by the context 
(significant goal by self-threat interaction, F (1, 75) = 6.06, p < .02). 
Significant planned contrasts revealed that when the goal to pursue 
self-interest was made salient in the Seller-Buyer Game, self-threat 
increased the amount of money that participants decided to keep for 
themselves (Mthreat = 9.00 vs. Mno-threat = 7.96). However, when the 
goal to help others was made salient by the Doner-Donee Game, 
self-threat increased the amount of money that participants decided 
to give to others themselves (Mno-threat = 4.73 vs. Mthreat = 6.06). More-
over, even though the manipulation of self-threat decreased partici-
pants’ self-esteem, this effect was completely eliminated following 
successful goal pursuit. 

Experiment 2 used a 2 (Self Threat: Threat vs. No threat) x 3 
(Salient Goals: Saving Money vs. Spending Money on Luxurious 
Products vs. control) between-subjects design. Participants were 
given an opportunity to pursue a more important goal (i.e., saving 
money; Mimportance = 6.06) or a less important goal (i.e., spending 
money on luxury products; Mimportance = 3.93). When the goal was 
[not] important, threatened participants [did not] save[d] a greater 
amount of money than did control participants (threat x goal impor-
tance interaction = F (1, 201) = 4.40, p < .04). Moreover, only pursu-
ing important an goal was self-affirming. 

In Experiments 4 and 5, we induced self-threat exposing par-
ticipants to negative brand information for brands with for which 
they had a high vs. low self brand connection (SBC). Cheng, White, 
and Chaplin (2012) found that consumers with high self-brand con-
nections to certain brands experienced a threat to their positive self-
view upon receiving negative brand information. Extending these 
findings, we suggest that negative brand information should moti-
vate high SBC consumers to pursue irrelevant goals (e.g., helping 
others) that are made salient by the situation. To test this possibil-
ity, we used the brand Adidas, which was one of the major business 
sponsors of 2008 Beijing Olympic Games. After getting information 
about Adidas’ sponsorship, participants read either a negative com-
mentary or a neutral commentary on this sponsorship. In Experiment 
4, we found a significant brand information x SBC interaction (β = 
.49, t = 2.46; p < .02). Simple slope analysis revealed that when par-
ticipants received negative information about Adidas, those who felt 
highly connected with the brand took more money for themselves (β 
= .30; t = 2.01; p = .05). However, when participants received neutral 
information about Adidas, the effects of SBC on the amount money 
that participants took was not significant (β = -.26; t = -1.54; p > .10). 
In Experiment 5, we manipulated self-threat by providing negative 
brand information about Blackberry to high vs. low SBC respondents 
and measured their willingness to donate to UNICEF. As expected, 
the effect of SBC on the amount of donation was significant (β = .51, 
t = 2.86, p < .02), indicating that when participants received nega-
tive information about Blackberry, those who were highly connected 
to the brand donated more money to UNICEF. We also measured 
self-esteem in this study. As expected, receiving negative informa-
tion about Blackberry decreased participants’ self-esteem when they 
were highly connected to the brand Blackberry. Moreover, it appears 
that this self-threat motivated participants to donate more to charity, 
which, in turn, boosted (restored) their self-esteem. 

Conclusion. Individuals often take actions to self-affirm follow-
ing threats to their positive-self view. We propose that: 1) self-threat 
can cultivate a general motivation to pursue salient goals; 2) this 
tendency could lead to behaviors with divergent implications when 
opposing goals are activated; and 3) goal importance moderates this 
effect. We tested the implications of this framework in the context 
of self-brand connections; we show that negative brand information 

poses a self-threat to consumers with a high self-brand connection 
(but not to those with a low self-brand connection) and motivates 
them to pursue the goals highlighted in the subsequent situation. In 
particular, following exposure to negative brand information, high 
SBC consumers donated more money when the goal to help was 
made salient, yet took more money when the salient goal was to 
pursue self-interest.

Identity Change: the Effects of Actual and  
Ideal Self-brand Connections on  

Consumers’ Response to brand Image Change

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
In contrast to the extant literature (MacInnis et al. 2009), we 

investigate a potential disadvantage of strong of consumer-brand 
bonds. Consumers sometimes incorporate brands into their self-con-
cept to construct and/or signal identity (self-brand connection, Esca-
las and Bettman 2003). We argue that for those consumers who have 
incorporated the brand into their self-concept, change in brand image 
can represent an identity-threat. Consumers cope with this threat, not 
only by reacting negatively to the change, but also by reducing their 
felt brand connection. 

Study 1 applies brand acquisitions as the context. We propose 
that consumers’ reactions to an acquisition are contingent on whether 
or not it changes target brand image. Further, we expect self-brand 
connection to moderate this effect. Since strongly connected con-
sumers incorporate the brand in their self-concept, a change in brand 
image is a forced change in the self and represents an identity-threat. 
Thus, we expect these consumers to reduce their connection if brand 
image change.

Seventy undergraduate students participated in a 2 (no change/
change) × self-brand connection (measured) mixed design experi-
ment. First, we measured attitude and self-brand connection to Nike 
and other filler brands. Then (one hour later), participants read a 
newspaper article about the acquisition of Nike. The acquirer was a 
fictitious venture capital company. Statements in the article manipu-
lated no change/change in brand personality due to the acquisition 
(the change condition entailed Nike becoming more glamorous, so-
phisticated and upper class). Last, we measured the dependent vari-
ables and manipulation checks.

We conducted multiple regressions with the experimental con-
ditions (no change/change), self-brand connection (continuous), and 
their interaction as independent variables. 

The results showed an interaction between the experimental 
conditions and self-brand connection on attitude to the acquisition 
(β=-.40, t=-2.44, p<.02) and, more interestingly, also on both change 
in attitude (β=-.38, t=-2.03, p<.05) and change in self-brand connec-
tion (β=-.26, t=-.194, p=.057) to the target brand. Investigations of 
the interactions confirmed the predicted significance of slopes, as 
well as contrasts between no change/change at high levels of self-
brand connection. 

The results indicate that consumers react more negatively to 
change in brand image the greater connection they have with the 
brand. Further, strongly connected consumers experience brand im-
age change as a threat to their self and withdraw from the brand 
relationship. 

The first experiment investigated brand imagechange through 
the introduction of new traits. However, brand image can also change 
by reinforcement of existing traits. There is some evidence that con-
sumers are reluctant to enhance existing traits that are fundamental 
to their self-concept (Riis et al. 2008). Hence, we expect consumers 
with strong self-brand connection to react negatively to every devia-
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tion from the existing brand image, even to reinforcement of existing 
salient traits. 

Based on pretests, we chose ‘Diesel’ as the target brand for 
study 2. The traits most strongly associated with Diesel were rug-
ged, tough, masculine and daring (pretest). We therefore used these 
strongly associated traits to examine reactions to change through re-
inforcement of established traits. Except for the use of established 
(vs. new) traits, the procedure was similar to study 1. Thirty-six un-
dergraduate students completed the study. 

Multiple regression revealed an interaction between the ex-
perimental conditions and self-brand connection on attitude to the 
acquisition (β=-.71, t=-2.70, p<.02), as well as on change in attitude 
(β=-.68, t=-2.05, p<.05) and change in self-brand connection (β=-
.37, t=-2.51, p<.02). Investigations of the interactions confirmed the 
predicted significance of slopes, as well as contrasts at low and high 
levels of self-brand connection. 

The results indicate that strongly connected consumers react 
negatively and show threat response, not only to introduction of new 
traits, but also to change through reinforcement of existing brand 
associations. Next, we investigate whether this effect is valid for all 
brand connections or whether it depends on which part of the self-
concept the brand primarily connects (actual or ideal self).

In study 3, we investigate the hypothesis that whether the brand 
is primarily connected to consumers’ actual or ideal self influences 
reactions to brand image change. We hypothesize that for consum-
ers’ feeling congruence between their actual self and the brand, all 
brand image changes are negative because they decrease the felt con-
gruence between the self and the brand. However, for consumers 
feeling congruence between their ideal self and the brand, reinforce-
ment of the existing brand image can be positive as it increases the 
brands ability to signal an ideal identity. 

One hundred and seventy-two participants completed a survey 
on an online web panel (American participants agemean = 35.1, 56 % 
females). First, we measured brand attitude, actual and ideal self-
brand congruity, as well as brand personality. After some filler tasks, 
participants read a hypothetical scenario about the re-positioning and 
change in Nike’s brand image. Lastly, we measured participants’ at-
titudes to change in different personality traits of Nike.

We conducted multiple regressions with an index of attitude to 
change in the five most descriptive traits (based on the personality 
evaluation in the first part of the survey: successful, leader, winner, 
confident, and up-to-date) as a dependent measure, with degree of 
actual self-brand congruity (continuous) and degree of ideal self-
brand congruity (continuous) as independent variables. 

The results revealed a negative effect of actual self-brand con-
gruency (β=-.15, t=-2.16, p<.04) and a positive effect of ideal self-
brand congruency (β=.26, t=4.65, p<.01).The results indicate that 
consumers’ response to reinforcement of existing salient traits de-
pends on whether the brand is connected to the consumers’ actual 
self or ideal self.

Overall, we find support for the hypothesis that consumers who 
use the brand to construct and/or signal their identity demonstrate 
identity-threat responses to brand image change. They are more 
negative to brand image change (than those who are less connected 
to the brand) and react by withdrawing from the relationship. We 
also demonstrate that if the connection is based on congruence be-
tween the actual self and the brand, all changes in brand image are 
perceived as negative. However, if the brand connection is based on 
congruence between the ideal self and the brand, changes through 
reinforcement of existing brand traits are perceived as positive.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Consumers are increasingly acting as co-creators of value, rath-

er than as just passive recipients of it (e.g. Prahalad and Ramaswamy 
2002; Vargo and Lusch 2004). Numerous companies have emerged 
that allow customers to design their own products, both through 
mass-customization toolkits and crowdsourcing sites. Moreover, 
firms continue to expand the involvement of customers in the pro-
motion of their products, by encouraging them to create and distrib-
ute brand related content. This trend has lead to an unprecedented 
amount of labor being outsourced to the firms’ costumers. In this 
session we present diverse perspectives on the costs and benefits of 
consumer labor for both the firms, and the consumers themselves. 

The first paper examines some of its costs, by showing that 
people may be insensitive to their earning rate, and thus work to the 
point where they are tired, rather than when they have maximized 
their overall utility. As such, constraints on the amount people can 
earn can lead to higher well-being. The second paper looks at the 
effect of constraints in creative tasks. It shows that constraints can in-
fluence the evaluation of self-created products and the effort devoted 
to these, and that this is moderated by the identity primed. The third 
paper shows how labor not only affects the evaluation of the product 
created, but also how it can affect the overall relationship with the 
brand. Finally, the last paper examines the mechanism behind the 
value customers derive from their own labor, and shows how this can 
be used to increase the involvement of customers in co-creation. As 
a whole, this session provides novel and varied views on the conse-
quences of consumer labor.

Labor or Leisure?

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
This research studies how people allocate their time between 

labor and leisure, a question that is relevant to every consumer who 
needs to work in order to earn what she/he wants to consume.  Do 
people ever overwork – endure unpleasant labor to earn more than 
what they believe they can possibly consume?

Although these questions are apparently important, they are 
hardly answerable in the real world, because the real world is too 
complex for researchers to determine what the right amount of work 

or the right amount of earning is; hence to define what overworking 
or over-earning is.

Instead of studying overworking or over-earning in the real 
world, the current research seeks to achieve the following more mod-
est and specific objectives: to introduce a minimalistic paradigm that 
allows researchers to define and study overworking and over-earning 
in a controlled laboratory setting, and to use this paradigm to demon-
strate when and why people overwork and over-earn.

the Paradigm
Participants are run individually using a personal computer, and 

each participant is required to wear a set of headphones. The experi-
ment consists of two consecutive phases, each lasting five minutes. 
During phase I, the participant can either listen to music and earn 
nothing (leisure) or listen to noises and earn chocolates (work). The 
default is listening to music. At any time she can press a dedicated 
key on the computer keyboard to disrupt the music and listen to a 
short, 0.2 sec, beep-like noise, and for every certain number of times 
she listens to the noise, she will earn one piece of chocolate. The 
noise is pretested as less pleasant than the music. Throughout phase 
I, the computer screen displays the number of chocolates earned and 
the time elapsed. The participant may not eat the earned chocolates 
in phase I.

Once phase I ends, phase II commences. The computer instructs 
the participant to take the number of chocolates she has earned in 
phase I from a jar on the table and start to eat them. She does not have 
to eat all the earned chocolates, and if there are any remaining ones, 
she has to leave them on the table and cannot bring them home. The 
participant may not listen to more noises or earn more chocolates in 
this phase. 

Every aspect of the procedure is explained to the participant 
before the experiment starts; she knows what type of chocolate she 
will earn and what type of noise she will hear. In addition, the partici-
pant is told that it is entirely up to her how many chocolates to earn 
in phase I and how many to eat in phase II, and that her only objec-
tive is to make herself as happy as possible in the entire experiment. 
The main dependent variables are how many chocolates she earns in 
phase I and how many she eats in phase II.

We define overworking as forgoing leisure (music) to earn more 
chocolates in phase I than the predicted optimal amount. (In this par-
adigm, overworking and overearning are the same, and we will use 
these terms interchangeably.) We define predicted optimal amount as 
the number of chocolates the participant herself or somebody in the 
same situation as the participant predicts that she will eat in order to 
make her most satisfied, and we empirically establish this level in 
pretests. 

Findings
Using this method, we have conducted a series of studies to 

explore when and why participants overwork (or underwork). Be-
cause we already introduced the method above and also because of 
the space limit, we will not elaborate on each study. Instead, we will 
summarize the main empirical findings below:

 ● When the earning rate was low (e.g., earning 1 chocolate every 
10 times one listened to the noise), participants underworked, i.e., 
stopped working and earning before they earned the predicted op-
timal amount.   When the earning rate was high (e.g., earning 1 
chocolate every time one listened to the noise), participants over-
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worked, i.e., continued to work and earn after they had earned the 
predicted optimal amount. These results imply that low-income 
people tend to underwork relative to what they need and high-
income people tend to overwork relative to what they need

 ● The above effects occurred, because participants were insensitive 
to the earning rate or to the utility of their earning; they worked 
until they felt tired, rather than until they had enough.

 ● Predicted optimal amount was quite accurate, that is, quite similar 
to the actual consumption amount. Note that this similarity was 
not due to participants’ desire to be consistent between prediction 
and behavior, because the predicted optimal amount was elicited 
from a separate group of participants and the main participants 
were not aware.

 ● Participants who overworked were less happy than participants 
who did not. It suggested that people overworked, not because 
they enjoyed working.

 ● Finally, we tested a paternalistic intervention method – not al-
lowing participants to earn more chocolates after a certain point, 
though still allowing them to work (listen to noise) if they wished. 
This method produced two effects: First (less interesting), it cur-
tained overworking. Second (more interesting), it increased par-
ticipants’ happiness. It suggested that (high-income) people lack 
the self control to stop working and stop earning after they have 
already earned more than what they can possibly consume and not 
allowing them to make excessive earning can reduce their ten-
dency to overwork and, more importantly, can make them happier.

The Influence of Identity on Creative Outcomes

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
While much of creative consumption involves creating a prod-

uct for personal use, the bulk of work on consumer creativity focuses 
on “objective” evaluations of an outcome by someone other than the 
individual who created it. When creating for oneself, we propose 
that identity motives interact with constraints provided at the time 
of design to influence consumers evaluations of their own creative 
outcomes.  

Prior literature has shown that constraints both enhance and 
inhibit creativity (e.g., Dahl and Moreau 2007; Moreau and Dahl 
2005; Sellier and Dahl 2012). Through three studies all involving 
actual creative tasks, we show that identity motives influence the 
relationship between constraints and evaluations of self-created out-
puts. Importantly, this relationship also depends on the structured 
nature of the creative task itself (i.e., an unstructured drawing task 
vs. customization via a structured toolkit).

Identity, what comes to mind when we think of ourselves, in-
cludes two major components: a personal identity related to the in-
dependent self and a social identity related to the interdependent self 
(Kirmani 2009; Oyserman 2009).  Cheng et al. (2008) suggest that 
activating an identity makes related knowledge structures accessible 
for creative tasks. This knowledge structure accessibility may make 
creative tasks easier, but it can also lead to more habitual and less 
objectively creative outcomes (e.g., Aarts and Dijksterhuis 2000).  
Across three studies, we examine how priming identity-related 
knowledge influences both effort expended and evaluations of one’s 
own creative outcomes.  

In Study 1 all participants (N =97) receive a blank piece of paper 
along with colored pencils (high constraint = 6 colors, low constraint 
= 12 colors) and are asked to draw a picture that could be used on 
a customized product.  Those in the “identity” condition are told to 
draw something that represents something interesting or important to 
them (participants in the “no identity” condition are simply asked to 

think about products that could have customized designs).  We find a 
significant interaction of the two manipulated factors on evaluations 
(F(1,96) = 3.81, p = .05. When identity is primed, participants with 
high constraints evaluate their drawings more positively than those 
with low constraints (M Identity, Low Constraints = 4.08 vs. M Identity, High Constraints 
= 4.96; F(1, 96) = 4.87,  p < .03).  When identity is not primed, 
input constraints do not have a significant influence on evaluations 
(M No Identity, Low Constraints = 4.29 vs. M No Identity, High Constraints = 4.19; F(1, 96) 
= .06, n/s).  We find that effort expended mediates design evalua-
tions such that when participants are not primed with identity, they 
exert more effort when constraints are low. However, when primed 
with identity, they report exerting more effort when constraints are 
high. From this study, we conclude that in an unstructured task en-
vironment, when identity motives are not active, participants prefer 
low constraints.  But when motivated by identity, participants prefer 
higher constraints.  

In the following studies, we examine the interaction between 
constraints and identity motives using online customization tool-
kits.  Like other constraints, we propose that the structured nature of 
these task environments make participants less reliant on their own 
memories and accessible knowledge structures, leading them off the 
Path of Least Resistance (e.g., Fink et al. 1992; Moreau and Dahl 
2005; Ward et al. 2002).  To test this theory in our next two studies, 
all participants engage in creative tasks using online customization 
toolkits. We capture product evaluations both at the time of design 
and several weeks later at delivery.  

In Study 2, all participants (N = 89) design a “skin” cover for 
a cell phone or MP3 player.  Again we manipulate identity motive 
(absent vs. present) and input constraints (low = option to upload 
images or use library, high = library images only).  We find that con-
sumers evaluate their designs more favorably when constraints are 
low (M Low Constraints = 5.41 vs. M High Constraints = 4.37; F(1, 88) = 13.57 p 
< .001). This difference is enhanced when an identity goal has been 
activated and the interaction is significant (F(1, 88) = 3.92, p = .05). 
This pattern holds 10 days later when we deliver the product. As in 
Study 1, we find that effort (captured as time taken) mediates the ef-
fect of the manipulated factors on evaluations at the time of design.  

Study 2 demonstrates that in a structured task environment, 
consumers given greater design freedom evaluate their designs high-
er and are more satisfied at delivery than those given less design lee-
way.  In our next study, rather than broadly motivating identity, we 
independently motivate two competing identity-based motivations: 
personal identity and social identity (e.g., Oyserman 2009).  

In Study 3, all participants (N = 82) design a customized travel 
mug (all participants actually receive the product they design, allow-
ing us to capture satisfaction measures 6 weeks later at delivery).  
Two factors are manipulated across participants: input constraints 
(high vs. low, as in Study 2) and identity motives (social vs. per-
sonal).  A two-way ANOVA reveals a significant interaction (F(1,81) 
= 3.70, p = .05). Participants reported higher evaluations of their 
designs when constraints were low (vs. high). This effect was more 
pronounced for those primed with personal identity motivations 
(M Personal, Low Constraints = 5.43 vs. M Personal, High Constraints = 4.23; F(1,81) = 
10.14, p < .01) than with social identity motivations (M Social, Low Con-

straints = 5.15 vs. M Social, High Constraints = 4.93; F(1, 81) = .38, n/s).  These 
results hold 6 weeks later at delivery.  

By engaging participants in real creativity tasks, these three 
studies examine the influence that identity-related motivations have 
on consumers’ evaluations of their own creations. These studies 
demonstrate that simply making salient an identity motivation prior 
to design can significantly influence design evaluations, product sat-
isfaction and the effectiveness of the input constraints. 
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Self-Customization Effects on brand Extensions

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Mass customization (i.e., letting consumers customize their 

own products) is considered central to current marketing strategies 
and is gaining growing popularity in practice. So far, the main find-
ing in the literature has been that self-customized products deliver 
superior value to customers (Franke et al. 2010; Norton et al. 2012; 
Randall et al. 2005). Four studies in the current research demon-
strate that self-customization also positively affect the more general 
customer-brand relationship, conceptualized as brand attachment 
(Fedorikhin et al. 2008; Thomson et al. 2005; Park et al. 2010). The 
resulted brand attachment affects customers’ intention to buy and 
willingness to pay for a noncustomized brand extension. 

Study 1 was a scenario-based experiment to test effects of self-
customization on brand attachment. We used scenarios to control for 
the most common reported outcome of self-customization, namely 
preference fit (defined as the fit between customer preferences and 
product characteristics). Following scholars like Bendapudi and 
Leone (2003), we developed two graphic scenarios to portray dif-
ferent purchasing situations. To allow participants to identify eas-
ily, we used a hypothetical figure named Pat. 159 participants were 
randomly assigned to one of the following conditions: (1) self-cus-
tomization group, in which Pat was designing an individual PC with 
a mass-customization toolkit, and (2) the standard choice condition, 
in which Pat chose one option. All participants were informed that 
Pat was very satisfied with the self-customized (chosen) PC. The 
brand attachment measure focused on participants’ connection to the 
brand (Thomson et al. 2005). We also included questions assessing 
preference fit and reactions to the graphic scenarios. Manipulation 
checks suggest that, as intended, preference fit was perceived to be 
constant (i.e. high) across conditions. Our results indicate that, as 
hypothesized, self-customization has a significant effect on brand at-
tachment. 

In Study 2 and 3 we show that feelings of autonomy and compe-
tence that result from self-customization mediate the processes lead-
ing to higher brand attachment. This effect is also found to depend on 
the design freedom granted to consumers: in case of a large (small) 
solution space the effects are amplified (attenuated) (Study 2). Study 
2 was a one-way between subject random design with three condi-
tions. 259 students were randomly assigned to either the standard 
condition or one of the two self-customization conditions. Those in 
the standard choice condition were asked to select a pair of casual 
shoes; participants in the self-customization groups were asked to 
design their own pair of shoes in a real customization task. In the 
high solution space condition, participants had a great deal of op-
tions; in the low solution space condition, the number of available 
options was much more limited. The collection of standard shoes 
and also the modules and options in the customization tool were pre-
tested and developed by a professional designer. Following execut-
ing the task, respondents rated items measuring the main variables: 
brand attachment, autonomy and competence. Autonomy is defined 
as people’s need to believe that their activities are self-chosen, self-
governed, self-determined, and self-organized. Competence is the 
need to feel capable and effective and to have a sense of achieve-
ment. It refers to the anticipated satisfaction derived from complet-
ing a creative task successfully. We also measured preference fit and 
some other control variables (perceived effort of the design / choice 
tasks and product category involvement). 

Manipulation checks suggest that actual solution space signifi-
cantly affected perceived solution space. An Anova model applied 
to the brand attachment measure resulted in a significant effect of 

customization. In particular, mass-customization in the high solu-
tion space resulted in a significantly higher brand attachment than 
in the other conditions. There is no significant difference, however, 
between the standard choice and the low customization conditions 
(i.e. effects are attenuated in the customization low solution space 
condition). Bootstrapping results suggest that feelings of autonomy 
and competence mediate this effect. Results are robust when includ-
ing our control variables. 

We designed another scenario-based study (Study 3; n = 444) 
to deepen our understanding of psychological processes and would 
contribute to the understanding of processes that underlie the forma-
tion of brand attachment. Method and procedure was very similar 
to Study 1. In a 2 (self-customization vs. standard condition) x 2 
(preference fit high vs. average) factorial design, we show that both 
self-customization and preference fit have an independent and posi-
tive impact on brand attachment. We again show that feelings of au-
tonomy and competence mediate the main effect of customization 
on attachment. 

Finally, Study 4 demonstrates the mediating role of brand at-
tachment on the effect of mass customization on the acceptance 
of brand extension of a noncustomized product – highlighting the 
importance of incorporating brand attachment in the theory and 
practice of mass customization and brand extensions. We conduct-
ed between-subject experiment that involved a real customization 
(choice) task. Participants (n = 126) were randomly assigned to one 
of the following two conditions: (1) The self-customization group 
was asked to design its own muesli mix (using the mass-customiza-
tion toolkit of the company Mymuesli [www.mymuesli.com]) and 
(2) the standard choice condition was given the task of choosing one 
of 10 ready-made mixes. To add realism, participants were delivered 
the exact breakfast cereal mix they had self-customized (chosen). 
After product delivery – and after some time allowing for product 
trial – we measured preference fit, brand attachment, and willingness 
to pay (WTP) for a moderately dissimilar brand extension (muesli 
bars). In order to avoid any “cheap talk”, we conducted an incentive-
compatible BDM lottery to assess WTP for a brand extension. In line 
with our previous studies, we find that self-customization positively 
affects brand attachment. The effect of self-customization on WTP 
for a noncustomized brand extension is also significant and positive. 
Customers are willing to pay, on average, 35% more for the brand 
extension (package of muesli bar). We conducted a product-of-coef-
ficients test to establish our proposed mediation. 

In sum, our contributions are as follows: First, we extend the 
literature on brand attachment to mass customization research; sec-
ond, we demonstrate the mediating role of brand attachment on the 
effect of mass customization on the acceptance of brand extension of 
a noncustomized product. Theoretical implications for mass-custom-
ization, brand attachment and brand extension along with managerial 
implications are discussed.

the IKEA Effect:  
Signaling and Restoring Feelings of Competence

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Prior work has shown that consumers are willing to pay more 

for self-made products than for identical products made by some-
one else (Franke, Schreier, and Kaiser 2010; Norton, Mochon, and 
Ariely 2012), an effect labeled the IKEA effect (Norton et al. 2012). 
In the current work we examine the underlying process behind this 
effect. We suggest that this premium is due to the role that self-cre-
ated products have in fulfilling two deep identity-related desires of 
consumers: their desire to signal to themselves an identity that they 
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are competent and have effectance, and their desire to display that 
identity to others. Self-assembly of products fulfills both of these 
needs: by building things myself I am controlling and shaping my 
environment, proving my own competence, and by displaying my 
creations I am demonstrating my competence to others. In support 
of this theory, we demonstrate that feelings of competence mediate 
the premium attached to self-made products (Study 1); that allowing 
consumers to affirm their competence another way reduces the mag-
nitude of this effect (Study 2); and that threatening people’s sense of 
competence in one domain, increases their desire to assemble goods, 
and thus reestablish their competent self-view (Study 3).

In study 1 we examine whether feelings of competence medi-
ate the IKEA effect. In this study participants were presented with a 
Lego car. Builders were given the pieces for the car with the instruc-
tions that come with the product, and were asked to assemble it ac-
cordingly. Non-Builders were given the car already assembled, and 
were asked to examine it. Participants were then asked to give their 
maximum willingness to pay using an incentive compatible BDM 
procedure. We then measured the feelings of competence associated 
with the product, as well as participants’ overall mood. Replicat-
ing prior work on the IKEA effect, the builders were willing to pay 
more for their car (M = $1.20, SD = 1.35) than the non-builders (M 
= $0.57, SD = .76; p < .05). Builders also associated higher feelings 
of competence with their creations (M = 4.39, SD = 1.48) than non-
builders (M = 2.81, SD = 1.34; p < .001). Importantly, the feelings of 
competence associated with the product fully mediated the effect of 
build condition on WTP (Sobel Z = 2.08, p < .05). Moreover, while 
builders ended up with a more positive mood than non-builders, 
mood did not mediate the IKEA effect.

In study 2, we test our account by both measuring, and also 
directly manipulating participants’ need to feel competent. If our 
theory is correct, participants who are allowed to affirm the self an-
other way (Aronson, Cohen, and Nail 1999; Steele 1988) may no 
longer need to signal competence through the products they create, 
and therefore should not show the IKEA effect. Participants in this 
study were randomly assigned to one of four conditions of a 2 self-
affirmation condition (no affirmation vs. self-affirmation) x 2 build 
condition (pre-built vs. build) between-subjects design. Participants 
were first presented with a manipulation where they either did or did 
not affirm their values (Sherman, Nelson, and Steele 2000). Follow-
ing the self-affirmation manipulation, participants were presented 
with an IKEA Kassett storage box. Builders were given the parts 
necessary to assemble the box, as well as the instructions from IKEA 
to assemble it, and assembled the box. Non-Builders were presented 
with a box that was already built, and were asked to examine it. We 
then measured participants maximum WTP using an incentive com-
patible procedure as well as the feelings of competence associated 
with the product. 

The results showed no significant main effect of the self-affir-
mation or build conditions. However, we found the predicted sig-
nificant interaction between these two factors (F(1,115) = 3.90, p 
= .05). In the no affirmation condition, we replicated the standard 
IKEA effect: builders (M = $0.72, SD = .45) were willing to pay sig-
nificantly more than those who received a box pre-built (M = $0.46, 
SD = .50; p = .05). This effect was eliminated for participants in the 
self-affirmation condition, where there was no significant difference 
between builders (M = $0.49, SD = .46) and those who received a 
pre-built box (M = $0.58, SD = .46; p = .48). Thus, providing par-
ticipants with an opportunity to affirm the self eliminated the IKEA 
effect. We further tested a model of moderated mediation to examine 
whether the indirect effect of competence on WTP depends on self-
affirmation (Preacher, Rucker, and Hayes 2007). The results suggest 

that, as in the previous study, competence acts as a mediator of the 
effect of building on WTP, but that this effect was moderated by the 
self-affirmation manipulation. Indeed, the analyses revealed a sig-
nificant conditional indirect effect of the competence mediator in the 
no affirmation condition (Z = 2.80, p < .01), and a non-significant 
conditional indirect effect of the mediator in the self-affirmation con-
dition (Z = 1.34, p = .18). 

In study 3 we examined whether threatening people’s sense of 
competence would increase their propensity to want to create their 
own products. In this study participants were first presented with a 
short math test which was either very difficult (Low Competence 
Condition) or easy (Control Condition). Participants were then asked 
to imagine that they had just bought a bookcase from IKEA, and 
were asked whether they would prefer to assemble it themselves, 
or would prefer for it to come pre-assembled. While only 33% of 
participants in the control condition said that they would prefer to 
assemble the bookcase themselves, 58% of participants in the low 
competence condition indicated that they would prefer to do so (p 
< .05). 

The above results provide convergent evidence that the IKEA 
effect is driven by consumer’s desire to signal competence to them-
selves and others. Moreover, these results suggest important practi-
cal implications for firms, by demonstrating that customers can be 
encouraged to participate in co-creation by appealing to their desire 
to signal competence.

SESSIOn COnCLUSIOn
This session helps further the conference’s mission of diversity 

by drawing attention to a growing area in consumer research that 
views consumers in a novel way: rather than just being passive re-
cipients of goods, under the perspective of this session, consumers 
are active creators of value. The diverse perspectives presented here 
should offer a good starting point for the discussion of the advan-
tages and costs of this new model of consumer behavior.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
In order to survive, consumers depend on a several key resourc-

es, including food and money. Yet in any given day, these resources 
can be seen as threatened (e.g., short-term financial crisis) or expe-
rienced as lacking (e.g., chronic poverty). Despite the centrality of 
resources in daily human life, relatively little research has investi-
gated how actual or perceived scarcity can shape consumer mindsets, 
product preferences, and daily decisions, such as tradeoffs between 
time and money. The proposed session aims to highlight the newest 
research from around the globe that tackles these questions and more 
using a diverse range of methods, population samples, and mea-
sures. Broadly, the first two papers examine how resource scarcity 
(compared to resource abundance) changes consumers’ mindsets and 
product preferences, whereas the final two papers examine resource 
scarcity among different populations. Specifically, Mehta will begin 
by showing that resource scarcity changes the way that people ap-
proach problems in a way that leads them to think outside in the box, 
thereby heightening consumer creativity. Van Horen will continue by 
examining how consumers use products with specific haptic sensa-
tions to restore a sense of comfort when resources are perceived as 
uncertain. Mead will then focus on how scarcity affects monetary 
trust decisions, showing that scarcity differentially impacts men and 
women’s trust. Hall will close the session by demonstrating and dis-
cussing how and why low-income consumers differ in everyday fi-
nancial decisions from high-income consumers. Taken together, the 
diverse approaches, methods, and populations represented in the four 
papers provide a broad yet deep view into emerging research on the 
implications of resource scarcity and abundance for consumer be-
havior. Particularly in the current climate of economic and political 
uncertainty, the novelty of the topic and diversity of the research will 
surely draw a large audience and stimulate a lively dialogue among 
these researchers.

do the Worst of times Increase Creativity?: 
Scarcity vs. Abundance Psychology and Creativity

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The face of human society is constantly changing. As humans 

moved into the late modern era as an industrialized society, consum-
erism and over-acquisition of resources started to become the way 
of living (Côté 1993, 1996; Riesman 1950). Abundance started to 
supplant scarcity, especially in first world societies. Simultaneously, 
creativity has taken on a relatively more central and important role 
in consumption environments. On the demand side of the equation, 
consumers engage in everyday creative behavior such as home dé-
cor and fashion (Burroughs and Mick 2004; Burroughs, Moreau and 
Mick 2008). On the supply side of the equation, many businesses 
thrive on consumers’ ability and desire to be creative. 

One question that arises, then, is whether and how perceived 
availability of resources affects creativity in consumption environ-
ments. Or more specifically, how might a scarcity (vs. abundance) 
mindset influence consumers’ creativity? In the current work, we 
conceptualize scarcity as the perception of an insufficient supply of 
resources, and abundance as the perception of an excessive supply 
of resources (Zhu and Kalra 2012). Past research has shown that the 
existence of constraints induces novel problem solving (Moreau and 
Dahl 2005). That is, constraints make people move away from the 
path of least resistance (POLR), thereby increasing their creativity. 
Hence, we argue that perceptions of scarcity will cause consumers to 
approach problems from multiple perspectives. That is, when scar-
city cues are salient, individuals will overcome functional fixedness 
(Ward, Smith, & Finke, 1999) and explore solutions more broadly, 
leading to heightened creativity. However, when abundance cues are 
salient, individuals may not have sufficient motivation to move away 
from the POLR. Thus, among abundance participants, we predict a 
higher degree of functional fixedness, narrower exploration of solu-
tions, and relatively lower creativity. 

Experiment 1 tested our basic hypothesis that inducing a scar-
city (vs. abundance) mindset will lead to higher creativity. To ma-
nipulate mindset, we had some participants write a paragraph about 
“Growing up in a society with scarce resources” (scarce condition), 
and other participants write a paragraph about “Growing up in a so-
ciety with abundant resources” (abundance condition). Then all par-
ticipants were presented with 10 Remote Associate Test items; their 
responses were assessed as a measure of creativity (Mednick 1962). 
As expected, participants primed with abundance cues demonstrated 
lower creativity as compared to participants primed with scarcity 
cues and participants in the control condition. 

In experiment 2, we examined the mechanism through which 
perceived resource availability affected creativity. Specifically, we 
assessed whether abundance (vs. scarcity) mindset led to lower cre-
ativity because it increased functional fixedness. To induce percep-
tions of abundance and scarcity, we used the same manipulation used 
in experiment 1. All participants were then asked to generate creative 
uses of a brick (Friedman and Forster 2001). To assess the creativity 
of the uses generated, a panel of 12 judges rated the creativity of par-
ticipants’ responses. A second independent panel of 12 judges rated 
each of the uses on functional fixedness (i.e., how different the idea 
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was from the usual use of a brick). As predicted, uses for the brick 
generated by scarcity participants were judged to be more creative 
as compared to those generated by abundance participants. Also, we 
observed that functional fixedness mediated the effect, such that a 
scarcity mindset led to lower functional fixedness, which in turn led 
to more creative uses for the brick.

Experiment 3 provided further support for functional fixedness 
as the underlying mechanism. In this experiment, we manipulated 
functional fixedness salience in addition to manipulating perceived 
resource scarcity. To manipulate functional fixedness, participants 
were asked to generate ideas for a new kind of a computer keyboard. 
Those in the functional fixedness salient condition were told specifi-
cally to generate ideas for a new type of a “computer keyboard (the 
one you are using to type now),” whereas those in the control condi-
tion were simply asked to generate ideas for a new type of “computer 
keyboard.” A two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed an 
interaction between functional fixedness and scarcity. Participants in 
the control condition demonstrated the same pattern of results ob-
served in experiments 1 and 2: an abundance (vs. scarcity) mindset 
lowered creativity. However, when functional fixedness was induced 
experimentally, the effect disappeared: creativity did not differ be-
tween abundance and scarcity participants. 

In summary, three experiments indicate perceived availability 
of resources has important consequences for consumer creativity and 
problem solving. Whereas a scarcity mindset induces the psycholog-
ical processes necessary to stimulate creativity, an abundance mind-
set causes people to engage in a narrow exploration of solutions, 
thereby impairing creativity. Implications for consumer behavior and 
managerial practices will be discussed. 

dealing with Uncertainty through Haptic Sensations

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
How do consumers adapt to a world that is fundamentally un-

certain? For example, how do consumers react and cope with the 
prospect of financial scarcity during a financial crisis or after job 
loss? Or, how do consumers respond to profound shifts in a country’s 
political climate? 

Much research has focused on uncertainty regarding people’s 
preferences or choices, which may be reduced by active informa-
tion search (Kohn-Berning and Jacoby 1974; Urbany, Dickson, and 
Wilkie 1989). Uncertainty, however, is often externally rather than 
internally imposed (Kahneman and Tversky 1982). Uncertainty is 
thus a characteristic inherent in the environment and hence out of 
people’s control, making it nearly impossible to reduce uncertainty 
by simply searching for information (Smithson 2008). Some re-
search has suggested that people combat such external uncertainty 
by reestablishing a sense of order and structure, for instance through 
perceiving meaningful patterns among random stimuli (Whitson and 
Galinsky 2008) or by increasing faith in governmental institutions 
or in God (Kay, Gaucher, Napier, Callan, and Laurin 2008). In the 
current work, we suggest that people may deal with such uncertainty 
on a more basic experiential level – through seeking specific haptic 
sensations.

Touch is the first sense to develop and is critical in understand-
ing and dealing with the world. Early haptic sensations importantly 
shape our memories and drive our future behavior (Gallace and 
Spence 2010). Interpersonal touch forms the foundation for beliefs 
about caring and comfort. Research shows that such learned beliefs 
can affect our behavior. For instance, in one study a simple pat on the 
back increased people’s sense of security and led them to make risk-
ier financial decisions (Levav and Argo 2010). Even touching non-

personal objects, such as a teddy bear, influenced people’s behavior 
and affective experiences by making them act more prosocially after 
social exclusion (Tai, Zheng, and Narayanan 2011) or by reducing 
their negative mood (King and Janiszewski 2011).

As touch is associated with comfort, we hypothesize that sim-
ply touching, holding, or feeling something soft may be an effec-
tive way to deal with uncertainty. More specifically, we propose that, 
when feeling uncertain, consumers will seek such haptic sensations 
and choose products with softer as compared to harder properties. 
In addition, we predict that softness is functional and that it reduces 
feelings of uncertainty. Three experimental studies tested these hy-
potheses.

In experiment 1, participants read and wrote about life events 
that were characterized by either high levels of uncertainty (e.g., fi-
nancial scarcity, job loss) or high levels of certainty (e.g., financial 
stability, good health services). Subsequently, participants unobtru-
sively experienced softness by drawing two pictures with two pens 
– one with a soft-grip and one with a hard-grip (counterbalanced). As 
a token of appreciation, participants were then asked to choose one 
of these pens. The results showed that participants who had earlier 
read about certainty were no more likely to choose the soft or hard 
pen (18, 18). Uncertain consumers, however, chose the soft-grip pen 
more often (27) than the hard-grip pen (9). There were no differences 
in mood between conditions. Hence, the effect of certainty on prefer-
ence for softness cannot be attributed to mood.

In experiment 2, we conceptually replicated the results of ex-
periment 1 using a different behavioral measure – namely, the choice 
between a hard and soft sweet. Additionally, we incentivized choice 
of the hard candy by making the hard candy more attractive than the 
soft one. (Pre-test results confirmed that the hard candy was indeed 
more attractive than the soft candy.) Thus, not surprisingly, certain 
participants chose the soft candy much less often (2) than the hard 
candy (21). Uncertain participants, however, chose the soft candy 
about as often (9) as the hard candy (11). Thus, across two experi-
ments, uncertain consumers deviated from certain consumers by 
switching towards a softer commodity. 

In the last experiment, we demonstrate that consumers do not 
only deal with uncertainty through touching something soft, but that 
softness also has the capability to restore certainty. After uncertain-
ty/certainty was induced, participants were asked to write down the 
objects they believed were hidden in a Snowy Picture Task (SPT, 
Ekstrom, French, Harman, and Dermen 1976) while writing either 
with a soft-grip pen or with a hard-grip pen. Importantly, for each ob-
ject they were asked to indicate how uncertain/certain they felt about 
their answers. In addition, participants were asked right after the ma-
nipulation (time point 1) and right after the SPT (time point 2) how 
uncertain/certain they felt at the time. As expected, uncertain con-
sumers felt more certain about their answers on the SPT after writing 
with a soft-grip pen than after writing with a hard-grip pen, whereas 
there were no differences between conditions for certain consumers. 
Furthermore, uncertain consumers felt, as predicted, more certain at 
time point 2 than at time point 1 after using a pen with a soft-grip, 
whereas using a pen with a hard-grip did not change feelings of un-
certainty. For certain consumers, on the other hand, using a soft-grip 
pen induced uncertainty, whereas using a hard-grip pen kept their 
level of certainty equally high over time. 

Across three experiments, using two different behavioral mea-
sures, results indicate that feelings of uncertainty induce a preference 
for soft products. Furthermore, we found that softness can mollify 
feelings of uncertainty. This finding indicates that, in the face of un-
certainty (e.g., prospect of financial scarcity), solace can be found 
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and uncertainty can be reduced through the experience of soft haptic 
sensations.

Perceived Resource Scarcity Reduces trust among Men 
but Increases trust among Women

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Trust plays a crucial role in both economic and social trans-

actions (Fehr 2009). In this research, we examined whether merely 
altering people’s perception of available resources can affect their 
trust, and whether perceived resource scarcity has different effects 
among men and women. From an evolutionary perspective, times of 
resource scarcity should have differentially affected men and wom-
en. In particular, when resources were relatively scarce, competition 
for dominance might have increased among men (Daly and Wilson 
1988), but attempts to affiliate with others for social support might 
have increased among women (Taylor 2002). We therefore predicted 
that perceived resource scarcity would decrease trust among men, 
but increase trust among women. We tested this prediction in two 
experiments by manipulating the amount of two separate resources 
(food and money) that participants felt were available to them and 
measuring their trusting attitudes and actual trusting behavior.

In experiment 1, forty-seven undergraduate students read a sce-
nario in which they were asked to imagine traveling to a new country 
they had never visited before. We manipulated the perceived scarcity 
of food by telling some participants to imagine that, upon arriving in 
a small village, they discovered that it was a national holiday and all 
the stores and restaurants were closed until the next morning. They 
were further told that they only had a small amount of food with 
them, which would have to last until the stores reopen in the morn-
ing. Participants in the abundance condition read the same story but 
were told that they had more than enough food in with them to last 
until the morning. As a manipulation check, we asked all participants 
the extent to which they felt they had enough food to last until the 
next day. This measure confirmed that participants in the scarcity 
condition reported having less than enough food to last them until 
the next day, relative to the abundance condition; the manipulation 
was equally successful for men and women (i.e., the interaction was 
not significant).

After reading this scenario, participants completed the Interper-
sonal Trust Scale (Rotter 1967), which is designed to measure an in-
dividual’s propensity to trust other people (e.g., “Most people can be 
counted on to do what they say they will do.”) A 2 (resources: scar-
city vs. abundance) X 2 (gender: male vs. female) ANOVA on the 
Interpersonal Trust Scale revealed no main effects. However, there 
was a significant Resources X Gender interaction, whereby women 
in the scarcity condition trusted significantly more than women in 
the abundance condition, whereas men in the scarcity condition 
trusted relatively (but not significantly) less than men in the abun-
dance condition. 

In experiment 2, sixty-six undergraduate students participated in 
a “trust game” for real money (Berg, Dickhaut, and McCabe 1995). 
All participants played the role of sender, in which they had the op-
tion of keeping a €5 endowment for themselves (not trust) or sending 
it all to an anonymous partner (trust). If sent, the money would be 
quadrupled to €20 and the receiver then had the option of returning 
half the money to the sender or keeping it all for him/herself. We 
induced feelings of financial scarcity or abundance by changing the 
categories on a scale asking participants how much money they had 
in their checking and savings account, such that most respondents 
either placed themselves in the lowest (scarcity condition) or high-
est (abundance condition) category (for a similar manipulation, see 

Nelson and Morrison 2005). We then measured their decision to trust 
and their beliefs about the trustworthiness of their partner.

We regressed the decision to trust on resources condition, gen-
der, and the interaction between resources and gender. The only sig-
nificant effect that emerged from this model was a Resources X Gen-
der interaction. Men in the scarcity condition trusted less than men 
in the abundance condition, whereas women in the scarcity condition 
trusted more than women in the abundance condition. We also found 
a Resources X Gender interaction on perceived trustworthiness of 
their partner. Mirroring the pattern from the decision to trust data, 
scarce men thought that their partner would be less likely to split the 
money evenly with them compared to abundant men, whereas scarce 
women thought that their partner would be relatively more likely to 
split the money evenly with them compared to abundant women.

Taken together, the results of two experiments suggest that the 
perceived availability of critical resources such as food and money 
can have different effects on trust beliefs and behavior among men 
and women. These findings suggest that changes in macroeconomic 
conditions—such as the recent global financial crisis—might lead 
men and women to adopt different strategies for coping with the re-
sulting threat to their personal resources.

Mental Accounting in the Context of Poverty

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
While the mental accounting literature has contributed to the 

understanding of general consumer behavior, no work to date has 
examined these phenomena with respect to low-income consum-
ers. In terms of simple, everyday decisions regarding buying and 
saving, low- and high-income decision makers make many of the 
same choices. Deciding whether to spend more time to save a certain 
amount of money is a common choice for both groups, but these 
choices might be more consequential for lower-income individuals. 
In addition, low-income individuals might be more used to focusing 
on smaller amounts, amounts that may carry less meaning for those 
with greater incomes. Saving a modest amount on a pair of shoes 
might seem appealing to both groups, but the lack of a financial buf-
fer experienced by low-income individuals might make them more 
sensitive to the absolute amount saved rather than the proportion of 
the total amount saved.

We hypothesize that low-income individuals might not repli-
cate the traditional topical accounting pattern observed in previous 
experiments that examine the willingness to travel to save a fixed 
amount of money on either a large or a small purchase (Tversky and 
Kahneman 1981). Specifically, because they live in a context where 
modest sums of money matter more, low-income individuals may 
not be as sensitive to different proportional amounts to be saved. The 
scenarios presented represent reasonable choices that both groups 
may face, but the context of poverty may cause low-income indi-
viduals to be more sensitive to absolute amounts. Overall, the main 
goal is to argue that, for some mental accounting scenarios, gener-
alizing from findings demonstrated with high-income groups does 
not accurately describe the behavior of low-income decision makers. 
Low-income individuals do not show the same pattern of preference 
for relative over absolute savings (for modest amounts), resulting 
in a different pattern of results than what has traditionally been de-
scribed by the literature. 

In these surveys, we show that low-income individuals do not 
replicate the traditional pattern of topical accounting results. Study 
1 uses adapted versions of Tversky and Kahneman’s (1981) stimuli, 
examining willingness to travel to save money. Study 2 more rigor-
ously extends this using a novel, within-subjects design which forces 
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participants to choose between saving scenarios. In study 3, explore 
the relationship between numeracy and these effects. 

In Study 1, low-income participants did not replicate the usual 
findings consistent with a strong preference for proportional saving. 
High-income participants demonstrate the expected preference re-
versal, while low-income participants seem more concerned with the 
absolute amount in these cases. In Study 2, this finding is supported 
using a novel, within-subjects design. When asked to decide between 
two saving options, high-income participants prefer the savings op-
tion that reflects the greater proportion. When the amount saved 
is not identical, high-income participants still choose the greater 
proportion, even when it is a lower absolute amount. Low-income 
participants do not replicate this; instead, they appear to rely more 
on absolute values. These findings may suggest that low-income in-
dividuals are more sensitive to modest amounts; without the buf-
fer enjoyed by individuals in a higher-income context, low-income 
individuals may be more sensitive to absolute amounts, even under 
similar types of choice scenarios. The third study examines the rela-

tionship between numeracy and willingness to save. Previous studies 
have shown that individuals higher in numeracy are more likely to 
show the preference for a higher amount of proportional savings. 
This study replicates this pattern for the high-income consumers, but 
does not hold for the low-income participants. Lower-class consum-
ers show the same pattern as in the previous studies, regardless of 
their level of numeracy.

Across this set of studies, the results for high-income individu-
als are consistent with previous findings in the literature. Of great-
er interest are the responses by low-income individuals. The data 
suggest that, relative to the high-income respondents, low-income 
respondents are more sensitive to absolute savings. Low-income 
participants do not show a clear preference for saving the greater 
absolute amount. They appear to be influenced by smaller relative 
sums that generate greater proportional savings. In contrast, high-
income individuals appear to focus on the absolute amount at these 
moderate levels of saving.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
A recent survey shows that when marketers invest in corpo-

rate social responsibility (CSR) initiatives, enhancing relationships 
between consumers and brands is the number one objective (BCG/
MIT Sloan Management Review). Consumers report higher inten-
tions to purchase goods and services from companies known for 
CSR, and willingness to pay higher price for those goods and ser-
vices (e.g., Cotte and Trudel 2009). However, market data suggests 
that these intentions do not materialize in consumer behavior, since 
many products marketed by firms with strong CSR reputations re-
main niche products. Recent research suggests that the relationship 
between CSR and consumer behavior is complex, and CSR initia-
tives sometimes lead to decreased consumer preference (e.g., Luchs 
et al., 2010). The objective of the proposed session is to more deeply 
examine how, when and why CSR initiatives influence consumer be-
havior. The research presented here addresses calls from previous re-
searchers to “unpack” the causal mechanisms by which CSR can lead 
to enhanced business performance and/or social and environmental 
outcomes (e.g., Margolis, Elfenbein, and Walsh 2009; Peloza 2009). 

The proposed session includes four papers that are completed 
works, or all in advanced stages of completion including data col-
lection in multiple studies. Across four papers, CSR’s impact on 
consumer behavior is examined in new ways. For example, the ses-
sion will provide important insights into the conditions under which 
consumers support or resist CSR (all presentations), the equivocal 
role of perceived corporate intentions (presentations 1 and 3), how 
consumer behavior can lead to improved firm financial performance 
(presentation 2), and how the means by which CSR is communi-
cated to consumers influences their support (presentations 1 and 4). 
In particular, Presentation 1 demonstrates that a reputation for CSR 
at a corporate-level leads consumers to overestimate the ability for 
the firms products to provide health and safety benefits. Presenta-
tion 2 suggests that firms benefit from increased consumer support 
when philanthropy is focused among a small portfolio of charitable 
causes. Presentation 3 examines how consumers attribute blame for 
corporate crises, with the counterintuitive finding that perceptions of 

social (versus financial) motivations by the firm increase attributed 
blame. Finally, Presentation 4 examines how marketers can use ei-
ther ambiguous or detailed product labels to more effectively gain 
consumer support for environmental initiatives. Although these four 
papers highlight different aspects of CSR and its ability to shape con-
sumer attitudes and behaviors, they provide an integration of current 
research in a topic area that is of critical importance to the field of 
consumer behavior. In order to accommodate four papers in 75 min-
utes, we intend to allocate 15 minutes of presentation time for each 
paper with a 15-minute group Q&A session at the end.

Each of these papers make a strong contribution in its own 
right, and the collection of these papers in a special session allows 
for a highly focused discussion of the relationship between CSR and 
consumer behavior. However, although highly focused, the papers 
in this session represent a diverse range of perspective on CSR, and 
include a focus on both consumer and corporate outcomes, positive 
and negative aspects of CSR, a variety of forms of CSR, examined 
using a diverse set of theoretical bases. We therefore expect relative-
ly broad interest from researchers interested in transformative con-
sumer research, CSR, sustainability, prosocial behavior, consumer 
well-being, public policy and branding to name a few. We believe 
that our understanding of how CSR impacts consumer behavior is in 
its infancy, and this session will serve as a catalyst for future research 
initiatives and a basis for valuable discussion at the conference.

Is Corporate Social Responsibility Good For You? How 
Corporate-Level CSR Impacts Consumer Perceptions of 

Product-Level Attributes

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Early research in corporate social responsibility (CSR) demon-

strated that it leads to benefits for marketers through corporate level, 
as opposed to product level, effects. For example, activities such as 
charity donations lead to enhanced consumer-company identification 
(e.g., Bhattacharya and Sen 2003). Brown and Dacin (1997, p. 70) 
argue that a positioning based on CSR “offers consumers little in-
formation that is directly associated with the products and services 
it provides.” More recently, researchers have examined the potential 
for CSR to directly influence perceptions of product performance. 
For example, Luchs et al. (2010) find that when products are posi-
tioned with attributes that make environmental sensitivity a prior-
ity (e.g., detergents and soaps made from eco-friendly ingredients), 
consumers may infer product performance trade-offs. In this more 
recent stream of research, although CSR impacts consumers’ product 
performance evaluations, CSR is conceived in a fashion that makes 
it highly salient to product performance (e.g., source ingredients).

The current research posits a third route to consumer influence 
through CSR, and bridges the gap between these two literatures by 
examining the potential for corporate-level CSR initiatives such as 
philanthropy to impact perceptions of product attributes and perfor-
mance. Specifically, this research posits that when companies posi-
tion themselves as compassionate and caring through activities such 
corporate philanthropy, it leads consumers to over-estimate product 
attributes related to their own well-being (e.g., healthiness, calorie 
content, etc.).  The theory behind this effect is derived from the litera-
ture on consumer inference-making. Kardes, Posavac, and Cronley 
(2004) demonstrate that consumers form inferences about missing 
information by making connections between the missing informa-
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tion and other available information. This research proposes that 
perceptions of product attributes related to consumer well-being are 
influenced by consumer inferences of stakeholder stewardship by the 
firm.

We demonstrate these effects across four studies. In Study 1, 
participants estimated a lower number of calories, saturated fat and 
trans fat in granola bars marketed from a company described as 
highly involved in corporate level CSR activities (e.g., donations to 
charity, treatment of employees) than a company with a neutral CSR 
reputation. Triangulating these nutrition estimates were concurrent 
estimates of better taste of the product marketed by the firm with 
a neutral CSR reputation (i.e., unhealthy=tasty, Raghunathan et al. 
2006).  Study 2 examines the role of firm intentions behind the CSR 
and finds that when firms engaged in CSR activities are viewed as 
motivated by community concern versus public image management, 
their products are perceived as healthier. This effect is consistent 
across calories, saturated and trans fat and sodium, as well as a gen-
eral measure of product healthiness. We again find that perceptions 
of taste are higher for the firm not motivated by community concern. 

In Study 3 we demonstrate that products marketed by firms with 
strong corporate level CSR reputations are particularly attractive to 
health conscious consumers, who state higher purchase intentions 
for such products compared to consumers low in health conscious-
ness. Further, we find that health conscious consumers demonstrate 
higher purchase intentions to products advertised using CSR appeals 
versus more direct health appeals. We show that skepticism toward 
the more informational approach of health appeals is behind these 
effects. Finally, in Study 4 we replicate our findings with a parent 
sample examining perceived sunscreen safety. We demonstrate that 
parents are more likely to purchase sunscreen marketed by a firm 
with a strong (versus weak) corporate level CSR reputation, and that 
this effect is mediated through perceived product safety.

This research extends previous studies that examine the per-
ceived trade-off between product performance and ethics (e.g., Sen 
and Bhattacharya 2001), and contributes to the literature examining 
the business case for CSR (e.g., Peloza 2009). The research also ex-
tends prior research examining inference-making with product-level 
attributes (e.g., how perceptions of taste are altered by labeling (Al-
lison and Uhl 1964) or product color (Hoegg and Alba 2007)). El-
der and Krishna (2009, p. 755) note that impacts of heuristic-based 
cognition on perception is a “fruitful area for future research” and 
that “thoughts generated by other extrinsic cues could be equally as 
intriguing.” The proposed corporate-level examination represents an 
extension on this basis.

Managing Charitable Giving: Cause Portfolio 
dimensions And their Impact on Stakeholder 

Evaluations

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Firms donate a substantial amount of their profit to non-profit 

organizations. According to the Foundation Center (2010), giving of 
corporate foundations rose by 3.9 percent in 2008 to $4.6 billion. 
As charitable giving increases, firms shift their focus to the profit-
able management of these activities. Recent studies have highlighted 
the complexity of the charitable giving – performance relationship 
(Wang, Choi, and Li 2008; Lev, Petrovits, and Radhakrishnan 2010) 
and the objective of this research is to understand whether and when 
a firm’s giving activities create value for the firm. To date, most stud-
ies focus on the impact of the amount of giving on firm value but 
little is known about the impact of the allocation of giving.

To investigate how allocation decisions create value for the 
firm, we develop the concept of cause portfolios which we define 
as all relationships a firm builds with non-profits as part of its day-
to-day business activities. The size and diversification of the cause 
portfolio should be guided by brand and market considerations 
(Varadarajan and Menon 1988) and take into consideration the dif-
ferent stakeholder groups of the firm (e.g., consumers). A firm can 
promote the varying interests of these stakeholder groups through 
their charitable giving activities (Drumwright 1996) which can result 
in improved performance, such as higher perceptions about the firm 
and its brands, higher satisfaction, stronger identification with the 
firm, and higher purchase intentions (Brown and Dacin 1997; Creyer 
and Ross 1997; Luo and Bhattacharya 2006; Marin and Ruiz 2007; 
Sen and Bhattacharya 2001). To obtain these benefits from its cause 
portfolio investments, firms have to manage the relationships within 
the cause portfolio properly. Depending on how portfolio character-
istics, such as size and diversification, are managed, firms may or 
may not be able to attain the same level of return.

We base our predictions on relationship management theory to 
propose a mechanism that explains why these cause portfolio charac-
teristics (e.g., size and diversification) have a differential impact on 
stakeholder evaluations and thus firm value. We propose that diverse 
cause portfolios are more strongly associated with positive outcomes 
for the firm when the portfolio is small rather than large. Stakehold-
ers make assessments about the firm’s motivation to give to charities 
and non-profits. If a cause portfolio appears to be stretched too far 
in both size and scope, then stakeholders should have lower percep-
tions of the firm. As firms donate to a large number of non-profits as-
sociated with various causes, it should become more difficult for the 
stakeholders to identify the focus of the firm’s giving activities. This, 
in turn, should lower the perceptions that the firm is committed to the 
causes in the cause portfolio. Furthermore we propose that perceived 
commitment mediates the relationship between cause portfolio char-
acteristics and performance outcomes.

In Study 1, we address our hypotheses using an experimental 
setting. Participants (n=86) were asked to read about Company Y, 
a bath company that makes shampoos, hand and face soaps, and lo-
tions. Participants were told that Company Y was selling a new body 
wash and were provided a brief description of it. Further, partici-
pants were told that Company Y is helping the community through 
its support of certain causes. Participants were shown one of four 
conditions in a 2 (Size: Small [5 charities] vs. Large [20 charities]) 
X 2 (Diversification: Diverse vs. Focused) between-subjects design. 
After reading the scenario, participants rated the body wash on the 
following variables of interest: purchase likelihood and perceived 
commitment of the company to the causes. The results showed a 
significant interactive effect of size and diversification (F(1, 85) = 
3.99, p < .05). The results show that for a diverse portfolio, purchase 
likelihood is greater when it only includes five charities compared to 
twenty charities (p < .05). We do not see such a difference in percep-
tions for a focused portfolio. Therefore, the findings of the experi-
ment confirm our prediction that diverse portfolios are more likely 
to lead to better performance when they are small as compared to 
large. Furthermore, we tested for mediated moderation and in line 
with our prediction we find that perceived commitment of the firm to 
the cause portfolio mediates the relationship between cause portfolio 
characteristics and performance. 

Data from secondary sources confirm our findings from our 
experimental study and show that both a large and a diverse cause 
portfolio that targets different giving areas, such as education, health, 
or the environment, can be beneficial but the simultaneous pursuit 
of a large and diverse cause portfolio is not rewarded by the firm’s 
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stakeholders. We find that this pattern of results holds for different 
stakeholder groups evaluating a firm’s charitable giving activities in-
cluding both consumers and investors. Finally, we examine whether 
a stakeholder’s perception of the firm’s charitable engagement is in 
line with the actual social impact of the firm. Using information on 
the firm’s community social performance, we also find evidence that 
firms with diverse portfolios are not better at meeting stakeholder 
expectations regarding community impact when the portfolio is large 
compared to a diverse and small portfolio.

This present paper provides some initial insights into the struc-
tural management of charitable giving. We show that, besides the 
overall amount of giving, characteristics of the cause portfolio, such 
as size and diversification, matter to consumers (and other stake-
holder groups) and thus influence the likelihood that firms receive a 
return on their charitable giving. In summary, our results show that 
in order to appeal to consumers, cause portfolios have to be properly 
managed.

Can Social Responsibility Backfire? The Role of 
Intentions in times of Corporate Crisis

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The purpose of the current research is to examine the impact of 

a corporate crisis on consumer perceptions of a firm involved in the 
crisis. We advance prior research on corporate crises (Brown and Da-
cin, 1997; Gorn, Jiang and Johar, 2008; Luchs et al., 2010; Palmatier 
et al., 2009; Sen and Bhattacharya, 2001; Yoon, Gurhan-Canli and 
Schwarz, 2006) by incorporating the role of counterfactual thinking. 
Specifically, in this paper, we theorize how consumer perceptions 
of a firm embroiled in a crisis are driven not only by thoughts about 
what the firm has done wrong but also by thoughts about what the 
firm could have done differently to prevent the crisis. We theorize 
that such processing is affected by the intentions that a firm states 
for actions taken preceding the crisis. In this research, we focus on 
two different types of intentions that firms state for corporate de-
cisions (socially-motivated versus profit-driven) and find evidence 
to support the counter-intuitive notion that a socially-motivated as 
opposed to a profit-driven intention leads consumers to think more 
about what the firm could have done differently to prevent the crisis 
and as a result to deem the firm more blameworthy for the crisis. In 
this paper, we also identify factors surrounding corporate crises (i.e., 
outcome of a default event and emotions) that not only amplify the 
degree of blame that consumers bestow on a firm but also isolate the 
process through which consumer perceptions of a firm are formed in 
times of crisis. 

In Study 1, we asked a total of 135 undergraduate students to 
participate in a 2 (stated intention for a focal corporate decision: 
socially-motivated versus profit-driven) x 2 (outcome of the default 
event: different versus similar) between-subject study for course 
credit. The study involved participants reading an article about the 
financial bailout of General Motors (GM). Thus, information about 
our two factors as well as information about a corporate crisis in-
volving GM was communicated to participants via the article. For 
clarity, we believe that it is important to define the term default 
event. In the counterfactual thinking literature, a default event is de-
fined as “a highly available counterfactual mutation to the factual 
event; it is the event that readily comes to mind as an alternative 
to the factual event that preceded some to-be explained outcome” 
(Wells and Gavanski 1989, p.162). Notably, the outcome of a default 
event is commonly used in the counterfactual thinking literature as 
a way to either accentuate or attenuate the degree of counterfactual 
thought processing. For example, prior research has shown that more 

(less) counterfactual thinking occurs when the outcome of a default 
is different (similar) than that of the actual event. Thus, in Study 1, 
we posit and show a significant interaction between stated corporate 
intentions and the outcome of a default event. Specifically, we find 
that when consumers read about GM’s corporate crisis and learn that 
a default event existed which would have yielded a different (versus 
similar) outcome than the actual event, knowledge that GM had a 
socially-motivated as opposed to a profit-driven intention leads to 
more counterfactual thoughts implicating GM and as a result to more 
negative consumer perceptions of GM (i.e., mediation supported). 
Thus, these results support the proposed theorizing. 

Next, we garner additional support for our counterfactual think-
ing perspective by examining the role of emotions, which is another 
factor shown to produce counterfactual thinking (Meyers-Levy and 
Maheswaran, 1992). While a number of negative emotions exist, we 
focus on the effects of two - anger and sadness - because they are rel-
evant to the context of corporate crises and appraisal theory suggests 
differential implications for counterfactual thinking. Specifically, 
anger tends to arise out of an attribution that others are responsible 
for the situation, whereas sadness tends to be associated with the at-
tribution that events are beyond anyone’s control (Han, Lerner and 
Keltner, 2007). Also, anger (sadness) increases (decreases) the ten-
dency to blame others, as consumers have been shown to direct attri-
butions outward as they attempt to resolve a violation (Maheswaran 
and Chen, 2006). Thus, we theorize anger (sadness) will accentuate 
(attenuate) Study 1 effects.

To test this notion, we asked a total of 209 undergraduate stu-
dents to participate in a 2 (emotion: anger versus sadness) x 2 (stated 
intention for focal corporate decision: socially-motivated versus 
profit-driven) x 2 (outcome of the default event: different versus 
similar) between-subject study for course credit. The procedure was 
identical to that used in Study 1 except for the following: prior to 
presenting an article about GM, participants in the anger (sadness) 
condition were asked to recall an event that made them angry (sad) 
and to describe their emotions in a personal essay (Maheswaran and 
Chen, 2006). As expected, we found a significant three-way inter-
action. Specifically, we find that when consumers feel angry, read 
information about GM’s corporate crisis, and learn that a default 
event existed which would have yielded a different (versus similar) 
outcome than the actual event, knowledge that GM had a socially-
motivated as opposed to a profit-driven intention leads to more nega-
tive consumer perceptions of GM. Notably, sadness did not exhibit 
this pattern of results.

This research contributes to the literature on product and ser-
vice failure, social responsibility, emotions and counterfactual think-
ing. The findings suggest firms stating socially responsible intentions 
expose themselves to additional risk once crises occur. This hypoth-
esis differs from predictions made using attribution theory perspec-
tives to corporate crises. This research accounts for this divergence 
by providing evidence of an additional mechanism through which 
assessments of blame arise via counterfactual thinking. The research 
also conjoins emotions and counterfactual thinking to reveal theo-
retical linkages between these important consequences of corporate 
crises. 

Is Less More When Communicating Sustainability? 
Consumer Response to Ambiguous versus detailed 

Sustainability Product Labels

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
As more sustainable products flood the marketplace each year 

(Luchs et al. 2010), consumers are faced with the increasing chal-
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lenge of trying to discern which products positioned as “sustainable” 
actually deliver on this promise. To do so, an increasing number of 
consumers are turning to various on-product labels designed to com-
municate sustainability. Although ample past research in marketing 
has explored how consumers respond to product labels, much of this 
research has focused on consumer response to nutrition labels (e.g., 
Block and Perrachio 2006). Unlike nutrition labels, which are man-
dated by the Nutritional Labeling and Education Act (NLEA), labels 
designed to communicate sustainability can take almost any form. 
New standards for water use, packaging, recyclability, and carbon 
impact are competing for attention and space, and multiple versions 
of the same label are in use (e.g., detailed vs. ambiguous versions 
of the Carbon Reduction Label). This situation creates a challenge 
for marketers since it is an open question how best to communicate 
sustainability to a broad audience that varies in their interest in sus-
tainability. 

Our research seeks to provide guidance on this issue, focus-
ing specifically on how consumers respond to different variations in 
detail on sustainability labels. We hypothesize that the consumer re-
sponse to sustainable products will depend both on the level of detail 
in labeling and on consumers’ level of concern for the environment. 
Specifically, we hypothesize that consumers with relatively low lev-
els of concern for the environment will respond more positively to 
ambiguous than to detailed sustainability labels. Ambiguous labels 
that do not provide detail about a sustainable product’s characteris-
tics are more appealing to these consumers because they do not lead 
the consumer to think in-depth about the environmental issue behind 
the label (e.g., the consequences of global warming when reading a 
Carbon Reduction Label). More detailed labels can lead consumers 
who would not normally think about environmental issues to do so in 
greater detail than they wish to, making them feel less hopeful about 
the issue, resulting in negative affect that transfers to the product 
itself. Conversely, specific labels do not negatively impact consum-
ers who care a great deal about environmental issues because these 
consumers are already inclined to think about these issues in detail 
regardless of the amount of information featured on a label.

To test this hypothesis, we conducted two studies using the Car-
bon Reduction Label, an on-pack sustainability label that consum-
ers can use to check whether products are working with the Carbon 
Trust to reduce their carbon emissions. The label exists in multiple 
versions, all with a footprint graphic; in addition to this graphic, the 
ambiguous version reads “Reducing with the Carbon Trust,” while 
the detailed version includes this wording plus specific information 
about the carbon footprint. Our studies used t-shirts as stimuli, so 
the detailed version of the label showed the carbon footprint (in kg) 
per garment. 

Study 1 employed a 2 (label type: ambiguous vs. detailed) x 
green personal identity design where green personal identity was 

a measured variable (GREEN scale; Haws, Winterich, and Naylor 
2012). All participants viewed a webpage about a brand of sustain-
able t-shirts called “Green Label T’s” that was purportedly work-
ing with the Carbon Trust to reduce carbon emissions. The label 
shown was either ambiguous or detailed, depending on condition. 
After viewing the t-shirts and label, all participants then indicated 
how much they liked the t-shirts. Participants subsequently com-
pleted a questionnaire that included the GREEN scale. The results 
support our hypothesis with a significant interaction between label 
condition and score on the GREEN scale (F(1, 62) = 9.86, p < .01). 
Follow-up analyses indicated that participants with low scores on the 
GREEN scale liked the product more when the sustainability label 
was ambiguous (F(1, 62) = 3.71, p = .06), while participants with 
high scores on the GREEN scale liked the product more when the 
sustainability label was more detailed (F(1, 62) = 6.43, p < .05). 

Study 2 employed a 2 (label type) x 2 (prime: green vs. neutral) 
design where level of environmental concern was manipulated by 
a sentence unscramble task designed to prime a “green” mindset. 
Participants once again indicated how much they liked the t-shirts 
after viewing the shirts and label. After doing so, all participants 
completed a follow-up questionnaire. One of the questionnaire items 
measured our hypothesized mediator, “When you think about the 
problem of carbon emissions negatively impacting the environment, 
how hopeful do you feel about the chance of correcting this issue”. 
Results revealed a significant label x prime interaction (F(1, 212) = 
3.65, p = .06). Participants in the neutral prime condition (i.e., par-
ticipants not primed to have high levels of environmental concern) 
liked the shirts better when they saw the ambiguous (vs. detailed) la-
bel (F(1, 212) = 6.50, p < .05). Label condition did not impact liking 
for participants primed to have a high environmental concern (F(1, 
212) = 0.13, NS). To provide support that label and environmen-
tal concern influence how much consumers like the t-shirt through 
hopeful, we conducted a moderated mediation analysis (Preacher, 
Rucker, and Hayes 2007; model 2).  The first, mediator model re-
vealed a significant main effect of label (β = -.54, p < .05) and a 
significant environmental concern x label interaction (β = .79, p < 
.05) on hopeful. The second, dependent variable model examined the 
effects of label, environmental concern, hopeful, and the interaction 
between label and environmental concern on how much participants 
liked the t-shirts. The dependent variable model showed a significant 
effect of hopeful (β = .15 p < .05), and label (β = -.67 p < .05) on 
how much participants liked the t-shirt while all other effects proved 
to be non-significant (ps > .10).  Bootstrapping techniques employed 
to test conditional indirect effects confirmed the mediating role of 
hopeful for consumers low in environmental concern (95% confi-
dence intervals excluding zero; -.25 to -. 01) but not for consumers 
high in environmental concern  (95% confidence interval includes 
zero; -.02 to .18) (Preacher et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2010).
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Since the publication of Liberman and Trope (1998), consider-

able work has been devoted to the theme of construal level theory. 
Despite the large amount of research in this area, some critical gaps 
remain. The objective of this session is to address these underex-
plored questions. Below, we briefly describe these gaps and how 
each paper seeks to bridge them.

First, while it is now well established that psychological distance 
influences construal levels, the fundamental question of why this is 
so has received limited attention. The paper by Yan et al. suggests 
one possible mechanism, arguing for an intervening role of mode of 
processing (visual vs. verbal). Consistent with this argument, their 
studies reveal that people tend to process psychologically near events 
visually by forming mental images, while processing distant events 
verbally. In turn, visual (vs. verbal) processing leads to more con-
crete, lower level construals, thus explaining the oft-observed impact 
of psychological distance.

Second, extant research on the antecedents of construal level 
has primarily focused on the four dimensions of psychological dis-
tance (e.g., temporal, social, etc.). Surprisingly little attention has 
been devoted to identify other possible drivers (for exceptions, see 
Labroo and Patrick 2009; Lee, Keller, and Sternthal 2010). Draw-
ing on perspectives on grounded cognition, the paper by Aggarwal 
and Zhao identifies a novel antecedent: the physical height at which 
people are currently imagining themselves to be. This paper proposes 
and shows that locations higher up (e.g., a hot-air balloon ride) are 
associated with a big-picture perspective and induce a higher level of 
construal, while locations lower down (e.g., a deep-sea diving trip) 
are associated with a detail-oriented perspective, inducing lower lev-
els of construal.

Third, research on the antecedents of construal level has typi-
cally adopted a cognitive perspective, arguing in terms of existing, 
overgeneralized associations between antecedent factors such as psy-
chological distance, and the evoked level of construal (Trope and 
Liberman 2003); indeed, the paper by Aggarwal and Zhao above, 
while it identifies a novel antecedent, also draws on an association-
based perspective. Much less is known, however, about motivational 
factors underlying the activation of construal levels. The paper by 
Fujita and MacGregor, to our knowledge, is among the first to exam-

ine this possibility. Specifically, the authors propose and find that in 
order to resist proximal temptations (which break down defenses by 
activating low-level construals), people deliberately activate high-
level construals, which in turn facilitates self-control.

Finally, in addition to exploring novel questions regarding the 
antecedents of construal level, this session also provides new insights 
into the consequences end of the spectrum. A large body of empirical 
studies in psychology and marketing has shown a negative impact 
of regulatory depletion: performing a prior self-control task impairs 
performance on a subsequent task. In contrast, the paper by Wan and 
Agrawal draws on construal level theory to predict and demonstrate 
the reverse: experiencing regulatory depletion shifts individuals’ 
construals to lower levels, and therefore enhances performance on 
subsequent tasks that require attending to lower-level, contextual 
details.

Why Does Psychological Distance Influence Construal 
Level? the Role of Processing Mode

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Construal level theory proposes that people tend to construe 

psychologically distant (proximal) events at higher (lower) levels. 
Much empirical evidence has since been obtained for the proposition 
(Trope and Liberman 2010). Surprisingly little, however, is known 
about the mechanisms underlying the effect of psychological dis-
tance on construal levels. The objective of the present research is to 
fill this gap by proposing and testing such a mechanism.

Our argument conjoins two premises: a) proximal (vs. distal) 
events are more likely to induce imagery-based (vs. verbal) process-
ing; b) visual (verbal) processing leads to relatively concrete, low-
level construals (vs. abstract, high-level construals). The paper on 
which this abstract is based reviews several lines of thought support-
ing each premise; here, we report one such supportive argument for 
each. The first premise is consistent with research showing that when 
an event is temporally closer or more likely to happen (vs. distant or 
less likely to happen), people are more likely to form implementation 
intentions (Trope and Liberman 2003); in turn, forming implemen-
tation intentions usually involves mentally imagining the steps that 
must be taken to achieve a goal (Gollwitzer 1999). The second prem-
ise is consistent with definitions of “concrete”, which comprise ideas 
such as “capable of being perceived by the senses”, “real”, “actual”, 
etc. Because visualized information (as opposed to verbal informa-
tion) can be directly perceived by the senses, it should induce a more 
concrete construal. Relatedly, much research suggests that imagining 
an event makes it more “real” (Carroll 1978; Rajagopal and Mont-
gomery 2011) – again, this argues for a link between visual/verbal 
processing on the one hand, and concrete/abstract construals on the 
other.

We tested our proposition in four studies. Study 1 used a 2 (task 
orientation: visual vs. verbal) x 2 (temporal distance: proximal vs. 
distant) design. Participants were first asked to write a short essay 
about “this weekend” or “a weekend in 2020”. They then tried to 
solve a puzzle that involved either a hidden figure or a hidden word. 
Consistent with the premise that near (far) events induce visual (ver-
bal) processing, participants in the proximal condition performed 
better in the hidden figure task (Mproximal = 6.68 vs. Mdistant = 5.27; t = 
2.80, p < .01), but worse in the hidden word task (Mproximal = 2.09 vs. 
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Mdistant = 3.06; t = 1.94, p = .06; 2-way interaction F(1, 125) = 11.23, 
p = .001).  

In study 2, participants were first asked to imagine that a friend 
was visiting Hong Kong either tomorrow or a year from now and 
they were to show her around. Then they were shown a list of 40 
tourist attractions in Hong Kong and asked to categorize them into 
groups. Participants also responded to two items that measure their 
extent of mental imagery while completing the categorization task. 
Participants generated more categories (Mproximal = 5.59 vs. Mdistant = 
4.17; F(1, 65) = 10.43, p < .01) and were more likely to form mental 
imagery when the event was proximal vs. distant (Mproximal = 3.72 vs. 
Mdistant = 2.64; F(1, 65) = 128.37, p < .001). Importantly, a mediation 
analysis showed that the extent of mental imagery mediated the ef-
fect of temporal distance on construal level.

Study 3 tested our proposition by examining theoretically-de-
rived boundary conditions for the impact of psychological distance. 
If processing mode indeed mediates the effect of distance on con-
strual level, this effect should attenuate both for chronic visualizers 
and verbalizers. That is, visualizers (verbalizers) should construe 
both distant and proximal events at a lower (higher) level. Hypo-
thetical distance was used to operationalize psychological distance. 
Participants were asked to imagine that their friend was planning 
to visit Hong Kong, with a likelihood of either 95% or 5%. They 
then completed the same categorization task as in study 2, before 
filling out the Style of Processing Scale (SOP; Childers, Houston & 
Heckler 1985), which assesses the chronic tendency to form visual 
images. As expected, lower hypothetical distance (t = 2.80, p < .01) 
and higher scores on SOP (t = 6.92, p < .001) both led to more cat-
egories being formed. More importantly, spotlight analyses revealed 
that the effects of hypothetical distance on construal level became 
non-significant for chronic verbalizers, and also for chronic visual-
izers (p’s > .10). 

Study 4 replicated these findings while manipulating processing 
mode and examining the social dimension of psychological distance. 
A 2 (social distance) x 3 (visualizing vs. verbalizing vs. control) 
between-subject design was employed. Participants first completed 
either a hidden figure or word puzzle (visualizing vs. verbalizing 
conditions). Those in the control condition did not perform any task. 
Afterwards, participants received information about a target person, 
described as being very similar or very dissimilar to them. All respon-
dents then completed the BIF measure (Behavioral Identification 
Form; Vallacher and Wegner 1989), which is a standard assessment 
of activated construal level; higher means indicate more abstraction. 
The control condition obtained the usual effect of social distance on 
construal level: distance produced more abstract construals (Mproximal 
= 14.77 vs. Mdistant = 16.59; F(1, 187) = 3.45, p = .07). Further, those 
in the visualizing condition reported more concrete construals than 
those in the verbalizing condition (Mvisualizing = 14.73 vs. Mverbalizing = 
16.32; F(2, 187) = 2.97, p = .05). Most importantly, the visualizing 
condition led to relatively concrete construals irrespective of social 
distance (Ms = 14.52 vs. 14.94, t < 1, p > .60), while the verbalizing 
condition produced abstract construals irrespective of distance (Ms = 
15.95 vs. 16.79, t < 1, p > .30).  These findings are consistent with the 
proposition that the effect of social distance on construal level was 
indeed driven by the processing mode.

Our paper contributes to the construal level literature by iden-
tifying one possible mechanism that underlies the effects of psycho-
logical distance on construal level. We also add to the mental imag-
ery literature by identifying a new factor (psychological distance) 
that can influence the tendency to engage in visual versus verbal 
processing.

do Lilliputians See the big Picture? the Effect of 
Physical Level on the Level of Construal

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
We often use terms like big-picture view or broad perspective 

to suggest a higher level of thinking, and limited vision or narrow 
view to describe a lower level of thinking. Clearly, vision is associ-
ated not just with the physical act of seeing but also with perspec-
tive in the metaphorical sense, that is, how one thinks. Is it possible 
that these two meanings of vision are linked to each other such that 
a person’s physical location could influence the way in which that 
person thinks?

In this research, we draw upon prior work on grounded cogni-
tion (Barsalou 1999, 2008) and construal-level theory (Liberman and 
Trope 1998) to examine the interesting proposition that the physical 
level at which people imagine themselves to be affects their level of 
thinking. Specifically, locations higher up lead to a higher level of 
thinking, with a big-picture perspective, while locations lower down 
lead to a lower level of thinking, with a detail-oriented perspective. 
Recent work on grounded cognition suggests that people tend to as-
sociate their physical experiences, whether bodily or simulated, with 
more abstract conceptual meanings, and that changes in one tend 
to be associated with changes in the other (Barsalou 2008). For ex-
ample, people who are primed with the physical experience of warm 
temperature (holding a warm cup of coffee) judge an unknown per-
son as more likeable and friendly (socially warm) than do people 
who hold a cold cup of coffee (Williams and Bargh 2008). The key 
premise underlying these findings is that bodily states can be used to 
generate cognitive activity (Barsalou 2008). These findings are also 
consistent with prior work on metaphorical representations, which 
suggests that metaphors reflect something deeper about our ability 
to represent knowledge (Lakoff and Johnson 1980), and that the rep-
resentation of abstract concepts might function in a similar manner, 
with metaphors being a manifestation of how we ground abstract 
thought (Barsalou 2008). For example, height is associated with af-
fect (Meier and Robinson 2004), power (Meier and Dionne 2009), 
divine (Meier et al. 2007) and prosocial behavior (Sanna et al. 2011).

Extending this stream of research, we propose that physical lev-
el can affect people’s construal level since physical view and mental 
view are metaphorically related. Because being physically higher up 
gives people a broad view of a situation, we believe that this physical 
experience is linked to the metaphorical meaning of taking a big-
picture view, that is, a high level of construal, with greater focus on 
the central aspect of a decision. Thus, a higher physical level gives 
people the ability to see the forest without being distracted by the 
trees. Similarly, a physically lower level gives people a more detail-
oriented view, which is linked metaphorically to a low level of con-
strual, resulting in a greater focus on the peripheral aspects—result-
ing in the classic situation of not being able to see the forest for the 
trees. Put more formally, the main proposition is that physical level 
will influence level of construal such that a physically higher level 
leads to a high-level construal and a physically lower level will lead 
to a low-level construal. And this effect of level on construal occurs 
because individuals on a physically higher level are more likely to 
have big-picture orientation compared to those on a physically lower 
level.

We test our predictions through four studies using different 
manipulations of physical level and different dependent variables to 
assess level of construal. In Study 1 we compare people imagining 
a ride in a hot-air balloon with those imagining a deep-sea diving 
trip. Consistent with our hypothesis, participants in the high (hot-air 
balloon) condition were more likely to choose the LL (larger-later) 
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rewards over the SS (smaller-sooner) rewards compared to those 
in the low (scuba diving) condition (Ms = 86% vs. 63%, χ2 (1) = 
7.92, p < .01). Study 2 adapts a scenario from the children’s clas-
sic Gulliver’s Travels (Swift 2001) to demonstrate that participants 
who put themselves in the shoes of Gulliver (a tall person) indicate 
a greater preference for a higher-payoff, lower-odds gamble than are 
those who take the view of the Lilliputians (tiny people) (Ms = 6.77 
vs. 5.69, F(1, 91) = 5.24, p < .05), and use more abstract terms to de-
scribe what they imagine seeing (Ms = 3.61 vs. 3.03, F(1, 91) = 9.19, 
p < .01). Further, participants’ big-picture orientation score mediates 
the effect of height on the level of construal. Study 3 extends these 
findings to a real behavioral measure using a lottery. Physical level 
was manipulated by displaying locations on a map north and south 
of a city representing higher and lower physical levels (Meier et al. 
2011). Results showed that those in the high condition (north) prefer 
receiving LL (larger later) rewards relative to those in the low condi-
tion (south) (Ms = 6.69 vs. 4.63, F(1, 40) = 4.37, p < .05). Finally, 
in Study 4, we take a more direct measure of the underlying process 
and find that those located on the upper level of a building prefer a 
job requiring a big-picture orientation relative to those on the lower 
level of the building (Ms = 5.32 vs. 7.39, F(1, 44) = 4.58, p < .05). 
Across the four studies, we rule out alternative explanations, includ-
ing affect, perceived power, and physical distance.

This research contributes theoretically to growing research on 
embodied cognition, metaphorical representation and construal level 
theory. It also suggests itself to future investigation linking physical 
height (across gender, cultures, etc.) to their perspectives. In addi-
tion, the findings provide some very interesting managerial implica-
tions for industries such as real estate, airlines and subways.

When Proximity Prompts Abstraction: High-Level 
Construal as a Means of Counteractive Control

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The allure of salient concrete and immediate rewards frequently 

tempts people to forgo the attainment of abstract and delayed goals.  
Research on counteractive control theory has revealed a number 
of cognitive and behavioral means by which people counteract the 
negative impact of proximal temptations on goal pursuit (e.g., Fish-
bach and Trope 2007).  The present research proposes that high-level 
construal can serve a counteractive control function to promote self-
control.

Construal level theory (CLT) suggests that one way that proxi-
mal temptations undermine self-control is by prompting low-level 
construal.  CLT proposes that psychological distance impacts the 
way people subjectively represent or construe events (Liberman and 
Trope 2008; Trope and Liberman 2003; 2010).  Psychological dis-
tance refers to the removal of an event from direct experience of the 
here-and-now.  People often lack detailed information about distant 
events. To prepare and plan for such events, people engage in high-
level construal, using cognitive abstraction to extract the central, pri-
mary, and goal-relevant features likely to be present in all possible 
manifestations of the events.  As detailed specifics become increas-
ingly available and reliable with greater proximity, people are able 
to engage in low-level construal, incorporating this information into 
concrete representations that highlight those secondary features that 
render a particular event unique.  This association between distance 
and construal is over-generalized, apparent even when equivalent in-
formation about psychologically near and distant events is available.

Research indicates that the low-level construal that the proxim-
ity of temptations triggers is deleterious to self-control (e.g., Fujita 
2008).  The focus on concrete and idiosyncratic features promoted 

by low-level construal may distract one from one’s abstract and dis-
tal goals.  Supporting this assertion, for example, female undergradu-
ate students, a population generally concerned about their weight, 
are more likely to prefer candy bars over apples as a snack when 
engaged in low-level rather than high-level construal (Fujita and Han 
2009).  This and other research suggests that proximal temptations 
promote self-control failure by prompting low-level construal (Fujita 
2008).

The present research proposes that people have mechanisms 
that allow them to counteract the tendency for proximal temptations 
to trigger low-level construal, and to engage instead in high-level 
construal.  If indeed high-level construal serves as a means of coun-
teractive self-control, it should be evident when people anticipate 
temptations will undermine valued goals (Study 1) and have no al-
ternative means of control available (Study 2).  Engaging in coun-
teractive high-level construal should promote successful self-control 
(Study 3).

Study 1 tested the hypothesis that people engage in high-level 
construal when they anticipate temptations will undermine valued 
long-term goals.  Undergraduate students were recruited a week 
prior to a midterm examination.  Those in the high threat salience 
condition were asked to list upcoming exams along with temptations 
that interfere with exam, whereas those in the low threat condition 
were not.  Participants then reported which of two paired abstract 
and concrete descriptions of studying best corresponded to their own 
thoughts as an assessment of construal (e.g., “reading chapters in my 
textbook” vs. “mastering course material”).  Participants also report-
ed their academic achievement motivation.  Threat salience condi-
tion had no effect on academic achievement motivation, t (86) = .67, 
p = .51.  As predicted, however, threat salience and goal motivation 
interacted to predict construal level, b = .32, SE = .15, p = .04. Sa-
lient threats led undergraduates to prefer more abstract descriptions 
of studying as their academic goal motivation increased, b = .57, SE= 
.21, p = .01.  By contrast, academic goal motivation was not related 
to construal when threats were not made salient. People thus appear 
to engage in counteractive high-level construal to the extent that they 
anticipate temptations will undermine valued goals.

The availability of alternative means of control should reduce 
the need to engage in counteractive high-level construal (Fishbach 
& Trope, 2005).  To test this, participants were led to believe that 
they would be sampling a new cookie product that was tasty yet un-
healthy and fattening.  Half were told that it was up to them to de-
cide how many cookies they desired to eat (self-control condition), 
whereas the other half were told that the experimenter would decide 
how many cookies they could eat (other-control condition).  As an 
assessment of construal, participants were asked to what extent their 
thoughts about the upcoming cookie taste test took the form of words 
versus pictures.  Research indicates that whereas words are associ-
ated with high-level construal, pictures are associated with low-level 
construal (Amit, Trope, and Algom 2009; Yan, Sengupta, and Hong, 
this symposium).  As predicted, those in the self-control condition 
reported using words more than pictures, as compared to those in the 
other-control conditions, F (1, 106) = 3.86, p = .05.  People appear to 
engage in counteractive high-level construal, then, to the extent that 
they have no alternative means of control.

Study 3 sought to demonstrate that counteractive high-level 
construal promotes successful self-control behavior.  Undergraduate 
students were recruited a week prior to their final exam.  All partici-
pants were asked to list their exams and temptations that interfered 
with exam preparation.  They then reported whether their thoughts 
about studying took the form of words versus pictures as an assess-
ment of construal.  Students also reported their academic goal mo-
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tivation.  We used students’ grade improvement between their mid-
terms and final exams as an indicator of successful self-control in 
their final exam preparations.  As predicted, increasing goal motiva-
tion was associated with greater use of words over pictures, β = .56, 
SE = .28, t (39) = 1.98, p = .05, suggesting high-level construal.  The 
use of words over pictures, in turn, predicted greater grade improve-
ment from the midterm to the final, β = .02, SE = .01, t (38) = 2.39, 
p = .02. The 95% confidence interval for the indirect path through 
word over picture representation, as predicted, did not include zero 
(.0009 to .03), indicating a significant indirect effect of goal moti-
vation on grade improvement through high-level construal.  Thus, 
counteractive high-level construal appears to promote successful 
self-control behavior.

When Feeling depleted Helps: the Positive Effect of 
Regulatory depletion

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Past research on regulatory depletion theory posits that exerting 

self-control consumes regulatory resource (Muraven and Baumeister 
2000), and predicts a negative impact of regulatory depletion: per-
forming a prior self-control task impairs the performance on a subse-
quent task that also involves volitional action, a phenomena termed 
as the depletion effect (Baumeister et al. 1998; Muraven and Bau-
meister 2000). A large body of empirical studies in psychology and 
marketing has demonstrated the depletion effect in diverse domains. 
For example, Baumeister et al. (1998) found that participants who 
exerted regulatory resources to resist the temptation of food, com-
pared with those who did not engage in this self-control act, were 
less persistent on trying to solve a challenging puzzle subsequently. 
Likewise, suppressing thoughts undermines individuals’ control on 
impulse purchases (Vohs and Faber 2007). Other studies have docu-
mented this effect in the contexts such as alcohol consumption (Mu-
raven, Collins, and Nienhaus 2002), processing health-risk infor-
mation (Agrawal and Wan 2009), and making deliberative choices 
(Vohs et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2010). 

The current paper bridges the research on regulatory deple-
tion and the literature on construal level theory to propose a new 
case in which depletion might exert a positive effect on task perfor-
mance. Recent research on self-control has suggested that exerting 
self-control alters the way in which individuals construe informa-
tion. Wan and Agrawal (2011) suggest that engaging in self-control 
systematically shifts individuals’ construals to lower levels. Their 
studies showed that highly depleted (vs. less depleted) participants 
relied on feasibility (vs. desirability) attributes, favored secondary 
(vs. primary) features, and chose products framed in a proximal (vs. 
distal) perspective. Similarly, Bruyneel and Dewitte (2006) showed 
that depletion leads to a narrow attention span and breadth of cat-
egorization which are consistent with the mental representations at 
lower-level construals. 

The literature on construal levels suggests that construal lev-
els influence individuals’ cognitive style and information processing 
(e.g., Liberman and Trope 1998; Trope and Liberman 2003). At low-
er-level construals, individuals are likely to attend to subordinate, 
incidental features, and concrete and contextual details, whereas be-
ing at higher-level construals emphasize superordinate features, and 
abstract and global pictures. If experiencing depletion shifts indi-

viduals’ construals to lower levels, we predict that regulatory deple-
tion will enhance the performance on tasks that require attending to 
low-level and contextual details.

Three experiments tested our proposition. In experiment 1, 
participants first completed a cross-off-letter task adopted from 
past research to manipulate regulatory depletion (Baumeister et al. 
1998). Then participant performed the picture completion subtest of 
the Wechsler task (Wechsler 1991), a task used to examine people’s 
ability to observe contextual details (Wakslak and Trope 2009). Spe-
cifically, all participants were presented with thirty pictures, each of 
which contains a missing part. Their task was to identify the missing 
parts within three minutes. Our results showed that highly depleted 
participants identified more missing objects than did less depleted 
participants (p < .05), supporting our prediction that depletion en-
hances the performance on tasks that require the attention to details.

In experiment 2, participants first performed the same cross-
off-letter task that manipulated depletion, followed by an Embedded 
Figure Test (Witkin et al. 1971) in which eleven objects are embed-
ded within a more complex big figure. Participants’ task was to iden-
tify the embedded objects. Past research has shown that, to identify 
the embedded objects, people need to focus on the contextual details 
and ignore the big picture. Participants were given five minutes to 
perform the task. The results showed that highly depleted partici-
pants identified more embedded objects than did less depleted par-
ticipants (p < .05), replicating the finding in experiment 1 and again 
supporting our prediction.

Experiment 3 tested our prediction in a product evaluation 
context with a 2 (high vs. low depletion) x 3 (information omission 
with cue vs. information omission without cue vs. full information) 
between-subject design. Participants first performed a thought sup-
pression task adopted from past research (Vohs and Faber 2007) 
to manipulate depletion, followed by reading the message about 
a laptop computer. In the full information condition, the message 
described the computer on five major attributes. In the information 
omission without cue condition, the important attribute of memory 
size was omitted from the attribute list. In information omission with 
cue condition, the memory size information was omitted but was 
listed as “information unavailable to customer.” Participants evalu-
ated the computer, and recalled if any attributes were missing from 
the message. A 2 x 3 ANOVA on product attitudes indicated a sig-
nificant interaction (p < .05). When there was a missing attribute 
without the omission cue, highly depleted participants evaluated the 
product less favorably than did less depleted participants (p < .01). 
However, participants in the full information did not differ in their 
attitudes whether they were highly or less depleted (F < 1). Similarly, 
in the omission with cue condition highly depleted and less depleted 
participants did not differ in their attitudes (F < 1). We also found 
the same pattern on the number of recalled missing attributes. More-
over, in the information omission conditions the number of recalled 
missing attributes mediated the effect of depletion on product evalu-
ation. These results suggest that depletion enhances performance on 
detecting details, which has influenced their evaluation of the target 
products.

The current research contributes to the literature by identifying 
novel effects of regulatory depletion through the lens of variations in 
construals, and enhances the understanding the psychological pro-
cesses underlying self-control.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
It begins with dinner and a movie. With any luck, an engage-

ment ring follows. Before we know it we are buying our first home, 
deciding on vacation destinations, saving for our children’s college 
tuition, and eventually retirement. Spending decisions permeate our 
close relationships and often form the basis for their long-term suc-
cess or ultimate failure. However, little is known about the factors 
that can impact (for better or for worse) the financial decisions we 
make in our dating, marriage, and family life and how those deci-
sions affect the overall health of our close relationships.

The four papers in this session all present emerging research on 
spending behavior within close relationships – from dating partners 
and marriage partners to parents and children – and the critical fac-
tors that shape the financial decisions that we make within them. The 
first paper uses both archival and experimental methods to investi-
gate the environmental factors that shift parental consumer choice. 
The next two papers examine spending behavior within the context 
of initial attraction and dating – including when and why spending 
behavior influences the mate attraction dynamics of potential dat-
ing and marriage partners. The final paper focuses on critical factors 
linking materialism to marital discord and divorce. 

Durante and colleagues draw on theory and research in animal 
behavior to investigate how the economic climate can influence 
whether parents spend more money on daughters versus sons. Con-
sistent with the effects of resource scarcity on parental investment 
across species, they find – in a series of experiments – that economic 
recessions lead parents to spend more on daughters than on sons. 

Lens and colleagues examined conditions under which men 
conspicuously consume to attract dating partners. They use both real 
and experimentally-induced dating situations to investigate materi-
alism’s influence on men’s conspicuous consumption. Materialism 
predicts the extent to which men consider their wealth a tool to at-

tract a romantic partner, as well as the type of partner these men 
desire.

Olson and Rick examined whether and why construal level 
influences how savers and spenders are viewed as potential dating 
partners. While lavish spending is sometimes used to attract romantic 
partners, they find that people induced to have a concrete mindset are 
more attracted to savers than to spender. The reverse is true for those 
evaluating dating partners under an abstract mindset.

Sundie, Burroughs, and Beal investigated the factors that lead 
materialism to erode a marriage. Using survey data from married 
couples collected at multiple time points, they find a three-pathway 
model that links materialism to divorce. Additional findings reveal 
important mediators of materialism’s influence on marital discord. 

Overall, this session focuses on the factors that influence our 
spending behavior within the context of close relationships and 
how these spending patterns can impact attraction and relationship 
maintenance. This session aims to celebrate diversity by introducing 
research lines that have received little to no empirical attention to 
date and by presenting novel avenues for future consumer research. 
As such, the session would be of interest to a breadth of consumer 
researchers, including those interested in family spending, motivation, 
social perception, nonconscious processes, romantic relationships, 
and biological and evolutionary approaches to consumer behavior. 

I Love You both Equally, but…Parental Spending on 
Girls versus boys in Economic Recessions

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Do economic conditions influence how parents spend money on 

their children? While past research has revealed important insights 
into children’s consumer behavior and the consumption patterns of 
spouses (e.g., Rick, Small, and Finkel 2011), much less is known 
about how parents make spending decisions regarding sons versus 
daughters. Drawing on theory in animal behavior, we use both ar-
chival and experimental methods to examine how spending on boys 
versus girls is influenced by economic recessions.

Theory and research in animal behavior shows that parental in-
vestment in male versus female offspring depends on environmental 
conditions (Clutton-Brock 1991; Trivers and Willard 1973). When 
conditions are favorable, parents invest relatively more in male off-
spring. By contrast, when conditions are bad, parents invest more 
in female offspring. This gender-specific difference stems from the 
difference in reproductive variance between males and females. 
Across the animal kingdom, males have higher reproductive vari-
ance: Whereas some high-status males attract a large number of fe-
males and, as a result, produce high numbers of offspring, a substan-
tial portion of lower-status males attract no mates and produce zero 
offpsring (Dittus 1998). By contrast, females have low reproductive 
variance: As long as a female is healthy enough for reproduction, 
almost all females are able to attract a mate and tend to produce some 
moderate number of offspring. 

Environmental conditions alter how parents invest in male ver-
sus female offspring because an offspring’s likelihood of reproduc-
tion depends on their status and health. However, whereas under good 
conditions parental investment is focused on achieving a maximum 
amount of status (e.g., large size and dominance) for offspring, in bad 
conditions parental investment is focused on maintaining a minimum 
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level of health needed for reproduction. When conditions are good, 
investing in male offspring has higher reproductive benefits because 
a high-status male will out-reproduce any female. When conditions 
are bad, however, this pattern reverses. In bad conditions, investing 
in a female ensures that there will be at least some offspring. Ac-
cordingly, animal research shows that when environmental condi-
tions are favorable (e.g., abundant food resources), parents invest 
more in male offspring. But when environmental conditions are poor 
(e.g., scarce food resources), parents invest more in female offspring 
(Krist 2006).

In the current research, we examine whether humans might 
show similar types of patterns by examining how economic reces-
sions infleunce investment in daughers versus sons. Based on theory 
and research in animal behavior , we hypothesized that economic 
recessions should be associated with higher spending on girls versus 
boys. 

Study 1 examined how household spending on girls’ versus 
boys’ apparel in the US relates to fluctuation in the US Gross Do-
mestic Product (GDP) from 1984 to 2010. We focused on apparel be-
cause it is a child consumer product category that is clearly separated 
by gender. Consistent with predictions, findings showed that GDP 
growth was negatively related to the ratio of spending on apparel for 
girls relative to boys (r=-.55, p=.003). This means that downturns in 
GDP over the last 26 years are associated with spending more money 
on girls’ relative to boys’ clothing. 

Study 2 used experimental methods. Participants (both parents 
and non-parents) first read a news story either about an economic 
recession, an economic upswing, or a neutral story. Participants then 
imagined that they have two school-aged children (a boy and a girl) 
and answered questions about allocating resources to either their son 
or daughter. For example, “You have the funds to put one child in 
a special healthy lunch program at school. Which child will get the 
lunch program?” Responses were provided on 8-point scales (no 
midpoint) with “Definitely Son” and “Definitely Daughter” at the 
endpoints. Participants also indicated how they would divide their 
assets to bequeth either to their son or daughter. Consistent with 
predictions, people invested more resources in daughters in the eco-
nomic recession condition (p=.011). Economic recessions also led 
people to bequeth more assets to daughters than to sons (p=.036). 

Both studies thus far find that economic recessions are associ-
ated with increased allocation of resources to daughters versus sons. 
Study 3 investigated whether mothers and fathers might invest dif-
ferent types of resources in their children. Because “resources” in-
clude both money and time, we examined whether economic condi-
tions influence how fathers and mothers invest time versus money in 
their children. 

In Study 3, participants again read a news story either about 
an economic recession or an economic boom. They then answered 
a question about allocating money ($100) and a question about al-
locating time (10 hours) between a son and a daughter. As in the first 
two studies, people invested more in daughters than sons in the eco-
nomic recession condition (p=.01). However, the specific nature of 
the investment – time or money – depended on the gender of the par-
ent. Economic conditions altered monetary investment primarily for 
fathers. Fathers allocated 8% more money to daughters in recessions 
(p=.037). However, economic conditions altered time investment pri-
marily for mothers. Mothers allocated 7% more time to daughters in 
recessions (p=.032). 

These findings highlight how theory and research in animal be-
havior can provide insight into consumer behavior. Just as resource 
scarcity leads animals to invest more in female offspring, we find 

that the resource scarcity (as indexed by economic recessions) leads 
people to invest more resources in daughters relative to sons. 

Romantic Motives and Men’s Conspicuous 
Consumption: the Role of Materialism

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Men’s conspicuous consumption may fulfil an important com-

municative function in a mating context (Griskevicius et al. 2007). 
Indeed, in response to women’s preference for men with status, men 
in a mating mindset show an increased interest in status-signaling 
products (Griskevicius et al. 2007). However, little research has in-
vestigated the consequences of materialism for (men’s) mating goals 
and partner preferences. The current research examines links be-
tween men’s reliance on conspicuous consumption to attract women 
and materialistic values.

Research suggests that materialistic men may desire partners 
who are sexy or highly attractive, characteristics which are especial-
ly important in a short-term mating context rather than long-term, 
mating interest. Indeed, the fact that materialists tend to display little 
empathy and to experience poor interpersonal relationships could be 
interpreted as signals of low ability or willingness to commit. Mate-
rialism is related to extrinsic goal pursuit. As such, materialistic men 
may place greater emphasis on characteristics (e.g., attractiveness) 
that afford social approval. 

Three studies examined materialism’s influence on conspicuous 
consumption in mating contexts. Studies 1 and 2 investigated wheth-
er materialistic men particularly rely on conspicuous consumption 
to attract mates. Study 3 explores a) whether materialism predicts a 
preference for socially visible and attractive partners, and b) whether 
extrinsic goal pursuit (e.g., striving for the approval of others) medi-
ates materialistic men’s partner preferences.

In Study 1, 40 men indicated to what extent they relied on eight 
characteristics (wealth, humor, intelligence, attractiveness, mascu-
linity, caretaking abilities, faithfulness, status) to attract women. Ma-
terialism (Richins 2004) was positively correlated with reliance on 
wealth and status to attract women, and negatively correlated with 
promoting one’s caretaking abilities.

Study 2 assessed more explicitly whether the activation of 
men’s mating motives, induced by a real-life encounter with an at-
tractive woman, increased materialistic men’s interest in products 
which signal status. 117 men were welcomed in the lab by a female 
experiment leader who was either plainly (control) or sexily dressed 
(mating condition). Next, participants rated the attractiveness of 5 
status-signaling gadgets and 5 inconspicuous products (all pretest-
ed), then completed the materialism measure. GLM analysis yielded 
a significant interaction between Materialism, Condition, and Prod-
uct Type (within subjects), p=.048. Mating goal activation increased 
interest in status-related products (but not in functional products) 
among more materialistic men.

In study 3, 150 men read descriptions of two hypothetical ro-
mantic partners. Description A depicted a woman who scored high 
on characteristics related to social visibility (attractive, admired by 
others), but low on characteristics typically valuable in the long run 
(responsible, faithful); vice versa for description B. Participants in-
dicated which type (A or B) corresponded best to their ideal part-
ner. They completed a measure of extrinsic goal pursuit (Kasser and 
Sheldon 2000) assessing their motivation to gain social approval, 
and the materialism measure. 

Logistic regression analyses revealed that the probability of 
preferring partner B (over A) decreased with increasing levels of 
materialism, p=.03. Extrinsic goal pursuit significantly mediated 
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the relationship between materialism and partner preference, p=.81. 
Hence, a need for social approval underlies materialistic men’s pur-
suit of socially visible, attractive partners.

In sum, this paper investigated the role of materialistic values 
play in mating-relevant behaviors such as conspicuous consumption, 
and advanced our understanding of the consequences of materialism 
for romantic partner choice. Materialistic men prioritized socially 
desirable, surface partner characteristics (e.g., attractiveness), even 
when those qualities come at the expense of faithfulness and consci-
entiousness in a forced choice scenario. Materialistic men’s partner 
preferences appear to be more in line with short-term (as opposed 
to long-term) mating criteria. Interestingly, men’s conspicuous con-
sumption may draw women’s attention, in particular when women 
are ovulating and ovulation temporarily increases women’s short-
term mating interests (Lens et al. 2012). Hence, ovulating women 
may be most receptive to the conspicuous consumption displays of 
materialistic men. In addition, ovulating women may more strongly 
resemble materialists’ ideal partners. Together, this seems to imply 
that materialism, from a short-term mating perspective, could be 
considered as a beneficial trait. This idea is novel given the abun-
dance of research documenting the negative consequences of materi-
alism, yet requires further testing.

When is Saving Sexy? the Role of Construal Level in 
Shaping the Appeal of Savers and Spenders as Romantic 

Relationship Partners

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Among all the possible sources of conflict in romantic rela-

tionships, financial disagreements are some of the most prevalent 
(e.g., Amato and Rogers 1997). Different attitudes toward spending 
money among spouses can be a common source of such arguments 
(Rick, Small, and Finkel 2011). Are some spending habits initially 
more appealing than others in prospective mates? Lavish spending 
can signal desirable information about one’s resources, and thus help 
to attract mates (Griskevicius et al. 2007). But are there situations 
in which chronic savers are initially more appealing than spenders? 

 Given that “saver” and “spender” labels could bring to 
mind abstract or more concrete outcomes (e.g., retiring comfortably 
vs. avoiding daily indulgences), we considered this question from 
a construal level theory (CLT) perspective (Trope and Liberman 
2003). CLT suggests that the same event, behavior, or individual can 
be represented at multiple levels. High-level construals are relatively 
simple, abstract representations that capture the primary essence of 
available information. Low-level construals, by contrast, are more 
concrete and detail-oriented. 

 Competing predictions based on CLT are plausible. On 
the one hand, recent work suggests that priming a high-level (ver-
sus low-level) construal leads to better self-control, which reduces 
preference for immediate gratification and encourages a focus on 
long-term benefits (Fujita et al. 2006). Because birds of a feather 
flock together in relationships (e.g., Watson et al. 2004), these results 
suggest that a high-level construal might increase the appeal of po-
tential mates who are also responsible. On the other hand, Kivetz and 
Keinan (2006) find that virtuous choices also lead to stronger regret 
over time. From this perspective, people who take a global, more 
abstract perspective may seek spenders to avoid a future filled with 
regret over missed opportunities. Savers, who potentially miss out on 
many expensive but fulfilling experiences, may be considerably less 
attractive to people thinking abstractly.  

We conducted two studies to examine whether and why con-
strual level influences how desirable chronic savers and spenders are 

as relationship partners. In Study 1, participants were first induced to 
have either a high-level or low-level construal mindset using a word 
categorization task validated by Fujita et al. (2006). Following ma-
nipulation checks, a second, seemingly unrelated study examining 
perceptions of local singles was introduced. Participants were pre-
sented an opposite-sex target who was either a self-described saver 
or spender. Targets were rated for their attractiveness as both short-
term and long-term relationship partners. 

Because the attractiveness items correlated highly and previous 
research points to a single dimension underlying mating strategies 
(Simpson and Gangestad 1991), we averaged the two items to form 
an overall index of attractiveness. Analyses revealed a significant 
interaction between construal level and the target’s spending hab-
its. When participants were thinking concretely, savers were signifi-
cantly more appealing as relationship partners than spenders. When 
participants were thinking abstractly, the attraction “gap” between 
savers and spenders disappeared. 

Thus, the initial evidence is consistent with the regret-avoid-
ance hypothesis. Of course, many questions about the underlying 
process remain unanswered. For example, does one’s construal level 
change the inferences made based upon the saver/spender label? It 
is possible that a saver is viewed as especially practical by low-level 
construers, while a spender is viewed as especially idealistic? An-
other possibility is that priorities change as construal level is varied, 
with low-level construers valuing responsibility more than high-
level construers.  

Study 2 sought to replicate the initial findings and gain insight 
into how construal level shapes the information conveyed by the 
monetary labels. Participants were randomly assigned to have ei-
ther a high-level or low-level construal mindset before evaluating 
a potential mate (a “saver” or “spender”). Targets were again rated 
on the attractiveness index, but also in terms of various personality 
traits. Two indices were formed by averaging responses to five items 
each: an excitement index (adventurous, fun, exciting, confident, and 
outgoing) and a responsibility index (timid, careful, cautious, practi-
cal, and responsible). Results again revealed an interaction on the 
attractiveness index, suggesting that savers are especially appealing 
to low-level construers but not to high-level construers. More im-
portantly, we found that responsibility was a significant predictor of 
attractiveness among low-level construers, but excitement was not. 
Conversely, excitement was a significant predictor of attractiveness 
among high-level construers, but responsibility was not. Construal 
level did not influence the inferences drawn from the saver/spender 
label (e.g., spenders were always viewed as more exciting than sav-
ers, by both low-level and high-level construers). 

In conclusion, results from two studies demonstrate that the 
effect of a potential partner’s monetary habits on attractiveness 
depends upon construal level. Because savers are viewed as more 
responsible than spenders, and low-construal increases the extent 
to which responsibility is valued, low-construers prefer savers to 
spenders. High-construers value excitement more than responsibil-
ity, and thus do not show a preference for savers. Thus, saving can 
be sexy, as long as the search for love is accompanied by a concrete 
mindset.    

Why is Materialism bad for Marriage?  
testing Pathways Linking Materialism to divorce

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
In 2009, Jamie McCourt filed for divorce from her former busi-

ness partner and husband of thirty years, L.A. Dodgers owner Frank 
McCourt. Amid rumors the McCourts misused Dodgers assets to 
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fund their posh billionaire lifestyle, the team was taken over by Ma-
jor League Baseball. In a May 2011 ABC News interview, Frank 
McCourt accepted blame for the “unhealthy” and “unsustainable” 
lifestyle he felt contributed to the demise of his marriage. Stories 
such as that of the McCourt’s highlight a downside of “living the 
high life”—rampant materialism may undermine the viability of 
close relationships. Surprisingly little research has sought to under-
stand how institutions of social connection, such as marriage, are 
influenced by materialistic values and the rise of consumer culture. 
Prior research shows materialism correlates with poor individual-
level outcomes. Materialists report lower personal well-being, and 
people who emphasize extrinsic goals (e.g., financial success) report 
having shorter, more negative friendships and romantic partnerships 
(Kasser and Ryan 2001). We examined how materialism influences 
marital viability, investigating three pathways by which material val-
ues may negatively influence marital dynamics: 

Household Finances. As a predictor of marital quality, house-
hold money management is surprisingly under-studied despite ample 
popular press claiming its leading role in divorce. Materialism is 
linked to poor money management (Richins 2011). Rick and col-
leagues (2011) did not investigate materialism’s role in marital fi-
nances, but did find that larger differences between spouses in tight 
versus loose spending tendencies predicted financial conflict and 
lower marital satisfaction. We examined whether poor outcomes on 
key household financial benchmarks (retirement savings, emergency 
savings, credit card debt, and credit rating) mediate the relation be-
tween couples’ materialism and divorce intentions. 

Relationship Investment. Materialists may invest more in 
things than they do relationships. People prioritizing extrinsic goals 
characterize their relationships in more negative terms (e.g., more 
emotional extremes and jealousy, less trust; Kasser and Ryan 2001). 
Reasons for the correlation between materialism and poor relation-
ships are not well understood. A person’s developmental environ-
ment may play a role--young adults rating financial success as an 
important life goal also reported experiencing low maternal nurtur-
ance (Kasser et al. 1995). Attachment theorists suggest that people 
developing avoidant attachment styles–deactivation of the need to 
rely on close others for support–may turn to money and the acqui-
sition of objects to foster identity and self-worth (Mikulincer and 
Shaver 2008). Furthermore, materialistic pursuits are linked to other 
traits emphasizing a lack of interest in others’ well-being, such as 
Machiavellianism (McHoskey 1999). These factors may lead ma-
terialists to invest less in close relationships. We examined whether 
relationship investment mediates the relation between materialism 
and divorce intentions. 

Coping with Marital Conflict. Disagreements occur routinely 
within even healthy partnerships, and the way partners handle con-
flicts can serve to resolve (or magnify) the problems, and solidify 
(or harm) the relationship over time. Two forms of problematic cop-
ing seem likely for materialists: hostile/argumentative, and depres-
sive/self-blaming. Several findings suggest that materialism is con-
nected to hostile reactions to social problems. Materialism is linked 
to disagreeable and ungracious reactions to others (McCullough 
et al. 2002). Materialists exhibit narcissism and avoidance, which 
manifests in manipulative, defensive, and aggressive conflict coping 

Table 1. Standardized path coefficients for Couple-Level Model of the marital outcomes of happiness and success materialism

Predictors Income Credit Score Relationship
Investment Self-Blame Conflict Coping

Happiness Materialism -.27* -.38* -.23* .43* .29*

Success Materialism -.05 .07 .21* -.07 .19

Outcome

Divorce Intentions -.10 -.24* -.03 .46*

Note: Income was specified as an exogenous variable (correlating with materialism) that influenced credit score. *p < .05.

Table 2. Standardized path coefficients for Actor-Partner Interdependence Model of the  
marital outcomes of happiness and success materialism

Predictors Husband’s RI Wife’s RI Husband’s Conflict 
Coping

Wife’s Conflict 
Coping

Husband’s Happiness Materialism -.34* -.35* .00 .12

Wife’s Happiness Materialism .05 .06 .36* .13

Husband’s Success Materialism .21 .45* .24 .22

Wife’s Success Materialism .00 -.16 -.12 .09

Outcomes

Husband’s Divorce Intentions -.25* -.07 .32* .18*

Wife’s Divorce Intentions -.18* -.10 .23* .23*

Note: Income was specified as an exogenous variable (correlating with materialism) that influenced credit score.  
RI = Relationship Investment. *p < .05.
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(e.g., Bushman and Baumeister 1998). Regarding the self-blaming 
response, Wachtel and Blatt (1990) found that materialists scored 
higher on the self-criticality dimension of a depression inventory. 
This tendency for materialists to focus inwardly and negatively sug-
gests that they may self-blame during disagreements. Since neither 
coping style is considered constructive in resolving conflicts, these 
poor coping mechanisms may erode relationships. We examined 
whether poor coping with conflict mediates the materialism--divorce 
intentions link. 

180 socioeconomically and demographically diverse married 
couples participated. Two surveys were administered at least 5 days 
apart to separate constructs that could contaminate one another or 
produce common method bias. Concerns of method bias were fur-
ther alleviated by having spouses rate the materialism (Richins 2004) 
of their partner. 

Given previous findings of divergent validities between the 
happiness and success facets of materialism and well-being out-
comes (e.g., Deckop et al. 2005), we examined separate models for 
the overall materialism construct and these two facets. We also ex-
amined separate models for couple-level effects (scores on materi-
alism, financial health, relationship investment, coping styles, and 
divorce intentions, averaged across husband and wife) and intra-
couple effects (Actor-Partner Interdependence Models). All of these 
models provided good fit to the data (CFIs ranged from .93-.96). 
A close examination revealed several interesting findings. First, the 
model collapsing across materialism facets revealed small to moder-
ate effects through the financial and hostile coping pathways, but did 
not support self-blame or relationship investment pathways. Once 
success and happiness facets of materialism were split out, an inter-
esting pattern emerged revealing support primarily for the relation-
ship investment and hostile coping pathways, as these were the only 
predictors of divorce intentions (Table 1). Happiness materialism 
predicted unfavorable outcomes across the board, whereas success 
materialism predicted increases in relationship investment. 

We expanded the final model to include husband and wife paths 
(allowing for separate influences, and cross-partner effects), but fo-
cused on the relationship investment and conflict coping mediators. 
Model 2 bore both similarities and differences to the above effects. 
First, though husbands’ materialism affected wives’ relationship in-
vestment (happiness decreased it, and success increased it), wives’ 
relationship investment did not predict divorce intentions (Table 2). 
A similar pattern was found for husbands, but their relationship in-
vestment did predict divorce intentions. A final path linked wives’ 
happiness materialism to both husband and wife divorce intentions 
by increasing husbands’ hostile coping. Happiness materialism in-
creased divorce intentions of both husbands and wives, but did so 
primarily through a decrease in husbands’ relationship investment 
and an increase in husbands’ hostile coping. In addition, some evi-
dence supports a positive role for success materialism by increasing 
perceptions of relationship investment.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Consumers use symbolic products and brands to express who 

they are and to make inferences about the identities of others (Es-
calas and Bettman 2005). Symbolic brands are markers of in-group 
identity and signal membership to a specific brand community. The 
dynamic group of users of the brand shapes the associations and at-
titudes that consumers hold with respect to their symbolic brands 
(Berger and Heath 2007; White and Dahl 2006). The papers in this 
session examine the roles of brands as symbols and means of self-
expression for consumers, as individuals and as members of specific 
in-groups. 

Besides contributing to the main conference theme of appreciat-
ing diversity by providing novel theoretical insights into the particu-
lar domain of symbolic brands, the proposed session contributes to 
the understanding of several topics that are of great interest to ACR 
conference attendees, including conspicuous consumption, brand at-
tachment, brand extensions and dilution, and in-group and out-group 
dynamics. 

In the first paper, Escalas and Bettman propose that consumers 
appropriate brand symbolism that comes from celebrity endorsement 
to construct and communicate their self-concepts and that consum-
ers with compromised identities look to celebrities to a greater ex-
tent than those with less insecurity. Across three studies, the authors 
demonstrate that consumers are more likely to look to celebrities for 
meaning when their self-esteem is threatened (1), have low levels of 
social complexity (2), and are under high life stress (3). 

The second paper by Bellezza and Keinan examines how cur-
rent users of symbolic brands react to new lower-status users of the 
brand. Contrary to the shared notion that lower-status consumers are 
by definition a threat to the brand, five lab and field studies demon-
strate the conditions under which lower-status consumers enhance 
rather than dilute the brand image. This research shows that positive 
brand enhancement is mediated by the impact on the pride of current 
users and moderated by self-brand connection level.

In the third paper, Amaral and Loken investigate brand dilu-
tion for prestige brands and the moderating role of the users’ group 

social class. In four studies, the authors examine the effects of using 
counterfeit luxury products on the perceptions of observers regarding 
the genuine brand. Results show more favorable beliefs toward and 
attitudes regarding prestige when the counterfeit product is used by 
an in-group (versus an out-group) social class member.

Finally, the fourth paper by Sayin, Aydinoglu and Gurhan-Canli 
examines how consumers’ evaluations of incongruent brand exten-
sions differ depending on the level of attachment to the symbolic 
brand. Building on vicarious dissonance theory in social psychology, 
this research shows in a series of studies employing symbolic brands 
that strong consumer-brand attachment leads to vicarious dissonance 
and can positively affect consumer attitudes toward the brand exten-
sion and the product category.

All speakers (Escalas, Bellezza, Amaral, Sayin; indicated by as-
terisk below) have agreed to serve if the proposal is accepted. 

Connecting with Celebrities: the therapeutic Function 
of Celebrity Endorsement

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
With the rise of social media and reality television, some re-

fer to our times as the social era of celebrity (adly.com). Given the 
prevalence of celebrity endorsements, it is important to understand 
their effects. We propose that consumers appropriate brand symbol-
ism that comes from celebrity endorsement to construct and com-
municate their self-concepts and that consumers with compromised 
identities look to celebrities to a greater extent than those with less 
insecurity. Three studies show that consumers whose identities are 
compromised are more likely to look to celebrities for meaning: the 
effect of celebrity endorsement on self-brand connections is aug-
mented when consumers’ self-esteem is threatened (study 1), for 
consumers with low levels of social complexity (study 2), and for 
consumers who are experiencing life stress (study 3). 

McCracken (1986) asserts that brand meaning originates in 
the culturally constituted world, moving into goods via the fashion 
system, word of mouth, reference groups, and, importantly for our 
purposes, celebrities. A celebrity endorser may provide a bundle of 
cultural meanings that becomes associated with the brands s/he en-
dorses. Meaning moves to consumers as they construct their iden-
tities through brand choices based on congruency between brand 
meaning and desired self-image. Thus, the meaning and value of a 
brand is not just its ability to express the self, but also its role in 
helping consumers create and build their self-identities (McCracken 
1986). Additionally, research has shown that source congruence, that 
is, the match between the celebrity’s image and the brand’s image, 
is an important influence on brand beliefs and attitudes under condi-
tions of high involvement/elaboration (Kirmani and Shiv 1998).

In our research, we examine the therapeutic function of celeb-
rity as a source of meaning in modern consumer culture. We propose 
that celebrities play the role of modern heroes, where heroes have 
historically helped people make sense of their lives and form con-
nections with others (Campbell [1949] 2008). Although this may be 
true for society in general, it is particularly relevant for individuals 
with compromised identities. When consumers’ have a compromised 
identity, in response to stressful events, life changes, lack of a com-
plex social network, or some other self-esteem threat, they are mo-
tivated to repair their self-identity (Leary et al. 1995). We argue that 
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these vulnerable consumers are more likely to look to modern heroes 
(celebrities) to make sense of who they are and their role in society.

Our assertion that consumers with compromised identities seek 
meaning from celebrities is supported by research into why some 
people become more obsessive about celebrities in general. Some 
social psychological analyses link celebrity worship with shyness, 
loneliness, lack of cognitive flexibility, fantasy proneness, and sub-
standard mental health (e.g., Maltby et al. 2006). A compromised 
identity also may lead to obsession with celebrities that enables such 
individuals to establish an identity and sense of fulfillment. In this re-
search tradition, celebrities have a therapeutic function; people look 
to celebrities to repair their compromised identity. Thus, we expect 
to find that consumers with greater active self-concept concerns or 
insecurities (i.e., more compromised identities) will be more likely 
to look to celebrities for meaning in the consumption domain, aug-
menting the effects of celebrity endorsement. 

In study 1, we found that a compromised identity augments 
the influence of celebrity endorsement on self-brand connections by 
threatening self-esteem. We presented participants with an article 
criticizing the US, which threatened the self-esteem of those partici-
pants who had a high US national identity. We found a significant 
interaction of self-esteem threat by celebrity aspiration level (F (1, 
277) = 4.07, p < .05). People whose self-esteem had been threat-
ened formed connections to brands that were endorsed by celebri-
ties that they aspired to be like. They also rejected brands that were 
endorsed by celebrities with images that did not match their desired 
self-image. Participants whose self-esteem was not threatened did 
not form differential self-brand connections based on celebrity as-
piration level.

Study 2 examined a second source of compromised identity, 
social complexity, defined as joining and maintaining membership in 
diverse groups. By providing social support, social complexity pro-
vides a buffering effect against stress and loneliness and enhances 
personal and collective self-esteem. In this study, we found a signifi-
cant three-way interaction of social complexity, source congruency, 
and participant congruence on self-brand connections (F(1, 109) = 
5.47, p < .05). Consumers who were not socially complex (thus, have 
compromised identities) looked to celebrities for meaning more than 
consumers who had highly complex social networks. This effect was 
augmented by source congruence (that is, the celebrity image match-
es the brand image, Kirmani and Shiv 1998) and consumer congru-
ence (the consumer’s self-image matches the brand image – in this 
study, athletic watches).

Study 3 examined yet a third vulnerability for consumers’ per-
sonal identity: life stressors. As people deal with loss of a spouse, a 
job, or go through other periods of stress, they are often in a tran-
sitional or liminal state with regards to their self-identity. Here, we 
found a significant three way interaction of life stressors, source con-
gruence, and participant congruence on self-brand connections (F(1, 
335) = 6.09, p = .01): consumers whose identities are compromised 
by dealing with stress in their lives look to celebrities for meaning 
more than consumers who have fewer life stressors. This effect is 
also augmented by source congruence and consumer congruence (in 
this study – a Syrah wine).

In sum, our studies show celebrity plays a therapeutic function 
for consumers in our culture, with consumers with compromised 
identities being more likely to look to celebrity endorsers as a source 
of meaning. We find this effect whether we threaten self-esteem, 
measure social complexity, or measure the number of life stressors 
present in consumers’ lives. In all three cases, the effect of celebrity 
endorsement on self-brand connections is stronger, compared to con-
sumers who do not have similarly compromised identities.

brand-tourists or brand-Immigrants? How new Lower-
Status Consumers dilute or Enhance the Image of 

Symbolic brands

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
There is an inherent trade-off in managing symbolic and lux-

ury brands. Brand managers need to generate growth by extending 
the customer base to new segments and new markets; yet, this in-
creased popularity and prevalence can paradoxically hurt the brand 
and threaten its symbolic value. Indeed, marketing research warns 
managers of brand dilution risks (Loken and Roedder John 2009). 
Contrary to the shared view that new lower-status consumers are a 
threat to symbolic brands, we investigate the conditions under which 
new lower-status users and downward brand extensions can enhance 
rather than dilute the image of the brand. 

We introduce a distinction between two types of new consum-
ers based on how they are perceived by current brand users. We de-
fine “brand immigrants” as those who are perceived by current brand 
users to claim “in-group status” they do not fully deserve (i.e., con-
sider themselves as part of the in-group of brand users), and define 
“brand tourists” as those who buy the new branded products but do 
not claim any in-group membership (i.e., do not claim to be part of 
the brand users’ in-group). We propose that new consumers who are 
perceived by the current users as claiming but not fully deserving 
in-group status (brand immigrants) will have a negative impact on 
the brand. However, when these new consumers are not perceived 
to claim membership status, but just show their admiration for the 
brand (brand tourists), they will not dilute the image but rather en-
hance the symbolic value of the brand.  

These predictions build on research examining attitudes toward 
out-groups (Berger and Heath 2007; White and Dahl 2006) and im-
migration (Lee and Fiske 2006). Immigrants are often treated with 
hostility by national residents due to economic and symbolic threats. 
Similarly, in the context of symbolic brands, we predict that brand 
immigrants can threaten the exclusivity of the brand. In contrast, 
tourists, who do not demand any privileges or citizenship rights, 
are often welcomed and encouraged to visit host countries. In a pi-
lot study with 210 American citizens, we confirm that citizens hold 
more favorable attitudes towards tourists than towards immigrants. 
Tourists boost the pride of citizens. Likewise, brand tourists, as fans 
of the brand, are expected to have a positive effect on the symbolic 
value of the brand and the pride of current customers.

Five lab and field studies explore the responses of current sym-
bolic and luxury brand consumers to new customers and new brand 
extensions. To ensure high external validity of our findings, all our 
studies examine the reactions of real consumers to brands they actu-
ally own or use, and are based on real branding dilemmas and brand 
extension scenarios. We explore diverse consumer populations and 
symbolic brands representing a wide variety of ways to obtain in-
group status, such as monetary investment and product knowledge 
(owners of Ferrari cars or luxury bags), passing admission tests (stu-
dents at Harvard University), or even training for an activity (yoga 
practitioners who wear Lululemon, or participants of the “Tough 
Mudder” race). 

We demonstrate that the negative responses to brand immi-
grants and positive responses to brand tourists are mediated by feel-
ings of pride and moderated by brand ownership and level of self-
brand connection (Escalas and Bettman 2005).

Study 1a examines the responses of Harvard Undergraduates to 
a Harvard part-time online undergraduate program. We manipulate 
the description of the part-time students between-subjects in three 
conditions by providing testimonials claiming in-group status (brand 
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immigrants), testimonials not claiming membership (brand tourists), 
or no testimonials at all (control condition). We find that Harvard stu-
dents have positive reactions when part-time students are perceived 
as brand tourists and that pride mediates the reactions.

In Study 1b, we recruited owners of Prada and Marc Jacobs’s 
products and followed the same experimental paradigm of study 1a 
(i.e. description of new lower-status consumers of the brand). We 
find that the prestige image of the brand is significantly higher in 
the brand tourist condition than in the control and brand immigrant 
conditions. 

Study 2 examines the responses of participants of the endur-
ance run “Tough Mudder.” We test how participants react to offer-
ing non-participants the opportunity to buy a ticket to watch the run 
and take part in the festivities. We describe these non-participants as 
brand tourists or immigrants. We find that while brand immigrants 
are perceived as a threat to the symbolic value of the brand, tourists 
reinforce and enhance the brand’s desirability and status. This effect 
is mediated by the impact on pride and it moderated by level of self-
brand connection.

Study 3 investigates how and where the product is being used 
by examining Ferrari car owners’ reactions to Ferrari car renters. We 
find that owners react negatively when renters intend to drive the car 
on the streets of Miami and could be mistaken for real owners, but 
react positively when the renters’ intention is to experience the car 
on a Miami racing track. 

 Study 4 identifies boundary conditions for the brand tour-
ism effect by comparing the responses of owners of a symbolic (Lu-
lulemon) vs. non-symbolic (Gap) brand and  investigate yet another 
way of depicting brand tourists and immigrants by manipulating the 
ability and the potential of the new consumer to claim in-group status 
(i.e., a toddler vs. an adult). We demonstrate that while Lululemon 
owners are very sensitive to non-members’ ability to claim in-group 
status, Gap owners are less sensitive to these concerns. 

Finally, we discuss theoretical and managerial implications, in-
cluding additional studies and demonstrations of how some of our 
findings have been applied in the field.

brand dilution: the Impact of the User of Counterfeits 
on Genuine brand Perceptions and the Moderating Role 

of Social Class

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Traditionally, brands of luxury goods or status goods are de-

fined as those for which the mere use or display of the branded prod-
uct brings prestige on the owner, apart from any functional utility.  
Many firms spend significant portions of their revenue, and top man-
agement’s time, on building such strong brands by communicating 
positive and unique identities to consumers.  These efforts, however, 
can be undermined by the unauthorized use of trademarks through 
counterfeit products, offering consumers some of the symbolism of 
the brand for a fraction of the cost of the genuine name brands ($20 
Rolex watches or $40 Prada bags).  Despite the magnitude of the 
problem, little attention has been devoted to counterfeits in the lit-
erature (for exceptions see Wilcox, Min Kim and Sen 2009).  Spe-
cifically, research on the effects of counterfeit goods on perceptions 
of the brands they imitate is lacking (Loken and John 2009). We 
examine the nature of people’s inferences about others using coun-
terfeit brands and how these perceptions interact with social class in 
affecting a brand’s equity.

People compare themselves to both in-group and out-group 
members to maintain in-group distinctiveness. Consumers aspire 
to buy products of their associative reference groups, and presti-

gious brands, in particular, come to symbolize an individual’s social 
class position (Martineau 1968). Research on dissociative reference 
groups suggests that people avoid or even abandon brands that are 
linked to disliked groups (White and Dahl 2006, Berger and Heath 
2007).

The consumer’s use of a counterfeit product, such as a counter-
feit “Louis Vuitton” bag, could change the symbolism of that brand, 
depending on the social class of the counterfeit user and the social 
class of the observer.  Specifically, persons should be more likely 
to accept counterfeit product usage by persons from a similar than 
a different social class as them. Perceptions of the genuine brand 
should be negatively (positively) affected when a counterfeit prod-
uct is used by a member of one’s out (in)-group social class. We 
investigate this hypothesis through four experiments in which this 
match between social classes is either implied (studies 1 and 2) or 
manipulated (studies 3 and 4).

Experiments were conducted in a variety of settings. In stud-
ies 1 and 3 experiments were conducted in a laboratory setting with 
female undergraduates at a large University in the Midwest. Study 
2 data were collected from inner-city high-school aged females in 
local community centers. Study 4 was conducted using a popular on-
line survey provider. In studies 1 and 2, participants viewed a photo 
of a consumer using a luxury handbag and subsequently reported 
their prestige beliefs and attitudes about the genuine brand. The lux-
ury handbag shown in the photo was described as either a counterfeit 
luxury brand or a real luxury brand, and the woman in the photo (us-
ing the handbag) was described in terms that reflected either a higher 
or a lower social class. In Studies 3 and 4, we provided a more direct 
investigation of the role of social group similarity on brand beliefs. 
In study 3 we manipulated the class of both the consumer and the 
observer (i.e. the participants) and in study 4 we manipulated the 
perceived similarity between the consumer and the observer.

The results from the first two studies suggest that, for prestige 
products, the use of counterfeit products can change people’s per-
ceptions of the genuine brand but that this effect is limited by the 
match between the social class of the observer (i.e. participant) and 
the perceived social class of the consumer. Specifically, study 1 par-
ticipants, drawn from a relatively high-class population, rated Prada 
and Louis Vuitton as more prestigious and more likeable when the 
counterfeit was being used by a higher than a lower class consumer 
. For study 2 participants, drawn from a relatively lower social class, 
the reverse effect occurred. The genuine brands were rated as more 
prestigious and less likeable when the counterfeit was used by a low-
er than a higher social class consumer.

Study 3 manipulated participants’ perceptions of their own so-
cial class by framing questions about income and education with 
relatively high or low choice options. Results demonstrated that a 
match in the social classes of the observer and the consumer result-
ed in higher beliefs and attitudes towards the original brand than a 
mis-match between the social classes, for both high and low class 
observers.

Study 4 manipulated participants’ perceptions of overall simi-
larity between the user of the counterfeit and the observer by asking 
participants to imagine someone who was very much un/like them 
and then to imagine that person using a counterfeit prestige product.  
Corroborating our hypothesis, the brand was rated as more presti-
gious and likeable when the user of the counterfeit was similar rather 
than dissimilar to the participant.

Together, these studies provide compelling empirical evidence 
for the effects of counterfeit usage by social class in-groups and out-
groups on perceptions of the genuine brand.  That is, the effects of 
observing counterfeit use on beliefs of prestige and overall brand 
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attitudes depend significantly on the social class of the observer and 
the consumer. Importantly, the perceptions of people who observe 
the use of counterfeits of luxury brands are more positively (nega-
tively) disposed to liking the genuine brand when the counterfeit 
product is used by an in-group (out-group) member.

When ‘Your brand’ Changes the terms of the 
Relationship: Vicarious dissonance in the Context of 

brand Attachment

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Consumers see brands as legitimate relationship partners 

(Fournier 1998). When consumers have strong personal connection 
(attachment) with a brand, they incorporate the brand into their own 
sense of self (Park et al. 2009). Attachment to a particular brand 
influences one’s allocation of emotional, cognitive and behavioral 
resources towards the object of attachment and induces a readiness 
to evaluate it positively. Consumers follow the brands that they feel 
attached to, know them very well and have expectations from them. 
They have a tendency to see these brands as extensions of self and 
members of their in-groups. 

Consumers rely on their relationships with a brand when they 
are evaluating brand extensions (Aaker and Keller 1990). Consumers 
evaluate brand extensions according to their established perceptions 
of a family brand and the similarity with the extension categories. 
Such evaluations build on the terms of the brand-self relationship 
(i.e., characteristics of the brand perceived by the individual as part 
of self-concept). Accordingly, consumers might experience disso-
nance when these brands do not behave in line with their expecta-
tions. 

Vicarious dissonance theory in social psychology suggests that 
when people witness a discrepant behavior (contradictory to already 
established expectations) from a person that they have a bond with 
and regard as a member of their in-group, they experience a dis-
sonance. As the behavior cannot be undone, individuals have a ten-
dency to change their own attitudes toward the discrepant behavior 
in order to reduce the dissonance. Applying the vicarious dissonance 
theory to the marketing context, we suggest that people who feel 
connected to specific brands will have certain expectations regard-
ing how these brands should behave. When these brands do not 
behave in line with expectations, specifically within the context of 
brand extensions, consumers will experience vicarious dissonance 
and then change their attitudes towards the unexpected behavior. In 
order words, consumer attitudes toward the brand extension and its 
product category will become more positive compared to their first 
reaction due to the vicarious dissonance felt. 

For example, a person who identifies himself with the Porsche 
brand may associate the brand personality (young, exciting sports 
cars) of Porsche with himself, and therefore feel vicarious disso-
nance when Porsche decides to produce an SUV, a product category 
that is incongruent with the established brand personality of Porsche. 
In an effort to reduce the dissonance, the consumer may amend his 
own attitude towards the SUV product category. Hence, a person 
who has a bond with the Porsche brand may develop a positive at-
titude toward SUVs as a product category (not only to the Porsche 
SUV) after Porsche’s decision to produce SUVs. To sum up, we sug-
gest that strong consumer-brand attachment will lead to vicarious 
dissonance and affect the attitudes toward the brand extension and 
the product category. 

Additionally, we suggest that not only different attachment lev-
els, but also the different functions of the brands may impact the 
attitudes of consumers. Park and his colleagues (2009) specify three 

functions that brands serve; entertaining the self, enabling the self 
and enriching the self. In order to create consumer-brand attach-
ment, brands need to serve all three of these resources. However, the 
prominence of each of these resources may be different for various 
brands. We assume that consumers identify themselves more with 
brands that have more enriching resources. Hence, we believe that 
different resources of brands such as enriching, enabling and enter-
taining the individuals, affect the level of brand-self-identification 
and impact the vicarious dissonance felt by the consumers when an 
incongruent behavior occurs. Thus, we expect that the prominence 
of different functions of brands will moderate the vicarious disso-
nance felt by the consumers. Negative impact of incongruent brand 
extensions on consumer attitudes toward the brand will be lower for 
brands with enriching resources in comparison to brands with enter-
taining and enabling resources. 

Three pretests were conducted to choose the brands to be stud-
ied, to identify the congruent and incongruent brand extensions that 
these brands have, the type of attachment consumers feel for these 
brands and the baseline evaluations for the product categories of in-
congruent brand extensions. Based on these pretests, we selected two 
well-known brands; one luxury car brand and one fashion clothing 
brand. 

In the first laboratory experiment, we demonstrated that partici-
pants felt vicarious dissonance when a brand that they were highly 
attached to introduced an incongruent brand extension. We first 
measured the evaluations for the unbranded product categories. Par-
ticipants’ evaluations for these unbranded product categories were 
significantly increased after they were informed that brands that they 
were highly attached to launched them. In contrast, there was no 
change in the evaluations of the participants who did not feel at-
tached to the brands. These findings are replicated for both brands 
and product categories.

In the second study, we have examined the same effects using 
hypothetical scenarios with fictitious brands. Hence, attachment lev-
els were manipulated. Consistent with study 1, we found that partici-
pants’ evaluations increased for the unbranded product categories, 
even though they found them incongruent with the brands explained 
in the scenarios. In the third study that we are currently conducting, 
we are collecting data to measure the effect of different attachment 
types on vicarious dissonance and product evaluations.  

Our research contributes to the work on attitudes toward atypi-
cal brand extensions. We extend the vicarious dissonance literature 
by demonstrating its effect on the incongruent extensions of brands 
that consumers feel attached to. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
For decades, the topic of how consumers influence other con-

sumers has been of vital interest to consumer behavior and marketing 
strategy scholars.  They have explored it through studies of word of 
mouth (e.g. de Matos & Rossie 2008; Dichter 1966), of the flow of 
product information through networks (e.g.  Lee, Cotte, and Noswor-
thy 2010), of opinion leaders and opinion followers (e.g. Silk 1966; 
Coulter et al 2002), of market mavens (e.g Feick and Price 1987), 
of leader users (e.g. Kratzer and Lettl 2009; Schreier, Oberhauser, 
Prugl 2007) and of peer influence (e.g. Watts and Dodds 2007). In-
deed, more than 190 consumer and marketing research studies have 
been published in the 28 peer-reviewed journals and conference 
proceedings reviewed for this session. Not surprisingly, a consider-
able amount of knowledge has accumulated. Relatively little atten-
tion has been paid, however, to understanding the diverse ways in 
which influence is (co) produced, especially within different kinds 
of consumption communities. Moreover, we lack understanding of 
the diverse ways that consumers come to have and to maintain influ-
ence and what the effects of their influence practices may be. This 
oversight is particularly problematic given the explosive growth in 
online communities in which consumers with shared consumption 
interests may congregate.  Our objective in this session is to shed 
new light on the very nature of consumer influence and on factors 
and processes that make some consumers more influential than oth-
ers in online contexts. 

The general orientation of this session is toward seeing influ-
ence as a contextually embedded and collectively co-constructed 
phenomenon.  We anticipate some similarity across contexts, but we 
seek to understand the diversity, both in what influence means, and 
in what makes consumers influential in online communities that have 
differing norms and practices, that interact on different kinds of plat-
forms and that share interests in products, practices, and problems 
with differing characteristics. 

Likely audience
Scholars interested in word of mouth, opinion leaders and fol-

lowers, peer influence, and consumption communities will all find 
fresh insights in this session. 

Issues and topics to be covered
In the first two papers of the session, a primary issue of concern 

is how influential consumers produce and maintain their influence.  
Savignac, Parmentier,  and Marcoux, study the authenticity manage-
ment tactics of lead bloggers in a somewhat countercultural commu-
nity focused on skateboards and the street-wear that skateboarders 
favor. Dolbec  and Fischer highlight how curatorial practices are cru-
cial in an aesthetic community.  The latter study, as well as the final 
two in the session, illuminate the diverse means by which influence 
can be co-created.  Dolbec  and Fischer highlight the emergence of 
an alternative taste structure that deviates from that of mainstream 
fashion, Smith focuses on how opinion leaders in an online investing 
community provide antenarratives with which followers engage to 
help make sense of unstable markets, and Schau, Dang and Zhang 
analyze “code switching” in the influence process in a community 
populated by migrants seeking to understand US markets and mar-
keting practices.

Why the session is likely to make an important 
contribution

The session will make an important contribution because it 
complements and moves beyond previous work that has studied in-
fluence in the form of encouraging or discouraging new product ac-
ceptance, or general psychological, demographic and socio-graphic 
characteristics of those whose transmit word of mouth or who are 
regarded as lead users, influencers or opinion leaders.  It does so 
by focusing on contextually situated and materially shaped practices 
within diverse communities, where new product adoption is but one 
of many issues relevant to participants. Together the papers in this 
session will broaden and deepen our understanding of the concept of 
influence, of the ways in which consumers can come to be influential, 
and of how influence is sustained.

Furthering the conference mission of appreciating 
diversity

This session furthers the mission of appreciating diversity first 
by focusing on online communities that involve consumers from di-
verse countries, ranging from China (in the community studied by 
Schau et al) to French Canada (in that studied by Savignac et al) to 
regions as disparate as the Philippines, France, the UK, and Japan (in 
that studied by Dolbec and Fischer).  The session also furthers the 
conference mission by involving researchers who originate in mul-
tiple countries:  Canada, China, and the United States.  Diversity is 
also represented in the mix of scholars, from masters and doctoral 
students, to junior faculty, to senior faculty. Finally, diversity is re-
flected in the mix of quantitative (see Schau et al) and qualitative 
methods and in the varied theories used across the papers.

Stage of Completion of Each Paper
All data has been collected and analyzed for each paper, and 

working versions of each have been drafted.
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Consumer-bloggers Mobilized in Marketing Campaigns:  
A Study of Opinion Leaders’ Authenticity Management 

in a Streetwear Community

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Recent research (Thompson 2006; Kozinets et al. 2010) has 

shown that consumer-bloggers, acting as opinion leaders in online 
communities, can have a substantial influence on their audience. 
Prior research efforts have been concerned with identifying optimal 
narrative strategies that can be used by bloggers when participating 
in a WOM campaign (Kozinets et al. 2010), and with the perceived 
credibility of bloggers as information sources (Kumkale et al. 2010; 
Eisend 2010). In contrast, our research focuses on how influential 
bloggers manage their authenticity through their online presentation 
of self as they participate in marketing campaigns. We ask:  Do in-
fluential consumer-bloggers feel their authenticity threatened by the 
commercial pressures they face? And if so, what practices do they 
engage in to build and maintain authenticity, with what effect? 

We know from previous research efforts that the concept of au-
thenticity relies on perception of others (Beverland 2006; Rose et 
Wood 2005). More precisely, an individual may be perceived as au-
thentic if his or her actions reveal his “real” self (Arnould and Price 
2000). We argue that the literature has yet to address how influential 
consumers perceive the social construction of their influence within 
a community and, as a consequence, how they build and manage an 
authentic self. We find, in particular, a paucity of research about the 
processes and practices of authenticity management online. We are 
particularly interested in the context of consumer-bloggers acting as 
opinion leaders in their virtual community of consumption as they 
increasingly face potential communal-commercial tensions when 
getting involved in marketing campaigns (Kozinets et al. 2010). Our 
paper addresses these gaps by focusing on consumer-bloggers’ per-
spectives on online authenticity and their strategies to maintain an 
authentic self. 

The qualitative methodology used for this research project fol-
lows Kozinets (2010) recommendations about the netnographic ap-
proach. Specifically, data was collected through combining a netnog-
raphy of six influential blogs with offline in-depth interviews with 
each consumer behind these blogs. The participants were all members 
of Montreal’s streetwear community, i.e. an on- and off-line commu-
nity formed around a common interest in streetwear fashion (e.g., 
sneakers), urban art, and skateboarding. The first author, a member 
of the community, engaged in offline observation of the community 
as well. Our netnography was concerned with these opinion leaders’ 
approaches in discussing products and brands on their blogs (both 
sponsored and non-sponsored products) and their presentation of 
self as influential members of the community. Through the in-depth 
interviews, the first author investigated further the relationships be-
tween these consumer-bloggers and their audience, made of com-
munity members, outsider-consumers and marketers.

Schau and Gilly (2003) argue that the Internet offers the op-
portunity for web users to plan, refine and even rebuild their pre-
sentation of self. Our results show that consumers acting as opinion 
leaders are greatly preoccupied with conveying an authentic self to 
their audience. To that effect, our research findings show five main 
practices mobilized by consumer-bloggers in order to construct an 
authentic self. First, by adopting an informal tone (1) in the writing 
process of their blog entries, and thus remaining true to the commu-
nal norms, our bloggers felt they improved the authenticity of their 
online self. Also, by publishing original content as opposed to simply 
sharing existing content (2) and contextualizing in detail the sub-
jects of their blog entries (3), our bloggers perceived that they were 

strengthening the authenticity of their self-presentation. Publishing 
blog entries that reflected their offline reality (4) was also perceived 
by bloggers as instrumental to the construction of an authentic self, 
as was displaying field-specific capital and expertise around the sub-
jects discussed on their blogs (5). These strategies seem to be ef-
fective considering the increase attention these influencers received 
from both consumer and marketing manager audiences. In conclu-
sion, this research extends consumer behavior knowledge by dem-
onstrating that consumer-bloggers evolving in a virtual community 
of consumption are not only concerned with the perception of their 
readers, but also attempt to maintain their influence by actively man-
aging what they perceive as their authentic self. 

Institutional dynamics when Consumers Coalesce in 
Aestheticized Product Markets

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Consumer researchers are increasingly interested in marketplace 

dynamics – understanding what leads to the creation of new markets 
(Ansari and Philips 2010; Humphreys 2010a, 2010b) or to signifi-
cant changes in existing markets (Giesler 2008, 2012; Scaraboto and 
Fischer forthcoming; Thompson and Coskuner-Bali 2007). Prior 
market level research has examined the role of consumers to a limit-
ed extent, often emphasizing marketers as the main agents of market 
dynamics (e.g. Giesler 2012; Humphreys 2010a). Research that has 
looked at consumers’ roles in market dynamics has largely focused 
on those who want to challenge the market, either based on ideology 
or unmet needs (e.g., Coskuner-Bali 2007; Scaraboto and Fischer 
forthcoming). Little attention has been paid to the unintended con-
sequences for markets that may ensue when ‘contented’ consumers, 
not seeking any particular form of market change, interconnect with 
one another because of their shared interests in and enthusiasm for a 
product category. Interconnected consumers have been presented as 
value creators for particular brands (Schau, Jensen and Muniz 2009) 
and as brand co-producers (Fuller et al. 2008), but no prior research 
has examined the market-level implications of interactions by avid, 
interconnected consumers. We aim to fill this gap, focusing on an 
aestheticized market, where aesthetics are the products (Entwistle 
2002), and inquiring about the processes by which the actions and 
interactions of interconnected consumers leads to institutional level 
changes in the market. 

The context of this study is the fashion industry. We used a 
multi-method qualitative approach. Our data set is composed of field 
notes and observation following an 18-month long netnography on 
an outfit sharing website, lookbook.nu, combined with interviews 
with 13 fashion bloggers and participants in lookbook.nu, journal 
articles from major fashion magazines and websites, leading world 
journals and interviews with industry actors, and data gathered from 
leading online fashion forums and fashion bloggers. We employed 
institutional theory (e.g., Greenwood et al. 2008) as our theoretical 
lens to facilitate a market-level analysis, which we combined with 
field theory (Bourdieu 1984; 1991). We draw on concepts such as 
institutional logics, institutional work, mimetic isomorphism and 
concepts of symbolic capital derived from Bourdieu’s perspective 
to make sense of the marketplace dynamics and sources of changes 
we observed. Our findings provide a process-oriented analysis which 
identifies different, inter-related processes and institutional impacts 
for each. 

First, consumers need an easily accessible platform through 
which they can connect and share their passion for products in a 
category. Platforms such as online forums, sharing and curating web-
sites, and easily self-publishable discussion sites (e.g., blogs), are 
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first created by enthusiasts. When multiple such platforms have been 
created and are widely embraced by consumers who share their tastes 
and opinions, a new type of institution can be said to have emerged 
in the field. These institutions allow consumers to emulatw practices 
engaged in by other categories of actors in the institutional field,(e.g. 
consumer-produced photo shoots), ultimately re-distributing the lo-
cus of institutional work. Second, some consumers, through their 
creative contributions in such  forms as fashion critiques, fashion 
creations, street photography, and outfit photo shoots, and through 
the “fans” they accrue, gain greater symbolic capital in the eyes of 
other actors in the field. Such consumers may convert their existing 
capital to enter the field of fashion in producerly roles. Others may 
develop “bridging” capital, combining high and low fashion, acting 
as facilitators between those two subfields by translating high fash-
ion looks into everyday fashion. Third, platforms where consumers 
congregate can become important institutional players,as a growing 
range of institutional actors, such as designers, model agencies and 
industry publications, are influenced by what is being said and done 
on those platforms, and, in the case of publications, citing the inter-
ventions of consumers on those platforms. More, companies begin 
to mimic the platforms created by consumers to appropriate the lat-
ter under their own brand. Fourth, powerful market actors further 
contribute to the legitimation of consumer-created trends by spon-
soring those who started them, emulating the platforms consumers 
created, using consumer-generated pictures to sell their own prod-
ucts, inviting influential consumers to industry events, featuring in-
fluential consumers in mainstream fashion publications, and citing 
them as inspiration. Fifth, a niche economy develops around the new 
tastes represented by interconnected consumers. A growing number 
of online retailers are now catering to those, answering to the rapid 
changes for new tastes and emerging trends. Ultimately, some of 
these trends get diffused in mainstream fashion.

Our research shows the unintended consequences which can al-
ter an aesthecized market when interconnected consumers increase 
the level and the visibility of their participation in the market. While 
consumers cannot escape markets when they wish to do so (Kozinets 
2001) they can profoundly alter those they wish to participate in.   

never-Ending Stories: Opinion Leadership and 
Antenarratives in an Online Investment Community

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Consumer researchers have studied opinion leadership for de-

cades (c.f. Silk 1966), investigating aspects including characteristics 
and dimensions of the concept (e.g. King and Summers 1970; Flynn, 
Goldsmith, and Eastman 1996), its relationship with network struc-
ture (e.g. Kratzer and Lettl 2009; Lee, Cotte, and Noseworthy 2010) 
motivations and antecedents (e.g. Feick, Price, and Higie 1986; 
Stokburger-Sauer and Hoyer 2009) and its effects, especially on the 
diffusion of innovations (e.g. Leonard-Barton 1985; Iyengar, Van 
den Bulte and Valente 2011). Researchers have also identified activi-
ties in which opinion leaders engage: the acquisition of knowledge 
about categories of interest, word-of-mouth behavior, and advice-
giving on product search, purchase, and use. However, few studies 
actually observe opinion leaders in action; one exception is Kozinets 
et al. (2010), who focus on word of mouth involving online product 
seeding. The dearth of research that observes how opinion leaders 
interact with others suggests there is an opportunity to refine our 
understanding on what opinion leaders actually do. 

This study seeks to broaden our understanding of what opinion 
leadership entails. 

It does so by investigating opinion leaders and other partici-
pants in an online investment community, Seeking Alpha.  Investing 
is an increasingly important consumer research topic (c.f. Morrin et 
al. 2002; Hirsto 2011). Seeking Alpha positions itself as “the pre-
mier website for actionable stock market opinion and analysis, and 
vibrant, intelligent finance discussion.”  It hosts more than 300,000 
blog posts, written by more than 4,000 contributing investors.  The 
site tracks and publicizes “opinion leaders,” deemed as such based 
on how many page views their posts received during the preced-
ing 90-day period. This study draws on more than 3,000 blog posts, 
and all ensuing discussion, from 26 contributing investors posted 
over the 90-day period of November 28, 2011 to February 26, 2012.  
These investors were the “opinion leaders” over this time period for 
the most read category in the community, “Long & Short Ideas.”  
This category includes 7 subcategories (e.g. long ideas, IPO analysis, 
options, etc.). All “opinion leaders” in the sample ranked in the top 5 
most read authors in at least one of these 7 subcategories.  

Based on my analysis, I offer some novel answers to the ques-
tion ‘what do opinion leaders do?’ Specifically, I find that they con-
struct and facilitate the evolution of “antenarratives.” Antenarratives 
are “non-linear, incoherent, collective, unplotted, and pre-narrative 
speculations, a bet, that a proper narrative can be constituted” (Boje 
2001: 1).”  They differ from traditional narratives, possessing neither 
plot nor coherence, and being inherently speculative since they arise 
in the flow of experience that occurs before narrative closure (Boje 
2001; Barge 2004).  Collectively drafted, antenarratives emerge in a 
variety of contexts (e.g. organizations (Vaara and Tienari 2011); ad-
vertising campaigns (Grow 2008)).  Investing appears to be a context 
in which antenarratives that help to make sense of unfolding events 
are particularly welcome, perhaps because ‘the market’ is constantly 
evolving, presenting itself as a “continuous knowledge project for 
consumers” (Zwick and Dholakia 2006) and because one purpose 
of investing is to speculate on ‘the market’, and make a bet on one’s 
mastery of its logic.  In an online community context, these bets are 
proposed – and sometimes taken up – as well as collectively debated, 
refined, reformed, discarded and resuscitated with the next analyst 
upgrade, quarterly report, management shake-up, economic forecast, 
rate cut, etc.  

 My analysis also indicates that opinion leadership is not strictly 
about influencing product decisions, but also about influencing oth-
ers’ participation in marketplace storytelling, a phenomena that is 
important both to those who are interested in value co-creation and 
those who are interested in the movement of the stock market, which 
rises and descends with the information and stories that envelop it. 
My analysis reveals that participants in Seeking Alpha – who only 
infrequently admit to being influenced in terms of stock buying or 
selling – are regularly enticed by the “opinion leaders” to participate 
in the authoring of antenarratives through commenting and unique 
posts.  The factors that appear to be associated with this type of influ-
ence (revealed through higher reader participation) in this context in-
clude a content focus on “cult stocks” (e.g. Apple, Sirus XM, Annaly 
Capital Management) within the community, the use of inter-textual 
referencing, and the inclusion of personal investing anecdotes and 
positions.

My paper offers a significant complement to the extant litera-
ture on opinion leaders and the ways in which they exert influence 
over others.  It elaborates on antenarrative storytelling as one key 
behavior of online opinion leaders and discusses how influence per-
tains to activities like storytelling and not just purchase decisions. It 
also explains how opinion leaders in such a community exert influ-
ence.  It thus enhances our understanding of online consumer influ-
ence and influencers. 
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Learning the Language of the Market:  
Contextual Influence and the Use of Code Switching in 

Online Consumer Acculturation Platforms

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The US marketplace is governed by a host of contradictory situ-

ational norms that can, at times, confuse even the savviest American 
consumers. For example, in some circumstances you pay full asking 
price (i.e., groceries, clothing, and department stores), haggle (i.e., 
automobiles, second hand goods, and domiciles), bid (i.e., antiques 
and eBay), barter (i.e., co-operatives), donate (i.e., Goodwill and 
Toys for Tots), and tip (i.e., hair salons, restaurants, and cabs). You 
may pay in advance, pay at the time of purchase or service, pay in 
installments, pay a third party over time, or even lease. A consumer 
is unlikely to have perfect market information, therefore, the most 
favorable price or “best deal” on a given product or service across 
stores is virtually unknown (Urbany et al. 2000).  Consumers less 
familiar with the rules and norms of the American marketplace (i.e., 
immigrants, temporary residents and tourists) are at a severe disad-
vantage.

Immigration is a cornerstone of American society. In 2010, 
1,042,625 people were granted legal permanent residency in the 
United States (Monger and Yankay 2011), 619,913 became natu-
ralized citizens (Lee 2011), 73,293 were given refugee status, and 
21,113 were granted asylum (Martin 2011). Homeland Security re-
ports 160 million nonimmigrant admissions to the United States in 
2010 (Monger and Mathews 2011). And these figures only reflect 
legal, documented entrants. Nearly 11 million “unauthorized immi-
grants” were estimated to reside in the US in 2010 (Hoefer et al. 
2011). Regardless of formal status, these immigrants, refugees and 
foreign nationals must all learn to navigate American marketplaces.

Peñaloza (1994) provides a complex model of immigrant con-
sumer acculturation, demonstrating that the process requires specific 
types of influential consumer acculturation agents, who know both 
the culture of origin and the culture of immigration (Peñaloza 1994, 
36, 48). Part of this influence is language facility that enables the 
transmission of complex cultural logics from one culture to another. 
Consumer acculturation agents are highly influential because their 
dual language competencies can help them impart the requisite cul-
tural logics to new consumers, thus teaching consumers to navigate 
new marketplaces. Drawing from sociolinguistics, we demonstrate 
that code switching is a common consumer acculturation strategy. 
Influencing agents educate new migrants through thick descriptions 
of market practices in the language of origin and directly import 
terms from the host language as labels for the practices.

Codes are defined in the sociolinguistics literature as communi-
ty-level communication systems (Gumperz 1982) and code switch-
ing as a communicator’s systematic and deliberate shifting between 
codes during a single communicative episode (Coulmas 2005; 
Heller 1988). The most common community-level communication 
system is a language and code switching occurs between languages. 
For example, immigrants from China may switch between speak-
ing Chinese and speaking English in a single communication event 
such as a face-to-face conversation in a grocery store. We show that 
code switching allows the cultural entrant to both understand market 
phenomenon of the host locale and recognize it when it appears in 
host language communications. Interestingly, we also find that code 
switching may persist beyond the initial learning stages to become 
the manner in which influential communications about brands, price 
discounts and bundling promotions are conveyed.

Our study is situated in an online forum, MITBBS (http://www.
mitbbs.com/) which serves as an influential acculturation platform 
where Chinese immigrants and foreign nationals interact to discuss 
the rules and norms of the American marketplace. 

We combine netnography, a qualitative method of manual the-
matic forum analysis (Kozinets 2009) with an established computa-
tional linguistics method to trace the discourse on the acculturation 
platform MITBBS specifically, the market-oriented sub-board, “Pen-
nySaver.” The netnographic method is used to obtain the general pat-
terns in the data; the computational linguistics method is used to gen-
erate quantitative analysis results to determine the magnitude of the 
phenomenon. The data reveal that the message board is an influential 
acculturation tool. We demonstrate that one specific linguistic strat-
egy dominates the process of learning the market: code switching. 
Code switching behavior occurs at the language-level and at a sub-
cultural level with a shared code developed among participants on 
the acculturation platform regarding American retail protocols and 
marketing promotions. This discovery of a shared code on the ac-
culturation platform echoes a recent study that discovered language, 
dialect and brand level codes operating in quick service restaurants 
and beverage bars (Schau et al. 2007). We illustrate the manner in 
which code switching is used by contextually embedded influentials 
to teach market rules and collaboratively strategize ways of extract-
ing maximum value in market transactions. We also show that code 
switching, while expected in early learning stages, becomes a robust 
norm for these influentials to communicate market-level phenom-
enon to susceptible novice consumers.

http://www.mitbbs.com/
http://www.mitbbs.com/
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
This session brings together four papers that explore an influen-

tial element of marketing communications, a product’s packaging, on 
consumer health and well-being. Because a product’s packaging is 
the final aspect of the marketing communications mix that consum-
ers are confronted with (at point of sale), the influence of packaging 
on judgment and decision making has important implications. In par-
ticular, because overweight and obesity are widespread public health 
problems, effects of packaging elements on nutrition judgments and 
food choices are particularly important from a practical perspective.

The first two papers in the session (Leonard, Manning, and 
Campbell; Connell, Brucks, and Nielsen) investigate the role of vi-
sual packaging elements such as licensed characters and spokeschar-
acters from a developmental perspective. Leonard et al. investigate 
how the presence of licensed characters on packaging influence chil-
dren’s food preferences and the amount of food consumed. Build-
ing on this theme, Connell et al. investigate how children’s cognitive 
constraints in recognizing and defending against product packaging 
and advertising elements lead to a blurred distinction between com-
mercial and entertainment content that persists into adulthood and 
potentially leads to biased judgments of associated food products. 

The second two papers in the session (Debevec, Andonova, 
and Miller; Newman, Howlett, Burton, and Andrews) investigate 
how the portrayal of nutrition packaging information enhances or 
thwarts consumers’ ability to process this information. Debevec et 
al. investigate how placement and portrayal of nutrition information 
on a product’s package influences the extent to which consumers re-
call and process this information. Newman et al. demonstrate that 
the combination of nutrition facts disclosures available to consumers 
impacts their ability to process this information.

Thus, as a whole, these papers provide new insights into how 
different packaging elements influence consumers’ food judgments 

and decisions.  They investigate this question from a variety of per-
spectives – examining influences on both children (Leonard et al.) 
and adults (Debevec et al., Newman et al.) as well as how these influ-
ences vary over time (Connell et al.).  They also consider the impact 
of both health (Debevec et al., Newman et al.) and non-health related 
information (Leonard et al., Connell et al.) and have important impli-
cations for improving consumers’ food choices.

The findings should be of interest to diverse constituencies at 
ACR, including researchers interested in information processing, 
judgment and decision making, child development, and consumer 
health and well-being. The four papers represent work at advanced 
stages of conceptual development and data collection. This session 
contributes to the ACR conference’s theme of diversity by integrat-
ing a diverse set of perspectives (developmental, information pro-
cessing, and judgment and decision making) under one overarching 
theme (product packaging’s effects on consumer health). In addition, 
these papers present data from both children (an important at-risk 
group) as well as adult participants. (Note: * denotes speaking au-
thor. Each speaker has agreed to present at the ACR conference in the 
event the session is accepted.)

the Impact of Licensed Cartoon Characters on 
Children’s Eating Choices

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The incidence of overweight and obesity among children in the 

U.S. has shown a dramatic increase over the past 40 years. For in-
stance, obesity rates among preschool-aged children have more than 
doubled since the 1970s, and have more than tripled among 6-11 
year old children. During this period, food and beverage companies 
have increased the amount spent on marketing to children. Including 
licensed characters on packaging is a prevalent part of marketing to 
children, with licensed characters and tie-ins with children’s enter-
tainment accounting for 13% ($208 million) of all youth marketing, 
and up to 50% of youth marketing in some food categories, such 
as restaurant foods and fruits and vegetables (Kovacic et al 2008). 
While advertising to children has declined, the incidence of cross-
promotions such as licensed characters increased by 78% between 
2006 and 2008 (Harris et al 2009). Some advocates have argued 
that companies should not use characters to promote food products 
to children, and some companies have agreed to only use licensed 
characters to promote food products that meet a minimum nutritional 
standard. However, several questions about the impact of package-
based licensed characters on children’s preferences, choices, and 
consumption behavior remain unanswered. 

Recently, studies have shown that the presence of brands and li-
censed characters on food product packaging can affect the perceived 
taste of the foods among young children. When children were asked 
to taste pairs of identical foods presented in packaging that differed 
only in terms of whether it was branded as McDonald’s (Robinson 
and Matheson 2007) or included a sticker of a licensed character (Ro-
berto et al 2010), children indicated that the food from the branded/
stickered package tasted better than the food from the plain package, 
and that they would prefer food in the branded/stickered package as a 
snack. In a between-subjects design, children indicated that an osten-
sibly healthy cereal tasted better when it came from a package with 
a licensed character than without, but there was no perceived taste 
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difference when the cereal was purportedly unhealthy (Lapierre et 
al 2011). While these studies find that the presence of licensed char-
acters or branding elements on the food product package improved 
the perceived taste of the food among young children, none of the 
studies gave the children the opportunity to actually choose a snack 
or to consume as much as they wanted. Based on research showing 
that positive arousal leads to increased consumption in adults (Macht 
et al 2002; Kenardy et al 2003), we propose that the presence of a li-
censed character will, among children, increase positive arousal and 
thereby influence product selection and the amount consumed. The 
subsequently described studies extend existing research by examin-
ing whether the inclusion of popular licensed characters on packag-
ing affects (1) the choices children make, and (2) the amount that 
children choose to consume and/or what foods they choose to con-
sume. In a yet to be completed study, we will also seek to understand 
why the presence of a licensed character on a food package affects 
choice and consumption. 

The goal of Studies 1a and 1b was to confirm the common be-
lief that children are more likely to choose food in packaging that 
includes a licensed character over packaging that does not. For both 
studies, children between 4 and 10 years old were approached in 
public spaces and offered a choice between a free sample of two 
fruit gummy snacks, one with a licensed character, and one without. 
Study 1a (n=26), used the same brand of fruit gummy snacks, one 
with a sticker of a Spongebob character attached. Study 1b (n=26) 
used two different brands of fruit gummy snacks, one that included 
Scooby Doo characters on the package, and the other with pictures 
of fruit, but no character. Children were significantly more likely 
to choose the option with the licensed character than expected by 
chance in both Study 1a (77%; (χ2= 7.54, p=.006) and 1b (69%; χ2 
= 3.85, p=.05). 

Considering that children choose food packages that include a 
licensed character over food packages that do not, the goal of study 
2 was to examine the effects of a licensed character on consumption 
amount of healthy and unhealthy foods. Eighty children aged 4 to 7 
were asked to participate in a taste test. They saw a package of either 
cookies or dried apricots that either included an image of Scooby 
Doo or the same package, but without Scooby Doo. They were of-
fered a bowl of the cookies or dried apricots, purportedly from that 
package, and asked to taste at least one and to complete a survey. 
Afterwards, the amount of the food the child consumed during the 
survey was measured. Results show a main effect of character, con-
trolling for hunger, such that for both healthy and unhealthy foods, 
children consume more when Scooby Doo is on the package (MChar-

acter = 0.68, MNo Character = 0.54, p=.05). There were no other significant 
effects.

Overall, this set of studies contributes to the literature on the 
effects of marketing techniques on children by examining the effects 
of including popular licensed characters on food packaging. We find 
that children are more likely to choose food with licensed characters 
on the package and importantly, to consume more of both healthy 
and unhealthy foods when the package includes a licensed character. 
A fourth study examines why these effects occur, specifically exam-
ining the role of arousal.

Exposure to Advertising and Packaging Cues in Early 
Childhood Leads to blurred distinction between 

Commercial and Entertainment Media that Persists into 
Adulthood 

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Previous research has found that children incrementally learn 

how to recognize and cope with marketing communications as they 
age. It is now well-established that children first learn how to distin-
guish commercial from entertainment content (Butter et al. 1981), 
then later recognize the persuasive intent of marketing communica-
tions (Ward, Wackman, and Wartella 1977), and finally learn to uti-
lize cognitive defenses against marketing communications (Brucks, 
Armstrong, and Goldberg 1986). However, the question remains 
as to whether these developmental constraints lead to effects that 
persist into adulthood. Across four studies, we demonstrate that dis-
tinction between commercial and entertainment stimuli from early 
childhood is blurred. In contrast, we do not observe this blurred dis-
tinction for stimuli that is initially encountered later in life, after full 
development of marketing communications knowledge. This blurred 
distinction, along with hedonic associations with early childhood 
advertising stimuli, results in subsequent judgment biases favoring 
associated products on unrelated utilitarian (e.g., nutrition) attributes 
that can persist into adulthood. These biases are likely to be activated 
by advertising/product packaging elements (e.g., spokescharacters), 
are difficult to correct, and can even extend to brand extensions sup-
ported by the same advertising/packaging elements (Bousch and Lo-
ken 1991). 

The purpose of study 1 was to provide evidence that memory 
representation of commercial stimuli experienced first in early child-
hood remain influenced by the initial encoding as entertainment. 
Fifty-one U.S.-born and raised participants completed an Implicit 
Association Test (IAT; Greenwald 2008), where they classified 
stimuli as either entertainment or advertising. We selected eight en-
tertainment (four “earlier” and four “later”) and eight advertising/
packaging characters (four “earlier” and four “later”) to be used as 
visual stimuli. The “earlier” stimuli had all been widely used for 
decades, thus ensuring that participants likely would have been 
exposed to them initially in early childhood. “Later” stimuli were 
chosen so that they were nonexistent in early childhood for older 
participants, but were extant and commonplace in early childhood 
for younger participants. Participants were classified as “older” or 
“younger” based on the age the participant would have been at the 
time the later stimuli were introduced so that “older” participants 
could have experienced only half the stimuli in early childhood. 
In contrast, “younger” participants would have likely experienced 
all of the stimuli in early childhood, before advertising knowledge 
would have been fully developed. Results supported the predicted 
interaction between participant age group, stimulus chronology, and 
stimulus type (F(1,50)=3.81,p=.056). Exploring the older group of 
participants further revealed a two-way interaction of stimuli type by 
stimuli chronology (F(1, 50)=3.78, p=.056) which, as predicted, is 
driven by an enhanced ability to categorize advertising stimuli where 
initial exposure came after full development of advertising knowl-
edge (MEarlier=1078.64, MLater= 942.45, F(1,50=17.34), p<.001). In 
contrast, there were no differences in this age group in their abil-
ity to categorize the stimuli (F(1,50)=1.83, p = .18). Importantly, 
this two-way interaction did not replicate for younger participants 
(F(1,50)<1). 

The purpose of study 2 was to provide evidence to show that the 
blurred distinction documented in study 1 can lead to biased nutri-
tion judgments for products associated with the advertising, due to 
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the hedonic nature of children’s advertising. As a visual stimulus, we 
selected a well-recognized mascot used for advertising and packag-
ing since its associated pre-sweetened cereal’s launch in 1979. One 
hundred and fifteen participants from the United States were recruit-
ed from Amazon mTurk. As in study 1, participants were divided 
into younger and older groups based upon the age they would have 
been when this product was launched. After viewing the stimulus, 
the associated product was rated on health-related items embedded 
among other measures on 7-point scales. As expected, the younger 
group rated the product as healthier than the older group (MYounger=4.
31,MOlder=4.00,F(1,112)=2.61,p=.05). 

The purpose of studies 3 and 4 was to demonstrate that nutri-
tion-related biases for early childhood products are resilient and dif-
ficult to correct, and can be done so only when both motivation and 
ability to correct bias are high (Wegener and Petty 1985) and when 
highly positive affect does not serve as a motivational deterrent to at-
tend to negative attributes (e.g., high sugar) in a product (Ahluwalia, 
Burnkrant, and Unnava 1998). In both studies, we selected a visual 
stimulus that has been heavily and continuously used in advertising 
and packaging since 1951, making it highly likely that U.S.-born 
participants would have been exposed to this mascot at a very ear-
ly age. In study 3, 150 U.S.-born undergraduate participants were 
randomly assigned to a between-subjects design where motivation 
(prime:health/control per Bargh et al. 2001) and ability (source of 
bias made salient/not salient) were manipulated and affect toward 
the stimulus image was measured. The presweetened cereal product 
endorsed by the relevant stimulus was then rated on health-related 
items embedded among other measures, as in study 1, on 7-point 
scales. We observed the hypothesized interaction between motiva-
tion, ability, and positive affect (F(1,141)=4.23, p<.05). When both 
ability and motivation to correct were enhanced, there was a signifi-
cant linear relationship, with the effect of a decreasing likelihood to 
correct bias as positive affect toward the relevant stimulus increased 
(t=3.14,β=.46, p <.01). Judgments did not change regardless of level 
of felt affect in the other three conditions (all t < |1|).  In study 4, 
we replicated this pattern of results on a product extension with dif-
ferent ability manipulation (passage read on advertising’s effects on 
children/elderly) and with motivation measured by assessing how 
interested participants were with the information in the ability ma-
nipulation with 78 U.S.-born participants (F(1,69) =5.10, p< .05). As 
in study 3, higher levels of positive affect interfered with bias cor-
rection when ability to correct was enhanced and participants were 
motivated to attend to the message (t = 2.94, β = .55, p < .01). Also 
replicating the pattern in study 3, judgments did not change regard-
less of level of felt affect in the other three conditions (all t < |1|). 

This research provides evidence that early exposure to advertis-
ing and packaging elements can lead to effects that persist for years, 
even decades, into adulthood. Furthermore, these effects have the 
potential to adversely impact consumer health and well-being. 

Is That Healthy? The Influence of Information Type and 
Location on nutritional Information Processing

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Rising obesity rates and a resulting increase in health con-

sciousness has led to increased interest in how to better communicate 
nutritional information on packaging.  Several systems (e.g., traffic 
light, Facts Up Front, NuVal, Smart Choices) have been introduced.  
In this paper, we focus on two such systems – Facts Up Front (FF), 
which typically places icons with calorie, total fat, sodium and sugar 
information in the top corner of the package, and NuVal, which rates 
products on a 1-100 scale based on 30-plus nutrients and nutrition 

factors.  Although NuVal has not been used on packages to date (they 
provide information on shelf tags and at their website), we selected it 
for study due to its summary nature, in contrast to FF’s inclusion of 
more specific information about individual nutrients.

We examine how the type of information (FF, NuVal) and its 
location influence consumer awareness of the information as well as 
the degree to which they prompt self-referencing (i.e., whether con-
sumers process this information relative to their own experiences).  
Self-referencing was chosen as a key focus of our investigation be-
cause self-referencing has been shown to lead to greater learning and 
recall of information (e.g., Klein and Loftus 1988), increased mes-
sage elaboration and persuasion when message arguments are strong 
(Burnkrant and Unnava 1995), more favorable attitudes toward ads 
and products, and increased purchase intention (Debevec and Iyer 
1988).  Further, given research reporting that females tend to be 
more health-focused than men, we also sought to understand how 
the effectiveness of the nutritional information varied by gender.  
Specifically, we examine: (1) whether consumers are more likely to 
pay attention to the nutritional labels when they are overlapping the 
product, in close proximity to the product, or at the top right corner; 
(2) whether consumer self-referencing varies based on the location 
and type of the nutritional information; and (3) whether gender mod-
erates these effects.

To examine these questions, we conducted a 3 (location: top, 
overlapping, proximal) x 2 (type of information: FF, NuVal) x 2 
(gender) between-subjects experiment with an additional control 
group; 247 students (42.5% female) participated for course credit.  
Participants were presented with a picture of the front of a box of 
WhoNu cookies which contained the product name, image of the 
cookies, and four health-related manufacturer claims (e.g., “as much 
fiber as a bowl of oatmeal”).  In the NuVal and FF conditions, the box 
also contained the NuVal logo and score or the 4 FF boxes in one of 
three different locations on the package – overlapping the cookies, 
above the cookies (proximal), or in the top right corner of the pack-
age.  After viewing the package, participants were asked questions 
to assess their recall and processing of the nutritional information.

As expected, location influenced the degree to which consum-
ers paid attention to the nutritional information.  We expected recall 
to be highest for information overlapping the product image since 
information in this location would be more likely to fall within the 
consumers’ focal view when examining the product.  Consistent with 
this hypothesis, NuVal information yielded the highest recall when 
it overlapped the cookies (54% correct vs. 15% in top right (p = .02) 
and 11% when proximal (p = .01)).  However, results suggest that 
the optimal location of information may vary by information type.  
Recall was highest for FF when it was placed in the top right corner 
(68% correct compared to 54% and 30% when it was overlapping 
and proximal to the cookies, respectively).  There were no differ-
ences in recall by gender. 

Also, as expected, location, type of information, and gender in-
fluenced the degree to which consumers engaged in self-referencing.  
A 3 (location) x 2 (type of information) x 2 (gender) ANOVA on 
self-referencing revealed a main effect of location (F(2, 199) = 3.14, 
p < .05) and a main effect for gender (F(1, 199) = 6.08, p < .02).  
Nutritional information placed on the top right resulted in marginally 
higher self-referencing (M = 4.45) than when the information was 
overlapping (M = 3.74, p = .06), but did not differ from when it was 
proximal to the cookies (M = 4.10, p > .4).  As expected, females had 
higher levels of self-referencing than males (Mf = 4.45, Mm = 3.84, 
p < .01).  There was also a significant three-way interaction among 
location, type of information, and gender (F(2, 199) = 3.22, p < .05).  
This interaction appeared to be driven by differences in how men and 
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women responded to the information when it overlapped the cook-
ies.  Men were significantly more likely to self-reference the NuVal 
information (M = 3.86) than the FF information (M = 2.94, p < .05), 
while women were (directionally) more likely to self-reference the 
FF information (M = 4.52) than the NuVal information (M = 3.61, 
p = .1).

Our research contributes to the literature on consumer process-
ing of nutrition information by identifying the optimal placement of 
different types of nutritional information (specifically, FF and Nu-
Val).  Follow-up studies will seek to enrich our understanding of 
these findings by exploring why males and females differ in the type 
of information seen as most relevant to them and why the optimal 
location varies by information type.  Further, our research contrib-
utes to an understanding of how consumers use front-of-package nu-
tritional information.  Despite grocery store efforts to promote the 
NuVal measure, consumers’ knowledge of this system is still limited.  
Eighty percent of our respondents indicated they were not familiar 
with the NuVal scoring system, even though 59% shop at a store that 
displays the information.   Overall recall of nutritional information 
on packages (regardless of information type) was also low, suggest-
ing efforts should be directed at raising consumer awareness of these 
systems if they are to be effective.  In addition, marketers and policy 
makers should consider where the information is placed on the pack-
age and how its placement relates to other information on the pack-
age if they want to maximize the likelihood that consumers perceive 
the information and use it in their choices.

Confronting the U.S. Obesity Conundrum: Assessing 
Front-of- Package Evaluative vs. Reductive nutrition 

Information disclosure Systems

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Some two-thirds of all U.S. adults are overweight and 33% are 

considered “obese.”  It has been estimated that by 2015, 75% of all 
U.S. adults will be overweight and 41% will be obese (Wang and 
Beydoun 2007).  Obesity, largely driven by food and beverage con-
sumption, is a major cause of heart disease (CDC 2012) – a disease 
that accounts for approximately 29% of all U.S. deaths. While con-
sumers may be bombarded with considerable nutrition information 
in facts panels and with claims on the front of packages, in today’s 
retail environment, consumers are faced with literally thousands of 
choices that they make in a very restricted amount of time.  While 
many consumers are interested in making healthier food choices at 
the retail shelf, each package presents various types of information, 
and this package and product category ‘clutter’ makes decisions 
more difficult for consumers.

To help address consumer welfare and health issues by simpli-
fying the task consumers face at the shelf, a number of initiatives 
have been implemented recently. These include ‘reductive’ systems 
that present some subset of calorie and nutrient information found 
in the Nutrition Facts panel (e.g., the GMA/FMI Facts Up Front 
labeling system with calories, saturated fat, sodium, and sugar), as 
well as evaluative systems that integrate nutrient information (e.g., 
Walmart’s Great For You icon, the Institute of Medicine’s (IOM) 
multiple ‘stars’ rating system).While there is a common goal of for 
these various approaches (i.e., to help consumers more easily deter-
mine if a particular food item is a healthful choice), each system has 
certain potential strengths and weaknesses (Andrews, Burton, and 
Kees 2011; IOM 2011; Cooper 2012). While much of the research on 
FOP provision supports the basic premise that some form of simpli-
fied or summarized FOP nutrition information can be useful, the lit-

erature is unclear with regard to what specific information or format 
will be most effective (IOM 2011).

In this research, we employ a processing fluency theoretical 
framework to develop and test hypotheses concerning effects of dif-
ferent FOP labeling approaches (Winkielman and Cacioppo 2001; 
Schwarz 2004; Winkielman et al. 2003).  Of particular interest is the 
influence of package disclosures on consumer evaluations of per-
ceived package and category retail shelf processing fluency, consum-
er evaluations (healthfulness, purchase intentions), and choice when 
FOP information is presented in isolation and when it is combined.  
Data have been collected from a series of four experiments that are 
a mix of retail lab studies and internet-based experiments.  The first 
two studies are internet-based between subject experiments (with 
300+ adult consumers). Results show that the presence of a FOP 
interpretive icon moderates the effect of a Facts Up Front reductive 
(multi-nutrient) disclosure on both perceived fluency (F (3,355) = 
9.53, p <.01) and trustworthiness (F (3,355) = 11.41, p <.01) of FOP 
health information. Additional results reveal a moderating effect of 
consumer skepticism toward FOP labeling on perceived organiza-
tion trustworthiness (F (3,355) = 4.74, p <.05). The pattern of results 
across the two studies shows how alternative FOP disclosure sys-
tems can potentially complement one another by compensating for 
weaknesses of the individual systems (Andrews et al. 2011).  

Studies 3 and 4 are retail lab experiments where participants 
are exposed to FOP information on packages for different categories 
with multiple brands on retail store shelving. Experiment 3 is a 2 (in-
terpretive FOP system: (IOM stars vs. control) x 2 (reductive system: 
Facts Up Front vs. control) x 2 (healthfulness: more healthful vs. less 
healthful product options) across two product categories: soup and 
granola bars. The first two factors are between subjects and the latter 
is a within subjects (i.e., participants are exposed to multiple prod-
ucts and categories). Results indicate that a FOP interpretive icon 
(IOM ‘stars’) moderates the effect of objective product healthful-
ness on purchase intentions in both the granola category (F (1,96) = 
15.59, p < .001) and the soup category (F (1,96) = 11.85, p < .01).  
Addition of the IOM ‘stars’ strengthen effects of product healthful-
ness on purchase intentions. Results also reveal that the FOP inter-
pretive icon (IOM ‘stars’) moderates objective product healthfulness 
on perceptions of product nutritiousness for both the granola cat-
egory (F (1,96) = 17.88, p < .001) and the soup category (F (1,96) = 
17.25, p < .001), as well. The fourth experiment replicates the design 
for Study 3 but varies the product categories (to include granola bars 
and macaroni and cheese) and uses 121 adult consumers with chil-
dren living at home as participants.  Analysis suggests that a FOP in-
terpretive icon moderates objective product healthfulness on product 
attitudes in both the granola category (F (1,110) = 21.66, p < .001) 
and the macaroni and cheese category (F (1,110) = 25.15, p < .001). 
In addition, inclusion of the FOP icon strengthens parents’ intentions 
to purchase the more healthful food product for their children in both 
the granola category (F (1,110) = 13.68 p < .001) and the macaroni 
and cheese category (F (1,112) = 7.01, p < .01).

An additional study will use a large internet-based experiment 
(n=600) to further address adult consumers with children at home. 
The between subjects experiment assesses the effect of two recently 
announced evaluative FOP systems (IOM ‘stars’ vs. Walmart ‘Great 
for You’ vs. FOP control), in conjunction with a reductive FOP sys-
tem (Facts Up Front vs. control) across brands and product healthful-
ness levels. 
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From a conceptual perspective, findings extend our knowledge 
and understanding of conceptual fluency in a packaging context, and 
they demonstrate how the fluency conceptualization can be extended 
to a full product category retail shelf context. These findings, taken 
cumulatively, have important theoretical implications as well as 
practical implications relevant to policy makers and promotion and 
brand managers.     
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW

Objectives and Overview
A greater sense of control over one’s decisions and choices 

is usually viewed to be desirable (Kelly 1963; Ryan and Frederick 
1997). Thus, consumers in general appreciate making their own de-
cisions (Markus and Kitayama 2003), and companies strive to offer 
as many alternatives as possible in order to enhance perceptions of 
choice freedom (Levav and Zhu 2009). There is, however, relatively 
scant research on the possible downsides of perceived control and 
autonomy (for an exception, see Botti, Orfali, and Iyengar 2009). 
The papers in this session offer new insights into the nature and ef-
fects of perceived control, with a particular emphasis on how it may 
exert either a positive or negative influence on self-regulation, de-
pending on aspects of the context and the task. In putting together 
this work, we hope to spark an interest in new directions of inquiry 
into perceived control and its effects.

topics
The first two papers in the proposed session identify, respec-

tively, a negative and a positive influence of perceived control on 
self-regulation. The next two papers then use the goal pursuit context 
to identify moderating factors for when either a positive or a negative 
effect may be obtained. 

First, Chae and Zhu, while documenting the negative impact 
of low perceived control, identify an entirely novel antecedent of 
such perceptions. The authors examine the impact of environmental 
orderliness on consumers’ self-regulation. Across four studies, they 
propose and find that a disorganized (vs. organized) environment 
threatens individuals’ sense of personal control, causing them to 
spend substantial cognitive resources to cope with this threat. Con-
sequently, people are resource depleted and exhibit more self-regu-
latory failures in a disorganized (vs. organized) environment. In the 
second paper, Chen and Sengupta demonstrate the beneficial effects 
of consuming vices, and in so doing, identify a context in which low-
er perceived control actually produces a positive influence on self-
regulation. Across four studies, they find that giving in to temptations 
(e.g., eating indulgent food, or impulsively buying hedonic products) 
increases subjective vitality – defined as the positive energy available 

to oneself. Increased vitality, in turn, produces better self-regulation. 
Of importance, these effects only obtain when vice consumption can 
be justified – such as when it can be explained away on the grounds 
of relatively low personal control. For example, greater vitality and 
improved self-regulation obtain when eating an unhealthy but tasty 
snack is perceived as complying with the experimenter’s instructions, 
rather than resulting from one’s own free choice. Thus, in the specific 
context of vice consumption, lower perceived control actually pro-
duces beneficial effects. The next two papers focus on how perceived 
control in the sense of choice freedom influences self-regulation, as 
manifested in goal pursuit. Etkin and Laran propose that freedom (vs. 
restricted freedom) in an initial goal-consistent choice can increase 
or decrease goal-directed motivation, depending on the level of goal 
activation prior to choice. Across three studies, they show that when 
a goal is highly active at the time of choice, increased (vs. restricted) 
freedom in making a goal-consistent choice leads to that choice be-
ing interpreted as having fulfilled the goal. Ironically, this then hin-
ders subsequent goal pursuit.  For example, having the freedom to 
choose between several healthy products (vs. having to pick the only 
available product) in pursuit of an active self-control goal induces the 
inference that one has at least partly satisfied the goal, lessening the 
motivation to engage further in it. On the other hand, when the goal 
is less active at the time of choice, free (vs. restricted) choice sim-
ply increases goal activation, which then increases subsequent goal 
pursuit. Finally, Huang and Zhang also propose both positive and 
negative effects on goal pursuit as a result of increased choice free-
dom, operationalized in their work as the number of reward options 
available upon task completion (e.g., having the freedom to choose 
between many different rewards after completing a certain number of 
frequent flyer miles, as opposed to having just one possible reward). 
The critical moderator identified in their work is stage of goal pur-
suit. At an early stage, the multiple available rewards are construed 
as substitutable for one another; these substitutes, combined, create 
a greater perceived likelihood that one will eventually get something 
desirable. Therefore, freedom of choice increases goal pursuit mo-
tivation. On the other hand, when nearing goal attainment, multiple 
available rewards (vs. an assigned reward) are conversely construed 
as competitive against one another – the consumer now has to decide 
which one to pick. Because it highlights the fact that some attractive 
rewards will have to be foregone, this produces a demotivating effect 
on goal pursuit.

General Orientation and Likely audience
Together, the four papers in this proposed session enhance our 

understanding of the nature of personal control, and also of how it 
may influence self-regulation. We believe that this session, if accept-
ed, will attract scholars interested in the diverse yet related areas of 
motivation, goals, vitality, and self-regulation. Given the overlap as 
well as the distinctions between the four papers, we hope that they 
will, as a set, provoke illuminating discussion and debate.

Fit with Conference theme
Finally, we believe that this session proposal fits with the theme 

of this year’s ACR – appreciating diversity – along two aspects. First, 
while all the presentations will touch upon two common themes 
(perceived control, and self-regulation) each of them offers distinct 
insights on a diverse set of topics, such as vitality, environmental dis-
order, option availability, and reward programs. Second, the authors 
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involved in the different papers represent schools across Canada, 
Hong Kong and the US; thus, this session, if accepted, would serve 
to further facilitate interaction among a far-flung group of scholars. 

Environmental disorder Leads to  
Self-Regulatory Failure

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
A common theme in many popular home organizations TV 

shows is that environmental disorganization is associated with a 
number of negative outcomes, such as deteriorating health and self-
regulatory failures. As such, better organization or de-cluttering can 
improve life quality. Despite these beliefs in practice, our theoretical 
understanding of how environmental organization or orderliness can 
affect cognition and behavior remains limited (Keizer, Lindenberg, 
and Steg 2008). We address this question in this research by focusing 
on the impact of environmental orderliness on self-regulation.

Research on personal control (Kelly 1963) suggest that humans 
have a fundamental need to control their environment (Kelly 1963; 
White 1959). Among various factors such as choice freedom and 
predictability of outcomes that are known to affect personal control, 
we focused on the impact of characteristic of physical environment 
on personal control and consequently self-regulation. Previous lit-
erature documents that characteristics of a physical environment, 
such as physical confinement, can threaten individuals’ sense of 
freedom, a very important component for people to maintain their 
sense of personal control (Baum, Singer, and Baum 1981; Edney 
and Buda 1976; Levav and Zhu 2009). For instance, Levav and Zhu 
(2009) showed that, just like restriction on choice freedom, physi-
cal confinement also increases reactance behaviors. Extending on 
this line of research, we suggest that environmental orderliness can 
threaten individuals’ sense of personal control, because people in 
messy homes often feel that their lives are also out of control (Belk, 
Seo, and Li 2007; Cwerner and Metcalfe 2003) and people tend to 
attribute a messy home to the person’s lack of ability to manage her 
time and life (Bitner 1990). Furthermore, research on resource deple-
tion theory suggests that coping with a threat demands cognitive re-
sources, and subsequently increases self-regulatory failures (Glass, 
Singer, and Friedman 1969; Inzlicht and Kang 2010). Combining 
the above theorizing, we propose that a disorganized environment 
threatens individuals’ sense of personal control, causing them to 
spend substantial cognitive resources to cope with this threat. As 
a result, these people are resource depleted and exhibit more self-
regulatory failures in subsequent tasks. 

Across four studies, we show that individuals who were ex-
posed to a disorganized (vs. organized) environment exhibited more 
self-regulatory failures in subsequent tasks, such as impulsive buy-
ing, less persistence on challenging tasks, and unhealthy eating. 
We also validate our process explanation by showing that: (1) the 
negative impact of environmental disorder on self-regulation is more 
acute for people who are highly sensitive to control threats (study 
2), (2) the control motivation mediates the relationship between en-
vironmental orderliness and self-regulation (study 3), and (3) self-
affirmation, which helps recoup cognitive resources, moderates the 
relationship between environmental orderliness and self-regulation 
(study 4a and 4b). 

 Study 1 showed that a disorganized (vs. organized) environ-
ment leads to poorer performance on a challenging task. The study 
was run with one participant at a time. Upon arrival, the participant 
was guided to the room where environmental orderliness was ma-
nipulated. Specifically, she was exposed to either an organized or a 
disorganized environment. In the disorganized environment condi-

tion, office supplies (e.g., paper, file folders, and paper cups) were 
scattered all over the place in a cluttered manner. In contrast, in the 
organized environment condition, the same amount of items was 
placed in a very structured and ordered manner. Then, the participant 
was escorted to the second room where no orderliness manipulation 
was present and was asked to complete an unsolvable puzzle (Bau-
meister et al. 1998). We found that participants who were exposed to 
the disorganized (vs. organized) environment earlier gave up sooner 
on the unsolvable puzzle. 

Study 2 provided a theoretical replication in an impulsive buy-
ing context, and illuminated the process by showing that this effect 
is more salient among individuals who are chronically motivated to 
react to control threats. The environmental orderliness manipulation 
and the procedure were similar to those in the study 1. After expo-
sure to either an organized environment or a disorganized environ-
ment, participants were asked to indicate Willingness-To-Pay (WTP) 
for a number of products (Vohs and Faber 2007). Individuals’ chron-
ic reactance were assessed via the Hong Psychological Reactance 
Scale (Hong and Faedda 1996). The result provided the replication 
on impulsive buying: participants in the disorganized environment 
indicated higher WTP than those in the organized environment. Fur-
thermore, the impact of environmental orderliness on WTP was only 
salient among participants who were chronically high in reactance.

Study 3 tested the proposed process explanation by demonstrat-
ing that the control motivation mediates the effect of environmental 
orderliness on unhealthy eating behavior. Adopting a lexical deci-
sion task to assess the implicit activation of control motivation, we 
showed that people in a disorganized (vs. organized) environment 
responded faster to control-related words, indicating the increased 
activation of control motivation (as measured by response time to 
control-related words) mediated the effect of environmental orderli-
ness on chocolate consumption.

Finally, Study 4 provided further evidence for the underlying 
process. Based on the finding that self-affirmation counteracts re-
source depletion and facilitates subsequent self-control behaviors 
(Schmeichel and Vohs 2009), we expected that self-affirmation will 
counteract the resource depletion induced by a disorganized environ-
ment, and thus attenuate self-regulatory failures in subsequent tasks. 
Results from two studies (4A and 4B) supported our hypothesis. 

What’s the Point of temptation if You don’t Give in 
to It? the Positive Impact of Vice Consumption on 

Consumer Vitality

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Vice consumptions are characterized by immediate pleasures, 

which have negative later consequences (Rook 1987). Therefore, 
such behaviors, e.g., eating a rich but fattening piece of cake, or buy-
ing an expensive sweater that one can’t quite afford – are typically 
viewed as being normatively “bad”. This research takes a different 
tack: we examine how vice consumption can actually have beneficial 
effects – specifically, by increasing vitality – as long as the consump-
tion can be explained away on grounds of relatively low perceived 
control.

Arising from self-determination theory (SDT; Deci and Ryan 
1991), subjective vitality refers to the positive experience of having 
energy and feeling alive (Christianson et al. 2005; Nix et al., 1999). 
Vitality arises from the feeling of behaving in fulfillment of intrinsic 
motivations rather than norm-based rewards and punishments (Deci 
and Ryan 1991). Thus, tasks that are inherently enjoyable (e.g., jog-
ging for the sheer pleasure of it) typically produce more vitality than 
tasks that are performed as a means to an end (e.g., jogging in order 
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to lose weight; Ryan and Deci 2000). Viewed from this perspective, 
since vices are associated with immediate hedonic pleasure, yielding 
to the temptation to consume a vice (vs. a virtue) should produce 
enhanced subjective vitality.

Vice consumption should also exert a countervailing force on 
vitality, however. Given its negative normative connotations, con-
suming a vice typically produces guilt. Because vitality is character-
ized by the absence of conflict (Ryan and Frederick 1997), the ten-
sion produced by these feelings of guilt should dampen the vitality 
that would otherwise be induced by vice consumption.  We argue, 
therefore, that vice consumption will enhance vitality only when the 
accompanying guilt can be reduced by justifying the behavior. For 
example, if eating a chocolate cake can be justified on the grounds of 
complying with instructions (as opposed to freely choosing to do so), 
it should improve vitality. Support for this argument would inform 
SDT, which posits that autonomous (i.e., freely-chosen) behaviors 
produce more vitality than behaviors that are externally mandated. 
While this positive effect of autonomy has received wide support 
in the context of regulatory behaviors (Muraven, Gagne, and Ros-
man, 2008; Nix et al. 1999), we argue that the vice consumption 
context is qualitatively different: here lower autonomy actually leads 
to increased vitality. Finally, our research also examines downstream 
consequences of the increased vitality produced by vice consump-
tion. Drawing on the idea of vitality as an enabling resource (e.g., 
Muraven et al. 2008), we propose that as long as accompanying guilt 
can be attenuated, the increase in vitality produced by consuming 
a vice should lead to enhanced creativity, as well as improved self-
control. 

Results from four studies provide convergent support for these 
arguments. Experiment 1 required participants to sample either a 
chocolate cake (vice) or baby carrots (virtue), and vitality was mea-
sured using a standard scale (Ryan and Frederick, 1997). Higher vi-
tality obtained for the former (M chocolate = 4.46 vs. M carrot = 3.74, F (1, 
82) =11.92, p < .01). A corresponding effect was obtained on creativ-
ity as measured on an alien-drawing task (8.73 vs. 6.96, respectively, 
F =38.78, p < .01); vitality fully mediated this effect.

Experiment 2 provided a more complete picture by examining 
the interaction between type of behavior and external justification. 
Participants were either explicitly instructed to sample the snack 
they were exposed to (either chocolates or carrots) as part of the 
experiment, or were asked to choose between eating the snack and 
writing an aversively long essay – eating the snack was more un-
der one’s control and accordingly less “justified” in this condition. 
The vitality benefit accruing from eating a chocolate (vs. a carrot) 
was greater in the justified condition (M’s: 4.78 vs. 3.79, F (1, 76) 
= 13.71, p < .01) than in the not-justified condition (M’s: 3.95 vs. 
3.78, F (1, 76) = 0.57, p > .50). Note that these results argue against 
a simple physiological account (eating chocolates increases vitality 
because of higher sugar/calorific intake); this argument would not 
explain the effect of justification. Results from a control condition 
(M = 3.88) showed that the vitality difference observed in the justi-
fied conditions was due to increased vitality obtaining in the choco-
late condition, rather than a dampening in the carrots condition. Guilt 
was also measured in this study, and as expected, indulgent behavior 
led to higher guilt in the no-justification condition (M chocolate = 5.22 
vs. M carrot = 2.62, F (1, 76) = 7.23, p < .01), but not in the justifica-
tion condition (M’s: 2.96 vs. 2.89). This study included a new mea-
sure of creativity, as manifested in advertising slogans generated by 
participants, and adjudged by independent observers. The creativity 
of these slogans was greater given justified (vs. not-justified) vice 
consumption (M’s: 7.16 vs. 5.24, F (1, 76) = 32.46, p < .01); inter-

estingly, justification had the reverse effect for virtue consumption 
(M’s: 5.15 vs. 6.07, F (1, 32) = 7.08, p = .01). 

Experiment 3 used the same design as Experiment 2 and found 
evidence for another downstream consequence of the vitality induced 
by consuming vices: i.e., self-control performance, as measured in 
a concentration task. Individuals who consumed a vice performed 
significantly better at this task when the vice was justified (vs. not); 
no such difference obtained for virtue consumption. Experiment 4 
replicated these results using a different operationalization of vice 
vs. virtue behaviors (impulsively buying a hedonic product vs. de-
liberatively buying a utilitarian product), and also of justification 
(mentally accounting the purchase as a gift from another person). 
Exactly the same significant pattern of results on vitality, guilt, and 
self-control was obtained as in previous studies (not detailed here for 
reasons of space). 

Thus, in opposition to the view that one should not give in to the 
temptation of consuming a vice, we find evidence for its beneficial 
effects – vice consumption heightens a resource, vitality, which then 
benefits consumers’ creativity and self-control performance. We also 
inform self-determination theory: contrary to extant findings in this 
literature, in the vice-consumption context, lower autonomy may ac-
tually benefit vitality. 

Let Freedom Ring?  
divergent Effects of Free Choice on Goal Pursuit

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
There is a generalized belief that freedom of choice is benefi-

cial to consumers. Companies strive to offer as many product lines 
as possible, shopping malls are popular for having many different 
stores available, and consumers appreciate making their own deci-
sions, without the influence of others. The current research looks at 
freedom of choice from a goal pursuit perspective. Our focus is on 
understanding the conditions under which perceiving freedom in an 
initial goal-consistent choice (e.g., being able to choose without any 
restrictions, making decisions without the influence of others) helps 
versus hinders subsequent goal pursuit. For example, when will 
healthy grocery-shoppers feel more motivated to be healthy? After 
making healthy snack choices with freedom, or after their freedom 
to choose has been restricted?

We propose that the impact of freedom in an initial goal-con-
sistent choice on subsequent goal pursuit will depend on the level of 
activation of the goal at the time of choice. Specifically, we predict 
that having freedom in goal-consistent choice when a goal is high-
ly active at the time of choice will reduce subsequent goal pursuit, 
whereas having freedom in goal-consistent choice when a goal is 
not highly active at the time of choice will increase subsequent goal 
pursuit. We base our predictions on the following reasoning. When 
people have freedom in choosing products associated with a goal, we 
expect that they will perceive their behavior as pursuing their goal to 
a greater degree relative to when they do not have as much freedom. 
For instance, going to the supermarket and being free to choose sev-
eral different healthy items is perceived to be a stronger exertion of 
self-control than when one is able to choose only one type of item 
(the number of options is restricted), even if in the same quantity. 

The impact of this perceived stronger act of goal pursuit on sub-
sequent motivation will depend on the level of goal activation prior 
to choice. When the goal is highly active, for example, if people have 
been exposed to environmental cues associated with the goal (Char-
trand et al. 2008), a strong act of goal pursuit will satisfy the goal to a 
greater degree. As a result, the goal will be less active following free-
dom versus restricted goal-consistent choice (Bargh and Ferguson 
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2004), decreasing subsequent goal pursuit. In contrast, when the goal 
is not highly active prior to choice, a strong act of goal pursuit will 
not satisfy the goal, but increase the activation of the goal (Bargh 
2006; Laran and Janiszewski 2009; Shah and Kruglanski 2002). As a 
result, having freedom versus restricted freedom in initial goal-con-
sistent choice should increase subsequent goal pursuit in this case.

Across three studies we find support for our propositions. In 
each study, we invite participants to make several healthy snack 
choices, varying whether a health goal is highly active (vs. not ac-
tive) prior to choice, as well as whether participants have freedom 
(vs. restricted freedom) in choosing snacks. Having participants 
choose among healthy snacks ensures that they all have the op-
portunity to pursue a health goal, with or without freedom. Study 
1 provides an initial test of our reasoning regarding the effect of 
freedom versus restricted freedom in goal-consistent choice on goal 
activation. Consistent with our argument, when a health goal was 
not activated prior to choice, free (vs. restricted) choice increased 
the level of goal activation, as measured by a word-stem completion 
task (Mfreedom = 3.52, Mrestricted = 2.28; F (1, 121) = 15.77, p < .001). In 
contrast, when a health goal was activated prior to the snack choice 
task, free (vs. restricted) choice satisfied the goal, decreasing its level 
of activation as measured by a word-stem completion task (Mfreedom = 
3.03, Mrestricted = 3.67; F (1, 121) = 3.84, p = .05). 

Study 2 demonstrates the divergent effects of choice freedom on 
goal pursuit following an initial goal-consistent choice. Supporting 
our predictions, when a health goal was not activated prior to choice, 
free (vs. restricted) choice among the healthy snacks increased par-
ticipants’ subsequent likelihood of engaging in a healthy behavior, as 
measured by their propensity to participate in an unrelated study in-
volving eating raisins (health goal-consistent) versus M&Ms (health 
goal-inconsistent; Mfreedom = 58.3%, Mrestricted = 23.1%; χ2 (1) = 9.70, p 
< .01). In contrast, when a health goal was activated prior to choice, 
free (vs. restricted) choice decreased participants’ subsequent likeli-
hood of engaging in a healthy behavior (Mfreedom = 38.9%, Mrestricted = 
71.1%; χ2 (1) = 7.74, p < .01). Finally, study 3 provides another dem-
onstration of these effects, with different goal activation and choice 
freedom manipulations. Again supporting our predictions, when a 
health goal was not activated prior to choice, free (vs. restricted) 
choice among the healthy snacks increased participants’ subsequent 
likelihood of making a healthy choice, as measured by their pro-
pensity to choose an apple (health goal-consistent) versus a candy 
bar (health goal-inconsistent) as a thank you for participating in the 
study (Mfreedom = 63.3%, Mrestricted = 31.8%; χ2(1) = 4.46, p < .05). In 
contrast, when a health goal was activated prior to choice, free (vs. 
restricted) choice decreased participants’ subsequent likelihood of 
making a healthy choice (Mfreedom = 26.9%, Mrestricted = 56.0%; χ2 (1) 
= 4.45, p < .05).

In sum, this research demonstrates divergent effects of experi-
encing freedom in goal-consistent on subsequent goal pursuit; free-
dom (vs. restricted freedom) can increase or decrease goal-directed 
motivation, depending on the level of goal activation prior to choice. 
As such, our findings contribute to the literature on goal pursuit by 
showing that motivation to pursue a goal is not simply dependent on 
whether consumers make a goal-consistent choice or not, but on the 
degree of freedom associated with this choice. In addition, we con-
tribute to the literature on the benefits of offering consumers freedom 
by showing that freedom of choice is not always beneficial and may 
in fact be detrimental to people’s motivation to pursue a goal.

Kids in the Candy Store:  
the Motivational Consequences of Multiple Goals

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
A goal is the mental representation of a desirable end state, and 

could influence not only the direction of people’s behavior, but also 
the intensity of such behavior (Locke & Latham, 1990; Pieters et 
al., 1995). While prior research has mainly focused on the pursuit 
of a goal in isolation, recent efforts have been made to extend our 
understanding toward “goal structure” that comprises a network of 
interrelated goals (Kruglanski et al., 2002). In practice, marketers of-
ten offer multiple goals for customers to choose from (e.g., offering 
multiple rewards for customers who have accumulated 10,000 miles 
in a frequent flyer program), under the assumption that such freedom 
of choice would lead to greater motivation and participation. In this 
research, we ask the question: Is the offering of multiple goals al-
ways more motivating? For companies that try to encourage repeat 
purchases, should they design a loyalty program that allows consum-
ers to choose a prize from multiple options? Also, should companies 
use the same reward structure to motivate customers who just joined 
a loyalty program as those who are getting close to redemption?

We posit that people view the relations among multiple goals 
that can be served by a single means differently as they move from 
earlier stages to later stages of the pursuit, and thus the freedom of 
choice could either be motivating or demotivating, depending on 
one’s current stage in the pursuit. Specifically, when people first be-
gin the pursuit and are still far away from the end-point at which 
they would need to make a decision on the final reward, the freedom 
of choice among multiple goals (vs. an assigned goal) elicits greater 
motivation. This is because, at this early stage, multiple goals are 
construed as substitutable for one another; therefore, these poten-
tial substitutes, combined, create a greater perceived likelihood that 
one would eventually attain something one desires, which leads to 
greater motivation in the pursuit.

However, when people have made substantial progress and are 
approaching the end of the pursuit, the need to make a decision on 
the reward becomes imminent and people begin to compare among 
options; at this advanced stage of pursuit, the freedom of choice 
among multiple goals (vs. an assigned goal) conversely becomes de-
motivating. This is because, when people begin to contemplate and 
compare among options, multiple goals would conversely be con-
strued as competitive against one another (i.e., one would have to let 
go some equally attractive options), which leads to lower perceived 
value in the pursuit and thus lower motivation.       

Two studies provided supportive evidence for the proposed 
hypothesis and the underlying mechanisms. In Study 1, we asked 
participants to memorize price information of products in differ-
ent categories, and to type down these prices in question sections 
to earn points for the reward. We provided participants either one 
assigned reward or four different rewards (of equal market value) to 
choose from, and tracked how their motivation naturally progressed 
throughout the pursuit. This study allowed us to obtain the trend of 
participants’ motivation when given the freedom of choice among 
multiple goals. We found that when there was only one assigned re-
ward offered for attaining the target number of points, participants’ 
motivation constituted a linearly increasing trend as they accumu-
lated more progress. In contrast, when given the freedom to choose 
from multiple rewards, participants’ motivation instead fitted a cubit 
trend; further analyses showed that, although participants who had 
the freedom of choice among multiple rewards became slightly more 
motivated from stage1 to stage 2, their motivation did not increase 
as they moved across the mid-point of the pursuit (i.e., as they ad-
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vanced into the later stage and started comparing among different 
options).

In Study 2, we provided prospective customers of a school-
based debit-card loyalty program either one assigned reward or four 
different rewards to choose from, and directly manipulated the loy-
alty points they have accumulated so far in the semester (based on 
their accumulated expenditure on campus and school-related busi-
nesses) as their progress level in the program when they joined. We 
measured these prospective customers’ thoughts about the loyalty 
program and the reward system (e.g., the perceived goal competi-
tiveness, goal attainability, and goal value) to capture the underlying 
mechanisms, and we also measured their sign-up rate for the loyalty 
program as a proxy for their motivation to continue the pursuit of 
the reward. Three moderated mediation models provided supportive 

evidence for the proposed mechanisms. We found that when people 
were at the initial stage of the pursuit, having the freedom to choose 
among multiple goals led to higher perceived likelihood to attain 
something one desired, which elicited greater motivation to sign up 
for the loyalty program (conditional indirect effect: β = .07, z = 2.74, 
p < .01); however, when people were at the advanced stage of the 
pursuit, the freedom to choose among multiple goals conversely led 
to lower perceived value of the program, which led to lower motiva-
tion to sign up (conditional indirect effect: β = - .04, z = - 1.65, p 
< .10); this is because the perceived goal competitiveness (i.e., the 
perception that some options were more attractive than others) led 
to lower perceived value for people at this advanced stage of pursuit 
(conditional indirect effect: β = - .05, z = - 2.88, p < .01). 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
The goal of the proposed session is to build on the existing liter-

ature to further the understanding how self-identity affects consum-
ers’ brand preferences. Research papers to be presented investigate 
this topic from multiple theoretical perspectives, offering a broader 
view of the role of brands in self-expression. Given the relevance of 
the topic to central issues in consumer behavior, this session is likely 
to have significant effect on future identity research and, in particu-
lar, the role of brands as a means of self-expression. Apart from pro-
viding theoretical insights into how identity influences brand prefer-
ences, the proposed session will contribute to the understanding of 
several content areas of great interest to ACR conference attendees, 
including brand extension, attitudes, self-concept, and compensatory 
consumption. Specifically, this special session will address the fol-
lowing issues: 

Research presented by Ward and Dahl explores the effect of 
threats to self on brand preferences. They extend past research which 
has established that when one’s self-concept is threatened, s/he is 
more likely to acquire objects to reaffirm the self. Ward and Dahl 
investigate this proposition in a luxury retail context and examine 
how a rejection from the sales staff impact consumers’ brand percep-
tions. The authors show that, contrary to conventional wisdom that 
a welcoming sales staff will attract consumers, rejecting consumers 
may actually enhance retailers’ appeal to some consumers. Specifi-
cally, they conclude that when an individual is rejected by a sales-
person from brand that is relevant to his/her ideal (vs. actual) self, s/
he is likely to increase (decrease) his/her assessments of the brand 
and willingness to consume in ways that enable him/her to affiliate 
(disassociate) with the rejecting brand.

Research by Ma, Hamilton, and Chernev examines how restrict-
ing self-expression in the social and political domains (e.g., being 
forbidden to comment on political leaders; inability to express feel-
ings toward others) impacts consumers’ brand preferences. They 

show that the unexpressed self in the social domain leads to an 
increased need for self-expression and conspicuous consumption, 
strengthening individuals’ preferences for self-expressive brands. 
They attribute this effect to the compensatory nature of self-expres-
sion, whereby restricting self-expressive means in one domain leads 
to a greater desire to self-express in an unrelated domain.  

Adding to the counterintuitive findings that the threatened 
self and unexpressed self can lead to increased brand preferences, 
research by Gosline and Lee examines another counterintuitive hy-
pothesis that omnivores (consumers who mix high and low status 
brands) find interstatus brand collaborations less appealing than uni-
vores (owners of only the high or the low status brands). They test 
this hypothesis using various experiments that feature hypothetical 
and actual interstatus co-branding collaborations. They find that the 
greatest damage to brand prestige is actually amongst current own-
ers of both the high and lower status brands. These findings contrib-
ute to the longstanding brand extension literature, particularly the 
literature that addresses symbolic status brands, which suggests that 
these brands could dilute their image and reputation when engaging 
in some form of downward extension.

Lastly, Ding, Xu, and Wan examine the impact of identity fram-
ing on motivation and self-control. They show that consumers with a 
broad identity (vs. a narrow identity) perceive themselves as having 
more social resources, which in turn enhances motivation for social 
tasks and improves their self-control. They further demonstrate that 
this effect is apparent in communal relationships but attenuated in ex-
change relationships. Moreover, the findings confirm that perceived 
social resource mediate the effect of identity framing on consumers’ 
motivation and self-control.

Our proposed session can contribute substantively to the theme 
of ACR 2012—appreciating diversity. The research papers in this 
session investigate the relationship between self-identity and brand 
preference in diverse range of contexts, such as in-store purchasing, 
restricted social and political environment, co-branding collabora-
tions, and social tasks. These research projects involved a wide array 
of consumers, including those from both East and West, and in the 
lab and the field. This session will contribute both to basic theory 
development in the realm of identity and branding, and as well will 
suggest implications for marketing strategy. 

Each presenter will be given 15 minutes to present. This will 
leave 15 minutes for discussions between the presenters and audi-
ence. The discussion will aim at facilitating a broader understanding 
of the role of brands as a means of self-expression and the implica-
tions of this understanding on expanding the field of consumer be-
havior. 

being Mean to Keep ‘Em Keen:  
Retail Rejection Increases Aspiring Consumers’  

desire for the Rejecting brand

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Consumers often feel intimidated by unfriendly sales staff at 

luxury retailers and cite this as a reason they avoid shopping in these 
venues. Indeed, a former employee of Yves Saint Laurent admits that 
sales people size up a customer by looking at his watch and his shoes 
and ‘if the accessories are not expensive, the customer is not worth 
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the effort of even a simple hello’ (Wilson 2009). However, as luxury 
sales have declined in recent years, retailers endeavor to become ap-
proachable in an effort to attract new consumers and increase sales 
(Odell 2009). 

Yet, contrary to conventional wisdom that a welcoming sales 
staff will attract consumers, we demonstrate that rejecting consum-
ers may actually enhance retailers’ appeal to some consumers. The 
extant research supports this conjecture: individuals who have been 
rejected have been found to endeavor to ingratiate themselves with 
the rejecter (Romero-Caynas et al. 2010).  Indeed, when aspects of 
the self-concept are threatened, people become more materialistic 
(Chang and Arkin 2002), are subsequently more likely to acquire ob-
jects that make a good impression on the rejecting party (Meade et al 
2010) and bolster the threatened the self (Rucker and Galinsky 2008) 

Building on the prior research on social rejection, we contend 
that people differentially respond to rejection. Individuals’ sense of 
who they currently are and who they want to be is largely dependent 
on and reinforced by the groups they belong to. While one’s actual 
self is fairly stable, one’s ideal self is less certain and thus more vul-
nerable to threat (Swann1983).  Consequently, our prediction is that 
when we an individual is rejected by a brand that is relevant to his/
her ideal (vs. actual) self, s/he is likely to increase (decrease) his/her 
assessments of the brand and willingness to consume in ways that 
enable him/her to re-affiliate (disassociate) with the rejecting brand. 
Luxury brands are a domain that consumers are likely turn to when 
they are seeking affirmation and self-expression and as such, provide 
an excellent context to examine our hypotheses. 

In the first study we investigate how consumers’ self-concepts 
affect their brand assessments and desire to purchase from brands 
to which they aspire but feel rejected by. In a 2 (brand: Gucci vs.. 
Louis Vuitton ) x 2 (salesperson behavior: rejecting vs. neutral greet-
ing) experiment, participants first indicate their level of identifica-
tion with and degree to which they aspire toward the brand. Next, 
they read a scenario describing a hypothetical shopping experience 
in which they are directed to some clothing items in a store by a 
rejecting (vs. neutral) salesperson. 

After reading the scenario participants answered a series of 
questions about their brand perceptions and desire to buy and wear 
the clothing from the brand. 

We examined how the rejecting (vs. control) salesperson affect-
ed participants’ assessments of the products from that brand. We ob-
serve an self-concept X salesperson behavior interaction (F(1, 100) 
= 4.78, p < .03) indicating that when consumers who possess ideal 
vs. (actual) identities relative to the brand, are rejected (vs. control) 
by the brand representative, they evaluate the products sold by the 
brand more positively. 

The results show that not all rejection causes consumers to in-
gratiate via consumption but rather these behaviors are most likely 
when the rejection is threatening to the individual’s tenuous ideal 
self. In the next study, we further investigate how self-control affects 
consumers’ responses to rejection by manipulating their self-concept 
rather than measuring it. 

In our second study we controlled self-views by priming partic-
ipants’ ideal vs. actual identity with a sentence rearranging technique 
in which participants rearranged words relevant to one’s aspiration 
(vs. actual) identity. Next, participants completed an ostensibly un-
related study using the same scenario as the prior study. Finally, par-
ticipants answered the same questions described in study 1. 

We replicated the self-concept x salesperson behavior interac-
tion (F(1, 121) = 4.28, p < .05) indicating that when consumers who 
aspire toward (versus identify with) the brand, are rejected by (vs 

have a neutral interaction) with the brand representative, they evalu-
ate the products sold by the brand more positively. 

In study 3, we created a situation that mimics the experience 
of rejection in a retail environment. Participants participated in a 
2 (brand: Gucci vs. Louis Vuitton ) x 2 (salesperson behavior: re-
jecting vs. neutral) x 2 (prime self-concept: ideal vs. actual iden-
tity) x 2 (pre-experimental self-verification: self-verify vs. control) 
“product assessment study” in which participants interacted with 
a brand representative.  Prior to the study half of the participants 
participated in a fashion knowledge tool (vs. neutral questions) en-
abling participants to express their fashion expertise enabling them 
to preemptively self-verify their fashion identity. Next, half of the 
participants were primed with an ideal vs. actual identity prime (see 
study 2). Finally, participants interacted with brand representatives 
who followed either a rejecting or neutral script. In rejecting con-
ditions brand representatives appeared skeptical of the participant’s 
knowledge of the brand, and disapproving of his/her appearance 
(versus neutral). Participants then rated bags from the brand on how 
variables from prior studies. Two weeks after the study, participants 
again rated their views about of the brand.

The data reveal a salesperson behavior x prime self-concept x  
pre-experimental self-verification interaction (F(2, 172) = 6.61, p < 
.01) indicating that consumers who aspire towards (vs. feel affiliated 
with) the brand and have not (vs. have) been allowed to self-verify 
prior to interacting with a rejecting (vs. control) brand representative 
evaluate the products sold by the brand more positively.  

Finally, we show that participants who had a rejecting (vs. neu-
tral) interaction with the brand representative  had significantly less 
positive perceptions of the brand two weeks after the interaction (M 
Rejecting= 4.82 vs. M Neutral = 5.60, F(1, 121) = 4.09, p < .04).

The findings from three studies show that retailer rejection may 
drive consumers to prefer products that enable them to ingratiate 
themselves to the rejecting group when the group is one which they 
aspire to belong. However, these effects can be mitigated if they are 
able to self-verify prior to rejection.
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the Unexpressed Self: the Impact of Restricting 
Freedom of Self-Expression on brand Preferences

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Individuals frequently have a desire to express aspects of the 

self. This desire to self-express stems from one of the most basic 
human needs—the need to belong and to be accepted and valued by 
others (Baumeister and Leary 1995; Fiske 2010; Maslow 1970). De-
spite the fundamental nature of self-expression, individuals are not 
always free to express their values, opinions, and beliefs. The limits 
to self-expression can be caused by a variety of factors. One is the re-
striction on free expression imposed by various government and reg-
ulatory entities. Such suppression of one’s ability to express views 
typically involves the domains of politics and public policy, often 
extending to related domains that include religion, communications, 
the media, and use of the Internet. In addition to being restricted 
by government, individuals’ self-expression also can be limited by 
social context, such as an imbalance of power in interpersonal re-
lationships (e.g., an employee arguing with the boss). One’s need 
for self-expression can further be curbed by social norms, such as 
restrictions imposed by traditions (e.g., not speaking ill of the dead), 
as well as by norms of politeness (e.g., not telling a friend how she 
really looks in skinny jeans). On many occasions, individuals’ abil-
ity to express their views can be limited by a variety of factors that 
physically restrict one’s ability to reach an audience (e.g., when ac-
cess to one’s social network is temporarily disrupted). 

The ubiquity of possible impediments to self-expression raises 
the question of how restricting one’s ability to express values, opin-
ions, and beliefs influences subsequent behavior. Because of its im-
portance, the topic of restricting self-expression has been the focus 
of numerous studies that for the most part have focused primarily on 
the implications of restricting self-expression in social or political 
domains. In this context, it has been shown that suppressing social 
or political self-expression is likely to produce perceptions of injus-
tice (Stevens 1992), as well as trigger oppositional social movements 
(Andersen 2006; Fetner 2008; Polletta 2004). 

Building on prior research, we take a different approach and 
examine whether and how restricting one’s ability to express opin-
ions in socio-political domains influences individuals’ preferences 
and behaviors in domains unrelated to the views being suppressed, 
in particular, the domain of product consumption. In this context, we 
investigate how the impact of restricting individuals’ ability to ex-
press their socio-political views influences their brand preferences. 

We argue that restricting individuals’ ability to express their 
socio-political views can have a significant impact on brand prefer-
ences and that this impact tends to strengthen their need for self-
expression through brands. This proposition builds on previous 
findings in the goal literature suggesting that when the means of 
pursuing a goal or fulfilling a need are restricted, people frequently 
experience a rebound effect, such that the restriction leads to a subse-
quent increase in need-related behavior (Lewin 1951). For example, 
suppressing thoughts about colors (Liberman and Förster 2000), ste-
reotypes (Macrae et al. 1994) or white bears (Wegner et al. 1987) 
leads to increased thoughts of these constructs relative to a condition 
in which these thoughts were not suppressed. Likewise, when the 
means to fulfill a goal are removed, the desire to complete the goal 
becomes stronger  (Förster and Liberman 2001; Förster, Liberman, 

and Higgins 2005). This is consistent with Lewin’s (1926)  tension 
system theory of goals, which states that when a goal has been acti-
vated, the person feels a tension until the goal is completed. 

Applied to self-expression, these findings imply that restricting 
the means to self-express can increase people’s motivation to ex-
press themselves. Since brands can serve as a non-restricted means 
of self-expression when other avenues are closed off, we propose 
that restricting one’s ability to express in social or political domains 
can strengthen one’s preference for self-expressive brands. Thus, we 
predict that curbing one’s ability to share their views of a major po-
litical or social event—such as opining about the performance of the 
president, commenting on major world news events, even sharing 
opinions about celebrities—will strengthen individuals’ preferences 
for ostensibly unrelated brands such as Nike, Oakley, or Levi’s. We 
propose that individuals’ need for self-expression is compensatory in 
nature and that consumers tend to offset their inability to self-express 
in one domain by seeking opportunities to express in other, unrelated 
domains. 

We test this prediction in a series of five empirical studies. Ex-
periment 1 shows that restricting self-expression in various social do-
mains (opinions about celebrities, countries, universities, pop stars, 
etc.) strengthens consumer preferences for self-expressive brands. 
Experiment 2 further shows that restricting freedom of speech (com-
menting on a newsworthy current event) strengthens consumer pref-
erences for self-expressive brands. Building on the findings of the 
first two studies, Experiment 3 further documents the compensatory 
nature of self-expression in cases when the restriction of self-expres-
sion is internally imposed (e.g. voluntarily controlling one’s feelings 
toward others). Experiments 4 and 5 aim to shed more light on the 
compensatory nature of self-expression. Specifically, Experiment 4 
shows that the effects observed in the first three studies are attenu-
ated when consumers have a channel other than brand evaluation 
in which to express themselves. Experiment 5 provides further sup-
port for our account by showing that conspicuous consumption, such 
as choosing a self-expressive brand, decreases individuals’ need for 
self-expression in the original, restricted domain (e.g. inability to 
comment on Obama’s performance). 

In sum, this research investigates how curbing one’s ability to 
express an opinion in non-consumption domains subsequently in-
creases one’s preferences for self-relevant brands. We show that this 
effect is due to the compensatory nature of self-expression—the un-
expressed self in one domain can be expressed by self-expressive 
means from other domains, such as brands. This research adds to 
the literature on self-expression by demonstrating the compensatory 
nature of self-expression. It also adds to the literature on branding 
by documenting that brands can help consumers express the unex-
pressed self in non-consumption domains.
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breaking Status boundaries:  
When Interstatus brand Collaborations Undermine  

Self-Expression by Omnivorous Consumers

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Past research has shown that symbolic brands serve as a means 

for consumers to express their identities and social status, and to 
differentiate from dissociative outgroups (Chernev, Hamilton, Hal 
2011; Berger and Heath 2007; White and Dahl 2006, 2007; Holt 
1998; Shavitt 1990; Belk 1981; Veblen 1899). It may be quite sur-
prising then that, recently, fashion brands have witnessed a grow-
ing phenomenon: co-branding partnerships between high and lower 
status brands. High status luxury brands (such as Jimmy Choo, Karl 
Lagerfeld, Stella McCartney, Roberto Cavalli, and Vera Wang), have 
entered into collaborations with lower status companies like Tar-
get, Kohls, J.C. Penney, Wal-Mart, and Payless Shoes. These status 
boundary violations (Lamont 1996) support recent research that has 
shown that many high status persons are not cultural snobs, but in 
fact eclectic and “omnivorous,” in their tastes (Erickson Peterson 
and Kern 1996; Erickson 1996; Peterson and Simkus 1992). Previ-
ous literature has explained this as a generational shift, due to cohort 
replacement and changes in social structure, values, and art-world 
dynamics. We introduce a new perspective on this phenomenon: that 
omnivorous status boundary-violating behavior is based on a need 
for self-expression. This leads us to a counterintuitive hypothesis 
that omnivores (consumers who mix high and low status brands) 
should find interstatus brand collaborations less appealing than uni-
vores (owners of only the high or the low status brands). We test 
this hypothesis using various experiments that feature hypothetical 
and actual interstatus co-branding collaborations. We find that the 
greatest damage to brand prestige is actually amongst current owners 
of both the high and lower status brands. These findings contribute 

to the longstanding brand extension literature, particularly the lit-
erature that addresses symbolic status brands, which suggests that 
these brands could dilute their image and reputation when engaging 
in some form of downward extension. 

Our first study focuses on univores, and shows that owners of 
either the high status brand or the low status brand penalize their 
brands for collaboration. We recruited undergraduate students at 
Harvard to complete an online survey on a potential co-branding ef-
fort between Harvard and the University of Phoenix, and to browse 
the beta-website of the Harvard-Phoenix Online University to “get a 
sense of what the joint initiative would look like.” This collaboration 
was seen as an affront to owners of the high status brands (Harvard 
undergraduates), as the Harvard brand was deemed highly symbolic 
and used as a means of identity expression. We show that these sub-
jects feel that their Harvard brand suffers lowered status (t(29) = 
-10.770, p < 0.001) and prestige points (t(29) = -7.324, p < 0.001), 
due to this collaboration. For non-Harvard subjects, who did not use 
the brands as self-expressive symbols, we saw no such penalty for 
the interstatus collaboration. Additionally, our Study 1 shows that 
Harvard subjects believed that the lower status school’s brand would 
increase in status and prestige due to the inter-status co-branding ini-
tiative with their school (t(29) = 12.245, p < 0.001). This indicates 
that the high status consumers are not merely trying to dissociate 
from or punish the lower status consumers. 

Study 2 shows that, surprisingly, that the greatest damage to the 
collaborating brands is amongst consumers who currently own both 
the high status and lower status brands. These types of consumers, 
called omnivores, consume high and lower status brands simultane-
ously – this mixing behavior is a means of self-expression that is un-
dermined by interstatus brand collaborations.  Study 2 demonstrates 
this with an experiment featuring a hypothetical collaboration be-
tween the high-status Prada brand and the lower-status Banana Re-
public brand. We find that actual univore owners of Prada and actual 
univore owners of Banana Republic are quite similar to non-owners, 
in that their ratings of the prestige level of their respective brands 
experience little to no change. However, we find that actual omni-
vore owners of both Prada and Banana Republic penalize the high 
status brand (t(83) = -1.73, p = 0.087). These omnivores also rate 
the prestige of the collaboration significantly lower (t(84) = -2.22, 
p = 0.029), while univore owners of either the high status or the 
lower status brand are not significantly different from non-owners 
in their prestige ratings of the collaboration. We find that omnivores 
seek to make self-expressive statements with their status boundary 
violations. Despite the fact that these omnivore consumers currently 
own both the high and lower status brands simultaneously in their 
wardrobes, they also have a significantly lower rating of the fit of 
these same brands for a co-branding collaboration (t(84) = -3.254, 
p = 0.002). We argue that these consumers are motivated by a need 
for self-expression, and that omnivore behavior conveys a boundary 
spanning behavior that speaks to distinctive taste (Bourdieu 1984). 
As a result, when high and lower-status brands collaborate, they ob-
viate the self-expressive nature of omnivore consumption.

In Study 3, we test whether interstatus collaborating brands 
may escape penalty if self-expression is aided by a “moral alibi” -- 
an alternative explanation provided by the manufacturer that allows 
omnivore consumers to impute a moral meaning, like a charity or 
goodwill effort, to their consumption behavior. This moral alibi may 
create a means for self-expression for the brand owners that could 
defray the perceived negative consequences of the co-branding on 
the higher-status brand. However, though we find that it can signifi-
cantly reduce the prestige or status lost compared to when a moral 
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alibi is not proffered, the higher-status brand in the co-branding col-
laboration still suffers a penalty (t(32) = -3.922, p < 0.001).

The results of these three studies indicate the importance of 
preserving opportunities for self-expression amongst consumers of 
symbolic products. Interstatus collaborations may seem most ap-
propriate for people who already mix brands of differing status, but 
pre-fabricated omnvirous brand offerings undermine the ability of 
consumers to express themselves via omnivorous consumption.
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Will broad Identity Make People Feel Stronger:  
the Impact of Identity Framing on Motivation and  

Self-Control behavior

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Prior research has suggested that identities are situation-sensi-

tive and that a shift in identities can lead to differences in informa-
tion processing and actual behavior (Oyserman 2009). For example, 
Mandel (2003) finds that individuals primed with the interdependent 
(vs. independent) self-identity were more likely to take financial 
risks. Shih et al. (1999) found that Asian-American women per-
formed better on a mathematics test when their ethnic identity was 
activated, but worse when their gender identity was made accessible.

Although a sizable research has examined the effect of differ-
ent types of social identities on judgment and behavior (Aaker and 
Lee 2001), so far little research has examined the impact of different 
levels of social identity on behavior. According to self-categorization 
theory (Turner et al. 1987), people have multiple social identities 
with multiple levels of inclusiveness: the superordinate level based 
on similarities among human beings, the intermediate level em-
phasizing interdependence, and the subordinate level emphasizing 
independence. Based on this theory, we posit that social identities 
can be defined either broadly or narrowly. A broad identity defines a 
member in a superordinate group (e.g., an employee in P&G China), 
which combines heterogeneous features, and focuses on the simi-
larities among subgroups. Conversely, a narrow identity defines a 
member in a subgroup (e.g., an employee in the Beijing Center in the 
R&D Department of P&G China), which constrains individuals to a 
specific domain, and focuses on the differences among subgroups. 
We further hypothesize that making the broad or narrow identity ac-
cessible to individuals will alter their cognitions and behaviors ac-
cordingly. Specifically, we propose that individuals with a more ac-
cessible broad identity (vs. narrow identity) will perceive belonging 
to a bigger group and having more social resources to spare, which in 
turn increase their motivation in social tasks. Moreover, prior litera-
ture has indicated that social support could attenuate job-stress and 
enhance self-efficacy (Viswesvaran et al. 1999). So we posit that a 
broad identity will enhance individuals’ perception about their self-
regulation strength and improve self-control.

We also examine the boundary condition for the effects of iden-
tity framing on motivation and self-control. Building on the differ-
ences between communal and exchange interpersonal relationship 
(Aggarwal 2004), we hypothesize that a broad identity (vs. a nar-
row identity) will increase individuals’ motivation and self-control 
in subsequent tasks only when people perceive the interpersonal re-
lationship as communal but not when they perceive it as exchange, 
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and that this moderation effect would be mediated by the perceived 
social resources.

To tests the proposed hypotheses, we conducted three experi-
ments. In Experiment 1, the identity framing was manipulated by 
presenting either the whole organization chart of HP (broad condi-
tion) or the same chart but with the highlight that they belong to 
the “Engineering Management” subdivision (narrow condition). 
Following this task, participants responded to the perceived social 
resource scale adopted from Zimet et al. (1988). Afterwards, they 
were instructed to read the description of environmental protection 
campaign which required them to collect signatures among their 
friends to support the campaign. Then participants estimated how 
many signatures they could get, and returned the collected signa-
tures one week later. The results indicated that participants primed 
with a broad identity (vs. a narrow identity) reported having more 
social resources, estimated that they could collect more signatures, 
and actually returned more signatures. These results provided initial 
evidences for our proposed effect of the identity framing on self-
perception and motivation.

Experiment 2 tested the moderation effect of interpersonal re-
lationship on the impact of identity framing. The manipulation of 
identity framing was similar to that used in experiment 1. The in-
terpersonal relationship was manipulated in the form of an idiom 
understanding task. In the communal condition, participants read the 
idiom as “Between friends all is common” which implied that people 
should care about others and show a genuine concern. Conversely, in 
the exchange condition, “Even reckoning makes long friends” was 
presented which emphasized that interpersonal relationship should 
be quid-pro-quo and that people should try to keep things even with 
others. We then measured participants’ motivation in social tasks by 
estimating how many signatures they could get to protect endangered 
animals. The performance on self-control was measured using a task 
of processing useful but threatening health message (Agrawal and 
Wan 2009). The findings demonstrated that among the participants 
in the communal condition, those primed with broad identity esti-
mated they could get more signatures than those primed with narrow 
identity. However, for the participants in the exchange condition, the 
estimation of signature numbers did not differ between participants 
primed with broad identity and those primed with narrow identity. A 
similar pattern was found on the amount of time spent on reading the 
health message which reflected the participants’ self-control.

Experiment 3 explored the process underlying the moderating 
effect of interpersonal relationship on the impact of identity framing. 
We also aimed to replicate the results of experiment 2 in a marketing 
relevant context. Specifically, the identity framing was manipulated 
by priming participants as members of one parent brand fans club 
(broad identity) or one sub-brand fans group (narrow identity). Then 
participants moved on to the idiom task which manipulated the in-
terpersonal relationship. Next, participants read the brochure of one 
new product trial campaign, and estimated the number of friends 
they could invite to join the campaign. Afterwards, participants pro-
ceeded to a product evaluation survey involving a series of binary 
choice, a task adopted from Vohs et al. (2008) to assess self-control. 
They were told to do as many as they could, with the understanding 

that they could stop anytime when they “want to quit.” The amount 
of time spent on doing the survey served as the dependent measure 
of self-control. Consistent with our predictions, the positive effect 
of broad identity on performance for both social and self-control 
tasks were only replicated in the communal relationship condition. 
Furthermore, we found that this moderation effect was mediated by 
perceived social resource.

This research contributes to the literature of social identity, pro-
social behavior, and self-control. In addition, our findings provide 
insightful implications for marketing practice and organization be-
havior.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Douglas (2007) defines poverty as the inability to maintain 

the exchanges that define one as a member of the society. Such ex-
changes are not however limited to economic domains, and as such 
the effects of poverty on consumers – as well as the mechanisms 
that impoverished individuals employ to countervail the hardships in 
their lives – are multifaceted. This special session draws inspiration 
from the TCR agenda to address substantive issues facing consum-
ers around the world and synthesizes four studies that explore the 
effects of poverty and impoverished consumers’ efforts to improve 
their lives.

Each of the papers to be presented relates to completed research 
projects, and fits with the conference mission of appreciating diver-
sity as they not only explore the effects of poverty from different 
situational contexts  (rural farmers in France, the homeless in the US 
and UK, slum-dwellers in Kenya, and single mothers in the UK), but 
also utilize different units of analysis (individual, family, and their 
broader networks). The papers draw on discussions within the pover-
ty track at a recent TCR dialogical conference, in which the scholars 
identified five research streams with implications for impoverished 
consumption including: consumption choice amidst the burdens of 
poverty, product and service experiences, the effects of consumer 
culture, adverse marketplace forces, and consumption capabilities 
(Blocker et al 2011, 2012).  

Kathy Hamilton (University of Strathclyde) explores con-
sumption paradoxes of stigma avoidance with single mothers living 
in poverty in the UK. Fredah Mwiti, Maria Piacentini, (Lancaster 
University) and Andrew Pressey (Birmingham University) use eth-
nography to examine the integration of resources within subsistence 
consumer networks in Kenya. Andres Barrios (Lancaster University) 
and Chris Blocker (Baylor University) explore the consumption 
practices that homeless individuals use to countervail the experience 
of stigma and transform their self-identity in the UK and US.  Fran-
çoise Passerard investigates the consumption vulnerability of French 
farmers. Beyond the implications that each individual study poses for 

poverty-related TCR, together these four studies contribute to dia-
logue on consumer surprise, irony, and ambivalence. In particular, 
a 2011 JCR editorial highlights the idea that research could explore 
ways that consumers are made better or worse off when they ex-
perience and act upon surprising thoughts or behaviors (Hsee et al. 
2003). The studies in this proposed session make salient consumers’ 
varying strategies for countervailing the effects poverty, and in doing 
so, the collective findings reveal paradoxical tensions and feelings of 
ambivalence. Thus, we anticipate interesting dialogue as to how con-
sumer strategies may ultimately help mitigate their vulnerabilities 
or exacerbate them. Speakers will have a maximum of 15 minutes 
each to present their papers. This will ensure that sufficient time is 
allocated for general audience engagement and discussion. 

In sum the session provides a platform for those interested in 
the intersection of poverty and transformative consumer research to 
discuss and gain major understanding over the 4 billion plus consum-
ers who live in impoverished conditions. Beyond this, the session 
will appeal to a wide audience including those who have a theoreti-
cal interest in consumer vulnerability, consumer disadvantage, social 
exclusion, consumer coping, stigma and emerging markets.

Single Mothers in Poverty: Consumption Paradoxes of 
Stigma Avoidance

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
This presentation will focus on single mothers in poverty and 

the paradoxical nature of their quest to avoid stigmatization and so-
cial disapproval. At previous ACR conferences, I have concluded 
that single mothers can improve their situations and develop self-es-
teem through initiating various creative strategies to respond to their 
family’s demands (Hamilton and Catterall 2007, 2008). A re-inter-
pretation of this research reveals that coping strategies which seem 
functional and effective at the micro level may have unanticipated 
outcomes if considered within the wider societal context. Thus the 
coping strategies employed to disguise poverty and aid the portrayal 
of a socially acceptable image can actually create further stigmatiza-
tion. This highlights the importance of moving beyond only focusing 
on the stigma management strategies employed by consumers to also 
incorporate sociocultural understandings. 

This study consists of 24 in-depth interviews in single mother 
households. A family approach was adopted for the study mean-
ing that children aged 11 and over also participated in interviews. 
Therefore in 9 households, a family interview was conducted with 
the mother and her child(ren) and in 16 households the mother was 
interviewed alone. Interviews were conducted in respondents’ homes 
and interview topics included everyday life, budgetary strategies, 
hopes for the future, family background information and financial 
circumstances. Hermeneutics was used to interpret the data. In this 
paper, the data interpretation is advanced by using macro social dis-
course to gain a deeper and more complete understanding of indi-
vidual experiences. To do so, the lived experience of low-income 
consumers is considered within the context of exclusion and single 
mother discourse. 

Poor consumers are often defined in relation to marketplace ex-
clusion. For example, Bauman (2005, 38, 112-113) argued that ‘a 
“normal life” is the life of consumers” with the poor described as 
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‘inadequate,’ ‘unwanted,’ ‘abnormal,’ ‘blemished, defective, faulty 
and deficient,’ ‘flawed consumers’ and ‘non-consumers.’ However, 
recent popular discussion “focuses not on the inability to consume, 
but on the excessive participation in forms of market-oriented con-
sumption which are deemed aesthetically impoverished” (Hayward 
and Yar 2006, 14).

 Coping through consumption is a strategy that extends to al-
most all the families in the study, and there is emphasis placed on 
ensuring children have access to the ‘right’ brands to facilitate iden-
tity construction. Many strategies focused on minimizing expendi-
ture are strictly followed to ensure budget allocation towards more 
conspicuous forms of consumption including clothing, footwear, 
jewellery, home decor and gifts for others. The purchase and display 
of brand names is viewed as a way of avoiding stigma and could be 
considered as a disconfirmation of the stereotype (Miller & Major, 
2000) aimed at disguising restricted class positions. By attempting 
to contest and resist the stigmatizing regime, low-income consumers 
seek consumer normalcy (Baker, 2006) through their marketplace 
transactions. According to Bourdieu (1984, 56) the ‘refusal of tastes’ 
plays a key role in consumer choice as people avoid the purchase of 
goods and services that may be detrimental to their social self-con-
cept. Within the current context, this includes the rejection of low-
cost clothing in favour of visible brand names and logos. Evidence 
suggests that coping efforts may be empowering for lone mothers 
and can result in higher self-esteem. This interpretation provides an 
optimistic image of the low-income consumer as an active individ-
ual coping victoriously within the challenging context of consumer 
culture to improve the standard of living for themselves and their 
family. 

However, by interpreting such consumption activity in relation 
to “a new vocabulary of social class” (Tyler 2008) it becomes appar-
ent that those who follow a strategy of conspicuous consumption in 
efforts to mask poverty ultimately encounter the very stigmatization 
that they set out to avoid in the first instance. In recent years, exclu-
sion discourse in the UK has focused on ‘chav’ culture (alongside re-
gional variations in semantics). Often believed to stand for ‘Council 
Housed and Violent,’ popular media representations and discourse 
surrounding chav culture is overwhelmingly negative. The stigma-
tisation of single mothers is particularly prevalent in chav discourse 
as articulated in Tyler’s (2008) article entitled ‘Chav Mum Chav 
Scum.’ As Tyler (2008, 26) suggests “whilst young unwed working-
class mothers have always been a target of social stigma, hatred and 
anxiety, the fetishisation of the chav mum within popular culture has 
a contemporary specificity and marks a new outpouring of sexist 
class disgust.” The chav single mother is heavily criticised for vulgar 
consumption choices, in particular dressing her children “with ex-
pensive and thus apparently wholly inappropriate designer clothing 
and jewellery” (Hayward and Yar 2006, 22). In a cruel irony, some 
of the brand names that low income consumers purchase to escape 
stigmatization are the same brands that have particular negative user 
stereotypes associated with them. 

Research on stigma is often based on either micro-individual 
or macro-social analysis. However, as Campbell & Deacon (2006, 
p. 412) suggested, there are problems with both these approaches 
because stigma is both a psychological and a social process. By fo-
cusing on the stigmatized individual, ‘existing social relations are 
usually taken as given’ and by focusing on macro-social analysis, 
one risks overlooking the ‘individual psychological dimensions of 
stigma.’ The current research contributes by combining both ap-
proaches. By highlighting individual lived experiences of poverty 
and coping with stigma in relation to discourse on chav culture and 

single mothers, this study has highlighted the paradoxical nature of 
consumption.

Integrating Resources via Practices within Consumer 
networks: Subsistence Consumers Participating in 

‘Chama’ networks in Kenya

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Subsistence consumers are portrayed as being characterized 

by a scarcity of economic resources, but rich in social ties formed 
through networks (Viswanathan et al., 2008).  Such networks give 
them opportunities to interact with one another and generate various 
forms of resources which enable them to enact their life projects and 
meet their goals (Arnould, Price and Malshe 2006; Sewell, 1992). 
The kinds of resources generated and employed vary, as do the terms 
used to categorize them. Bourdieu’s (1986) categorizes resources in 
terms of capital, including economic, social, cultural and symbolic 
capital.  More recent studies using the service dominant logic catego-
rize resources as either operand (tangible resources such as material 
objects) or operant (intangible resources such as social resources) 
(Arnould, Price and Malshe 2006). A number of other classifications 
exist, but despite the different terminologies used, resources con-
stitute accumulative assets that consumers can use to achieve their 
goals and basically to satisfy their needs (Bristow and Mowen, 1998: 
2).  Within consumer research there have been calls for research-
ers to consider the resources that the poor have and not just deficits 
(Moser 1998).  This paper explores how subsistence consumers in 
Kenya integrate and (re) configure their resources by engaging in 
consumer collectives (Chama), and concludes that through the prac-
tices enacted within such collectives the integration of resources is 
perpetuated with varying outcomes. 

The term ‘Chama’ is used to refer to collectives very similar to 
the Rotating Savings and Credit Associations (ROSCAs), and is the 
term to be used in this paper to refer to ROSCAs and other similar 
collectives.  The emergence of such groups in Kenya started in the 
1970s and 1980s (Johnson, 2004), predominantly organized and run 
by women.  The prevalence of women participants has been attrib-
uted to the patrilineal nature of the communities they live in, where 
inheritance and ownership arrangements are often biased against 
them (Kimuyu, 1999).  This makes it hard to access lump-sum finan-
cial resources offered by banks and other lenders who usually require 
collateral in form of property rights to extend such credit to them 
(Johnson, 2004).  Consequently, many of them form Chama to ac-
cess informal credit easily in order to meet their consumption goals.  
Given the view that Chamas are formed primarily for purposes of 
accessing credit and for saving, Chamas have largely been studied 
within economic disciplines, where they are depicted as forms of 
informal financial markets that fill in gaps left by formal financial 
markets (Siamwalla et al., 1990; Bouman, 1995).   However, they 
also serve non-financial roles as they are avenues in which societal 
roles are enacted (Johnson, 2004).  This implies that other non-fi-
nancial resources may be activated, accumulated and shared there 
as well.  Furthermore, Chamas also play important consumption–re-
lated roles, as they enable participants to pool funds together in order 
to meet consumption goals (Kimuyu, 1999).  In this paper therefore, 
Chamas are considered as consumer-constituted collectives which 
enable various forms of resources to be employed and integrated 
with various outcomes for the participating consumers.

Methodology and Findings
The study employed an ethnographic approach and was carried 

out in two slums in the capital city of Kenya (Nairobi) over a period 
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of 5 months.  Living in the slum is characterized by what has been 
conceptualized as “poor living” (Sen 2000) where consumers face a 
shortage of income, insecurity, limited social amenities, poor infra-
structure among others.  In order to experience the lived worlds of 
these consumers, the first author spent a significant amount of time 
in the slums with the participants as they went on with their daily 
activities such as shopping and attending Chama meetings.  Six dif-
ferent Chamas, each consisting of an average of 15 women were 
visited on several occasions.  The researcher would sit in during 
their meetings and take notes, and whenever consent was given the 
proceedings would be audio-recorded and photographs taken. Group 
interviews were conducted during these meetings, and individual 
interviews also followed on different dates with at least 3 different 
people from each of the Chama. Other data collection methods were 
also employed such as observations, document analysis as well visits 
to the sites (like markets) that these participants frequented within 
the slum.

Findings from the study reveal that subsistence consumers do 
indeed possess various resources which they employ within their 
contexts.  Consistent with other studies focusing on impoverished 
communities (e.g. Lee, Ozanne and Hill 1999), social capital was 
found to be prevalent within the Chamas, and engendered norms like 
mutual support, reciprocity and trust.  Drawing on these norms, the 
participants were able to leverage this capital and achieve certain 
goals such as assisting one another to educate their children or ac-
quiring consumer durables that they would not otherwise afford in-
dividually.  Chama hence endows them with capabilities that enable 
them to perform their consumer (as well as other societal) roles. 

The findings further reveal that consumers engaged in several 
practices in Chama, and were consequently able to accrue various 
forms of resources, as well as convert them to other forms through 
these practices.  In one of the main practices named ‘merry-go-
round’ for instance, participants meet in one of their homes primarily 
to pool financial resources together for various consumption purpos-
es (integration of economic capital).  Such meetings are in some in-
stances characterized by feasting, providing participants opportuni-
ties for social interaction (accruing social capital) as well as enabling 
the hosts to demonstrate their hospitality skills, gaining respect 
through their adroit performances (demonstration of cultural capital 
and possible accumulation symbolic capital).  For these women, the 
ability to perform this ‘merry-go-round’ practice effectively (e.g. by 
consistently providing the funds to be pooled, cooking the ‘right’ 
foods) demonstrates possession of context-specific cultural capital, 
and women who do not demonstrate this capability may sometimes 
find themselves excluded from engaging in future Chama activities.  
So important is it to be part of Chama that some of the participants 
consider women who do not belong to Chama ‘abnormal’.  As such, 
exclusion from Chama would marginalize them socially, further ex-
acerbating the vulnerabilities they face.

Literature on resource integration has been presented largely 
within consumer-supplier exchange contexts (e.g.  McGrath and 
Otnes 1995), and even when done outside such contexts, the em-
phasis has been on financial resources (e.g. Ruth and Hsiung, 2007).  
This current research makes contributions by focusing on a variety 
of resources integrated by consumers collectively outside the market 
exchange interface.  It is envisaged that much can be learnt about 
resource integration outside such contexts especially amongst im-
poverished consumers whose resource constraints have wider im-
plications beyond those experienced within the consumer-supplier 
exchange interface.  This research also addresses recent calls to fo-
cus on the practices involved in integrating resources (e.g. Klein-
altenkamp, 2012) and highlights how collective practices act as the 

catalysts that determine how resources are integrated, accumulated 
and even lost. 

Using Consumption Practices to  
Countervail Stigma Experiences and transform  

Self-Identity among the Homeless

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Becoming homeless is a stressful event that society stigmatizes 

(Phelan et al. 1997). Homeless individuals experience a threat to 
their self as a result of not only stress-inducing events such as loss 
of their economic resources, but also the stigma experience and so-
cial disapproval of their social identity (Dovidio et al. 2000). Link 
and Phelan (2001) reviewed various definitions and conceptualized 
stigma as a convergence of components that develop with the co-oc-
currence of social labelling, stereotyping, separation, status loss and 
discrimination, as well as the existence of an adverse power structure 
that allows these factors to facilitate stigmatization. In short, “it takes 
power to stigmatize” (Link and Phelan 2001, p. 375). This implies 
that the social production of stigma on an individual or group de-
pends on social, economic, political, and cultural power to activate 
stereotypes, stimulate discrimination, and link them to undesirable 
characteristics in society. 

Beyond the presence of power structures, scholars argue that 
the effects of stigma on individuals are shaped by the extent to which 
those individuals internalize the stigma (Veer, 2009, Alonzo and 
Reynolds, 1995). In particular, Miller and Major (2000, p.247) sug-
gest that stigmatized individuals will not necessarily “suffer from 
reduced well being if they use coping strategies that are effective at 
managing the internal or external demands posed by the appraised 
threat.” Individuals can use coping strategies to protect the threat-
ened individual self, and generate cognitive and behavioral efforts 
to countervail the stigma threat. In other words, the stigma threat 
perceived by individuals depends on not only the socio-culturally 
produced stigma prevalent in society, but also how they manage the 
stigmatization. 

One critical realm for coping with the experience of stigma 
threat is community. According to Swanson (1985), stigmatized in-
dividuals that live in a supportive community can draw vital material 
and spiritual support from other community members to help them 
adapt to the social world. Part of this adaption involves challenging 
the legitimacy of social stigma and re-appropriating cultural mean-
ings that bring harm. An example from a consumer behavior per-
spective is found in Scaraboto and Fischer (2010), who investigated 
the “Fat Acceptance Movement” and demonstrated how the action of 
collectives helps consumers fight stigma and promote social change.

Goffman (1963) posits that stigma is developed through social 
interaction, and the marketplace is one of the social spaces in which 
individuals perform and develop their social identities. In recent 
years, studies have focused on analyzing different groups that suf-
fer from discrimination in the marketplace. Scholars have identified 
the way individual and collective practices can become instruments 
that consumers use to not only cope with a stigmatized experience, 
but also promote a positive self-conception (Adkins and Ozzane 
2005, Crosby and Otnes 2010, Hamilton and Catterall 2008, Ham-
ilton and Hassan 2008). However, most studies focus on stigma and 
coping strategies when people are already stigmatized. Few studies 
have explored how a stigmatized characteristic is developed and its 
trajectory over time (e.g Sandikci and Ger 2010), or have used a 
process-oriented approach to analyze individuals’ response strate-
gies while the stigma characteristic is being constructed (see Alonzo 
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and Reynols, 1995 for an exception in the medical literature, who 
described the stigma trajectory on HIV patients). 

The present study analyzes different consumption-related strat-
egies that homeless individuals, and communities related to them, 
use to alter the power relationship that influences their stigma expe-
rience (Link and Phelan 2001). To do so, the study draws upon eth-
nographic methods including observation, immersion experiences, 
and depth interviews in two contexts: a shelter dedicated to offer 
different services to the homeless individuals in the UK, and a US or-
ganization that seeks to develop community among homeless people 
through weekly religious services. 

In the first context, the inquiries focus on identifying the dif-
ferent types of stigma that UK and US individuals experience and 
the consumption-related coping strategies they employ along their 
pathways to homelessness (Clapham, 2003). Findings reflect how in-
dividuals experience different types of stigma during their path into 
homelessness, as well as the different coping strategies they develop 
and modify during the time they spend on the streets. We find that 
informants initially fight their stigma, however, they embrace it dur-
ing periods of chronic homelessness. Interestingly, we find that some 
individuals learn to use stigma to their own benefit (e.g. Hiding or 
highlighting the their stigmatized label to obtain money by begging). 
Participants range from passive victims to active challengers, and 
individuals found alternatives in their everyday lives to change the 
power dynamics and resist the experience of stigmatization 

In the second scenario, inquiries are directed to explore the role 
that collective action and the sense of community with people who 
do not share the stereotyped characteristic plays in the stigma experi-
ence. Findings in this scenario reveal that collective action and the 
sense of community become the individual’s authoritative perfor-
mances (Arnould and Price 2000), in which the community creates 
and sustains shared collective traditions that enable individuals to 
gain power and agency to face the difficult situation they are experi-
encing. The participation of non-stigmatized individuals within the 
community experience (i.e. religious service) brings a legitimating 
view from outsiders that re-orients the social sphere and minimizes 
focus on stereotypes/status (i.e. “I don’t care if you’re homeless or a 
CEO, in this place all are children of God”).

In conclusion, the study reflects an overlap between manifes-
tations of consumer resistance and coping strategies employed to 
reduce disadvantages in the marketplace. This phenomenon is con-
sistent with Firat and Venkatesh’s (1995) view that in postmodernity, 
consumption processes have an emancipatory potential.

Vulnerable consumers: Ethnography of the Consumption 
of French Farmers Facing Impoverishment

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
When Time magazine has a cover title about “France’s Rural 

Revolution: Traditional French farms are dying”, we can read be-
tween the lines and ask ourselves about the farmers whose farms 
are dying. Who are those farmers? How does this context impact 
their life, their family life? How are they facing this transition, this 
“revolution”? A closer look at this specific population of smallhold-
ing farmers (a total of 328.000 families) gives striking figures for the 
year 2011 showing that more than 39.000 impoverished families of 
farmers are eligible for welfare assistance such as income support 
and food bank. The paradoxical phenomenon is such that farmers, 
who are supposed to feed the people, can no longer feed themselves.

The current research consists of an ethnography of the con-
sumption culture of vulnerable and impoverished consumers. The 
originality of this study lies in the singularity of farmers as a com-

munity, and as a professional group, that is facing a multi-level crisis 
(international, European, national, regional, departmental, profes-
sional, familial, individual).

Within the domain of consumer vulnerability, we have identi-
fied calls for research to study unique and specific populations to 
develop the field of consumer vulnerability (Baker, Gentry, Ritten-
burg, 2005), and to study impoverished vulnerable consumers in ru-
ral areas of developed countries (Hill 2008). Our literature review 
is three-fold: Marketing and poverty researchers (Townsend 1962, 
Caplovitz 1962, Andreasen 1993, Alwitt 1995, Adkins and Ozanne 
2005, Hill 2008) have first looked at what poor people consume, 
before looking at the behavior and culture of consumption of those 
impoverished consumers. Social scientists see poverty as an issue re-
lated to the lack of social links and to the inability to express oneself 
through consumption goods and rites (Douglas 2007). Transforma-
tive Consumer Researchers take the approach that research should 
shed light on consumer issues, and help to improve consumers’ lives 
(Mick 2006). 

We propose two research questions. First, how can we charac-
terize and describe the notion of consumer vulnerability in the con-
text of the rural and agricultural space? Second, if we consider that 
one function of consumer goods is to make culture tangible, then 
how can we characterize poor farmers’ culture of consumption? 
More specifically, we look at how the experience of vulnerability 
shapes consumers’ response and adaptation to the consumption con-
text. Mary Douglas (2007) describes the cultural theory of apathy as 
a long-lasting state that emerges when the freedom to choose is sup-
pressed, when socialization networks are destroyed, when despair is 
stronger than hope. We hypothesize that a way out of this dead end 
occurs when vulnerable consumers engage in a project of creating 
new social links through consumption practices. 

To follow the tradition inherent to the stream of research on 
poverty and vulnerability issues, we rely on ethnographic methods 
such as interviews and observation: individual in-depth unstructured 
and semi-structured follow-up interviews, group interviews, (Ar-
nould and Wallendorf, 1994); participant observation and analysis 
of documents (diaries, blogs, forums). Our unit of analysis is the 
family, i.e three generations (the farmer, the farmer’s parents, and 
the farmer’s children). In order to integrate farmers’ children, we 
use children’s drawing (Chan, 2006) as a support for the interview. 

A French association, dedicated to help farmers facing difficul-
ties, helped us get in touch with their members and access our field 
of research. During the year 2011, fifteen interviews were conducted, 
resulting in a focus on three families. We met each family in their 
farm, and we spent full days with them. Thus, we could observe and 
share several moments of their daily life in order to develop an in-
depth understanding of the material and social world in which our 
informants live.

From the findings, we have established a typology of farm-
ers that allows us to identify their different reactions and adapta-
tion to vulnerability as consumers. For example, farmers who see 
themselves as “entrepreneurs” initiate networks of barter economy. 
Those who continuously redirect their production also experience a 
lack of stability in their daily consumption. Farmers who remain on 
the fringe of development inevitably adopt a way of life similar to 
voluntary simplicity. Over-indebted farmers tend to deny their state 
of impoverishment and refuse to ask for resources allowances or to 
go to the food bank. 

“Before the mad cow disease, our life was a life of constraints, 
for sure, and it was ok for us. Being a farmer means having a life 
of constraints. But today, we suffer from new constraints which we 
haven’t chosen and we drown. We don’t know when this will end. 
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Every day we wake up for work but we lose more money than what 
we earn. We have given up some habits. We go back to former prac-
tices; we live next to nothing, like our grandparents did.”

Considering poor farmers’ culture of consumption, this quote 
highlights how families experience vulnerability as a specific period 
of time which is remembered as a strong event. Then, any single tool 
or good represents a memory of the family’s former and more elabo-
rate material culture: an old coffee mill, the reuse of old sheets to 
sew up curtains or dresses, the familial hair scissors to avoid the cost 
of a hairdresser. Staying in touch with their familial roots help those 
farmers keep the faith in their future. Their motto is henceforth: “If 
everyone took care of the little they have, the world would feel bet-

ter.” This peasant common sense par excellence introduces a sensi-
tizing theoretical framework for how families elaborate a system of 
values underlying their world of consumption.

The findings of this ethnography have the potential to inform 
social marketing and social business by elaborating a specific knowl-
edge of one kind of hidden poverty. We portray a typology of con-
sumption processes within a vulnerable population, and enhance 
knowledge of the role of consumption goods in their strategies of 
identity survival. We also help social marketing actors better target 
this population of impoverished farmers when preventing bankrupt-
cy, social isolation or suicide.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
The pursuit of happiness is a fundamental goal consumers have. 

However, the relationship between consumption and happiness is not 
well understood (e.g., Mick et al. 2011). In this proposed session, 
we present four research projects that shed light on the complex and 
surprising effects of consumption on consumer well-being. These 
four research projects not only offer different theoretical perspec-
tives on the drivers of happiness but also explore a diverse range 
of consumption contexts. In the first paper, Carter, Rosenzweig, and 
Gilovich show that consumers can take advantage of the ambiguous 
nature of the boundary between material and experiential purchases 
to increase their happiness. That is, happiness is a function of how 
an acquisition is subjectively categorized by consumers. The second 
paper by Yang, Carmon, and Dhar challenges the widespread belief 
that having more material possessions necessarily makes consumers 
happier. They show that owning multiple goods in the same product 
category can ironically dampen satisfaction when important attri-
butes of the goods are negatively correlated. Further, the third paper 
by Ma and Roese shows that fewer material rewards may produce 
the same amount of happiness as more material rewards. This effect 
occurs when the reward format involves less easily counted units. 
In the fourth presentation, Pyone and Isen explore how affect im-
pacts materialistic tendencies. They show that under positive affect, 
people are less likely to pursue material goods as means to achieve 
happiness. Each presenter will have 15 minutes to present their pa-
per, leaving 15 minutes for discussions between the presenters and 
audience.

Our proposed session can contribute substantively to the theme 
of ACR 2012—appreciating diversity. The research papers in this 
session investigate the relationship between consumption and hap-
piness in a diverse range of consumption contexts such as consumer 
choice, post-choice consumption, pre-choice decisions, and respons-
es to reward distributions. These research projects involved a wide 

array of consumers, including those from the East and West, and 
in the lab and the field. This session will contribute to theoretical 
development in the areas of well-being and consumption, and yield 
important implications for consumers and firms. Further, this ses-
sion will appeal to a large segment of ACR members interested in 
judgment and decision making, happiness, and consumer well-being, 
qualities of lives, materialism, affect, and value sensitivity. This ses-
sion will also foster discussions of diverse range of topics relating to 
consumption and happiness, sparking new future research directions.  

taking Advantage of Real and Perceived differences 
between Material and Experiential Purchases

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
A growing body of work suggests that there are genuine ben-

efits to purchasing experiences, intangible purchases such as va-
cations and concerts, instead of purchasing material possessions, 
tangible goods such as clothes, trinkets, and electronics (Carter & 
Gilovich, 2010, 2012; Howell, Pchelin, & Iyer, in press; Nicolao, 
Irwin, & Goodman, 2009; Rosenzweig & Gilovich, 2011; Van Boven 
& Gilovich, 2003). Experiences, compared with possessions, appear 
to be ultimately more satisfying because they are less likely to suf-
fer from invidious comparisons to unchosen options or new infor-
mation (Carter & Gilovich, 2010), and are more central to one’s 
self-concept (Carter & Gilovich, 2012). What’s more, the general 
tendency to choose experiences over possessions is associated with 
well-being and life satisfaction (Howell et al., in press). However, 
as all of this work acknowledges, the categories are not very clearly 
defined. What makes an experience an experience? What makes a 
possession a possession? While there are certainly purchases that are 
clearly experiential (e.g. concerts) or material (e.g. clothes), there are 
also quite a few that cannot be so easily categorized. An mp3 player 
is a tangible object, but it also allows one to enjoy the experience of 
listening to music. How do these ambiguous purchases fit into the 
overall pattern of findings? What’s more, what does such ambiguity 
say about the underlying properties that define the categories?

To start, we endeavored to examine the types of purchases that 
participants generated when prompted to recall a material or an expe-
riential purchase. In Study 1, we found that independent raters were 
easily able to guess, based on the description provided by the partici-
pant, which type of purchase they had been assigned to recall. This 
suggests that, regardless of any fuzziness in the categories, most par-
ticipants seemed to have little trouble using them. There were some 
purchases, however, that fell somewhere in the middle, and also ap-
peared to be somewhat middling in terms of their satisfaction. Would 
it be possible to take advantage of that ambiguity, to take those same 
purchases and emphasize aspects of one category or the other, to pro-
duce the same psychological effects?

In Study 2, we again had participants recall either a material 
or an experiential purchase, and again found that participants in 
the experiential condition were more satisfied with their purchases. 
However, we also asked a third group of participants to recall a ma-
terial purchase, but we asked them to take a moment to think about 
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its experiential qualities. As expected, we found that this group was 
just as satisfied as participants in the experiential condition. While 
the previous study suggested that there are real differences between 
the categories, this finding indicates that there is a certain amount of 
latitude in how one thinks about a given purchase.

In the next three studies, we examined that very latitude. We 
took the same purchase, one that was smack in the middle of that 
fuzzy boundary between the two types of purchases, and emphasized 
either its material or its experiential qualities. Participants in Study 
3 were asked to think about a boxed set of music either as part of a 
music collection, something one puts on a shelf, or as an experience, 
something one listens to. Participants who had been led to think of it 
as an experience were less bothered by negative comparative infor-
mation (learning it was now available for a lower price), and thought 
it would be more satisfying than participants who framed it as a pos-
session.

In Study 4, participants were asked to think about a new 3-D 
TV as either a possession, emphasizing where it would go in their 
home and fit in with their other possessions, or as an experience, 
emphasizing experiencing television in a whole new way and how 
it would fit with their other activities. We then showed participants 
several sets of overlapping circles, as in the Inclusion of the Other 
in the Self scale (Aron, Aron, & Smollan, 1992), and asked them to 
choose which matched how much they thought the TV would be a 
part of their self-concept. As predicted, participants in the experi-
ential framing condition chose circles that overlapped to a greater 
degree, thinking that the more experiential television would be more 
closely associated with their self-concept. 

In Study 5, we looked at the flip side of satisfaction: regret. 
People tend to feel regrets of inaction about their experiences (i.e. 
missed opportunities) and regrets of action about their possessions 
(i.e. buyer’s remorse). Would framing a purchase as an experience 
or possession produce similar patterns of regret? When a 3-D TV 
was described as an experience, participants felt that the regret of 
a missed opportunity would be stronger than the regret of buyer’s 
remorse, but not when it was framed as a possession. 

It’s worth noting that reframing ambiguity may be asymmetric. 
That is, it may be fairly easy to think of a tangible object in terms of 
the experiences it affords, but rather difficult, if not impossible, to 
think about an intangible experience in terms of its material qualities. 
Fortunately, turning possessions into experiences appears to be the 
reframing that is most psychologically beneficial. 

These studies taken together suggest the differences between 
the categories appear to have something to do with real, tangible dif-
ferences between possessions and experiences, but also with certain 
psychological processes, such as comparison and regret, and perhaps 
it is those psychological processes that underlie what makes an expe-
rience an experience. What’s more, the ambiguity in category defini-
tions can actually be taken advantage of – producing greater satisfac-
tion and reduced susceptibility to negative comparative information. 
In sum, although it’s possible that the categories are largely in the 
mind, it may be the mind that matters.
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More Possessions can Make You Less Happy

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
A fundamental tenet of consumerism is that owning more is 

more desirable than owning less. The yearning for additional posses-
sions is reflected in such impressive statistics as American women on 
average owning 27 pairs of shoes, and men, 12 pairs (TIME 2006), 
and average households having 2.9 TV’s—more TV’s than people 
(Neilsen 2009). In this research, we challenge that belief, identifying 
a common condition under which owning more can dampen rather 
than boost consumption satisfaction. 

While prior research sheds important light on how judgments 
and choices are affected by options being viewed jointly or in isola-
tion (e.g., Botti and Iyengar 2006; Bazerman et al. 1992; Brenner 
et al. 1999; Hsee and Leclerc 1998; Nowlis and Simonson 1997; 
Schwartz 2004), the effect of owning multiple goods on consumer 
satisfaction is not well understood. The current research advances 
the notion of competing advantages—each good in a set being per-
ceived as better than others on some dimensions yet worse on other 
dimensions. When the set is consumed, differences between the at-
tributes (e.g., one TV has USB ports; the other, 3D graphics) and 
attribute values (e.g., one TV has a larger screen but inferior sound 
quality than the other) become salient. This induces an upward shift 
of the comparison standard for assessing satisfaction, making each 
good in the set appear deficient on some dimensions. Because defi-
ciencies tend to be more salient and attention-grabbing (e.g., Pratto 
and John 1991) and weighted more heavily in evaluations (e.g., 
Fiske 1980; Mittal et al.1998) than positive attributes, the deficien-
cies loom larger than sufficiencies. Thus, compared with owning just 
one good where a comparison standard naturally present in consum-
ers’ mind (e.g., the expected consumption experience) is applied to 
assess satisfaction, owning multiple goods can, ironically, be less 
satisfying. 

The degree to which competing advantages alters comparison 
standards should depend on the extent to which consumers’ standards 
are developed and stable. Those with high need-to-evaluate (NTE) 
chronically make more judgments (Jarvis and Petty 1996), possess 
more developed and stable internal standards (Federico 2004), and 
are less likely to alter their established views when they encounter 
additional information pertaining to those views (Albarracín et al. 
2004). Consumers with low-NTE are thus likely to be more affected 
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by competing advantages, as their comparison standards for satisfac-
tion assessment are more malleable. 

We tested our propositions in the lab and field. In Study 1, partic-
ipants were randomly assigned one of three consumption sets (SetTV1, 
SetTV1&2, and SetTV1&3) and asked to imagine owning the good(s). 
SetTV1&2 had competing advantages—TV1 had both better and worse 
attributes than TV2. SetTV1&3 did not—TV1 dominated TV3 on all 
dimensions. Though a pretest established that participants strongly 
preferred SetTV1&2 over the alternatives in a choice task, those who 
had this set were significantly less satisfied than those had SetTV1 or 
SetTV1&3. That owning SetTV1&3 was more satisfying than owning the 
superior SetTV1&2 nicely illustrates the detrimental impact of compet-
ing advantages, as TV3 was, by design, objectively inferior to TV2.  
Further, as an indirect measure of the comparison standard used to 
assess satisfaction, participants were asked rate the extent to which 
they thought their TV(s) were imperfect. 

As predicted, participants with SetTV1&2 were less satisfied than 
those who had SetTV1. This negative effect of owning more disap-
peared when the competing advantages were removed by down-
grading the attributes of one of the TV’s (downgrading from TV2 to 
TV3). This suggests that the competing advantages were a cause of 
the lowered satisfaction, and that the negative effect of owning more 
could not be accounted for by an averaging mechanism—partici-
pants simply averaged their satisfaction with each TV when assess-
ing their overall satisfaction with two TV’s. If averaging were driv-
ing the effect, those who with an inferior set of two TV’s (SetTV1&3) 
should have been less satisfied than those who with the superior set 
(SetTV1&2). Finally, the changes in participants’ comparison standards 
mediated the differences in satisfaction.

Study 2 investigated the negative impact of owning more in 
the field. Consumers took home either multiple framed pictures with 
competing advantages, or just one. After owning the product(s) for 
a few days, they responded to measures similar to those in Study 1. 
They also answered an open-ended question about an ideal framed 
photo, another measure of changes in the comparison standard. 
Although a pretest revealed that owning more was clearly preferred 
in a choice task, participants who owned more were significantly less 
satisfied. Further, compared to participants who had one good, those 
who owned multiple goods described significantly more product 
attributes on the ideal-product measure, and perceived their goods 
as significantly more imperfect. These changes in comparison stan-
dards mediated the effect of owning more on satisfaction. 

Study 3 examined whether dispositional differences in Need-to-
Evaluate (NTE) moderate the negative effect of owning more, and 
whether competing advantages reduce satisfaction with individual 
goods in the consumption set. Accordingly, the SetTV1 and SetTV1&2 
conditions were identical to those of Study 1, and, in a third condi-
tion (SetTV1|TV1&2), participants were given TV1 and TV2 but asked 
to assess their satisfaction with only TV1. In addition to responding 
to measures used in Study 1, participants also completed the NTE 
scale (Jarvis and Petty 1996). As expected, those with low NTE were 
significantly more affected by competing advantages—they altered 
their comparison standard more and reported lower satisfaction than 
those with high NTE. Further, compared to participants with SetTV1, 
those who received SetTV1|TV1&2 reported significantly lower satisfac-
tion with TV1. Finally, the satisfaction differences across the three 
conditions were mediated by the changes in comparison standards. 

Altogether, our findings cast doubt on whether overflowing 
closets of clothes and shoes or multiple TV’s, necessarily provide 
higher satisfaction than having fewer possessions. Contrary to popu-
lar belief, owning more can, in fact, be less gratifying. Further, our 
research advances the notion of competing advantages and expli-

cates their impact on comparison standards used to assess satisfac-
tion. Finally, our research yields transformative advice for consum-
ers—owning and consuming less can help the environment and, in 
and of itself, be more satisfying.
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the Countability Effect: Comparative versus 
Experiential Reactions to Reward distributions

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
There is general agreement in the fairness literature that peo-

ple who are under-benefitted are less satisfied than those who are 
over-benefitted (Adams 1963; Homans 1973; Walster et al. 1978). 
For example, when compensated for precisely the same work, an 
employee receiving $10 / hr will be less satisfied than another em-
ployee receiving $15 / hr. However, it has become increasingly clear 
that other factors may moderate the impact of inequity on satisfac-
tion. A key perspective centers on value sensitivity, or evaluability, 
which reflects the extent to which the magnitude of subjective value 
is influenced by the magnitude of objective value (e.g., Hsee 1996; 
Hsee 1998; Hsee et al. 1999; Hsee et al. 2009). As summarized in 
the recent General Evaluability Theory, the construct of evaluability 
is defined as “the extent to which a person has relevant reference 
information to gauge the desirability of target values and map them 
onto evaluation” (Hsee and Zhang 2010, p. 344).

In the present research, we argue that countability feeds into 
evaluability, and as such will operate as a powerful moderator of 
the impact of inequity on satisfaction. When a reward can be easily 
counted in numerical terms, the effect of inequity on satisfaction is 
relatively straightforward: those who receive less than they ought to 
feel less satisfied than those who received more than they ought to. 
However, when rewards are not so easily counted, people cannot rely 
so easily on a simple numerical indicator of relative value. Instead, 
they focus on idiosyncratic aspects of how the reward might be en-
joyed at a purely experiential level.

More generally, countability reflects the powerful role that num-
bers play in our lives. People associate numbers with cardinal values, 
such that numbers act as representations of internal magnitudes or 
quantitative values (e.g., Diester and Nieder 2007; Rubinsten et al. 
2002). Once these associations are established in mind, they pro-
vide a foundation for estimation and comparison that is indispensi-
ble in people’s lives (e.g. Girelli, Lucangeli, and Butterworth 2000). 
Research on numerical information processing (e.g., $32 dollars, 20 
calories, 500 mg) consistently finds that numerical information is 
processed relatively rapidly and efficiently (Dehaene and Akhavein 
1995; Girelli, Lucangeli, and Butterworth 2000; Tzelgov, Meyer, 
and Henik 1992; Viswanathan and Childers 1996 ). This literature 
thus provides support for our contention that when distributions can 
be counted in numerical terms, people are more likely to make com-
parisons and to be more sensitive to inequity than when distributions 
cannot be counted. Hence, we propose two main hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 1:  Countability moderates the effect of inequity on 
satisfaction. Although an easily counted over-
benefit will evoke greater satisfaction than an 
easily counted under-benefit, a less easily count-
ed over-benefit and under-benefit will evoke 
similar degrees of satisfaction. 

Hypothesis 2:  The underlying mechanism for H1 is that count-
able rewards evoke comparisons within the re-
ward distribution, whereas uncountable rewards 
evoke a focus on the experiential aspects of one’s 
own reward.

With a 2 (benefit: under-benefit vs. over-benefit) x 2 (countabil-
ity: countable vs. uncountable) between-subjects design, six experi-
ments consistently demonstrated that when rewards can be counted 

in numerical terms (e.g. two vs. three slices of cake), the under-bene-
fited are less satisfied than the over-benefited, whereas when rewards 
cannot be counted in numerical terms (e.g. small vs. large cake), the 
under-benefited are just as satisfied as the over-benefited. This effect 
was demonstrated across different product categories, across differ-
ent demographic groups, and across the East vs. West.

Moreover, we examined the underlying cognitive mechanism 
for the role of countability. Specifically, when participants were 
prompted to think comparatively (i.e., calculate the numerical 
amounts of rewards), those in the uncountable condition behaved as 
though they were in the unprompted countable condition, and when 
participants in the countable condition were prompted to focus on 
their consumption experience, they behaved as though they were in 
the unprompted uncountable condition. Thus, uncountable rewards 
mitigate the sting of unfair reward distributions in part because they 
push people to focus more on the experiential aspects of their own 
reward, while pulling them away from unfavorable upward compari-
sons to those who received more.

This research extends General Evaluability Theory (Hsee and 
Zhang 2010) by proposing a new powerful factor – countablility – 
influencing value sensitivity. It also adds to the literature on how 
information display influences people’s perception by demonstrating 
that the numerical format of rewards can make people focus more on 
face value and ignore the possible emotional elements. Moreover, it 
proposes a new way to mitigate unfairness perception and unhappy 
feelings in unfair distributions. Making the world an objectively fair 
place is important, but when unfairness is unavoidable, we should 
be able to find a way to increase our subjective happiness in unfair 
situations. Unfair distributions do not necessarily lead to subjective 
perceptions of unfairness that affect our emotions and behaviors 
(Weiner 1995). We are a species that relies on emotions and percep-
tions as inputs into judgments and behaviors, we should learn to deal 
with potentially negative situations and nonetheless derive eventual 
happiness from them. This idea of subjective approaches to unfair 
situations is one contribution of this article. Although the cake dis-
tributions are objectively unfair, we may still enjoy our small cake if 
we do not count it!
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When Happiness doesn’t Seem Contingent on Material 
Goods: The Influence of Positive Affect on Materialism 

and Conspicuous Consumption

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Much of the previous research has investigated how material-

ism influences happiness (e.g., Belk 1984; Van Boven and Gilovich 
2003). On the other hand, relatively little research has been conduct-
ed on the reverse, the influence of positive affect on materialism. 
In the present research, we examine how mild positive affect that 
people experience in everyday life influences materialistic and con-
spicuous consumption behavior.

Based on the affect literature suggesting that positive affect 
leads to more flexible thinking (Isen 2008) and broadened scope of 
attention and cognition (Fredrickson and Branigan 2005), we hy-
pothesize that positive affect enables people to think about aspects 
of their life and their happiness more flexibly (i.e., they can think of 
various ways of pursuing happiness other than acquiring material 
goods), and thus they are less likely to rely on material goods as a 
primary source of happiness or self-worth, while neglecting its other 
sources. 

First, in order to examine a lay theory of materialism, in a pi-
lot study we asked participants to describe materialism in their own 
words. They defined materialism broadly in two ways: 1) valuing 
material goods over other, or abstract, values in life (e.g., family or 
friendship), and 2) engaging in consumption behavior in order to 
“show off” or signal status. In five studies, we tested the influence 
of positive affect on materialism as represented in prior research and 
the lay ideas generated above. 

Study 1: What Makes You Happy? Participants were randomly 
assigned to either a positive or a neutral affect condition. Affect was 
manipulated using a video clip: a mildly amusing clip (showing a 

dancing hippo) or a neutral clip (showing moving color bars). After 
the affect induction task, materialism was measured in a way similar 
to that used by Chaplin and John (2007). Participants were asked 
to list things that make them happy using six categories: Hobbies, 
Material Things, Achievements, Sports, People, Other. A ratio in-
dex of materialism was obtained by dividing the number of material 
items by the total number of items, for each participant. The results 
revealed that people in positive affect reported lower materialism 
ratios than did those in neutral affect.

Study 2: Money Allocation II -Material vs. Experiential 
Purchase. In Study 3, following the research by Van Boven and 
Gilovich (2003), we measured materialism in terms of the type of 
purchases people pursue (material or experiential). After the affect 
induction task (as in Study 1), participants were asked what specific 
things they would like to buy or do with the $500, and to indicate 
the amount of money they allotted to each item. A materialism index 
was created for each subject, by subtracting the amount allocated to 
experiential purchases (e.g., going out to dinner with friends, ski-
ing) from that to material purchases (e.g., new clothing, handbags). 
Results showed that people in positive affect allocated a smaller por-
tion of the money to material purchases (relative to experiential pur-
chases), than did the controls.

Study 3: Conspicuous Consumption I. In Studies 4 and 5, we 
measured materialism in terms of the underlying motive for buying 
material goods: the degree to which people want to signal wealth or 
social status. Participants (all female) were randomly assigned to a 
2 (affect) x 2 (signal: high, low) between-subjects design. After the 
affect induction task, participants were told that they would evalu-
ate a high-end product. Half of the participants saw an image of a 
Gucci handbag with a salient brand-logo (high signal), and the other 
half saw a Gucci bag with no logo (low signal). Results revealed 
that people in neutral (vs. positive) affect perceived the good with 
the salient logo as more attractive, wanted to own it more, and were 
willing to pay more for it. 

Study 4: Conspicuous Consumption II. In Study 5, Conspicuous 
consumption was measured among male subjects. Participants 
(all male) read product descriptions about cars from two different 
brands: a Low-end model from BMW and a Premium model from 
Mazda. The BMW model was described so that participants could 
see that its performance (e.g., engine, fuel efficiency, horsepower, 
etc) was inferior to that of the Mazda, but as superior as a status sym-
bol. Participants then were asked to make a choice between the two 
models. The results showed that positive-affect people were more 
likely to choose the high-end Mazda (performance) over the low-end 
BMW (status) than were controls.

In sum, results of four studies suggest that under mild positive 
(vs. neutral) affect, people are less likely to rely on material goods 
as a primary source of happiness, while neglecting its other sources, 
and also less likely to engage in conspicuous consumption (i.e., sig-
nal status through material goods).
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Online labor markets allow “requesters” to recruit “workers” 

for the completion of computer-based tasks. One such market, Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk (AMT), offers a convenient means of accessing 
a relatively diverse population. The speed and ease with which data 
can be collected on AMT has led to considerable interest in using 
it to collect experimental data, as indicated by the large and grow-
ing number of publications that rely on AMT data over the past few 
years (>400 in the social sciences alone) and self-reports by research-
ers subscribed to the major mailing lists in social psychology and 
decision-making (>50% have used AMT). 

Initial evaluations of AMT as a source of data have empha-
sized its compelling strengths, notably the comparatively diversity 
of workers and the possibility of conducting research on a common 
population. In a nutshell, these studies have found that AMT workers 
produce quality data, and are more representative than other conve-
nience samples. 

Fewer efforts have been made to explore and quantify poten-
tial unique drawbacks and limitations of using AMT to collect so-
cial science data. This special session focuses on some of the issues 
that threaten experimental validity on AMT and on providing easily 
implementable solutions to avoid these problems.

The four papers included in the session deal with diverse is-
sues. Joe Goodman discusses differences between AMT workers 
and more traditional subject populations that are of high relevance 
to consumer behavior research. Julie Downs discusses strategies for 
restricting data collection and data retention to attentive participants, 
together with their implications for the generalizability of AMT data. 
Dan Goldstein addresses issues of participant honesty, including the 
results of experiments designed to detect dishonest behaviors among 
AMT participants and identify some of their predictors. Gabriele 
Paolacci addresses the issue of non-naïvety among AMT workers by 

presenting studies about cross-talk and duplicate participation and 
provide simple remedies to attenuate this concern. 

The special session contributes to the conference mission of 
appreciating diversity by focusing on a research method – web ex-
perimentation – that expands diversity in two important ways. First, 
it allows researchers to access a more representative, and certainly 
more heterogeneous population that traditional subject pools. Sec-
ond, it democratizes science, by making these populations available 
to all researchers at a low cost and with minimal technical knowl-
edge, eliminating geographic constraints and reducing financial con-
straints on research. Taken together, the four proposed contributions 
will provide attendees with a comprehensive view of how to make 
the best use of this resource, while avoiding common, but not widely 
discussed threats to data quality.

data Collection in a Flat World: Strengths and 
Weaknesses of Mechanical turk Samples

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Mechanical Turk (AMT), an online labor system run by Ama-

zon.com, provides quick, easy, and inexpensive access to online re-
search participants. As use of AMT has grown, so have questions 
from behavioral researchers about its participants, reliability, and 
low compensation. A main concern about using AMT for research 
is that participants who are willing to participate in a study for well 
below the minimum wage must be unusual. And, most importantly, 
they might be unusual in ways that challenge the validity of research 
investigations. Researchers have verified that AMT demographic re-
sponses are accurate (Rand, 2012), validated the psychometric prop-
erties of AMT responses (Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling, 2011), and 
replicated some of the classic findings in behavioral economics (Hor-
ton, Rand, & Zeckhauser, 2011; Suri & Watts, 2010) and decision-
making research (Paolacci. Chandler, & Ipeirotis, 2010). However, 
research has not thoroughly investigated differences between AMT 
participants and traditional samples on attention, personality, finan-
cial, and consumption dimensions. In this paper we review recent 
research on using AMT and compare AMT participants to commu-
nity (Study 1) and student (Study 2) samples on several dimensions, 
finding many similarities between AMT participants and traditional 
samples, but also finding important differences that are relevant to 
consumer research.

In Study 1 we examine whether AMT participants are less atten-
tive to study instructions than college student samples. We measured 
the rate at which participants pay attention by administering an atten-
tion test or Instructional Manipulation Check (IMC; Oppenheimer, 
Meyvis, & Davidenko, 2009) requiring careful reading of study ma-
terials. Similarly, we investigated whether AMT participants have 
different cognitive capabilities compared to non-AMT participants 
by administering the Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT; Frederick, 
2005). Our results showed that AMT participants performed more 
poorly on the IMC and CRT compared to student participants. More 
importantly, we found that simply administering the attention test 
and filtering participants by whether they correctly answered the 
IMC or not reduced statistical noise; including participants who 
failed the IMC reduced the likelihood of finding statistically signifi-
cant differences between groups on other dimensions. Though we 
found that IMC failure was correlated with a participant being from 
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outside the US or a non-native speaker of English, the results suggest 
the IMC was the most efficient filter as it both excluded fewer people 
and reduced Type II error.

For consumer behavior researchers, it is especially important to 
examine whether AMT participants differ in terms of how they value 
and spend money and time. Given that AMT participants are willing 
to complete tasks for little money, some have questioned their valu-
ation of money and time. To address this issue, in Study 2 we com-
pared AMT participants, college students and a community sample 
on their preferences for time and money (Cryder & Loewenstein, 
2010), their material values (using the Material Values Scale; Rich-
ins, 2004), and how averse they are to spending money (using the 
Tightwad-Spendthrift scale; Rick, Cryder, & Loewenstein, 2008). 
We also compared AMT and non-AMT participants on the Big Five 
dimensions of personality (Gosling, Rentfrow, & Swann Jr., 2003) 
and global self-esteem (Robins, Hendin, & Trzesniewski, 2001). 

Our results showed that compared to non-AMT participants, 
AMT participants were significantly (p’s < .05) less extraverted, less 
emotionally stable, and had lower self-esteem. AMT participants 
also exhibited attitudes about money and time that were more simi-
lar to student participants than to community participants, valuing 
money more than time, reporting more materialistic values and feel-
ing more averse to spending money (p’s < .05) than the community 
sample. Compared to students, AMT participants were equivalent on 
all these dimensions. It seems that AMT participants may be similar 
to students in terms of their financial outlook. 

Given the low compensation of AMT participants, AMT par-
ticipants might also respond unusually to decision tasks involving 
money and risk. We explored this proposition by testing for present 
bias and discounting asymmetries (Loewenstein, 1988; Malkoc & 
Zauberman, 2006), risk aversion for gains, risk seeking for losses, 
and the certainty effect (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). Our results 
showed that AMT participants exhibited the same effects as the stu-
dent population. AMT participants were present-biased, showed de-
lay/expedite asymmetries, were risk averse for gains, risk seeking for 
losses, and showed the certainty effect—but no more so than other 
samples. 

Recent research about the use of AMT for behavioral research 
has concluded that AMT has many benefits, making it suitable for a 
wide range of behavioral research. We agree: We found that AMT 
participants generally produced reliable results that are consistent 
with previous decision making research and we found many com-
monalities between AMT participants and our traditional samples, 
contributing to this growing literature (Buhrmester et al., 2011; Pao-
lacci et al., 2010; Rand, 2012). However, we also found important 
differences between AMT participants and community and student 
participants. To mitigate concerns that may arise from these differ-
ences, we discuss and recommend to researchers the use of screening 
procedures to measure participants’ attention levels and acknowl-
edge that AMT participants may vary from non-AMT participants 
on social and financial traits.

Screening Participants on Mechanical turk: techniques 
and Justifications

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Concerns about the quality of Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) 

participants have led researchers to use a variety of screening tech-
niques. Some researchers use screening data to disqualify partici-
pants in real time, punishing them for their poor performance, and 
some use it to omit suspicious data at the time of analysis. We assess 
several strategies for restricting data collection and data retention, 

evaluating them according to their discriminant power to identify 
observations contributing only noise.

We evaluated four categories of screening techniques: 1) meta-
data from typical surveys, such as time on task, and depth of respons-
es; 2) pre-screening of participants, such as limiting participation to 
those meeting a threshold of performance in the AMT system; 3) 
integral aspects of survey design, such as incentives and required re-
sponses; and 4) responses to questions included specifically to iden-
tify “poor” participants, such as gold standard questions (for which 
there is an objectively correct answer, unlike most survey responses). 
Some gold standard questions are unobtrusive, whereas others com-
municate their purpose to participants (e.g., by asking participants 
to give non-standard answers). The latter type, sometimes called 
Instructional Manipulation Checks (IMC; Oppenheimer, Meyvis, & 
Davidenko, 2009) has the potential to change participant responses 
in systematic ways. By randomizing whether these questions ap-
peared at the beginning or end of the task, we created a measure of 
the impact of obtrusive gold standard questions on responses (con-
ditional on passing). We included two types of criteria to assess the 
effectiveness of each screening technique: reliability of measures, 
and effect sizes of established psychological phenomena. For reli-
ability, we used classic individual difference scales (e.g., Need for 
Cognition, with a Cronbach’s alpha in the mid-90s; Cacioppo & Pet-
ty, 1982), as well as measures of internal consistency on behavioral 
tasks (e.g., choosing between lotteries that varied along dimensions 
of risk). For phenomenological effect sizes, we used classic demon-
strations of cognitive performance and bias in judgment and decision 
making, such as the Stroop task and the framing effect. In addition to 
assessing the level of noise in the data between the screened-out and 
retained populations, we examined responses from these populations 
for evidence of systematic differences on our measures. Participants 
located in the US were recruited into five different surveys on AMT, 
each paying the equivalent of about $8 per hour, to approximate min-
imum wage, plus a possible bonus in some cases, to incentivize per-
formance. For most surveys (except where noted) we required 500 or 
more completed AMT tasks and an approval rating of 95% or higher. 

Each category of screening technique will be reviewed in turn. 
Simple meta-data did not prove to be useful in identifying noisy ob-
servations. The fastest 8% of respondents performed no worse than 
the population as a whole (N = 302, z = 0.08, p = .936), and the fast-
est 3% (10 of 302 participants, who performed remarkably fast with 
a slight discontinuity from the rest of the sample) performed only 
very slightly worse (z = 0.73, p =.465). The slowest 3% of the sam-
ple performed slightly better than the rest of the sample, although 
not significantly so. Although the faster and slower respondents did 
not produce notably noisier data than their more average peers, these 
respondents did differ along certain individual difference measures, 
with faster responders scoring lower in Need for Cognition and 
slower responders scoring higher. Removing standard pre-screening 
criteria did not reduce reliabilities compared to those who were re-
quired to have a large number of completed tasks and a high ap-
proval rating (N = 403; z = 0.58, p = .562). Requiring responses did 
not significantly improve reliabilities (N = 303; z = 1.18, p = .238). 
Reducing the payment rate to one-quarter of minimum wage (25¢ 
for an 8-minute task) had no notable effects on reliabilities (N = 346; 
z = 0.10, p = .920). Participants who failed gold standard questions 
did not perform any worse in reliabilities than those who passed (N 
= 178; z = 0.27, p = .787), although other differences in performance 
did emerge. Measures of bias did differ in some of the populations 
that would be omitted based on the various screeners, and obtrusive 
gold standard questions had moderate effects on some outcome mea-
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sures, including changing the effect sizes of some measures of judg-
ment bias. These effects will be discussed in more detail.

Consistent with other research, data quality in this sample 
was reasonable. Furthermore, screening strategies failed to identify 
meaningful subsets of the population who were contributing mere 
noise to the data. Although these findings cannot attest to full en-
gagement of all participants in the tasks, they also cannot support 
the practice of omitting participants based on screener performance 
without concern about biasing the sample (at least in US popula-
tions). For example, although time stamps are a popular technique 
that can be used without adding to participant burden to omit people 
taking too little (or too much) time, these individuals’ data did not 
warrant exclusion from analyses. Indeed, the systematic differences 
between high and low performance on many screening tools sug-
gest that omitting participants based on these indicators would likely 
bias the sample rather than merely reduce noise. We suspect that the 
internal reputation system used by Amazon is effective in dissuading 
participants from attempting to game the system. 

Under the Radar: determinants of Honesty in an Online 
Labor Market

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Many institutions and social systems depend upon some degree 

of honesty to function as intended. The legal system, for example, is 
predicated on honest testimony, and oaths are used with the goal of 
promoting truth-telling. Moreover, many economic transactions as-
sume a truthful description of what is being sold or a promise that an 
agreement will result in a payment.

For online labor markets like AMT, honesty between the em-
ployers and employees helps the market to be efficient. Employers 
who trust the work of the employees, and employees who trust that 
payment will be rendered by the employer, both benefit from an en-
vironment in which honest dealing is the norm. Consumer behavior 
research, which relies heavily on self-report, is hard to verify, mean-
ing that under prevalent dishonesty, such markets would be of lim-
ited interest to researchers.

Standard economic models capture the belief that people trade 
off the benefits of cheating with the costs of getting caught (Alling-
ham & Sandmo, 1972; Becker, 1968). On AMT the costs of getting 
caught at any individual time are arguably low–a worker might only 
have their work rejected. However, consistently dishonest behavior 
can lead workers to be banned from the site. The frequency of cheat-
ing is an open question, determined both by the hassle of creating a 
new account, and recultivating the reputation necessary to complete 
much of the more lucrative work. Additionally,  The pragmatic ben-
efits of cheating sit in tension with people’s intrinsic motivation to 
avoid feeling like they are dishonest (e.g., Mazar, Amir, & Ariely, 
2008) and to maintain the appearance of honesty to others (Hao & 
Houser, 2011). Thus, it is not a priori clear how much dishonesty 
would be exhibited by workers in an online labor market. 

The central focus of this work is measuring the degree to which 
workers on AMT are honest and determining which factors affect 
their honesty. Fischbacher and Heusi (2008) conducted a study 
which is the inspiration for this work. In a series of offline laboratory 
experiments, the authors had participants roll a die in private and 
report their roll. Participants were paid proportionally to the value 
they reported (with the exception of rolling six, which paid nothing). 
Since the experimenter could not see the roll, the participant could 
report any number.  While each number would be expected 17% of 
the time, the subjects reported a roll of four 27% of the time and re-
ported a roll of five 35% of the time. A roll of six, the lowest paying 

roll, was only reported 6.4% of the time, suggesting dishonest re-
porting. In addition to this baseline treatment, the authors conducted 
additional treatments where they increased the stakes (by a factor of 
three), ensured the anonymity of the participants, and changed the 
victim of the lie from the experimenter to another subject. These 
treatments did not have a large impact on the distribution of reported 
rolls.

In this work, we seek to understand the determinants of dishon-
esty in experiments in which payment can be affected by lying. We 
asked participants on AMT to roll die (at home or using a randomizer 
website, as they wished) and to report the values of the rolls, which 
gave them both ample opportunities to lie and no chance of being 
caught lying on any single roll (since we, as experimenters, could not 
observe the participants). 

In the first experiment, we replicate the basic effect. Partici-
pants report a die roll between one and six and are paid 25 cents 
per pip (spot on the die). The average roll, under honest reporting, 
would be 3.5. The average of the reported rolls was 3.91, signifi-
cantly higher than chance (p < .0005), with the distribution of rolls 
heavily favoring fives and sixes. 

The second experiment asked whether people would report 
more honestly if there were less to be gained by lying. In the first ex-
periment, the ratio of payouts between the worst and best roll (taking 
the flat fee into account) was 3.5, giving a strong incentive to cheat. 
In the second study, this ratio was reduced to merely 1.24. However, 
despite having less to gain, participants cheated as much in this con-
dition as in the baseline, showing surprising insensitivity to what can 
be gained through dishonesty. Furthermore, participants from India 
and the US cheated by the same amount, again suggesting that the 
stakes are not a key determinant of cheating.

Given that cheating seems relatively unrelated to the magnitude 
and variance of the payouts, the third and fourth experiments ask 
whether the probability of detection may drive the decision to cheat. 
In all studies reported above, including those by other researchers, 
participants rolled a die just one time before reporting their answer. 
In such a situation, a six is just as likely as a one. However, when 
reporting, for example 10 rolls, it is less likely that the sum of these 
rolls would equal 60 by chance as it would equal, say, 35. If par-
ticipants have a grasp of intuitive statistics, they would realize the 
experimenter could reject the null of honest reporting over multiple 
rolls if the sum of the die exceeds a certain number (or if the distribu-
tion of values reported deviates significantly from uniformity). In a 
large randomized experiment, participants rolled a die either 2, 3, 5, 
10, or 20 times and were paid proportional to the sum of the result. 
Consistent with the view of people as intuitive statisticians, partici-
pants continued to cheat in a way that was easily detectable at the 
aggregate level, but undetectable at the individual level.

non-naïvety Among Experimental Participants on 
Amazon Mechanical turk

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Certain experimental paradigms strongly rely on participant na-

ïvety, either as a precondition for an effect to emerge, or to prevent 
experimental demand effects. Prior knowledge about the purpose 
of an experiment, familiarity with an experimental manipulation, 
or reason to suspect deception, can influence participant responses. 
While traditional subject pools offer a continuous supply of naïve 
participants, this is less true of AMT, where workers can complete 
an unlimited number of experiments. Given the popularity of AMT 
among consumer researchers, it is important to know whether con-
cerns of non- naïvety among AMT workers are negligible or not. 
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Further, if non- naïvety is prevalent, it is pressing to come up with 
solutions that can be implemented by single researchers or scientific 
communities to mitigate this problem. In this work, we discuss two 
potential sources of non-naivety on AMT.

One important phenomenon that affects participant naïvety is 
cross-talk between participants. Empirical research on college un-
dergraduate populations has demonstrated that participants do share 
information with each other, at least when sufficiently motivated 
(e.g., when incentives are offered for a correct response; Edlund, et 
al., 2009). The web offers great opportunities for cross-talk: Indeed, 
AMT workers maintain online forums where they share information 
and opinions, which could potentially lead to foreknowledge in ex-
perimental participants.

A second concern is participation in experiments that share 
independent or dependent measures. AMT automatically prevents 
workers from completing a single task multiple times. However, it is 
still possible that participants are recruited for experiments that are 
conceptually or methodologically related to experiments they have 
previously completed. Our survey data (Study 1, N = 300) show that 
cross-talk is not a critical issue on AMT. Only 26% of participants 
reported knowing personally someone else who used AMT, and only 
28% reported reading forums and blogs about AMT. Further, when 
asked to rank the reasons why they discuss or read about AMT, the 
actual purpose or contents of the tasks are far less important than 
pragmatic considerations such as the amount requesters pay or their 
reputation. Only half of the respondents who actually read blogs 
(about 13% of the overall sample) reported ever seeing a discussion 
about the contents of a social science research study online. Such 
low levels of reported cross-talk can hardly contribute substantially 
to participant non- naïvety. However, researchers should probably 
monitor discussion boards that refer a lot of respondents, and con-
clude their experiments by asking workers how they found the task. 
We also highlight the less tangible effects of workers discussing the 
reputations of individual experimenters and research institutions. 

Duplicate participation is a more serious concern. 55% of our 
worker sample from Study 1 reported having a list of favorite re-
questers and monitoring their tasks (indeed, browser plug-ins are 
available that do this automatically), and 58% of the time this list 
included academic researchers. Data from a follow up conducted 
one year later showed that these percentages became 63% and 71% 
respectively, suggesting that this is a growing concern. Moreover, a 
substantial proportion of workers reported participating in some of 
the more common and easily describable experimental paradigms 
(e.g., 52% of Study 1 participants played an Ultimatum Game, be-
coming 83% one year later).

In order to obtain more reliable information about duplicate 
participation, we pooled the data from several researchers who had 
received a total of 16,408 completed submissions (Study 2). The 
tasks included in this sample had been completed by a total of 7,498 
workers. The average worker completed more than two studies, with 
the most prolific 10% of the workers (N = 750) responsible for 41% 
(N = 5,864) of the completed submissions. Taken together, these re-
sults suggest that duplicate participation is a potential source of non- 
naïvety that cannot be neglected by researchers who use AMT. At a 
minimum, experimenters should ask participants whether they have 
completed similar experiments before and treat prior participation as 
an additional factor in their data analysis. We offer several practical 
solutions that allow duplicate workers to be filtered out before they 
participate, saving money, and eliminating the concern that exclud-
ing duplicate workers may contribute additional researcher degrees 
of freedom. 

The very features that make online labor markets appealing to 
researchers, such as its accessibility, lead to some concerns about 
whether experimental participants are naïve enough to participate in 
all experiments. Whereas participant cross-talk seems not to consti-
tute a problem, care is required to deal with duplicate participants. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
This session brings together four papers that examine an impor-

tant but neglected area in consumer research: gender roles and family 
identity. Because the growth of non-traditional families frequently 
violates traditional gender roles and norms as defined by society, in-
vestigating the interplay of gender identity and family identity is of 
crucial importance in understanding consumption in modern fami-
lies. All of the papers in the session take a consumer culture theory 
(CCT) perspective and use ethnographic data, specifically interviews 
and observation, to examine these nuances of gender and family 
identity.

The first paper in the session (Schau, Russell, and Crockett) in-
vestigates how family and gender representations within television 
narratives are appropriated by consumers and linked to their con-
sumption choices. The second and third papers in the session ex-
amine unique challenges to family identity for mothers (Huff and 
Cotte) and for fathers (Bettany, Kerrane, and Hogg). The final paper 
(Schau and Connell) investigates how gender roles within families 
influence intergenerational transfers between mothers and fathers 
and their children. 

Collectively, the papers’ findings should have broad appeal for 
attendees interested in consumer culture. The session will be of par-
ticular interest to researchers examining the roles family identity and 
gender identity play in consumption. In addition, given that several 
of the papers in the session examine constraints consumers face or 
conflicts within families, the session will also have appeal to mem-
bers of the transformative consumer research community.

This session is particularly well-suited for the conference’s mis-
sion on appreciating diversity. The research not only examines gen-
der roles and unique identity challenges faced by both female and 
male consumers, but also includes changing family roles and nontra-
ditional families. Furthermore, attendees to this session will be ex-
posed to consumer perspectives from Canada, the United Kingdom, 
and the United States. The four papers in this session offer completed 
work by scholars who are esteemed for their work on family and 
gender identity

Gender and Family Identification in Television 
narratives: Homophilization and Appropriation

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
We explore how family and gender representations within tele-

vision narratives are appropriated by consumers and linked to their 
consumption choices. In contemporary culture, family and gender 
have multiple, highly contested meanings (Spigel 1992). Television 
instantiates reigning cultural logics; it is a prime medium for ac-
culturation (Morley 1988), where consumers observe and adopt the 
cultural logics and consumption practices depicted in the narratives. 
Consumers must engage and reconcile polysemic texts as they con-
struct and communicate their family and gender identities (McKinley 
1997). We posit that television viewing is uniquely important in ad-
dressing questions about how family and gender take on meaning 
and impact consumption. 

We asked 137 young adults (19-39 years) to create a collage 
centered on a TV-based character’s consumption choices and to com-
plete an online semi-structured questionnaire about their collage. A 
subset of these collage creators (N = 22) also participated in an in-
terview about their collage: using the collage in a manner analogous 
to Heisley and Levy’s (1991) autodriving, participants were asked to 
walk the researcher through their collages discussing the meanings 
they attributed to the brands, the significance of their inclusion and 
placement within the collage, and how the collages related to the 
participants’ own consumption constellations (Solomon and Englis 
1992) and identities.

Our data reveal that consumers identify with television narra-
tives through a process we term “homophilization”: they actively 
envision various features of television narratives as similar to their 
own lived experience, even if the similarities are not readily apparent 
to a casual observer. The data show that homophilization is enacted 
primarily by customizing the narrative, or textual poaching (Jenkins 
1992), where consumers insert themselves into the narrative, at times 
bending both the narrative and their own lived experience to achieve 
resonance, and further that consumption choices serve as primary 
mechanisms for poaching. Interestingly, our data show that the con-
sumers relate to the media text primarily through the lens of family of 
origin (their childhood family), rather than as a family of procreation 
(romantic partner and children), friends, colleagues, or neighbors. 
The consumers consistently draw on gendered roles within families 
of origin to anchor their identification. 

Our informants describe the myriad narratives available in the 
mediascape and the lengths they go to identifying with the characters 
as members of their family of origin. This may best be shown us-
ing a specific data example. One informant described a void in the 
mediascape to explain her choice of a classic television program, 
The Cosby Show because, “I love the premise: a strong black up-
per middle class family talking about morals, education, ethics and 
music.” When asked if she was like the characters in the show, she 
responded, “Well, no… I’m a 34 year old black woman… I’ll never 
be a doctor like he was on the show, or a lawyer like Clair, his wife 
on the show. I’ll just never be. My family was not middle class. We 
lived pay check to pay check. We still do… It kept me in school.” She 
notes her gender difference from Bill Cosby, as well as a wide social 
class gulf between family life as she experiences it and as portrayed 
on The Cosby Show. Yet, she indicates that when she watches the 
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show she identifies Cosby as a father figure. She cites the exceptional 
nature of the depiction of middle class black family life as her main 
motivation for watching the show which she still accesses to fuel 
her identification. She credits the show’s emphasis on education and 
Cosby’s father figure depiction with encouraging her to remain in 
college, to consume higher education.

Consumers revise, or retrofit media narratives to coalesce with 
their own lives, seamlessly merging the depictions and their idiosyn-
cratic lived experience. In the example, this occurs even though the 
defunct The Cosby Show narrative is quite different in family and 
gender depiction from her own family of origin which contained a 
single mother and a mostly absent father. Here, our informant, as a 
34 year old woman with two children of her own could have identi-
fied with the narrative as a family of procreation (she in the role of 
mother). Instead she draws discrete comparisons between the media 
text and her life, and actively identifies with the television family the 
Huxtables as members of her family of origin.

At times the homophilization may be attributed to aspirations 
(as in the above) but need not be. For example, a 21 year old infor-
mant sees Monica of Friends as a “mother” to the rest of the group. 
As such, she references the brands that symbolize, based on her 
family experience, an inviting home. She imagines Monica would 
use Kitchen Aid, stating “One of my first memories regarding this 
product is when I was 10 years old and my father bought me my first 
mixer, it [the one in the Monica collage] was the one that he got me.” 
The informant’s own family experiences shape how she envisions 
both Monica and motherhood. Here, the homophilization occurs, 
consumption is implicated, and the textual poaching to make that 
happen bends both the narrative and her own experience of family: 
Monica is not a mother in the narrative and the informant’s experi-
ence with the consumption object is actually through her father. The 
same informant also imagines Monica uses a specific brand of cof-
fee, Maxwell House, though it is never depicted on the show because 
her parents served it to household guest.

Our data reveal consumers engaging in active homophilization 
through textual poaching that bends the narrative and/or their lived 
experience until there is a tenable perceived similarity and impli-
cates consumption as a tangible signifier of identification. Consum-
ers consistently opted to identify with the narrative through the lens 
of family of origin as opposed to a family of procreation, or no fa-
milial identification at all (friends, colleagues, neighbors) and cite 
gendered roles within the family as explicit points of connection. 

Gender norms, Family Identity, and the Performance of 
Motherhood Using Commercial Childcare

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Gender and identity are heavily implicated in consumption. 

Prior research has established that consumption can facilitate gen-
der performance and identity work by providing symbols and re-
sources to enact gendered identity (e.g., Holt and Thompson 2004; 
Thompson 1996). More recent work has revealed that consumption 
can complicate gender performance and identity work, particularly 
for consumers in a period of transition; competing discourses, ide-
ologies, and gender norms can create new tensions for consumers as 
they engage in identity projects (The VOICE Group 2010a, b; Zayer 
et al. 2012). Consumption can also be problematized by gender dis-
courses that are no longer dominant (Fischer, Otnes, and Tuncay 
2007), which raises questions about how traditional and contempo-
rary gender roles shape and are shaped by consumption.  Further, 
questions remain about how family identity – a family’s subjective 
sense of itself – is influenced by individual members’ identity work 

and consumption practices (Epp and Price 2008). In this research, we 
focus on mothers’ experiences using commercial childcare as they 
pursue careers. Our goal is to understand how childcare consump-
tion facilitates and problematizes mothers’ identity work, influences 
how motherhood is performed in relationships between mother and 
children, and is co-constituative of collective family identity.

Much of the current consumer research on gender and family 
identity focuses on the consumption of products, particularly those 
of importance, such as the integration of a special heirloom into 
a family home (e.g., Epp and Price 2010; Thomsen and Sørensen 
2006). We build on this body of research by exploring the consump-
tion of a service in everyday life. In foregrounding the routine use of 
a service, we are able to examine the ways that motherhood is both 
produced and consumed, and the ways that the marketplace influ-
ences family identity at individual, relational, and collective levels 
(Epp and Price 2008; Hogg, Curasi, and Maclaran 2004). 

Motherhood plays a prominent role in women’s gender perfor-
mance (Christopher 2012). We focus on mothers with careers be-
cause these women are likely to experience strong tensions between 
the dominant logic of the marketplace, which emphasizes productiv-
ity and self-interest, and the dominant logic of motherhood, which 
emphasizes selflessness (Friedan 1963/2001; Hays 1996; Zelizer 
2005). On a daily basis, these women encounter competing gender 
norms, including norms for contemporary working women, and 
more traditional norms associated with motherhood (Collins 2009). 
Consequently, mothers need to reconceptualize how they perform 
motherhood, because the daily caregiving of their children is out-
sourced to a service provider (Christopher 2012). 

To address our research goal, we conducted depth interviews 
with four women who have young children in childcare and who 
classify themselves as professional. The interviews were conducted 
face-to-face in informants’ homes, and lasted approximately 90 min-
utes. We sampled purposively for mothers who were eager to return 
to work after taking maternity leave from their careers. Our data in-
cluded 93 single-spaced pages of transcripts and field notes. We used 
a hermeneutic approach to analyze and interpret the data (Thomp-
son, Pollio, and Locander 1994), and engaged in peer debriefing.

In our sample, each informant is married, a loving mother, and 
has a career that required post-secondary education and a profes-
sional designation. Informants are very pleased with the quality of 
childcare they are currently using, and note that their children enjoy 
going. Further, each informant reveals that they did not enjoy their 
maternity leaves (ranging from 1 to 12 months) as much as they had 
expected; they found themselves unfulfilled by the mundane tasks 
of full-time childcare, and sought the feelings of achievement and 
productivity that came from their careers. 

Following the framework of family identity put forth by Epp 
and Price (2008), we examine the intersection of gender and family 
identity in the context of commercial childcare consumption. We be-
gin by revealing how mothers’ individual identity work is shaped by 
competing conceptions of fulfillment, which plays a prominent role 
in the lives of professional women. Our informants reveal that fulfill-
ment can be conceptualized in traditional ways, wherein fulfillment 
is achieved through intensive mothering and domestic work, and in 
more contemporary ways, wherein fulfillment must include some de-
gree of productivity in the marketplace. These opposing perspectives 
of fulfillment complicate women’s gender performance (Tropp 2006; 
Zayer et al. 2012).

Next, we demonstrate that the use of commercial childcare 
reframes our informants’ relationships with their children. This re-
lational identity is reconstructed as mothers outsource daily child-
care. Our informants demonstrate gender fluidity as they draw on 
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traditional and contemporary norms to perform motherhood in the 
time they do share with their children. Unscripted, child-focused 
leisure time takes precedence over domestic labour, and women re-
conceptualize motherhood to involve managing childcare rather than 
providing it (Christopher 2012; Epp and Price 2012; Johnston and 
Swanson 2006), which has implications for the identity enactments 
of this relational group. 

Last, we uncover the ways that family identity is shaped by use 
of childcare. Our data are somewhat limited in this regard, but we 
sketch out how families enact collective identity when young chil-
dren are in commercial care during regular working hours. Our in-
formants contrast their own families’ activities with those of families 
with stay-at-home mothers, and reveal that nonmaternal childcare 
challenges and reinforces the family’s sense of itself (Epp and Price 
2008).

This work contributes to our understanding of gender, family 
identity and consumption. We begin to tease apart the traditional and 
contemporary gender roles, and reveal how they influence moth-
ers’ identity, mothers’ relationships with their children, and collec-
tive family identity. By foregrounding childcare consumption, we 
are able to shed some light on the ways that routine, everyday con-
sumption facilitates and complicates gender performance and family 
identity. 

negotiating “the new Father”: the Consumption of 
technology Within the Contemporary Family

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
In consumer research, the negotiation of the relation between 

fatherhood and masculinity as expressed and reproduced through 
consumption practices and processes has been identified as a re-
search area in need of further investigation (Gentry et al., 2003; Da-
vies et al., 2009). In this research we undertake such an investigation 
using the specific case of fathers engaging in their first transition 
into fatherhood. We focus on the inextricably linked negotiation pro-
cesses of first time fatherhood and masculinity around the choice, 
consumption, and use of technological consumption objects typi-
cally purchased during this period.  

It has been documented in the wider social sciences and con-
sumer research that the relation between masculinity and fatherhood 
is contested, complex and contentious (Davies et al., 2009; Gentry 
et al., 2003; Miller, 2011). Specifically, the discourses which frame 
men’s transitions into first time fatherhood sit uneasily between more 
traditional expressions of hegemonic masculinity (Connell, 1995) 
(for example, father as breadwinner and economic provider), and 
more recent articulations of the involved and nurturing fatherhood 
(Gatrell, 2007; Wall and Arnold, 2007).  Hegemonic masculinity, the 
ability of the dominant group to obtain consent from those being 
subjugated, frames fatherhood within certain conceptions of mascu-
linity (Williams, 2008) as bound up in the breadwinner model. Such 
cultured stereotypes of masculinity are suggested to inhibit care-
giving or nurturing behaviour (Russell, 1986) in favour of economic 
fatherhood alone (Townsend, 2002). Whilst some maintain that there 
has been relatively little change in the input of fathers into family life 
(see, for example, Demos and Acock, 1993; Jamieson, 1999), oth-
ers argue that men are becoming more involved in family life, chal-
lenging traditional notions of hegemonic masculinity (O’Brien and 
Shemilt, 2003; Warin et al., 1999). At the nexus of these conflicting 
discourses, the important contemporary cultural figure of “the new 
father” has emerged.  

The new father emerges, it is argued, as an effect of a range 
of policy, economic, demographic and cultural shifts, rendering this 

figure as both responsible financially for his offspring (Townsend, 
2002) and, in addition, as an important and (ideally) equal caregiver 
and nurturer within the family dynamic (Miller, 2011). Implicated 
and entwined in this emergence of “the new father” are both repro-
ductions of, and challenges to, gender norms, including the nego-
tiation of what masculinity and fatherhood means, reproductions of 
hegemonic masculinity and the emergence of new, competing mas-
culinities (Connell, 1995).  

Utilising Laclauian discourse analysis, we examine how “the 
new father” emerges as an “empty signifier” within the field of dis-
cursivity around the transition to fatherhood; and how chains of 
equivalence emerge and are maintained within the family setting 
which allow for the simultaneous challenging and reaffirmation of 
hegemonic masculinity within the negotiations of consumption (and 
other) family practices and processes during this transitional period.  

Laclauian discourse analysis has been used to examine the in-
tersections of culture, politics and cultural identity and to examine 
the formation of hegemonies within cultural and political settings. 
As such, we suggest, it is well positioned to provide a theoretical 
framework and toolkit to examine the multiple articulations of mas-
culinity implied in this study (Carpentier and Spinoi, 2008). The 
power dynamics of familial relations at this specific time in family 
formation, and the implications for gendered identity formation, util-
isation and reinforcement suggest the requirement for a theoretical 
framework that can not only explain identity formation but also ex-
pose the complex political machinations and power struggles within 
the family that ultimately conclude in the reproduction of common 
sense of “what it is to be a man” at this crucial transitional time.  

Utilising ethnographic data, we examine how three “must have” 
technological consumption objects, “the baby buggy”, “the baby 
monitor” and “the baby car seat” emerge as important nodal points 
around which power and gender relations within and around the fam-
ily are negotiated, and hegemonic gender norms are simultaneously 
challenged and reaffirmed. We found key episodes around the con-
sumption and use of these products where these processes of “gen-
der trouble” are played out. We conclude that although the purchase 
and use of technological products provide a refuge for new fathers 
within this challenging transitional period, allowing expressions of 
hegemonic masculinity, that the figure of the new father allows the 
expression of newer discourses of caring masculinity and nurturance 
to be appropriated. We demonstrate how these technology-suffused 
products become symbols of masculine power and domination over 
women and nature within the family but, in addition, how they si-
multaneously become important nodes for contestation of patriarchal 
gender relations.

The Influence of Gendered Interfamily Coalitions on 
Intergenerational transfer

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Intergenerational transfer is a pervasive yet poorly understood 

consumer behavior. The small amount of research in the field has ac-
knowledged and/or observed gendered patterns of intergenerational 
transfer. For example, Fournier (1998) finds evidence of brand pref-
erences that are passed down from mother to daughter. Similarly, 
other research has observed disposition of special possessions to 
subsequent generations in gender-stereotypic ways, such as fishing 
poles to male family members and dishes to female family members 
(Curasi, Price, and Arnould 2004; Price, Arnould, and Curasi 2000). 
Perhaps recognizing the impact of gender in intergeneration transfer, 
Moore, Wilkie and Lutz (2002) conducted their study on intergenera-
tional transfer entirely within the context of mother-daughter dyads. 
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However, gender roles have not been the focus of this research, leav-
ing a major gap in understanding this widespread phenomenon. 

Because one’s gender is a culturally persistent part of one’s 
identity, we believe it plays a profound role in how intergenerational 
transfers manifest themselves within families. Epp and Prices (2008) 
describe how family identity operates at individual (each person 
within the family), relational (interfamily coalitions), and collective 
(the entire family) levels. We believe that gender roles within the 
family are likely to particularly influence the nature of intrafamily 
coalitions as they relate to intergenerational transfers. Thus, in this 
research we specifically examine how coalitions within families are 
formed around identity-centered consumption that is passed down 
from one generation to the next. 

In the spirit of discovery-oriented consumer research to develop 
new theories (Wells 1992), we used depth interviews to draw on key 
themes that emerge from the data (Glaser and Strauss 1967). Depth 
interviews allow us to gain emic understanding through detailed dis-
cussion and probing the informant about complex inspirations and 
experiences (McCracken 1988). To locate relevant field sites and 
recruit informants, we opted for theoretical sampling (Glaser and 
Strauss 1967; Miles and Huberman 1994). We interviewed 27 in-
formants about practices they had either adopted from their parents 
or had passed along to their children. Sixteen of these informants 
belonged to one of five families where we interviewed multiple fam-
ily members that represented different generations within the fam-
ily. Three key patterns emerged from our data: (1) a parent tended 
to favor engaging in intergenerational transfers with same-sex child 
in gender-stereotypic ways that exclude opposite-sex children, (2) 
a parent tended to disengage from intrafamily identity projects that 
were aligned in gender-stereotypic ways with their opposite-sex 
family members, even if they supported these identity projects, and 
(3) a parent tended to engage in gender-neutral intergenerational 
transfer with opposite-sex children if same-sex children were not in 
the household. 

We will first examine the instances in which a parent tended 
to favor engaging in intergenerational transfers with same-sex child 
in gender-stereotypic ways that exclude opposite-sex children. We 
observed this pattern in nearly all of our interviews that involved 
dyads or networks of individuals within families that belonged to 
the same sex. As gender is a pervasively salient part of one’s identity 
in Western culture (Eagly and Wood 1999), it is not surprising that 
parents would seek to instill those aspects of their gender identity in 
their same-sexed children. When intergenerational transfer attempts 
were well-received by same-sex children, the frequent result was a 
synergistic relational family identity project involving the parent and 
his/her same sex child(ren). We observed that even with consump-
tion that could be construed as gender-neutral (e.g., collecting Dis-

ney movies and merchandise or sports), this was often defined along 
gender lines (e.g., Disney “princesses” among mother and daughter 
or football among father and son). Thus, opposite-sex children were 
excluded from these intrafamily coalitions. We observed that these 
consumption coalitions, while facilitating relational family identity 
among same-sex family members, often created tension between the 
coalition and opposite-sex family members. Sadly, these tensions 
that often involved feelings of isolation, jealousy, and resentment 
were seldom recognized by members of the coalition. Interestingly, 
excluded family members seemed less concerned about their in-
ability to participate in the consumption in question, but rather felt 
that it served as an impediment to building family identity with their 
opposite-sex family members. We did observe exceptions where 
opposite-sex children chose to engage in the coalitional practice any 
way (e.g., a daughter playing sports when it was clearly identified 
in the family as a male activity). When this was the case, it often 
resulted in open conflict among the parent and the opposite-sex child 
that potentially drove them farther apart. 

Next, we will examine when a parent tended to disengage from 
intrafamily identity projects that were aligned in gender-stereotypic 
ways with their opposite-sex family members. In contrast to the situ-
ation when a child was excluded from gendered intergenerational 
transfers, we did not observe cases where a parent felt resentful or 
envious of such consumption in our data. Rather, the parent was 
often supportive of these identity projects if they felt it facilitated 
relational family identity-building among their spouse and opposite-
sex child(ren). However, in cases where intergenerational transfer 
attempts strongly encouraged by the spouse but were met with re-
sistance from the child(ren), then support for these intergenerational 
transfers among opposite-sex parents began to wane because they 
no longer viewed the consumption as facilitating family identity-
building. 

Finally, in many families a parent does not have any same-sex 
children, and is not content with merely playing supporting role 
to their spouse’s gendered intergenerational transfers to the fam-
ily’s children. In this case, the parent tended to engage in what they 
viewed as gender-neutral intergenerational transfer with their oppo-
site-sex children. For example, one informant described wanting to 
share his love of Lego building blocks with his daughter because 
“Legos are for everyone.” 

While intergenerational transfer is a pervasive behavior, and is 
clearly influenced by gender, research on this phenomenon has been 
practically nonexistent. When it has been addressed in the literature, 
it has typically been relegated to the sidelines. We hope that our re-
search, as the first in-depth investigation into the influence of gender 
roles on intergenerational transfers within families, will spur addi-
tional inquiry into this important phenomenon. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Money is crucial to surviving and thriving in modern life. Most 

obviously is its use as a tool, but perhaps more intriguing is its far-
ranging ramifications for the self, interpersonal relationships, and 
morality. This session features cutting-edge research on the psychol-
ogy of money, showing how it not only affects spending (and how 
to aid consumer welfare in the process) but also how it affects moral 
judgments and interpersonal behavior.

The first talk by Mogilner will discuss three experiments dem-
onstrating that reminders of money shift people’s focus toward func-
tionality. Prior work has shown that reminders of money harm in-
terpersonal connectedness, but Mogilner’s talk will discuss how to 
reverse that effect. People plan to socialize more and actually social-
ize better (as rated by their partners) after socializing is framed as a 
functional behavior – i.e., a networking opportunity. Even more tell-
ing is the additional finding that money reminders shift moral judg-
ments in a classic “trolley problem” game, whereby money primed 
participants are more likely to say they would push one person off of 
a bridge to save five others. Money and functionality are tied together 
in a much more basic way, of course, namely through spending mon-
ey to obtain desired goods and services. Yet spending situations in 
which the choice size is large can be stressful, leading people to exit 
the spending situation without purchasing. The second talk by Shah 
will discuss how to assuage consumer feelings during a spending 
situation with a large choice size, using several clever manipulations 
that reduce the pain of paying. In doing so, her findings show that not 
only does spending increase but consumers report feeling less deci-
sion conflict and being more satisfied than otherwise. 

Spending is also a part of the story that the third talk, by Nelson, 
will discuss — but not spending in a traditional way. Nelson’s work 
attempts to understand how people think about how much money to 

spend when it is completely up to them to price the product. Using 
a novel manipulation, consumers entering a museum are told that 
another customer already has paid for his or her entry and they are 
given the opportunity to pay for a future customer. The question is 
how much will consumers then pay when they are paying for a future 
customer in this Pay-It-Forward pricing scheme. The results show 
that in comparison with Pay-What-You-Wish pricing (which is eco-
nomically identical), Pay-It-Forward pricing scheme yields higher 
revenue. Last, the interpersonal and moral dimensions of money are 
at the forefront of Vohs’s presentation. In her work, money that is 
crisp, clean, banknotes or money that has been soiled in dirt for sev-
eral days is used as a manipulation to activate notions of fairness 
or greed. Using these manipulations, she finds consistent evidence 
that clean money produces fair trade and honest responding, whereas 
dirty money elicits moral violations, greed, and dishonesty.

In summary, this session tackles some of the big questions about 
money’s effects on consumer psychology. How do various forms of 
money affect spending, relating, and moral behavior? The answers 
to these questions and many more will be revealed in the current 
session.  The issues examined in this session have important implica-
tions for policy and societal well-being, as well as basic scientific 
understandings of the psychology of money. As a result, this session 
will appeal to researchers interested in the self, interpersonal rela-
tionships, morality, judgment and decision making, as well as those 
interested in policy or managerial decision-making. This session 
speaks to the theme of diversity in several ways. First, the papers 
presented collectively embrace a diverse set of research methodolo-
gies, using field and laboratory experimental methods, as well as sur-
vey and qualitative methodologies.  Second, the diverse population 
of those studied, undergraduate students, graduate students, and the 
general public.  Finally, money is as close to a universal uniter as any 
contemporary cultural construction. As a consequence we expect that 
a diverse set of scientists, policymakers, and scholars will find value 
in the session.

Reminders of Money Focus People on What’s Functional

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
A growing body of research has shown that thinking about 

money makes people less socially inclined. Reminders of money 
lead people to be less likely to help others, less likely to ask oth-
ers for help, more likely to maintain physical distance from others 
(Vohs, Mead, and Goode 2006), more impervious to social rejection 
(Zhou, Vohs, and Bauemeister 2009), more threatened by affiliation 
attempts (Liu, Vohs, and Smeesters 2011), and less motivated to so-
cialize (Mogilner 2010). These results have been explained by the 
observation that money serves as a supremely functional resource 
that allows individuals to be self-sufficient, not relying on others to 
obtain what they want and need (Lea and Webley 2006; Vohs et al. 
2006). Here, we explore the possibility that, beyond money serv-
ing as a tool, merely focusing on money may increase people’s own 
functionality. That is, reminders of money may lead individuals to 
behave more functionally. Furthermore, this functionality may result 
in individuals behaving more prosocially—when it serves a func-
tional benefit.

Across three studies we test this hypothesis that money makes 
people functional. The results show that, compared to neutral primes, 
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money primes increase individuals’ tendencies to choose behaviors 
that are more functional in nature. Furthermore, in instances where 
prosocial behaviors are functional, these findings demonstrate that 
thinking about money can make individuals more socially inclined, 
rather than less.

Experiment 1 tested whether participants primed with money 
would be better able to make a tough, emotionally-laden moral deci-
sion in order to benefit a greater number of people. First, participants 
were asked to complete a “guessing task” in which they were shown 
a series of eight magazine covers and were asked to guess the year 
and month that the particular cover appeared. For participants in 
the money prime condition, the magazine covers were from Money 
magazine and the word “money” appeared in large block letters on 
all of the covers. For participants in the control condition, the covers 
were all from Scientific American magazine.

Next, participants were asked to respond to an ostensibly un-
related dilemma – the moral dilemma posed by the Trolley Prob-
lem. Two common variants of the trolley problem were used. In the 
flip-the-switch variant, participants were told that there was a run-
away trolley headed toward five people and the only way to save 
them was by flipping a switch, which would divert the trolley on 
to a second track that contained one person. In the push-the-man 
variant, participants were again told about a trolley headed toward 
five people. However, in this case the only way to save them was 
to push an overweight man onto the track.  Participants were asked, 
“How likely would you be to flip the switch [push the man] in order 
to save 5 people?” The results showed that priming money increased 
participants’ likelihood of diverting the trolley to save five people, 
particularly in a situation in which people are less likely to endorse 
this option (the push-the-man variant).  

Previous research has shown that priming money makes people 
less motivated to socialize when it is solely for the sake of interper-
sonal connection (Mogilner 2010). Experiment 2 thus tested whether 
participants primed with money would be more motivated to social-
ize when socializing was framed as functional (i.e., good for one’s 
health). First, participants read a short newspaper article and were 
told that they would subsequently be asked related questions. Partici-
pants were randomly assigned to read either an article that espoused 
the health benefits of spending time with friends or a control article 
about jellyfish. Then, half of the participants completed a sentence 
unscramble task that surreptitiously exposed them to money-related 
words. Participants who did not complete this task comprised the 
control condition. All participants then went on to complete a sur-
vey about how they planned to spend their day. The results showed 
that after reading the control article, participant primed with money 
planned to socialize less than the control participants; however, af-
ter reading the article that highlighted the functional health benefits 
of socializing, participants primed with money planned to socialize 
more.

Experiment 3 tested whether participants primed with money 
actually socialized better when socializing was framed as being 
functional (i.e., a networking opportunity). First, participants com-
pleted a sentence unscramble task that exposed them to money-relat-
ed words or all neutral words. Then, participants were informed that 
they would have the opportunity to interact with another student for 
10 minutes. For some, this interaction was framed as a networking 
opportunity, and for the rest it was simply framed as an opportu-
nity to get to know someone. The participants were then paired up 
and given 10 minutes to talk. Following the interaction, participants 
rated their partner in terms of how much they would like to interact 
with them in the future, etc. We relied on each participant’s partner’s 
ratings to assess the quality of participants’ socializing. The results 

revealed that in the normal social frame, participants primed with 
money were worse at socializing than those in the control condition; 
however, when the interaction was framed as a networking opportu-
nity, participants primed with money were more charming.

Together, these results suggest that reminders of money make 
people behave more functionally and, in some cases, more proso-
cially—when doing so has serviceable benefits.

the Paradox of Payment: the Moderating Effect of 
Pain of Payment on buying behavior as the number of 

Alternatives Increases 

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
In an economy with increasing product variety and mounting 

financial debt, we ask how the number of alternatives affects con-
sumer behavior and well-being and how the pain of payment influ-
ences this relationship.  There is accumulating evidence that as the 
number of alternatives increases, buying initially increases and then 
decreases (Shah & Wolford, 2007).  Two processes account for this 
function.  First, as the number of alternatives increases, there is a 
positive monotonic effect of choice size on matching consumer pref-
erences.  However, as choice increases, there is a negative mono-
tonic effect of choice size and cognitive load.  As the number of al-
ternatives increases, consumers are more likely to have two or more 
alternatives that meet their criteria and are close in subjective value, 
resulting in increased effort and search cost (Schwartz, 2000, 2004; 
Shugan, 1980), lower choice accuracy (Payne, 1976), lower deci-
sion satisfaction (Malhotra, 1982), increased post-decision regret 
(Schwartz, 2004), and greater choice avoidance (Dhar, 1997; Dhar 
and Simonson, 2003; Iyengar & Lepper, 2000).  An U-shaped func-
tion describes how buying as the number of options increases as a 
result of these two forces.  Across three studies, we examine whether 
attenuating the pain of payment through either payment mechanism 
(credit/debit card versus cash) or by reducing the price moderates the 
inverted-U finding. That is, reducing the pain of payment may lead to 
increased buying and higher post-decision satisfaction as the number 
of alternatives increases.   

When people make purchases, the pain they feel from giving 
away a piece of their wealth reduces the pleasure they feel about pur-
chasing a product (Prelec & Loewenstein, 1998).  Furthermore, the 
‘pain of payment’ varies for different payment mechanisms.  Money 
in the form of legal tender conjures more thoughts of payment than 
other payment mechanisms (Raghubir & Srivastava, 2008).  Attenu-
ating the pain of payment associated with a purchase (e.g., paying 
with a credit or debit card versus cash) leads consumers to not think 
as much about the negative attributes of their purchase resulting in 
more positive evaluations overall (Chatterjee and Rose, 2011).   We 
hypothesize that reducing the pain of payment through payment 
mechanism will increase buying and satisfaction as the number of 
alternatives increase by lowering the cognitive costs, affective costs, 
and decision conflict associated with purchase. 

Experiment 1 tested whether reducing the pain of payment by 
paying with a credit or debit card increased buying as the number 
of alternatives increased.  Experiment 1 had a 2 (mode of payment: 
cash, student ‘plastic’ card) X 10 (number of alternatives: 2, 4, 6, 8, 
10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20) between subjects design.  The price for each 
pen varied from $0.70 to $1.50.  In a field experiment, students were 
invited to purchase a pen from a given choice set using their own 
money in order to elicit true buying behavior.  Half of the partici-
pants could only pay with cash while a different set of participants 
could only pay with a student debit/credit card commonly used on 
campus.  As predicted, for cash consumers, buying behavior was a 
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curvilinear function of the number of alternatives, resulting in an 
inverted U-shape consistent with previous research (Shah and Wol-
ford, 2007; Iyengar and Lepper, 2000).  For card consumers, initially 
buying increased as a function of the number of alternatives.  How-
ever, in contrast to cash consumers, buying did not significantly de-
crease for choice sets with more alternatives.  For those who bought 
across conditions, consumers paying with plastic bought more pen 
units overall than consumers paying with cash. 

Study 2 sought to replicate the findings of Experiment 1, gain 
greater insight into potential processes driving the effects, and also 
rule out an alterative explanation. Experiment 2 had a 2 (mode of 
payment: cash, student ‘plastic’ card) X 2 (purchase restriction: un-
limited pen purchase, single pen purchase) X 5 (number of alterna-
tives: 2, 6, 10, 14, 18) between-subjects design.  Students passing 
through common areas were invited to purchase a pen from a set of 
alternatives using their own money and were restricted to purchas-
ing only one pen if they so desired.  We also sought to rule out an 
alternative explanation that budget constraint differences could be 
driving the effect by restricting consumers to purchasing at most one 
pen.  Plastic card consumers may have responded to tradeoff difficul-
ties between options by purchasing all suitable options because they 
were less constrained. With a purchase restriction, consumers could 
spend no more than $1.50 regardless of the payment mechanism.  As 
predicted, pain of payment via payment mechanism moderated the 
effect of an increasing choice set on buying regardless of restriction 
level.  Buying behavior as the number of alternatives increased was 
described by an inverted U-shape function for cash consumers, while 
plastic card consumers did not significantly decrease buying.  In ad-
dition, plastic card consumers spent less time making a purchase de-
cision (lowered cognitive costs) and reported higher levels of post-
purchase satisfaction (lowered affective costs) than cash consumers.  

In Study 3, we examined whether an alternative method for re-
ducing the pain of payment, manipulating the cost of the items would 
moderate the choice overload effect.  Study 3 had a 2 (mode of pay-
ment: cash, student ‘plastic’ card) X 3 (number of alternatives: 4, 10, 
16) X 3 (price per pen: $0.25, $1.00, $2.00) between-subjects design.  
Again, students were restricted to one pen per purchase from a given 
choice set using their own money.  Consistent with our theory, reduc-
ing the price of the pen to $0.25 moderated the inverted U-shape, 
with individuals buying more in higher choice sets.  For plastic card 
consumers, increasing the price of the pen to $2.00 led to an inverted 
U-shape, with individuals buying less in the higher choice sets.     

In summary, reducing the pain of payment associated with the 
purchase through payment mechanism or price moderates buying 
behavior as the number of alternatives increases.  This research ad-
vances our understanding of choice overload.  Furthermore, these 
results provide evidence that the pain of payment can significantly 
influence consumer decision-making and welfare.

People Pay More When they Pay-It-Forward

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
In daily economic transactions, people often follow the norms 

of market exchange: seeking the lowest possible prices in order to 
find the highest possible value. This narrative neglects the funda-
mental social forces at play in an exchange. Our research considers 
the consequences for a shift from market-determined fixed prices, to 
customer-dictated flexible prices. What happens when a company 
asks its customers to simply pay whatever price they want? That shift 
– from a pure market transaction to one steeped in fairness, donation, 
and giving – upends established knowledge about consumer behav-

ior, and opens questions about how such a market could work, and 
when it could thrive.

Pay-what-you-want pricing has grown in popularity, and is 
most frequently seen in its basic format: a company offers a good 
or service and the customer can pay any price he or she would like 
(typically including $0). Past research highlighted how much small 
variants can influence the success of such a program. For example, 
in one large experiment, when people learned that half of their pay-
ment would go to charity, people paid six-times as much (Gneezy et 
al. 2010). That treatment offered a better product to the customer, 
was maximally profitable for the firm, and also yielded a substantial 
charitable surplus. This small pricing tweak uniformly increased to-
tal social welfare. 

Our research considers an even more fundamental change to 
pay-what-you-want (PWYW) pricing. What if payments were all 
gifts? What happens when people have an option to pay for someone 
else (and are told that someone has already paid for them)? Such 
pay-it-forward (PIF) pricing has identical commercial features (e.g., 
the option to pay $0), but invokes a very different set of social norms.  
We predict that people’s willingness-to-pay is higher when they pay 
forward than pay what they want.  In three studies we test this pre-
diction and investigate some of the factors that might explain higher 
payments in the PIF pricing model.  

In our first study, museum visitors (N = 311) saw either PWYW 
or PIF admission prices. As we predicted, people paid a higher 
amount for their admission to the museum under PIF pricing than 
PWYW pricing (M = $3.12 vs. $1.89).  This field study suggests that 
when people pay what they want, they pay more for someone else 
than they do for themselves. 

Perhaps people paid more because they felt something of an ob-
ligation for the other customers? Consistent with this possibility, pri-
or research has shown that social preferences are heavily influenced 
by knowledge of, and experience with, the givers and recipients of 
prosocial acts (Small & Loewenstein, 2003; Roth,1995; Hoffman et 
al., 1996; Bohnet & Frey, 1999; Xiao & Houser, 2005). In Study 2, 
we tested the role of social interaction in people’s willingness-to-
pay in PWYW and PIF pricing in a controlled lab setting. Perhaps 
increased social interaction would differentially influence PWYW 
and the comparatively socially-oriented PIF pricing schemes. Par-
ticipants (N = 294) interacted with the previous participant (the gift 
giver in PIF conditions), the next participant (the gift receiver in the 
PIF conditions), or no one, immediately prior to the experiment. At 
the end of the session, participants were presented with a coffee mug 
and asked to either pay-what-they-want or pay-it-forward to the next 
participant.  

People paid more for a coffee mug under pay-it-forward than 
under pay-what-you-want (M = $1.79 vs. $1.27).  However, contrary 
to our predictions, social interaction did not influence payments in 
the PIF conditions.  Interestingly, there was a persistent effect that 
across all conditions people thought that the previous participant and 
the next participant paid more than they did. Furthermore, those esti-
mates of the payments of others were particularly heavily influenced 
by the payment manipulation: people think that others will pay more 
under PIF than PWYW. 

These results suggested that PIF operated in two stages. Some-
thing about the manipulation led participants to believe that other 
people were paying more. Based on that assessment, participants 
raised their own payments to match their new perceived norms. If 
that is true, we reasoned, then we should be able to eliminate the in-
fluence of PIF by simply informing participants about the payments 
of others. We tested this prediction by telling approximately half 
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of the participants (N = 198) that the previous participant had paid 
$1.50, whereas the remainder were not told this. 

Consistent with our prediction, and with the previous findings, 
when people did not know how much the previous participant had 
paid, they paid more under PIF than under PWYW (M =  $2.48 vs. 
$1.19).  When participants learned how much the previous person 
had paid this effect was eliminated and people paid about the same 
amount under PIF and PWYW (M = $1.21 vs. $1.23).  

In summary, Pay-it-Forward leads to higher payments than does 
Pay-What-You-Want. This effect was not influenced by social inter-
action with the giver or the receiver of the gift. However, the effect 
was entirely eliminated when participants had a clear reference price 
of others’ payments. People appear to believe that, because PIF must 
increase the payments of others, they should increase their own pay-
ments to match. 

Clean Versus dirty Money Produce Wildly different 
Effects on behavior

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The present research began with the view that many people hold 

two distinct sets of associations about money. On one hand, money 
may evoke ideas of greed, exploitation, selfishness, corruption, and 
other unsavory, antisocial patterns, especially because many such an-
tisocial actions have been performed throughout history in order to 
obtain money. Money may therefore elicit immoral sentiments and 
harmful behavior. Yet, money facilitates culture, fair trade, philan-
thropy, caring for loved ones, science and art, and many other social 
goods, and so it may be associated in people’s minds with norms 
of fair exchange and positive treatment of others. Therefore, it may 
elicit morally commendable sentiments and prosocial actions. 

We sought to evoke these different patterns of associations us-
ing clean and dirty money. We predicted that clean money would 
evoke the positive associations (and attendant behaviors) toward fair 
exchange, whereas dirty money would evoke the unsavory and an-
tisocial associations. The prediction was that money and dirt would 
interact to influence how people treat others.

Experiment 1 was a field experiment designed to show the dif-
ferential effects of clean versus dirty money on actual financial be-
havior. In a farmer’s market, experimental confederates purchased 
vegetables and paid initially with either clean or dirty money. The 
confederates then ostensibly decided to purchase an additional veg-
etable, so they asked for the original money back. After collecting 
the (second) vegetables that constituted the main dependent mea-
sure, the experimenter actually paid for all their purchases with typi-
cal circulating money. Therefore, clean and dirty money acted as 
naturalistic primes. The dependent measure was the actual weight of 
the additional vegetable. In all cases, the customer ordered and paid 
for 500 grams of the last vegetables, and so fairness and reciprocity 
would dictate giving the customer precisely 500 grams.

We computed a fairness index for each sale by dividing the ac-
tual weight by the amount for which the vendor had charged (i.e., 
normally 500 grams but occasionally slightly more or less). As pre-
dicted, the dirty money prime caused vendors to short-change and 
thus cheat the customer by giving them less (in weight) than they 
paid for. In comparison, the clean money prime led to transactions 
that were in line with what consumers paid for.

Experiment 2 used a 2x2 between-participants design in which 
participants first performed a finger dexterity task. As a function of 
condition, they counted out dirty or clean money or dirty or clean 
sheets of paper. Then participants played the trust game, which has 
two distinct roles. The sender is given a certain stake of money and 

can send any part of it to the other person (the receiver), while keep-
ing the rest. The sender is told that whatever money is sent will be 
tripled by the experimenter and given to the receiver, who then is 
free to divide the enriched amount between self and the sender. Thus, 
the receiver can keep all the (tripled) money that the sender donated. 

All participants believed they were playing the role of receiver, 
and it was up to them to decide how to divide the money. Thus, 
someone else had trusted them, and they could decide whether to 
repay that trust or keep most of the money for themselves. We pre-
dicted an interaction effect, such that participants who had handled 
clean money would tend toward making a fair and even division of 
the money, whereas those who had handled dirty money would keep 
more money for themselves. We predicted an interaction effect, such 
that participants who had handled clean money would tend toward 
making a fair and even division of the money, whereas those who 
had handled dirty money would keep more money for themselves. 

Results were in line with expectations. The clean money group 
returned significantly more money than the dirty money group. The 
paper conditions did not differ from one another.

Experiment 3 used the most basic of economic games, the dic-
tator game. The participant is given a stake of money to divide be-
tween self and another person. The participant’s decision is final, and 
both players get whatever that allocation is. The other person has no 
vote and no power. Hence it constitutes a relatively pure measure of 
how well the participant wishes to treat the other person.  

This study also changed the manipulation. There were 3 condi-
tions. All participants counted ordinary and thus not notably clean or 
dirty money (and no one counted paper). Control participants went to 
the next task. For dirty and clean money manipulations, participants 
read an ostensible news item about how clean or how dirty is the 
nation’s money supply. Then they performed a lexical decision task 
in which they rated the positivity of words related to fairness and 
reciprocity. Last, they played the dictator game and allocated money 
to an anonymous partner. 

Dictator game results: As expected, the clean money group was 
significantly more generous and fairer to the others than the clean 
paper group. Meanwhile, the dirty money group was less fair than 
the control group. 

Word rating results: As predicted, the clean money group rated 
reciprocity words more positively than the control group. The dirty 
money group rated these words as worse than the control group. We 
found mediation on the part of word ratings to explain the relation-
ship between the manipulation of dirty money vs clean money vs 
control on dictator game generosity. Participants in the dirty money 
condition evaluated fairness words less positively than participants 
in the control and clean money condition, who rated those words 
most positively. This accounted for their low and high generosity in 
the dictator game. 

 Money is a pervasive aspect of modern life, and the idea 
of money crosses the average person’s mind many times every day. 
The present findings suggest that there may be more than one set 
of associations to money. In particular, we found that clean money 
and dirty money had radically different effects. Despite the negative 
associations that money can evoke, the idea of clean money can im-
prove people’s tendencies to behave in positive, prosocial, culturally 
beneficial ways.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Moral beliefs are among the strongest beliefs that consumers 

hold, and are deeply tied to how individuals view themselves. How-
ever, in the real world, successful performance is not always asso-
ciated with morally upstanding behavior. For example, individuals 
sometimes resort to immoral behavior in order to perform better and 
achieve success, and successful individuals sometimes behave as if 
they are exempt from certain moral standards. The present session 
seeks to examine the complex and fascinating interplay of moral-
ity and performance in consumer judgments. Specifically, the four 
papers presented here examine how consumers make moral judg-
ments about others, and how these judgments influence subsequent 
purchase decisions and brand evaluations.    

Virtually every week, new examples emerge of public figures 
that have been accused of immoral behaviors, and the first two papers 
concern the relation between performance and morality when evalu-
ating these cases. First, Hamerman and Parker show that a public fig-
ure’s good performance can be as redemptive as an apology for bad 
behavior. Next, Bhattacharjee, Berman and Reed investigate a new 
reasoning process that consumers use to support public figures that 
have transgressed. Similarly, the latter two papers broadly concern 
moral judgments of performance. Williams and Steffel show that 
consumers display an ethical double standard in judging their own 
versus others’ use of products that enhance performance (e.g. sports 
drinks, medication). Finally, Critcher et al. propose a new model of 
moral judgment: instead of focusing on the performance of good or 
bad deeds per se, individuals instead focus on an actor’s moral senti-
ments. The first three papers are currently in review process, and the 
fourth will be submitted for review shortly.

Together, these papers highlight various ways in which consum-
ers combine and reconcile dimensions of performance and morality 
in their judgments. Given the breadth of these issues and the pri-
macy of moral beliefs as a driver of consumer decision making (e.g., 
Brinkmann 2004; Smith 1990), we expect that the session will be 
well attended by researchers with interests in brand management, 

motivated reasoning, social cognition, CSR, and morality and ethics 
to name a few. However, despite the pervasiveness of moral con-
cerns in consumption contexts, it is striking to note the dearth of 
sessions dealing with moral judgments at recent ACR conferences. In 
the spirit of the conference theme of appreciating diversity, we hope 
that this session can offer a special opportunity to open the field to 
investigating the moral consumer. 

Redemption through Success: When Good things 
Happen to bad People 

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Media reports are filled with instances of pop stars, athletes, and 

corporate executives being linked to immoral or illegal acts. How-
ever, these misdeeds seem to be ignored after the transgressors recap-
ture professional success (e.g., by winning a big game). This paper 
demonstrates that because people infer the morality of others based 
on their professional performance, success can be as effective as an 
apology in redeeming one’s reputation. Demonstrating that this is not 
merely a halo effect, three experiments show that seeing an immoral 
person achieve professional success is upsetting, which leads to a 
discounting of the immoral act in a manner consistent with cognitive 
dissonance. When participants were provided with the tools to cope 
with threatening information (via self-affirmation) or were no longer 
threatened by this information (such as when the actor was punished 
for his or her misdeed), they ceased to discount the transgression.

Experiments 1A and 1B investigated the influence of profes-
sional success on the evaluations that participants made about a real 
protagonist: Michael Vick, an NFL quarterback who served time in 
federal prison for running a dog-fighting ring. The good-play sce-
nario described Vick’s on-field success during the 2010 NFL regular 
season. The poor-play scenario described Vick’s poor play during the 
2010 NFL playoffs. Finally, the apology condition simply quoted the 
apology on his website and made no mention of his on-field perfor-
mance. Participants indicated their general perceptions of Vick (1 = 
negative, 8 = positive), how trustworthy they perceived him to be (1 
= not trustworthy at all, 7 = extremely trustworthy), and how likely 
they would be to purchase two products endorsed by Vick (Experi-
ment 1A). The perception and trustworthiness items were combined 
into a single measure of participants’ evaluations of Vick’s moral 
character (the same measures were used in experiments 2 and 3).

As predicted, the evaluation of Vick in the apology condition (M 
= 3.73) did not differ from the good-play condition (M = 3.16). More 
importantly, evaluations in the apology and good-play conditions 
were significantly more positive than in the poor-play condition (M 
= 2.03; p < .05). Participants were also asked to evaluate Vick’s on-
field football performance. It is important to note that while percep-
tions of Vick’s football performance in the apology condition were 
higher than those in the poor-play condition, they were also lower 
than those in the good-play condition. Thus, perceptions of Vick’s 
performance did not map directly onto respondents’ evaluations of 
Vick as a person. In other words, participants were not simply using 
Vick’s professional success as a proxy for evaluating him as a person. 

Experiment 1B used conditions identical to those in experiment 
1. However, experiment 1A allowed participants to enter either: (i) a 
lottery for Michael Vick jersey, or (ii) a lottery for Kevin Kolb (de-
scribed as being an “average” NFL quarterback) jersey. As expected, 
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participants were more likely to enter a lottery for a Michael Vick 
jersey (vs. a Kevin Kolb jersey) when Vick was successful (29/38 
(76%)) versus unsuccessful (18/37 (49%)), p < .05. Further, those 
participants in the apology condition were just as likely to choose the 
Vick jersey (22/37 (59%)) as were those in the successful condition 
(29/38 (76%)), χ2(2) < 1. 

To explore the process behind this finding, two additional 
experiments were conducted. We hypothesized that the results of 
experiments 1A and 1B were related to cognitive dissonance. Spe-
cifically, because people are upset by the idea of an immoral person 
achieving professional success (shown in a pretest), we hypothesized 
that individuals discount the severity of a moral transgression as-
cribed to someone who subsequently becomes successful, thereby 
leading to more positive evaluations of this actor. Accordingly, ma-
nipulations that either (i) increase participants’ ability to handle such 
threatening information, or (ii) alleviate the upsetting nature of this 
apparent conflict should attenuate the documented effect.

In experiment 2, a subset of participants was given the tools 
to cope with threatening information via self-affirmation. After re-
affirming core values, people are better able to handle threatening 
information without resorting to rationalizations seen in cognitive 
dissonance (Harris, Mayle, Mabbott, & Napper, 2007; Steele & Liu, 
1983; Steele, Spencer, & Lynch, 1993). Accordingly, completing 
a self-affirmation exercise should reduce the need to rationalize or 
discount transgressions committed by successful individuals, reduc-
ing the influence of professional success (vs. failure) on evaluations 
of others. After completing either a self-affirmation or an unrelated 
control task, participants read a scenario describing a banker who 
was arrested for drunk driving and subsequently made successful 
or unsuccessful investments. We found a main effect of success for 
evaluations of the banker (p < .01), qualified by an interaction be-
tween success and self-affirmation (p < .01). As predicted, there was 
no effect of professional success in the self-affirmation condition 
(MSuccessful  = 3.62 vs. MUnsuccessful = 3.69), F < 1, but the attitudes of the 
participants in the no-affirmation condition were strongly affected by 
the banker’s level of professional success (MSuccessful  = 4.17 vs. MUnsuc-

cessful = 2.99), p < .001).
In experiment 3, we expected that punishing the banker would 

alleviate the threatening nature of his post-transgression success. 
Punishment ensures that transgressors receive their “just deserts” 
(Carlsmith, 2002; Darley & Pittman, 2003). Therefore, it should be 
less upsetting to discover that an immoral person has been successful 
after learning that he or she has (vs. has not) been punished. Using 
the same “drunk driving” story from experiment 2, we manipulated 
the banker’s investment success and whether he was punished for 
his actions.

As expected, we found a main effect of success on participants’ 
evaluations of the banker (p < .001), qualified by a significant inter-
action between success and punishment (p < .01). Participants’ at-
titudes in the not-punished condition were strongly affected by pro-
fessional success (MSuccessful  = 5.13 vs. MUnsuccessful = 2.92), p < .001, 
while success played no role in the attitudes of those in the punished 
condition (MSuccessful  = 3.84 vs. MUnsuccessful = 3.50), F < 1.  Moreover, 
respondents’ evaluation of the seriousness of the act (drunk driving) 
fully mediated their judgments of the banker’s moral character. 

tip of the Hat, Wag of the Finger: How Moral 
decoupling Enables Consumers to Admire and Admonish

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Bill Clinton, Roman Polanski, Tiger Woods, and Martha Stew-

art all share something in common: they are public figures whose 

immoral actions have threatened their professional reputations. How 
do consumers reason to support public figures who have acted im-
morally? We propose that when motivated to support a public figure 
who has transgressed, consumers engage in moral decoupling, a psy-
chological separation process by which they selectively dissociate 
judgments of morality from judgments of performance. 

Though moral beliefs are among the strongest beliefs that peo-
ple hold, they are particularly subject to motivational biases (Ditto, 
Pizarro and Tannenbaum 2009). Current research emphasizes moral 
rationalization processes, by which consumers reconstrue transgres-
sions as less immoral when motivated to do so (e.g., Mazar, Amir 
and Ariely 2008; Paharia and Deshpande 2009). However, because 
rationalization requires people to implicitly condone an immoral be-
havior, and because such judgments are deeply tied to the self (Aqui-
no and Reed 2002), this mechanism may threaten consumers’ moral 
self-image. We propose that people also engage in moral decoupling, 
a distinct moral reasoning strategy that enables consumers to sup-
port a transgressor while still condemning the transgression. Moral 
decoupling works by altering an individual’s view of the relevance 
of moral actions to performance in a given domain. By dissociating 
performance from morality, an individual can support an immoral 
actor without being subject to self-reproach for condoning immoral 
behavior. 

Five studies demonstrate that, relative to moral rationalization, 
moral decoupling is psychologically distinct, easier to justify, and 
more predictive of consumer support in one real world context. 

A pilot study provides initial evidence that moral decoupling is 
distinct from moral rationalization. After reading a scenario describ-
ing an Olympic gold medalist who has physically abused his wife, 
participants rated their agreement with moral decoupling and moral 
rationalization items and rated the player on performance and degree 
of immorality. Regression analysis found that only decoupling sig-
nificantly positively predicted performance ratings (t(95) = 7.59, p < 
.001), while only rationalization significantly reduced judgments of 
immorality (t(93) = -3.55, p <. 001), suggesting that these constructs 
are distinct. 

In study 1, we sought to gain causal insight by priming specific 
moral reasoning strategies. Participants wrote statements related to 
moral decoupling, moral rationalization, or humor (as a control). 
In an ostensibly different study, they then read about a CEO of a 
consumer electronics firm who has supported discriminatory hiring 
policies. Participants primed with a moral decoupling or a moral ra-
tionalization reasoning strategy reported being more likely to pur-
chase the company’s products than those in a control condition (F(2, 
118) = 9.93, p < .001). More importantly, participants in the moral 
decoupling condition rated the performance of the CEO higher than 
the moral rationalization and control conditions (F(2, 118) = 9.87, p 
< .001), while those in the moral rationalization condition rated the 
immorality of the CEO’s actions to be less severe than the other two 
conditions (F(2, 118) = 7.00, p < .001), reinforcing the difference 
between these psychological pathways. 

In study 2, we examined the process of moral decoupling by 
directly varying the relevance of a transgression to performance. 
Participants read a scenario in which either a baseball player or a 
governor was found to have either taken steroids or engaged in tax 
evasion. As expected, participants were more supportive when trans-
gressions were less relevant (F(1, 83) = 22.2, p < .001). Multiple-step 
mediation analysis found that relevance directly influenced moral 
decoupling, which increased performance judgments, leading to 
greater consumer support (indirect effect = -0.82; 95% C.I. = [-1.25, 
-0.44]). However, relevance had no effect on the degree of moral 
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rationalization or the degree of immorality (ts < 1), clarifying our 
proposed process and better establishing discriminant validity.

Study 3 investigates consumers’ choice of a moral reasoning 
strategy as well as the implications for the self. Participants read the 
above scenario involving a baseball player or governor, and selected 
a supportive statement (reflecting either moral rationalization or 
moral decoupling) that best reflected their own beliefs. They then 
wrote an argument justifying their beliefs. Consistent with our previ-
ous findings, participants were more likely to select a decoupling (vs. 
rationalization) statement when the transgression was low (vs. high) 
in relevance (χ2(1) = 8.20, p = .004). In addition, a two-way ANOVA 
revealed a main effect of strategy choice on ease of justification (F(1, 
58) = 7.60, p = .008): regardless of relevance, participants who chose 
a moral decoupling felt that their argument was easier to justify than 
those who selected a moral rationalization argument. 

Finally, we looked for field evidence of moral decoupling using 
a sample of online comments about Tiger Woods before his return to 
golf in April 2010. From a random subset of 400 comments posted 
on major news sites, we eliminated those that were irrelevant, retain-
ing 124 comments for analysis. Three coders blind to hypotheses 
rated the degree to which each comment supported or opposed Ti-
ger Woods. In addition, they rated each comment on the extent of 
moral rationalization, the extent to which participants separated per-
formance and morality (i.e., moral decoupling). Regression analysis 
shows that the degree of moral decoupling (t(120) = 6.18, p < .001) 
was a strong significant predictor of expressed support, while the de-
gree of moral rationalization was only marginally significant (t(120) 
= -1.84, p = .067). Further, both the degree of moral decoupling 
(t(120) = -3.48, p < .001) was a strong significant predictors of oppo-
sition, while the degree of moral rationalization did not significantly 
predict expressed opposition (t(120) = -1.03, p = .30).

Thus, we outline the existence and nature of a new psychologi-
cal mechanism—moral decoupling—by which consumers selective-
ly dissociate judgments of morality from judgments of performance 
in order to support public figures that have transgressed. Doing so 
allows consumers to admire immoral actors while still admonishing 
their immoral actions, simultaneously tipping their hats and wagging 
their fingers.

double Standards in the  
Use of Enhancing Products by Self and Others

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Products can improve their users’ lives in many ways, allowing 

them access to experiences, traits, and abilities they would not be 
able to achieve on their own. These types of product benefits raise 
questions about such products’ ethical use, and how their use is per-
ceived. One factor that may determine perceptions of their ethicality 
is how the effect of such products is construed, whether they are seen 
as helping to enable a person to reveal their true abilities or enhance 
them beyond their true abilities; further, this construal may differ 
depending on who benefits from them.

We suggest that the same product will have different ethical im-
plications depending on whether oneself or another person is using 
it. People think their own potential ability is a part of who they are 
but not a part of others (Williams, Gilovich, and Dunning 2012), and 
consequently, products that seem to enable the self appear to enhance 
others. Because people are less comfortable with products and inter-
ventions that enhance a consumer’s standing than ones that enable 
it (Lowery, Chow, and Crosby 2009; Riis, Simmons, and Goodwin 
2008), people may see the same product as morally acceptable for 
the self to use but less so for others. 

To establish that people see the same product as enabling them-
selves but enhancing others, and to show this effect with actual prod-
uct use, in study 1 we had participants consume Jelly Belly Sport 
Beans, which work like sports drinks do to improve performance. 
Participants were supposedly paired with another student on an intel-
lectual task to examine the effects of the beans on performance. They 
completed a baseline round of the task, consumed the jellybeans, 
and then completed the second target round. Next, they received 
feedback about their own or the other participant’s performance in 
both rounds; the feedback was identical for both, such that the player 
improved his/her ranking on the task after consuming the jellybeans. 
When asked to what extent the Sport Beans helped reveal the play-
er’s true abilities (= 0; an enablement interpretation) versus helped 
them perform above and beyond them (=100; an enhancement in-
terpretation), participants indicated that the Sport Beans were more 
enhancing of the other participant (M = 30.4) than they were of the 
self (M = 22.5; t(147) = 2.22, p < .05). This suggests that people do 
have different interpretations of the effects of the same potentially 
enhancing product when it is used by the self or another person.

In study 2, we connected this difference to ethical double stan-
dards. Participants imagined an interview for a much-wanted job. 
Ideal candidates were to be easy-going and relaxed, capable of deal-
ing calmly with issues on the job. Participants then imagined that the 
candidate on this interview believed they had the potential to be the 
ideal candidate, but were worried that the interview situation would 
make them appear more tense than they actually are. The candidate 
took an anti-anxiety medication, Zatex, for the interview, and they 
got the job. Importantly, half the participants imagined that they were 
the job candidate, and half imagined that they were the interviewer.

Participants indicated that Zatex helped the candidate’s true 
abilities show (= 1; versus making them appear to have abilities they 
don’t actually possess = 7) to a greater extent when they themselves 
were the candidate (M = 3.5) than when they were interviewing the 
candidate (M = 4.4; F(1,119) = 11.29, p = .001). They also believed 
that the use of Zatex was more acceptable when they used it (M = 
4.4) than another person (M = 3.8; F(1,119) = 6.51, p = .01). Par-
ticipants’ interpretation of the effects of the drug significantly medi-
ated how acceptable its use was perceived to be. Namely, the more 
enhancing the drug seemed, the less fair its use. And because the 
drug seemed more enhancing when another person took it than the 
self, people held double standards for the use of Zatex. Further, how 
acceptable the use of the drug seemed to be determined how deserv-
ing of the job the candidate seemed to be, and whether the candidate 
should have to disclose that they took Zatex. 

Finally, in study 3, we tested some consequences of these inter-
pretations for how participants would choose to regulate the market-
place for such products. Student participants considered a potential 
new policy at their university that would forbid students from using 
non-prescribed attention-enhancing drugs like Ritalin or Adderall. 
This policy was framed as something the participant would need to 
agree to, or something that students in general (of whom the partici-
pant is logically a part) would need to agree to. Participants consider-
ing the effects of such a policy on themselves, rather than students 
in general, were more likely to believe that the drugs enabled (= 
1; versus enhanced = 7) their users (Mself = 3.8 vs. Mstudents = 4.4; 
F(1,74) = 4.12, p < .05). They also believed that the policy was more 
fair when framed as affecting students (M = 5.1) rather than them-
selves (M = 3.9; F(1,74) = 4.38, p < .05). Participants’ interpretation 
of the effects predicted how unfair they perceived the policy to be, 
suggesting that interpretations of a product’s effects influence how 
consumers think the product should be regulated. Further, the fact 
that mere framing could lead to these differences suggests that this 
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goes beyond a simple self-favoring bias. The consequences for the 
self were constant between framing conditions; if participants were 
solely trying to give themselves flexibility to use the product, simply 
changing their focus from self to a group that still includes the self 
would be unlikely to bring about the difference in perceived fairness.

Our research thus indicates that who is using a potentially en-
hancing product, oneself or someone else, can alter how moral a 
person perceives the use of that product to be. This work suggests 
that marketers, organizations, and citizens in general should care-
fully consider who uses such products, who will know, and what 
that means. 

Actions Speak Less Loud than Sentiments:  
A new Model of Moral Judgment

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Consumers frequently form moral evaluations of others. They 

may question whether a celebrity spokesperson is an upstanding 
role-model, ask themselves whether a company’s executive has solid 
moral values, or assess the moral character of other consumers. One 
may think the simple answer to such questions lie in the target’s 
deeds—after all, “Actions speak louder than words”. In fact, a long 
tradition in moral psychology has asked what it is that makes an ac-
tion praiseworthy or blameworthy (e.g., Kohlberg, 1969; Gilligan, 
1982; Greene, 2009).

Previous research in social and moral psychology has noted 
one obvious caveat: People should not get credit for doing the “right 
thing” for the “wrong reason” (Malle, 2004). Consumers are known 
to be suspicious of the ulterior motives of others (Fein, 1997). For 
example, after reflecting on businessmen-philanthropists identified 
by Slate as among the most altruistic people in America, partici-
pants became increasingly cynical about the philanthropists’ motives 
(Critcher & Dunning, 2011).  In total, work in this tradition suggests 
that consumers are quick to decide that good actions do not merit 
praise.

Instead, we propose that this approach to moral judgment is fun-
damentally flawed. In assessing others’ moral character, it is not the 
case that people give others credit for good actions as long as they 
cannot be explained away by ulterior motives. In fact, we contend 
that it may not even make sense to talk about certain actions as good 
or bad at all. Instead, consumers try to make sense of what moral 
sentiments others experience and judge them positively to the extent 
that they act consistently with them. As a concrete example, when 
people praise a consumer for returning an item that was accidentally 
shoplifted, people do not praise the consumer for the action, but for 
acting in accordance with a moral sentiment (here, an assumed tinge 
of guilt the consumer likely experienced when seeing the unpaid-for 
item). Without the sentiment, praise is not offered.

In the way that moral judgment has typically been studied, these 
two possibilities—praising others’ for good actions versus for act-
ing on moral sentiment—have not been distinguishable, in large part 
because of the decontextualized scenarios in which moral judgment 
effects are examined. This is particularly troubling for consumer 
behavior researchers who draw on moral psychology perspectives 
and theory in motivating our research. In this talk, we offer four 
studies that distinguish between these competing possibilities and 
find consistent support for our perspective (praise for acting on sen-
timents) instead of the typical perspective (praise for doing good) 

or a motives perspective (praise for having good intentions). Our 
studies show the importance of perceived moral sentiments not as 
praiseworthy or blameworthy cues in themselves (as motives are), 
but as part of a sentiment—action chain on which moral evaluation 
is actually based.

In Studies 1a-1c, participants considered (different) moral di-
lemmas: the Nazi-baby dilemma, a moral quandary in which a Jew-
ish townsperson must decide whether to smother a crying child to 
death so Nazi soldiers will not find Jewish villagers’ hiding spot’; the 
sick Johnny scenario (Tetlock et al., 2000) in which a hospital direc-
tor must decide whether to use hospital funds to save the life of a sick 
seven-year-old or instead update hospital infrastructure; and a novel 
moral dilemma in which an American military commander must de-
cide whether or not to order a strike on a rural Ukrainian inn where 
high-level Al Qaeda terrorists as well as innocent civilians are stay-
ing. First, participants indicated to what extent the decision-maker 
was likely experiencing each of two competing moral sentiments 
(e.g., “finds it morally wrong to let the child die” vs. “realizes many 
more lives could be saved by diverting the funds elsewhere”). Af-
ter then learning what the moral agent decided, participants judged 
his character. In all three studies, analogous meditational models 
showed that participants praised the moral agent to the extent he 
was assumed to appreciate the moral sentiment that would lead to 
the action. This provided initial support for the acting on sentiments 
perspective.

Our model makes the unique prediction that factors that change 
the likelihood that a decision-maker will appreciate one moral sen-
timent or another also change the praise that different actions will 
receive. Studies 2-4 used the earlier-described dilemmas but varied 
an action-unrelated feature that we assumed (and empirically con-
firmed) would change the moral sentiments a target would be as-
sumed to appreciate: a neurological disorder the agent was said to 
have (Study 2); the time the agent had to make the decision (Study 
3); and the arbitrary visual perspective of the agent (Study 4). In each 
case, these manipulations had the predicted effect: They changed 
the moral sentiments the target was assumed to appreciate, which 
changed the praise the agent received for each action. For example, 
in Study 3, participants assumed that if the Jewish townsperson was 
rushed, he would have an immediate impulse to not kill a child but 
would not fully appreciate the utilitarian justification for the opposite 
course of action. Only in this case did people praise the townsper-
son for not smothering the child. In Study 4, even though partici-
pants knew that the military commander was aware of who all was 
in the hotel, participants assumed his moral sentiments would shift 
depending on whether he happened to see an al Qaeda operative or 
an innocent civilian through a window. Thus, even though the deci-
sion-maker confronted the same moral dilemma, he was praised for 
ordering the strike when he could actually see the terrorist, but was 
praised for instead not ordering the strike when he could actually see 
the innocent civilian.

Behavioral researchers from consumer, social, and cognitive 
psychology have spent considerable effort asking what makes be-
havior morally (im)permissible. The present research suggests that 
such an approach may be misguided. We instead show the real ques-
tion to be what moral sentiments people assume others will appreci-
ate. By understanding how (frequently arbitrary) features of a deci-
sion-making context shift what sentiments are assumed to be salient 
to moral decision-makers, we can then predict when and why actions 
receive moral praise. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
The goal of this proposed session is to examine how markets 

are formed and transformed, and the ways in which markets con-
stitute – and are constituted by – transformations in their environ-
ments. Embedded within dynamic social, cultural, legal, and histori-
cal environments (Giesler 2008; Ger and Karababa 2011), markets 
are constituted by – and constitutive of - internal and external ac-
tors, who have different roles in facilitating/hindering formation, 
legitimation (Humphreys 2010b), signification/valuation (Peñaloza 
and Mish 2011) and evolution (Giesler 2008) of the market. This 
session builds up on, and would like to push forward, an important 
stream of research on markets, and offers new perspectives by dis-
cussing multiple facets and transformative potentials of marketplace 
activities. Markets are conceptualized by the authors as actors at-
tempting to create social change; mythmakers transforming contami-
nated space; signifying and value-creating enterprises; or consum-
ing entities. What is common to these arguments is the potential of 
markets to transform norms, ideals, legislations, and socio-cultural 
dynamics. These discussions contribute to a further understanding 
of how market actors mobilize resources and discourses, engage in 
strategic alliances, create different types of values, and also shape 
academic discourse; in attempting to transforming and legitimating 
both themselves and their environments. We believe this session also 
provides valuable discussions for other research initiatives on the 
relationship(s) between consumers and markets. 

The papers in this session extend, but also question and contest 
previous arguments on market creation, evolution and transforma-
tion; providing a diversity of perspectives on these important top-
ics. The first two papers are perspectives on transformations of il-
licit/contaminated markets, with Kuruoglu’s paper exploring market 
creation and transformation in a restricted environment and ques-
tions whether legitimation is sufficient in explaining the processes 
of formation and transformation. Veresiu on the other hand draws 
upon assemblage theory to theorize the transformation of a previ-
ously “contaminated” space into a thriving market via mythmaking. 
Venkatesh et al. contribute with a conceptual piece which argues that 
transformation can be understood through the conceptualization of 
value co-production. Giesler, on the other hand, challenges existing 
conceptualizations of markets, arguing that markets are consumers, 
and that strategical “mythmakers” not only effectively reshape so-

cial realities, but also influence the way researchers conceptualize 
markets. For all four studies in our session, data collection (when 
relevant), and analyses are complete. The last 15 minutes of the ses-
sion will be devoted to discussions guided by Güliz Ger. 

the Creation and transformation of an Illegal Market: 
Kurdish Music in turkey

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Market creation has been described as a process of legitimation 

wherein social networks, financial resources, territorial structures, 
and legitimating discourses are mobilized by multiple actors (Hum-
phreys 2010a), including “firms, consumers, policymakers, and fi-
nancial stakeholders” (Peñaloza and Mish 2011: 26). The social and 
cultural structure within which these actors are embedded shapes the 
processes through which a market is created, but in turn, this larger 
structure is also prone to change through strategic actions of “coali-
tions of actors” that propote or oppose its legitimation (Humphreys 
2010a: 14; cf. Ger and Karababa 2011; Peñaloza and Gilly 1999).  

Marketplace interactions have been the context for the negotia-
tion of illegal, immoral, stigmatized, or transgressive practices (Ger 
and Karababa 2011; Giesler 2008; Goulding et al 2009; Humphreys 
2010 a,b). Competing ideologies frame these practices in different 
lights (Giesler 2008) – drinking coffee at the Ottoman coffeehouse, 
for instance, was deemed an immoral practice by orthodox Sunni 
Islam, whereas the heterodox Sufi sect, saw coffee as carrying health 
and moral benefits. Coffeehouse owners and the public were com-
plicit in tactical resistance, and collaborated in effecting changes in 
legislations (Ger and Karababa 2011). Humphreys (2010a, b) also 
shows how different actors – including the state - come together in 
bringing about change in public opinions as well as legislations with 
regards to gambling at casinos in the USA.  This paper seeks to ex-
tend previous research on the creation of a market that is initially 
illegitimate; and focuses on the marketplace performances of mul-
tiple actors in striving to attain legitimacy and effect social change, 
through practices with regards to both use and exchange (Venkatesh 
and Peñaloza 2006).

The legitimacy of the market for Kurdish music has been ren-
dered problematic (and to this day remains so) in connection to a 
longstanding history of ethnic tension and armed conflict, particu-
larly between the Turkish state and the Kurdish terrorist organization 
PKK (Marcus 2007), as well as prohibitive state policies and practi-
ces of social exclusion. Broadcasting and publishing in Kurdish were 
prohibited by constitution in Turkey until 1991; owning and playing 
music recordings in Kurdish language at the time could lead to sever-
al years of imprisonment. An amendment in 1991 legalized Kurdish 
music production, but an informal market for music had long existed. 
Cassettes were smuggled across borders, and home-made recordings 
of the live performances were exchanged among social networks, 
and transported to other cities. This circulation of cassettes formed 
an informal marketplace, and was instrumental in the creation of an 
imagined community (Anderson 1983) characterized by Kurdish 
ethnicity. The experience of listening to the music was heightened 
by a fear of getting caught as well as the aura of enacting a resistive 
performance of ethnicity. 

Post-1991, many companies started producing music albums 
in Kurdish, but strict state-imposed surveillance and censorship pre-
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vailed in the market throughout the 1990s. The firms and other ac-
tors, including artists, politicians, publishing houses and broadcast-
ers engaged both legitimating discourses, and also other resistive and 
discursive acts in trying to attain a less restricted environment for 
Kurdish music production – framing the music as cultural heritage 
or as a part of Turkey’s ethnic  and cultural multiplicity; engaging 
in activities such as selling cassettes off the records, educating and 
engaging audience to join the Kurdish movement, drawing interna-
tional attention to the legal restrictions, and joining illegal organiza-
tions (including the PKK).  The 2000s have been characterized by 
a somewhat more relaxed atmosphere, with local and multinational 
companies producing many albums each year, but the legitimacy of 
the market for Kurdish music is still ambiguous, with celebratory 
accounts of music and performances coexisting with discriminatory 
practices such as lack of shelf space or opportunities for advertise-
ment in mass media. Thus, despite having undergone a transforma-
tion from  illegal and informal to a legal, institutionalized market-
place, with sophisticated production and distribution channels, the 
Kurdish music market has attained legitimacy only in the regulatory 
sense, but not in the normative or cultural-cognitive sense (Suchman 
1995), when examined in the whole of Turkey. 

This analysis is based on an ethnography of the market for 
Kurdish music in Turkey. Data that I gathered from interviews with 
producers, artists, cultural producers in other fields, and audience; 
participant observation at relevant events; as well as a survey of 
newspaper articles  and other secondary texts have contributed to the 
emergent account I present here.  

Myth Market Collaboration: transforming a Culturally 
Contaminated Area into a thriving tourism Market

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
How can culturally contaminated areas be transformed into 

successful tourism markets? A dominant research stream unpack-
ing the relationship between market creation and culture is the lit-
erature on myth markets. This research commonly conceptualizes 
the formation of myth markets – the markets for goods, services, 
or experiences created from culturally resonant, and thus consumer 
identity-enhancing stories – as a process of ideological and cultural 
competition and conflict among multiple stakeholders (e.g., Arsel 
and Thompson 2011; Giesler 2008; Holt 2004; Luedicke, Thompson, 
and Giesler 2010; Peñaloza 2001; Thompson 2004; Thompson and 
Tian 2008). Consequently, little theoretical attention has been devot-
ed to the strategic alliances and symbiotic relationships that can form 
among stakeholders to shape a myth market’s cultural meanings and 
consumer identity value. 

This paper examines the collaborative mythmaking practices 
involved in transforming a culturally contaminated area into a thriv-
ing tourism myth market. Drawing on assemblage theory in sociol-
ogy (De Landa 2006), I describe myth markets as assemblages of 
actors and develop a process model of myth market collaboration. 
According to De Landa (2006, 4), “[a]ssemblages are wholes whose 
properties emerge from the interaction between parts.” In particular, 
De Landa (2006) characterizes assemblages along three dimensions: 
(1) defining the roles that an assemblage’s parts may play, (2) de-
fining the processes in which these parts become involved and, (3) 
defining processes in which specialized expressive media (genetic or 
linguistic) intervene to provide the assemblage with more flexibility 
or rigidity. Building on these characteristics, I theorize that an as-
semblage of actors (e.g., business owners, governments, the media, 
celebrities, consumers, etc.) can strategically coordinate their myth-

making activities to confine the negative cultural meanings associ-
ated with an area and establish their desired definitions of a market. 

To illustrate myth market collaboration, I conducted a two-year 
ethnographic and netnographic (Kozinets 2002) investigation of the 
ongoing transformation project of a place popularly dubbed “Hitler’s 
Hill” in the German Alps (Obersalzberg, Bavaria) that was histori-
cally associated with the Nazi Party. Since 2001, several actors in-
cluding the Bavarian and German governments, the InterContinental 
hotel, the national media, historians, intellectuals, and celebrities, as 
well as local museums, restaurants, ski resorts, tourist promoters, 
and residents, have joined forces to establish a successful tourism 
market. I conducted up to three interviews with five international 
tourists, four InterContinental hotel staff, six local business owners, 
and three government officials, where we discussed topics ranging 
from the area’s origins, to Hitler’s domination, to current tourism 
business opportunities, challenges, and future directions. I analyzed 
the complete data-set, which includes 34 in-depth, semi-structured 
interviews ranging from 20 minutes to two hours in length, as well 
as 160 pages of online materials and historical data, using the estab-
lished hermeneutical analysis mode of tacking back and forth be-
tween data and theory (Thompson 1997). 

My findings reveal the decontamination strategies actors use to 
displace the negative cultural meanings associated with an area and 
to remythologize it as an idyllic touristic landscape. The collabora-
tive mythmaking practices focus on creating and maintaining a clear 
distinction between the area’s violent past and peaceful present. This 
idea is aptly summarized by German historian Volker Dahm (2005), 
who argues, “the best way to demystify places associated with the 
Nazis is to allow normal life to go on there.” Thus, similar to as-
semblage theory, I find that each involved actor has specifically as-
signed roles and processes that stabilize the contemporary tourism 
myth market. As a few examples, two new touristic destinations (the 
InterContinental Hotel and the Documentation Centre) have been 
established on the very site where Hitler and his generals had their 
homes in order to create a strategic duality. The five-star hotel’s role 
is to represent the relaxing and luxurious Alpine touristic experience, 
while the area’s main museum is responsible for containing the only 
reminders of the past. Even the “Eagle’s Nest,” Hitler’s 50th birthday 
present by the Nazi Party, has been transformed into a restaurant 
highlighting local cuisine. The Bavarian government, which owns 
the majority of the land, has the watchdog role to ensure that all tour-
ism business initiatives follow the overarching mythic storyline of 
classy Alpine retreat with the past of an innocent mountain village. 

Overall, these findings advance the growing research on myth 
markets, and the nascent literature on market system dynamics – the 
social processes involved in market creation and evolution (Giesler 
2008; Humphreys 2010; Karababa and Ger 2011). Myth market 
collaboration can better help us understand the co-creative role of 
multiple evolving interests in shaping and transforming the cultural 
meanings and myths associated with tourism markets.

beyond the Social System:  
Understanding Markets as Consumers

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The worldwide soft drinks market consumes more than 1.4 tril-

lion liters of fresh water to produce 392 billion liters of soft drinks per 
year (Chamberlain 2008). A rapidly growing global seafood market has 
led to an overexploitation of 25% of world fisheries to the point where 
their current biomass is less than the level that maximizes their sustain-
able yield (Grafton et al 2007). Each year, the global tourism market 
consumes nearly as much energy as Japan, produces the same amount 
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of solid waste as France, and consumes as much fresh water as is con-
tained in Lake Superior (Krantz 2007). 

Markets - not countries - are now the largest consumers of 
the world’s energy, resources, and life. And yet surprisingly little 
theoretical attention has been devoted to understanding markets as 
consumers. Perhaps this oversight stems from the ways in which 
markets have been previously theorized. From within the market-
ing discipline, consumer researchers have referred to markets as “in-
stitutionalized arenas of conflict and compromise” (Giesler 2008), 
“performative stages” (Deighton 1992), or “concrete exchange struc-
tures” (Humphreys 2010). 

The goal of this paper is to offer a theorization that conceptual-
izes markets as consumers. I argue that markets are successful to 
the extent to which they can mask their identity as consumers and 
instead position themselves at the center for the production of con-
sensus, freedom, empowerment, creativity, and community.

In the first part of the analysis, I explore the relationship be-
tween consumer culture theory and a certain branch of economic 
thought referred to as neoliberalism to better understand the existing 
perspective on markets and consumers. I offer three methodological 
neoliberalisms that have prevented consumer researchers from ap-
proaching markets as consumers. First is the tendency to uncritically 
adopt rather than interrogate the traditional economic distinction be-
tween “consumer” and “market.” Second is the tendency to under-
stand markets as structural stage or spaces on/in which agents produc-
tively interact rather than as macro-actors who have the potential to 
reshape interests and identities. And third is the tendency to view the 
distribution of resources, their meanings (e.g., music, gambling, cof-
fee), and their production and consumption as if they were naturally 
situated within the borders of individual market systems. 

After that, I analyze the rhetorical masking practices involved in 
expanding what has been referred to as the “global market system” 
(Schiller 2000). To understand this market system, I conducted a 
multi-year ethnographic investigation of the World Economic Forum 
(WEF) in Davos, Switzerland. The WEF was founded in 1971 and 
includes the most prominent transnational corporations.

I conducted in-depth interviews with 14 WEF delegates to doc-
ument how they tailored global, national, and regional, territories, 
resources, social and political problems, and the needs and wants of 
individuals in relation to their competitive and ideological consump-
tion needs and to combat criticisms rendering the global market as an 
inequitable, volatile, ecologically wasteful, and all-consuming vil-
lain (George 2010; Klein 2009; Chomsky 2011; Vertovec 2009; Sas-
sen 1998). To track changes in their evolving global market repre-
sentations, each informant was interviewed up to four times between 
2004 and 201. To analyze the data, I used an iterative, part-to-whole 
process of hermeneutic analysis (Thompson 1997; Giesler 2008). To 
contextualize the interview data, I also collected WEF communiqués 
and annual competitive reports published between 1987 and 2010, as 
well as other cultural materials available through mass media chan-
nels and on the Internet.

This research makes two contributions. First, it contributes to 
prior studies on market system dynamics (Humphreys 2010; Giesler 
2008). This stream of research has studied how concrete exchange 
structures between producers and consumers are established and 
evolve. My analysis complements and extends this body of research 
by theoretically explicating the agency markets mobilize to reshape 
social realities and subjectivities in relation to their ideological and 
competitive goals as well as the resistance against this marketization 
process.

Second, I demonstrate how the import of rhetorical conventions 
from marketing and economics, while lending legitimacy to earlier 

CCT generations, also brought in a number of neoliberal biases. 
These manifest in the tendency to either concentrate on an autono-
mous, entrepreneurial consumer-subject or the creation of a market-
place structure instead of asking how the latter reshaped the former so 
that the former can sustain the latter. In doing so, some of the worst 
volatilities, contradictions, and excesses of contemporary market 
consumption are erased from the analytical radar. Theorizing mar-
kets as consumers - how they systematically tailor societies, terri-
tories, resources, and living beings in relation to their economic and 
ideological agendas - may help address some of these theoretical 
blind spots.

Consumer Markets and Value transformation in the 
Global Context

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Recently, there has been a growing interest among consumer 

and marketing researchers in examining the study of “markets” as 
our disciplinary focus especially in the current global context (Hum-
phreys 2010, Venkatesh and Peñaloza 2006, Domegan et. al Forth-
coming). As noted by Sandıkcı and Rice (2011), one main shortcom-
ing of contemporary consumer/marketing theories is that they are 
very US centric and are applied to various contexts without examin-
ing differing cultural conditions.  In this study, we propose to study 
more broadly markets as value creating enterprises and examine 
their transformational characteristics in terms of their value creation 
potential. 

Our focus in this proposal is on the constitution of particular 
subject positions within “consumer markets” as the social and eco-
nomic institutional arrangements within which value is created by 
and for various constituencies which include customers, stakehold-
ers and other agents/participants, and the society at large. In the glob-
al context where markets transcend national boundaries, truly global 
markets extend beyond such boundaries (Ger 1999) and give us an 
opportunity as researchers to examine and develop a value system 
appropriate for such a study. 

As noted by Peñaloza and Mish (2011), the concept of value in 
consumer marketing has been viewed in terms of the material, instru-
mental and psychological benefits (e.g. satisfaction) derived by the 
customer through engagement with the product or service.  

Typically, the field of consumer marketing has focused pri-
marily on Exchange Value and Use Value as its primary focus. We 
broaden this binary conceptualization of value framework in work-
ing through four distinct types of value: Exchange Value, Use Value, 
Sign/Cultural Value and Societal Value. It is the integration of differ-
ent value systems that presages global transformational possibilities.

Exchange Value
One fundamental notion of value discussed in our discipline 

is that there is a value producer and intended value recipient – the 
former creates value (i.e. confers value on an object or engages in 
an action that embodies value) and the recipient is the beneficiary 
(Bagozzi 1975).  If the value recipient performs something in return, 
this is an example of exchange value.  

Use Value
The concept of use value stems from the notion that the offering 

that has been produced through exchange is useful (and usable) and 
is therefore put to use by the customer (Holbrook 1999).  Use value 
refers to the direct usefulness of an object or service. It can also be 
called the functional value and is inextricably tied to the tangible or 
intangible property of the offering. A use-value can be both subjec-
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tive and objective. A major focus of the field of consumer research 
may be said to concentrate on use value.

Sign/Cultural Value
Broadly speaking, the concept of sign refers to the symbolism 

and meanings within the significatory system in which the product is 
embedded (Levy 1981). The meanings attributed to physical objects, 
or broadly, company offerings, are well documented in cultural and 
anthropological studies (Lash and Urry 1994).  For example, Ger 
(1999) provided symbolic notions of glocalization (1999) in market-
ing practices, Holt (2004) detailed the incorporation of social trends 
and group language by firms in advertisements for “iconic” brands. 
Scott (2004) elaborated the intricate interrelations between cultural 
and economic development in tracing feminist consumption sensi-
bilities to the changing place of women in the workforce. Venkatesh 
(1995) proposed the notion of ethnoconsumerism as incorporating 
sign systems in the global/cultural contexts. The implications of this 
for sign value are that in the global economy, signs are created, trans-
ferred, controlled, expressed and consumed in relation to other sets 
of signs that encompass consumers’ identities in ways that negotiate 
their interests and relations with other constituencies.

Societal Value
Here the simple question is, when does the market system 

through its product offerings and activities benefit a society and 
when does it compromise the latter? Of interest here are the prag-
matic and societal questions that have become very central in the 
contemporary environmentally conscious world.

In looking at the market as a value-based economy, the above 
framework t integrates the four systems of value: exchange value, 
use value, sign value and societal value into the market system.

Summary and Conclusions
The goal of this proposed session is to examine the transfor-

mational potential of markets and market formations. In this study, 
we have proposed a framework that examines consumer markets as 
value creating enterprises in a dynamic global context.  Our frame-
work integrates four systems of values in markets – exchange value, 
use value, sign/cultural value and societal value, with implications 
for consumption practices and theories. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Accurately predicting how and when consumers, peers, col-

leagues, and citizens will react to content (advertisements, gifts), 
share items (e.g. word of mouth), feel in situations (e.g. thirst, physi-
cal pain), and make decisions (e.g. investments, purchases) is a fun-
damental requirement for some of the most important consumer, 
social, and policy decisions. The research presented in these four pa-
pers demonstrates that often a person’s state (e.g. experiences, con-
strual) can threaten the accuracy of the social cognitions necessary 
for these important decisions. 

In this special session we identify factors that influence when 
people are likely and unlikely to use their own perspectives and 
metacognitions to inform their predictions of others’ preferences and 
reactions.  Importantly, we also identify when reliance on these per-
spectives and metacognitions will facilitate accurate predictions and 
when the same reliance will lead to costly mispredictions. In addition 
to these theoretical contributions on choices and predictions for oth-
ers, metacognition, and psychological distance, the session makes 
substantial contributions to the topics of word of mouth, gift giving, 
and investing, and demonstrates how a few popular lay beliefs (e.g. 
indulgent items are better gifts and more experience leads to wiser 
predictions) can lead consumers astray. In summary, each paper tells 
a piece of a larger narrative about how and when consumers (inac-
curately) rely on their own perspectives and feelings when making 
predictions for similar and dissimilar others.  

In the first paper, Baskin and colleagues examine a construal 
level (Trope & Liberman, 2010) mismatch between gift givers and 
gift receivers. The authors find that givers tend to conceptualize their 
gift choices abstractly due to their high distance from the consump-
tion experience. Therefore, givers choose gifts higher on desirability 
attributes to the detriment of gifts higher on feasibility attributes.  
Gift recipients, in contrast, conceptualize received gifts more con-

cretely, and care more about feasibility aspects (how easy a game is 
to learn versus the quality of the game).  This difference leads gift 
givers to mispredict how much a receiver will enjoy certain gifts and 
to mistakenly overpay for desirable items. Further, gift givers mis-
takenly expect giving an item high on desirability will increase social 
bonds with the receiver and will result in more social reciprocity. The 
findings of this paper contradict the popular lay belief that the best 
gift for someone is an indulgent, highly desirable gift. Instead the 
results suggest that givers may save a lot of money and trouble by 
putting themselves in the shoes of the receivers and that marketers 
who are motivated to encourage successful gift giving should try to 
bring gift givers down to a lower construal level.

One potential way to improve predictions of others’ reactions to 
content is to acquire concrete experience with the content or to ask 
someone who has had a lot of concrete experience. However in the 
second paper, Campbell and colleagues find people can quickly gain 
too much experience. Individuals can rapidly become desensitized 
(Dijksterhuis & Smith, 2002) to content after repeated or extended 
exposure such that their current tastes and sensitivities to emotive 
content become vastly different from people who have not been 
as thoroughly exposed to the content. Importantly, the authors find 
that people are largely unaware of the effect that repeated exposure 
has had on their personal emotive reactions, even when prompted 
to consider the influence. Accordingly, they overweight their own 
current dulled sensitivities in their predictions for others’ emotive 
reactions and preferences (e.g. for comedy, art, sports photography, 
painful noises). This leads consumers to mispredict others’ reactions 
and at times to choose to share bad content that others will not enjoy. 
Finally, the authors find that when consumers are searching for qual-
ity emotive experiences, they tend to seek out a person who has had 
more versus less repeated experience. The authors experimentally 
demonstrate how this behavior can doom consumers to receive in-
appropriate recommendations and ultimately can lead consumers to 
have worse experiences.

Similarly to Campbell et al., Steffel and Shafir investigate how 
people use their own feelings to infer others’ preferences. Specifical-
ly, the researchers examine how the metacognitive feeling of choice 
difficulty impacts estimated consensus. They find that participants’ 
estimates of the proportion of other people who shared their pref-
erences in a series of choices were correlated with their subjective 
ratings of choice difficulty. Further, they find in an initial study that 
subjective difficulty was a valid cue of actual consensus. However, 
even though choice difficulty can serve as a valid cue for consen-
sus, the authors found that when choice difficulty is manipulated in 
a manner that does not actually influence consensus (e.g. font read-
ability), reliance on choice difficulty can lead to systematic mispre-
dictions of consensus. Similarly to Campbell et al. focus on repeated 
experience, Steffel and Shafir find that the common experience of 
repeated exposure to a choice can reduce the metacognitive feeling 
of difficulty and lead to increased predictions of consensus. In a final 
study, the authors identify a boundary condition to this phenomenon 
such that when one is dissimilar to the target population, one does not 
use subjective difficulty to judge consensus in the target population. 

In the first three studies, the authors examined how people’s 
experiences and perspectives influenced their judgments. In the last 
paper, similarly to the final study in Steffel et al., O’Brien and col-
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leagues examine when people are likely to rely on their own state, 
particularly their metacognitive feelings, when making predictions 
for others. A wealth of research suggests that people use their own 
visceral states to inform their social judgments, such as predicting 
others are thirstier when oneself is dehydrated (Van Boven & Loew-
enstein, 2003). The authors find that these typical egocentric influ-
ences on social predictions (replicated in the prior papers in this ses-
sion) are at times undermined by incidental knowledge of the target. 
Cold and thirsty participants judged others as more sensitive to cold 
and thirst, but only when those in question shared their ideological 
values (e.g. same stance on same sex marriage). This suggests that 
internal cues in general may simply be less (or not) influential when 
predicting the responses of dissimilar others. For instance, while at 
a hot baseball game one might not use their own feeling of thirst to 
determine whether a dissimilar other would enjoy a cold drink. In 
general, this is one of the first studies to find identify a boundary in 
embodied cognition.

Across four papers and 17 studies, this session investigates 
when people are likely to rely on their own states to predict oth-
ers’ preferences, and when reliance on their own states is likely to 
benefit or bias their predictions of others’ preferences. Data has been 
collected for all reported studies and all papers are very advanced 
or complete.  This session relates to the theme of “appreciating” 
diversity as it tells a narrative of consumer interaction interwoven 
between theoretical perspectives. The session should appeal to a 
wide audience including those with theoretical interests in choosing 
for others, metacognition, embodied cognition, perspective taking, 
psychological distance, outgroup perception, and social cognition in 
general. Additionally, the session will appeal to those with substan-
tive interests in word of mouth, gift giving, and investment. This 
session also directly relates to the theme of “appreciating diversity” 
as all four papers deal with how people predict others’ responses, and 
the latter three papers specifically examine how people predict the 
reactions of others who have explicitly different beliefs or have had 
explicitly different experiences. Full references for articles cited in 
this submission are available upon request. 

Why a Frying Pan is better than Flowers: A Construal 
Level Approach to Gift Exchange

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The tradition of gift giving is as old as culture itself.  From 

the circular gift exchange formed by the Trobriand islanders (Ma-
linowski, 1922) to today’s frenzied holiday shopping, gift-giving 
rituals have played a central cultural role.  Indeed, evolutionary psy-
chologists have suggested that gifts are a natural way to establish, 
create and maintain order in a group of social beings (Cosmides & 
Tooby, 1992).  Additionally, anthropologists have focused on the role 
of gift exchange in building and maintaining social bonds (Gouldner, 
1960; Mauss, 1925).  Thus, due to the importance of gifts, givers 
have a large stake in making sure their gifts are well received and 
then reciprocated in order to ensure the continuity of their social re-
lationships.       

The importance of gift-giving raises the question of how one 
decides on the perfect gift. In this research, we look at differences 
in giver/receiver gift evaluation using construal level theory (CLT) 
as a framework (Trope & Liberman, 2010).  We propose that giv-
ers conceptualize their choices abstractly due to their high distance 
from the receiver and the eventual use of the gift. Therefore, they 
choose gifts higher on desirability attributes to the detriment of at-
tributes higher on feasibility dimensions.  Gift recipients, in contrast, 
conceptualize received gifts more concretely, and care more about 

feasibility aspects (e.g., how easy is the gift to use?).  This difference 
in construal between givers and receivers creates an important asym-
metry between what givers care about and what recipients care about 
that leads to a mismatch in the kinds of gifts the two parties prefer to 
give/receive and reciprocate.  Our findings also stand in contrast to 
the typical folk wisdom that givers should always seek to maximize 
gifts’ desirability. 

We explored this asymmetry in a series of studies.  In Study 
1a, we asked participants to assume a gift giving or receiving mode 
by respectively writing about a time they gave or received a gift. 
Those in giving mode scored higher on the Behavioral Identification 
Form (Vallacher & Wegner, 1989), a measure of abstract orientation. 
This study establishes that a giving mode activates a more abstract 
orientation than a receiving mode. Study 1b corroborates the link to 
construal by showing that gift givers can be induced to give more 
feasible gifts by giving gifts to people in nearby locations while re-
ceivers show no effect based on distance from givers.  This suggests 
that givers are imagining the receiver using the gift such that the 
psychological distance from the consumption experience decreases 
with the spatial distance. However, receivers imagine their own con-
sumption, so they are unaffected by these changes in spatial distance.   

Studies 2a and 2b examined tradeoffs people make when giving 
gifts.  By using items that require tradeoffs between abstract/desir-
ability and concrete/feasibility dimensions (e.g., a high resolution 
3D videogame that takes 10 hours to learn vs. a poor looking video-
game that one can pick up and play), we show that givers evaluated 
high desirability gifts as better than high feasibility gifts.  However, 
receivers do not exhibit this preference. We assigned participants to 
either the giver or the receiver role and asked them to evaluate gifts 
in a variety of domains (e.g. restaurant gift certificates, newspaper 
subscriptions, etc.). Participants evaluated gifts using a scale consist-
ing of the following questions: “How much did you like the item as a 
gift?”, “How good is this gift?”, “How appropriate is this gift?” and 
“How positive is this gift?”   Study 2b extended these finding by elic-
iting participants’ willingness to pay (WTP).  Givers reported their 
WTP for the gift while receivers reported their WTP as if they were 
buying the item for themselves.  While receivers were willing to pay 
significantly more for desirable gifts than feasible gifts, givers had 
a significantly higher WTP difference than receivers between high 
desirability and high feasibility gifts.  From this study, we show that 
there is a mismatch in willingness to pay for desirable goods in that 
givers are willing to pay a comparatively higher price than receivers 
for highly desirable gifts. The results of Studies 2a and 2b combined 
show that givers place more value on desirability attributes over and 
above that placed by receivers, and literally pay for this error. 

Study 3 examined implications of these differences for social 
bonds between exchange partners.  Participants were told about two 
different movie offers, one of which was more desirable, but rela-
tively inconvenient (access to view Harry Potter and the Deathly 
Hallows (HP7): Part 2 online during an inconvenient five-hour win-
dow) and the other less desirable, but more convenient (access to 
view the less novel and widely available HP7: Part 1 online during a 
convenient 30-day window).  Participants believed they were either 
giving a gift to, or had received a gift from, another participant in the 
study.  As predicted, givers preferred to give other participants in the 
study the more desirable/less convenient HP7: Part 2, but receivers 
preferred to receive the less desirable/more convenient HP7: Part 
1.  More importantly, givers thought that if they picked HP7: Part 2, 
receivers would be more likely to reciprocate their gift in the future. 
Receivers, on the other hand, were willing to reciprocate both gifts 
equally suggesting that their opinions of the giver were not affected 
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by the choice of gift. Instead, givers are mistaken in their prediction 
that desirable gifts will increase social bonds.  

Since gift giving is primarily about relationships, we are con-
ducting future research to examine how various gifts change the re-
lationship between gift givers and gift receivers and how people’s 
awareness of biases in selecting gifts may improve their relationship 
with the other person.  Overall, the results of this current research 
suggest that givers may save a lot of trouble and at times money by 
putting themselves in the shoes of the receivers and think about the 
kind of gift they would prefer to receive. The findings further suggest 
that the conventional wisdom of always maximizing gift desirability, 
rather than other gift features, may be incorrect since givers gener-
ally underweight concrete/feasibility aspects of the gift as compared 
to receivers.    

too Much Experience:   
Predicting Others’ Emotive Reactions and Making 

Recommendations after Repeated Exposure

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
People often seek out individuals who are distinguished by their 

repeated experience with emotive content (e.g. art, comedy, freeway 
noise).  Consumers seek out these individuals for recommendations, 
corporations hire these individuals to design products for the pub-
lic, and governments employ these individuals to craft policy for the 
public. Additionally, when trying to predict others’ reactions to emo-
tive content, people often make an effort to become a well exposed 
person. For instance, a person may deliberately watch a YouTube 
video multiple times to decide whether it is funny or appropriate 
enough for sharing. Both lay intuition and empirical research sug-
gest this gaining experience can help people predict others’ emotive 
reactions by closing empathy gaps (Nordgren, McDonnell, & Loew-
enstein, 2011).   

However, individuals can quickly gain too much experience 
and become desensitized to content after repeated or extended expe-
riences (Dijksterhuis & Smith, 2002). Although much research has 
examined how desensitization affects judgments of one’s own tastes 
and preferences (e.g., Loewenstein, O’Donoghue, & Rabin, 2003; 
Wilson & Gilbert, 2003), we examined downstream consequences 
for prediction of others’ judgments.

We hypothesized that people will not only desensitize to an 
emotive experience after repeated exposure, but also incorrectly use 
their desensitized sensitivities to make predictions of how someone 
else would react to an emotive experience. Our framework is rooted 
in the dual judgment model of emotional perspective taking (Van 
Boven & Loewenstein, 2005). This model posits people predict oth-
ers’ emotions by first considering their own (simulated) emotions 
and often fail to adequately adjust for differences between self and 
other. Thus, rather than realizing that one’s own current state (e.g., 
subjective desensitization) may be different from someone else who 
lacks a high level of exposure, people who desensitize to an emotive 
experience might falsely assume that the experience is less arousing 
for others. This should lead them to mispredict others’ preferences 
and emotive reactions and lead them to error when they recommend 
and share content with others. We tested this desensitization bias in 
social judgment hypothesis across six studies using various emo-
tive content ranging in valence, complexity, and repeated exposure 
method.

In the first study, we exposed participants to twenty images of 
a dramatic style of astrological art called “Digital Blasphemy.” After 
the exposures, we asked participants to remember from a written de-
scription the first and last images they had seen and to indicate which 

image would be better for publically consumed Space Art media. 
We counterbalanced the first and last picture between subjects, and 
found that participants showed a bias to select the image that was 
presented at the start of the exposure (before they became desensi-
tized) rather than the image at the end.  

In study 2, after viewing a slideshow of motorcycle tricks, we 
presented participants with two images, each featuring a different 
thrilling stunt performed on a motorcycle. Participants were asked 
to select which image would be more impressive as a single promo-
tional image to people viewing motorcycle stunts for the first time in 
their lives. We found that participants were more likely to choose the 
image of a specific stunt type if that stunt type had been featured less 
often in a slideshow that preceded the choice. 

In study 3, people were repeatedly exposed to one of two shock-
ing pictures of Lady Gaga. 

We found participants were more likely to predict others previ-
ously unexposed to both images would be less shocked by the image 
participants themselves were repeatedly exposed to compare to the 
image participants were not repeatedly exposed to. 

Additionally, a variety of indirect and direct probes in studies 2 
and 3 found that participants were largely unaware of the desensiti-
zation bias and unable to retrospectively correct for the bias. In sum, 
the breadth of the first three studies distinguishes the desensitization 
bias as a unique phenomenon separate from related phenomena such 
as primacy effects (Carpenter & Nakamoto, 1989) and peak-end bi-
ases (Kahneman et. al, 1993).

In studies 4 and 5, we tested the underlying process and poten-
tial downstream consequences. In study 4, we found that repeated 
exposure to a joke (writing it five versus one time) lead participants 
to find the joke personally less humorous, predict the joke would 
be less humorous to others, and report lower likelihood to share the 
joke. As predicted, we found the effect of repeated exposure on one’s 
own feelings fully mediated the effect of repeated exposure on pre-
dictions of others’ feelings and likelihood to share.  In study 5, we 
found that after extended versus shorter exposure to a painful noise, 
participants predicted an additional very short sound burst would be 
less painful for themselves, predicted it would be less painful for 
others never exposed to the sound, and reported they would feel less 
guilty using the sound burst to punish other participants in a game. 
Similar to study 4, the effect of exposure on the latter two other-
regarding variables was fully mediated by predictions of how painful 
a short noise burst would be for oneself. 

In the final study, we tested whether this desensitization-bias 
could lead high-exposure consumers to make very poor recommen-
dations for unexposed others. Participants were given an objectively 
better joke and an objectively worse joke (based on pre-test ratings). 
We found that participants who were repeatedly exposed to the good 
joke (writing it down five times) were about 3x less likely to choose 
to share it with someone else compared to participants who were not 
repeatedly exposed (presumably because the extra exposure desen-
sitized them to its funniness). Moreover, we described the study to a 
separate group of participants and asked them who they would rely 
on to choose them the funnier joke: a person in the control condition 
or a person in the repeated exposure condition? A majority chose the 
person in the repeated exposure condition, thus dooming themselves 
to a worse experience. 

These studies suggest that repeated exposure can dramatically 
and negatively influence sharing, recommendations, and social be-
havior. The lay intuition to seek out those with more exposure and to 
acquire more exposure to better predict others’ reactions may often 
steer consumers in the wrong direction. At times, high-exposure “ex-
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perts” might be in the worst position to connect with someone who 
lacks any exposure at all.

From Personal Choices to Perceived Popularity: the 
Impact of Choice Difficulty On Estimated Consensus

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
 Effective decision-making often depends on accurately gaug-

ing others’ preferences. Manufacturers try to forecast consumer 
preferences, politicians try to gauge public opinion, and most people 
try to anticipate how their peers will react to what they say and do. 
Incorrect predictions of others’ preferences can lead to detrimental 
behaviors, like investing in a product that fails to generate interest, or 
campaigning on an issue that triggers unexpected reactions.

Although psychologists have well documented the impact of 
choices – conceived as binary outcomes – on predictions of others’ 
preferences (e.g., Ross, Greene, and House 1977), relatively little is 
known about the impact of the metacognitive experiences that ac-
company those choices. This research explores how the feeling of 
choice difficulty impacts people’s predictions of others’ preferences 
and how it impacts judgmental accuracy.

We hypothesize that people perceive greater consensus when 
choice feels easy than when it feels difficult. In a pretest, partici-
pants’ estimates of the proportion of other people who shared their 
preferences in a series of choices between monetary lotteries were 
correlated with their subjective ratings of choice difficulty, (b = 
-0.91, t = 8.88, p < .001). Further, in these initial situations, subjec-
tive choice difficulty served as a valid cue for predicting consensus, 
as it was highly correlated with consensus (β = -0.77, t = 4.91, p 
< .001). Thus, at least in some cases, the metacognitive feeling of 
choice difficulty can guide people to correct estimates of consensus. 

However, there are many cases in which choice difficulty may 
be misleading. Many factors that are not indicative of actual consen-
sus can influence subjective choice difficulty. For example, factors 
such as font readability, mere exposure, reason listing, and brow fur-
rowing, can all increase perceptions of choice difficulty (Alter and 
Oppenheimer 2009). We show that, when choice difficulty is manip-
ulated independently from the relative attractiveness of the choice 
alternatives, reliance on choice difficulty can lead to systematic mis-
predictions of consensus.

We first tested when holding actual consensus constant, would 
manipulating choice difficulty influence estimated consensus? Par-
ticipants were presented with a hypothetical choice about whether 
or not to tip a waitress who provided fast service (easy condition) or 
slow service (difficult condition). Although participants were equal-
ly likely to tip the waitress across conditions, participants estimated 
greater consensus in the easy condition (M = 81%) than in the hard 
condition (M = 74%; t(156) = 2.84, p = .005). Choice difficulty fully 
mediated the relationship between the manipulation and estimated 
consensus, (95% CI = -7.85 to -2.62). 

Study 2 sought to isolate the feeling of choice difficulty as the 
mechanism underlying consensus estimates by holding constant the 
content of the choice options and manipulating choice difficulty via 
fluency. In this study, a target lottery was presented either several 
times (fluent condition) or only once (disfluent condition; for a re-
view of repetition as a form of fluency, see Alter and Oppenheimer, 
2009). As predicted, estimated consensus was greater when the 
choice was repeated (M = 62%) than when the choice was novel (M 
= 53%; t(123) = 4.28, p < .001), regardless of which option was cho-
sen. Choice difficulty served as a significant partial mediator of the 
relationship between the fluency manipulation and estimated con-
sensus, (95% CI = -4.90 to -.83). Within the repeated condition, there 

was a linear trend such that participants estimated greater consensus 
with increased repetition (first presentation: M = 59%; second pre-
sentation: M = 60%; third presentation: M = 62%; F(1, 67) = 5.44, p 
= .02). The difference in choice difficulty between the first and final 
presentation mediated this effect, (β = -4.17, SE = .54, t = -7.78, p 
< .001).

An additional aim of study 2 was to illustrate a consequence 
of relying on choice difficulty to predict consensus: since estimated 
consensus should increase with repetition regardless of which lottery 
is chosen, then false consensus (as measured by the sum of estimat-
ed consensus for the lottery chosen by the majority and the lottery 
chosen by the minority) is more likely to emerge when choices are 
repeated than when choices are novel. Indeed, false consensus was 
125.3% when the choice was repeated and 105.2% when the choice 
was novel. Within the repeated condition, the sum of estimated con-
sensus for the lottery chosen by the majority and the lottery chosen 
by the minority increased with repetition (first presentation: 117%; 
second presentation: 120%; third presentation: 125%).

Study 3 explored whether perceived similarity moderates the 
extent to which people rely on choice difficulty to gauge consensus 
by priming participants to think of ways in which they were similar 
to or different from the target population. Indeed, there was a sig-
nificant interaction between the priming condition and choice dif-
ficulty, (b = -0.20, t = 2.35, p = .02), such that participants who were 
primed to think of similarities relied on choice difficulty to predict 
consensus (b = -0.39, t = 4.51, p < .001) but those primed to think of 
dissimilarities did not (b = -0.11, t = 1.18, p = .24).

People gauge consensus, not just based on their own choices, 
but also based on the metacognitive experiences that accompany 
choosing. People infer greater consensus when choice feels easy 
than when it feels difficult. Although subjective choice difficulty can 
sometimes serve as a valid indicator of consensus, many factors that 
are not indicative of consensus can affect choice difficulty and lead 
to systematic mispredictions. We will discuss implications for real-
world decisions: for example, an investor who has had greater ex-
posure to the stocks in his portfolio may expect greater buy-in from 
other investors than is borne out in the stock market, or a politician 
who repeatedly reevaluates his platform may expect more unified 
support from his constituents than is borne out in the actual election. 
We will also discuss moderators of reliance on choice difficulty – 
e.g., perceived dissimilarity to the target population and attributions 
for choice difficulty – and directions for future research.

When My Pain is (not) Your Pain: Self, Similarity, and 
Embodied Cognition in Social Predictions

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Predictions of others’ thoughts, feelings, and preferences do not 

occur in a bubble. Rather, people predict the internal states of others 
differently depending on whether those in question are perceived as 
similar or dissimilar to them on the surface.

People typically judge similar others egocentrically – they put 
themselves in the others’ shoes by first thinking, “How would I feel 
in their situation?” (Dunning & Hayes, 1996; Epley et al., 2004). 
Thus, one’s own states are often projected onto similar others. 
Obama-supporting Democrats might overconfidently assume that 
Obama likes the same wine that they do.

However, people are less likely to use their own experience as 
an anchor when judging others who seem very different from them 
(Ames, 2004; Robbins & Krueger, 2005). In these cases, the self 
becomes a poor proxy to figure out very dissimilar people. Obama-
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supporting Democrats might have little reason to assume Sarah Palin 
shares their wine preference.

In our experiments, we examined how far the effect of dissimi-
larity extends. We focused on the influence of one’s visceral states 
on how people perceive similar versus dissimilar others’ feelings and 
preferences.

Visceral states refer to strong transient states of arousal (e.g., 
hunger, threat). These feelings are typically so strong that they as-
similate with perceptions of others who may not even be experi-
encing the same state. For example, when people are dehydrated 
they perceive others as thirsty (Van Boven & Loewenstein, 2003), 
and when people are frightened they perceive others as afraid (Van 
Boven, Loewenstein, & Dunning, 2005). Might the effect of even 
these powerful states dissipate when judging others who seem very 
different? 

In Experiment 1, we explored this question by assigning par-
ticipants to read a story about a hiker who gets lost with no food, 
no water, and no extra clothes (adapted from Van Boven & Loew-
enstein, 2003). Participants rated the hiker’s feelings and their own 
feelings. To manipulate similarity, the hiker was described as either 
a left-wing, pro-gay rights Democrat or a right-wing, anti-gay rights 
Republican, who went hiking on a break from a political campaign 
(a strong dissimilarity manipulation: Mitchell, Macrae, & Banaji, 
2006). At the end of the study, participants answered a forced-choice 
item about whether they were similar or dissimilar to the hiker, con-
firmed by their own political values. We used this forced-choice to 
group participants into “similar” or “dissimilar” conditions. To ma-
nipulate visceral experience, all participants were recruited during 
winter in Michigan (Mtemp=6º Fahrenheit). We tested people who 
were indoors in the university library (“warm” condition) or out-
doors at a nearby bus stop (“cold” condition).

Did being in the freezing cold influence social judgment? Yes – 
but only when judging similar others. When asked whether hunger, 
thirst, or cold was most unpleasant for the hiker, a significant interac-
tion was obtained between similarity and location (β=-2.75, p=.005). 
Participants who perceived the hiker as similar were more likely to 
choose “cold” when they were outdoors (94%) than indoors (57%), 
replicating standard assimilation effects. However, judgments of dis-
similar hikers were uninfluenced by location (55% outdoors, 63% 
indoors). The same interactions were obtained for whether the hiker 
most regretted not packing food, water, or extra clothes (β=-2.05, 
p<.01), and for how cold the hiker felt on a continuous scale (β=2.21, 
p<.001). These patterns were further reflected by regression-based 
mediation: participants’ coldness mediated judgments of how cold 
similar others felt (β=−0.71, p=.004)—but not how cold dissimilar 
others felt (β =0.06, p=.86).

In Experiment 2, participants were induced to feel thirsty by 
eating salty snacks either with or without water. The same patterns 
from Experiment 1 were observed. When asked whether hunger, 
thirst, or cold was most unpleasant for the hiker, a significant inter-
action was obtained between similarity and thirst (β =-1.81, p<.02). 
Participants who perceived the hiker as similar were more likely 
to choose “thirsty” when they were thirsty (71%) versus quenched 
(20%); judgments of dissimilar hikers were uninfluenced by partici-
pants’ own thirst (37% thirsty, 26% quenched). The same interac-
tions were obtained for whether the hiker most regretted not packing 
food, extra clothes, or water (β=-1.88, p<.03), and for how thirsty the 
hiker felt on a continuous scale (β=1.72, p<.01). Again, participants’ 
thirstiness mediated judgments of how thirsty similar others felt 
(β=0.54, p=.02) – but not how dissimilar others felt (β=0.04, p=.89).

Although physical feelings powerfully shape our predictions 
of others’ thoughts, feelings, and preferences, these findings sug-
gest that their influence is eliminated when judging dissimilar oth-
ers. This observation may have far-reaching consequences. In other 
studies, for example, people who held a warm cup of coffee judged 
a target person as more socially “warm” (Williams & Bargh, 2008), 
and those who held a resume on a heavy clipboard thought it was 
more “weighty” and “important” (Ackerman, Nocera, & Bargh, 
2010). These embodiment effects may be inhibited by dissimilar 
targets; liberal undergraduates holding a warm drink may not think 
Republicans are nicer.

More importantly, predicting how others feel is vital for ev-
eryday interactions between bosses and employees, relationship 
partners, and sellers and consumers. One way to more accurately 
understand others’ situations is to find one’s self in their shoes. For 
example, actually catching a sickness or feeling pain can help people 
better empathize with others’ needs (Loewenstein, 2005). But the 
success of this strategy might be inhibited if one perceives others as 
different, even on a superficial level. For instance, while shopping 
for Christmas gifts on a cold New York City night, a woman may be 
inspired by her own cold feelings to purchase a winter jacket if she 
was shopping for a close cousin, but not if she were shopping for a 
distant mother in-law.

In sum: egocentric processes underlying how people make pre-
dictions of others’ states are undermined by incidental knowledge 
about those in question. Such knowledge appears to prevent envi-
ronmental stimuli (e.g. a hot coffee cup, the weather, hunger) from 
influencing social predictions, which at times may inhibit people’s 
ability to make optimal predictions of others’ needs and preferences.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW

Session objective
To bring together diverse yet similar papers examining change 

in advertising depictions over time employing a cultural lens to ad-
dress the relation between socio-cultural change and advertising rep-
resentations of various social categories of consumers.

General orientation
The session’s orientation is socio-cultural rather than psycho-

logical and covers broad temporal change in representations of social 
categories in advertising.

Likely audience
The likely audience is consumer researchers with an interest in 

advertising and its relation to larger society.  It will also draw CCT 
scholars and consumer researchers with social science interests out-
side psychology, particularly those with interests in historical analy-
sis, sociological interpretation, and anthropological approaches.  It 
will attract those with an interest in social class, gender, and ethnic-
ity.  And, given the focus of the Stephens paper, we anticipate that it 
will attract many Canadians at the conference.

Issues and topics to be covered
Advertising, cultural change, historical analysis, gender, race, 

class, immigration, and inequality.  

Importance of contribution to Cb
On average, biology grants us the opportunity to understand a 

time span of 78.49 years (81.48 years for Canadians) through direct 
experience.  Historical analysis expands our range of understanding 
beyond that granted by biology, and deepens our understanding be-
yond what can be directly experienced.

the conference mission of appreciating diversity in 
approaches

The topics covered that are often not covered in ACR presen-
tations are gender as a social category, social inequality, relations 
between immigrants and host culture, international relations through 
advertising, and most importantly, a broad historical perspective.  
The presenters include several first time ACR presenters, including 

an award winning senior scholar from sociology.  The presentations 
draw from the perspectives of three different generations of con-
sumer researchers, each of whom approaches these time periods in 
a different way.

Stage of completion
All projects are fully complete.  

Making the Changing Scene

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The basic goal of the presentation is to observe and analyze how 

advertising expresses a society’s values. The themes to be discussed 
are these: Society moves generally from mass consumption to mak-
ing increasingly individual choices serving subgroup and personal 
choices. There is the large development that starts with the struggle 
to feed, clothe, and house masses of poor people. I term this obliga-
tory marketing. This mass consumption is accompanied by relative 
scarcity, the central role of commodities, problems of distribution, an 
emphasis on economics, and pressure toward low prices as well as 
the importance of commodity companies, non-profit agencies, and 
government.

Movement toward economic success increases opportunities for 
the expression of subgroup lifestyles and personal distinction; that 
is, both to belong and to stand out. I term this permissive marketing. 
Individualized and niche consumption goes with branding, higher 
prices, and the creation of distinction for products through artistic 
means. A key artistic achievement is the creation of brand images. 
Brand images are created by all marketing means, but especially by 
advertising. Planning and executing advertising is a rich, complex, 
and challenging activity. To do it well requires awareness of cultural 
changes in values.  Sometimes advertising leads the way with in-
novation and anticipation of where society is going. Commonly it 
follows where the people are going.

Three JIF Peanut Butter commercials from three historical pe-
riods are used as exemplars of advertising’s process of adaptation 
to changing values and roles in American life. The first commercial 
shows a traditional emphasis on being a good mother. It assumes 
the mother stays at home and takes care of the children. The second 
commercial is one in which JIF brand represents women as working 
women rather than “just mothers.” However, despite their job related 
concerns, their concern with good food for the family is depicted 
as still being of primary importance. The third commercial includes 
the father of the family doing the shopping and being the one who 
chooses JIF while the woman is evidently off doing something else.

Taken across time, these advertisements point to important 
questions about the ways advertising reflects and/or provokes cul-
tural change.  As such, the presentation is intended as an opening to 
the discussion on this topic that the other papers take up.

Working Reality: Advertising Representations of  
Social Class and Race during a time of Increasing 

Income Inequality, 1970-2010

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
We will present the results of a systematic analysis of Ameri-

can general interest magazine advertising, 1970-2010. We will focus 
on representations of the middle class, the working class, and race. 
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The ads are a subsample (n=213 for all general interest) of a larger 
data collection (n=1200) covering the period 1900 to 2010 and coded 
along multiple dimensions of stratification including age, race, gen-
der, and social class by three trained coders (Krippendorff’s alpha = 
0.78).  We focus on the 1970-2010 period due to its sociological and 
economic significance. It is during this period that the U.S. exits a 
post-World War II period of increasing equality, equitable income 
growth and economic wellbeing.  From the mid 1970s forward the 
U.S. experiences increasing inequality on virtually every dimen-
sion, rending the class divide ever wider.  This reversal of fortunes 
that occurred in the 1970s is widely known to sociologists as the 
Great U-Turn (Harrison and Bluestone 1988). The presentation will 
overlay our content analysis with other empirical social indicators, 
such as measures of income inequality and public opinion. We will 
investigate whether this trend holds only in general interest advertis-
ing or whether the same class message is conveyed differently to 
consumers occupying different social classes.  We will also identify, 
describe, and report the frequency and nature of one common visual 
trope within each of the social class representations. In each case we 
examine how the trope deftly leverages social stratifications to sell 
products, and presents a world consistent with advertising’s institu-
tional goals. 

The overwhelming majority of individuals who appear in gen-
eral interest advertising are drawn from the middle class. The period 
begins in 1970 with 45.2 % of pictured individuals identified as mid-
dle class.  They average 55.9% of the sub-sample. While this level 
over-represents the middle class compared to the 32% of the popula-
tion that is objectively middle class, it is the astonishing growth of 
images of the middle class until 2000 that is particularly striking, at 
which point the middle class comprises 73.3 % of the individuals in 
our subsample.  Advertising insists that the middle class is stable, se-
cure, even growing.  This trend becomes particularly interesting and 
counterintuitive when overlaid with popular press and public opin-
ion data that suggest a significantly threatened, shrinking, or even 
disappearing middle class. The distance between advertising images 
and public perception is investigated along multiple dimensions: an 
artifact of the target market of mass advertising, a “safe” and de-
sirable way to sell products, as part and parcel of the “egalitarian 
myth” that has been an ever present and defining theme in American 
politics (Pessen 1971), and the institutional environment in which a 
foreshortened class structure is present (Marchand 1985).

In examining the portrayal of the middle class in general 
circulation advertising, we go beyond numeric representations and 
investigate the common tropes or tableau in which the middle class 
is placed.  We find that the middle class plays a unique role in ad-
vertising.  The modal ad shows the middle class to be overworked 
and over-committed (Schor 1993).  In this trope, which we label the 
“consumer drama,” a simple narrative unfolds.  These narratives are 
unbalanced and dramatic; women scramble up on chairs when they 
see a mouse, fall off clumsy step stools, and are escorted off beaches 
by police officers. All tell a simple narrative in which something 
goes wrong and a branded consumer good or service is used to solve 
the problem. The function of this style of trope and its relationship to 
the stratification of society is suggested. 

The end of this counter-empirical reality comes in 2010. 
Abruptly, representations of the middle class fall from 73.3% to 
36.6% in just ten years.  Why?  We propose a number of possible 
hypotheses.  We examine alternative social stratifications and hierar-
chies as well as popular opinion and populist sentiment as potential 
drivers of this shift.  By 2010 income inequality had become com-
mon a common media meme, a mid-term election issue, and part of 
several left and right populist movements.  

In accounting for the decline of the middle class in the final 
decennial year, 2010, we expand our analysis to the intersections 
of social class with race and ethnicity.  The proportion of Blacks, 
Latinos, and other minority ethnic groups portrayed in ads averages 
a combined 8.0% from 1970 to 2000, never exceeding 20%.  How-
ever, in 2010 the number of non-whites portrayed in general interest 
advertising crescendos to a remarkable 47.5% of all individuals. Not 
only is the increase sharp, 2010 represents the first year when racial 
and ethnic minorities are overrepresented as compared to the actual 
population. We consider multiple causes of this dramatic shift in-
cluding demographic shifts in the American populace, the powerful 
effect of Obama’s presidency, and the emergence of a “post-racial 
America.”  Because class, race and ethnicity are often confounded, 
we also consider socioeconomic shifts such as the Great Recession.  
When these explanations are found lacking, we turn to the final cru-
cial factor – the institutional environment.  Our analysis reveals that 
the most compelling explanation for this shift is less about demogra-
phy or ideology than the institutional environment.  Many minorities 
pictured in 2010 appear in ads that emphasize a firm’s corporate so-
cial responsibility and charitable activities across the world includ-
ing China, India, and Africa.  

A large body of empirical work has consistently shown that 
media representations significantly impact people’s beliefs about the 
composition of the social world (Gerbner et al. 2002).  Our world is 
increasingly mediated by social representations brought by advertis-
ing supported television, paid search, and entertainment. Advertising 
is the most explicit in its purpose: to get consumers to want and buy 
things.  Yet, social class, inextricably tied to consumption, has re-
mained largely unexamined.  As theorists have argued, the informa-
tion in ads is never random (Schudson 1984; Goffman 1976) or mun-
dane, but rather goes well beyond copy and product demonstration to 
comment on the fabric of social life.  Our investigation of class and 
stratification images reveals crucial processes of social representa-
tion and the interplay of forces such as institutions that have not been 
apparent in previous research.   
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 “I am Canadian”: the Rise of Canadian Identity in 
Canada’s Censuses, 1981-2006

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The “I am Canadian” commercial for Molson’s Canadi-

an beer, first aired in 2000, became an overnight phenomenon in 
Canada.  In “The Rant,” as it was known, an actor listed stereotypical 
characteristics of Canadians and ended with the emphatic declaration 
“I am Canadian.” This ad was interpreted by many as an expres-
sion of national pride and an emblem of Canadian patriotism (Mac-
Gregor, 2003); its success quickly led to numerous spin-offs and 
spoofs, and increased beer sales for Molson’s Beer Co.  The cam-
paign was perfectly timed: it occurred after two decades of change 
in how Canadians identified themselves.  In  1981, less than 1% of 
the Canadian population identified their origins on the federal census 
as “Canadian” or “Canadien”.  By 2001, the number describing their 
origins as at least partly Canadian or Canadien had grown to 40%.

The rapid growth of the numbers and percentages of people in 
Canada identifying themselves as Canadian in response to the census 
questions on race and ethnic “origins” between 1981 and 2006 is the 
result of several different sets of processes.  The first set consists 
of demographic processes: immigration, racial and ethnic intermar-
riage, and generational aging.  Immigrant origins such as “Ukrai-
nian” or “Italian” fade in salience by the third and later generations. 
As intermarriage between origin or ancestry groups increases, the 
complexity of origins of the next generation increases and the sa-
lience of any one ancestral thread decreases.

A second set of processes consists of methodological issues that 
helped shaped the conversation between the premier data-gathering 
organization of the country, Statistics Canada, and the nation’s popu-
lation.  Details of the operationalization and design of the questions 
and the responses for racial and ethnic “origins” in the censuses, first 
discouraged, then allowed, then reacted to, and finally encouraged 
people to declare that their racial or ethnic origins were “Canadian” 
or “Canadien” or included a Canadian component.  In this regard, 
both Statistics Canada and the respondents to the censuses worked 
in concert to produce an upswing in the numbers of people declaring 
themselves, at least in part, as Canadian.

A third set of issues concern the ambiguity and complexity of 
the concepts–nationality, race, ethnicity–that underlay ancestral ori-
gins and the phenomena that shape people’s choice of a particular 
discourse describing their origins.  Because these concepts are com-
plex and overlapping, contemporaneous and extraneous phenomena 
such as advertising campaigns for beer or a clothing chain can bring 
a specific discourse to the forefront at a time when respondents must 
confront the need to choose a particular answer on a federal form.   

Scholars have argued that the tenor of Canadian nationalism 
changed in the mid-1980s. During the 1980s and 1990s, several 
commercial enterprises became important actors in the expression 
of Canadian patriotism. These included Roots, a Canadian cloth-
ing store, Tim Horton’s chain of coffee and donut shops, as well as 
Molson’s beer company. The proclivity of Canadians to drape them-
selves in clothing branded with beavers, canoes and maple leaves, 
and to drink coffee in shops associated with a hockey player, blos-
somed during these two decades. Carstairs (2006) argues that these 
consumer purchases allowed Canadians the ability to be “proudly 
Canadian” while imagining an idealized life of wilderness parks and 
successful athletes. The success of Molson’s nationalistic and force-
ful “I am Canadian” campaign, which was particularly evident at the 
very beginning of the 21st century, may well have helped produce 
the crest in the numbers of individuals who chose to opt for the re-
sponse most evocative of a nationalistic stance in the 2001 census, 

fielded only a year after the beginning of the campaign. It is also 
possible that the Canadian Government’s extensive advertisements 
for the 1998 Winter Olympics in Nagano, Japan (Rose, 2003) fueled 
nationalistic responses on the 2001 census. 

However, five years later, in 2006, the year of the next census, 
the percentage of respondents declaring themselves as Canadian/Ca-
nadien dropped back slightly to 35%.  But by then the novelty and 
prominence of Molson’s very forceful campaign had faded and so 
the other options, discourses centered on race or ethnic origins, may 
have moved back into the forefront for some individuals as they con-
fronted the need to choose one or two words to describe their origins 
on the federal census form.
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An Historical Analysis of Archetypical Shifts in 
Representations of Women in Luxury Product 

Advertising in the early 1960’s

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
This study zooms in on a particularly noteworthy moment in 

U.S. history to closely examine how socio-historical events rever-
berate in advertising representations of social categories of consum-
ers. It follows the work of Marchand (1985) and others focused on 
advertising’s cultural meanings within a particular socio-historical 
context (Scott 1994; Stern 1989, 1996; O’Guinn, Pracejus, Olsen 
2006). We examine the temporal relationship between political and 
social change and advertising representations of consumers. We 
began our research wanting to consider whether a single traumatic 
event in U.S. history could significantly alter advertising conven-
tions for luxury products not directly connected to the event.  That is, 
can changes in advertising representations of consumers be traced to 
distinct social disruptions, even in ads for luxury products that usu-
ally show little change over time?

Method. We examine a set of 800 magazine ads for women’s 
perfume and cologne appearing from 1962 – 1965, a period that 
brackets the assassination of President John F. Kennedy on Novem-
ber 22, 1963. In this presentation we examine changes in represen-
tations of women in these ads.  Our data is a comprehensive set of 
such ads contained in the J. Walter Thompson Competitive Adver-
tisements Collection at the Hartman Center at Duke University. Our 
data set provides broad inclusion of perfume and cologne advertise-
ments found in a structured sample of major distribution magazines 
including Mademoiselle, The New Yorker, Harper’s Bazaar, Seven-
teen, Good Housekeeping, Ladies’ Home Journal, and Life. 

Perfume and cologne advertisements were chosen because they 
often utilize abstract messages to sell the product. Like automobile, 
soft drink, and cigarette advertisements, perfume ads seek to associ-
ate the product with culturally framed aspirations such as success, 
romance, youthfulness, or adventure (Zelman 1992). However, un-
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like automobiles, soft drinks, and cigarettes, there is no commonly 
understood vocabulary to fully express the particular compositional 
qualities of fragrance. Consequently, perfume and cologne advertise-
ments rely on abstract symbolism to sell the product and to link a 
particular scent to elements of an American dream (Zelman 1992). 
Because perfume and cologne advertisements employ symbolism 
rather than information about functional product attributes, their ad-
vertising conventions are perhaps more flexible in their ability to 
change with shifts in cultural meanings.

The advertisements in the data set were coded on many execu-
tional dimensions, but in this presentation we focus on the represen-
tations of women in the ad.  By closely examining the implied view-
er, surroundings, eye contact, clothing, and social setting, women 
appearing in the ads were coded as representing archetypal images. 
Eight archetypal images of women were frequently featured: Femme 
Fatale/Woman as Animal, the Girl-Next-Door, the Sophisticated Up-
per-Class Woman, the Bathing Beauty, the Young Lover, the Pretty 
Woman, the Passively Seductive Woman, and the Hand. Of the 500 
ads that featured women rather than just product packaging, 438 of 
the women represented one of these eight archetypal images. 

Results.  The results focus on decreases in the prevalence of the 
Sophisticated Upper-Class woman after the assassination, increases 
in both the Femme Fatale/Woman as Animal and the Passively Se-
ductive Woman, and a later-period resurgence in representations of 
the Girl-Next-Door.  

In the analysis, these shifting representations of the social cat-
egory of women are interpreted not just with respect to the assas-
sination of JFK and the disappearance of Jackie Kennedy from the 
public eye (Perry 2004), but also with respect to other social disrup-
tions that occurred in parallel during the time period under study.  
In particular, FDA approval of the birth control in 1960 (Watkins 
1998), the publication of Betty Friedan’s The Feminine Mystique in 
the spring of 1963, and the appearance of the Beatles on the Ed Sul-
livan television show in late 1963 all had important consequences for 
American culture’s complex construction of the symbolic meanings 
of gender.  Our analysis traces each of these social disruptions in the 
ongoing cultural conversation about gender that takes place even in 
the pages of magazines that feature advertisements for perfume and 
cologne.

Conclusion. Nuanced cultural analysis of shifting archetypical 
representations of women in perfume and cologne ads during this 

period point to the complex conversations that constitute cultural 
change, even when focusing simply on ads for luxury products. By 
identifying each strand in this conversation, our understanding of 
the moving collective consensus and conflict around gender is given 
dimensionality and dynamism.  

Thus, the primary contribution of this research is not in its de-
tails about this particular time period or these particular ads.  In-
stead, its contribution to consumer research is in highlighting the 
importance of moving beyond research that is insensitive to temporal 
change, and instead finding explanations of the microscopic, yet pro-
found, steps in the processes of cultural change.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Record numbers of consumers found themselves at the bottom 

of the pyramid in the past few years. Job loss, foreclosures, and wage 
cuts in the recent economic recession drove countless middle-class 
families below the poverty line (Yen, 2011). In 2009 alone, more than 
170,000 US families were pushed out of their homes and into the 
homeless shelters. At the same time, the amount of time spent at the 
shelters and the number of consumers moving into shared dwellings 
with other families soared compared to the preceding years (Pugh, 
2010). In the midst of these alarming trends a question that is often 
raised is, what is the reality of being at the bottom of the distribution?

Previous research found that low-status individuals—those who 
are inferior to others on a socially relevant dimension (Ridgeway 
& Walker, 1995)—often feel shame, dissatisfaction, and envy to-
wards others (Frank, 2007; Goffman, 1982). As a result, they save 
less (Dynan, Skinner, & Zeldes, 2004), spend more (Charles, Hurst, 
& Roussanov, 2007), eat more high-calorie foods (McLaren, 2007), 
and take more risks (Haisley, Mostafa, & Loewenstein, 2008) than 
high-status individuals. This limits their ability to accumulate wealth 
and to improve well-being in the long run (Bagwell & Bernheim, 
1996). Such troubling patterns of behavior, paired with increasing 
numbers of low-status individuals in the population (Cohen, 2010), 
have made it critical for researchers and policy makers to understand 
how consumers experience and cope with low status. This session 
addresses these issues.

Four papers examine the strategies that consumers use to cope 
with low status and ways to mitigate their negative outcomes. Ivanic, 
Overbeck and Nunes start off by showing that African Americans, 
assumed to have lower endowed status than Caucasians, will pay 
more voluntarily for certain products in order to assert status. The 
saliency of race during the transaction and the strength of one’s ra-
cial identification moderate this tendency. De Boer, Dewitte and Van-
houche continue by arguing that low-status consumers do not always 
give in to the temptation to spend money on high-status products. In 
fact, individuals, who have low status due to their restrained financial 
resources, may strategically reduce the attractiveness of unafford-
able products after autonomously refraining from purchasing them. 

Next, Dubois, Denton and Rucker find that a similar devaluation ef-
fect extends to consumers’ valuations of owned possessions, lead-
ing low-status consumers to sell their possessions for less than their 
actual value. Finally, Ordabayeva and Chandon find that low-status 
individuals are motivated to improve their rank even if it means de-
moting others and hurting the welfare of the group, especially when 
equality is high. This effect disappears when the status gain is costly. 

These findings advance our understanding of relative depriva-
tion in several important ways. First, they demonstrate the diverse 
nature of behaviors that individuals adapt in response to low status 
(all papers). Second, they show that the effects of low status extend 
far beyond simple spending decisions (all papers) and consumers’ 
individual welfare (all papers), but that they also impact the welfare 
of the group (papers 1 and 4) and efficiency of market transactions 
(papers 2 and 3). Third, the papers propose strategies to curb the neg-
ative outcomes of low-status responses (papers 3 and 4), and in doing 
so uncover surprising findings that suggest some effects established 
in the previous literature do not hold at the bottom of the pyramid 
(e.g., endowment effect and benefits of equality in papers 3 and 4). 

The papers complement each other and respond to the call for 
diversity in many ways. First, the papers draw on diverse theories 
(status, stereotypes, self-determination theory, attitude change, be-
havioral decision theory, group processes). Second, they employ 
complementary views of status (perceived and actual availability 
of financial resources, the endowed status of race, relative position 
within a group), and consequently examine diverse samples of low-
status individuals (those who actually experience low status due to 
their resource constraints or race as well as unsuspecting individu-
als who are put in a low status position in an experimental task). 
Finally, the papers demonstrate the effects of low status on a diverse 
set of outcomes (willingness to pay, product attitudes, purchase deci-
sions, the endowment effect, other-directed behaviors within a social 
group). Needless to say, the session brings together scholars with 
diverse backgrounds in terms of geography as well as stage in the 
career.

Overall, the session offers novel insights on status processes 
and encourages a debate on the rationality of compensatory behav-
iors and their effectiveness as coping mechanisms. The session will 
appeal to a vast audience interested in consumer psychology, stereo-
types, group processes, and behavioral economics.  

Status, Race, and Money: the Impact of Racial 
Hierarchy on Willingness-to-Pay

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Status affects one’s opportunities, relationships, and self-con-

cept. Regardless of whether people choose to acknowledge this, 
society is vertically stratified on several dimensions (e.g., income, 
education, race), and status hierarchies persist. Whether based on 
achievement (merit) or endowment (birth), status hierarchies are so-
cially imposed, and manifested in the way certain groups are treated. 
Consequently, status perceptions affect how group members behave. 
We examined how the ingrained status hierarchy between African 
Americans and Caucasians affects individuals’ spending behavior. 
Specifically, we explored whether, when, and why African Ameri-
cans willingly pay more for products and services than they would 
otherwise, and more than Caucasians.
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Historically, African Americans have had lower endowed status 
than Caucasians, which has led to persistent discrimination. African 
Americans are often stereotyped as being poor, lazy, and uneducated 
and thus treated as inferior (Wittenbrink, Judd, & Park, 1997). In the 
marketplace, African Americans feel categorized as “low value” cus-
tomers because of the perception that they cannot afford purchases 
at upscale stores (Ainscough & Motley, 2000) and frequently report 
being skipped over by sales associates who serve Caucasian custom-
ers first.

Past work has demonstrated that members of racial minorities 
respond by consuming status-related goods as a way of asserting 
high status (Fontes & Fan, 2006). More generally, individuals pur-
chase products that convey high status to restore a sense of power or 
to repair self-integrity (Rucker & Galinsky, 2008). Our work goes 
beyond high-status goods as we propose paying more money itself 
constitutes a strategy for asserting status.

The ability to spend money represents success, wealth, and 
high social status (Veblen, 1899). Spending money engenders feel-
ings of equality because money begets respect (Goldberg & Lewis, 
1978). In the early 1980s, the NAACP created “Black Dollar Days,” 
encouraging African Americans to spend money to demonstrate the 
strength of African Americans’ purchasing power (Boyer, 1985). By 
extension, we predict that African Americans would increase their 
WTP (for both status- and non-status-conveying products) in an at-
tempt to assert high status. We expect this would be particularly true 
for African Americans who are concerned that their social standing 
is seen as inferior— a concern that may arise from a chronic sense of 
status disadvantage or from explicit awareness of race (and associ-
ated low-status stereotypes).

We also propose that the manner in which race, or endowed 
status, is made salient can affect African Americans’ WTP. When a 
stereotype is implicitly activated, the automatic response is to con-
firm the stereotype (Bargh & Pietromonaco, 1982). With explicit ac-
tivation, individuals become more mindful of the stereotype and may 
behave in stereotype-inconsistent ways (Wheeler & Petty, 2001). We 
argue, when race is explicitly activated, African Americans are re-
minded of the stereotype that they are poor and low status. Conse-
quently, they elevate their WTP to fight against the stereotype and 
assert high status—particularly if they perceive themselves to be 
disadvantaged with regard to status. Conversely, implicit activation 
should lead African Americans to decrease their WTP, because im-
plicit activation occurs outside awareness and thus does not prompt 
stereotype resistance. We anticipated that individual differences in 
racial identification might moderate the effect of identity salience: 
More highly identified African Americans who feel a greater sense of 
pride in group membership may counteract societally imposed status 
stereotyping reducing their need to pay more to assert status.

We tested our predictions in several studies. Study 1 examined 
the differential effect of race salience on WTP for African Ameri-
cans versus Caucasians. The study used a 2 (race: African American, 
Caucasian) × 3 (race salience: explicit, implicit, control) between-
subjects design. When the concept of race was not activated, the 
difference between African Americans’ and Caucasians’ WTP was 
not significant. When the concept of race was activated explicitly, 
African Americans were willing to pay significantly more than Cau-
casians as well as more than in the control condition. Conversely, 
African Americans were willing to pay less in the implicit activation 
condition than in the control condition. 

The data suggest that when the concept of race is explicitly acti-
vated, African Americans become sensitized to stereotypes of being 
poor and inferior, and hence increase their WTP in what we argue is 
an attempt to assert their status. Conversely, these stereotypes and 

related behaviors are so ingrained that implicit activation of the con-
cept of race leads African Americans to decrease their WTP, as they 
do not feel a need to assert their status.

Study 2 examined the role of two possible moderators of this 
effect: perceived status disadvantage (PSD) relative to others and 
racial identification. We reasoned that greater PSD should heighten 
WTP, given the greater experience of threatened status. Conversely, 
we expected that stronger racial identification would lower WTP. As 
predicted, PSD and racial identification yielded opposing effects on 
WTP. Greater feelings of status disadvantage resulted in a higher 
WTP as African Americans tried to assert high status when race was 
salient. In contrast, stronger racial identification resulted in a lower 
WTP among African Americans when race was salient.

In Study 3, we explored how differences in WTP result from 
feelings of threat, by introducing a common overt status threat and 
examining its interaction with race and race salience. Key findings 
include: African Americans who received inferior treatment in the 
marketplace and for whom race was made salient reported higher 
WTP than poorly treated African Americans whose race was not sa-
lient, and well-treated African Americans whose race was made ex-
plicitly salient. They also reported higher WTP than did Caucasians 
in any of the conditions in this study.

Findings from the three studies support our claim that African 
Americans who feel disadvantaged use payment behavior as a way 
to assert high status. Additional studies underway explore how racial 
diversity in the presence of others at the time of purchase impacts 
willingness to pay. Our work raises awareness that some individuals 
may sometimes support an unfair system through their own behav-
ior. By underscoring how an entrenched status hierarchy can cre-
ate internalized imperatives for African Americans to pay more, our 
studies provide insight into race-based status dynamics and how they 
affect consumption patterns.

When diamonds are not the Poor’s best Friend:  
How the Poor deal with Unaffordables

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Governmental, judicial, and bank policies tend to reduce the 

poor’s financial freedom by either giving them allowances for specif-
ic purchases or by limiting their credit options (Ruelens & Nicaise, 
2002). The rational for the autonomy reducing approach is endorsed 
by research suggesting that the poor lack sufficient regulatory skills 
to control their expenses (Green et al., 1996), which might boost 
excess spending behavior as a way to attenuate their lower class sta-
tus. We question if autonomy reducing measures help consumers to 
deal with, and resist, luxury products. We explore how the degree of 
autonomy shapes attitudes of luxurious products.  The term “luxury” 
is taken to refer to the situation in which buying a certain good, al-
though physically possible in some circumstances, would put undue 
strain on the buyer’s budget.  

A wide array of research suggest that (high) autonomy increas-
es a consumer’s ability to deal with challenging situations (Ryan & 
Deci, 2001), and one way to deal with the temptation of luxury prod-
ucts, is to downplay their value (“The grapes are too sour”). Impor-
tantly, research in the self-control domain suggests that self-control 
is exerted only when external control is absent (Fischbach & Trope, 
2005), i.e. when autonomy is high. Findings in the food domain sug-
gest that exposure to food without consumption leads to a reduced 
attractiveness of the tempting food items (Dewitte et al., 2009). 
Reduced attractiveness seems to be observed under high autonomy 
conditions. Hence, this evidence suggests that high autonomy can 
decrease the attractiveness of luxury products. But, as people are 
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motivated to regulate their behavior in function of the necessity of 
that behavior (Vohs et al., 2008), the effect should be specific to the 
poor or to people harboring another self-based motivation to refrain 
from buying the luxury product.

We distinguish three possible processes that may be responsible 
for attitude changes. Attitude reduction may be product specific, 
implying a devaluation that is limited to the currently encountered 
luxury product (Myrseth et al., 2009). Attitude reduction can also 
be attribute specific, implying that the attitude reduction of the lux-
ury product spreads towards related products (e.g. from candies to 
M&Ms, Geyskens et al., 2008). Lastly, attitude reduction, may be 
driven by a generalized inhibition effect (Tuk et al., 2011), imply-
ing that after encountering a luxury product all attractive products 
devalue.  We test these hypotheses in three studies. 

In the first experiment we explored the influence of autonomy 
and financial scarcity (both manipulated) during restrained purchase 
of a luxury product (a concert ticket) on one’s subsequent attitude 
toward that product. We asked participants about their finances by 
means of 3 questions on a 10-point scale and varied the scale anchor 
points to manipulate financial scarcity (Nelson & Morrison, 2005). 
Participants then read a scenario where they had the opportunity 
to buy a concert ticket of their favorite band. In the low autonomy 
condition, it was announced the concert tickets were sold out. Par-
ticipants then rated the attractiveness of the concert ticket (4 items 
on a 7-point scale). The attitude towards the luxury product, the con-
cert ticket, was significantly lower among the autonomous poor (M 
= 3.48) relative to non-autonomous poor (M = 4.02, p < 0.05). For 
the non-poor, no differences between the autonomous and the non-
autonomous were obtained (respectively, M = 3.87 vs. 3.73, p > .05). 

The second study aimed at testing whether devaluation is driven 
by a product specific, attribute specific, or generalized devaluation 
process. We pre-exposed participants (all in financial scarcity con-
ditions) to a physically present gadget (a penguin fan) and either 
helped them decide not to buy it or made the “not buy” decision for 
them (high versus low autonomy). We then had them rate the gadget 
and products that varied in relatedness to the gadget (strong rela-
tion: ice bear headphone, an igloo tent, and refrigerator poetry; weak 
relation: an egg cup, an i-pod holder, and a small helicopter with 
remote control). We replicated the devaluation of the target product 
in the autonomous group (M = 3.31) relative to the non-autonomous 
(M = 4.64, F(1, 60) = 11.87, p < .01). Devaluation expanded only 
to products related to the non-purchased item: The related products 
were considered as significantly less attractive in the autonomous 
group (M = 2.90) relative to the non-autonomous group (M = 3.58, p 
< .05). For the unrelated products no significant differences emerged 
between the autonomous and non-autonomous (M = 4.46 vs. 4.35, p 
> .05). Both study 1 and study 2 demonstrated the causal relation-
ship between autonomously refraining from the purchase of a luxury 
product, and its subsequent devaluation. Study 2 extends these find-
ings by illustrating how this devaluation might be attribute specific. 

To complement the internal validity of our lab study, we con-
ducted a field study with actual poor consumers, who had either a 
history of high or low financial autonomy. We compared them to 
a matched sample of non-poor consumers. Assuming that pre-ex-
posure is cumulative and that the devaluation operates via attribute 
attitudes, we predict that the autonomous poor will devalue luxury 
products more than non-autonomous poor. We don’t expect this dif-
ference for the moderately expensive and cheap products. A signifi-
cant interaction between poverty category and price level emerged 
(F(4, 60) = 2.62, p < .05), and was consistent with the predicted 
pattern. Attitudes towards the products did not vary much, except for 

the attitude towards luxury products among the autonomous poor, 
which were significantly lower than the other attitudes. 

Together, the results suggest that the poor, provided that they 
autonomously manage their budget, may develop a coping mecha-
nism that helps them deal with products that are not within their bud-
get. The findings suggest that if public policy wants to help the poor 
to resist luxury products, it may be unwise to deny poor consumers 
access to luxuries or to control their expenses for them. 

I’ll Sell that for a dollar: How Social Status threats 
devalue One’s Possessions

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
One feature of many unprivileged consumers’ daily experience 

is their repeated encounter with psychological threats in social situ-
ations (Marmot, 2004). And, it is well documented that a variety of 
status threats to consumers have far-reaching effects on consumer 
behavior (for reviews see Lee & Shrum, in press). The majority of 
this literature, however, has focused solely on consumers as buyers 
and investigated how threats impact consumers’ willingness to spend 
on products based on whether they have the potential to alleviate the 
threat or not. 

This research investigates how status threats affect consumers 
as sellers. Specifically, we propose that experiencing a threat has the 
potential to spillover to the valuation of one’s possessions. Past re-
search has posited that one’s possessions are often evaluated in rela-
tion to the self (Belk, 1988). For example, an individual for whom 
football is a large part of his identity is likely to value an autographed 
football more than an individual who has little passion for the game. 
Building on this idea, we propose that when the self is threatened, 
changes to the self may affect the value of one’s possessions. Spe-
cifically, when threats diminish social worth or status—one’s value 
relative to others— we hypothesize that the experienced loss in 
social worth might spillover onto their possessions. Consequently, 
although past research on the endowment effect has shown that own-
ing an object increases its value (Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler, 
1990), this work proposes that threatened sellers might price owned 
possessions as lower than objects they do not own.  

Furthermore, we propose our devaluation effect should be 
moderated by whether people encounter a social status vs. person-
al threat. For example, an individual’s intelligence might be under 
threat because she is focused on the fact she performed poorer than 
her classmates (i.e., a social status threat) or because she received a 
grade on a test that was below her own personal standard (i.e., a per-
sonal threat). Although each instance reflects a threat to one’s intel-
ligence, the loss in social worth, and subsequent devaluation of one’s 
possessions should be greater when the threat is social in nature.

Finally, we predict that social status threats do not devalue ev-
ery possession an individual owns. In particular, when possessions 
have the potential to help alleviate the threat, we hypothesize that its 
value to cope with the threat increases the product’s value in the eyes 
of the consumer. For example, an individual whose intelligence is 
threatened may part with their favorite science fiction novel for less, 
but sell their encyclopedia collection for even more.

We test these hypotheses across three experiments. 
Experiment 1: Can Social Status Threats Devalue One’s Pos-

sessions? Undergraduates were randomly assigned to a 2 (mug 
ownership: owned, non-owned) × 2 (threat condition: none, social) 
between-subject design. Participants were first given a mug to own 
or to use just for the session. Threat was manipulated by instruct-
ing participants to recall a time they went to the grocery store (no 
threat) or performed poorly relative to others (social status threat). 
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Subsequently, all subjects were asked at what price they would sell 
their mug. A significant interaction emerged, p < .01. In the no threat 
condition, participants owning the mug set a higher selling price than 
participants who did not own the mug, p < .01, consistent with find-
ings from the endowment literature. Of greater novelty, threatened 
participants set a lower selling price when they owned the mug than 
when they did not own the mug, p < .01. 

Experiment 2: Social Status Threats versus Personal Threats. 
Undergraduates were randomly assigned to a 2 (ownership of a pen: 
owned, non-owned) × 3 (threat condition: none, social, personal) 
between-subject design. Participants were given a pen to own or 
simply to use for the session. Threat was manipulated using a re-
call task, where participants were asked to recall a list of items they 
purchased the last time they were at a grocery store (no-threat), per-
formed poorly relative to others (status threat), or performed worse 
than their personal standard (personal threat). Finally, participants 
had the opportunity to set the price of the pen. An ANOVA revealed 
a significant 2-way interaction, p < .001.  Replicating Experiment 
1, participants in the social threat condition set a lower selling price 
when they owned the pen compared to when they did not own the 
pen, p < .05. However, participants in the personal and no-threat con-
ditions set higher prices when they owned the product compared to 
when they did not. Furthermore, participants’ loss of social worth 
mediated the effect of social status threat on selling price. 

Experiment 3: The Value of Possessions that Alleviate Threat. 
Undergraduates were assigned to a 2 (ownership: owned, non-
owned) × 2 (threat condition: none, social) × 2 (product relevance: 
threat irrelevant, threat relevant) between-subject design. Partici-
pants were given a new pen to own or to use momentarily. The pen 
was described to participants as an opportunity to display one’s intel-
ligence to others in the threat relevant condition (i.e., it was capable 
of alleviating the threat), and as just a pen in the threat-irrelevant 
condition. Threat was subsequently manipulated using the recall task 
in former experiments. Finally, participants were asked to set the 
price they would sell the pen for. An ANOVA revealed a significant 
3-way interaction, p < .01.  When products were threat-irrelevant, 
threatened participants devalued products they owned. However 
when products were threat-relevant, there was a significant owner-
ship × threat interaction, p <.05. Threatened participants owning the 
threat-relevant pen set an even higher selling price than threatened 
participants who did not own the pen, p < .01.

Conclusion and Contributions: Social status threats led con-
sumers to set the selling price of an item they owned lower than non-
threatened consumers. This effect was moderated by whether threats 
were personal versus social, and reversed when the owned product 
had the potential to alleviate the threat. Implications for the threat 
and endowment literatures, as well as for social policy as discussed.

When Improving Equality Promotes Selfish Behavior

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Increasing equality is expected to bring a host of social benefits 

in a group (Frank, 1985). In particular, it is expected to reduce con-
spicuous consumption by people who feel threatened by their low 
status (Becker, Murphy & Werning, 2005). More generally, equal-
ity is expected to improve social cohesion and cooperation and to 
promote welfare-enhancing behaviors within a group (Zizzo, 2003). 

However, recent research has demonstrated that increasing 
equality may not always be beneficial. Ordabayeva & Chandon 
(2011) showed that greater equality actually increases, rather than 
decreases, conspicuous consumption among people at the bottom 
of the hierarchy because it increases the status gains (the number 

of people that can be surpassed) provided by consumption. Inter-
estingly, much of the previous literature focused on conspicuous 
consumption as a means to enhance status, thus overlooking other 
methods that individuals may use to improve their relative position. 
We propose that aside from conspicuous consumption, which im-
proves one’s rank by enhancing own performance, people may also 
improve their rank by pulling other people down. For example, they 
can “burn” other people’s money (Zizzo, 2003) or sabotage others’ 
performance in order to improve rank. Whereas conspicuous con-
sumption directly affects only one’s own well-being, demoting oth-
ers hurts the well-being of others and the total welfare of the group. 

This research therefore examines whether, counter to existing 
arguments (Wilkinson & Pickett, 2010), equality promotes selfish 
behaviors that low-status individuals use to cope with a status threat. 
We hypothesize that increasing equality will increase status-seeking 
among low-status individuals by encouraging behaviors that demote 
others and the group. Furthermore, the effect should be moderated 
by status level (low vs. high) and status desirability. We expect that 
equality effects should be stronger for low-status individuals than for 
high-status individuals (because for high-status individuals, increas-
ing equality has the opposite effect of reducing position gains) and 
when status gain is positive (vs. negative). We tested our hypotheses 
in four studies, which measured selfish tendencies of low-ranked 
individuals in the context of salespeople. This context was chosen 
because salespeople are commonly assessed based on their ranking 
and low ranking poses tangible threats such as withheld commis-
sions and job loss.

A pilot study examined whether a low-status individual was 
evaluated more negatively and hence had stronger reasons to engage 
in status-seeking behaviors when the distribution of performance 
was equal (vs. unequal). A group of MBAs read a scenario about 
managing 20 salespeople at an electronics store. They read that to 
evaluate the salespeople’s performance they monitored the distribu-
tion of monthly sales. They saw an equal or an unequal distribution 
of previous month’s sales and indicated how likely they would be to 
fire a salesperson with a low sales rank (19th out of 20). The results 
indicated that the low-ranked salesperson was evaluated more posi-
tively and faced a lower threat of being fired in the equal than in the 
unequal distribution. 

In study 1, we examined whether equality would encourage 
selfish status-seeking behaviors among low-ranked individuals de-
spite higher performance evaluation by managers. The participants 
read the same scenario as in the pilot study, except that they imag-
ined that they were a salesperson (vs. a manager in study 1). The 
participants imagined having attained low rank (19th out of 20) or 
high rank (9th out of 20) in the equal or the unequal distribution of 
sales. They were then asked to indicate how likely they would be to 
help a new colleague, who could improve the store’s overall sales, 
but reduce the performance of individual salespeople. The results 
revealed that the low-status salesperson was less likely to help a new 
colleague than the high-status salesperson. More importantly, equal-
ity reduced the likelihood of helping among low-status salespeople 
but not among high-status salespeople. 

Study 2 examined the moderating role of individual selfish ten-
dencies. The participants read the same scenario as in the low-status 
condition of study 1 and answered three questions about the low-
ranked individual’s selfish status-seeking behaviors. The first behav-
ior involved refusing to train a new colleague (as in study 1). The 
second behavior involved directly sabotaging a colleague’s sales, 
and the third behavior involved directing customers to the compet-
ing store in exchange for a higher commission from the competitor. 
We measured the individual propensity to endorse selfish, devious, 
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and manipulative behaviors using the Machiavellian attitudes scale 
(Christie & Geis, 1970). Whereas people with strong Machiavel-
lian attitudes indicated high likelihood of engaging in selfish status-
seeking behaviors regardless of equality, individuals with weak Ma-
chiavellian attitudes were more likely to engage in selfish behaviors 
when the distribution of performance was equal (vs. unequal). 

Study 3 sought to replicate the findings in the context of real be-
haviors and tested the moderating role of status desirability. Through-
out the experiment, the participants earned tickets for a lottery that 
was conducted at the end of each session for a €10 cash prize. In the 
first stage, the participants earned tickets in a general knowledge test. 
At the end of the test, everyone was assigned low performance rank 
(2 correct answers out of 10 = 10 tickets) and saw the distribution of 
everyone’s test scores (high vs. low equality). In the second stage, 
the respondents participated in a public goods game (in which they 

could multiply everyone’s tickets by initially contributing tickets to 
the common pool) and a burning game (in which they could spend 
some of their tickets to burn the tickets of others). Status desirability 
was manipulated by informing half of the participants that the win-
ner would pay a tax on the lottery earnings and help a research assis-
tant, which reduced the benefits of ticket accumulation. The results 
showed that high equality reduced contributions to the common pool 
and increased spending to burn others’ tickets when the lottery earn-
ings were free, but not when the lottery winnings were taxed.

Overall, our findings demonstrate that the effects of equality go 
beyond consumption decisions and may encourage status seeking so 
much that people resort to selfish behaviors that hurt others and the 
group. More generally, the results have implications for understanding 
the adverse effects of equality and the dark side of social comparisons.  
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
The theme of this year’s ACR conference is “Appreciating Di-

versity”. In congruence with this theme, this session explores vari-
ous stages of consumer acculturation as they relate to the experience 
of immigrants both in the country of re-rooting and in their home 
country. Consumer acculturation then is viewed as a manifestation of 
wider interactions and power play between the dominant host soci-
ety, the immigrant populations, and their ethnic networks in the home 
countries, as these groups negotiate inevitable cultural and societal 
changes. Extant acculturation research has tended to be either Ameri-
can centric favouring comparative studies of assimilation amongst 
different ethnic groups (Waters 2005) or focuses mostly on the way 
immigrants confront the consumption practices of the host nation 
(Wamwara-Mbugua, Cornwell, and Boller 2007). The four pres-
entations together address these criticisms through illustrating the 
varying stages in the consumer acculturation process, ranging from 
initial immigrant contact, through to negotiating feelings of loss and 
dislocation, culminating in consumer acculturation problems related 
to the migrants’ return to their original home country. By drawing 
upon research from a European centric perspective we illustrate the 
complex roles that consumption undertakes in how immigrants ne-
gotiate and construct their sense of identity, self-esteem and place in 
the world. 

The first paper explores the role of consumption in stereotyp-
ing and stigmatising amongst Russian immigrants living in Sweden. 
To handle the stereotypes ascribed to them the Russian informants 
seemed inclined to conform to the stereotypes they ascribed to the 
Swedes and to thus consume accordingly. The sense of dislocation 
inferred in this paper is continued in the next paper, which explores 
the role of real and re-created memories amongst immigrants. Nega-
tive acculturation experiences lead to migrants recalling and re-
creating pre-migration memories and making these memories real 
through consumption cues. In doing so immigrants tended to split 
their memories distinctly between pre- and post-migration, recreat-
ing pre-migration consumption memories as a defence mechanism 
against acculturation stress. The third paper continues the theme of 
dislocation and recreating pre-migration through understanding the 
role of nostalgia within consumer acculturation. In particular, this 
paper deconstructs the nostalgia of Turkish immigrants living in 
France into four categories indicative of their acculturation process-

es, including a nostalgia based around the desire to identify with the 
country of their ancestral origin. Nostalgia and the desire to return 
to Turkey by Turkish immigrants are discussed in our final paper, 
which also touches upon stereotypes and stigma among those who 
do return to visit Turkey. Exposure to Western European culture and 
consumer acculturation renders these returning Turks as foreigners 
in a country that they feel a close connection with. The four papers 
in this session thus firmly locate the migrant not as a welcomed, in-
tegrated embodiment of wider society, but forever a group in transi-
tion and constantly adapting, recreating and reconstructing a sense of 
identity. Notably, migrant identity practices implicate consumption 
to simultaneously integrate into the dominant culture, while yielding 
protection from the wider pressures of acculturation.

Three of the session papers are completed projects, with one 
representing an ongoing project, and all present differing theoretical 
perspectives. Methodologically, the papers adhere to the interpretiv-
ist approach and provide empirical knowledge based on ethnograph-
ic data. This special session is then expected to appeal to an audience 
interested in the interactions between culture, ethnicity, identity and 
consumption, whilst being of interest to those academics with an in-
terest in memories and nostalgia.

Finally, the focus of the proposed session on immigrants and the 
role of consumer acculturation from a European centric perspective 
addresses the diverse audience of ACR and resonates with Vancou-
ver’s diverse population. 

“Russians always wear red lipstick”: Acculturation, 
Identity and Stereotypes

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
During the last few decades the world has experienced migra-

tion on a global scale resulting in a growing number of consumers 
with a foreign background living in Sweden; something which has 
put acculturation on the political agenda. Immigrants both forge and 
are subjected to various processes of acculturation and previous con-
sumer acculturation research has documented the play of multiple 
cultures: the host, the migrant, and the transnational.

Since the acculturation process is a mutual adjustment where 
the parties are learning to co-exist, it is important to study the ways 
in which migrants and hosts develop understandings of each other. 
Both the migrant and the host are often a subject of mutual stereotyp-
ing where particular traits and values are ascribed to them. Those 
stereotypes can be positive but are more often biased and oversimpli-
fied. The stereotyping has to do with normative expectations regard-
ing conduct or character of people “who are passing strangers to us” 
(Goffman 1963, p. 68). The concept of stereotyping has been well 
developed in other disciplines but not in literature dealing with accul-
turation through consumption (i.e. Askegaard et al. 2005, Luedicke 
2011). This study intends to fill this literature gap by exploring how 
stereotyping affects the process of acculturation through consump-
tion. The analysis will be based on the multi-disciplinary literature 
on stereotypes (e.g., Hinton 2000), as well as on stigma (Goffman 
1963). 

We have chosen to study Russian immigrants in Sweden and 
conducted a pilot study consisting of three in-depth interviews with 
young Russian females living in Stockholm. The informants were 
asked about why they came to Sweden, what they do now and what 
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their everyday life looks like. In the course of these “oral stories” the 
goal was to identify stereotypes as well as the coping practices. The 
main study consists of 20 interviews with Russians of diverse ages 
and backgrounds. Complimenting this, a critical review was under-
taken of Swedish media portrayals of Swedish stereotypes of Rus-
sians connected to historic-political developments. From the data, 
three main stereotypes are highlighted:

• A cultivated culture: refined, formed through literature, 
music, theater: pre-revolutionary Russia;

• A feared culture: characterized by strong ‘bullying’ power, 
military domination: a Communist ideological stronghold 
throughout, especially during the cold war;

• A materialist culture: non-sophisticated consumption, nou-
veau rich: post-Communism.

When summarizing the interviews we found that, remarkably, 
only negative stereotypes, similar to those propagated by Swedish 
popular culture, were identified by the interviewees:

“Russians can always be identified as Russians. [They] always 
[wear] red lipstick and too much eye make-up, stiletto heels. The 
colors [of their dress and make-up] are always standing out” (inter-
view with A). The same woman was eager to point out that she did 
not belong to this category and was similar to a Swede who dressed 
more “low key.”

The preliminary analysis of the interviews show that the emerg-
ing stereotypes are “the extreme materialist” (Russian stereotype 
of Russians) and “the rational functionalist” (Russian stereotype 
of Swedes). These stereotypes could be partially explained by the 
power dynamics between the groups, where Swedishness holds the 
dominating position and Russianness is perceived an abnormality, a 
deviant expression, and a stigma (Goffman 1963). Stigma is a mark 
of distinction and articulation of distinctions and is a social con-
struct, not an inherent quality (ibid). As an ascribed way of behavior 
and appearance it renders Russians to be socially inferior. All three 
interviewees, both verbally and in their appearance, were inclined 
to conform to the Swedish cultural ideology of “lagom” or “just 
enough”. “Lagom” propagates moderation which seems to diametri-
cally oppose the Russian materialist stereotype – the garishness and 
the tendency to “show off”. We hope to develop this finding further 
at a later research stage.

Our preliminary research also demonstrates that although cre-
ated externally, stereotypes are internalized by those subjected to 
them, so a Russian can always recognize another Russian. Further-
more, Russians also seem to use stereotyping as part of a power play. 
For example, “It is easy to recognize a Russian… In Russia … we 
dress on our best when [going out]. Swedes can show up in a pajama, 
it is considered normal” (interview with N).

The stereotypes presented here can be seen as subject positions 
mutually constructed by Swedes and Russians; positions that operate 
as a reference points from which people compare/distinguish them-
selves. The analysis shows that these stereotypes seem to play a ma-
jor part in the acculturation process and mostly manifest themselves 
through consumption. 

Memories of pre- and post-migration consumption: 
better times or embodiments of a defensive mental state?

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Previous migration studies tend to draw an implicit line be-

tween the place and time of migration (past) and the current place 
and time (present). Yet this approach fails to address how pre-mi-
gration memories emerge and appear in migrants’ daily lives. In par-
ticular, research has not addressed: (i) how migrants present lives 

evoke memories of their past, or how consumption may reproduce 
pre-migration routines and knowledge, and (ii) how consumption is 
used in recalling past memories into the present, even if this leads to 
conflict between what is remembered and what is experienced. We 
explore these questions through migrants’ pre- and post-migration 
memories, and how they manifest through consumption. In doing 
so we address research calls to understand how people encode and 
retrieve memories (Hastie and Dawes, 2001) and identity-based con-
sumer memories (Mercurio and Forehand (2011). 

The concept of memories and consumption, extensively ad-
dressed within consumer literature, offers interesting insights into 
the relationship between migration memories and consumption. For 
example, migrants’ consumption of products indicative of pre-mi-
gration, such as food, may reinforce positive memories (Schlosser, 
2006), yet such consumption acts may be undertaken to create false 
pre-migration memories. Indeed, Schlosser (2006, p. 377) notes that 
object interactivity may lead to “the creation of vivid, internally gen-
erated recollections that pose as real memories”. Real experiences 
of a pre-migration life subsequently may become modified based 
around autobiographical events into false memories (Loftus and 
Pickerell, 1995) or be induced by product consumption that the indi-
vidual has not previously used (Rajagopal and Montgomery, 2011). 
Hence, Aaker, Drolet and Griffin (2008), drawing upon the psycho-
logical theory of memory, argue that memories are not a direct copy 
of the individual’s past but instead are reconstructed and re-imag-
ined, brought alive through a variety of cues that assist individuals in 
making inferences about their past. The extent then that acculturation 
produces stress and this stress is managed through positive real and 
re-imagined memories of a pre-migration through consumption cues 
forms the basis of this research. 

A sample group (n=8) of first generation Indian immigrants liv-
ing in Britain were repeatedly interviewed to gather their pre- and 
post-migration experiences, lived lives, memories and consumption 
behaviors. Interviews were recorded, transcribed and analysed.

Data analysis revealed a clear splitting in participants’ memories 
between their pre- and post-migration experiences, and consequently 
their memories. Of interest was how consumption featured in these 
memories and the sensory aspects of these memories differed.

Migration memories for participants were vividly recalled in 
terms of colours, smells and textures. For example, Margey describes 
her childhood memories of life in India as ‘...bright and warm and 
very real almost...the colours are more vivid and alive, the smells 
I can recall are like I am actually there [in India]’. References are 
made to cultural symbolisms such as brightly coloured bracelets and 
cloth being purchased to make clothes. In contrast, Margey’s post-
migration life in Britain, one where acculturation stress manifested 
in family tensions, is described as feeling ‘...a bit cold because it’s 
wintery quite a lot. Maybe I felt the cold more because I was from a 
warm place, but it felt cold … and me wearing ...a grey duffle coat 
I used to have...so it feels like a black and white film.’ The associa-
tion of memories of life in Britain in black and white terms is later 
associated with consumption experiences, such as collecting the coal 
for the lounge fire, the brown lino floor covering and so on. Similar 
findings were shared with other participants.

The recall of memories in sensory terms is somewhat similar to 
Aaker, Drolet and Griffin’s (2008) and Loftus and Pickerell’s (1995) 
work on reconstruction of memories. The focussing on pre-migra-
tion memories predominately represented happier times for partici-
pants, when issues of identity difference and related stresses were 
less pronounced. Consequently, participants appear to be engaging 
in a process of re-imagining pre-migration memories and related ex-
periences, as suggested by Rajagopal and Montgomery (2011). Par-
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ticipants achieved these re-imagining symbolic consumption experi-
ences, such as their mother’s cooking, indicative of pre-migration. 
Whilst clothing and religious artifacts, to some extent supported 
these memory recalls, food production and consumption was seen 
as central to memory recall. For instance, Tracey commented how 
she recreates childhood pre-migration memories through consuming 
potato poratas (a potato-bread dish): ‘When my older sister makes 
it [potato poratas], it does take you back. You remember her [par-
ticipant’s sister) making it for you and putting it on your plate, you 
used to think, ‘Oh, I remember this, eating this on [this pre-migration 
date]’, call it the baby turn...reminds you of old times’. These con-
sumption experiences tended to occur during moments of heightened 
stress levels.

The question then arises why do participants split their pre- and 
post-migration memories so distinctly? We suggest that the answer 
may lie in the psychodynamic term ‘splitting’, where traumatic 
events are separated and compartmentalised by the individual be-
tween good and bad events. In this instance, participants effectively 
were splitting their migration memories between pre-migration (col-
ourful and positive) and post-migration (black and white, and nega-
tive). This act of splitting then represents a psychological defence 
mechanism to protect the individual’s self-identity. Participants’ 
pre-migration memories tended to be provoked during stressful ex-
periences (feelings surrounding acculturation stress, such as ethnic 
difference) or illness (comforting). In the former, consumption was 
actively used to recall pre-migration memories to relieve symptoms 
of acculturation stress, whilst in the latter consumption invoked posi-
tive, comforting, pre-migration memories. 

For those migrants who migrated as children, post-migration is 
reflected in various acculturation stresses, suggesting a wider sense 
of disempowerment arising from migration. Recreating consumption 
experiences based on pre-migration memories offered a means of re-
lieving acculturation stresses, offering a sense of empowerment. For 
example, Peter watching old Bollywood films remembered from his 
childhood in India. The extent that these memories are re-imagined 
is inferred by the participants themselves, which may explain the 
contrasting colours used in memory recall. In contrast, only one par-
ticipant differed in her memory narratives. A woman who actively 
sought out and chosen migration to emancipate herself from Indian 
cultural patriarchy.

Home Sweet Home: the Role of Home Country nostalgia 
on Immigrants’ Acculturation and Consumption

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Nostalgia has been defined as a psychological obsession “to be 

back”, that is, “a sentimental longing for the past”, which people 
may develop with reference to things, significant-others, places or 
experiences that are no longer existing or at direct reach.

 Acculturation studies and nostalgia research have developed 
quite independently. While extant works on nostalgia have largely 
advanced, and identified various facets of this emotion and its impli-
cations on consumption, acculturation studies have only marginally 
addressed nostalgia. Within the body of works investigating nostal-
gia, it has been argued that nostalgia can be either a state of personal 
(Holbrook and Schindler 1991) or social emotion (Zauberman, Rat-
ner, and Kim 2009). Also, it has been proved that nostalgia can be 
activated from: (i) an idealization of direct memories (true or real 
nostalgia), (ii) from an indirect experience via the memories of the 
people close to us (simulated nostalgia) and, (iii) from the collective 
evocation of some pretended origins (collective nostalgia) (Baker 
and Kennedy 1994). Finally, (iv) time orientation marks the distinc-

tion between retrospective (“if only” fantasies) versus prospective 
forms of nostalgia (“someday” fantasies) (Akhtar 1996). 

Whilst nostalgia recurs within acculturation studies this is 
mostly as a side-effect. Immigrants developing new cultural com-
petences in the host culture are described as nostalgic individuals 
who indulge in the consumption of artifacts (food, media, novels, 
clothes, etc.). These artifacts are dense in memories of their “other 
life” and, for many of them, of the “dreamed future life” once back 
to the country of origin (i.e., the myth of return) (Akhtar 1996). As 
such, nostalgia is seen as an effect or an implication of acculturation.

Our work argues that nostalgia is not only an outcome of im-
migration and the related pains of integrating in a frequently hostile, 
resisting, culture, but also plays a major role in the way immigrants 
acculturate to the host culture. Nostalgia then may be a constituent 
of the acculturation process that extant research has undervalued. In 
detail, this paper aims at answering to two main research questions: 
(i) what is the role of home country nostalgia in the processes of 
immigrants’ acculturation? and (ii) what is the connection between 
immigrants’ nostalgia for their home country and their consumption 
behaviors? 

This study is based on an ethnographic research, conducted in 
France, on 18 Turkish immigrants (seven first generation and 11 sec-
ond generation participants) followed during a period of 18 months. 
Data were mainly collected by means of in-depth interviews and 
participant observation, and complemented by factual data on the 
narrators, indirect indicators (e.g., social capital indicators captured 
during the interviews), and photography, in order to increase the rich-
ness of the data set. During the semi-structured interviews, questions 
covered the interviewees’ life histories, their feelings about their host 
and the home society, their food and media consumption habits, and 
more. Data were analyzed iteratively consistently with interpretive 
research logics and through a circular theory-field process. 

Our findings are two-fold. First, we detect four main nostalgia 
consumption strategies deployed by immigrants’ along their process 
of acculturation: shelter, tribute, solidarity, and reculturation. More 
expectedly, when immigrants are dissatisfied with their extant life 
due to isolation, negative stereotypes or marginality (cfr. Tolstikova 
and Molander’s, Lindridge’s, and Ucok Hugh’s papers in this ses-
sion), they may indulge in nostalgic consumption — typically of 
food, given its pervasive capability of activating various senses and 
Turkish soap operas — so to build a shelter in which to escape the 
arduousness of their life. More notably, nostalgic consumption can 
be used as a tribute to the home country. The largest majority of 
Turkish immigrants in France, including our informants, migrated 
for economic reasons looking for better job opportunities. As a con-
sequence, many of these migrants later developed a sense of guilt 
because they felt they had abandoned their country for personal 
financial gain. Paradoxically, the perceived betrayal of a beloved 
Turkey, due to personal materialistic reasons, is emended through 
materialistic purchase and consumption of nostalgic goods (cultural 
products as DVDs, albums, decoration objects, etc.). These purchas-
es then become a tribute to their home country where their achieved 
economic capital is transformed into symbolic and cultural capital 
(cfr. Üçok Hughes’ paper in the session). 

Nostalgic consumption may also serve at a social level, and 
notably within the local ethnic community, as an expression of soli-
darity. Our data shows that Turkish immigrants are evaluated and 
sanctioned by relatives and other Turkish acquaintances living in 
France. As such, the decision of indulging in nostalgic consumptions 
(folklore, food, narratives, etc), as a form of reciprocal support, testi-
fies to their common belongingness; the celebration of an “ideal us”, 
as opposed to the dominating French society. Finally, and especially 
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for second generations, nostalgic consumptions serve as means of 
reculturation. Food, Turkish art, media, and ethnic retailing shops 
respond to the quest of yearning and understanding of Turkish cul-
ture for Turks living in France, who have grown up in a different 
cultural context. Reculturation applies also to first generation im-
migrants, but in this case nostalgic consumptions are used to revisit, 
revise, and groom their pristine cultural background. 

A second order of findings illustrates the nature of the connec-
tion between home country, nostalgia and consumption. Empirical 
evidence demonstrates a circular, self-feeding process through either 
the exposure of Turkish immigrants to nostalgic consumptions ac-
tivates nostalgic feelings, or the search for nostalgic consumptions 
is guided by a pre-existing nostalgic emotion for the home country. 

This work helps advance acculturation research by locating im-
migrant’s nostalgia for the home country in the middle of the accul-
turation process. Nostalgic consumption then is not only an effect of 
acculturation but also a powerful part of it. A part that is capable of 
increasing/reducing immigrants’ chances to succeed in their double 
integration into the host culture and the local ethnic community. 

Social Status Implications of transmigrants’ Consumer 
Practices in their Cultures of Origin 

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
While substantial research focuses on the consumption practic-

es and identity projects of immigrants in their cultures of settlement, 
this phenomenon is largely ignored with regards to transmigrants’ 
cultures of origin. Rooted in ethnographic empirical research, this 
paper explores the consumption practices, experiences, perceptions 
and identity negotiations of Turkish transmigrants, living in Den-
mark, during their annual visits to Turkey and the subsequent impli-
cations on their social status. 

Research literature abounds with studies of acculturation pat-
terns of people moving into a new culture, including patterns of im-
migrant consumer acculturation from one extreme (hyper identifica-
tion) to the other (rejection). Recently, integration of transmigrant 
studies (Basch et al., 1994) have analyzed immigrants as being glob-
al, transnational, consumers whose lives and consumption practices 
are affected not only by interactions with their cultures of migration, 
but also with their cultures of origin (Üçok and Kjeldgaard 2005). 
These transmigrants are described as immigrants who continue to 
forge and sustain ties with their home/host cultures, implying con-
nections to their countries of origin (Basch et al. 1994). 

Transmigrants often acquire several identities, as their social 
status and class varies across social and national contexts. Many 
carry their possessions with them, often as status symbols. Yet, these 
possessions may connote different meanings in different contexts. 
For example, Caglar (2002) found that the decoration and organiza-
tion of Turkish immigrants’ homes, in Germany and Turkey differed 
strikingly, due to German Turks’ quest for recognition. Being stig-
matized in Germany as a foreign, non-European group, they suffer 
from a lack of social recognition. In contrast to their low status in 
Germany, working class German Turks find themselves economi-
cally closer to the middle class in Turkey. However, because Turkey 
is a class structured society, with invisible barriers to class mobility, 
transmigrants experience resistance from the Turkish middle class 
who find German Turks’ symbolic capital to be insufficient for inclu-
sion. 

Beginning in the early 1960s, Turkey has witnessed major mi-
gratory movements, domestically and internationally. Üstüner and 
Holt (2007) researched the social status struggles of domestic mi-
grants and their descendants who settled in big city squatters, and 

found that their efforts at social mobility were restricted by their lack 
of capital. 

Turkish immigrants in Denmark constitute a heterogeneous 
group with regards to age, gender, education level, and occupation. 
For example, Üçok and Kjeldgaard (2005) found that within one 
group, savings accumulated in Denmark are transferred to Turkey 
to buy status-symbol goods, whilst in another group, economic capi-
tal is transferred, within Denmark, into social and cultural capital 
to facilitate successful integration. Typically, first-generation immi-
grants are likely to invest in Turkey by accumulating houses, land 
and shops in their hometown, and summer houses in coastal towns. 
They continue to support their relatives financially and contribute to 
the local community by donating towards the building of mosques or 
other communal buildings. Vacationing at five star holiday resorts on 
the Turkish Riviera also is popular, especially among the descend-
ants (ibid). 

Data for the current research were collected in Turkey and Den-
mark, amongst Turkish transmigrants, in five towns, over a period of 
two years. Semi-structured and in-depth interviews were conducted 
with members of Turkish immigrant communities in Denmark, as 
well as with their families living in Turkey. The author also partici-
pated in several cultural events in both countries and documented 
her observations via a research journal. Photographs were taken to 
document immigrants’ homes (inside and outside), personal posses-
sions and their cultural functions. Secondary data was also collected, 
mainly, through Turkish and Danish print media. All immigrants in-
terviewed still held strong ties with their friends and families living 
in Turkey. This paper focuses then on the consumption practices of 
the immigrants during their annual visits to Turkey.

Vedat, a male, first generation immigrant informant, is typical 
of participants when he spoke about the stigmatization Turks living 
in Denmark encounter in their “home” town/country: “When we go 
to Turkey they say we are tourists, they don’t look at us. We have 
become strangers. The villagers . . . they look at us and call us gavur-
cusun [you are a foreigner] … everywhere! Once you are in Turkey, 
everywhere”. Gavur, meaning “an infidel”, is a term, heavily laden 
with negative connotations, applied by Turks to Islamic disbeliev-
ers, especially Christians. Similarly, the word Almancı, “Germanite”, 
connotes that the emigrants are non-Turkish “foreigners”, associated 
with Europeans and Christians. Thus, Turks visiting Turkey are seen 
as tourists in a place they consider their home. This stigmatization 
is common among the upper-middle class Turks, who often perceive 
Turkish immigrants as nouveau rich, working class, peasants. 

Üstüner and Holt’s (2007) description of second-generation 
squatter women in Turkey, also applies to the second-generation in-
formants in this study, whose relation to their parents’ villages is 
one of deterritoralization, lacking in a natural connection. Many of 
these informants migrated to European cities, often having never ex-
perienced the consumer acculturation that they would have gained 
had they lived in large Turkish cities. Upon arriving in Europe, they 
lived in immigrant enclaves and stuck to their roots, thus severely 
affecting their acculturation process, resulting in lower cultural and 
social capital. 

In summary, in a less industrialized country, such as Turkey, 
where socio-cultural structures create barriers for social mobility, 
Turkish transmigrants may hold economic capital but this does not 
necessarily transfer into cultural and social capital, necessary to 
allow them to be accepted and participate in Turkish society. This 
can manifest itself as stigmatization of the consumers, which then 
can result in them feeling alienated from the community of which 
they consider themselves to be a part. The transmigrants’ identity 
positionings in various national and socio-cultural contexts are prob-
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lematic because they are far from being fluid. Building on previous 
literature (Caglar 2002; Üstüner and Holt 2007; 2010) the contribu-
tions suggest conceptualization of transmigrant identity positionings 
in the cultures of origins similar to those that have been conceptual-
ized in the cultures of destination. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
A great deal has been learned in recent years about the role of 

culture in consumer psychology.   However, despite the rapidly accu-
mulating evidence of culture as a determinant of consumer behavior, 
nearly all of the evidence has dealt with a broad-based cultural dis-
tinction – the distinction between individualist (IND) and collectivist 
(COL), or independent and interdependent, cultural classifications 
(Shavitt et al. 2006). This distinction is profoundly important, and 
thus represents the most broadly used dimension of cultural variabili-
ty for cross-cultural comparison (Gudykunst & Ting-Toomey, 1988). 
However, there are limitations on the insights afforded by any broad 
dimension. This session unites under a common theme of investigat-
ing novel cultural dimensions that can afford a more nuanced under-
standing of cultural patterns in consumer behavior. Specifically, the 
papers in this session focus on power distance beliefs (PDB), or the 
extent to which a society accepts human inequality in the distribution 
of power, wealth, or prestige (Hofstede 1980), and on honor cultures, 
or those in which a person’s claim to virtue is the value of the person 
in his own eyes and the eyes of his society (Cohen 1998). Although 
both of these dimensions have emerged as reliable predictors of a va-
riety of patterns in social behavior (e.g., reliance on fair processes or 
violence for resolving disputes, Brockner et al. 2001; Cohen 1998), 
relatively less is known about their role in consumer behavior. This 
session is aimed at filling this gap.

The first paper by Lalwani, Torelli, J. Wang, & Y. Wang investi-
gates the effects of the interplay between consumers’ PDB and their 
position in the social hierarchy (i.e., low vs. high social standing) on 
preferences for premium over generic brands. In a first multi-country 
study using actual purchases of national (more premium) brands and 
private labels (more generic brands), they find that, after controlling 
for other cultural dimensions in Hofstede (1980) framework (e.g., 
IND) and other relevant country-level factors (e.g., level of devel-

opment of private labels), high (vs. low) PDB was associated with 
higher preference for premium (national) brands over generic (pri-
vate label) brands. This effect was stronger for functional (vs. sym-
bolic) products. In a second study using priming procedures, low (vs. 
high) status consumers exhibited higher preferences for premium 
over generic brands of functional products, but only under high (and 
not low) PDB. In contrast, high (vs. low) status individuals exhib-
ited higher preferences for premium over generic brands of symbolic 
products, but only under low (and not high) PDB. These findings 
are interpreted in terms of the instrumentality of premium brands for 
conveying social status, something of value in high (vs. low) PDB 
contexts, and particularly so for low status individuals when buying 
common functional products. 

The second paper by Winterich and Zhang explores the effects 
of the link between PDB and perceived outcome efficacy on chari-
table giving. Because people in high (vs. low) PDB cultures are more 
likely to accept social inequalities and to believe that everyone should 
have a defined place within the social order, they are hypothesized 
to have lower outcome efficacy (i.e., the expectation that one can 
contribute to effective solutions), which in turn should decrease their 
charitable giving to aid others (i.e., aiding others will not change 
the social order). An exploratory study using multi-country data on 
charitable giving showed that PDB negatively predicted percentage 
of giving, private philanthropy, and volunteering at the country-level, 
even after controlling for other cultural (e.g., IND) and country-level 
factors (e.g., GNP). A series of studies measuring PDB at the indi-
vidual-level or using priming procedures further showed that high 
(vs. low) PDB resulted in less charitable giving via lower perceptions 
of outcome efficacy. These findings have important implications for 
understanding cross-cultural patterns in charitable giving beyond 
predictions using the IND-COL distinction.

The third paper by May, Monga, and Kalaignanam focuses on 
an unexplored variable in consumer research—endorsement of hon-
or values, and its effect on responses to brand failures. Across three 
lab studies and one archival data study on real consumer complaints 
across different U.S. states (known to vary in ascription to honor 
values), the authors find that endorsement of honor values positively 
predicts retaliatory behavior in the case of a brand failure. They also 
find that this relationship is stronger in the event of a process (vs. 
outcome) failure and is attenuated when high-honor consumers are 
given the opportunity to personally punish the service person respon-
sible. Perceptions of abuse were found to mediate the effects. These 
findings contribute to our understanding of the cultural factors that 
can trigger vengeful behavior and consumer satisfaction.

The final paper by Wang, Wang, and Fang investigates the ef-
fect of PDB on consumers’ assessments of desirable personality traits 
ascribed to brands. In a series of studies, the authors find that high 
(vs. low) PDB increases the likelihood of associating favorably-eval-
uated personality traits with  in-group (vs. out-group) brands (i.e., 
rating in-group brands higher in terms of desirable personality traits 
than out-group brands). They further demonstrate that consumers’ 
tendencies to categorize brands according to the social groups they 
represent mediate the relationship between PDB and ascribing desir-
able personality traits to in-group (vs. out-group) brands.

The papers share several important linkages on affording a more 
nuanced understanding of cultural patterns in consumer behavior be-
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yond the IND-COL classification, while adding slightly different 
perspectives. Collectively, the papers provide evidence for the ef-
fects of power distance beliefs and culture-of-honor values on con-
sumption decisions both at the cultural group level (i.e., entire coun-
tries or regions within a country) as well as at the individual level, 
which highlights the usefulness of these novel cultural factors. The 
papers also illuminate on some of the psychological processes asso-
ciated with these cultural dimensions (e.g., low outcome efficacy in 
high PDB cultures, perceptions of being abused in cultures of honor, 
or brand social categorization). In keeping with the theme of the 
conference (Appreciating diversity), the papers in this special ses-
sion investigate a diverse set of consumption-related outcomes (e.g., 
brand preferences and choices, charitable giving, brand evaluations, 
complaining behavior) that are culturally-patterned when consider-
ing the dimensions of power distance and honor values. The find-
ings in this session should appeal specifically to scholars interested 
in cross-cultural consumer behavior, donating behavior, advertising, 
branding and more generally to those interested in the psychological 
processes underlying product evaluation.

the Interplay between  
Power distance, Position in the Social Hierarchy, and 

Product type: Consequences for Consumers’ Preferences 
for Premium over Generic brands

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
In his celebrated treatise on the “leisure class,” Veblen (1899) 

introduces the notion of conspicuous consumption as a way of con-
veying one’s wealth and social status to others. This observation has 
spawned considerable research explaining why and when consumers’ 
prefer premium or luxury brands that are instrumental for symbol-
izing high-status (e.g., Rucker and Galinsky 2008; Han, Nunes, and 
Dreze 2010). As judged by the global growth of these brands, con-
sumers in every culture appear to rely on these brands for enhancing 
their status. Nevertheless, some researchers suggest that there seems 
to be a higher need for premium brands as status symbols in cultures 
that accept and expect power differences between citizens (i.e., those 
that are high in power distance belief or PDB) (de Mooij & Hofstede 
2010; Kim & Zhang 2011). In these cultures, people emphasize sta-
tus, prestige, and wealth as these form the basis of their standing in 
society (Hofstede 2001), which in turn leads these people to prefer 
premium (vs. generic) brands. However, the empirical evidence for 
this premise is mixed at best. Although some small-scale studies sug-
gest that consumers high (vs. low) in PDB attach more importance to 
products’ brand names (Bristow and Asquith 1999; Robinson 1996), 
other large-scale studies show no relationship between power dis-
tance and the role of brands as signals (Erdem, Swait, and Valenzuela 
2006). We propose that past research on the topic has neglected to 
consider important factors that moderate the link between PDB and 
preference for premium brands. Specifically, we investigate in this 
research the impact of one’s position in the social hierarchy (high vs. 
low) and the type of product under consideration on the link between 
PDB and preference for premium brands. 

One’s position in the social hierarchy can be a strong deter-
minant of consumer behavior. Because high-status individuals often 
accumulate wealth and acquire power (Magee and Galinsky 2008), 
research suggests that they develop preferences for products offering 
utility (e.g., performance, quality, Rucker and Galinsky 2009), rather 
than for the sake of ascertaining status. However, high-status con-
sumers facing choices of luxury products can still choose high-status 
products that only those “in the know” can recognize (i.e., most 
expensive products with ‘quieter’ logo designs, Han et al. 2010). 

In other words, high-status individuals can be quite discerning in 
their product choices and can choose functional, performance based 
products in one context, and high-prestige products in another. This 
is consistent with the view that high power/status individuals en-
gage in situation-specific judgment and behavior (Guinote & Vescio 
2010). In contrast, low status/power individuals tend to respond in 
less situation-specific ways (Guinote & Vescio 2010), and to base 
their choices more on status affordances than on performance-based 
reasons (Rucker and Galinsky 2009). Because in high (vs. low) PDB 
societies prestige and wealth shape vertical relationships between 
socio-economic classes, the tendencies just described should be par-
ticularly strong in high (vs. low) PDB contexts. We thus propose 
that under high PDB, and when choosing among functional products 
that offer utility, low- (vs. high-) status individuals should be more 
likely to prefer premium brands associated with status over generic 
brands promoted on the basis of performance. However, because for 
symbolic products most people would rely on social identity criteria 
like prestige and status, both high and low-status consumers would 
prefer premium over generic brands. These effects should be weaker 
(or absent) in low PDB contexts that do not emphasize prestige and 
wealth in shaping social relationships.  

Based on the notion that private labels are commonly posi-
tioned as generic brands that offer a price discount for lower or com-
parable quality, relative to national brands (Vaidyanathan & Aggar-
wal 2000), study 1 operationalized the relative preference for generic 
(vs. premium) brands as the market share of  private labels in the 
country. We estimated a linear model with the country-level share 
of private label brands (from Euromonitor database; N = 519) for 
different product categories varying along the functional-symbolic 
continuum (e.g., hair care, household care, or apparel) as the depen-
dent variable, and country-level scores for power distance, uncer-
tainty avoidance, masculinity, and individualism (Hofstede, 2001), 
the GINI coefficient (a measure of country’s income inequality), the 
level of private label development in the country, the level of product 
symbolism, and the interaction between this last term and the power 
distance score as predictors. As expected, power distance emerged as 
a significant negative predictor of private label share, suggesting that 
in high (vs. low) PDB countries consumers prefer less private label 
than premium brands. Furthermore, this effect was qualified by a 
significant PDB x product symbolism interaction, such that the nega-
tive relationship between PDB and private label share was higher 
for functional compared to symbolic products. Considering that the 
sample in the study comprised low and middle status consumers, 
these findings support the hypothesis that in high PDB contexts, low 
and mid-status consumers prefer premium over generic brands, and 
particularly so for functional products.

In study 2, we manipulated power distance belief (high vs. low) 
and status (high vs. low) between –subjects and asked participants 
about their preferences for premium over generic brands of function-
al and symbolic products (within-subjects). Results showed that in 
the high PDB condition, low (vs. high) status participants exhibited 
greater preferences for premium (over generic) brands of functional 
products. In contrast, they showed similar higher preferences for 
premium brands of symbolic products. These differences were not 
observed in the low PDB condition.  

The findings in this research are consistent with the notion that, 
in high (vs. low) PDB contexts, people low (vs. high) in status pre-
fer premium (over generic) brands due to their instrumentality for 
conveying social status, something of value in high PDB contexts. 
Furthermore, this is particularly the case with functional products 
that are often more likely to be impacted by cultural factors (Lee 
and Shavitt 2006; Monga and John 2010). A third study for which 
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data collection is underway explores the mediating role of the in-
strumentality of premium brands for fulfilling status concerns on the 
reported effects.

Equality Equals Efficacy: The Effect of Power Distance 
belief on Charitable Giving 

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Charitable giving differs significantly across cultures, with Aus-

tralia and New Zealand found to be the most generous countries in 
the world (Charities Aid Foundation 2010). Though not among the 
wealthiest countries, these countries are both characterized by low 
power-distance belief. Power-distance belief (PDB hereafter) has 
been defined as the degree of power disparity the people in a cul-
ture expect and accept (Hofstede 1984, 2001; Oyserman 2006). Can 
such a belief impact consumers’ charitable giving? Though much 
attention has been given to individualism/collectivism (Aaker and 
Lee 2001; Oyserman and Lee 2007), Oyserman (2006) notes that 
PDB was the first cultural factor identified by Hofstede (1984). We 
theorize that the accepted inequality among those with high PDB 
results in lower perceptions of outcome efficacy, which represents 
the evaluation of the extent to which one can contribute to effective 
solutions (e.g., Stern et al. 1999; Van Liere and Dunlap, 1978). In 
turn, those with higher PDB donate less.

The central difference between high- and low-PDB cultures 
does not lie in actual power disparity per se, but in people’s attitudes 
toward power disparity. Consumers in high PDB cultures tend to be 
more likely to accept inequality. Accordingly, high PDB cultures fa-
cilitate a norm that everyone should have a “defined” place within 
the social order. Consumers who are aware of these social orders 
feel the existing social order should be well respected and any ef-
fort in altering this order tends to be regarded as fruitless (Bourdieu 
1984; Miller et al. 1993). Thus, we expect consumers in this social 
order-salient mindset to believe that aiding others will not change the 
social order, or, in other words, have low outcome efficacy. 

In contrast to high PDB cultures, the norm in low PDB cultures 
is to maintain and respect the equality inherent in social interactions 
(Hofstede 1984, 2001). Even though an actual disparity in power 
may exist, individuals in these cultures do not believe that differenc-
es in power, wealth, and prestige are inevitable (Oyserman 2006). As 
such, consumers may seek out opportunities to achieve equality and 
should believe that aiding others will make a difference in changing 
the unjust social order. Given the expectation and acceptance of (in)
equality in (high) low PDB cultures, we theorize that PDB influences 
1) perceptions of outcome efficacy when aiding others (due to un-
avoidable social order) to achieve equality, and 2) charitable giving. 
Specifically, high PDB consumers will have lower perceptions of 
outcome efficacy and donate less to charities to aid others than low 
PDB consumers.

Exploratory analysis revealed that country-level power-dis-
tance belief (Hofstede 2011) predicted percentage of giving, private 
philanthropy, and volunteering at the country-level, even after con-
trolling for collectivism, education, GNP, and income inequality. 
Therefore, we conducted a series of studies to examine this pattern at 
the individual level and demonstrate causality. In the first study, we 
measured PDB of online survey participants and, after a filler task, 
asked them to choose between a donation to a charity or a bonus pay-
ment for themselves. PDB predicted choice of donation, regardless 
of self-construal, such that those with higher PDB were less likely 
to choose the donation. Study 1B replicated this finding when PDB 
was made temporarily accessible using a sentence-scrambling task 
(Zhang, Winterich, and Mittal 2010). We next examined the underly-

ing mechanism of outcome efficacy (Steg and de Groot 2010). As in 
Study 1, measured PDB predicted donation intentions, but, impor-
tantly, this effect was mediated by outcome efficacy such that those 
with higher PDB had lower outcome efficacy which led to lower 
donation intentions. 

In Study 3, we examined the moderating role of charity recipi-
ent to causally test our proposed psychological process of outcome 
efficacy (Spencer, Zanna, and Fong 2005). If consumers with higher 
PDB choose not to donate because they believe inequality will ex-
ist regardless of their efforts to aid less fortunate others, then these 
consumers should not differ from those with lower PDB in their do-
nations when the donation benefits others regardless of social class. 
This study considered recipients to be the general public or specifi-
cally the poor and needy. The study was a 2 (PDB prime: high vs. 
low) X 2 (charity recipient social class: lower vs. higher) between-
subjects design with a non-profit organization described as advocat-
ing art for everyone and improving communities versus advocating 
art for families in poverty. Results revealed a significant interaction 
between PDB and charity recipient such that PDB predicted donation 
likelihood for lower social class charity recipients but not for higher 
social class charity recipients. Moreover, outcome efficacy mediated 
this effect on donation likelihood, supporting our theorizing. 

A final study sought to identify a boundary condition for the ef-
fect of PDB on charitable giving such that consumers, regardless of 
PDB, would donate to a charity aiding those in the low social class 
at the same rate that those with low PDB do.  We focus on cause 
involvement as the potential moderator. PDB was primed between-
subjects and involvement with the arts was measured continuously 
with participants asked to allocate 50 cents to a charity for the arts 
versus a bonus payment to themselves. A significant interaction re-
vealed that PDB only predicted donation allocation for those with 
low cause involvement. When cause involvement was high, donation 
allocations did not differ by PDB. Again, outcome efficacy medi-
ated this effect such that those with greater cause involvement had 
higher perceptions of outcome efficacy even when in the high PDB 
condition. 

These results have important theoretical implications for under-
standing the drivers of charitable giving, particularly cultural factors 
beyond collectivism. By understanding the role of outcome efficacy 
in this effect, we can suggest ways in which this effect of PDB can be 
overcome to increase donations, which may be particularly impor-
tant given the increasing standard of living among consumers from 
developing countries such as BRIC. We hope this research advances 
understanding of factors influencing charitable giving, moving from 
individual and cultural level variables beyond those of self-construal 
or collectivism.

Eye for an Eye: the Effect of Honor Values on  
Consumer Responses to brand Failures

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Brand failures are becoming increasingly common and publi-

cized. Examples include the recent recall of Tylenol products from 
the market place, the unreasonable increase in Netflix prices, and the 
listing of Bank of America and AOL in MSN money’s “customer ser-
vice hall of shame.” Compounding these problems, huge advance-
ments in social media allow consumers to exact revenge on busi-
nesses that have wronged them. Social networking websites (e.g., 
Facebook) and anti-business websites (e.g., walmartsucks.com) al-
low consumers to retaliate with far more ease and speed than ever 
before. Despite the vast amount of research which has been done in 
the area of brand failures (Ahluwalia et al. 2000; Dawar and Pillutla, 
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2000; Folkes 1984; Klein and Dawar, 2004; Pullig, Netemeyer, and 
Biswas, 2006), there is no research that addresses the role that honor 
values may play in consumers’ response to such failures. 

People who endorse honor values believe that one’s worth or 
value is not necessarily a given; it must be earned and acknowledged 
by others (Pitt-Rivers 1966). Honor values are important because 
they vary not only across individuals, but also across geographic re-
gions and cultures. People who endorse honor values are particularly 
sensitive to abuse (Ijzerman et al. 2007; Cohen et al. 1996). Cohen et 
al. (2006) found that people who do not endorse honor values were 
relatively unaffected by a person bumping into them and mutter-
ing an insult, while people who do endorse honor values were more 
likely to perceive abuse. Drawing upon this research, we propose 
that, people who strongly endorse honor values are more sensitive 
to brand failures, and therefore more likely to engage in retaliatory 
behaviors, such as complaining to the firm, spreading negative word 
of mouth, or posting negative online reviews. 

In study one, participants were primed with either high or low 
honor and then exposed to a scenario that depicted a restaurant ser-
vice failure. As expected, the participants in the high honor condition 
expressed a greater desire for vengeance than the participants in the 
low honor condition did.

In study two, we examine the effects of regional variations in 
honor. For example, residents of some states in the American South 
are more likely to endorse honor values (Cohen and Nisbett 1994; 
Nisbett and Cohen 1996). We examined transactional data spanning 
a twelve year period (1997-2009) from a U.S. catalog retailer. The 
database provides information on issuance of special coupons given 
to pacify angry customers (who were wronged by the retailer). We 
consider issuance of such coupons as a proxy for customer com-
plaining to the firm because consumers who express their anger 
and complain are given these special coupons. Complaining is an 
important kind of vengeful behavior (Bechwati and Morrin 2003). 
No other coupons were issued in this period. We supplemented this 
database with demographic data, state-level honor scores (Nisbett et 
al. 1996), and individualism scores (Vandello and Cohen 1999). We 
estimated a probit model that links coupons issued to honor scores. 
We also controlled for several factors (e.g., individualism/collectiv-
ism, income, age, years of schooling, and population). We predicted 
and found that honor is positively related to issuance of coupons. 
Individualism is not significantly related to the likelihood of coupon 
issuance. 

In study three, we examine the effects of honor on retaliatory 
behavior across process and outcome failure situations. An outcome 
failure refers to when an aspect of the promised product or service is 
not performed, resulting in an economic loss (e.g., a restaurant that 
served poor quality food). A process failure refers to a situation in 
which the product or service is not delivered in a satisfactory man-
ner, resulting in a social loss (e.g., status, esteem) (e.g., a restaurant 
where the waiter ignores the customer) (Chan and Wan 2008). We 
used a 2 (ascription to honor values: high vs. low) X 2 (failure type: 
outcome failure scenario vs. process failure scenario) between sub-
jects design. We used a different stimulus in this study, consisting of 
a computer service failure scenario. Honor was measured using an 
honor scale (Cohen and Nisbett 1994). Because process failures tend 
to be more social in nature, and honor values are associated with 
social situations, we predicted that a stronger effect of honor values 
on vengeful behavior would emerge in the process failure than in the 
outcome failure conditions. Our results supported our prediction and 
perceptions of abuse by the firm mediated the effects of honor on 
retaliatory behavior.

In study four, we examine the process mechanism. We used a 2 
(ascription to honor values: Republicans vs. Democrats) X 2 (pun-
ishment: present, absent) between subjects design. In this study, hon-
or was operationalized using political party identification. In gen-
eral, the Republican Party endorses issues that are important to high 
honor consumers (e.g., gun ownership, strong national defense; Co-
hen 1996) A pretest confirmed this intuition, as Republicans scored 
higher on an honor scale than Democrats did.  Since people who 
endorse honor values believe that honor is something that can be 
both lost and regained, and are driven to maintain honor, giving these 
people an opportunity to restore lost honor should attenuate the de-
sire to retaliate against the brand. We predicted that for people high 
in honor, desire to engage in retaliatory behavior against the brand 
after the service failure would be lower when allowed to have a hand 
in punishing the offending service employee vs. when not allowed, 
whereas for people low in honor there would be no significant dif-
ference across conditions. Our results supported our prediction and 
perceptions of abuse mediated the effects of honor and punishment 
on retaliatory behavior.

Our findings make important contributions to the area of brand-
ing, brand failures, and cultural values.

Power distance belief and brand Personality

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Brands, as consumption symbols, carry important cultural 

meanings in consumers’ minds. Past research has showed that dif-
ferent cultures influence consumers’ perceptions of various brand 
personality dimensions (e.g., Aaker et al. 2001).  In this research, 
we investigate the effect of power distance belief (PDB hereafter) 
on brand personality evaluations.  PDB refers to the extent to which 
people “accept and expect that power is distributed unequally” (Hof-
stede 2001, p. 83). Though marketing scholars gradually recognize 
the importance of examining the influence of PDB on consumer be-
havior, only a handful of studies have done so (e.g., Zhang, 2011).  
We extend the current stream of research on PDB to variations in 
consumers’ assessments of personality traits ascribed to brands and 
identify the underlying mechanism of these variations. 

People with high PDB expect to see unequal power distribution 
in a society and attend to differences among various classes within 
the social hierarchy (Gaertner et al. 1989). Therefore, we argue that 
they are more aware of in-group--out-group differences and thus tend 
to regard in-group members as more superior than out-group mem-
bers.  In this research, we extend this social categorization concept 
to the brand level.  Since brands carry important symbolic meanings, 
we expect that consumers may also arrange brands into a hierarchy 
according to the groups that these brands symbolize. We refer to this 
as an individual’s brand social categorization tendency. People high 
in PDB, who accept power disparity in a society and believe that 
power should be distributed unequally, should cognitively develop 
a high tendency to arrange objects such as brands in a hierarchy ac-
cording to the groups associated with these brands. In contrast, peo-
ple with low PDB would perceive relatively equal power distribution 
in a society, which should lower their tendency to categorize brands 
in this manner. Therefore, we expect that high (vs. low) PDB should 
increase the likelihood of associating favorably-evaluated personal-
ity traits with in-group (vs. out-group) brands. More importantly, we 
propose that brand social categorization tendency mediates the rela-
tionship between PDB and ascribing desirable personality traits to 
in-group (vs. out-group) brands.

We conducted a series of studies to test our hypotheses. Study 1 
explored the relationship between PDB and brand personality traits. 
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The sample consisted of 926 coffee consumers in three major cities 
in Mainland China.  Participants were instructed to think about a 
coffee store brand they frequently go to (in-group brand). Power dis-
tance beliefs (PDB) and five dimensions of brand personality were 
measured. The results showed that PDB exerted a significantly posi-
tive influence on the ratings for the five brand personality traits (all 
ps < .05). 

Study 2 used two experiments to test the potential mediation 
effect of brand social categorization tendency. In Study 2A (N = 64), 
participants were either primed with high or low PDB. They were 
then given ten brands of sportswear and were asked to imagine each 
brand as a person and categorize the brands as in-group members, 
out-group members, and those with no clear associations with either 
group. Brand social categorization tendency was measured by three 
items, adapted from Gaertner et al. (1994) (e.g., I usually feel that the 
brands belong to different social classes). The main dependent vari-
able was the perceived difference between in-group and out-group 
brands.  Results showed that individuals with high PDB displayed 
greater brand social categorization tendencies than those with low 
PDB. Furthermore, participants in the high-PDB condition perceived 
a greater difference between in-group  and out-group brands (M = 
5.82) than those in the low-PDB condition (M = 4.41, F = 16.92, p < 
.05). To enhance generalizability and the robustness of our finding, 
we conducted Study 2b using a different categorization measure in a 
different product category. 

In Study 2b (N = 62), Chinese participants followed a similar 
procedure with a few exceptions. Ten familiar brands of cell-phones 
were used as stimuli, and participants were asked to categorize these 
ten brands by drawing circles including the brands they thought be-
longed to the same group. We expected that the stronger the social 
categorization tendency participants have, the more circles that they 
should draw. The results showed that participants in the high-PDB 
condition drew more circles (M = 3.47) than those in the low-PDB 
condition (M = 2.56; F = 16.31, p < .05), indicating that individuals 
with high (vs. low) PDB tend to categorize brands more in terms of 
their associations with social groups . Next we conducted Study 3 to 
directly test brand social categorization tendency as mediator of the 
relationship between PDB and the extent to which desirable person-
ality traits are ascribed to brands.

In Study 3, upon the completion of the PDB priming task, par-
ticipants were asked to imagine Adidas (an in-group brand, from a 
pretest) and XTEP (an out-group brand) as individuals and to rate 

the two brands on the “competence” dimension (rated as the most 
important brand personality trait in sportswear category based on the 
pretest). Results indicated that individuals in the high-PDB condition 
associated Adidas more with the desirable “competence” dimension 
(M = 5.44) than those in the low-PDB condition (M = 4.79, p < 
.05). In contrast, individuals in the high-PDB condition associated 
XTEP less with the same dimension (M = 3.19) than those in the 
low-PDB condition (M = 3.70, p < .05). Further, participants in the 
high- (versus low-) PDB condition perceived the difference between 
the desirable trait ascribed to the in-group and the out-group brand 
as significantly larger (Mhigh-PDB =2.24, Mlow-PDB =1.10, p < .05). In 
sum, these findings suggest that high (vs. low) PDB increases the 
likelihood of associating favorably evaluated personality trait with 
in-group (vs. out-group) brands. Furthermore, our mediation analy-
sis showed that this effect was mediated by participants’ tendency to 
categorize brands according to their associations with social groups. 

Our research makes important contributions to the current brand 
personality literature by investigating the link to a less-researched 
cultural dimension: power distance beliefs. Brand social categoriza-
tion tendency was found to mediate the relationship between PDB 
and the difference in desirable personality traits ascribed to in-group 
and out-group brands.  
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
When experiencing daily interactions we often think of the mo-

mentary evaluation of an experience and its following evaluations 
as one. However, we now have mounting evidence to the contrary 
from psychology and neuroscience studies. Eating the chocolate or 
remembering its taste an hour later are distinguishably different ex-
periences. We trust our memories and evaluation of past events and 
attach high confidence to them. Our evaluation of past experiences 
is often shaped by their encoding in our brains and the momentary 
emotional state we are at upon recalling them. Remembering, there-
fore, is just another form of evaluation – prone to many failures.

In this session we will address the notion of experience versus 
its following recount through evaluation, and focus on its effects on 
consumer decisions. In a sequence of four talks, we will address mul-
tiple facets of the problem and suggest methods to assess the differ-
ence between experience and reappraisal, as well as evidence for its 
direct effects on choice and decision-making.

To address these notions, Karim Kassam will initiate the session 
by showing a novel imaging study that proposes evidence for iden-
tifiable emotions signatures that generalize across individuals. That 
is, a method by which we can isolate a certain emotion by reading 
brain activity when a subject is experiencing a certain feeling. The 
emotions tested vary and include complex emotions such as pride, 
embarrassment and shame. Presumably, these emotions, which are 
not necessarily accessible to the subjects themselves or to a direct 
survey can then be read using this method in order to infer consumer 
evaluation of current experience and of past experiences.

Following this emotional evaluation introduction, William 
Hedgcock will show the results of a series of studies, which focus on 
a type of emotional difference between the experience and its evalu-
ation. Dr. Hedgcock’s work focuses on a type of decisions prone to 

what s known as the framing effect, where decision makers respond 
differently to problems that are described in positive or negative 
terms despite the fact that the outcomes are objectively identical. 
In terms of evaluation of past choices, the framing effect provides 
evidence to the fact that our evaluations are not only likely to be 
mistaken but can easily be manipulated by the choice of question 
asked during the evaluation process. Additionally, Dr. Hedgcock will 
introduce the notion of emotion suppression as a tool that is often 
used by subjects to regulate their choices based on emotions.

The third project, presented by Hilke Plassmann, will look at 
the manifestation of the problem in effective consumer choices. In 
Dr. Plassmann’s work, subjects are asked to evaluate a preference 
based on their past experience – in the particular case, the taste of 
wine - and are showing biased choice based on monetary rewards re-
ceived earlier. This direct manipulation of the choice acts as another 
evidence for the difference between the pure objective taste, which 
we deem the experience, and the following modified evaluation. 

While the previous three presentations addressed the choice and 
the evaluation mainly using imaging techniques and behavioral re-
sponses, the fourth presentation will target the question using an al-
ternative method, which is proven more precise yet less spatially dis-
tributed and quite invasive: directly recording of the activity of single 
neurons in the brains of humans undergoing neurosurgery. Moran 
Cerf’s presentation will demonstrate the ability to identify signature 
correlates of emotions similar to the work shown in the first presenta-
tion, only at the level of individual neurons. Dr. Cerf demonstrates 
the ability to identify single-neuron correlates of the experience and 
the regulation of a given emotion while patients are either empa-
thizing with emotional content expressed, or while the patients are 
regulation the emotions and trying to change their evaluation of it. 
Regulation of the emotion will be demonstrated both using internal 
manipulation by the patients, or external biases of decision making 
as shown in the third work.

The four talks will address the ability to exhibit emotion and ex-
periences in the lab, and scientists the ability to measure these emo-
tions using various methods ranging from surveys, to imaging and 
invasive recordings of single neurons in the brains. The talks will 
show evidences for the differences between the direct experiences 
and the following evaluation of it over time, with evidence for the 
ability to bias decisions under certain conditions of reward or fram-
ing. Finally, the four presenters will show alternative methods used 
to regulate or enhance such biases and will address their potential 
usage in consumer psychology.

Audience and level of Completeness
The potential ACR audience for this session is quite broad. This 

session will be of interest to researchers in the following areas: at-
titudes and intentions, affective and emotional processing, and deci-
sion making. In addition, it will be of interest to practitioners who 
use survey research methodologies, and researchers interested in ex-
posure to imaging techniques and the novel single-neuron recording 
in humans. 

All four presentations will present the results of completed stud-
ies. 

discussion 
Moran Cerf will be the leading a discussion at the end of the 

session. Dr. Cerf is has been involved in both neuroscience and mar-
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keting research, and has published papers in both fields as well as 
decision-making studies. Method-wise, his work has involved both 
imaging works and single-neuron recordings, which are the main 
methods discussed in the session. He therefore has a unique perspec-
tive for discussing these papers and leading a discussion about an 
appropriate research agenda for continued work in this area. 

Plan for the Session
Each work will be presented for 15 minutes, followed by 5 min-

utes of question and answer. We will leave 15 minutes at the end for 
a general audience discussion.

Identifying Emotions on the basis of neural Activation

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Development of reliable measures of specific emotion has 

proven difficult. Self-report, still the gold standard, is vulnerable to 
deception and demand effects. Physiological measures such as heart 
rate and skin conductance show some ability to discriminate between 
broad categories of emotion but have limited ability to make finer 
classifications. Facial expressions have also been used to catego-
rize a subset of emotions, but emotions can occur in the absence of 
facial expressions and facial expressions can occur in the absence 
of emotion. Neural circuits that mediate certain emotion-related be-
haviors (e.g. freezing) have been identified, but researchers have yet 
to achieve reliable identification of emotions on the basis of neural 
activation. In short, existing methods of emotion measurement suffer 
from a variety of limitations.

Neuroimaging data has held the promise of providing more 
powerful methods for identifying emotions, but the promise of fMRI 
has yet to be realized. The search for neural correlates of emotion 
may have been hampered by the use of statistical methods not well 
suited to the task of identifying spatially-distributed activation signa-
tures from very large data sets. Indeed, recent meta-analyses of fMRI 
studies using univariate analyses failed to find any region that was 
specifically and consistently activated by a single emotion.

Rather than search for neural structures associated with specific 
emotions, we applied recently developed multi-voxel pattern analy-
sis techniques to identify distributed patterns of activity associated 
with specific emotions. These techniques relax linearity assumptions 
and acknowledge the fact that neural responses to emotional stimu-
lation occur in many brain areas simultaneously. These algorithms 
frequently result in increased predictive power, and recent research 
suggests that they hold promise for classifying emotion using neuro-
logical and physiological data.

We applied a Gaussian Naïve Bayes pooled variance classifier 
to neurological data to classify a broad variety of emotional experi-
ences. Participants were method actors experienced with entering and 
exiting emotional states on cue. Prior to the neuroimaging session, 
each wrote scenarios that had made them feel or would make them 
feel emotional states denoted by 18 words grouped into nine emo-
tion categories: anger (angry, enraged), disgust (disgusted, revolted), 
envy (envious, jealous), fear (afraid, frightened), happiness(happy, 
joyous), lust (lustful, horny), pride (proud, admirable), sadness (sad, 
gloomy), and shame (ashamed, embarrassed). Participants also 
wrote a calm scenario that was used as a baseline. In the scanner, par-
ticipants were given nine seconds to imagine the scenario and enter 
the appropriate emotional state, followed by eleven seconds to exit 
that state, rate their emotional intensity, and prepare for the next trial. 
Once this portion of the session was complete, participants viewed 
12 disgusting images and 12 calm/neutral images in random order. 

We first examined the ability of our classifier to identify a par-
ticipant’s emotion on a particular trial on the basis of his/her neural 
activation during the other trials. In the cross-validation procedure 
used to assess emotion identification accuracy, the classifier was 
trained on four of the six presentations of a word and tested on the 
average of the two presentations held out. We report the mean rank 
accuracy of the classification performance, that is, the percentile 
rank of the correct emotion category in the classifier’s posterior-
probability-ordered list of emotions, averaged across the 15 ways of 
choosing two of six presentations. If the classification were operat-
ing at chance level, one would expect a mean normalized rank accu-
racy of 0.50, indicating that the correct emotion appeared on average 
in the fifth position in the classifier’s output of a ranked list of all 
nine emotions. The rank accuracies for this within-subject analysis 
ranged from 0.72 to 0.90, with an average of 0.84, well above the 
chance classification rate of 0.5 (a mean accuracy greater than .51 
would be significant at the p = .05 level). Thus, a participant’s neural 
activation patterns on one subset of trials could be used to reliably 
identify their emotions on a separate subset of held-out trials, indi-
cating that participants exhibited consistent patterns of neural activa-
tion for all emotion categories.

Next we examined whether a participant’s specific emotions 
could be identified on the basis of other participants’ activation pat-
terns. For these tests, the emotions experienced by each participant 
were identified using a classifier trained on the activation data from 
the other nine participants. Despite the challenges presented by in-
dividual variability in functional organization and methodological 
difficulties in normalizing morphological differences, the classifier 
achieved a mean rank accuracy of 0.70, well above chance levels 
(accuracy of 0.56 significant at the p = .01 level). Our classifier pre-
dicted the emotions experienced using activation patterns of other 
participants at significantly better than chance levels for eight of ten 
participants, suggesting that the neural correlates of emotional expe-
rience share significant commonality across individuals.

Finally, we investigated whether patterns of activation observed 
in self-induced emotion trials could predict the emotional content of 
a stimulus of an entirely different modality. We trained a classifier 
using participants’ neural activation during word-cued self-induced 
emotions, and tested whether it could identify the emotional content 
of a visual image. Successful classification would indicate that the 
activations observed correspond to emotional experience in general, 
rather than remembered or imagined emotional experiences specifi-
cally. This classification identified responses to disgust pictures with 
a rank accuracy of 0.91, well above chance rates (accuracy of 0.74 
significant at the p = .01 level). Thus, even though the classifier had 
not encountered neural activation in response to pictures, it was able 
to accurately identify the emotional content of pictures. The results 
demonstrate a consistency in the neural representation of emotional 
response to qualitatively different stimuli.

In sum, we show that specific emotional states can be identi-
fied on the basis of their neural signatures, and that these signatures 
are reliably activated across episodes, across individuals, and across 
different types of emotional experiences. The results inform our un-
derstanding of emotional processes, highlight the predictive value 
of specific emotions, and suggest the potential to infer a person’s 
emotional reaction to an arbitrary stimulus – a flag, a brand name, or 
a political candidate, for example – on the basis of neural activation.
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Risk and Attribute Framing: they’re different 

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Framing effects occur when decision makers respond different-

ly to problems that are described in positive or negative terms despite 
the fact that the outcomes are objectively identical. Framing effects 
are most often treated as homogenous phenomenon, though some 
research suggests there may be several distinctive types of frames 
(Levin, Schneider, and Gaeth, 1998). Two of the most common 
framing types that have been identified are risk and attribute framing. 
Risk frames involve a choice between a risky and a riskless option, 
and individuals typically have a higher preference for risky options 
when the problems are described in negative terms. In contrast, at-
tribute frames involve evaluations where options are either risky or 
riskless and attribute descriptions, such as quality, are manipulated. 
Individuals typically give higher evaluations for options when the 
attributes are described in positive terms (e.g., % chance of being 
successful) and lower evaluations when the attributes are framed in 
negative terms (e.g., % chance of being unsuccessful).

Critically, these different framing effects may be caused by in-
dependent processes (Levin, Gaeth, Schreiber, 2002; Van Schie & 
Van der Pligt, 1995). In fact, within subject measurements of risk 
and attribute framing have not been significantly correlated (Levin et 
al., 2002). Additionally, risk framing and attribute framing correlate 
with different personality traits. Risk framing preference reversals 
correlate with high neuroticism, low openness, high conscientious-
ness, and low agreeableness (Levin et al., 2002). In contrast, individ-
ual differences in attribute framing correlate with low conscientious-
ness and high agreeableness (Levin et al., 2002). Note that though 
these two personality traits are correlated with risk framing as well, 
the correlations are in opposite directions.

There is some evidence that risk framing is associated with 
emotional processes (De Martino, Kumaran, Seymour, Dolan, 2006); 
though the evidence is mixed (Talmi, Hurlemann, Patin, Dolan, 
2010). De Martino et al. (2006) found a correlation between “ra-
tional” decision making and activity in the ventromedial prefrontal 
cortex (VMPC). They further found that the anterior cingulate cor-
tex (ACC) and the amygdala were involved in framing. In contrast, 
Talmi and colleagues (2010) did not find any differences between 
patients with amygdala damage and controls.  

We conducted a series of behavioral and functional magnetic 
resonance imaging studies to investigate processing differences in 
risk and attribute framing using a within subject valence manipula-
tion. The studies reported here examined (1) which personality traits 
were correlated with risk and attribute framing, (2) how risk and at-
tribute framing effects were affected by emotion suppression instruc-
tions, and (3) the neural correlates of risk and attribute framing. We 
predicted:

Risk and attribute framing would have different personality trait 
correlates.

Attribute framing would be affected by emotion suppression 
instructions while risk framing would not be affected by emotion 
suppression instructions.

Risk and attribute framing would show distinct patterns of neu-
ral activation. Specifically, we predicted attribute framing effects 
would be more strongly associated with activity in regions of the 
brain such as the amygdala and VMPFC (regions associated with 
emotional processing) than risk framing.

Here we provide a series of studies demonstrating that indepen-
dent processes likely govern attribute and risk framing. 

Risk and Attribute Framing Correlate Study

Participants responded to risk and attribute framing questions 
as well as filling out the Big 5, and questions designed to measure 
their levels of risk and loss aversion. Attribute framing effects were 
not correlated to risk aversion, loss aversion, or any of the Big 5 
personality traits (all ps > 0.15). On the other hand, risk framing 
effects were correlated with loss aversion (p < .05), neuroticism (p 
< .05), and numeracy (p < .05). This provides some preliminary evi-
dence that risk and attribute framing may be caused by independent 
mechanisms.  

Emotion Suppression Study
Participants responded to risk and attribute framing questions. 

Some of the participants received standard instructions to choose 
options they preferred the most while others received additional in-
structions to adopt a detached an unemotional attitude when choos-
ing their preferred alternative. Participants in the control condition 
had the standard set of results. Negative risk framing increased risk 
seeking (p < 0.01) while negative attribute framing increased qual-
ity seeking (p < 0.05). However, results were different when par-
ticipants received emotion suppression instructions. In this case, risk 
framing still lead to risk seeking (p < 0.01) but attribute framing did 
not lead to quality seeking (p = 0.41). Thus, emotion suppression did 
not affect risky framing but it did affect attribute framing.

fMRI Framing Study
Participants responded to risk and attribute framing questions 

while we measured brain activation with functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging (fMRI). As expected, negative risk frames resulted 
in risk seeking (p < 0.01) while negative attribute framing resulted 
in quality seeking (p < 0.05). Preliminary analyses indicated the at-
tribute framing effect was associated with activity in the amygdala 
and prefrontal cortex, whereas the risk framing effect was associated 
with activity in the parietal lobe. Moreover, there is very little over-
lap in activity between attribute framing and risk framing. 

We provide considerable evidence that risk and attribute fram-
ing effects have different causes. We find risk framing is correlated 
with loss aversion, neuroticism and numeracy while attribute framing 
is not correlated to any of these measures. Further, we find emotion 
suppression affects attribute framing but not risk framing. Finally, 
we show risk and attribute framing have different neural correlates. 
Our results suggest researchers shouldn’t assume risk and attribute 
framing are driven by the same processes.

How Incidental Affect Alters Subsequent Judgments: 
Insights from a Human fMRI Study 

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
People do not have stable, coherent and readily accessible pref-

erences that can be reliably measured through self-report. Instead, 
judgments are constructed on the spot and recent, contextual factors 
exert a disproportionate influence on judgments (Payne, Bettman, 
and Johnson, 1992; Slovic, 1995). These contextual influences in-
clude feelings that are unrelated to the judgment (such as moods, 
emotions, and expectation of receiving a reward, Schwarz & Clore 
1996). Why is the brain susceptible to these types of rewards that 
engender such changes in revealed preferences?  To address this 
question, we discuss the impact of incidental affect on the neural 
representation of experienced value, an essential computation in the 
process of value-based decision-making.

We scanned human subjects’ brains (N=19, 6f, aged 21-46 
years) using fMRI while engaging in a task that first involved the 
receipt of a monetary reward ($0, $50, $200) for real using a one-
armed bandit task and subsequently the receipt of a food reward (two 
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different liked wines). During the tasting task, subjects were instruct-
ed to evaluate how much they liked the taste of each wine.

Behavioral analysis showed that the incidental rewards (i.e. 
amounts won from the slot machine) significantly biased partici-
pant’s judgments of how much they enjoyed the wines (F(1, 18) = 
7.46, p<.01). No effect on reaction times was found.

We ran a set of different univariate fMRI analysis. First, we 
looked for brain areas correlating with the size of monetary reward 
and found that the size of incidental rewards trigged activity changes 
in different brain areas previously found to be involved in reward 
processing (i.e. vStr, dStr, amydala, insula, inferior OFC). Second, 
we investigated brain areas that correlate with the size of reported 
experienced value (EV) and found that EV was encoded in brain ar-
eas that also have been previously found to encode EV (i.e. vmPFC, 
the inferior lateral OFC, anterior insula). Third, we analyzed the neu-
ral correlates of how the judgement of the consumption experience 
is biased by the size of the incidental reward. Interestingly, we found 
that incidental rewards affect EV through a negative correlation in 
two of the EV areas mentioned above, the insula and the inferior 
lateral OFC. Our own data and also previous studies could show that 
activity in these brain areas correlate negatively with taste pleasant-
ness.

Our results show that incidental rewards have an effect of re-
ported OV. Interestingly, our fMRI results reveal that incidental af-
fect bias taste processing on an earlier stage as compared to more 
cognitive cues (i.e. the price of the wine, semantic label of an odor, 
Plassmann et al. 2008). Finally, it seems that incidental affect “make 
subjects dislike the wines less” instead of liking them more as com-
pared to other papers that have looked at a cognitive modulation of 
EV.

Single neuron Correlates of  
Emotion Regulation In Humans

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Adult humans have the ability to regulate their emotions, an 

ability that emerges late in development and breaks down in some 
psychiatric diseases. A leading neurological model of emotional rep-
resentations in the brain hypothesizes that the amygdala modulates 
prefrontal cortex activity by top-down influences. The basis of emo-
tion regulation, however, has never been investigated in humans at 
the single neuron level. This research provides the first extensive 
study of what happens to the activity of individual neurons in the 
human brain as people experience and regulate their emotions while 
viewing emotional moving images.

In order to test participants’ ability to control and regulate their 
emotions we used a novel technique: recording the activity of single 
neurons directly from the brains of humans, while they were exhibit-
ing emotions or regulating them.

Participants were 8 epilepsy patients undergoing brain surgery 
for possible clinical resection of the seizure foci, who agreed to par-
ticipate in research studies during their hospital stay. During a clini-
cal procedure, up to 128 electrodes were implanted in the exposed 
brain of each patient. These electrodes allow for the continuous re-
cording of single neuron activity. This ability to record the brain’s 
activity in its highest resolution allows us to examine how thoughts 
and emotions are expressed using the brain’s own language of elec-
trical spiking in individual neurons (Cerf et al., 2010; Kreiman et al., 
2000; Gelbard et al., 2008) rather than imaging activity related to 
oxygenation in areas each containing many thousands of neurons, as 
in the method used in fMRI research, which is of significantly lower 
temporal and spatial resolution (Mukamel et al., 2005).

Participants viewed a number of short video clips, including 
excerpts from films, public-service ads, and political ads, intended 
to prompt emotional reactions. We also included neutral control 
clips designed not to induce emotional reactions. Participants were 
instructed first to view all of the clips and to let their feelings flow 
naturally. Following the viewing of the clips participants rated each 
clip on scales measuring emotion, engagement, and arousal. Next, 
participants were instructed to again view both the emotional and the 
control clips, but this time were instructed to regulate their emotions. 
That is, participants were instructed to suppress their positive or neg-
ative emotions such that the feelings they felt during the first viewing 
would not manifest during the second viewing. Patients also reported 
whether they had been able to successfully regulate their emotions.

In order to determine the timing of the onset and offset of emo-
tional content in the clips, a set of healthy participants (n = 44) first 
independently rated the clips continuously for their emotional con-
tent (positive/negative). Participants watched the clips in real-time 
and were instructed to rate them using a moving dial continuously. 
We used their ratings to estimate the moments of the onset and du-
ration of emotional content while testing the neurological patients.

In trials where participants subjectively reported successfully 
regulating their emotions, we compared the spiking activity of single 
neurons in their brains in the two conditions. Cells in the amygdala 
– part of the brain which is commonly implicated with emotions, pri-
marily negative ones such as fear and disgust – showed increased ac-
tivity when participants viewed film clips during the first exposure. 
That is, when participants viewed the film clips naturally. However, 
during the second viewing, when the participants reported successful 
regulating of their emotions, we observed a gradual decrease in the 
amygdala firing over time, controlled by activity in the Orbito-Fron-
tal Cortex (OFC), which is commonly said to be the seat of top-down 
executive control of emotions. These results show direct neuronal 
evidence for humans’ ability to regulate emotions. 

Effectively, we found that neurons in the amygdala were modu-
lated not only by emotional content in the stimuli, but also by the pa-
tients’ volitional regulating of emotions. Participants’ initial response 
to the stimuli occurred within an early temporal epoch, followed by 
a later epoch where responses were modulated by the regulation in-
struction, suggesting an early and mostly bottom-up response within 
the amygdala followed by a later response that is driven by top-down 
influences.

Using the activity of OFC neurons alone, we could predict a) 
how the content of the films affected participants (i.e., whether they 
would report feeling specific discrete emotions while watching the 
content), and b) whether they let these emotions naturally manifest, 
or whether they suppressed them. Decoding performance was above 
90% during the first 3s of exposure to the emotional clips. Negative 
emotions were decoded within 1s from the onset of the emotional 
moment in the clip and were reflected by a change of 5STD above 
or below (dependent on the neurons excitatory or inhibitory proper-
ties) the baseline firing rate. Baseline was established during passive 
viewing of the screen without content. 

These results should be of interest to consumer psychologists 
who study emotions, as they provide direct evidence of emotions in 
single-neuron activity in the human brain, and show the mechanisms 
underlying emotion regulation at the single-neuron level. The results 
also demonstrate the direct effect of the viewing of different types of 
emotional content on the human brain. They suggest that it is pos-
sible to use single-neuron activity to monitor the effect of different 
kinds of emotional content on consumers – whether they are reacting 
emotionally to the content, whether they are reacting positively or 
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negatively to the content, what specific emotions they are feeling, 
and whether they are able to control their emotional reactions. 

The novel method of direct recording of neuronal activity from 
human brains will be of great interest to consumer psychologists, and 
we believe this conference is a perfect forum for exposing consumer 
psychologists, for this first time, to this new and unique method of 
measurement. We believe that this method could be used to examine 

a wide range of topics of interest to consumer psychologists, includ-
ing how memories are formed in real-time, and how people form 
associations between one piece of information and another – such as 
a brand and its associations. Ultimately, this method can be used to 
examine how people form judgments and make choices in real-time, 
while directly examining the brain’s own coding mechanism.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Each year Americans spend $700 billion on food. Whether 

it’s in a store, restaurant, school cafeteria, or at home, each day con-
sumers are confronted with myriad food options. The choices that 
people make, both about what to eat and how much to eat, play a 
large role in determining their health, obesity, and well-being. But 
while people generally recognize the importance of their diet, they 
often don’t appreciate the drivers of eating behavior.

In this proposed session, we consider various factors that shape 
food choices and consumption. Two of the papers focus on how food 
choices are influenced by environmental factors such as social norms 
and food color. The two other papers focus on person variables, 
including self-control and childhood environment. All four papers 
provide insight into how these factors influence food preferences. 
Importantly, each paper goes beyond mere measures of food liking 
and presents findings for the actual quantity of food consumed. It is 
only with measures of intake that we can make stronger claims about 
subsequent effects on health and well-being.

In the first paper, Redden and colleagues present three field ex-
periments in elementary school cafeterias testing different interven-
tions for increasing kids’ consumption of vegetables. They find that 
placing photos of specific vegetables on lunch trays increased carrot 
and green bean intake by 178%. They also show that serving school 
children carrots at the table as they waited to be called to enter the 
cafeteria line increased carrot intake by 430%.

In the next paper, Haws examines how individual differences in 
self-control influence the “variety effect” – the notion that the pres-
ence of variety leads people to eat higher quantities of food. In a 
series of experiments, she shows that trait self-control plays a critical 
role in how variety influences eating. For people low in trait self-con-
trol, for example, the presence of variety increased snack consump-
tion by 73%. But for people high in trait self-control, the presence of 
variety increased snack consumption by only 14%.

The third paper by Cantu and Griskevicius investigates how 
food color affects consumption. Drawing on the idea that the color 

red has reliably served as an indicator of a food’s (e.g., fruit and 
berries) ripeness, sweetness, and adaptive value, they present three 
experiments testing how cues to redness affect consumption. They 
find that people eat about twice as many chocolates when the candies 
are wrapped in red wrappers. 

In the final paper, Hill and colleagues investigate how morality 
stressors influence women’s food consumption. Drawing on theory 
in biology, they propose that mortality stress should have different 
effects depending on women’s childhood environment. Across three 
experiments, they show that whereas mortality cues increase food 
consumption for women who grew up poor, mortality stress decreas-
es food consumption for women who grew up wealthy.

The papers in this session highlight two types of factors driv-
ing food consumption the person and the situation. Across the four 
research projects, there is consistent evidence that both types of fac-
tors play a central role in what people eat and how much they con-
sume. By using a diversity of perspectives (behavioral economics, 
evolutionary psychology, consumer traits), and a variety of methods 
(lab studies and field experiments), this session delivers a rich un-
derstanding of factors driving food consumption. This approach and 
the importance of the core topic of food will appeal to a wide range 
of audiences, including those interested in food preferences and con-
sumption, consumer health, public policy interventions, variety, self-
control, and evolutionary approaches.

Interventions to Get School Children to  
Eat More Vegetables

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Childhood obesity remains a significant public health concern 

in the United States, especially among minority populations. Eating 
behaviors that include low intakes of fruits and vegetables and high 
intakes of energy-dense foods are risk factors for childhood obesity. 
According to national dietary intake data (NHANES 2007-2008), 
approximately 90% of children 8 years-old and older do not meet 
the current recommendation for total daily vegetable intake. In this 
research, we test the effectiveness of three interventions to increase 
vegetable intake at an elementary school cafeteria with approximate-
ly 800 students.

The relatively new field of behavioral economics has increased 
awareness of the effectiveness of small environmental changes to 
alter behavior. These so-called “nudges” have been effective in a 
range of settings (Thaler and Sunstein 2010), with the notion that 
people are more likely to engage in behaviors they feel like they 
“freely” chose. We propose that interventions will be more effec-
tive when they make children actively choose and consume the veg-
etables for themselves (i.e., without being coerced). Specifically, we 
test how much the following three small interventions (or nudges) 
will increase vegetable intake at an elementary school cafeteria: (1) 
increasing the portion size, (2) providing photos on lunch trays to 
suggest that taking vegetables is the norm, and (3) serving vegetables 
before the rest of the meal.

Prior research has shown that the quantity people consume in-
creases as they are served larger servings of food (Wansink 2004). 
People tend to infer from the portion size what a typical person eats. 
People then subsequently follow this consumption norm, leading to 
a positive relationship between portion size and quantity consumed. 
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People have a tendency to finish the entire serving in front of them 
(Siegel 1957), suggesting that portion size largely determines the 
quantity consumed. 

Study 1 tested whether increasing the portion size for a veg-
etable (carrots) and a fruit (oranges) by 50% would increase intake 
in an elementary school cafeteria. Compared to a control day with 
an identical menu, school children ate 12% more carrots and 24% 
more oranges. However, a limiting factor of this intervention for 
vegetables was that less than 10% of the school children placed car-
rots on their school tray (versus 33% for oranges). Therefore, the 
consumption norm for vegetables could not have any effect for 90% 
of the children. 

In Study 2, we developed an intervention to more directly ad-
dress the fact that very few school children would take the necessary 
first step of putting carrots on their plate. Here, we employed a nudge 
based on social norms, which have long been recognized as a par-
ticularly powerful way to shape behavior. Norms reflect both what 
most people think should be done and what most people actually 
do (Cialdini, Reno, and Kallgren 1990; Deutsch and Gerard 1955), 
and people often use them as a cue to infer the best course of action 
(Cialdini 2001). In the school cafeteria setting, we created a norm 
to eat vegetables by adhering a photo of green beans and a photo of 
carrots in two separate compartments on the lunch tray. We expected 
these photos would indicate that others typically select and place 
vegetables into those compartments and that they should do so too. 
Compared to a control day with an identical menu, this intervention 
increased the percentage of students taking green beans from 6% to 
15%, and the percentage taking carrots from 12% to 37%. More im-
portantly, those putting the vegetables on their trays subsequently ate 
them as overall consumption per student in the cafeteria increased 
by 133% for green beans and 178% for carrots. Furthermore, this 
intervention required minimal time and cost (about 20 minutes and 
$0.03 per 100 trays).

In Study 3, we tested how we could make children willingly 
choose to consume vegetables by making them more attractive. 
Given that liking depends on how a stimulus compares to a refer-
ence point (Helson 1964; Parducci 1995), a vegetable will generally 
be unappealing when compared to more tasty unhealthy foods like 
pizza and chicken nuggets. To combat these contrast effects in liking, 
we propose that healthy foods will be more appealing when eaten in 
isolation. This would give a moderately liked healthy food a “fight-
ing chance” to be chosen, liked, and ultimately consumed more. 
Furthermore, when it is the only food present, people may be more 
likely to clean their plate and eat all of it (Geier, Rozin, and Doros 
2006; Siegel 1957). We therefore predict that, when both a healthy 
and an unhealthy food will be eaten, intake of the healthy food will 
increase when it is consumed first by itself without the unhealthy 
food present. Study 3 tested this prediction by first serving the school 
children carrots at the table as they waited to be called to enter the 
cafeteria line. Compared to a control day with an identical menu, 
this intervention increased the intake of carrots per student by 430%.

Overall, we show that three interventions each increase veg-
etable intake from 12% to 430%. The most effective interventions 
were those focused on encouraging children to simply put vegetables 
on their tray. Thus, future research should concentrate on design-
ing small “nudges” that encourage children to be open to and select 
vegetables. Once children get past this initial hurdle of avoidance, 
they appear open to subsequently eating the vegetables on their tray. 
Finally, future efforts to improve the dietary habits of children and 
increase vegetable intake may benefit from simpler interventions 
like ours rather than expensive educational efforts.
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In Control of Variety:  
How Self-Control Reduces the Effect of Food Variety 

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Variety typically leads to increased consumption. A recent re-

view refers to this phenomenon as the variety effect (Remick, Po-
livy, and Pliner 2009). Using a meta-analytic approach, Remick et al. 
(2009) conclude that while situational factors influence the variety 
effect, internal factors including gender, BMI, and dietary restraint 
do not. This work proposes that an overlooked moderator of the va-
riety effect is general self-control. 

Self-control has been linked with numerous long-term positive 
life outcomes, including better grades and job performance, healthier 
interpersonal relationships and higher self-esteem (Tangney, Bau-
meister, and Boone 2004). Given the pervasiveness of variety in our 
daily food options, I anticipate that the long-term nature of self-con-
trol will influence patterns of consumption in a healthy way, in this 
case through reducing the variety effect, consistent with the tendency 
of those higher in self-control to better monitor their behavior and 
be less susceptible to environmental influences. In a series of three 
studies, I examine the impact that variety has on preferences for vari-
ous types of foods as well as the resulting influence on the quantity 
consumed. 

In Study 1, 266 participants were asked how many candies they 
wanted to eat for an afternoon snack. In the variety condition, par-
ticipants were shown a variety of snacks (Hershey’s, Kit Kat, and/
or Reeses miniatures), whereas the single snack condition offered 
only one of the three snacks. We later assessed general self-control. 
Consistent with prior research, the variety effect emerged such that 
participants who saw the various snacks indicated they wanted more 
overall. However, an interaction between the variety condition and 
self-control also emerged (p < .01), such that the effect of self-con-
trol on quantity desired was more than four times larger in the variety 
condition than in the single snack condition. As well, self-control 
matters in the variety case (p < .01), as low self-control people 
showed a 40% higher quantity than those with high self-control in a 
spotlight analysis. 
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Study 2 used consumption of assorted snacks as the dependent 
measure. As in the first study, participants were either in a variety or 
no variety condition, with each group receiving 3 separate servings 
of miniature cookies (Chips Ahoy, Nutter Butters, and/or Oreos). 
Participants received these snacks in three rounds, with the order 
of snacks randomized in the variety condition. They performed un-
related, but timed tasks after receiving each snack in order to allow 
time for consumption. Following the study, consumption was mea-
sured and recorded. As in study 1, there was again evidence of the 
variety effect overall, but also the interaction with self-control. For 
those low in self-control, the variety effect led to about 73% more 
consumption than a single snack whereas this increase was only 14% 
for those high in self-control. As such, this study demonstrates the 
interaction between variety and self-control by extending our find-
ings to differences in actual consumption.

In Study 3, all participants actually consumed a variety of 
snacks. Specifically, participants were given a plate with small sam-
ples of nine common snack foods representing three each of healthy, 
medium, and unhealthy snacks. Participants rated their enjoyment 
of each snack in random order. Participants then received a plate 
with five chocolate chip cookies and were told to enjoy them while 
watching a video. Our purpose was to create a level of satiation 
with unhealthy snacks to see how this satiation would impact sub-
sequent liking for the variety of snacks. Participants then rated the 
same nine snacks again, and separately completed the general self-
control scale. I predict that people high in self-control would show 
a greater drop in liking across all of the snacks, demonstrating that 
their satiation spread further, thereby reducing the appeal afforded 
by variety. This would provide additional evidence of a weakening 
of the variety effect. The drop in liking ratings for each of the three 
food types were submitted to a repeated-measures ANCOVA with 
the snack type as a within-subjects factor, and trait self-control as a 
continuous covariate. I found the predicted interaction between food 
type and trait self-control, such that those with high trait self-control 
seem to satiate spontaneously on all of the foods while those with 
low trait self-control satiated little on the other food types (especially 
on the unhealthy foods), suggesting that the variety increased satia-
tion across the board for those high in self-control but not for those 
low in self-control. 

Overall, three studies using different approaches, including ac-
tual food consumption, to demonstrate an important factor in un-
derstanding the influence of variety on patterns of preference and 
consumption. Specifically, this work identifies general self-control 
as an internal factor that moderates the variety effect, which may 
help explain positive health outcomes over time as those with higher 
self-control are less susceptible to dramatically increasing their con-
sumption of or preference for foods in the presence of variety. 
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Red, Ripe, and Ready:  
Effect of Food Color on Consumption

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
People are confronted with multiple food choices every day. 

How do they decide which foods to eat – and how much to consume? 
Building on past research showing that environmental cues can influ-
ence food consumption (Wansink 2004), we examine how food color 
influences food desirability and consumption.  

All of our ancestors successfully solved the challenge of deter-
mining which foods to eat. As omnivorous generalists, humans can 
obtain nutrients from a wide variety of foods. However, some foods 
have always been more adaptive than others. For example, our an-
cestors would have benefitted more from consuming foods that were 
calorie-rich and easy to digest rather than eating foods that contained 
few calories and were difficult to digest (Rozin 1999). 

We propose that an important cue that helps determine a food’s 
adaptive value is its color. Research in biology shows a link between 
a species’ diet and the nature of that species’ vision (Smith et al. 
2003). Specifically, meat-eating carnivores such as dogs and tigers 
tend not to have trichromatic color vision and often see in black and 
white. By contrast, omnivores such as humans and other primates 
have trichromatic color vision that differentiates between green and 
red colors. Biologists have argued that because omnivores consume 
plants (e.g., fruits and berries), color vision may have evolved to help 
determine the adaptive value of food (Dominy & Lucas 2000). For 
example, the color of fruits and berries, which universally vary on a 
green-to-red spectrum, reliably serves as an indicator of their adap-
tive value, whereby redness is associated with high adaptive value: 
Redness tends to signal ripeness, a desirable sweet taste, easy digest-
ibility, and higher nutritional value (Goff & Klee 2006). 

Given the association between the color red and the adaptive 
value of food, we examined how the color red relates to food psy-
chology and consumption. We hypothesized that the color red in the 
context of food should be associated with (1) automatic tendencies 
to approach red-colored foods, and that (2) people should consume 
higher quantities of red-colored foods.  

Experiment 1 tested people’s automatic tendencies to physical-
ly approach the color red versus the color green. We used an estab-
lished behavioral task, in which people made physical movements 
using a joystick to approach stimuli presented on a computer screen, 
whereby the speed of the movements was the dependent measure 
(Chen and Bargh 1999). The experiment had two between-subjects 
conditions that manipulated the context in which people saw the col-
or red and green: Colors were presented either in a food context or 
in a non-food context (control). Context was manipulated by prim-
ing people either with food-related thoughts or with neutral control 
thoughts before assessing the speed at which people approached the 
color green and the color red.

Results showed that in the control condition people were 
slightly (non-significantly) slower to approach the color red than 
green. However, when people were first primed with food-related 
thoughts, they were significantly faster to approach the color red, 
F(1,57)=8.94, p=.004; MControl=778 ms, MFood=687 ms. Thus, in the 
context of food, people were faster to approach the color red.  

Experiment 2 tested how food color influenced the quantity of 
actual food consumption. The study had two between-subjects con-
ditions, whereby all participants watched a video, but they were pro-
vided with one of two different types of snacks (chocolate candies): 
The candies were either wrapped in red wrappers or in green wrap-
pers. We measured the quantity of candies eaten during the movie. 
Results showed that participants who were given snacks wrapped in 
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red ate nearly twice as many candies as participants who were given 
snacks wrapped in green, t(93)=-2.707, p=.008; MGreen=1.84 candies, 
MRed=3.46 candies. 

Experiment 3 sought to identify a condition when the color red 
exerts the strongest effect on food consumption by testing a theo-
retically-derived moderator of the effect. Because the color red has 
been a reliable indicator of food ripeness and sweetness through-
out evolutionary history (Goff & Klee 2006), we hypothesized that 
the color red would have the strongest effect for the consumption of 
sweet foods rather than non-sweet foods (e.g., salty foods). Experi-
ment 3 therefore had a 2 (food color: red vs. green) X 2 (food type: 
sweet vs. salty) between-subjects design. All participants watched a 
video and were given either candies or tortilla chips as snacks. How-
ever, the foods were either red or green. We measured the quantity of 
food eaten. Findings showed an interaction (p < .05). Conceptually 
replicating Study 2, people ate more candies in the red than in the 
green condition. However, color did not influence the consumption 
quantity of salty foods.

Across three studies, we find the consistent pattern that con-
sumers have a natural attraction to red foods. We attribute this be-
havior to the adaptive value of food signaled by the color red: it has 
ripened and can be enjoyed when eaten. Therefore, when encounter-
ing an ideally sweet food, consumers approach the food faster and 
subsequently consume more of it when it is red (versus green). Our 
research establishes these basic effects, and it highlights the impor-
tance of color for food palatability. We believe this knowledge can 
assist food marketers in making their products more attractive and 
more importantly more enjoyable.
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Mortality threat Can Increase or decrease Women’s 
Caloric Intake depending on their Childhood 

Environment

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Why do some women obsess over calories and go to extreme 

measures to prevent weight gain, while others eat without thought, 
having little concern for how their food choices affect their body 
weight? In this research, we draw on an evolutionary perspective on 
eating, which suggests that women’s caloric intake is related to fer-
tility. Importantly, because female fertility across animal species is 

known to be regulated by environmental conditions indicating high 
mortality, we propose that women’s eating behavior might be influ-
enced by perceptions of mortality dangers. In three experiments, we 
examine if, when, and why mortality dangers influence women’s eat-
ing psychology and food consumption.

From an evolutionary perspective, all organisms, including hu-
mans, vary on whether they follow a ‘Fast’ or a ‘Slow’ evolutionary 
strategy (Ellis et al. 2009). Fast strategies are associated with more 
rapid sexual development, earlier ages of reproduction, and higher 
quantity of offspring. Slow strategies, by contrast, are associated with 
slower sexual development, later ages of reproduction, and lower 
quantity of offspring. This means that whereas fast strategists behave 
in ways to facilitate immediate reproduction, slow strategists delay 
reproduction.

Whether organisms, including humans, adopt fast versus slow 
strategies depends on the stressfulness of their early-life environ-
ment (Ellis et al. 2009). For example, whereas people growing up 
in stressful low-SES environments tend to adopt faster strategies, 
people growing up in less-stressful high-SES environments tend to 
adopt slower strategies. Importantly, research shows that behavioral 
tendencies associated with fast versus slow strategies are especially 
prominent when individuals are facing mortality dangers (Griskevi-
cius et al. 2011). Specifically, mortality threat leads people from low-
SES background to exhibit fast strategy behaviors such as wanting 
to start a family sooner. In contrast, the same mortality threat leads 
people from high-SES background to exhibit slow strategy behav-
iors such as delaying reproduction. 

Because fast and slow strategies differ in the timing of reproduc-
tive activity, these strategies also directly relate to women’s caloric 
consumption. This is because women’s ability to reproduce depends 
on having substantial amounts of body fat (Anderson and Crawford 
1992). Because female reproductive timing and capacity depend on 
body fat, this means that reproductive timing and capacity can be 
sped up or slowed down by adjusting body fat levels (Salomon et al 
2008; Wasser and Barash 1983). That is, whereas increasing caloric 
intake increases the likelihood that a woman is physically able to 
reproduce, decreasing caloric intake suppresses female reproduction. 

Because fast strategies are associated with immediate repro-
duction, they might be associated with increased caloric intake to 
facilitate this immediate reproduction. By contrast, because slow 
strategies are associated with delaying reproduction, they might 
be associated with decreased caloric intake to delay reproduction. 
Given that behavioral tendencies associated with fast versus slow 
strategies is most prominent under mortality threat (Griskevicius et 
al. 2011), in three experiments we investigated how mortality threat 
influences women’s eating psychology and behavior. Building on 
past research, we predicted that mortality cues should have different 
effects on depending on whether women grew up in low-SES versus 
high-SES environments. Whereas those from low-SES backgrounds 
should respond to mortality by increasing fatty food intake to facili-
tate body fat accumulation (consistent with a fast strategy), women 
from high-SES childhoods should respond to mortality by decreas-
ing fatty food intake to hinder body fat accumulation (consistent with 
a slow strategy).

In Study 1, we experimentally manipulated mortality cues by 
having people read a news article about increasing rates of vio-
lent crime or having them read a control article. We then examined 
women’s (and men’s) desire for food by measuring the size of their 
drawing of cookies, which were drawn from memory viewed earlier 
in the session. Results revealed that for women growing up in more 
stressful, lower SES environments, the mortality news articles in-
creased desire for food. In contrast, among women growing up in 
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more advantaged high-SES environments, mortality cues decreased 
desire for food. No such effects were found for men. 

In Study 2, mortality cues were manipulated by having women 
view a slideshow with visual images of escalating violent crime or 
control images. Women were then offered snacks (cookies and pret-
zels) that they could take with them when leaving the laboratory. 
Findings conceptually replicated the results of Study 1. Specifically, 
women who grew up in more stressful, lower-SES environments, 
mortality cues significantly increased the number of food items tak-
en. Among women growing up in more advantaged environments, 
however, these same cues significantly decreased the number of food 
items taken.

Study 3 examined whether mortality cues would influence 
women’s beliefs about calorie regulation and desire to prevent 
weight gain. Consistent with the results from Studies 1 and 2, Study 
3 found that for women growing up in lower SES environments, 
morality cues significantly decreased desire to restrict calories and 
prevent weight gain. Among women growing up in more advantaged 
environments, however, these cues significantly increased desire to 
restrict calories and prevent weight gain. Additionally, the changes 
in calorie restriction were found to be fully mediated by the changes 
in weight regulation desires.  

These studies provide important new insights into the complex 
relationship between environmental cues and women’s food regu-
lation behavior and have important implications for understanding 
women’s consumption behaviors.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Time delay is a ubiquitous phenomenon in consumer life. Prior 

research has shown that delay discounts the peripheral aspects of a 
consumption scenario and increases the importance of central as-
pects of the decision (e.g., Trope and Liberman 2003). In the wait-
ing literature, research has shown that people’s experiences with a 
consumption episode are usually negatively correlated with delay 
because sooner is better (Taylor 1994). Yet other research suggests 
that more negative experience during waiting can also increase goal 
desirability (Koo and Fishbach 2010). Furthermore, different con-
sumers might use different strategies to regulate their time and deci-
sions (Lauer 1981). How does delay and time elapse play a role in 
consumer behaviour? This session tries to expand our understanding 
of the effect of time delay and duration by systematically examin-
ing the effect of delay/time elapse on consumption enjoyment and 
decisions across diverse domains, and conversely, how consumers 
form duration perception as a result of their ongoing consumption 
experience.  

The session begins with a paper by Lee and Tsai that examines 
how price promotions influence hedonic consumption experience 
immediately after payment versus after a delay. The findings suggest 
that discounts make instant consumption more enjoyable; however, 
this pattern reverses when consumption is delayed due to consumers’ 
changed feelings and involvement. Sellier and Avnet further inves-
tigate how consumers with different temporal regulation strategies 
react to different promotion strategies offering different time flex-
ibility. For example, they demonstrate that clock-time style results in 
higher preferences towards delayed services with more waiting than 
immediate service, compared with event-time style, because clock-
time consumers can shift tasks around more easily. Following up 
these findings, Zhao, Soman and Yang propose and show that more 
waiting time and a greater number of people behind during waiting 
lead consumers to value the delay more highly and to consume at 
higher levels because they need to compensate for their perceived 
sunk cost. Finally, while the first three papers examine the effect 
of delay/duration of waiting on consumption decisions and experi-

ence, Ilyuk, Block and Faro take a reversed direction and investigate 
how current consumption experience impacts the perceived efficacy 
duration of a product, a previously neglected construct. Their find-
ings suggest that higher difficulty of the current experience leads to 
shorter perceived efficacy duration of the product and thus increases 
the frequency of intake of the product. 

The papers in this session proposal are all in advanced stages of 
completion, with multiple studies conducted and full papers avail-
able. Taken together, the session is designed to provide an integrative 
overview of new research aimed at enhancing our understanding of 
the role of delay in consumption enjoyment, consumer spending and 
other aspects of consumer decisions. In this sense, the session helps 
to further the conference mission of appreciating diversity by exam-
ining the role of delay in these diverse areas. Besides their theoretical 
contributions, the findings in this session also provide important im-
plications to enhance consumption experiences in situations involv-
ing delay and waiting, and to increase consumers’ health and welfare 
by changing their perceived efficacy duration of drugs. The likely 
audience for this session will be consumer researchers in general and 
specifically those who are interested in consumers’ decision-making 
related with time and duration. Thus we expect to draw the interest 
of a wide range of researchers. 

the Immediate and delayed Effects of Price Promotions 
on Post-Purchase Consumption Experience

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Consumers generally believe that getting a good deal for a prod-

uct would enhance their hedonic experience of consuming the prod-
uct. The present research examines this intuition. We find that getting 
a price discount can make consumption more enjoyable. However, 
contrary to lay beliefs, when consumption is decoupled from pay-
ment with a time delay, price promotions actually diminish consump-
tion enjoyment over time. While prior research has documented the 
effects of price promotions on sales and perceived quality (e.g., the 
placebo effect in which discounts have been found to decrease per-
ceived efficacy of utilitarian products – Shiv, Carmon, and Ariely 
2005), we systematically investigate the effect of price promotions 
on post-purchase consumption experience of hedonic products over 
time. 

On the one hand, getting a good bargain can elevate moods 
(Heilman, Nakamoto, and Rao 2002), which spills over to consump-
tion experience and makes consumption more enjoyable. On the 
other hand, paying a lower price may reduce the psychological need 
to recover one’s expenditure (Gourville and Soman 2002); thus, the 
less a consumer has paid for a product, the less relevant the consumer 
perceives the product to be, and the less involved he/she becomes 
during consumption. The resulting lower involvement thus makes 
evaluation less extreme (Petty and Brinol 2010) and diminishes the 
intensity of consumption enjoyment. Given that mood effects are of-
ten transient while involvement effects might be more persistent, we 
propose that if a product is consumed immediately after payment, 
price promotions should enhance consumption enjoyment. However, 
if the consumption is delayed, the negative effect of price promotions 
(due to lower involvement) will dominate. 

To test our hypotheses, we conducted four experiments (three 
of which involving real spending and product consumption) in which 
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we manipulated how much participants paid for a product and when 
they consumed the product after payment. Experiment 1 employed a 
2 (discount: 0% vs. 50%) x 2 (consumption: immediate vs. delayed) 
between-subjects design. Specifically, participants first earned a 
wage by completing an unrelated study. Then, in the main “shopping 
study,” they used (some of) that money to purchase one of two given 
music recordings either at the full price or a (50%) discounted price. 
After paying for their chosen recording, participants were given the 
recording on an iPod either immediately or after a 25-minute delay, 
asked to listen to the recording, and then evaluate how much they 
enjoyed listening to it. To control for perceived quality, the music 
recording was the same in all conditions unbeknownst to the partici-
pants. As expected, for immediate consumption, price promotions 
increased consumption enjoyment, whereas for delayed consump-
tion, the effect was reversed. More important, mediation analysis 
showed that mood mediated the effect of promotions for immediate 
consumption but not for delayed consumption. We replicated these 
findings in Experiment 2 using a different sensory stimulus (choco-
lates) with an extended time delay (1 week). 

In Experiment 3, we attempted to gain insight into consumers’ 
affective and cognitive reactions to price promotions using a simi-
lar consumption context as Experiment 1, and therefore, to obtain 
process evidence for the hypothesized dual factors—positive feeling 
and involvement—in accounting for the observed interaction effect. 
The results demonstrate that while consumers may be insensitive to 
the transient nature of feelings (due primarily to affective misfore-
casting; Gilbert et al. 1998), their insight into the persistent effect of 
price-induced involvement is consistent with the results of experi-
ments 1 and 2.

Nonetheless, to further demonstrate the role of involvement in 
the delayed-consumption results, we manipulated stimulus valence 
in Experiment 4. Specifically, the proposed involvement account 
predicts that, over time, price promotions should weaken consump-
tion experience, making the experience of consuming a liked prod-
uct (i.e., orange juice with honey) less enjoyable, and conversely, 
a disliked product (i.e., orange juice with vinegar) less unpleasant. 
Indeed, for immediate consumption, price promotions enhanced 
consumption experience regardless of stimulus valence. However, 
for delayed consumption, price promotions made the tasty juice less 
enjoyable and the sour juice less unpleasant. Mediation analysis con-
firmed that involvement during consumption mediated the effect of 
price promotions for delayed consumption. The results also ruled out 
perceived quality as an alternative explanation, suggesting that these 
effects of promotions can operate above and beyond price-quality 
associations. 

Our work provides new insight to the literature on the psycho-
logical effects of price promotions on hedonic consumption experi-
ences over time. Contrary to lay beliefs, getting a good deal actually 
reduces consumption enjoyment if consumption is decoupled from 
payment with a time delay. Besides the placebo effect, our findings 
also complement prior work on the psychology of payment that ex-
amines the difference between pre-payment and post-payment on 
consumption experience (Prelec and Loewenstein 1998) by investi-
gating the effect of promotions on consumption experience at differ-
ent points in time after payment Further, our empirical findings may 
offer a potential alternative explanation for the extant finding that 
price promotions can have negative long-term effects on customer 
satisfaction and brand loyalty.

Clock-time, Event-time and Consumer decision-Making

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Time is a continuum on which consumption activities occur in 

succession from past to present to the future. Two ways in which 
individuals schedule tasks over time have been documented (e.g., 
Lauer 1981; Levine 1997): 1) “clock-time,” where individuals divide 
time into objective and quantifiable units, and let an external clock 
dictate when tasks begin/end; and (2) “event-time,” where tasks are 
planned relative to other tasks, and individuals transition from one to 
the next when they internally sense that the former task is complete 
(Lauer, 1981). To illustrate, clock-time individuals may have break-
fast at 8 am, work from 9 am to 5 pm, dine at 6.30 pm. Event-time 
individuals begin work after breakfast, linger at the market for how-
ever long it takes to have one’s basket full, and leave work when they 
can “call it a day”. Recent research suggests that people’s adoption 
of a clock-versus event-time scheduling style is related to successful 
self-regulation (Avnet and Sellier 2011). 

This research documents two critical ways in which these 
scheduling styles differ in their influence on consumers’ decision-
making. A first difference is that clock-time consumers slice time 
into quantifiable, independent units, which provides them with the 
ability to switch tasks around more easily than event-time consum-
ers, who view time as a sequence of events following one another, 
and are therefore relatively more captive of their task ordering. This 
greater flexibility of clock-time consumers leads to three predic-
tions: first, they should value consumption contexts enabling them 
to rearrange tasks more than event-time consumers (H1). Second, a 
reliance on clock-time implies two costs, which influence decisions 
about impulsive consumption opportunities: (1) one is that of being 
used to incurring “empty” time whenever a task takes less time to 
complete than anticipated. Clock- (vs. event)-time consumers should 
better respond to opportunities taking place during empty time be-
cause they fill an otherwise wasted slot (H2); (2) in the context of 
an unscheduled opportunity appearing outside of empty time, clock-
time consumers should require more time to think about the rear-
rangement of tasks than event-time consumers, because the latter 
only postpone all their tasks to later (H3). A second difference is that 
clock-time consumers are concerned with efficiency (getting things 
done) whereas event-time consumers are focused on effectiveness 
(doing things well). From this, we derived the prediction that clock-
time (vs. event-time) consumers are generally likely to purchase 
discounted items independent of whether they need those items at 
the time of purchase. In sharp contrast, event-time consumers should 
seek to purchase items when they can use them (H4).

Across five studies, we either measured participants’ chronic 
reliance on clock- (event-) time (Studies 1-4) or primed them with 
these scheduling styles (Study 5). Consistent with H1, clock-time 
(vs. event-time) participants in a first study were more likely to buy 
products online rather than at a brick-and-mortar store, p < .05, pre-
sumably because shopping online is possible any time. 

A second study involved 111 participants reading consumption 
scenarios. In a first scenario, participants imagined that they saw that 
a designer store is running a 30% one-day sale. A salesperson further 
explained that they could buy a coupon extending the 30% discount 
for two months. Again supportive of H1, we found that clock-time 
participants showed a higher preference and willingness to pay for 
coupons they could use later but had to pay for, compared to a free 
coupon they could only use immediately, both p < .05. 

In a second scenario, participants reported their readiness to 
seize an unexpected discount opportunity during empty time. Par-
ticipants imagined they were purchasing items at a department store 
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and could get 20% off if they used coupons they could request at the 
other end of the store. Imagining their next scheduled task was 15 
minutes later, clock-time participants indicated they were willing to 
spend more time getting the coupons than event-time participants, 
one-tailed p < .05 (H2). 

In a third scenario, participants were unexpectedly offered to 
leave the next day for a 3-day trip to a secluded beach resort, all 
expenses paid, provided the decision was made right away, we found 
that – compared to event-time participants - clock-time participants 
were significantly less ready to immediately go on the trip, needed 
time to think about it more, and would be more likely to only go on 
the trip if it were at least a week later (all p’s < .05, H3).

A third study had 55 students react to a reservation service for 
restaurants that normally have a “no reservation” policy, allowing 
consumers to book a table in exchange for a fee. Indicating that 
clock-time consumers are more comfortable around empty time than 
event-time consumers (H3), we found that clock-time participants 
liked the idea less than event-time participants (p < .03) and intended 
to tell others about it less (p = .05).

A fourth and fifth study tested H4. In both studies, participants 
imagined that the season was winter (or summer) and that some 
stores at their mall are offering up to 50% off. We told them to assume 
that they were thinking of buying the products on sale at some point 
anyway. Their time scheduling style was either measured (Study 4) 
or primed (Study 5). Subjects reported their likelihood of buying 
the discounted summer (e.g., sunglasses) and winter products (e.g., 
boots). The key replicated finding is that clock-time consumers are 
more likely to purchase discounted items off-season than event-time 
consumers, who prefer to buy discounted items during the season in 
which the items can be used. Together, these findings suggest pro-
found ways in which task scheduling styles shape decision-making.

What’s Queuing Worth?  
Sunk Effort and the Value of A Queue Position

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Consumers routinely have to wait in queues to obtain a product 

or service. In this research, we examine the manner in which people 
value their position in a queue and the effect of this valuation on their 
subsequent consumption decisions. Specifically, we investigate the 
effect of two cues in the queuing environment: the time spent in the 
queue and the number of people behind. We hypothesize that more 
time spent in the queue and a greater number of people behind lead 
people to value the wait more highly and to consume at higher levels 
because of the perceived sunk cost.

Our predictions are based on prior research on mental account-
ing (Thaler, 1985) and the psychology of queuing (Koo and Fish-
bach, 2010; Zhou and Soman, 2003). Research on mental accounting 
suggests that when people prepay to purchase an experience such 
as a ski pass, they open a mental account for the purpose and tag 
it with a negative balance – the disutility of the payment they have 
just made. The only way in which they can satisfactorily close their 
mental account “in the black” (i.e., without a loss) is by consuming 
what they paid for (Prelec and Loewenstein, 1998), even if it rains 
on the ski day. We propose that people think about the queuing ex-
perience much like how they think about the utility of a transaction, 
following the same principles of mental accounting. As such, people 
in queues value the effort/psychological cost they have expended to 
achieve their position in the queue, and they seek to be compen-
sated for it through product purchase or other form of reimburse-
ment so that they can close the mental account in the black. Because 
the longer people have to wait, the more effort is involved and the 

greater their negative emotional reactions are (Taylor 1994), we pre-
dict that greater time of wait leads to greater valuation of the queue 
and hence greater consumption required to make up for the wait. 
Second, because pervious research has demonstrated that number of 
people behind in a queue impacts people’s queuing behavior (Koo 
and Fishbach, 2010; Zhou and Soman, 2003), we predict that people 
would also take number of people behind as a cue to evaluate their 
effort expended so far. Therefore, when the number of people behind 
is larger, people perceive higher psychological cost. Consequently, 
they need a higher level of benefit to compensate for their efforts, 
and consume at a higher level. 

Our findings in three studies largely supported our hypotheses. 
While Study 1 examined the interaction between time of wait and 
number of people behind, Study 2 further investigated the effect of 
waiting time and Study 3 further investigated the effect of number of 
people behind. In Study 1, we asked participants to imagine that they 
were waiting in queue in a popular restaurant. During waiting they 
were told that the restaurant will be closing due to unforeseen cir-
cumstances and they will receive a gift certificate to compensate for 
the waiting. Across different conditions, participants were either told 
that they have been waiting for 20 minutes or for 45 minutes, and 
that there were either 5 vs. 10 groups behind them. Participants were 
asked to indicate the amount of compensation they would request. 
Consistent with our prediction, we found that people requested a 
higher amount of gift certificate after waiting for longer time (45 
min.) compared with waiting for shorter time (20 min.). However, 
this effect was attenuated when there were 10 groups of people be-
hind them: Participants requested higher amount of compensation 
regardless how long they have waited, presumably because they 
used number of people behind (10 groups) as an additional cue for 
their perceived effort of waiting. A mediation analysis supported our 
proposition that the perceived cost of waiting drove the observed 
interaction between time of wait and number of people behind on the 
valuation of the queue position. 

In Study 2, we directly manipulated personal waiting cost (high 
vs. low) and examined its interaction with time of wait on people’s 
consumption decisions in a restaurant. We found that when people 
had to undergo a wait themselves and thus perceived high wait cost, 
they tended to order a more expensive meal after spending more time 
waiting. However, when they did not have to wait themselves and 
thus the perceived psychological cost of the wait was low, this effect 
was attenuated. In Study 3, we examined the effect of number of 
people behind in a field setting and found that when the cue of the 
number of people behind was salient, consumers at a car wash chose 
the more upgraded and expensive car wash options when the num-
ber of people (cars) behind was large, but this effect was attenuated 
when the cue was difficult to observe.

These findings contribute to the literature on queuing and value 
perception. Our research represents the first piece of work to apply 
mental accounting to an investigation of how waiting time and num-
ber of people behind in a queue impact the value perception of the 
queue, and how this valuation is translated into different consump-
tion levels. 

Is it Still Working? The Effects of Task Difficulty on 
Perceived Duration of Product Efficacy

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
As consumers, we often wonder how long products will last or, 

alternatively, how long before they “wear off.” How long will the 
morning brew give you energy? How long will the headache medi-
cine relieve pain and keep the excruciating headache from coming 
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back? Despite the pervasiveness of such questions and their impor-
tance in determining consumption—namely intake frequency—there 
has been no research on consumers’ judgments of product efficacy 
duration. 

In the present research, we take a neglected construct—per-
ceived duration of product efficacy—and propose that contextual 
factors, namely the tasks consumers perform during and after prod-
uct consumption, affect such judgments. Specifically, we demon-
strate the consumer belief that duration of product efficacy depends 
on the difficulty level of a cognitive task one performs. 

Importantly, evidence supports that this lay belief has no ba-
sis in scientific fact. There is no increased energy utilization during 
tasks that require more vs. less cognitive effort (Clarke and Sokoloff 
1998; Gibson and Green 2002; Lennie 2003; Gibson 2007; Kurzban 
2010). The efficacy duration of a product’s active ingredients (e.g., 
half life of medication, glucose metabolism) is determined by factors 
such as genetics and body weight; for the average, healthy individual 
who is not glucose depleted, no physical or cognitive task that he/
she performs can change its kinetics. Despite the scientific evidence 
to the contrary, across three studies we demonstrate that consumers 
hold the belief that product efficacy duration is shorter (vs. longer) 
when they perform a difficult (vs. easy) cognitive activity. 

In study 1, we obtain evidence that perceived duration of product 
efficacy—measured by actual consumption in real-time—depends 
on the difficulty of the task one performs. We administered a reading 
task and manipulated task difficulty by adjusting font style, using 
degraded font in the difficult condition. Participants were placed in 
either the difficult or easy task condition and given Jelly Belly Sport 
Beans® (note that the short-term energy enhancing jelly beans have 
an actual onset time of 30 minutes, which experimentally controls 
for any glucose entering the system) to eat while they worked on 
the task. They were instructed to eat another Sport Bean® whenever 
they felt the effects wearing off and to press [SPACE BAR] each 
time they did so. These key presses captured perceived efficacy du-
ration. As hypothesized, perceived efficacy duration was shorter for 
those in the difficult font condition (Mdifficult = 6.25 minutes) than for 
those in the easy, standard font condition (Measy = 8.15 minutes; F(1, 
100) = 6.16, p < .05). While our main dependent variable was an 
on-line judgment of product efficacy duration, retrospective judg-
ments of product efficacy duration showed an identical pattern of 
results such that those in the difficult font condition judged the Sport 
Beans® to have a shorter efficacy duration than those in the easy font 
condition (Mdifficult = 2.90 vs. Measy = 3.41; F(1, 109) = 4.24, p < .05). 
Additional measures collected in this study ruled out the alternative 
explanation that results were due to differences in negative affect, 
decreased alertness, fatigue, or motivation across conditions. 

In study 2, we manipulated perceived rather than actual task dif-
ficulty. In this study, we also varied consumers’ beliefs about efficacy 
duration via a priming technique that either reinforced the belief that 
duration depends on context, or countered the belief with evidence 
that duration is context-independent. Participants were given the 
same instructions to eat Jelly Belly Sport Beans®, this time while 
working on identical GMAT reading comprehension questions that 
were supposedly either difficult or easy. When participants read that 
efficacy duration is often dependent on contextual factors, the effect 
from study 1 replicated (F(1, 162) = 4.80, p < .05). In contrast, when 
they read that efficacy duration is not dependent on contextual fac-
tors, they did not exhibit the pattern of results found in our previous 
study (F < 1). 

In study 3, we find that the presentation mode of manufacturer’s 
“suggested intake” (interval vs. fixed time format) affects duration 
judgments such that an interval (vs. fixed) format yields duration 

estimates in line with the malleable intuitive belief. When instruc-
tions for medication (Advil) are presented in an interval format (e.g., 
“Take every 2 – 4 hours”) versus a fixed time (e.g., “Take every 3 
hours”), the same interactive effect with task difficulty emerges as 
in the previous study, such that participants in the interval format 
condition estimate efficacy duration to be shorter when anticipating 
to perform a difficult (vs. easy) task (Mdifficult = 2.89 vs. Measy =  4.28; 
F(1, 166) = 5.97, p = .02). However, those presented with intake in-
structions in a “fixed” format show no significant difference in dura-
tion estimates across difficult and easy conditions (F < 1). 

Across three studies, we demonstrate that consumers hold an 
intuitive belief that product efficacy duration is context dependent; 
duration judgments are shorter (vs. longer) when consumers engage 
in cognitive tasks perceived to be difficult (vs. easy). These find-
ings have important implications for product (mis)use. A potential 
consequence of the documented belief includes product over- and 
under-consumption which, undoubtedly, affects consumer health 
and well-being.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
All too often, consumers find themselves making decisions de-

viating from their initial expectations. Indeed, product perceptions 
are often biased by the incorrect but also unintended and unconscious 
use of perceptual aspects in consumers’ decision making (Kahn, 
Luce, & Nowlis 2006). These biased perceptions might lead to sub-
optimal decisions (Hoegg & Alba 2007). In fact, extrinsic factors 
such as price and irrelevant product attributes have been identified 
to bias consumers in this manner. For example, it has been shown 
that visual cues can be more instrumental in driving taste percep-
tions than actual taste (Hoegg & Alba 2007) and that consumers 
incorrectly rely on assortment aspects rather than inherent hunger 
or diet restrictions to derive the appropriate consumption amount 
(Kahn & Wansink 2004). These findings demonstrate that consum-
ers’ consumption decisions are often influenced by factors that bias 
their expectations and in turn might influence their behavior. Espe-
cially in the context of food consumption, investigating how and why 
consumption biases influence expectations and consumed amount is 
timely, since obesity rates are rising. 

Therefore, it is important to understand these types of consumer 
biases such that one can mitigate their negative impact (Kahn et al. 
2006). The papers in this session fit this need as they all provide 
insight into potentially biasing factors in the consumption environ-
ment. Indeed, these papers provide new findings with respect to 
the nature of consumer biases, and simultaneously offer consumers 
strategies that may help them to avoid suboptimal decisions or even 

unwanted behavior (i.e. increased consumption). In doing so, this 
session adds to existing research (e.g., Chandon & Wansink 2007a; 
Raghunathan, Naylor, & Hoyer 2006; Shiv, Carmon, & Ariely 2005) 
that has sought to identify negative biases on consumption. 

In the first paper, Gros, Klesse, Meise and Dahl show that cus-
tomization can be a source of bias in consumers’ product perceptions 
(i.e. healthiness perception). They establish the counterintuitive find-
ing that selecting your own ingredients as compared to receiving a 
prepared product decreases its perceived healthiness. In the second 
paper, Madzharov, Ramanathan and Block focus on the unexamined 
biasing factor that color brightness might have on food consumption. 
Not only do they show that people consume more from food products 
in light colors than from food products in dark colors but they also 
investigate the relevant role of the cognitive and affective reactions 
to food color that lead to this biased consumption. The third paper by 
Gros, Geyskens, Goukens and de Ruyter investigates the effects of 
brand labels on the consumed amount of snacks. Three studies show 
that the consumed amount of branded versus private label products 
depends on the consumption goal/context. The last paper by Plass-
mann, Chandon, Wadhwa, Linder, and Weber investigates how dif-
ferent nutrition claims associated with health perceptions of foods 
influence expectations about taste. Behavioral studies suggest that 
people perceive light vs. organic food claims to be lower in flavor 
pleasantness and intensity. However, fMRI data shows it is only ex-
perienced intensity, but not pleasantness that differs.

Taken together, these papers (all in advanced stage) disclose four 
unobtrusive factors that foster consumer biases in a food consump-
tion context. This session does not only demonstrate that subtle cues 
might lead to counterintuitive consumers’ product evaluations but, 
more importantly, they might even, unexpectedly, alter consumption 
behavior. As this session integrates diverse paradoxical phenomena 
in a food consumption context and integrates a diversity of research 
techniques (behavioral data and neuroscience data), we believe it 
contributes to the topic “Appreciating Diversity”. We believe that 
this session will draw attention from a diverse audience. More spe-
cifically, it is expected to appeal to those interested in consumer bi-
ases, food consumption, self-control, and self-regulatory processes. 

Mix it baby - the Effect of Self-creation on  
Perceived Healthiness

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Nowadays consumers are often given the opportunity to cus-

tomize a certain product (Bendapudi & Leone 2003). Even compa-
nies in the food industry (e.g., M&Ms, Chocomize or Mymuesli) 
engage customers in the production process. That is, consumers have 
the possibility to select between different chocolate toppings or ce-
real ingredients and can create their individual product. 

The primary purpose of this research is to explore whether the 
mere act of selecting one’s own ingredients for a given food/drink 
influences its perceived healthiness. Considering the increasing trend 
for customization as well as the rising rates of obesity, it is relevant to 
investigate whether customizing food products could bias consum-
ers’ healthiness perceptions. In doing so, this research intends to add 
to existing research that identifies factors, such as price (Shiv et al. 
2005), health positioning (Chandon & Wansink 2007a), and healthi-
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ness (Raghunathan et al. 2006) which bias consumers’ product per-
ceptions. We present three studies to demonstrate that the mere act of 
selecting one’s own ingredients as compared to buying the complete 
product decreases its perceived healthiness. Further, we show that 
this effect occurs independently of whether individuals perform the 
mixing action themselves or merely select the ingredients of their 
choice. 

Study 1 fulfills the purpose to investigate whether students that 
mix their own juice and those that obtain a ready-made juice dif-
fer in their healthiness perceptions of the drink. For this purpose we 
asked students (N=85) entering the university whether they would 
like to have a free glass of juice in exchange for answering a ques-
tionnaire. Depending on the condition the student either saw one ca-
rafe containing a mixture of juices (non-creators) or three different 
carafes (self-creators), each containing a different juice. Since we 
want to test whether the mere act of selecting ingredients influences 
individuals’ healthiness perceptions,  we need three juices that do 
not differ in perceived healthiness. Based on a pre-test (N=38) we 
selected cranberry, lemon and orange juice since these juices were 
rated as equally healthy and tasty. After participants mixed their juice 
or obtained the prepared mix they were given a short questionnaire. 
The dependent variable was the perceived healthiness of the juice 
measured on a 7 points semantic differential scale (1=healthy and 
7=unhealthy). An ANOVA with the healthiness ratings of the juice 
as dependent variable revealed that self-creators (Mself-creators=2.88, 
SD=0.21) rated the juice as significantly less healthy than non-cre-
ators (Mnon-creators=2.12, SD=0.21; F(1,83)=6.58, p<0.05).

Study 2 replicates these findings in a laboratory setting. For 
generalizability of our findings, we make use of food (i.e., cereal). In 
line with study 1 we intend to explore whether selecting your own 
cereal ingredients as compared to obtaining a prepared mix decreas-
es the perceived healthiness of the cereal. Participants (N = 62) were 
assigned to a self-creator condition or non-creator condition. While 
the self-creators selected the cereal ingredients of their choice (dried 
strawberries, dried apples, hazelnuts and almonds; pre-tested to be 
equal in perceived healthiness and taste), the non-creators obtained 
a prepared mix of ingredients. Before participants were allowed to 
eat the cereal, they indicated its perceived healthiness on an 11 point 
Likert scale (0=unhealthy, 10=very healthy). An ANOVA with the 
healthiness ratings of the cereal as the dependent variable revealed 
that self-creators (Mself-creators=6.39, SD=0.32) rated the cereal as sig-
nificantly less healthy than non-creators (Mnon-creators=7.29, SD=0.32; 
F(1,60)=4.07, p<0.05).

Study 3 fulfills the purpose to explore whether this effect is de-
pendent on the physical act of mixing the ingredients together one-
self. To test this we manipulate whether participants (N = 114) can 
create their own cereal (self-creators vs. non-creators) and whether 
they perform the action of mixing themselves (yes vs. no). We make 
use of cereal but use different ingredients (i.e., walnuts, pumpkin 
seeds and dried strawberries; pre-tested to be equally healthy and 
tasty). The set-up for study 3 is similar to study 2. However, we 
manipulate whether participants perform the act of mixing their in-
gredients themselves or whether a researcher assistant takes care 
of this. That is, self-creators can either fill the ingredients of their 
choice together themselves or tell a researcher which ones to mix. 
Similarly, non-creators can either fill the pre-determined ingredients 
together themselves or a researcher takes care of this. Before par-
ticipants were allowed to eat the cereal, they indicated its perceived 
healthiness. A  two-way ANOVA with healthiness ratings of the ce-
real as the dependent variable revealed a statistically significant main 
effect for creating your own cereal with self-creators rating the cereal 
as less healthy (Mself-creators=7.29, SD=0.23) than non-creators (Mnon-

creators=7.93, SD=0.22; F(1,110)=4.02; p<0.05) irrespective of who 
performs the action of mixing the ingredients.

Our studies reveal customization as a factor that biases con-
sumers’ healthiness perception: The mere act of selecting ingredients 
oneself decreases consumers’ healthiness perception. We believe that 
this decrease in perceived healthiness could be due to altered variety 
perceptions. Extant research revealed that consumers’ perceptions of 
variety are not necessarily contingent on the actual number of options 
present but can be influenced by assortment structure (Kahn & Wan-
sink 2004) or categorizations (Mogilner, Rudnick, & Iyengar 2008). 
In line with this, we argue that selecting ingredients oneself might 
alter individuals’ variety perceptions because it draws individuals’ 
attention to the separate ingredients (i.e., sub-categories) rather than 
the product as a whole. Consequently, we argue that self-creators are 
more likely to recognize high- or low variety, i.e. three/four differ-
ent ingredients than non-creators as in our experiments. In line with 
this argumentation study 3 demonstrates that self-creators rate the 
perceived variety as lower than non-self-creators. Further, we argue 
that individuals associate product variety with healthiness. That is, 
we predict that self-creators perceive the product as less healthy be-
cause they perceive it to contain less variety than non-creators. In a 
follow-up experiment, we intent to test this argumentation explicitly 
by manipulating the variety of ingredients participants choose from. 
If our effect is indeed caused by the fact that self-creators perceive 
the choice set to offer less variety, the effect should be blocked or 
even reversed if they can choose from a high variety of ingredients. 

the best of both Worlds: Effects of Product Color 
brightness on Hedonic Food Consumption

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Color of food is essential for the consumption experience as 

it forms expectations about the food’s flavor, freshness and taste 
(Chandon and Wansink 2010). In modern days, more and more foods 
are created in colors that do not necessarily match their natural color 
or have little relation to flavor (e.g., Gatorade drinks, Goldfish crack-
ers, M&Ms). Advances in food coloring technology have made it 
possible for food companies to use color in innovative ways in order 
to differentiate their products, add variety to their assortments, and 
even to bring more fun and excitement to the food experience. De-
spite a dramatic increase in the variations and shades of colors and 
the corresponding increase in consumers’ acceptance of them, scant 
attention has been paid to the topic of color in a food context in the 
consumer research literature (Labrecque and Patrick 2012).  

Much of the consumer behavior research on color has looked 
at the effects of specific hues or hue categories (e.g., red vs. blue), 
while it has neglected the effects of color brightness, defined as the 
degree of lightness or darkness of the color (Labrecque and Patrick 
2012). However, extant research from psychophysics and psychol-
ogy posits that color brightness can produce strong systematic ef-
fects on people’s emotions, perceptions and behavior (Meier, Rob-
inson, and Clore 2004). For instance, previous research has found 
that lighter vs. darker colors evoke more positive affect and carry 
more positive meaning, and that people automatically perceive light 
objects positively and dark objects negatively (Meier et al. 2004). 
In the present research, we build on these findings, and propose that 
color brightness of the food will serve as an implicit perceptual and 
affective cue that ultimately biases food consumption.

Over a series of five studies, we present evidence that the color 
brightness of a hedonic food serves both as an automatic evaluative 
cue about its taste and healthiness and as an input to in-the-moment 
emotions that ultimately bias the volume of food consumed. We 
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demonstrate that light-colored foods are seen as both healthier and 
tastier, and are consumed more than dark-colored snacks. In addi-
tion, we show that the increased consumption of light-colored foods 
is due to a heterogeneous emotional response, with some people do-
ing so due to increasing positive emotions and others due to decreas-
ing negative emotions.

In study 1a we begin an investigation of the effect of food col-
or brightness on consumption volume with two colors that vary on 
brightness but not on hue and chroma in order to control for these 
two properties of color. Study 1a was run as a single factor (product 
color brightness: light vs. dark color vs. control) between-subject 
design where respondents were given white M&Ms in the first con-
dition, black M&Ms in the second, and gray M&Ms in the control 
condition. Respondents consumed more of the white M&Ms than the 
gray and black M&Ms. These effects were robust even after control-
ling for factors such as color preference, product liking, hunger and 
dietary restraint. In Study 1b we replicated these effects of increased 
consumption of the light-colored food with a different food product 
and shades of color, namely Golden Oreos which have a light, beige 
color, and Original Oreos which have a dark, black-brown color. 

In study 2a, we used an IAT test to investigate the nature of the 
evaluations that people have of food that differs on color brightness. 
The results show that light-colored snacks are automatically seen as 
healthier, but also as tastier than dark-colored snacks. Thus, light-
colored foods develop a positive halo that is deeply internalized, 
thereby evoking an automatic positive response among consumers, 
in terms of both the short-term hedonic and the long-term functional 
consequences of consumption. In study 2b we use a process-disso-
ciation test and show that the health-related evaluations are stronger 
than the taste-related evaluations.

In Study 3 we examine how color brightness affects the dy-
namics of both positive and negative emotions over time as people 
consume the food. The results revealed that the effect of product 
color on emotions is heterogeneous. Two distinct latent classes of 
individuals were identified from the emotion data: a) High positive, 
Low negative, and b) High positive, High negative. In the first class, 
light-colored foods caused a strong ramp-up in positive emotions 
compared to dark colored foods, but had no effect on negative emo-
tions. In the second class, light colored foods caused a significantly 
reduced level of negative emotions over time compared to dark col-
ored foods, but had no effect on positive emotions. In addition, the 
analysis revealed that these emotion trajectories mediated the effect 
of color on consumption. 

In the present paper we identify a new food halo, namely the 
effect of color brightness as a perceptual cue that automatically influ-
ences evaluations, in-the-moment emotions and actual consumption. 
We contribute to the literature on stimulus-based effects on food con-
sumption by being the first to show that the color of the food itself 
influences consumption volume. This work also represents the first 
research in consumer behavior to provide an in-depth exploration 
of the effects of color brightness. In doing so, we also contribute to 
the consumer behavior and color psychology literatures by providing 
a moment-to-moment analysis of the effect of color during actual 
consumption.  

Red Bull versus Red Thunder - The Influence of Brand 
Labels on Consumption Amount

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Existing literature illustrates and supports that marketing ac-

tions can affect consumers’ judgments, expectations and behavior. 
Studies investigating the influence of branding information on be-

havior showed, for example, that the energy brand displayed on cars 
in video games can affect the driving style (e.g. speed (Brasel & Gips 
2011)), and that the pricing of an energy drink can impact objective 
performance metrics, also referred to as the placebo effect (Shiv et 
al. 2005). However, none of them investigated the effects of brand 
information on the consumed amount of that specific product. This 
is however an urgent matter given that the number of consumers 
switching from national brands to private label brands is drastically 
increasing (Steenkamp, Van Heerde, & Geyskens, 2010). 

Based on the placebo effect literature in marketing, we assume 
that branded products are perceived to be more effective and of 
higher quality compared to private label brands. These differences 
in perception might affect the consumed amount of these products 
in two opposing ways. On the one hand, the higher effectiveness 
and quality signaled by a branded product might lead consumers to 
consume more of the branded product to generate more added value. 
On the other hand, previous research has shown that consumers trade 
off taste reductions for increased consumption. That is, labeling food 
as “healthy” reduces consumers’ taste expectations (Raghunathan et 
al. 2006) and labels such as “low-fat” increase food intake (Wansink 
& Chandon, 2006). Following this reasoning, it might be that con-
sumers compensate for the perceived lower quality of private label 
products by consuming more of them. 

This research intends to shed some insight in these opposing 
predictions. Interestingly, we see that the answer is not as univocal as 
previously thought. Across three studies, we see that the relationship 
between branding and consumption depends on the consumption 
context. More specifically, if a product (e.g., candy) is consumed for 
a purpose in line with the general positioning of the brand (e.g., plea-
sure), consumption is expected to be higher for the branded product 
since this product is of higher quality and therefore expected to be 
more effective in contributing to reach the purpose. In other words, 
attributes communicated through the branding of a product become 
more relevant and thus consumers will consume more of the product 
to derive those benefits. However, interestingly, if a product (e.g., 
candy) is consumed for no particular purpose (e.g. recognition task), 
consumption is expected to be higher for the private label product 
since consumers want to compensate the lower quality by consum-
ing more. 

Study 1 (N=182) investigates the effect of brand information on 
the consumed amount of cola candies in two different consumption 
contexts. Cola candies are advertised as a product to enjoy. Partici-
pants were given a bowl of cola candies1, preceded by a text with 
either no specific brand information, a “well-known and internation-
ally recognized brand”, or a “private label” information, and were 
asked to rate the candy either on taste enjoyment (Product Related 
context) or taste recognition (Product Unrelated context). A  two-
way ANOVA with consumption amount as the dependent variable 
revealed a statistically significant interaction effect (F(2,176)=5.700, 
p < .05), indicating that in the Related Context condition more of 
the “branded” cola candies is consumed compared to the “private la-
bel” cola candies or the cola candies without any brand information. 
However, in the Unrelated Context condition, participants ate more 
of the “private label” cola candies compared to the “branded” cola 
candies or the cola candies without any brand information.

Study 2 (N=78) replicates these findings with another hedonic 
product (i.e. chocolate spread) and with an adjusted manipulation in 
which the consumption time was kept constant  (exactly 12 minutes). 
Chocolate spread is also positioned as a product to enjoy. The results 
of the 2 (Label: Nutella vs Private label) x 2 (Product Related con-

1  In all three studies the branded product was used. All 
products were pre-tested on their hedonic/functional perception.
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text: enjoyment of a movie vs Product Unrelated context: remember-
ing details of a movie) design indicate a significant interaction effect 
on consumption (F(1,71)=5.470, p < 0.05). In the Related Context 
condition, more is consumed “Nutella” chocolate spread compared 
to “private label” chocolate spread. However, in the Unrelated Con-
text condition, more is consumed of the “private label” chocolate 
spread compared to the “Nutella” chocolate spread. 

Study 3 (N=92) intends to rule out an alternative hypothesis 
for the above-found effect. That is, in the two previous studies, the 
product related context was always an hedonic context, while the 
product unrelated context was a utilitarian one. This might drive the 
results. In this study we therefore used a product that is positioned 
as a product that is consumed for utilitarian reasons (i.e., Red Bull). 
A 2 (Label: Red Bull, Private Label) x 2 (Product Related context: 
non-verbal reasoning test vs Product Unrelated context: watching a 
movie) design reveals a significant interaction effect on consump-
tion amount (F(1,88) = 10.192, p < 0.01), replicating the findings of 
the previous studies. When doing a non-verbal reasoning test (Prod-
uct Related context), participants consume significantly more of the 
Red Bull energy drink compared to the energy drink labeled as a 
private label. When the consumption does not have a particular pur-
pose (Product Unrelated context), participants consume significantly 
more of the energy drink labeled as a private label compared to the 
energy drink labeled as Red Bull if the consumption. 

Throughout three studies, we show that the consumed amount 
of branded versus private label products depends on the consump-
tion goal/context. Interestingly, when the product does serve the 
consumption purpose, people consume more of the product if it is la-
beled as a well-known brand. However, if the product does not serve 
the consumption purpose, people consume more of the product if it 
is labeled as a private label. These findings imply that positioning 
branded products as serving a particular purpose seems to be a profit-
able strategy since it increases consumption of the branded product.

the Low Intensity of Light: behavioral and fMRI 
Insights into the Effects of “Light” and “Organic” 

Claims on Flavor Processing

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Why has people’s weight kept increasing even though “healthy” 

foods have become more popular? One explanation is that people eat 
more when foods are positioned as healthy (Chandon & Wansink 
2007a; Provencher, Polivy, & Herman 2009; Wansink & Chandon 
2006). However, other studies (Raghunathan et al. 2006) have shown 
that people expect healthy food to taste less good. How can we rec-
oncile these two findings and understand why people eat more when 
they expect the food to taste less good?

One reason is that people eat more when the food is presented 
as “healthy” (either as “diet,” or “organic”) because they expect that 
it contains fewer calories and hence that they can eat more of it with-
out gaining weight (Chandon & Wansink 2007b; Provencher et al. 
2009; Wansink & Chandon 2006; Schuldt & Schwarz 2010). On the 
other hand, these healthfulness claims differ with respect to consum-
ers’ expectations about the tastiness of the food. Unlike light foods, 
organic foods are perceived to be both healthy AND tasty (Niewold 
2010). 

Exploring answers to these conflicting findings about health 
associations, we examine how claims that the food is “light,” “or-
ganic,” or “regular” influence flavor perceptions using behavioral, 
self-reported, and neuro-imaging data. By doing this, we test another 
explanation of the “low fat food and high fat people” phenomenon, 
which is that people expect food positioned “light” to have a less 

intense flavor, and hence consume more of it to achieve the desired 
levels of hedonic satisfaction.

In the first study, 57 participants were asked to sample a regular 
version of a drink and then to match the flavor pleasantness or flavor 
intensity of this drink with another (not sampled) drink that was ei-
ther labeled as “healthy” or “organic”. To do this, they were provided 
with concentrated pure flavor extracts, which they were asked to add 
to either the “regular” drink they had just sampled or the other drink. 
Participants added more flavor to the “light” drink than to the “reg-
ular” drink (F(1, 56) = 77.61, p<.001), regardless of whether they 
were asked to match them on pleasantness (Mlight=4.85 SEM=.49 
vs. Mregular=0.58, SEM=.26) or on intensity (Mlight=5.63, SEM=.73; 
Mreg=0.68, SEM=.26). As predicted, the organic claim had opposite 
(though weaker) effects (F(1, 56) = 7.46, p<.01): People added more 
flavor to the regular drink in both the pleasantness matching task 
(Morganic=1.01, SEM=.31vs. Mreg=2.05, SEM=.47) and the intensity 
matching task (Morganic=1.43, SEM=.39 vs. Mreg=3.06, SEM=.71). 
Overall, the study showed, from behavioral data, that people expect 
“light” to be worse than “regular”, which is in turn worse than “or-
ganic”, in terms of both flavor pleasantness and intensity. 

In the second study (N=58), we investigated how flavor ex-
pectations induced by health claims affect how the flavor is actu-
ally experienced using both self-reported and functional magnetic 
resonance (fMRI) data. Consistent with the expectations obtained 
in Study 1, experienced pleasantness was higher in the “regular” 
(Mreg=5.62; SEM=0.21) than in the “light” condition (Mlight=5.27; 
SEM=0.21; T(1,28)=2.93; p<.005). Another comparison also 
showed that pleasantness was higher in the organic condition (Morgan-

ic=6.09; SEM=0.16) than in the regular condition regular (Mreg=5.58; 
SEM=0.17; T(1,28)=3.74; p<.001). Ratings of experienced intensity 
were also consistent with the expectation results found in study 1 
for light claims (Mreg=5.83; SEM=0.17 vs. Mlight=5.19; SEM=0.19; 
T(1,28)=3.66; p<.001) but not for organic claims, which did not 
significantly affect experienced flavor intensity (Morganic=5.68; 
SEM=0.14 vs. Mreg=5.68; SEM=0.14; T(1,28)=0.04; p=.52).

Analyses of the brain activity while people were consuming 
these identical foods were consistent with the reported ratings for 
intensity, but not for pleasantness. The “light” label reduced activity 
in the brain area encoding flavor intensity (i.e. the ventral striatum, 
amygdala), and activity in this area was similar in the “organic” and 
“regular” conditions. The “organic” label increased brain activity in 
the area encoding flavor pleasantness (i.e. the orbitofrontal cortex), 
which was consistent with the ratings. However, activity in the area 
encoding pleasantness was similar in the “light” and “regular” condi-
tions, contrary to what the self-reports indicated. These results sup-
port earlier findings about the unreliability of self-reported measures 
of flavor intensity, which did not adequately represent brain activity, 
and demonstrate the value of measuring brain activity to understand 
the effects of food claims. More importantly, they show that people 
actually experienced similar taste pleasantness for light food. 

Given the interesting pattern of results for the “light” claims, in 
a third study, we focused on 

the effects of “light” claims. We asked 34 participants to add 
milk to a drink powder that either claimed to be “light” or “regular”. 
People added less milk when the powder was labeled as “light” (M = 
294.26 ml, SEM = 36.85ml) than “regular” (M = 327.08 ml, SEM = 
49.09 ml; F(1,32)= 8.52, p<.01). Yet, they expected to need to drink 
more of a pre-mixed version of the 

drink to feel full for three hours when the powder was labeled 
“light” (M =675.23 ml, SEM = 55.01 ml) vs. “regular” (M=403 ml, 
SEM = 36.03 ml; F(1,32)= 3.19, p<.08). 
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Overall, our results show that “light” and “organic” claims, 
while both seen as improving the healthfulness of the food, have 
mostly opposite effects in terms of the flavor of the food. Organic 
claims improve expected flavor intensity and both expected and ex-
perienced pleasantness, and these results are consistent across all 
measures. 

Our results about the effects of “light” claims reveal an intrigu-
ing pattern. People think that “light” foods have a less pleasant and 
less intense flavor, before and after consuming them, which is why 
they expect that they have to drink more of it to be satiated. How-
ever, fMRI data shows that “light” claims only influence experi-
enced intensity, but not pleasantness. Thus, people may overeat light 
products because of reduced perception of flavor intensity—yet may 
misattribute it to lower taste pleasantness. This may explain the para-
doxical phenomenon that people overeat light products even though 
they expect to like them less. It also offers a potential solution: Let 
people compensate for the lower expected intensity of light products 
by increasing the dosage of the flavor component, rather than by eat-
ing more of it.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
The question of how we are affected by the others around us 

is one that has preoccupied philosophers and psychologists, among 
others.  Humans are commonly characterized as “social animals” and 
conventional wisdom often dictates that lives enriched with social 
interactions are more rewarding.  Indeed, findings show that people 
who spend more quality time with others (per day) tend to be more 
satisfied with their lives (Goldsmith and Goldsmith 2010).  Further, 
social isolation, or loneliness, which results from a dissatisfaction 
with the quality or quantity of one’s social relationships can have a 
variety of negative cognitive, behavioral and physiological conse-
quences (for review see Hawkley and Cacioppo 2010).   However, 
conventional wisdom and prior research notwithstanding, this ses-
sion will demonstrate that there are a variety of contexts in which 
“hell is other people” (Sartre 1944) illustrating the dark side of con-
sumer behavior that can come as a result of social interactions and 
social comparisons.

Specifically, this session contains three papers that highlight 
when and how others can promote more impulsive and selfish con-
sumer behaviors and concludes with a fourth paper that highlights 
important moderators to this pattern. The first paper by Griskevicius 
and colleagues examines how sex ratio (the ratio of men to women 
in the social environment) can affect consumer decision making. The 
authors find that when men perceive a relative abundance of men (or 
a shortage of women) their spending behavior becomes more impul-
sive and they are more likely to engage in conspicuous consumption.  
Building on this work, the second paper by Youn and Goldsmith 
tests how priming envy, an emotion rooted in social comparison, 
affects subsequent unrelated decisions.  These authors find priming 
envy towards others leads consumers to become more selfish, more 
hard working, and more prone to conspicuous consumption due to 
an underlying shift towards an agentic orientation. Next Lamberton, 

Kristofferson and Dahl explore the consequences of envy in an inter-
personal context. These authors find that consumers with high self-
esteem will congratulate envied others, but covertly sabotage them; 
however, those with low self-esteem will either react overtly against 
the envied other or take their negative feelings out on the envied 
product rather than the envied person. Having shown the negative 
ramifications that social interactions and social comparisons can 
bring, the final paper by Lin, Dahl, and Argo rounds out the session 
by examining the factors that make consumers more forgiving to-
wards others.  Specifically, this paper explores a variety of variables 
that increase the likelihood that consumers will make excuses for 
the others’ violations (e.g., when they violate social norms) as op-
posed to condemning them.  All projects are in advanced stages of 
completion.

Because these projects approach the topic of how social interac-
tions and social comparisons affect consumer behavior from very 
different perspectives (e.g., theory is drawn from evolutionary psy-
chology, social psychology, the emotions literature and marketing) 
we expect that this session will be of interest to a wide audience. Fur-
ther, because these four papers all feature research that makes sub-
stantial theoretical contributions to the existing work on how others 
influence consumer behavior while being grounded in phenomenon 
that are marketing relevant, we expect that the practical insights each 
paper suggests will make this session appealing to many. 

Mo’ Men, Mo’ Problems: Sex Ratio, Impulsive Spending, 
and Conspicuous Consumption

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
How does the ratio of men to women influence consumer 

behavior? We show that an abundance of men leads other men to 
become more impulsive, save less, and borrow more. A scarcity of 
women also led men to increase conspicuous consumption, including 
spending more money on engagement rings. 

Macon and Columbus are two cities in the U.S. state of Georgia. 
Despite being less than a hundred miles apart, the residents of each 
city have drastically different spending habits: The consumer debt of 
people living in Columbus is an astounding 2.7 standard deviations 
higher than that of people living in Macon—a difference of $3,479 
per consumer. What might account for this staggering divergence in 
borrowing and spending across the two nearby cities?

We suggest that this difference in debt might be linked to an 
often overlooked difference between the two cities: the ratio of single 
men to women in each area. Whereas in fiscally-responsible Macon 
there are only 0.78 single men for every woman, in debt-heavy Co-
lumbus there are 1.18 single men for every woman. In the current 
research we use both archival data and some of the first experimental 
manipulations of perceived sex ratio to examine how sex ratio influ-
ences financial decisions and spending.

The ratio of males to females is known to be an important factor 
in determining animal behavior. Animal research shows that imbal-
anced sex ratios tend to have the strongest effects on male behavior. 
When females become scarce (male-biased sex ratio), males intensi-
fy mating and competition behavior. For example, as sex ratio shifts 
from female-biased to male-biased, male grey mouse lemurs allo-
cate more effort on mate search and courtship (Eberle and Kappeler 
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2004), and male European bitterlings intensify intra-sexual competi-
tion (Mills and Reynolds 2003). 

Sex ratio also varies in human populations. For example, 
whereas Las Vegas, Nevada, has 1.16 men per every woman, Bir-
mingham, Alabama, has 0.88 men per every woman (Kruger 2009). 
Sex ratios can also vary between nations. China, for example, will 
soon have a surplus of over 40 million men (Hesketh 2009). 

Given that sex ratio influences mating and competition behav-
ior in animals, we hypothesize that sex ratio may affect people’s con-
sumer behavior. Mating effort and intra-sexual competition in hu-
mans is associated with increased men’s conspicuous consumption 
(Griskevicius et al., 2007; Sundie et al., 2011) and increased men’s 
desire for immediate financial rewards (Van den Bergh, Dewitte, & 
Warlop, 2008). Given that a scarcity of women should amplify men’s 
mating and competition behavior, we predicted that a male-biased 
sex ratio should lead men to become (1) more impulsive, (2) save 
less and borrow more, and (3) spend more money on mating and 
status-related products. 

Study 1 examined the relationship between sex ratio in 120 US 
cities and two behavioral measures of economic impulsivity: (a) av-
erage number of credit cards owned by residents in each city and (b) 
average amount of debt carried by people in each city. Results re-
vealed a positive correlation between sex ratio and number of credit 
cards, r(134)  = .24, p = .005, and amount of debt, r(134)  = .19, p 
= .025. A scarcity of women in American cities is related to owning 
more credit cards and having a higher amount of debt.

Study 2 used an experiment approach. Participants first viewed 
photo arrays of men and women that were ostensibly indicative of 
the local population. The arrays either had more men, more women, 
or equal sex ratio (control). Then, participants made a series of inter-
temporal financial choices involving real monetary incentives. For 
example, people chose between receiving $37 tomorrow versus $54 
in 33 days. Findings showed that sex ratio had no effect on women’s 
inter-temporal choice. For men, however, sex ratio produced a large 
effect. As predicted, a male-biased ratio led men to opt for immediate 
financial rewards, t(199) = 3.26, p = .001. This means that as women 
became scarce, men desired immediate monetary rewards.

In Study 3 participants read news articles describing the local 
population as either having more single men or more single women. 
Participants then indicated how much money they would save each 
month from a paycheck, as well as how much money they would 
borrow each month for immediate expenditures. Findings showed 
that sex ratio again had no effect on women’s saving or borrowing. 
However, male-biased sex ratios led men to save less money, t(95) 
= 2.90, p = .005, cutting their monthly savings by 42%. A scarcity 
of women also led men to want to borrow 84% more money for use 
toward immediate expenditures, t(95) = 2.29, p = .025. 

Study 4 investigated how sex ratio influences spending. The 
study focused on two types of expenditures: (1) mating-related ex-
penditures (Valentine’s Day gift, dinner date, engagement ring) and 
(2) status-related conspicuous products (new car, designer handbag/
wallet, and designer sunglasses). Findings showed that a scarcity of 
women led men to pay more for both mating-related and status-relat-
ed products, t(143) = 3.18, p = .001. When the sex ratio was male-
biased, for example, men paid $6.01 more for a Valentine’s Day gift 
and $278 more for an engagement ring.

Our findings highlight people’s sensitivity to a particular feature 
of the social environment—the ratio of men to women. Just as sex 
ratio has important effects on animal behavior, we find that sex ratio 
has theoretically consistent effects on human behavior. In addition, 
the current studies suggest that sex ratio might have far-reaching 

consequences for many economic decisions and, potentially, whole 
economies.

the Green Eyed Monster is Motivated: How Incidental 
Envy triggers an Agentic Orientation

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
We live in a world where others (ranging from celebrities to 

peers) have things that we want yet we do not or cannot own. For 
this reason, envy is common among consumers. Envy is an emotion 
that results from upward social comparisons, which can be made de-
liberately or unintentionally (Mussweiler, Ruter, and Epstude 2004). 
It activates mixed emotions: causing both longing and wishfulness 
along with self-criticism and dissatisfaction (Smith, Kim, and Parrott 
1988). Prior research demonstrates that envy causes consumers to 
focus on the person or object that arouses the emotion (e.g., show-
ing that we are willing to pay more for products that we envy, Van 
de Ven, Zeelenberg, and Pieters 2011). However, far less is known 
about how the incidental activation of envy can affect judgments and 
behaviors in unrelated domains. 

We hypothesize that incidental feelings of envy will affect un-
related judgments and behaviors by way of activating a more agentic 
orientation (Hogan 1982).  Prior work has distinguished between 
agentic and communal motivations, defining agency as the desire to 
“get ahead” in a given context, even if this comes at the expense of 
others.  Conversely, communion refers to the desire to “get along” 
by incorporating others in one’s goal pursuits (e.g., Rucker, Galinsky 
and Dubois 2012).  We will test if incidentally activating envy in-
creases agentic behavior in subsequent, unrelated decisions (e.g., re-
source distribution, self-regulation, and consumption). Furthermore, 
we posit that this agentic behavior will only emerge when people feel 
envious toward others, but not when they feel envied by others. Said 
differently feeling dissatisfied with oneself in comparison to others 
will cause consumers to act in a more self-focused way, however, 
priming the concept of envy, more generally, will not. We test this 
prediction across three studies. 

In our first study, incidental envy was activated through an 
episodic recall task (Malatesta and Izard 1984), which asked par-
ticipants to recall a time they felt envy towards others (other-envy 
condition).  Results from this condition were then compared to two 
control conditions, one in which participants were asked to recall 
their activities from last week (control condition) and a second in 
which participants were asked to recall a time someone else felt envy 
towards them (self-envy condition). 

 After completing the incidental envy manipulation, partici-
pants were asked to participate in a dictator game (i.e., asked how 
much they would want to keep for themselves and how much they 
would want to allocate to a hypothetical other that they were paired 
with in the game, total amount = $5). In line with our prediction 
that incidentally activating envy toward others will produce a more 
self-focused, agentic orientation, we observe that those primed with 
other-envy kept significantly more money for themselves (allocat-
ing less to others) than those in either the control condition or in 
the self-envy condition (amount allocated to others: Mother-envy=$2.37; 
Mcontrol=$2.89; Mself-envy=$3.00; p’s<.05).  Not only do these results 
provide preliminary support for our hypothesis that envy promotes 
an agentic orientation (seen here in retention of resources at the ex-
pense of others), but we also observe that merely priming the con-
cept of envy does not produce this pattern.  This suggests that the 
role of the self, particularly perceptions of the self as inferior com-
pared to others, in the experience of envy is vital to generate the 
agentic response. 
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Study 2 was designed to test more directly for the role of envy 
as a motivational force to “get ahead.” For this study, participants 
were randomly assigned to the other-envy versus control conditions 
described previously.  After completing the episodic recall task, they 
were then asked to solve a series of anagrams that were presented as 
part of an unrelated task. The final anagram was unsolvable, and the 
time spent persisting on this task was used as the dependent mea-
sure, as time spent persisting on unsolvable tasks is often used as a 
proxy for motivation (Shah and Higgins 1997; Shah, Higgins, and 
Friedman 1998). In line with our predictions, the results demonstrate 
that the activation of incidental envy increased motivation on the 
task (seconds spent on the unsolvable task: Mother-envy=83.62; Mcon-

trol=41.89; p<.05).  
Study 3 was designed to build on the results of studies 1 and 2 

by testing for the role of incidental envy more directly on consump-
tion decisions. Because flaunting material resources is instrumental 
to gaining social status (Veblen 1899), we argue that an agentic ori-
entation (here, caused by envy) should increase consumers’ desire 
for such goods. In this study, participants were assigned to one of 
the three conditions described in Study 1, then presented with an 
array of luxury products (e.g., Hermes belt, Prada sunglasses, Louis 
Vuitton bag etc.), and instructed to answer what percentage of its 
retail price they were willing to bid on an auction, ranging from 0 to 
120% (in line with prior research, this measure was used to reduce 
the variance that might occur with open-ended responses; Rucker 
and Galinsky 2008). The results support our prediction: when people 
recalled experiences of envying others, they were willing to pay 
more for conspicuous goods than either the control condition or the 
self-envy condition (% of retail: Mother-envy=54.76; Mself-envy=43.10; 
Mcontrol=43.17; p’s<.05) 

Taken together, these studies suggest that experiencing envy 
towards others, and not merely activating the concept of envy, trig-
gers an agentic mindset that leads to distinct behaviors in various 
domains. Specifically, other-envy lead people to be more selfish with 
resources (Study 1), work harder (Study 2), and engage more in con-
spicuous consumption (Study 3).  We are in the process of conduct-
ing additional studies to demonstrate: (1) that the activation of an 
agentic orientation mediates the effect of envy on these behavioral 
outcomes and (2) that the increase in consumption is specific to do-
mains where one could gain social status. We conclude with a discus-
sion of the theoretical and practical implications for these findings. 

 (Secretly) blowing out Candles to Make Ours burn 
brighter: the relationship between self-esteem, malicious 

envy, and interpersonal behaviors 

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Intuition suggests that self-confident individuals respond to 

difficult social situations with magnanimity. For example, on see-
ing others succeed where they have failed, the high-self esteem indi-
vidual claps the victor on the back with a smile, while the low self-
esteem individual bitterly retreats to a corner to lick their wounds. 
Such observations lead us to equate high self-esteem with stronger 
moral character in the face of painful social emotions like envy.

We argue that this relationship may not hold true if one looks 
beyond overt actions or considers multiple types of envy experienc-
es. To challenge this intuition, the present research documents the 
behavior of individuals of varying level of self-esteem when experi-
encing envy. We consider both benign and malicious envy (follow-
ing Van deVen et al. 2011), create real envy situations, and examine 
both overt and covert behaviors toward the envied individual. 

Study 1 followed a 2 (malicious or benign envy) x 2 (no winner, 
winner) x self-esteem (continuous) between-subjects design.  Self-
esteem was collected approximately 3 weeks prior to the session, us-
ing the Rosenberg (1979) scale. Participants visited the lab in groups 
of 4 or 5 with one confederate. They were told that their business 
school was offering an opportunity to interview for a marketing in-
ternship at a popular company (Lululemon athletic clothing). How-
ever, only a few students would be able to interview. In the benign 
envy sessions, award was dependent on relevant work experience 
provided to career services earlier in the semester via an in-class sur-
vey. In the malicious envy sessions, participants read that envelopes 
had been placed under the seats in the room. The envelopes indicated 
who would be selected for the interview. Further, in some sessions, 
the confederate was simply another participant and there was no 
winner. In others, the confederate won and celebrated appropriately. 

After learning if anyone had won the internship opportunity, we 
captured both overt and covert behaviors toward the winner.  Overt 
behavior was captured by allowing participants to help the interview 
winner prepare. Willing individuals would be contacted immediately 
after the session to set up a coaching meeting. Willingness to help 
was captured on a 1 (not at all willing) to 7 (very willing) scale. Co-
vert behaviors were captured by asking participants to anonymously 
provide 5 practice interview questions for the winner. Quality of 
these questions as determined by two condition-blind judges consti-
tuted our covert behavior measure.

An ANOVA was estimated using envy type condition, winner/
no-winner condition, and participants’ self-esteem scores to predict 
both overt and covert behavior. We first note results consistent with 
intuition: higher self-esteem individuals were significantly (p < .05) 
more likely to overtly help the interview winner than lower self-
esteem individuals. No other interactions or main effects emerged.

However, analyzing covert behavior provided yields a three-
way interaction of benign/malicious envy, whether the winner was 
present or not, and self-esteem (p = .01). When the interview re-
cipient deserved to win the internship (benign envy condition), none 
of our manipulated or measured factors influenced question quality 
(p > .3). This supports the findings of van de Ven (2011) regarding 
the non-hurtful tendencies of benign envy. By contrast, when the 
award was random (malicious envy condition), higher self-esteem 
individuals provided significantly lower-quality interview questions 
than lower self-esteem individuals when the confederate was a win-
ner as opposed to when the confederate was simply another partici-
pant. Thus, higher self-esteem individuals were willing to covertly 
sabotage undeserving victors.

Study 2 focused on malicious situations and tested for that med-
itational role of envy. We also wanted to see if covert harm to the 
envied other bled over onto the envied product. This study followed 
a 2 (winner-present, no winner present) x self-esteem (continuous) 
design. Participants had the opportunity to win a set of Vancouver 
Canucks tickets. A confederate was once again present in all condi-
tions, and in the winner-present conditions, was awarded the tickets 
during the session based on a random seat assignment.

 As part of a presumably unrelated task, participants later read 
that they would be randomly assigned another individual about 
whom to form “thin-slice” judgments. In reality all participants 
were assigned the confederate. Their evaluation of the confederate 
on various positive personality traits (e.g., hardworking, intelligent, 
etc.) formed our measure of covert behavior. We also collected will-
ingness-to-pay for the Canucks tickets in a list of other event tickets 
in the area. Embedded in a battery of measures at the close of the ses-
sion were three questions asking participants to rate how much they 
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felt envious, jealous, or as though someone was better off than they 
were during the session, indexed to form an envy measure. 

Mirroring study 1, higher self-esteem individuals showed a sig-
nificantly worse evaluation of the confederate when the confederate 
had won the tickets as opposed to when they had not won (p < .05). 
Envy mediated effects on evaluations of the confederate.  Surpris-
ingly, we found that this relationship was inverted for WTP for the 
envied product (but saw no effects on other ticket prices): Lower 
self-esteem individuals showed significant decreases in value for the 
tickets when a winner had been in their session, in those cases valu-
ing it significantly less than did the higher self-esteem individuals. 

Thus, it appears that while higher self-esteem individuals ex-
press envy via covert actions toward the envied person, lower self-
esteem individuals exhibit a sour grapes effect, taking out their frus-
tration on the product and overtly refusing help. Thus, it may be that 
our equation of moral strength and self-esteem exists because this 
sour grapes effect is expressed publicly. Still, high self-esteem re-
sponses may be no less damaging, though better-hidden, and warrant 
further research and intervention.

do the Crime, Always do the time? Insights into 
Consumer-to-Consumer Punishment decisions 

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Social order can be disrupted by norm violations in consump-

tion contexts (e.g., cutting the line, hovering), and previous research 
has established the theoretical conceptualization that restoration of 
social order that was disrupted by norm violations can be demon-
strated through a victim’s (or bystander’s) decision to punish the 
norm violator (Bernhard et al. 2006; Golash 2005; Miethe and Meier 
1994). Diverging from the conventional conceptualization that the 
restoration of social order is achieved through punishment, the cur-
rent research investigates whether consumers can also achieve social 
order through the excusing of norm violators in various consumption 
contexts. 

While previous literature has focused on defining the purpose 
of punishment (e.g., whether the intent of punishment is to seek ret-
ribution or to teach the norm violator a lesson; Kolber 2009), and 
identifying individual difference factors that enhance punishment 
tendencies (e.g., justice sensitivity, Gollwitzer et al. 2009), little is 
known about the boundary conditions of the punishment decision. 
We address this research gap by identifying factors that can influence 
the level of punishment delivered by consumers. Specifically, we in-
vestigate whether consumers can achieve social order by mitigating 
punishment against another consumer who has violated a consump-
tion norm. The specific instances we explore are a) if social order has 
already been restored by the actions of other parties in the consump-
tion environment (Study 1), b) if a norm violator has experienced an 
unjustified adversity (Studies 2a/b), and c) if the violator holds a po-
sition that is aspirational (Study 3). In our studies, we consider two 
categories of punishment (Skinner 1953): positive (i.e., punishment 
which involves the presentation of an undesirable stimulus such as 
scolding or a physically demanding task) and negative (i.e., punish-
ment which involves the removal of a desirable stimulus from the 
norm violator such as withholding assistance). 

Study 1. This study employed a 2 (norm violation: present vs. 
absent) x 2 (action by another party: yes vs. no) + (control) between-
participants design. The context of the study was a product evalu-
ation task, in which participants were asked to evaluate a shirt at a 
display table. To manipulate norm violation, the confederate either 
created a mess (vs. did not create a mess) at a store display table. To 
manipulate action by another party, the experimenter verbally scold-

ed (vs. did not scold) the confederate. The confederate then “acci-
dently” knocked over a pile of papers in front of the participant, and 
the punishment measure was determined by whether the participant 
refrained from helping the confederate pick up the papers. We show 
that when social order was restored by the punishment delivered to 
the norm violator by another party, i.e., store employee in the retail 
context, consumers mitigated the likelihood of punishment.

Study 2a. This study employed a 2 (norm violation: present vs. 
absent) x 2 (adversity: yes vs. no) between-participants design. To 
manipulate adversity, the participant either witnesses another pas-
senger experiencing a computer failure (vs. no failure) at an airline 
counter. To manipulate norm violation, the passenger in the scenario 
either cut in line (vs. did not cut in line) later on at the security check-
point. Results show that when a norm violator faced an unjustified 
adversity that disrupts the perceived social order, i.e., negative con-
sumption event, social order is achieved by excusing the norm viola-
tor. 

Study 2b. This study employed a 2 (norm violation: present 
vs. absent) x 3 (adversity: yes – personal control vs. yes – no per-
sonal control vs. no) between-participants design. The context of the 
scenario involved the participant witnessing a norm violation at a 
post office. To manipulate norm violation, a consumer who arrived 
at the same time as a woman with the baby stroller either moved 
in front (vs. did not move in front) of the woman as she made her 
way through the door with the stroller. To manipulate adversity, the 
consumer was either of average weight (vs. obese). Additionally, 
the obese target was described as someone who lives a sedentary 
lifestyle (vs. had a medical condition that causes weight gain). The 
results show that when a norm violator experienced an unjustified 
adversity that is beyond personal control, i.e., negative physical at-
tribute due to medical condition, social order is again achieved by 
excusing the norm violator.

Study 3. This study employed a one cell (aspirational position: 
yes vs. no) + control between- participants design, and business stu-
dents participated. The context of the study was the evaluation of 
a personal training service whereby the participants were asked to 
design a physical exercise routine for the confederate who was pos-
ing as a participant. Norm violation was held at a constant for the 
aspirational position conditions, so the confederate arrived 5 minutes 
late for the study. To manipulate aspirational position, the confeder-
ate either casually mentioned that he had a job interview with a large 
marketing company (vs. café on campus). To measure punishment, 
participants indicated the number of push-ups (range from 0-50 rep-
etitions) the confederate should be asked to complete. We find the as-
pirational position held by the norm violator changes the subsequent 
punishment required to restore social order. Here, justification for the 
norm violation mediates this relationship between the aspirational 
position and the level of punishment delivered.

Discussion. Previous work in consumer behavior has focused 
on identifying important consumption norms and determining how 
the promotion of these norms can change people’s behaviors (e.g., 
Goldstein et al. 2008). Our research diverges from this line of work 
by exploring how consumers react toward those who violate norms 
in the consumption context. Based on the theoretical conceptualiza-
tion that disrupted social order can be restored through punishment 
of the norm violators, the current research contributes to our under-
standing of consumers’ reactions toward norm violators by providing 
new insight into how consumers use the level of punishment deliv-
ered as a means to address a norm violation that has occurred in the 
consumption context.
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Tülin Erdem, New York University, USA
Gavan J. Fitzsimons, Duke University, USA
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Paper  #2: the Pride (and the Pain?, USA  the downstream 
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Situations

Adriana Samper, Arizona State University, USA
James R. Bettman, Duke University, USA
Gavan J. Fitzsimons, Duke University, USA

Paper  #3: It’s Smiling at Me: Satisfying Social needs through 
Consumer Products…At the Expense of Genuine Relationships

James A. Mourey, University of Michigan, USA
Jenny Olson, University of Michigan, USA
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Paper  #4: Exposure to Unattainable Luxury: boomerang 
Effects on Extrinsic and Materialistic Goals
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Mario Pandelaere, Ghent University, Belgium

SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Consumers often seek out products or brands in the service of 

satisfying personal goals, and marketers may try to stimulate con-
sumption by making these goals salient.  For example, consumers 
may believe that by purchasing specific products or brands, they can 
express unique aspects of themselves (Berger and Heath 2007), close 
gaps in identity (Wicklund and Gollwitzer 1982), affiliate with others 
(Mead et al. 2011) or even feel more powerful (Rucker and Galin-
sky 2008) and marketers may strengthen this perceived link through 
promotional campaigns or messages.  In this session, we examine 
contexts where consumer and marketer intuitions about brand and 
luxury exposure may boomerang; when seeking out or promoting 
products may have unintended, and sometimes even deleterious, 
consequences.

First, Cutright and colleagues demonstrate that by using prod-
ucts and brands to the end of expressing the self, consumers may ac-
tually be suppressing their overall religiosity.  In this manner, subtle 
exposure to brands through choice or trial can actually cause people 
to “lose their religion.”  Samper, Bettman and Fitzsimons show that 
consumers, in an effort to put their best foot forward by choosing 
a higher end item for a high-stakes task(e.g., Armani Suit for a job 
interview, Odyssey Golf Club for a putting task), may actually polar-
ize their self-perceptions of success and failure.  While consumers 
using a high end branded item who succeed on a task feel signifi-
cantly more skilled than those using a neutral item, these consumers 
also feel significantly more frustrated and less skilled when using 
this branded item if their performance was unsuccessful.  Mourey, 
Olson and Yoon examine this phenomenon in the domain of affili-
ation, where they show that while social exclusion increases desire 
for brands that may fulfill interpersonal needs, using these anthropo-
morphized products can actually lead consumers to be less likely to 
seek out human connections.  Finally, Meert, Lens and Pandelaere 
examine this phenomenon through a marketer’s lens, showing that 
standard practices of trying to persuade consumers and encourage 
materialistic goal pursuit by showing images of luxury can actually 

backfire when consumers are presented with unattainable  luxury.  
Specifically, the salience of unattainable luxury can lead to reduced 
interest in material goods and even increased prosocial behaviors.  
The fourth paper facilitates an integration of these unintended conse-
quences across consumer and marketer-related goals.     

Given its unique, counterintuitive focus, this session is expected 
to appeal to a broad segment of ACR members. The four papers, all 
at advanced stages, are expected to generate interest among individu-
als with interests in anthropomorphism, branding, goal pursuit and 
motivation, luxury goods, priming, product use, religion, consumer 
welfare and marketing applications. All speakers (Cutright, Samper, 
Mourey and Meert, indicated by asterisk, below) have agreed to 
serve if the proposal is accepted.  

In sum, this session brings together a diverse set of papers 
examining the unintended effects of  brand or product exposure in 
religious, aspirational, affiliative and luxury contexts.  By combin-
ing a breadth of papers that address this similar phenomenon, we 
underscore the importance of understanding the downstream conse-
quences of consumption and shed greater insight into how the goals 
of consumers and marketers may be undermined by exposure to ini-
tially desirable products or brands.  

Finding brands and Losing Your Religion?

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Whether you consider it to be a source of deadly extremism or 

the pathway to humanity’s highest potential (Pargament, 2002), few 
will deny the power of religion.   In this research, however, we ask 
whether religiosity (i.e., the centrality of religion in one’s life) can be 
undermined by the presence of brand name products.  We reason that 
when brands are salient, religion will be devalued, given that people 
often use brands to satisfy similar self-expressive needs as religion 
(e.g., Shachar, Erdem, Cutright, & Fitzsimons, 2011). However, we 
expect that the salience of brands will lead to lower levels of reli-
giosity only when individuals are able to incorporate the brands as 
meaningful extensions of themselves.  When brands do not allow 
individuals to communicate a part of “self”, they are unlikely to be 
viewed as acceptable substitutes for religion.  

Study 1 tested our basic hypothesis that the salience of brands 
leads to lower levels of religiosity.  The experiment contained two 
between-subject conditions:  high brand salience versus low brand 
salience.  In the high brand salience condition, participants chose 
between two branded products, 10 different times.  For example, 
in one choice, they decided between a red Adidas shirt and a green 
Adidas shirt.  In the low brand salience condition, participants chose 
between the same pairs of products except the brand names were 
removed. After making their choices, participants completed the 
Religious Commitment scale (Worthington et al., 2003, e.g., “My 
religious beliefs lie behind my whole approach to life”).   Consistent 
with hypotheses, results indicated that the high brand salience condi-
tion reported significantly lower religious commitment than the low 
brand salience condition.  

In Study 2, we explored the breadth of the hypothesized effect 
by investigating how brand salience would impact items indirectly 
related to religion.  In particular, we were interested in how brand 
salience would influence attitudes towards malls that resembled 
churches versus those that did not.  We expected that high brand sa-
lience would cause people to devalue religion and apply these at-
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titudes towards malls that resembled churches.  The experiment’s 
design was a 2(brand salience:  high vs. low; between subjects) x 
2(mall type: high church resemblance vs. no church resemblance; 
within subjects).

Participants were randomly assigned to a high brand salience 
condition or low brand salience condition as in Study 1.  After mak-
ing their choices, participants evaluated a series of six malls, half of 
which strongly resembled churches while the others did not.  Par-
ticipants then indicated how much they liked each mall (7pt scales). 

Results revealed no significant main effects, but there was a sig-
nificant interaction of brand salience and mall type on liking.  When 
evaluating the malls that resembled churches, the high brand salience 
condition liked the malls less than the low brand salience condition.  
When evaluating the malls that did not resemble churches, the two 
conditions did not differ from one another.  This study therefore sug-
gests that brands not only impact basic reports of religiosity, but even 
color individuals’ perceptions of objects that are loosely associated 
with religion.  

In the studies reported thus far, we have used an inherently 
self-expressive context to reveal the hypothesized effect of brands:  
choice exercises that allowed people to express themselves with the 
brands to which they were exposed.  In the next study, we wanted 
to more explicitly demonstrate that the relationship between brands 
and religiosity exists only when brands are incorporated into one’s 
expression of self.  Thus, Study 3 was designed to manipulate the 
degree to which products are incorporated into the self by altering 
individuals’ physical relationship with the product.  We hypothesized 
that wearing a brand would provide a strong opportunity for indi-
viduals to incorporate the brand into one’s expression of self (e.g., 
Gino, Norton, & Ariely, 2010), while simply looking at a product 
would not. Accordingly, we expected that when individuals wore a 
branded product (versus a non-branded product), religiosity would 
decline.  We did not expect this relationship to exist when individuals 
simply looked at the brand.  In other words, we expected “wearing” 
a brand to have similar effects as “choosing” a brand since each of 
these contexts allows people to say something about themselves with 
brands.  We expected that simply “looking at” a brand would be less 
likely to aid self-expression.  

The design was a 2(brand salience:  high vs. low) x 2(self-ex-
pressive context:  high vs. low).  In half of the sessions participants 
came into the lab and were given an Apple-branded lanyard (high 
brand salience).  In the remaining sessions, participants were given 
a plain black lanyard (low brand salience).  After receiving their lan-
yards, half of the participants were told to wear and evaluate the lan-
yard (high expression).  The remaining participants were told NOT 
to wear it; just to look at it and evaluate it (low expression).  Partici-
pants then completed the Religious Commitment scale.

 There were no main effects of brand salience or self-ex-
pressive context on religious commitment.   However, a significant 
interaction of the two conditions emerged.  In the high self-expres-
sion condition (i.e., wearing the lanyard), individuals in the high 
brand salience condition (Apple) reported lower religious beliefs 
than individuals in the low brand salience condition.  Within the low 
self-expression condition (i.e., looking only), the high and low brand 
salience groups were not significantly different from one another. 
This study therefore reiterates the notion that brands only lead to 
lower levels of religiosity when incorporated into expressions of the 
self.  

In summary, these studies have demonstrated that beliefs about 
God waver when brands take center stage in individuals’ minds.  
We’ve found that this is most likely to be true when brands are in-
corporated into the self and serve as a tool for self-expression.  This 

research offers not only an understanding of the power of brands 
in shaping individuals’ most sacred beliefs, but also sheds light on 
the value that many individuals assign to religiosity.  It seems that 
what many consider sacred is often treated as merely a means to an 
(expressive) end.  

Rolling the dice with Premium Products: Using a High 
End Product Polarizes Self-Perceptions of Performance

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Phrases like “dress for success,” or “you’ve got to look the part” 

suggest that having the right accoutrements for a performance task 
(fancy golf equipment on the course; a new tailored interview suit) 
can be beneficial to success. Importantly, while we may purchase 
elite branded products in the hopes that these products will help us 
perform well, sometimes we may succeed, while other times we may 
still fail. In the current research, we examine how a performance 
outcome interacts with the type of product used to influence self-
perceptions. That is, if we use products to pose as the ideal self that 
we have not quite arrived at, how does this affect how we feel when 
we succeed or fail?

We draw from work on priming and self-concept (DeMarree, 
Petty and Wheeler 2005) to examine this question.  Research has 
shown that objects can serve as primes to increase the acccessibility 
of related aspects in self-concept (Kay et al. 2004).  In this sense, the 
use of a high end golf club may make the construct of a skilled golfer 
more accessible.  Success with a high end golf club assimilates to 
this construct, thereby strengthening the link between the self and 
elite golfer, resulting in greater self-perceptions of skill and talent.  
However, if the construct of “skilled golfer” was initially accessible 
through choice of a high end club, failure with a high end club con-
trasts even more starkly against this construct, thus making self-per-
ceptions seem even poorer.  In this manner, individuals should feel 
more skilled following success with a high-end (vs. low-end) prod-
uct, and importantly, they should also feel even less skilled following 
failure with this same high-end (vs. low-end) product.  This should 
be particularly pronounced for individuals who are more reliant on 
accessible inward beliefs to guide their self-perceptions, specifically, 
for low self-monitors (Snyder & Tanke 1976).  Thus, we suggest that 
there may be both pride and pain associated with posing, and test this 
across three studies.

Study 1 used a two-cell design to test the basic effect of prod-
uct type in a failure situation.  Twenty-eight undergraduates read a 
first-person scenario about purchasing a new interview suit in which 
they were randomly assigned to choose an Armani or Dockers suit.  
Depending on condition, participants were then told that their in-
terview was successful (unsuccessful). Participants then rated their 
self-perceptions of how skilled they would feel at interviewing.  Re-
sults revealed that individuals who had chosen the high end Armani 
(vs. low end Dockers) suit felt less qualified for the interview posi-
tion.  Thus, this study reveals preliminary evidence that using a high 
end product can make failure feel more extreme.  

In Study 2, we tested this effect in an actual golfing perfor-
mance context, looking at the effects of product use on both fail-
ure and success, and examining the role of the self by comparing 
situations in which one is assigned to (non self-relevant) vs. chooses 
(self-relevant) to use a high end product.  Four hundred and twenty 
eight participants were randomly assigned to the conditions of a 2 
(product:  high end Odyssey club vs. low end Basic club) x 2 (selec-
tion:  choice vs. assignment) design.  Participants were informed that 
they would be evaluated on their putting skills from a distance of 
4.25 ft. and presented with two clubs: the high end Odyssey or the 
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low end Basic.  Participants were either assigned to use a high (low) 
end Odyssey (Basic) putter, or were allowed to choose their put-
ter.  Participants completed one putt, and either succeeded or failed.  
Neither the choice vs. assignment of a putter nor the use of a Basic 
vs. Odyssey putter influenced success or failure. As such, we crossed 
these two factors with success vs. failure to yield a 2 (product:  high 
end vs. low end) x 2 (selection:  choice vs. assignment) x 2 (suc-
cess vs. failure) between-subjects design.  All cells had at least 21 
participants.  Participants then rated their self-perceptions of how 
skilled they felt at putting.  Results revealed a significant selection x 
club x outcome interaction and showed that for individuals assigned 
to a putter, there was no difference in self-perceptions across putters 
following failure, and no difference across clubs following success.  
In the choice conditions, however, following failure, individuals felt 
more negative self-perceptions of skill if they had chosen the Odys-
sey vs. Basic putter.  Following success, individuals felt more posi-
tive self-perceptions if they had chosen the Odyssey vs. Basic putter.  
Thus, high end (vs. low end) product choice makes one feel even 
more skilled after success, but even less skilled after failure.  Impor-
tantly, the role of choice suggests that the linking of the product to 
one’s self-concept must be present for these effects to hold.  In Study 
3, we probe the role of self-concept more deeply by examining the 
impact of self-monitoring.

In Study 3, we examined the role of self-monitoring in this phe-
nomenon to further understand the process by which product use 
drives changes in self-concept and hence self-perceptions.  Because 
we wanted to look at a domain that was particularly important to 
undergraduate business students, we returned to the interview sce-
nario.  One hundred and seventy-six undergraduates were randomly 
assigned to a 2 (product: high end vs. low end) x 2 (outcome:  suc-
cess vs. failure) x self-monitoring (measured) design.  Participants 
read a scenario in which they were debating whether to purchase an 
Armani or H&M suit for a highly anticipated job interview.  Partici-
pants were randomly assigned to “ultimately decide” on the Armani 
(H&M) suit and read a short passage describing their interview as 
highly successful or highly unsuccessful.  Participants then rated 
their self-perceptions of interviewing skills and completed the re-
vised self-monitoring scale (Lennox and Wolfe 1984), which was 
unaffected by the manipulations.  Results revealed that as before, 
following failure, using a high end (vs. low end) suit made people 
feel worse about their interviewing skills, while following success, 
using this high end (vs. low end) suit made people feel better about 
their interviewing skills.  Measures of positive and negative emo-
tion also parallelled these results.  Most importantly, these effects 
were driven by low self-monitors, suggesting that low self-monitors’  
greater reliance on the mental contents associated with the high end 
suit, as well as the success or failure that may assimilate or contrast 
to this content, likely drives changes in self-perceptions.

Thus, these results suggest that using high end products can 
have unanticipated consequences on self-perceptions.  While indi-
viduals typically gravitate toward choosing higher end goods to em-
ulate the individuals they aspire to be, their use may have polarizing 
effects resulting in sweeter success, but sourer failure.

It’s Smiling at Me: Satisfying Social needs through 
Consumer Products…At the Expense of Genuine 

Relationships

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Beginning with imaginary friends and teddy bears in childhood, 

human beings demonstrate a fundamental need for belonging that 
continues across the lifespan (Baumeister & Leary, 1995; Maslow, 

1943). Although social needs are often fulfilled through contact with 
other people, it seems plausible that consumer products could fulfill 
similar needs. For example, consumers might purchase goods and 
services hoping to attain love, affection, and emotional pleasure. 
Seeking social need fulfillment through products may, paradoxi-
cally, serve as a detriment to interpersonal relationship development 
and maintenance. The objective of the current research is to explore 
how the consumption of products, in general, can come at the cost 
of social relationships when products satisfy the needs customarily 
fulfilled by other people.

Just how far people supplement human interactions with product 
interactions is a matter warranting careful study. Research suggests 
the possibility of consumers developing relationships with nonso-
cial objects that mirror interpersonal relationships (Aggarwal, 2004; 
Fournier, 1998). Further evidence indicates that individuals readily 
perceive objects as gendered (Guthrie, 2007), brands as having per-
sonality (Aaker, 1997), and brand-related characters as human (Rook 
& Levy, 1999). Social exclusion may play a role in these findings, 
however, such that those craving human contact may more readily 
“see” people in their products. Research by Epley, Waytz, Akalis, 
and Cacioppo (2008) shows that people who feel more chronically 
disconnected from others anthropomorphize more than those who 
feel more connected. Indeed, individuals who are well integrated in 
their social networks are less likely to seek additional bonds relative 
to their more deprived counterparts (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). 

We propose that when a social need exists, products may satisfy 
it in a way similar to people, which reduces the likelihood of seeking 
interpersonal fulfillment. Baumeister and Leary (1995) propose, but 
never empirically test, that social relationships “…should substitute 
for each other, to some extent, as would be indicated by effective 
replacement of lost relationship partners and by a capacity for social 
relatedness in one sphere to overcome potential ill effects of social 
deprivation in another sphere.” We seek to demonstrate that consum-
ers who perceive a void in affiliative bonds may be able to derive 
similar social benefits from product consumption.

Study 1 involved a 2(words: control, negative social) x 
2(Roomba: anthropomorphized, non-anthropomorphized) between-
subjects design. Undergraduate students completed a computerized 
word task where they identified the number of syllables in words 
flashed on the screen. Participants viewed 40 randomly presented 
words: 20 control words (e.g., guitar, banana, lampshade) and either 
20 negative social words (e.g., excluded, unaccepted, unloved) or 20 
neutral words. Following this priming task, participants completed 
an ostensibly unrelated task in which they were told a company was 
interested in the shopping behavior of young adults. Participants 
were shown a Roomba vacuum, but half were randomly assigned 
to see a version in which the product’s features resembled a smiling 
face (anthropomorphized) while the other half saw the same Roomba 
turned 90-degrees clockwise so that the product was identical but did 
not resemble a smiling face (non-anthropomorphized). Participants 
then answered several questions regarding their impressions of the 
Roomba including their familiarity with the product, willingness to 
pay, how attached or dependent they might become on the product, 
and a series of ratings regarding the following characteristics: attrac-
tive, desirable, efficient, high-maintenance, reliable, stylish, unsafe, 
and has a mind of its own.

Results revealed a significant interaction between prime and 
Roomba condition showing that participants primed with negative 
social words and shown an anthropomorphized Roomba were will-
ing to pay more and become attached to the product. Interestingly, 
these participants were also more likely to see the product as both 
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more attractive and as having a mind of its own, suggesting greater 
sensitivity to the product’s humanistic attributes. 

To see whether this sensitivity would influence consumption 
decisions, Study 2 utilized a 2(social exclusion, non-social negative 
control) × 2(anthropomorphized, non-anthropomorphized product) 
between-subjects design. Undergraduates were randomly assigned 
to one of two essay conditions: social exclusion (“a time you felt 
very excluded by other people”) or a nonsocial negative control (“a 
time you did worse than expected on an academic assignment”). Par-
ticipants were then presented a version of iRobot’s Roomba as done 
in Study 1. A series of rating scales followed the Roomba presenta-
tion to assess product perceptions. 

Results revealed a significant interaction between the two in-
dependent variables for purchase likelihood, after controlling for 
Roomba ownership: the anthropomorphized version was preferred 
among socially excluded individuals but not control participants. 
More importantly, socially excluded participants expressed a greater 
likelihood of buying the anthropomorphized Roomba over its non-
anthropomorphized counterpart. Additionally, results replicated the 
finding in Study 1 showing that socially excluded participants were 
willing to spend more money on an anthropomorphized Roomba 
than the control group. 

Study 3 replicated Study 2 with a more heterogeneous sample 
and focused on social behaviors rather than product perceptions. A 
similar design was used: 1) individuals wrote about a time they felt 
either socially included or excluded (no control group), 2) viewed ei-
ther an anthropomorphized or nonanthropomorphized Roomba, and 
3) responded to a series of items including whether they wanted to 
wait alone or with others for subsequent tasks. Results yielded a sig-
nificant interaction between the two independent variables in desire 
for social contact. Means indicate that those made to feel excluded 
were more likely to prefer waiting alone when presented with an 
anthropomorphized version of the Roomba compared to those also 
made to feel excluded who were presented with a nonanthropomor-
phized version. Presumably, the excluded individuals were able to 
“fill the void” when presented a humanlike product.

In sum, we find initial evidence for the idea that  perceptions 
of social exclusion 1) make consumers more sensitive to humanistic 
attributes of products, 2) influence the kinds of products they might 
buy, and 2) those products influence social behavior. We hope future 
results will further support our central argument: If social needs can 
be satisfied through products, consumers may not seek fulfillment 
through other people and, therefore, increase their risk of negatively 
impacting real social relationships. 

Exposure to Unattainable Luxury:  
boomerang Effects on Extrinsic and Materialistic Goals

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
While ample research has investigated consumers’ motives to 

buy luxury products (e.g., Vigneron & Johnson, 2004), it is less clear 
whether exposure to luxury influences people’s values and goals. 
As luxury consumption is related to materialism (e.g., Belk & Pol-
lay, 1985), it seems obvious to assume that exposure to (images of) 
luxury increases materialistic and related extrinsic (Kasser, 2002) 
goal pursuit. Indeed, advertising exposure – which frequently dis-
plays images of luxuries – is linked to materialism (e.g., Paek & Pan, 
2004); however, studies are correlational or quasi-experimental at 
best, precluding causal inferences. In addition, results of our pilot 
study show that people generally think that exposure to luxury in-
duces materialism. 

At first sight, one may expect that exposure to unattainable (i.e. 
unaffordable) luxury produces a similar outcome. A second pilot 
study confirmed this. However, based on goals literature, we propose 
that the influence of exposure to luxury is much more complex than 
is usually assumed.

People tend to commit to a goal that is likely to be achieved 
and to disengage from goals that are difficult to attain (Kruglanski et 
al., 2002). When the likelihood of attainment is deemed too small, 
one may even abandon the goal (Baumgartner & Pieters, 2008). We 
propose that the affordability of consumer goods serves as a signal 
of the likelihood that one may successfully attain one’s extrinsic and 
material goals. Hence, we propose that exposure to attainable luxu-
ries might strengthen the endorsement of extrinsic and materialistic 
goals while exposure to unattainable luxuries might decrease it. 

Study 1 tests this prediction. 152 students were asked to either 
decorate a highly expensive villa (i.e. unattainable luxury) versus a 
mainstream house. Specifically, participants received a floor plan of 
a villa versus smaller house and sets of photos with possible interi-
ors per room to choose from (luxurious versus common interiors). 
Participants placed the pictures of their choice on the floor plan. A 
pretest measured the attainability of the villa/mainstream house (i.e., 
the likelihood of living in the decorated type of home within ten 
years from now). As expected, participants believed that the villa 
would be significantly less attainable within ten years than the main-
stream house. 

As an additional manipulation of attainability, participants were 
encouraged (versus not) to imagine themselves owning the home 
they decorated (the imagination procedure aims to render the luxu-
rious villa less unattainable). Overall, participants were randomly 
assigned to one of four conditions (type of home: expensive villa 
vs. mainstream house; simulation: imagination vs. no imagination). 
Subsequently, we measured materialism (Richins & Dawson 1992) 
and extrinsic goal pursuit (Aspiration Index; Kasser & Sheldon 
2000).

For both dependent variables, type of home interacted signifi-
cantly with simulation. In contrast to prior intuitions (cf. pilot study), 
participants were significantly less materialistic after decorating the 
expensive villa versus the mainstream house in the condition without 
explicit imagination. However, imagining (versus not) owning the 
villa significantly increased materialistic values, while no such effect 
was found with regard to the mainstream house.  A fairly similar data 
pattern was found for extrinsic goal pursuit.

These results suggest that consumers try to cope with their in-
ability to own the exposed luxuries by downplaying the importance 
of material wealth. After all, participants only indicate attaching less 
importance to materialistic and extrinsic values when being exposed 
to unattainable luxuries, not when the same luxuries seem less unat-
tainable as a result of simulating owning them.

Study 2 tests this assumption more explicitly by also assessing 
the role of self-esteem. Rather than manipulating attainability, we 
now measured participants’ perception of their own ability to afford 
the advertised products. Forty-two students either saw six print ads 
for moderately expensive products (to allow for variation in partici-
pants’ feelings of affordability; e.g., Hugo Boss clothing) or no ads 
(control condition). Next, we measured extrinsic goal pursuit (like in 
Study 1) and self-esteem (Rosenberg 1965). After a number of unre-
lated tasks, participants in both conditions judged for each ad whether 
they could afford the advertised product. An index of perceived af-
fordability was computed. Affordability was measured at the end of 
the experiment to assess whether these concerns affected self-esteem 
and goal pursuit without being actively cued (as in Study 1). 
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Both for extrinsic goal pursuit and for self-esteem, we found a 
significant interaction between condition and perceived affordabil-
ity. Advertising exposure increased extrinsic goal pursuit and self-
esteem of participants who believed they could afford the promoted 
luxuries, but decreased it for participants who felt they could not 
afford them. Finally, a mediated moderation analysis showed that 
self-esteem partially mediated the effect of condition and affordabil-
ity on extrinsic goal pursuit.

These results raise the question whether exposure to unattain-
able luxuries merely causes people to say that materialism and ex-
trinsic goal pursuit are less important, or whether they also intend to 
act upon this belief. Hence, study 3 examines the impact of luxury 
consumption on prosocial behavior in the context of a dictator game 
(Hoffman et al., 1994).  Fifty-seven respondents were exposed to 
either 30 exclusive luxury pictures (e.g., private jet; unaffordable 
luxury condition), 30 photos depicting functional products (e.g., cal-

culator; functional condition) or to no pictures (control condition). 
Next, all respondents evaluated different organizations and indicated 
their favorite charity. Subsequently, participants were asked to allo-
cate €10 between themselves and their favorite good cause. 

Consistent with the previous studies, the amount of money do-
nated to a good cause was significantly higher after exposure to unat-
tainable luxury than after exposure to functional products or in the 
control condition.

In sum, common intuition (cf. pilot study) suggests that any 
exposure to luxury would increase materialism. However, our re-
sults show that exposure to extreme and unattainable luxury (e.g., 
through reruns of MTV Cribs) may decrease how important consum-
ers find such luxury, and extrinsic goals, more generally. Interest-
ingly, exposure to unattainable luxury may potentially even instigate 
prosocial behavior. To conclude, our results may contribute to the 
debate on advertising exposure and increased materialism.   
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Reports abound throughout the media regarding a plethora of 

financial hardships being faced by consumers. Regardless of recent 
turmoil in various economic markets, a consistent factor contributing 
to lowered consumer financial well-being resides in the debt repay-
ment and investment decisions consumers make individually. One 
underexplored question is the role that consumers’ goals play in their 
financial decisions. The purpose of this session is to provide insight 
into consumers’ goal-driven financial decisions and each of the four 
papers examines a different aspect of this question. 

The first paper by Kettle, Trudel, and Häubl reports three stud-
ies that examine how debt repayment strategies influence consumers’ 
motivation to repay debt and show that paying down debt accounts 
sequentially (versus simultaneously) increases the motivation of low 
self-control consumers, who are most likely to have debt in the first 
place. The second paper by Gal and McShane analyzes data from a 
leading U.S. debt settlement company to show that completing dis-
crete debt management subgoals motivates overall goal attainment. 
These authors find that closing debt accounts early in a debt manage-
ment program, regardless of the size of the debt accounts, is pre-
dictive of eliminating one’s debts. The third paper by Salisbury and 
Nenkov presents two studies featuring US adult consumers, which 
examine how borrowers’ future- versus present-oriented debt repay-
ment goals interact with credit card information disclosures to in-
fluence debt repayment behavior and perception of progress toward 
paying off debt. They find that the effects of repayment goals on 
perceived progress differ from the effects on repayment behavior, 
even when accurate goal-related information is provided. Finally, the 
fourth paper by Cho offers four experiments that provide evidence 
that setting a minimal, conservative financial goal (vs. high goal) and 
achieving it leads to a spike in the level of risk taken in subsequent 
financial decisions due to a persistent loss frame. All four projects 
included in this session are at advanced stages of completion, and the 
working manuscripts for all four of the papers, as well as all of the 
cited references, are available upon request.

 This symposium is a model of “appreciating diversity,” and 
therefore embodies the theme of 2012 ACR, because the researchers 
featured in the session study the role of goals in financial decisions 

by spanning various theoretical domains, multiple methodological 
approaches, and sample characteristics. Researchers will discuss lab-
based experiments as well as large-scale studies with real US con-
sumers, and actual field debt settlement data to provide insight into 
consumers’ goal driven financial decisions and choices. 

Beyond being of interest to academic researchers studying fi-
nancial decision making and goal pursuit and motivation, the work 
presented in this session will have important implications for indi-
vidual consumers repaying their debts, individual investors manag-
ing their portfolios, public policymakers, financial services firms, as 
well as the fiduciaries responsible for structuring financial instru-
ments and investment options in general.

Helping Consumers Get Out of debt Faster: How debt 
Repayment Strategies Affect Motivation to Repay debt

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Consumers with multiple debts can choose among different 

strategies for paying down their debt accounts (Amar et al. 2011). In 
particular, they can repay their accounts sequentially (one at a time) 
or simultaneously (allocating the same amount to each account). We 
propose that paying down accounts sequentially (versus simultane-
ously) differentially affects the motivation of individuals with low 
(versus high) trait self-control.

By closing down individual accounts, a sequential strategy 
enhances the appearance of progress toward the long-term goal of 
becoming debt-free, and can thus increase goal commitment and mo-
tivation (Kivetz, Urminsky, and Zheng 2006). We predict that using a 
sequential strategy will increase motivation - and thus lead to people 
becoming debt-free sooner - but only for individuals who chronically 
lack self-control.

Results from three studies support this prediction. Participants 
began each study in debt (divided into 5 equal accounts). They 
earned money in a word-generation task, and had to first pay off their 
debt before they could keep any earnings. Participants completed 10 
performance rounds; accounts were updated after each round.

In study 1, half of the participants were randomly assigned to 
a debt repayment strategy, and the other half chose a strategy. Low 
self-control individuals earned more money when paying off their 
debt accounts sequentially (versus simultaneously) whether they 
were randomly assigned to a strategy or chose it.

We tested our goal-pursuit account in study 2 by manipulating 
the amount that individuals earned per word. In the attainable-goal 
condition (in which all participants were able to get out of debt), we 
replicated the results of study 1.  However, in the unattainable-goal 
condition (in which it was nearly impossible to get out of debt), debt 
repayment strategy did not affect the motivation of low self-control 
individuals.

In study 3, participants received a recommendation for either 
the simultaneous or sequential strategy (82% followed it). Low self-
control individuals performed better when paying off their debts se-
quentially (versus simultaneously), and they also performed better 
when they followed the recommendation. Thus, the motivation of 
low self-control consumers was greatest when they followed the rec-
ommendation to repay accounts sequentially.

This research is the first to examine how debt repayment strat-
egies influence consumers’ motivation to repay debt. Paying down 
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debt accounts sequentially (versus simultaneously) increases the 
motivation of low self-control consumers - precisely those who have 
difficulty achieving long-term goals (Baumeister, Vohs, and Tice 
2007) and are most likely to have debt in the first place (Meier and 
Sprenger 2010).
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Can Small Victories Help Win the War? Evidence from 
Consumer debt Management

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Globally, consumer debt is measured in the trillions of dollars, 

with U.S. credit card debt alone amounting to approximately $1 tril-
lion and with U.S. residents, on average, holding five credit cards 
each (Experian 2009). How best to reduce and eliminate debt is 
therefore an important question for consumers in a modern economy.

The popular and influential American personal finance guru 
Dave Ramsey advocates an approach to reducing and eliminating 
debt that involves paying off small debt balances before larger ones 
because he believes that paying off the smaller balances can motivate 
an individual to subsequently pay off the larger balances. Ramsey 
terms this approach the “snowball method,” arguing that consumers 
need “some quick wins in order to stay pumped enough to get out 
of debt completely” (Ramsey 2009b,a). Ramsey is not alone in this 
view, with advocacy of this approach common among consumer fi-
nancial advisors (Hamm 2007; Think Money, Ltd. 2009).

However, from a normative perspective, the size of the account 
balance consumers pay off first should not matter to their ability to 
reduce or eliminate their debt. Rather, consumers should focus on 
paying higher interest balances first regardless of the size of the ac-
count balance (after making minimum payments on all accounts to 
avoid penalties and surcharges). This approach is thus advocated by 
the U.S government.

We obtained a highly unique data set that allows us to examine 
this question on a time horizon measured in years with real world be-
havior and high stakes consequences for the individuals concerned. 
In particular, we obtained data from a leading U.S. debt settlement 
company that allow us to examine the question of whether closing 
accounts early in a debt management program predicts whether con-
sumers succeed in eliminating their debts independent of the size of 
the closed account balances. That is, is closing a greater number of 
outstanding balances early in a debt repayment program predictive 
of debt elimination regardless of the size of the closed account bal-
ances?

Our main finding was that closing off debt accounts—indepen-
dent of the dollar balances of the closed accounts—was predictive of 
eliminating one’s debts at any point in time during participation in a 

debt settlement program. In fact, the fraction of debt accounts paid 
off appeared to be a more powerful predictor of whether or not one 
eliminates one’s debts than the fraction of the total dollar debt paid 
off, despite the latter being a relatively more objective measure of 
progress towards the debt elimination goal. More striking still, the 
dollar balance of closed debt accounts was not predictive of debt 
elimination when accounting, nominally, for closed debt accounts.

In addition to specific implications for how different forms of 
goal progress affect goal pursuit, our findings make a more general 
contribution to research on goals by highlighting possible temporal 
shifts in the importance of different determinants of goal pursuit in 
the short run versus the long run. Specifically, whereas prior research 
has identified important psychological processes whereby attainment 
of a subgoal demotivates individuals from persisting in pursuit of 
their goal (Amir and Ariely 2008; Fishbach, Dhar, and  Zhang 2006; 
Khan and Dhar 2006), our research suggests that the impact of these 
processes might be attenuated over a longer time horizon. Given that 
many important goals are pursued over long periods of time, our 
findings call for more research examining how psychological pro-
cesses affect goal pursuit over long time horizons.
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The Influence of Debt Repayment Goals on Repayment 
decisions and Perceived Progress

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Managing personal debt is an ongoing challenge for many con-

sumers.  Average credit card debt amongst U.S. consumers was ap-
proximately $6,600 per household in mid-2011.  Managing that debt 
load can be difficult, and it can be very expensive – U.S. consumers 
paid $94 billion in credit card interest in 2009 alone (Meijer et al. 
2011).

A recent study by the U.S. Federal Reserve Bank suggests that 
many Americans underestimate how much credit card debt they owe, 
with an estimated 34% gap in aggregate  (Brown et al. 2011). This is 
likely to have adverse effects on the debt repayment goals consumers 
set for themselves, as well as on their actual repayment behavior. For 
instance, this gap in perceptions could lead consumers to underesti-
mate the time needed to pay off their debt as well as the amount they 
will pay in interest, causing them to adopt present-oriented goals and 
spend more instead of repaying their debt, potentially incurring more 
debt than they can comfortably shoulder 
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Public policymakers encourage lenders to disclose loan cost 
information to enable borrowers to make more informed debt re-
payment decisions (e.g., the CARD Act). In the current research we 
examine how the presence of information about loan interest cost and 
payoff time interacts with consumers’ repayment goals to influence 
debt repayment decisions and perceptions of debt repayment progress.

Two experimental studies, with 570 adult U.S. consumers, ex-
amined the effect of repayment goals and loan information on repay-
ment decisions and perceived debt payoff progress. In both studies, 
participants were shown a hypothetical credit card bill and asked how 
much of the credit card balance they would repay. Study 1 included 
three experimental conditions in which we manipulated the loan pay-
off time information participants received on their credit card bill: 
1) only loan balance, interest rate, and minimum payment required 
information, 2) additional information about how much time it will 
take to pay off the loan if the minimum required amount were repaid 
each month, and 3) additional information about how much time it 
will take to pay off the loan if an amount larger than the minimum 
were repaid each month. Study 2 used a similar procedure, but had 
seven information conditions presenting information about either 
the interest cost participants would incur if the minimum required or 
some larger amount were repaid each month, and/or loan payoff time 
information similar to study 1. We further measured whether borrow-
ers had a future-oriented (i.e., pay off debt balance fast to have more 
money for other purposes in the future) or a present-oriented (i.e., pay 
the least amount possible to have more money for other purposes in 
the present) repayment goal. Finally, we assessed participants’ repay-
ment decisions as well as their perceived progress toward paying off 
the loan balance. A series of analyses were conducted to test the ef-
fects of goal type and information type, controlling for participants’ 
income, financial knowledge, attitude toward debt, temporal orienta-
tion, and credit card repayment habits. 

Results indicate that repayment goals had a robust effect on 
repayment amount.  Participants with a future-oriented goal to pay 
off the balance fast tended to repay more, while participants with a 
present-oriented goal to repay the least amount possible repaid less. 
Interestingly, the negative effect of holding a present-oriented goal 
was larger when payoff time information was present. The loan cost 
information and payoff time information manipulations had little di-
rect impact on repayment amount.

Repayment goals also influenced participants’ perceived prog-
ress toward paying off their loan, and these effects were moderated 
by the type of information present on the credit card statement. A 
future-oriented goal to repay the loan balance fast had a significant 
positive effect on perceived progress, after controlling for repay-
ment amount, suggesting a kind of optimism toward achieving loan 
payoff.  This positive effect on perceived progress was further en-
hanced by the presence of payoff time information on the credit card 
bill. This suggests that, while disclosing payoff time information 
may not increase repayment amount (and therefore speed up loan 
repayment), it has the potential to increase consumers’ perceptions 
of progress toward paying off the loan. In other words, for borrowers 
with a future-oriented payoff goal, providing loan payoff time infor-
mation does not change goal-oriented behavior, but it does change 
(i.e., increase) perceptions of goal progress.

We found no significant main effects of payoff time information 
on perceived progress.  On the other hand, the presence of loan cost 
information had a significant negative effect on perceived progress 
(after controlling for repayment amount); this was the case regardless 
of repayment goal type.  Thus, disclosing loan cost information may 
lead borrowers to feel more pessimistic about making progress toward 
loan payoff. 

Finally, a present-oriented goal to repay the least amount pos-
sible had significant effects on perceived progress, after controlling 
for repayment amount, but the valence of the effect varied across 
information conditions. Having a present-oriented goal had a sig-
nificant positive effect on perceived progress in all conditions, ex-
cept one: when participants were provided with information about 
the loan payoff time associated with repaying only the minimum 
each month, a present-oriented goal had a significant negative effect 
on perceived progress. Thus, having a present-oriented goal to pay 
the least amount possible decreased perceived loan payoff progress 
when time information was present and increased perceived prog-
ress otherwise.

Our findings regarding the effects of repayment goals and in-
formation disclosure on perceived debt repayment progress are 
noteworthy because past research has shown that perceptions of goal 
progress (even progress that is illusory and artificial) increase con-
sumers’ effort toward achieving the goal (e.g., Kivetz, Urminsky, and 
Zheng 2006; Nunes and Dreze 2006). We add to this literature stream 
by providing insight into the differential effects of having present- 
versus future-oriented goals and receiving time- versus money-related 
information on perceived goal progress.

A third follow-up study is planned, aimed at clarifying the theo-
retical mechanisms underlying the effects observed in studies 1 and 2. 
In this study participants’ future- and present-oriented goals, as well 
as actual progress towards debt repayment, will be manipulated.  Per-
ceived progress toward goal achievement, as well and perceived feasi-
bility and desirability of goal achievement, will be measured.

The key contributions from these studies will inform our un-
derstanding of how consumer goals interact with information disclo-
sure to influence consumer debt repayment behavior and perception 
of progress toward paying off debt.  These findings have important 
implications for consumers, public policy makers, as well as for 
lenders. They are particularly timely given recent legislation (e.g., 
CARD Act) related to the types of disclosure information that must 
be revealed to consumers of credit, which often involves the provi-
sion of cost- and time-related loan payoff information.  
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Consequence of Motivated Goal Setting on Sequential 
Goals in Investment decision Making

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Imagine that you have decided to invest in the financial stocks 

of emerging markets. Markets have been rather volatile with much 
fluctuation. Given the uncertainty of the financial markets, you de-
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cide that you would be happy as long as it returns a little over what 
you would get from a bank deposit, and allocate your money into 
the conservative stocks with low risk. At the year’s end you find that 
your portfolio has done better than the bank rates, but also finds out 
that many other stocks have done even better, achieving double the 
rate of return. For the next period, what would be the level of risk 
you take? Would you take on greater risk? Stay the course with the 
same set of stocks? Or take on less risk since you achieved your 
goal? Given how often decisions are made in a sequence of decision 
periods, surprisingly little attention has been given to understanding 
investment decisions and judgments within its sequential decision 
making context. 

In this research, we examine the relationship between what we 
term “strategic goal setting,” confirmation of the goal, and the subse-
quent level of risk taken, in the domain of investment decision mak-
ing. More specifically, our research investigates the consequence of 
setting a minimal, conservative performance goal (vs. high goal) on 
the subsequent target setting for a risky decision when the goal is 
successfully obtained. Whereas individuals often set lower invest-
ment targets assuming they will be happy if only the target is met, 
this assumption is often unfulfilled because the reference point is no 
longer the initial goal but a higher, “could-have-been” performance 
level (Cho and Johar 2011). We predict and find that, due to the up-
ward shifting reference standard, low-goal setters are likely to find 
themselves in the domain of losses, and become more risk seeking 
in their subsequent investment decisions. Our hypothesized process 
model is as follows:

Goal Level → Feedback (confirmed) → Outcome compared to 
higher reference point than goal → domain of losses → Risk at T2

Across four studies involving investment decisions, we asked 
individuals to set return goals for their investment portfolios, pick 
three stocks in a simulated investment task, confirm their goals 
(feedbacks which match the performance to their return goals), 
then ask them to set another goal for the next period. Respondents 
were induced to pick low or high goals via priming tasks (approach-
avoidance orientation, delight vs. disappointment) then were told 

that their investment goals were met for that period (goals confirmed 
for all conditions), followed by satisfaction measures, then the key 
measure: target goal for the next investment period. We found that 
the low-goal setters set target performances that were consistently 
higher (greater magnitude of increase) than the high-goal setters 
(studies 1 and 4). This pattern was observed even when the actual 
performance level was controlled for (studies 2 and 3).

We adopt the framework of prospect theory to conceptualize 
our finding (Kahneman and Tversky 1979). A central concept within 
prospect theory is the framing effect: individuals tend to avoid risks 
when perceiving an outcome as gains or exceeding a reference point, 
and they seek risks when an outcome is perceived as losses or per-
forming below a reference point. In other words, when one achieves 
the goal one set out to achieve, or when one’s targeted performance 
has been obtained, this should put the person in a domain of gains. 
Based on this model, a corresponding prediction would be that on the 
subsequent risk-taking decision, one would be less inclined to risk 
the gain already obtained (Heath, Larrick and Wu 1999). In short, 
confirmation of goal should lead to risk-aversion. We demonstrate 
that confirmation of goal leads to greater risk seeking in the subse-
quent decision among those who set conservative goals due to the 
tendency to upward compare. Because individuals tend to compare 
their outcome to a higher reference standard, and this upward com-
parison process creates a loss frame in which the low-goal setter 
perceives a more intense loss frame than the high-goal setter. Our 
finding is consistent with the literature on misprediction of future 
affect and more broadly, lend insight into the topic of unstable risk 
preferences. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
The objective of this session is to gain a greater appreciation 

of the persuasive value of narratives.  A traditional social science 
approach to persuasion has focused on how individuals respond to 
rhetoric, or argument-driven messages, such as those captured by 
dual-route perspective models (e.g., Petty and Cacioppo 1986).  This 
approach is in contrast to daily practice, where individuals exist in, 
and readily engage with, an environment saturated with narratives.  

Scholars in a number of fields recognize the persuasive value of 
narratives and, importantly, that narratives invoke a form of process-
ing that is different from a traditional, argument-oriented approach.  
These stories (or narratives) depict events and consequences for 
characters, in contrast to informational and expository communica-
tion that presents reasons and arguments in favor of a particular fo-
cus.  Green and Brock (2000) introduced the concept of “transporta-
tion” to the social science literature, which describes the experience 
of immersing in a narrative and involves processes such as emotional 
involvement, the generation of imagery, and suspension of disbelief. 

A growing number of studies anchored in academically-orient-
ed, consumer-related domains have demonstrated that narratives af-
fect the attitudes and behavior of their audiences.  Researchers in the 
consumer domain are likely to benefit from a deeper understanding 
of the processes involved in and the impact of narrative transporta-
tion, particularly given the wide array of consumer-oriented stimuli 
that use a narrative format, such as advertisements, consumer re-
views, brand narratives, and WOM communications.  Consumers 
often actively seek narratives, and routinely underestimate the per-
suasive impact they have on their attitudes and behaviors.  

Previous work has identified a range of narrative effects that 
impact both health and social behaviors (Green, Strange, and Brock 
2002).  These studies have identified a number of relevant theoretical 
mechanisms (emotional and cognitive engagement, identification, 
reduced counter-arguing, imagery) and have established their effect 
on behavioral and pre-behavioral outcomes, but the causal mecha-
nisms and relative importance of these relationships are not yet well 
understood (Moyer-Guse 2008). An objective of this session is to 
introduce consumer researchers to the as-of-yet unexplored potential 
of narrative persuasion.  We anticipate that further research in this 
area is likely to make a contribution to the consumer field, given the 

frequency and willingness with which people engage with narratives, 
the extent to which they pervade our daily environment. 

The study of narratives has a long tradition within literary anal-
ysis and communication, which acknowledge that stories are central 
to how humans think and make choices.  This topic area allows a 
variety of intellectual vantage points to converge, both fostering the 
appreciation of academic diversity and promoting scholarly work 
between disciplines.  Buselle introduces a conceptual overview of 
narrative persuasion from a communications perspective, organiz-
ing the different genres and media platforms that induce narrative 
processing.  Kreuter presents a review of 10 years of health-oriented 
research that applies narratives to address breast cancer.  Escalas ap-
plies narratives in a consumer context, and Hamby presents a frame-
work that integrates determinants, mediators, and moderators that 
have been examined in narrative research.   

narrative Engagement across  
Media Forms and Levels of Interactivity

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The recognition that telling audiences about events and char-

acters dates back to Aristotle (Herrick 1997). However, only within 
the past half-century have social scientists focused on stories as tools 
of persuasion (Green and Brock 2000), and even more recently, ex-
plored the relations between the narrative experience and its out-
comes (Busselle and Bilandzic, forthcoming). Research into commu-
nication, entertainment-education, and advertising has incorporated 
both theoretical and methodological elements of narrative process-
ing and persuasion (e.g., Durkin and Wakefield 2008; Moyer-Gusé 
2008).  This work has been extended to the influence of narrative 
elements in videogame experiences (Ip 2011).  

Central to narrative persuasion research is the premise that in-
formation presented in a narrative form is not only different in struc-
ture – based on characters and events rather than claims and evidence 
– but also produces a fundamentally different experience.  Further, 
the nature and quality of that experience mediates the influence of the 
narrative on the reader, viewer or player.  Specifically, the more en-
grossing the narrative experience the greater the narrative’s influence 
(e.g., Green & Brock 2000; Moyer-Gusé and Nabi 2010).  Currently, 
narrative persuasion research is challenged by competing conceptu-
alizations of what it means to be engaged, absorbed, or transported.  
This challenge is complicated further by the different media forms 
narratives may take, such as a medical-drama program, a drama-
advertisement on TV or in YouTube.  These varying forms, genres 
and levels of interaction offer opportunities for narrative experiences 
that may be quite different from each other and may require differ-
ent methodological and measurement tools.  The focus on narrative 
across different media forms raises questions about the extent to 
which narrative experiences are similar or different depending on the 
nature of the message and the characteristics of the media platform.  

The present paper describes a conceptual structure to organize 
narrative experiences across genres and media platforms based on 
the extent to which they approximate real life experiences.  The pa-
per reviews the theoretical and conceptual explanation used to de-
scribe and understand narrative experiences, such as mental model 
construction, flow experiences, and imagery production and outlines 
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theoretically separate dimensions, such as attention, comprehension, 
identification, and presence (Busselle and Bilandzic 2009) and how 
those experiential processes may manifest across different media 
forms, formats and genres.  

narratives in Cancer Prevention:   
A Review of a 10 year Research Program

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
This presentation will summarize findings from a decade-long 

research program examining audience effects of personal experience 
narratives.  The narratives studied in this research are breast cancer 
survivor stories collected on video from African American women 
and shown to other African American women without breast cancer.  
Outcomes of interest across a series of independent studies include 
beliefs, perceptions, recall, and health behaviors.

The promise and appeal of narrative lies in its familiarity as a 
basic mode of human interaction.  People communicate with one 
another and learn about the world around them largely through sto-
ries. Kreuter et al. (2007) have proposed a typology of narrative ap-
plication in cancer control that has four distinctive capabilities: (1) 
overcoming resistance; (2) facilitating information processing; (3) 
providing surrogate social connections; and, (4) addressing emo-
tional and existential issues, and are applicable to outcomes across 
the cancer control continuum (e.g., prevention, detection, diagnosis, 
treatment, survivorship).  

The breast cancer survivor stories were collected in St. Louis, 
MO.  We elicited stories from 36 African American women who had 
been diagnosed with breast cancer and 13 family members of these 
women.  Survivors ranged in age from 35-67, had been survivors 
for <1 to >23 years, and 91% were members of one of five differ-
ent African American breast cancer survivor support groups in St. 
Louis, MO.  

African American women (n = 489) ages 40 and older were 
recruited from low-income neighborhoods in St. Louis, MO and 
randomly assigned to watch the narrative or informational video.  
Effects on mammography use, cancer-related beliefs, recall of core 
content and a range of reactions were measured immediately post-
exposure and at 3- and 6-month follow-up. The narrative was bet-
ter liked, enhanced recall, reduced counter-arguing, increased breast 
cancer discussions with family and was perceived as more novel. 
Women who watched the narrative also reported fewer barriers to 
mammography, more confidence that mammograms work, and were 
more likely to perceive cancer as an important problem affecting Af-
rican Americans.  Use of mammography at six month follow-up did 
not differ for the narrative versus informational groups overall (49% 
vs. 40%), but did among women with less than a high school educa-
tion (65% vs. 32%, p < .01), and trended in the same direction for 
those who had no close friends or family with breast cancer (49% vs. 
31%, p = .06) and those who were less trusting of traditional cancer 
information sources (48% vs. 30%, p = .06). The findings suggested 
that narrative forms of communication may increase the effective-
ness of interventions to reduce cancer health disparities, and may 
have particular value in certain population sub-groups (Kreuter et 
al. 2010).

One consistent finding across studies was the role of affect, or 
emotional responses to the videos.  A community-based convenience 
sample of African American women (n = 59) used an audience re-
sponse device to report the intensity of their emotional reaction 
while watching the video. We assessed the correspondence between 
video content and emotional responses, types of emotion expe-
rienced, and recall of video content.  Strong emotions were more 

likely to correspond to contextual information about characters in the 
video and less likely to correspond to health content among women 
who watched the narrative compared to those who watched the in-
formational video (p < .05).  Both videos elicited strong emotional 
responses, but the type of emotion differed.  Women who watched 
the narrative video were more likely than those who watched the 
informational video to report feeling attentive (41% vs. 28% respec-
tively), inspired (54% vs. 34%) and proud (30% vs. 18%), and less 
likely to feel upset (8% vs. 16%) (p < .05).  Women in the narrative 
group were also more likely to mention the women’s personal sto-
ries than health information in open-ended recall questions. Lessons 
learned from this research program are discussed as well as direc-
tions for future research.  

the Effects of Social Relationships on  
narrative Persuasion

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Americans feel more socially isolated than two decades ago—

10% of respondents in a social science survey had no one to dis-
cuss important matters with in 1985, as opposed to 24.6% in 2004 
(McPherson et.al. 2006). Socially isolated people tend to behave 
more aggressively, are less prosocial, and less cooperative with oth-
ers (Twenge et.al. 2007). Despite a rich psychology literature on how 
social isolation affects people in terms of interpersonal social behav-
iors and physiological reactions, there is limited research on how 
loneliness, the subjective feeling of social isolation (Hawkley and 
Cacioppo 2007), affects consumers. 

We examine how loneliness affects consumers’ responses to 
narratives. Consumers encounter various forms of narratives daily. 
They read books, watch movies, listen to stories, and are constantly 
exposed to narrative marketing communications, such as advertise-
ments (Escalas 1998). Although abundant evidence suggests that 
narratives can be highly persuasive through the process of narrative 
transportation (e.g., Green and Brock 2000), it is not clear whether 
lonely consumers are more or less likely to be transported into nar-
ratives. 

Lonely people not only have a strong desire to form meaning-
ful connections with other human beings, they are also more like-
ly to create human connections with nonhuman gadgets (Epley et 
al. 2008). For example, lonely (vs. non-lonely) people think that a 
wheeled alarm clock that “runs away” has its own mind and can ex-
perience emotions. These findings suggest that lonely people might 
be more likely to be transported into narratives. On the other hand, 
stories often portray human interaction to which socially isolated in-
dividuals might not relate well. In three studies, we examine whether 
lonely consumers will be more or less transported into narrative con-
tents and how such transportation affects persuasion.

The first study examines the relationship between loneliness 
and narrative transportation. One hundred participants read a short 
story taken from Chicken Soup for the College Soul. The four-page 
story is about a college student and a depressed customer who help 
cheer each other up by being considerate and caring. The story has 
been used in previous research to generate various levels of trans-
portation (Wang and Calder 2006). Participants’ transportation was 
measured by a 15-item transportation scale (Green and Brock 2000). 
After reading the story and responding to the transportation scale, 
participants also responded to the revised UCLA loneliness scale 
(Russell 1996). Participants’ responses to the scales were summed 
into transportation scores (α = .84) and loneliness scores (α = .90). A 
regression analysis showed that the more lonely the participants, the 
more they were transported to the story (β = .41, t = 2.65, p = .01). 
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The second study examined whether the effect of loneliness on 
transportation will occur in advertisements rather than a story. Par-
ticipants (n = 238) evaluated two ads. The print ad featuring a young 
man and woman showed a jar of Borghese Fango mud mask and a 
product description. The story board of a TV commercial for Folg-
ers coffee consisted of 10 snapshots of a family enjoying the coffee 
during the holidays. Each participant evaluated both ads, with order 
counterbalanced. Participants evaluated each ad (1 = unfavorable, 
bad, uninteresting, poor quality; 7 = favorable, good, interesting, 
good quality) and responded to the ad transportation scale and the 
loneliness scale. 

Regression analyses showed that, consistent with results of the 
first study, lonely participants were more likely to be transported into 
the print ad (β = .21, t = 2.87, p < .01). In addition, highly transported 
participants showed more favorable attitude toward the ad (β = .06, 
t = 11.2, p < .001). However, loneliness did not affect ad attitude 
directly.

The same set of analyses on the commercial story board re-
vealed a different pattern. Lonely participants were less likely to be 
transported into the story board (β = -.22, t = -2.84, p < .01). Whereas 
transportation into the story board led to more favorable ad attitude 
(β = .07, t = 13.37, p < .001), loneliness also had a marginal effect on 
ad attitude (β = -.01, t = -1.78, p = .08). Mediation analyses support 
transportation’s mediating role between loneliness and ad attitude.

Two potential explanations might account for the different pat-
terns between print and story board.  Modality may moderate feeling 
transported; that is, lonely people are more easily transported into 
print ad but less into TV commercials. This is consistent with the 
findings of study 1, which used a text-only medium. Alternatively, 
the warm family interaction in the Folger’s ad was more social than 
the Borghese ad, making it difficult for a socially isolated individual 
to relate to the story. We are conducting a third study to further ex-
amine these alternative explanations using a 2 (modality: print vs. 
TV) × 2 (ad focus: social vs. non-social) design. Participants will 
again evaluate one print ad and one TV ad story board. However, 
some participants will see the social version of ads (featuring more 
people) whereas others will see the nonsocial version (featuring no 
human interaction). The study is underway and we will be able to 
present the results at ACR. 

A Framework of narrative Persuasion

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Researchers in social psychology and related fields have stud-

ied persuasion based on rhetoric for the past 70 years, yielding a 
detailed understanding of factors that enhance or diminish the effec-
tiveness of argument-driven, persuasive communications.  In con-
trast, the study of narrative persuasion has gained momentum only 
within the past 15 years, and researchers are still working toward a 
full understanding of the factors that influence narrative persuasion 
and the psychological mechanisms responsible for these effects. 

Researchers from a variety of disciplines such as psychology 
(Green and Brock 2000), education (Slater and Rouner 2002), com-
munication (Hinyard and Kreuter 2007), advertising (Phillips and 
McQuarrie 2010) and marketing (Escalas 2007) have contributed to 
the area of narrative persuasion.  The recent growth in the study of 
narratives from different social science orientations highlights the 
need for an overview of how extant research interrelates and con-
tributes to our understanding of narrative persuasion mechanisms.  
We present a framework that integrates narrative persuasion research 
relevant to consumer behavior.  

We organize this literature drawing in part from McGuire’s 
Communication Matrix (1989), a popular theory that considers both 
input and output variables pertaining to the persuasive communica-
tion process.  A number of studies have demonstrated that a narrative 
format (input) can impact a number of persuasion-related outputs; 
e.g., the audience’s beliefs about narrative-related topics (Fazio and 
Marsh 2008) and behavior consistent with messages contained in a 
narrative (Durkin and Wakefield 2006).  

More recent studies have examined mediators of this narrative 
effect (primary and secondary processes, as conceptualized in our 
model). For example, Kreuter et al. (2010) found that women who 
viewed a narrative video (compared with an informational video) 
experienced more positive and negative affect, identified more with 
the message source, and were more engaged. This, in turn, lead to 
reduced counter-arguing, which influenced the behavioral correlates 
of perceived barriers, cancer fatalism, and message recall.

In our framework, the initial category of “inputs” includes 
structural factors such as narrative format, a fact or fiction label 
(Green et al. 2006), and the quality of the text in terms of sequence 
coherence and message production elements (Kreuter et al. 2007).  

After exposure to a narrative, several mediating mechanisms 
are evoked, including the experience of emotion (Appel and Richter 
2010), production of imagery (Phillips and McQuarrie 2010), tele-
presence (Slater and Rouner 1996), cognitive engagement (Chang 
2009) identification with the characters portrayed in the narrative 
(Cohen 2001).  Many authors label the occurrence of these factors as 
“transportation” (Green and Brock 2000) or “narrative engagement” 
(Busselle and Bilandzik 2009).

Research indicates these initial steps involved in processing nar-
ratives lead to a second set of mental processes, such as reduced lev-
els of counter-arguing against assertions embedded in the narrative 
(Moyer-Guse and Nabi 2010), increased levels of self-referencing 
(Escalas 2007), perceived narrative realism (Busselle and Bilandzik 
2009), elevated levels of story-relevant risk perception (Moyer-Guse 
and Nabi 2010), and the willing suspension of disbelief such that 
a reader temporarily accepts the constructed story world as reality 
(Chang 2009).

The outcomes commonly examined include belief change, be-
havioral intention, enjoyment, knowledge, and attitude change.  The 
primary and secondary processes are mediators that link the “input” 
factors with the “output” factors.

Many studies indicate that this sequence has several modera-
tors.  For example, need for affect moderates the relationship be-
tween transportation and outcome beliefs, such that people with 
higher levels of need for affect are more persuaded (Appel and 
Richter 2010).  Expertise appears to moderate the relationship be-
tween narrative format and transportation, contingent on the context 
(Green 2004).  Other moderators examined in the context of narra-
tive persuasion include need for cognition (Appel and Richter 2007), 
transportability (Mazzocco et al. 2010), sensation seeking (Jensen, 
Imboden, and Ivic 2011), and persuasion knowledge (Escalas 2007). 

We anticipate this framework will facilitate a systematic discus-
sion of past research on narrative persuasion and to highlight areas 
in which more research is needed, working toward a more complete 
understanding of the factors that influence narrative persuasion and 
the psychological mechanisms responsible for these effects. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
The objective of this session is to highlight the differential ef-

fects of financial incentives on consumer behavior. The session is 
comprised of three papers that show the negative (Aydinli & Bertini), 
the time-dynamic (Van den Bergh & de Langhe), and the macro-
economic (Finkelstein & Rios) effect of financial incentives. 

Aydinli & Bertini show the boundary conditions of contingent 
price promotions by demonstrating that these promotions may pro-
voke reactance when consumers’ perceive them as constraining their 
freedom. Van den Bergh & de Langhe examine the time-dynamic 
effects of price promotions and show that such promotions may lead 
to specific product efficacies. And finally, Finkelstein & Rios show 
that incentives in the form of a macro-economic threat that poten-
tially restricts financial resources promotes domestic products over 
fair trade products.

The main contribution of the session is to demonstrate that a 
single marketing variable, in this case, financial incentives, can lead 
to different effects that range from positive to negative, and that 
vary across time, thereby affecting choice. The likely audience for 
this session are scholars who work on pricing, promotion, consumer 
choice, and behavioral decision-making. All three papers in this ses-
sion have been completed and provide important implications for the 
design of financial incentives that may have repercussions beyond 
the realm of consumer behavior. 

Consumer Reactance to Conditional Price Promotions

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The marketplace is replete with promotional offers that are con-

ditional on certain additional behaviours. Basically, the motivation 
of the firm is to have conditions on their promotions to ensure that 
certain behaviours take place in exchange for the discount. However, 
in this paper we point out that such conditional price promotions can 
sometimes backfire, resulting in more cautious decision-making by 
the consumer.   

Building on reactance theory (Brehm 1966) and adding to the 
growing literature on reactance within consumer contexts (e.g. Fitzsi-
mons 2000; Fitzsimons and Lehmann 2004; Kivetz 2005) as well as 
to the recent interest in the broader affective and cognitive implica-
tions of price promotions (Aydinli and Bertini 2012; Chandon et al. 
2000), we propose that consumers may perceive conditional promo-
tions as intended to influence their purchase behaviour, thereby con-
straining their freedom and self-determination. In order to reassert 
their freedom, consumers may act more cautiously in terms of their 

product choices through selection of cheaper and fewer options than 
they otherwise would.

Consistent with our hypothesis, we found that compared to un-
conditional promotions, conditional promotions reduce consumers’ 
overall spending with the firm as they shift consumer preferences to-
wards cheaper and fewer options as well as lower their commitment 
with the firm. Further, the results of our experiments underscore the 
role of reactance in this process. 

In Experiment 1, the participants were asked to choose among 
three types of rental options that were differently priced based on the 
features of the available cars. They were also asked to select several 
additional products and services that were charged separately from 
the rental fee. The experiment employed a single factor (no promo-
tion vs. unconditional promotion vs. conditional promotion) between 
subjects design. The conditional promotion had the sentence “… 
conditional on the person picking up the car from the branch of the 
company at the central train station” added to the description in the 
unconditional promotion condition. Consistent with our hypothesis, 
we found that participants’ total spending was lower in the condi-
tional promotion than in the unconditional promotion (p < .01) and in 
the no promotion condition (p < .05). Participants in the conditional 
promotion preferred cheaper rental options and were willing to spend 
less on additional services than participants in the unconditional pro-
motion (p < .01 and p < .04, respectively). Importantly, participants 
evaluated the two types of promotional offers as equally attractive, 
ruling out a value-based response (F < 1).

In Experiment 2, we looked for evidence for the role of reac-
tance in driving the observed effects. Prior research suggests that 
reactance is less likely to occur when the restriction of freedom is 
justifiable or legitimate (Brehm 1966). Thus, we predicted that the 
conditional promotion would arouse less reactance if the firm’s be-
haviour is perceived as legitimate, mitigating consumers’ cautious 
behaviour. The type of conditional promotion we used was a channel 
discount. Participants were randomly assigned to the no promotion, 
high reactance promotion, or low reactance promotion conditions in 
the context of purchasing a cable TV and Internet service. Partici-
pants in the high reactance promotion condition were told that the 
firm was offering a discount for using an online channel to sign up 
for the service. In contrast, participants in the low reactance promo-
tion condition were told that the firm was offering the discount for 
using an online channel because Internet subscriptions were cheaper 
to process, which in turn allowed them to share the savings with cus-
tomers. Participants were asked to choose between two TV packages 
(Base Pack, Max Pack) and among three Internet connection speed 
(2MB, 4MB, Max Speed). They were also asked if they would add 
a separately charged telephone service to their chosen bundle. As 
expected, in the high reactance promotion condition participants’ 
overall expenditure was lower than in the low reactance promotion 
condition (p < .01) and in the no promotion condition (p < .05). As 
such, the former preferred more basic TV packages with lower speed 
of Internet and were less likely to add a telephone service to their 
chosen bundle. 

Due to difficulties in measuring situational reactance, in Experi-
ment 3, we used a trait-level measure to provide evidence of a reac-
tance process. We examined whether our effects are stronger among 
individuals who are more likely to experience reactance. We predict-
ed that the conditional promotions would induce cautious decision 
making more among high reactance (vs. low reactance) consumers. 
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The experiment utilized a 2 (Promotion: unconditional vs. condi-
tional) x 2 (Trait Reactance) mixed design. Participants were asked 
to choose among three differently priced gym membership options 
as well as three different contract terms available for membership. 
They also indicated the additional services they were most likely to 
purchase during their membership. The conditional promotion was 
framed as a referral discount with the sentence “…conditional on 
the new customer joining with a second person” added to the dis-
count offer description in the unconditional promotion condition. As 
predicted, high reactance participants were willing to spend less on 
membership and additional services when the gym offered a condi-
tional promotion than when no condition was attached to the promo-
tion (p < .01). However, there was no corresponding effect among 
low reactance participants (p = .73).

Overall we demonstrate that promotions that are conditional on 
certain additional behaviours can sometimes backfire. Our findings 
delineate the situational and dispositional conditions under which 
conditional promotions are and are not effective, while also shedding 
light on the mechanism behind our effects. As such, we provide an 
important counterpoint to the notion that consumers respond favour-
ably to economic incentives. 

Placebo/Placui Effects Of Marketing Actions:  
Consumers Get What they Pay/Paid For

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Marketing actions can produce placebo effects. For instance, 

the efficacy of a product may decrease when the price of a product is 
lowered (Shiv, Carmon, and Ariely 2005). The placebo effect results 
from consumers’ reliance on marketing activities to form expecta-
tions about product quality (e.g., “you get what you pay for”). How-
ever, when consumers learn about product efficacy through first-
hand experience, the relative reliance on extrinsic aspects to evaluate 
product quality may decrease in favor of using intrinsic cues (Levin 
and Gaeth 1988; Rao and Monroe 1988). In the present research, 
we investigate whether consumers continue to rely on information 
extracted from marketer controlled sources after product experience. 
In addition, we investigate to what extent the placebo effect persists 
over time. As the placebo effect is largely unconscious (Shiv et al. 
2005), (un)favorable product experiences may unknowingly sustain 
expectancies in subsequent product experiences. Current price pro-
motions could therefore affect product efficacy at future consump-
tion episodes. In two ‘longitudinal’ experiments, we address the role 
of product experience in the placebo effect and investigate whether 
the placebo effect is a transient or persistent phenomenon.

In the first experiment, individuals’ mental performance was 
tested after consuming a cup of coffee from an unknown brand. Con-
sistent with the placebo effect (Shiv et al. 2005), individuals who 
consumed regularly priced coffee (€2, high price condition) found 
more words in a word search puzzle than individuals who consumed 
the same coffee at a price discount (€0.9, low price condition). Two 
weeks later, these same individuals consumed the same coffee as 
before and were again randomly assigned to a high (€2) and a low 
(€0.9) price condition, yielding 4 conditions (pricetime1: high vs. low 
× pricetime2: high vs. low). Those in the “hight1&lowt2”condition 
were told that “the product is now on sale”, whereas those in the 
“lowt1&hight2” condition were told that “the price promotion end-
ed”. Participants in the “hight1&hight2” and “lowt1&lowt2” conditions 
were told that the price was the same as before. Individuals who 
consumed high priced coffee at time2 found more words in the word 
search puzzle than individuals who consumed low priced coffee at 
time2. Current marketing activities seem therefore capable of pro-

ducing tenacious placebo effects (“you still get what you pay for”): 
Even after product experience, individuals continue to use an ex-
trinsic cue as a signal for product quality. Interestingly, the price of 
time1 exerted a significant influence on the performance at time2: 
Participants who consumed high priced coffee two weeks earlier per-
formed better at time2 than participants who consumed low priced 
coffee two weeks earlier. We refer to this phenomenon as a placui 
effect of marketing actions (Latin for “I have pleased” rather than 
placebo, Latin for “I shall please”): Prior marketing activities affect 
current product efficacy.

In the second experiment, we aimed to uncover the mecha-
nism behind the placui effect. Individuals’ mental performance was 
tested after consuming an energy drink with a high price, low price 
or “for free”. Consistent with the placebo effect, individuals who 
consumed a regularly priced energy drink (€2, high price condition) 
found more words in a word search puzzle than individuals who con-
sumed the energy drink at a price discount (€0.69, low price con-
dition). Importantly, individuals who believed that “the university 
received the energy drink in bulk as free samples” (€0, zero price 
condition) performed better than individuals in the low price con-
dition and not significantly different from those in the high price 
condition (performancet1: hight1 ≈ zerot1 > lowt1). This suggests that 
not all price promotions instigate placebo effects. One week later, 
the same participants consumed the same energy drink as before, 
after being randomly assigned to the high (€2) or low (€0.69) price 
condition, yielding 6 conditions (pricet1: high vs. low vs. zero × pri-
cet2: high vs. low). Replicating experiment 1, individuals who con-
sumed a high priced energy drink at time2 found more words in the 
word search puzzle than participants who consumed a low priced 
energy drink at time2 (i.e., a tenacious placebo effect, as individuals 
continue to use price as a cue for quality, even after product experi-
ence). The price at time1 also exerted a significant influence on the 
performance at time2 (i.e., a placui effect): Participants who con-
sumed a high priced energy drink one week earlier performed better 
than participants who had consumed a low priced drink one week 
earlier. Most importantly, the placui effect seemed to be driven by 
prior marketing rather than by prior performance. Indeed, although 
the performance of zerot1-individuals was similar to the performance 
of hight1-individuals at time1 (performancet1: zerot1 ≈ hight1 > lowt1), 
the performance of zerot1-individuals was significantly lower than 
the performance of hight1-individuals at time2 (performancet2: hight1 
> lowt1 ≈ zerot1). That is, prior marketing (i.e., price discounts), not 
prior performance, instigates the placui effect.

Across experiments, we obtain evidence for three variations on 
the placebo effect: 1) a regular placebo effect (the effect of pricet1 
on performancet1); 2) a tenacious placebo effect (the effect of pricet2 
on performancet2); and 3) a placui effect (the effect of pricet1 on per-
formancet2). The tenacious placebo effect suggests that current mar-
keting activities may at times overrule expectations based on prior 
experience. The placui effect suggests that product performance is 
not only affected by current marketing actions, but by prior market-
ing activities as well. Therefore, we can conclude that consumers 
not only get what they pay for (placebo effect), but also that they get 
what they paid for (placui effect).

Macroeconomic threat Increases Preference for 
Mainstream Products

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Previous research has explored the role of individual differenc-

es in consumer ethnocentrism (Shimp & Sharma, 1987; Shimp et al, 
1995; Watson & Wright, 2000) and sensitivity to value-based claims 
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(Shuldt, Muller, & Schwarz, 2011) to explain preferences for main-
stream and fair trade options, respectively. In the present research, 
we examine the role of intergroup threat in people’s preferences for 
mainstream relative to fair trade products. Intergroup threat can take 
several different forms (for reviews, see Riek, Mania, & Gaertner, 
2006; Stephan, Ybarra, & Morrison, 2009). These forms include 
realistic threats to a group’s power, material resources, and safety 
(Maddux, Cuddy, Galinsky, & Polifroni, 2008; Morrison & Ybarra, 
2008), symbolic threats to a group’s values and way of life (Mor-
rison & Ybarra, 2009; Pereira, Vala, & Leyens, 2009), and social 
identity threats to a group’s reputation (Ellemers, Spears, & Doosje, 
2002) or morality (Cameron, Duck, Terry, & Lalonde, 2005). Here, 
we focus on a particular form of realistic threat that we refer to as 
macroeconomic threat – threat to a group’s economic position and 
resources. We do so because macroeconomic threat is especially rel-
evant to evaluations of material goods and products. Broadly speak-
ing, macroeconomic threat is an important contextual variable to 
study because the state of the economy is constantly in flux. As such, 
understanding how consumer’s attitudes, preferences, and behaviors 
shift as a function of changing economic times is crucial. 

Under conditions of realistic threat, desirable material resourc-
es are seen as scarce, and people will take steps to assert the power 
and status of their own group over other groups (Levine & Campbell, 
1972). Recent research has begun to investigate the specific effects 
of macroeconomic threat. This research attests that macroeconomic 
threat activates attempts to restore and maintain the ingroup’s equal-
ity relative to outgroups (Butz & Yogeeswaran, 2011).

Although realistic (e.g., macroeconomic) threat has been shown 
to increase intergroup biases like prejudice, much less is known 
about other effects of such threat. In the context of macroeconomic 
threat, one possible effect could be differential evaluations of mate-
rial resources that benefit the ingroup versus outgroups.  Specifically, 
a threat to the macroeconomic climate may lead people to choose 
products that are made domestically and cater to the masses (“main-
stream products”) over products that are made internationally and 
promote global social justice (“fair trade products”). This preference 
for domestic products would reflect a desire to safeguard the national 
economy against threat.

We conducted two studies to test the role of macroeconomic 
threat in preferences for mainstream and fair trade products. To ex-
plore the unique impact of macro-economic threat on preferences for 
mainstream products, we compared participants who read an article 
about the instability of the current macroeconomic climate to those 
who read a threatening article not related to the economy (i.e., an ar-
ticle about global warming) and those who read a neutral article (see 
Butz & Yogeeswaran, 2011 for this manipulation of macro-economic 
threat). Next, participants evaluated a series of mainstream and fair 
trade products (e.g., Tazo Tea versus Zhena’s Gypsy Tea). The main-
stream and fair-trade products were pre-tested to ensure that they 

were equally desirable and attractive to our subject population with 
the only difference being how common/mainstream the products 
were viewed by our subject population. We predicted and found 
that compared to those who read the neutral article (control condi-
tion) or those who read the threatening article about the environ-
ment (non-macroeconomic threat condition), those who read about a 
threatening macroeconomic climate evaluated mainstream products 
more favorably. Importantly, this effect was not driven by differ-
ences in affect after reading the threatening articles. Interestingly, 
participants’ evaluations of fair trade products did not shift as a func-
tion of which article they read (macroeconomic threat vs. environ-
mental threat vs. control), possibly because participants might have 
experienced social desirability concerns that prevented them from 
derogating products that are marketed in such an inclusive way. In 
study 2, we had participants choose between earning a mainstream or 
fair-trade product for compensation. By having participants choose 
which product they would like, versus evaluating both products, we 
attempted to alleviate social desirability concerns. 

In study 2, participants read an essay about either the instability 
of the macroeconomic climate or a control topic, prior to choosing a 
product as compensation for taking place in the study. As compen-
sation, participants chose between earning a $10 gift certificate for 
Hickory Farms (mainstream option) or Global Exchange (fair-trade 
option). Pre-testing indicated both gift certificates were equally de-
sirable and that consumers inferred they could get a similar value 
for their money at both websites; the only difference was that one 
option (Hickory Farms) was perceived to be a more mainstream 
brand than the fair-trade option (Global Exchange). After indicating 
which product they wanted to consume, participants completed the 
Social Dominance Orientation (SDO; Pratto et al., 1994) scale as a 
measure of their support for inequality and hierarchy in society. We 
found that macroeconomic threat increased consumers’ preferences 
for mainstream products. We also predicted that this effect was stron-
gest among people high in SDO, who are especially sensitive and 
responsive to threats to their group’s position. 

Two studies demonstrate that perceived macro-economic threat 
impacts preferences for mainstream options. Specifically, those who 
feel their economic livelihood is threatened shift towards preferring 
mainstream options. These studies have implications for marketers 
of mainstream (fair trade) products, who could heighten (decrease) 
consumers’ sense of economic instability to boost sales of their prod-
ucts. 

COnCLUSIOn
This session will further the conference’s mission of appreciat-

ing diversity by providing a forum that discusses how a single mar-
keting variable, in this case, financial incentives, can lead to entirely 
different effects that range from positive to negative, and that vary 
across time, thereby affecting choice. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Explorations into the various influences that promote or miti-

gate consumption of unhealthy food has yielded important, and 
sometimes counter-intuitive, theoretical insights. For instance, we 
now know that consumers often “eat with their eyes” rather than with 
their stomachs; that is, they stop eating when their plate is empty 
rather than when they feel full (Wansink 2007). We also know that 
obesity can be an epidemic and spread like a disease (Christakis and 
Fowler 2007). 

For those interested in regulating their food consumption, at 
least three major lessons have emerged. The first lesson is that we 
should watch out for moments in which we are vulnerable to over-
consumption of unhealthy food. Findings reveal that we have a pre-
dilection for such food when we are feeling sad or when our ego is 
depleted. The second lesson is that we should stay away from tempt-
ing stimuli whenever possible: avoidance is the best policy (Hoch 
and Loewenstein 1991). The third lesson is that we should watch out 
for sub-conscious influences that steer us toward unhealthy food. Ra-
ghunathan et al. (2006) show that most of us aren’t even aware of the 
influence of the unhealthy = tasty intuition—which steers us toward 
unhealthy food when we want something tasty—on our food choices. 

The set of four papers in this special session report findings that 
challenge each of these three themes from past research. The first pa-
per, by Salerno, Laran and Janiszewski, suggests that, although sad-
ness or the presence of indulgent environmental cues may individu-
ally promote unhealthy eating, together, they steer people toward 
healthy choices. In their first study, the authors show that the ten-
dency to consume healthy food is higher when an indulgence prime 
is combined with sadness, but not when it is combined with anger. 
The next two studies provide evidence for the proposed underlying 
mechanism: sadness cues increase vigilance against danger of over-
indulgence. 

The second paper, by Boer and Dewitte, suggests that people 
are sometimes more likely to choose healthy food when temptation 
levels are more (vs. less) intense. In study 1, the authors use construal 
level to manipulate intensity of temptations. In studies 2 and 3, they 
use hot vs. cold imagination to do the same. Across all three stud-
ies and across various measures of temptations (including amount 

of saliva secreted), the authors find evidence for their thesis: that the 
greater the temptation, the greater the tendency to resist consumption 
of tempting food. 

The third paper, by Wilcox, Hagtvedt, and Kocher, explores the 
influence of luxury primes on eating. At first blush, one may expect 
the influence of luxury primes to be similar to that of the presence 
of indulgent environmental cues. However, these authors find that 
luxury primes actually have the opposite effect: they steer people 
toward healthy (vs. unhealthy) choices. Studies 1 and 2 establish the 
basic effect, while studies 3 and 4 document evidence for the pro-
posed mediating mechanism. Specifically, these studies document 
evidence that exposure to luxury primes results in lower indulgence 
of food because of a reduction in discrepancy between the actual and 
ideal selves.

The final paper, by Raghunathan and Suher, explores the influ-
ence of the unhealthy = filling intuition. They find that people infer 
unhealthy food to be more filling and, therefore, feel that they can 
go longer without eating if they have just consumed less (vs. more) 
healthy food. The first study uses the IAT procedure to document that 
people implicitly subscribe to the unhealthy = filling intuition. Study 
2 provides evidence that subscription to the intuition leads people 
to rate a food item portrayed as less (vs. more) healthy as more fill-
ing. The study also shows that people feel that they would need to 
consume less of an unhealthy (vs. healthy) item to stay away from 
getting hungry for the same period of time. A study in progress aims 
to show that actual consumption of unhealthy (vs. healthy) food low-
ers hunger levels to a greater extent. 

Together, these papers make a compelling case for how the les-
sons we appear to have learned from past research must be applied 
with caution. Specifically, although it may generally be a good idea 
to watch out for the effect of sadness on the tendency to indulge, 
it turns out that this may not always be the case. Those feeling sad 
may actually be quite “safe” when surrounded by indulgent cues. 
Similarly, although it may generally be a good idea to avoid being 
tempted, it turns out that intense temptations can actually stimulate 
an even stronger self-control mechanism such that we are more ca-
pable of avoiding temptations when we are more (vs. less) intensely 
tempted. There is another reason why indulgent cues may lead to 
lower consumption of indulgent food: they lower the discrepancy 
between actual and ideal selves. Finally, while many lay-beliefs may 
have a detrimental effect on food consumption, it turns out that the 
unhealthy = filling intuition may actually have a beneficial effect. 
Those who subscribe to this intuition feel that they can go for lon-
ger without consuming food when they have just consumed less (vs. 
more) healthy food. 

Researchers interested in the topic of food and obesity, as well 
as those interested in the topic of self-control are our primary audi-
ence. However, we expect the session to be of general interest as 
well, given the breadth of theoretical constructs covered. 

The proposal contributes to the theme of diversity by bringing 
together various theoretical perspectives—from motivational and 
cognitive to perceptual—together to shed light on a topic (food con-
sumption) of universal interest and appeal.
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How Sadness Signals danger of Over-indulgence

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The act of indulging can be a precarious experience for many 

consumers. Oftentimes, the margin for error is small in terms of 
exercising self-control and indulging in moderation versus experi-
encing self-control failure and over-indulging. This balancing act is 
complicated by the fact that consumers can be led to indulge by fac-
tors such as indulgent environmental cues (Geyskens et al. 2008; 
Laran and Janiszewski 2009) and the experience of negative emotion 
(Garg, Wansink, and Inman 2007; Gross 1998). Because indulgent 
food consumption represents a self-control dilemma, even an initial 
indulgent act by consumers can be perceived as a complete self-con-
trol failure, resulting in excessive indulgence (Cochran and Tesser 
1996; Polivy and Herman 1985). This risk of over-indulgence is a 
concern for many consumers, as it can lead to maladaptive conse-
quences such as weight gain and obesity (Wang and Beydoun 2007). 
Our current research investigates how this potential risk of over-
indulgence is ironically what causes indulgent environmental cues 
and sadness, two factors that have been shown to increase indulgent 
consumption in isolation, to result in increased healthy consumption 
when experienced concurrently. We find that this effect occurs be-
cause sadness exerts an informational function on consumers’ goal-
directed behaviors. Where an indulgent cue would normally signal 
to indulge, we find that sadness increases the sensitivity for harm to 
occur and signals the risk of over-indulgence. This perceived risk of 
over-indulgence leads consumers to the seeking of protection in the 
form of virtuous consumption. As a result, this protective function 
of sadness, in the presence of an indulgence goal, allows consum-
ers to better regulate their behavior and ultimately aid in consumers’ 
pursuit of wellbeing.

In study 1, we tested our proposed effect and found that virtu-
ous consumption only occurs when an indulgence prime is combined 
with sadness and not other negative emotions such as anger. Partici-
pants were randomly assigned into either an indulgence or neutral 
prime in combination with the induction of either anger or sadness. 
The priming task had participants unscramble sentences, where each 
sentence contained one word that was related to either indulgence 
or a neutral construct. Then participants read and responded to a hy-
pothetical scenario that either evoked anger or sadness. Lastly, par-
ticipants completed a purportedly unrelated food preference task. In 
this task, participants rated the desirability of 20 equally liked foods, 
half of which were perceived as healthy and the other half as indul-
gent but unhealthy. In the neutral prime groups, angry and sad par-
ticipants were both significantly more likely to prefer tasty food to 
healthy food, a finding consistent with emotion regulation research 
(Andrade and Cohen 2007). More importantly, within the indulgence 
prime, we found that only participants experiencing sadness were 
significantly more likely to prefer healthy over tasty foods, showing 
that other emotions do not trigger the same sense of danger towards 
over-indulgence that sadness does. 

   
In study 2, we established process evidence and found that the 

virtuous consumption observed within the indulgence and sadness 
combination is driven by an increased sense of danger towards over-
indulgence. We also tested whether this sense of danger is specific 
to cues that signal to indulge or if it applies to other environmental 
cues such as exercising self-control. If the threat of over-indulgence 
is also present with cues signaling self-control, this should lead to in-
creased danger-related cognitions and decreased indulgent consump-
tion. Study 2 used the same sentence unscrambling task as study 1 to 
create indulgence, self-control, or neutral priming groups in combi-

nation with the induction of no emotion or sadness. Mediation was 
assessed using a scrambled word task previously shown to be an im-
plicit measure of mental construct accessibility (Arndt et al. 2007). 
Participants solved 25 incomplete words in total (e.g., “w_r_”, for 
which the solution is “word”), where six words had the potential 
to be either neutral or danger-related constructs (e.g., “_anger” for 
which the solution is “ranger” or “danger”). Participants completed 
the same food preference task from study 1. While both self-control 
and indulgence priming groups experiencing sadness displayed an 
increased desirability for healthy foods, only the indulgence and sad-
ness condition constructed a significantly greater number of danger-
related words and indicated a significantly lower preference for tasty 
foods. 

In study 3, we investigated whether the sense of danger ob-
served within the indulgence and sadness combination becomes 
stronger as the initial cues to indulge strengthen. Research in the 
area of priming and goal pursuit has shown that stronger priming ef-
fects can lead to stronger motivated behavior (Dijksterhuis and van 
Knippenberg 1998). Using the same manipulations from study 2, 
participants were assigned to either a neutral, indulgence, or strong 
indulgence prime and then induced to feel sadness or no emotion. 
The strong indulgence prime required that participants completed an 
additional task of viewing pictures of indulgent foods and clicking 
on the foods they liked most (Geyskens et al. 2008). Participants 
were then asked to choose between two gift card options, one being 
a virtuous “grocery store gift card” and the other being an indulgent 
“trendy restaurant gift card”. We found evidence of an amplified in-
dulgence prime, where participants in the no emotion groups were 
more likely to select the trendy restaurant as the indulgence prime 
became stronger. More importantly, we found that the people expe-
riencing sadness in these same indulgence primes were significantly 
more likely to choose the virtuous grocery store as the indulgence 
cues became stronger. 

Reducing Eating Motivation by  
Intensifying Prior temptations

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Nowadays, a  common practice at schools or at home is to re-

strict physical access to  temptations, such as candys, potato chips 
and soft drinks. But the short term success that this protective, but 
artificial, environment entails may not lead to long term success (e.g. 
Fisher & Birch, 1999). When children leave home or school, they en-
ter an environment of easily accessible temptations . In this research, 
we explore how exposure to temptations can in some circumstances 
reduce consumption in a durable way (e.g. Fischbach et al. 2003, 
Geyskens et al 2008, Kroese et al 2009). 

Past research has shown that behavioral conflict is associated 
with self-control failure (e.g. Boon et al. 1998; Meltcafe & Mischel 
1999). However, other research has illustrated the involvement of 
behavioral conflict in the activation of  brain areas associated with 
enhanced self-regulation (Bush, 2001), which, in turn, might induce 
behavioral change (e.g. Miller and Cohen, 2001). In line with this, 
it has been shown that exposure to temptations in situations where 
the consumer cannot succumb, reduces free consumption of similar 
temptations in subsequent situations (Geyskens, Dewitte, Pande-
laere, & Warlop 2008; Dewitte, Bruyneel, & Geyskens 2009). Based 
on cognitive control theory, we suggest that the process underlying 
this behavioral change is the spontaneous and durable change in in-
centive value of the temptation (see Russo et al 1996) . Thus, the 
primary contribution of this paper is to explore if alterations in the 
incentive value to consume  (e.g. Russo, Medvec and Meloy 1996) 
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are a plausible process underlying behavioral change. We also test 
our underlying assumption that the exposure-induced behavioral 
change (Geyskens et al. 2008) replicates in pre-adolescent children 
(aged 8-11). 

We build on Michel’s (1970) delay of gratification paradigm 
to create a situation where children are exposed to temptation but 
simultaneously autonomously decide not to consume, with a view to 
obtaining a larger reward. In study 1, we look at the effects of this 
exposure on behavior. In study 2, we demonstrate the importance 
of behavioral conflict during exposure for the effect to occur and 
the role of changes in the incentive value to consume, as measured 
by saliva and self-reported attitudes . The secondary contribution of 
this paper is to shed some light on the emergence of the substantial 
gender differences in eating behavior and the processes governing 
it (e.g. Cooke & Wardle 2005; Wansink, Cheney and Chan 2003). 
For that reason, we include boys and explore to what extent their 
behavior and the underlying processes can be distinguished from that 
of girls. 

In study 1, we designed an earning game where pre-adolescents 
were repeatedly asked to choose between having one candy/marble 
now, or earn three candies/marbles later. We boosted the manipula-
tion power by repeating the exposure on four consecutive days  based 
on cognitive literature suggesting that high frequencies of behavioral 
conflicts enhances people’s ability to deal with behavioral conflict 
(Logan and Zbrodoff, 1979). By tripling the reward, we made sure 
children would chose to delay. On the fifth day, we measured self-
regulation through consumption of candies (Schachter, Goldman and 
Gordon 1986). We expected that those who had been in the candy 
condition would consume less than in the marble condition. Indeed, 
girls consumed less in the candy condition relative to the control 
condition. For boys, consumption did not differ between the candy  
and the control condition. Across gender, there was no difference 
between girls  and boys  in the candy condition. In the control condi-
tion, girls consumed more relative to boys. 

Our first aim for Study 2 was to assess changes in the incentive 
value to consume in response to behavioral conflict. For this, we  
used an explicit, self-report measure and, to reduce possible demand 
effects, a saliva measure. Salivary response is a preconsummatory, 
physiological and uncontrollable response to food palatability and 
related to the motivation to acquire food.  Second, to demonstrate 
the importance of behavioral conflict in the pre-exposure effect, we 
added a condition, where we exposed participants to temptation but 
suppressed behavioral conflict. Specifically, we created two instruc-
tion sets for the delay of gratification procedure. In the hot imaginary 
condition, we intensified the appetitive aspects of the candy  and 
thereby boosted behavioral conflict by directing participants’ atten-
tion to the hot features of the candy.  In the cool imaginary condition 
in contrast, we reduced the intensity of the temptation, and thereby 
the behavioral conflict, by emphasizing the non-tempting, cool as-
pects of the candy. For the control condition, we  used two differ-
ent experimental versions. Both were designed to let participants do 
a similar task without exposure to actionable food temptations and 
without ideation instructions.  As none of the analyses yielded differ-
ences between these two versions of the control condition, they were 
merged into one condition in the remainder of the paper. Findings 
suggest that for girls, salivary flow after delay decreases in the hot 
imagination condition relative to the  cool imagination condition. A 
similar pattern can be observed between the hot imagination condi-
tion and control condition, but this difference did not reach statisti-
cal significance. Likewise, no differences in salivation were found 
between the cool imagination condition and the control condition. 
A different pattern emerged for boys: they  salivate more in the hot 

imagination condition and the cool imagination condition (the two 
condition with exposure to temptation) than in the control condition 
(no exposure to temptation).  The two exposure  conditions did not 
differ. Viewed from a different angle, boys salivate more relative to 
girls in the hot imagination condition, but not in the cool imagina-
tion or control condition, illustrating a profound gender difference 
when temptation intensity is increased during pre-exposure. For the 
self-report measure the pattern was consistent with that of saliva for 
girls: They considered the candy to be less tasty in the hot imagina-
tion condition relative to the cool imagination condition and the no 
imagination condition. Boys did not evaluate the tastiness differently 
between the hot imagination, the cool imagination and the control 
condition. Again in line with the results on saliva, girls found the 
chosen candy less tasty than boys in the hot imagination condition. 
No other gender differences were found in the cool imagination con-
dition and the control condition.  

In line with our expectations, we show that a boost of behav-
ioral conflict during past exposure without consumption reduces pre-
adolescents consumption over a time span. In addition, our findings 
suggest that this is driven by a reduced physical and psychological 
incentive to consume. Moreover, we show that it is not necessarily 
exposure to temptations in itself, but behavioral conflict that trig-
gers behavioral adaptation processes. However, we find this only for 
girls. Further research needs to investigate gender differences in food 
regulation and how this process might lead to hyperopic behavior in 
the food domain.
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Encouraging Ideal behavior by  
Imagining Luxury Consumption

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
People maintain a set of traits that they ideally would like to 

possess, such as wealth, good health and physical fitness. This ideal-
ized version of the self, representing people’s hopes and aspirations, 
serves as a key source of motivation (Higgins 1987). For example, 
many people ideally would like to maintain a thin physique. In order 
to achieve or maintain this ideal, they may eat lighter meals, choose 
healthier foods and avoid behaviors that would create a discrepancy 
between their actual state (i.e., the actual self) and ideal state (i.e., 
the ideal self). 

  Much of the previous research on the ideal self has fo-
cused on the negative effects of ideal self discrepancies on behavior. 
It is generally assumed that making people aware of ideal self dis-
crepancies results in negative emotions, antisocial behavior and less 
motivation (Strauman and Higgins 1987). Ways to reduce ideal self 
discrepancies and encourage ideal behavior has been largely unex-
plored. 

 In this research, we explore the relationship between luxu-
ry consumption and the ideal self. We introduce luxury consumption 
as one mechanism for reducing ideal self discrepancies to encour-
age behavior consistent with the ideal self. Specifically, we show 
that, because luxury products are linked to people’s hopes and as-
pirations, imagining the consumption of luxury products increases 
the perception that the actual self is aligned with the ideal self. This 
leads people to subsequently engage in behaviors that are consistent 
with the ideal self (e.g., making healthier food choices). Addition-
ally, we demonstrate that this effect is moderated by public self-con-
sciousness. Public self-consciousness increases people’s attention 
to discrepancies between their actual and ideal self (Scheier 1976). 
Thus, we show that making people publically self-conscious while 
imagining luxury consumption leads them to subsequently engage in 
behaviors that are more inconsistent with the ideal self. 

In study 1, participants were randomly assigned to one of three 
conditions. In the luxury condition, participants chose their favorite 
brand from a list of ten luxury brands (e.g., Louis Vuitton, Gucci) 
before writing about the experience of consuming a product by the 
selected brand. In the everyday condition, participants were asked 
to choose their favorite everyday brand (e.g., American Eagle, The 
Gap) before writing about the experience of consuming a product by 
the selected brand. In the control condition, participants were asked 
to choose their favorite luxury brand before writing about their typi-
cal day. Afterwards, all participants were given an unrelated study 
examining food choices. Participants in the luxury condition were 
more likely to make a healthier choice than those in the everyday 
and control conditions.

In study 2, participants were randomly assigned to the same 
consumption conditions as study 1. Afterwards, they were adminis-
tered an unsolvable anagram task purportedly as a short-test of their 
verbal abilities. Consistent with the results of study 1, participants 

in the luxury condition persisted longer at the task than those in the 
everyday or control conditions.

In study 3, we investigated the moderating effect of public self-
consciousness. In the low self-consciousness conditions, participants 
wrote about consuming a luxury or everyday brand using the same 
procedure as prior studies. In the high self-consciousness condi-
tions, participants also wrote about the experience of consuming a 
luxury or everyday brand, but were encouraged to write about the 
experience of consuming the product in public. Participants were 
then given two unrelated studies on food consumption and charity 
involvement. Participants in the low self-consciousness conditions 
were more likely to make a healthy choice and more willing to do-
nate their time to charity in the luxury condition than in the everyday 
condition. Additionally, participants in the high self-consciousness 
luxury condition were less likely to make a healthy choice and less 
willing to donate their time to charity compared to those in the low 
self-consciousness luxury condition. These results were mediated by 
public self-consciousness.

In study 4, we examined the effect of luxury consumption on 
ideal self discrepancies. Participants were assigned to the same writ-
ing conditions from study 3. Afterwards, they were administrated the 
Integrated Self Discrepancy Index (Hardin and Lakin 2009), which 
is as a measure of ideal self discrepancies. As expected, in the low 
self-consciousness conditions, participants who wrote about luxury 
indicated that there was less of a discrepancy between their actual 
and ideal self in the luxury condition than in the everyday condition. 
Participants in the high self-consciousness luxury condition indicat-
ed that there was a greater ideal self discrepancy compared to those 
in the low self-consciousness luxury condition. 

Although previous research has focused on the negative ef-
fects of ideal self discrepancies, this current research demonstrates 
the positive effects of reducing ideal self discrepancies on behavior. 
Specifically, we show that reducing ideal self discrepancies by imag-
ining luxury consumption encourages healthier food choices, greater 
motivation and more altruistic behavior. Thus, an understanding of 
ways to tap into the ideal self is of substantial importance for un-
derstanding consumer behaviour at the individual level, as well as 
broader issues like the U.S. obesity epidemic.

the Unhealthy = Filling Intuition” (Rajagopal 
Raghunathan and Jacob Suher)

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
An important theme to emerge from research on decision-

making is that we are often unaware of the forces that shape our 
judgments and choices. In the context of food, for example, most 
of us are unaware of the influence of the unhealthy = tasty intuition 
on our enjoyment and choices of food. In the present research, we 
investigate the influence of a related intuition, the “Unhealthy = Fill-
ing” intuition on food choice. Interestingly, unlike the unhealthy = 
tasty intuition, which steers consumers toward unhealthy food, and 
therefore appears to have a detrimental influence, we report findings 
which suggest that the unhealthy = filling intuition may actually have 
a beneficial impact on food choices. Specifically, because people 
consider unhealthy food to be more filling, we find that people feel 
that they can go longer without consuming any additional food if 
they feel that they have consumed unhealthy (vs. healthy) food. Giv-
en that the primary cause for obesity is over-consumption of food, 
this suggests that people may be better off when they believe that 
they have just consumed unhealthy (vs. healthy) food. 

We report results from two studies below. Our first study uses 
the implicit association test (IAT) to establish that people implicitly 
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assume an inverse relationship between healthiness and fillingness. 
The second experiment confirms our prediction that less (vs. more) 
healthy food is: (1) inferred to be less filling and (2) participants feel 
they can go longer without feeling hungry if they have just consumed 
less (vs. more) healthy food. We obtained these patterns regardless 
of explicitly reported belief in the unhealthy = filling intuition, sug-
gesting that, like the unhealthy = tasty intuition, the influence of the 
unhealthy = filling intuition is also implicit. 

The objective of the first study was to assess whether people 
implicitly subscribe to the unhealthy = filling intuition. Using stan-
dard IAT procedure, participants were asked to categorize relevant 
stimuli into categories that were either congruent with the intuition, 
or incongruent with it.  A second condition was created to show that 
unhealthy food is associated with filling rather than with nourishing 
or sustaining concepts.  In this condition, participants categorized 
stimuli into categories that were congruent and incongruent with 
an unhealthy = nourishing intuition. Findings revealed support for 
implicit belief in the unhealthy = filling intuition, but not the un-
healthy = nourishing intuition. Specifically, response latencies were 
smaller when participants categorized stimuli into categories that 
were congruent (vs. incongruent) with the unhealthy = filling intu-
ition. In contrast, response latencies were larger when participants 
categorized stimuli that were congruent (vs. incongruent) with the 
unhealthy = nourishing intuition. These results show that people im-
plicitly believe that unhealthy food is more filling; even as they im-
plicitly believe that unhealthy food is less sustaining or nourishing. 

The second study was a controlled lab experiment in which we 
asked participants to compare healthy and unhealthy versions of the 
same food item on dimension of healthiness, tastiness and filling-
ness. We also ask participants to tell us how much of the healthy 

and unhealthy versions of the food they would have to eat to feel 
full for a set period of time. Finally, we asked participants to report 
how strongly they believed in the unhealthy = filling intuition, using 
a 1 – 7 scale. Two main findings emerged from this study. First, we 
found that the healthier a food item is perceived to be, the lower its 
inferred fillingness. This relationship held regardless of explicitness 
of belief in the unhealthy = filling intuition, conceptually replicating 
the IAT results in suggesting that subscription to the intuition is im-
plicit. Second, participants reported that they would need to consume 
a smaller quantity of the unhealthy (vs. healthy) item in order to not 
get hungry for a set period of time. 

In a proposed third study, which is in progress, we will observe 
the influence of perceived unhealthiness on actual consumption lev-
els. Participants will be given either a healthy snack or a less healthy 
version of the same snack in compensation for participating in the 
experiment. In reality, the snack will be the same across the two con-
ditions. At the end of the experiment, we will measure the amount of 
the snack consumed, and the extent of hunger reported while leaving 
the experiment. We expect to find the following pattern of results: 
controlling for the actual amount of snack consumed, and other rel-
evant variables (such as gender, how hungry they were when coming 
into the experiment, and BMI), those led to believe that the snack 
was healthy will report feeling hungrier and will also report a desire 
to eat sooner than those led to believe that the snack was unhealthy. 
We expect this pattern to be particularly pronounced among those 
who report stronger explicit belief in the unhealthy = filling intuition. 

Taken together, these studies show that people implicitly sub-
scribe to the unhealthy = filling intuition, and that, unlike the un-
healthy = tasty intuition, this intuition has a beneficial impact on 
food consumption, at least from a caloric standpoint. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Online social networks (OSNs), such as Facebook and Twitter 

have experienced exponential growth in membership in recent years. 
As of 2010, 74% of American internet users visit social networks 
regularly and an average user spends one quarter of the time online 
on these sites. The most popular online social network is Facebook 
with 155 million users in America and 845 million users worldwide. 
Surveys show that 48% of 18-34 year old users check their Facebook 
account right when they wake up, 28% of which report doing so be-
fore even getting out of bed. These numbers demonstrate that online 
social networking sites have become a part of our everyday lives, 
revolutionizing the way we spend our time, the way we communi-
cate and the way we maintain relationships. But why do people use 
these sites in the first place? And how does using these sites impact 
consumer behavior and well-being? While it is clear that online so-
cial network usage is frequent and important, questions about what 
drives people to use them, and the general impact they have on its 
users are not well understood. Focusing on both, the antecedents and 
consequences of online social networks, this session aims to answer 
these questions. The session unifies four complementary papers that 
examine the motivators for online social networking, as well as the 
consequences they have for consumer well-being, their judgment 
and decision making, and marketers more generally.

The first paper examines the antecedents of online social net-
working. Using multilevel linear modeling with a large sample of 
social media users, Hoffman and Novak investigate why people use 
online social networks. Compared to previous research, which has 
mainly stressed social connections as a motivation to engage in OSN, 
they examine how both, social goals and content goals can interact 
with dispositional tendencies and motivational orientation to satisfy 
needs of relatedness, autonomy and competence. 

The second paper looks at both, a motivator for, and a conse-
quence of online social networking. Many OSNs allows users to 
share short messages about their thoughts, feelings and actions (e.g., 
Facebook status updates) with their online social network. Buechel 
and Berger examine why people post such self-relevant content on-

line. Using survey and experimental data they suggest that sharing 
such messages is driven in part by emotionally instability. In particu-
lar emotionally unstable individuals use this feature to express their 
emotions, and doing so helps boost their well-being by increasing 
perceived social support after negative emotional experiences.

The next two papers focus on the consequences of online be-
havior. Wilcox and Stephen show some surprising and important 
negative consequences of using Facebook. Experimental data shows 
that browsing Facebook (as opposed to a neutral website) leads to an 
increase in spending and a decrease in performance on a persistence 
self-control task. A correlational study establishes the relationship 
between Facebook usage and a number of negative health and finan-
cial well-being markers. These negative consequences, they argue, 
result from an increase in self-esteem after exposure to Facebook, 
which can activate a narcissistic state and result in self-control fail-
ure. Finally, Tsai, Zhao and Soman investigate the influence of online 
social networks on consumers’ judgment. In four studies they show 
that the mere knowledge of virtual others leads to less extreme ob-
jective and subjective judgments. The reason for this, they propose, 
is that virtual others increase the uncertainty about the accuracy of 
their judgments, which leads to a decrease in judgment confidence 
and consequently the need to conform. This need to conform then 
reduces the extremity of judgments. Consistent with their theorizing, 
they find that making conforming undesirable mitigates the virtual 
others effect, leading to judgments that resemble a control condition 
with no knowledge of virtual others.

Taken together, this set of complete papers provides a deeper 
understanding of the motivators to engage in online social network-
ing and its consequences for consumer decision making, self-control 
and well-being. Given the novelty and the timeliness of the session 
topic, its practical importance, as well as its theoretical relevance for 
many areas of consumer behavior, such as emotion regulation, self-
control, goal pursuit and judgment and decision making, the session 
is expected to appeal to a large audience in the field of consumer 
research. The session is thus likely to produce a fruitful interdisci-
plinary discussion that will lead to more research on online social 
networks and online consumer behavior more generally.

need Satisfaction from Interacting with People versus 
Content: the Roles of Motivational Orientation and 

Identification with Social Media Groups

ExtEndEd AbtRACt
As social media use continues to increase, it is critical for con-

sumer behavior researchers to gain a deep understanding of what 
motivates consumer use and leads to need satisfaction. Using the 
self-determination theory framework which stresses that autonomy, 
competence, and relatedness foster motivation and engagement for 
activities, we evaluate how motivational orientation and the impor-
tance to identity of one’s online social groups (ISM) influence how 
relatedness, autonomy and competence (Deci and Ryan 2000) need 
satisfaction may emerge from one’s interactions with either other 
people or content. Although it may seem obvious that social media 
use can drive the experience of feeling related, consumers may seek 
additional fundamental experiences from social media goal pursuit, 
including competence and autonomy (Deci and Ryan 1985). 
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In the Web’s early days, Hoffman and Novak (1996) noted that 
computer-mediated communication was differentiated from tradi-
tional mass media because it incorporated both person-interactivity 
and machine-interactivity. While the likelihood of satisfying basic 
needs through person-interactivity is fairly obvious, the satisfaction 
of such needs through machine- (i.e. via social media technology) 
interactivity, or interactivity with social media content, is less clear. 
Researchers examining social media usage tend to consider social 
media goals as those for which the primary objective is to connect 
with other people (e.g. Sheldon, Abad and Hinsch 2011), but in addi-
tion to interacting with other people when using social media, people 
also engage in behaviors focused primarily on either consuming or 
creating social media content (Hoffman and Novak 2011). We denote 
the former goals, social goals, and the latter goals, content goals. 

In our framework, whether or not these fundamental needs are 
satisfied depends on the goal-specific motivations underlying goal 
pursuit, along with dispositional tendencies. For example, a person 
high in a dispositional need for relatedness may be particularly moti-
vated to use social media to experience the satisfaction of relatedness 
needs. But as social media interactions take place in a social context 
involving other groups of people, a disposition uniquely relevant to 
the context is also likely to play an influential role. We argue that 
such a disposition involves the importance to one’s identity of one’s 
online social groups, a construct we refer to as identification with so-
cial media (ISM). This construct is adapted from the identity aspect 
of collective self-esteem (Luhtanen and Crocker 1992) and derives 
from the idea that individuals are motivated to maintain and enhance 
their collective or social identity, not just their personal identity 
(Rosenberg 1979). As such it captures the importance of one’s social 
groups to one’s self-concept. 

Our conceptual model predicts how the type of social media 
goal individuals pursue while engaging in social media behavior is 
likely to moderate the relationship between 1) need satisfaction and 
intrinsic motivational goal orientation (hypotheses 1a, 1b and 1c), 2) 
need satisfaction and introjected (a form of extrinsic) motivational 
goal orientation (hypotheses 2a, 2b, and 2c), and 3) need satisfaction 
and the individual difference ISM (hypotheses 3a, 3b and 3c). 

Multilevel data were collected at both person and goal levels in 
a web-based study of 338 participants. At the goal level (Level 1), 
participants identified their five most important objectives when us-
ing social media and rated each objective on goal importance, need 
satisfaction (relatedness, autonomy and competence), intrinsic and 
introjected motivation, and two process measures (direct experience 
and control). At the person level (Level 2), we collected four dispo-
sitional measures (ISM, relatedness, autonomy and competence) and 
five types of social media usage. The 1690 goals were classified by 
two independent judges into three categories: social goals, content 
goals, or not classifiable due to insufficient information (Krippen-
dorf’s alpha =.865, see Hayes and Krippendorff 2007). Disagree-
ments were resolved by consensus and 40 goals that could not be 
classified were eliminated.

To test our three sets of hypotheses, multilevel linear models 
were estimated using maximum likelihood, using the sample of all 
social and content goals (n=1650). Separate models were fit for each 
of the three dependent goal-level variables, relatedness, autonomy 
and competence. The model for each dependent variable included 
the following fixed effects: main effect for goal type (Level 1), main 
effects for intrinsic and introjected motivation (Level 1), main effect 
for ISM (Level 2), interaction of goal type-by-intrinsic motivation 
(hypotheses 1a and 1b), interaction of goal type-by-introjected mo-
tivation (hypotheses 2a and 2b), and the cross-level interaction of 
goal type-by-ISM (hypotheses 3a and 3b). In addition, the hypoth-

esis model included three control variables – goal importance (Level 
1), social media usage (Level 2), and need disposition (Level 2). For 
need disposition, the Level 2 dispositional covariate was used that 
corresponded to the Level 1 goal-specific dependent variable (i.e, 
relatedness, autonomy, or competence).  Goodness-of-fit tests, pa-
rameter estimates and tests of significance are omitted in the interests 
of space. 

Hypotheses were tested by evaluating conditional slopes.  
All hypotheses were supported. Higher intrinsic motivation led to 
greater relatedness need satisfaction for social goals compared to 
content goals (hypothesis 1a),  higher intrinsic motivation increased 
autonomy more for content goals than for social goals (hypothesis 
1b), and intrinsic motivation equally increased competence for both 
social and content goals hypothesis 1c). Hypotheses 2a and 2b pre-
dicted the reverse pattern of results for introjected motivation for 
relatedness and autonomy need satisfaction. Content goals, com-
pared to social goals, led to higher relatedness when motivation was 
introjected (hypothesis 2a) and autonomy increased more for social 
goals compared to content goals when introjected motivation was 
high (hypothesis 2b). Similar to hypothesis 1c, introjected motiva-
tion increased competence for content goals, as well as social goals 
(hypothesis 2c). 

Identification with social media boosted the experience of relat-
edness need satisfaction for content goals (hypothesis 3a) and ampli-
fied the experiences of autonomy and competence need satisfaction 
for social goals (hypotheses 3b and 3c).  Multilevel structural equa-
tion modeling tested the hypothesized processes. ISM was found to 
increases relatedness need satisfaction for content goals by strength-
ening the experience of a more direct online social connection and 
ISM increased autonomy and competence need satisfaction for so-
cial goals by facilitating feelings of control in online social contexts. 
These results establish several fundamental effects that may be use-
ful as consumer behavior researchers work to increase fundamental 
understanding of why people use social media.

Facebook therapy?  
Why People Share Self-Relevant Content Online 

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The Internet has become a pervasive part of everyday life, yet 

its impact on well-being is not well understood. Researchers (Kraut 
et al. 1998; Tonioni et al. 2012) and cultural critics (Yoffe 2009) 
argue that the Internet is addictive and that it reduces face-to-face 
interaction, leaving people depressed, anxious, and lonely. Further, 
sites based on social interaction (i.e. Facebook) are said to be merely 
“havens…for people with poor self-image…and narcissists demand-
ing the world’s attention,” (DiSalvo 2010, p. 53), oftentimes leading 
to disapproval by other users (Buffardi and Campbell 2008; Forest 
and Wood 2012). They are associated with negative health and fi-
nancial behaviors (Wilcox and Stephen 2012) and expose users to 
physical and cyber risk (Gross and Acquisity 2005). Given these 
downsides, why is online social networking so popular?

We suggest that certain online behaviors may improve well-be-
ing short-term. One of most popular features of many online social 
networks is micro blogging, a feature that gives users the opportu-
nity to post short messages (e.g. status updates) about their thoughts, 
feelings, or actions for their online friends to read and potentially 
respond. Though one might argue that these “updates” are driven by 
vanity or by the need for extraverts to maintain existing social ties 
(Gosling et al. 2011) we argue that the sharing of such information 
with online friends can have another function. In particular, we sug-
gest that users frequently share emotions through status updates and 
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that this type of sharing can aid emotion regulation, boosting well-
being after negative emotional experiences by eliciting expected so-
cial support (Rimé 2009).

This “social buffer” we hypothesize is of particular importance 
for low emotionally stable individuals. Low emotionally stable in-
dividuals experience emotions more intensely (Barr, Kahn, and 
Schneider 2008) and negatively (Costa and McCrae 1980) and are 
less adept at regulating their emotion on their own (Gross and John 
2003). Although this leaves them with a heightened need to share 
their emotions with others (Saxena and Mehrotra 2001), low affili-
ation and their tendency to be socially apprehensive (Luminet et al. 
2000) makes it difficult for these individuals to do so offline. Con-
sequently, we argue that they are more likely to rely on their online 
social network to help them deal with their emotions. After all, their 
online friends increase their perceived social capital (Ellison, Stein-
field, and Lampe 2007) and the online setting makes emotional shar-
ing less threatening (Bargh and McKenna 2004). In tree studies we 
test this possibility.

In study 1 we examine whether low emotionally stable indi-
viduals update their status more frequently and share more emotions 
when doing so. Participants in this study were asked to report how 
often they updated their Facebook status. In addition they were asked 
to copy their 10 most recent status updates into the survey. They then 
reported the extent to which they used OSNs to interact with people, 
share experiences, share emotions, display identity, or to seek infor-
mation from other users. They also completed the Big Five Person-
ality Inventory (Gosling, Rentfrow, and Swann 2003). Regression 
analysis revealed that emotional stability was the only personality 
factor significantly related to status updating, whereby less emotion-
ally stable participants reported updating their status more frequent-
ly. This relationship was mediated by their self-reported motivation 
to use online social networks to express emotion. Furthermore, con-
tent analysis of their status updates revealed that less emotionally 
stable individuals expressed more emotions in their updates.

In study 2 we test whether this increased emotional sharing is 
unique to online social networks. Participants randomly assigned to 
an offline condition reported the frequency of sharing their emotions 
in person. Participants in an online condition reported the frequency 
of sharing their emotions through status updates.  Participants in 
this condition also reported how often they updated their Facebook 
status, as well as their preference for online vs. offline sharing. Fi-
nally the Big Five personality factors were assessed. As expected, 
a significant interaction revealed that while low emotionally stable 
individuals shared more emotions online than emotionally stable 
ones, this tendency was not observed in offline sharing, making this 
tendency unique to online sharing. Replicating the findings of study 
1 with a different population, the results also again demonstrate that 
less emotionally stable people post more status updates and further, 
that this relationship is mediated by their preference for online over 
offline emotion expression.  

In Study 3 we examined the consequences of such emotional 
sharing. First, negative affect was induced through false feedback 
on a performance task (Forgas 1991). Participants also provided a 
known other’s email address to ensure that a known other was simi-
larly activated across conditions. Next, they completed a “writing 
study”. Some participants wrote about a control topic (office prod-
ucts). The other three conditions wrote about their current emotions, 
either (1) in private, or (2) to be shared with the known other who 
they were told would not be able to respond or (3) who might re-
spond.  Finally, participants reported their current well-being, per-
ceived social support (Metzler 2003), and emotional stability (Mc-
Crae and Costa 2004). Results demonstrated that emotional writing 

to a known other who might respond helped low emotionally stable 
individuals repair well-being after negative experiences. These ben-
efits did not accrue for participants writing in general (control), writ-
ing about emotions (i.e. venting), or sharing emotion with a known 
other alone. Instead, the notion that a known other would read what 
they had written and potentially respond (as on OSNs) boosted well-
being.  Finally, consistent with our theorizing, this boost in well-be-
ing from sharing with potential response was mediated by perceived 
social support.  

These results of the three studies provide insight into a moti-
vator for, and benefit of, online social networking. Emotional un-
stable individuals are more likely to post status updates and write 
about their emotions when doing so. Further, such emotional writing, 
paired with the potential to receive social support – as on social net-
working sites – helps them repair well-being after negative experi-
ences.  

Are Close Friends the Enemy?  
Online Social networks, narcissism and Self-Control

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Online social networks are having a fundamental and important 

influence on society. Facebook, the largest social network, has over 
750 million active users (www.facebook.com). Despite their popu-
larity, a systematic understanding of the effect of social networks on 
consumer behavior remains elusive. Does using a social network, for 
instance, impact the choices consumers make in their daily lives? If 
so, what effect does social network use have on consumers’ well-
being?

People use social networks to fulfill a variety of social needs, 
including affiliation, self-expression, and self-presentation. Conse-
quently, social network use can have a positive effect on how people 
feel about themselves and their well-being. For instance, when ado-
lescents receive positive feedback on their social network profile, it 
enhances their self-esteem and well-being (Valkenburg, Peters, and 
Schouten 2006). Importantly, people tend to share mostly positive 
information about themselves to others on social networks (Gonza-
les and Hancock 2011). Thus, simply browsing a social network has 
been shown to momentarily increase users’ self-esteem (Gonzales 
and Hancock 2011). 

While high levels of self-esteem are often associated with posi-
tive social behavior, there also is a “dark side” to high self-esteem, 
particularly when it comes in the form of narcissism. Narcissism is 
often conceptualized as a personality trait that is associated with high 
levels of self-esteem and self-promoting tendencies. We propose that 
narcissism may not only be a personality trait, but also a state that 
can be activated by social network use. Specifically, we argue that 
since social networks facilitate self-presentation and boost self-es-
teem, the use of a social network should lead people to adopt a nar-
cissistic mindset. We further propose that this mindset will remain 
active after social network use and affect behavior after the users 
have logged-off the network. 

These predictions were tested in four studies. We demonstrate 
that browsing a social network lowers self-control, thereby reduc-
ing performance in subsequent tasks requiring self regulation. Ad-
ditionally, we demonstrate that browsing a social network can lead 
people to display other narcissistic tendencies, such as defensive 
self-enhancement. Importantly, these effects emerge only for con-
sumers who maintain relatively strong ties to their friends on the 
social network.

In study 1, one hundred sixty-nine Facebook users from an 
online panel participated. The study was comprised of three parts 
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that were disguised a separate studies. In the first part, participants 
answered several general questions about their Internet use includ-
ing how close they are to their friends on Facebook, which served 
as a measure of tie strength. Next, participants were administered a 
website viewing task where they either browsed Facebook or a popu-
lar news website (CNN.com) for five minutes. Finally, respondents 
participated in an online auction for a new Apple iPad. As expected, 
participants submitted higher bids (i.e., displayed less spending con-
trol) during the auction after browsing Facebook compared to CNN.
com. However, the effect emerged only in people with strong ties to 
their Facebook friends.

Study 2 was designed to rule out the possibility that Facebook 
use simply makes people more impulsive by examining how Face-
book use influences persistence in an unsolvable anagram task, 
which is a more general measure of self-control (Vohs and Heather-
ton 2000). Additionally, we measured self-esteem after the task. As 
expected, participants with close ties to their Facebook friends gave 
up quicker at the unsolvable task after browsing Facebook. Condi-
tional indirect effects analyses using a bootstrap method (Preacher, 
Rucker and Hayes 2007) found that the effect of browsing Facebook 
on persistence is mediated by self-esteem for those with strong ties 
to their Facebook friends.

The purpose of study 3 was to demonstrate that browsing a 
social network can lead people to adopt a narcissist mindset. Con-
sequently, we had people browse or not browse Facebook before 
having them complete the 40-item Narcissistic Personality Inven-
tory. The findings demonstrate that those with strong ties to their 
Facebook friends report higher levels of narcissism after browsing 
Facebook. Conditional indirect effects analyses found that the effect 
of browsing Facebook on narcissism is mediated by self-esteem for 
those with strong ties to their Facebook friends.

In study 4, we examine the relationship between social network 
use and longer-term well-being. Five hundred forty-three Facebook 
users from an online panel covering the general population of U.S. 
Internet users participated in an online survey. They survey included 
several questions about social network use and behaviors related 
to poor self-control in eating and financial decision-making. The 
findings demonstrate that greater Facebook use is associated with 
a higher body-mass index (BMI), a greater likelihood of binge eat-
ing, more credit card debt and a lower credit score. However, the 
effect emerges primarily in people with close connections to their 
Facebook friends.

Social networks, such as Facebook, are now part of the daily 
lives of hundreds of millions of people around the world. Indeed a 
number of psychological benefits can be derived from social net-
work use. However, this research demonstrates that using a social 
network (Facebook) may have a detrimental effect on behavior by 
lowering consumers’ self-control. These results are concerning given 
the increased time people spend using social networks, as well as 
the worldwide proliferation of access to social networks anywhere 
anytime (i.e., via mobile smartphones, smart TVs, tablet computers, 
etc.). Given that self-control is important for maintaining social or-
der and personal well-being, this subtle effect could have widespread 
impact. This is particularly true for adolescents and young adults 
who are the heaviest users of social networks and have grown up us-
ing social networks as a normal part of their daily lives. 

The Facebook Effect: Are Judgments Influenced by the 
Knowledge that Others Are Also Evaluating?

ExtEndEd AbtRACt
As web-based social networks proliferate, companies increas-

ingly rely on virtual social communities to conduct market research 
and promote products. To encourage participation, companies often 
inform respondents that members of their virtual community are also 
evaluating the same products (“100 of your friends are also partici-
pating in this survey”). The present work examines how the knowl-
edge of virtual others influences judgments. Specifically, we propose 
that the mere knowledge of virtual others highlights the uncertainty 
in the correctness of judgment (compared with social norm or con-
sensus). The decrease in confidence, in turn, activates a need to con-
form and thus systematically reduces the extremity of judgments. 

Results of four experiments provided support for this hypoth-
esis in various domains including financial forecasting, movie box 
office revenues, and art work. Unlike previous research on social 
influence, we developed a new paradigm that allows us to test how 
knowledge of virtual others influences judgments without having 
to provide any consensus information to respondents. This feature 
increases the generality of our work as this information is often dif-
ficult to verify or observe in virtual communities. 

To test the effect of virtual others, we first conducted a field 
experiment on Facebook. Participants were recruited into a social 
community on Facebook and asked to participate in a trivia game in 
which they were asked to estimate future and past events, including 
stock prices, currency exchange rate, and movie box-office revenues. 
In the virtual-other condition, we told participants that members of 
their community on Facebook were also participating in the study. In 
the control condition, we skipped this instruction. To demonstrate the 
role of need to conform, we added a consensus condition in which 
participants predicted the judgments of the members of the Facebook 
community about the same events. We offered performance-based 
incentives to control for effort and motivation. Consistent with our 
hypothesis, the results showed that participants in the virtual-other 
condition were less extreme (closer to the midpoint of the scale) in 
their estimation than were control participants. The results from the 
virtual-other condition also more closely tracked the perceived con-
sensus than the results from the control condition, confirming the 
role of need to conform. Furthermore, we observed that participants 
in the virtual-other condition were less confident in the correctness 
of their estimation than were the control participants, which in-
creased their need to conform to (perceived) consensus and reduced 
the extremity of judgments.

In study 2, we further tested the extremity hypothesis by ma-
nipulating the valence of judgment targets and using art work as the 
stimulus, which provides a conservative test for the effect of virtual 
others. Art is often perceived as a matter of personal taste and should 
be less prone to the need to conform. However, consistent with the 
Facebook study, we found that participants were less extreme in their 
evaluation of art work such that they were less positive about an at-
tractive poster but more positive about an unattractive poster.

In the next two studies, we tested the moderating role of need 
to conform directly. Specifically, we manipulated need to conform 
by varying the similarity of members of a virtual community (peer 
vs. senior citizens; study 3) and activating a lay belief that being 
different from others is desirable or undesirable (study 4). Results 
of these two studies consistently showed that need for conformity is 
a key driver for the effect of virtual others. When participants per-
ceived members of their virtual community as dissimilar to them 
(i.e., senior citizens) and thus need for conformity was low, or when 
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they were primed with a lay belief that conformity is undesirable, 
their judgments were as extreme as the control group. The similarity 
manipulation also allowed us to rule out priming as an alternative 
explanation. That is, if the knowledge of virtual others reduced judg-
ment extremity by simply priming participants to behave in a way 
that was similar to their community members without increasing 
their motivation to conform, then exposure to senior citizens should 
cause participants to be more conservative in their financial forecasts 
as senior citizens often do. However, we found the opposite. Par-
ticipants in the dissimilar (senior citizen) condition were as extreme 
in their forecasts as the control group. Further, in study 3, we tested 
the mediating effect of confidence. We found that the knowledge of 
virtual others reduced confidence in judgments, which mediated the 
extremity of judgments. 

Our findings contribute to the literatures on social influence by 
extending the effect of need for conformity to virtual communities 
and examining the role of confidence in the mechanism that underlies 
the effect of virtual others. Imagine that a person, alone in a closed 
room, is evaluating a new product, advertisement, or another person. 
Clearly, whether or not a virtual community is also evaluating the 
same object has no bearing on whether and how this person would 
be judged by the community (it would not have access to his/her 
response), unlike when community members are physically present. 
However, across four studies, we found that the mere knowledge of 
virtual others reduces the extremity of judgments. As virtual social 
communities proliferate, the present research also raises important 
issues concerning potential biases in data collected via virtual social 
networks for academic researchers, policy makers, and practitioners. 
In the virtual world, consumer evaluations of delight or disgust may 
be dampened and reported as a mild liking or a mild disliking.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
One of the most important elements in sales success lies in 

customer treatment in a retail setting (Crosby et al. 1990; Dwyer 
et al. 1987). It has been suggested that how consumers are treated 
and served during their purchase experiences greatly influences their 
subsequent judgment and decision making (Crosby et al. 1990). De-
spite its significance in practice, customer treatment has received 
little attention in consumer research. Existing research on consumer 
behavior in a sales context has primarily focused on the consump-
tion outcomes as well as the outcomes’ impact on consumers’ future 
decisions (Keillor et al. 2000). However, much remains to be learned 
about how the means (e.g., how consumers are treated and served 
during a sales experience) influence various outcomes (e.g., consum-
ers’ judgment and decision making).

In an attempt to advance our understanding of the impact of 
customer treatment, this session brings together four papers that 
provide insights on how consumers are treated and served during a 
sales experience may influence their judgment and decision making. 
Specifically, this session investigates the following questions: How 
do consumers’ responses towards the service change when they are 
treated with extra benefits during a purchase? How do consumers’ 
evaluations of persuasion tactics change when they are confronted 
with salespeople’s persuasion attempts? How does consumers’ sat-
isfaction towards a shopping experience change if they are served 
by a salesperson versus a sales team, and further, a coordinated team 
versus an uncoordinated team?

In the first paper, Jiang, Hoegg, and Dahl investigate consum-
ers’ responses towards the service when they are receiving extra ben-
efits from a salesperson. They show that such preferential treatment 
can produce social discomfort when the treatment is experienced in 
a public environment. This effect is moderated by whether the treat-
ment is witnessed, as well as how justified it is. 

In the second paper, McFerran and Argo also explore consum-
ers’ responses towards preferential treatment by focusing on another 
beneficiary group – guests of VIPs. They demonstrate a “status by 

association” effect, such that the preferential treatment makes the 
guests experience the same (or more) status than their sponsor. Fur-
ther, this effect is moderated by the ambiguity of the true identity of 
the status holder, and the guest’s social distance from the VIP.

In the third paper, Xie, Rank, and Grayson examine consum-
ers’ evaluations of persuasion tactics when they are confronted 
with salespeople’s persuasion attempts. They find that consumers’ 
persuasion knowledge can moderate the target-observer asymmetry 
regarding perceived effectiveness of persuasion tactics. The modera-
tion effect is mitigated when consumers are motivated to maintain or 
enhance positive self-perception.

Finally, in the fourth paper, Wang, Hoegg, and Dahl investigate 
consumers’ satisfaction when they are treated with team service. 
They show that either a behavioral entitativity cue (e.g., coordinated 
behaviors among team members) or a physical entitativity cue (e.g., 
wearing the same uniform) of a sales team may enhance customer 
satisfaction. However, a sales team that lacks perceived coherence 
may undermine customer satisfaction, compared to a sales indi-
vidual. Further, they demonstrate that the two entitativity cues may 
jointly determine customer satisfaction towards the service.  

We believe that this session will appeal to a wide audience at 
ACR. There has been a relative dearth of consumer research on the 
impact of customer treatment. This session advances the literature 
by investigating various topics in customer treatment (e.g., preferen-
tial treatment, persuasion attempts, team service), and by providing 
insights on how each treatment may affect consumers’ judgment and 
decision making. All research is in advanced stages – sixteen studies 
in total with three to five studies in each paper. Further, this session 
echoes the conference mission of appreciating diversity by including a 
variety of topics while maintaining a coherent theme, and by embrac-
ing research collaborated by researchers across the U.S. and Canada.   

Consumer Reactions towards Preferential treatment

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Preferential treatment, where some people but not others are 

offered extra benefits, is a common phenomenon in consumption 
contexts, such as shopping in a store or dining in a restaurant. If you 
were the beneficiary in these contexts, how would you feel about 
receiving such preferential treatment in front of other people who do 
not receive the benefits? Conventional wisdom, management prac-
tice, and prior research would suggest you should be more satisfied 
(Lacey, Suh and Morgan 2007; Homburg, Droll and Totzek 2008; 
Dreze and Nunes 2009). However, we suspect that satisfaction with 
receiving preferential treatment may be a function of the context in 
which the treatment is received. In particular, we argue that the na-
ture of the environment in which preferential treatment is offered and 
the basis on which the customer is selected can dramatically alter 
consumer evaluation of the experience.

We propose that customers’ feelings and behaviors when they 
are treated preferentially in a public environment would be different 
from the outcomes in a private environment. More specifically, when 
preferential treatment is received in the presence of other consum-
ers who do not receive such treatment, concerns about unfavorable 
evaluations from other individuals could lead to feelings of social 
discomfort (Miller and Leary 1992; Dahl et al. 2001). These feelings 
would accompany any positive emotions associated with receiving 
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special treatment, potentially lowering satisfaction and altering con-
sumption behavior. When no other consumers are present, however, 
these negative consequences should not materialize. Moreover, we 
argue that consumers will feel concern about negative impressions 
from others and experience the subsequent feelings of social discom-
fort when they receive a preferential treatment that lacks justification 
and is offered in a setting with a social audience that witnesses the 
behavior.

Studies 1A and 1B tested the idea that although consumers be-
lieve that they will feel only positive emotions after receiving pref-
erential treatment, the actual experience can involve a mix of both 
positive and negative emotions when the preferential treatment is 
offered in the presence of others. The two studies utilized the same 2 
(treatment: preferential vs. common) x 2 (environment: social pres-
ence vs. no social presence) between-subjects design, and the same 
shopping scenario, with the only difference being that Study 1A 
was a hypothetical case but Study 1B was a real experience. Social 
presence was manipulated by whether there were other customers 
in the shopping environment. In this shopping scenario, participants 
received a 25% discount through a random “scratch and save” draw. 
In the preferential condition, they were told that they are the only 
customer getting the deal, but in the common condition, everybody 
got the deal. Results from the hypothetical study (1A) showed that 
people assume that receiving preferential treatment will increase 
their satisfaction, whether in public or private. Interestingly, when 
actually experiencing the preferential treatment (1B) in a social en-
vironment, participants reported both negative and positive emotions 
and the negative feeling of social discomfort mitigated their overall 
satisfaction and reduced actual purchase. 

Study 2 tested two factors that moderate the negative outcomes 
of preferential treatment, i.e., witness and justification of preferential 
treatment. In this study, participants visited a booth, where a local 
retailer was giving away three personal care product samples. The 
preferential treatment was the extra sample offered. In the justified 
condition, extra samples were offered because of their loyalty status. 
In the non-justified condition, they were offered without any expla-
nations. We also distinguished two types of social presence, i.e., wit-
ness and no witness. Results showed that an individual who accepts 
preferential treatment without justification bears the risk of appear-
ing undesirable, and when being witnessed by people who do not 
receive the same benefits, can feel socially uncomfortable. However, 
the feeling of social discomfort diminishes when there is no witness, 
even though there may still be other people present. 

In study 3, we revisited the discrepancy between Studies 1A 
and 1B, and examined why people cannot predict the social discom-
fort when asked to imagine receiving preferential treatment in a so-
cial environment. We proposed that the failure to recognize these 
negative emotions is due to a processing mindset that results in a 
tendency to overlook background or contextual information when 
making predictions about an event. In the study, we manipulated 
people’s processing mindsets to process events in either a holistic 
or analytic manner. Results showed that when people imagined a 
scenario and made an appraisal, their responses resembled the case 
when they were prompted to adopt an analytic mindset. When pro-
moted to adopt a holistic mindset, their appraisal of the situation was 
closer to the real experienced responses. 

This research contributes to the literature on preferential treat-
ment, social influence, and focalism bias. We demonstrated that 
social discomfort can emerge when preferential treatment is expe-
rienced in a public environment. Moreover, adopting a holistic mind-
set enables people to capture the social elements and predict more 
accurate responses. 

Status by Association

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Status and social hierarchies are ubiquitous in human societ-

ies. In marketing, status is commonly signalled by brand names, but 
it can also by endowed by loyalty program rewards, where certain 
customers receive a disproportionate share of a firm’s attention or 
resources. This preferential treatment can take for example the form 
of dedicated check-in lines, special discounts, and exclusive lounges 
for profitable/loyal customers – treatments which are designed to 
make these individuals feel special. While research has examined the 
implications of consumers receiving versus not receiving preferen-
tial treatment (i.e., VIPs vs. non-VIPs), the present research diverges 
by examing a third group of consumers: guests of VIPs. Guests are 
individuals who share in the preferential treatment received by VIPs 
not because they have earned this right due to their brand loyalty or 
purchase volume, but rather because many loyalty programs entitle 
a VIP to bring others (e.g., family member, friends, colleagues). For 
example, such guests might include a spouse of a frequent flyer re-
ceiving lounge access or working-class staff receiving an opportuni-
ty to enjoy the corporate box at a sporting event. Do these guests feel 
“special” and what consumption implications does this have? When 
should reward programs allow consumers to bring guests?

We propose a “status by association (SBA)” effect, such that 
status can extend from a “true deserver” to the individual’s asso-
ciates. Support for why status may rub off on those around them 
comes from research on emotional contagion (Hatfield et al. 1994; 
Neumann and Strack 2000; Ramanathan and McGill 2007), sponta-
neous trait transference (Argo and Main 2008; Winter and Uleman 
1984) and contagion effects (Argo et al. 2006; 2008). We conduct 
four studies to demonstrate both how and when status contagion is 
likely to occur, and its impact on the likelihood of spreading positive 
word-of-mouth.

In Study 1, we demonstrate the tendency for the status by as-
sociation effect (SBA) to occur. This study used a one-factor design 
with four between-subject levels. Participants read a scenario indi-
cating that they are planning on attending a nightclub [a common 
service experience for this population, as well as one that frequently 
has benefits of status (e.g., VIP sections, free beverages, special en-
trances)]. In the scenario, participants read that upon arrival they 
notice that there is a long line at the nightclub. In the self condition, 
participants read that they have a VIP card that allows them to jump 
the line. In the friend condition participants read that their friend 
has a VIP card that allows both of them to skip the line. In the same 
benefit control condition, the participant knows someone who is al-
ready at the front of the line so the participant will get in right away 
and will not have to wait (i.e., no status but still get to cut the line). 
In the no benefit control condition, participants arrive before the line 
forms, so access is gained into the club without waiting (i.e., no sta-
tus but no special and/or negative treatment). Results demonstrate 
that individuals feel more status in both the self and friend condi-
tions (which do not differ from one another) as compared to the two 
control conditions.

Study 2 identifies a boundary condition for the effect, namely 
the ambiguity of the true identity of the status holder. Specifically, 
we predict that when the identity of the true status holder is unclear, 
greater SBA should occur. This is because we derive satisfaction 
from the exhibition of goods rather than mere ownership (Veblen 
1899; Mason 1981). A 2 (holder of the status marker: self vs. friend) 
x 2(ambiguity of the true identity of the status holder: high vs. low) 
between-subjects design tested our predictions. The procedure mir-
rored the “self” and “friend” conditions from Study 1, with the fol-
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lowing exception: in the scenario when the other patrons in line see 
the participant entering ahead of them, it was made either ambiguous 
or unambiguous to other patrons as to who is the true cardholder. 
We also assess positive WOM intentions as an additional dependent 
measure. Results revealed an interaction, where the greatest status 
was (equally) felt by VIPs in the unambiguous condition and guests 
in the ambiguous condition. Further, greater status mediated in-
creased WOM intentions.

Study 3 was similar to study 2, except that we also manipulated 
social distance of the guest (close friend vs. distant acquaintance), 
in a 2x3 design. Results revealed an interaction, where ambiguity 
mattered for both VIPs and socially distant guests (same pattern as 
Study 2), but ambiguity had no effect for socially close guests: they 
felt equal status regardless. Again, increased WOM intentions were 
mediated by felt status.   

Study 4 is a field study of status contagion involving both the 
owner and guests in real luxury suites at a professional football game. 
Respondents self-identified as either owners or guests of the suite in 
a survey. We also assessed a different type of social distance (friends 
of friends). Results reveal that guests feel more status than owners, 
regardless of whether they were actual friends or merely friends of 
friends. Again, higher felt status mediates higher WOM intentions. 
Moreover, this effect is negatively related to the number of games 
people have watched from the suite (i.e., more games, lower felt sta-
tus and low WOM intentions), suggesting that status decays over 
time and that WOM is harder to cultivate among long-standing status 
holders. Finally, results also reveal that guests use marginally fewer 
of the suite’s perks, suggesting that they are not more expensive to 
service. Collectively, our results show that frequent status holders 
may require more and more perks to feel the same felt status over 
time as a person who only experiences VIP treatment on a single (or 
very few occasions). 

In sum, our research suggests that there may be a significant 
return in the form of positive WOM from status contagion without 
the incurrence of a large cost. Thus, allowing VIPs to bring guests 
may be more beneficial than firms might think. 

target-Observer Asymmetry in the  
Use of Persuasion Knowledge

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Persuasion knowledge (PK) aids consumers when respond-

ing to persuasion attempts as “targets” or “observers” (Friestad and 
Wright 1994). Research has documented the “target-observer asym-
metry” of perceived sincerity of marketers due to consumer suspi-
cion of marketers’ ulterior motives (Campbell and Kirmani 2000). 
That is, consumer “targets” are cognitively busier than “observers”, 
and therefore the former become less suspicious when persuasion 
knowledge is not accessible. When persuasion knowledge is acces-
sible, the asymmetry becomes less salient.

The purpose of this research is to examine the target-observer 
asymmetry in regard to consumer judgment about the effectiveness 
of persuasion tactics. In five studies, we find consumers with low PK 
rate persuasion tactics as more effective as an observer than a tar-
get. In contrast, high PK consumers, rate the tactics effective despite 
the target/observer perspective. However, when the notion of “being 
influenced by tactics” is activated, consumers are motivated to main-
tain or enhance positive self-perception. As a result, PK-induced 
moderation effect is mitigated. 

In study 1, participants were presented with a scenario in which 
a consumer is shopping for wine. They were asked to evaluate the 
scenario from either a target or an observer perspective. The store 

employee presents the consumer with a more expensive bottle of 
wine, while warning that is the last bottle. Next, participants rated 
the extent to which the tactic would affect the consumer’s purchase 
decision, followed by an individual difference scale of PK (Bearden 
et al. 2001). Results suggest low-PK participants rated the tactic 
more effective as an observer than as target. High-PK participants’ 
rated the tactic equally effective as an observer or target. In study 
2 and 3, we examined if accessibility of persuasion knowledge and 
cognitive business account for the observed PK moderation effect. 

 In study 2, participants read the same scenario with accessi-
bility of persuasion knowledge being primed (or not). Prior to the 
scenario, half of the participants saw a screen shot of a website that 
suggested a discount offer would be expiring (primed). They then 
saw the same screen shot suggesting the offer would be ending on a 
different day, after the pervious deadline had passed. The other half 
participants read the scenario directly (not primed). Results repli-
cated the moderation effect of PK; but the priming had no significant 
effect on perceived effectiveness. 

In study 3, participants read the scenario from the observer per-
spective. Cognitive capacity was manipulated by asking participants 
to remember a set of numbers (or not) while reading the scenario. 
The results suggest both high-PK/busy and high-PK/non-busy par-
ticipants rated the tactics as equally effective. The pattern remains 
the same for the low-PK participants. These results suggest acces-
sibility or cognitive busyness does not necessarily account for the 
observed PK moderation effect. In study 4 and 5, we further explored 
a motivational account based on self-concept enhancement. 

In study 4, participants first completed a “persuasion IQ test” 
(i.e., ten ambiguous multiple-choice questions about the knowledge 
of persuasion tactics). Right after the test, they were given feedbacks 
that they were very knowledgeable (i.e., 9 out of 10 correct) or not 
knowledgeable (i.e., 4 out 10 correct). Next, they read the same sce-
nario from study 1. A 2 (Feedback: positive vs. negative) X 2 (Per-
spective: target vs. observer) X 2 (PK: high vs. low) three-way in-
teraction was significant. Specifically, when feedback was positive, 
both high- and low- PK participants rated tactics as more effective 
as an observer than as a target. When the feedback was negative, the 
observed pattern in study 1 and 2 was reversed: high-PK participants 
rated the tactic more effective as an observer than target; low-PK 
participants rated the tactic equally effective as an observer or target.

In study 5, participants were presented with a different scenario 
in which a store employee flatters a consumer for his/her choice of 
clothing before or after the purchase decision (Campbell and Kir-
mani 2000). A 2 (Flattery: before vs. after purchase decision) X 2 
(Perspective: target vs. observer) X 2 (PK: high vs. low) three-way 
interaction was significant. When flattery was made before the pur-
chase decision, both high- and low- PK participants rated the tactic 
more effective as an observer than target. When flattery was made 
after the purchase decision, the moderation effect of PK was repli-
cated. Combined, these results suggest PK can moderate the target-
observer asymmetry in the perceived effectiveness of persuasion 
tactics. The effect can be mitigated when consumers are motivated 
to maintain or enhance positive self-perception. This research ex-
tends the literature by revealing a motivational account underlying 
the target-observer asymmetry in the use of PK.

the Impact of Sales team’s Perceived Entitativity on 
Customer Satisfaction

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Team-based selling has been a growing sales strategy (Cum-

mings 2007). Surprisingly, although the team approach is highly 
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prominent in industry, academic research on team selling is sparse 
(Ahearne et al. 2010). This research seeks to fill this gap by investi-
gating whether and how the perceived entitativity of a sales team can 
affect customer satisfaction.

Entitativity refers to the degree to which a social collection is 
perceived as having “the nature of an entity” (Campbell 1958). Prior 
research has suggested two distinct cues to entitativity perception. 
Behavioral-based entitativity contends that coordinated collective 
behaviors among group members imply common goals, leading to 
increased entitativity perceptions (Ip et al. 2006). Physical-based 
entitativity posits that similarity in physical characteristics indi-
cates common traits, also resulting in greater perceived entitativity 
(Dasgupta, Banaji, and Abelson 1999). Building on these findings, 
we hypothesize that either a behavioral-based entitativity cue (e.g., 
coordinated behaviors among team members) or a physical-based 
entitativity cue (e.g., wearing the same uniform) results in enhanced 
customer satisfaction. 

Further, we predict that the interaction between the two enti-
tativity cues is multiplicative. Specifically, the team produces the 
greatest customer satisfaction when both cues indicate high entita-
tivity. However, customer satisfaction is undermined if either cue 
suggests low entitativity. We argue that such effects occur because 
a low (versus high) entitativity cue is more diagnostic in making 
entitativity judgment. According to schematic processing (Reeder 
and Brewer 1979), whenever a low entitativity cue exists, perceivers 
would use it as diagnostic information to conclude that the group is 
no longer cohesive and unified, leading to lower customer satisfac-
tion. Further, such interaction on customer satisfaction is mediated 
by the team’s perceived entitativity.            

Study 1 tested the impact of the behavioral entitativity cue on 
customer satisfaction. We operationalize the behavioral cue by a 
salesperson’s rationalized referral (e.g., lack of expertise) of another 
salesperson. We employ a 2 (indication of low expertise: yes vs. no) 
x 2 (referral: yes vs. no) between-subjects design. Participants read a 
scenario in which they went to purchase an e-book reader and asked 
one of the two salespeople for product information. In the indication-
of-low-expertise conditions, the salesperson said, “I’m sorry that I’m 
no good at the e-book reader.” In the referral-to-another-salesperson 
conditions, he said, “Let me introduce you to Ben.” Participants 
were asked to indicate their satisfaction towards the team. Results 
are consistent with our hypothesis. Specifically, when a team referral 
was present, a rationalized referral (i.e., indicating low expertise in 
the product category) enhanced customer satisfaction relative to a 
non-rationalized referral. Moreover, our findings suggest the circum-
stances under which an individual’s service might be advantageous 

compared to a team’s service. Specifically, when the salesperson did 
not indicate his capabilities beforehand, proceeding with individual 
service increased customer satisfaction, compared to involving an-
other team member without reason. 

Study 2 examined the impact of physical entitativity cue on 
customer satisfaction. We employed a one factor between-subjects 
design (same uniform vs. different uniforms vs. one salesperson-
control condition). Participants read a similar scenario in which they 
went to purchase an electronics product. The salesperson either in-
troduced another salesperson for further service (team conditions) or 
served the customer himself (control condition). The physical cue of 
the salespeople was manipulated by presenting their pictures in the 
narrative. Participants were asked to indicate their satisfaction with 
the service. As predicted, results revealed that the sales team in the 
same uniform produced higher customer satisfaction than the team 
in different uniforms, and the individual salesperson. The contrast 
between the latter two conditions was also significant, indicating that 
the team in different uniforms actually impaired customer satisfac-
tion, compared to the individual. 

Study 3 investigated the interaction between physical and be-
havioral cues on customer satisfaction. We used a 2 (indication of 
low expertise: yes vs. no) x 2 (uniform: same vs. different) between-
subjects design. We shot a video featuring a similar scenario, in 
which a salesperson either indicated his low expertise in the prod-
uct before introducing the second salesperson, or directly referred 
the customer to the second salesperson without any rationale, and 
the team wore either the same or different uniforms, depending on 
condition. Participants were asked to indicate their satisfaction to-
wards the team and each salesperson. Entitativity was measured by 
the extent to which the two salespeople were perceived as a coher-
ent group. Results revealed a significant interaction between physi-
cal and behavioral cues on customer satisfaction. Consistent with 
the multiplicative effect, the team produced the greatest customer 
satisfaction when both cues indicated high entitativity. However, 
customer satisfaction was undermined if either cue suggested low 
entitativity. Mediation analysis confirmed the mediating role of per-
ceived entitativity. More interestingly, a super-additive effect was 
found when both cues suggested high entitativity. Specifically, when 
the team employed rationalized referral and wore the same outfit, 
customer satisfaction towards the team was greater than the average 
satisfaction towards the individuals. 

This research contributes to the team-selling literature as well as 
advances entitativity research by examining the impact of sales team’s 
perceived entitativity on customer satisfaction, and by demonstrating a 
multiplicative effect when the two entitativity cues interact. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
From the zealous adoption of innovative products to the wide-

spread passion for do-it-yourself goods, today’s consumers not only 
value creative aspects of the goods they consume but also enjoy en-
gaging in creative activities themselves (Dahl and Moreau 2007). To 
win the hearts of these consumers and thrive in a competitive global 
market, firms have to constantly innovate and develop creative prod-
ucts and services. Thus, understanding psychological processes un-
derlying creative ingenuity is important for both consumer satisfac-
tion and corporate success (e.g., Burroughs and Mick 2004; Moreau 
and Dahl 2005). The purpose of this proposed special session is to 
interest and attract more consumer researchers to this domain, by 
presenting a diverse set of recent research findings on people’s cre-
ativity at different times in life, and by fostering a discussion of po-
tentially interesting questions regarding theoretical developments in 
this domain, thereby sparking future research. 

The four papers in this proposal each discusses creativity in a 
different stage of life. In the first presentation, Carpenter and Yoon 
show that while aging has long been thought to negatively affect cog-
nitive ability, it can facilitate creativity performance. This effect is 
driven by the elderly’s vulnerability to distracting information. Fur-
ther, young individuals who are more vulnerable to distractions are 
also more creative. The second presentation by Chaplin and Nor-
ton focuses on children, 3-12 years in age, and shows that younger 
children are more creative than their somewhat older counterparts: 
Younger children (ages 3-6) are more likely to exhibit creative, care-
free behaviors than older children (ages 7-12) because the develop-
ment of children’s ‘Theory of Mind’ increases their sensitivity to 
criticism from others. 

In the third presentation, Yang and Chattopadhyay show that 
awareness of the end of life inhibits diverse exploration of ideas and 
impairs creativity, and that locus-of-control moderates this effect—
while high internal locus-of-control individuals can be more creative 
problem solvers in many situations, their creative ability is inferior 
to those with moderate levels of locus-of-control under mortality sa-
lience. Finally, in the fourth presentation, Nunes, Drèze, Cillo, Pran-
delli, and Scopelliti examine, through a large scale empirical investi-

gation, how the designs of fashion designers—who are at the prime 
of their creative careers—evolve over time. Refuting the notion that 
iconic fashion designers are independent creative visionaries, the 
researchers show that the designs by fashion designers themselves 
and their competitors in prior years significantly affect the designers’ 
creativity and designs in the current year. Each presenter will have 15 
minutes to present their project, leaving 15 minutes for discussions 
between the presenters and audience.

This special session contributes substantively to the theme of the 
ACR 2012 conference—appreciating diversity. The session brings 
together creativity researchers from different parts of the world, who 
have explored the impact of time and age on creativity in different 
contexts involving participants from a diverse range of age, demo-
graphic, and cultural groups. The four presentations highlight a wide 
range of theoretical perspectives on creativity and yield implications 
for consumers, firms, and society. Through the session, we hope to 
bring consumer researchers’ attention to creativity research, initiate 
discussions on a wide set of factors that impact creativity, and spark 
future research on creativity in consumer contexts. Finally, this ses-
sion would appeal to a diverse range of consumer researchers, such 
as those interested in creativity, fashion and design, aging, cogni-
tion, memory, motivation, developmental psychology, and mortality 
salience. 

Creativity and Aging: Positive Consequences of 
diminished Inhibitory Control

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Consumers of all ages often make decisions about products and 

services in complex and busy consumption environments. In such 
environments, consumers have to ignore or inhibit a vast amount of 
distracting information in order to make more effective and satisfy-
ing choices. One theory of information processing suggests that as 
people age, they become more vulnerable to the effects of distracting 
information due to normal age-related declines in inhibitory control 
(Hasher, Zacks, and May 1999). While this has typically been dis-
cussed as a negative feature of normal cognitive aging, the current 
line of research seeks to investigate positive outcomes associated 
with vulnerability to distraction. Past research suggests that distract-
ing information can prime older adults with concepts that improve 
performance on the Remotes Associates Task (RAT; Kim, Hasher, 
and Zacks 2007).  Better performance on the RAT is thought to be 
associated with cognitive flexibility and convergent thinking.  In ad-
dition, research on creativity suggests that when the goal is complex, 
such as a creative or artistic goal, divergent thinking is enhanced, in 
part, by an attention to distracting (and often seemingly irrelevant) 
information (Kasof 1997).  

The present line of research seeks to merge the separate litera-
tures on inhibitory processes and on creativity by investigating how 
greater disinhibition of seemingly distracting information can en-
hance performance on subsequent tasks requiring divergent thinking. 
We hypothesize that enhanced vulnerability to distracting informa-
tion will lead to greater creativity in both young and older adults. 
We reason that a difficult inhibition task will cause features of the 
distracting information to remain activated and enhance performance 
on an unrelated creativity task. In two studies we test our hypothesis 
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that difficulty in inhibiting distracting information leads to the gen-
eration of more original recipe ideas.  

Study 1: One hundred and ninety-four undergraduates (mean 
age = 19; 93 females) at the University of Michigan were recruited 
to participate in a study on reading comprehension.  Participants 
were randomly assigned into one of two distraction conditions, or 
a control condition. All participants read a mundane passage about 
a person going on a regular trip to the grocery store.  Participants in 
the control condition read the passage in italicized font without any 
distracting information.  Participants in the first distraction condi-
tion were asked to read the italicized passage with irrelevant food 
related words (e.g., avocado, chicken) periodically embedded in up-
right font.  Their task was to “read all of the italicized words” in the 
passage.  In the second distraction condition, participants read the 
same italicized passage with food related words periodically embed-
ded in upright font, but the task was to “ignore all of the upright 
words.”  These instructions were adapted from pre-existing distrac-
tion paradigms (Kim et al. 2007). After completing the reading task, 
participants answered a few short comprehension questions. They 
then completed a creativity task where they were given 5 minutes to 
generate and write down as many cooking recipes as possible.   

Following a coding procedure developed by Cheong, Burks, 
and Lee (2008), the recipes were scored by two blind judges who 
were self-identified “cooking connoisseurs.” Each recipe was judged 
on 3 items --dish creativity, deliciousness, and potential popularity-- 
on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (low) to 5 (high).  These three 
items were then averaged together to create an “originality com-
posite” score.  Results indicated that young participants in the two 
distraction conditions generated recipes with significantly higher 
originality composite scores than those in the control condition (p 
= .031). Participants in the two distraction conditions also generated 
significantly more recipes in the allotted 5 minutes than those in the 
control condition (p < .001).

Study 2: Twenty-three community-dwelling older adults (mean 
age = 76; 12 females) were recruited to participate in a reading 
comprehension task.  Older adults are a population with declining 
inhibitory control, which is generally viewed as having negative 
consequences for attention and memory.  If, however, we find that 
vulnerability to distraction enhances performance on subsequent 
tasks requiring divergent thinking, this would provide further sup-
port for the idea that declines in inhibitory control may have benefits 
for tasks requiring creativity. The procedure in this study was identi-
cal to that described in Study 1. Results indicated that older adult 
participants in the two distraction conditions also generated recipes 
with significantly higher originality composite scores than those in 
the control condition (p = .001). 

Overall, the results of two studies provide initial support for 
our theory that reduced inhibitory control can have positive conse-
quences for creativity on tasks that require divergent thinking.  Im-
portantly, these facilitative effects occur for both young and older 
adults. In contrast to the well-documented detrimental effects of de-
clines in inhibitory control associated with normal cognitive aging, 
our findings suggest positive consequences for creativity.  Additional 
research is underway to further decompose the relationship between 
inhibitory mechanisms and creative processing. This includes deter-
mining what relationship a vulnerability to distracting information 
has to both divergent and convergent forms of thinking.  Better un-
derstanding the relationship between disinhibition and creativity is 
important because consumers of all ages are faced with complex de-
cision environments that require inhibition of distracting information 
in order to make more satisfying consumption choices. Our results 

suggest one context in which greater vulnerability to distraction may 
actually be beneficial.

Why Some Children Move and Groove So Well: A Look 
at Creative Performance and theory of Mind

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Chaperoning a middle school dance – with girls and boys in 

their early teens slouched against the bleachers, carefully monitoring 
their peers and refusing to dance despite the booming music – in-
evitably leads adults to comment: “Why aren’t they dancing?” This 
refusal to dance is particularly notable because many of these same 
children, just a few years earlier, were prone to dance, sing, and more 
generally perform constantly – in school, at home, in the backseat 
of the car, and while watching television – with huge smiles and 
obvious relish. Why do people lose this willingness to perform – to 
sing and dance – as they age? We suggest that it is the very devel-
opment of children’s awareness that their peers might be judging 
them – itself an offshoot of the generally positive development of an 
ability to take the perspective of others – that robs them of the joy of 
getting out on the dance floor when the latest Lady Gaga track starts 
playing. We gave children the opportunity to behave in a creative, 
carefree manner – asking them to perform impromptu singing and 
dancing – and measuring their willingness to do so, as well as their 
ability to adopt the perspectives of those who might be watching 
(and judging) them.

The development of theory of mind (ToM) over the course of 
childhood is generally viewed as representing a positive develop-
ment – allowing people to understand social norms and to “fit in” 
to social groups (Gauvain 1998; Liddle and Nettle (2006); Walker 
2005; Walker and Shore 2011). Typically, ToM begins to develop 
around age 4; by age 5 or 6, success at ToM tasks becomes com-
mon, with some further development throughout school-age years 
(Chandler, Sokol, and Hallett 2001; Perner and Wimmer 1985; Well-
man, Cross, and Watson 2001; Wimmer and Perner 1983). We pre-
dicted that increases in ToM deprive older children of the joy that 
comes with creative behaviors – like singing and dancing – due to 
the heightened sensitivity to criticism that ToM engenders (Dunn 
1995). We chose singing and dancing since these behaviors have 
been shown to have significant benefits for health and well-being 
(Bonilha 2008; Brown et al. 2005; Clift et al. 2008; Bungay, Clift, 
and Skingley 2010; Verghese 2003); unfortunately, these are also be-
haviors that are subject to scrutiny by others, as evidenced by televi-
sion shows like “American Idol.”

One hundred fifty-nine children (81 girls, 78 boys) aged 3 
through 12 participated in the experiment, and completed two tasks: 
a creative performance task and a task assessing ToM. The tasks 
were counterbalanced; order did not influence our results. In the per-
formance task, we presented four options in a random order: sing 
a song, perform a dance, circle specific shapes on a page, or fill a 
square with a predefined color. (The first two tasks are associated 
with creative expressions, while the latter two tasks involve little 
creativity). Participants selected two tasks to complete in front of 
the experimenter. We assessed ToM with three measures: “Sally 
and Anne” false belief task (Baron-Cohen, Leslie, and Frith 1985); 
“Cookie Box” misleading container test (Gopnik and Astington, 
1988); “Duck and Lion” social test (Nguyen and Frye 1999). Fol-
lowing McAlister and Peterson (2006), we summed the responses to 
form a composite measure of ToM (range: 0 to 3).

Based on previous research suggesting pervasive competency 
on ToM tasks by age 6 (Wellman et al. 2001), we divided children 
into two groups for analysis: younger children (ages 3-6) and older 
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children (ages 7-12). As expected, older children (M = 2.59, SD = 
.76) had a more developed ToM compared to younger children (M = 
.87, SD = 1.17), t(157) = 11.24, p < .001.

More than twice as many younger children chose the creative 
tasks (singing or dancing) than older children: 59.7% of younger 
children selected singing and 50% dancing, compared to just 25.8% 
and 21.5% of older children, χ2s(1) > 13.81, ps < .001. Similarly, 
younger children were less likely to choose the non-creative tasks 
(circling and coloring; 41.9% and 48.4%) than older children, who 
overwhelmingly preferred these tasks (70.1% and 82.5%), χ2s(1) > 
12.42, ps < .001. Put another way, only 11.3% of young children 
passed up the chance to sing and dance, whereas 55.7% of older 
children avoided both of these creative behaviors.

ToM mediated these differences in creative behaviors: The ef-
fect of age on the total number of sing and dance was significantly 
reduced (from β = -.48, p < .001, to β = -.03, p = .72) when ToM was 
included in the equation, and ToM significantly predicted singing 
and dancing (β = -.67, p < .001), such that ToM fully mediated the 
impact of age on willingness to sing and dance, Sobel’s Z = 6.83, p 
< .01. (This analysis also holds when treating age as a continuous 
variable, Sobel’s Z = 6.36, p < .01).

 These results suggest that the development of ToM comes 
with costs, by decreasing people’s willingness to engage in creative, 
carefree tasks that bring them joy due to the heightened concern with 
evaluation that ToM engenders. While some research has document-
ed the link between ToM and negative behaviors such as antisocial 
deception (Repacholi, Slaughter, Pritchard, and Gibbs 2003), our 
results suggest that ToM can also decrease the prevalence of posi-
tive behaviors. Our results are also relevant to understanding “savant 
syndrome” in people with autism, who lack ToM (Baron-Cohen, 
Leslie, and Frith 1985; Treffert 2009). Our results suggest that one 
reason for the extraordinary creative abilities of some autistic may 
be the absence of the performance anxiety experienced by children 
without autism.

How Awareness of the End of Life Impacts Creativity

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
From natural disasters (e.g., earthquakes, hurricanes) to terror-

ism and wars (e.g., September 11) to social unrest (e.g., riots, mur-
ders) to accidents (e.g., car/plane crashes, train derailments), we are 
constantly exposed to information that makes our own mortality sa-
lient. At times, we may even be quite close to such misfortunes (e.g., 
living in New Orleans during Hurricane Katrina, working in Japan 
during the Fukushima nuclear emergency). This research explores 
how awareness of death affects creative ability and what type of in-
dividuals are more sensitive to this effect. 

Extant research shows that mortality salience, or awareness of 
one’s death, elicits existential anxiety and, to buffer against this para-
lyzing anxiety, people deploy terror management strategies to create 
a sense of meaning and order, seeking to transcend death (e.g., Solo-
mon, Greenberg, and Pyszczynski 1991; Greenberg, Solomon, and 
Pyszczynski 1997). Because cultural values provide meaning and 
structure to one’s world and represent permanence beyond any in-
dividual’s demise, mortality salience intensifies people’s adherence 
to their cultural values and worldviews (e.g., Greenberg et al. 1990; 
Rosenblatt, Greenberg, Solomon, Pyszczynski, and Lyon 1989). 
This effect has been shown to be unique to death (as opposed other 
aversive events) and occurs outside of consciousness (Greenberg, 
Pyszczynski, Solomon, Simon, and Breus 1994).

While numerous studies on terror management theory have fo-
cused on the impact of mortality salience on evaluations of self and 

others (see Burke, Martens, and Faucher 2010 for a review), the cur-
rent understanding of how mortality salience impacts creativity is 
limited (Routledge, Arndt, Vess, and Sheldon 2008). Seeking to fill 
this gap in the literature, the current research proposes that mortality 
salience inhibits access to information outside of one’s conventional 
knowledge, as a means to protect the coherence and stability of one’s 
core cultural values and worldviews. This inhibition occurs because 
access to peripheral information that may conflict or cast doubt on 
one’s core values and worldviews, can make adherence to them more 
difficult, reducing the effectiveness of this terror-management strat-
egy. Thus, mortality salience is likely to hamper assess to divergent 
information in memory, impairing creative ingenuity.

Further, given that death represents the ultimate form of loss 
of control for human beings—we cannot prevent our eventual de-
mise nor exert any control over post-mortal events (Becker 1973)—
mortality salience may impact people with different control beliefs 
differently. While individuals with high internal locus-of-control 
believe that event outcomes are primarily controlled by their own 
efforts and actions, those with moderate internal locus-of-control 
believe that they have control over only some events (Rotter 1966). 
The first group’s beliefs are irreconcilable with the notion of death, 
leading to the elicitation of stronger terror-management behaviors 
under mortality salience. This, in turn, impairs their creative abil-
ity more. Consequently, while individuals with high internal locus-
of-control can be more creative problem solvers in many situations 
(e.g., Burroughs and Mick 2004), their creativity ability is likely to 
be inferior to those with moderate level of internal locus-of-control 
under mortality salience. 

Our propositions were tested in three experimental studies. 
Study 1a examined whether mortality salience (MS) inhibits assess 
to divergent knowledge. Participants first responded to a locus-of-
control scale (Rotter 1966). Following a widely used TMT paradigm 
(Burke, Martens, and Faucher 2010), participants were then asked to 
write down thoughts regarding either their own death (MS condition) 
or viewing TV programs (control condition). Next, they completed 
the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (Watson, Clark, and Tel-
legen 1988), which captured participants’ affective states and served 
as a delay task (cf. Pyszczynski, Greenberg, and Solomon 1999). 
Thereafter, participants in both conditions were asked to write down 
all the place names they could think of with “A” as the first letter. 
Consistent with the hypothesis that mortality salience inhibits access 
to divergent information in memory, participants in the MS condition 
wrote down significantly fewer foreign place names (e.g., Algeria, 
Antarctica, Australia) than those in the control condition. Further, a 
significant interaction effect between the locus of control measure 
and mortality salience manipulation was found. Analysis of the inter-
action revealed that, in the MS condition, participants with high in-
ternal locus-of-control wrote down significantly fewer foreign place 
names than those with moderate internal locus-of-control; however, 
the opposite was true in the control condition. 

The experimental procedure for Study 1b and 2 was similar to 
that of Study 1a. In Study 1b, a set of Remote Associate Test (RAT; 
Mednick 1962) questions was utilized to investigate the impact of 
MS on participants’ ability to connect disparate semantic concepts. 
In Study 2, participants were given a managerial decision making 
task—deciding what new business should go into a commercial 
property where a restaurant had just gone bankrupt (adapted from 
Goncalo and Staw 2006). Providing further support for our hypoth-
eses, participants in the MS condition correctly answered fewer RAT 
questions (Study 1b) and were more likely to follow the precedence, 
i.e., using the space for a restaurant again (Study 2). Locus-of-con-
trol moderated the effect of MS on participants’ responses in both 
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studies. While those with high internal locus of control exhibited 
better performance in the control condition, they were outperformed 
by those with moderate locus of control in the MS condition. Finally, 
ruling out an affect-based account of the results we found in the three 
studies, including the PANAS scores in the analyses did not change 
the findings. 

Overall, these results not only shed light on the impact of mor-
tality salience on information accessibility and creative problem 
solving, but also illuminate the role of control beliefs in terror man-
agement theories. Further, our findings contradict lay intuitions: A 
survey of mid to senior level executives at a large logistics firm re-
vealed that the majority (67%) would put high locus-of-control man-
agers in charge of problem solving, in crisis scenarios (e.g., natural 
disasters or terrorist attack that resulted in a major loss of life). Our 
results, however, suggest that those with moderate locus-of-control 
may be more creative problem solvers in those dire scenarios.

How Fashion designers develop new Styles: Creative 
Epiphany Versus Market Feedback

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The fashion world is characterized by change. Like other cre-

ative industries including music, theater, and publishing, the public 
appetite for something novel in fashion seems insatiable. Fashion 
thrives on change, and the success of the industry as a whole de-
pends on its ability to introduce new styles. World renowned design 
houses such as Chanel, Prada, Gucci, and Balenciaga and their top 
designers Karl Lagerfeld, Miuccia Prada, Frida Giannini, and Nico-
las Ghesquière are devoted to introducing distinctive, original styles 
each season. But how fashion designers derive their inspiration is 
often shrouded in mystery. Like musicians, actors, and authors, de-
signers are prone to see themselves as visionaries and creativity as 
an epiphany, impervious to outside influence. For example, Karl La-
gerfeld, creative director at the helm of Chanel since 1983, claims his 
best work is effortless, coming to him in his sleep. 

Despite ongoing research in fashion within many disciplines, 
data driven research on style changes across time is conspicuously 
absent in the literature. To the best of our knowledge, there exist 
no systematic empirical investigations regarding how styles change 
over time. As such, no research examines whether and how innova-
tion in fashion depends on influences outside of the firm, such as 
market feedback and competitors’ behavior. This research sets out to 
determine whether fashion designers are indeed immune to caprices 
of the market. Specifically, we investigate whether fashion designers 
attend to market feedback. In doing so, we empirically test if and 
how the relative success or failure of styles introduced in the past 
affects new styles that are subsequently introduced. If designers are 
immune to criticism, we should observe no relationship. If, however, 
designers are shrewd marketers attuned to what critics say, the styles 
they introduce each season should be more similar to those styles 
that were reviewed more positively in the past and less similar to 
less positively received styles. Thus, we would expect to observe a 
systematic relationship between what they do and what they have 
done, as well as what their competitors, have done.

Our data collection occurred in multiple stages. We obtained a 
listing of all brands that were included in the catwalk calendars of 
Milan and Paris from 1999-2007 (fall/winter and spring/summer). 
Only those companies that put on runway shows with their seasonal 
collections during Fashion Week for at least five years were included 
in our data set. This resulted in 38 companies, with 22 from Mi-
lan and 16 from Paris. To develop a metric to gauge the extent to 
which each designer’s style changed from year to year, we compared 

prototypical pieces that were offered commercially following each 
show. To this end, we collected every ad published in Vogue Italia, 
Vogue France, Elle Italia, and MarieClaire France for all of the de-
sign houses each year. We used these ads to assess the change in style 
for a specific designer or design team. We focused on 11 primary 
types of garments (e.g., dresses, pants, etc.). Judges coded each gar-
ment on some subset of 13 style elements that were appropriate for 
the particular type of apparel. For example, tops were evaluated on 
sleeve length while pants were not. Six elements were evaluated us-
ing continuous measures (e.g., sleeve length, neckline), while seven 
elements were comprised of multiple discrete measures (e.g., color, 
fabric). Our data therefore included information on styles introduced 
by 38 design houses across nine years for two seasons derived from 
5,343 advertisements. Taken together, this created what we refer to 
as the style genome for each of the 38 designers for each of the 18 
seasons in our sample.

We label the difference between any two style genomes (across 
time but either within or across designers) as the style distance. A 
style distance measure reflects the relative change in styles and was 
constructed by calculating the Euclidean distance in a 61-dimension-
al space based on the 61 style measures using the 13 style elements 
for the 11 garment types. The style distance is a single number that 
is indicative of the relative change in styles across time, but is al-
ways calculated within season (fall/winter, spring/summer). We also 
collected critical reviews of the catwalk shows for each major sea-
son (spring/summer, fall/winter) for each year in the sample (1999-
2007). We took differences in reviews as an indicator of relative suc-
cess or failure in the market and consider more positive reviews as 
greater acceptance of a style by the marketplace.

Our main focus was to explore how new styles were affected 
by reviews of past styles. First and foremost, we observe a tendency 
for designers to move away from styles that were reviewed less fa-
vorably in the past. Designers, intentionally or unintentionally, stick 
closer to styles that have been well-received in the past and shy away 
from those not as well-liked. Empirically, we demonstrate that de-
signers distance themselves further from previous styles over time, 
exactly how far they move is moderated by how the market respond-
ed to specific styles in the past. This result dispels the long-held myth 
of the designer as dictator unfettered by how the market responds to 
his or her creations.

We also observe a tendency for designers to move away from 
styles introduced by other designers’ that were reviewed less favor-
ably in the past. This suggests that not only do designers’ attend to 
how the market responds to the designs they introduced previously, 
but they are keenly aware of, and respond to, what the market says 
about other designers’ previous styles. These results provide the first 
empirical evidence that styles evolve based on market forces as well 
as creative forces, documenting the dynamic interaction between 
fashion houses and their customers in a recurring feedback loop.

Our data and our results suggest that fashion designer, as com-
mercial artists, are not only sensitive to their own past successes and 
failures when deciding what new designs to introduce, but shows 
they also consider competitors’ past work and how those styles have 
fared in the marketplace. Ours is the first empirical evidence of mar-
ket feedback impacting new product introductions in an industry 
based on aesthetic innovation. The paradox of fashion is the conflict 
between looking distinctive while giving the impression of a certain 
degree of uniformity. Understanding how aesthetic innovation oc-
curs, and what drives its acceptance or rejection is an important area 
that should garner a lot of attention in the future.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
The research described here shows how relatively small, yet 

well-planned interventions can lead to significant changes in behav-
ior. Influencing behavior change is an ongoing challenge in today’s 
society. In response, psychology, economics and consumer behavior 
researchers have been trying to find effective ways to induce new 
habits (e.g., Choi et al. 2004; Cialdini 2003). Recently, Thaler & 
Sustein (2009) proposed that it is possible to change behavior by 
manipulating the context in which individuals make decisions (i.e., 
nudges). The four papers included in this session take the nudge ap-
proach and provide new evidence for behavior change in applied set-
tings. 

The papers focus on three domains of social concern: health, 
wealth and the environment, which consumer research is poised to 
address. Consequently, the present work provides practical strategies 
for improving practices in these areas, via the use of economic and 
psychological theories. All papers included in this session involved 
field experimentation, and spanned the globe. As such they appeal 
broadly to both those who conduct randomized experimental work 
as well as those who are interested in exploring behavior change in 
diverse real world settings.

The first two papers apply concepts of self-control, commit-
ment and normative feedback to address overeating and sedentary 
behavior. The paper by Schwartz et al. shows that urging self-control 
through simple prompts and pre-commitment can significantly im-
prove nutrition behavior. For instance, consumers accept offers to 
reduce their calorie intake by taking smaller portions of side-dishes 
in a fast food restaurant. Taking a different approach to health, the 
paper by John and Norton addresses how to increase activity (i.e., 
reduce sedentary behavior) in a work setting through the use of walk-
stations – treadmills attached to elevated workspaces – while also 
giving employees feedback on their own and coworkers’ walkstation 
usage. Results show that walkstation usage declines over time, and 
that this decline is greater when participants are given information on 
peers’ usage levels, presumably due to a tendency to converge to the 
lowest common denominator. 

The final paper by Baca-Motes et al. highlights the potential 
use of a commitment device to increase individuals’ compliance with 
environmental appeals. Results show that guests who make a specific 

commitment to environmental behavior and are given the chance to 
strengthen this commitment with a publicly displayed symbol (an 
environmental pin) are more likely to reuse their towels during their 
hotel stay, arguably via signaling.

We are convinced this session will be of broad interest to the 
ACR community, as it addresses important topics and provides in-
sights regarding the ways we can change behavior (for the better). Fi-
nally, this session complements the theme of this year’s ACR confer-
ence, “appreciating diversity”, in that the interventions tested were 
applied to a diverse set of contexts with diverse sets of populations.  

taming temptation: targeting Self-Control Increases 
Healthy Food behaviors

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The obesity epidemic lacks a clear and actionable solution. 

Some communities have taken first steps towards healthier diets with 
interventions that require prominent nutritional information. Such in-
terventions rely on information to encourage healthier food choices. 
Behavioral science research has shown, however, that while informa-
tion-based interventions (e.g., mandatory calorie labeling) can effec-
tively change attitudes, they often fail to change actual behavior. As 
an alternative, we propose tackling the problem from a different an-
gle. Specifically, we have targeted the temptation to make unhealthy 
food decisions through a series of field and web-based experiments 
that specifically focus on activating self-control. Our results show 
that this strategy is effective, easily implemented and especially wel-
comed by consumers.

First, we conduct a series of field experiments were at a Chinese 
fast-food restaurant. In Study 1 participants were asked by restaurant 
staff if they wanted to “cut over 200 calories from their meal” by 
taking a half-portion side dish (ranging in calories from 440-570). 
In one condition the participants were merely prompted to cut back, 
in a second condition they were offered a nominal (25 cent) discount 
along with the prompt and the third condition was a baseline con-
dition. One-third of the participants accepted the offer, enough to 
lower the overall number of calories served not only to downsizers, 
but over the entire restaurant population. Study 2 replicated and ex-
tended these findings by demonstrating the same pattern of results 
and showing that the downsizing prompt was better than calorie la-
beling at reducing the number of calories served. Study 3 once again 
replicated this pattern of results, and demonstrated that meal down-
sizing resulted in significantly fewer calories served. Moreover, an 
analysis of leftovers in Study 3 showed that meal downsizing not 
only led to fewer calories being served, but also to fewer calories 
being consumed.  

All three studies took place over multiple day blocks that al-
ternated several days each of baseline activity, the downsize prompt 
(with and without either a small incentive or calorie labeling), and 
another baseline. Customers were unaware that a study was taking 
place and all data were recorded through daily cash register receipts. 

Table 1 shows that while customers almost never spontaneously 
ask for a half portion side dish, anywhere from 18-33% were will-
ing to take one when it was suggested (p < .05 in all studies)—even 
without an incentive (Study 1). In addition calorie labels were not 
effective—either before and after it was introduced and especially 
compared to the downsize prompt (Study 2). Study 3 also assessed 
the weight of patrons’ leftovers and found that regardless of how 
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much food consumers started out with, everyone left an average of 
2oz of food on their plates. This allowed us to determine that meal 
downsizing not only influences the amount of food purchased, but 
the amount of food eaten. Finally, the cash register receipt data also 
revealed there was no evidence of compensation whereby partici-
pants who downsized then opted for more highly caloric entrees. 

Next, we examined the effectiveness of pre-commitment on 
shoppers at a popular grocery store in South Africa. Members who 
ordinarily receive a 25% discount on their healthy food purchases 
were asked if they would be willing to put their discount on the line 
by pledging to increase the number of healthy food items by a cer-
tain percentage. For example, members were asked if they would 
pledge to increase their percentage of healthy food items from 25% 
to 30% in order to maintain their 25% discount. Those who reach the 
goal get the healthy food discount on all items, but those who fail to 
reach the goal lose the discount on ALL healthy food items. The data 
showed that 2/3 of the incentive program members said they were 
willing to put their discount on the line and pre-commit to buying 
healthier food at the grocery store. We are now running a field ex-
periment with members from the same population to determine how 
effective this program is in an actual shopping environment. These 
data will be presented.

We close by noting that public health interventions often focus 
on giving information to help consumers make better choices. In re-
ality, this information may have limited ability to change behavior. 
Our research takes a different approach—one that targets self-con-
trol as the primary contributor to poor eating habits. These strategies 
are effective, easy to implement and are often welcomed by both 
consumers and retailers. As such, these findings have significant im-
plications for both marketing and public policy.

Exercising to the Lowest Common denominator

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Sedentary behavior has been on the dramatic rise in the United 

States in recent decades. Half of occupations required at least mod-
erate physical exercise in the 1960s; just one fifth did so in 2010 
(Church et al., 2011). As a result, average daily occupation-related 
energy expenditure has decreased by more than 100 calories over the 
same time period, a reduction that alone can account for a significant 
portion of the increase in average body weight (Church et al., 2011). 
In a field study, we attempted to reduce sedentary workplace behav-
ior by introducing walkstations – slow-moving treadmills attached 
to elevated workspaces enabling employees to walk while working – 
giving employees feedback on their own and their coworkers’ walk-

station usage, and measuring the impact of the health behaviors of 
coworkers on usage over time.

People’s desire to align their behavior with descriptive norms 
can lead to positive behavior change if the target behavior is positive 
and people are underperforming relative to the descriptive norm, but 
also to “boomerang” effects if the target behavior is positive and 
people are outperforming the descriptive norm (Cialdini et al., 1990; 
Schultz et al., 2007). While some previous research has document-
ed the positive effects of social support on health behavior (e.g., 
Berkman, 1986; Cohen & Syme, 1985), recent research suggests 
that peers can exert more downward than upward pressure on health 
behaviors, such as research demonstrating that obesity can “spread” 
though social networks (Christakis & Fowler, 2007); in one study of 
United States Air Force Academy students, being randomly assigned 
to squadrons with peers who were less fit in high school predicted the 
probability of failing the academy’s fitness requirements, and these 
downward effects were driven in particular by exposure to the least 
physically fit students (Carrell et al., 2011). 

But through what proximal mechanism do these distal effects 
occur? How do the health behaviors of one’s peers in the short 
term create these longer-term health outcomes? Social facilitation 
suggests that group behavior tends to converge upon the dominant 
response (Zajonc, 1965); in one study, many participants who had 
agreed to volunteer their time stopped volunteering as soon as some-
one else had stopped: once anyone exhibited the dominant response 
– in this case, not volunteering – others followed suit (Linardi & 
McConnell, 2011). The obesity epidemic and increase in sedentary 
workplace behavior suggest that with respect to physical activity, the 
dominant response is not to exercise. As a result, feedback on others’ 
walkstation use could cause dyad and group behavior to converge to 
the dominant response – sitting down – such that people’s exercise 
would converge to the lowest performing member of the group: the 
lowest common denominator. 

Employees (N=224) at a US company participated in a six 
month between-subjects randomized field experiment. In the “hold-
out” control condition, participants could not use the walkstations. 
In three experimental conditions, participants were asked to use the 
walkstations and sent a personalized weekly email. In the solo condi-
tion the email summarized the participant’s walkstation usage for the 
previous week; in the duo condition – in which each participant was 
randomly paired with another participant – the email summarized the 
participant’s and their partner’s usage. In the quintet condition – in 
which each participant was randomly grouped with four others – the 
email summarized each participant’s and the other four participants’ 
usage. The study was conducted with employees from three differ-

table 1: Calories per customer (SE)
No Calorie Labels t/F Calorie Labels                        t/F

Baseline Downsize Baseline Downsize 
Study 1
33% accept Side dish 480 (9) 396 (11) 5.7*** - - -

(N = 283) Entrees 530 (21) 516 (17) <1 - - -
Study 2 
18% accept Side dish 484 (5) 437 (10) 478 (6) 456 (9) 21.8***

(N = 992) Entrees 536 (13) 508 (16) 555 (14) 560 (17) <1
Study 3
22% accept Side dish 462 (9) 419 (12) 2.8**

(N = 263) Entrees 465 (17) 483 (19) <1

Leftover weight (oz) 2.1 (0.2) 1.7 (0.2) <1

*p < .05, **p<.01, ***p<.001. 
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ent work sites of the same company in the same city; randomization 
was stratified by work site. To use the walkstations, employees en-
tered their unique employee ID; our primary outcome measure was 
walkstation usage assessed by these login data, which allowed us to 
assess how often and for how long each employee used the machine.

Walkstation use declined over time (F(1, 2896)=86.8, p<.0005) 
– in general, participants reverted to the dominant response over time 
– but this main effect was qualified by an interaction between time 
and feedback condition (F(2, 2896)=4.62 p=.01). In both the duo and 
quintet conditions, usage declined faster than in the solo condition 
(F(1, 2898)=5.11, p=.02). This greater decline in usage in duos and 
quintets was driven by the fact that usage converges to that of the 
least frequent user – the lowest common denominator. We first iden-
tified each quintet’s top performer (the participant with the highest 
usage), worst performer (the lowest common denominator), and the 
three “middling” performers in month one, then tracked their behav-
ior in months 2-5 and month 6. Middling performers converge over 
time to the lowest common denominator, rather than being pulled 
upward by the top performer. For duos, the same pattern is apparent: 
over time the top performer is pulled more toward the bottom per-
former than the reverse. When we randomly group solo participants 
into post-hoc “quintets,” we see no evidence of similar convergence; 
the same holds true when we group solos into post-hoc “duos.” This 
lack of convergence in these synthetic groups offers further support 
for the specific impact of social feedback on convergence to the low-
est common denominator.

We showed that the impact of social feedback on walkstation 
usage was to decrease health behaviors: usage declined more in 
the duo and quintet conditions than in the solo condition, due to a 
tendency for people to converge to the lowest common denomina-
tor. Our results do not suggest that social feedback always leads to 
worse behavior; social support can be beneficial in improving peo-
ple’s health (Berkman, 1986; Cohen & Syme, 1985); they do sug-
gest, however, that when the dominant response for a behavior is the 
negative one (from not exercising to overeating) that social feedback 
is likely to reinforce rather than ameliorate. Given the power of the 
dominant response in shaping social behavior, future research should 
explore the impact of framing behaviors as the dominant response – 
even when they are not – on health behaviors; in our paradigm, we 
could have shown participants in quintets only data from the top per-
former, changing the ostensible dominant response, decreasing the 
salience of the lowest common denominator, and perhaps changing 
behavior for the better.

Commitment and Environmental behavior Change: 
Evidence from the Field

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Influencing sustainable behavior is an ongoing challenge in 

psychology and consumer behavior research. One example is that of 
hotel towel reuse programs, which typically ask guests to “do their 
part” for the environment by reusing their towels. It is hoped this will 
trigger conservation minded behavior, but data shows participation 
rates are generally low (30-38%) (Goldstein et al. 2008). Normative 
appeals can increase participation (e.g., Goldstein et al. 2008), yet an 
estimated 50% of hotel patrons remain unresponsive. Furthermore, 
the “social norm” solution relies on communicating a typically false 
social “norm”—the majority of guests in most hotels do not reuse 
their towels. 

In this paper we propose a novel approach for increasing guests’ 
participation in hotel towel reuse programs. Specifically, we sug-
gest that allowing guests to actively express their interest in joining 

hotels’ environmental efforts by reusing their towels would conse-
quently increase the likelihood they would do so. In order to test this 
proposition, we ran a large, intensive field experiment (N = 4,345) in 
a California hotel to examine how committing to practice sustainable 
behavior at check-in would influences guests’ subsequent compli-
ance with eco-friendly behavior during their stay. Results show that 
specific commitments coupled with a publicly displayed symbol (en-
vironmental pin) increased towel reuse, arguably via signaling and 
dissonance avoidance.  

We predict that guests’ participation in towel reuse programs 
would increase if they initially choose to commit to do so, presum-
ably because choosing to commit sends a signal to the individual 
that she cares about the environment, which should promote consis-
tent behavior (self signaling; see Ariely & Norton 2008; Bem 1972; 
Bénabou & Tirole 2011). Additionally, we argue that allowing guests 
to express their commitment to the environment publicly would re-
inforce their commitment and further increase sustainable behavior 
(e.g., Ariely et al. 2009). Finally, we expect that guests’ participation 
would be positively affected if their commitment specifies the steps 
required to achieve such behavior (e.g., Wright & Kacmar 1994).

Guests were randomly given the option at check-in to join the 
hotel’s environmental efforts through two types of commitments: 
General (commitment to be environmentally friendly during stay) 
or Specific (commitment to reuse towels during stay). To reinforce 
signaling, some guests received a “Friend of the Earth” pin. This 
resulted in a two (Commitment Specificity: general, specific) by two 
(Symbol: pin, no pin), between-participants, design. We also includ-
ed three external control conditions:  “Message Only”—guests were 
only exposed to the hotel’s environmental message, “Pin Only”—
guests only received a pin, and “No Manipulation”.  Our main mea-
sure of compliance was the likelihood of towel reuse—hanging tow-
els to be reused the next day.

A logistic regression analysis showed Specific Commitment 
guests were more likely to hang a towel relative to General 
Commitment guests (MSpecific = 66.6% vs. MGeneral = 61.0%; Wald(1) 
= 4.49, p = .034). The regression further revealed a significant ef-
fect of Symbol: guests that received a pin were more likely to hang 
a towel (MPin = 68.0%, MNoPin = 59.6%), Wald(1) = 10.02, p = .002). 
The interaction was not significant. A comparison to the three control 
conditions revealed that Specific Commitment plus Pin guests were 
more likely to hang a towel than guests in any of the control condi-
tions (p’s < .001), while General Commitment plus Pin guests were 
only more likely to hang a towel than Pin Only guests (p = .016). 
When using a Bonferoni correction for multiple comparisons, the 
Specific Commitment plus Pin condition differed from all other con-
ditions, and there were no other significant differences.

Overall, we found that a commitment alone is relatively inef-
fective in motivating behavior—the increase in desired behavior oc-
curred only when the commitment was detailed and action-oriented. 
Based on past work, we propose that an abstract, diffused, commit-
ment requires very little effort to be fulfilled. In contrast, a more 
specified commitment promotes subsequent behavior consistent with 
the desired change. In addition, guests signing this specific contract 
further signal to themselves that they in fact care about the environ-
ment, which increases the likelihood that they will behave consis-
tently with that identity. When coupled with a symbol to reinforce 
their commitment, guests were most likely to practice sustainable 
behavior, supporting our proposition that adding a social component 
would further promote behavior change. Notably, the commitment 
itself was entirely symbolic—once guests completed the check-in 
process they were able to exist in anonymity and behave as they 
wished, since they were unaware that their behavior would be moni-
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tored. From the perspective of hotels, and other entities attempting to 
motivate certain behaviors, our approach offers a simple alternative 
that hinges on individuals’ self-identity. Adding one small step to the 
check-in process significantly increased guests’ eco-friendly behav-
ior leading to savings of both scarce resources and money.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
People often exhibit a preference for variety in choice: we buy 

an assortment of cereals, yogurt flavors, and beverages rather than 
pick our favorite option multiple times. Variety-seeking behavior is 
fundamentally intriguing because, although people can usually se-
lect their favorite options repeatedly, they often choose to include 
less-preferred options (McAlister and Pessemier 1982). Perhaps not 
surprisingly, variety-seeking has generated a considerable amount of 
research focusing on the reasons for this behavior (Kahn and Ratner 
2005 for review), such as uncertainty about future preferences (Read 
and Loewenstein 1995; Simonson 1990), a preference for varied 
experiences (Ratner, Kahn, and Kahneman 1999), and social norms 
favoring variety (Ratner and Kahn 2002). 

But while it is clear that people tend to incorporate variety in 
their choices for various reasons, new insights suggest that variety 
may serve additional purposes, and have further antecedents and 
consequences, than previously considered. Can variety-seeking be 
driven by vicarious satiation from products that others choose to con-
sume? Might variety serve as a self-presentation instrument, through 
which consumers convey information about their preferences?  Can 
perceptions of variety be influenced by solely altering the presenta-
tion format? And is the notion of variety as “the spice of life” actually 
related to physical spiciness?

The current session addresses these and related questions as it of-
fers cutting-edge insights into the role of variety-seeking in consum-
er behavior. The first paper (Tu and Fishbach) finds that the variety 
of products a group of people would choose to consume is larger than 
the variety of products an equivalent group of people would identify 
as their favorite. This is because people’s desires for certain products 
can be vicariously satiated by others’ consumption-oriented choices, 
but not from others’ stated preferences The second paper (Sela and 
Maimaran) shows that people use variety as a means of conveying 
information about the strength of their preferences, choosing less va-
riety to signal strong preferences for socially-desirable options (e.g., 
highbrow products) and more variety to signal weak preferences for 
socially-undesirable options (e.g., lowbrow products).  

Whereas the first two papers focus on novel antecedents and 
roles of variety-seeking, the next papers examine perceptions of va-
riety and the embodied underpinnings of variety seeking.  The third 
paper (Townsend and Kahn) illustrates how visual versus verbal pre-
sentation format differentially influences perceived variety. While 
visual presentation is beneficial in small choice-sets, in larger ones 
it increases perceived variety and complexity, ultimately leading to 
greater choice overload and deferral, compared to a verbal presenta-
tion format.  Finally, the fourth paper (Mukherjee, Kramer, and Ku-
low) takes an embodied cognition perspective and shows that people 
choose more variety after eating spicy food, reflecting the adage that 
“variety is the spice of life”.

Taken together, the papers illuminate the social, informative, 
structural, and physical aspects of variety and variety-seeking. Con-
sidering the ubiquity of variety-seeking behavior, and the breadth of 
topics these papers cover, the session should be of interest to a broad 
set of audiences. Not only should it appeal to researchers working on 
judgment, decision making, and choice, but also to those who study 
satiation, self-presentation, processing styles, and embodied cogni-
tion more generally.

Preferring the Same, but Consuming differently: 
Vicarious Satiation and Variety-seeking in groups

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
A key finding in previous research is that people tend to seek va-

riety. Whereas most of the research examined variety-seeking at the 
individual level (Kahn and Lehmann 1991; McAlister 1982; Ratner 
and Khan 2002; Read and Loewenstein 1995; Simonson 1990), con-
sumers also seek variety at the group level (Ariely and Levav 2000). 
In fact, lots of consumption related decisions are made in groups, 
where each consumer’s decision can be viewed as part of a group’s 
decision. Therefore it is imperative to understand the driving forces 
of variety-seeking behaviors at the group level.

Ariely and Levav (2000) showed that the variety of products 
chosen by a group is larger when group members announce their 
choices sequentially rather than making choices individually, mainly 
due to information-gathering motivation and self-presentational con-
cerns. In this paper, we propose vicarious satiation as a novel factor 
that can account for this effect, and base our hypothesis on two sepa-
rate lines of research. Firstly, experiencing or anticipating satiation 
from consumption (McAlister 1982; Read and Loewenstein 1995) 
is one major reason that people seek variety. Secondly, research on 
vicarious effects showed that people could vicariously share others’ 
experience, such as goal fulfillment (McCulloch et al. 2011; Wilcox 
et al. 2009), depletion (Ackerman et al. 2009), loneliness (Wessel-
mann, Bagg, and Williams 2009), cognitive dissonance (Norton et 
al. 2003). Therefore we argue that other’s choice of consumption 
goods can vicariously satiate one’s own desire for them, resulting in 
variety-seeking in choice at group level.

To test this hypothesis, we directly compared variety-seeking in 
choice with variety-seeking in preference at the group level across 
four studies. Specifically, we asked participants to either choose 
products that they wanted to consume or identify products that they 
preferred, after learning about others’ choices or preferences. We 
predict that people would seek more variety in making choices than 
stating preferences. This is because, although both others’ choices 
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and preferences can provide positive information about the chosen 
or preferred items, only the former can vicariously satisfy one’s own 
desire, leading to greater variety-seeking.

In study 1, we used dyads, and showed participants several 
pairs of products (e.g., bookends, chairs, water bottles). Depending 
on conditions, we asked participants to either make a choice (“which 
one will you choose?”) or state their preference (“which one do you 
like better?”) regarding each product pair sequentially. We measured 
the variety of products chosen or preferred by these dyads, and found 
that the variety in “making choice” condition is larger than that in 
“stating preference” condition. 

Because preference sometimes implies choice and choice in-
dicates preference, in study 2, we used a stronger manipulation to 
better distinguish these two constructs. Specifically, we used several 
pairs of gendered-products that matched the gender of our target par-
ticipants (e.g., men’s shoes/wallets/belts for male participants, and 
women’s shoes/wallets/belts for female participants). We asked par-
ticipants to either make consumption-oriented choices or state pref-
erences after a confederate did the same thing. In “making choice” 
condition, the gender of the confederate was the same as that of the 
products (i.e., the confederate was male/female when the products 
were men’s/women’s); whereas in “stating preference” condition, 
the gender of the confederate was different from that of the prod-
ucts (i.e., the confederate was male/female when the products were 
women’s/men’s). The logic is that, when the gender of the confeder-
ate does not match that of the products, his/her preferences can no 
longer imply choice (or consumption). We measured the variety of 
products chosen or preferred by these dyads, and again found that the 
former is greater than the latter.

Study 3 extended the context of vicarious satiation from be-
tween two individuals to between an individual and a group. Specifi-
cally, we showed participants several pairs of products (e.g., lamps, 
clocks, napkin holders) and told them that these products have 
recently been tested among a panel of consumers. In the “making 
choice” condition (vs. “stating preference” condition), we randomly 
picked one item from each product pair and told participants that 
this item was the most-chosen one (vs. the most-preferred one) by 
the consumer panel. We asked participants to either make choices or 
state preferences regarding each product pair and then measured the 
variety of products incorporated by the “grand group”, which con-
sisted of our target participant and the consumer panel (fake group 
members). The variety index for this grand group would be higher if 
our target participants don’t follow the consumer panel’s decisions. 
Results showed that people indeed were less likely to follow the 
consumer panel’s decisions (i.e., greater variety-seeking) in making 
choices than in stating preferences.

Having shown the basic effect, we further explored whether vi-
carious satiation and the tendency that people seek variety in choice 
can translate into purchase intentions. We reason that because other’s 
choice of a consumption item can vicariously satisfy one’s own de-
sire for it, people should exhibit lower purchase intentions when a 
product is chosen by others than preferred by others, although both 
others’ choice and preference can provide positive information about 
the product. Therefore in study 4, we showed participants a series of 
food items – for example, Quaker oatmeal (Raisin & Spice), Orville 
popcorn (Movie Theater Butter) - and asked about their intentions 
to purchase the items. Before they made their decision, we told par-
ticipants that these products were either the “most-chosen items”, or 
“most-liked items”, of a large group of people we recently surveyed. 
We found that people’s purchase intentions were lower after know-
ing that a product was chosen by most people, than preferred by 
most people.

Across four studies, we found the consistent pattern that the 
variety of products a group of people choose to consume is larger 
than the variety of products they identify as their preferred ones. By 
merely manipulating decision type (i.e., choices or preferences), we 
held factors such as self-presentational concern, need for uniqueness, 
pressure to conform, etc. constant. By directly comparing variety-
seeking in choice with variety-seeking in preference, we provided 
evidence for the vicarious satiation account.

Less is More: Variety as a Preference Strength Signal

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
People often exhibit a preference for variety when selecting 

multiple items from a category on a single occasion. We buy an as-
sortment of yogurt flavors, snacks, and herbal teas rather than pick 
our favorite option multiple times, even though doing so forces us 
to include less-preferred options (McAlister and Pessemier 1982). 
This preference for variety is explained in terms of uncertainty about 
future preferences (Read and Loewenstein 1995; Simonson 1990), a 
tendency to prefer varied experiences (Drolet 2002; Ratner, Kahn, 
and Kahneman 1999), and social norms favoring variety (Ariely and 
Levav 2000; Ratner and Kahn 2002). 

Although most prior work has focused on factors that lead peo-
ple to increase the amount of variety in their selections, are there 
situations in which less, rather than more variety would be preferred? 
We propose that people selectively choose smaller or larger amounts 
of variety to convey information, both to others and to themselves, 
about the strength of their preferences. We demonstrate that choos-
ing a small variety is often perceived as an indication of strong and 
identity-related preferences for the selected options, whereas choice 
of a large variety is perceived as an indication of weaker and identi-
ty-unrelated preferences. 

This proposition leads to novel predictions that are unexplained 
by previous accounts. Specifically, we predict and demonstrate that 
people often vary the amount of variety they choose as a means of 
conveying desirable information about the strength or weakness of 
their preferences for options in socially-desirable vs. undesirable 
domains. Four experiments support this prediction and demonstrate 
that when self-presentation cues are present (e.g., when expecting 
to be evaluated by others), they incorporate less variety in choices 
among socially-desirable options (e.g., healthful and highbrow prod-
ucts), thereby expressing strong preferences for such options, and 
more variety in choices among socially-undesirable options (e.g., 
unhealthful and lowbrow products), thereby expressing weak prefer-
ences for such options.

Experiment 1 demonstrates that people rely on the association 
between smaller variety and stronger preferences as a guide when 
trying to convey information to others through their choices. Spe-
cifically, we asked participants to imagine they either wanted others 
to infer that they had strong, identity-relevant preferences for the 
selected options or did not want others to make such an inference. 
Participants then indicated whether they would choose a small or a 
large variety of options, in various domains. The results show that 
participants explicitly said they would choose a small variety when 
they wanted others to think they had stronger and more identity-rele-
vant preferences and a large variety when they did not want other to 
make this inference about them. 

Experiment 2 examined conditions that lead people to strate-
gically choose different amounts of variety, as a means of convey-
ing information about the strength of their preferences. Participants 
were asked to choose 3 snacks from a healthful versus unhealthful 
assortment. Using an expected evaluation manipulation (Ratner and 
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Kahn 2002; Simonson and Nowlis 2000), we manipulated whether 
healthful options were perceived as socially-desirable in that situa-
tion. The results show that participants who expected their choice 
to be evaluated by nutritionists and health-professionals (for whom 
healthful snack was socially-desirable, based on a pretest) chose less 
variety among healthful snacks, thereby signaling stronger prefer-
ences for these options, and more variety among unhealthful snacks, 
thereby signaling weaker preferences for these options, compared to 
participants who expected their choices to be evaluated by academ-
ics (pretested to be less healthfulness-neutral) or participants who 
did not expect to be evaluated at all. 

Experiment 3 demonstrates the process underlying the effect of 
anticipated evaluation on variety-seeking by directly manipulating 
social desirability. If people choose different amounts of variety to 
signal the strength of their preferences for socially-desirable versus 
undesirable options, then the effect of anticipated evaluation should 
reverse depending on which type of options are perceived as more 
versus less socially-desirable in a given context.  College students 
selected among movies starring either highbrow or lowbrow actors, 
but we manipulated whether highbrow versus lowbrow options were 
perceived as more socially-desirable in that particular context (we 
did that by varying the evaluators’ identity). The results show that 
participants chose less variety among movies starring highbrow ac-
tors when expecting to be evaluated by faculty members, whom we 
manipulated to be seen as having a highbrow taste. However, this ef-
fect reversed when participants expected to be evaluated by students, 
whom we manipulated to be seen as having a lowbrow taste. That is, 
they chose more variety among movies starring highbrow actors and 
less variety among movies starring lowbrow actors. 

Experiment 4 demonstrates that people use variety to convey 
information not only to others but also to themselves, as a means for 
bolstering their self-view. Participants were first primed to feel either 
certain or uncertain about their own level of sophistication. Then, 
they selected three movies starring either highbrow or lowbrow ac-
tors. Consistent with our theory, they selected less variety among 
highbrow options and more variety among lowbrow options after be-
ing primed with sophistication-uncertainty than with sophistication-
certainty. Moreover, choosing a smaller variety among highbrow op-
tions boosted participants’ sophisticated self-perceptions. 

Taken together, these findings provide a novel explanation for 
variety-seeking behavior and support our hypothesis that people 
choose variety strategically, to signal their preferences for options 
with socially (un)desirable traits. The results suggest that people 
choose less (vs. more) variety to signal stronger, more identity-
relevant (vs. weaker, identity-irrelevant) preferences for socially-
desirable (vs. undesirable) options. Further, although prior work has 
focused on consumers’ tendency to incorporate more variety in their 
selections, the current findings suggest that a small variety is often 
more diagnostic than a large variety as an indicator of underlying 
preferences. 

the “Visual Preference Heuristic” and the  
Influence of Visual versus Verbal Depiction on  

Perceived Assortment Variety

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Variety in choice options tends to be an attractive feature (Sel-

lars 1991 as cited in Kahn 1995) and variety-seeking is understood to 
be a common consumer behavior (McAlister and Pessemier 1982). 
And yet, variety can increase perceived complexity and, moreover, 
too much variety can be overwhelming leading to decreased motiva-
tion to choose and harming subsequent satisfaction (Jacoby, Speller, 

and Berning 1974; Iyengar and Lepper 2000). Therefore, it seems a 
balance must be struck between providing enough variety so as to 
attract consumers, without overwhelming them with options. 

A natural question that arises from this discussion is to con-
sider how variety is perceived. We investigate this by focusing on 
the presentation form of the options, whether products are presented 
visually in pictures or verbally in words. We examine what type of 
presentation form is preferred and also whether presentation form 
influences the decision-making process including perceptions of va-
riety and choice. 

Specifically we look to inherent differences in the processing of 
images and words to form our hypotheses. Prior research describes 
images processed in a quick gestalt manner where all attributes are 
generally processed in parallel. In contrast, the processing of words 
requires a piecemeal approach which is slower and sequential in na-
ture (Hart 1997; Paivio 1986). We hypothesize and find a decreased 
effectiveness of visual depiction for large choice sets occurs be-
cause of this difference in processing. The gestalt processing used 
to examine individual images carries over to affect the manner in 
which the entire choice set is considered resulting in a faster and 
less systematic approach. Additionally, because gestalt processing 
allows for easier identification of attribute interactions (Holbrook 
and Moore 1981; Veryzer and Hutchinson 1998), visual depiction 
of choice options increases the perceived variety of the choice set. 
While increased perceived variety is generally positive in smaller 
choice sets, in larger choice sets it can be accompanied by increased 
perceived complexity. In contrast, the more deliberate and system-
atic piecemeal processing necessary with verbal depiction increases 
processing time, which is helpful in larger choice sets and further 
explains the observed differences in choice behavior resulting from 
the two presentation forms. Moreover, because this more automatic 
and holistic processing of words likely feels easier than that of text, 
we predict decision-makers will prefer visual depiction over verbal 
even when it is not ideal. Indeed, in an initial pretest, we provide 
evidence for a “visual preference heuristic;” consumers overwhelm-
ingly choose visual over verbal depiction 81%, t(97) = 7.63, p < .01) 
and this preference exists regardless of choice set size (x2 (1, N= 46) 
= 2.71, p=.10). 

Then in five studies we examine the impact of presentation 
format on assortment processing, perception, and choice behavior. 
Study 1 shows that in larger choice sets image depiction can lead 
to greater perceived complexity (Mvisual = 6.1, Mverbal = 4.6, F(1,117) 
= 16.04, p < .001) and a higher likelihood to abstain from choice 
(visual = 16%, verbal = 3%, χ2(1) = 6.15, p = .01) than text depic-
tion. Study 2 examines option recall to offer further evidence for an 
interaction of choice set size and presentation format on processing 
efficacy. We find a significant interaction between presentation for-
mat and number of options (F(1,201) = 57.82, p < .001). Among 8 
options, respondents who saw images perform better on an aided rec-
ognition task than those who saw verbal descriptions (Mverbal = 1.9, 
Mvisual = 2.9, F(1,97) = 46.59, p < .001). However among 27 options, 
respondents who saw images perform worse on the aided recognition 
task than those who saw verbal descriptions (Mverbal = 8.1, Mvisual = 
7.5, F(1,102) = 6.14, p = .02). 

The final three studies examine whether in fact the difference 
in processing of images and words are causing both the visual pref-
erence heuristic as well as the differences in assortment perception 
and choice behavior observed in the prior studies. In study 3, we 
use eye-tracking software to observe the actual process with which 
options are examined. We find no systematic differences in process-
ing styles in small choice sets between visual and verbal depictions, 
but in larger choices sets verbal depiction causes respondents to use 
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a more systematic, piecemeal process whereby they spend longer 
examining each option, use a pattern similar to reading, and as such 
skip fewer options than when presented with visual depiction. 

In study 4, we find further evidence that the differences inherent 
in piecemeal and gestalt processing cause the variations in assort-
ment perceptions choice behavior between verbal and visual depic-
tion observed. Specifically we show that if we force participants to 
process more systematically, as they do with verbal stimuli, the neg-
ative effects of visual depiction for larger choice sets are diminished; 
for both verbal and visual depiction choice overload and propensity 
to opt out of choice decreases with an increase in choice options (27 
rather than 8) (options = 12.0%, 27 options = 2.0%, χ2(1) = 3.63, p 
= .057) and there is no effect of presentation format (visual = 6.0%, 
verbal = 8.0%, χ2(1) = .08, p = .78).

Finally, in study 5, we consider a more realistic boundary con-
dition to our findings by employing existing familiar products and 
depicting them with either brand names or photographs. Consistent 
with all of our previous studies, the photographic visual stimuli re-
sult in more perceived variety than do the brand name verbal stimuli 
(Mvisual = 8.0, Mverbal = 7.4, F(1,101) = 6.42, p = .01). However, unlike 
our previous studies, because of familiarity with the products, par-
ticipants to do not take longer to review the text choice set (Mvisual = 
18.9, Mverbal =20.6, F(1, 100) = .64, p = .42) nor rate the image choice 
set as more complex (Mvisual = 4.2, Mverbal = 5.2, F(1,101) = 8.05, p = 
.01). We conclude with a discussion of the implications of our find-
ings for managers and researchers. 

Variety and the Spice of Life: the Effect of Spicy 
Gustatory Experiences on Variety-Seeking 

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Consumers often seek variety in their choices (McAlister and 

Pessemier 1982; Ratner, Kahn, and Kahneman 1999; Simonson 
1990). Reasons for variety-seeking that have been identified include 
uncertainty about future preferences (Kahn and Lehman 1991) and 
anticipated satiation (McAlister 1982). Interestingly, and consistent 
with the idiom that variety is the spice of life – that is, that one’s 
life will be more interesting if it includes a variety of experiences – 
consumers also engage in variety-seeking to make a positive impres-
sion on others (Ratner and Kahn 2002), given that choosing greater 
variety is reflective of being a more interesting person. The current 
research takes the expression that variety “spices up” one’s life and 
provocatively examines the reverse. Specifically, adding to emerging 
findings on embodied cognition, we test if gustatory sensations of 
greater spiciness will lead to increased variety in consumers’ choices. 

Theories of embodied cognition suggest that not only does the 
mind control the body, but that the body also influences the mind 
(e.g., Barsalou 2008). Much research in the area of embodied cogni-
tion has investigated the effect of bodily movement on cognition. For 
example, Labroo and Nielsen (2010) find that movement towards 
aversive stimuli results in more favorable evaluations of them. As 
well, firming one’s muscles increases willpower and ability to with-
stand temptations (Hung and Labroo 2011). Recent research has also 
explored the cognitive consequences of sensory experiences, such as 
touch and smell. For example, holding a warm versus cold cup re-
sults in a target person to be judged warmer versus colder (Ijzerman 
and Semin 2009; Williams and Bargh 2008; Zhong and Leonardelli 
2008). Interestingly, a fishy smell tends to arouse suspicion in people 
(Lee and Schwarz 2011), showing that a sensory experience can in-
deed influence cognitions that include metaphors. Our research tests 
if tasting more (vs. less) spicy food results in greater variety-seeking 

behavior, based on the association between variety and spicing up 
one’s life.

In study 1, 72 participants were assigned to a more (vs. less) 
spicy taste condition in a one-factor between-subjects design. Re-
spondents were informed that they were participating in a series of 
unrelated studies, the first of which would be a taste test for a tortilla 
chip. After tasting either the more or less spicy chip, they complet-
ed the variety-seeking task. Specifically, following Levav and Zhu 
(2009), participants chose three highlighter pens out of six possible 
colors, which constituted our main dependent variable. Participants 
were told that they could choose the highlighters in any combination 
of colors, which they would receive following the experiment. 

Next, they evaluated their tortilla chip experience, rated the ex-
tent to which they liked spicy food and tortilla chips, and how often 
they ate spicy food. None of the means differed between conditions; 
Fs < 1.

Manipulation checks confirmed that our manipulation worked 
as intended: participants who ate the more spicy tortilla chip judged 
it to be spicier (M = 5.07) than those who ate the less spicy chip 
(M = 1.43; F(1, 69) = 109.52, p < .001). Importantly, and consis-
tent with our hypothesis, participants who tasted the relatively more 
spicy chip chose more variety in the color of their highlighters, as 
compared to those who tasted the less spicy chip; M = 2.92 versus 
2.62, respectively; F(1, 69) = 6.24, p < .05. 

Thus, we found that a spicy gustatory sensation increases va-
riety-seeking. However, if indeed spiciness brings to the fore the 
benefits of variety, then – once variety has been chosen and thus life 
has been made more interesting – it should have less of an effect on 
a subsequent, second variety-seeking task. We test this hypothesis, 
and an alternative explanation based on positive affect (Kahn and 
Isen 1993), in study 2. 

In study 2, 68 participants were assigned to conditions in a 2 
(chips: more vs. less spicy) X 2 (intervening task: variety-seeking 
vs. control) between-subjects design. Similar to study 1, the current 
study ostensibly consisted of a series of unrelated tasks, the first of 
which was a taste test for a tortilla chip. After tasting the more or less 
spicy chip, participants in the control conditions completed a filler 
task, while those in the variety-seeking intervening task conditions 
were asked to list three ice creams flavors they would choose for 
the next three weeks. Finally, all participants completed the focal 
variety-seeking task, choosing three chocolates to take home in any 
combination out of six possible brands. 

Manipulation checks and ancillary measures identical to those 
of study 1 confirmed that our manipulation worked as intended and 
that the both chips were enjoyed equally. Further, no effects on posi-
tive affect were obtained. A 2 (chips: more vs. less spicy) X 2 (in-
tervening task: variety-seeking vs. control) ANOVA on the number 
of different chocolates chosen yielded the expected interaction; F(1, 
64) = 4.10, p < .05. Specifically, participants in the control condition 
chose more variety when they had tasted the more (M = 2.88) versus 
less (M = 2.28) spicy chip; F(1, 64) = 7.51, p < .05. Conversely, 
when provided the opportunity to express variety in the intervening 
task by selecting ice cream flavors, participants no longer differed in 
the variety of the chocolates chosen after tasting the more (M = 2.38) 
versus less (M = 2.41) spicy chip; F(1, 64) < 1. 

A third study, currently underway, tests priming as an alterna-
tive explanation. Specifically, participants are presented with ‘Hot 
Tamales’ spicy candy in a study that ostensibly consists of two parts. 
Participants in the experimental condition will first complete a candy 
taste study, which consist of eating and evaluating the spicy candy, 
before the second study consisting of a variety-seeking task. Those 
in the control condition will receive the candy at the beginning of the 
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study, but will be told not to eat it until they have completed the first 
study consisting of the variety-seeking task. Greater variety-seeking 
when participants receive and consume the candy, as compared to 

when they receive but do not consume the candy, will be consistent 
with our embodied cognition-based explanation, but inconsistent 
with a priming account.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Talking with others is a fundamental consumer motive.  People 

tell friends about new restaurants, forward online content to co-
workers, and post online reviews about products they like (or hate).  
Further, these behaviors have a large impact on consumer behav-
ior.  Word-of-mouth influences the products people buy, movies they 
watch, and online communities they join (Chevalier and Mayzlin 
2006; Trusov, Bucklin and Pauwels 2009; Huffaker et al. 2011). Con-
sequently, there has been lots of recent interest in word-of-mouth and 
social media (e.g., Facebook and Twitter). Firms spend a good deal 
of effort trying to generate word-of-mouth (e.g., encouraging people 
to write reviews) and create content that consumers will share.

But while it is clear that word-of-mouth is both frequent, and 
important, less is known about how firm activities shape WOM gen-
eration and its consequences. Intuition suggests that more contro-
versial ads will be talked about more, but is that really the case? 
Companies often ask consumers to rate their experiences, but could 
using a 5 vs. 100 point scale affect consumer’s propensity to share 
WOM? How can brands create valuable virality, or content that is not 
only shared but also has positive downstream consequences for the 
brand (e.g., boosts evaluation or purchase)? How does paying people 
to write reviews impact review quality and how does disclosure of 
payment influence consumer evaluations?

This session examines these, and related questions, as it inte-
grates various research perspectives to examine how firm activities 
affect both the generation and outcomes of word-of-mouth. Chen 
and berger show that while controversy makes topics more interest-
ing to talk about, it also reduces comfort.  Consequently, the effect 
of controversy on conversation depends on how aspects of the situa-
tion (e.g. identity disclosure) and the audience (friends vs. strangers) 
shape these complementary mechanisms. Chen and Godes show 
that rating an experience on a 5-pt (vs. 100-pt) scale leads to higher 
WOM intention. These results reflect a rating-certainty effect where 
the rater believes that her rating captures accurately her underlying 
utility. Akpinar and berger provide evidence that while soft sell 
ad appeals (e.g., stories or cool content) are more likely to be shared 
than hard sell appeals (e.g. emphasizing product features), they are 

less likely to have a positive impact on purchase likelihood and brand 
evaluation. Consequently, to create valuable virality, brands must 
make soft appeal ads where the brand in an integral part of the nar-
rative. Finally, Stephen et al. show how paying for reviews and dis-
closing payment impacts actual and perceived review quality.  While 
paying consumers actually leads to higher quality reviews and does 
not negatively impact perceptions of review quality, disclosure can 
either increase or decrease perceptions of product quality because of 
the contrast between expectations and actual experience.

Consistent with ACR 2012’s theme, this session offers diver-
sity in several ways. First, while prior work usually examines the 
drivers and effects of word-of-mouth separately, this session bridges 
the gap to simultaneously examine the causes and consequences of 
word-of-mouth. Second, rather than focusing solely on one method-
ological approach, this session brings together a variety of methods 
(e.g., experiments and empirical analysis of field data) to address the 
questions at hand. Third, each paper attacks these phenomena from 
a unique perspective, delivering diverse but complementary insights. 
The co-chairs (Ezgi Akpinar and Jonah Berger) will integrate the 
talks and open discussion about potential directions for future work 
in this exciting area. 

Given how fundamental word-of-mouth and social transmission 
is to our daily lives, and recent interest in social media, we expect 
this session will be of substantial interest to a host of contingencies.  
Not only should it appeal to researchers working on word of mouth 
and attitude change, but also to those who study advertising, social 
influence, consumer-generated content, persuasion and the effects of 
rating scales. This should produce a fruitful interdisciplinary discus-
sion that will encourage more research in the area.

When Controversy begets Conversation

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Conversation topics vary on how controversial they are, or 

whether they are marked by opposing views (Merriam-Webster 
2003).  Some advertisements, topics and brands are relatively non-
controversial while others are more divisive. GoDaddy.com, for ex-
ample, often makes risqué Super Bowl ads, while Chevy’s ads tend 
to be less contentious.  Topics like the weather are less controversial 
than gay marriage. 

But how does controversy impact conversation? The lay belief 
among marketers and consumers is that controversy increases con-
versation (Steel 2011). But is that actually the case?

Further, people engage in all types of conversations. They post 
anonymously on online discussion boards or have conversations 
on Facebook; they chat face-to-face with friends or converse with 
strangers. Might these different contextual factors impact the rela-
tionship between controversy and conversation, and if so, how?

We theorize that the impact of controversy on conversation will 
depend on two countervailing forces. On the one hand, controversy 
can boost conversation because it is interesting.  Differences in opin-
ion can liven things up, and people talk about interesting things to 
entertain others (Heath et al. 2001) or fulfill self-enhancement goals 
(e.g., signal that the speaker is interesting, Berger and Schwartz 
2011).  On the other hand, controversy can decrease conversation 
by making people uncomfortable.  People want to be socially ac-
cepted, and interpersonal conflicts, such as those generated by con-
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troversial topics, can jeopardize acceptance. How controversy shape 
conversation, then, will depend on the strength of the two underlying 
processes. 

Contextual factors such as identity disclosure and conversation 
partner (e.g., friend vs. stranger) should moderate the relationship 
between controversy and conversation by acting upon these underly-
ing processes. The effect of interestingness is likely to remain static 
across situations since interesting topics are likely to remain interest-
ing across settings.  However, if discomfort reflects concerns about 
social acceptance, then it should be weaker in contexts when social 
acceptance concerns are less salient (e.g., when there is no identity 
disclosure) or less threatened by discussion of controversial issues 
(e.g., when talking to friends).

Three studies examine (1) how controversy affects conversa-
tion, (2) the underlying drivers, and (3) how this relationship varies 
in different conversation contexts.  

Field Study 1: Our first study uses articles from a real news 
website to look at how the amount of controversy an article evokes 
impacts the number of comments it receives. We collected over two 
hundred articles as well as the number of comments each received 
(~5,000 comments overall. Two independent coders then rated each 
article on controversy (1 = not at all controversial, 7 = very contro-
versial). Regressing the number of comments articles received on 
both the linear and squared controversy ratings shows an inverted-U 
relationship between controversy and conversation. Low levels of 
controversy increase conversation.  But past a moderate controversy, 
additional controversy fails to increase (and even decreases) conver-
sation.  This is particularly noteworthy given the moderate level at 
which the effects of controversy start to reverse.  

Study 2: In our second study, we experimentally manipulate 
controversy to observe directly examine its causal impact on conver-
sation. We also test the underlying processes of interest and comfort 
and also explore how identity disclosure moderates the relationship 
between controversy and conversation by affecting comfort. 

Participants were randomly assigned to condition in a 2 Disclo-
sure (No disclosure vs. disclosure) x 3 Controversy (low vs. moder-
ate vs. high) design. They listed a broad topic in current events (e.g., 
“taxes”) and then listed three subtopics, one that is high, middle, 
and low in controversy (e.g., “corporate bailout”, “taxing the rich”, 
and “sales tax”). Participants were asked to imagine having an on-
line conversation with a stranger in which everyone was either using 
aliases (No Disclosure condition) or real names (Disclosure condi-
tion). Then, they were randomly given one of the subtopics they 
listed and asked to rate how likely they would be to talk about the 
subtopic in that conversation.  They also rated how interesting they 
found the subtopic to be and how (un)comfortable they would feel 
talking about the subtopic. 

Results show that disclosure moderate the relationship between 
controversy and conversation. In the no disclosure condition, contro-
versy has an inverted-U relationship with conversation where mod-
erate level of controversy increases conversation (Mlow = 4.24 vs. 
Mmoderate = 5.61, p = .02). However, additional controversy decreases 
conversation (Mmoderate  = 5.61 vs. Mhigh = 4.04, p < .01). In the disclo-
sure condition, controversy doesn’t increase conversation (low same 
as middle same as high, ps >.23) and appears to decrease conversa-
tion (Mhigh = 3.58 vs. Mlow = 4.87, p < .05).  Mediation analyses show 
that when people do not disclose identity, conversation is driven 
primarily by interestingness. When identity is disclosed, however, 
conversation is driven by both interestingness and comfort. 

Study 3: In our third study, we further test our framework and 
examine how conversation partner (friend vs. stranger) affects peo-
ple’s propensity to talk about controversies. 

We again asked participants to list a general topic and three sub-
topics that varied in level of controversy.  Then we manipulated the 
audience by asking them to imagine having a face-to-face conversa-
tion with either a friend or stranger. Then, they rated each of the three 
subtopics they listed on likelihood of talking (main DV), interesting-
ness, and discomfort. 

Results reveal that conversation partner moderates the relation-
ship between controversy and conversation. When talking to friends, 
controversy increases conversation. A move from low to moderate 
levels of controversy increases conversation (Mlow = 3.65 vs. Mmoder-

ate = 4.81 p = .02). Beyond that point, however, additional contro-
versy fails to further increase conversation (Mmoderate = 4.81 vs. Mhigh = 
5.00, p = .68). When talking to strangers, conversation is flat across 
the three controversy conditions (Mlow = 3.78 vs. Mmoderate = 3.52, 
and Mhigh = 3.48, pairwise comparisons all insignificant). Mediation 
analyses reveal that when talking to friends, conversation is driven 
primarily by interestingness; however, when talking to strangers, the 
positive effect of interesting is canceled out by discomfort. 

Taken together, result show that (1) controversy doesn’t neces-
sarily increase conversation, (2) interesting and comfort drive the 
effects, and that (3) situational factors moderate the outcome by af-
fecting the underlying processes.    

Rating with Confidence: Rating Certainty and  
Word-of-Mouth behavior

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Online product ratings represent a common outlet for consum-

ers to express their post-consumption (dis)satisfaction about product 
performance.  Consumers, as product reviewers, evaluate products 
based on their consumption experience via ratings and reviews on 
retailer websites such as Amazon.com and Yelp.com or manufac-
turer websites such as Apple.com and dominos.com. It has been 
consistently shown that product ratings, as a part of WOM, have a 
significant impact on product sales (Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006; 
Chintagunta et al 2011; Zhu and Zhang 2010). While most research 
has focused on the impact of product reviews on those reading them, 
little attention has been paid to their impact on those providing them. 
We address this question here by investigating a product reviewer’s 
subsequent WOM behavior after writing a review or rating a product.

In a pilot study, we found that different rating scales led to dif-
ferent levels of WOM.  Respondents asked to rate an experience on a 
5-pt scale report higher WOM intention compared with those rating 
on a 100-pt scale. To our knowledge, no existing theory explains this 
effect. We hypothesize that the result is driven by a general psycho-
logical construct which we label “rating certainty.” According to this 
theory, a product reviewer’s “true” utility must be mapped to the 
platform’s chosen rating scale.  The fidelity of the mapping process 
in communicating the rater’s true utility varies across contexts.  This 
fidelity – the extent to which one’s chosen rating captures accurately 
her underlying utility – is the essence of rating certainty.  Finally, 
when a consumer has higher rating certainty, we argue that she is 
more likely to transmit WOM.

While our theory is based on rating certainty, it is also entire-
ly plausible that attitude certainty may play a similar role. That is, 
when people are more certain about their attitude, the likelihood of 
performing attitude-associated behavior, such as engaging in WOM, 
will increase (Bassili 1996; Tormala and Petty 2002). However, we 
stress that rating certainty differs from attitude certainty in that the 
former captures one’s certainty toward the rating while the latter cap-
tures certainty toward the attitude target. To demonstrate that these 
two constructs are distinct, we present the results of a discriminant 
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validity analysis.  Moreover, we control for attitude certainty in all 
analyses.

Next, we examined the impact of rating scale on WOM and 
the mediating role of rating certainty. One hundred and twenty two 
adults from Amazon Mechnical Turk participated in a video rating 
study. The study design was a 2 (rating scale: 2pt or 5pt) x 2 (cer-
tainty measure order: rating certainty first (RC) or attitude certainty 
first (AC)). Participants first watched a 2-minute video and then rated 
the video on either a 2-point or 5-point rating scale anchored from 
awful to excellent. In the RC condition, we measured rating certainty 
via four 9-point items which had been chosen based on a previous 
scale development study.  These included:  “How sure are you that 
the rating score you assigned is precise?”, “How definite is your rat-
ing score of the video?”, “The rating score I assigned was clear”, and 
“The rating score I assigned was precise.” We combined these four 
items to generate a rating certainty index (Cronbach’s α= .95). Next, 
we measured participants’ attitude toward the video and their cer-
tainty with respect to the attitude measure (Barden and Petty 2008). 
In the AC condition, we first measured participants’ attitude certainty 
and then their rating certainty. We counterbalanced the question or-
der of RC and AC to control for any order effect.  Since the results 
show no order effect, we combined these two conditions in our anal-
ysis. Finally, we assessed WOM likelihood on a 7-point scale.

We found the predicted rating-scale effect:  participants were 
more likely to transmit WOM in the 5-pt condition than in the 2 pt 
condition (M2pt=2.2, M5pt=2.8, p < .04). Moreover, rating certainty 
was higher in the 5 pt condition than in the 2 pt condition (M2pt=6.4, 
M5pt=7.6, p < .04). Notably, we find no effect of rating scale on at-
titude certainty: participants in the two scale conditions are equally 
certain about their attitude toward the video (M2pt=8.0, M5pt=7.9, p 
= .69).  This suggests that rating scale is not a source of attitude 
certainty and, thus, that attitude certainty does not explain the effect 
of scale on WOM. Finally, we perform a mediation test which sup-
ports the hypothesis that the effect of rating scale on WOM can be 
explained by rating certainty.  The five-point scale induces higher 
levels of rating certainty leading to higher levels of WOM.

In sum, we develop and validate a measure of rating certainty 
and demonstrate its discriminant validity with respect to attitude cer-
tainty. Finally, we demonstrate that rating certainty can be affected 
by the chosen rating scale and that, in turn, it may be an antecedent 
to WOM intention.

Valuable Virality: the Effect of Advertising Appeals and 
brand Integralness

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
What influences whether ads are not only highly shared (i.e., 

viral) but also increase product evaluation and sales of the brands 
that create them (i.e., valuable)?  

Recent research has shown that word-of-mouth can boost dif-
fusion and sales (e.g., Godes and Mayzlin 2004, 2009; Goldenberg 
et al. 2009). Consequently, many organizations and brands have 
invested lots of resources in trying to craft content that consumers 
will talk about and share.  But there are two difficulties with this ap-
proach. On the one hand, most people don’t like to share things that 
look like ads, so companies try to create outrageous or funny content 
(e.g., Subservient Chicken or Old Spice). On the other hand, while 
it’s great to make viral content, the content will only help the brand if 
it changes downstream consumer behavior, such as increasing brand 
evaluation or purchase. How can companies craft content that is not 
only viral, but also valuable?

We suggest that valuable virality depends on two key factors: ad 
appeal (hard vs. soft sell) and brand integralness (whether brand is 
integral to the advertising plot or not). While hard sell appeals focus 
on product features using a sales orientation, soft sell appeals convey 
a story through indirect mechanisms (i.e. showing beautiful scenes 
or evoking affective reactions such as humor and surprise, Okazaki, 
Mueller and Taylor 2010). As noted above, people don’t like to share 
things that look like direct persuasion attempts and soft sell appeals 
might be shared more because they provide more interesting content.

That said, soft sell appeals are not very useful if they don’t boost 
product evaluation or choice.  Further, consumers realize advertisers 
are trying to persuade them and may dislike ads that they know are 
trying to trick them (Friestad and Wright 1994). Consequently, we 
suggest that to generate valuable virality, the ad must not only be in-
teresting content but the brand must be integral to the narrative - wo-
ven in so deeply that it’s directly connected to the underlying story.

We test this possibility in two studies. In Study 1, we exposed 
participants to either (1) a soft sell-brand integral ad; (b) a soft sell-
brand not integral ad or (c) a hard sell ad (brand integral by default).  
Then they reported their evaluation of the ad and likelihood of sharing 
it, as well as their evaluation of the brand, and likelihood of purchase.  

Results show how appeal type and brand integralness influence 
different dependent variables differently (Figure 1).  As predicted, 
soft sell appeals boosted sharing and ad evaluation.  Compared to the 
hard sell appeal, participants said they would be more likely to share 
either of the soft sell appeals and evaluated them more favorably.  

The effects differed, however, for brand evaluation and pur-
chase.  As predicted, while hard sell appeals boosted brand evalu-
ation and purchase above soft sell appeals where the brand was not 
integral, soft sell appeals where the brand was integral had the most 
positive effects.  

In Study 2, we rule out alternative explanations and provide 
deeper insight into the mechanism behind the effects.  While the re-
sults of Study 1 are supportive, one might wonder whether it was 
something about the ads themselves, rather than the integralness of 
the brand, that drove the effects.  To rule out this possibility, we cre-
ated two versions of each ad. The ad content itself was the same, but 
we varied what type of product the ad was for to manipulate integral-
ness.  So across conditions, the same ad was either integral or not 
depending on whether the product it was for fit with the ad content.  
We also tested why non integral soft sell appeals reduce brand evalu-
ation and choice by measuring how participants feel about persua-
sive attempts.  

A 2 (product category) × 3 (ad type) ANOVA was conducted on 
the various dependent measures. As expected, and extending the re-
sults of Study 1, the manipulations had different impacts on different 

Figure 1. the Effect of Advertising Appeals and  
brand Integralness
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dependent variables. While soft sells boosted sharing and ad evalu-
ation compared to hard sells, only integral soft sell appeal boosted 
brand evaluation and purchase.  Further, mediation analyses show 
that these effects are driven by the extent to which consumers find 
the ad persuasive attempts as acceptable and not very manipulative. 
When the brand is integral to the ad, persuasive attempts seemed 
more acceptable and less manipulative and therefore those brands 
receive more favorable evaluations and purchase intentions. 

Taken together, these results show how content (e.g., ads) can 
be crafted so that it is both highly shared and beneficial to the brand 
or organization that made it.  While soft sell appeals are more likely 
to be shared, the brand must be integral to the ad to receive the ben-
efits of brand evaluation and purchase.  This is driven by consumers’ 
perceptions of advertiser’s persuasive attempts. Overall the findings 
suggest how to generate virality that is also valuable to the brand.

does Paying For Online Product Reviews Pay Off?  
the Effects of Monetary Incentives on  

Content Creators and Consumers

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
This research considers whether offering incentives to encour-

age consumers to write online product reviews is beneficial for firms. 
We propose that paying customers will result in more helpful reviews 
because offering content creators an explicit incentive may encour-
age them to take a more professional approach to the review-writing 
task. Paradoxically if content consumers know that the content cre-
ator was paid they may form less favorable expectations of product 
quality based on the review. Specifically, when incentive provision is 
disclosed, review consumers doubt the quality of the reviewed prod-
uct. The doubt induced by payment disclosure is hypothesized to 
distort product judgments resulting in a shift of evaluations toward 
a neutral or indifferent attitude when the review is valenced. Pay-
ing content creators may therefore ironically decrease review-based 
product evaluations even though the review itself is more helpful. 

We test our predictions in four experiments. In all experiments, 
participants were members of a large online panel in the U.S. In the 
first part of Study 1, participants were content creators who played 
an online game and then wrote a review about it. Participants were 
randomly assigned to either receive no incentive or a $1 incentive for 
writing their review. We find that paying an incentive had no impact 
on perceived effort, or difficulty related to writing the review. 

In part 2 of Study 1, subjects were content consumers. Each 
was randomly assigned one of the reviews generated in part 1 and 
asked questions about the helpfulness, positivity, and objectivity of 
the review. Using random effects regression, we find a significant 
positive effect of incentive provision on helpfulness (b = .18, t = 
2.16, p = .03), but not positivity (p = .78) or objectivity (p = .73). 
We also show that increasing review helpfulness (through incentive 
provision) may lead to content consumers being more interested in 
product trial.

Using a similar procedure, Study 2 examined how content con-
sumers’ product evaluations are affected by incentive disclosure. 
Participants were randomly assigned to one of four conditions in a 2 
(no disclosure vs. disclosure) x 2 (no incentive vs. $1 incentive) be-
tween-subjects design. In the disclosure (no-disclosure) conditions, 
participants were (were not) given information about whether the 
content creator was paid to write the review. The incentive manipula-
tion was the same as that used in Study 1. 

We tested how incentives and disclosing them affected content 
consumers’ product evaluations (1 to 5 stars) and their willingness 
to pay for the game as an app download ($0 to $0.99). We find that 

product evaluations are lower when content creators are incentivized 
and content consumers are aware of this. In addition, willingness to 
pay dropped from 81 cents to 25 cents when the reviewer was incen-
tivized and incentive provision was disclosed. 

In Study 3 we replicate the Study 2 findings in a different prod-
uct category (music) and rule out the possibility that consumer-gen-
erated reviews are only influential in the absence of more reliable 
information. 

Participants were randomly assigned to one of six conditions 
in a 3(silent vs. not paid vs. paid) x 2(no additional information vs. 
additional information) between-subjects design. The first factor 
manipulated the specificity of the incentive disclosure (silent: no 
information regarding incentives provision; not paid: “the person 
who wrote this review was not paid”; paid: “the person who wrote 
this review was paid”). This new manipulation allowed us to check 
whether our results hold when disclosure is ambiguous. 

The second factor manipulated the inclusion of information 
from a more realistic source in the participant’s information set (no 
additional information: basic description of the band whose music 
video was the subject of the review; additional information: basic 
description of the band and a three page Rolling Stone magazine ar-
ticle that positively described the band’s history and was created for 
this study).

We replicate our prior findings by showing that disclosure has 
a significant main effect on product evaluation (F(2, 212) = 3.94, p 
= .02). The main effect of additional information and the two-way 
interaction were not significant (p > .6). The mean product evalua-
tion was lower when the participants thought the content creator had 
been paid (Mpaid = 3.38) than when nothing was disclosed (Msilent = 
3.69) or when receiving no payment was disclosed (Mnot-paid = 3.62). 
The evaluation-lowering effect therefore holds despite changes to 
how incentive disclosure is conveyed and whether or not additional 
product information is available to content consumers. 

Study 4 shows that the effect of incentive disclosure on content 
consumers’ product evaluations is mediated by an increase in doubt 
in product quality and that this process only occurs when reviews 
are positive. Additionally, this study examines whether changes in 
review-based product evaluations caused by incentive disclosure 
carry over to affect post-experience evaluations.

The product used in this study was the game from the first two 
studies. Participants were randomly assigned to one of six conditions 
in a 3 (paid $0 vs. paid $0.75 vs. paid $1.25) x 2 (positive review vs. 
negative review) between-subjects design. The incentive-disclosure 
manipulation was similar to that used in the previous studies except 
that we used two non-zero conditions ($0.75 and $1.25) to show that 
our previous results were not specifically due to disclosure of a $1 
incentive. The valence manipulation involved randomly presenting 
participants with either a positive or a negative review.

Using the procedure for testing moderated mediation detailed in 
Preacher, Rucker, and Hayes (2007), we find that the effect of incen-
tive disclosure on pre-experience product evaluation was mediated 
by doubt when the review was positive. Furthermore, we find that the 
effect of incentive disclosure on product evaluations through doubt 
carries over to affect product evaluations when additional experien-
tial information is available. 

This research shows that information related to whether a con-
tent creator is incentivized can make a difference not only to how 
the generated content is interpreted by a consumer but also in their 
assessment of the focal product in both the short-term (at the stage 
of forming expectations of product quality) and long-term (lowering 
product evaluations even after having first-hand product experience). 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Why do some products, ideas, and behaviors catch on? Some 

products become popular, some innovations spread, and some catch-
phrases or sayings become successful. Others never seem to get trac-
tion and fade quickly. What makes certain things diffuse more than 
others? 

These questions have been investigated from a number of re-
search perspectives.  Sociologists and marketing scientists have ex-
amined how social network structures impact diffusion (Christakis 
and Fowler 2009, Goldenberg, Libai, and Muller 2001).  Behavioral 
researchers have examined how psychological motives influence 
what people decide to share (Cheema and Kaikati 2011; Wojnicki 
and Godes 2008).  Others have looked at how characteristics of 
the cultural items themselves, such as whether stories are more or 
less emotional, shapes what goes viral (Heath, Bell and Sternberg 
2001; Berger and Milkman 2012).  But while each of these research 
streams has separately examined diffusion, little work has integrated 
these perspectives.

This session brings together diverse work on social networks, 
sender characteristics motives, and item characteristics to shed light 
on the behavioral processes behind diffusion. While early adopters 
are seen as the key to diffusion, might their psychological motives 
actually lead them to share less, reducing diffusion?  Might sensory 
phrases (e.g., “bright student” rather than ‘smart student”) be more 
likely to diffuse over time? How do social network structures im-
pact both the creativity of ideas people generate, and their diffusion?  
How can success in certain local neighborhoods be used to predict 
overall success in the broader social network?

This session addresses these, and related questions, as it inte-
grates multiple research perspectives to shed light on what drives 
social contagion.  The first two papers focus on psychological driv-
ers of transmission. Moldovan, Steinhart, and Ofen demonstrate that 

while early adopters are motivated to share word-of-mouth to boost 
their social status, sharing information can also reduce their unique-
ness.  Consequently, they often adopt a tactic of sharing while scar-
ing, or telling others about how difficult the product is to use. Using 
both experiments, and 200 years of data from 5 million books, Ak-
pinar and Berger show that phrases which create a metaphorical link 
to the senses (e.g., bright student or warm welcome) diffuse more 
widely than their semantic analogues (i.e., smart student or kind wel-
come) because they are more memorable.  

The next two papers examine the role of social networks in dif-
fusion. Stephen, Zubcsek, and Goldenberg show that having more 
sources of inspiration (i.e., higher degree and thus more neighbors) 
does not necessarily improve one’s ideas.  Rather, it depends on how 
interconnected (i.e., clustered) one’s neighbors are, and the nature 
of the idea generation task (general vs. specific task). Goldenberg et 
al. use a social networks database to show that large and dense clus-
ters in a social network are better predictors of success of innovative 
adoption than other clusters and random samples.

Taken together, these talks illuminate the psychological and so-
ciological processes that shape diffusion and cultural success. Given 
recent interest in social networks, social media, and social contagion, 
the session should appeal to broad range of researchers including 
those who study user-generated content, diffusion and new prod-
uct adoption as well as those interested in social influence, attitude 
change, needs for distinction, social networks, and embodied cogni-
tion more broadly.  The co-chairs (Jonah Berger and Ezgi Akpinar) 
will integrate the talks and open discussion about potential directions 
for future research.

Further, as highlighted in this year’s program, the session also 
brings a diversity of methodological perspectives to address these 
important research questions. The papers cover a wide span of meth-
odologies from experiments and social network analysis to analytic 
modeling, and empirical analyses of large datasets. As a whole, the 
talks will deliver diverse but complementary insights on what factors 
shape diffusion and social epidemics. While sociologists, physicists, 
and marketing scientists have begun to pay more attention to social 
contagion, this session integrates a variety of perspectives to exam-
ine how psychology and consumer behavior shape these important 
phenomena. 

“Share and Scare”: Solving the Communication dilemma 
of Early Adopters with a High need for Uniqueness

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Early adopters are frequently discussed in the literature as in-

dividuals who play an essential role in new product success (Rogers 
1995). Early adopters are the first to adopt an innovation, and are 
therefore the first to recommend it to later adopters. The literature 
(and practice) consequently treats early adopters as “social salespeo-
ple” of new products (Goldsmith and Flynn 1992; Mahajan, Muller, 
and Srivastava 1990; Midgley and Dowling 1993; Rogers 1995). 
This, however, may not always be the case. In this research we ex-
plore the unwillingness of early adopters to “spread the word” about 
innovations they adopt. Specifically, we propose that early adopt-
ers often face a communication dilemma. While they are inherently 
motivated to share information about the innovation to others, and 
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reinforce their social status as early adopters, they are aware that 
this status is diluted as the number of adopters increases. To remain 
among a selected few who use or possess the innovation, they may 
intentionally scare others from adopting it too. We therefore name 
the solution of this dilemma as “share and scare”.

The current research reveals the underlying mechanism that 
drives this dilemma among the early adopters. This mechanism is a 
product of consumers’ need for uniqueness; namely, a positive need 
to be different relative to other people (Tepper and Hoyle 1996; Tian, 
Bearden and Hunter 2001). Need for uniqueness is strongly tied to 
the adoption of unusual and scarce products (Tian et al. 2001). By 
definition, innovations are scarce, since it is possessed by few or 
none in its early stages in the market. Therefore, we claim that this 
dilemma is experienced by early adopters who are driven by elevated 
need for uniqueness and thus value the uniqueness of the innovation 
as one of its most beneficial utilities. Early adopters with a high need 
for uniqueness will therefore desire to express their uniqueness in the 
presence of a group. However, by “showing off” their new adoption, 
early adopters increase the risk that other consumers will also adopt 
the innovation, thereby diminishing early adopters’ uniqueness. 

Study 1 demonstrates the existence of the dilemma among early 
adopters with a high need for uniqueness and for different product 
categories. 

Study 2 identifies a possible boundary condition for the dilem-
ma. This study demonstrates that the dilemma would be experienced 
only when the innovation faces an immediate public launch, and is 
not experienced for innovations for which launch is expected to be in 
the future. Results show that when the innovation is not anticipated 
to be available on the market in the near future, early adopters with 
a high need for uniqueness are less likely to be concerned that oth-
ers will imitate them, and therefore report on lower dilemma levels. 
However, in the future launch condition, there is not a significant 
difference within the levels of the dilemma across consumer groups.

Study 3 explores how the dilemma is affected by the type of au-
dience that is exposed to the early adopters’ word of mouth. Its find-
ings reveal that when the target audience is less likely to imitate the 
early adopter (i.e. laggard audience), or when the early adopters wish 
to be imitated by the target audience (i.e. super ordinate audience), 
early adopters report on lower levels of the dilemma compared to 
when facing a peer audience.   

Studies 4 and 5 shed more light on the “share and scare” so-
lution of the dilemma by showing that early adopters with a high 
need for uniqueness are more likely recommend the product but at 
the same time to warn others about it. Study 4 shows that while all 
consumer groups are willing to recommend both innovative and non-
innovative products, early adopters with a high need of uniqueness 
also intend to scare others from adopting an innovative, but not an 
existing, product. Study 5 explored additional aspects of the “share 
and scare” communication and showed that this behavior is relevant 
for a privately consumed product as well.  

The communication dilemma and the “share and scare” solu-
tion indicate that, unlike what is “expected” from them, early adopt-
ers may not always be willing to spread the word about innovations 
they adopt, and may intentionally delay or even derail the diffusion 
process. 

This research also integrates into and extends the chasm theory. 
The chasm is a break in the diffusion process between early and later 
adopters, presumably because of a lack of communication between 
the two markets (Moore 1999, Goldenberg, Libai and Muller 2002). 
However, we suggest that communications in fact exists between the 
two markets, as early adopters “share” information about the prod-
uct. Yet, the nature of the information they provide may not acceler-

ate the adoption of the innovation, as they sometimes “scare” others 
from adopting it. 

Managers should be aware of the existence of the communica-
tion dilemma when launching innovative products and consequently 
execute campaigns that overcome this reluctance. 

the Cultural Success of Sensory Metaphors

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Language varies over time (Lieberman et al. 2007; Nowak, Ko-

marova and Niyogi 2002; Pagel, Atkinson and Meade, 2007).  There 
are often many ways to convey the same thing and linguistic vari-
ants often act as substitutes.  In 1800s, for example, people used the 
phrase “popular topic” but now the phrase “hot topic” is more en 
vogue.  Why are certain linguistic variants more culturally success-
ful than others?

We suggest that linguistic variants which relate to senses in 
metaphoric ways should be more successful. A kind person can be 
described as “warm”, an unpleasant note as “sour”. Sensory experi-
ences serve as analogical basis for expressing abstract concepts with 
metaphors (Gibbs and Tendhal 2006; Lakoff and Johnson 1980). 
Calling a person “warm” suggests the person is inviting, just like a 
warm shower might be.  

Sensory metaphors have important consequences for human 
thought and behavior (Lee and Schwarz 2010; Zhong and Leonar-
delli 2008). Humans scaffold abstract concepts onto existing knowl-
edge acquired through sensory experiences with the physical envi-
ronment. So when an abstract concept is encountered (e.g. feeling 
socially excluded at a reception), the sensory neural cues associated 
with the formation of that concept are triggered (e.g. feeling cold), 
and downstream behaviors (e.g. desire for warm foods and drinks) 
or expression of the concept (e.g. chilly reception) are based on the 
activated sensory cues. Thus, abstract concepts can be processed us-
ing cues of sensory experiences, even without physically interacting 
with any sensory stimuli.

Sensory metaphors (e.g., warm person) should be more cultural-
ly successful in part, because they are more likely to be remembered. 
Sensory metaphors may be easier to remember because they activate 
the same brain regions as sensory experiences (Stilla, Sathiana and 
Sathian 2012).  Further, retrieval of sensory experience knowledge 
(e.g. “cat has fur”) is more automatic, and involves less processing 
than semantic knowledge (e.g. “cat needs training”; Golberg et al. 
2007). Consequently, compared to semantic analogues, there should 
be stronger associations between sensory metaphors and sensory ex-
periences which should make them easier to retrieve. 

Sensory metaphorical phrases may also be easier to remember 
because they have multiple and accessible linkages with memory. 
While non-sensory phrases are only stored with their semantic 
meaning, sensory metaphors are stored both in semantic and sensory 
codes. Further, the sensory cues are prevalent in the environment. 
Thus, we expect that increased number of associative cues, some of 
which are more accessible in the environment may boost memory.  

Two studies investigate whether sensory metaphors are (1) 
more culturally successful over time and (2) more memorable.

 In first study, we examined the cultural success of sensory 
metaphors. First, we compiled an extensive list of sensory metaphors 
(e.g. bright student) and their semantic analogues (e.g. intelligent 
student and smart student).  Then we recorded the success of each 
phrase over time using the Google Books corpus. This dataset al-
lowed us to track the number of times phrases were mentioned every 
year in over 5 million digitized books from 1800 to today. We com-
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pared the use of sensory metaphors and semantic analogues using a 
Poisson model with linear and quadratic effects.  

As illustrated in Figure 1, rigorous modeling results show that 
sensory metaphors are more successful over time, with an increasing 
quadratic trend (β Time*Sensory Metaphors = .024, p < .001; β Time

2
*Sensory Metaphors 

= -3.55E-5, p < .001; higher than zero for all value of time). 

Figure 1- Sensory Metaphors are  
Used More Frequently over time

Study 2 experimentally examines whether sensory metaphors 
are more memorable.  Further, we test the underlying role of relation 
to the senses and greater prevalence of associative cues.

Participants received 32 randomly selected phrases from the 
pool used in Study 1. Some participants rated each phrase on the 
extent to which it relates to senses while others rated each phrase on 
the number of associations it has with other words and ideas. After 
filler tasks, participants completed an unaided-recall task where they 
wrote down as many of phrases as they could remember.  

 The results support our theorizing.  First, compared to 
semantic analogues, sensory metaphors were more likely to be re-
membered. Second, as predicted, sensory metaphors were rated as 
more related to the senses and having more associative links. Third, 
a multiple mediation analysis shows that the effect of phrase type 
on memory is partially driven by the combination of their sensory 
nature and prevalence of associative cues.

 Alternative mechanisms have difficulty explaining these 
effects.  More emotional (Mackay and Ahmetzanov, 2005), interest-
ing, or descriptive phrases might be more memorable, and concrete, 
visualizable information may be easier for people to retrieve (Rubin 
1995). The sensory metaphorical phrases used here, however, did not 
differ from the semantic analogues on any of these dimensions. Also, 
Study 1 still holds if we only look at non-visual sensory metaphors. 

 Taken together, these findings illustrate how senses shape 
cultural success in language. Compared to linguistic variants with 
similar meanings, sensory metaphors are more (1) memorable and 
(2) culturally successful over time. These findings not only speak to 
the reciprocal influence between individual psychological processes 
and collective outcomes (Gureckis and Goldstone 2009) but also em-

bodied cognition, and neural linkages between sensory processing 
and language.

Ideation and the Spread of Innovative Ideas in Social 
networks

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
A growing trend in marketing involves firms using crowd 

sourcing as part of the product development process. Firms tap the 
apparent wisdom of consumers to solicit ideas for new products 
and suggestions for how to improve or extend existing product. In 
practice, crowd sourced product ideation has led to a proliferation 
of firm-specific online communities where consumers can submit 
ideas. Typically the consumer community then discusses, criticizes, 
elaborates on, and votes on ideas, and firms use this information to 
help them decide which ideas to develop further. Firms using this 
approach include BMW, Dell, Delta Air Lines, Google, Kraft, Lego, 
P&G, and Starbucks. A challenge, however, is soliciting high-quality 
innovative ideas from consumers. Like any social network, informa-
tion (in this case idea) can diffuse throughout these communities. 
While this may facilitate the propagation of good ideas that leads to 
even better ideas, it may also result in mediocre or even bad ideas 
spreading and negatively impacting the quality of the ideas provided 
by other members of the networked community.

This research examines the role played by network structure 
and an individual’s network position in product ideation networks/
communities in affecting their ability to produce innovative ideas. A 
novel experimental approach was taken whereby participants were 
linked to each other through a custom-built online product ideation 
platform. The platform allowed us to manipulate the network struc-
ture, thereby allowing us to vary specific parameters related to par-
ticipants’ positions and connectivity in their networks. We focused 
on manipulating participants’ numbers of neighbors (i.e., their de-
gree), which influenced how many sources of inspiration they were 
exposed to, and how interconnected participants’ neighbors were 
(i.e., their clustering coefficient), which influenced how independent 
their sources of inspiration were. Our main hypothesis was that while 
being exposed to many sources of inspiration can potentially help 
participants produce highly innovative ideas, this would only hap-
pen when their neighbors were not tightly interconnected. In other 
words, we predicted an interaction between degree and clustering 
such that idea innovativeness is higher when participants have high 
degree but low clustering.

In four studies, participants were assigned to networks and vari-
ous positions (nodes) in networks and contributed product ideas over 
multiple rounds. Participants could see ideas submitted by other par-
ticipants to whom they were directly connected. Network structures 
were predetermined and varied between groups to allow us to exam-
ine how properties of individuals’ local networks (size/degree and 
interconnectedness/clustering) affected (1) social contagion and idea 
diffusion processes within each network over time and (2) ultimately 
the innovativeness of the ideas. 

Our main hypothesis was supported across four studies. Hav-
ing more sources of inspiration (higher degree) does not necessarily 
improve one’s ideas. In fact, more sources of inspiration can lower 
one’s innovativeness when their neighbors are connected to each oth-
er (i.e., a negative interaction between degree and clustering). This 
effect is moderated by the nature of the ideation task with respect 
to how general or specific it is. In more specific (and structured) 
ideation tasks, ideas diffuse over the network and, provided that in-
dividuals are exposed to multiple sources of inspiration with whom 
they are not tightly interconnected (i.e., lower clustering); good ideas 
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will spread and be improved upon, resulting in higher levels of out-
put idea innovativeness. However, when the task is more general 
(and unstructured) initial ideas tend to be more eclectic, thus making 
it harder for any single concept to “catch on” and spread throughout 
the network. These effects were found in a variety of contexts, in-
cluding generating ideas for mobile banking smartphone apps, ways 
to improve the air travel experience for commercial airline passen-
gers, and ideas for making Facebook more useful to people.

Overall, this research shows that social networks and consum-
ers’ positions in them can influence their ability to influence others 
and be influenced by others in the context of crowd sourced product 
ideation. While having connections indeed can facilitate the spread 
of ideas, those connections do not always facilitate the spread of in-
novative ideas.

Local neighborhoods as Early Predictors of  
Innovation Adoption

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
 “As Maine goes, so goes the nation”. This proverb of U.S. poli-

tics suggests that what happens in a particular neighborhood can be 
a good predictor of a much larger population (in this case the United 
States, or more precisely who wins the presidential election). More 
generally, both political scientists and managers spend considerable 
effort trying to find ways to predict the behavior of large populations. 
This paper focuses on predicting innovation adoption based on what 
we term predictive neighborhoods (groups of connected individuals 
whose adoption patterns evolve similarly to, yet earlier than, overall 
population behavior). We demonstrate that some neighborhoods can 
indeed be used to predict overall adoption and that their predictions 
are superior to those of random samples.

Previous research has shown that product adoption decisions 
are influenced by social peers and relationships (see Godes et al. 
2005; Goldenberg et al. 2009; Libai 2005; Libai et al. 2009; Trusov 
et al. 2008b; Valente 1995; Van den Bulte and Joshi 2007; Watts 
and Dodds 2007).  Research also provides evidence of the benefits 
garnered from an advantageous network position and the structural 
properties of one’s local network. These properties include the re-
sources of one’s direct network (Burt 1997; Lin 2001), the number 
and strength of ties (e.g., Granovetter 1973) and closure or local 
clustering (Coleman 1990; Lin 2001).

A few studies have found that the individual adoption process is 
driven by group adoption (Jones and Ritz 1991; Kim and Srivastava 
1998). However, these studies focus on cases where group adoption 
precedes individual adoption within that group. Here we consider 
the case of social networks characterized by a high clustering coeffi-
cient (Watts and Strogatz 1998). This paper first investigates how the 
individual adoption decisions within a neighborhood are influenced 
by the properties of the clusters to which they belong, and second, 
whether certain local neighborhoods can be reliable predictors of 
overall network adoption (i.e., are predictive neighborhoods). 

We first show analytically that for success-failure predictions, 
random samples (the common standard in marketing) are less useful 
than specific clusters in the network.  If correct, this means that us-
ing a random sample may not be the best way if a network structure 
exists, and if it is known. We predict that large and dense clusters 
that have high betweenness centrality (at the cluster level) should be 
better predictors of success than other clusters and random samples.

We then tested empirically this conjecture using a network 
data with multiple diffusion processes over it (the Korean Cyworld 
newtrok).

In the period of this study, the number of members in the Cy-
world database grew from 2,492,036 in December 2003 to 12,685,214 
in July 2005. In October 2006, there were about 22 million regis-
tered members and an average of 20 million monthly unique visitors. 
Many people considered Cyworld a part of their everyday life and 
as a tool for building relationships and sharing information about 
their lives on their homepages. A key aspect of the service, for our 
purpose, allows people to customize their homepages by including 
documents, photos, and other “goodies” at no charge.  Members can 
also decorate their minihompy (personal homepage) with paid items 
such as virtual household items—furniture, electronics, wallpapers. 
People can also adopt items such as pictures or video clips directly 
from the minihompies they visit (called “scrapping” in Cyworld.). 
This study focuses on this latter type of adoption, using data from 
December 2003 to July 2005.

We examine a set of 114 neighborhoods analyzed earlier. We 
identified the number of scraps (adoptions) for each item and elimi-
nated those with fewer than 20 adoptions (i.e., niche products and 
abject failures which had very sparse data on which to base analy-
ses). Of  the remaining products,  the top 10 items (in effect the 
“mega hits”) were adopted by between 104 and 7952 people while 
the bottom 30 were adopted by 20-25 individuals, meaning highly 
successful items were adopted at a rate of at least four times greater, 
and in many cases at an order of magnitude greater, than less suc-
cessful ones.

As a measure of how well a local neighborhood predicts adop-
tion in the total network, we used the correlation between adoption 
in a neighborhood at the time 5%, 16%, and 50% of the eventual 
market had adopted it (i.e., early adoption in the neighborhood), 
and eventual total network adoptions after the adoption process is 
completed. Using these 40 items, (the top 10 plus the bottom 30), 
we then compared the ability to predict total adoption in the overall 
market based on a) a random sample (the “gold standard” of market 
research) of size 200, similar to the average cluster size of 214, b) 
the average of all the neighborhoods in the network, and c) the 20 
clusters with the highest correlation between their adoption at the 
time 16% of the market had adopted and eventual market adoption.

The empirical results show that certain neighborhoods do predict 
adoption better than random and stratified samples as well as samples 
of innovators.  Further, they predict about as well as samples of social 
hubs whose use requires knowledge of the entire network structure.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
While sensory marketing has recently gained a lot of attention 

in the realm of consumer research, most studies in this domain have 
focused on visual and auditory aspects (Krishna 2009, 2012). In con-
trast, olfaction has received relatively less attention in the consumer 
literature. In that regard, this special session focuses on olfaction and 
our main objective is to present a series of studies exploring the influ-
ences of olfactory cues on consumption-related decisions and behav-
iors. This session also seeks to encourage discussion on the broader 
theme of sensory influences in consumer decision making and attract 
participation from researchers with a common interest in different 
aspects of sensory marketing.  

Past research in the consumer literature has examined how scent 
impacts memory (Krishna, Lwin and Morrin 2010; Morrin and Rat-
neshwar 2003). What are rarely considered in these studies are indi-
vidual differences in the sense of smell and the interaction of other 
senses with that of the sense of smell. In line with the conference’s 
“Appreciating Diversity” theme, the first paper by Lin, Childers and 
Cross takes into consideration individuals’ varying abilities to smell 
(ranging from a heightened sense of smell to a diminished or even 
absent sense of smell) and investigates its impact on consumer-relat-
ed decisions for products and ads. Thus, this paper examines the role 
of olfaction in consumer behavior and how individual differences in 
olfaction ability and preference affect memory, judgment, and deci-
sion making. 

Exploring the relationship between olfaction and vision, Lwin, 
Morrin, Chong and Tan investigate the manner in which olfactory 
cues attract and increase a person’s attention to ad information us-
ing eye-tracking methods. Another paper in this session (Biswas, 
Labrecque and Lehmann) focuses on the sequential order effects of 
olfactory and visual stimuli and how the outcomes translate into food 
taste perceptions. Morrin, Pham, Lwin and Bublitz also explore the 

complementary sensory relationship between olfaction and taste, and 
how dietary restraint moderates the effects. The extent to which ol-
faction affects taste expectations and actual eating behavior is thus 
explored in two of the studies (Biswas et al.; Morrin, Pham, Lwin 
and Bublitz).

The four papers comprising this special session on sensory in-
fluences all focus on olfaction and its role on consumer’s information 
processing and decision-making. However, each paper embraces di-
versity by taking into account different dimensions of individual dif-
ferences. Lin et al focus on individual differences in sense of smell, 
and examine how this varying ability influences their decisions in 
product purchase, judgment and scent memory. They also investigate 
the concerns individuals with either heightened or diminished sense 
of smell may have in the marketplace and household and methods 
of coping. Morrin et al examine restrained eaters and non-restrained 
eaters and find that there are individual differences in the effect of 
moral cleansing on chocolate consumption. Studying another dimen-
sion of food consumption, Biswas et al find that individuals under 
different states of hunger form opposite expectations for taste, de-
pending on the order of encountering olfaction and visual cues. Fi-
nally, in Lwin et al’s paper, they find that only when scent is congru-
ent with the object in the ad, will people pay more attention to the 
information presented to individuals. Further, they find this effect is 
enhanced when the ad element is concrete versus abstract in nature.  

In addition to the variety of topics related to the sense of smell, 
these papers use a variety of research methods to investigate their 
research questions. Lin et al take a multi-method approach, with a 
combination of surveys, in-depth interviews, experimental designs 
and neuroscience methods to address their broad research objective 
of understanding the impact of individual differences in olfactory 
ability. Lwin et al approach their research using eye-tracking meth-
odologies. Morrin et al and Biswas et al use behavioral experiments 
to address food consumption decisions.  

This session therefore contributes to the conference theme by 
embracing a diversity of approaches to the topic, a range of methods, 
with researchers from several areas of the world (Singapore, Hong 
Kong and the U.S.) with diverse cultural and geographic origins. 
Given the relatively nascent state of this topic domain, it is likely to 
lead to discussions for future research ideas.

Completion stage: Data have been collected and analyzed for 
all papers.

the Smell Factor: Individual differences in Olfaction 
Memory, Judgments and decision-Making

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Olfaction is often a subtle, but important, tool used by consum-

ers in their memory associations, social and marketplace interac-
tions and their judgments and evaluation of product and consump-
tion choices. Yet, although there are a growing number of studies 
on the loss of smell, primarily in medical journals (Miwa et al 2001; 
Aschenbrenner et al 2007), this is still a greatly under-researched 
area in the marketing and psychology literature. In addition, very 
little, if any, research has been done looking at individual differences 
in smell based on the level of olfactory sensitivity in consumers. This 
research examines individual differences in olfaction on consumer 
memory, judgments and decision making. We specifically study the 
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impact of olfaction in consumers with a complete loss of smell (an-
osmia) or a diminished olfactory sensitivity (hyposmia); those with 
an enhanced olfactory sensitivity (hyperosmia) and those who have 
a normal sense of smell. 

Stevenson (2010) identifies three main functions of the olfac-
tory system: to aid or complement ingestive behavior; to avoid en-
vironmental hazards; and to facilitate social communication. In their 
research on anosmics, Miwa et al (2001) noted that olfactory loss 
primarily affected food and safety related activities, but also had an 
effect on quality of life. Aschenbrenner et al (2007) discussed the 
social implications, noting that individuals with olfactory loss avoid 
mealtime interactions with friends, showing a reluctance to comment 
on food they can’t really experience and also reported going out to 
eat at restaurants less often.  Thus, there is an impact both on social 
interactions and purchase behavior. However, research on hyperos-
mics has even been more limited with a focus on odor intolerance 
(Nordin et al 2003; Dalton 1999). Thus, we know little about how 
smell fits into the everyday lives and shopping patterns of individu-
als with elevated olfactory abilities.

Thus our research questions are as follows. 1) What is the role 
of olfaction in consumer behavior? 2) What are the individual dif-
ferences in olfaction ability and preference? 3) How do these dif-
ferences affect olfaction memory, judgments and decision making? 

To answer these questions, we use a multi-phase design ap-
proach, which incorporates a mix of qualitative and quantitative 
studies, both sequential and embedded (Creswell and Clark 2011). 
There are four phases in the overall study. In phases 2 to 4, individu-
als differing in olfactory sensitivity (diminished, sensitive, normal) 
were specifically recruited.  Part 1 is a questionnaire study with ap-
proximately 700 undergraduate student participants, using a mix of 
existing olfactory scales (c.f., Wrzeniewski et al 1999; Martin et al 
2001). In the 2nd phase, based on the survey responses in phase 1, 240 
undergraduate participants, differing in reported olfactory sensitivity 
were selected for behavioral experiments. These were extensions of 
studies by Krishna et al (2010) and Bulsing et al (2007). In the 3rd 
phase, in-depth interviews incorporating two olfaction tests (UPenn 
BSIT; Sniffin’ Sticks) were conducted with 35 mature participants 
(ages ranged from 25 to 70 years old). In these interviews, the re-
searchers explored issues of safety, food consumption, social and 
marketplace interactions and overall consumer well-being. The final 
phase of the project is an ERP study with 60 participants where the 
neuro-responses to olfactory related words are recorded.

Across the scales used, we see a similar pattern of results: a 
U-shaped relationship with hyperosmics a little higher than normals 
and the decreased group (hyposmics and anosmics) in the middle. 
This is the pattern for the different scales testing the use of smell, 
the dispensability of smell, liking through smell, emotions and smell 
and attention to odors. Findings across the studies also illustrate that 
not only do those in the heightened group see smell as a more im-
portant aspect of life than those in the diminished group, but odors 
and scents are shown as better able to elicit memories for this group 
versus the diminished group. This is potentially disturbing as smell 
is considered very important for its ability to facilitate recall of past 
experiences (Stevenson 2010).

Olfactory sensitivity is also seen to impact where, how and why 
individual consumers make purchase decisions and what consump-
tion choices they make. The sense of smell is a taken for granted, but 
heavily relied upon, sense that often becomes a salient factor when 
it is seen as deviating from the norm or affects social, workplace or 
marketplace interactions. Coping strategies used to counteract these 
effects are both cognitive and experiential and fall into the categories 
of avoidance, compensation, removal and deliberation. The authors 

explore the nuances of olfactory sensitivity and develop a typology 
of smell-related triggers and phases. Results indicate that olfactory-
related responses are often involuntary, context-driven, complement 
our other senses and perceived in relation to others.  

Based on our studies (n = 781), approximately 10% of the popu-
lation sampled has no ability or a diminished ability to smell (which 
mirrors the existing literature), 19% fall into the heightened category 
and 71% fall into a normal range. This research thus makes a theoret-
ical contribution to our existing knowledge of individual differences 
and sensory influences, by exploring the impact of olfaction across 
all three groups and fostering appreciation for the sensory aspects of 
consumer diversity.  Level of olfactory sensitivity is seen to affect 
memory, judgment and decision making. It also has an impact not 
just on consumption choice, but also on the purchase decision pro-
cess and the overall shopping experience. Yet, unlike other sensory 
stimuli (vision, touch, taste, hearing), consumers’ expectations of 
marketplace accommodation are low and marketplace responses to 
consumer concerns are unconsidered, low or misguided. Finally, this 
study uses a mixed method approach to understanding individual dif-
ferences in olfaction, triangulating across methods with a scope that 
has not been previously used in the consumer behavior literature. 
The authors show that a diversity of approaches and perspectives 
serves to highlight and illuminate the importance and implications of 
olfaction on consumption.

Exploring the dark Side of Chocolate: Moral Cleansing 
and Licensing Among Restrained Eaters

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The obesity rate in the U.S. has doubled since 1980, and now 

stands at about a third of the adult population, with another third 
classified as overweight. Overeating can have negative consequenc-
es not only for one’s health, but also for one’s psyche, in terms of 
the social stigma associated with it. Dietary restraint refers to the 
chronic effort to restrict food intake, especially of forbidden foods 
or those considered fattening. Individuals who score high on mea-
sures of dietary restraint (e.g., Herman and Polivy 1980) have greater 
concerns about their shape and weight and exhibit a strong desire 
for thinness. We argue that for many dieters, overeating or eating 
“forbidden” foods is associated with acting contrary to social norms, 
and thus has a negative impact on their moral identity.  One’s moral 
identity is typically measured in terms of beliefs that one is caring, 
compassionate, fair, friendly, generous, helpful, hardworking, honest 
and kind (Aquino and Reed 2002; Hart et al. 1998). For dieters it can 
also involve food consumption behavior. We argue here that in addi-
tion to environmental cues impacting dieters’ eating behavior, their 
dynamic moral self-worth also plays a role. Both moral cleansing 
(remunerative moral strivings) and moral licensing (relaxed moral 
strivings) have been observed in other domains (Jordan, Mullen and 
Murningham 2011) and we expect to observe them in the domain of 
food consumption.  

Embodied cognition theory suggests that metaphors are used to 
link abstract concepts to physical and sensory experiences (Barsalou 
2008, Lakoff and Johnson 1980).  In this way, physically cleansing 
the body can lead to beliefs about moral purity. Smelling a citrus 
scent activates concepts related to cleanliness (Holland, Henriks and 
Aarts 2005; Schnall, Benton and Harvey 2008). Hand washing has 
been shown to not only physically clean but also to psychologically 
cleanse an individual of past moral transgressions (Zhong & Liljen-
quist 2006). We explore here the potential ability of physical cleans-
ing to morally cleanse dieters of their misdeeds in terms of forbidden 
food consumption, which will be evident in their feeling licensed to 
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re-indulge in forbidden food consumption. The physically cleansing 
products in this study contain scents strongly associated with cleans-
ing activities (mint, citrus). 

Two hundred and three undergraduate students participated for 
a small cash payment. The design consisted of a 2 (tasting condi-
tion: eat chocolate, resist eating chocolate) x 3 (cleansing condition: 
groom with haircomb; cleanse with handwipe, cleanse with tooth-
brush) full factorial. Participants were randomly assigned to one of 
the six cells. All participants were provided with a sample of choco-
late. They were instructed to look at, smell, and touch the chocolate 
and either eat it [or not] and to provide an evaluation of the prod-
uct. Participants then evaluated a haircomb (i.e., were groomed but 
not cleansed), a citrus-scented handwipe (i.e., were cleansed), or a 
toothbrush with mint-scented toothpaste (i.e., were cleansed). After 
completing various closed items in a survey, participants chose a gift 
from a selection of chocolates, pencils, and erasers, arranged ran-
domly on a table, on the way out of the experiment. Their gift choice 
was covertly recorded.

We conducted a logistic regression on whether or not chocolate 
was chosen on the way out of the experiment (yes, no) as a func-
tion of tasting condition, cleansing condition, dietary restraint, and 
all possible interactions. Two effects were significant: the 2-way in-
teraction between dietary restraint and cleansing condition, and the 
3-way interaction between dietary restraint, cleansing condition, and 
tasting condition. We find that among those low in dietary restraint, 
there are no significant differences in likelihood of taking choco-
late on the way out of the experiment within cleansing conditions 
as a function of whether the participant had eaten or resisted choco-
late. However, among those high in dietary restraint who were not 
cleansed (i.e., used the haircomb), significantly fewer took chocolate 
on the way out if they had tasted versus resisted chocolate.  Among 
restrained eaters, cleansing with either a citrus-scented hand wipe 
or toothbrush with minty toothpaste compared to grooming with a 
comb significantly increased the likelihood of taking chocolate on 
the way out of the experiment, if chocolate had been tasted. We thus 
find that physical cleansing absolves only restrained eaters from 
what only they perceive as moral transgression associated with for-
bidden food consumption. 

Love at First Sight or at First Smell?  
Order Effects of Olfactory and Visual Cues

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Prior research, across multiple disciplines, has documented the 

effects of different types of sensory stimuli inputs on the evalua-
tion of products. These studies have typically examined the effects 
of sensory stimuli such as color, scent, touch, and taste. Some stud-
ies have also examined the effects of multiple sensory stimuli such 
as touch and taste or vision and touch (Krishna 2012). However, no 
study has examined how the sequential order in which multiple sen-
sory stimuli are encountered influence product evaluations. This is 
especially relevant since in many real world situations, consumers 
can encounter multiple sensory stimuli sequentially (and not simul-
taneously, especially since different sensory cues are acquired dif-
ferently. For example, visual stimuli can be evaluated with a greater 
degree of non-proximity than olfactory or haptic stimuli. That is, 
objects can usually be seen from a further distance than they can be 
smelled. On the other hand, for visual stimuli processing, one needs 
to have the object in the line of vision, whereas olfactory stimuli can 
be evaluated omnidirectionally. Hence, cases can be made for differ-
ent sensory stimuli to be encountered in sequentially different orders. 
As an illustrative example, suppose a consumer enters a chocolate 

shop, and smells the chocolates first before she actually sees them 
versus if the consumer first sees the chocolates (e.g., through the 
store window) before she smells them. Would the consumer’s evalu-
ation of the chocolates be influenced by the sequential order in which 
she sees versus smells the chocolates? The present research attempts 
to make an important first step in trying to answer this research ques-
tion. 

Our propositions and hypotheses are influenced by recent work 
in the domain of interaction and carryover effects between senso-
ry stimuli and the related sensory-neurological reactions (Krishna 
2012; Rolls et al. 2010), along with research on order effects (Biswas 
et al. 2010). We test our propositions/hypotheses with the help of five 
experiments. First, Study 1 examines the sequential order effects of 
evaluating a beverage’s visual aspects such as color (henceforth re-
ferred to as “V”) versus olfactory/scent aspects (henceforth referred 
to as “O”). Study 1 used a single-factor (sequential order of sensory 
stimuli: V-O vs. O-V) between-subjects design experiment. A con-
cocted beverage was used as the product in Study 1, with the bever-
age color and scent determined through a series of pretests. Partici-
pants were given the beverages in cups with lids and were asked to 
take off the lids after receiving the beverages. In the V-O condition, 
participants received the beverages in transparent cups, whereby 
they could see the color first before they could smell the beverage. 
In the O-V condition, participants received the beverages in opaque 
cups of similar quality, with the odor dissipating through the porous 
lid. As a result, they could smell the scent of the beverage first before 
they could see the beverage color. To ensure that the quality of the 
cups did not influence consumer taste perceptions (e.g., Krishna and 
Morrin 2008), the quality and price of the cups were identical, with 
the only difference of the cups being opaque versus transparent. The 
results of Study 1 showed that a beverage’s taste is more favorably 
evaluated when participants encounter the visual aspects of the prod-
uct prior to the olfactory aspects (that is, the sequence of V–O leads 
to more favorable evaluations than the sequence of O–V). 

Study 2 then provides additional process evidence and also ex-
amines sensory cue order effects across a non-food context and the 
moderating effects of individual visual processing tendency (e.g., 
Wyer, Hung, and Jiang 2008). The results show that overall product 
evaluations are higher when the visual stimulus is earlier in a se-
quence of sensory stimuli, with the effects primarily being driven by 
those who are high on visual processing tendency.

Although the results of Studies 1 and 2 support our theoretical 
premises related to sensory carryover interactions and the sequential 
dominance of the visual cues over olfactory or auditory cues, there 
can be a potential alternative explanation of the results related to the 
role of short term working memory (e.g., Biswas et al. 2010). Hence, 
in order to further investigate which of the two underlying processes 
(sensory carryover versus role of working memory) is more domi-
nant, Studies 3A and 3B were conducted. These studies examine the 
order effects of evaluating a food’s visual and olfactory aspects when 
the visual color is desirable but the olfactory aspect (scent/odor) is 
undesirable (henceforth referred to as O’) or when the olfactory as-
pect is desirable but the visual color is undesirable (henceforth re-
ferred to as V’). The results of Study 3A show that taste perceptions 
are higher for V-O’ than for O’-V and the results of Study 3B show 
that taste perceptions are higher for O-V’ than for V’-O. 

Finally, Study 4 identifies a boundary condition (by examining 
the moderating effects of hunger) whereby the effects of Study 1 are 
reversed. Under low hunger, consumers have more favorable prod-
uct taste perceptions for the V-O than the O-V sequence, consistent 
with the results observed in Study 1. However, under high levels of 
hunger, the effects get reversed, whereby consumers’ taste percep-
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tions were higher for the O-V, than the V-O, sequence. This occurs 
because the odor/scent of a food has stronger sensory impact under 
high levels of hunger. 

Taken together, the results of the five experiments reveal in-
teresting theoretical and practical insights regarding the effects of 
sequential presentation of sensory stimuli (e.g., olfactory and visual) 
on consumer product evaluations.

Seeing what you Smell:  
An Eye tracking Analysis of Visual Attention 

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Interest in sensory marketing is on the rise, with growing evi-

dence that sensory inputs such as scent can enhance consumer both 
product evaluations (Spangenberg, Crowley and Henderson 1996) 
and memory for product information (Krishna, Lwin and Morrin 
2010; Morrin and Ratneshwar 2003). Most studies to date have in-
vestigated such effects using relatively distal measures such as self-
reported attitudes and/or delayed recall. The present research inves-
tigates the effect of scent on visual attention to elements in print 
advertisements with eye-tracking technology.  We explore whether 
the presence or absence of a pleasant scent increases attention gener-
ally, or only when objects in the ad are semantically congruent with 
the odors being smelled.

In this research we manipulate not only the presence or absence 
of scent, but also the congruency between the scent (if present) and 
objects in the ad. Cue congruity refers to the degree to which a par-
ticular cue, such as a product’s scent, complements a target stimulus 
(Bone and Ellen 1999). In the present research we operationalize 
congruency in terms of the semantic associations between the scent 
and product or service promoted in a print advertisement.     

The literature on scent and attitudes suggests congruent odors 
often increase consumer evaluations (Spangenberg, Sprott, Grohm-
ann and Tracy 2006), but the literature on scent and memory is 
mixed. Morrin and Ratneshwar (2003) found that incongruent am-
bient scents were just as effective as congruent ambient scents at 
enhancing recall and recognition of brand names and packaging.  
Nevertheless, Bone and Ellen (1999) argue that incongruent scents, 
which are those that are perceived by the consumer as not fitting 
with the product, may interfere with the processing of relevant brand 
information.  Do only congruent scents facilitate the processing and 
storage of product information and enhance accessibility to stored 
information and elaboration through the process of attention? We 
seek to explore this issue by examining the effect of scent on visual 
attention to elements in print advertisements.

The use of eye-tracking technology has been relatively scarce in 
consumer research, although studies are beginning to emerge (e.g., 
Wedel and Pieters 2000). In the current set of studies, a Tobii T60 
Eye Tracker (integrated into a 17” TFT monitor) was used to record 
the visual activity of participants. Upon entering the laboratory, par-
ticipants were seated at a desk where several scent stimuli, a canister 
of coffee grounds, and the eye-tracking monitor had been set up. 
Each of the scent stimuli contained filter paper that had been infused 
[or not] with an essential oil. The eye tracker was calibrated accord-
ing to each individual’s height and position. Participants sniffed five 
scent packets, one at a time, as they viewed each of five advertise-
ments.  The participants were exposed to five randomly ordered ads 
for hypothetical brands in different product categories, one of which 
was the target ad.  For the target ad we measure eye fixation count, 
which indicates degree of drawing attention to stimulus, and eye 
gaze fixation length, which indicates overall interest in the stimulus. 
Pre-determined areas of interest (AOI’s) representing the location 

of a manipulated ad element (word or picture) were mapped out. In 
between each ad, coffee grounds were sniffed to clear out nasal pas-
sages. After viewing the ads, participants completed a survey booklet 
with other measures.

Three studies were conducted using this procedure. In study 
one, a strawberry scent was [or was not] sniffed while viewing a full 
color advertisement for a hypothetical brand of food coloring. The 
ad contained pictures of four bottles of colored liquid. The bottle in 
the upper right quadrant appeared either in grey or red to manipulate 
color congruency with the strawberry scent. In study 2, a lemon scent 
was [or was not] sniffed while viewing an ad for a juice bar. The 
advertisement contained pictures of four different smoothie ingredi-
ents. The item in the upper right quadrant was either a lemon or ba-
nana to manipulate congruency with the lemon scent (controlling for 
color congruency). In study 3, a citrus scent was [or was not] sniffed 
while viewing either a pictorial ad for a retail superstore or a text-
based ad for taekwondo services.  In the upper right corner of each ad 
was a woman cleaning a kitchen sink [or placing a book on a shelf] 
in the visual ad; or the word “clean” [or “walk”] in the verbal ad.

We conducted analyses of variance on mean fixation count 
and fixation length as well as other measures captured in the survey 
booklet as a function of scent (yes, no) and ad element congruency 
(yes, no). Across the studies we find that sniffing a scent increases 
both eye fixation count and length of eye gaze on the area of interest 
only when the scent is congruent with an object in the ad. Moreover, 
we find that the size of the enhanced attention effect is larger when 
the ad element is concrete versus abstract in nature.  Implications for 
consumer multi-sensory processing are discussed. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
According to a recent 2010 study by Booz & Co., 83% of Con-

sumer Packaged Goods companies planned to boost their spending 
on shopper marketing in the next three years, and 55% of the compa-
nies ranked shopper marketing as their top investment. These efforts 
are increasingly focused on stimulating unplanned purchases. 

The proposed session brings together four papers that provide 
new insights into the causes and consequences of impulse buying 
and shopping more broadly. The session begins with Huang, Hui, 
Inman, and Suher, who use advanced portable video-tracking tech-
nology to track the in-store behavior of 250 shoppers. They propose 
and test a comprehensive framework of shopping-trip-level and 
point-of-purchase drivers of unplanned purchases. This is followed 
by two papers that delve into specific situational factors that influ-
ence what shoppers buy in a store. Specifically, Bertini, Pirc, and 
Valenzuela investigate how different shelf-space arrangements in 
the retail environment (i.e., vertical vs. horizontal vs. random) influ-
ence shoppers’ propensity to buy hedonic versus utilitarian products. 
Zwebner, Goldenberg, and Lee examine the effect of a sensory fac-
tor—temperature—on shoppers’ valuation of a variety of products. 
Both groups of researchers also study and discuss the psychologi-
cal mechanisms that underlie their respective effects. Finally, Rick, 
Pereira, and Burson examine a phenomenon that drives many un-
planned purchases—retail therapy—and explore whether and why 
shopping when distressed actually helps to alleviate distress.

Overall, these papers highlight several new insights into the 
causes and consequences of unplanned purchases using a diverse set 
of research methodologies (surveys, field and incentive-compatible 
lab experiments, video-tracking) and explore a variety of cognitive 
and affective processes (fluency, congruency, emotional attachment, 
emotion regulation). Given the relevance of these effects to consum-
ers’ daily lives and marketers’ bottom lines, this session should be of 
interest to a wide range of psychologically- and managerially-mind-

ed consumer researchers who are interested in retail environments, 
sensory marketing, fluency, emotion and decision-making, and any-
one who is fascinated by the factors that can affect their shopping 
and buying behavior.

Capturing the “First Moment of truth”:  
Understanding Point-of-Purchase drivers of Unplanned 

Consideration and Purchase Using Video tracking

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The majority of grocery purchases are unplanned at the cate-

gory level (Inman et al. 2009). Because of the economic importance 
of unplanned spending, manufacturers and retailers alike are very 
interested in understanding in-store drivers of unplanned purchases 
in order to optimize their shopper marketing strategies (Grocery 
Marketing Association study, 2007). They are especially interested in 
understanding shopping behavior at the point of purchase, termed by 
Procter & Gamble as “the first moment of truth”. In particular, given 
the importance of product consideration in product purchase (Hauser 
and Wernerfelt 1989), retailers try to identify trip- and point-of-
purchase- level factors that lead shoppers to make more unplanned 
considerations, and raise the likelihood that these considerations will 
turn into actual purchases. 

With a few notable exceptions (e.g., Stilley et al. 2010), previ-
ous academic research on unplanned purchases often relies on scan-
ner data (e.g., Inman et al. 2009). Typically, a shopper’s purchase, 
as recorded by scanner data, is compared to an entrance survey to 
identify whether a certain purchase is planned or unplanned. What 
happens during the trip (e.g., how a shopper considers and purchases 
from each product category), however, is not recorded. As such, pre-
vious studies are typically limited to studying the influence of de-
mographic (e.g., gender) and psychographic (e.g., impulsivity) fac-
tors on unplanned purchases. Point-of-purchase behaviors along the 
shopping path are rarely considered. In this research, we address two 
important questions about unplanned considerations and purchases. 
First, what shopping trip-level characteristics are related to a higher 
number of unplanned considerations? Second, for each unplanned 
consideration, what aspects of point-of-purchase behavior are related 
to a greater likelihood of conversion to purchase? 

We first hypothesize that both the length of the shopper’s travel 
path and the extent to which she follows the most efficient path to ob-
tain her planned items are associated with the number of unplanned 
considerations she will make. Specifically, the longer the distance 
that a shopper travels in the store, the more in-store stimuli she will 
get exposed to, which may in turn trigger forgotten needs and lead 
to unplanned purchases (Granbois 1968). Thus, we hypothesize that 
a longer in-store travel distance is associated with more unplanned 
considerations. We then predict that when grocery shoppers do not 
plan forward efficiently to take the shortest path connecting all the 
products they plan to buy, they may focus on the actions that maxi-
mize immediate utility rather than ones that maximize utility over a 
relatively longer time horizon (Hutchinson and Meyer 1994). This 
diminished regard for future consequences is often hedonically driv-
en and correlates with a powerful and persistent urge to buy imme-
diately (Rook 1987). Thus, we hypothesize that shoppers who take a 
less efficient shopping path through the store are likely to engage in 
more unplanned considerations. 
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We then predict that a few consideration characteristics can be 
related to whether an unplanned consideration will convert into an 
actual unplanned purchase. First, the wide variety of sensory stimuli 
presented in grocery shoppers’ decision environment might activate 
their important shopping goals and therefore increase their engage-
ment in a product purchase (Celsi and Olson 1988). Since this height-
ened product engagement generally leads to greater purchase inten-
tions (Bloch and Richins 1983), we expect that the more engaged 
a shopper is during an unplanned consideration, the more likely it 
is to result in a purchase conversion. Specifically, we hypothesize 
that longer consideration duration and more product touches, both 
of which are indicative of higher engagement (Peck and Childers 
2003), is associated with a higher likelihood of a purchase conver-
sion. 

We then hypothesize that a “deep” consideration where fewer 
products are considered in greater amount of detail may be more 
likely to result in a purchase conversion than a “wide” consideration 
where more products are considered within the same amount of time. 
By focusing their attention on a small number of products, shoppers 
may feel more involved with the specific product, which makes them 
more likely to purchase it (Bloch and Richins 1983). In contrast, 
by having more products in the field of view, shoppers could easily 
suffer from “choice overload” and become less likely to make a pur-
chase (Iyengar and Lepper 2000). Therefore, the fewer shelf displays 
viewed by the shoppers allow them to be more focused on certain 
products (i.e., a “deep” type of consideration) and thus more likely 
to make an unplanned purchase. In addition, by physically standing 
closer to the product shelf, the shopper’s field of vision will neces-
sarily contain fewer products. 

Finally, shoppers may reference in-store circular, coupons, 
or interact with store employees while they are engaged in an un-
planned consideration. Shoppers’ ongoing information search during 
a particular decision results from different motives such as obtaining 
tangible consumer benefits or seeking hedonic feelings (e.g., Punj 
and Staelin 1983). Since outcomes of both motives lead to a higher 
likelihood of product purchase (Rook 1987), we hypothesize that 
referencing external information relevant to the current product un-
der consideration relates to greater purchase conversion.

We tested these hypotheses in a field study that was conducted 
in a medium-sized grocery store located in a northwestern U.S. city, 
where we had around 250 shoppers wear portable video cameras to 
observe each incidence of their point-of-purchase decision making 
process. We also collected their shopping intentions, and gathered 
relevant demographic and psychographic information by asking 
them to complete both an entrance and an exit survey. Eyecam vid-
eos were then coded and analyzed. Consistent with our hypotheses, 
we find that longer in-store travel distance and lower shopping “ef-
ficiency” lead to more unplanned considerations. We further show 
that an unplanned consideration is more likely to develop into an 
actual purchase if a shopper (i) spends more time in consideration, 
(ii) touches more products, (iii) references external information (e.g., 
circular, coupon, smart phone), (iv) stands closer to the shelf, (v) 
views fewer product shelf displays, and (vi) interacts with the store 
staff. Managerial implications of our findings are discussed. 

boosting Promotional Effectiveness with  
thoughtful Product displays

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Options available to consumers are typically displayed in a two-

dimensional “canvas.” Prior research shows that there is indeed a 
difference in consumers’ reactions to displays in which products are 

oriented vertically or horizontally (Valenzuela and Raghubir 2009). 
However, despite the importance of shelf placement in consumers’ 
decisions, consumer researchers have paid little attention to it (but 
see Chandon et al. 2009; Drèze, Hoch, and Purk 1994). This paper 
adds to the literature by showing that firms can improve the effec-
tiveness of promotional campaigns by managing the orientation of 
product displays. Key to our theory is the distinction between goods 
with a high hedonic or utilitarian content. We find that any orienta-
tion, vertical or horizontal, boosts the sales lift of a good that is pri-
marily hedonic, while only vertical orientation is desirable when the 
discounted good is mostly utilitarian in nature.

We propose that product display orientation, horizontal or verti-
cal, influences decisions through two different mechanisms: fluency 
and congruity (Hsee and Rottenstreich 2004). Fluency is linked to 
the psychological cost of the decision making process. The experi-
ence of difficulty accompanying a decision process may influence 
consumers’ evaluation of the decision outcome (Novemsky et al. 
2007). If consumer decision-making is fluent, the positive experi-
ence that accompanies the process of choosing becomes an input 
to the evaluation of the choice itself making choice more likely. We 
believe that the mere existence of order in a display of choice op-
tions will enhance fluency as consumers find it easier to access infor-
mation before making a decision. Congruity, by contrast, is related 
to the feeling that the obtained information is right. The literature 
shows that when consumers find schema-consistent information they 
tend to use simple heuristics instead of engaging in more system-
atic processing (Sujan, Bettman and Sujan 1986).  For example, a 
possible simple heuristic identified by Inman, McAlister and Hoyer 
(1990) was that products placed at the end of the aisle are considered 
a good deal, even when they are not.  

This paper investigates whether product display orientation ef-
fects are different for products with high hedonic and utilitarian con-
tent (Dhar and Wertenbroch 2000). Consumers deciding on hedonic 
goods are expected to be processing more affectively and may favor 
perceptual inputs in their decision-making such as the feeling of flu-
ency. If an ordered display by itself is able to enhance feelings of 
fluency, we would expect display order (independent of its orienta-
tion) to enhance sales and, thus, the size of the promotional lift. By 
contrast, when consumers buy utilitarian goods, they tend to process 
information more analytically, and cognitive determinants such as 
congruency may become relevant. In this context, we expect that 
only display order that is consistent with consumer shelf schemas 
would lead to a larger promotional lift. The literature supports con-
sumers are most aware of the vertical shelf schema, which accounts 
for “top-bottom” or vertical order (Valenzuela, Raghubir and Mit-
takakis 2012). We test this pattern of effects using an in-store field 
experiment and then explore the proposed underlying mechanism 
using a controlled lab experiment.  

A field experiment tested the hypothesized pattern of effects at 
a large European grocery retailer. It was conducted as an end of aisle 
promotion with 58 SKUs from a regular assortment of 17 product 
categories at 10 test stores together with 10 control stores to en-
able comparison of stores of similar type, size, traffic, location and 
presence of competitors. The field test was implemented as regu-
lar promotional activity, and the orientation of the products on the 
promotional display represented three conditions: random, horizon-
tal or vertical (Figure 1).  We measured quantities sold in the pre-
promotion period, during promotion and after promotion period. All 
three periods had equal lengths of 13 days. Analysis corresponds to 
the variable Promotional Lift or the ratio of the quantity sold during 
the promotional period and the quantity sold before the promotional 
period.  Prior to the field test we pre-tested consumers’ perceptions 
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of the extent of hedonic and utilitarian content of the 17 different 
categories. Product type variable was defined as (Hedonic – Utilitar-
ian) ratings and named HU. 

Figure 1: Orientation conditions, from left to right:  
vertical, horizontal, random

We performed three spotlight analyses exploring the difference 
in promotional lift in the three order conditions and two product 
types: more hedonic (mean centered HU + one standard deviation) 
and less hedonic goods (mean centered HU – one standard devia-
tion).  Results revealed that utilitarian products (-1 SD) enjoyed a 
larger promotional lift when displays were ordered vertically than 
horizontally or randomly (Mvertical= 3.04, Mhorizontal= 2.16, Mrandom= 
2.40).   On the other hand, in the case of hedonic products (+1 SD) 
both vertical and horizontally ordered displays provide larger pro-
motional lifts than random displays (Mvertical= 3.73, Mhorizontal= 3.50, 
Mrandom= 2.87).   We performed a nested regression providing simul-
taneous test for all the proposed patterns of results controlling for 
additional variables influencing promotional lift such as expenditure 
in other promotional elements: Hedonic goods have higher promo-
tional lift compared to utilitarian goods. Vertical orientation increas-
es promotional lift for both hedonic and utilitarian goods. Horizontal 
orientation increases promotional lift only for hedonic goods.

Overall, when decisions involve hedonic goods, consumers pro-
cess more affectively. Any ordered display despite its orientation gen-
erates fluency, which enhances promotional sales. On the other hand, 
when the decision involves utilitarian goods, consumers process more 
analytically and congruity matters.  In that case, it is only the more 
prevalent vertical orientation that enhances promotional sales.  

the temperature Premium:  
How Physical Warmth Increases Product Valuation

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
A variety of environmental factors in a store can influence 

how consumers shop and what they buy (Bitner 1992; Kotler 1973; 
Krishna 2011). However, the impact of an important dimension of 
our physical surroundings—temperature—on consumer behavior 
has been relatively little examined (for an exception, see Hong and 
Sun 2012). In the present research, we focus on this topic and, in par-
ticular, examine the influence of temperature on consumers’ product 
valuation. 

Recent research has shown that temperature is an important fac-
tor in interpersonal relationships (Kang et al. 2010; Williams and 
Bargh 2008). The findings in this literature share the main idea that it 
is warmth, and not coldness, which leads to an individual’s favorable 
attitudes towards others. Given this association between physical 
warmth and positive feelings, it is likely that warmth will also in-
crease favorable attitudes in the consumption arena. Drawing on this 
idea, we suggest that warmth generates favorable emotions which in 
turn increase product valuation. 

The first two experiments were designed to test the basic effect 
of temperature on product valuations. In experiment 1A, 98 partici-
pants were seated in either a pre-warmed or a pre-cooled room (ad-

justed to 26oC or 18oC respectively). Next, they evaluated a varied 
set of 11 consumption products (i.e., a pack of M&Ms candy, a wire-
less computer mouse, a can of Coca Cola, a six-pack of Duracell bat-
teries, a pampering massage, a CD of a popular singer, a two-liter jug 
of milk, a cup of coffee, a container of popcorn, Dove bath gel, and 
a Gap t-shirt). We found that participants who evaluated these prod-
ucts in ambient warm temperature were willing to pay more for the 
products (standardized M’s of .13) than those who evaluated them in 
cool temperature (standardized M’s of -.11; t(96) = 2.26, p = .026). 

In experiment 1B, we used a different temperature manipula-
tion, asking 46 participants to touch a warm (vs. cool) therapeutic 
pad as part of an initial study in which they had to evaluate a new 
product. Next, in a second purportedly unrelated study, participants 
were asked to indicate their willingness-to-pay for both a hedonic 
product (a slice of chocolate cake) and a utilitarian product (batter-
ies). Again, those who had experienced physical warmth were will-
ing to pay significantly more for both products, as compared to those 
who had experienced physical coolness (Mwarm = 16.13 vs. Mcool = 
11.85; t(44) = 3.41, p = .001). Together with experiment 1A, this 
experiment shows that physical warmth increases product valuation, 
demonstrating the existence of a temperature premium.  

The purpose of the next two experiments was to examine the 
underlying process for this temperature premium. Experiment 2 was 
designed as a mediation study which involves real consequential 
choice, hence examining the external validity of the temperature 
premium phenomenon. Sixty participants touched a warm (vs. cool) 
pad as in experiment 1B, and then evaluated a real pen and rated their 
current affective reactions towards the pen (using a seven-item scale 
[Derbaix 1995]; α = .85). Finally, to thank them for their participa-
tion, participants were given a choice between receiving the pen and 
receiving 3 NIS. The results again suggest that valuation of the pen 
increased in the warm condition: 77% of participants in the warm 
condition chose the pen over money, compared to 47% in the cool 
condition (c2 = 5.71, p = .017). Importantly, participants’ affective re-
actions mediated the positive effect of warmth on product valuation 
as indicated by a bootstrap mediation analysis (95% CI: .02, 1.43).

Experiment 3 was designed to further test the role of affect in 
the temperature premium phenomenon by employing the findings 
of recent research indicating that emotional reaction is associated 
with reduced perceived distance (Van Boven et al. 2010). Specifi-
cally, we investigated whether physical warmth would also affect 
distance perception, which would implicate the role of emotions in 
the observed effects. An online pretest demonstrated that participants 
experiencing warmth estimated their distance from Paris to be closer 
than the control group (Mwarm = 3439.9 km vs. Mcontrol = 4130.2 km; 
t(120) = -2.44, p = .016). The results of experiment 3 revealed a 
similar pattern in a more controlled (lab) setting. Specifically, 66 par-
ticipants were first exposed to a warm versus cool pad as before, and 
were then asked to estimate their distance from a pen that was placed 
40 centimeters in front of them. We found that exposure to warm (vs. 
cool) temperatures reduced participants’ perceived distance to the 
pen (Mwarm = 26.19 cm vs. Mcool = 38.28 cm; t(76) = -3.86, p < .001), 
further supporting the affect-based account. Additionally, physical 
warmth again increased valuation of the pen (Mwarm = 8.56 NIS vs. 
Mcontrol = 7.31 NIS; t(76) = 2.02, p = .047), replicating our previous 
findings.

In summary, using a variety of products and temperature ma-
nipulations, the current work shows that physical warmth increases 
product valuation, demonstrating the existence of a temperature 
premium. Importantly, the findings suggest that consumers’ positive 
emotional response to target products in the presence of physical 
warmth underlie these results. Besides contributing to the atmo-
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spherics and sensory marketing literature, our findings also add to 
the growing literature on embodiment effects. Finally, we offer prac-
tical implications by demonstrating the positive influence of appro-
priate physical warmth in the buying environment.

The Benefits of Retail Therapy:  
Choosing to buy Alleviates Sadness

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
How do people regulate their negative affect? Psychologists 

have documented several common (and often ineffective) responses 
to negative affect (e.g., rumination). Consumer researchers have also 
argued that negative affect encourages shopping, a phenomenon 
commonly known as “retail therapy.” We examine whether and why 
retail therapy is an effective way to regulate negative affect. We fo-
cus on shopping’s potential to alleviate sadness in particular, as pre-
vious research has demonstrated that sadness can increase the desire 
to buy (Cryder et al. 2008; Lerner, Small, and Loewenstein 2004). 

Qualitative research supports the notion that retail therapy 
can help to alleviate sadness (e.g., Atalay and Meloy 2011). While 
suggestive, prior research on the effectiveness of retail therapy is 
plagued by at least two important limitations that cloud interpretation 
of the findings. First, research in this area has not utilized random as-
signment. Instead, this work has relied on surveys and interviews 
with people who chose to engage in retail therapy. Without randomly 
assigning participants to shopping or equally engaging “control” ac-
tivities, it is unclear whether shopping conveys benefits above and 
beyond those produced by distraction or the mere passage of time. 

Second, research in this area has relied entirely on retrospec-
tive reports of how shopping influenced affect. For example, Faber 
and Christenson (1996, p. 809) administered a questionnaire that as-
sessed the “frequency of feeling each of nine different mood states 
immediately before deciding to go shopping and how often they 
were experienced while shopping.” Because “shopping” has many 
components, including browsing, choosing, paying, acquiring, and 
consuming, retrospective reports of the effects of “shopping” cannot 
shed light on which component(s) are necessary for healing to occur. 

This is not merely a descriptive shortcoming. Instead, differ-
ences in the effectiveness of different components could shed light 
on why shopping helps to alleviate sadness. To develop hypotheses 
about why some components will be more influential than others, 
we consider sadness from an appraisal theory perspective (e.g., 
Lerner and Keltner 2000). Appraisal theory suggests that the way 
people cognitively appraise their environment can be both a cause 
and consequence of different emotions. Smith and Ellsworth (1985) 
identified six dimensions that best characterize the appraisals that 
differentiate emotions: the extent to which the current situation is 
pleasant, predictable, demanding of attention, demanding of effort, 
under human (versus situational) control, and under one’s own or 
other people’s control. 

Smith and Ellsworth (1985) found that sadness, more than any 
other investigated emotion, was associated with a perceived lack of 
personal control. People who are sad are especially likely to view 
personally relevant outcomes as governed by some combination of 
other people’s desires and chance. To the extent that these appraisals 
create or maintain the experience of sadness, aspects of shopping 
that help to restore a sense of personal control may in turn alleviate 
sadness. 

The ability to choose tends to enhance one’s sense of personal 
control (e.g., Langer 1975). Because choices are inherent to shopping 
(e.g., choosing what to buy), shopping may help to restore a sense 
of control and thus alleviate sadness. In particular, there is reason to 

expect that choosing to buy will be more likely to restore a sense of 
control than choosing not to buy. People do not buy the vast majority 
of products they encounter, so arguably choosing not to buy is the 
default action in shopping environments. In fact, choosing not to buy 
when faced with several alternative goods is sometimes referred to 
as a “no-choice” option (e.g., Dhar 1997). Therefore, we posit that 
choosing an item to buy is especially likely to alleviate sadness. 

Study 1 examined whether merely simulating shopping helps to 
alleviate sadness. We utilized a hypothetical shopping paradigm to 
determine whether making buying choices (even without the subse-
quent attainment of a good) was sufficient to help alleviate sadness. 

We collected a baseline measure of affect and then showed a sad 
video to all participants. Participants were then randomly assigned to 
either choose which of several products they would (hypothetically) 
buy (Buyers) or judge which of those products would be most useful 
for travelling (Browsers). (The buying and browsing tasks lasted the 
same amount of time.) We then took a final measure of affect. 

We found no significant difference between final and baseline 
levels of sadness among Buyers. Browsers, however, were signifi-
cantly sadder at the end of the experiment than at baseline. Thus, 
Buyers were more likely to be “healed” by the end of the experiment. 

Study 2 examined whether the benefits of choosing to buy per-
sist when participants must actually part with money to obtain a good 
(that is, when shopping for real). We also examined whether making 
a buying decision helps to alleviate anger. Anger is generally as un-
pleasant as sadness, but is associated with a much greater sense of 
personal control (Keltner, Ellsworth, and Edwards 1993). Thus, we 
did not anticipate that making a buying decision, which should help 
to restore a sense of personal control, would help to alleviate anger.  

We paid participants up front for participating and then took a 
baseline measure of affect. Participants then watched a video previ-
ously demonstrated to induce both anger and sadness. We then ran-
domly assigned participants to Shopping or Browsing conditions. 
In the Shopping condition, participants either bought one of several 
snacks (Buyers) or did not buy one (Non-Buyers). Buyers did not 
consume their snack in the lab. In the Browsing condition, partici-
pants inspected the same set of snacks and ranked them based on 
perceived amount of food-coloring (Browsers). We then took a final 
measure of affect. 

Consistent with Study 1, there was no significant difference 
between final and baseline levels of sadness among Buyers. Non-
Buyers and Browsers were significantly sadder at the end of the ex-
periment than at baseline. All participants were significantly angrier 
at the end of the experiment than at baseline, consistent with our 
theoretical account. 

Taken together, our results do not support the broad notion that 
shopping alleviates negative affect. Instead, our evidence suggests 
that buying helps to restore control and alleviate sadness. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
People generally make purchases with a specific goal in mind. 

But can they effectively attain the goal? While economists believe 
that consumers have stable and well-defined preferences about de-
sired ends and act in ways that reliably achieves these ends, psy-
chologists find that people do not always pursue goals in a rational 
and effective manner. In this session, we explore such anomalies in 
goal pursuit. We aim to highlight findings that demonstrate instances 
when consumers’ choices and behaviors violate normative theories 
and reveal the cognitive mechanism underlying these anomalies. 
Specifically, the first two papers show that consumers’ goal pursuit 
behaviors appear inconsistent with rational behavior axioms, where-
as the last two papers focus on how contextual cues drive consumers 
to behave differently under similar goal pursuit situations. 

The first paper, by Derek Koehler and Cade Massey, asks 
whether consumers seek to maximize their ultimate utility from goal 
pursuit. In particular, the authors study goal abandonment and inves-
tigate whether consumers neglect opportunity costs in a pursuit of a 
goal with uncertainty. Normatively, if goal attainment is uncertain, 
consumers should consider giving up their current goal pursuit at 
some point in order to maximize their gain and minimize their loss. 
However, they found that consumers tend to over-persist on their 
goals, forging opportunities offered by alternative pursuits.

The second paper, by Luxi Shen and Ayelet Fishbach, examines 
choice consistency and focuses on consumers’ preference for unique-
ness in a goal-based choice. They identified the uniqueness heuristic 
such that consumers choose unique options for one single goal but 
defer from that option when choosing for multiple goals. This heuris-
tic leads to a preference reversal: Consumers prefer a unique option 
either for Goal A or for Goal B, but when choosing for both Goal A 
and B together, they prefer an ordinary option.

The third paper, by Anastasiya Pocheptsova, Jordan Etkin, and 
Ravi Dhar, considers how goal-related mindsets affect the approach 
that consumers adopt for multiple-goal pursuit. Although previous 
literature suggests that consumers faced with multiple goals usually 
switch between pursuing their multiple goals, their findings showed 
that consumers at times prefer to highlight the pursuit of one of their 
goals at the expense of other co-active goals. They further identified 

the role of implemental mindset (vs. deliberative mindset) in driving 
this effect.

The last paper, by Dilip Soman, takes an integrative perspec-
tive on how incidental contextual cues effect consumers’ initiation of 
goal pursuit. In one of his studies, he found that the patience (com-
mitment) of consumers in a queue depends on whether they were 
already inside a queue guide area (a visual boundary of the task sys-
tem) regardless of the length of the area, though normatively the de-
cision of dropping a queue should be a function of the absolute time/
distance expected to wait. Based on consistent findings across the 
domains of space and time, the author develops a new framework for 
understanding the interplay between incidental contextual cues and 
the implemental mindset.

Together, these four interconnected papers provide interesting 
perspectives on when consumers’ goal pursuit decisions and behav-
iors appear inconsistent, explore the cognitive structure underlying 
the goal pursuit anomalies, and specify when the anomalies may help 
consumers effectively attain their goals and when they may not. The 
papers yield insights into consumer goal pursuit across a wide range 
of settings, and carry theoretical as well as practical implications for 
consumer research. Data collection in all papers is complete and all 
participants have agreed to present, should the session be accepted. 
The chairs will facilitate audience discussion drawing connections 
between the session topic, anomalies in goal pursuit, and other areas 
of consumer research. 

Opportunity Cost neglect in Goal Pursuit Under 
Uncertainty

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Consumer choices are often made in the context of goal pursuit. 

Weight-loss products are purchased on the basis of their anticipated 
contribution to progress toward a weight-loss goal; financial invest-
ment products are selected in the context of a retirement or other 
savings goal; subscriptions to online dating services are made with 
the goal of establishing a romantic relationship. One notable feature 
these examples have in common is that the goal’s achievability is 
uncertain.

Much of the recent work on decision making in goal pursuit has 
focused on self-regulatory mechanisms that influence trade-offs be-
tween short-term expenditures (e.g., of effort) and long-term rewards 
associated with goal achievement (e.g., Heath, Larrick, and Wu 
1999; Fishbach and Dhar 2005). A simplifying assumption typically 
made in such research is that the goal in question can be achieved 
and is worth achieving (i.e., benefits of goal achievement outweigh 
its costs). On such analyses, the primary implications of goal proxim-
ity or rate of progress are motivational, in that willingness to expend 
effort to make further progress toward a goal may vary with its prox-
imity and how progress toward it is construed (e.g., Fishbach, Dhar, 
and Zhang 2006).

In many decisions we face, however, there is uncertainty about 
a goal’s achievability. There may come a point at which a goal may 
not be worth continued pursuit because the anticipated benefits of 
goal achievement are outweighed by its costs. Often such uncertainty 
can be at least partly resolved over time as progress toward the goal 
is made: One can calculate whether, in light of this progress and the 
cost at which it was attained, the expected returns of achieving the 
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goal justify the costs of its continued pursuit. Optimal decision mak-
ing, on this account, relies on belief revision, i.e., reassessment of 
whether the current goal should be continue to be pursued, or should 
instead be abandoned. Suboptimal goal pursuit behavior, then, can 
arise from miscalculation of cost and benefits of continued goal pur-
suit (i.e., leading to adoption of a suboptimal goal-pursuit strategy), 
as well as from the more familiar self-regulation challenges the un-
derlie failure to execute an otherwise optimal goal-pursuit strategy. 
We suggest that the problem-solving aspect of goal pursuit, that is, 
how costs and benefits are and ought optimally to be integrated in 
decisions about whether to continue to pursue a goal, has been rela-
tively understudied.

In the present research, therefore, we investigate decisions about 
whether to abandon or continue pursuit of a goal whose achievability 
is uncertain. Typically, decisions of this type are faced sequentially, 
as progress toward the goal is made and can be used to update the 
likelihood and value of goal achievement (e.g., an entrepreneur who 
faces continual decisions about whether to make further investments 
in a business project). Appropriate responsiveness to progress feed-
back is needed for optimal decisions -- one must balance the risk of 
abandoning the goal too early against pursuing it too long. 

A challenge in studying this issue is identifying optimal deci-
sion-making. We build on the classic ball-and-urn paradigm to de-
velop a task allowing the quantification of goal pursuit’s costs and 
benefits. With this approach it is possible to gauge any systematic 
bias toward over-persistence or under-persistence. In each round, 
one of two urns containing red and green balls is randomly selected. 
Participants--who know the composition of each urn but not which 
one was selected for the current round--choose whether or not to 
draw balls from it. If the participant draws a target number of green 
balls (the “goal”), he or she receives a payoff. Draws are made with-
out replacement, at a fixed cost deducted from an initial endowment 
for the round. The challenge is that only one of the two urns contains 
enough green balls to achieve the goal. The participant may quit the 
round at any time and keep what remains of the initial endowment. 
Thus, the participant must continually assess whether to persist or, 
alternatively, to abandon the goal. Multiple rounds of the game are 
played (with one randomly-selected round played for real money), 
allowing assessment of whether goal pursuit decisions improve with 
experience.

In multiple studies we investigate the impact of reward size and 
probability on participant behavior. We also evaluate performance in 
a variation of the paradigm in which participants can abandon urns 
in exchange for draws from other urns, rather than for a fixed pay-
ment. Across all studies we find a strong tendency to over-persist. 
That is, participants invest too much in trying to achieving success 
on the current urn, relative to an optimal benchmark suggesting that 
expected returns of goal achievement are outweighed by the antici-
pated cost of achieving it. This tendency is exacerbated by insuffi-
cient sensitivity to reward size and probability, and is worse in stud-
ies in which the foregone benefit is additional opportunity rather than 
a fixed payment. 

Across studies we find the largest bias when a decision-maker 
receives “bad news” (makes relatively slow progress) in the early 
stages of goal pursuit. Optimal play requires abandonment in such 
circumstances. As a result, a Bayesian player is certain to sometimes 
abandon (ex-post) achievable goals (favorable urns), making up for 
it via more future opportunities. Our participants, on the other hand, 
rarely mistakenly abandon an achievable goal (favorable urn), but at 
the cost of leaving themselves far fewer opportunities for future goal 
achievement. There is no evidence from our studies that this bias is 
attenuated with task experience. We suggest that cost-benefit trad-

eoffs between current (or focal) and future (or alternative) opportuni-
ties is a fundamental tension in goal pursuit and ripe for additional 
psychological investigation.

the Uniqueness Heuristic:  
A Preference for Unique Options for a Single Goal

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
When painting their bedroom, will homeowners select spring 

tulip red or beige? Would they make a different choice when painting 
their living room? This research explores people’s preferences for 
unique versus non-unique choice options.

Previous research has examined several factors that contribute 
to a preference for non-unique options, including a desire to reduce 
risk (Simonson and Tversky 1992), to make an easily justifiable 
choice (Shafir, Simonson, and Tversky 1993; Simonson 1989), and 
to conform to a perceived social norm (Asch 1955; Simonson and 
Nowlis 2000). In contrast, other research has documented people’s 
need for uniqueness (Ariely and Levav 2000; Berger and Heath 
2007; Tian and McKenzie 2001), which leads to a preference for 
unique options. 

In light of the existing research, we identify a “uniqueness heu-
ristic” -- a stronger preference for unique options when choosing 
for a single goal than when choosing for multiple goals. We explain 
the uniqueness heuristic as the trade-off between multi-finality (i.e., 
how many goals one option serves) and instrumentality (i.e., how 
well one option serves each of the goals) in the cognitive network of 
goal system (Kruglanski et al. 2002; Zhang, Fishbach, and Kruglan-
ski 2007). According to our analysis, unique options appear highly 
instrumental to a few goals, whereas non-unique options appear less 
instrumental but can serve many goals. 

We further predict a preference reversal: What people choose 
for each single goal alone differs from what they choose for all the 
single goals together. For example, people may choose a unique 
restaurant either to dine with friend A or to dine with friend B, but 
choose a non-unique restaurant for dinner with both A and B. 

In six studies involving different choice contexts, we tested 
the uniqueness heuristic with subtle and naturalistic goal activation, 
ruled out alternative explanations such as risk aversion, and explored 
the underlying mechanism.

In Study 1, we adopted the conceptual definition of uniqueness 
-- atypicality, that is, how remote one option is from the prototype 
of its category. Specifically, we designed a list of ice-creams with 
unique flavors (orange dark chocolate ice-cream and rosy vanilla ice-
cream) and non-unique flavors (chocolate and vanilla). In the weeks 
around the Valentine’s Day, we asked customers at a campus café to 
think of a friend who might be telling her felling to her crush and 
choose an ice-cream for one of the following purposes: (single goal 
a) to celebrate she entered a new relationship, (single goal b) to com-
fort her because she was rejected by her crush, and (multiple goals) 
to either celebrate or comfort because they were still waiting for her. 
We found that the atypical (unique) ice-cream flavors were preferred 
in both single goal cases but the typical (non-unique) ice-cream fla-
vors were preferred in the multiple goal case.

The rest of the studies experimentally manipulated the unique-
ness of an option by configuring different choice sets. The same op-
tion can be of low frequency and thus appears unique in one choice 
set (e.g., a French restaurant among many Italian restaurants), but be 
of high frequency and thus appears non-unique in another choice set 
(e.g., the French restaurant among many other French restaurants). 
In Study 2, participants chose a restaurant for dinner with one friend 
(single goal) or five friends (multiple goals). We found a preference 
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for the unique restaurant in the choice set (either one French restau-
rant among Italian restaurants or one Italian restaurant among French 
restaurants) for one friend but not for five friends. 

Similarly, in Study 3, participants preferred a unique suitcase 
(either soft-sided among hard-sided, or hard-sided among soft-sided) 
for one upcoming trip (single goal) but not for multiple upcoming 
trips (multiple goals). 

In Study 4, we examined choices with real consequence. Par-
ticipants chose and sent a card to their family members. This ex-
periment again confirmed the uniqueness heuristic and suggested a 
preference reversal: Participants preferred the uniquely-shaped card 
for their aunt alone and for their uncle alone, but not for both their 
aunt and uncle. 

In Study 5, we ruled out an alternative explanation, risk aver-
sion, by comparing choice for one goal versus one out of multiple 
goals. Participants selected the unique wine (either Californian 
among Australian or Australian among Californian) when shopping 
for one future occasion (single goal) but not when shopping for one 
out of four potential future occasions (multiple goals). The real out-
come risk for experiencing a unique option was equal in both condi-
tions and thus our finding suggested that the uniqueness heuristic 
cannot be explained by risk aversion.

Finally, in Study 6, we examined the underlying mechanism 
of the uniqueness heuristic. Participants chose apples, either red 
among green or green among red, for one experimenter (single goal) 
or for one of six experimenters (multiple goals) and made predic-
tions on how much the apples would be enjoyed either before or after 
choosing. We found that participants used the uniqueness heuristic 
when choosing before predicting but not after. We also found that 
participants based their choice for single goals on their predictions 
regardless of whether they chose before or after predicting and their 
choice for multiple goals on their predictions only when they make 
predictions first. These findings confirmed the uniqueness heuristic, 
revealed its mechanism, and suggested that thinking about the instru-
mentality of each option before choosing can prevent the preference 
reversal by the uniqueness heuristic.

blind to All Else:  
the Role of Mindsets in Multiple-Goal Pursuit

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
It is now well established that consumer behavior is goal-driven 

(Bargh and Gollwitzer 1994; Kruglanski et al. 2002; Markman and 
Brendl 2005). Consumers typically have multiple goals that they try 
to pursue at the same time, for example, simultaneously wishing to 
be fit and to eat tasty foods, and to socialize with friends and achieve 
greater success in the workplace. When consumers maintain mul-
tiple goals, they will often temporarily disengage from initial pursuit 
of one goal to attend to their other co-active goals, a dynamic re-
ferred to as balancing (Dhar and Simonson 1999; Fishbach and Dhar 
2005; Kivetz and Simonson 2002).

In contrast, the present research focuses on situations when 
consumers may instead selectively focus on the pursuit of only one 
of their multiple goals, a dynamic referred to as highlighting (Dhar 
and Simonson 1999). We propose that the propensity to highlight 
in multiple-goal pursuit is moderated by the cognitive orientation 
that consumers naturally adopt during different phases of goal pur-
suit. Mindsets theory (Gollwitzer 1990; Heckhausen and Gollwitzer 
1987) demonstrates that goal pursuit can be construed via two dif-
ferent cognitive orientations: deliberative and implemental mindset. 
The deliberative mindset consists of evaluating the pros and cons of 
pursuing an intended goal whereas the implemental mindset consists 

of deciding where, when, and how to act in order to implement the 
intended goal (Gollwitzer, Heckhausen and Steller, 1990; Chandran 
and Morwitz 2005).

We argue that being in an implemental mindset for one of mul-
tiple co-active goals will lead consumers to inhibit the activation 
level of alternative pursuits, decreasing the likelihood of deviating 
from target goal pursuit (goal shielding; Shah et al. 2002). Conse-
quently, consumers will highlight pursuit of a single goal at the ex-
pense of their other co-active goals, affecting choice of goal-related 
products, or means, to multiple-goal attainment. Specifically, we 
predict that consumers will repeatedly select means related to the 
goal associated with an implemental mindset, forgoing opportuni-
ties to balance multiple-goal pursuit by alternating between means 
related to several of their co-active goals. We further argue that im-
plemental mindsets will affect consumers’ preferences for products 
that would allow them to simultaneously pursue multiple co-active 
goals (i.e., “multifinal means”).  While previous literature has shown 
increased preference for such means in multiple-goal contexts (Chun 
et al. 2011, Kopetz et al. 2011), we propose that consumers in imple-
mental mindset would be less likely to prefer multifinal means as a 
consequence of highlighting the pursuit of only one of their several 
co-active goals.

Five studies provide support for these propositions. Study 1 
shows that being in an implemental (vs. deliberative) mindset for 
one of two co-active goals results in a decrease in the accessibility 
of other co-active goals. In a word search task designed to measure 
goal accessibility, participants in an implemental (vs. deliberative) 
mindset for one of two goals (i.e., the target goal) found fewer words 
related to their non-target goal (Mimplemental = 1.31, Mdeliberative = 1.01; 
F(1, 138) = 8.89, p < .01). Studies 2a and 2b examine the effect 
of mindsets on highlighting in the sequential choice of products. In 
study 2a we show that participants in an implemental (vs. delibera-
tive) mindset for one of two co-active goals were more likely to re-
peatedly choose products consistent with only that goal, disrupting 
the process of balancing in multiple-goal pursuit (preference for sec-
ond product: Mimplemental = 78.9% vs. Mdeliberative = 33.3%; χ2 = 7.84, p < 
.01). Study 2b extends this finding by demonstrating that consumers 
in an implemental mindset for one of their multiple co-active goals 
decline opportunities to pursue their other goals, even when such 
opportunities do not affect the pursuit of the target goal. Specifically, 
we show that participants in an implemental (vs. deliberative) mind-
set are more likely to postpone choice than to choose an option con-
sistent with their other co-active goal (Mimplemental = 95% vs. Mdeliberative 
= 69%, χ2 = 4.07, p < .05).

The next two studies demonstrate the effect of mindsets on 
preference for multifinal means. Study 3a shows that in a simultane-
ous choice paradigm, consumers in an implemental mindset are less 
likely to prefer multifinal product assortments than are consumers in 
a deliberative mindset. Specifically, when given the option to con-
struct a balanced product assortment to pursue two co-active goals 
(health and indulgence), participants in an implemental mindset fa-
vored their target health goal (number of products selected: Mhealthy = 
6.52 vs. Mindulgent = 4.30; F(1, 135) = 25.97, p < .001), whereas par-
ticipants in a deliberative mindset favored a more balanced product 
assortment (Mhealthy = 6.01 vs. Mindulgent = 5.36; F(1, 135) = 2.06, p > 
.1). Finally, study 3b extends this finding to a consequential choice 
setting by showing that consumers in an implemental (vs. delibera-
tive) mindset for one goal are less likely to select an option that al-
lows for the simultaneous pursuit of their multiple co-active goals 
(Mimplemental = 37% vs. Mdeliberative = 62.5%; χ² [1] = 4.18, p = .04). 

This research makes several contributions to past work on goal-
related mindsets and the dynamics of multiple-goal pursuit. First, we 
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identify implemental mindset as an important boundary condition 
to previously established dynamics of balancing in multiple-goal 
pursuit. Second, we show that consumer mindsets moderate the es-
tablished preference for means that help consumers pursue multiple 
goals at the same time; despite having multiple co-active goals, con-
sumers in an implemental mindset for one of those goals are less 
likely to use multifinal means. Taken together, our research extends 
current knowledge of the dynamics of multiple-goal pursuit and of 
the role played by goal-related mindsets in influencing consumer 
choice.

Space, time and Getting things done: the Role of 
Mindsets in Goal Pursuit

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The achievement of most behavioral goals is preceded by a 

phase in which consumers approach the goal over space and time. 
In this stream of research, I study goal pursuit during this phase of 
approach and address the question of how consumers’ goal commit-
ment and implementation activity is affected by their proximity to 
the goal. Results from both the domain of time (Tu and Soman 2012) 
and space (Zhao, Lee, and Soman 2012) show that consumers tend 
to partition the approach into distinct categories – a “later and there” 
category in which the outcome is spatially and temporally distant 
and a “now and here” category in which it is proximal. The catego-
rization process can be facilitated by any cues in the environment 
that facilitate perceptual, semantic or conceptual similarities. In the 
domain of space, for example, we find that a space that is labeled “in-
side,” or space that is demarcated by the use of area rugs and queue 
guides is more likely to be categorized as proximal to the goal. In the 
domain of time, categorization is facilitated by duration markers – 
events like the end of the month or year, or other salient episodes in 
consumers’ lifetimes (e.g., a birthday, the end of an academic term) 
such that outcomes that happen before the salient marker are cat-
egorized as “now” and those that will happen after the marker are 
categorized as “later.” 

Prior research has also documented that consumer’s cognitive 
processing changes as a function of their distance from the goal. For 
instance, Lewin (1926), Heckenhausen (1987) and Gollwitzer (2012) 
have all made the distinction between the motivation phase [a phase 
where the consumer plans and strategizes] and the volition phase 
[when tactics are executed to get the desired outcome]. Gollwitzer 
(2012) and others (e.g., Xu and Wyer 2010) use the term mindset to 
capture these differences. In a deliberative mindset, the consumer 

plans; in an implemental mindset, the consumer does. An implemen-
tal mindset can be characterized by the willingness to make and com-
mit to a choice, by a sense of optimism about achieving the desired 
outcome, and by heightened action orientation more generally. Xu 
and Wyer (2010) argue that implemental mindsets are triggered by 
the activation of procedural knowledge, but not much else has been 
written about when during goal pursuit does a consumer switch from 
a deliberative mindset to an implemental one. 

I propose that categorical processes provide a key input into de-
termining when the mindstate transition happens. The physical and 
temporal movement from the “there and later” to the “here and now” 
triggers a mindset change. In particular, the urgency associated with 
the “here and now” puts people in an implemental mindset and hence 
they are more likely to work to accomplish the final outcome. 

Two completed papers provide empirical evidence on which 
this framework is based. In the domain of time, we find (Tu and 
Soman, 2012) that when a task that is due D-days from now is due 
this period as opposed to the next, participants invest greater effort 
to achieve the task. Likewise in the domain of space, we (Zhao, Lee 
and Soman 2012) observed people waiting to check into a flight or 
use an ATM machine, and found that they were very likely to keep 
all of their documentation (e.g. tickets, passport, ATM card) ready 
as soon as they stepped onto an area rug in front of the service area. 
Across 12 experiments in both domains, we find evidence for goal 
accomplishment, commitment, effort and optimism when consumers 
are “here and now”.

In this talk, I will
• Develop a new theoretical framework of goal pursuit and mind-

sets
• Present some selected evidence from two completed papers; Tu 

and Soman (2012) in the domain of time and Zhao, Lee and So-
man (2012) in the domain of space. 

• Discuss additional ways of categorization that may produce 
counter-intuitive results, for example situations in which peo-
ple who are physically or temporally distant could be more ac-
tion oriented by the activation of another categorization cue. 
For example, a professor is more motivated to work on next 
Tuesday’s class on the preceding Tuesday when s/he is teaching 
her previous class because all Tuesdays may be categorized as 
“teaching days.”

• Integrate the findings and discuss implications for consumer be-
havior, marketers, and policy makers and for the theory of goal 
pursuit more generally.
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Paper  #1: Construing Charity: Consumer Construal Level and 
Charitable Contributions of time Versus Money.

Rhiannon MacDonnell, University of Calgary, Canada
Katherine White, University of British Columbia, Canada

Paper  #2: Empathy, donation, and the Moderating Role of 
Psychological distance.

Joseph Paniculangara, Lakehead University, Canada
Xin He, University of Central Florida, USA

Paper  #3: Splitting the decision: Increasing donations by 
Recognizing the differential Impact of Internal and External 
Considerations

Tatiana M. Fajardo, University of Miami, USA
Claudia Townsend, University of Miami, USA

Paper  #4: For Charities not all Aesthetics are Created Equal: 
the differential Effects of Aesthetics With and Without Cost 
Implications on Response to donor Solicitations

Shweta Oza, University of Miami, USA
Claudia Townsend, University of Miami, USA

SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Charities service very diverse populations and provide for many 

vital services, such as health care, education, housing and disaster re-
lief. However, they are continually confronted with growing compe-
tition for resources. Increased need for charitable support has neces-
sitated that nonprofit organizations utilize the most effective means 
of communicating with the consumer (White and Peloza 2009). The 
objective of this session is to provide new insights into how non-
profit organizations can more effectively construct their donation 
solicitations. A major contribution of this session will be its implica-
tions for how non-profit organizations (or companies interested in 
pro-social activities) should manage their fundraising efforts.

Recognizing the importance of charitable contributions, re-
searchers have worked rigorously to identify factors influencing 
donation behavior (Bendapudi, Singh and Bendapudi 1996; Reed, 
Aquino and Levy 2007). The projects in the session extend this work, 
examining factors which have generally been overlooked or under-
studied by previous research. Broadly speaking, influences on dona-
tion behavior can be categorized into (1) those integral to the donor 
(e.g. donor’s gender identity: Winterich, Mittal and Ross Jr. 2009) 
and (2) those external to the donor, contextual or situational factors 
(e.g.  the presence of incentives: Bénabou 2005). Importantly, the 
projects in this session consider these two types of factors both sepa-
rately and as they interact. 

MacDonnell and White demonstrate how an internal factor, do-
nor’s construal orientation, interacts with an external factor, type of 
donation solicited, to influence donation behavior. Similarly, Panicu-
langara and He show how the interaction between an internal factor, 
donor’s sense of empathy, and an external factor, donor’s distance 
from the recipient, effects contributions. Fajardo and Townsend iden-
tify two parts to the donation decision and examine how they are dif-
ferentially influenced by internal and external considerations. They 
build on this knowledge to develop a more effective donation so-
licitation with internal appeals addressing the decision to donate and 
external appeals addressing the quantity decision. Then, in contrast 
to these three papers and the majority of the work in this area, Oza 
and Townsend consider an entirely external consideration – aesthet-
ics of a donation appeal – to offer additional insights on solicitation 

optimization above and beyond the informational persuasions used 
to motivate donation. 

Individually, each project offers recommendations for how to 
optimize donation. Taken together, the papers in this session provide 
a blueprint for an effective donation appeal including when to pres-
ent the appeal, how it should be designed, structured and specifically 
worded. Researchers interested the non-profit sector and/or pro-so-
cial behavior in general would be interested in the session. Given 
the diverse range of substantive topics to be covered, we also hope 
to draw attendees who are interested in research on advertising, per-
suasion techniques, public policy issues, construal level theory and 
aesthetics. By identifying and examining a diverse range of factors 
influencing donation behavior and making specific recommendations 
on how to optimize donation appeals, the session makes great contri-
butions to the fields of persuasion and consumer behavior in general 
and pro-social marketing in particular.

All of the papers in this symposium are in a very advanced 
stage. They all have well-developed theoretical frameworks and have 
completed substantial empirical work. Notably, all these projects in-
clude at least one measure of real donation behavior. The working 
manuscripts for all of the papers in this session (as well as all of the 
cited references) will be available upon request.

Construing Charity: Consumer Construal Level and 
Charitable Contributions of time Versus Money

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
According to construal level theory (Trope and Liberman 

2003), mental representations of events influence how individuals 
process information (Fujita et al. 2006), and these construals, in 
turn, guide choices, preferences, and behaviors (Trope, Liberman, 
and Wakslak 2007). A low-level construal is characterized as being 
more concrete in terms of specific, subordinate, and contextualized 
features, whereas a high-level construal is one that is more abstract 
in that it represents events in terms of general, superordinate, and de-
contextualized features (1989; Liberman and Trope 1998). The cur-
rent research proposes that while money might be commonly viewed 
at a relatively concrete level, time might be construed as being more 
abstract. Further, it is posited that this has implications for marketers 
requesting charitable support on the part of consumers. 

Past research demonstrates that the level at which the consumer 
construes a particular action can indeed influence various consumer 
outcomes including brand extension evaluations (Kim and Roedder 
John, 2008), product attitudes (Lee et al. 2010), and recycling be-
haviors (White, MacDonnell and Dahl 2011). For example, White et 
al. (2011) find that a “match” of construal-level with message frame 
(e.g., abstract messages with gain frames; concrete messages with 
loss frames) leads to the most positive consumer recycling behaviors 
and intentions. 

Research does suggest that the manner in which consumers per-
ceive time and money do indeed differ (Leclerc et al. 2005; Okada 
and Hoch 2003). Here, we forward the novel hypothesis that money 
(time) might be viewed more concretely (abstractly). This is because 
money is often considered in a concrete, lower-level manner as it 
serves as a “common currency” that many goods, services, and ex-
periences must be broken down to in order to evaluate. Time, on 
the other hand, is a more experiential, general, and abstract concept. 
Given this, we propose that utilizing congruent messaging (concrete 
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vs. abstract) with donation request (paired with money vs. time, re-
spectively) will lead to the most positive charitable support. These 
predictions were examined across two pretests and three studies. 
In two pretests, we show that thinking about money (time) leads to 
more concrete (abstract) thoughts when considering product usage 
(i.e., an iPod) and recalling a consumption experience (i.e., a date). 
Next, we turn to the prediction that a match of message (concrete vs. 
abstract) to the type of charitable support requested (money vs. time) 
will lead to the most positive charitable responses.

The first study utilized a 2(message: concrete vs. abstract) x 
2(donation type: money vs. time) mixed-model design, with dona-
tion type as the within-subjects factor. Participants (N = 86) read one 
of two charitable appeals asking for contributions to a hunger-related 
cause (both with the same branding elements). The first appeal pre-
tested as being more concrete in nature (“contribute to serving break-
fasts to children”), and the second pretested as being more abstract 
(“contribute to addressing hunger for children”). Participants then 
reported how many dollars and hours (in counterbalanced order) 
they were willing to contribute to the charitable cause. These mea-
sures were standardized for comparison. A mixed-model ANOVA 
revealed a significant message x donation interaction (F(1,83)=4.28, 
p<.05). When presented with a more concrete appeal, consumers 
were more apt to give money (M=.442) than time (M=.081; t=2.94, 
p<.05). When provided with an abstract appeal, consumers intended 
to give more time (M=.296) than money (M=-.133; t=2.41, p<.05). 

To provide converging evidence for our construal level ac-
count, study 2 examined individual differences on construal level. 
Participants (N=60) were then asked to indicate how many dollars 
and hours they were willing to contribute to the cause communicated 
in a marketing message. Each measure was converted to a z-score 
for analysis. Construal preferences were assessed using Vallacher 
and Wegner’s (1989) 25-item “action identification” scale and these 
were averaged such that lower (higher) scores represented a more 
concrete (abstract) construal preference. For analysis, a difference 
score between time and money donations was calculated, with high-
er numbers indicating greater time donations. Linear regression re-
vealed that the continuous mean-centered action identification scale 
significantly predicted charitable contributions of time versus money 
(β = .30; t(58)=2.16, p<.05). Thus, those disposed to more abstract 
construals were more likely to donate time (vs. money). 

In the third study, we examined real consumer behaviors. The 
construal level of the message was varied to be more concrete or 
abstract (as in study 1). Participants (N = 72) were run individually 
and were asked to contribute either time or money and their actual 
behavioral contributions were observed. The z scores of actual dol-
lar and hour contributions were used as the dependent measure. In 
addition, participants completed measures of positive moods. The 
appeal (concrete vs. abstract) by donation type (money vs. time) 
between-subjects interaction on actual contributions was significant 
(F(1,68)=8.65, p<.01). When the cause was presented as being con-
crete consumers were more likely to donate money (M=.39) versus 
time (M=-.21; t=2.15, p<.05), whereas when the cause was presented 
in more abstract terms consumers were more likely to donate time 
(M=.13) versus money (M=-.49; t=2.24, p<.05). Bootstrapping anal-
ysis revealed that the effects were mediated by positive mood states 
(confidence interval .0020 to .1598; p < .03). The pattern of results 
showed that the most positive moods emerged when there was a 
match of construal-level of the message with the donation type.

Taken together, the results have implications for both theory 
and practice. Theoretically, the findings that money is viewed more 
concretely, while time is viewed more abstractly build upon past 
work both examining consumer construal-level and consumer dif-

ferences in perceptions of time vs. money. Practically, the results 
suggest that charitable organizations wishing to generate monetary 
support might profitably make more concrete appeals to consumers. 
For example, appeals that highlight how the money would be used, 
along with the specific programs that will be supported might be 
particularly successful. Conversely, when the goal is to recruit indi-
viduals to donate their time, broader appeals that discuss the general 
cause might be more successful. 

Empathy, donation, and the Moderating Role of 
Psychological distance

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
It is well-established that empathy has a positive effect on 

charity, both in psychology (Eisenberg and Miller, 1987) and 
marketing (Bagozzi and Moore, 1994). We show that the effect 
of empathy on donation is contingent on psychological distance 
between donor and recipient.

Empathy is defined as “Einfühlung” the original German word 
roughly translated as “to feel one’s way into.”  In other words, 
“being cognitively aware of another person’s internal states and/ or 
putting oneself in the place of another and experiencing his or her 
feelings” (Bagozzi and Moore, 1994, p.58) or “one’s ability to ex-
perience and understand another person’s affective or psychological 
state” (Argo, Zhu, and Dahl, 2008, p. 615). Bagozzi and Moore 
(1994) found a partial mediation of empathy on a decision to help 
while Eisenberg and Miller (1987) used a meta-analytic approach to 
reveal significant positive effects of empathy on prosocial behavior. 
We argue that the effect of empathy on donation is moderated by 
psychological distance (Liberman, Trope and Stephan, 2007), with 
the role of dispositional empathy magnified by closer psychologi-
cal distance between donor and recipient. Dispositional empathy 
is a stable trait and its effect depends on how easy it is to envision 
another’s situation. Decreased distance between donor and recipient 
would facilitate such a process and therefore enhance the effect of 
dispositional empathy on donations.

Hypothesis: Psychological distance will moderate the effect of 
dispositional empathy on donations. The beneficial effect of greater 
empathy will be exacerbated when the donor and recipient are 
separated by lesser distance (physical, temporal, and hypothetical) 
and attenuated when there is greater distance. 

The above hypothesis was tested in four experiments, with 
psychological distance manipulated between subjects and disposi-
tional empathy measured. The first three experiments studied the 
donation of time in the form of extra credit points. Participants 
were students of an introductory marketing course and could par-
ticipate in research to earn ten additional course credit points (in a 
1000-point class). They read that another student could not partici-
pate due to illness or work. Participants were asked how many of 
their points would they donate to this unfortunate student. Barring 
the manipulation of psychological distance, no other information 
about the needy student was provided. It must be emphasized that 
when completing the questionnaire, participants committed to mak-
ing an actual donation and they were debriefed following submis-
sion of the questionnaire. Within the questionnaire, participants 
completed a measure of dispositional empathy (Davis, 1980), for 
which Cronbach’s α was found to be acceptable. Manipulation 
checks indicated the success of the distance manipulation in each 
experiment.

In the first experiment, we studied the moderating role of 
physical distance. Seventy undergraduate students were assigned 
to one of the two levels of physical distance. All participants were 
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enrolled in the introductory marketing section on the main campus 
of the university. There was a similar section at a satellite campus 
about one hundred miles away. Half the participants considered a 
recipient enrolled in the satellite campus (farther physical distance) 
and the rest considered a recipient enrolled in the main campus 
(closer physical distance). The results revealed a significant interac-
tion between dispositional empathy and physical distance in par-
ticipants’ donation of their extra credit points (F (1, 66) = 6.44, p < 
.05). Planned comparisons indicated that dispositional empathy was 
significant in predicting donation only at closer physical distance 
but not at farther physical distance.

The second experiment documented the moderating effects 
of temporal distance. Sixty-eight participants were assigned to one 
of two levels of temporal distance. The experiment was conducted 
in the first half of the semester. The scenario indicated that the 
unfortunate student would either receive the donation within a week 
(closer temporal distance) or at the end of the semester (farther 
temporal distance). There was a marginally significant interac-
tion between temporal distance and dispositional empathy on the 
likelihood of donating extra credit points (F (1, 65) = 3.16, p < .10). 
Planned comparisons indicated that dispositional empathy was a 
significant predictor of likelihood of donation only in the condition 
of closer temporal distance but not at farther temporal distance.

Hypothetical distance was manipulated in the third experi-
ment. Sixty-nine participants considered a scenario portraying 
one of two levels of hypothetical distance. Participants read that a 
student had been chosen to receive their donation (closer hypo-
thetical distance) or read that a student would be chosen (farther 
hypothetical distance), a manipulation used previously (Small and 
Loewenstein, 2003). We found a significant interaction between 
dispositional empathy and hypothetical distance in determining 
actual donation of extra credit points (F (1, 65) = 4.91, p < .05). 
This interaction arose from the significant effect of dispositional 
empathy at closer hypothetical distance but not at farther hypotheti-
cal distance.  

In experiment four, we studied the donation of money and en-
dowed sixty participants with five one-dollar notes in an envelope. 
Our dependant variable was the number of notes they transferred 
to an envelope meant for a student at lesser or greater hypothetical 
distance, manipulated in the same fashion as in experiment three. 
We found a marginally significant interaction between dispositional 
empathy and hypothetical distance on donations of actual dollars (F 
(1, 56) = 2.69, p = .1). As shown previously, this interaction arose 
from the significance of dispositional empathy in predicting dollar 
donations at closer hypothetical distance but not at greater hypo-
thetical distance. In this experiment we also ruled out a possible 
confound of Inclusion of Others in Self using a previously validated 
measure (Winterich, Mittal and Ross, 2009).which yielded no 
significant difference. We discount the possibility of our distance 
manipulation leading to feelings of “oneness.”

To sum up, the role of dispositional empathy in charitable 
donation depends on psychological distance between the donor 
and the recipient. Consistent results are observed using different 
manipulations of psychological distance and different measures 
of donation.  Our findings contribute to a better understanding of 
charitable behavior, particularly with respect to the interactive 
effects of empathy and psychological distance. Not-for-profit orga-
nizations may better plan fundraising efforts by taking into account 
the various forms of psychological distance existing between the 
donor and the recipient. 

Splitting the decision: Increasing donations by 
Recognizing the differential Impact of Internal and 

External Considerations

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
When considering a charitable donation, the decision-maker 

decides whether to make a donation (choice) and then how much to 
donate (quantity). Building off the idea of two-stage valuation mod-
els (Kleindorfer and Kunreuther 1988; Slovic and Lichtenstein 1968; 
Winter and Fried 2001) researchers interested in pro-social behavior 
have suggested that these decisions are driven by different factors 
(e.g. Smith, Kehoe, and Cremer 1995; Smith and Berger 1996; Dick-
ert, Sagara, and Slovic 2011). Considering such findings in aggregate 
we hypothesized and found that donation choice is determined pri-
marily by considerations internal to the decision-maker (e.g. self-
identity, self-relevance) while donation quantity is determined pri-
marily by external factors (e.g. neediness of victims, effectiveness 
of organization). 

Additionally, we extended our findings by applying them to a 
different context and testing a new optimal structure for solicitations. 
Prior work has demonstrated that providing excessive information 
may cause anxiety and poor decision-making (Reuters 1996; Shenk 
1997). Thus, we hypothesized that an optimal solicitation structure 
would be one that explicitly separates the two decisions and enables 
different persuasive arguments to be offered for the choice and quan-
tity decisions. Indeed we find that this solicitation structure maxi-
mizes both number and amount of donations. 

In study 1a we manipulated moral-identity, an internal factor, 
and hypothesized that our manipulation would influence donation 
choice but not donation quantity. Participants first completed a brief 
questionnaire and received false feedback identifying them as hav-
ing either a high or low moral-identity. They were then shown a hy-
pothetical donation appeal for a fictitious non-profit organization, 
Foster Support, described as providing clothing and toys to foster 
children. As expected, a larger percentage of participants in the high 
moral-identity condition selected to make a donation than in the low 
moral-identity condition (High moral identity = 91.7%, Low Moral 
Identity = 50%, X2 = 6.84, p < .01). Donation quantity, however, re-
mained unaffected by moral-identity; participants in the high moral-
identity condition did not estimate a higher donation amount than 
participants in the low moral-identity condition (Mhigh = $35.51 vs. 
Mlow = $26.91, F(1, 58) = 1.02, p = .32). In study 1b we manipu-
lated self-relevance of the charitable cause, another factor internal 
to the decision-maker, by describing Foster Support as operating ei-
ther within the participant’s state-of-residence or across the nation. 
Results replicated study 1a; self-relevance affected donation choice 
(High Self-Relevance = 81%, Low Self-Relevance = 52%, X2 = 4.22, 
p < .05) but not donation quantity (Mhigh = $24.93 vs. Mlow = $23.24, 
F < 1).

Having shown that two different internal factors influence the 
decision of whether to donate but not donation amount, in study 2 
we considered two external factors and predicted that the opposite 
would be true, that donation quantity would be affected but not do-
nation choice. First, in study 2a we manipulated seriousness of the 
cause. All participants saw a donation appeal for Project No Isiolo, a 
fictitious organization providing mosquito nets to individuals at risk 
of contracting Isiolo Fever. We manipulated seriousness of the cause 
between subjects by describing Isiolo Fever as resulting in either 
short-term discomfort (low seriousness) or death (high seriousness). 
In accordance with our predictions donation choice was not affected 
by the seriousness of the cause (High Seriousness = 74%, Low Seri-
ousness = 63%, X2 = 1.19, p > .10). In contrast, the decision of how 
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much to donate was significantly influenced; participants reading the 
high seriousness appeal offered a higher donation amount than par-
ticipants reading the low seriousness appeal (Mhigh seriousness = $28.58 
vs. Mlow seriousness = $16.64, F(1, 139) = 8.46, p < .01). In study 2b we 
manipulated the efficiency of the charitable organization by includ-
ing information about Project No Isiolo’s overhead expenditure. As 
in study 2a, donation choice was not influenced by our manipulation 
(High Efficiency = 73.7%, Low Efficiency = 61.1%, X2 = 0.67, p > 
.10), while donation quantity was (Mhigh = $44.45 vs. Mlow = $28.48, 
F (1, 56) = 5.52, p < .05).

Having separately examined the influence of internal and ex-
ternal factors on donation behavior, in study 3 we combine the two 
by offering both types of persuasions and varying which type is 
paired with which donation decision, choice or quantity. Participants 
considered one of two versions of a donation solicitation for a non-
profit, Community-in-Schools (CIS). The two versions of the appeal 
letter varied in terms of the order of information presented while 
holding actual information content constant. In one version of the 
appeal, internal factors – self-relevance and donors’ self-view – were 
emphasized as participants considered whether to make a donation. 
The decision of how much to donate was then accompanied by in-
formation on external factors. In the other version of the appeal the 
order in which the information was presented was reversed; external 
factors were emphasized prior to donation choice and factors internal 
to the donor were emphasized prior to the quantity decision. In ac-
cordance with our predictions the former version of the appeal led to 
both a higher rate of donations (54% vs. 37%, X2 = 4.32, p < .05) and 
a higher average donation amount (M = $12.43 vs. M = $9.37, F(1, 
65) = 4.27, p < .05). Study 4 was a field replication of study 3 where 
we varied the actual solicitation letter sent by CIS to potential do-
nors. Indeed, in the context of real dollar donations, the effects both 
on donation choice and donation quantity replicated prior studies.

Having established the discreet and differential effects of inter-
nal and external factors on the decisions whether and how much to 
donate, in study 5 we extended our findings by testing the impact of 
explicitly splitting the decisions. Additionally, we applied our theory 
to a new context, willingness to participate in an online education-
al program. We found that compared to the traditional solicitation 
structure which offers all information upfront, splitting the two deci-
sions and aligning the arguments with the decision they most influ-
ence maximized both adoption rate (choice) and predicted amount 
of effort (quantity). Thus, this research offers an optimal set-up for a 
broad range of persuasive solicitations.

For Charities not all Aesthetics are Created Equal:  
the differential Effects of Aesthetics With and Without 

Cost Implications on Response to donor Solicitations

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Many of the findings in judgment and decision-making have 

been tested or applied in the context of charitable direct marketing 
(e.g. donation solicitations or requests for volunteer work). Prior 
work has considered concepts such as providing an anchor (Fras-
er, Hite, and Sauer 1988), framing in positive or negative valence 
(Stone 1992), or utilizing the availability heuristic (Smith and Berger 
1996) in an effort to optimize the language used by non-profit orga-
nizations to gain support. An area where less research has occurred 
is in consideration of the overall look of the solicitation. Holding the 
text and information constant, can a solicitation be made more ef-
fective? In line with prior work, an initial hypothesis might suggest 
that, what applies in advertising or other persuasive techniques will 
apply in this context as well. As such one might predict that the bet-

ter looking or aesthetically pleasing something is, the more effective 
and persuasive it will be (e.g. DeBono and Harnish 1988).

However, better aesthetics likely come at a price, literally, that 
is, there are some aspects of making a solicitation more attractive 
that likely cost more. And when the context is non-profit organiza-
tions cost perceptions come into play. Non-profits are judged by their 
efficiency and frugality with sites such as charitywatch.org and char-
itynavigator.org set up to do exactly this. Charitable organizations 
must justify extra expenses (Marchand and Lavoie 1998). Indeed, 
prior work suggests that in contrast to for-profit organizations, for 
non profits a higher price tag can actually turn off rather than entice 
patrons (Griffiths 2005). Spending too much may make patrons feel 
their money is being used improperly and result in negative evalu-
ations of the organization’s competence. In fact research by Aaker 
et al. (2010) reveals that, at a baseline, non profits are considered 
less competent than for-profit organizations and they must use subtle 
cues connoting credibility to garner the same willingness to pay for 
products as would be offered to for-profit organizations.

As such we hypothesize that not all aesthetics cues are equally 
beneficial in increasing response to a charitable direct marketing so-
licitation. Specifically we separate aspects of aesthetics that imply 
something about the cost of the solicitation from those that do not. 
We predict that these two classes of aesthetic will have differential 
and interacting effects on solicitation response such that, donation 
amounts are higher when the solicitation mailers are aesthetically 
pleasing and perceived to have lower costs associated with them as 
compared to when the solicitation mailers are aesthetically pleasing 
and perceived to have higher costs associated with them. We exam-
ine this in two lab studies and one field study.  

Study 1 was a 2 (“Aesthetics”- aesthetics separate from cost: 
high, low) by 2 (“Perceived Cost” - aesthetics related to cost: high, 
low) design lab study where undergraduate students were shown a 
solicitation from a hypothetical non-profit and asked whether and 
how much they would be willing to donate. Aesthetics separate from 
cost was manipulated by varying the alignment of the text and bor-
der, type of border, fonts, and color of the cardstock. Perceived cost 
was manipulated by varying the thickness of the cardstock, whether 
the mailer was a postcard or letter and envelope, and whether it in-
cluded a pre-paid return envelope. Pretests confirm our manipula-
tions. Examining amount donated we find a significant main effect 
of Aesthetics (MLow Aesthetics = $11.28, MHigh Aesthetics = $21.83; F(1, 236) 
= 3.65, p = .05) and no effect of  Perceived Cost (MLow Cost = $19.88, 
MHigh Cost = $13.23; F(1, 236) = 1.375, p = .24). Importantly, there is a 
significant interaction of the two (F(1, 236) = 3.67, p = .05). Among 
the Low Aesthetics conditions there is no difference between the 
two Perceived Cost conditions (MLow Cost = $9.35, MHigh Cost = $13.21, 
F(1,230) = .26, p = .60). However among the High Aesthetics condi-
tions there is a significant benefit of the low Perceived cost (MLow Cost 
= $30.40, MHigh Cost = $3.25, F(1,230) = 4.32, p = .039). 

Next, we tested our predictions in a real world context using a 
field study. We partnered with a non-profit organization and created 
four versions of the invitation to be sent to their mailing list for their 
annual benefit gala. The invitations varied in appearance in line with 
the design of study 1. Examining the amount spent on tickets we 
find no main effect of Aesthetics (MLow Aesthetics = $44.14, MHigh Aesthetics 
= $53.69;  F(1, 288) = .15, p = .70) nor of Perceived Cost (MLow Cost 
= $58.83, MHigh Cost = $38.99; F(1, 288) = .65, p = .42). However, 
there is a significant interaction of the two (F(1, 288) = 4.01, p = 
.04). Among the Low Aesthetics conditions there is no difference be-
tween the two Perceived Cost conditions (MLow Cost = $29.51, MHigh Cost 
= $58.77, F(1,148) = .37, p = .54), though directionally in line with 
study 1. However among the High Aesthetics conditions there is a 
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marginal benefit of the low Perceived cost (MLow Cost = $88.16, MHigh 

Cost = $19.21, F(1,139) = 3.71, p = .056).
The results of the first two studies demonstrated the differential 

effects of aesthetics with and without cost implications and support 
our hypothesis. In the last study we examined a boundary condition 
for this effect. We posited that perceptions of cost associated with 
aesthetics cues could act as a proxy for organization’s competence 
and as such influence the donation amounts. As such in study 3, in 

addition to varying aesthetics and cost as in study 1, we also var-
ied competence of the organization by providing information about 
the organization’s overhead expenditure. The results indicated that 
competence moderates the effect of aesthetics and perceived cost on 
donation amounts. Taken together the results of these studies have 
a potential to help non-profit organizations optimize their donation 
solicitation mailers and avoid unnecessary expenses.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Aristotle described happiness as “the best, noblest, and most 

pleasant thing in the world…the highest good (Aristotle. Nichoma-
chean Ethics, 1925).” Additionally, we know that individuals place 
great weight on the acquisition of products and experiences in their 
pursuit of happiness (Pelletier, 2009). Despite the relevance of hap-
piness and the widespread pursuit of happiness through consump-
tion, the factors that influence consumer happiness are still vastly 
unknown. 

The present papers, which are either completed works or are 
at an advanced stage of completion, demonstrate that social factors 
associated with purchases not only deserve more attention but also 
figure as potential explanations for certain purchases’ ability to ad-
vance happiness. Such factors are especially important given that 
they are often the backdrop against which much of our behaviors 
as consumers occur. We know, for example, that our purchases are 
often exposed to or shared with (i.e., told to) others, that we often 
use our purchases to reflect our social self, and that many of our pur-
chases involve social interaction. Accordingly, this session presents 
four papers illustrating that consumer happiness is enhanced when 
a purchase is exposed to others (Chugani and Irwin), shared with 
others (Bastos and Brucks), reflective of one’s social self (Gilovich 
and Carter), or conducive to social interaction (Caprariello and Reis). 

Together, these investigations make several valuable contribu-
tions. First, they enlarge our understanding of the relationship be-
tween purchases and happiness. Second, they help to demystify the 
distinction between experiential and material purchases by examin-
ing different purchases’ ability to reflect (Carter and Gilovich) and 
enhance (Bastos and Brucks) the self, and to facilitate social inter-
action (Caprariello and Reis). Finally, they add to the literature on 
the effects of social forces by investigating the different roles those 
forces play in consumption—e.g., a silent spectator of a consumption 
experience (Chugani and Irwin), an active audience for a recounted 
consumption (Bastos and Brucks), a component of the constructed 
social self (Gilovich and Carter), or a partner in a consumption expe-
rience (Caprariello and Reis). 

The first paper highlights the powerful role of social factors by 
examining the effect of social presence on consumption happiness. 
Chugani and Irwin examine this relationship through the lens of he-
donic adaptation: the process by which the magnitude of the happi-

ness derived from product purchases diminishes over time so that 
positive (negative) purchases tend to become less positive (negative) 
over time. The researchers gather real-time adaptation data and find 
that when consumers are cognizant of social contexts, the presence 
of others slows down the process of hedonic adaptation: consum-
ing a product in the presence of others keeps consumers happy with 
positive purchases and unhappy with negative purchases for longer 
periods of time than consuming a product in isolation. This imped-
ing of adaptation results from consumers viewing their possessions 
through the eyes of others, keeping the initial affective intensity of 
the possession fresh in their minds.

In accordance with Chugani and Irwin’s findings on the impor-
tance of the social environment in facilitating happiness with pur-
chases, Bastos and Brucks show that post-purchase sharing (i.e., tell-
ing others) mediates the effect of purchase type on happiness. Pre-
cisely, they find that the superiority of experiential purchases over 
material purchases in advancing happiness (Van Boven and Gilov-
ich, 2003) can be explained by people’s greater inclination to share 
the former with others. Additionally, they show that people expect 
to be more highly regarded by others as a result of sharing their life 
experiences versus their material objects. This expectation, in turn, 
explains people’s stronger inclination to share experiences (vs. ob-
jects). The authors limit the long abstract to one study in order to of-
fer a deeper explanation of procedures and findings (which replicate 
across all studies). For conference presentation purposes four studies 
will be presented.

Next, Carter and Gilovich strengthen the premise that the link 
between a purchase and the social self is critical for consumer happi-
ness. They argue that, due to their intangibility, experiences exist in 
our collection of memories instead of in the physical world, as do ob-
jects. Accordingly, they present empirical support for the proposition 
that experiences form a larger part of the self (i.e., people see them as 
being closer and more representative of the self), and that this aspect 
explains why experiential purchases are more satisfying than mate-
rial purchases. Thus, this research suggests that life experiences (vs. 
material goods) contribute more to the social self and, consequently, 
afford greater rewards.

Lastly, Caprariello and Reis provide further evidence for the im-
portance of considering the relationship context of consumption in 
understanding consumer happiness with purchases. Specifically, the 
authors find that the ability of a purchase to promote social interac-
tion predicts the amount of happiness generated, and that this factor 
helps explain the experiential vs. material distinction found in prior 
literature (Van Boven and Gilovich, 2003). These findings suggest 
that spending money to do or have things with others may be one 
method for promoting happiness. 

In summary, this research suggests that social factors play an 
important role in consumer happiness from the perspectives of con-
sumption setting, post-purchase interpersonal sharing, construction 
of a social self, and interpersonal relatedness. Separately these works 
shed light on nuanced processes, and together they provide a broad 
and coherent understanding of the happiness phenomenon. As such, 
they should be well-received by a wide audience and especially valu-
able to researchers interested in consumer happiness and the related 
concepts of the social environment, social sharing, social self, and 
social relationships.

This session embraces diversity by 1) suggesting a diverse set 
of novel constructs that affect happiness, 2) illuminating different 
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perspectives through which to define sociality, 3) presenting a rich 
variety of experimental approaches, and 4) including a geographi-
cally and culturally diverse team of researchers.  

What Are Others thinking?:  
Hedonic Adaptation in Public Consumption Contexts

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Happiness (and unhappiness) with purchases generally dimin-

ishes over time: positive purchases become less positive and negative 
purchases become less negative (Frederick & Loewenstein, 1999); 
this process is often termed “hedonic adaptation”. We examine the 
effect of an everyday social force on adaptation by asking how the 
presence of others while experiencing a product affects adaptation to 
that product. Four studies show that public contexts impede adapta-
tion by inducing consumers to consider what others think of their 
product. Consumers who like their product assume others view their 
product favorably, and this enjoyable experience impedes adaptation 
over time.

Study 1
Study 1 tracked real-time adaptation to a product in lab. Par-

ticipants were either (1) out of view from each other with dividers 
between lab stations (private condition) or (2) allowed to be seen by 
others, with no dividers (public condition). We manipulated cogni-
zance of public context by asking participants either to report on an 
experience where they were the center of attention (priming cogni-
zance of public context) or to describe a picture of a mundane fish 
or lamp (neutral prime). We then gave participants one of 9 products 
and tracked adaptation by measuring initial happiness and happiness 
at two other subsequent points.

There was an interaction between consumption context, 
public context cognizance, time period, and initial happiness 
(F(1,188)=7.95, p<.01). For those who were primed with public con-
text cognizance (but not for those who received the neutral prime), a 
public context kept those who were initially happy with their product 
happy for a longer period of time (F(1,188)=6.75, p=.01) and those 
who were initially unhappy with their product unhappy for a longer 
period of time (F(1,188)=3.21, p=.07) than a private context. In sum, 
in a public context, with a public prime, adaptation was impeded. 

Study 2:
Study 2 replicated the methodology of Study 1. However, 

rather than priming cognizance of public contexts, we measured 
participants’ Self Monitoring scores. High self monitors are more 
chronically cognizant of being observed in public than are low self-
monitors (Lavine & Snyder, 1996; Snyder & DeBono, 2008). Thus, 
we would expect SM scores to operate similar to the prime used in 
Study 2, providing triangulating evidence for our public cognizance 
moderator. We collected happiness at two time points.

There was a significant interaction between SM score, con-
sumption context, and initial happiness with the product on happi-
ness at Time 2 (F(1,299)=4.23, p<.05). Consumption context had 
a significant effect among high self monitors (fitting model at high 
SM score: consumption context X Time 1 happiness interaction, 
(F(1,299)=4.25, p<.05) but not among low self monitors (fitting 
model at low SM score: consumption context X Time 1 interaction, 
(F(1,299)=.91, NS). For instance, a public consumption context kept 
high (but not low) self monitors who were initially happy with their 
products happier for a longer period of time (F(1,299)=7.27, p<.01) 
than did a private context. Thus, Study 2 again showed, using a com-
bination of our manipulated public/private variable and a measured 

variable, that the more consumers are cognizant of public contexts 
the more slowly they adapt to products.

Study 3
Study 3 tests our mechanism directly by manipulating whether 

participants are cued to see their products through others’ eyes (oth-
ers’ eyes manipulation). We placed all participants in a public con-
text and asked them to report initial happiness with one of 8 products 
we gave them. Then, half reported how happy they thought others in 
the room thought they were with their product (others’ eyes prime), 
and the other half answered filler questions (neutral prime). Partici-
pants then reported their happiness with the product two more times 
throughout the session so that we could track adaptation.

There was a significant “others’ eyes” manipulation X time peri-
od X initial happiness interaction on happiness at a given time period 
(F(1,136)=5.22, p<.05). Participants in the neutral prime condition 
experienced adaptation to their products over time (significant time 
period X initial happiness interaction, (F(1,136)=15.44, p<.001) but 
participants who were cued to look at their product through others’ 
eyes did not exhibit adaptation at all (non-significant time period X 
initial happiness interaction, (F(1,136)=.95, NS). 

Summary
Three studies provide evidence that public (vs. private) con-

sumption contexts impede adaptation among individuals who are 
aware of being in a public context by causing consumers to view 
their products not only through their own eyes but also through the 
eyes of others. 
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Verbal Sharing: Purchase, tell Others, and be Happy

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Recently, the relation between purchases and happiness has 

received increased attention from academics and the popular press 
(Flatow, 2009; Pelletier, 2009). A common finding is that experien-
tial purchases are better than material purchases at advancing happi-
ness (Van Boven & Gilovich, 2003). A question that deserves further 
attention, however, is: What mechanism(s) underlies such effect?

Aiming to address that question, we drew on the disclosure 
and social sharing literatures to argue that consumers of experienc-
es (e.g., taking a kayaking trip) are more likely than consumers of 
objects (e.g., buying a kayak) to share (i.e., tell others about) their 
purchases and to, in turn, enjoy the benefits of such activity (hypoth-
esis 1 below). To provide support for this proposition, two questions 
should be addressed: 1) Why would people be more inclined to share 
experiential than material purchases?, and 2) How beneficial is shar-
ing?
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With regards to the first question, previous research (Van Boven, 
Campbell & Gilovich, 2010) shows that individuals form less favor-
able impressions of people associated with material (vs. experien-
tial) purchases, and enjoy having conversations about experiential 
purchases more than about material purchases. Van Boven et al. thus 
conclude that “being associated with materialistic rather than experi-
ential pursuits can pose a barrier to successful social relationships (p. 
560).” Accordingly, we expect that people are more inclined to share 
their experiential (vs. material) purchases; and that such behavioral 
difference is driven by their expectations that sharing experiential 
(vs. material) purchases will lead others to form more favorable im-
pressions about them (hypothesis 2 below).

Answering the second question, research suggests that sharing 
leads to far-reaching benefits. For example, sharing provides the tell-
er with greater positive affect and well-being (Gable, Reis, Impett, 
& Asher, 2004). Additionally, it brings interpersonal rewards in the 
form of teller’s greater liking for the listener as a result of having dis-
closed to him/her (Collins & Miller, 1994). Lastly, sharing benefits 
the disclosed event itself. It helps one achieve a better understanding 
of the shared event (Finkenauer & Rime, 1998), “creates an opportu-
nity for reliving and reexperiencing the event” (Gable et al. 2004, p. 
229), and “make[s] the event both more memorable to oneself and to 
others (Langston, 1994, p. 1113).” Harrigan (2001) summed the rel-
evance of sharing by stating, “Happiness held is the seed; happiness 
shared is the flower”. So, compelling evidence indicates various ben-
efits of sharing. What remains unknown, however, is whether post-
purchase sharing affects a purchase’s ability to advance happiness. 

Based on the above-mentioned findings, we argue that consum-
ers of experiential (vs. material) purchases are more inclined to share 
the details of their purchase with others and, in turn, more likely to 
draw rewards (i.e., happiness) from doing so (H1), and that those 
consumers’ expectations for how they will be regarded by others 
explain the difference in inclination to share (H2). This mediated-
mediation can be formally hypothesized as:

Hypothesis 1:  Sharing will mediate the effect of purchase type 
on happiness.

Hypothesis 2:  Regard will mediate the effect of purchase type 
on sharing.  

Experimental design
To test our two hypotheses, we conducted an experiment with 

95 participants who were randomly assigned to one of two condi-
tions: material vs. experiential purchase. Participants were given in-
structions of what constitutes a material (or experiential) purchase 
and were asked to recall and write about a fifty-dollar personal pur-
chase that reflected the condition they were in. Next, participants 
answered, on 7-point Likert scales, questions related to happiness 
(e.g., When you think about this purchase, how happy does it make 
you?), sharing behavior (e.g., I would feel excited about sharing the 
details of my object/experience; I would want to share with others 
the details of my object/experience), and regard (I think the person 
listening to me would regard me more highly after learning about my 
object/experience).

Results
Our results supported hypothesis 1. Specifically, we conducted 

four regressions (a-d) and a Sobel (1982) test of mediation and found 
that (a) experiential purchases advanced significantly more happi-
ness than did material purchases (F(1, 94) = 3.97, p = .04). Further, 

significant effects were found when (b) the mediator (i.e., sharing) 
was regressed on the IV (i.e., purchase type) (F(1, 94) = 8.73, p = 
.004), and (c) the DV (i.e., happiness) was regressed on the mediator 
(F(1, 94) = 18.49, p < .001). Importantly, (d) when happiness was re-
gressed on both purchase type and sharing the previously significant 
main effect of purchase type on happiness became nonsignificant (p 
= .36). In line with this, our Sobel test showed a significant result (z 
= 2.34, p = .01). As hypothesized, these results suggest that sharing 
mediates the effect of purchase type on happiness. 

To test hypothesis 2, we conducted a similar set of analyses and 
found significant effects for (a) purchase type on sharing (F(1, 94) 
= 8.73, p = .004), (b) regard (i.e., the mediator) on sharing (F(1, 94) 
= 10.75, p = .001), and (c) purchase type on regard (F(1, 94) = 3.92, 
p = .05). Revealingly, when both purchase type and regard were in-
cluded in the model, the relation between purchase type and sharing 
was attenuated (F(1, 94) = 2.40, p = .01). Finally, the Sobel test indi-
cated a marginally significant effect (z = 1.66, p = .09). These results 
support the premise that regard plays at least a partial mediating role 
in the effect of purchase type on sharing.  

According to these analyses, the following picture emerges 
from our research: Experiential purchases are better than material 
purchases at advancing happiness (replicating Van Boven & Gilov-
ich, 2003), and sharing mediates that effect. The difference in shar-
ing is explained, in turn, by how people expect to be regarded as a 
result of their sharing. To our knowledge, this is the first research in 
marketing that examines the role of sharing in advancing consumer 
happiness. Moreover, these findings illustrate how important post-
consumption events are for happiness. This is especially relevant 
given previous evidence suggesting that pre-consumption states 
(e.g., a sense of anticipation), but not post-consumption ones, are 
effective in generating happiness (Nawijn, Marchand, Veenhoven, & 
Vingerhoets, 2010).
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On the Importance of Experiential Purchases to  
Defining and Preserving the Self-Concept

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Can money buy happiness? Generally, the answer is thought 

to be no. However, it may simply be that people are not spending 
their money wisely. Previous research suggests that greater happi-
ness can be found in experiential purchases (e.g. meals at restaurants, 
vacations, and concerts) than with material purchases (e.g. clothes, 
jewelry, and gadgets; Carter & Gilovich, 2010; Van Boven & Gilov-
ich, 2003). One of the cited reasons for this difference in satisfaction 
is that experiences make a greater contribution to the “social self” 
than do material possessions. So far this has not been empirically 
demonstrated. The present research aims to do just that, as well as to 
examine whether this is qualified by trait materialism. 

Why might experiential purchases form a greater part of the 
social self than material possessions? We believe there are several 
reasons, but one of the most important is that experiences, being 
largely intangible, exist primarily in memory, whereas possessions 
are largely tangible objects that persist in the physical world. It is 
partly because they persist in memory that experiences become more 
truly part of who we are, as it is our collection of memories and ex-
periences that define us. 

If experiences do form a larger part of the social self, why would 
they be more satisfying than possessions? First, being physical ob-
jects, material possessions are subject to the ravages of time. Clothes 
get dingy and torn, mp3 players become obsolete, cars break down. 
Experiences, on the other hand, may actually see their greatest ben-
efit over time (Carter & Gilovich, 2010). Indeed, people tend to take 
the “rosy view” of experiences over time, even though the actual 
experience might be fraught with disappointing moments (Mitchell 
et al., 1997; cf. Nicolao, Irwin & Goodwin, 2009). 

Second, and related to the first, as part of the social self, memo-
ries of purchased experiences can be embellished using the same 
sorts of motivated biases that allow people to maintain positive self-
views (e.g. Dunning, 2005). Being intangible, experiences may be 
more open to construals or (re)interpretation than possessions, an 
essential part of the process of motivated reasoning (Kunda, 1990). It 
may be that evaluating the quality of one’s experiences is, in essence, 
evaluating aspects of oneself, and as a result, people are motivated 
to see those experiences in a positive light, particularly over time. 

We first wanted to test whether people do, in an almost literal 
sense, think of their experiential purchases as being closer to their 
social self than their material purchases. Participants were first asked 
to briefly describe 8 important purchases they had made, four ma-
terial, and four experiential. Borrowing a page from work on the 

different conceptions of self in independent and interdependent cul-
tures (Markus & Kitayama, 1991), we showed participants a sample 
diagram where circles representing different family members were 
plotted around a Self-circle such that the proximity of the family 
member represented the degree of overlap with the self. Participants 
were asked to follow a similar logic in plotting each of the eight pur-
chases around a central Self-circle. We measured the distance from 
the center of each purchase’s circle to the center of the Self-circle. 
As predicted, participants plotted their experiences closer to the Self 
than they did their possessions, paired t(47) = 2.09, p < .05. This 
result was not qualified by participants’ trait materialism.

Next, we wanted to know if people would choose to use their 
experiential purchases more than their material purchases when de-
scribing themselves. Again, participants were asked to recall and 
briefly describe 10 purchases, five material, and five experiential. 
They were then asked to tell their life story, and were encouraged 
to incorporate into the narrative the purchases they had previously 
listed where appropriate. As predicted, participants included more 
of their experiential purchases (40%) than their material purchases 
(22%) into their life narrative, paired t(89) = 5.94, p < .001. Again, 
participants’ level of materialism did not qualify these findings.

Most importantly, we wanted to know whether these findings 
could help explain why experiences tend to be more satisfying than 
possessions. We asked one sample of participants whether a stranger 
would have greater insight into their “true self” as a result of know-
ing about their experiential or material purchase history. As predict-
ed, participants believed that knowledge of a their experiences was 
the clearer window to their self, t(120) = 4.08, p < .001. This belief 
was also significantly correlated with participants’ greater satisfac-
tion with a specific experience over a specific possession (r = .19, 
p < .05).

One consequence of experiences being a greater part of the self 
is that people would be less willing to give up those memories, as 
it would mean deleting a part of the self (Gilovich, 1991). In a final 
study, participants were asked to recall and briefly describe either a 
material or experiential purchase, and then to imagine that they could 
go back in time and swap out their memories of that purchase for 
memories of a different purchase. Participants were more satisfied 
with their purchases in the experiential than in the material condi-
tion. Participants in the material condition were both less satisfied 
with their purchases, t(58) = 2.22, p < .04, and more willing to ex-
change their memories than participants in the experiential condi-
tion, t(58) = 2.88, p < .01. This difference in how closely participants 
clung to the memories of their purchase mediated the difference in 
satisfaction between conditions, Sobel z = 1.99, p < .05.

These results, taken together, suggest that people do indeed 
hold their experiences more closely to their social self than their pos-
sessions, and that this tendency helps to explain why, ultimately, ex-
periences tend to be more satisfying than possessions. What’s more, 
it was not only those low in materialism who show this tendency, 
suggesting that there may be a disconnect between what materialists 
believe will be meaningful to them, and what actually is. Indeed, 
from many angles, it seems that purchasing experiences will ulti-
mately prove a better investment for one’s well-being.
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It’s the Company that Counts:  
Shared Experiences and Possessions Make People 
Happier than Experiences and Possessions Alone

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
One reliable way to elevate happiness appears to be spending 

money on life experiences over material possessions (Van Boven & 
Gilovich, 2003). Van Boven and Gilovich defined experiential pur-
chases as “events or series of events that a person lives through” 
(2003, p. 1194). In a series of studies, they found that people reported 
greater happiness by spending their discretionary money – money 
spent with the intention of increasing happiness – on experiences 
rather than on material possessions. Importantly, this effect repli-
cated in a nationally representative sample and has been documented 
in retrospective, concurrent, and longitudinal reports of well-being 
(Howell & Hill, 2009; Nicolao, Irwin, & Goodman, 2009).

The present research proposes that distinguishing spending 
along a materialism-experientialism dimension overlooks another 
important difference between life experiences and material posses-
sions: Typically, experiences are more likely than material things 
to involve other persons. Extensive research shows that social rela-
tions, especially those that foster feelings of connectedness, are in-
fluential sources of happiness (e.g., Argyle, 1999; Berscheid & Reis, 
1998; Baumeister & Leary, 1995; Reis, Clark, & Holmes, 2004). We 
suggest that the sharing involved in experiences is central to their 
benefits relative to material possessions. If correct, happiness would 
be obtained indirectly from experiential activities, and directly from 
sharing the activities interpersonally.

On the other hand, material possessions tend to be associated 
with self-oriented motives, such as a desire to signal uniqueness 
(Berger & Heath, 2007), status (Griskevicius, Tybur, Sundie, Cialdi-
ni, Miller, & Kenrick, 2007), and identity (Belk, 1988), or to bolster 
self-esteem (Escalas & Bettman, 2003). Thus material possessions 
in and of themselves tend to lack the central quality of experiences 

that make them amenable to improving happiness – the involvement 
of others.

In Study 1, we tested how the happiness benefits of experiential 
buying varied as a function of social involvement. Here, 327 partici-
pants were randomly assigned to pick between 1 of 2 kinds of pur-
chases – between material objects and social experiences, material 
objects and solitary experiences, and solitary and social experiences. 
When comparing material purchases to social experiences, partici-
pants were significantly more likely to indicate that social experience 
would make them happier, M = .70, χ2(1) = 151.36, p < .001. When 
comparing material purchases to solitary experiences, participants 
were significantly less likely to indicate that solitary experiences 
would make them happier, M = .38, χ2(1) = 54.22, p < .001. Finally, 
when comparing solitary to social experiences, participants were sig-
nificantly more likely to indicate that social experiences would make 
them happier, M = .85, χ2(1) = 465.08, p < .001. These results make 
clear that sharing experiences with others is necessary for deriving 
happiness from the experience. In fact, when presented with the op-
tion of a material possession or an experience without others, partici-
pants favored the material good over the experience.

Nevertheless, these results raise the question: Can the value of 
material possessions be enhanced by involving others? Some materi-
al possessions can certainly facilitate social interactions (e.g., board 
games, sports equipment, and stereo systems for family rooms). 
Furthermore, people strategically act on this knowledge by spend-
ing money for this purpose (e.g., to re-affiliate following rejection; 
Mead, Baumeister, Stillman, Rawn, & Vohs, 2011). If social interac-
tions are as critical to happiness as research suggests, then material 
possessions obtained in the service of enhancing social interaction 
may make people happier than material objects obtained primarily 
for personal use. From this reasoning, we propose that proper under-
standing of the happiness benefits of life experiences versus material 
possessions requires consideration of whether one’s purchases are 
meant to be shared or solitary. Crossing these two dimensions results 
in four possibilities: Shared experiences, shared possessions, soli-
tary experiences, and solitary possessions. We hypothesize that the 
social-solitary dimension better predicts anticipated happiness from 
spending than the materialism-experientialism dimension.

In Study 2, 308 participants were given definitions of discre-
tionary spending and were asked to think about the last time they 
spent their discretionary money to further their happiness. No other 
leading instructions were given. After describing the purchase and 
rating their happiness with it, participants self-coded the purchases 
into experiential-material and social-solitary categories. Based on 
this four-category conceptualization, we found evidence for the ef-
fects of social involvement on happiness but not for experientialism. 
In other words, we found that, collapsing across self-coded material 
and experiential purchases, the effect of sharing purchases on hap-
piness was significant, F(1, 295) = 10.76, p < .001, such that social 
purchases were recalled as making people happier (M = 3.89) than 
purchases for solitary consumption (M = 3.45). Neither the main ef-
fect of experiential-material consumption nor the interaction were 
significant F < 1.0, F(1, 295) = 2.11, ns, respectively. 

To ensure that our results were not biased by participants rating 
themselves, three coders, blind to conditions, rated every purchase 
along the same two dimensions as before. We found the same re-
sults with coder ratings as we had found with participant ratings, 
Fsocial-solitary(1, 297) = 6.29, p = .01, all other Fs < 1.0, with social 
experiences (M = 3.77) trumping solitary experiences (M = 3.45). In 
this study, therefore, we extended prior research by showing that the 
happiness benefits of social involvement, whether for experiential 
or materialistic purchasing, trump the happiness benefits of experi-
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ential buying per se. Furthermore, these results can not be explained 
by socially desirable responding, because participants were not led 
to think about the potential value or drawbacks of presenting them-
selves either experientially or materialistically (Van Boven, Camp-
bell, & Gilovich, 2010).

Overall, these results are consistent with recent findings that 
spending money on others makes people happier than spending mon-
ey on oneself (Dunn et al., 2008). Although evidence suggests that 
merely reminding people of money distances the self from others 
(Vohs, Mead, & Goode, 2006), overcoming a self-reliant mindset to 
spend money to do or have things with others, rather than to do or 
have things strictly for oneself, may be an important outlet for pro-
moting sustainable happiness (Lyubomirsky, Sheldon, & Schkade, 
2005).
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
These papers focus upon the process of consumption in a variety 

of ways: by jointly investigating the discrete stages of the choice pro-
cess, considering the emotions consumers feel when confronted with 
a stockout during a choice situation, assessing the impact of interrup-
tions on consumption and exploring how the timing of evaluations 
impact the overall positivity of those evaluations.   Broadly, each of 
the papers examines consumer satisfaction across the consumption 
process, predicting high levels of dissatisfaction depending upon the 
timing of judgment, the emotions felt or interruptions experienced 
during the consumption experience.  The first paper (Mandel and 
Nowlis) emphasizes the distinction between satisfaction after choice 
but before consumption, compared with satisfaction after consump-
tion. The second paper (Coleman Williams and Fitzsimons) focuses 
upon emotional reactions during the consumption process and their 
implications for decision satisfaction and downstream behaviors.  
The third paper (Isakman, Cavanaugh, MacInnis and Ülüman) fo-
cuses upon how curiosity-evoking interruptions to consumption can 
influence satisfaction levels.  The fourth paper (Ringler, Morales and 
Sirianni) examines how the timing of when consumers provide eval-
uations influences consumer satisfaction.  Together these papers sug-
gest that the way in which the consumption process unfolds, rather 
than simply the moment of consuming the chosen item, influences 
consumer satisfaction in substantial ways.

The first paper in this session (Mandel and Nowlis) examines 
the separate and joint effects of forming expectations, making a 
choice and actually consuming the chosen item on consumption en-
joyment.  Results show that consistent with the cognitive dissonance 
literature, participants who formed expectations and chose, but did 
not consume, bolstered their choices by showing a divergence of al-
ternatives after forming expectations.   However, participants who 
formed expectations, made a choice, and then consumed their choice 
experienced lower consumption enjoyment than those in other condi-
tions, due to the convergence of option attractiveness after consump-

tion.  This research offers implications for the many studies pub-
lished on the topic of dissonance, examining the degree to which the 
frequently obtained effect of spreading of alternatives persists after 
consumers have consumed their selections.  

The second paper in this session (Coleman, Williams and Fitzsi-
mons) examines the emotions consumers feel in response to experi-
encing a stockout. Previous research has shown that stockouts reduce 
decision satisfaction and lead to store or brand-switching behaviors 
and negative word of mouth.  In this paper, the authors suggest that 
the effect of stockouts on satisfaction is mediated by their immediate 
emotional reactions to the stockout situation.  Results show that con-
sumers often feel anger and disappointment in response to a stockout 
and that these emotions differentially predict the actions consumers 
take in response to a stockout.  Results suggest that consumers nearly 
always feel disappointed in response to a stockout but that they are 
likely to feel angry when the stockout affects an item they are highly 
committeed to or when the stockout feels personal.  Three studies 
demonstrate that consumers naturally experience anger and disap-
pointment in response to stockouts, and that anger leads to greater 
levels of damaging retaliatory behaviors (e.g., store switching) while 
disappointment predicts choice deferral. 

The third paper (Isakman, Cavanaugh, MacInnis and Ülkümen) 
examines the impact of increasingly common curiosity-arousing 
contexts on consumption experiences.   Daily occurrences of ring-
ing cell phones, incoming email notifications, or unopened mail can 
evoke curiosity about who is calling or writing, what they have to 
say, and whether there is good or bad news to be learned. Defining 
curiosity as a feeling of deprivation that arises when there is a gap 
between what one knows currently (i.e., someone is trying to get in 
touch with me) and what wants to know (who is it and what do they 
want to tell me), the paper suggests that individuals in a state of cu-
riosity feel deprived because the resolution of the curiosity-evoking 
event is self-relevant but unknown to them, and may interrupt con-
sumption in order to attend to these events. Results show that that 
curiosity-evoking events evoke a feeling of deprivation and a state of 
discomfort that motivates an impulsive search for resolution.  Such 
information seeking behavior disrupts the consumption experience 
and undermines its enjoyment.

The fourth paper in this session (Ringler, Morales and Sirianni), 
in contrast, suggests that taking time to provide evaluations during 
consumption can lead to more favorable reviews and higher levels of 
satisfaction than evaluations provided after a delay.  Results demon-
strate that these effects are driven by higher levels of negative emo-
tions at the time of delayed evaluation, suggesting that merely ask-
ing customers for feedback one week after their experiences creates 
negative feelings that then color consumer evaluations.  Consumers 
find delayed evaluations to require a greater expenditure of effort as 
they work to recall their real-time feelings and experiences.  This 
extra effort leads to more negative affect and thus decreased evalua-
tions and satisfaction.

This session is likely to be of interest broadly to ACR mem-
bers, including those interested in consumer satisfaction, those who 
study emotions, and those interested in how new technologies might 
influence consumer behavior. The session furthers the conference’s 
mission of appreciating diversity in a variety of ways. While all the 
papers in this session focus broadly upon consumer satisfaction or 
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dissatisfaction as the consumption process unfolds, they approach 
that topic from different directions. 

the Road not taken: the Effect of Forming  
Pre-Choice Product Expectations and Making a Choice 

on Subsequent Consumption Enjoyment

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Consumers often form expectations about products before 

choosing and consuming an option.  For example, a consumer at-
tending a wine-tasting might form detailed expectations about the 
attributes of each wine, such as whether it will be fruity, earthy, pun-
gent, or resinous.  Will this person enjoy consuming the chosen wine 
more or less than someone who does not form such detailed expecta-
tions?  While prior research has examined how the acts of forming 
expectations, choosing, and consuming can independently influence 
satisfaction or consumption enjoyment, this paper is the first to dem-
onstrate that the combination of all three is both necessary and suf-
ficient to systematically lower consumption enjoyment.

One line of prior research, based on the theory of cognitive dis-
sonance (Festinger 1957) suggests that forming expectations prior 
to choice may increase consumption enjoyment, because consumers 
may want to defend their choice by increasing their stated preference 
for the chosen option.  This phenomenon is known as “spreading of 
alternatives,” because individuals indicate a higher attractiveness dif-
ferential between the options after choice, compared to before choice 
(Brehm 1956).  Although thousands of studies have been published 
on the topic of cognitive dissonance since the 1950s, to our knowl-
edge not a single study has investigated whether such spreading of 
alternatives persists after consumers have consumed their selections.  
We examine this question in our studies.

A second line of prior research suggests that thinking too hard 
about the available options (which may occur while forming such 
expectations) may lower product satisfaction (Wilson and Schooler 
1991).  In attempt to reconcile these disparate prior findings, we 
propose that when consumers form expectations, consistent with the 
cognitive dissonance literature, the attractiveness of the two product 
options diverge after choice (but only when the product is not in fact 
consumed, as is typical in this literature).  However, consistent with 
more recent literature (Litt and Tormala 2010), we also predict that 
after forming expectations, choice, and consumption, the attractive-
ness of those same two options converge; that is, the chosen option 
becomes less attractive and the unchosen option becomes more at-
tractive (Carmon et al. 2003).  This convergence of alternatives leads 
to regret and ultimately reduces consumption enjoyment.

The purpose of study 1 was to examine the joint effects of form-
ing expectations, making a choice, and consuming that choice on 
option attractiveness and consumption enjoyment.  We conducted a 
2 (Formed expectations:  Yes vs. No) x 2 (Made a Choice:  Yes vs. 
No) x 2 (Product Consumed:  Yes vs. No) between-subjects design 
with 436 participants who chose between two equally attractive fla-
vors of jelly beans: Very Cherry and Green Apple. Participants in 
the formed expectations condition provided ratings for of how much 
they expected each option to be sweet, tart, refreshing, flavorful, 
sour, chewy, and good tasting.  Participants in the no expectations 
condition did not give any such ratings.  Participants in the choice 
condition chose between the two jelly beans, and participants in the 
no choice condition received an assigned jelly bean. Participants in 
the consumption condition consumed the chosen or assigned jelly 
bean, while participants in the no consumption condition did not 
consume a jelly bean.  

 We calculated the attractiveness differential as the differ-
ence in attractiveness between the chosen/assigned and unchosen/
unassigned option.  Consistent with prior research on the spread-
ing of alternatives, the attractiveness differential was significantly 
larger when participants made a choice than when they did not make 
a choice.  Furthermore, in support of our predictions, participants 
who formed expectations, made a choice, and consumed that choice 
enjoyed the product significantly less than participants who did not 
form expectations, but did make a choice and consume that choice.  
Consistent with the cognitive dissonance literature, participants who 
did not consume bolstered their choices by showing a divergence 
of alternatives after forming expectations.   However, as predicted, 
participants who formed expectations, made a choice, and then con-
sumed their choice experienced lower consumption enjoyment than 
those in other conditions, due to the convergence of option attrac-
tiveness after consumption.  

One limitation of study 1 is that, unlike in classic cognitive dis-
sonance studies, we did not look at the change in attractiveness rat-
ings over time within a single participant.  Our preliminary findings 
suggest a timing component; that is, consumers’ ratings of two op-
tions diverge after choice, but then they converge after consumption 
due to regret or disappointment.  In order to establish these changes 
over time, we implemented an experiment (otherwise similar to 
study 1) in which each participant rated the two product options (jel-
ly beans) at three different time periods:  after forming expectations 
(when applicable), after choosing, and after consuming their choice.  

Our analysis revealed a replication of study 1, in which the 
combination of forming expectations, making a choice, and consum-
ing that choice reduced consumption enjoyment.  More specifically, 
participants enjoyed consuming their choices significantly less when 
they had first formed expectations than when they had not.  Sec-
ond, participants who formed expectations indeed demonstrated a 
significant spreading of alternatives when rating the attractiveness 
of the chosen option after choice (M = 4.55 after expectations vs. 
M = 5.33 after choice) and a significant convergence of attractive-
ness after consumption (M = 4.74 after consumption).  This finding 
provides further support for the idea that the product options shift in 
attractiveness at various stages in the decision process.

We are currently running additional studies to uncover the cog-
nitive process underlying these results.  It is possible that consumers 
who bolster their choices feel disappointed after consumption due to 
expectation disconfirmation.  Alternatively, because demonstrating 
spreading alternatives in preferences reduces cognitive dissonance 
and thus psychological discomfort (Elliot & Devine 1994; Galinsky 
et al. 2000), it is possible that the act of consumption reduces such 
discomfort, rendering this bias no longer necessary.  To tease apart 
these alternative explanations, study 3 (ongoing) measures how well 
consumption of the products matched participants’ expectations and 
their disappointment and psychological discomfort levels, as well 
as individual differences in regret tendencies.  Study 3 also extends 
the findings of the first two studies to an additional product category 
(music).

Angry Avengers or disappointed deferrers:  
Consumers’ Emotional Reactions to Stockouts

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Stockouts are a common retail experience, with estimates in the 

range of an average of 10-20 percent of items being unavailable on 
a typical afternoon (IHL Group 2008). Given the practical impor-
tance and general prevalence of stockouts, understanding consumer 
responses to out-of-stocks and the costs of product unavailability has 
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been an area of considerable interest both in marketing and supply 
chain management. 

The behaviors consumers engage in following a stockout can 
vary considerably, thus impacting key players in the chain differ-
ently: from buying another brand in the same store (hurting the 
manufacturer, but not the retailer) or switching to another store alto-
gether (hurting the retailer, but not the manufacturer), to long-term 
effects such as negative word of mouth and reduced attitudes toward 
the store and the brand. Few papers have examined the underlying 
causes of consumer response to stockouts, or what drives consumers 
to choose one behavioral response over another. In this research, we 
seek to better understand when and why consumers retaliate with 
specific behaviors when encountering a stockout. 

In four experiments we examine when and why stockouts im-
pact consumers’ retaliatory behaviors, focusing upon the mediational 
role of emotions and satisfaction jointly. We predict that two emo-
tions will be important for stockouts: anger and disappointment. An-
ger tends to arise when an individual’s goal progress is impeded: 
feels caused by another person, perceived as controllable by that 
other person, and seems personally directed (Frijda, Kuipers, & ter 
Schure 1989). Anger typically leads to active retaliation and an an-
tagonistic response. This is in contrast to disappointment, which is 
caused by the situation, is perceived as uncontrollable, and is imper-
sonal. Disappointment leads to more passive retaliation, where the 
individual attempts to change the situation (Zeelenberg et al. 1998). 

We examine when consumers are likely to experience anger 
versus disappointment in response to a stockout and how those dis-
crete emotions lead to different patterns of retaliatory behaviors to-
ward a retailer or brand.  With this focus, we look more deeply at 
the psychological processes that mediate stockout experiences on 
consumer evaluations and reactionary behaviors.  Results demon-
strate that consumers naturally experience anger and disappointment 
in response to stockouts, and that anger leads to greater levels of 
damaging retaliatory behaviors (e.g., store switching) while disap-
pointment predicts choice deferral.

In a first exploratory study, we examine whether consumers nat-
urally discuss stockout experiences in emotional terms, and specifi-
cally if anger and disappointment are innate reactions to an out-of-
stock situation. Participants were asked to recall and describe their 
most recent stockout experience. Participants described a variety of 
stockout situations, across different retailers, for items at different 
price levels. Across their open-ended responses, 60% of respondents 
mentioned experiencing an emotion in response to a stockout: spe-
cifically, 40% of respondents experienced disappointment, while 
16% mentioned feeling angry or furious, and two respondents (4%) 
mentioned another emotion—panic. Thus, more than half of the re-
spondents mentioned emotions in their discussion of stockouts.

The second study sought to manipulate aspects of the stockout 
situation in order to determine the underlying causes of the different 
emotional reactions—and whether each emotion predicts a specific 
punitive response. Participants completed an engaging online shop-
ping task in which they were purchasing a cake to take to a dinner par-
ty. Two factors were manipulated: the availability of their preferred 
cake (in-stock, out-of-stock), and their commitment to the preferred 
cake (high, low). Following the cake purchase situation, participants 
completed a variety of measures, including: emotion ratings, their 
satisfaction with the decision process, likelihood of returning to the 
bakery in the future (store switching), and what they would tell their 
friends about the bakery (word-of-mouth).  Participants’ feelings of 
anger were affected by availability, such that participants who expe-
rienced a stockout were significantly angrier than those whose cake 
was available; this result is qualified by a significant interaction of 

availability and commitment, such that when their cake was out-of-
stock, highly committed participants were angrier than those with 
low commitment to the out of stock item. On the other hand, disap-
pointment was only affected by availability—commitment did not 
amplify consumers’ feelings of disappointment. Similarly, decision 
satisfaction was also only impacted by availability; unsurprisingly, 
participants whose preferred cake was out-of-stock experienced 
lower satisfaction with their decision. 

In the third study, the personalization of the stockout announce-
ment was manipulated such that participants entered their name at 
the beginning of the study, and then—upon reaching the checkout 
counter—the baker told them that he would never sell their preferred 
cake to a person with the subject’s name (personal), or simply that 
he had already sold the last one of their preferred cake (impersonal). 
Participants were more angry when the stockout was personal (M 
= 5.56) than impersonal (M = 4.50; F(1, 254) = 14.659, p < .001), 
yet disappointment was equal across the two conditions (Mperson-
al=4.43, Mimpersonal=4.06, p > .75). Similarly, individuals who felt 
personally targeted for the stockout were less likely to return to the 
bakery (M = 30.01) than those who received an impersonal stockout 
(M = 51.91; F(1, 254) = 27.196, p < .001), and this result was medi-
ated by feelings of anger (z = -2.48, p < .05). This study demonstrates 
that with higher commitment comes greater anger, which then leads 
to retaliatory behaviors; while disappointment remains constant.

In Study 4 participants complete the same cake shopping sce-
nario but we manipulate their commitment level by having them first 
specify what cake they would buy (chocolate, carrot, or fruit) and, 
in the high commitment condition, write about why that cake would 
make a good gift. Also, in this study, after experiencing a stock-out 
of their preferred cake participants were given the option of either 
choosing another in-stock cake or indicating they would choose to 
go to another bakery altogether.  As in the previous studies, highly 
committed participants were more angry (M = 4.39) than low com-
mitment (M = 3.44; F(1, 145) = 7.622, p < .01). Interestingly, disap-
pointment was also higher in the high commitment condition (M = 
3.88) than the low (M = 3.28; F(1, 145) = 5.154, p < .05). Commit-
ment also affected the likelihood that an individual would choose 
to go to a different store, such that high commitment led to a higher 
likelihood of store switching (β = 1.519, p < .001). Anger ratings 
partially mediated the effect of commitment on store switching (z 
= -1.817, p = .062), while disappointment ratings did not (z = 1.54, 
p > .15).

These studies tell a consistent story of emotions in reactions to 
stockouts: anger and disappointment are integral to the experience of 
stockouts. In particular, as an individual becomes more committed 
to a particular option, the likelihood of experiencing anger increases. 
Importantly, experiencing anger predicts whether the individual will 
switch stores—seen in the repeated mediation of commitment on 
store switching by anger. Interestingly, disappointment seems to be a 
relatively invariant component of stockout experiences: few aspects 
of the stockout situation changed the experience of disappointment, 
suggesting that any stockout will lead to disappointment. Under-
standing what emotions a consumer will experience upon encounter-
ing a stockout has implications for predicting the downstream retal-
iatory behaviors, as well as suggesting courses of action that stores 
can take to reconcile with consumers.

the Effects of Curiosity on Consumption Enjoyment

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Consumers increasingly face curiosity-arousing contexts. For 

example, daily occurrences of ringing cell phones, incoming email 
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notifications, or unopened mail can evoke curiosity about who is 
calling or writing, what they have to say, and whether there is good 
or bad news to be learned. Consistent with Loewenstein (1994), we 
define curiosity as a feeling of deprivation that arises when there is 
a gap between what one knows currently (i.e., someone is trying to 
get in touch with me) and what wants to know (who is it and what do 
they want to tell me). Individuals in a state of curiosity feel deprived 
because the resolution of the curiosity-evoking event is self-relevant 
but unknown to them.

Despite the prevalence of curiosity evoking events in consum-
ers’ lives, limited consumer behavior research has focused on the 
effects of curiosity. We ask the novel question of whether and to what 
extent the interruption of a consumption episode (i.e., a dinner, a nice 
drive, a movie, a massage, a concert, a book) by a curiosity-evoking 
event (i.e., a ringing cell phone) impacts enjoyment of the consump-
tion experience. 

On the one hand, prior research shows that interruption can 
increase consumption enjoyment. Specifically, (Nelson and Meyvis 
2008) showed that breaks increase enjoyment with positive experi-
ences and decrease enjoyment with negative experiences. Their the-
orizing is based on the notion that breaks disrupt hedonic adaptation 
and intensify the consumption experience. Based on this research, 
one might expect that a curiosity-evoking event that interrupts a con-
sumption experience might enhance consumption enjoyment.

However, we predict the opposite. Our theoretical framework 
suggests that curiosity-evoking events do more than interrupt. By 
evoking a feeling of deprivation they create a state of discomfort 
about the gap between what one knows and what wants to know. 
They motivate an impulsive search for resolution. Indeed, prior re-
search confirms that when in a state of curiosity, consumers seek 
information and are more responsive to that which is received (Me-
non and Soman 2002; Steenkamp and Baumgartner 1992). Such 
information seeking behavior disrupts the consumption experience 
and may undermine its enjoyment. Moreover, social forces (norms 
against answering phones or emails while dining with others), legal 
forces (laws against texting while driving) or physical limitations 
(phones that are out of reach during a massage) may prohibit in-
formation resolution. Under such circumstances we anticipate that 
individuals ruminate about the curiosity-evoking event and that such 
rumination further undermines consumption enjoyment. 

One field study and two experiments provide preliminary evi-
dence consistent with these predictions.  In study 1, Three hundred 
individuals completed a short survey immediately following movie 
screenings. Respondents were asked to evaluate their enjoyment of 
the movie and whether or not they received calls, emails or texts 
during the movie itself. The results indicated that participants en-
joyed the movie significantly less, if they checked their phones or 
received a phone call during the movie. Although correlational, this 
study provides some preliminary evidence that a curiosity-evoking 
event reduces consumption enjoyment. 

Study 2 provided a more rigorous test of the link between cu-
riosity and consumption enjoyment. Specifically, study 2 was de-
signed to determine whether the observed effects were attributable to 
curiosity and not merely distraction. Seventy-seven individuals were 
randomly assigned to one of three experimental conditions (curiosity, 
distraction, or control). All respondents were seated in a comfortable 
chair and asked to evaluate a foot massager by having a 3-minute 
foot massage. Respondents’ belongings, including their cell phones, 
were placed nearby but beyond reach.  In the curiosity condition, we 
called participants’ cell phones during the massage experience. In 
the distraction condition, we remotely operated a fan located near 
the participant. Respondents in the control condition heard no inter-

ruption.  At the conclusion of the massage, participants rated their 
enjoyment. As hypothesized, enjoyment of the foot massage was 
significantly lower in the curiosity condition than in the distraction 
and control conditions, which were equivalent. The results of study 
2 suggest that curiosity-evoking events can decrease consumption 
enjoyment, and this effect is not driven by pure distraction.

Study 3 was designed to provide a conceptual replication and 
extension our findings by examining the process underlying the re-
lationship between curiosity and consumption enjoyment.  Study 3 
offers an initial test of whether curiosity’s effect on enjoyment is 
explained by attention to and rumination about the curiosity evok-
ing event. Eighty-six participants were randomly assigned to curios-
ity, distraction or control condition. Participants were asked to play 
a Mario Kart Nintendo Wii driving game for four minutes. In the 
curiosity condition, respondents placed their cell phones on a table 
next to the chair at which they were seated. To evoke curiosity, we 
called respondents on their cell phone once while they played. In the 
distraction condition, we placed an iPod on the same table by respon-
dents’ chairs and created a distraction by remotely starting the iPod. 
Immediately following the game, respondents were asked to rate 
their enjoyment of the game. Consistent with study 2, we found that 
enjoyment with the videogame experience was significantly lower 
in the curiosity than in the distraction and control conditions, which 
did not differ. To measure attention, we coded participant behavior, 
i.e, whether and how frequently they looked at their cell phones or 
iPod. Meditation analyses showed that attention mediated the effect 
of curiosity on enjoyment.

Although work in progress aims to further explore the mecha-
nism driving our results, the current findings add to our understand-
ing of the effects of curiosity. Importantly our work suggests that 
curiosity negatively impacts consumption enjoyment, has different 
effects on consumption experiences compared to simple distrac-
tions or interruptions, and that its effects are driven by a rumination 
mechanism that takes attention away from the consumption experi-
ence. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to examine 
curiosity in a context independent of the focal consumption experi-
ence. Hence, our findings also contribute to the incidental emotion 
literature by showing how curiosity that is unrelated to the focal task 
impacts overall enjoyment.

Waiter, there’s a Fly in My Soup  
(and I Have an iPhone)! How Evaluation timing can 

Impact Customer Reviews

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Mobile technology and reviewer-driven applications like Yelp!, 

Citysearch and Amazon.com enable customers to evaluate products 
and services in real-time.  According to the head of mobile applica-
tions at Citysearch, the practice of real-time reviewing is beneficial 
for customers because it empowers them to express what they are 
currently feeling as they use products and receive services. Further, 
Citysearch views immediate evaluations as more honest and infor-
mative than those written after a delay, thereby increasing their value 
to consumers who use posted reviews in their own decision-making 
(Miller 2009).  While immediate evaluations can prove beneficial to 
consumers, what does this mean for the companies being reviewed 
and whose reputations are at stake?  Generally speaking, how does 
timing affect the valence of consumers’ product, service and brand 
evaluations? Are ratings more positive (negative) when they are 
written in the heat of the consumption experience, or after a delay, 
when the experience has ended and customers have had some time 
to cool off?
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Across four studies, we provide strong evidence supporting our 
theory about the role of delayed feedback timing and its negative 
effect on consumer attitudes. When consumers give feedback about 
a product or service consumed after a time delay has occurred (vs. 
in real-time), they should report more negative evaluations of the 
experience, lower levels of satisfaction, and more negative affect. In 
contrast, when products or services are evaluated in real-time, over-
all evaluations and satisfaction are higher, regardless of product or 
service quality. 

The goal of study 1 is to investigate how evaluation timing 
impacts consumer evaluations regardless of the quality of the con-
sumer’s actual service experience.  As such, in study 1, a quasi-field 
study (using a pizza delivery company), we ran a 2x3 between-
subjects experimental design with feedback timing (immediate vs. 
delayed) and quality of the service delivered (substandard vs. stan-
dard vs. above standard) as the experimental factors.  We randomly 
assigned participants to one of the six conditions for a total of 164 
undergraduate students who received course credit for their partici-
pation.  We uncover evidence to support a delayed feedback effect 
whereby participants report lower satisfaction with their service 
experiences and more negative attitudes toward the company that 
delivered those experiences when feedback was submitted one week 
after the service encounter as compared to instances when feedback 
was submitted immediately following the service encounter.  

The main objective of the second study is to extend our findings 
beyond service contexts to the lower involvement consumption con-
text of everyday consumer packaged goods (paper towels). In Study 
2, we ran a 2x2 between-subjects experimental design with feedback 
timing (immediate vs. delayed) and quality of the paper towel (low 
vs. high) as the experimental factors.  Specifically, in study 2 we seek 
to determine whether the same findings are observed with the evalu-
ation of something as basic as a paper towel, while broadening our 
investigation to look at whether affect is also affected in the delayed 
feedback conditions.  The findings of study 2 provide additional 
support for the existence of a delayed feedback effect.  Consistent 
with study 1, we found that when feedback was elicited after a delay, 
evaluations of the product and likelihood to purchase that product 
were lower than when feedback was elicited immediately follow-
ing the product sampling experience.  We are able to demonstrate 
that it is not the baseline mood at the time of product interaction 
that is coloring the evaluation. Rather, Study 2 demonstrates that the 
negative emotions reported by study participants were significantly 
more prevalent at the time of the delayed evaluation (time 2) over 

what was reported at the baseline (time 1). This lends support to 
the idea that merely asking customers for feedback one week after 
their experiences creates negative feelings and these color consumer 
evaluations. 

The primary goal of Study 3 is to gain a better understanding for 
why, when soliciting customer feedback after a delay, a decrease in 
product and service evaluations occurs.  Namely, we are interested in 
the amount of perceived effort by the consumer when completing the 
evaluation at time 2.  Study 3 also extends our contribution by exam-
ining the effectiveness of incentives offered to customers for taking 
part in follow-up surveys, such as nominal gift cards.  We randomly 
assigned seventy-three undergraduate participants to a one-factor 
(incentive: no incentive vs. gift card) between-subjects experimental 
design. Evaluation timing was held constant in this study in that all 
participants were asked to evaluate products after a delay. Consistent 
with studies 1 and 2, results indicated that evaluation and satisfac-
tion at time 1 were significantly higher than at time 2.  Additionally, 
results indicated that the perceived effort at time 1 was significantly 
lower than the perceived effort at time 2. Thus, as hypothesized, par-
ticipants perceived there to be more effort expended when they were 
asked to complete a survey one-week after the consumption experi-
ence as compared to when they were asked to complete a survey 
during the experience. This resulted in decreased satisfaction and de-
creased evaluations of the product. Additionally, it appears that par-
ticipants expect some type of incentive when completing a follow-
up survey, but by offering a small two-dollar gift card, participants’ 
need for an additional incentive decreases significantly.

The main objective of study 4 was to gain a better understand-
ing of the underlying process.  We test evaluation of the paper tow-
els via a quality manipulation in either real-time or after a delay.  
Additionally, we measure perceived effort as a potential mediator 
for those in the delayed feedback condition.  Consistent with the 
previous studies, we find evaluations of the product to be lower in 
the delayed feedback condition, regardless of paper towel quality.  
Additionally we find perceived effort to be higher when feedback 
is delayed versus immediate.  In the open-ended portion of the sur-
vey, participants indicated that they perceived effort to be higher in 
the delayed feedback condition because it was difficult to recall the 
exact feeling and experience of the product when it wasn’t directly 
in front of them.  Together this set of results confirms our proposed 
theory that by asking for feedback after a delay, perceived effort in-
creases, resulting in lower evaluations and decreased levels of satis-
faction for products, services, and firms.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
In many everyday decisions consumers experience choice con-

flict, stemming from the need to make difficult trade-offs between 
the available choice alternatives. Understanding how consumers 
chose when faced with decision conflict is important because their 
choices ultimately influence their happiness and well being. Prior 
research suggests that experiencing choice conflict might lead con-
sumers to choose a compromise option that provides moderate levels 
of performance on all desired attributes (Simonson 1989; Simonson 
and Tversky 1992), defer choice and avoid purchasing any of the 
available options (Dhar 1997; Tversky and Shafir 1992), or seek va-
riety and purchase multiple options (Simonson 1990). This special 
session aims to advance our understanding of how consumers deal 
with decision conflict. The four papers offer a diversity of innovative 
perspectives that enhance the breadth of our knowledge in this area 
of research, providing a coherent yet diverse set of findings.

The first paper, by Bonezzi, Chernev and Brough, argues that 
the strategy consumers use to resolve decision conflict is contingent 
on purchase quantity restrictions. In particular, this paper shows a 
polarization effect, whereby, when purchase quantity is not restricted 
to a single option, consumers tend to resolve decision conflict by 
choosing multiple options with extreme attribute values rather than 
a single compromise alternative. This polarization effect in unre-
stricted choice is attributed to consumers’ desire to resolve decision 
conflict by maximizing gains rather than minimizing losses. 

The second paper, by Sela and Simonson, argues that certain 
features of a choice problem can prompt consumers to deal with 
choice conflict by adopting either compensatory (trade-off based) or 
lexicographic (criterion-based) decision strategies. In particular, at-
tribute frames that appear generic and not unique to the choice-set 
being evaluated induce criterion-based decision-making. In contrast, 
attribute frames that make the attributes seem local and relevant to 
the particular problem at hand induce tradeoff-based decision-mak-
ing. Notably, while criterion-based decision strategies lead to selec-
tion of compromise alternatives, tradeoff-based decision strategies 
lead to selection of extreme alternatives.

The third paper, by Malkoc and Ülkümen, argues that the degree 
of decision conflict consumers experience when choosing among 

two or more products can be influenced by the comparison focus ad-
opted. In particular, focusing on the similarities among the available 
choice alternatives increases decision conflict, compared to focusing 
on the differences among the available choice alternatives. Impor-
tantly, this paper shows that the width of the categories to which 
consumers are exposed before making a choice influences the com-
parison focus they will adopt for the choice at hand, thus influencing 
decision conflict.

The fourth paper, by Botti, Iyengar and Gu argues that psy-
chological conflict stemming from choosing from larger versus 
smaller choice sets can be mitigated by repeated choice exposures. 
Repeated choice exposures reduce conflict by increasing familiarity 
with the choice task and allowing consumers to retrieve previously-
established preferences, thus decreasing the cognitive and emotional 
conflict associated with perusing a great number of options in larger 
choice sets. However, when consumers cannot retrieve their initial-
ly established preferences, the choice overload effect reverses and 
choosing from smaller sets generates less decision confidence than 
choosing from larger sets.

Taken together, these four papers advance our understanding 
of how consumers make decisions under conflict. Overall this ses-
sion offers a coherent set of innovative perspectives that enhance 
the breadth of our knowledge in an established area of research. We 
expect this session to appeal to a broad audience, and be of particular 
interest to researchers studying choice and decision making. Data 
collection in all papers is complete, or at an advanced stage of com-
pletion. All participants have agreed to present, should the session 
be accepted.

When two is better than One: Polarization and 
Compromise in Unrestricted Choice

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
When faced with a decision involving tradeoffs between the 

available choice alternatives, consumers often attempt to resolve 
decision conflict by selecting a compromise option (Simonson 
1989; Simonson and Tversky 1992).  In particular, prior research 
on the compromise effect has shown that the choice share of an op-
tion increases when it becomes the middle alternative in a choice 
set, rather than one of the extremes (Kivetz, Netzer, and Srinivasan 
2004). Choosing a compromise option resolves conflict by enabling 
consumers to minimize tradeoffs between attributes of the available 
options by avoiding the lowest levels of performance on any single 
attribute (Simonson and Tversky 1992).

Most of the existing research on the compromise effect, how-
ever, has investigated situations in which consumers are restricted 
to choosing a single alternative from a given set of options (Benartzi 
and Thaler 2002; Dhar and Simonson 2003; Simonson and Nowlis 
2000).  In reality, however, purchase quantity is often discretionary 
and consumers frequently choose multiple items. This raises the 
question of whether and how removing the single-option restriction 
from the choice task will influence consumer preferences for how to 
resolve decision conflict.   

In this research, we argue that when choice is unrestricted, con-
sumers tend to resolve decision conflict by choosing multiple op-
tions with extreme attribute values rather than a single compromise 
alternative. We propose that this polarization effect is a function of 
the degree of decision conflict experienced by consumers.  In par-
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ticular, we argue that preference for multiple extreme options is more 
pronounced when decision conflict is high rather than low, a predic-
tion opposite to previous findings in the context of restricted choice, 
which show that heightened decision conflict increases preference 
for the compromise option at the expense of the extremes. We attri-
bute this polarization effect to consumers’ desire to maximize gains 
on each attribute, rather than settling for intermediate performance 
on both. 

We documented this polarization effect in unrestricted choice 
across three empirical studies.  In experiment 1, we documented the 
polarization effect by showing that that when choice is unrestricted, 
choice share of the compromise option declines as consumers opt 
to resolve decision conflict by selecting multiple extreme options 
rather than a single intermediate one.  Consistent with the compro-
mise effect, choices across four product categories showed that when 
participants could select only one of three available options (ABC), 
preference for B was higher than when the set consisted only of AB 
or BC.  However, when participants were permitted to select two 
options, preferences shifted toward the combination AC rather than 
B.  For example, in the headache medications category, participants 
were shown three options which varied in how quickly they re-
lieved pain (onset) and how long they lasted (duration).  In restricted 
choice, people preferred medication B, which had a moderate onset 
and moderate duration.  However, in unrestricted choice, preference 
for B declined and instead people preferred a combination of two 
extreme medications—A, which had the shortest onset but shortest 
duration, and C, which had the longest onset but longest duration.  
This polarization effect was consistent across each of the four cat-
egories tested.

In experiment 2, we provided evidence that choice conflict 
drives this polarization effect by showing that the polarization ef-
fect becomes more pronounced as decision conflict increases.  We 
manipulated conflict by varying the range of attribute values of the 
two extreme options (A and C) while holding constant the attribute 
values of the compromise option (B).  For example, in the sunscreen 
category, the difference in UVA protection between the two extreme 
options A and C was 40% in the low conflict condition but 80% in 
the high conflict condition.  These results are consistent with our 
theory that the polarization effect occurs as consumers attempt to 
resolve conflict differently in unrestricted versus restricted choice.

In experiment 3, we provided further evidence for the underly-
ing process by showing that the polarization effect is more likely to 
occur when consumers focus on maximizing gains rather than mini-
mizing losses.  Prior to articulating their preferences, participants in 
one condition listed the advantages of each option in the choice set, 
whereas participants in another condition listed the disadvantages of 
each option.  Results indicated that the polarization effect in unre-
stricted choice was attenuated among participants who focused on 
the disadvantages rather than on the advantages of each option.

The present research provides an important contribution to the 
literature on choice conflict and the compormise effect. Contrary to 
prior findings that in restricted choice consumers attempt to resolve 
decision conflict by selecting a compromise option, we show that in 
unrestricted choice, consumers are less likely to select the compro-
mise option and instead display a preference for extreme options. 
Our results further suggest that the greater the conflict a consumer 
experiences when deliberating about the different choice options, the 
more likely he is to choose multiple extreme options rather than a 
single intermediate one when choice is unrestricted.  From a con-
ceptual standpoint, our findings lend support to the notion that the 
polarization effect occurs because people wish to resolve conflict by 
maximizing gains; polarization is likely to occur when people focus 

on the advantages of having both options, but is likely to be attenu-
ated when people recognize the disadvantages of choosing extreme 
options.

by tradeoff or by Criterion: bottom-Up Construction of 
Constructive decision Rules

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
When faced with a choice problem, decision makers often en-

gage in tradeoffs to identify the best option.  Alternatively, they may 
first identify the more important attribute(s) and then proceed to se-
lect the best option given these criteria.  These strategies roughly 
correspond to compensatory and lexicographic decision strategies, 
respectively, which have been discussed extensively in the JDM lit-
erature (Bettman, Luce, and Payne 1998). 

However, whereas the traditional view sees the choice between 
such decision strategies as a top-down process, largely determined 
by people’s information processing goals (e.g., balancing accuracy 
vs. cognitive effort, minimizing negative emotion, or maximizing 
ease of justification; Bettman et al. 1998), we propose that the ten-
dency to focus on tradeoffs versus criteria can be driven by bottom-
up features of the choice problem itself.  That is, certain problem 
domains and attribute frames may cause decision makers to focus on 
tradeoffs, whereas others call for use of generic criteria. 

Moreover, choice based on criteria (i.e., the lexicographic strat-
egy) itself has generally been treated as contingent on people’s abil-
ity to recruit relevant beliefs and preferences in a top-down manner, 
either from memory or from other available sources (e.g., a consumer 
may choose based on the belief that reliability is the most important 
attribute for a car). However, we demonstrate that people may use 
the lexicographic strategy and choose based on criteria even when 
they cannot retrieve or otherwise rely on meaningful preferences and 
values. Namely, criterion-based decision making may be driven not 
only by the availability of relevant criteria but by a metacognitive 
belief that one should have consistent priorities in a certain domain.

We identify two bottom-up factors that influence the choice 
between tradeoff- and criterion-based decision-making. First, we ar-
gue that attribute descriptions or frames that appear generic and not 
unique to the choice-set being evaluated, tend to induce criterion-
based decision-making. In contrast, attribute frames that make the at-
tributes seem local and relevant to the particular problem at hand in-
duce tradeoff-based decision-making.  In addition, we show that dis-
positional and situational influences (e.g., nonconscious primes) can 
induce tradeoff- versus criterion-based decision-making, causing 
people to use lexicographic strategies even in the absence of appli-
cable criteria. 

We demonstrate these propositions in five studies using the 
compromise effect (Simonson 1989; Simonson and Tversky 1992). 
Prior research has demonstrated that selection of the compromise 
(i.e., middle) alternative typically reflects compensatory tradeoff-
making (Dhar, Nowlis, and Sherman 2000; Khan, Zhu, and Kalra 
2011). In contrast, choice of an extreme option is more likely to 
reflect criterion-based selection (i.e., the belief that one attribute is 
more important). 

In study 1, we show that three-option choice problems involv-
ing generic attributes tend to produce extreme choices whereas prob-
lems in which the attributes seem more local and relevant only to 
the specific product at hand lead people to choose the middle option. 
Further, we show that the tendency to compromise is stronger among 
people high in self-monitoring (Snyder 1987), whereas the tendency 
to select an extreme option is stronger among low self-monitors. 
This suggests that the tendency to use a tradeoff versus criterion-
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based strategy may be influenced by general individual dispositions 
that affect the tendency to base decisions on situational cues versus 
inner attitudes and beliefs.

In study 2, participants were primed with words related to either 
calculation (e.g., compute, exchange), principles (e.g., faith, opin-
ion), or neutral words (e.g., birds, fabulous). Then, they made choic-
es from a number of three-option choice-sets. The results indicate 
that, whereas the calculation prime increased the tendency to select 
the middle option compared to the control condition, the principles 
prime increased the tendency to select an extreme option. Thus, a 
mere “principles mindset” caused people to employ a criterion-based 
decision strategy.

One might argue that a principles prime and low self-moni-
toring decrease the tendency to choose the middle option because 
they lead people to reflect on their preexisting attitudes for familiar 
options. However, study 3 demonstrates that these effects are inde-
pendent of existing attitudes by using a truly hypothetical product 
with hypothetical attributes. We first primed half of the participants 
with principles by having them write about a situation in which their 
decision was strongly influenced by personal values and principles. 
The other half served as control group. We then asked participants 
to choose among three made-up options differing on two made-up 
attributes. Whereas 82% chose the middle option in the control 
condition, this decreased to 64% in the principles prime condition 
(p < .06). Taken together, these results suggest that criterion-based 
decision-making may be driven in part by a metacognitive notion 
that one has or should have relevant criteria in a certain domain, 
independent of the actual availability of such criteria.

Study 4 demonstrates how specific task characteristics can ac-
tivate one mode of preference construction versus the other. Before 
making choices, some participants rated the importance of each of 
the two attributes that define the choice set on two separate scales 
(one for each attribute), which highlights the distinct goal underly-
ing each polar dimension. Others rated the attributes on a single bi-
polar scale, which highlights the tradeoff between them. The results 
indicate that participants who rated the attributes separately were 
more likely to choose an extreme option compared to a control con-
dition, whereas those using a single bi-polar scale were more likely 
to choose the middle option. 

Our last study (in progress) examines how the framing of at-
tributes as generic (e.g., capacity and portability for a BBQ grill) 
versus local (e.g., cooking area and weight) induces criterion- versus 
tradeoff-based decision-making, respectively, resulting in increased 
choice of extreme options versus an increase in the choice of the 
compromise option.

Taken together, the studies make an important contribution by 
demonstrating that the choice of decision strategies itself may be 
constructed, based on bottom-up factors rather than top-down infor-
mation processing goals. 

blurring Similarities and differences: the Role of 
Category Width on Salient Comparison Orientation

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Almost all purchase decisions consumers make involve a com-

parison between two or more products. When purchasing a car, 
computer, or even a wristwatch, consumers focus on either the simi-
larities or differences between options. Retailers often strategically 
sway what consumers pay attention to (e.g., a salesclerk pointing out 
similarities or differences), hoping to influence their ultimate choice. 
We suggest that the adopted comparison focus have important im-
plications for whether two products are perceived to be similar or 

different - regardless of their objective similarity. Furthermore, con-
sumers’ perceptions of product similarity have other important con-
sequences on decision conflict and preference strength. For instance, 
to the extent that consumers view options as similar, they would have 
a harder time differentiating them and thus increasing their choice 
difficulty, decreasing their strength of preference and influencing 
their willingness to pay for options. 

 Previous literature suggests that certain contexts make simi-
larities or differences relatively more salient and the decision makers 
are likely to adopt this salient comparison focus in their evaluations. 
However, this research is mute on whether there is any factor that 
would lead consumers to deviate from this salient focus. We argue 
that while important, contextual salience might not be sufficient in 
understanding why consumers adopt or not adopt a salient compari-
son focus. In particular, we examine how the width of categories 
consumers have been previously exposed to (Ulkumen, Chakravarti, 
and Morwitz 2009) would influence the adaptation of salient com-
parison focus. 

Our theory suggests that being exposed to narrower (broader) 
categories leads to use of more (less) dimensions in evaluations and 
decisions (Ulkumen et al. 2009). Accordingly, we argue that while 
the uni-dimensional broad categorizers will follow the cues given by 
the context and adopt the salient comparison focus, while the multi-
dimensional narrow categorizers will attend to both similarities and 
differences – regardless of the salient cues in the environment. We 
also show that this shift in comparison focus alters perceptions of 
similarity, and influence choice conflict, evaluations of a new prod-
uct offering, and preference strength.

In study 1 (N = 86) participants first completed the category 
width (CW) manipulation, where they responded to questions about 
themselves that had either many, narrow response categories (nar-
row condition), or few, broad response categories (broad condition). 
Next, they considered two backpacks, which were described by a 
salesclerk as either similar to or different from each other. Partici-
pants made a choice and reported their relative consideration of the 
similarities and differences between these products while making 
their choice. We found that CW moderates the effect of salient orien-
tation on consideration of similarities and differences. That is, while 
the broads adopt the focus (similarities or differences) suggested by 
the context, narrows are less sensitive to the context and consider 
both similarities and differences. 

Study 2 (N = 108) extended this effect to similarity perceptions 
as it pertains to multi attribute products. Participants first completed 
the same CW manipulation. Next, they made choices between two 
target products in three categories (beer, TV, car). Target products 
were presented together with two additional products that either had 
more extreme attribute values (designed to make the target prod-
ucts more similar) or fell between the target products (and made the 
target products appear more different). Participants indicated their 
perceived similarity of the two products, both on attribute level and 
overall. We find that while broad categorizers adopted the salient 
cue and thus found the options more similar (dissimilar) when the 
surrounding options were extreme (in between), the similarity judg-
ments of the narrow categorizers were uninfluenced by the salient 
cues. 

In study 3 (N = 92), we explored the downstream consequences 
of this effect to consumers’ strength of preference and decision con-
flict. Participants first completed the same CW manipulation. Next, 
they saw a furniture catalog and made a choice between two target 
chairs. We manipulated salient comparison focus by visually varying 
the background chairs to be either similar or different from target 
chairs. Participants reported their decision confidence and conflict, 
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preference strength, and their relative consideration of similarities 
and differences. As expected, we found that board categorizers who 
focus on the salient similarities (differences) experienced higher 
(lower) decision conflict, and lower (higher) confidence and prefer-
ence strength. As expected, this was not the case for narrow catego-
rizers. Moreover, these effects were mediated by the relative consid-
eration of similarities and differences. 

Lastly, in study 4 (N = 84) we investigate a different context 
where similarity perceptions are of utmost importance. We explore 
consumer’s responses to a stock out, where the new alternative of-
fered is either similar to or different from their original selection.  

Participants completed a different manipulation of CW, fol-
lowed by a choice among several backpacks. They were told their 
selection was out of stock and were offered an alternative backpack, 
which was either objectively similar to or different from their se-
lection. We measured participants’ attitudes toward the new back-
pack, and their consideration of similarities and/or differences while 
choosing.  As before, we found that the focus manipulation influ-
enced attitudes only for broad categorizers, such that participants 
liked the new offering more when they focused on its similarity to 
the original backpack, than when they focused on its difference. 
Moreover, as in study 3, relative consideration of similarities and 
differences mediated the effect. 

In four studies we show that the experienced choice conflict, 
preference strength and product evaluations are significantly influ-
enced not only by the salient comparison orientation, but also by the 
width of categories consumers are previously exposed to in an unre-
lated context. Using multiple manipulations of similarity orientation, 
we demonstrate that consumers exposed to broad categorizations 
experience more choice conflict when a similarity (vs. difference) 
orientation is made salient. In contrast, consumers exposed to nar-
row categorizers consider both similarities and differences between 
products regardless of the salient comparison orientation.

Choice Overload with Repeated Choice Exposures: the 
Role of Preference Retrieval and Variety 

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Research on choice overload has shown that the psychological 

conflicts involved in choosing from larger, versus smaller, sets can 
decrease satisfaction and decision confidence (Iyengar and Lepper 
2000). And yet, in real life consumers seem able to cope with large 
assortments better than researchers would expect, as they not only 
regularly make choices from these assortments, but also demand 
more choices and variety. How can we reconcile consumers’ appar-
ent ability to handle extensive choice with the evidence for its detri-
ments? One possibility is that participants in choice overload stud-
ies are typically asked to make one-shot decisions, whereas in real 
life consumers often have the option to make repeated choices over 
time. One may expect that repeated choice exposures mitigate choice 
overload. Larger sets, relative to smaller ones, increase the likeli-
hood of finding the option that best matches individual preferences 
because of their greater variety. In the one-shot decisions investi-
gated in choice overload, this benefit is overwhelmed by the higher 
level of cognitive and emotional conflict associated with perusing 
numerous, versus fewer, options, which results in lower decision 
confidence. In contrast, it is plausible that repeated choice exposures 
reduce conflict by increasing familiarity with the choice task (Alba 
and Hutchinson 1987), and therefore enhance consumers’ confidence 
with decisions made from larger sets.   

In this paper, however, we hypothesize a more complex re-
lationship between repeated choices and decision confidence, and 

specifically that this relationship depends on the interaction between 
preference retrieval and variety. When the preferences expressed in 
an initial choice cannot be retrieved in a subsequent choice, low-
er variety will progressively reduce the confidence of consumers 
choosing from smaller, relative to larger, sets and reverse the choice 
overload effect. In contrast, when these preferences can be retrieved, 
these consumers’ original greater confidence will persist over time 
despite lower variety. 

We build this hypothesis on two findings. First, consumers con-
strue their preferences based on the available alternatives and tend 
to retrieve these initial preferences when making subsequent choices 
(Hoeffler and Ariely 1999). Second, variety is less important when 
preferences are more clearly established, as in the case of small-set 
choices, than when they are more uncertain, as in the case of large-set 
choices (Simonson 1990). If consumers cannot retrieve their prefer-
ences in subsequent choices, for example because the initial selec-
tion becomes unavailable, they need to re-engage in the choice task 
and re-construct their preferences. For consumers choosing from 
smaller, relative to larger, sets, repeated exposures to the choice task 
are unlikely to further reduce the already low level of decision-relat-
ed conflicts; rather, reiterated attempts to preference construal will 
just heighten the disadvantages of limited variety (Chernev 2003) 
and gradually reduce their higher initial confidence. Conversely, if 
the preferences initially construed can be retrieved at a later time, 
these consumers’ original greater confidence is unlikely to be nega-
tively affected by low variety. Consumers choosing from smaller, 
versus larger, sets will be more likely to simply retrieve those prefer-
ences without re-engaging in the choice task, thereby maintaining 
their initial relative superior confidence over time.  

We test these predictions in two studies. In the first study, we 
prevented participants from retrieving their preferences and expect-
ed a reversal of the choice overload effect. Participants were exposed 
for 10 subsequent days to the same selection of iTunes, either 300 
songs (large-set condition) or 30 songs (small-set condition). Each 
day, participants were emailed a survey. The first part of the survey 
assessed their satisfaction with the song chosen in the previous day, 
the second part required them to choose another song, and the third 
part included questions about the choice-task difficulty. Because each 
selected iTune was downloaded on participants’ computers, they had 
to re-engage in the choice task at each exposure. Consistent with 
choice overload, on the first exposure participants reported greater 
difficulty and stress, and lower decision confidence, in the large-, 
versus small-, set condition. Over the subsequent nine exposures, 
the choice process became easier and less stressful for participants 
confronted with a larger, relative to a smaller, set. As predicted, deci-
sion confidence decreased in the small-, as compared to the large-, 
set condition, and on the last exposure choosing from a smaller set 
generated lower confidence than choosing from a larger set.  

In the second study we allowed participants to repeat their 
choices. This study involved five choice exposures on five consecu-
tive days to the same selection of chocolates that was either large 
(large/same: 50) or small (small/same: five), such that participants 
were free to choose the same chocolate in different days. We con-
fronted these two conditions with a third one that, similar to the 
large-set condition in study 1, offered greater variety but no pos-
sibility for preference retrieval. In this third condition, participants 
were also exposed to a small set of five chocolates, which however 
changed every day, forcing participants to re-engage in the choice 
task at each exposure (small/different). Each day participants chose 
a chocolate from one of the three sets, tasted it, and answered a ques-
tionnaire similar to the one employed in study 1.
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Consistent with choice overload, on the first exposure choosing 
from both smaller sets was considered easier, less stressful, and con-
ducive to greater decision confidence than choosing from the larger 
set. Over repeated exposures, choosing became increasingly easier 
and less stressful for participants in the large-set condition than for 
those in both small-set conditions. As we predicted, however, deci-
sion confidence remained higher in the small/same condition rela-
tive to the large/same condition, indicating that the choice overload 

effect persisted over time. In addition, in line with previous results, 
participants in the small/different condition became increasingly less 
confident relative to those in the other two conditions, indicating that 
variety is less important when preferences can be retrieved. 

In conclusion, these results suggest that choice overload can be 
mitigated by repeated choice exposures, but only when consumers 
cannot settle on the preference they have construed within the initial 
choice-set boundaries. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Beliefs about others’ preferences, attitudes, and valuations are 

an important element in consumer decision-making (West 1996). We 
rely on these beliefs in a variety of strategic situations, from gift giv-
ing to pricing, from product adoption to voting, from word of mouth 
to bidding and negotiations. A large literature on social projection 
finds that people egocentrically estimate positions they themselves 
endorse as more common than positions they don’t endorse (Lord, 
Lepper & House, 1979; Marks & Miller, 1987; Mullen, et al., 1985). 

However, beyond this basic effect, little research has attempted 
to illuminate the interplay between one’s own preferences versus 
what is known, hypothesized or inferred about others, when estimat-
ing others’ preferences and making strategic choices. This represents 
a critical gap in our understanding, as our choices and decisions are 
rarely formed in a vacuum but instead usually involve incorporat-
ing our (incomplete) knowledge of others. The papers in this session 
investigate this important emerging topic and find that prior research 
on beliefs about others does not account for the ways that reasoning 
about others changes when taking into account what is known or as-
sumed about others.

In the first paper, Orhun and Urminsky investigate estimates of 
others’ evaluations of the choice options, when others’ choices are 
known (e.g., for others making the same or opposite choice relative 
to the self). They find evidence of conditional projection, such that a 
person’s evaluation of the option she chose influences her beliefs about 
how others evaluated either the same or opposite options that they, 
respectively, chose. This projection of corresponding evaluations to 
opposite choosers, in particular, suggests a process of analogical rea-
soning about others that is incompatible with prior accounts of social 
projection and false consensus.

In the second paper, Gershoff and Broniarczyk look at condition-
al inferences in advice giving. They find that the influence of what 
is known about others on one’s own preferences and the influence of 
one’s own preferences on estimates of others can be confounded in 
people’s minds. As a result, consumers are prone to systematic errors 
in conditional probability estimates involving their own preferences 
consistent with differences in the accessibility and diagnosticity of 

the relevant sample space for the task. Consumers are more accurate 
when making probability judgments associated with giving recom-
mendations (compared to receiving them), particularly when the 
conditioning information was not attribute based.

In the third paper, Frederick investigates the effect of aggregat-
ing hypothetical conditional estimates about different types of oth-
ers, when making judgments regarding aggregate quantities or group 
means – such as the number of pieces of sushi needed for a party. Im-
puted quantities were calculated by eliciting subsidiary judgments: 
how many people would enjoy the focal good (“not much”, “some-
what”, “a lot”, or “I’d love it!”) and the average willingness to pay 
among people in each category. These imputed quantities were more 
accurate than direct “dead reckoning” estimates.

In the fourth paper, Minson, Ruedy and Schweitzer demonstrate 
a novel way in which others may unwittingly reveal the kind of infor-
mation that informs conditional inferences in strategic settings: the 
questions they ask. They compared three types of questions. General 
questions lack a specific line of investigation and convey the im-
pression that the asker is not knowledgeable. Positive Assumption 
questions ask about a specific issue, but communicate the assump-
tion while problems are possible, no concerns currently exist. Nega-
tive Assumption questions ask about a specific issue with an implicit 
assumption that a problem exists. The inferences participants made 
about their negotiation counterparts based on their questions dramat-
ically affected their level of honesty during the negotiation. 

These papers go beyond the existing literature on general social 
projection, to investigate the pervasive but understudied phenom-
enon of conditional inferences about others across different infer-
ence contexts, including product valuation, voting, advice giving 
and word of mouth, and negotiation. These papers present a new and 
more sophisticated understanding of the manner in which what we 
know or infer about others, how we relate those others to ourselves, 
and even how we hypothetically segment others all systematically 
influence our beliefs, and inform strategic decisions. We anticipate 
that this session will generate interest among a diverse group of ACR 
attendees, including those who are interested in interpersonal interac-
tions, inference and belief formation and strategic decision-making. 
We believe that this session will suggest important new directions for 
future research into social inference and influence.  

Conditional Projection: How Own Evaluations Impact 
beliefs About Others Whose Choices Are Known

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
 In this paper, we investigate how people’s ratings of their 

choice options impact their beliefs about others’ ratings, both for oth-
ers making the same as well as the opposite choice. Consider, for ex-
ample, a consumer who has chosen a Sony camera over a Panasonic 
camera. How will her own evaluations of both cameras influence 
her beliefs about how those who also chose Sony (same-choosers) 
or those who instead chose Panasonic (opposite choosers) evaluated 
both cameras? Contrary to existing theories of false consensus, we 
find conditional preference projection: beliefs about others are based 
on the assumption that their choices arose from corresponding prefer-
ences to one’s own. Thus, for example, the higher the Sony-chooser 
rated Sony, the more she would believe that opposite chooosers (e.g. 
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Panasonic choosers) would rate their own preferred camera (Pana-
sonic) highly. Conversely, the less negatively the Sony-chooser rated 
the one she did not choose (Panasonic), the more she would believe 
that opposite-choosers would likely not be as negative about their 
rejected camera (Sony).

Our conditional projection account is distinct from three alter-
native acounts that arise by extending existing models of social pro-
jection to estimating the evaluations of opposite choosers: 

I. Direct negative projection of one’s own evaluation of an op-
tion. In this case (suggested by the differentiation account, Mullen, 
Davidio, Johnson and Copper 1992), a person with high evaluations 
of her chosen option is expected to believe opposite-choosers to have 
lower evaluations of that same option (compared to another person 
with lukewarm evaluations). Evaluations of Sony among Panasonic 
choosers would be lower for Sony choosers with higher evaluations 
of Sony.

II. Direct positive projection of one’s own evaluation of an op-
tion. In this case (suggested by the induction account; Dawes 1989, 
Hoch 1987), a person with higher evaluations of her chosen option 
would be more likely to believe that opposite-choosers have more 
positive evaluations of this option (albeit lower than their evalua-
tions of the other option, which they chose). Evaluations of Sony 
among Panasonic choosers would be higher for Sony choosers with 
higher evaluations of Sony.

III. Lack of projection to opposite-choosers, since opposite 
choosers are an out-group. In this case, (suggested by the selective 
anchoring account, Clement and Krueger 2002), everyone would on 
average have the same beliefs about opposite-choosers’ evaluations. 
Sony choosers’ estimated evaluations of Sony among Panasonic 
choosers would not depend on the Sony choosers’ own evaluations. 

Across five studies, we examine people’s beliefs about the 
evaluations of same-choosers and opposite-choosers. In particular, 
the proposed pattern of projection to opposite-choosers distinguishes 
our account of conditional projection from the extensions of exist-
ing choice projection theories to evaluations discussed above. We 
provide evidence for our predictions using across-people differences 
in ratings of choice options, within-person changes in ratings, as well 
as manipulated differences in participants’ ratings. In Study 1, we 
focus on political decision making as a particularly appropriate con-
text to study the formation and implications of one’s beliefs about 
others. In data collected right before the 2008 Presidential election, 
we explored if and how a person’s own evaluations about Obama 
and McCain shaped her beliefs about others’ evaluations, conditional 
on knowing which candidate they support. For both general voters 
(N=351) and a sample of lab participants incentivized for accuracy 
(N=72), we confirm our conditional projection account. Obama vot-
ers’ evaluations of their chosen candidate, Obama, primarily influ-
enced their estimates of McCain voters’ evaluations McCain. Like-
wise, Obama voters’ evaluations of their rejected candidate, McCain, 
primarily influenced their estimates of McCain voters’ evaluations 
Obama. Moreover, in a recontact study conducted before and after 
the first presidential debate, we confirm the same pattern of results 
for how changes in one’s own candidate evaluations corresponded to 
changes in beliefs about opposite-choosers’ candidate evaluations.

In Study 2 (N=159), we replicated our results in the context 
of technology adoption (evaluations of the Nintendo Wii and Sony 
PS3 videogame consoles), another context in which people’s beliefs 
about others can be important for understanding their own choices. 
In Study 3 (N=151), we use the context of art posters to replicate the 
findings and rule out the possibility of reverse causation as an expla-
nation. We show that learning about opposite-choosers’ evaluations 
of two posters does not influence one’s own evaluations. However, 

participants’ own evaluations did affect their estimates of the cor-
responding evaluations of opposite-choosers. 

In Study 4 (N=65), we further address causality concerns by 
experimentally manipulating evaluations of digital cameras (Sony 
and Panasonic), by either making participants aware of additional 
unavailable information about the cameras, or not. We find that those 
in the unaware condition rate their chosen camera higher, and the 
differences in own evaluations is conditionally projected to both 
same- and opposite-choosers. In Study 5 (N=274), we investigate the 
effect of spontaneous changes in post-choice evaluations of digital 
cameras over time (absent new information) on beliefs about others. 
We found that ratings for the rejected camera were lower in the sec-
ond wave (one week later) when participants no longer had detailed 
information in front of them. Correspondingly, they estimated that 
evaluations of both same and opposite choosers’ respective rejected 
cameras would be lower as well. 

Across the studies, we identify belief in similar decision pro-
cesses as moderators, confirm that people endorse our account of 
“analogical projection” as a descriptor of their own decision process 
and rule out reverse causation (e.g. preferences influenced by be-
liefs) and belief in negative correlations as explanations. 

‘tis better to Give than to Receive: Preference Estimates 
Conditioned on Own and Other’s Preferences

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Consumers are both givers and receivers of advice. Sometimes 

they recommend products to others. Sometimes they seek out rec-
ommendations from others (Gershoff, Broniarczyk, West 2001). 
Since information is neither perfect nor costless, and the future is 
uncertain, the recommendations that they give and receive are not 
always accurate. Therefore, both when giving and receiving advice, 
consumers often must make estimates about own and others’ prefer-
ences (Loewenstien and Schkade 1999; West 1996).

Frequently these estimates are conditional probabilities involv-
ing both one’s own and another’s preferences or evaluations (Ger-
shoff et al. 2001).  For example, for the task of giving a recommen-
dation to a friend, you might consider the conditional probability that 
your friend will like an alternative given that you liked it; P(other 
+|self +). For the task of receiving a recommendation, you might con-
sider the conditional probability that you will like what your friend 
liked; P(self +|other +). Although both tasks require consideration of 
both one’s own and other’s preferences, the conditional probabilities 
to be estimated differ in that one is the inverse of the other.

This research presents three studies that explore accuracy in es-
timates of probability of liking conditioned on one’s own another’s 
preferences Prior work has shown that that people’s ability to assess 
conditional probabilities depends on the task (Gershoff et al. 2001) 
and information presentation (Gigerenzer and Hoffrage 1995). One 
error that has been observed is the occasional mistaking of P(A|B), 
with its inverse, P(B|A) (Bar-Hillel 1983). An explanation for this 
finding is that a category that is more accessible or perceived to be 
more diagnostic tends to be adopted as the denominator, or sample 
space, for the conditional probability estimate (Sherman, McMullen, 
Gavanski 1992; Brase Cosmides, and Tooby 1999). Depending on 
whether a consumer is giving or receiving a recommendation, the 
appropriate sample space for assessing the conditional probability 
differs. When giving a recommendation it is the set of alternatives 
that the consumer has given a positive rating. When receiving a rec-
ommendation, it is the set of alternatives that the other individual has 
given a positive rating.  
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Where a categorization schema for the relevant sample space 
is difficult to access, people may rely on a more accessible schema 
that may appear diagnostic because it is related to the task at hand 
and or is relevant for similar tasks (Hilton and Fein 1989). Compared 
to information about another’s preferences, information about one’s 
own preferences is likely to be more accessible, and generally more 
relevant. Indeed, information that is self-relevant has been shown to 
be easier to recall and to be perceived as more important than infor-
mation that is not self-relevant (Bower and Gilliagan 1979). Catego-
rizing a set of alternatives in terms of one’s own likes and dislikes 
is likely to be a more natural way to categorize the alternative space 
than in terms of another’s likes and dislikes. Thus, it is predicted 
that people will be less accurate when assessing P(self+|other+) 
(assessing a received recommendation), compared to assessing 
P(other+|self+) (assessing a given recommendation), but task char-
acteristics that influence categorization in terms of one’s own versus 
others’ preferences will moderate this effect.

Study one asked 146 participants to examine and rate 50 post-
ers while simultaneously learning the ratings of another participant. 
Next participants estimated P(self +| other +) and P(other +| self +). 
The order was counterbalanced. As predicted, the correlation be-
tween estimates of P(self +| other +) and actual (r = .271; z = 1.96, p 
= .05) was significantly less than the correlation between estimates 
of P(other +| self +) (r = .467). There was also more absolute error 
estimates of P(self +| other +) (M = .2215) than P(other +| self +) (M 
= .1825; F(1,145) = 7.002, p < .01).  

Study 2 manipulated organization of information. Eighty partic-
ipants sorted posters into those they liked and disliked or into those a 
partner liked and disliked. In the self-sort condition, accuracy echoed 
that of study 1. There was greater correlation for estimated and ac-
tual P(partner+|self+) (r = .81) than for P(self+|partner+) (r = -.08; 
Z = 5.42; p < .001). Sorting by partners’ preferences attenuated this. 
The correlation between estimated and actual P(partner+|self+) (r = 
.41) was not significantly different from P(self+|partner+) (r = .44; 
Z = .135, p > .1). The same pattern of results held for measures of 
absolute values of accuracy.

Study 3 explored boundaries on accuracy in conditional prob-
ability estimates involving one’s own preferences. One hundred and 
twenty four participants made estimates of the probability that they 
would like an alternative conditioned on an attribute of the alterna-
tive (either the subject of the poster, or the catalog where it is sold) 
rather than conditioned on another’s preference. Because thinking 
about a set of alternatives in terms of commonly used descriptive 
attributes is likely to be a natural way to categorize the alternative 
space, in study 3 it was predicted that estimates of P(self+|attribute) 
would show less error than estimates of P(attribute|self+).  As pre-
dicted, correlation of estimates and actual for P(self +| attribute) (r = 
.632, p < .001) were greater than for P(attribute| self +) (r = .104, p = 
.250; z = 4.981, p < .001).  Likewise there was less absolute error for  
P(self +| attribute) (M = .1338) compared to P(attribute| self +) (M = 
.1617) (F(1,122) = 3.870, p = .051). 

In three studies we found that consumers are prone to system-
atic errors in conditional probability estimates involving their own 
preferences consistent with differences in the accessibility and diag-
nosticity of the relevant sample space for the task.  Probability es-
timation errors were consistent with better accuracy associated with 
the task of giving compared to receiving recommendations (Study 
1 and 2).  However the errors could be attenuated by categorization 
of information at the time of exposure (Study 2) and the presence of 
other more salient natural level categories (Study 3).

Estimating Central tendencies:  
dead Reckoning vs. decomposition

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Predicting aggregate quantities, such as the number of pieces of 

sushi needed for a party can be done either by “dead reckoning” or 
by decomposing the global judgment into subsidiary elements (How 
many people will come?; How many pieces will the typical per-
son eat?)  I find that the large systematic biases found by Frederick 
(2012) in judgments of average valuation for products and services 
can be attenuated, or even eliminated by decomposing the task of 
dead reckoning a central tendency of some focal group into subsid-
iary judgments about the distribution of some other trait (such as 
liking) followed by the conditional judgments of valuation based on 
levels of liking.  

In the focal study, 663 picnickers in Boston were shown two 
“goods” – DVDs of the first four seasons of The Sopranos and a 
two hour cheese tasting event held at a local cheese store. All re-
spondents first indicated the most that they would be willing to pay 
for the presented good.  Thereafter, respondents were randomly as-
signed to one of two prediction groups.  The direct prediction group 
then simply predicted the mean valuation among all others taking 
the survey.  By contrast, the “decomposed” prediction group first 
indicated how much they, themselves, would enjoy the focal good 
(“not much”, “somewhat”, “a lot”, or “I’d love it!”), then estimated 
the percentage of other respondents in each of these four response 
categories, and then estimated the average willingness to pay among 
people in each categories (which, of course, includes the category 
in which they placed themselves).  Although respondents in the de-
composed prediction group were never directly asked to estimate the 
mean willingness to pay of the population, their subsidiary estimates 
entail such a prediction, and a predicted mean can be imputed.

As shown in Tables 1 and 2, among the direct prediction group, 
estimates of the mean valuations significantly exceeded the actual 
mean for both the Sopranos DVDs ($85.80 vs. $46.05; paired t(336) 
= 11.72; p<0.0001) and the cheese tasting event ($64.30 vs. $46.13; 
t(339) = 3.89; p<0.001).  For the decomposed group, the bias was di-
minished for the Sopranos DVDs ($70.35 vs. $46.13; t(258) = 11.72; 
p<0.0001), and eliminated for the cheese tasting event (Estimates = 
$35.11 vs. Actual = $33.19; t(260) = 1.17; p>0.24).  

The judgments rendered by the decomposed prediction group 
help distinguish two potential sources of the overestimation bias 
reported by Frederick (2012): an exaggerated sense of how much 
the target population likes the focal product, and an exaggerated 
sense of how much others would be willing to pay conditional on 
their stated level of liking.  For the Sopranos DVDs, both quantities 
were exaggerated, such that the bias remained substantial, even in 
the decomposed prediction group.  However, for the cheese tasting 
event, respondents underestimated how much people would like it, 
but overestimated how much people of a given liking level would 
be willing to pay. These errors roughly cancelled such that imputed 
estimates were very close to the true mean.  

The bottom four rows of each table report estimates for respon-
dents with different levels of liking for the good.  Consistent with 
other work on projection, the imputed estimates of “fans” (those who 
loved the good or liked it a lot) exceeded the imputed estimates of 
“non fans” (those in the lower two liking groups).  Note, though, that 
aside from helping to disentangle various elements of the “X effect” 
(Frederick, 2012), this study also helps distinguish different kinds or 
levels or “depths” of projection.  For example, a Sopranos fan may 
project their enthusiasm for the show onto either their estimate of the 
frequency of fellow fans or onto the monetary valuations of those 
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who are lesser fans, or both.  These results suggest that projection 
is predominantly of the first type.  If one looks down any of the col-
umns, the bottommost four rows are often strikingly similar.  When 
asked to make predictions conditioned on another feature known to 
vary (in this case liking), participants were not anchored on their 
own valuations.  For instance, though cheese lovers would pay an 
average of $54 for a ticket to the cheese tasting event, compared to 
just $7 among those with the lowest level of expressed liking, those 
two different groups made identical predictions of the valuation of 
the low interest group ($8). 

there is Such a thing as a Stupid Question: Question 
disclosure in Strategic Communication

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Consumers require information from others to guide decisions. 

Situations ranging from home purchases, to medical decisions, to in-
vestment choices are characterized by information dependence (see 
Adair & Brett, 2005; Galinsky, Maddux, Gilin & White, 2008; Gino 
& Moore, 2008). For example, in evaluating a used car buyers are 
dependent, at least in part, on the seller providing accurate informa-
tion about the vehicle’s condition. In these settings, individuals seek 
information from counterparts who often have incentives to conceal 
unfavorable facts. We term interactions characterized by asymmet-
ric information and motivated disclosure strategic information ex-
changes. 

In strategic information exchanges scholars advise individuals 
to ask questions (e.g. Malhotra and Bazerman, 2007; Nierenberg, 
1986; Shell, 1999; Thompson, 2005). This advice, however, is predi-
cated on an incomplete conceptualizations of questions. Specifi-
cally, prior work has overlooked the critical role questions play in 
revealing information. In this paper, we develop the following thesis: 
the questions individuals ask not only solicit information, but also 
disclose information. We define the previously unexplored phenom-
enon of questions revealing information as question disclosure. We 
develop a new theory, the Question Disclosure Model, for organiz-
ing related findings and report experimental results that demonstrate 
question disclosure and its consequences. 

We characterize responses to questions with respect to (a) the 
attributes respondents mention, and (b) the overall valence (positive/
negative) of the information. For example, in replying to a question 
about an apartment, a landlord could describe attributes such as the 
neighborhood, the amenities, or the building. The valence of those 
features might be positive (e.g. lively restaurant scene) or negative 
(e.g. noisy neighbors), affecting the overall valence of the descrip-
tion. According to our model, the inferences that individuals make 
based on questions they receive influence the valence of the response 
and the features mentioned.

In our experiment, we tested the predictions of the QDM by 
introducing three types of questions that lead to different inferences 
about the asker’s knowledge structures and intentions. We expect 
these different types of questions to influence the content, valence, 

table 1. Estimates of others’ values conditioned on own and others’ liking (dVds) 

Valuation of Sopranos dVds
[direct] and decomposed

not much

Liking frequency

some
what

a 
lot

I’d 
love it!

Actual  [$46] $46 $1627% $4337% $6528%  $92 8%

Estimated (overall)  [$86] $70 $1815% $4123% $7131% $11231%

by “not much” group       $62 $1517% $2522% $6230% $9932%

by “somewhat” group       $71 $1814% $3023% $7131% $11332%

by “a lot” group       $74 $2214% $3124% $7833%  $11728%

by “I’d love it!” group       $86 $2015% $2320% $8328% $13137%

table 2. Estimates of others’ values conditioned on own and others’ liking (Cheese) 

Valuation of cheese tasting event
[direct] and decomposed

not much

Liking frequency

some
what

a 
lot

I’d 
love it!

Actual   [$46] $35 $713% $2527% $4434%  $5426%

Estimated (overall)   [$64] $33  $924% $2231% $4127% $7119%

by “not much” group       $27 $833% $1931% $4222% $6314%

by “somewhat” group       $31 $923% $2336% $4125% $6716%

by “a lot” group       $33 $1123% $2331% $4531%  $7615%

by “I’d love it!” group       $38 $820% $2125% $4027% $7328%
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and consequently the veracity of responses. We term these questions 
types: General questions, Positive Assumption questions, and Nega-
tive Assumption questions. 

General questions pose a broad inquiry about a situation, a 
good or a service (e.g. “How is the project going?”). General ques-
tions lack a specific line of investigation and convey the impression 
that the asker might not be knowledgeable about the topic of dis-
cussion. Positive Assumption questions ask about a specific issue, 
but communicate the assumption that no problems exist (e.g. “The 
project is not likely to run over budget, is it?”). These questions re-
veal an awareness of a possible issue, but either a lack of concern 
or interpersonal discomfort with pursuing an assertive line of ques-
tioning. Negative Assumption questions ask about a specific issue, 
and communicate an implicit assumption that a problem exists (e.g. 
“How much over budget is this project likely to run?”). Negative As-
sumption questions communicate knowledge of potential problems 
and comfort with pursuing an assertive line of questioning. 

In our study, participants negotiated with a confederate regard-
ing the sale of a used iPod. We assigned every participant to the role 
of “Seller” and randomized them into one of three conditions. Across 
conditions, the confederate asked a General, a Positive Assumption, 
or a Negative Assumption question. The participants were provided 
several pieces of information about the iPod including color, age, 
memory capacity, and working condition. In particular, we were in-
terested in whether participants would reveal to their counterpart that 
the iPod has a history of undiagnosed crashes, which in the past have 
resulted in the loss of all stored music. 

In line with the predictions of the Question Disclosure Model, 
participants judged negotiation counterparts who asked a Positive 

Assumption or Negative Assumption question to be more knowl-
edgeable than counterparts who asked a General question. They also 
judged counterparts who asked a Negative Assumption question to 
be more determined to gather accurate information than those who 
asked either a General or a Positive Assumption question. Conse-
quently, the content of the responses and the valence of the responses 
differed across conditions, and these differences were mediated by 
the inferences participants made.

Most importantly, the information revealed in the question dra-
matically affected the likelihood that participants revealed the truth 
about the working condition of the iPod. Participants were much 
more likely to inform the buyer that the iPod had a history of crash-
ing when they were asked a Negative Assumption question (89.0%) 
than when they were asked a Positive Assumption question (61.1%), 
chi squared(1) = 15.2, p < .001, or a General question (8.1%), chi 
squared(1) = 95.2, p < .001, (comparing Positive Assumption and 
General question conditions, chi squared(1) = 45.5, p < .001). Sup-
porting the QDM, participants changed both the content and valence 
of the response as a function of questions they received.

Our work suggests that consumers readily draw inferences 
about others based on the questions they ask. Furthermore, such in-
ferences lead to changes in important behaviors, such as revealing 
unfavorable information in the course of a transaction. Prior research 
has considered questions strictly as a tool for gathering information. 
The Question Disclosure Model provides a framework for investi-
gating the manner in which questions reveal information and the ef-
fects of this phenomenon on consumer behavior. 
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Feeling Mixed? When, Why and to What End do We Feel Mixed Emotions?
Chair: Patti Williams, University of Pennsylvania, USA

Paper  #1: Finding Meaning in Mixed Affective Experiences
Sayantani Mukherjee, California State University Long Beach, 
USA
Thomas Kramer, University of South Carolina, USA 
Loraine Lau-Gesk, University of California Irvine, USA 

Paper  #2: Putting the Consumer in the Picture: Visual 
Perspectives and Mixed Emotions in Advertising

Iris Hung, National University of Singapore, Singapore
Anirban Mukhopadhyay, Hong Kong University of Science 
and Technology, China 

Paper  #3: Mixed Emotional Experience is Associated With and 
Precedes Improvements in Well-being

Hal E. Hershfield, New York University, USA
Jonathan M. Adler, Franklin W. Olin College of Engineering, 
USA 

SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Over the past decade, scholars in marketing and psychology 

have investigated whether individuals can experience mixed emo-
tions, the psychological processes associated with such experiences 
and the individual differences and situational factors that make them 
more or less likely. The majority of this work has focused on un-
derstanding when individuals are likely to experience discomfort in 
response to mixed emotions (e.g. Williams and Aaker 2002), with 
findings suggesting young, Caucasian Americans and those with a 
concrete construal mindset (Hong and Lee 2010) likely to experience 
discomfort and thus to find mixed emotions aversive.  

Building upon, and yet in contrast to this previous work, the pa-
pers in this session suggest that mixed emotions are frequent experi-
ences, even among those for whom past research has suggested they 
might be aversive. Mixed emotions may, in fact, even be deliberately 
sought.  The papers in this session suggest that mixed emotions may 
be integral to goal pursuit and personal achievement, can be an es-
sential component in meaning making, particularly in the face of ad-
versity, may be perceived as reflecting reality, and can be processed 
fluently depending upon an individual’s perspective toward them.

The first paper in this session (Mukherjee, Kramer & Lau-Gesk) 
suggests that consumers may not always want to avoid mixed affec-
tive experiences, particularly in the domain of goal pursuit and per-
sonal achievement, because a combination of positive and negative 
experiences is associated with the creation of meaning.  In particu-
lar, the addition of some negative affect to goal pursuit can enhance 
feelings of accomplishment through hardship. This research suggests 
that while mixed-ness can be aversive when individuals are focused 
on the process of goal achievement, a focus on the outcome links 
mixed-ness to meaning-making and to more enjoyment of the experi-
ence itself.  

The second paper (Hung and Mukhopadhyay) examines the 
impact of visual perspectives on the fluency with which consumers 
process advertising evoking mixtures of hedonic and self-conscious 
emotions , and hence on attitudes to products featured in the appeals.  
Results show that consumers who adopt a third-person, observer 
perspective process self-conscious emotional ads more fluently and 
evaluate them more favorably, while consumers adopting a first-per-
son, actor perspective process ads that highlight hedonic emotions 
more fluently and evaluate them more favorably.

The third paper (Hershfield and Adler) suggests that concur-
rent experiences of conflicting emotions in times of adversity can 
ultimately lead to greater well-being over time.  Individuals who 
sought therapeutic treatment for a wide variety of life events were 
asked to write about their experiences.  These narratives were coded 
and results show that blends of happiness and sadness in response to 
therapy were associated well-being over time.  As in the first paper, 
this research suggests that the blends may not have been pleasant 
at the time of their experience, but are shown to have a prospective 
influence, such that the impact of mixed emotions on well-being un-
folds over time.

This session is likely to be of interest to ACR members study-
ing emotions generally as well as those studying mixed emotions 
and those who are investigating well-being and how consumers 
find meaning in consumption experiences. The session furthers the 
conference’s mission of appreciating diversity in a variety of ways.  
First, the papers investigate mixed emotions in a variety of settings, 
from the more traditional advertising context, to video game play-
ing and to coping with life-stressors and therapeutic interventions.  
The papers in the session also examine a variety of different types of 
mixed emotions, from happiness and sadness to mixtures of hedonic 
and self-conscious emotions. Previous work on mixed emotions has 
focused upon when mixed emotions can be construed as more or 
less negative and aversive. This session, in contrast to that previ-
ous literature, focuses upon when mixed emotions might actually be 
processed fluently, actively pursued and associated with meaning-
making and enhanced well-being, which is a substantial contribution 
to the current literature on mixed emotions.

Finding Meaning in Mixed Affective Experiences

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Past research has shown that mixed affective experiences gener-

ally are aversive unless consumers find a way to cope with their as-
sociated discomfort (Williams and Aaker 2002). Yet consumers often 
knowingly seek out experiences that elicit both positive and negative 
affect. For example, skydivers find enjoyment from feeling intense 
happiness and fear during their jump (Celsi, Rose, and Leigh 1993). 
Thus, many mixed affective experiences are those that consumers 
actually wish for rather than wish to avoid. Responding favorably to 
this type of mixed affective experience seems not a function of cop-
ing with unpleasantness, but rather enjoying its pleasantness. Depart-
ing from past research which examines mixed affective experiences 
that consumers want to avoid, we investigate those that consumers 
actually desire. Specifically, we address two interrelated questions. 
First, can mixed affective experiences be more enjoyable than pure 
positive ones? And second, what makes such mixed affective experi-
ences enjoyable to consumers?

We propose that in the context of mixed affective experiences 
that involve goal pursuit and personal achievements, mixed affective 
experiences can be more enjoyable than pure positive ones because 
consumers derive more meaning from the experience. This is based 
on past research which has discussed the importance of goal pursuit 
in deriving meaning where meaning is defined as having a sense of 
purpose and attainment of goals that are important to an individual 
(King et al. 2006). Thus, mixed affective experiences that involve 
goal pursuit not only are associated with mixed affect but are also 
likely to be linked with meaningfulness. In turn, consistent with re-
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search showing that meaningfulness is often associated with greater 
levels of enjoyment (Csikszentmihalyi 1990), we suggest that con-
sumers may seek out and enjoy mixed experiences from which they 
derive meaning. Further, we argue that mixed affective experiences 
can be enjoyed more than pure positive ones. This is because when 
engaged in goal pursuit, consumers may infer that detriments, such 
as negative affect, are necessary evils to experience on the way to 
success, as popularized by the expressions of “no pain, no gain,” 
or “the road to accomplishment is through hardship.” For example, 
Kramer et al. (2011) found that consumer responses to medications 
with severe, as compared to mild, side effects were more favorable. 
Further, a bad-tasting cough syrup was judged to be more effective 
at fighting colds than a good-tasting one. Likewise, Loewenstein 
(1999) found that the pain endured during mountain climbing reveals 
one’s strength under harsh conditions to others.

To test our proposition, we directly examined mixed affective 
experiences that involve goals and personal accomplishments, such 
as mastering a videogame or a challenging mountain bike ride. We 
conducted a field study in a videogame arcade where 41 patrons 
played a videogame of their choice. After playing the game, par-
ticipants reported their affective intensity and overall evaluations. As 
expected, results showed that participants evaluated the experience 
as significantly more enjoyable when it was mixed versus pure posi-
tive (6.09 vs. 5.5; F(1, 39) = 4.64, p < .05). In our second study, we 
examined the mediating role of meaningfulness. We also included 
felt discomfort measures to rule it out as an alternate mediator to 
demonstrate the novelty of desirable mixed affective experiences. 
Further, since we suggest that consumers obtain meaning from 
mixed affective experiences when such experiences are associated 
with goals and personal achievement, we theorized that this effect 
should emerge when consumers focused on the end goal (of accom-
plishment). Thus, in the next study, we manipulated the focus of par-
ticipants’ thoughts to either emphasize the end goal of achievement 
(outcome-focus) or emphasize the process or steps that lead to the 
goal (process-focus) (Escalas and Luce 2003). 

One hundred and fifteen undergraduate students participated in 
a study on mountain-biking. A 2 (affective experience: mixed vs. 
pure positive) X 2 (focus: outcome vs. process) ANOVA on partici-
pants’ enjoyment yielded the expected affective experience X focus 
interaction (F(1, 111) = 4.62, p < .05). Enjoyment of the mixed affec-
tive experience was significantly greater than the pure positive one 
(6.53 vs. 6.00; F(1, 111) = 5.49, p < .05). However, type of affective 
experience did not impact the level of enjoyment for participants in 
the process focus condition (6.15 vs. 6.26; F(1, 111) = .31, p > .10). 
To examine whether meaningfulness mediated the interaction be-
tween affective experience and focus on enjoyment ratings, a medi-
ated moderation analysis was conducted (Muller, Judd, and Yzerbyt 
2005). Results showed that the effect of type of affective experience 
on enjoyment is mediated by meaningfulness. However, and as ex-
pected, the observed effects only emerged for consumers who were 
focused on the outcome or end goal of the experience, as compared 
to the process. Further, findings showed that felt discomfort did not 
mediate the joint influence of type of affective experience and focus 
on enjoyment.

  Together, the findings from our two studies show that 
mixed affective experiences are not only enjoyable but they can even 
provide more enjoyment than pure positive affective experiences. 
This adds to research across different domains of mixed experiences 
such as mixed affect (Williams and Aaker 2002) and cognitive dis-
sonance (Elliott and Devine 1994).

Putting the Consumer in the Picture:  
Visual Perspectives and Mixed Emotions in Advertising

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Advertising appeals that describe a consumption experience 

often elicit mixed emotions. Typically, such advertisements portray 
cognitively complex stimuli or phenomena (Larsen, McGraw, and 
Cacioppo 2001). For example, Williams and Aaker (2002) studied 
responses to an ad for a brand of photographic film, where a person 
was ostensibly commenting on a photograph of themselves as a baby 
posed with their now deceased grandmother. The commentary here 
was in the first person. (“My Nana, Emma, passed away this past 
year... I loved sharing time with her. I miss her…”.) What factors 
influence the effectiveness of such mixed-emotional advertising? In 
this research, we investigate how the use of different visual perspec-
tives, e.g., first versus third person, might influence consumers’ re-
sponses to such mixed appeals. In so doing, we aim to identify one 
important factor that facilitates the processing of appeals that elicit 
mixtures of emotions, and therefore influences attitudes towards the 
advertised products.

Consumers viewing advertising such as the above may visual-
ize the advertised situation and transport themselves into it in one 
of two ways. They may view the situation in the first person as if 
they are living it, as in William’s and Aaker’s stimuli, or they may 
observe the situation as if they are watching a movie of themselves. 
In either case, they may use the elicited emotions as bases for evalu-
ating the product (Sujan, Bettman and Baumgartner 1993; Escalas 
2007). Hung and Mukhopadhyay (2012) demonstrated that the vi-
sual perspectives people take to view a given situation influence the 
intensity of the emotions people experience, such that people who 
take an actor’s (i.e., first person) perspective feel stronger hedonic 
emotions whereas those who take an observer’s perspective experi-
ence stronger self-conscious emotions. Based on this, we argue that 
when depicting mixed emotions, ads that use an actor’s (observer’s) 
perspective facilitate the processing of the hedonic (self-conscious) 
emotions involved. The ease with which the emotion is processed 
should consequently increase evaluations of the advertisement as 
well as the advertised product. 

Product consumption often involves simultaneous experiences 
of different specific emotions (Larsen et al. 2001; Williams and Aak-
er 2002). For example, an ad portraying the consumption of a late-
night snack because one has to study for an exam thereby foregoing a 
concert by one’s favorite band might elicit both the hedonic emotion 
of sadness (for missing out on the concert) and the self-conscious 
emotion of pride (for studying hard). Hedonic emotions such as ex-
citement and sadness are relatively spontaneous and can be elicited 
without much cognitive deliberation whereas self-conscious emo-
tions such as pride and guilt are characterized as being accompanied 
by thoughts about how others might evaluate me/the desirability 
of my behavior (Leary 2007). Given the difference in the nature of 
these emotions, recent findings show that visual perspectives, which 
dispose people to focus on different aspects of information (Jones 
and Nisbett 1972), might influence people’s experience of these 
emotions (Hung and Mukhopadhyay 2012). Actors, who pay more 
attention to situational circumstances, might respond more fluently 
to aspects of events that elicit hedonic emotions. Observers, who pay 
more attention to the ‘me’ in the situation (i.e., as if one is seeing a 
movie of oneself), might respond more fluently to aspects of events 
that elicit self-conscious emotions. 

Building on these findings, we examine the role of visual per-
spectives in responses to advertising appeals which feature product 
consumption experiences that typically elicit mixed emotions. We 
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propose that actors’ (observers’) perspectives should facilitate the 
processing of an appeal that highlights a hedonic (self-conscious) 
emotion in a product consumption experience that typically elicits a 
mixture of hedonic and self-conscious emotions. Consequently, the 
ease with which actors (observers) process the appeal should increase 
evaluations of the appeal itself as well as the advertised products. 

Three experiments support these propositions. Participants took 
either an actor’s or an observer’s perspective to process an appeal 
that described a product consumption experience eliciting a mixture 
of hedonic and self-conscious emotion (experiments 1 and 3). Re-
gardless of the valence of the emotion highlighted, actors evaluated 
the ad and the advertised product more favorably when the ad high-
lighted a hedonic emotion than observers did. In contrast, observers 
evaluated the ad and the advertised product more favorably when the 
ad highlighted a self-conscious emotion than actors did. Experiments 
2 to 3 further examined whether similar effects of visual perspectives 
occur when the use of visual perspectives were subtly manipulated 
by the appeal. Participants processed an ad describing a mixed-
emotional experience that elicits a positive (negative) hedonic emo-
tion of excitement (sadness) and a negative (positive) self-conscious 
emotion of guilt (pride). The mixed-emotional experience involved 
either studying in the library while one’s favorite band was in concert 
(simultaneous sadness and pride), or attending the concert despite an 
exam the next day (simultaneous excitement and guilt). The visual 
for the ad featured a photograph of a library scene or a concert scene, 
as viewed on a mobile phone. The text in the ad however highlighted 
only one of the four emotions involved: positive hedonic (excite-
ment), negative hedonic (sadness), positive self-conscious (pride), or 
negative self-conscious (guilt). Visual perspectives were manipulat-
ed integrally, using tag-markers on the photograph itself. Participants 
reported their attitudes towards the ad, and the advertised products. 
Across three studies, results consistently showed that the ad and the 
advertised product were evaluated more favorably when participants 
took an actor’s (observer’s) perspective to view a mixed-emotional 
situation that highlighted a hedonic (self-conscious) emotion. This 
effect was mediated by the ease of processing the appeal, and was 
observed when the visual perspective was induced incidentally as 
well as integrally by the advertisement, and whether the advertise-
ment was viewed subsequently or simultaneously. 

Overall, this research contributes to the understanding of the 
conditions under which mixed emotional appeals are likely to be flu-
ently processed, thereby increasing consumers’ evaluations of ad-
vertised products. This research also sheds new light on the role of 
visual perspectives in the impact of appeals that depict integral and 
mixed emotions, by examining the relative impact of mixed emo-
tions that might typically be elicited in product consumption experi-
ences portrayed in emotional appeals. Theoretical and practical im-
plications will be discussed in the session.

Mixed Emotional Experience is Associated With and 
Precedes Improvements in Well-being

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The respective benefits and drawbacks of positive and nega-

tive emotional experience on well-being have been well documented 
(e.g., Lyubomirsky, King, & Diener, 2005). Yet, considerably less at-
tention has been given to the ways in which the experience of mixed 
emotions – that is, the concurrent experience of positive and negative 
emotions – can affect well-being. A notable exception is the co-ac-
tivation model of health proposed by Larsen and colleagues (2003), 
which holds that experiencing positive emotions concurrently with 
negative emotions may detoxify them, transforming a negative emo-

tional experience into fodder for meaning-making and subsequently 
enhanced well-being. Although recent work has tested the postulates 
of Larsen’s model on physical health (Hershfield, Scheibe, Sims, & 
Carstensen, Under review), very little research to date has directly 
examined the connection between mixed emotional experience and 
enhanced well-being. In the present study, we investigated whether 
mixed emotional experience – specifically the concurrent experi-
ence of happiness and sadness - prospectively benefits improvement 
in well-being. The context for this investigation was a naturalistic 
longitudinal study of psychotherapy in an outpatient clinic. Psy-
chotherapy is fundamentally concerned with emotional experience 
(Greenberg & Safran, 1987) and provided an opportunity to assess 
the unfolding relationships between mixed emotional experience and 
well-being.  The present study aims to demonstrate that concurrent 
happiness and sadness may temporally precede improvements in 
well-being. 

When facing negative events in the course of one’s life, people 
may choose to either suppress negative emotions (Gross & John, 
2003) or express them (e.g., Pennebaker, 1997). There are benefits 
and drawbacks to both approaches, but failing to confront negative 
events can ultimately lead to increased stress levels (Pennebaker, 
Kiecolt-Glaser, & Glaswer, 1988). Larsen and colleagues (2003) 
propose that a third strategy, one of “taking the good with the bad”, 
might actually benefit individuals during difficult times by allow-
ing them to confront adversity and ultimately find meaning in life’s 
stressors (a eudaimonic outcome), as well as to feel better in their 
wake (a hedonic outcome). In their co-activation model, allowing 
for the experience of positive emotion alongside negative emotion 
prompts individuals to face negative life events and gain insight into 
them. Larsen and colleagues’ model thus suggests that during dif-
ficult situations, a mix of positive and negative emotions may be 
optimal for well-being. For instance, when experiencing the loss of a 
loved one, allowing positive memories to be experienced alongside 
sadness could potentially lead to a healthier bereavement process 
(Folkman & Moskowitz, 2000). As Davis and colleagues (Davis, 
Zautra, & Smith, 2004) note, one key to resilience across the adult 
life span, may be the “ability to maintain affective complexity in the 
face of life’s inevitable difficulties” (p. 1155). 

Although prior work offers preliminary evidence for the posi-
tive role that the blending of positive and negative emotion can play 
in well-being, none has systematically examined the prospective 
benefits that mixed emotions may have on well-being over time in a 
fine-grained way. Thus, in the present study, we sought to examine 
whether mixed emotional experiences are prospectively linked to en-
hanced well-being.

Forty-seven adults (Mage = 36 years) who sought treatment at 
a major outpatient clinic for a wide variety of problems, ranging 
from significant psychopathology to more typical life events such 
as divorce or the transition to parenthood, were enrolled in the pres-
ent study prior to beginning treatment. In order to tap a broad con-
ception of well-being encompassing both hedonic and eudaimonic 
elements (Ryan & Deci, 2001), the Systemic Therapy Inventory of 
Change was selected as the primary outcome measure (STIC; Pinsof 
& Chambers, 2009). To assess the emotional content of participants’ 
experiences in psychotherapy, we collected private narratives about 
participants’ perspectives on treatment. The present study asked par-
ticipants to reflect in writing on their thoughts and feelings associ-
ated with being in therapy, including the way they saw the treatment 
fitting into their overall life or sense of self. As such, the narratives 
discussed both participants’ life events as well as their experiences 
in treatment.
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A team of two trained raters (undergraduate research assistants, 
trained by the first author, who were blind to the hypotheses of the 
study and unfamiliar with the coactivation model) coded the narra-
tives for their emotional content. Previous theoretical and empirical 
work on mixed emotional experience has taken a broad approach to 
operationalizing the construct, including generic categories of “posi-
tive” and “negative” emotional experience. In contrast, in the present 
study we sought to empirically identify the specific blend of posi-
tive and negative emotions that are associated with improvements 
in well-being. Given that happiness and sadness were the only spe-
cific emotions to show a significant relationship with well-being over 
time, the six other specific emotions were dropped from subsequent 
analysis and a composite variable, representing instances when hap-
piness and sadness co-occurred, was created.

The primary analytical strategy applied growth curve modeling 
to the data. This technique is well-suited to accommodate missing 
data and unbalanced spacing of assessment points, both of which are 
inevitable in data collected from a naturalistic sample. The results 

indicate that participants who experienced a concurrent mixture of 
happiness and sadness during the course of treatment enjoyed sub-
sequent improvements in their well-being. This finding remained 
significant when controlling for the impact of the passage of time 
as well as that of dispositional personality traits associated with 
affect.  In addition, the results suggest that the significant associa-
tion between the experience of concurrent happiness and sadness is 
uniquely related to well-being at the following assessment point, but 
not concurrently, when controlling for the independent impacts of 
happiness and sadness themselves.  In other words, mixed emotional 
experience was seen to have a prospective influence on well-being, 
but its concurrent association with well-being was explained by the 
independent effects of happiness and sadness.  This suggests that 
mixed emotional experience may have a distinct prospective poten-
cy; its association with well-being unfolds over time.  Thus, while 
the concurrent experience of happiness and sadness in the face of ad-
versity might not provide immediate benefit, it may signal enhance-
ments in well-being in the near future.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Numerical stimuli in marketing are ubiquitous. For example, 

they are used by companies to communicate the performance of 
products or information about product attributes, they facilitate the 
interpretation of rating scale anchors, and they are used by consum-
ers to monitor goal progress. Examining how consumers extract 
meaning from numbers is therefore crucial to understanding con-
sumer decision making. This symposium consists of four papers that 
interconnect at different levels. Together, they provide new perspec-
tives on numerical cognition and, more generally, the psychology of 
consumer decisions.

The first paper, by Peters and Meilleur, shows that numeri-
cal information drives early attention and subsequent choices. They 
argue that low Arab numerals are associated with a focus of visual 
attention to the left and that high Arab numerals are associated with a 
focus of visual attention to the right. Presenting a low (1) versus high 
(9) digit between two decision options also impacts choice in line 
with the authors’ selective attention account. 

The second paper, by de Langhe and Puntoni, draws attention 
to a factor contributing to consumers’ willingness to pay for techno-
logical progress. The performance of many technologies is expressed 
in terms of speed (e.g., Internet bandwidth). Four studies show that 
consumers misunderstand the relationship between increases in 
speed and time savings. They hold the belief that the same increment 
in speed provides the same time saving regardless of whether the 
initial speed is low or high, even though time savings become in fact 
smaller as speed increases. The studies also show how to reduce this 
bias by drawing attention to time (e.g., via experience or by restruc-
turing numerical information).

The third paper, by burson and Larrick, examines how per-
ceptions of magnitude affect conclusions about attribute importance 
that are inferred from conjoint studies. By multiplying a ratio scale 
by an arbitrary factor, numerical scales that are used to describe 
product attributes can be contracted (e.g., 1-10) or expanded (e.g., 
1-100). The relative importance of attributes inferred from conjoint 

studies is greater when the scale is expanded, but decreasingly so 
because of decreasing sensitivity.

The fourth paper, by davis, bagchi, and Lee, investigates how 
the order of presentation of effort and reward information affects 
goal pursuit and examines the role of numerosity in this effect. In 
three studies, they manipulate the numerosity of the metric used to 
express the amount of effort required to meet a goal and found that in 
the presence of large number (connoting high effort requirements), 
presenting the rewards before the effort reduces effort salience and 
energizes consumers. 

Because of the fundamental importance of numerical cognition 
for understanding consumer psychology, we expect this special ses-
sion to be of interest to a wide audience. The session will appeal to 
researchers on topics as diverse as (1) motivation and goal achieve-
ment, (2) marketing research, scaling, and conjoint analysis, (3) at-
tention, (4) decision making, and (5) innovation. Data collection in 
all papers is complete and the session features a total of 13 studies 
using a variety of paradigms and methods (e.g., choice, conjoint, 
priming). All participants have agreed to present, should the session 
be accepted. The chair will facilitate audience discussion drawing 
further connections between the new perspectives introduced in this 
session and other areas of consumer research. 

In sum, we believe that this proposal fits both the spirit of 
ACR special sessions and the theme of the conference—appreciat-
ing diversity. In addition to the diversity of approaches to numerical 
cognition that the papers exemplify, the session also brings together 
researchers from different areas of research, including marketing, 
management and psychology. The participation of Ellen Peters, a 
leading psychologist and numeracy researcher, is especially note-
worthy.

numerical Cognition and a Mere-Looking Effect in 
Multi-Attribute Choice

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Selective attention has been a long-standing theme in decision 

research (Einhorn & Hogarth, 1981; Weber & Johnson, 2009), but 
studies have not manipulated early attention in complex, multi-attri-
bute decisions outside of awareness and independent of participant 
goals. In the present paper, we take advantage of symbols learned in 
early childhood – integers from 1 to 9 – that are not obviously direc-
tional but have been shown to have a left-to-right spatial orientation 
that can subtly shift attention (Dehaene, Bossini, & Giraux, 1993; 
Fischer, Castel, Dodd, & Pratt, 2003).

In four studies, we used these incidental attentional shifts to test 
their influence on high-level cognitive processes involved in multi-
attribute binary choices. Of course, just because individuals look in 
the direction of information does not mean that they process or use 
it in decisions. However, some evidence exists for a disproportionate 
influence of early information on decisions (Weber & Johnson, 2009; 
DeKay et al., 2009; Russo et al., 2006). Thus, we hypothesized that 
presentation of an incidental small or large Arabic digit (physically 
located between two choice options) would shift visual attention to 
the left and right options, respectively, and information attended ear-
lier would disproportionately influence information processing and 
choice – a mere-looking effect. 
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Results of the present four studies provided converging evi-
dence, across diverse decision paradigms, to support the causal role 
of covert and overt shifts of attention in influencing the processing 
and valuation of decision options. In Study 1, the attention shift cre-
ated by implicit cues – a “1” or “9” – located between two real choice 
options produced preference reversals. Faced with a simple choice 
between two identical erasers, “1” participants were more likely than 
“9” participants to choose the left-side eraser (65.2% and 33.3%, 
respectively; χ2(df=1)=4.5, p=0.03, φ=.32). Study 1 provided evi-
dence that the presentation of Arabic integers activated magnitude 
and shifted early attention to information that influenced choice. The 
effect occurred despite spatial attention being driven exogenously, 
from a normatively irrelevant and incidental source.

In Study 2, participants chose between two hypothetical vaca-
tion spots – one with average attributes; the other with both posi-
tive and negative attributes (materials adapted from Shafir et al., 
1993). In a 2x2 between-subjects design, participants were shown 
either a large “1” or “9” in the middle column, with enriched Spot 
B’s positive or negative attributes on top. When the enriched op-
tion was attended early, top-to-bottom attribute order significantly 
influenced choices; when the average option was attended early, the 
top-to-bottom order of attributes for the enriched option had little 
influence (interaction: Wald χ2(df=1)=9.1, p=0.003, f=.22). In par-
ticular, when attention was directed left (“1”), B’s attribute order did 
not influence choice; 60% versus 62% of participants chose Spot A 
when B’s negative versus positive attributes, respectively, were on 
top. However, among “9” participants (attention directed rightward), 
significantly more participants chose left-side Spot A when B’s nega-
tive attributes were on top (85%) than when its positive attributes 
were (47%). Mere looking did not produce simple liking of whatever 
is looked at first; instead, it biased choices based on processing the 
first-attended information.

Studies 1 and 2 provided initial evidence that the spatial orien-
tation of the mental number line can orient attention and alter choices 
when no real difference exists between options (Study 1) or when 
the choice is hypothetical (Study 2). Study 3 provided evidence that 
“mere looking” at information matters in choices among consumer 
goods, specifically when choosing between a decision of the head 
and a decision of the heart. In this case, participants chose between 
two snacks – one that tasted better and another that was healthier. 
Such choices involve a tradeoff between perceived taste and healthi-
ness; how individuals process these tradeoffs is unclear, however. 
Previous studies have indicated that decreasing available cognitive 
capacity can increase choices of the less healthy option (Shiv & 
Fedorikhin, 1998). In the present Study 3, cognitive capacity was 
not altered; instead, attention was simply directed first at one option 
or the other. Participants chose between Regular and Baked Lays 
(counterbalancing their left/right order) with “1”, “9”, or nothing be-
tween them. When nothing was in between the snacks, 69% and 19% 
of participants, respectively, chose Baked Lays, respectively, when 
it was on the left or the right. This result is congruent with previous 
eye-tracking results indicating that about 75% of participants in a bi-
nary choice look at the option on the left first (Krajbich et al., 2010). 
With Baked Lays on the left and using the attention manipulation, 
participants were more likely to choose them in the “1” condition 
compared to the “9” condition (60% and 31%, respectively, chose 
Baked Lays). With Baked Lays on the right, the effect reversed, with 
participants significantly less likely to choose them in the “1” than 
the “9” condition (47% and 75%, respectively, chose Baked Lays).

Finally, in Study 4, choices between 41 food pairs that varied 
in perceived healthiness and tastiness were made with “1”, “9”, or 
“5” between options in each pair. Our prior choice effects were rep-

licated.  Preliminary analysis of eye tracking data supported the hy-
pothesized information-processing mechanisms.

That the attentional effects of conventional, overlearned sym-
bols can guide attention and influence choices suggests a strong link 
between visual attention and choice. Broader implications of this and 
other research also further highlight the constructive nature of choice 
(Lichtenstein & Slovic, 2006; Payne, Bettman, & Schkade, 1999), 
and, importantly, point towards some of the subtle influences that 
marketers and other information providers can exert on choices.

need for Speed?

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Technology often advances by increasing the speed of specific 

processes and, consequently, by reducing the time required to per-
form a particular task. Marketers tend to express the performance of 
time-saving technologies in terms of their speed. For example, the 
performance of computers’ CPU is expressed in megahertz (MHz 
= cycles per second), Internet bandwidth is expressed in megabits 
per second (Mbps), the performance of printing technologies is ex-
pressed in pages per minute (ppm), and the performance of kitchen 
robots is expressed in rotations per second (rps). Increases in speed 
result in time savings. The speed of a product is thus a diagnostic fea-
ture allowing consumers to assess the benefit they receive in terms 
of time saved. 

Marketing theory suggests that, to maximize sales, in their 
communication to consumers marketers should focus on benefits as 
opposed to features. This suggests that marketers’ focus on speed 
may negatively affect consumers’ willingness to pay for technologi-
cal progress. Our research shows that, in fact, consumers are willing 
to pay more for time-saving technologies when marketers highlight 
speed rather than time. This result occurs because consumers misun-
derstand the relationship between speed increases and time savings. 
They think this relationship is linear (i.e., an increase in speed has 
the same effect on time saved regardless of whether speed is low or 
speed is high), while in fact the relationship between speed and time 
is nonlinear (i.e., an increase in speed has a larger effect on time 
saved when speed is low than when speed is high). 

In a first study, participants indicated how much they were will-
ing to pay for 5 data transfer speeds (1MBps; 2 MBps; 3 MBps; 4 
MBps; 5 MBps). Before indicating their willingness to pay, about 
half of participants were given the opportunity to actually experi-
ence how long it takes to download a 30 MB file with each transfer 
speed. For participants without actual experience, willingness to pay 
was linearly related to increases in data transfer speed. For partici-
pants with actual experience, willingness to pay was linearly related 
to time savings.

In a second study, participants rank-ordered five increases in 
printer speed (ppm) in terms of time saved (A: 15 ppm to 30 ppm; 
B: 5 ppm to 15 ppm; C: 18 ppm to 26 ppm; D: 12 ppm to 17 ppm; 
E: 7 ppm to 10 ppm). Participants’ rank-order reflected increases in 
speed (A > B > C > D > E). That is, participants believed that larger 
increases in terms of ppm also result in larger time savings, while 
the correct ordering in terms of time saved should have been: B > E 
> A > D > C. 

In a third study, participants were asked to choose between four 
kitchen robots that differed in terms of speed and price (A: 2.50 rps 
for $200; B: 3.33 rps for $250; C: 4.17 rps for $300; D: 5 rps for 
$350). For half of participants, we also highlighted the performance 
of the kitchen robots in terms of time savings. These participants 
were also presented with the performance of each kitchen robot in 
terms of seconds per rotation (A: 0.4 spr; B: 0.3 spr; C: 0.24 spr; D: 
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0.2spr). Participants receiving restructured numerical information in 
terms of seconds per rotation were more likely to choose a less ex-
pensive kitchen robot. While rotations per second highlights speed, 
seconds per rotations facilitates mental calculations regarding time 
saved.

To extend our findings to a setting where “slower is better”, we 
also examined a situation where consumers pay a certain amount of 
money for a service per unit of time. In the context of mobile phone 
plans, for instance, consumers pay a specific rate where a lower cost 
per unit of time (i.e., a slower outflow of money) is preferred over 
a higher cost per unit of time (i.e., a faster outflow of money). In a 
fourth study, participants were asked to imagine they were willing 
to spend $50 per month on their mobile phone plan. We told par-
ticipants that their current provider considered increasing their rate. 
Participants were asked how likely they were to switch to another 
provider if their current provider decided (a) to increase their rate 
from $0.10 to $0.15 per minute and (b) to increase their rate from 
$0.20 to $0.30 per minute. If participants accurately assess how the 
rate increase affects the number of minutes they can call for $50 per 
month, they should be more likely to switch when their rate increases 
from $0.10 to $0.15 (i.e., a loss of 167 minutes) than when their rate 
increases from $0.20 to $0.30 (i.e., a loss 83 minutes). However, 
participants indicated they would be more likely to switch when their 
rate increased from $0.20 to $0.30, again reflecting the erroneous 
mapping of speed on time.

In sum, companies’ focus on communicating speed when pro-
moting time-saving technological improvements of existing prod-
ucts leads consumers to overvalue technological progress. We will 
discuss the importance of our findings for marketers, but also for 
public policy makers.

tipping the Scale: discriminability Effects in 
Measurement

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
In Ireland, a District Court judge reduced the speeding charge 

of a driver who had been clocked going 180 kilometers per hour in a 
100 kilometer per hour zone. Looking at this decision, an outside ob-
server might conclude that the court believed the driver’s speed was 
less important in the decision than, say, his previous driving record. 
However, the judge’s explanation for the decision was that the speed 
did not look “as bad” when converted into 112 miles per hour in a 62 
mile per hour zone (Associated Press, 2007). Objectively, speeding 
by 80 kph is still violating the law by the same proportion as speed-
ing by 50 mph and thus warrants the same penalty. Any scale with 
ratio properties can be converted from one scale to another (without 
changing the information provided by the scale) by multiplying the 
original values by some constant factor. However, this trivial trans-
formation is psychologically consequential, as is clear in this exam-
ple: The expanded scale highlights the difference between the speed 
limit and the driver’s speed, making that difference seem large. In 
contrast, the contracted scale minimizes the difference (Pandelaere, 
Briers, & Lembregts, 2011). 

There are decades of research on how people perceive and 
interpret numerical attributes in psychology and in marketing. In 
summarizing these traditions, Mellers and Cooke (1994) propose a 
three-stage sequence by which a perceiver evaluates a multi-attribute 
object. First, there is a perceptual stage in which specific attribute 
levels are translated into internal representations. Then, there is a 
weighting stage in which different internal representations of at-
tributes are combined into an overall judgment. Finally, there is a 
response stage in which an overall judgment is expressed as a judg-

ment or choice. Market researchers attempting to understand con-
sumer behavior often try to back attribute weighting (the second 
stage) out of observed preferences or choices (the final stage). For 
example, conjoint researchers infer participants’ attribute impor-
tance from their responses. We argue that, like an outside observer 
of the Irish court decision, conjoint researchers may inappropriately 
attribute observed choices to attribute importance when what is actu-
ally guiding choice is the internal representation of the difference in 
products.

To test this hypothesis, we expand and contract attribute scales 
in a conjoint design and observe the impact on choice and inferred 
attribute importance. We propose that these manipulations directly 
influence internal representations because people focus on the attri-
bute value and neglect the attribute’s scale magnitude—alternatives 
seem more different on that expanded attribute and are encoded as 
such. This leads to shifts in choice, and thus in attribute importance 
inferred using the usual conjoint method. We go on to verify that 
the actual importance of attributes to participants is not influenced 
by scale expansion, only the internal representation. In addition, we 
show that because of diminishing sensitivity to scale expansion, ex-
treme scale expansion does not continue to influence that internal 
representation.

Specifically, in each of two studies, we find that participants’ 
choices closely track the expanded attribute in the conjoint design, 
replicating past research (Burson, Larrick, & Lynch, 2009). Because 
conjoint analysis determines the relative importance of a particular 
attribute by observing its impact on choices relative to the impact of 
other attributes, the natural conclusion of a market researcher exam-
ining one of our conditions in isolation would be that the attribute 
using an expanded scale is a very important attribute to consumers. 
Critically, however, our experiments show that this cannot be the 
case because that importance seems to vary from condition to condi-
tion. For example, in Study 1 one attribute appeared to be the most 
important attribute in choice when it was presented on an expanded 
scale (54%), but appeared to become less and less influential when 
it was contracted (44%). A similar pattern was revealed in Study 2 
(relative importance of expanded conditions = 62% vs. contracted 
condition = 46%). These results are a statistical artifact. Just as the 
Irish judge in our opening example did not suddenly discount the 
importance of speeding in his penalty decision, participants in our 
studies are not revising the importance of product attributes. Rather, 
attribute expansion directly influences internal representations of 
products—exaggerating differences in products—but importance of 
an expanded attribute is no greater than that of a contracted attribute. 

We confirm that relative importance is a statistical artifact 
by examining the rated importance of each feature. There was no 
change in these ratings in response to scale expansion. Furthermore, 
scale expansion was found to impact mental representations of the 
alternatives: Participants believed that an attribute had larger differ-
ences in the expanded conditions. 

These findings have important implications for market research-
ers as our studies show that attributes represented on expanded at-
tributes only appear to have inflated importance in consumer choice. 
The interpretation of a conjoint analysis will be sensitive to attribute 
expansion, thus marketers should take care when they choose how 
to infer preferences or how to describe their products. Furthermore, 
Study 2 also reveals that, due to diminishing marginal utility, scale 
expansion has its limits: Expanding an attribute from a 100 point to 
a 1000 point scale did not increase preference for the product that 
performed well on that attribute, nor the inferred importance of the 
attribute. Therefore, market researchers should also recognize the 
boundaries of scale effects. 
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When to Put the Cart in Front of the Horse:  
How Presentation Order of Goal Reward and Effort 

Information Affects Goal Pursuit

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Why do consumers often fail to begin working towards a ben-

eficial goal? One possibility may be that while effort has to be invest-
ed immediately, the benefits occur later. Thus, effort may be more 
salient at the outset and may overweigh perceptions of the benefits 
to be accrued from the outcome later. How can effort perceptions 
(effort salience) be altered to initiate action and/or goal-pursuit? We 
suggest that changing the presentation order of goal outcome and 
effort may influence how salient the effort is and may affect goal-
pursuit.

Most research has focused on how motivation to pursue goals 
can be increased as the reward gets proximal. For instance, animals 
and humans have been shown to move faster when approaching a 
reward (Hull 1932; Kivetz, Urminsky, and Zheng 2006). Endowing 
consumers with progress at the outset can also increase accelera-
tion (Nunes and Dreze 2006). However, it is not always possible to 
endow progress (e.g., when preparing for an exam, it is not possible 
to tell students that they have already reviewed a few chapters). We 
show one way in which consumers can be motivated to pursue goals 
at the initial stages of goal-pursuit. 

We argue that when the effort involved in attaining a goal is 
perceived to be large (e.g. expressed via high numerosity; To get 
an “A” review 300 pages), presenting the reward first (To get an 
“A”) followed by effort (review 300 pages) reduces effort salience 
relative to when effort is presented first followed by reward (Review 
300 pages to get an “A”) and has beneficial effects on goal-pursuit. 
This effect of information presentation order on effort is attenuated 
when smaller numerosities are used to express effort (To get an “A” 
review 10 (30 page) chapters). We demonstrate this effect in three 
studies. In study 1 we show the basic effect. In study 2, we show 
that this effect only occurs when the outcome is far (and thus effort 
required is large) and provide process support. Finally, in study 3, we 
prime focus (outcome vs. process), and show that the order effects 
persist when focus is on outcomes (vs. process), and show medita-
tional support. 

Study 1: Reviewing Course Materials for a Grade
We used the scenario described above. We told undergraduates 

the requirements to get an “A” in a class and manipulated presen-
tation order and numerosity, as described above. Thus, we used a 
2 Order (reward-effort vs. effort-reward) x 2 Numerosity (high vs. 
low) full factorial between-subjects design. Participants indicated 
the likelihood of pursuing an “A”, effort perceptions, and the likeli-
hood of recommending this class to friends. An ANOVA revealed the 
predicted order x numerosity interaction (F (1, 96) = 4.01, p < .05) 
for pursuit likelihood. Participants were more likely to pursue an “A” 
when reward was presented first in the high numerosity condition 
(M reward-effort = 5.71 vs. M effort-reward = 4.64; p < .02), but no difference 
emerged when numerosity was lower (M reward-effort = 6.19 vs. M effort-

reward = 6.25; p > .85). Similar patterns emerged for perceptions of 
effort (interaction: F (1, 96) = 4.31, p < .05) and recommendation 
likelihood (interaction: F (1, 96) = 5.33, p < .05). 

Study 2: Pursuing a Loyalty Reward
Participants learned that they could earn a reward upon accru-

ing a certain number of points (effort). We manipulated presentation 
order by stating the reward first or the effort first. In the high (low) 
numerosity condition, 1,000 (100) points were needed. However, the 
step-sizes were also higher (10 vs. 1 point(s) per dollar). Therefore, 
the amount needed to earn the reward was constant ($100). Partici-
pants were either close to or far away from the reward. We thus used 
a 2 Order (reward-effort vs. effort-reward) x 2 Numerosity (high vs. 
low) x 2 Reward Distance (far vs. near) design.  

Analysis revealed three-way interactions with consistent pat-
terns of means across a range of dependent variables; program attrac-
tiveness (F(1,335) =  4.72, p < .04), likelihood of earning the reward 
(F(1,335) = 5.38, p < .03), satisfaction (F(1,335) = 2.78, p < .10), 
positive store perceptions (F(1,335) = 3.03, p < .09), recommenda-
tion likelihood F(1,335) = 4.55, p < .04), store loyalty (F(1,335) = 
6.76, p < .009). Presenting reward first had a positive effect on the 
aforementioned variables relative to presenting the effort first when 
numerosity was high and the reward was far. Order effects did not 
emerge in other conditions. We also found that progress perceptions 
mediated the three-way interactions reported above.  

Study 3: Priming Focus on Outcome or Process
Study 3 used a scenario similar to that used in study 2. We only 

used the far conditions and primed participants to focus on the out-
come of achievement or on the process involved in achievement. 
We used a 2 Order (reward-effort vs. effort-reward) x 2 Focus (out-
come vs. process) between-subjects design. Analysis revealed two-
way interactions for program attractiveness (F(1,152) =  5.64, p < 
.02), satisfaction (F(1,152) = 6.44, p < .02), positive store percep-
tions (F(1,152) = 4.78, p < .04), and loyalty (F(1,152) = 3.41, p < 
0.07). A consistent pattern of means appeared for these variables; the 
presentation order of reward and effort influenced perceptions with 
outcome-focus, but not with process-focus. Thus, when focusing on 
the process, effort is salient regardless of order. Although, priming 
people to focus on the outcome reduces the salience of effort, this sa-
lience is restored when effort is presented first. Progress perceptions 
mediated the effects of the variables reported above.

Conclusions
Findings are consistent across three studies—the presentation 

order of goal reward and effort information influences perceptions 
when the effort required to attain the goal is expressed in a high 
numerosity medium and the goal is distant. When goal reward is 
presented first, individuals see the goal in a more positive light rela-
tive to when the effort is presented first. We argue that presentation 
order influences the salience of the effort required, which in turn, 
influences perceptions related to the goal. We discuss implications 
and future research.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Dealing with uncertain decision outcomes is a paramount chal-

lenge in consumer decision making. Consumers choose between 
brands while having imperfect knowledge about product quality; 
they participate in lotteries with different probabilities and outcomes; 
they choose between financial products with great uncertainty about 
future returns. Despite the complexity of dealing with uncertain pros-
pects, consumers make decisions like this on a daily basis, and strik-
ingly, most often they do this relying on judgment only. This session 
consists of four papers that provide new perspectives on consumer 
choice by showing how consumers’ mental representations of risky 
prospects deviate from central assumptions made by standard psy-
chological and economic models of decision making. 

The first paper, by Rothschild and Goldstein, examines wheth-
er laypeople can comprehend and estimate the statistical moments 
(mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis) of observed numerical 
information. The survey tradition in economics assumes only ag-
gregated responses are useful and the behavioral literature suggests 
individual estimates are biased (e.g., the overconfidence and related 
literatures). Rothschild and Goldstein, however, show that laypeo-
ple’s understanding of these subtle statistical moments is more ac-
curate than is currently believed. New methods based on graphical 
interfaces allow non-experts to produce accurate estimates of all four 
moments of a distribution. 

The second paper, by Wu and Yeomans, examines how people 
form reference points when choosing between risky decision alterna-
tives. Most empirical tests of prospect theory either use the status 
quo as the reference point or code the outcomes relative to some 
pre-determined reference point. Wu and Yeomans show, however, 
that reference point formation is affected by very basic attentional 
processes. Because people use the most recent outcome as a refer-
ence point (a recency effect), they are more likely to choose a risky 
gamble when outcomes are revealed in an ascending rather than de-
scending order. This is because individuals are typically risk-averse 
when gambles are framed as gains, but risk-seeking when the same 
outcomes are coded as losses.

The third paper, by de Langhe and Puntoni, examines how peo-
ple mentally integrate uncertain gains and losses. Landmark norma-

tive and descriptive theories of decision making (like expected value 
theory and prospect theory) assume that people integrate, or com-
bine, uncertain gains and losses using an additive integration rule 
(gain – loss). De Langhe and Puntoni show, however, that people 
show the pervasive tendency to rely on the payoff ratio (gain/loss), 
implying multiplicative integration of gains and losses. Reliance on 
the payoff ratio when choosing between mixed gambles leads to (1) 
suboptimal monetary outcomes when payoff ratio and expected val-
ue are dissociated and (2) to risk seeking (aversion) when choosing 
between mixed gambles with a negative (positive) expected value. 
The latter finding qualifies prospect theory’s prediction of general 
risk aversion for mixed gambles.

The fourth paper, by Urminsky and Yang, shows that the maxi-
mization of expected utility can best be seen as one of many potential 
heuristics available to people. Depending on the goal that is acti-
vated by the context (e.g., accurately guessing a number in a lottery), 
people may rely on many other potential heuristics. They show that 
in both lab and field studies, when people have to guess an amount 
they could win, they neglect the fact that higher guesses represent the 
same probability of winning but a higher conditional payoff. They 
label this effect “outcome neglect”.

The mental representation of uncertainty and risk is a funda-
mental topic that is likely to appeal to a wide audience, for instance, 
researchers interested in behavioral decision theory, behavioral eco-
nomics, attention, numerical cognition, and consumer financial deci-
sion making. In line with the spirit of ACR special sessions and the 
theme of the conference—appreciating diversity—the session also 
brings together research scientists with different backgrounds such 
as marketing, management, and business (Yahoo!). The participation 
of George Wu, a world-renowned expert on decision making under 
uncertainty, is especially noteworthy. All participants have agreed 
to present, should the session be accepted. The chair will facilitate 
audience discussion drawing further connections between the new 
perspectives introduced in this session and other areas of consumer 
research. 

Lay Understanding of the First Four Moments of 
Observed distributions: A test of Economic and 

Psychological Assumptions

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Numbers abound in everyday life; laypeople regularly observe 

prices, sizes, distances, and beyond. Mental representations of this 
information can inform decision making, much as statistical sum-
maries inform scientific inference. 

Economic theory suggests that people coordinate subjective 
expectations with subjective utilities to determine what actions are 
undertaken. A fairly standard assumption in modeling is that indi-
viduals have perfect expectations. When generalizing from empirical 
data, it is similarly standard to only trust revealed behavior as the 
expression of both expectations and utility. Thus, economists study 
utility by assuming perfect expectations and study expectations by 
assuming rational utility calculations.

The practice of surveying assumes that, in aggregate, individual 
estimates of the first moment are unbiased. However, the individual 
decision making tradition has long reported biases that affect individ-
ual-level expectations, such as anchoring effects, primacy effects, re-
cency effects, and attention to local maxima (e.g., peak-end biases). 
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While expected to be unbiased in aggregate, the view that individual-
level estimates of expected value are accurate has no champions. 
Indeed, the “wisdom of the crowd” logic is based on that idea that 
estimates are inaccurate, though in symmetrical ways. 

In survey research, it is common to ask laypeople what they 
believe to be an “average” value. However, there are many measures 
of central tendency, such as mean, median, and mode, and it is not 
clear which definition respondents assume. 

The psychological literature assumes that estimates of the sec-
ond moment are too narrow, the so-called overconfidence effect, 
which is moderated by various question formats that lead to better 
calibration and discrimination. We test, under the various elicitation 
techniques, whether estimates of distributions exhibit systematic 
overconfidence. Finally, there has been little research in any disci-
pline on lay intuitions of third and fourth moments: skewness and 
kurtosis. Our tests of understanding the third and fourth moments 
help establish a baseline and gauge human sensitivity to higher mo-
ments.

In this research, we control the statistical information presented 
to decision makers and then gauge the degree to which people’s per-
ceptions of the first four moments are accurate. In order to simulate 
the natural flow of numerical information that decision makers might 
encounter in watching the news or observing prices over time, we 
provide participants with sequences of 100 numbers, drawn from 
six distinct beta distributions of varying shapes. Randomly assigned 
groups use one of multiple elicitation techniques to express beliefs 
about the quantities they observed. 

At the start of the experiment, the participants are told “Imagine 
we have a bag with a million ping pong balls in it. Each ball has a 
value between 1 and 20 written on it. In the next 100 seconds, we 
will randomly choose 100 balls from the bag and show you their val-
ues.” When the presentation begins, each number appears on screen 
for 3/5 of a second so that the participant sees 100 numbers in one 
minute.  Participants are told “Now imagine we are throwing the 
100 balls back into the bag and mixing them up. We will now draw 
100 balls at random from the bag. We will refer to this as our second 
draw.” After this, participants are randomly assigned to one of four 
main question sequences.

In the first condition we ask the respondents to create a full 
probability distribution that would describe the second draw. We do 
this by providing a graphical user interface with which the respon-
dent can distribute 100 balls into buckets representing the 20 pos-
sible numbers of the distribution.

The second condition elicits fractiles of a distribution by asking 
respondents to “think about our second draw of 100 balls [and] imag-
ine they were arranged in front of [the respondent] with the smallest 
values on the left and the largest values on the right. “ We then ask 
them to provide the likely values of the 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th 
balls from the left.

The third and fourth conditions address the first moment di-
rectly. In the third condition we ask the respondent to provide the 
mean of the second draw, providing the definition of a mean. This 
contrasts with the fourth condition, in which we ask for the “aver-
age” of the second draw, leaving the participants free to interpret 
the term as they wish, with the purpose of gaining insight into how 
people understand the term “average”.

The fifth condition addresses the second moment directly. Par-
ticipants are asked to provide the value they are 90% certain a ran-
dom ball would be greater than and, in addition, a value they are 90% 
certain a random ball would be less than.

The sixth and seventh conditions take a step back and address 
the full distributions, rather than the moments that define them. In 

the sixth condition, participants try to identify the distribution they 
observed in a forced-choice task involving two histograms. The sev-
enth condition is identical, except that participants choose between 
tables of numbers.

By way of results, we find that laypeople are able to produce 
accurate estimates of all four moments of a distribution: point-esti-
mates -- including distinctions between the mean, median, and mode 
-- confidence ranges, and representations of the skewness and kurto-
sis. We show how the “average” relates to these different measures 
and that laypeople are able to make meaningful distinctions between 
these different kinds of average when they utilize a graphical elici-
tation method. Using new methods, including graphical interfaces 
that allow the specification of an entire distribution, we allow non-
experts to expressed information that they have, but would be unable 
to communicate in ordinary surveys.

Recency and Reference-Point Formation:  
the Effect on Risky Choice behavior

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Prospect theory posits that outcomes are evaluated relative to a 

reference point (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979), with individuals typi-
cally risk-averse when gambles are framed as gains, but risk-seeking 
when the same outcomes are coded as losses. However, most empiri-
cal studies either use the status quo as the reference point or code the 
outcomes relative to some pre-determined reference point (for ex-
ceptions, see Abeler et al., 2011; Camerer et al, 1997; Heath Huddart 
& Lang, 1999; Heath, Larrick & Wu, 1999). Until recently, there has 
been almost no empirical or theoretical literature on how reference 
points are determined and updated. 

Recently, Koszegi & Rabin (2006, 2007, 2009) proposed a the-
oretical model in which reference points are “rational expectations” 
of future outcomes (see Arkes et al. (2008) and Baucells & Weber 
(2011) for two recent empirical studies of reference point formation). 
We suggest that Koszegi and Rabin’s theory is an incomplete ac-
count of the process of reference point formation. Consider, for ex-
ample, an investor who has seen a series of prices for a stock. Beliefs 
may not be rational because an investor believes in momentum or re-
gression effects. Moreover, there may also be attentional or memory 
biases that may influence how individuals weight information and 
hence make decisions.

In this paper, we examine how a very basic attentional bias, 
recency, influences reference point formation and ultimately wheth-
er participants choose a risky gamble. We control explicitly for be-
liefs by providing participants with objective information about the 
choices involved. We nevertheless find that participants are more 
likely to choose the gamble over a sure thing if the highest value 
of the gamble is revealed last, rather than first. We argue that this 
result is consistent with a recency-based reference point account. If 
the largest outcome serves as a reference point, then outcomes will 
be viewed as losses, a domain in which individuals are most likely 
to be risk-seeking. 

Study 1
Study1 used a 2 x 2 between-subjects design in which partici-

pants saw outcomes either in an ascending or descending sequence 
and were either endowed with a gamble or the expected value of 
a gamble. The three possible outcomes were $2, $3, and $10. Par-
ticipants who were endowed with the gamble were given the option 
to switch to a sure thing of $5, while others were given the option 
to switching from a sure thing of $5 to the gamble. To increase the 
possibility of an attentional bias, participants completed 3 minutes 
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of anagrams as a distraction after revealing each of the first two out-
come values. After participants saw the final outcome, they were 
given the choice between the gamble or a sure thing (at EV).

Results
One hundred and forty participants were recruited through a 

downtown community sample. We analyzed the between-subjects 
effects of order and endowment in a binary logistic regression and 
found that both main effects are significant, with no interaction be-
tween the two. Participants gambled more when they were given 
the payments in ascending order (48.6%) than in descending order 
(33.3%). Participants also gambled more when they started with the 
lottery (50%) than when it was the sure thing (31.9%). 

Discussion
We replicated Sprenger & Andreoni’s (2011) finding of an en-

dowment effect for risk, which could be the result of either an effect 
on risk preferences (Koszegi & Rabin, 2007), or a possession-based 
endowment effect (Brenner et al., 2007). We also find that partici-
pants gamble more when the last value was the highest than when it 
was the lowest, consistent with a recency-based account of reference 
point formation. One alternative explanation is that there is an effect 
of affect on risk preferences (Loewenstein et al., 2001) rather than an 
effect of attention on reference point formation. That is, participants 
may have felt happy after getting a high final value and which led 
them to be more risk-seeking. To rule out this alternative explana-
tion, we must test multiple value sets, varying both the final value 
(low or high) and the relative order (ascending or descending).

Study 2
We conducted a second study to examine the robustness of our 

effect and to minimize the effect of positive affect. We implemented 
a within-subjects design and simplified the design from Study 1: the 
gambles had two rather than three outcomes and participants were 
always endowed with the gamble. We used 6 different gambles, 
($1,$3), ($1,$6), ($1,$9), ($4,$6), ($4,$9), and ($7,$9), with each 
gamble shown in either ascending or descending order. To test for 
the ascending series as affect account, we used gambles in which the 
highest outcome was relatively low or relatively high.

During each of the 12 rounds of the study, participants learned 
the “heads” value of a coin, then spent 45 seconds doing anagrams 
as a distractor, then learned the “tails” value of the same coin, and 
finally chose between staying with the gamble or switching to a sure 
expected. After all 12 rounds, one of the 12 coins was randomly cho-
sen from a bag and flipped “for real.” 

Results
Overall, participants were more likely to gamble when the 

same value pair was presented in ascending order (45.1%) than in 
descending order (40.3%). We found this directional pattern for 5 
of the 6 series. A logistic regression, controlling for the fixed effects 
of value pair and participant, confirms this effect. A separate logistic 
regression that includes the value of the final outcome replicates this 
finding and shows no effect of that final value on risk preferences.

Discussion
We replicate the recency effect in a within-subjects design in 

another paradigm where beliefs are held constant. Note that we do 
not find evidence that the absolute level of the second value has an 
effect on risk preferences, which would be predicted by an affect ac-
count. Rather, we argue that increased attention on the second value, 
through both recency and the built-up anticipation during the ana-
grams, caused it to be a more salient comparison standard for the 

choice. Consequently it received more weight as a reference point 
for evaluating the attractiveness of the gamble.

the Role of Payoff Ratio in  
decision Making Under Uncertainty

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Many decisions involve the possibility of financial gains and 

losses. Our understanding of decision making under risk is based 
on Expected Value Theory (Pascal, 1670/1966), Expected Utility 
Theory (von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944), and Prospect Theory 
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). These landmark theories share the 
fundamental assumption that people integrate, or combine, expected 
gains and losses using an additive integration rule.

To illustrate, imagine that you are asked to choose between two 
gambles. With gamble A, you either win $5 or lose $9. With gamble 
B, you win $15 or lose $20. Which gamble should you choose, gam-
ble A (+5, .50; -9, .50) or gamble B (+15, .50; -20, .50)? Additive 
integration implies subtracting expected losses (or a transformation 
thereof) from expected gains (or a transformation thereof). Accord-
ing to Expected Value Theory, for instance, the value of gamble A is 
-2 (i.e., EVA = 2.5 - 4.5) and the value of gamble B is -2.5 (i.e., EVB 
= 7.5 - 10). According to Prospect Theory, the value of gamble A is 
-5.72 (i.e., PTA = 2.06 – 7.78) 1 and the value of gamble B is -10.29 
(i.e., PTB = 5.42 – 15.71). Both normative and descriptive theories 
of decision making therefore predict a preference for gamble A. We 
presented 109 college students trained in economics and statistics 
with this choice and 68% opted for gamble B (χ2(1) = 10.96, p < 
.001). We claim that people prefer gamble B because it has a more 
attractive gain/loss ratio, or payoff ratio (i.e., 15/20 = 0.75), than 
gamble A (i.e., 5/9 = 0.56). 

In general, additive integration is suitable when the quantities to 
be integrated are commensurable—that is when they have a common 
standard or belong to the same category—but is not suitable when 
the quantities to be integrated are not commensurable. For example, 
when choosing between two jobs differing in workload (measured 
in hours) and salary (measured in dollars), to compute a summary 
statistic that jointly considers time and money, one does not subtract 
the number of hours worked from total dollars earned. In situations 
where the quantities to be integrated are not commensurable, multi-
plicative integration is appropriate. For example, a useful statistic to 
compare the two jobs could be dollars per hour.

Additive integration thus assumes that gains and losses are 
commensurable. From a normative point of view, this is of course 
warranted because gains and losses are typically measured with the 
same standard (e.g., money). From a psychological point of view, 
however, the assumption that gains and losses, even when mea-
sured with the same standard, are perceived as commensurable is 
not straightforward. Recent developments in emotion research (Ca-
cioppo, Gardner, and Berntson 1999, Larsen, McGraw, and Caciop-
po 2001) and neuropsychology (Yacubian et al. 2006; Zhong et al. 
2009) suggest that losses are not merely the opposite of gains, but 
that they are experienced as something different altogether. When 
evaluating risky decision alternatives, people may therefore have a 
natural tendency to integrate gains and losses using a multiplicative 
rule. If so, the payoff ratio is a summary statistic that people may be 
especially sensitive to.

In a theoretical analysis, we analytically derive the conditions 
under which payoff ratio, expected value, and prospect theory are 

1  Consistent with Tversky and Kahneman (1992), these es-
timates are based on a value function with an exponent of .88 and a 
loss aversion parameter of 2.25.
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dissociated. This analysis also predicts that reliance on the payoff ra-
tio as a proxy for expected value leads to risk aversion (seeking) for 
mixed gambles with a positive (negative) expected value, whereas 
prospect theory predicts general risk aversion for mixed gambles. 
Five empirical studies support the payoff ratio as an important driver 
of risky choice.

In our first study, participants rated one of four gambles on a 
scale from -10 (extremely unattractive) to +10 (extremely attractive): 
A(+4, .50; -2, .50), B(+8, .50; -5, .50), C(+2, .50; -4, .50), and D(+5, 
.50; -8, .50). Across both the positive (A and B) and the negative 
domain (C and D), participants rated the gambles with the higher 
payoff ratio, gambles A and D, as more attractive than the gambles 
with the lower payoff ratio, gambles B and C, although the gambles 
with the lower payoff ratio had a higher expected value.

In our third study, participants were asked to choose two times 
between pairs of gambles. The first pair of gambles was: A(+300, 
.50; -150, .50) and B(+500, .50; -200, .50). According to expected 
value, prospect theory, and payoff ratio, participants should favor 
gamble B. We constructed the second pair of gambles by adding a 
sure gain of $100 to all payoffs of the first pair of gambles: C(+400, 
.50; -50, .50) and D(+600, .50; -100, .50). Similar to the first pair, 
gamble D is superior to gamble C in terms of expected value and 
prospect theory. However, adding a sure gain of $100 reversed the 
rank of the two gambles in terms of payoff ratio. If individuals rely 
on payoff ratio to choose between gambles, we should observe a 
preference reversal across the two gamble pairs. Consistent with reli-
ance on the payoff ratio, 78% of participants chose gamble B over 
gamble A and 64% of participants chose gamble C over gamble D. 

In our fifth experiment, all participants are presented with a 
gamble A (+60, .50; -30, .50). Half of participants are presented with 
another gamble B (+80, .50; -__, .50) for which the loss is missing. 
The other half of participants are presented with a gamble C (+__, 
.50; -40, .50) for which the gain is missing. Participants are asked 
to match the two gambles in terms of attractiveness. We find that 
most participants match the payoff ratio of both gambles, but not the 
expected value.

We will discuss the implications of multiplicative integration 
for multi-attribute evaluations and attitude formation.

Outcome neglect:  
How Guessing Heuristics Supersede Expected Value

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
In decision-making, we often face situations where the goal 

of “getting it right” is highly salient, but the differences in conse-
quences if we succeed may be more easily overlooked. Consider a 
common radio call-in contest: a winning number, representing the 
prize amount, has been selected within some known range, and the 
caller has to guess it. If the caller guesses correctly, she will win 
exactly that amount. Thinking in terms of expected utility (or any 
utility-maximization approach which incorporates probabilities and 
outcomes), the right strategy is to guess the highest possible number, 
as long as all payoffs have equal probability. However, we show that 
people very rarely use this strategy.

In the first study, participants made a single guess, for an 
amount drawn from a uniform distribution between $1 and $20, in 
increments of $.50. They were told that if they guessed correctly, 
they would win that amount of money, and that they would see the 

distribution of everyone’s prize amounts at the end, to enable them to 
confirm. While the optimal guess was $20, 85% of participants gave 
a lower guess. The average guess was $13.11, significantly lower 
than $20.

In the second study, participants in a classroom setting played a 
sequential game. A prize amount was drawn at random from a pack 
of cards numbered between $1 and $10.95, in increments of $.05, 
in front of the participants. They then took turns guessing, and after 
each person’s guess, all the participants were told whether the actual 
amount was higher or lower. When a participant guessed correctly, 
a new number was drawn, until all the participants had the opportu-
nity to make one guess (4 rounds). Participants’ guesses were scored 
from 1 (highest valid guess) to 0 (lowest valid guess). The average 
guess was .67, significantly lower than 1. While participants gave 
significantly higher guesses earlier in each round, there was no evi-
dence of learning from observing others’ outcomes (better guesses in 
later rounds). We also found some evidence that round numbers were 
more likely to be guessed.

In the third study, we analyzed 154 valid guesses made by call-
ers to an actual radio contest, over the course of two months. In each 
game, a number between $750 and $2012 was chosen and callers 
made a guess. Similarly to Study 2, if the guess was correct, they 
won the guessed amount, but if not, whether their guess was too 
high or too low was announced on-air for the benefit of subsequent 
callers. Across 36 games, the first caller’s guesses averaged $1381, 
significantly lower than the optimal guess of $2012. Rescaling all 
guesses to the interval between 1 (highest valid guess) and 0 (low-
est valid guess), the average guess was .5, significantly lower than 
the optimal guess of 1. This did not vary with the time, number of 
elapsed guesses in that game, or the expected value of the best guess. 
These findings were confirmed with data from a second radio sta-
tion contest with the same general format but a different audience 
demographic.

The field data confirms the presence of outcome neglect in a 
real-world setting with high potential stakes. It is important to note 
that callers’ behavior could be explained by several alternative ac-
counts, including not believing that the numbers were randomly 
drawn, wanting to help others by “narrowing down” the range of 
valid numbers or thinking that doing so might even benefit oneself in 
the future. However, the lab studies rule out any of these accounts.

Our findings have important implications for several lines of 
research. Our results suggest that maximizing utility is best seen as 
one of many potential heuristics available to people, which can be 
easily overlooked when the goal (e.g. “accurately guessing a num-
ber”) suggests other heuristics as potentially more relevant. We will 
discuss the potential for re-framing manipulations to make utility 
maximizing heuristics more salient and thereby eliminate the effect.

While the irrationality of participants’ behavior is clearly de-
monstrable in the specific setting we use, we argue that the basic 
notion of outcome neglect generalizes to many other goal-pursuit 
settings where the negative impact may be more difficult to identify. 
Arguably, a common mistake is to overinvest in low-payoff tasks 
because we want to “get it right”, or to choose lower-payoff tasks 
strictly because of their feasibility, failing to adjust for the expected 
value. In these settings, outcome neglect may be an important cause. 
Lastly, we note that our findings represent a fairly strong failure of 
“wishful thinking”, as participants’ guesses did not reflect wishful 
thinking, even though it was in their interest to do so in this setting. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
The powerful influence of identity on consumer behavior has 

captivated scholars and practitioners alike for decades (e.g., Belk, 
1988; Levy, 1959). Identities that are salient (i.e., currently acti-
vated by context cues) guide behavior, and research demonstrates 
that consumers prefer products and messages that match their sa-
lient identity (Aaker, 1990; Wheeler, Petty, & Bizer; Reed, 2004). 
Accordingly, identity marketing has become a cornerstone of mar-
keting theory and practice. But is simply seeking to match consumer 
identity enough? The present session presents evidence for the role 
of the consumer identity structure in preference and effectiveness of 
identity marketing.  Specifically, we provide a deeper understanding 
of identity marketing by investigating the influence of identity clar-
ity and identity structure on consumers’ motivation to regulate and 
protect their identities.  

The first two papers examine how features of the self-concept 
representation itself (specifically its clarity and integration) affect 
preferences and behavior. Rozenkrants, Wheeler, and Shiv examine 
the role of self-concept clarity, or the extent to which people have 
clearly defined identities or self-views. Results show that people with 
low-self concept clarity prefer products with bimodal rating distribu-
tions as opposed to unimodal rating distributions.  This is because 
products with polarizing (liked by some and hated by others) rat-
ings are seen as more self-expressive. Similarly, Saint Claire and 
Forehand examine inter-identity structure. They show that people 
approach identity mismatching when they hold an associated (highly 
integrated) inter-identity structure and inter-identity competition is 
low or when they hold a disassociated (weakly integrated) inter-
identity structure and inter-identity competition is high. Effects are 
driven by inter-identity associations or by identity-valence associa-
tions depending on whether inter-identity competition is low or high, 
respectively. The latter two papers examine how features of identity 
marketing (specifically its explicitness and extremity) affect consum-

er preferences and behavior. Bhattacharjee, Menon, Reed, and Berg-
er show that people who have a clear definition of an identity and 
high identity relevance are turned off by marketing that defines the 
terms of identity expression. Instead, these consumers prefer identity 
marketing that merely references their identity and does not threaten 
their freedom in identity expression. Klesse, Goukens, Geyskens, 
and de Ruyter examine the structure of current and ideal identities. 
They show that when women are primed with extremely idealized 
identities, such as skinny models, they ironically behave in ways that 
run counter to the ideal, and actually gain weight. These findings 
suggest that identities that are made salient through exaggeration are 
seen as unattainable because of the large discrepancy between the 
current and ideal selves. 

Together, these papers1 emphasize the importance of identity 
clarity and structure, and provide a more complete and integrative 
view of how self-concept and identity marketing interact to shape 
preferences and behavior. Given the fundamental nature of these con-
cepts, we expect that the session will be well attended by research-
ers interested in branding, advertising, persuasion, social cognition, 
attitudes, and consumer backlash, as well as in self and identity. In 
highlighting both the diversity of consumer identities and diversity 
in the way those identities are represented, our session complements 
this year’s theme of  “Appreciating Diversity.”

Escaping the Crosshairs:  
Possibilities and Perils in Identity Marketing

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Marketing messages often appeal to consumers based on iden-

tities they possess. Jif peanut butter targets mothers by suggesting 
that, “Choosy Moms choose Jif.” DirecTV advertises, “If you call 
yourself a sports fan, you gotta have DirecTV!” Similarly, Gamefly.
com urges, “You call yourself a gamer? You have to have it!” Such 
approaches are consistent with decades of consumer research sug-
gest that identity marketing leads to increased purchase and deeper 
loyalty (e.g., Berger and Heath 2007; Escalas and Bettman 2005; 
Levy 1959; Reed 2004).

In contrast, we propose that messages that explicitly connect 
consumer identity expression to the purchase of a particular product 
can backfire. Specifically, while marketing messages that merely 
reference consumer identity (identity-referencing messages) are 
beneficial, we argue that messages that explicitly define the terms of 
consumer identity expression (identity-defining messages) actu-
ally reduce purchase. The persuasive intent of identity-defining 
messages is especially salient, and thus, they may be perceived as 
an attempt to influence consumers and limit options for identity 
expression. Because autonomy is especially crucial in the context 
of identity expression (Deci and Ryan 1985; Kivetz 2005), these 
messages are likely to backfire. In order to reassert their autonomy, 
consumers may avoid products that would otherwise naturally 
resonate with their identity.

Five studies test this theorizing. An initial study sought to 
assess whether managers can anticipate consumers’ need for au-
tonomy in identity expression and craft messages accordingly. We 
expected that managers would prefer identity-defining messages, 

1  All the papers are in advanced stage: either in the last stag-
es of data collection or under review.
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since they are more explicit and more clearly intended for the 
target segment. A panel of actual executives selected one of three 
messages to advertise an environmentally friendly, biodegradable 
soap to a segment of “green” consumers: “Charlie’s: A good choice 
for consumers.” (non-identity), “Charlie’s: A good choice for green 
consumers.” (identity-referencing), and “Charlie’s: The only good 
choice for green consumers!” (identity-defining). As expected, 
managers preferred the identity-defining message (χ2(2) = 7.36, p < 
0.03), and predicted that it would lead to higher purchase than both 
the non-identity baseline (t(57) = 7.59, p < 0.001) and the identity-
referencing message (t(57) = 2.06, p < 0.05). Confirming our 
expectations, ratings of explicitness in targeting were highly cor-
related with predicted purchase and perceived consumer freedom in 
identity expression (rs(58) > .67, ps < .001).

A second study tested the accuracy of managerial predictions 
by testing these same messages in a consumption scenario. We 
also tested the mechanism underlying these effects in two ways. If 
these effects are driven by identity, as we suggest, then they should 
occur only among consumers whose target identity is salient (e.g., 
Reed 2004). Accordingly, we primed participants with a green 
versus neutral identity. Moreover, we tested the proposed mediating 
mechanism of freedom in identity expression. As expected, mes-
sage type had no influence among neutral participants. However, 
among green participants, contrary to managerial predictions, 
the identity-defining message decreased purchase relative to the 
identity-referencing message (t(68) = 6.54, p < .001) and even 
relative to the non-identity baseline (t(66) = 2.24, p < .03). This ef-
fect was mediated by reduced perceptions of consumer freedom in 
identity expression (b = -0.29, z = -3.61, p < .001), supporting our 
theorizing.

A third study using the same stimuli built on these findings by 
measuring instead of manipulating identity. We also tested a real 
behavior: actual choice of a sample of the target versus a neutral 
soap. As predicted, these effects held for actual soap choice, and 
were moderated by identity centrality (i.e. the extent to which an 
identity is deeply important). Message type had a significant effect 
on soap choice among high-centrality participants (χ2(1) = 9.94, p < 
.01), but no effect among low-centrality participants (χ2(1) = 2.29, 
p > .13).

A fourth study examined our proposed mechanism using a 
different moderator: individual sensitivity to constraint (Hong and 
Faedda 1996). Moreover, to establish external validity, we used a 
sample of mothers and actual identity marketing messages from 
the marketplace: “Moms like you choose Jif” (identity-referencing) 
versus “Choosy moms choose Jif!” (identity-defining). Moth-
ers reacted increasingly against the identity-defining message as 
individual sensitivity to constraint increased (χ2(1) = 4.49, p < .04), 
further clarifying the mechanism. 

Finally, a fifth study investigated an instance in which au-
tonomy might be undesirable: when consumers are highly uncertain 
about what an identity means to them. According to our theorizing, 
greater identity definition is likely to be preferred in such cases. 
To test our predictions, we primed parent identity certainty versus 
uncertainty (Gao, Wheeler and Shiv 2009). While certain parents 
reacted against identity-defining messages (vs. identity-referencing; 
F(1,142) = 4.59, p < .04), uncertain parents welcomed identity defi-
nition and actually increased purchase (F(1, 142) = 5.98, p < .02), 
supporting our theoretical account. 

While the literature has focused exclusively on the possibili-
ties of identity marketing, our findings highlight its perils. Together 
with the drive to construct and define the self, the need for a sense 
of autonomy in doing so is one of the fundamental motivations of 

the self. Hence, considering consumer autonomy appears particu-
larly crucial in the context of identity expression. Our findings 
simultaneously offer a caveat to the identity marketing literature 
and validate the power of the identity construct.

When do Consumers Prefer Mistargeted Products?  
the Effect of Structure and Competition on Preference 

for Identity-(In)Consistency

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
A working-parent may prefer work-oriented products or 

family-oriented products depending on whether her employee or 
parent identity is active. Although the literature supports the notion 
that consumers have multiple identities and that priming a given 
identity can prompt approach toward identity-consistent (and avoid-
ance of identity-inconsistent) preferences and behaviors (Forehand 
and Deshpande 2001; Forehand, Deshpande, and Reed 2002; Grier 
and Deshpande 2001; Zhang and Khare 2009), attention to the 
situations or factors that facilitate such response is sparse. We argue 
that two critical determinants of preference for identity (in)consis-
tency are 1) The underlying inter-identity structure and 2) The level 
of inter-identity competition.

Past research within the Bicultural Identity Integration 
(BII) literature has shown that biculturals with a highly integrated, 
or “associated,” inter-identity (II) structure demonstrate the typical 
identity priming effect whereby individuals approach behaviors 
consistent with the primed identity and avoid behaviors inconsistent 
with the primed identity. Alternatively, biculturals with a weakly 
integrated, or “disassociated,” II structure demonstrate a contrastive 
effect wherein they avoid (approach) identity-consistent (-inconsis-
tent) behaviors (Benet-Martinez et al. 2002; Cheng, Lee, and Benet-
Martinez 2006; Mok and Morris 2009, 2010; see also Sacharin, 
Lee, and Gonzalez 2009; Zou, Morris, and Benet-Martinez 2008). 
These effects are argued to occur due to the positive and negative 
valence associations with cultural identity held by high and low BII 
consumers respectively (Benet-Martinez et al. 2002; Cheng et al. 
2006; Mok and Morris 2009).

The above valence-driven effects are well established 
within the literature on cultural identity. However, it has also been 
suggested that consumers cognitively organize multiple identities 
within an associative network where identities may be associated 
or disassociated in a more benign, valence-neutral way (Amiot 
et al. 2007; Greenwald et al. 2002; Luna, Ringberg, and Perac-
chio 2008). As such, spreading activation suggests that priming 
one identity should inhibit the activation of disassociated identi-
ties (e.g., Hugenberg and Bodenhausen 2004) and facilitate the 
activation of associated identities. In this case, one would expect 
the typical priming effect in the presence of disassociated identities 
as individuals approach (avoid) the activated (inhibited) identity. 
Alternatively, when consumers possess associated identities one 
would expect dual approach of both the activated identity and the 
associated identity. These novel predictions are contrary to those of 
BII theory and are driven simply by the inter-identity association 
rather than by valence.

To reconcile the competing predictions regarding the 
influence of II structure on preference for identity (in)consistency, 
we propose that the predictions of BII will hold when II competi-
tion is high but not when II competition is low. The valence-driven 
effects of BII may be especially prevalent when two identities have 
a high degree of direct competition and associated stressors (Benet-
Martinez and Haritatos 2005; Cheng et al. 2006). However, across 
the broader realm of consumer identities (e.g., student, female, 
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sister, tennis player), high direct competition need not necessarily 
be the case. Thus, identities may be associated or disassociated in 
a more benign, valence-neutral way facilitating the predicted II 
association-driven effects.

We tested the foregoing predictions in three experi-
ments. Across experiments we used scenarios to manipulate II 
structure and II competition between undergraduate participants’ 
“student” and “friend” identities. We varied whether participants 
rated identity-consistent or identity-inconsistent products by prim-
ing an identity (student vs. friend) and presenting them with the 
same product targeted toward a matching or mismatching identity 
(student vs. friend).

In experiment 1 (n = 78), the interaction between 
Inter-Identity Competition and Identity-Product Consistency was 
significant (p < .01) such that when II competition was high (low), 
participants in a disassociated II structure had higher (lower) at-
titude ratings for the identity-inconsistent product relative to the 
identity-consistent product; M = 5.78 vs. 4.92 (5.03 vs. 5.93). This 
supported the notion that valence-driven BII effects are found under 
high competition but the novel II association-driven effects are 
found under low competition. In experiment 2 (n = 77) we further 
explored II structure’s influence under low II competition. The 
interaction between II Structure and Identity-Product Consistency 
was significant (p < .05) such that participants in a disassociated 
II structure again had a lower relative preference for the identity-
inconsistent (vs. –consistent) product; M = 5.02 vs. 5.80. Criti-
cally, participants in an associated II structure had no difference in 
relative preference between products, supporting the proposed dual 
approach model; M = 5.86 vs. 5.35. Experiment 3 (n = 109) further 
explores the counter-intuitive effect where an associated II structure 
leads to approach toward identity-inconsistent behavior. The inter-
action between II Structure and Identity-Product Consistency was 
significant (p < .05). Participants in a disassociated II structure rated 
an identity-inconsistent product equally to a control product which 
did not target a specific identity; M = 5.27 vs. 5.39. Participants 
in an associated II structure counterintuitively rated the identity-
inconsistent product higher than the control product; M = 5.92 vs. 
4.91. This pattern also held for a measure of purchase intentions 
(p < .05). The effects on preference were mediated by perceived 
product fit (Sobel ps < .01; Bootstrap ps < .05). When primed with 
their friend identity, for example, participants in an associated II 
structure actually felt that a student-targeted product fit their needs. 
This supports the notion that priming a given identity also activates 
associated identities and their inherent needs and preferences.

In sum, the present research provides an important update 
to identity theory by demonstrating that consumer preference for 
identity (in)consistency depends on both inter-identity structure 
and inter-identity competition. Under high II competition consum-
ers demonstrate the typical preference for identity-consistency 
only with an associated II structure; consumers actually counter-
intuitively approach identity-inconsistency under a disassociated 
structure. Under low II competition, the typical preference for 
identity-consistency is found only under a disassociated structure; 
the counterintuitive approach toward identity-consistency is found 
under an associated structure. Considering that the broader realm of 
identity is likely to have low II competition, marketing campaigns 
should encourage an associated II structure to facilitate approach.

Repeated Exposure to the thin Ideal and its Implications 
for the Self: two Weight Loss Program Studies

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Body image is an important part of our identity (Harter 1999). 

Through comparing ourselves to others we become aware of our 
self-image and of how we would (or should) want to look like 
(Festinger 1954). Nowadays, the media bombards us with models 
that are considerably thinner than the majority of the female popula-
tion (Levine & Smolak 1996) and, hence, constitute an ideal out of 
reach for most women. The consequences of this exposure have been 
researched abundantly,  primarily demonstrating that self-esteem and 
body satisfaction decrease when dieters are exposed to thin media 
images (Grabe, Ward, & Hyde 2008). 

Surprisingly, existing research on the behavioral consequences 
has been limited to a single exposure and assessment of eating be-
havior right afterwards. Our research adds to and advances existing 
research by taking a goal perspective and exploring how constant 
exposure to thin models influences dieters’ desire to reach a thinner 
self over time. We believe a longer time perspective is needed during 
which the motivation to reach the desired ideal and eating behav-
ior is concurrently investigated. Accordingly, we explore over time 
whether being constantly confronted with the thin ideal motivates or 
demotivates dieters to obtain a thinner self. 

 On the one hand, exposure to thin models could motivate 
dieters to obtain a thinner self: Specifically, research on the non-
conscious effects of subtle cues on behavior suggests that primes 
activate more enduring effects when the prime is perceived as dis-
tant form the active self-concept (Sela & Shiv 2009). In this context, 
a perceived discrepancy between individuals’ active self-concept 
and the cue signals that the goal has not been attained and, hence, 
functions as a motivator (Dijksterhuis, Chartrand, & Aarts 2007). 
However, on the other hand, according to the goal gradient hypoth-
esis (Hull 1934) or the ‘goals loom larger’ effect (Brendl & Higgins 
1995) the motivation to attain a certain goal increases as the desired 
end state approaches. That is, if a goal becomes closer and easier to 
attain, individuals become more confident (Tubbs, Boehe, & Dahl 
1993) and allocate more effort in order to reach the desired end state. 

We conducted two weight loss program studies (each lasted 
for one week) in order to explore whether constant exposure to the 
thin ideal increases or decreases individuals’ motivation to reach a 
thinner self and fosters goal consistent or inconsistent behavior over 
time. For both studies we invited female students that wanted to lose 
weight. They received an eating diary enabling them to note down 
exactly what they ate after every consumption occasion (i.e., break-
fast, lunch, dinner, and snacks in between). For half of the partici-
pants the cover of the diary featured an extremely thin model while 
for the other half of the participants the cover featured a neutral 
dieting-related image (study 1) or a moderately thin model (study 
2). Participants were weighted at the begin and the end of the weight 
loss program. 

The findings of study 1 (N= 48) demonstrate that constant ex-
posure to the thin ideal while trying to lose weight backfires: par-
ticipants who were exposed to the thin model (Mt = 4.08) perceived 
a thinner self as significantly less attainable than participants in the 
control condition (Mc = 5.08; F(1,46) = 6.29, p < .05). Further they 
(Mt = 1284.75) consumed snacks higher in calorie content than the 
control condition (Mc = 754.15; F(1, 46) = 4.92, p < .05) and gained 
weight (Mt = -.23) rather than lost weight as the control condition 
(F(1, 46) = 5.24, p < .05; Mc = .87)2. 

2  We express the weight gain/loss not in absolute terms but 
in relation to participants’ initial weight. A negative value implies 
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In study 2 (N = 42) both conditions are exposed to a model. 
However, while the treatment condition is confronted with an ex-
tremely thin model the control condition is exposed to the same but 
normal-sized (photoshoped) model. This enables us to test whether 
particularly the exposure to an unrealistically thin model triggers the 
perception that the thinner self is unattainable and causes individu-
als to give up. Study 2 reveals a significant difference in weight loss 
success: while participants exposed to the moderately thin model 
manage to lose weight (Mc = .013), participants confronted with the 
extremely thin model did not lose weight (Mt = .003; F(1, 40) = 
6.56, p < .05). Following Zhao, Lynch, and Chen (2010) we applied 
a bootstrap test to establish whether perceived attainability mediates 
this effect. The results reveal the mean indirect effect to be positive 
and significant (a x b = .0022), with a 95 % confidence interval ex-
cluding zero (.0051 to .0001). 

While existing research has demonstrated that exposure to thin 
models influences dieters’ motivation to diet and eating behavior, 
the assessment was limited to behavioral consequences right after-
ward. In this research, we show that it is important to explore the 
consequences of exposure to thin model cues over time: although the 
omnipresence of thin models in our environment fosters the desire 
for a thinner self, it at the same time, hampers individuals’ attempt to 
reach this ideal identity. By this, an individual realizes that the thin 
ideal is, for her, not that easy to attain which results in disengage-
ment from the goal. 

Existing research on self-identity has shown that several activi-
ties help to build a stock of knowledge about oneself. For instance, 
individuals develop several self-schemata (Markus 1977), which are 
specific ideas or pieces of information about the self and its charac-
teristics. In forming these self-schemata individuals think of recent 
experience of success or failure they have had (Baumeister 2010). 
We add to this by showing that exposure to thin models changes the 
importance that individuals attach to certain self-schemata and the 
willingness to engage in actions needed to obtain their ideal self. 
That individuals engage in goal inconsistent behavior, i.e. eating un-
healthy snacks (study 1), to a greater extent after repeated exposure 
to a thin model implies that this constant confrontation with their 
ideal self, decreased individuals’ motivation to achieve it. 

Identity Cues in Product Rating distributions: the Role 
of Self-Concept Clarity in Consumer Preferences

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Online retailers like Amazon synthesize consumer reviews in 

terms of means and distributions of star ratings. Whereas the mean 
rating conveys the average liking for the product, the distribution 
conveys the level of agreement among consumers. The present re-
search probes how the shape of rating distributions and levels of 
agreement among reviewers affect consumer preferences.

Distinctiveness theory posits that people selectively focus on 
traits that emphasize their peculiar and unique characteristics (Mc-
Guire, McGuire, Child, & Fujioka, 1978; McGuire & McGuire, 
1988). The need to establish distinctiveness is particularly salient 
when people feel uncertain about themselves (Baumgardner, 1990). 
Frequently, this uncertainty is addressed by adherence to firm and 
extreme attitudes (Sherman, Hogg, & Maitner, 2009). Hence, people 
have a heightened need to achieve distinctiveness and clarify their 
self-concept when they are uncertain about who they are.

One indicator of self-certainty is self-concept clarity.  Self-con-
cept clarity reflects the extent to which people hold clearly defined 
self-beliefs (Campbell, 1990). Generally, it is the sense of knowl-

weight gain. 

edge about who you are and what you stand for. Because lacking 
certainty and clarity in one’s self-views is aversive (McGregor & 
Marigold, 2003), those with low self-concept clarity are motivated 
to establish a consistent self-view. Because choice of products with 
identity-relevant characteristics helps maintain a well-defined iden-
tity through time (Kleine, Kleine, & Allen, 1995), one way to rectify 
a compromised self-concept is to choose products to re-establish and 
clarify a certain identity (Englis & Solomon, 1995; Gao, Wheeler, & 
Shiv, 2009). We propose that another way to satisfy this need is by 
choosing polarizing products, because products that are not homog-
enously liked help consumers differentiate themselves. 

The shape of rating distributions signals the degree of consen-
sus regarding product appeal and allows consumers to assess their 
preferences relative to others. Unimodal distributions are clustered 
around a particular rating, decline in the tails, and convey a clear 
consensus on the level of appeal. On the other hand, bimodal distri-
butions have two clusters, with one cluster in the high ratings and the 
other one in the low ratings. Because bimodal distributions indicate 
a lack of consensus about a product, products with bimodal rating 
distributions can make one more distinctive, and hence be more self-
defining.

Because preference for products with bimodal distributions sug-
gests disagreement with a larger share of people than in the unimod-
al condition, people who are motivated to hold a clearer self-view 
should favor products with bimodal distributions. Thus, we predict 
that as compared to high self-concept clarity consumers, those with 
low self-concept clarity should find products with bimodal distribu-
tions more appealing.

In experiment 1, we examined people’s lay theories about rating 
distributions. Participants chose the product types (generally liked, 
generally disliked, or polarizing) that they perceived to be the most 
informative about one’s identity and most self-expressive. These 
measures created a single factor of identity relevance, with polar-
izing products seen as the most identity relevant, c2(2) = 101.87, p 
<.01. 

 In experiment 2, we examined the influence of self-concept 
clarity and rating distributions on product evaluations. Participants 
saw a movie poster (“Contagion”), along with the movie synopsis, 
and were randomly assigned to see the bimodal or unimodal distribu-
tion (same mean rating). Ratings of the perceived quality, likelihood 
of enjoyment, and likelihood of seeing the movie were consolidated 
into a desirability factor. We measured self-concept clarity using 
a validated scale (Campbell et al., 1996). A significant interaction 
emerged, b = -0.74, t(145) = -2.41, p = .017, such that participants 
with low self-concept clarity preferred movies with bimodal distri-
butions, whereas participants with high self-concept clarity preferred 
movies with a unimodal distribution. 

The purpose of experiment 3 was to manipulate self-concept 
clarity. Participants were randomly assigned to complete a task 
designed to lower or heighten self-certainty (Hogg, Sherman, Di-
erselhuis, Maitner, & Moffit, 2007). They then completed the self-
concept clarity scale. Next, participants were asked to imagine they 
were considering movie purchase and were provided with ratings 
(unimodal or bimodal) from previous viewers. This was done to en-
sure that the use of the specific movie in experiment 2 did not drive 
the results, because of genre or other confounding factors. This was 
followed by the experiment 2 desirability questions. Although the 
certainty manipulation did not have a direct effect on movie prefer-
ences, a moderated mediation path was significant, 95% CI [-0.2123, 
-0.250]. Participants in the uncertainty condition had lower self-con-
cept clarity scores, and this led them to have higher preferences for 
the movie with a bimodal, relative to unimodal, distribution. 
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We conducted experiment 4 to explore whether group po-
larization was driving this effect. To clearly convey polarization, 
we simplified our distributions into three categories: like, dislike, 
or neutral. The procedure mimicked experiment 3, except that the 
feedback from previous consumers was polarizing [neutral], “65% 
really enjoyed the movie” and “35% really disliked [had neutral 
feelings about] the movie.” Results revealed a significant interac-
tion, b = -0.41, t(162) =-2.04, p = 0.04. Although participants high 
in self-concept clarity preferred the movie with the neutral ratings, 
this effect was attenuated for participants low in self-concept clarity, 
despite the fact that the polarizing movie had an objectively lower 
rating than the neutral movie. 

Our examination of the role of product rating variance in prod-
uct evaluation shows an influence of self-concept clarity. Surpris-
ingly, this need to clarify one’s identity persists despite the nega-
tivity bias. Adding to the identity driven consumption literature, 
the results suggest that polarizing products may provide a way for 
self-uncertain consumers to feel a sense of certainty and assert their 
identity. This implies that retailers should look to rating distributions 
to understand their customers, and attempt to appeal to self-uncertain 
consumers (e.g. adolescents) with polarizing products. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Apart from Prelec and Loewenstein’s (1998) “pain of paying,” 

research on the specific role that emotions play in consumer reac-
tions to prices and to payment decisions has been sparse. The pa-
pers presented in this session aim to close this gap by examining 
how affect and emotions influence reactions to price promotions, the 
present value of money, discrepancies between reference prices and 
purchase prices, and price framing. Although pricing has received 
considerable attention from marketing researchers, the approach 
has been almost exclusively from a cognitive perspective. The goal 
of this proposed session is to expand our current understanding of 
the role that emotions play in pricing and payment situations. Each 
paper investigates this research objective from a unique theoretical 
perspective using different methodological approaches. 

The first paper by Aydinli and Bertini examines the relationship 
between consumers’ emotional responses and price promotions. Ap-
plying a dual process account of decision making, the authors posit 
and show that price promotions reduce the motivation for thinking 
and pave the way for affective decision making. As a result, price 
discounting results in stronger preference for emotionally-laden 
products as well as valuations that are scope insensitive and more 
polarized. Results from five experiments support the authors’ hy-
potheses and shed new light on the emotional implications of price 
promotions.

The second paper by Thomas and Park shows that negative 
emotions can have a positive effect on consumer financial decision 
making. In contrast to the widely held view that emotions are detri-
mental to rational decision-making, the authors show that emotional 
decision making can reduce the present bias in consumers—especial-
ly for those who are predisposed to regret spending money (Tight-
wads). Three experiments show that when consumers are primed 
with feelings (vs. calculation), they exhibit reduced levels of present 
bias in financial decisions. Results from a third study using skin con-
ductance to measure arousal provide further support.

The third paper by Engeler and Laesser posits that specific emo-
tions arise from discrepancies between a consumer’s purchase price 
and various reference prices. Specifically, when a purchase price is 
lower than a consumer’s maximum WTP, consumers will experience 
pride in themselves about their positive consumer surplus. However, 

when a purchase price is lower (higher) than their expected reference 
price, consumers will experience gratitude (anger) toward the seller. 
Three field studies widely support these predictions. Furthermore, 
these emotional states related to self- versus seller attributions pre-
dict post-purchase behavior such as positive WOM and repurchase 
intentions.

The fourth paper by Santana and Morwitz examines consum-
ers’ emotional responses to different ways airlines present prices that 
include fees. This topic has received considerable attention in both 
the popular press and from government agencies in the wake of new 
regulatory requirements calling for more price clarity and transpar-
ency from airlines. Three laboratory studies show that some com-
mon ways that fees are framed (e.g., drip and a la carte fee listing) 
can result in high negative emotions and low positive post-purchase 
behavior. These negative emotional reactions stem from consumers’ 
reactions to the additional fees (versus higher total prices or base 
prices). However, the authors also show that these negative emotions 
can be reduced when fees are presented as a mixed bundle (where a 
la carte and equivalent package prices are shown concurrently).

Audience: The potential ACR audience for this session is quite 
broad. Apart from providing new theoretical insights for research-
ers interested in behavioral pricing, the session will attract a cross-
section of ACR conference attendees who are interested in diverse 
areas of research such as general affect, specific emotions, mental 
accounting, and multi-method research.

Level of Completeness: For all four papers, the theorizing has 
been completed and multiple studies have already been conducted. 
Since all four papers are close to completion, we expect this to be an 
interesting and high quality session. 

Plan for the Session: Our goal for the session is to give each 
presenter sufficient time to clearly present his or her findings, to en-
courage audience interaction with the presenters, and to facilitate a 
discussion about future research. We plan to allocate the session time 
in the following manner. Each paper will be presented for 15 min-
utes, followed by 2-3 minutes of question and answer. 

Summary: In sum, while each of the papers examines the role 
that emotions play in consumers’ reactions to prices and payment 
decisions, each provides different conceptual and methodological 
contributions. We believe that examining the range of affective, attri-
butional, and physiological responses that consumers experience in 
response to purchase and payment decisions will not only appeal to 
a broad cross-section of ACR members, but also make an important 
contribution to theory. By highlighting the synergy in our research 
questions, we hope to provide significant insight and lay the founda-
tion for future research on emotions, price, and payment.

Price discounting For Emotional Impact

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The process by which consumers respond to price promotions 

is generally thought to be a cognitive process (Inman, McAlister, and 
Hoyer 1990). Emotions are seldom considered, unless they are the 
outcome of a process that is still deliberate (Chandon, Wansink, and 
Laurent 2000) or evoked spontaneously without the mediation by 
cognitive processes (Naylor, Raghunathan, and Ramanathan 2006). 
We propose a more parsimonious view of consumer response to price 
promotions, acknowledging that consumer decisions are guided by 
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a combination of affective and deliberative processes (Loewenstein 
and O’Donoghue 2007). 

We suggest that a price promotion is likely to influence the 
relative dominance of the two processes by lowering the stakes in 
the decision environment and therefore reducing the motivation of 
consumers to engage in effortful deliberation. As the relative influ-
ence of cognitions diminishes, affect takes control of behavior, and 
feelings are more relied on as inputs in judgments and decisions. 
This process produces a series of related effects, including shift in 
preferences towards goods with higher emotional content and valua-
tions that are scope insensitive and more polarized.

In Experiment 1, participants were asked to purchase an affec-
tively superior or a cognitively superior snack. These snacks were 
sold at full price or at a 50% discount. As predicted, the presence of 
a price discount shifted preference toward the former option. Impor-
tantly, participants in the discount condition performed worse on a 
recall task and reported relying more on their feelings when decid-
ing. We tested for two plausible confounds, a mood and a justifica-
tion mechanism, but found no evidence of these accounts.

In Experiment 2, we tested a promotional setting in which only 
one brand was discounted at a time. Participants were asked to in-
dicate their preference between two brands, one that was affectively 
superior compared to the other brand, in three different product cat-
egories: cars, mobile phones and watches. The experiment manipu-
lated a single between-subjects factor, price promotion, across three 
levels: baseline (no promotion), promotion on more emotional brand 
vs. promotion on less emotional brand. Participants’ relative prefer-
ences were analyzed in a 3 X 3 mixed factorial ANOVA with price 
promotion as the between-subjects factor and product category as 
the repeated measure. Consistent with our prediction, we found that 
a price discount offered on the more emotional brand increased par-
ticipants’ preferences for it (p < .000), whereas the same promotion 
offered on the less emotional brand did not change participants’ rela-
tive preferences (p = .531). 

Experiment 3 expanded our investigation to consumer valu-
ations by capitalizing on a judgmental correlate of feeling-based 
evaluations. Based on prior research that suggests that feeling-based 
evaluations are relatively insensitive to the scope of the target stimu-
lus (Hsee and Rottenstreich 2004), we predicted that the scope in-
sensitivity should be more pronounced in the presence of a price 
promotion than in its absence. Consistent with this prediction, we 
found that in their willingness to pay for a bundle of music CDs, 
participants were significantly less sensitive to the number of CDs 
in the box set when the box set was on promotion than when it was 
not on promotion.

In order to garner further process evidence, Experiment 4 ex-
amined whether an individual’s need for cognition (NFC) moderates 
the proposed impact of a price promotion. Based on prior research 
suggesting that the NFC is a determinant of processing motivation 
and that reliance on feelings is greater when NFC is low, we pro-
posed that a price promotion is likely to increase preference for the 
affectively superior option for low NFC individuals who are less mo-
tivated to think, while high NFC individuals’ preferences are likely 
to be unaffected by the promotion. The experiment utilized a 2 (pro-
motion) x 2 (NFC) mixed design. Participants were asked to indicate 
their preference between an affectively superior resort room and a 
cognitively superior resort room which were similar in price. The 
rooms were offered at full price or at a 30% discount. As predicted, 
the price promotion increased preference for the affectively superior 
room only for low NFC individuals (p < .001), while high NFC indi-
viduals’ preferences were unaffected by the promotion (p = .737). A 
second objective of this experiment was to document another facet 

of reliance on feelings (Ratner and Herbst 2005), testing the predic-
tion that a price promotion would lead to more extreme and polarized 
evaluations of the target object. We found support for our prediction. 

Finally, Experiment 5 manipulated the weight attached to 
feelings vs. cognitions. We examined whether our effect would be 
mitigated by instructing participants to use their cognitions as the 
basis for their decisions. Participants were instructed to use either 
feeling-based processing or reason-based processing as they were 
creating a list of DVDs from a sample of ‘highbrow’ and ‘lowbrow’ 
movies belonging to an online DVD rental service that either did or 
did not offer a price promotion. The experiment thus employed a 2 
(price promotion) x 2 (judgment process) between-subjects factorial 
design. As expected, analyses revealed a 2-way interaction (p < .03). 
When instructed to rely on their feelings, participants preferred the 
affectively superior movies more strongly in the presence of a price 
promotion than in its absence (p = .032). However, when instructed 
to rely on their reason and logic, participants’ relative preferences 
were not affected by the price promotion (p = .260). 

Overall, these experiments demonstrate the impact of price pro-
motions on consumers’ reliance on affective vs. deliberative process-
es and how this would influence their preferences and valuations. 
Our findings highlight the importance of understanding the guts of 
consumers’ reactions to price promotions.

do Emotions decrease or Increase Present bias in 
Monetary decisions?

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
For a long time, it has been argued that emotions are detrimental 

to rational decisions. However, the past few decades of research has 
provided support for the proponents of the other side of the debate. 
For example, patients with damage in the ventromedial prefrontal 
cortex (vmPFC) of the brain, who are not able to use emotions to aid 
in decision making, often engaged in behaviors that were detrimental 
to their well-being even though their reasoning and problem-solving 
abilities were unaffected by the brain damage (Damasio 1994). Fur-
thermore, recent findings suggest that it is not only the excess of 
emotions but also the lack of emotions that is causing some of the 
most serious problems that mankind is facing. 

The present research extends this debate in the context of the 
present bias – the propensity to focus on the present value of money 
rather than its future value. A typical study on the present bias em-
ploys a delay of gratification paradigm, wherein an individual has 
to choose between a smaller but immediate reward and larger but 
delayed reward. For example, a person might be asked to choose 
between $1000 a year later and $750 now. Generally, it has been 
found that most people tend to exhibit a preference for smaller pres-
ent rewards than larger future rewards. Several scholars have argued 
that relying on emotions exacerbates the present bias (e.g., Van den 
Bergh, Dewitte, and Warlop 2008). 

We challenge this view and argue that certain types of emotions 
– namely anticipated regret – can reduce the present bias. Therefore, 
people who are prone to anticipate regret are likely to benefit from 
relying on emotions when making financial decisions. Our concep-
tualization posits that the delay of gratification paradigm can be re-
framed as a battle between two different emotions: a positive visceral 
reaction to the immediate reward versus the anticipated regret from 
foregoing the larger delayed reward. Following other researchers, 
we assume that in terms of consequentiality and neurophysiological 
substrates, anticipation of regret is akin to the experience of regret 
(Camille, Coricelli, Sallet, Pradat-Diehl, Duhamel, and Sirigu 2004; 
Zeelenberg and Pieters 2007). Three studies demonstrate how dis-
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positional traits and situational primes can interact to increase the 
anticipated regret that reduces the present bias. Across the studies, 
we find that when primed to rely on emotions, tightwads – who are 
predisposed to anticipate regret from spending money – become less 
present biased. This effect did not manifest for spendthrifts who are 
predisposed to experience less regret. 

Study 1 tests the hypothesis that relying on emotions/feelings 
helps people to make loan prepayment decisions. Loan prepayment 
decision can be framed as a decision between keeping money to 
spend now versus prepaying money to save on interest payments and 
spend more in the future. 299 participants were randomly assigned 
to one of the three different priming conditions: feeling prime, cal-
culation prime, or control. The priming task was adopted from Hsee 
and Rottenstreich (2004). After the priming task, participants were 
told to imagine that they had a loan and that the bank is considering 
giving them the option to prepay. All participants saw six different 
loan prepayment scenarios that varied in the prepayment amount and 
future interest. For each scenario, they indicated whether they want 
to prepay the amount given in the scenario to reduce their monthly 
payment amount or not to prepay and stay with the current monthly 
payment amount. After that, participants were administered a scale 
that captures dispositional propensity to be a tightwad or a spend-
thrift (Rick, Cryder, & Loewenstein 2008). Results show that prim-
ing participants to rely on their emotions reduced the present bias 
for tightwads but not for spendthrifts. Tightwads were most likely to 
prepay their loans when they were primed to rely on their emotions.

Study 2 tests the hypothesis using the standard present bias 
paradigm (Rachlin, Raineri, and Cross1991). 131 participants went 
through the same priming procedure as in Study 1. Then they were 
asked to make a series of choices between smaller money delivered 
in the present and larger money delivered in the future. In line with 
the Study 1 results, priming participants to rely on their emotions 
reduced the present bias for tightwads but not for spendthrifts. Ad-
ditionally, the effect was mediated by participants’ anticipated regret 
such that when primed to rely on their emotions, tightwads antici-
pated strong regret but spendthrifts did not.

Study 3 was designed to provide additional support for the hy-
pothesized role of emotions by using skin conductance response data, 
which have often been used as a measure of physiological arousal. 
87participants went through the same priming and choice tasks as 
in study 2 while wearing a sensor on their palm that measures their 
skin conductance responses. Results replicate the effects found in 
previous studies such that tightwads were less present biased and 
experienced greater arousal when primed to rely on emotions. 

In sum, we argue that emotions can help in the financial deci-
sion and failure to anticipate regret can result in suboptimal financial 
decisions. 

Emotional Effects of Purchase Price-Reference  
Price divergence

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Although the ability of price outcomes to elicit (un)happiness 

has long been postulated (Thaler 1985), empirical research on price 
affect (O’Neill and Lambert 2001) and particularly on the formation 
and impact of qualitatively different price-related emotions is rela-
tively young (e.g., Gelbrich 2011). This research investigates con-
sumers’ discrete emotional responses to discrepancies between the 
actual market price of a product and (i) consumers’ internal reference 
price (i.e., transaction utility), or (ii) their maximum willingness to 
pay (i.e., consumer surplus). Our results provide insight into how the 

general happiness or pleasure of relative gains and the pain of losses 
(Thaler 1985) relates to specific emotional reactions to prices, which 
can have implications for long-term customer-seller relationships. 

Consumer surplus has been defined as the difference between 
the actual market price and consumers’ maximum willingness to pay 
(Frank and Bernanke 2001). Transaction utility incorporates a more 
psychological perspective. It depends on the difference between the 
actual market price and a consumer’s reference price, that is, a con-
sumer’s conception of a fair or normal price the seller is expected 
to charge (Thaler 1985). The different standards considered (i.e., 
self-related vs. social norm-based) are expected to induce distinct 
evaluations in a purchasing context. Appraisal theories of emotion 
assume that such distinct appraisals about an event can elicit dif-
ferent discrete emotions (Lazarus 1991). Specifically, we expect 
that a consumer’s surplus is evaluated in a self-attributional way (“I 
could beat the market!”), while a given transaction (dis)utility is ap-
praised as related to the seller (“That was a really (un)fair price the 
seller charged me!”). This project focuses on consumers’ emotional 
responses after having purchased a product (i.e., actual price ≤ maxi-
mum willingness to pay). Hence, we hypothesize that a positive con-
sumer surplus will generate feelings of personal pride, while trans-
action (dis)utility is expected to trigger feelings of gratitude toward 
(anger about) the seller (Roseman, Spindel, and Jose 1990; Weiner 
2000). Further, consumers are expected to cope with these emotions 
in specific ways (Lazarus 1991). Seller-related feelings of gratitude 
and anger are hypothesized to more strongly influence consumers’ 
post-purchase behavioral intentions toward that seller than self-relat-
ed feelings of pride about one’s personal achievement (Soscia 2007; 
Nyer 1997).

We conducted three field surveys to test the hypotheses with 
consumers who had purchased a public transportation product (fare 
ticket, leisure product, etc.). In Study 1, a short online questionnaire 
was part of a diary study yielding 717 purchase observations. Maxi-
mum willingness to pay was measured by asking the respondents 
to indicate the highest price they would be willing to pay (Suri and 
Monroe 2001). The internal reference price was calculated based on 
the respondents’ estimate of a fair price, normal market price, past 
price paid, as well as their highest and lowest price willing to pay 
(Chandrashekaran and Grewal 2003; Klein and Oglethorpe 1987; 
Suri and Monroe 2001). Multiple linear regression results indicate 
that transaction utility significantly triggers a consumer’s attitude 
toward the price paid (p < .001) while consumer surplus does not 
(p = .402). 

To further examine the role of discrete emotions, Study 2 was 
conducted online with 415 customers who were asked about their 
latest purchase of a public transportation product. As expected, mul-
tiple linear regressions revealed that a consumer’s surplus triggers 
pride (p = .013), while gratitude (anger) toward the seller increases, 
the higher (lower) a consumer’s transaction utility (ps < .01). 95% 
bootstrap confidence intervals on the significance of the specific in-
direct effects (Preacher and Hayes 2008) indicate that the effect of 
transaction utility on price attitude is mediated by gratitude and an-
ger, while pride was not found to provide a significant indirect path 
from consumer surplus to price attitude. 

Study 3 investigates the distinct behavioral coping responses 
associated with each discrete emotion. The sample included 803 
consumers who just purchased a discounted ticket that was only 
available online and for specific fares. Again, transaction utility was 
found to trigger seller-related feelings of gratitude (p < .001) and 
anger (p = .028). However, it also had a positive effect on pride (p = 
.001), while the partial effect of consumer surplus on pride could not 
be replicated (p = .309). The latter may be due to using a newly in-
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troduced product category for which consumers’ might not yet have 
constructed a concise idea about the value. Nonetheless, 95% boot-
strap confidence intervals indicate that anger, gratitude, and pride 
significantly mediate the effect from transaction utility on positive 
word-of-mouth and gratitude also explains repurchase intentions. 

In sum, the results demonstrate that existing discrepancies in 
the actual price paid and various reference prices can elicit a port-
folio of different emotional responses. Our findings emphasize the 
importance of investigating specific discrete price-related emotions 
beyond consumers’ general (un)happiness as they distinctively im-
pact consumers’ behavioral responses to prices. 

beyond Clarity and Confusion: Affective Responses to 
Price Framing in the Airline Industry

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Price framing ranges from the clear and simple (penny candy) 

to the opaque and confusing (many wireless service plans), with a 
wide range of effects on consumer judgment and decision-making. 
Prior research shows that price presentation affects price recall 
(Morwitz, Greenleaf, and Johnson 1998), purchase intention (Gil-
bride, Guiltinan, and Urbany 2008; Morwitz, Greenleaf and Johnson 
1998), perceived deal value (Bertini and Wathieu 2008), perceived 
fairness (Sheng, Bao, and Pan 2007), and perceived savings (Krish-
na, Briesch, Lehmann, and Yuan 2002), just to name a few. 

Our paper examines the effect of price presentation on consum-
ers from a new perspective. We explore how consumers respond 
emotionally to different price presentation formats in the airline 
industry, and then predict post-purchase behavior based on the ex-
perienced emotion. This is a question of considerable public policy 
importance, as new regulations in both the U.S. and the UK require 
airlines to change how they display their prices to consumers. These 
price presentation requirements were imposed, in part, to increase 
clarity and transparency of pricing. However, our results show that 
they can also trigger emotional responses from consumers—an un-
foreseen consequence of this protective legislation.

We include three common pricing formats in our analysis—a la 
carte pricing, where sellers present a price for a basic product as well 
as a listing of fees or charges for optional add-ons; mixed bundle 
pricing, where an a la carte listing of prices for optional add-ons 
is presented alongside a bundle that includes some of the optional 
add-ons priced as a unit; and drip pricing, a pricing tactic related to 
partitioned pricing that has not been researched before. In drip pric-
ing, consumers only see a portion of the total price up-front, with 
optional or mandatory fees revealed only as a consumer progresses 
through the buying process.

Our first study examined how consumers shopping for an airline 
ticket respond to a la carte pricing of optional fees relative to an all-
inclusive combined price (control) and a partitioned price where the 
additional fees were for mandatory taxes and surcharges. The base 
price in the a la carte and partitioned conditions were the same, and 
the total price was kept constant across all conditions. We included 
the partitioned price condition to rule out the alternative explanation 
that consumers simply respond negatively to multiple fees versus 
one fee. A strict “pain of paying” view of consumer response would 
predict that, assuming each fee was mentally processed as a separate 
payment, negative affect in the a la carte and partitioned conditions 
should be comparable, and that both should be higher than that in 
the combined condition. However, our results did not confirm this 
prediction. A self-reported measure of anger with the total price and 
with surcharges (recorded post-purchase) was significantly higher in 
the a la carte condition than in either the partitioned or control con-

ditions (p < .001). Participants in the a la carte condition were also 
marginally more likely to complain after a mild service failure (p < 
.10) and were least likely to recommend the airline again (p < .01). 
Mediation analysis showed that these differences in post-purchase 
behavior across price presentation conditions were completely medi-
ated by feelings of anger. 

Our second study was designed to examine whether anger could 
be alleviated if the optional fees were offered in a mixed bundle. 
Thirty subjects shopping for an airline ticket were randomly as-
signed to either a mixed bundle fee condition or to an a la carte fee 
condition. The mixed bundle condition showed an a la carte listing 
of several optional fees as well as a bundle which included a subset 
of the same options. The bundle price was simply the sum of the a la 
carte fees for the included items (i.e., not discounted). As in Study 1, 
consumer anger about additional fees was significantly higher in the 
a la carte condition, but was reduced in the mixed bundle condition, 
even though the bundle price offered no discount (p < .05). Addi-
tionally, the additional fees were perceived to be fairer in the mixed 
bundle condition versus the a la carte condition (p < .05).

Our third study (in progress) examines consumers’ emotional 
responses to drip pricing—an understudied pricing format, that is 
currently of much interest to government regulators in the U.S. and 
the UK. In this experiment we manipulate the timing (early versus 
late) and manner (drip versus combined) in which consumers are 
informed about additional fees during their purchase process. Pre-
liminary results suggest that consumers exposed to drip pricing are 
more likely to purchase an airline ticket, are less accurate in price es-
timation and price recall tasks, and they experience higher negative 
emotional reactions than their combined price counterparts. 

In summary, we show that the manner in which a price is pre-
sented affects consumers’ emotions and their subsequent post-pur-
chase behavior. Our findings also highlight how protective actions 
taken by government agencies should consider the affective as well 
as the cognitive impacts on consumers. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
A large literature has established that people’s preferences are 

often malleable and are influenced by context and environmental 
cues.  Much of the research along these lines has provided “exis-
tence proofs” – demonstrating factors which can consistently have 
some effect on decisions.  Therefore, a natural question is how to best 
structure the decision context (e.g., the “choice architecture”, Thaler 
and Sunstein 2008) such that the impact on outcomes is maximal.  
Answering this question not only has immense practical implica-
tions, but also poses an important theoretical challenge to decision 
researchers.  In most choice environments, there are multiple po-
tential influences and existing theories often provide either no pre-
diction or competing predictions of when contextual factors will be 
most impactful.  Hence, to generate recommendations  for designing 
“optimally effective” choice architecture, we need to pit all the com-
peting forces against one another, identify the influences that yield 
differential effectiveness  and come up with a deeper understanding 
that can generate simple principles to guide choice architecture deci-
sions.  This session is aimed both at providing some answers to such 
questions, but even more so, to demonstrate the usefulness of this 
approach for consumer research, both practically and theoretically, 
spurring related future research.

Pre-set defaults have very robust effects on choices, and have 
been used effectively in various consequential domains, such as 
organ donation and retirement savings.  Different extant research, 
however, has implied that defaults that are either too high or too low 
might have detrimental consequences.  Hence it is unclear how to 
maximize the impact of a default policy, and whether setting a de-
fault might sometimes have negative effects relative to no default.  
Across a range of domains (pricing, charitable donation, savings 
goals) that differ in the decision maker’s motivations and implica-

tions of being amenable to the default, Goswami and Urminsky find 
that high defaults generally have a greater impact on increasing ‘par-
ticipation amount’  than low defaults, without any difference in par-
ticipation rate.  Evidence for immediate downstream consequences 
of high versus low default on goal disengagement and rejection of 
subsequent defaults seem to be limited.  These findings suggest an 
important principle of choice architecture, that setting low defaults 
might have negative consequences, but there is little risk of setting 
too high a default.

Another common approach to choice architecture is to provide 
(or mandate) detailed information for consumers.  Research has in-
dicated that consumers tend to undervalue the importance of long-
term savings factors such as fuel economy, even when provided with 
detailed information about it in their car purchasing decisions.  Un-
gemach, Camilleri, Johnson, Larrick and Weber show that a simple 
attribute decomposition intervention, communicating the fuel econ-
omy information multiple times and in different formats (e.g. miles 
per gallon, annual fuel cost etc.,) can increase the weight decision 
makers assign to this attribute irrespective of the purchase motiva-
tions.  The efficacy is not driven by changing inferences about su-
periority on the most salient dimension, since even redundant infor-
mation on the attribute influenced assigned weights.    Rather, these 
findings suggest that optimizing choice architecture involves taking 
into account the weight and emphasis placed on information by con-
sidering the distribution of attributes across the key dimensions.

Along similar lines, recent attempts to improve consumers’ food 
choices by providing calorie information have yielded largely disap-
pointing results.  In a large scale field study in a hospital cafeteria, 
Riis, Barraclough, Levy, Sonnenberg, and Thorndike demonstrate 
that labeling foods as red, yellow, or green, coupled with interven-
tions to make the green food items more visible and accessible, had 
a dramatic impact.  Specifically, the sale of bottled water increased 
26%, seemingly driven by consumers’ desire to make a healthy 
choice on a complimentary item in their meal without making sac-
rifices on the taste of focal component of the meal.  These findings 
demonstrate that optimizing choice architecture may occur when in-
formation is made as easy to process and as accessible as possible, 
even at the expense of detail, and when it is offered on complemen-
tary items rather than focal items.

In another large scale field study, Bhargava and Manoli show 
how Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) claims can be increased 
among eligible taxpayers (the working poor).  They find that simpli-
fying the program information meant to address issues like lack of 
awareness, misunderstanding of EITC rules including eligibility, and 
underestimation of benefit size substantially increases claims.   More 
importantly, they test these interventions against competing interven-
tions, including attempts to reduce perceived transaction cost and so-
cial stigma and risk of audit, which did not have any effect.  Overall, 
the successful interventions reduced incomplete take-up from 25% to 
22%, with a cumulative effect measured in millions of dollars.   Their 
field study (and accompanying survey) findings further demonstrate 
that optimizing choice architecture involves maximizing comprehen-
sion and confidence with the information provided, rather than maxi-
mizing the quantity or detail of information.  

Taken together, the four papers suggest that equally plausible in-
terventions in the decision context can often have profoundly differ-
ent effects, across many consequential domains.  We expect that this 
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session would be of interest to a broad audience including consumer 
and decision researchers, economists, and policy practitioners.  This 
session will also contribute to the diversity of types of research at 
ACR, by presenting data from two large scale field studies. We be-
lieve that our understanding of how to use choice architecture most 
effectively is under-developed, and that attempting to identify the 
conditions that yield optimal effectiveness is of crucial importance 
for both theoretical and practical reasons. We hope that this session 
will stimulate ideas and promote future research in the optimal ef-
fectiveness of choice architecture design.

In Search Of Optimally Effective defaults

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Pre-set default options are a key element of choice architecture.  

However, recommendations and defaults might yield a behavioral 
backlash if they are inconsistent with initial impressions (Fitzsimons 
and Lehmann 2004), invoke negative assessment of motives (Brown 
and Krishna 2004), or if the individual or group setting the default 
option is distrusted (Liersch and McKenzie 2011).  Companies often 
set a fairly low default 401(k) contribution rate relative to chosen 
rates of saving, partly out of a concern that a higher default rate could 
reduce enrollment (WSJ, 7/2011).  Thus, a critical unanswered ques-
tion is how to set optimally effective defaults and whether setting 
defaults too low or too high is likely to have a greater impact.

In six completed studies, we set out to empirically test the po-
tential for negative backlash effects of high defaults and anchoring 
effects of low defaults on active choices (i.e. not passive enrollment).  
To answer this question, we investigated the impact of default size 
on total amounts, as well as average ‘amounts’ among participants, 
participation rate, and immediate downstream consequences on goal 
disengagement and response to subsequent defaults.  In order to 
generalize our findings, we use a range of domains, from savings to 
pricing, where the decision makers’ motivations are very different 
and hence defaults are likely to be operating via different routes.  In 
addition, we specifically investigate the effect of psychological reac-
tance (Brehm 1966; Hong and Faedda 1996) and trust on different 
levels of default.  

In Study 1 (n=502), we tested default policies on consumers’ 
choices of savings goals (defaults of 7%, 5%, 3%, 1% or no default; 
b/w/s).  The default was calculated from data attributed either to the 
U.S. Government (a well-known source) or U.S. Bureau of Econom-
ic Analysis (a lesser known source).  Overall, the average savings 
goal increased monotonically with increasing default.  When Gov-
ernment was the source, the savings rate was significantly increased 
by a high (7%) default and significantly decreased by a low (1%) 
default, relative to no default.  Furthermore, high default did not in-
crease drop-out rates (not setting any savings goal at all) relative to 
other conditions.  Reactance reduced the overall efficacy of defaults, 
but did not differentially impact high defaults.  In a follow-up study, 
Study 2 (n=443), we replicated our findings with unrealistically high 
default savings goals (defaults of 40%, 20%, 5%, 1% or no default; 
b/w/s).  Even for these extreme rates, we found no evidence of back-
lash for high defaults (relative to no default), even among high reac-
tance participants.  In addition, non-participation rates, self-reported 
confidence and decision satisfaction did not differ.

In the next two studies, Study 3 (n=241) and Study 4 (n=453) 
we tested these results with participants facing real stakes.  In study 
3 we used a setting where ‘higher’ choice is not intrinsically desir-
able for the participants.  Participants picked their own price to buy 
academic planners from a menu of prices with a default of $40, $5, 
$1, or no defaults b/w/s.  Inexperienced participants, who did not 

use planners in the previous year, valued the product significantly 
more when the default was higher.  The effect could not be explained 
by increased attractiveness of the planners for inexperienced buy-
ers, or default acting as a signal of information.  Also, there was no 
difference in the participation rates across conditions. The high de-
faults ($40, $5) were effective in increasing willingness to pay, even 
though no one selected the defaults.

In Study 4, participants decided on how much they would be 
willing to donate from a real lottery award which every participant 
had an equal chance to win.  High defaults (but now low defaults) 
significantly increased intended donations when participants had low 
information (resulting in low trust) about the charitable organization.  
Defaults did not have an effect on participants with high information.  
The pattern was true for participation rate as well.  Therefore, in the 
absence of credibility bolstering information, high defaults helped to 
increase both average amounts as well as participation rates.

In two other hypothetical studies we tested people’s response 
to defaults in a choice of how many promotional emails to allow a 
company to send them.  In both Study 4 (n=192) and Study 5 (n=71), 
the average number of emails permitted did not vary significantly 
based on the default, and there were no negative consequences of 
high defaults.  Also, across all studies we find very limited evidence 
of immediate downstream consequences of encountering high versus 
low defaults in a prior decision task.  

Our findings suggest minimal potential for backlash against 
high defaults, particularly in multi-option choices.  Even when a 
high default is rejected, it can influence choices by anchoring the 
participant on a high value.  In contrast, we find that deviation from 
maximal defaults occurs primarily when defaults are too low, rather 
than too high. While psychological reactance reduces the impact of 
defaults, we find little evidence that high reactance leads to a back-
lash against high defaults.  Trust is an important factor in the absence 
of defaults, but defaults can improve outcomes when trust is low.

Redundant Information as a Choice Architecture tool: 
How Attribute decomposition on displays can be used to 

Highlight Important dimensions for Consumers

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Among the scientific community there is no doubt that climate 

change is a reality and that we must act immediately to reduce CO2 
emissions (Karl, Melillo, & Peterson, 2009). While purely economic 
solutions have already been leveraged, it has been increasingly rec-
ognised that insights from psychology and behavioural economics 
are crucial to initiate and maintain the changes required to combat 
the threat (Johnson et al., 2012; Weber & Stern, 2011). One of the 
most promising psychology-based approaches to producing behav-
ioural change is through the development of “choice architecture”. 

The choice architecture approach to behavioural change rests 
on the established finding that individuals often construct their pref-
erences in the immediate choice context (Slovic, 1995; Lichtenstein 
& Slovic, 2006) and that decision context often influences the choice 
that is made (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008). A key principle of this ap-
proach is that there is no neutral choice context and any framing 
can and will affect what is chosen. Examples of nudges that have 
been shown to be effective include the selection of defaults (John-
son, Bellman, & Lohse, 2002), the number of alternatives presented 
(Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1993), the partitioning of options and 
attributes (Fox, Ratner, & Lieb, 2005), and rescaling  (Burson, Lar-
rick, & Lynch, 2009). A related observation with potential choice 
architecture implications is “attribute splitting”, describing the phe-
nomenon that decomposing an attribute into several sub-attributes 
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can increase the psychological weight assigned to that dimension 
(Jacobi & Hobbs, 2007; Weber, Eisenfuehr & von Winterfeldt, 
1988).  Attribute splitting has been demonstrated within weighting 
tasks but it remains unclear how the distribution of attribute values 
affects preferences. 

The inherent goal of the presented series of experiments is to 
further understand the impact of and mechanisms behind attribute 
decomposition, and develop a new choice architecture tool within 
the domain of environmental decisions. 

Experiment 1.  A primary source of human-induced CO2 emis-
sions is transportation, contributing approximately 27% of total 
U.S. greenhouse gas emissions in 2008 (http://www.epa.gov/otaq/
climate/basicinfo.htm). However, prior research seems to indicate 
that consumers presented with relevant information undervalue fuel 
economy information in their car-purchasing decisions (e.g. Ger-
man, 2002; Maples, 2003; Patterson, 2002). An interesting feature of 
the new fuel economy labels launched by the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency is that the fuel economy information is presented in a 
number of different, but highly correlated, metrics (e.g. MPG, GPM, 
annual fuel cost). In order to test whether repetition of the same at-
tribute potentially reduces undervaluation of fuel cost information, 
as implied by the findings on attribute decomposition, we conducted 
a discrete choice experiment. 200 online respondents were asked 
to choose between pairs of cars for which EPA fuel economy la-
bels (7 correlated metrics of fuel economy) and the prices of the 
car (one single price) were provided. The choice pairs were created 
using three MPG levels (High, Medium, Low) and three Price levels 
(High, Medium, Low). Each participant had to make 4 choices in 2 
different scenarios: In the ‘Capability’ scenario, participants helped 
a friend select the car with the lowest overall cost (i.e, price and 
operating cost) given a fixed yearly mileage of 15,000 miles and 5 
years before replacing the car; In the ‘Preference’ scenario, partici-
pants could choose the car they personally preferred assuming the 
same mileage and driving period. The label presentation format was 
also manipulated such that each pair of labels was either presented 
simultaneously or sequentially. 

Discrete choice analysis showed that when using the label with 
multiple fuel efficiency metrics, participants tended to slightly over-
weight the fuel economy information relative to the car price. This 
tendency was observed in both scenarios and was not affected by the 
order the scenarios were presented in. 

Experiment 2.  In order to investigate whether people actually 
make use of all the highly correlated information on the label, we 
conducted a second experiment in the laboratory (n=10) where we 
tracked participant’s eye movements while going through the same 
choice task as in Experiment 1.  Although the calculation of the over-
all cost on the ‘Capacity’ task only required the combination of two 
numbers (one fuel economy metric and the price) the process trac-
ing data revealed that most participants did indeed allocate attention 
to all of the available metrics, including the redundant information. 
Furthermore, the gaze paths show that redundant information was 
not merely scanned initially as part of the search process but par-
ticipants repeatedly transitioned between similar attributes across 
labels, indicating that this information was used as part of the choice 
process itself. 

Experiment 3.  The observations made in Experiment 1 and 2 
suggest that the presentation of multiple, highly correlated attributes 
may cause decision-makers to psychologically weigh this attribute 
more heavily. Our investigation is also related to the “majority rule” 
heuristic, which asserts that decision-makers tend to choose the 
option superior on most of the available cues (Zhang et al., 2005). 
However, this heuristic is applicable only to alternatives with more 

than two attributes and it is unclear whether the heuristic can apply 
to multiple redundant attributes. 

Our aim in Experiment 3 was to systematically manipulate the 
proportion of redundant attributes for a given dimension and observe 
the impact on the psychological weight assigned to that dimension. 
To fulfil this aim, we carried out a 2 (Upfront Cost Information: 1 
metric vs. 4 metrics) x 2 (Running Cost Information: 1 metric vs. 4 
metrics) x 3 (Upfront Cost: High, Medium, Low) x 3 (Running Cost: 
High, Medium, Low) between-subjects discrete choice experiment. 
400 online respondents were presented with nine decision problems 
that each required a choice between two vehicles that varied in Up-
front and Running costs, as in the ‘Capability’ scenario in Experi-
ment 1 and 2. We found that, in general, presentation of multiple 
redundant attributes shifted the psychological weight assigned to 
that dimension. 

Together, the results from these studies show that redundant 
information is utilized in the formation of preferences and that it 
might be overweighted. This observation offers choice architects a 
new tool to help decision-makers identify the important dimensions 
in a choice problem and nudge people towards buying more energy 
efficient cars.

Product Level and Segment Level differences in the 
Effectiveness of a Longitudinal Labeling and Choice 

Architecture Intervention at a Large Hospital Cafeteria

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Although many food retailers are trying to encourage their cus-

tomers to make healthier choices, few of their interventions have 
been studied formally, and few are able to claim much success. 
The current study incorporated a two-phase retail intervention in a 
large hospital cafeteria. In the first phase, a simplified menu labeling 
system was applied throughout the cafeteria. Since calorie labeling 
interventions have shown limited success in changing customer pur-
chase behavior, this study implements a simpler and more meaning-
ful labeling scheme whereby all foods in the cafeteria were labeled 
as red, yellow, or green (with green being the healthiest). The second 
phase of the study altered the choice architecture of the food and 
beverages in the cafeteria, making it easier for customers to see and 
find the healthier food items.   We compared the purchase patterns 
made during these two 3-month intervention phases with purchase 
patterns during a 3-month baseline period.

The setting for the study was the main cafeteria at large hospital 
in Massachusetts. More than 5000 individuals visit the cafeteria dur-
ing a typical weekday and daily revenues exceed $30,000. Just over 
a quarter of the revenues come from employees who use a “meal 
card” which allows purchases to be directly deducted from their pay-
checks. The purchases of these individuals can hence be tracked over 
time.

The first phase of the intervention involved a point-of-purchase 
labeling intervention designed to educate the employees, patients, 
and visitors about the nutritional value of the foods and beverages 
of the cafeteria.  All foods and beverages in the cafeteria were la-
beled as red, yellow, or green based on criteria that reflect USDA 
healthy eating recommendations. Displays around the cafeteria in-
formed customers that Red items should be consumed rarely, as they 
are high in calories or unhealthy fat while Green items, which fea-
ture fresh fruits and vegetables, whole grains, and healthy proteins, 
should be consumed often. Yellow items are intermediate. The red-
yellow-green categories were developed by a team of nutritionists at 
the hospital. 
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Following the three months of Phase 1, the second phase of the 
cafeteria intervention began.  The labeling scheme did not change 
from Phase 1; food and beverages continued to be labeled red, yel-
low, and green; but choice architecture changes were made.  

The intervention at Phase 2 involved a series of changes to 
the layout of the cafeteria and the standard servings of some items. 
These changes were designed to increase the purchase rates of green 
items by making them more salient and more convenient to select. 
Examples include the following: a) Bottled water and diet soda (both 
green items) appeared at many more locations around the cafeteria, 
including several prominent, easy-access baskets near each food ser-
vice station; b) Pre-packaged side salads became available beside the 
pizza and grill stations, where previously customers who wanted a 
side salad must make a separate trip to the salad bar, and c) Healthier 
snack items and sandwiches were moved to the most visible and ac-
cessible shelves, while less healthy items in these categories were 
moved to less visible and less accessible shelves.

Cash register data recorded all purchases for the 9 month study 
period. In addition to analyzing cafeteria-wide purchase trends, we 
followed a cohort of 5000 meal card users. For each user in the co-
hort, we knew their age, sex, race/ethnicity, and job type, in addition 
to their purchase history. 

The labeling intervention led to large reductions in the con-
sumption of unhealthy foods and beverages, but this paper will focus 
on the choice architecture intervention. Some analyses of category 
effects and segment interactions are pending, but some results are 
clear. By far the largest single product category change due to choice 
architecture was for bottled water which showed a 26% increase in 
sales during the choice architecture period. Changes in other catego-
ries were less than half that. We believe that this is because bever-
ages are complements to meals, and taste sacrifices here will seem 
relatively modest compared to taste sacrifices on a meal entrée or on 
a food favorite. 

In terms of segment differences, there were very large differ-
ences in purchase patterns at baseline: For example, Black and La-
tino employees purchased 31% red items while, white employees 
consumed just 18%. Reductions of red item purchases and increases 
in green item purchases were however largely uniform across eth-
nic and income groups. All groups showed similarly substantial im-
provements in healthy purchasing. For example, the average reduc-
tion in calories per beverage was about 15% for each group, from 
baseline to Phase 2. 

Finally, cafeteria revenues were consistent through the three 
periods, suggesting that such interventions may be sustainable. The 
interventions are ongoing at the hospital and we are currently look-
ing at the second year of register and panel data.

Why are Benefits Left on the Table? Assessing the Role of 
Information, Complexity, and Stigma on take-up with an 

IRS Field Experiment

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
A well-recognized, and perhaps surprising, feature of transfers 

to the economically and socially disadvantaged is that many targeted 
individuals fail to take-up their benefits (Currie 2006).  The Earned 
Income Tax Credit (EITC), the nation’s largest means-tested cash 
transfer program, is a prime example with an estimated 25 percent 
rate of incomplete take-up that amounts to 6.7 million non-claimants 
each year (Plueger 2009).

The policy consequences of incomplete take-up are significant.  
A typical EITC non-claimant forgoes credits equivalent to 33 days of 
income. Moreover, non-claimants forfeit other advantages, such as 

those related to family health, education, or consumption, that may 
be linked to transfers (Hoynes, Miller, and Simon 2011; Dahl and 
Lochner 2011; Smeeding, Phillips, and O’Connor 2001).  The prob-
lem may be even more severe for other means-tested programs.

Several explanations are generally cited for incomplete take-
up:  lack of information, stigma, transaction costs, and complexity 
(Currie 2006).  In this paper, we test the effect of a set of novel inter-
ventions on take-up with a unique field experiment administered in 
collaboration with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).  In addition to 
identifying strategies to improve take-up, our experiment allows us 
to evaluate leading theories as to its causes.  Specifically, we test the 
role of information (regarding program benefits, costs, and rules), 
the complexity of such information, and program stigma on the take-
up of the EITC.

We implement the experiment by modifying the informational 
content and complexity of IRS tax mailings and distributing these 
to the universe of over 35,000 tax filers from California who failed 
to claim their TY 2009 EITC despite presumed eligibility and the 
receipt of an initial reminder notice.  Each mailing communicates 
likely eligibility for the program, and includes a worksheet which 
a recipient can complete and return to claim a credit.  We use the 
differential response across mailings to adjudicate among the test-
ed mechanisms.  To maximize statistical efficiency, and to permit 
tests of treatment interactions, we assign and distribute the mailing 
elements---that is, the reminder notice, claiming worksheet, and an 
experimental envelope---with three independent randomizations to 
blocks defined by zip code and dependent status.  The packets were 
published, assembled and mailed by the IRS in a single batch in mid-
November of 2010.  All told, we inform individuals of $26 million 
in unclaimed government benefits, of which about $4 million is ul-
timately claimed.  

The experiment offers five main findings.  First, we observe 
that the mere receipt of the experimental “control,” just months after 
the receipt of a first, similar, IRS reminder mailing, prompts 0.14 of 
the residual non-respondents to take-up (this compares to an initial 
notice response of 0.41).    Second, the experiment suggests that in-
formational complexity influences response.  Relative to the control 
notice and worksheet (0.14), a notice with a simplified layout and 
less repetition improves take-up by 0.06 (p < .01), while a shorter 
worksheet, without the inclusion of criteria that does not substan-
tively screen for eligibility, increases response by 0.04 (p < .01).  
Importantly, the basic information conveyed by the control notice 
and worksheet, and the complexity treatments, is equivalent.  Third, 
providing benefit information also raises take-up.  Displaying the 
upper bound of a potential benefit improves take-up by 0.08 rela-
tive to the 0.23 response of the baseline notice in which no benefit 
is displayed (p < .01).  Fourth, we find that attempts to clarify the 
time and penalty costs associated with completing and returning the 
worksheet do not improve response.  Finally, our attempts to reduce 
program stigma do not improve take-up. 

By integrating the results from the experimental findings and 
randomized surveys of tax-filer beliefs, we can arbitrate between 
competing explanations for incomplete take-up in the literature. 
Our findings suggest that incomplete take-up in the specific context 
of EITC filers is due primarily to low program awareness, incom-
plete information regarding benefits and eligibility, as well as the 
high complexity of information.  We do not find evidence to impli-
cate direct transaction costs, the likelihood of an audit, or program 
stigma.  A set of psychometric surveys offers additional insight into 
why take-up is so sensitive to modest changes in informational con-
tent and presentation.  The evidence suggests that information, and 
informational complexity, may shape behavior by prompting both 
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direct and indirect inferences regarding program parameters, as well 
by, possibly, changing the degree to which readers attend to the in-
formation.   

Overall, the potential policy impact of the tested interventions is 
large. We calculate that the most effective experimental treatments, 
if applied to the entire population of filing non-claimants, could re-

duce incomplete take-up among filers from 10% to 7%, and overall 
incomplete take-up from an estimated 25% to 22%. The increase in 
response due to our context-based interventions is equivalent to that 
which would be produced by expanding benefits by up to 101% for 
this population.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
Power is arguably one of the most fundamental features of our 

social world. As such, it has been the focus of a substantial amount 
of academic inquiry in the past decade (e.g., Briñol et al. 2007; 
Galinsky, Gruenfeld, and Magee 2003), which identified a variety 
of important consequences of feeling powerful versus powerless. 
However, to date, examination of the consumption decisions of the 
powerful has been rather scarce (for notable exceptions see Rucker 
and Galinsky 2008, 2009). These omissions are somewhat surpris-
ing because consumers routinely find themselves in the position of 
power, like when a mother makes decisions for the family dinner, 
when a leader of a department chooses the locations of a retreat or 
when a graduating college student finally having the money to buy 
the computer she would like. As such, it is crucial to examine the 
consequences of feeling powerful and its effects on subsequent con-
sumption decisions. The four papers in this session not only identify 
important consequences of power in the consumption domain, but 
also extend the current literature on power by identifying new pro-
cesses, moderators and nuances that have not been previously pro-
posed or demonstrated. 

In particular, the first two papers in the session explore impor-
tant outcomes of feeling powerful in the consumption domain by 
examining whether consumers who feel powerful make different 
choices (Mourali and Pons) and whether they are more or less likely 
to stick to their previous choices (Jiang et al). The remaining two pa-
pers introduce additional nuances above and beyond the dichotomy 
of powerful versus powerful, by distinguishing between personal and 
social power (Malkoc and Duguid) and experiences versus expecta-
tions of power (Hu et al).

The first paper by Mourali and Pons examines how the choices 
made by the powerful and powerless might be systematically differ-
ent. To that end, they demonstrate that consumers who feel powerful 
are more likely to choose unconventional options. Their results indi-
cate that this tendency is caused by the powerful wanting to signal 
their power to others. Accordingly, they show that if the choices are 
made in private or if the unconventional items are deemed popular, 
powerful consumers no longer prefer these options as they lose their 
signaling value. 

The second paper by Jiang, Zhan and Rucker studies how con-
sumers’ likelihood to switch away from their current brands is influ-
enced by their sense of power. They demonstrate that while power-
less consumers stick with their brands more, powerful consumers opt 
to switch more frequently. They argue that this tendency is due to an 
increased inclination of the power holders to take action. Supporting 
this idea, they show that if consumers take physical action before the 
switch/stay choice, the effect of power is eliminated. 

In the third paper, Malkoc and Duguid critically distinguish be-
tween social power (over others) and personal power (over the self) 
and show the important implications of this distinction on a variety 
of context effects. In particular, their results demonstrate that per-
sonal (vs. social) power holders defer choice more and compromise 
less, while showing no difference with respect to the attraction ef-
fect. Furthermore, they theorize and show that these effects can be 
accounted by the increased level of freedom experienced by personal 
power holders compared to social power holders. 

Finally, the fourth paper by Hu, Rucker and Galinsky introduces 
the important distinction between the experience of power and the 
expectation of power. Replicating prior research, they show that 
when focused on the experience of power, those who lack it show 
increased preference for status and process information to a greater 
extent. However, shifting people’s attention to what others expect of 
them in situations of power (vs. no power) reverses these findings by 
leading them to behave in a manner that meets those expectations. 

Studying power across a variety of consumption contexts (un-
conventional choices, switching decisions, compromise and attrac-
tion effects, choice deferral and status products), the four papers in 
this session extend the boundaries of research on power by intro-
ducing previously unstudied consequences (unconventional choices 
(Mourali and Pons), switch/stay decision (Jiang et al), context ef-
fects (Malkoc and Duguid)), psychological mechanisms (signaling 
(Mourali and Pons), freedom (Malkoc and Duguid), expectation con-
firmation (Hu et al)) and moderators (private vs. public consumption 
(Mourali and Pons), physical actions (Jiang et al), personal vs. social 
nature of power (Malkoc and Duguid), experience vs. expectation of 
power (Hu et al)). 

Taken together, these papers present new directions in power re-
search. Given the growing impact of power in consumer research, we 
expect this session to generate a high level of interest among ACR 
attendees and spark future research directions, as well as engaging 
the audience to debate nuances of power in interpretation of its many 
consequences. 

Power and Unconventional Choices

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Despite a relatively late start, consumer researchers have re-

cently shown considerable interest in the study of power and its in-
fluence on consumption behavior (see Rucker, Galinsky, and Dubois 
2011 for a review). This follows a decade of extremely fertile psy-
chological research on the consequences of having versus lacking 
power. At least three influential research streams currently describe 
power’s influence on decision making. One stream (Guinote 2007, 
2008) argues that power affects process-related aspects of informa-
tion processing, which in turn affect behavior. According to the Situ-
ated Focus Theory of Power (Guinote 2007), power increases the 
ability to process information selectively. Selective processing in 
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turn increases the ability to behave in more focused and prioritized 
ways. A second stream of research focuses on content-based effects 
of power (Anderson and Berdahl 2002; Galinsky et al 2003; Kelt-
ner et al. 2003). The approach/inhibition theory of power (Keltner 
et al. 2003) maintains that elevated power increases sensitivity to 
certain contents such as rewards and positive features, and signals to 
the individual that the environment is benign. Low power increases 
sensitivity to other types of contents (e.g., punishments, threats in 
the environment, and negative features). As a result, high power 
activates the behavioral approach system, leading to more positive 
affect, automatic information processing, and disinhibited behavior, 
whereas low power activates the behavioral inhibition system, lead-
ing to more negative affect, controlled information processing, and 
inhibited social behavior (Keltner et al. 2003). A third stream of re-
search emphasizes the motivational effects of power (e.g., Rucker 
and Galinsky 2008, 2009; Rucker et al. 2011). The compensatory 
consumption model suggests that powerlessness is an aversive state 
that people are motivated to alleviate. As a result, when consumers 
feel powerless, they tend to exhibit a strong preference for acquiring 
and displaying status-related products to compensate for their lack 
of power. 

We propose a fourth way in which power may influence deci-
sion making. We offer that powerful consumers often make uncon-
ventional choices to signal their power to others. Our conceptualiza-
tion draws on Berger and Heath’s (2007) identity-signaling model, 
which posits that people often diverge in their choices to commu-
nicate a desired identity. We submit that high power is a desirable 
state that individuals feel compelled to communicate to others. One 
way to signal one’s power is to show that one is not afraid to make 
bold, unconventional, choices. We examine the signaling hypothesis 
in decision contexts involving choices between extreme vs. compro-
mise options, safe vs. risky options, and gambles with known vs. 
unknown (ambiguous) probabilities. Consider the choice between 
compromise and extreme options. Maimaran and Simonson (2011) 
reasoned that selecting a compromise option represents a conven-
tional choice because compromise options are seen as safer and less 
likely to be criticized. In contrast, selecting an extreme option repre-
sents a bold and unconventional choice because it reflects a willing-
ness to take a stand and express one’s view. Similarly, selections of 
risky options and gambles with unknown probabilities reflect uncon-
ventional behavior to the extent that safe options and gambles with 
known probabilities are seen as the conventional defaults (Maimaran 
and Simonson 2011; Einhorn and Hogarth 1986).

We tested the signaling hypothesis in three experimental studies. 
Study 1 was designed to assess the general idea that power increases 
preference for unconventional options. We manipulated participants’ 
power using a role-based procedure adapted from Galinsky et al. 
(2003). Participants then responded to a total of 6 choice scenarios 
reflecting decisions between compromise and extreme options; risky 
and safe options; and gambles with known vs. unknown probabili-
ties. The results indicate that across all six scenarios, participants in 
the high power position selected the unconventional options signifi-
cantly more frequently than those in the low power position.

Study 2 was designed to test an important implication of the 
signaling hypothesis, namely that the effect of power on choice of 
unconventional options should be stronger when choices are public 
than when they are private. Study 2 consisted of a 3 (low power 
vs. control vs. high power) x 2 (public choice vs. private choice) x 
3 (extreme vs. risky vs. ambiguous scenarios) mixed design, with 
choice scenarios manipulated within subjects. Power was primed us-
ing a writing task (Galinsky et al. 2003). The results indicate that 
high power led to increased preference for unconventional options 

when choices were public, but not when choices were private. There 
was no difference in choice patterns between the three scenarios, and 
between the low power and control groups.

Finally, study 3 was designed to test another important implica-
tion of the signaling hypothesis. We reasoned that power increases 
preference for unconventional options because of these options’ sig-
naling value not their inherent qualities. Thus, these options should 
become less attractive to powerful consumers if selecting them no 
longer reflects a bold, unconventional choice. We tested this hypoth-
esis by presenting half of the respondents with information suggest-
ing that risky and ambiguous options are in fact popular options (i.e., 
options that most people choose). Indeed, suggesting that risky and 
ambiguous options are chosen by most people makes selecting them 
a rather conventional and timid behavior because they may now 
seem safer and less likely to be criticized. Study 3 found that present-
ing nominally unconventional options as popular not only reduced 
their perceived attractiveness in the eyes of powerful consumers, but 
also made them seem more attractive to consumers with less power.

the Power Switch: How Psychological Power  
Influences Brand Switching Decisions 

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Consumers’ brand switching is an inevitable, and represents 

a serious problem for most companies. Recent research finds that 
up to 33% of the unit sales increase is attributable to brand switch-
ing (Van Heerde, Gupta, and Wittink 2003). Surprisingly, there still 
remains much to understand with respect to consumers’ behavioral 
motivations to switch to new brands. To add a novel perspective on 
switching behavior, the current research examines the impact that 
incidental states of power have on brand switching decisions.

Defined as an individual’s ability to control own and others’ 
resources (Galinsky, Gruenfeld, and Magee 2003), power is a force 
that touches on most social interactions. Power also shapes con-
sumer values in a variety of consumption decisions (Rucker, Galin-
sky, and Dubois 2011). A finding particularly relevant to the current 
research is that states of high power increases individuals’ action 
orientation. Keltner, Gruenfeld, and Anderson (2003) proposed that 
power activates a behavioral approach system. Specifically, high-
power individuals possess more resources and pay more attention 
to rewards and opportunities in the environment, and thus show an 
approach-related tendency to pursue and obtain goals. Supporting 
this hypothesis, Galinsky, et al. (2003) showed that high-power par-
ticipants were more likely to take an additional card in a simulated 
blackjack game, or to turn off an annoying fan in a room.

Sometimes consumers consider new options to replace the 
current product or service. For instance, an individual might think 
about changing their television provider when seeing an alternative 
cable package advertised. In this case, the consumer is facing two 
options involving different levels of action. Sticking with the cur-
rent television provider requires minimal action, while changing to 
a new brand is associated with more action in the form of making 
a phone call, cancelling the current service, etc. Based on the link-
age between power and action orientation, we propose that a state of 
high power will naturally lead to a tendency to engage in switching 
behavior as this allows people to fulfill the action orientation of a 
high-power state.  We test this hypothesis in three experiments.

In experiment 1, participants were first asked to recall a past 
event during which they felt either powerful or powerless, a power-
priming process used in past power literature (e.g. Galinsky et al. 
2003). Participants then read a scenario and imagined that they just 
moved to a new apartment and needed to install internet service. 
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They were told that most residents in the building were using the 
default internet service provided by brand A and the residents were 
in general satisfied with brand A’s service. There was also another 
company (brand B) available, but detailed information about brand 
B was unknown. Participants were then asked to indicate whether 
they would use brand A (the default) as the internet service provider, 
or reject brand A and consider switching to brand B. We found that 
more participants in the high-power condition (54%) considered 
switching to a new brand than in the low-power condition (40.6%; p 
< .05). Additional data showed that both perceptions of the current 
brand and expectation of the new brand did not differ across power 
conditions. 

Experiment 2 replicated study 1’s findings in a real behavior 
context. At the beginning of experiment 2, all participants received 
a new pen and were asked to answer all the questionnaires using the 
pen. They were also told that they could keep the pen after the study. 
Feeling of power was then manipulated using the same recall task as 
in experiment 1. After the recall task, participants were told to de-
cide either to keep their current pen, or to exchange it for a different 
but equally-priced pen. Consistent with our hypothesis, more par-
ticipants in the high-power condition (40%) switched the pen than 
in the low-power condition (20.4%; p < .05). Again, additional data 
confirmed that this effect was not caused by different perceptions of 
the two pens.

If the previously observed effect of power on brand switching 
is indeed caused by a heightened action orientation, we proposed 
that real physical actions taken prior to the brand switching deci-
sion might sate the action orientation, and thus mitigate the effect 
of power on brand switching. Participants in experiment 3 were ran-
domly assigned to conditions in a 2 (power: high vs. low) × 2 (physi-
cal action: action vs. no action) between-subject design. Similar to 
experiment 2, participants first received a new pen upon arrival. 
After a short demographics questionnaire, we manipulated partici-
pants’ feeling of power following the manager-subordinate role play-
ing procedures adapted from Anderson and Berdahl (2002). While 
waiting for the task materials, participants completed an ostensibly 
unrelated task portrayed as evaluating a product, but in actuality 
introduced the manipulation of physical action. In the action con-
ditions, each participant received a small rubber massage ball and 
was instructed to squeeze it for 30 seconds to test this product. In 
the control conditions, participants instead observed the same ball 
in a transparent, plastic box for 30 seconds without touching. After 
the squeezing/observing, participants evaluated the ball. Then as in 
experiment 2, participants were asked to indicate their intention of 
exchanging the current pen for another new and equally-priced pen 
by answering the question “how much do you want to change the 
current pen” using a 9-point scale. As shown in Figure 1, we found a 
significant interaction effect of power and physical action (F (1, 157) 
= 4.34, p < .05). Planned comparisons confirmed that high-power 
participants showed higher preferences for pen switching (Mhigh-power 
= 4.95 vs. Mlow-power = 4.03; F (1, 157) = 4.65, p < .05) in the no-action 
control conditions. However, the effect disappeared in the physical 
action conditions (Mhigh-power = 3.55; Mlow-power = 3.93; n.s.). 

In summary, we examine a behavioral motivation that propels 
brand switching behavior in the form of psychological power. In do-
ing so, we demonstrate that the action orientation associated with 
high power can be sated by a prior opportunity to engage in action. 
This has potentially important implications in better understanding 
psychological antecedents of brand switching.

not All Power is Created Equal: Role of Social and 
Personal Power in decision Making

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Power has been the focus of much academic inquiry in the past 

decade (e.g., Briῆol et. al., 2007; Galinsky et. al., 2003).  Extant lit-
erature, however, primarily focuses on social power and overlooked 
personal power.  In this paper, we empirically differentiate between 
personal and social power and examine its effects on commonly re-
ported context effects.

Power is generally defined as the ability to control resources 
for oneself and others without interference. This definition has two 
distinct components: social and personal power. Social power is in-
dividuals’ ability to exercise control over others (French & Raven, 
1959). Alternatively, personal power is the ability to control one’s 
own outcomes, without being influenced and constrained by others 
(Van Dijke & Poppe, 2006). Even though some researchers have ac-
knowledged the existence of the social power and personal power 
distinction (Galinsky et al., 2003; Van Dijke & Poppe, 2006), most 
studies have treated power as a single construct  (for an exception see 
Lammers, Stoker, & Stapel 2009).

 We argue that one important distinction between social and 
personal power is the sense of freedom the power holder feels. High 
personal power individuals act independently, with little or no con-
sideration of their social environment. As such, they have a high 
sense of freedom. Alternatively, social power is associated with in-
terdependence (Fiske & Depret, 1996), which is associated with con-
nection to others (Cross, Bacon & Morris, 2000), which presumably 
limits their sense of freedom. Therefore, we hypothesize that having 
personal power, compared to social power, leads to higher sense of 
freedom. 

 We further suggest that this sense of freedom (or lack there-
of) has important implications for a host of context effects. We theo-
rize that those who feel powerful have a desire to maintain this sense 
of freedom and they make decision that helps them achieve this goal. 
As such, we would expect feeling personal power to highlight a 
sense of freedom, making consumers wanting to maintain their free-
dom. Thus, we expect them to be more likely to choose extreme op-
tions that allow them to exercise their freedom, thus diminishing the 
compromise effect. One might suggest power, instead of operating 
through a need to maintain freedom, operates through an increased 
ability to cope with conflict. If this is the case, then we would expect 
those with personal (vs. social) power to also defer less and be less 
prone to the attraction effect. However, our theory predicts that since 
feeling personal (vs. social) power highlights freedom and the need 
to maintain it, those with personal power would be morel more likely 
to defer choice in an attempt to maintain their freedom. Similarly, 
since the choice of a dominating or dominated option does not al-
low for the maintenance of freedom, we would expect social versus 
personal power distinction to not influence the attraction effect.  

 A pilot study tested the basic premise our theory by having 
participants recall an event where they had social or personal power, 
and having an independent coder examining the written responses. 
We found that while those with personal power had more thoughts 
relating to freedom than those with social power, their responses did 
not differ in their stated confidence or mood. 

Study 1 was designed to examine the compromise effect. Par-
ticipants (N=113) first completed the power-inducing task. Next, 
they made a choice for a wine from three options. We varied the set 
composition so that option B would either be a compromise {ABC} 
or an extreme alternative {BCD}. We found that participants with 
social power chose option B more when it was the compromise op-
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tion (79%) in set {ABC} than when it was the extreme option (38%) 
in set {BCD}. However, this compromise effect (difference of option 
B choice) was present only for those with high social power and not 
for those with personal power.

Study 2 examined the mediating role of experienced freedom. 
Participants (N = 89) completed the power-inducing task and then 
made a choice for an investment among three options, one of which 
was compromise. As predicted, we found that high personal power 
individuals chose the compromise option (57%) less than those with 
social power (77%). More importantly, we find that the feelings of 
elicited freedom mediated the effect of power type on the choice of 
compromise option.  

Study 3 was designed to rule salience of others as an alternative 
explanation and examined the role of power type on attraction effect. 
Participants (N = 220) completed the power-inducing task and then 
made a choice between three cell phone plans. We varied the set 
composition so that the third option was either dominated by op-
tion A (A’) or by option B (B’). As predicted, we found that choice 
share of option A was higher (82%) in set {A’AB} than set {ABB’} 
(47%). More importantly, power type did not interact with decoy lo-
cation and attraction effect was observed for both for personal power 
({A’AB} = 69%;  {ABB’} = 54%) and for social power ({A’AB} = 
67%;  {ABB’} = 47%)

In Study 4, participants (N = 138) completed a power-inducing 
task. Next, they made a choice between two CDs and had the option 
to either choose one of these CDs or to defer choice and search more. 
As predicted, we found participants who recalled an incident of per-
sonal power chose to defer their choice more (41%) than those who 
recalled an incident of social power (19%) or those in the control 
condition (28%). An examination of the verbal protocols revealed 
that having personal power increased the thoughts relating to free-
dom and that this heightened sense of freedom mediated the effect of 
power type on deferral.

Five studies demonstrate that the effect of power on context ef-
fects depends on its type: while personal power attenuates the com-
promise effect, it augments the choice deferral, having no effect on 
the attraction effect. We further demonstrate that it is the heightened 
sense of freedom those with personal power feel that drives these 
effects. 

Experience Versus Expectations of Power:   
A Recipe for Altering the Effects of Power 

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The current research explores how both consumers’ state of 

power and a focus on the experience of power versus how others 
expect them to behave jointly influence their behavior in the forms 
of desire for status and information processing.

When focused on the experience of lacking power, as opposed 
to possessing power, consumers are known to exhibit an increased 
desire for status-related products (Rucker and Galinsky 2008, 2009) 
and greater information processing (Briñol et al. 2007). However, 
we put forth a novel hypothesis that, when focused on the expecta-
tions of power (i.e., characteristics and stereotypes associated with 
power), a state of high power may lead to a greater willingness to 
acquire status-related products. Similarly, when focused on the ex-
pectations of power, it is predicted that the powerful people might 
process information more carefully compared to powerless people.

An expectation-confirmation perspective is offered as the foun-
dation of this novel prediction. Specifically, it seems that people 
develop and hold different expectations of people who have low 
versus high power (Magee and Galinsky 2008). Elsewhere it has 

been shown that expectations shape people’s interpretation of social 
events and also people’s behaviors to conform to existing expecta-
tions and stereotypes (Kipnis 1972). In a similar vein, we suggest 
that focusing people who are in a low or high power state on the 
expectations associated with the low- or high- power position might 
lead them to behave in a manner that meets those expectations. Five 
experiments test our novel hypotheses. 

Experiment 1: The Expectations of Power. The first experi-
ment assessed the expectations people naturally hold with respect 
to how power should affect people’s behaviors. Participants saw de-
scriptions of behaviors related to status consumption and informa-
tion processing and were asked to identify if these behaviors were 
something they expected from either powerful or powerless people. 
Results showed that participants rated the behaviors of purchasing 
status products and processing information carefully as more consis-
tent with powerful people compared to powerless people (ps < .01). 
Our remaining experiments examine whether focusing people on the 
expectations of others could shift their behavior to align with these 
expectations.

Experiment 2a and 2b: Power and Status Products. Experiment 
2a adopted a 2 (level of power: high vs. low) × 2 (focus: experi-
ence vs. expectations) between-subject design. Participants’ level 
of power and focus were manipulated through an episodic recall 
task adapted from Galinsky et al. (2003). Subsequently, participants 
were asked to evaluate two status-related products. Results revealed 
a significant power × focus interaction (p = .002) such that, when 
focused on the experience of power, low-power participants had a 
higher willingness to pay for the status products compared to high-
power participants (p = .02). In contrast, when focused on the expec-
tations of power, high-power participants had a higher willingness to 
pay compared to low-power participants (p < .001), consistent with 
people’s expectations reported in experiment 1.

Experiment 2b adopted a 2 (level of power: high vs. low) × 
2 (focus: experience vs. expectations) × 2 (brand status: high- vs. 
non- status) between subject design. Participants’ level of power and 
focus were manipulated in a role-playing task (Dubois et al. 2010; 
Rucker et al. 2011). Subsequently, participants were asked to iden-
tify their purchase intentions for either a BMW or a Toyota. Results 
revealed a significant three-way interaction between power, focus, 
and brand status (p = .004). For participants evaluating a high-status 
brand (BMW), there was a significant two-way interaction between 
power and focus (p < .001) such that among participants focused on 
the experience of power, low-power participants showed a higher 
purchase intention compared to high-status participants (p = .009). 
In contrast, among participants who focused on the expectations of 
power, high-power participants had a higher purchase intention com-
pared to low-power participants (p = .008). No effects were found for 
participants who evaluated a Toyota (F < 1).

Experiment 3a and 3b: Power and Information Processing. Ex-
periment 3a adopted a 2 (level of power: high vs. low) × 2 (focus: 
experience vs. expectations) between-subject design in which power 
and focus were manipulated as in experiment 2a. After manipulating 
power and focus, participants rated two job candidates that differed 
in the strength of their profiles. A discrimination score was calculat-
ed by subtracting participant’s evaluation of the weak candidate from 
that of the strong candidate. Results revealed a significant power × 
focus interaction (p < .001) such that when focused on the experi-
ence of power, low-power participants showed greater discrimina-
tion compared with high-power participants (p = .01). In contrast, 
when focused on the expectations of power, high-power participants 
showed greater discrimination than low-power participants (p = .03).
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Experiment 3b adopted a 2 (power: high vs. low) × 2 (focus: ex-
perience vs. expectations) × 2 (argument strength: strong vs. weak) 
between-subject design in which power and focus were manipulated 
as in experiment 2b. Participants evaluated an ad for a snack that 
differed in argument strength. Results revealed a significant three-
way interaction between power, focus, and argument strength (p = 
.008). In the experience conditions, low-power participants liked the 
snack more after receiving strong compared to weak arguments (p < 
.001) while high-power participants did not show any difference (F 
< 1). In the expectation conditions, high-power participants liked the 
snack more after strong compared to weak arguments (p = .02) while 
low-power participants showed no difference (F < 1). 

Conclusion and Contributions. Across experiments, the focus 
associated with power created different effects on consumers’ desire 
for status products and the depth of information processing. These 
findings add another important dimension to the research of power 
and consumption by suggest a new and critical moderator for under-
standing how states of power affect consumption. 
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
More than half of purchase decisions are made at the retail place 

(Inman and Winer 1998) and manufacturers are aware of this. This 
phenomenon has spawned a new emphasis on “shopper marketing,” 
which entails examining consumer’s in-store decision making from 
the store back and identifying what might influence the shopper. One 
of the key ways a product can stand out from others is through its 
package or shape, as it has been shown that functional and aesthetic 
appearance is an imperative factor in determining a product’s appeal 
(Bloch 1995). Despite the growing awareness of the importance of 
product packaging, it is only fairly recently that we as consumer re-
searchers have begun to develop theory to understand how consum-
ers respond to the appearance of a product or package (Patrick and 
Peracchio 2010). This session is designed to help fill that gap. 

This session offers four research papers that study the area of 
packaging from four separate but complementary view points. All 
of these projects are in very advanced stages, as they combine for a 
total of 18 completed experiments. Three of these projects are either 
under review or being prepared for submission. The first paper in 
the session, “Transparent Packaging and Consumer Purchase Deci-
sions,” by Darron Billeter, Meng Zhu and J. JeffreyInman, shows 
that consumers prefer transparent packages as these enhance percep-
tions of product trustworthiness even in cases where product quality 
and freshness are controlled for. This finding clearly demonstrates 
how physical aspects of a product design can affect higher level per-
ceptions such as consumer trust of the product and the manufacturer. 
Additionally this research reveals consumers to be extremely respon-
sive to the environmental cues perceived in the retail environment, 
especially to those related to the physical aspects of the product.

Consistent with this notion, the second paper, “The Effect of 
Product Shape Closure on Perceptions of Quantity, Preference and 
Consumption,” by Julio Sevilla and Barbara  E. Kahn demonstrates 
how consumer perceptions of product size, purchase intentions, and 
actual consumption can be altered by another seemingly irrelevant 
external aspect of a product, such as the degree of closure or com-

pleteness evoked by its shape. In this research, the authors keep the 
size and weight of the products constant and found the effect to be so 
robust that it trumps other well documented packaging phenomena 
such as the primary dimension and the attention attraction effect, and 
can be extended to other aspects of a product such as its label. 

The third paper of the session, “Aesthetics versus Humor in 
Product Packaging:  Their Impact on Ownership Pride,” by Gratiana 
Pol, C.W. Park and Martin Reimann, looks at the effect that more 
global aspects of a package’s appearance, such as its aesthetic or 
humorous properties, can have on product preference. The authors 
go beyond the first two papers by showing that a product package 
can transmit its socially desirable or undesirable aspects to the con-
sumer, which will in turn impact product preference through feelings 
of ownership pride.  

 The last paper of the session, “Where You Say It Matters: 
How Product Packaging Increases Message Believability,” by Clau-
dia Townsend, Tatiana Fajardo and Juliano Laran, reveals another 
important benefit that a product package may convey. Specifically, 
the authors show that product claims are perceived as more effec-
tive, more credible and psychologically closer when presented on a 
package than when present in an advertisement. The implication of 
this research is that findings related to advertisements cannot neces-
sarily be applied to packages and therefore there is an entire area of 
important research on product packaging to be explored.

 We believe that a special session on product packaging that 
deals with diverse, current, fresh and substantive topics such as the 
ones we propose, should draw a great deal of attention from a diverse 
group of researchers coming from areas such as marketing strategy, 
psychophysics and environmental cues, retailing, product design, 
nutrition and public policy, hedonic consumption, aesthetics, social 
psychology, advertising, among others. A session that could attract 
such a diverse crowd would be likely to spawn a synergic, unique 
and fruitful discussion that could potentially lead to collaboration 
among researchers from these different areas. Finally, the currently 
proposed session benefits from the unique and diverse insights of 
its authors, as three of them come from different countries of Latin 
America, two of them from different countries of Asia, and one from 
Europe, while the rest are from the United States. 

transparent Packaging and  
Consumer Purchase decisions

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Due to limited processing capacity, consumers are frequently 

uncertain about their own preferences and the value of product of-
ferings (e.g. Bettman, Luce and Payne 1998), and they often make 
inferences and construct meaning based on information that is salient 
in the immediate purchase context, such as product packaging. Exist-
ing literature confirms that consumers make inferences about product 
unit cost, capacity and consumption norms based on packaging size 
(Wansink 1996), packaging shape (Wansink and van Ittersum 2003) 
and packaging servings (Geier, Rozin and Doros 2006, Cheema and 
Soman 2008, Scott, Nowlis, Mandel, and Morales 2008, Coelho do 
Vale, Pieters, and Zeelenberg 2008).

In the current work, we study the impact of packaging transpar-
ency on consumer purchase decisions. Firms can select to encase a 
product in many different levels of packaging transparency, yet firms 
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often choose to present their products in non-transparent packag-
ing. We suggest that consumers will exhibit greater preference for 
products in transparent as compared non-transparent packaging even 
when explicitly controlling for product freshness and quality. We ar-
gue this is the case because that (1) people associate the notion of 
“transparent” with honesty, openness, candidness, and forthcoming 
behavior (2) they often make inferences and judgment about prod-
ucts based on non-diagnostic packaging cues that are salient in the 
purchase context (such as transparency) rather than diagnostic prod-
uct information (such as ingredients) that is not salient in the local 
decision context (e.g. Wansink and Van Ittersum 1999; Zhu, Billeter 
and Inman 2012). Thus, products covered in transparent packaging 
will be viewed as more trustworthy as compared to the exact same 
products presented in non-transparent packaging, leading to greater 
purchase intention for and higher choice of transparent products.

Experiment 1a tests whether transparent packaging increases 
perceptions of the products trustworthiness. To do so, we first ex-
posed participants to a picture of a bottle of orange juice in either 
a transparent or a non-transparent package. Then, we asked partici-
pants to rate the product’s trustworthiness using the trustworthiness 
scale developed by De Wulf, Schroder, and Iacobucci (2001). Con-
sistent with our theory, we find that consumer’s perceive the orange 
juice as being more trustworthy when it is in a transparent as op-
posed to a non-transparent package. 

The natural question that follows is how perceptions of fresh-
ness and quality are impacted by the transparent packaging. To ad-
dress this, we conducted Experiment 1b. Participants were presented 
with a variety pack of well-known wrapped chocolate bars (Her-
shey’s, Reeses, Kit Kats) that were altogether wrapped in either a 
transparent, cellophane wrapping or wrapped with a picture on the 
top of the packaging that depicted the exact same information shown 
through the transparent packaging. After viewing the variety pack, 
participants rated the product’s trustworthiness (using the same scale 
from Experiment 1a) and find greater brand trust for the transparent 
packaging even after controlling for freshness (the expiration dates 
on the packages were highlighted and identical) and quality expec-
tations (these are well known chocolate bars with consistent qual-
ity expectations). This test demonstrates that even when consumers 
know that the products are identical, consumers still rely on the non-
diagnostic cue of transparent packaging in determining how much 
they trust the product.     

In experiment 2, we investigate the next step in our conceptual 
framework by testing whether transparent packaging impacts pur-
chase intention. In Experiment 2, participants view either a trans-
parent or a non-transparent bottle of liquid laundry detergent. Then, 
participants rate their purchase intention for the laundry detergent 
on a scale developed by Baker and Churchill (1977). Confirming 
our hypothesis, we find greater purchase intention for the product in 
transparent packaging.

In Experiment 3, we return to the orange juice category and 
test the entire framework by testing whether transparent packaging 
increases purchase intention; and whether that increase in purchase 
intention is mediated by brand trust. Participants were shown either 
the transparent or non-transparent orange juice bottle (as in Experi-
ment 1a). Then, they were asked to rate the product’s trustworthiness 
(using the De Wulf, Schroder, and Iacobucci 2001 scale) and their 
purchase intention (using the Baker and Churchill 1977 scale). Con-
sistent with our hypothesis we find greater purchase intention for the 
product in the transparent orange juice bottle. Additionally, we find 
that the relationship between transparent packaging and purchase in-
tention is (complementary) mediated by brand trust (Preacher and 

Hayes, 2004; Zhao, Lynch and Chen 2010).  This result is consistent 
with our conceptual framework. 

In Experiment 4 we investigated whether people prefer trans-
parent to non-transparent packaging. 181 students were asked to 
choose between an actual transparent shampoo bottle and an actual 
non-transparent shampoo bottle of the same color as the shampoo. 
77% of participants selected the transparent package confirming 
consumer preference for transparent packaging.

Finally, in Experiment 5, we propose and investigate a bound-
ary condition for the effect. Unappealing products, rotting products, 
or products that do not meet consumer expectations would likely 
not benefit from transparent packaging. The inferences made about 
products in transparent packaging would likely not overcome the 
actual, observed negative attributes inherent in viewing rotting or 
unappetizing products or even icy, pale, frozen French fries. To test 
this, participants began Experiment 5 by looking at either a puke 
green transparent laundry detergent package or a non-transparent 
package.  Then, participants rated the trustworthiness of the prod-
uct.  Consistent with the notion that inferences made about transpar-
ent packaging cannot overcome the judgments made when viewing 
unappealing products, we find that participants viewing the non-
transparent laundry detergent have greater trust in the product than 
participants viewing the puke green transparent package.  

To summarize, results from five experiments suggest that trans-
parent (vs. non-transparent) leads to higher purchase intention and 
increased product choice, even when explicitly controlling for prod-
uct freshness and quality. We identify perceptions of product trust-
worthiness as the mediator and physical appeal of products as an 
important boundary condition for this effect. 

the Effect of Product Shape Closure on Perceptions of 
Quantity, Preference and Consumption

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Consumers attend to environmental cues in the retail place in 

order to make inferences about the properties of a product (Zeithaml 
1988). One of the most important indicators of a product’s character-
istics is its external aspect, including its shape. A product’s shape has 
been shown to influence perceptions of size (Raghubir and Krishna 
1999; Krider, Raghubir and Krishna 2001; Folkes and Matta 2004), 
preference (Raghubir and Krishna 1999; Krider, Raghubir and 
Krishna 2001; Folkes and Matta 2004) and consumption (Raghubir 
and Krishna 1999; Krider, Raghubir and Krishna 2001; Wansink and 
Van Ittersum 2003). 

Past research on product shapes has demonstrated that people 
estimate products that have a longer (Raghubir and Krishna 1999) or 
more prominent primary dimension to be bigger (Krider, Raghubir 
and Krishna 2001). This is because consumers make effort-accuracy 
trade-offs that lead to heuristic processing of area estimations and 
size judgments biases. Moreover, research by Folkes and Matta 
(2004) has reversed this effect by showing that a product’s ability 
to attract attention affects size perceptions due to mental contami-
narion. 

In this research, we introduce “product shape closure” as an 
even more robust determinant of perceptions of size judgments, pref-
erence and food consumption. Psychological closure refers to the 
feeling that a life experience is past or complete (Beike, Adams, and 
Wirth-Beaumont 2007). Past research has also defined need for clo-
sure as the desire to quickly reach firm answers that allow closing the 
door on a matter (Kardes et al. 2004, 2007; Kruglanski and Webster 
1996). Reaching psychological closure allows individuals to pursue 
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other goals and avoid negative affect (Beike, Markman, and Karado-
gan 2009; Beike and Wirth-Beaumont 2005). 

In the current research, we tested if perceptions of the physical 
closure associated to the shape or the design of a package could have 
an effect on people size estimations and preference for a product. We 
manipulate product shape closure by keeping the size and weight of 
a product constant and by altering physical aspects of its design. For 
example, we compare cheese slices which surfaces include holes or 
not, sandwiches which are cut in halves or offered in their complete 
form, a shampoo bottle which possesses an overture on its pack-
age against one that does not, etc. Our results showed that products 
whose shapes evoked feelings of closure against those who did not 
were perceived as bigger and were preferred. This effect persisted in 
cases where the product that evoked the most feelings of closure and 
completeness did not have a larger primary dimension and did not 
attract more attention. 

We ran seven studies to test the robustness and generalizability 
of this phenomenon, its underlying mechanism, and explore some 
boundary conditions for it. Study 1 was a field study held during a 
business lunch attended by medical doctors and healthcare execu-
tives. In this field experiment, subjects located in two different rooms 
ate equal weight snack sandwiches. Subjects in each group were in-
vited to serve themselves snack size sandwiches which shape was 
complete (evoked closure) or incomplete (did not evoke closure). 
Despite the group that was assigned to the incomplete sandwiches 
condition had significantly less males (50%) than the other (70.7%), 
we found that subjects in that condition ate more sandwiches than 
those in the other group (Munclosed = 3.23 vs. Mclosed = 2.38; t (44) = 
3.96, p < .0001). As we expected, participants in the incomplete con-
dition probably found the sandwiches to be smaller, which led them 
to eat more.

Study 2A demonstrated the phenomenon in a more controlled 
laboratory experiment and extended the findings from food con-
sumption to size perceptions. This study showed that a bread bun 
and a cheese slice are considered to contain more quantity when their 
shape is closed or complete as opposed to unclosed or incomplete, 
even if the latter has a larger primary dimension. However, this ef-
fect will be reversed if the incomplete stimuli are assigned names of 
products for which an incomplete shape is representative of the prod-
uct category (i.e. bagel and swiss cheese). In this case, the incom-
pletely shaped products will be estimated to contain more quantity, 
as their incompleteness will not be used to adjust down consumer 
estimations, and instead participants will anchor on their prominent 
primary dimension and estimate them to be bigger. Study 2B used a 
similar design to demonstrate that the closure effect is mediated by 
the extent to which consumers perceive that a product corresponds 
to a full unit, as they will use this “unity heuristic” to estimate size 
perceptions and will ignore the fact that a product which is a fraction 
of a unit may be bigger than one which corresponds to a full unit, if 
the unit from which the former is a fraction is considerably larger. 
This bias is similar to the numerosity heuristic (Pelham, Sumarta and 
Myaskovsky 1994).

Studies 3A and 3B employed choice tasks to demonstrate that 
when participants compare products they will estimate that the com-
pletely shaped ones contain more quantity, are bigger, and will be 
more likely to be bought than the incomplete ones. Study 3A used 
sandwiches and packages of Babybel cheese to demonstrate that the 
effect will reverse the primary dimension heuristic, while Study 3B 
used bread buns and cheese slices to show that the phenomenon will 
also trump the attention attraction effect.

Study 4 used a similar design as the one used in Studies 3A and 
3B to provided additional evidence in favor of the shape closure ef-

fect by showing that the phenomenon will be significantly stronger 
among participants who have high versus low Need for Cognitive 
Closure (NFCC). Finally, Study 5 demonstrated the robustness of the 
closure effect by showing that it can be extended to package labels 
and is not limited to package shapes. This experiment replicated the 
effect for cases where two products (juice galloons) have the same 
shape and size but one of them contains a more closure evoking la-
bel image than the other (i.e. a complete versus an incomplete apple 
picture).

Aesthetics versus Humor in Product Packaging:   
their Impact on Ownership Pride

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Product designers often strive to create designs whose sight 

elicits a positive emotional reaction in consumers (Desmet, 2003). 
To accomplish this, two of the most frequently used approaches 
consist in creating either an aesthetically appealing (Bloch, 1995; 
Coates, 2003) or a humorous-looking design (Doyle, 1998). Yet, 
while consumers’ reactions to aesthetically appealing designs have 
garnered substantial attention in consumer research (Patrick & 
Peracchio, 2010), we know little to nothing about responses to hu-
morous-looking designs. Aside from triggering a smile or a giggle, 
does a humorous-looking design provide any other value to consum-
ers—most importantly, social value? Prior research has found aes-
thetically appealing designs to generate social value in the form of 
enhanced ownership pride (e.g., Townsend & Shu, 2010), but has 
not yet shown similar responses for humorous-looking designs. If 
such designs do indeed provide social value, how does it compare to 
that offered by a functionally equivalent, yet aesthetically appealing 
design? The present research will address these questions.

A visually attractive appearance represents a socially valued 
characteristic in interpersonal relationships (e.g., Sigall & Landy, 
1993), but also in a consumption context, where aesthetically ap-
pealing products instill pride in their owners (Pol & Park, 2012; 
Townsend & Shu, 2010), who are often eager to display such prod-
ucts to the world (Bloch, 1995). Humor, on the other hand, while a 
highly socially desirable trait (Apte, 1978), can also evoke negative 
social connotations, such as impressions of inappropriateness or low 
source credibility (Eisend, 2008; Bressler & Balshine, 2006). In the 
context of a utilitarian product, such connotations may cause one 
to dismiss a humorous-looking product as a gimmick because of a 
perceived disconnect between its appearance and its functional pur-
pose (Buchanan, 1989). This should, in turn, negatively affect the 
social benefits of owning such a product, potentially even triggering 
embarrassment rather than ownership pride in consumers. We hence 
propose that, between an aesthetically appealing and a humorous-
looking product that are functionally equivalent and equally pleasant 
to look at, the humorous item should provide significantly lower so-
cial benefits to consumers, as evidenced through lower expectations 
of ownership pride. We tested this hypothesis in Study 1.

Visually appealing products have been associated with a host of 
desirable social connotations, most notably impressions of tasteful-
ness (Cziksentmihalyi & Robinson, 1990; Wagner, 1999). Consistent 
with a self-signaling account (Bodner & Prelec, 2001), owning a vi-
sually attractive product should hence convey to oneself (and also 
to others) that one possess good taste, which in turn is conducive 
to instilling feelings of pride in consumers (Chang & Wu, 2007). 
A humorous-looking item, on the other hand, is unlikely to provide 
signals about one’s level of taste (provided, of course, that the humor 
is not perceived as blatantly distasteful). It should, however, be per-
ceived as interesting and original (Ludden, Schifferstein, & Hekkert, 
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2008), such that its ownership would convey that one possesses a 
unique and distinctive personality—a social signal that typically en-
hances individuals’ sense of self-worth (Kim & Markus, 1999). We 
hence propose that aesthetically appealing products provide social 
value (i.e., elicit pride) because they signal that their owner has good 
taste, while humorous-looking products do so because they signal 
uniqueness. This second hypothesis was tested in Study 2.

In Study 1, we verified that humorous-looking product designs 
create less social value than humorous-looking ones do. The study 
employed a one-way (visual appearance: aesthetically appealing 
vs. humorous-looking vs. neutral-looking) within-subjects design. 
Each participant in the study saw a total of nine computer speak-
ers (three in each category), which were described as identical in 
terms of price, manufacturer, quality, and functionality. Afterwards, 
participants indicated how proud they would be to own each item. 
The manipulation check confirmed that the aesthetically appealing 
products were significantly more attractive than all the other items, 
while the humorous products were perceived as the funniest. Re-
spondents further reported the same degree of pleasure when looking 
at the attractive and the humorous-looking items. Consistent with 
our hypothesis, a repeated-measure ANOVA with planned contrasts 
revealed that the humorous-looking items did indeed trigger lower 
expectations of ownership pride compared to the aesthetically ap-
pealing products (p < .05). Interestingly, however, they elicited 
higher pride expectations than the neutral-looking ones (the latter 
of which served as a control group) (p < .05). These results show 
that, while an aesthetically appealing product offers stronger social 
benefits than a humorous-looking item does, humor may bring some 
social value to a product’s design after all. 

In Study 2, we examined whether aesthetically appealing and 
humorous-looking designs create social value through different 
mechanism. The study employed a one-way (visual appearance: aes-
thetically appealing vs. humorous-looking vs. neutral-looking) be-
tween-subjects design. We showed participants a range of household 
products (such as teapots, desk lamps, and alarm clocks) and asked 
them to the select three items they would best describe as beautiful, 
funny, and neutral-looking, respectively. Each participant was then 
presented with one of the three items based on the group he or she 
belonged to. We chose household items as stimuli because they are 
traditionally designed for private consumption, and would allow for 
a rather conservative replication of our previous results. In line with 
Study 1, we again found that the pride expectations elicited by the 
humorous-looking products were lower than those triggered by the 
aesthetically appealing products (p < .05), yet higher than those as-
sociated with the neutral-looking items (p < .05). Consistent with 
our hypothesis, two mediation analyses based on bootstrap further 
suggested that, while good taste best explained the impact of visual 
attractiveness on ownership pride, the relationship between humor 
and pride was explained by uniqueness (p < .001).

This research shows that a humorous-looking product design 
does provide social value to consumers, though to a lesser extent 
than an equally pleasant, yet aesthetically appealing design would. 
Moreover, aesthetics is socially valuable because it signals good 
taste, while humor providing social value because it connotes 
uniqueness. These findings provide initial evidence for how consum-
ers’ responses to hedonically appealing product designs vary across 
hedonic characteristics. 

Where You Say It Matters:  
How Product Packaging Increases Message believability

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
For a message to have any effect it must be believed. Broadly 

speaking, persuasion research has identified three factors which in-
fluence message believability: source (Hovland and Weiss 1951), 
audience (Petty, Cacioppo, and Schumann 1983), and context (Op-
penheimer 2006). In addition to this, proximity of the message to its 
audience may also influence believability (Latané et al. 1995). In ef-
fect, spatial distance can be considered part of a larger concept, that 
of psychological distance, the subjective experience of something 
being close or far away from the self. In the context of believability 
this is particularly relevant as there is a strong connection between 
psychological distance and construal level and moreover there is evi-
dence to suggest construal level also influences believability (Wright 
et al. 2012).

Building on this work, we propose a new determinate of believ-
ability - psychological proximity of a message to its subject. Spe-
cifically we hypothesize that, all else equal, the closer a message 
seems to its object, the more believable it will be. We consider this 
in a consumer decision-making context by examining how product 
message placement (whether on a package versus in an advertise-
ment) influences believability. Across three studies, we demonstrate 
that decision-makers consider product claims more (less) believable 
when presented on a package (advertisement) and that this effect is 
mediated by perceived proximity of the claim to the product. 

Study 1a establishes the basic effect of presentation material 
on message believability and the moderating role of claim strength. 
Participants were shown a product description for an electric kettle 
with a claim that it boils water in either two or eighteen seconds. We 
manipulated whether the message was presented on a package or in 
an advertisement through introductory language and simple graphic 
variations. Analysis of believability ratings revealed a significant 
two-way interaction between claim strength and presentation mate-
rial (F(1, 159) = 7.73, p = .01). When presented with a strong product 
claim, participants rated it as more believable if presented on a pack-
age than in an advertisement (Mstrong claim, package = 4.00, Mstrong claim, advertise-

ment = 3.23, F(1, 79) = 4.37, p = .04). There was no effect of presenta-
tion material on message believability in the weak claim conditions 
(F < 1) suggesting that this effect is only relevant with strong claims 
where believability may be called into question. 

Some consumers may be immune to the effect of presentation 
material; study 1b tested this possibility be examining the role of 
product knowledge. We used nail polish as our product category 
and gender as an indicator of product knowledge. All participants 
were shown either an advertisement or package for a nail polish top 
coat. Analysis of believability ratings revealed a significant two-way 
interaction between gender and presentation material (F(1, 178) = 
4.60, p = .03). Men rated the product claim as more believable when 
presented on a package (Mmale, package = 4.06, Mmale, advertisement = 3.22, F 
(1, 99) = 8.50, p < .01). Presentation material did not influence the 
believability ratings of female participants (F < 1). We find, there-
fore, that the effect of claim placement, and presumably closeness, 
is stronger when participants have less knowledge of the product 
category. 

Studies 2 and 3 examined the mechanism through which pack-
age messages seem more believable than those in advertisements. If 
the proximity of the product to the message is indeed the key differ-
ence between an advertisement and a package in terms of believabil-
ity, then varying alternative forms of psychological distance should 
moderate our effect. In study 2 we primed different degrees of spa-
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tial distance. Additionally, we tested our theory using a new product, 
digital video recorders (DVRs). We used current DVR ownership as 
an indicator of product knowledge. Analysis of believability ratings 
revealed a significant three-way interaction between presentation 
material, distance prime, and ownership (F(2, 347) = 3.59, p = .03). 
Under control conditions, presentation material did not influence 
perceived believability among participants who own a DVR (F < 
1) but did affect believability among those who do not; these par-
ticipants rated the product claim as more believable when presented 
on a package than in an advertisement (Mcontrol, package, do not own = 5.97, 
Mcontrol, advertisement, do not own = 4.91, F (1, 347) = 4.92, p = .03). Further-
more, among these participants there was an effect of distance prime 
on package claim believability; this effect was driven by decreased 
believability in the far distance conditions (Mcontrol, package, do not own = 5.97, 
Mfar, package, do not own = 4.98, F (1, 76) = 4.46, p = .04; Mnear, package, do not own 

= 5.75, Mfar, package, do not own = 4.98, F (1, 80) = 2.93, p = .09). There was 
no significant effect of the distance prime on advertisement claim be-
lievability, however we did see that the near prime slightly increased 
the believability of an advertisement claim (Mcontrol, advertisement, do not own = 
4.91, Mnear, advertisement, do not own = 5.68, F (1, 71) = 2.55, p = .12). 

In study 3 we considered varying psychological distance in a 
third manner, narrative voice. We found a significant three-way in-
teraction between presentation material, narrative voice, and owner-
ship (F(2, 251) = 4.98, p < .01). Results replicated prior findings and 
were mediated by perceptions of the proximity between the product 
and the product information. Once presented in a first-person (third-
person) voice the claim was perceived as close to (far from) the prod-
uct regardless of presentation material and thus relatively believable 
(unbelievable).

Across three operationalizations of psychological proximity we 
see that presenting a claim as closer to its subject will increase be-
lievability. These findings extend our knowledge of psychological 
distance and its effects on persuasion. Beyond the current context 
of advertisements and packages, our results are relevant in any situ-
ation where message-to-subject proximity may be manipulated and 
of particular use in situations where a claim appears improbable (e.g. 
fundraising campaigns where need is extreme) or where the consum-
er’s best interest is in complying with the stated message (e.g. usage 
of OTC pharmaceuticals or public safety campaigns). Furthermore, 
our results challenge the implicit notion that consumer responses to 
advertisements and packaging are the same.
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SESSIOn OVERVIEW
The purpose of this session is to focus attention on a fun-

damental and understudied area: disadoption.  While consider-
able effort has been focused on the adoption of innovations (e.g., 
Rogers 1995), stopping doing something is an equally intriguing 
topic.  While various specific disadoptions have been studied and 
or encouraged (e.g., churn /customer defection, health behaviors 
related to smoking and eating), little effort has been directed toward 
studying disadoption as a general topic and integrating perspectives 
into a unified “theory” of disadoption.  The purpose of this session 
is to make progress in that direction.

The session will begin with a paper by Lehmann and Parker 
which discusses disadoption as a general phenomenon.  Aspects 
discussed will include reasons for disadoption (including whether it 
is voluntary or forced and long or short term), which forces speed 
or retard it, how to model it, and what consequences arise (e.g., is it 
accepted or resisted?)  Then three very different types of disadop-
tion will be discussed.  

Specifically, Min Ding will discuss cessation of behaviors 
that relate to sustainability.  Susan Fournier will take a different 
tack, viewing disadoption from the lens of a relationship breakup.  
Finally, Kay Lemon will focus on modeling forced disadoptions 
in the area of customer defections, e.g., when companies decide to 
delete a customer and how the customer responds.  The session will 
conclude with a general discussion aimed at integrating the talks 
and creating an agenda for future research.

disadoption

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
The breadth of studies investigating diffusion and adoption 

processes is impressively extensive (for excellent reviews, see Ma-
jay, Muller, and Bass 1990; and Sultan, Farley, and Lehmann 1990). 
For instance, factors affecting product and/or innovation adoption 
that have been investigated include, but are not limited to, adver-
tising (Dockner and Jorgensen 1988; Horsky and Simon 1983; Ka-
lish 1985), word of mouth and social influence (Godes and Mayzlin 
2009; Iyengar, Van den Bulte, and Valente 2011) consumer exper-
tise (Moreau, Lehmann, and Markman 2001), product categoriza-
tion (Moreau, Markman, and Lehmann 2001), product warranties 

(Bearden and Shimp 1982), and price and product benefits (Horsky 
1990).

Needless to say, product/innovation adoption has received a 
great deal of attention. While the variety of topics covered under the 
adoption umbrella has been vast, they have all contributed to a sys-
tematic investigation and understanding of when, why, and how fast 
individuals adopt products and innovations. In other words, adoption 
is considered a unified, unique, and general process with many in-
puts, moderators, and consequences.

By contrast, the opposite process, disadoption (i.e., the discon-
tinuance of use of a product or behavior), has yet to be considered 
as a stand-alone, general phenomenon and has received relatively 
little systematic attention. While specific disadoption related behav-
iors have been studied (e.g., smoking cessation, dieting, product dis-
posal, etc.), the focus has been on the specific activity rather than 
the general process of disadoption. The purpose of this paper is to 
consider disadoption as a general phenomenon and outline its an-
tecedents, process, and consequences in the spirit of Greenleaf and 
Lehmann’s (1995) analysis of reasons for decision delay. In contrast 
to that work, however, we consider a broader range of instances in 
our conceptualization and include a more diverse population in our 
experiments.

One perspective on disadoption is that stopping doing some-
thing is merely the adoption of a new (or non-) behavior, which sug-
gests that disadoption and adoption can be characterized, conceptual-
ized, and modeled in the same way (e.g., a Bass model can be used 
to model disadoption as well as adoption). From this perspective, 
choosing to quit smoking is identical to choosing to live a smoke free 
life functionally, behaviorally, and psychologically. At first glance, 
this seems to be a reasonable position. After all, given a choice be-
tween A and B, choosing “A” is equivalent to choosing “not B.” 

However, there are several aspects of disadoption which are 
unique. First, when a person disadopts something, there is relatively 
little uncertainty about what they are foregoing, in contrast to adop-
tion processes where uncertainty in inherent. Second, while adop-
tion is generally modeled in a binary fashion (yes or no), disadoption 
can be gradual and partial, occurring over time or in steps or stages. 
Third, whereas adopting a product requires taking possession of it, 
it is possible to disadopt a product without disposing of it. Fourth, 
giving something up brings into play several psychological process-
es such as loss aversion and possession utility which play less of a 
role in adoption decisions.  Further, the psychology of choice has 
been shown to differ significantly from the psychology of rejection 
(Chernev 2009; Laran and Wilcox 2011; Park, Jun, and MacInnis 
2000; Shafir 1993). Consequently, a broad examination of disadop-
tion seems warranted.

Broadly described, we define disadoption as the process of ces-
sation or substantial reduction in the use of a previously valued be-
havior or possession. This process can be fairly complex. Disadop-
tion can occur either abruptly (“cold turkey”) or over the course of a 
long period of time. It can be triggered by a variety of external (e.g., 
availability or social pressure) and internal (e.g., a new or increas-
ingly salient goal) factors, whose effects may be cumulative. It may 
be a permanent or temporary change. And, importantly, the subse-
quent reaction to the disadoption may be positive and reinforcing or 
negative and regret inducing. 

This paper takes four major steps toward formalizing the con-
cept and investigation of disadoption. First, we propose a conceptual 
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model of the disadoption process. This model illustrates how a large 
variety of factors including (i) internal and external influences (trig-
gers), (ii) the perceived ease and permanence of the disadoption, and 
(iii) the ultimate response to the disadoption can impact the likeli-
hood that a consumer will consider (at all) and ultimately choose to 
disadopt. 

Second, we draw from and integrate a wide array of literature 
that addresses impactful disadoption triggers. This conceptual analy-
sis is supplemented with empirical data on disadoption triggers col-
lected from over 600 student and non-student participants across two 
studies. Study 1 presents preliminary evidence that the reasons for 
disadoption are fairly consistent within subpopulations (e.g., stu-
dents), but can vary significantly across different populations (e.g., 
students vs. a more diverse national sample). Study 2 factor analyzes 
consumers’ reasons for disadoption and finds evidence that a wide 
variety of specific reasons for disadoption can be explained by five 
factors (general reasons): (i) life transitions, (ii) negative aspects/
social pressure, (iii) irritation, (iv) variety seeking, and (v) future 
viability.

Third, we present an initial discussion on the opportunities and 
challenges of modeling disadoption. Fourth, and finally, we outline 
a research agenda for studying disadoption.  It is our hope that this 
paper and session will stimulate conversation and  research on the 
topic of disadoption, a largely ignored yet very important general 
phenomenon.

disadopting Unsustainable Consumption

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Sustainable development (SD) has now become a guiding force 

in policy making at various government levels, from township to city 
to state to country, and to inter-nation organizations. For example, 
many city governments now approve new development with sustain-
ability in mind, and demand their contractors to practice sustainable 
development. Firms, in turn, have incorporate sustainable devel-
opment in their strategic planning and daily operation, and further 
demand their own suppliers and distributors to practice sustainable 
development. Walmart, for example, asks its suppliers to complete 
a sustainability report and a supplier that fares badly on this report 
might lose their business with Walmart. Most importantly, citizens 
are demanding it and practicing it. In the words of a senior executive 
at a major consumer product company, “customers will punish us if 
we don’t do it”.

The modern definition of SD is proposed in the 1987 World 
Commission on Environment and Development (WCED, also 
known as the Brundtland Commission). This commission enriched 
the definition to include both social and environmental concerns and 
this modern definition is the most important contribution from its 
report, Our Common Future (a.k.a. the Brundtland Report). Specifi-
cally, it defines SD as “the kind of development that meets the needs 
of the present without compromising the ability of future genera-
tions to meet their own needs.” In 1992, UN Conference of Envi-
ronment and Development in Rio de Janeiro (also known as Earth 
Summit) published Agenda 21, in which almost all nations commit-
ted to implement specific items consistent with SD. In 2002, World 
Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg, South Africa, 
heads of state agreed to implement Agenda 21. This year (2012), the 
United Nation Conference on Sustainable Development (also called 
Rio+20) will review the progress of SD and set agenda for the future. 

The biggest challenge in SD is to change our behavior, change 
how we normally do things. Government needs to change their poli-
cies, firms need to change their practice, and individuals need to 

change their consumption habits. We study how individuals change 
their behavior in this paper.

The behavioral change involves disadoption of routines an 
individual is practicing now, even already habitualized. Such disa-
doption requires a different theoretical understanding of the process 
than adoption. To the best of our knowledge, there is no systematic 
study of disadoption behavior driven by concern on SD. The closest 
research to this is the disadoption of behaviors that are not healthy, 
such as smoking, drinking, or uncontrolled eating.

However, there are at least three major differences between the 
SD driven disadoption and existing disadoption behavior: 
• Existing disadoption research studies behavior that will have an 

effect on oneself, for example, one’s chance of dying of lung 
cancer will decrease substantially if he stops smoking. On the 
other hand, SD related disadoption research studies behavior 
that has no effect on oneself, instead, it studies behavior that 
will have an effect on future generation whom the individual 
will not even meet. For example, if one uses less energy now, 
the future generation will have more energy reserve (e.g., oil).

• Existing disadoption research studies behavior that will have 
an effect independent of what other people will do. Again, for 
smoking, if one stops smoking, the benefit of this disadoption is 
assured regardless of what other people do. On the other hand, 
SD related disadoption research studies behavior where the ef-
fect depends on other people doing the same thing. If only one 
person reduces energy use, and the other people do not, future 
generation will unlikely benefit from this person’s action. Fur-
thermore, there is a free riding concern. If enough people save 
energy, future generation will have enough reserve even if one 
doesn’t do it.

• The third difference is that we study willingness to disadopt, 
in terms of quantitative measures ($). This will provide a more 
rigorous understanding of this behavior, and provide more ac-
tionable guidelines to managers and policy makers, in addition 
to individuals. 
The types of SD related disadoption behavior we are interested 

in include the following examples (but not limited to). We will not 
study duel-purpose disadoption, where disadoption has benefit for 
SD as well as for oneself (e.g., reducing energy use can save money 
as well). Here are some examples in SD related disadoption:
• Disadoption of leather cloth/accessories (to contribute to biodi-

versity, and reduce animal cruelty).
• Disadoption of plastic bags as much as one can (to contribute 

to low landfill)
• Disadoption of disposable plastic water bottles (to contribute 

to low landfill)
• Disadoption of less SD friendly (to environment, to their em-

ployees, to the community they are in) business’ products (to 
contribute to both environment and society)

• Disadoption of products with fancy packages (to reduce waste)
• Disadoption of eating unnecessary meat (it takes substantial en-

vironmental resource to produce meat)
• Disadoption of showering too long and too often

Our research should help understand how consumers make SD 
related disadoptions, and may help us develop more effective com-
munication strategies to encourage individuals to disadopt such be-
havior.
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disadoption through the Relationship Lens

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
This presentation offers an expanded perspective on disadop-

tion as viewed through the relationship theoretic lens.  Our inquiry 
builds from three brand relationship tenets (Fournier 1998): rela-
tionships as processes; relationships as contextualized and mean-
ing-laden experiences involving a person, his/her social networks, 
and a product, service, or brand; and relationships as multiplex 
phenomena that vary in strength and kind. These principles stand in 
stark contrast to the frame of diffusion theory typically applied to 
the disadoption problem and thus offer the potential to extend our 
understanding of disadoption in meaningful ways.

First, relationship theory forces us to move beyond popular 
conceptualizations of disadoption as a yes/no brand decision to con-
sider the process aspects of the experience at hand. Relationships, 
at their core, are dynamic phenomena that evolve and change in 
response to reciprocating signals exchanged over time.  The process 
of ending a relationship has been variously described as separa-
tion, termination, dissolution, withdrawal, disengagement, divorce, 
break-up, discontinuity, decline, exit, and rejection—each possess-
ing a process phenomenology worthy of investigation in its own 
right (Duck 1982). While relationship discontinuity has received at-
tention in consumer research (Aaker, Fournier and Brasel 2004; Ag-
garwal 2004; Fournier 1998), theory is limited by a focus on brand 
transgressions as precipitators of relationship decline. Clearly, the 
transgression-recovery process is important to an understanding 
of relationship dissolution, but this event-based and brand-centric 
framework far from exhausts the processes whereby consumers and 
brands are driven apart. Even within the transgression framework, 
certain frames have yet to be fully leveraged. Rich constructs from 
relationship contracting theory including opportunistic contracting 
(MacNeil 1985) or contract drift and misalignment (Rousseau and 
McLean Parks 1992) can help explain the deterioration of relation-
ships between consumers and brands. Disadoption viewed through 
a relationship theory lens can shift basic conceptions of a process 
that is not always constituted as termination and dissolution, but 
rather gradual separation or a more liminal state of disengagement 
and detachment over time.

Second, relationship theory forces deeper acknowledgement 
of the person and how the experience of disadoption flows from 
and affects that person’s life. One of the major criticisms of diffu-
sion research concerns its source bias:  the tendency to examine 
diffusion phenomena almost exclusively from the perspective 
of the change agency itself (Rogers 1995).  Despite noteworthy 
exceptions (Johnson, Matear and Thomson 2011; Lastovicka and 
Fernandez 2005; Price, Amould and Curasi 2000), not enough 
consumer research has explored what happens when something is 
dis-adopted: we lack a comprehensive exposition of the lived expe-
rience and consequences of disadoption through the person’s eyes. 
Of interest is the implicit assumption that a discontinued relation-
ship is a “failed” relationship, and that breakups are inherently bad.  
But dissolution may rescue a person from an abusive relationship 
or provide paths for growth not possible when a particular relation-
ship is engaged. Recent approaches (Specher and Fehr 1998) treat 
dissolution holistically as an integral part of a person’s life projects 
and activities, not as a separate process. Moreover, disadoption can 
be a very social process that implicates not only the person but also 
networks of family and friends. A relationship always takes place 
within a set of other relationships and yet we know little of the role, 
experience and influence of third parties on the disadoption process 
itself. 

A third relationship principle highlights the diversity of rela-
tionships and the variability of processes relating to these different 
relationship forms.  Although there are literally hundreds of types 
of relationships, consumer research applications of relationship 
theory designed to enrich our understanding of disadoption focus 
on but one relationship type: the marriage between consumer and 
brand. Within this implicit framing, our understanding of rela-
tionship dissolution is conceptualized metaphorically as divorce 
(Dwyer, Schurr and Oh 1987). Perrin-Martinenq (2004) depicts 
relationship dissolution as a multi-phased exit process similar to 
Duck’s (1982) four-phased model of breakdown, decline, disen-
gagement and dissolution in divorce (Perrin-Martinenq, 2004). Still, 
consumer researchers have yet to unpack the complexity of the 
divorce phenomenon as illuminated through relationships research 
(Baxter 1984; Duck 1982; Simpson 1987). Divorce is a messy, 
protracted, and embedded experience through which a relationship 
other becomes dis-integrated from a person and his/her social life. 

Still, few brand engagements qualify as marriages (Miller, 
Fournier and Allen 2012), and emotionally-laden divorces are likely 
rare. Brand relationships research supports a range of valid tem-
plates (Fournier 1998) that are not yet accommodated in theories of 
disadoption of brands. The character of the dissolution experience 
will be fundamentally different depending on the type of brand 
relationship disengaged. For certain relationship types, disadop-
tion plays a different role altogether. For example, separation of 
brand and person serve not as the ending of a given relationship, 
but rather as the qualifier for relationship initiation in the case of 
adversaries, brand enemies and former friends (Johnson, Matear 
and Thomson 2011). 

This study uses findings from three qualitative datasets that 
collectively enliven the lived experience of disadoption as viewed 
through a relationship lens.  First is a two-year longitudinal inquiry 
involving twenty-five consumers’ experiences with an Internet 
grocery service, fifteen of whom eventually disadopt the service. A 
second database includes comments posted by consumers on blogs, 
discussion boards and social media sites in response to controver-
sial brand decisions, and focuses on those who disengage from the 
brand. Lastly, we consider interview data from sixteen loyal, “best 
customers” whose relationships were terminated unexpectedly at 
the company’s hands. Collectively these studies allow multiple per-
spectives on disadoption as manifest in different contexts, thereby 
addressing our exploratory research goals. 

In this presentation we leverage the above theories of relation-
ship deterioration and our data to present alternate conceptualiza-
tions of disadoption for five different brand relationships: marriag-
es, flings, adversaries, abusive partnerships, and functional business 
exchange. Stress factors precipitating breakdown, patterns of 
break-up, processes of dissolution, and consumer responses to dis-
solution are considered as they vary by relationship type.  We close 
with propositions intended to improve the accuracy of our disadop-
tion predictions and stimulate research on disadoption through the 
relationships lens.  
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When Firms disadopt Consumers: Exploring How 
Consumers Respond to Firm-Initiated Relationship 

disengagement

ExtEndEd AbStRACt
Firm-initiated consumer disadoption (firms choosing to disen-

gage from or end a relationship with a consumer) is increasingly 
common. For instance, in 2007, telecommunications firm Sprint ter-
minated more than 1,000 consumers who called customer service 
(“too”) frequently. Two studies reveal how mechanisms of blame at-
tribution, judgments of deservingness, and social exclusion influence 
consumer responses to disadoption (e.g., in terms of perceived firm 
integrity, anger, negative attitude). 

Because companies are concerned about their reputation and 
perceived integrity when abandoning consumers, Study 1 (field 
study) examines how non-targeted, observing consumers respond. 
Grounded in deservingness and attribution theories, this study shows 

that observers’ responses to the firm (Sprint) are influenced by 
whether they believe targeted consumers deserve being disadopted. 

Study 2 (experiment), examines how targeted consumers re-
spond to distinct configurations of disadoption. Grounded in social 
exclusion theory, it shows that the interaction between how firms dis-
adopt consumers (via direct dissolution vs. costly inclusion) and why 
firms disadopt them (via dispositional vs. non-dispositional blame) 
influences consumer response. This study suggests that consumer-
perceived firm integrity and anger play mediating roles in consumer 
response to firm-initiated consumer disadoption.

Study 1
The study context is a popular consumer website which posted 

two stories on Sprint’s decision to terminate consumers in July 2007. 
The stories described Sprint’s actions and policies around the disa-
doption of some of its customers, and included a copy of Sprint’s ter-
mination letter blaming those consumers for excessive complaining. 
Commenting on these stories, observing consumers posted a total 
of 173 comments. These consumer reactions were content analyzed. 
Coders rated each message from –3 to +3 based on two variables: the 
poster’s portrayal of the firm’s (Sprint’s) integrity and the poster’s 
emotional response. Scores at the extreme (-3, +3) indicate the mes-
sage portrayed firm integrity negatively (-3, e.g., dishonest, unethi-
cal, greedy) or positively (+3, honest, ethical, not greedy).

The ANOVA on firm integrity revealed a significant main effect 
of blame attribution, F(1, 172) = 168.80, p < .01. When Sprint was 
blamed, perceived firm integrity was negative (M = –1.46).  How-
ever, when observers blamed the fired consumers, firm integrity was 
portrayed positively (M = .78).  An example posting: “I think many 
people would disagree with me, but I think this is an honorable way 
for them [Sprint] to end this.”

The ANOVA on emotional responses revealed a significant 
blame main effect, F(1, 172) = 86.97, p < .01. Messages blaming 
Sprint contained negative emotional responses (M = –1.20).  An ex-
ample posting: “Sprint sucks and I hope this idiotic decision hurts 
their bottom line.” However, when observers blamed the terminated 
consumers, the messages reflected a slightly positive emotional re-
sponse (M = .23).

We conducted a bootstrapping analysis (Zhao, Lynch, and Chen 
2010) with blame attributions as the IV, firm integrity as a potential 
mediator, and emotional response as the DV. Confidence intervals 
with 5000 bootstrap samples at the 95% level excluded zero (a × b 
= -1.24; 95% CI = -1.60 to -.91), indicating an indirect effect of firm 
integrity.

Study 2
Study 2 was a 2(blame content: dispositional, non-disposition-

al) × 2(approach: direct dissolution, costly inclusion) between sub-
jects experiment. We asked participants to imagine being a member 
of a bookstore discount club similar to a large U. S. bookstore. Par-
ticipants were told they intended to renew their membership ($25 
annual fee), but one month before the membership expiration the 
bookstore sent a letter informing them of the disadoption. In this let-
ter, we manipulated two factors. Because excessive complaining and 
lack of profitability are major reasons for disadoption, we manipu-
lated the (non-)dispositional blame accordingly. We manipulated 
the disadoption approach by specifying either direct dissolution or 
costly inclusion through a price increase. Participants then indicated 
their attitude toward the firm, their perception of the firm’s integrity, 
and their feelings of anger.
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Negative Attitude. ANOVA of negative attitude revealed a 
blame content main effect (F(1, 177) = 13.44, p < .001), qualified by 
its interaction with the disadoption approach (F(1, 177) = 8.30, p < 
.005), see Figure 1. The disadoption approach main effect was non-
significant (F<1). Contrasts revealed that when the blame is disposi-
tional, negative attitudes were greater under costly inclusion (MCI = 
6.43) than under direct dissolution (MDD = 5.94; F(1, 177) = 3.84, p 
< .05). The reverse pattern was present when blame was non-dispo-
sitional; negative attitudes were greater for a direct dissolution (MDD 
= 5.80) than costly inclusion (MCI = 5.23; F(1, 177) = 4.46, p < .05). 

Firm Integrity. ANOVA of firm integrity (α = .70) revealed a 
blame content main effect (F(1, 177) = 12.45, p < .001), qualified by 
its interaction with the disadoption approach (F(1, 177) = 11.96, p < 
.001), see Figure 2. The disadoption approach main effect was non-
significant (F < 1). Contrasts revealed that for dispositional blame, 
firm integrity was higher with direct dissolution (MDD = 1.90) than 
costly inclusion (MCI = 1.38; F(1, 177) = 3.96, p < .05); for non-
dispositional blame, firm integrity was lower with direct dissolution 
(MDD = 1.91) than costly inclusion (MCI = 2.71; F(1, 177) = 8.26, p 
< .005).

Using a bootstrapping procedure (Preacher and Hayes 2008), 
our model included the blame-by-disadoption interaction as the in-
dependent variable, blame content and disadoption approach as co-
variates, and negative attitude as the dependent variable. Potential 
mediators were firm integrity and anger. Confidence intervals with 
5000 resamples at the 95% level excluded zero for firm integrity (a × 
b = -.59; 95% CI = -1.10 to -.26) and anger (a × b = -.15; 95% CI = 
-.44 to -.01), indicating an indirect effect of firm integrity and anger. 

discussion:
Study 1 suggests that the allocation of blame and judgments 

of deservingness influence how non-targeted consumers respond to 
relationship dissolution. Observers who feel that targeted consum-
ers deserved their firing tend to portray the firm positively. Study 2 

suggests that the interaction between why and how firms disadopt 
consumers determines their response. The results show that costly 
inclusion – under certain circumstances – can be superior to direct 
dissolution for consumers and firms. 

Figure 1:
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Through Which Mechanisms Does Ambient Scent Affect Purchase Intention in Retail Settings? 
Silke Bambauer-Sachse, University of Fribourg, Switzerland

ABSTRACT
In this paper, the effect of ambient scent on purchase intention 

is examined in a retail setting. The theoretical arguments suggest and 
the empirical analysis confirms that this effect is mediated by vari-
ables such as mood, ambiance evaluation, salesperson evaluation, 
and assortment evaluation. 

INTRODUCTION
Ambient scents that are often considered as extraneous envi-

ronmental cues (Bosmans 2006) evoke more powerful reactions than 
does addressing the other senses (Hirsch 1992). Although individuals 
may have difficulty recognizing a scent, scent identification is not a 
necessary condition for scent effects to occur (Ellen and Bone 1998). 
Thus, scents can have effects on consumers even if they do not pay 
attention to scents as they do with regard to other environmental 
stimuli (Ward, Davies, and Kooijman 2007). Consequently, effects of 
ambient scents are interesting from a consumer research perspective.

This study consists of a detailed examination of the mechanisms 
by which ambient scent effects occur in a real retail environment. 
Thus, it is the objective of this study to integrate the variables de-
rived from previous research that might play a role in the considered 
context into one research model and to examine the specific relations 
between these variables in terms of rather direct or indirect ambient 
scent effects. The variables derived from previous studies are: mood, 
ambiance evaluation, salesperson evaluation, assortment evaluation, 
and purchase intention. In order to create a research model containing 
these variables, two research streams are brought together: research 
on ambient scent effects and research on mood effects. Following 
the argument of Morrin and Ratneswar (2003) that unpleasant scents 
have little practical relevance in marketing efforts, this study focuses 
on pleasant scents. Furthermore, the product category studied here 
represents a high involvement product category because especially 
the purchase of high involvement products often requires the recom-
mendation of a salesperson. Thus, choosing such a product category 
for the empirical study made it possible to examine effects of ambi-
ent scent on the evaluation of the salesperson.

The study presented here goes beyond previous research be-
cause previous studies only examined single effects of ambient 
scent, but did not consider the broader context of possible other ef-
fects. Furthermore, although there is a comparatively large body of 
research on effects of product scents (Gulas and Bloch 1995), much 
less research was conducted on effects of ambient scents on consum-
er response variables such as product evaluations (Bosmans 2006) or 
purchase intentions. In addition, the study presented here fills three 
further gaps of previous research. First, the study was conducted in a 
real retail store whereas most of the previous studies were conducted 
in a laboratory setting (e.g., Morrin and Ratneshwar 2000; Spangen-
berg, Crowley, and Henderson 1996). Second, this study is based 
on a real customer sample whereas previous studies often used stu-
dent convenient samples (e.g., Morrin and Ratneshwar 2000). Third, 
many previous studies looked at direct effects of ambient scent on 
purchase intention without examining these effects and underlying 
processes in detail. This study will do so by analyzing the role of 
relevant mediator variables.

In addition, by providing insights in the processes underlying the 
effects of ambient scent on purchase intention, this study helps retail-
ers to better understand the mechanisms by which they are able to 
motivate customers to purchase (Davies, Kooijman, and Ward 2003).

EMPIRICAL BACKGROUND
Despite the large number of studies on scents, the number of 

studies that examine effects of ambient scents in a consumer research 
context is limited. The existing studies often look at direct links be-
tween ambient scent and consumer response variables such as prod-
uct evaluation and purchase intention, but do not examine several 
effect paths in detail. Table 1 gives a chronological overview of the 
objectives and most important findings of studies on effects of ambi-
ent scent on consumer response variables.

The studies summarized in table 1 point out variables that play 
a role in the context of ambient scent effects. The variables that were 
analyzed in different studies and that repeatedly proved to be im-
portant are ambient evaluation, assortment evaluation, mood, and 
purchase intention. Although single studies examined some of these 
variables, studies that integrate all of these variables in a holistic 
framework and analyze their effects simultaneously do not exist. 
This paper will fill this gap and present a model containing these 
variables that is developed by bringing together the partial relations 
that were identified in previous studies.

With regard to the variable mood it is important to note that 
although Morrin and Ratneshwar (2000) did not find an effect of am-
bient scent on mood, this variable will still be considered in the study 
presented below. A possible explanation why Morrin and Ratnesh-
war (2000) did not find effects might be associated with the fact that 
they conducted a laboratory experiment. In a laboratory experiment 
mood induction might be less authentic and thus, mood might have 
weaker effects than in a real purchase situation.

The studies presented in table 1 also suggest that ambient scent 
might have effects on consumer memory. However, in a real pur-
chase situation where a retail store is scented, scent-induced memory 
does not play a role because the purchase decision is usually made 
before memory effects can occur.

In addition to the variables derived from research on ambient 
scent effects, another variable that has not been mentioned yet in this 
stream of research but that has proved to play an important role in 
the context of the effectiveness of sales conversations (DeShields, 
Kara, and Kaynak 1996; Gierl and Bambauer 2006; Woodside and 
Davenport 1974) and thus might be relevant for a study conducted in 
a real retail store, is the evaluation of the salesperson. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
Below, the partial relations that can be derived from previous 

research will be looked at in detail and be brought together in order 
to build up a holistic framework that contains assumptions on direct 
and indirect relations between the considered variables.

Effect of Ambient Scent through Ambiance Evaluation on 
the Evaluation of the Salesperson

Prior research found that ambient scents work as affective 
and contextual cues that affect consumers’ subsequent evaluations 
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Table 1
Empirical Background

Study Objective Major findings
Mitchell, Kahn, and 
Knasko (1995)

examining how the congruency of ambient scent 
affects brand choice, decision processes, and memory

when ambient scent is congruent, people spend more 
time processing the data, are more holistic in their 
processing, and are more likely to go beyond the 
information given, relying more on inferences and 
self-references

Spangenberg, Crowley,  
and Henderson (1996)

investigating whether the presence of an inoffensive 
ambient scent versus no ambient scent affects 
intentions to visit the store, purchase intentions, 
evaluations of the store, the store environment, the 
merchandise in general

the presence of an ambient scent consistently 
enhanced evaluations, behaviors, and the subjective 
experience for retail shoppers

Morrin and Ratneshwar 
(2000)

examining the impact of ambient scent on mood, 
evaluation, attention, and memory for familiar and 
unfamiliar brands

the presence of a pleasant ambient scent led to 
additional processing efforts and superior re-call 
of the unfamiliar brands (rather than for familiar 
brands); no effect of ambient scent on mood 

Fiore, Yah, and Yoh (2000) studying the impact of ambient scent on attitude 
toward the product and purchase intention

positive effects of ambient scent on attitude and 
purchase intention

Mattila and Wirtz (2001) examining effects of ambient scent on consumers’ 
perceptions of retail environments

scent led to descriptively (but not significantly) more 
positive evaluations of the store environment than no 
scent

Morrin and Ratneshwar 
(2003)

investigating effects of ambient scent on brand 
memory

positive effect of ambient scent on brand memory 
only at the brand encoding stage, but not at the brand 
retrieval stage

Chebat and Michon (2003) examining the impact of ambient scent in shopping 
malls on perceptions of the shopping environment 
and product quality

a light and pleasing ambient scent positively affects 
consumers’ perceptions of the shopping environment 
and of product quality

Spangenberg, Grohmann, 
and Sprott (2005)

studying interaction effects between scent and 
music on consumer evaluations of the store and the 
merchandise

consistency between ambient scent and music 
produces more favorable shop and merchandise 
evaluations

Bosmans (2006) analyzing the impact of ambient scent on product 
evaluation

significant positive effect of ambient scent on product 
evaluation

Spangenberg, Sprott, 
Grohmann, and Tracy 
(2006)

exploring congruity between gender-based product 
offerings and perceived femininity/masculinity of 
ambient scents

positive effects of ambient scent on store and 
merchandise evaluation if the ambient scent is 
congruent with gender-based products

Ward, Davies, and 
Kooijman (2007)

examining effects of ambient scent on perceptions of 
the retail environment and mood

positive effects of ambient scent on perceptions of the 
retail environment and mood

Krishna, Lwin, and Morrin 
(2009)

exploring the relative effectiveness of product scent 
versus ambient scent at improving memory for 
product information

product scent is more effective than ambient scent at 
enhancing memory for product-related information

(Aggleton and Waskett 1999; Bosmans 2006; Cann and Ross 1989). 
More specifically, ambient scents have direct effects on customers’ 
perception of the environment (Bone and Ellen 1999; Chebat and 
Michon, 2003). Thus, it can be assumed that pleasant ambient scents 
have positive effects on customers’ evaluations of the store ambi-
ance. This argument leads to the first hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1:  The evaluation of the store ambiance is more 
positive in the ambient scent condition than in 
the no scent condition.

Furthermore, based on the finding of Sharma and Stafford 
(2000) that a “prestige store ambiance” leads to significantly higher 
salesperson credibility than a “discount store ambiance”, it can be 
argued that a positive evaluation of the store ambiance that is caused 
by a pleasant ambient scent has positive effects on the evaluation of 

the trustworthiness and the competence of the salesperson working 
in this store. Thus:

Hypothesis 2:  The more positive customers’ evaluation of the 
store ambiance, the more positive is their evalu-
ation of the salesperson.

Note that the causality assumed in H2 specifically refers to the 
effect of store ambiance on the evaluation of a salesperson’s trust-
worthiness and competence and is due to the following order effect. 
A customer entering a store forms an impression of the store am-
biance first and then starts an interaction with a salesperson. After 
having talked to the salesperson, the customer is able to evaluate the 
salesperson’s trustworthiness and competence (Bitner 1992). On the 
contrary, effects of the evaluation of a salesperson on the percep-
tion of store ambiance might occur if perceptions rather refer to the 
salesperson’s appearance (e.g., well-dressed). Such effects are not 
considered here. 
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Effect of Ambient Scent through Mood on the Evaluation 
of the Salesperson

Studies conducted in several fields of research found positive 
effects of a pleasant ambient scent on mood (social sciences: Baron 
and Thomley 1994, chemistry: Knasko 1992, medical science: Leh-
rner, Eckerberger, Walla, Pötsch, and Deecke 2000). The qualitative 
findings of a study on effects of ambient scent in retail environments 
(Ward et al. 2007) also support the notion that a pleasant ambient 
scent can produce a more positive mood (compared to the no scent 
condition). These considerations lead to the next hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3:  Mood is more positive in the ambi-
ent scent condition than in the no scent  
condition.

In their study on mood effects in personal sales conversations, 
Gierl and Bambauer (2006) showed that mood is positively related 
to the evaluation of a salesperson. Thus, a comparatively positive 
mood is supposed to lead to a comparatively positive evaluation of 
the salesperson. Two theoretical approaches can be used to explain 
such an effect. According to the affect priming mechanism (Fazio, 
Sanbonmatsu, Powell, and Kardes 1986; Klauer, Rossnagel, and 
Musch 1997) which postulates that an emotion produced by a con-
text stimulus affects the evaluation of a subsequently perceived stim-
ulus, a positive mood state which is generated by a pleasant ambient 
scent has a positive effect on the perception of the salesperson with 
whom a customer is interacting. In addition, the mood maintenance 
theory (Isen, Means, Patrick, and Nowicki 1982) suggests that peo-
ple in a positive mood judge objects or other people less rigorously 
(Cunningham et al. 1990) and with less cognitive effort in order to 
maintain their positive mood (Bower 1991; Cunningham 1988; For-
gas 1995; Forgas 1998, Greenberg and Pyszczynski 1986; Milberg 
and Clark 1988). Thus, positive mood induced by the ambient scent 
is supposed to influence customers’ evaluations of the salesperson’s 
competence and trustworthiness:

Hypothesis 4:  The more positive customers’ mood, the more 
positive is their evaluation of the salesperson.

Note that a customer’s evaluation of the salesperson might 
in turn influence his mood. There are two plausible effects. First, 
the customer’s mood that is positive due to the ambient scent be-
comes even more positive because the customer is delighted about 
the salesperson’s competence and trustworthiness. From a retailer’s 
perspective, this is the optimal case because positive effects of a 
positive mood are even intensified. The second effect is that the cus-
tomer’s disappointment about a lack of competence and trustworthi-
ness of the salesperson might deteriorate the customer’s initial posi-
tive mood. This effect is not considered here because retailers should 
have a high motivation to have highly competent and trustworthy 
salespeople.

Effects of Mood and Ambiance Evaluation on the 
Evaluation of the Assortment

Several studies show that mood has positive effects on attitudes 
and evaluations (Batra and Stayman 1990; Batra and Stephens 1994; 
Gorn, Goldberg, and Basu 1993; Groenland and Schoormans 1994; 
Holbrook and Batra 1987; Isen and Shalker 1982). In addition, stud-
ies in a retail context provide the notion that store-induced mood 
strongly influences customers’ in-store responses (Donovan and 
Rossiter 1982; Sherman, Mathur, and Smith 1997). These arguments 
lead to the assumption that customers’ mood induced by the ambient 

scent has a positive effect on their evaluation of the store assortment. 
Thus: 

Hypothesis 5:  The more positive customers’ mood, the more 
positive is their evaluation of the assortment.

The causality assumed in H5 is plausible because the mood 
induction takes place when entering the store and (un)consciously 
smelling the ambient scent, thus before forming an evaluation of the 
assortment which can only be done after having spent a while in the 
store. A negative evaluation of the assortment might in turn influence 
the initial positive mood, but this particular case is not considered 
here.

Direct effects of mood on purchase intention are not expected 
because the study presented here is on high involvement products 
and previous research has shown that direct mood effects on product 
evaluation are less important for high involvement products than for 
low involvement products (Bambauer-Sachse and Gierl 2009) and 
thus should have an even weaker effect on purchase intention which 
represents a consequence of product evaluation.

Regarding the effect of ambiance evaluation on assortment 
evaluation, previous research provides the notion that environmen-
tal elements affect consumer evaluations of merchandise quality 
(Baker, Grewal, and Parasuraman, 1994). More specifically, Sharma 
and Stafford (2000) found that product evaluation is more positive 
for “prestige ambiance” stores than for “discount ambiance” stores. 
Thus, it can be argued that the evaluation of the store ambiance has 
positive effects on the evaluation of the store assortment. Therefore:

Hypothesis 6:  The more positive customers’ evaluation of the 
store ambiance, the more positive is their evalu-
ation of the assortment.

It can further be assumed that ambiance evaluation does not 
have any direct effects on purchase intention because ambiance rep-
resents a contextual cue that is not directly linked to the high in-
volvement products offered in a store.

Effects of Salesperson and Assortment Evaluation on 
Purchase Intention

Findings of previous research provide the notion that custom-
ers’ satisfaction with the salesperson positively influences satisfac-
tion with the retailer (Goff, Boles, Bellenger, and Stojack 1997) as 
well as anticipation of future interaction with the salesperson and 
purchase intention (Ramsey and Sohi 1997). Furthermore, the stud-
ies of Swinyard (1993) as well as of Lam and Mukherjee (2005) 
provide the notion that merchandise evaluation positively influences 
purchase intention in retail settings. Thus:

Hypothesis 7:  The more positive customers’ evaluations of the 
salesperson and the assortment, the higher are 
their purchase intentions.

Research Model
The above presented theoretical considerations are summarized 

in the research model presented in figure 1. The paths shown in the 
model will be tested in the empirical study presented below.
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Figure 1
Research Model

 

EMPIRICAL STUDY

Product category
As it was intended to conduct the empirical study in a real shop-

ping environment, several stores selling high involvement products 
in a midsize town in the south of Germany were contacted. The stores 
were selected on the basis of the following criteria. They should not 
be too large because otherwise it would have been difficult to diffuse 
the ambience scent in a sufficient way. In addition, they should have 
a manageable number of customers per day so that it was possible to 
administer the questionnaires without disturbing the normal business 
activities too much. Moreover, it should be plausible to use ambient 
scent for the considered product category. Furthermore, it was im-
portant that the products sold in these stores were unscented so that it 
was possible to clearly isolate the effect of the ambient scent. Finally, 
the stores should have attractive assortments in order to avoid nega-
tive effects of assortment perceptions. Among the contacted stores, 
the owner of a jewelry store agreed to participate. Thus, this store, 
which was not an upscale, luxurious jewelry store, but rather a store 
offering affordable silver jewelry, was chosen as the test store. The 
choice of the test store is in line with the notion provided by Fiore, 
Yah, and Yoh (2000) that ambient scents work best for products that 
are associated with pleasure and that have moderate prices. 

Pretest
A scent that is intended to have positive effects should be per-

ceived as pleasant (Fiore et al. 2000) and should fit to the object stud-
ied (Bone and Ellen 1999; Bone and Jantrania 1992) because only in 
this case, ambient scents continue to affect product judgments, even 
when they become salient or when consumers are motivated to dis-
count their potential influences (Bosmans 2006). Thus, the purpose 
of the pretest was to identify an ambient scent for the main study 
that was judged as likable by the majority of customers and that was 
characterized by a high fit to the product category chosen for the 
main study (jewelry). In the first step, six commonly used ambient 
scents were selected (lavender, rose, cedarwood, green tea, ocean 
breeze, jasmine). The high percentage of floral scents among the 
scents selected was in line with the notion provided by Spangenberg 
et al. (1996) that floral scents are generally perceived as inoffensive 
scents and thus are likely to generate positive affective responses, 
and are considered pleasant by most people.

Thirty pretest participants evaluated the first three scents and 
another 30 participants evaluated the remaining three scents. Thus, 
30 evaluations resulted per scent. Following the procedure proposed 
by Bosmans (2006), small glass bottles that contained a cotton ball 
with some drops of the tested fragrances were presented to the pre-
test participants and the participants were asked to sniff the bottles 
and then to evaluate likeability and scent-store-fit of the fragrances. 
The order of the scents was varied from respondent to respondent to 
counterbalance possible order effects. The pretest participants evalu-
ated the likeability of the scents on the basis of four items (pleas-
ant, agreeable, attractive, stimulating, α = .82) that were taken from 
previous literature (Bone and Jantrania 1992; Ellen and Bone 1998; 
Morrin and Ratneshwar 2000, Spangenberg et al. 1996). The fit of 
the respective scent to a jewelry store was measured using the single 
item “this ambient scent is appropriate for a jewelry store” following 
the recommendation of Bone and Jantrania (1992). The results of the 
pretest (mean values) that are summarized in table 2 show that the 
lavender scent was evaluated most positively and was at the same 
time characterized by the highest fit to the considered store type. 
Thus, lavender was chosen as ambient scent for the main study. This 
choice is also consistent with previous literature that characterizes 
lavender as having a pleasant smell (Bosmans 2006) as well as hav-
ing positive effects on dwell time and money spent (Soars 2009).

Measures
In the main study, scent likeability and scent-store fit were mea-

sured again in order to do manipulation checks. The same items as in 
the pretest were used (αlikeability = .77).

In addition, measures were needed for the following model 
variables: mood, evaluations of the ambiance, the store assortment, 
and the sales person as well as purchase intention. The mood mea-
sures were derived from the studies of Baron and Thomley (1994), 
Chebat and Michon (2003), Ellen and Bone (1998), Mehrabian and 
Russell (1974), and McGoldrick and Pieros (1998). The ambiance 
evaluation was measured following the recommendations of Chebat 
and Michon (2003) as well as of Spangenberg et al. (1996). The eval-
uation of the store assortment was operationalized based on state-
ments similar to those used by Chebat and Michon (2003), Morrin 
and Ratneshwar (2000), and Spangenberg et al. (1996). The evalu-
ation of the salesperson was measured using statements that were 
derived from the work of Gierl and Bambauer (2006), and purchase 
intention was measured using the item “I can imagine buying an item 
from this store”. Table 3 gives an overview of the items used, the 
factor loadings, the corresponding t-values per item as well as the 
α-values per variable.

Table 2
Results of the Scent Pretest

Ambient scent Lavender Rose Jasmine Green tea Ocean breeze Cedarwood 
ANOVA 
results

Likeability 4.99 4.02 4.28 4.68 3.31 3.61 
F = 7.51

(p < .001)

scent-store fit 4.40 3.60 2.53 4.17 2.73 3.67
F = 4.32
(p < .01)
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Table 3
Measures, Factor Loadings, and Reliability

Variable Item
PLS factor 

loadings (t-values)
Alpha

Mood

feel good .85 (t = 24.54)

.86

happy .56 (t = 6.74)
pleased .87 (t = 32.74)
cheerful .88 (t = 35.05)
aroused .67 (t = 8.96)

energetic .86 (t = 25.25)

Ambiance 
evaluation

stimulating .78 (t = 14.72)

.86

lively .76 (t = 16.20)
interesting .79 (t = 16.10)
favorable .76 (t = 17.49)
attractive .75 (t = 15.04)

motivating .79 (t = 16.70)

Assortment 
evaluation

high quality .79 (t = 18.03)

.83favorable .78 (t = 19.45)
adequate selection .82 (t = 19.99)

attractive .77 (t = 9.31)

Salesperson 
evaluation

much knowledge 
about the product

.74 (t = 10.75)

.84

competent .64 (t = 7.17)
qualified .62 (t = 8.19)

provided helpful 
information

.74 (t = 16.52)

honest .63 (t = 6.72)
straightforward .82 (t = 22.48)

trustworthy .79 (t = 16.77)
Note: all items were measured on 7-point rating scales ranging from  

1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree)

The sufficiently high factor loadings, the highly significant t-
values and the high α-values show that the chosen items are appro-
priate to reliably measure the model variables. Thus, for the data 
analyses, overall variable values were calculated as mean values of 
the single items that were intended to measure the respective vari-
able.

Main Study
Sample, Experimental Design, and Procedure

Hundred twelve people who entered the jewelry store partici-
pated in the main study (participation rate: 75%). The sample con-
sisted of 83% women and 17% men. The age of the participants 
ranged from 16 to 75 years, the average age was 35.1 years. 

The study participants were assigned to two different groups 
(56 respondents per group) that were based on the ambience scent 
manipulation (lavender ambient scent vs. no ambient scent). During 
one month of the data collection period (April), there was no ambi-
ence scent in the jewelry store and during another month (May), lav-
ender ambient scent was diffused. The test months were comparable 
with regard to weather conditions, outside temperature etc. The two 
groups resulting from the scent manipulation were comparable with 
regard to average age (group 1: 35.2, group 2: 34.8, t = .44, p > .10) 
as well as with regard to gender distribution (chi-square = .69, p > 
.10). 

The procedure of the data collection was as follows. The people 
entered the store and were approached and assisted by a salesperson. 
Note that the salesperson was trained before the start of the experi-
ment in order to behave in a competent and trustworthy way. After 
the sales conversation the customers were asked whether they would 
like to fill in a questionnaire. The questionnaire contained in the first 
place the measures for mood, than the measures for purchase inten-
tion, the evaluation of the salesperson, the assortment, and the store 
ambiance. At the end of the questionnaire, the respondents were 
asked to indicate their age and gender. Those respondents who were 
assigned to the ambient scent condition were additionally asked to 
evaluate the likeability of the scent and to judge the scent-store fit.

Data Analysis and Results
Before discussing the results of the main study, the results of 

manipulation checks for scent likeability and the scent-store fit that 
were conducted on the basis of the main study data will be presented. 
The results show that scent likeability and the fit between the laven-
der scent and the jewelry store are evaluated as significantly more 
positive than the scale midpoint (scent likeability: M = 4.68, t = 8.66, 
p < .001, scent-store fit: M = 4.60, t = 2.62, p < .05), which means 
that the manipulation was successful. 

Figure 2
Pls Model
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Now, the results of testing the research model presented in fig-
ure 1 will be presented. The research model was transformed into 
the structural model shown in figure 2 and the model structures were 
estimated using the SmartPLS procedure.

Possible direct effects of ambient scent on salesperson evalu-
ation, assortment evaluation and purchase intention as well as of 
mood and ambiance evaluation on purchase intention or effects of 
mood on ambiance evaluation (or vice versa) were tested in the first 
step and proved to be non-significant. Therefore, in a second step, 
only the model paths shown in figure 2 were estimated. The path 
coefficients and the t-values estimated with the PLS procedure are 
summarized in table 4.

Table 4
PLS Path Coefficients and T-Values

Effect
Path 

coefficient
T-value (p-value)

Ambient scent à mood .60 9.81 (p < .001)
Ambient scent à ambiance evaluation .39 5.23 (p < .001)
Mood à salesperson evaluation .55 4.38 (p < .001)
Mood à assortment evaluation .47 3.97 (p < .001)
Ambiance evaluation à salesperson 
evaluation

.18 1.22 (p > .10)  

Ambiance evaluation à assortment 
evaluation

.39 3.29 (p < .001)

Salesperson evaluation à purchase 
intention

.46 5.49 (p < .001)

Assortment evaluation à purchase 
intention

.45 5.37 (p < .001)

The path coefficients and the associated t-values show that the 
effect of ambiance evaluation on the evaluation of the salesperson 
is not significant whereas all other effects are significantly positive. 
Thus, hypotheses 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 are supported, whereas hypoth-
esis 4 is not supported. In more detail, the results indicate that cus-
tomers’ mood and their evaluation of the general store ambiance are 
more positive when a likeable ambient scent that fits to the store as-
sortment is diffused than in the case where no ambient scent is pres-
ent. In addition, the results show that the more positive customers’ 
mood, the more positive is their evaluation of the salesperson and 
of the assortment. Furthermore, a comparatively positive ambiance 
evaluation leads to a comparatively positive evaluation of the assort-
ment, but does not affect the evaluation of the salesperson. Finally, 
customers’ purchase intentions increase with an increasingly posi-
tive evaluation of the salesperson and the assortment.

CONCLUSION
The starting point of this paper was the observation that al-

though there is a broad body of research on scent effects, research on 
effects of ambient scent on purchase intention in real retail settings is 
limited, and research looking at the detailed mechanisms underlying 
scent effects does not exist. Consequently, from both a retailer’s and 
a consumer researcher’s perspective, it stood to reason to develop an 
integrated research model reflecting possible mechanisms underly-
ing effects of ambient scent and testing this model in a real retail 
setting.

The findings of the empirical study show that the effects of 
ambient scent on purchase intention in retail settings result from 
much more complex processes than previous research suggested. 
More specifically, the results provide the notion that ambient scent 
basically triggers two effects: one of them through mood and the 
other through ambiance evaluation. Mood in turn has effects through 
salesperson evaluation and assortment evaluation on purchase inten-

tion, whereas ambiance evaluation only has effects on purchase in-
tention through assortment evaluation.

These findings do not only provide a valuable contribution to 
existing research in the field of ambient scent in retail settings but 
also suggest that retailers should profit from the diffusion of appro-
priate ambient scents to generate higher purchase intentions. Fur-
thermore, the results provide a better understanding to retailers with 
regard to where the positive effects of ambient scent come from. 
Thus, the results indicate what retailers can do to enhance positive 
effects of ambient scent on purchase intention. For example, retailers 
could work with additional mood induction procedures beyond am-
bient scent (e.g., music, offering coupons etc.) to enhance the effect 
of ambient scent through mood on salesperson evaluation and assort-
ment evaluation. In addition, retailers could hire well-trained, highly 
motivated, and professional salespeople to enhance effects of mood 
through salesperson evaluation on purchase intention. Finally, retail-
ers could try to present their assortments in a way that is attractive 
from the perspective of potential customers in order to additionally 
support effects of ambient scent through ambiance and assortment 
evaluation on purchase intention.

For future research, it might be interesting to replicate the study 
presented here for other store types and product categories. In ad-
dition, effects of further variables, such as the gender of the sales-
person, the influence of accompanying relatives or friends, or per-
son-specific differences in mood states could be analyzed. Finally, 
it might be interesting to examine which specific measures might 
contribute to more positive perceptions of variables such as assort-
ment or store ambiance in order to support effects of ambient scent.
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ABSTRACT
Southern white masculinity is often said to be distinctive. 

Scholarly treatments of the subject attribute the characteristics of 
conservatism, patriotism, independence, racism, a disdain for cen-
tralized authority and a tendency toward violence to southern white 
men (see e.g., Friend 2009; Watts 2008). The crucible for these traits 
is usually said to be the Civil War and Reconstruction which (par-
tially) emancipated black males, while shattering the foundation of 
white southern masculinity, leading to a “crisis in gender” (Whites 
1992; Wyatt-Brown 1982).  As Friend (2009, p. viii) observes “the 
war’s outcome did not eradicate mastery and honor as the primary 
axes about which white southern manhood formed, but it did force a 
reconfiguration of how those ideals could be met.”  

Both E. Anthony Rotundo’s (1994) American Manhood and 
Michael Kimmel’s Manhood in America (1996) largely ignored 
or disparaged white southern men as suitable cultural models of 
American masculinity, as did Gail Bederman’s  (1995) Manliness 
and Civilization. Across these treatises, white southern men are de-
scribed as drinkers, brawlers and racists who are most comfortable 
hunting, fishing, and driving around in pick-up trucks. We are not 
going to quibble with this characterization, as in broad form, aspects 
of it are accurate.  Even southern white male scholars describe their 
own regional masculine culture as one which is “beholden to a code 
of honor that... encouraged violence – martial, retributive or vigi-
lante – gambling, blood sports, sowing wild oats, hunting and…by 
the early twentieth century, organized sports “(Creech, p. 25). What 
we do intend to argue, however, is that this same template has served 
as a model for masculinity since the region’s origins, well prior to the 
Civil War, and indeed prior to the Revolutionary War.

Just as whiteness is typically positioned in opposition to “eth-
nicity” in scholarly treatises (see Burton 2009 a, b) and masculinity 
is positioned as counter to femininity (see e.g., Martin, Schouten and 
McAlexander 2006), southern white male culture is positioned in op-
position to that of the southern white female (Watts 2008; Whites 
1992; Wilson and Ferris 1989), though both are said to be grounded 
in Fundamentalist Christianity.  Indeed, the Bible is often cited as 
an authoritative source justifying the secondary status of women 
within southern white culture, generally (Cash 1941; McPherson 
1982).   Southern white masculinity is also said to be strongly linked 
to activities evidencing independence and self-sufficiency (see e.g., 
Littlefield and Ozanne 2011 for a discussion of hunting in the rural 
south). According to Watts (2009, p. 10).  “The ideal of independent, 
performative white manhood … continues in real and fictional vari-
eties such as the rough frontiersman…moonshiners, many NASCAR 
drivers and fans, and pickup truck enthusiasts displaying gun racks 
and the Confederate flag”.

To date, there have been two detailed studies of American mas-
culinity put forward in consumer research – that of the Mountain 
Man, as developed by Belk and Costa (1998) and that of the Action-
Hero Man, developed by Holt and Thompson (2004).Our intention 
is to compare the white southern masculine ideology, as described 
above, with these two prior models in order to identify similarities 
and discontinuities among these three different perspectives on mas-
culinity. Further, our study will also survey boundary conditions for 
the more recent of these two studies (Holt and Thompson 2004).

SETTING AND METHOD
The setting for our study is the area in and around Bristol VA/TN 

-- a location referred to by MSNBC commentator Andrea Mitchell as 
the “Redneck Capital of the World” during the 2008 US presidential 
campaign (statement made on-air June 5, 2008).  Bristol TN/VA was 
founded in the late 1800s as a railroad terminal for the Norfolk and 
Southern Railway.  It was during this period of time that coal mining 
became central to the economy of the Southern Appalachian region 
and a freight train system was established linking Kentucky, Ten-
nessee, Virginia and West Virginia in order to transport coal to the 
steel manufacturing centers of western Pennsylvania and the Great 
Lakes region (LaLone, 1997;Solomon and Yough 2009;).  The entry 
of large-scale industrialization, organized labor and corporate busi-
nesses dramatically impacted the social ecology of the region, shift-
ing men and machinery from working on the land to working in the 
mine and on the railroad (Bensel 2000; LaLone 1997 Solomon and 
Yough 2009).

For many men in the region, personal independence and self-
reliance – which had sprung from their independent yeoman status 
-- became more difficult to maintain, as jobs and skills were increas-
ingly dependent upon distant factories and external sources of capi-
tal (Lalone 1997; Williams 2002). As a result, personal expertise at 
activities such as hunting, fishing, carpentry, engine maintenance, 
sports and other outdoor activities became increasingly relied upon 
as signals of masculine competency (Watts 2008; Williams 2002; 
Wilson and Ferris 1989).

Despite its remote Appalachian location, Bristol VA/TN is the 
origin point for two significant events in Southeastern regional his-
tory.  The first is that Bristol was the site of some of the earliest com-
mercial country music recordings.  The so-called “Bristol Sessions” 
recordings of the Carter Family were produced there in 1927; Jim-
mie Rodgers also made early recordings in Bristol during the 1920s, 
as did Tennessee Ernie Ford during the 1950s (Williams 2002). The 
entrepreneurism and willingness of the local people to re-shape their 
production activities to match external commercial and technologi-
cal opportunities demonstrated by the country music business are 
also characteristic of the primary research site of our study; the Bris-
tol Motor Speedway.

Bristol Motor Speedway  As Belk (2004, p. 273) writes, “love 
of automobiles, motorcycles and trucks is an overwhelmingly male 
preoccupation [due to] … the association of such vehicles with pow-
er, danger, mobility, status competition, and industrial dominance 
over nature…” Belk (2004) further observes that male car enthu-
siasts will often undertake long distance pilgrimages to seek com-
munitas with like-minded males in order to celebrate the power and 
glory that is the automobile.  Perhaps no destination on Earth is more 
revered in these annual pilgrimages than the trio of August NASCAR 
races at Bristol Motor Speedway (BMS). 

The week of August 16-21, 2010 was the fiftieth anniversary 
of the Bristol Motor Speedway and the 100th running of the NAS-
CAR Sprint Cup Race.  Thus it served as an ideal venue at which 
to observe southern white male culture in full flower.  The primary 
researcher attended the three NASCAR-sponsored races during that 
week, taking photographs, making field notes, and collecting written 
materials available at the track and in the surrounding communities 
relevant to the races.  A three person interpretive team with multi-
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year ethnographic research experience was responsible for develop-
ing the collected materials into a comparative structure using socio-
semiotic analysis (see Schroeder and Zwick, 2004, for a discussion 
of this method using advertising images of masculinity).  Each docu-
ment, individually, and the set as a whole was subjected to close 
reading by the three researchers using the two models of masculinity 
proposed in the consumer behavior literature (e.g., Belk and Costa 
1998; Holt and Thompson 2004) and the southern white masculinity 
model described earlier. Thus, the methodology used in the present 
study is consistent with that of Belk and Costa (1998), but extends 
beyond ethnography to incorporate socio-semiotics (Schroeder and 
Zwick 2005). The present methodology differs from that of Holt and 
Thompson (2004). The latter study utilized experiential-phenome-
nological interviews – a method which has received recent criticism 
for its lack of cultural grounding (see e.g., Moisander, Valtonen and 
Hirsto 2009). We turn now to a detailed discussion of the two prior 
models of masculinity against which a comparison of the present 
data will be made.

MOUNTAIN MAN MASCULINITY
     The Belk and Costa (1998) study focused upon modern-day 

mountain men who “adopt grooming, clothing and manners that ap-
pear strikingly countercultural, rustic and unique.  They live for a 
time in … teepees or tents at a variety of remote locations near sites 
of original [mountain men] rendezvous.  Clothing and conveniences 
that did not exist in 1840 are banished, including cars, plastics, pre-
pared foods, flashlights, radios… (pp. 218-219).”

In their study, the authors found a form of white male mascu-
linity intended to “invoke a mythic and heroicized past” (p. 219).  
“The original mountain men they seek to emulate engaged in dan-
gerous, often violent, activities, struggling against wild animals and 
hostile Indians.  Their present-day imitators desire to partake of this 
mythology, while also merry-making, trading, and consuming large 
quantities of alcohol.”  Notably though most of Belk and Costa’s par-
ticipants were working class, some were middle class. Yet external 
social status hierarchies were abandoned at the campsite to “form a 
communal, homogeneous social structure….”

Belk and Costa found that most mountain men participants 
have atypical personal appearances including long hair, pierced ears, 
and full beards and/or moustaches.  They propose that these signal 
rebellion against prevailing cultural norms that continue into their 
everyday lives (Belk and Costa 1998).  Meat is heavily consumed 
during the rendezvous, as is beer and liquor.  Several of the men are 
overweight due to these dietary patterns. Belk and Costa (1998) in-
terpret much of this as a “celebration of the power and passion of the 
primitive; because [the mountain men] believe these qualities have 
disappeared from contemporary urban life (p. 230).”  

Man of Action Heroes  The 2004 article by Holt and Thomp-
son critiques contemporary scholarly writings on masculinity, e.g., 
Ehrenreich (1983) and Kimmel (1996), as well as earlier work on 
masculinity published in the consumer behavior literature (e.g., Belk 
and Costa 1998). They propose that a central thesis in this litera-
ture is the social emasculation of American men during the twenti-
eth century brought about by the industrialization of the American 
workplace and the increasing economic independence and political 
emancipation of women.  This drove American men to engage in 
compensatory consumption in order to reinforce their manhood.  

Holt and Thompson propose that masculine cultural models 
such as the cowboy, Harley rider, and big game hunter are instan-
tiated in mass media portrayals by actors such as Clint Eastwood, 
Bruce Willis and John Wayne.  These circulating cultural icons are 
used as touchstones for a romantic model of masculinity which they 

term the Rebel Model.  This ideology of masculinity “harkens back 
to the settling of the American West….Hunters and trappers were 
represented as uncivilized, anarchic and fiercely independent men 
who survived through courage, physical skills and cunning… (p. 
428).”  The negative aspect of the Rebel Model is that such men can 
be viewed as “immature boys…men who refuse to grow up, taking 
flight from adult responsibility” (p. 428).

In contrast to this, Holt and Thompson describe the Breadwin-
ner Model which is “grounded in the American myth of success…
That America is a land of boundless opportunity…” (p. 427).  As 
the country became professionalized and industrialized, men had 
to “soften the combative edges of individual achievement….[and] 
peaceably coexist within an ethos of teamwork and the rules of hier-
archy…In the breadwinner model, men work hard and are depend-
able collaborators in a corporate environment…They are reserved, 
dependable, and devoid of self-aggrandizing flamboyance…” Holt 
and Thompson propose that “the most celebrated men in American 
culture are neither breadwinners nor rebels.  Instead they draw from 
the best of both models…[They] embody the rugged individualism 
of the rebel, while maintaining their allegiance to collective inter-
ests… (p. 429).”

The sample Holt and Thompson used to construct their man-
of-action hero model was “15 [heterosexual] white men from both 
working- and middle-class backgrounds…recruited from a Midwest-
ern city of 250,000 and a small eastern city of 60,000 (p. 430).”  Each 
respondent was interviewed in-depth using the existential-phenome-
nological method. Ultimately, two men, Robert and Donney, served 
as the middle-class and working class exemplars of how this model 
of masculinity is enacted in everyday consumption behavior. A 
shortcoming of this method is that, when used without supplemental 
cultural data, E-P interviews may render an overly mentalistic view 
of the subject of the inquiry (see Moisander, Valtonen and Hirsto 
2009 for a review of these criticisms).  We now turn to a historically-
grounded evaluation of these models of masculinity vis a vis that of 
white southern manhood.

 CONTINUITY, PERMEABILITY AND WHITE 
SOUTHERN MASCULINITY

The region surrounding Bristol TN/VA has a significant history 
not only with regard to the formation of southern white masculinity, 
but also that of American masculinity, generally.  Daniel Boone and 
his extended family settled in the area in 1774. Violent confronta-
tions with  Native Americans in the Cumberland Gap area next to 
Bristol were a frequent occurrence for Boone and the other early 
settlers (Beeman 1984; Williams 2002).  David Crockett, hero of the 
Texas militia at the Alamo, was born and raised in Limestone, TN, 
approximately 30 miles away. The direct descendants of these early 
settlers still live throughout the region (Kephardt 1976; Williams 
2002). 

Thus, we propose argue that this region was the primary caul-
dron within which American ideals of masculinity were first formed 
– and mythologized -- and that an undercurrent of this original mas-
culine ideology has been present in the area since Colonial times 
(Watts 2008).  We also propose that this southern white masculinity 
has existed symbiotically and comfortably with external sources of 
capital and has consistently participated in the larger U.S. economy 
and corporate structures, as they developed (see e.g., Bensel 2000; 
Solomon and Yough 2009). 

This suggests that the out-of-bounds Rebel icon, which Holt 
and Thompson (2004) see Boone and Crockett representing as fron-
tiersman, did not exist historically.  This factual discrepancy brings 
into question the hybridized model which they present.  For example, 
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Crockett and Boone both were family men whose historic exploits 
and expeditions were primarily undertaken to support their families 
(Williams 2002). Boone was employed by the Hendersons, a region-
ally powerful set of brothers who engaged in trading with the Indi-
ans and land speculation (Draper 1998).   Together with other Long 
Hunters, Boone engaged in fur trading and land speculation (Draper 
1998).  The famous Wilderness Road, scouted and constructed by 
Boone and 35 other early settlers though the Cumberland Gap, was 
a commercial project whose purpose was to open up the area of 
Kain-tuck (Kentucky) for the lucrative fur trade and land speculation 
(Draper 1998; Williams 2002).

Analogously, Crockett’s stand at the Alamo was intrinsically 
linked to a commercial venture.  The initial American settlers in 
central Texas had journeyed there from eastern Tennessee during 
the early 1800s in search of agricultural and trading opportunities 
with Mexico (Williams 2002).  They arrived and settled as extended 
families, engaging not only in agriculture, but also in trading and 
mercantile dealings with corporations “back East” (Williams 2002).  
Thus, the presentation of the Rebel ideal and the Family Man ideal as 
oppositional foundations of American masculinity would seem to be 
factually inaccurate, at least in the Appalachian region. 

        We propose that the present day Bristol NASCAR fans 
and drivers are cut from the same cloth as the region’s early pioneer-
breadwinner-entrepreneurs.  We also document the fluidity and inter-
changeability between the drivers and fans/consumers.  We propose 
that what is actually occurring is not compensatory consumption, 
rather it is participatory consumption in which fans/consumers par-
ticipate as drivers/producers and driver/producers participate as fans/
consumers.  A common sense of Southern white masculinity, man-
hood and manliness is shared between them.

Stock Car Racing Origins  Just as with early farming and 
hunting activities in the area, stock car racing was born of economic 
necessity and entrepreneurism  During Prohibition and the Great 
Depression, the rural Southeastern U.S. region was one of the poor-
est areas of the country (much as it is now). Seeking to supplement 
their meager farming incomes, enterprising residents began turning 
a portion of their corn crops into distilled liquor (Hirschman, Brown 
and Maclaran 2006; Howell 1997: Kellner 1971).  Such activities 
were illegal and “moonshiners” were targeted by Federal tax reve-
nue agents (Miller 1991).  To outrun these “revenuers”, farmers used 
their ample mechanical skills to increase the speed and road handling 
ability of their family automobiles, using them to haul gallons of 
illicit corn liquor over the Appalachian mountains to central distri-
bution points such as Atlanta, GA and Charlotte, NC (Hirschman, 
Brown and Maclaran 2006; Kellner 1971; Miller 1991)). 

In support of the thesis that entrepeneurism and undertaking 
risky activities may form a nexus of cohering values within white 
southern masculinity is an advertisement appearing in the BMS race 
program, which shows one of the “winningest” drivers at the Bristol 
Motor Speedway, Junior Johnson.  Born in North Carolina to a farm-
ing family, Johnson is (in)famous for beginning his racing career 
using cars that he “ran shine” in during the week. Notably, the body 
copy blends references to the authenticity and illicitness of Johnson’s 
off-track activities, as well as those of the product, a mythologizing 
motif discussed by Tian and Thompson (2007) as characterizing the 
‘hillbilly’.

Direct entry to the sport of stock car racing is still available 
today, just as it was in Johnson’s era of the 1940s and 1950s. For ex-
ample, a full page newspaper advertisement (August 18, 2010) from 
the Bristol Courier invites residents to come to the Volunteer Speed-
way in Bull’s Gap, TN to both watch and compete in local races.  
This speedway is about an hour’s drive west of Bristol and serves as 

an ‘entry point’ for local men to try their hand at racing.  Additional 
documentation of  apprenticeships enabling young local men entry 
to the sport is provided in a BMS press release (Bristol Motor Speed-
way, 2010). The narrative valorizes stockcar racing as a signal of 
manhood and masculine pride in the region. Also notable is another 
article in the BMS Program about Chase Elliott, son of local NAS-
CAR veteran driver Bill Elliott, who is competing professionally in  
an “entry-level” race at the age of 14. In order to possess a Tennes-
see Driver’s License, one must be at least age 17. Obviously, these 
requirements are being ‘bent’ to permit boys to pursue this career.

Other communications in the BMS Race Week program (Bris-
tol Motor Speedway 2010) reiterate the message of fan/driver in-
terchangeability and father/son legacy.  For example, an article on 
rookie driver, Trevor Bayne, age 19 and from Knoxville, TN empha-
sizes his being a racing fan since childhood, having been taken from 
school on race days by his parents to watch the competitions. How-
ever, perhaps the most iconic exemplar of the fan/driver and father/
son racing legacy is Dale Earnhardt, Jr., the son of Dale Earnhardt, 
one of NASCAR’s most spectacular (and aggressive) drivers.  A 
print advertisement appearing in the BMS program carries the head-
line “Real Men Let their Right Foot do the Talking”; it assumes the 
readers’ knowledge of this father/son linkage and equates Earnhardt, 
Jr. with authentic manhood. Only Earnhardt Jr’s face is used as an 
identity marker, there is deemed to be no need to use text to identify 
who is being pictured.

WARRIORS, WEAPONS AND PATRIOTISM
Historically, the region surrounding Bristol VA/TN was the ori-

gin point for the Overmountain Men (Williams 2002), a colonial-era 
paramilitary force composed of farmers and longhunters who won 
the Battle of King’s Mountain, a critical turning point in the Revo-
lutionary War (Alderman 1986).  The specifics of the militia and the 
battle, itself, are valuable in creating a deeper understanding of the 
current ideology of masculinity within the region and its exhibition 
in the events observed at Bristol Motor Speedway in August 2010.

The Overmountain Men and their families had taken up resi-
dence on lands west of the Appalachian Mountains in areas now 
comprising northeastern Tennessee and Southwestern Virginia. Al-
derman (1986, p153), reports that, “they settled on land believed 
to be in Virginia, but which was actually issued to Lord Granville 
of North Carolina…., leaving the Watauga settlers without legal 
claim to the land...” Thus, the Watauga settlers, who included Daniel 
Boone and John Crockett, the ancestor of David Crocket, had only a 
tentative hold on their lands. With the assistance of the Hendersons 
(mentioned earlier), the settlers purchased a large tract of land from 
the Cherokee in 1775. Comprising a total of 20,000,000 acres, this 
was the largest land transaction in North America prior to the Revo-
lutionary War (Alderman 1986); it was called the Watauga Settle-
ment. Notably, the settlers chose not to declare themselves part of the 
British colonies and similarly refused to commit their allegiance to 
the nascent US colonial government, declaring themselves to be an 
independent nation (Alderman 1986).

In 1780, the British threatened to attack the area. The Watauga 
Settlement militia organized itself and a force of 1,000 men marched 
through North Carolina, picking up an additional 350 volunteers. 
Though largely untrained and completely unauthorized, the volun-
teer militia traveled overnight to arrive at King’s Mountain. Accord-
ing to an eye-witness account, they “circled the mountain and then 
charged straight toward the British” (Alderson 1986, p. 217). An 
hour later, the British commander, Patrick Ferguson, and the major-
ity of his British force lay dead on the battlefield. The Watauga men 
then returned home. This display of colonial-era American masculin-
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ity did become the stuff of legend, being replayed most recently in 
Mel Gibson’s 1999 film, The Patriot. 

The commitment to patriotic sacrifice as a source of white south-
ern masculine pride was very visible at the Bristol Motor Speedway 
during August race week. The opening ceremonies before each of the 
three races included displays of American military prowess and pow-
er:  Honor guards accompanied by veterans, often disabled, from the 
current Iraq and Afghanistan conflicts marched onto the track and up 
to the ceremonial platform.  The Pledge of Allegiance was recited by 
the entire audience of 165,000 persons, as 3 military jet fighters flew 
overhead.  On Saturday night, the capstone of the week’s events, six 
paratroopers were dropped by military aircraft onto the race track, as 
a giant American flag was unfurled in the stands.  Fireworks went off 
and the Star Spangled Banner played.

Reinforcing this patriotic theme was an article in the BMS 
race program for the “Impact a Hero” public service program which 
provides financial and social support to disabled veterans.  These 
soldiers were described as “fighting the War on Terror and keeping 
Americans safe:” Because self-sacrifice is seen within this world-
view as one’s obligation to the community, those who are killed or 
injured while fulfilling public service duties are considered heroes 
and martyrs. 

The working man ethos was also given voice during the BMS 
race event through a Tradesman Challenge sponsored by Irwin 
Tools.  This contest pits mechanics, welders, carpenters and other 
manual workers against one another in speed and performance com-
petitions. The common thread across the races and these competitive 
events is physical and mechanical competence, combined with speed 
and withstanding challenges from others. A print ad for Irwin Tools 
found in the BMS race program depicts the mechanic in a heroic 
pose – competent and in control of a much larger machine.

THE CONFLUENCE OF MASCULINE HONOR, 
VIOLENCE AND CHRISTIANITY

We next consider a sermon to the mustered Watauga Overmoun-
tain men discussed earlier. The region, then as now, is viewed as the 
Bible Belt (Williams 2002), a bedrock of fundamentalist Christian-
ity.   Consistent with this characterization, the minister invokes a 
clear linkage between God’s will and the right to use violence.  This 
religious justification for aggressive actions has been – and continues 
to be – a core element of white southern masculinity.

My countrymen, you are about to set out on an expedition 
which is full of hardships and dangers, but one in which the Al-
mighty will attend you.  The Mother Country {England} has her 
hand upon you…and takes that for which our fathers planted 
their homes in the wilderness – our liberty…  The enemy is 
marching hither to destroy your homes.  Brave men, you are not 
unacquainted with battle…  You have wrested these beautiful 
valleys of the Holston and Watauga from the savage hand… 
Go forth in the strength of your manhood to the aid of your 
brethren, the defense of your liberty and the protection of your 
homes.  Oh, God of Battle, arise in Thy might.  Avenge the 
slaughter of Thy people…  Help us as good soldiers to wield 
the sword of the Lord.”

We additionally glimpse in this text strong ideological support 
for vigilantism and ‘taking the law into one’s hands’, even to the 
extent of waging war against an existing government, if God’s law is 
believed to differ from it.  This value is very much in evidence in the 
contemporary politics of the region, with the area strongly support-
ing John McCain in 2008 and ‘Tea Party’ libertarian and conserva-

tive candidates in the 2010 elections.  Regional residents remain both 
suspicious of the Federal Government and skeptical of its ability to 
improve their lives.         Although the Civil War was the battleground 
where the ideological divide between white southern male honor 
and the Federal government played out most vividly (Wyatt-Brown 
1982), the same  sense of honor and retributive justice led to decades’ 
long feuds between men in various family groups (e.g., the Hatfields 
and McCoy, see Waller 1988).  In several of the documents we col-
lected, honor was said to underlie on-track feuds between individual 
drivers.  The same sense of “giving him what’s coming to him” is 
felt among the fans, who boo and throw cups at drivers whom they 
believe act unfairly on the track, e.g., by cutting off other drivers, 
wrecking competitors’ cars or pushing them against the wall. 

On Friday night, a man-to-man conflict occurred between two 
drivers. This is described by BMS (Bristol Motor Speedway, Au-
gust 2010) as follows: “Sparks flew, fenders crunched …A tangle 
between Brad Keselowski and Kyle Busch saw Keselowski spin off 
the nose of Busch’s machine. Busch was welcomed with a shower 
of boos in Victory Lane”. A discussion of the moral necessity cre-
ated by the underlying white southern male ideology leading to such 
events is given below, taken from a local newspaper: “You know it 
when you see it…the right way and wrong way to get aggressive on 
the race track…Naked aggression, but done in a way that allows (the 
other driver) to stay on the race track; it comes down to racing some-
body with respect” (Dave Ongie, Kingsport Times News, “Speaking 
in code”, August 2010, p. B1)   

 WHITE SOUTHERN MALE STATUS: SUPREMACY 
OR SEPARATION?

We turn now to considering one of the key points said to dif-
ferentiate white Southern masculinity from that found elsewhere in 
the country: do white southern males set themselves in dominant 
positions over women and non-whites, particularly blacks? Does the 
pre-Civil War tradition of white male supremacy continue?  We pro-
pose that what is currently practiced is not so much an ideology of 
supremacy, but rather one of separation. In the photographic materi-
als collected before, during and after NASCAR race week and from 
observations made of the spectators who attended the races, there 
was clearly a predominance of white men.  The local sports writers 
covering the race were white males; the BMS executives whose pho-
tographs were shown in the program were white males.  The CEO 
of the companies, e.g. Food City, Irwin Tools, sponsoring the races 
were white males.  The pit crews were composed of white males. 
The race drivers – with one exception – were white males; (the sole 
exception being Juan Pablo  Montoya, who is Hispanic).  

However, comparing race and gender as separate bases for 
classification, racial separation seemed more marked than gender 
separation (and see Burton 2009 for a discussion of whiteness and 
social separation).  For example, the spectators were virtually all 
white.  However, the percentage of woman ranged between 20% to 
30% across the three events.   Similarly, an examination of the BMS 
employee photographs shown as a group in the race program found 
about 30% to be female, but only one non-white person (a black 
female) among the set of 109 BMS employees.  Although the region 
around Bristol has only a 6% presence of blacks and a 2% Latino 
population, this would still suggest a lack of inter-racial representa-
tion at the raceway.

We believe this obvious disproportionality in race and gender 
grows more from the desire of Southern white males to separate 
or distance themselves from females and non-whites, than from an 
ideology of supremacy.  Supremacy requires that the subordinate 
gender or race be present and publicly displayed in a subordinate 
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position to the master (Dollard 1937).  Yet women and especially 
non-whites of either gender were neither highly visible nor placed 
in subordinate positions.  The more justifiable interpretation would 
seem to be that BMS represents a refuge, haven or ‘turf’ in which 
southern white males can share ideological camaraderie.  It is a place 
where “[white] boys can be [white] boys”.

 DISCUSSION
We now discuss the areas of agreement, disagreement and ex-

tension between the present study and the Belk and Costa (1998) and 
Holt and Thompson (2004) models of masculinity.

Belk and Costa 1998: The Mountain Man  We found three 
points of overlap with the Mountain Man study. First, the dietary 
habits exhibited by the modern-day Mountain Men and the Bristol 
Motor Speedway NASCAR race fans are virtually identical. At BMS 
the commercial vendors supplied meat, especially pork, several 
brands of beer, hard liquor and tobacco products, including snuff, 
chewing tobacco and cigarettes.  These were accompanied by white 
bread, cornbread, baked beans and French fries.  Fans consumed 
large quantities of these foodstuffs; approximately half of the fans 
observed were overweight or obese.

However, although copious quantities of liquor and beer were 
consumed, most attendees did not appear intoxicated. Drunkenness 
would have made climbing up the steep concrete steps to one’s seat 
very difficult, and some who had over-imbibed did fall down in the 
attempt.  Personal coolers and foods were allowed in the stands and 
occasionally empty cans would be thrown toward the race track to 
express displeasure at a driver’s performance, but this behavior was 
not 

Typical
Extending Belk and Costa’s recounting of these dietary prac-

tices, we suggest that they evidence a celebration of masculine food 
ways.  ‘Real men’ are expected to eat large quantities of meat (i.e., 
the muscles of prey animals) in order to construct their own body 
muscle mass.  They are also expected in the southeastern U.S. to 
be able to drink large amounts of alcohol, but not to lose control or 
become ill while doing so.  The notion that a real man can ‘hold his 
liquor’ is embedded in the regional culture (see e.g., Miller 1991; 
Watts 2008).  Consistent with prior findings on gendered meanings 
of foods, virtually no green vegetables or dairy products were avail-
able for consumption at the track.  This is consistent with our inter-
pretation of the events as representing a gender-segregated site.   

A second consistency with Belk and Costa was the suspension 
of status hierarchies at the race track, especially with regard to ap-
parel display. No one was dressed in business attire or even ‘business 
casual’. There was a virtual absence of prestige brands.  Instead, at-
tendees wore shorts and t-shirts, jeans and tank tops. Both men and 
women wore trucker-style caps.  Footwear included sneakers, flip 
flops, and sandals.  The only apparent status identifiers were shirts 
and jackets emblazoned with a specific driver’s image or car number.  
There were several men wearing Dale Earnhardt’s image on their ap-
parel, Earnhardt being viewed as a heroic martyr to the sport 

A third similarity with the work of Belk and Costa is a strong 
sense of community and comaraderie among the BMS fans.  There is 
a large and mobile ‘NASCAR nation’ which travels from race to race 
across the country by camper as the season progresses.  This ‘nation’ 
was strongly in evidence at Bristol, stretching for miles along all ac-
cess roads near the Speedway.  

There were two major dissimilarities between the expressions 
of masculinity we found, as compared to the study by Belk and Cos-
ta. First, their study noted a consistent preference among the Moun-

tain Men for items dating from the Native American cultures of the 
late 1800s.  The Mountain Men typically construct their own cloth-
ing, equipment and camp housing, and spurn modern commercial 
manufactured items.  Almost the complete reversal is found among 
the male attendees, drivers and pit crews at BMS.  

Technological advantage is avidly sought in the racetrack set-
ting. Male fans often wear radio-receiver headgear which permits 
them to listen to communications between each driver and his pit-
crew chief. Prior to each race, a sheet of radio frequencies is distrib-
uted to the fans and those equipped with ear phone receivers (which 
can be purchased or rented on-site) are able to listen to drivers’ con-
versations throughout the race.  The drivers and crew also display 
a high level of technological competence, discussing turning and 
banking ratios, wear levels on brakes and tires, steering stability and 
other aspects of performance.  Military/police style language is used 
and communications between driver and pit crew are unemotional 
and pragmatic.  We propose that this is an outgrowth of the manual 
labor-based entrepreneurism of the region. Men of the region are 
comfortable with and competent at operating machines and employ-
ing technologies to achieve their goals (Hirschman, Brown and Ma-
claran 2006).

A second dissimilarity between the present study and that of 
Belk and Costa is one identified as well by Holt and Thompson. The 
performance-consumption model does not appear to be compensa-
tory, but rather woven into everyday life practice.  It is a safe bet 
that most of the men attending the BMS race can and do conduct 
primary maintenance on their own vehicles (Williams 2002).  Ob-
servations made around the Bristol area indicate that local men can 
change oil, change tires, adjust brakes, fix headlights, tune engines, 
replace spark plugs and windshield wipers, and some are capable 
of rebuilding entire engines. Thus it is not surprising that they may 
closely identify with the drivers and crew on the track.  However, 
male competence at manual labor in the region extends well beyond 
automobiles.  Most local men can also perform electrical, carpentry 
and plumbing tasks, repair washers and dryers, replace gutters and 
repair lawnmowers, motorcycles and farm equipment.  It is accurate 
to say these would be among the culturally-expected competencies 
for a man living in or around Bristol.  

Thus when these same men arrive at BMS to watch the races, 
they come with a mindset and skill set largely comparable to the men 
driving the cars around the track and those re-fueling and re-tiring 
them when they come in for a pit-stop.  It is this overlap between 
producer and consumer competencies that enables permeability be-
tween these roles for individual men.  Fans can and do become driv-
ers or pit crew members; drivers and pit crew members can and do 
begin their interest in the sport as fans.  

Let the Circle be Unbroken: Holt and Thompson (2004)
In “Man of Action Heroes” (2004), Holt and Thompson chal-

lenge the masculinity as-compensatory-consumption thesis and cri-
tique as inadequate two models of American manhood, labeled the 
Rebel and the Breadwinner.  Our study strongly supports Holt and 
Thompson’s assertion that much of contemporary American mas-
culinity does not represent compensatory consumption, but rather 
participatory consumption.  That is, significant aspects of masculine 
ideology are enacted daily in men’s lives.  Their consumption choic-
es and attitudes incorporate both the Rebel and Breadwinner models 
of manhood, as described by Holt and Thompson.

Where our analysis differs from the Holt and Thompson study 
is that we present historical documentation challenging the notion 
that the Rebel and Breadwinner models were separate ideologies 
within the southeastern United States.  In our analysis, these two 
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ways of being men were always intrinsically interwoven. When the 
ancestors of the men now living in Bristol and environs arrived in the 
mid-1700s, they were competent to hunt, shoot, fight, make liquor, 
skin animals, fell trees, build houses, cure meat, plant and harvest 
crops, ride horses, forge iron and herd cattle and hogs (Hirschman et 
al, 2006; Williams 2002).  

Further, while they did not seem to exhibit the negative traits 
Holt and Thompson ascribe to Rebels (e.g., being selfish, juvenile), 
they often did rebel against authority, as witness their participation in 
both the Revolutionary and Civil Wars.  The point we wish to make 
is that their behaviors may indeed be the stuff of which myth was 
(and is) made, but their actions were genuine, not fictional. More 
recently, the stockcar racing-moonshining mythos has been used to 
add dramatic flair to Southern speedways such as Bristol (see e.g., 
Thompson and Tian 2008), but these activities too have authentic, 
historical roots in the region.  Though this may now be used as an 
advertising motif to sell liquor, the foundations are factual.

A second lacuna between the present study and that of Holt 
and Thompson is that the “Man of Action Hero” analysis takes as 
its initial foundation earlier social theorist treatises on masculin-
ity, e.g. Kimmel, which are themselves culturally-constructed nar-
ratives about macro-cultural phenomena such as industrialization, 
economic stratification, and mass media products.. While this ap-
proach is quite appropriate when addressing socio-cultural trends on 
a national level, it risks glossing over vital specifics at a regional 
and local level. For example, although the majority of contemporary 
American men learned of Daniel Boone, Davy Crockett, the Revolu-
tionary War, the Civil War, moon-shining and stockcar racing from 
films and TV shows, the men of the southeastern region addition-
ally learned about them through family histories and direct personal 
experience.  Roadsides in the region are dotted with topographical 
and human reference points; e.g., here is Crockett Tavern, here is 
Boone’s Creek, here is the Overmountain Men mustering site, here 
is the cemetery for the Civil War dead. This is an altogether different 
form of ‘grounding’ than images received via digital media. These 
constitute the tangible, familiar markers that give rise to an in-the-
blood and in-the-soul sense of regional manhood.  Factors such as 
these suggest that there is a strong need to address masculinity at a 
more organic, local level, rather than to rely solely upon grand-scale 
analyses that may mute regional differences.  

A final variation found in the present study is the seemingly 
self-contradictory notion of blue collar entrepreneurism, which was 
not detected either by Holt and Thompson (2004) or Belk and Costa 
(1998).  Perhaps the central performative feature of the southeast-
ern region’s white male culture is its unique form of yeoman labor.  
Virtually all social theories of working class labor view it as a non-
hegemonic mode of production (Bensel 2000).  Craftsmen and labor-
ers are depicted as interchangeable cogs in a much larger productive 
machine.  For many industries in the Northeast, this was historically 
true (Bensel 2000). 

However, the Appalachian region is the site of only one large-
scale industrialized labor context, coal mining (Caudill 1963; 
LaLone 1997).  Yet with the exception of men employed full-time 
as miners, the majority of southeastern regional male residents work 
either on their own farms or as skilled laborers, e.g., as mechanics, 
carpenters, electricians, plumbers, and truck drivers. Though most of 
these men do not earn incomes in any way approaching affluent, they 
are financially independent.

Many grow their own vegetables, raise hogs and chickens for 
meat, hunt and fish, and maintain their own cars (and see Williams 
2002).  This provides a sense of self-sufficiency, dignity and per-

sonal worth that serves as a significant reservoir of manhood and 
masculinity. 

We believe this sense of individual self-worth may be what men 
in many other parts of the country – whether factory workers or up-
per middle class service professionals – are seeking.
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines effects of price promotions on changes 

of internal reference prices by analyzing moderator effects of price 
confidence, involvement, and the saving presentation. The results of 
the empirical study show how marketers should communicate price 
promotions to avoid strong reductions of consumers’ internal refer-
ence prices.

INTRODUCTION
In recent time, an increase of price-related advertising cam-

paigns, specifically price promotions or price comparisons, can be 
observed (Chandrashekaran and Grewal 2006; DelVecchio, Krish-
nan, and Smith 2007; Howard and Kerin 2006; Tsiros and Hardesty 
2010). Such advertising campaigns aim to positively influence con-
sumers’ purchase intentions and many studies provide empirical sup-
port for this effect (Ailawadi and Neslin 1998; Chen, Monroe, and 
Lou 1998; Grewal et al. 1998; Gupta 1988; Gupta and Cooper 1992; 
Kumar and Leone 1988; Sun 2005). However, these studies only 
look at positive effects of price-related advertising and neglect the 
fact that intensively highlighting information about reduced prices 
can at the same time have negative effects through other paths. One 
such negative effect could be that providing people with information 
about reduced prices might lead to a reduction of consumers’ internal 
reference prices which in turn could lead to a lower willingness to 
pay as well as to a lower willingness to purchase products at the regu-
lar price. Such effects have not yet been covered by many studies. In 
addition, the existing studies analyzed rather basic effects and did not 
look at conditions under which a reduction of consumers’ internal 
reference prices might be more or less strong.

Thus, the first objective of this study is to examine effects of 
price promotions (displaying the amount of the saving and the re-
duced price) on consumers’ internal reference prices. The second 
objective is to identify conditions under which the reduction of the 
internal reference price is less strong. In this study, three variables, 
which represent such conditions and proved to play an important 
role in the formation of internal reference prices in previous stud-
ies (Chandrashekaran and Grewal 2003, 2006; Grewal et al. 1998; 
Thomas and Menon 2007), are analyzed: involvement, price con-
fidence, and the saving presentation format (“% off” vs. “amount 
off”).

Product involvement refers to the consumers’ degree of per-
sonal interest into or personal relevance of a product category (Mc-
Quarrie and Munson 1992). Consumers have a higher motivation to 
process product-related information (e.g., price information) about 
high-involvement products than about low-involvement products 
(Laurent and Kapferer 1985). Price confidence refers to the idea that 
consumers are more or less confident with their price estimates and 
as a consequence, such consumers are more or less likely to use these 
estimates in order to evaluate an actual price (Mazumdar and Monroe 
1992). 

These conceptualizations suggest that price confidence and 
involvement are independent constructs. Whereas price confidence 
is a rather person-specific variable, product involvement is a rather 
product category-specific variable. Furthermore, independently of 
the extent of information processing, consumers can be more or less 
confident about the result of the information processing. Thus, with 

regard to the context considered here, it can be argued that more or 
less intensive processing of price information in the case of high or 
low involvement can result in the formation of a reference price the 
consumers are more or less confident about. 

The study presented here adds to the existing body of research 
by analyzing interaction effects that were not examined in the context 
of effects of price promotions on changes of internal reference prices 
before. From a consumer research perspective, such a simultaneous 
analysis of these interaction effects is important because the results 
of such an analysis enable consumer researchers to better understand 
consumers’ adaptions of their internal reference prices depending on 
their individual level of price confidence as well as depending on 
product category-related involvement under the alternative condi-
tions of being faced with a “% off” versus an “amount off” saving 
presentation format.

In addition to covering research gaps left by previous studies, 
the paper addresses marketers by showing which saving presenta-
tion format (“% off” vs. “amount off”) should be used under which 
involvement and price confidence conditions in price promotion ads 
in order to avoid a strong reduction of consumers’ internal reference 
prices.

EMPIRICAL BACKGROUND
Despite the considerable number of studies on internal refer-

ence prices, the number of studies that examine moderator effects 
of price confidence, involvement, and saving presentation format in 
the context of effects of price promotions on changes of the internal 
reference price is limited.

Previous studies rather examined the formation or the type of 
the internal reference price (Briesch et al. 1997; Rajendran and Tellis 
1994), the use of the internal or external reference prices (Chan-
drashekaran and Jagpal 1995; Liefeld and Heslop 1985; Mayhew and 
Winer 1992; Moon, Russell, and Duvvuri 2006), the impact of the 
level of the external reference price (Biswas and Blair 1991; Biswas 
et al. 1999; Burman and Biswas 2004; Compeau and Grewal 1998; 
Frankenberger and Liu 1994; Lichtenstein and Bearden 1989; Ur-
bany, Bearden, and Weilbaker 1988), or the impact of semantic cues 
(Lichtenstein, Burton, and Karson 1991).

There are only a few studies that analyzed effects of price 
promotions on internal reference prices. Table 1 gives an overview 
of the objectives and most important findings of these studies in a 
chronological order.

Most of the studies summarized in table 1 support well the as-
sumption that price promotions lead to a reduction of internal refer-
ence prices. However, these studies focused on very few variables 
and did not examine conditions (e.g., consumers’ price confidence 
and involvement) under which price promotions with different sav-
ing presentation formats have more or less strong effects on internal 
reference prices. Furthermore, only a few studies (Chandrashekaran 
and Grewal 2003, 2006; Sinha and Smith 2000) measured the inter-
nal reference price before and after exposure to the price promotion, 
thus the change of the internal reference price that can be unambigu-
ously assigned to the examined independent variable. These research 
gaps will be closed by the new study presented below.

Three other studies examined the moderating role of involve-
ment (see table 2), but in slightly different contexts. 
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Table 1
Studies on Effects of Price Promotions on Internal Reference Prices

Study Objective Major findings

Diamond and 
Campbell (1989)

Examined the effect of different types of promotions 
on reference prices (RP).

The monetary promotion (discount) reduces the RP 
while the non-monetary promotion (premium attached, 
extra product) does not.

Lattin and Bucklin 
(1989)

Analyzed, among other questions, the formation 
of consumers’ reference prices after exposure to a 
brand promotion.

High exposure to a brand’s promotional activity reduces 
the accordingly formed reference price.

Grewal et al. (1998) Examined, among other aspects, effects of price 
discounts on consumers’ internal reference prices. 

The promotions reduce the consumers’ internal reference 
price. 

Sinha and Smith 
(2000)

Examined, among other questions, the effects of 
three deal types on internal reference prices.

Consumers’ internal reference prices are not affected 
after seeing the deal once.

Table 2
Studies on the Moderating Role of Involvement

Study Objective Major findings

Chandrashekaran 
and Grewal (2003)

Examined effects of the advertised reference price 
(ARP) and the moderating role of involvement on the 
change of internal reference price. 

Low involvement consumers show a stronger change of 
the internal reference price into the direction of the ARP 
than high involvement consumers.

Chandrashekaran 
(2004)

Examined, among other questions, effects of the 
advertised reference price (ARP) and the moderating 
role of involvement on consumer evaluations 
(transaction value, acquisition value and purchase 
intention). 

Under high involvement, consumer evaluations are 
not influenced by the ARP. Under low involvement, 
consumer evaluations are positively influenced by the 
ARP. 

Howard and Kerin 
(2006)

Examined, among other questions, effects of the 
advertised reference price (ARP) (absent vs. present) 
and the moderating role of involvement on price 
attitudes.

Under high involvement, consumers’ price attitudes 
are more favourable if the ARP is present. Under low 
involvement, there is no difference in consumers’ price 
attitudes depending on whether the ARP is present or 
absent. 

Table 3
Studies on the Role of the Saving Presentation Format

Study Objective Major findings

Chandrashekaran 
and Grewal (2006)

Examined, among other effects, the impact of the 
saving presentation format on changes of the internal 
reference price (IRP).

The change of the IRP is stronger if the saving 
information is provided as “% off” than in the case where 
the saving presentation is provided as “amount off”.

DelVecchio et al. 
(2007)

Examined, among other questions, the effect of 
promotion framing (“% off” vs. “amount off”) on 
price expectations.

An “amount off” format leads to a stronger reduction of 
the price expectation than a “% off” format.

The first study presented in table 2 shows that, under low 
involvement, consumers’ formation of reference prices is more 
strongly influenced by available price information than under high 
involvement. The other two studies show that the effects of refer-
ence prices on evaluations or attitudes are somehow mixed under 
different involvement conditions. The findings, specifically of the 
first study, provide support for the importance of the involvement in 
the context of the formation of reference prices. However, none of 
the previous studies specifically examined the role of involvement in 
the context of effects of price promotions on internal reference prices 
or interactions of involvement and other moderator variables. Thus, 
it is necessary to examine such effects in the new empirical study 
presented below.

In addition, two studies on effects of the saving presentation 
format can be found (see table 3).

The conclusion that can be drawn from the two studies summa-
rized in table 3 is that the “% off” format leads to greater reduction 
of the internal reference price/the price expectation than the “amount 
off” format, whereas the opposite effect occurs when price expecta-
tion is considered as target variable. Thus, it will be interesting to 
examine the role of the saving presentation format, and more specifi-
cally, possible interactions between the saving presentation format, 
involvement, and price confidence in the more complex context of 
effects of price promotions on internal reference prices.

Up to our knowledge, no study has yet examined the moderat-
ing role of consumers’ price confidence in the context of effects of 
price promotions on internal reference prices.

The gaps identified in the existing studies presented above will 
be addressed in the new study presented below. The research hypoth-
eses that represent the basis of the empirical study will be developed 
in the next section.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE RESEARCH 
HYPOTHESES

For the situation of being faced with new price information, 
it can be assumed that consumers – consciously or unconsciously 
- revise their internal reference price by including the new price in-
formation (Yadav and Seiders 1998). More specifically, when faced 
with a reduced price and/or the amount of the saving, consumers are 
believed to incorporate the new price information into their inter-
nal reference price. As internal reference prices are usually formed 
through complex mechanisms considering several types of price in-
formation (Briesch et al. 1997; Mayhew and Winer 1992; Mazumdar 
and Papatla 2000; Rajendran and Tellis 1994; Winer 1986), it can be 
assumed that encountering one single piece or a few pieces of new 
price information leads to a rather heuristic incorporation into the 
internal reference price (Chandrashekaran and Grewal 2003; Fran-
kenberger and Liu 1994; Yadav and Seiders 1998). A heuristic which 
is appropriate to explain how consumers incorporate a single/a few 
piece(s) of new price information into their internal reference price, 
is anchoring and adjustment. The new price information encoun-
tered serves as an anchor toward which the internal reference price 
is adjusted. As one single/a few piece(s) of price information is/are 
not able to change the internal reference price completely, this ad-
justment will be insufficient. The type of the price information that 
represents the anchor value and the extent of the adjustment of the 
internal reference price into the direction of the anchor are believed 
to depend on consumers’ price confidence because price confidence 
plays an important role in price judgments (Mazumdar and Monroe 
1992; Thomas and Menon 2007), on involvement (Chandrashekaran 
and Grewal 2003; Vaidyanathan and Aggarwal 2001) as well as on 
the saving presentation format (Chandreshekaran and Grewal 2006; 
DelVecchio et al. 2007). 

Highly price-confident consumers are less influenced by price 
promotions (Bearden, Hardesty, and Rose 2001) and less likely to con-
siderably change their internal reference price because of encountering 
a single piece of new price information (Yadav and Seiders 1998). 
Less price-confident consumers are more likely to be influenced by 
environmental information (Bearden et al. 2001; Yadav and Seiders 
1998) and pay high attention to additional price information provided 
(Dutta 2011), such as the saving information and the reduced price in a 
price promotion ad and incorporate such information to a larger extent 
into their internal reference price than highly price confident consum-
ers. These arguments lead to the first hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1: Price promotions lead to stronger reductions 
of the internal reference for less than for highly 
price-confident consumers.

Beyond the effect of price confidence, possible effects of in-
volvement and the saving presentation format need to be explained 
theoretically. In the case of low involvement, consumers generally 
show an effortless and context-driven processing, and are open to 
promotional signals in ads (Chandrashekaran 2004; Howard and 
Kerin 2006; Petty, Cacioppo, and Schumann 1983). In the case of 
high involvement, consumers are motivated to spend a considerable 
effort to intensively process information (Petty et al. 1983). Con-
sequently, consumers form internal reference prices on the basis 
of logically relevant facts (Lichtenstein, Bloch, and Black 1988; 
Zaichkowsky 1988) that they carefully process because, due to their 
high involvement, they are more skeptical of advertised price claims 
(Chandrashekaran and Grewal 2003). 

If less involved consumers are faced with a price promotion ad 
that contains the saving information in the “% off” format, the only 

clearly available price information that can be easily processed is the 
reduced price. As the “% off” information is more difficult to process 
than the “amount off” information (DelVecchio et al. 2007; Lee and 
Han 2002; Morwitz, Greenleaf, and Johnson 1998), less involved 
customers are not motivated to further process the percentage indi-
cating the saving amount. Thus, in this case, the reduced price rep-
resents the anchor toward which the internal reference is adjusted.

If less involved consumers encounter a price promotion ad that 
contains the “amount off” saving presentation format, two types of 
price information are available: the reduced price and the amount of 
the saving. Although the saving amount represents irrelevant infor-
mation with regard to the internal reference price, this price informa-
tion is likely to be considered because even irrelevant anchors can 
have effects on consumers’ judgments (Brewer and Chapman 2002; 
Switzer and Sniezek 1991; Wilson et al. 1996) and such effects might 
specifically exist in the case of low involvement. Particularly under 
these conditions, the so-called “illusion of knowledge effect” accord-
ing to which additional information reduces the accuracy of the esti-
mation (Hall, Ariss, and Todorov 2007) is likely to occur. Thus, less 
involved consumers being faced with two types of price information 
(saving amount, reduced price), tend to rely on all types of available 
information, even on less relevant information. When incorporating 
the two types of price information into their internal reference price, 
consumers perceive this price information in terms of a partitioned 
price. This phenomenon can be explained as follows: when forming 
internal reference prices, consumers try, if possible, to consider sever-
al regular prices. When faced with a price promotion ad that displays 
the amount of the saving and the reduced price, the regular price is 
provided in terms of a partitioned price that consists of a larger price 
component (the reduced price) and a smaller price component (the 
saving). Research on the processing of partitioned prices (Gierl and 
Bambauer-Sachse 2007) as well as research on willingness to pay for 
product bundles (Gaeth et al. 1990) suggests that consumers who are 
not motivated to engage in exact processing tend to come up with 
price estimates/levels of willingness to pay that result from an aver-
aging procedure that assigns about equal weights to the components 
to be processed. Thus, for the case considered here, it can be argued 
that less involved consumers who are faced with the reduced price 
and the amount of the saving, are not motivated to fully process the 
partitioned price information and rather build an average value out 
of the two components that represents the anchor toward which they 
adjust their internal reference price. As the anchor value resulting in 
this case is lower than the anchor value used in the “low involvement, 
‘% off’” condition, the reduction of the internal reference price is 
expected to be stronger in the “amount off” than in the “% off” condi-
tion. These arguments lead to the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2a: In the case of low involvement, reductions of 
the internal reference price are stronger if the 
“amount off” format is used (compared to the 
“% off” format).

If highly involved consumers are faced with a price promotion 
ad containing the reduced price and the “% off” saving information, 
it is, as already argued for low involvement, comparatively difficult 
to calculate the regular price (DelVecchio et al. 2007; Lee and Han 
2002; Morwitz et al. 1998), even if highly involved consumers might 
be motivated to do so. Thus, the only available price information that 
can serve as an anchor toward which the internal reference price is 
adjusted is the reduced price.

If highly involved consumers encounter a price promotion ad 
displaying the reduced price and the amount of the saving, they are 
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ered in the data analyses was not manipulated, but measured. Table 
4 gives an overview of the test ads that were used to implement the 
experimental design.

Table 4
Test Ads

The procedure of the data collection was as follows. The re-
spondents were assigned to one of the four groups resulting from the 
experimental design and were asked to fill in the respective question-
naire. The questionnaire contained in the first place a battery of mea-
sures that aimed to capture the initial reference price. Afterwards, 
the respondents had to indicate their price confidence as well as their 
involvement in the respective product category. In the next step, the 
respondents were presented with an ad displaying the product and 
the price information and they were then asked to fill in the reference 
price measures a second time. At the end of the questionnaire, the 
respondents had to indicate their age and gender.

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Before discussing the main results of the study, the results of the 

manipulation check for involvement will be presented. The results of 
a t-test show that the measured involvement is significantly higher 
for jeans (M = 4.48) than for T-shirts (M = 3.81; t = 3.91, p < .001). 
Thus, the involvement manipulation based on choosing jeans (T-
shirts) as high (low) involvement products was successful. In addi-
tion, it is important to show that the variables involvement and price 
confidence are not too highly correlated because otherwise, it would 
not be possible to treat these variables as independent conditions. 
The correlation between these variables is rather low (r = 0.34). 

Now, the main results will be presented. Figure 1 gives an over-
view of the changes of the reference prices depending on the saving 
presentation format, involvement, and consumers’ price confidence. 
The results are simultaneously differentiated according to all vari-
ables because, on the basis of this type of result presentation, it is 
possible to test all hypotheses.

The results presented in figure 1 basically show that providing 
information about a price promotion leads to a considerable reduc-
tion of the internal reference price (main effect of the information 
about the price promotion: F = 11.83, p < .01). This result is consis-
tent with the finding of Grewal, Monroe, and Krishnan (1998) that 
there is a positive relation between the advertised selling price and 
the internal reference price. This finding is specifically remarkable 
because the participants of the study were faced only once with this 
information.

In order to test the first hypothesis, the results for low and high 
price confidence are compared for all four experimental conditions. 
As assumed in hypothesis 1, the reduction of the reference price is 
stronger for less price-confident consumers in three out of the four 
cases (low involvement, “% off”: ∆low price confidence = 9.88, ∆high price confi-

highly motivated to calculate, based on the price information pro-
vided, the regular price because this is the most diagnostic type of 
price information they can use in order to modify their internal refer-
ence price. Thus, when incorporating the new price information into 
their internal reference price, consumers are likely to either use the 
calculated regular price or the range of plausible values from the 
reduced price to the regular price as an anchor. The latter is plausible 
because consumers generally tend to show a downward bias in their 
price estimates if faced with price promotions (Krishna et al. 2002). 
Note that highly involved consumers will not consider the amount of 
the saving as independent price information, but they will rather use 
it to calculate the regular price.

Thus, comparing the anchor used by highly involved consum-
ers when faced with the “% off” saving format presentation to the 
anchor used when encountering the “amount off” saving format 
presentation, it can be concluded that the stronger reduction of the 
reference price can be expected for the “% off” condition. These ar-
guments lead to the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2b: In the case of high involvement, reductions of the 
internal reference price are stronger if the “% 
off” format is used (compared to the “amount 
off” format).

The above derived hypotheses will be tested in the empirical 
study presented below.

EMPIRICAL STUDY

Product Category
In order to examine whether price promotions have different 

effects on consumers’ internal reference prices for low and high in-
volvement products, two appropriate test products had to be chosen. 
The products used were T-shirts and jeans which have the advantage 
that they differ with regard to product involvement, but can both be 
assigned to the same product category (clothing).

MEASURES
In order to make manipulation checks, product involvement was 

measured by four items such as “is important to me” (Alpha = 0.81) 
following the suggestions of Laurent and Kapferer (1985) as well as 
of McQuarrie and Munson (1992). The internal reference price was 
measured using eight dimensions (normal/fair/average/minimum/ 
maximum/appropriate price, last price paid, price expected for the 
next purchase, Alpha = 0.97) recommended by Chandrashekaran and 
Grewal (2003) as well as Chandrashekaran (2004). Price confidence 
was measured using two statements such as “I am confident about 
my price estimation” (r = 0.71) following the recommendations of 
Biswas and Sherrell (1993) as well as of Thomas and Menon (2007).

The high α-values and the high correlation show that the chosen 
items are appropriate to reliably measure the model variables. Thus, 
the overall variable values used in the data analyses were calculated 
as mean values of the single items that were intended to measure the 
respective variable.

SAMPLE, ExPERIMENTAL DESIGN, AND 
PROCEDURE

The sample of the empirical study consisted of 240 respondents 
(54% women, 46% men). The age of the participants ranged from 16 
to 61 years, the average age was 28.3 years. 

The study was based on a 2 (saving presentation format: “% 
off” vs. “amount off”) x 2 (product involvement: low vs. high) de-
sign. Note that the variable price confidence that was also consid-
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dence = 6.26, t = 3.31, p < .001; low involvement, “amount off”: ∆low 

price confidence = 13.25, ∆high price confidence = 6.06, t = 7.63, p < .001; high 
involvement, “% off”: ∆low price confidence = 23.41, ∆high price confidence = 8.71, 
t = 4.96, p < .001). Only in the case of high involvement and the 
“amount off” format, there is no difference in the reduction of the ref-
erence price between more and less price-confident consumers (high 
involvement, “amount off”: ∆low price confidence = 5.86, ∆high price confidence = 
6.59; t = -0.24, p > .10). Thus, hypothesis 1 is widely supported. A 
possible explanation for the finding that the reference price is re-
duced to about the same extent in the “high involvement, ‘amount 
off’” condition for more and less price confident consumers could 
be that in this condition, consumers are provided with the reduced 
price and the amount of the reduction so that they can estimate the 
total price comparatively easily. Thus, independently of their price 
confidence, consumers are motivated to process the information pro-
vided in order to get a price estimate that is close to the regular price. 
Consequently, in both conditions, they will use a similar anchor and 
thus end up with a similar reduction of the internal reference price.

Moreover, the findings indicate for less involved and less price-
confident consumers that the reduction of the internal reference price 
(IRP) is stronger if the saving presentation format “amount off” is 
used (“amount off”: ∆IRP = 13.25 vs. “% off”: ∆IRP = 9.88; t = 3.52, p 
< .001). However, for less involved, but highly price-confident con-
sumers, this result pattern cannot be observed (“amount off”: ∆IRP = 
6.06 vs. “% off”: ∆IRP = 6.26; t = -0.19, p > .10). Thus, hypothesis 
2a is only supported for less price-confident consumers. A possible 
explanation for the non-significant effect for highly price-confident 
consumers could be that these consumers are, due to their high price 
confidence, less influenced by price promotions and thus, assign a 
lower weight to the saving amount than to the reduced price when 
processing these pieces of price information through averaging in the 
“amount off” format condition. Consequently, the resulting anchor 
is not (much) different from the anchor in the “% off” condition and 
thus the reductions of the internal reference price are of about the 
same extent.

Figure 1
Effects of Saving Presentation Format, Product Involvement, 

and Consumers’ Price Confidence on Internal Reference Prices
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Furthermore, the results show for highly involved, but less 
price-confident consumers that the reduction of the internal refer-
ence price is stronger if the saving presentation format “% off” is 
used (“% off”: ∆IRP = 23.41 vs. “amount off”: ∆IRP = 5.86; t = 5.57, p 
< .001). Although the same pattern results for highly involved and 
highly price-confident consumers, this difference is not significant 
(“% off”: ∆IRP = 8.71 vs. “amount off”: ∆IRP = 6.59; t = 0.74, p > 
.10). Thus, hypothesis 2b is only supported for less price-confident 
consumers. A possible explanation for the non-significant effect for 
highly price-confident consumers could be that these consumers 
are generally less influenced by price promotions than less price-
confident consumers. Thus, if they realize that it is not possible to 
calculate the regular price out of the price information provided, they 
might adjust their internal reference price to a lesser extent into the 
direction of the reduced price than less price-confident consumers.

CONCLUSION
The starting point of this paper was the observation that, due 

to an increasing competition in many consumer product categories, 
marketers increasingly promote price reductions with the intention 
to increase purchase intentions. This observation brought up the 
idea that beyond having such positive effects, advertising reduced 
prices might at the same time have negative effects through reducing 
consumers’ internal reference prices. Such effects would be nega-
tive from the marketer’s perspective because previous research has 
shown that the internal reference price is linked to the price people 
are willing to pay (Ranyard, Charlton, and Williamson 2001). Con-
sequently, from both a consumer researcher’s and a marketer’s per-
spective, it stood to reason to examine effects of price promotions 
on consumers’ internal reference price. In order to go beyond what 
was analyzed in previous studies, the study presented here looked in 
more detail at such effects by differentiating between low and high 
involvement, low and high price confidence and different presenta-
tion formats of the saving information (“% off” vs. “amount off”).

The findings of the empirical study show that being faced with 
a price promotion leads to a downward correction of the internal ref-
erence price, even after only one contact with the information about 
the price reduction and even if consumers are highly price-confident. 
However, for highly price-confident consumers, the reduction of the 
reference price is less strong than for less price-confident consumers. 
In addition, the results show that if less price-confident consumers 
encounter a price promotion, the effects depend on involvement and 
the saving presentation format. If less involved consumers are ad-
dressed, the “amount off” saving presentation format has the most 
detrimental effects, whereas in the case where highly involved con-
sumers are targeted, the reduction of the internal reference price is 
strongest when the “% off” format is used.

These findings do not only provide a valuable contribution to 
existing research in the field of effects of price promotions on refer-
ence prices, but also suggest that marketers should be aware of the 
fact that already one contact with a reduced price leads to a reduction 
of consumers’ internal reference prices independently of their price 
confidence or the product category. Thus, marketers should carefully 
consider the advantages and disadvantages when deciding on a price 
promotion. Furthermore, the results provide a better understanding 
of how marketers should communicate saving information to con-
sumers in a way that reduces the observed effects of price reduc-
tions on internal reference prices. Specifically if marketers of low 
(high) involvement products target less price-confident consumers, 
they should choose the “% off” (“amount off”) saving presentation 
format in order to minimize negative effects on consumers’ internal 
reference prices. 

For future research, it might be interesting to examine effects of 
an increasing number of contacts with price promotions in order to 
know whether consumers could be desensitized to the price promo-
tion information due to the repetition effect. Furthermore, it might be 
interesting to add willingness to pay and purchase intentions to the 
research model in order to know to what extent the change of internal 
reference price influences such typical consumer response variables. 
Moreover, it might be of interest to simultaneously examine positive 
and negative effects of price promotions through different paths. Fi-
nally, it could be interesting to examine whether a price promotion in 
combination with the comparison with a related or unrelated low- or 
high-price product can influence the internal reference price as it was 
examined for willingness to pay by Adaval and Wyer Jr. (2011) in a 
slightly different context. 
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ABSTRACT
Debate over whether marketing scholarship ought to be more 

relevant has a long history.  This paper takes a positive rather than a 
normative approach to the issue, and provides an empirical examina-
tion of the degree of relevance achieved in a sub-discipline of con-
sumer behavior: marketing communications.  A content analysis of 
485 laboratory experiments published in six marketing journals over 
the last twelve years was conducted.  Results show little concern 
for relevance in the design of advertising print experiments, and a 
longitudinal comparison suggests that relevance has decreased over 
time.  The paper concludes by considering sociological explanations 
for why the relevance of marketing scholarship may not improve.

The online Oxford English dictionary defines ‘academic’ as 
“not of practical relevance.”  This definition squares poorly with the 
oft-heard injunction to marketing scholars that their research needs 
to become more relevant, an exhortation that has appeared regularly 
for more than thirty years (e.g., Ferber 1977; McQuarrie 1998; Pres-
ton 1985), and most recently in Reibstein, Day, and Wind (2009).  
In this paper, we do not attempt to resolve the normative issue of 
whether marketing scholarship ought to be relevant, or needs to be-
come more relevant; rather, we aim at a positive account of the de-
gree of relevance currently achieved.  The goal is to document the 
extent to which laboratory work in one consumer behavior area of 
marketing scholarship—marketing communications—has or has not 
been relevant.  

In what follows we define the criteria for relevance used in this 
paper and distinguish various aspects of relevance within the con-
text of marketing communication research.  We apply these criteria 
to twelve years of experimental research on print advertising pub-
lished in six marketing journals from 1998 to 2009.  This produces 
a tabulation of the number and proportion of published studies that 
are relevant to one or another causal factor characteristic of the real 
consumer behavior phenomenon.  We find sustained low levels of 
relevance, and no difference in relevance across advertising, con-
sumer behavior, or general marketing journals.  We conclude, again 
in a positive rather than normative mode, by sketching out a theory 
that could explain why relevance has been minimal in this area of 
marketing scholarship and is likely to remain so, no matter how 
many exhortations in the vein of Reibstein et al. (2009) may appear.

CRITERA FOR RELEVANCE

Proximal Similarity
We define relevance in terms of Campbell’s (1986) concept of 

proximal similarity.  On this criterion, a marketing communication 
experiment may be judged relevant to the extent its stimuli and pro-
cedures reproduce the distinctive characteristics of consumer adver-
tisements (McQuarrie 2004).  Of course, similarity is never absolute, 
and laboratory experiments can never provide the same setting or the 
same event matrix as any particular advertising exposure in the field.  
Hence for Campbell, similarity functions as a threshold—that is the 
meaning of the modifier ‘proximal’.  The issue is whether experi-
mental stimuli and procedures incorporate enough of those aspects 
of the phenomenon that are important for understanding cause and 
effect.  That is, does the experiment go far enough to produce ad-

vertisements and consumer behavior, or do its conditions actually 
capture some other kind of human behavior?  

The power of Campbell’s concept of proximal similarity can be 
illustrated by re-considering the hoary debate over the use of student 
subjects (Sears 1986).  From Campbell’s standpoint, use of student 
subjects is neither here nor there.   If the purchase domain is potato 
chips and 20 year olds are substantially represented among the buy-
ing population for chips (as they are not among the population that 
rents cars or purchases fur coats), then an experiment that exposed 
students to ads for potato chips would not be irrelevant thereby.  

But now suppose these students don’t actually purchase any po-
tato chips during the experiment.  Suppose further they don’t choose 
a brand; in fact, suppose there are no brands in the experiment at all, 
but only labels heading up a written description of a ‘snack product’.  
Suppose that what these students do after reading these descriptive 
paragraphs is carefully examine a few additional sentences describ-
ing the object to which the labels refer, and check boxes in response.  
Is this checking of a box ‘consumer behavior’?  Is this picture-free 
text an ‘ad’?  Under Campbell’s analysis, the answer in both cases 
probably would be no.  The experiment does not reproduce ‘buying 
behavior’, nor does it reproduce ‘magazine advertisement’; there is 
insufficient similarity.  The stimuli used, and the nature of the re-
sponses gathered, are distal rather than proximal to the advertising 
domain.

The real issue for Campbell, in judging whether an advertis-
ing experiment is relevant, would not be whether the experimental 
subjects are students, but whether these students are exposed to ad-
vertisements, as that term is commonly understood, and then have 
the opportunity, after a suitable interval, to choose from among ad-
vertised brands and buy.  Advertisements, within the larger domain 
of persuasive messages, are distinguished by being highly crafted 
amalgams of visual and verbal elements embedded in particular sorts 
of mass-media contexts, where consumers can (and often do) ignore 
those ads.  A written paragraph whose scrutiny is mandated would 
lack most of these elements.  Likewise, purchases involve choice, 
real monetary cost, the subtler loss of foregone alternatives, and the 
risk of remorse.  Checking a box on a paper form need not involve 
any of these elements.  Thus, by Campbell’s criterion of proximal 
similarity, an experiment in which a written paragraph is adminis-
tered and subjects check boxes on paper forms in response, may con-
tribute to scientific knowledge of text comprehension or communica-
tion, but is not likely to be relevant to understanding cause and effect 
in the advertising domain of consumer behavior—the experimental 
set up is too dissimilar.  

Conversely, if one was a political scientist concerned with the 
phenomenon of voting, that same experiment might be sufficiently 
proximal.  Voting behavior is a matter of indicating a preference by 
checking a box on a form.  Voters do learn about candidates by read-
ing extended written text.  The criteria for proximal similarity are 
met if the experiment seeks to understand how written communica-
tion influences voting behavior.

 By necessity, laboratory experiments are highly artificial (Petty 
and Cacioppo 1996; Wells 1993), but this doesn’t matter in Camp-
bell’s view, as long as the artifice reproduces elements important for 
determining how an advertisement can cause a desired effect.  The 
real question, in determining whether an experiment is relevant to 
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the consumer behavior domain of advertising, is whether the stim-
ulus exposed is something like an advertisement, and whether the 
reception environment is something like that in which ads are en-
countered, and whether the responses measured are something like 
purchase behavior.

Decomposition of Relevance
The goal of this paper is to examine published marketing schol-

arship and count the number of studies that address a set of causal 
factors prototypical of advertising and advertising reception envi-
ronments.  If it can be documented that numerous experiments exist 
that manipulate a particular factor as present or absent, or there exist 
numbers of experiments with the factor present and numerous others 
with it absent, then meta-analysis can ultimately reveal whether that 
factor is causal, and to what extent.  But if a factor is excluded from 
most published experiments, then just that much of the domain of 
consumer behavior remains terra incognita (Armstrong 2010).  

As a case in point, if there were no studies in which ad stimuli 
were repeated, then we could not know how level of repetition might 
alter the impact of a particular persuasive appeal. Absence of evi-
dence concerning repetition effects is not evidence for the absence 
of repetition effects.  We might assume that anything that is effective 
in a single repetition would be as effective, or more so, if repeated; 
but there would be no empirical foundation for this position.   And 
to the extent there was any evidence that some appeals only work 
after wear-in, while others are vulnerable to wear-out, we would be 
on very thin ice in assuming that some other appeal that had failed 
(succeeded) in a single repetition would be just as (in)effective if 
repeated.  

To focus the analysis, we examine experiments that use print 
advertisements, as discussed subsequently.  In 2012 in North Amer-
ica, the typical magazine ad directed at consumers is dominated by 
its picture, containing few words; will be exposed repeatedly; will 
be embedded in a media vehicle whose articles are the primary focus 
for the consumer, who is in no way forced to look at the ad or dwell 
on it; and this consumer will, after a delay, have an opportunity to act 
in connection with the ad, often by making a choice between brands, 
with which s/he was already familiar, at some economic cost.

Almost any field experiment would include all of these fac-
tors, and any ‘single source’ data set would likewise include them all 
(e.g., Lodish et al. 1995).  More important, it is feasible to reproduce 
any one of these conditions in an artificial laboratory experiment—or 
not.  The balance of pictures and words in an ad, whether it is embed-
ded in other material, whether exposure is forced, whether response 
is measured with a delay, and so on, are all choices that individual 
scholars make in the course of designing an experiment.  An experi-
menter could instead type out a paragraph containing attribute claims 
and staple it to a sheaf of pages containing rating scales, with the 
overt or covert statement that experimental credit will not be given to 
participants unless the written paragraph is carefully attended to and 
the ratings diligently made (Allen 2004).  Arguably, neither ‘adver-
tising’ nor ‘consumer behavior’ are present in such a situation. The 
empirical question, then, is how many marketing scholars have cho-
sen the written paragraph, check-a-box design, with forced exposure 
and immediate response, versus the number of scholars who chose to 
reproduce pictorial aspects, or unforced exposure, or any of the other 
prototypical elements of the advertising phenomenon.

  Again, we do not contest the contribution of the written para-
graph, check-a-box experiment to the rigorous testing of scientific 
theories of human persuasion (Calder, Phillips and Tybout 1981).  
A long stream of research in social psychology exactly fits this 
template.  Rather, we set out to review twelve years of published 

marketing communications experiments in marketing journals and 
count how many laboratory experiments incorporate one of more rel-
evance conditions, versus how many approximate the written para-
graph, check-a-box template inherited from the older discipline of 
social psychology.  There is no expectation that any given laboratory 
experiment will incorporate all the causal factors, and with at least 2n 
possible combinations of factors, it might be impossible for any one 
experiment to vary all the factors simultaneously.  But it is certainly 
fair to hold up twelve years of the collective product of marketing, 
consumer behavior, and advertising scholarship, and estimate the de-
gree of relevance achieved, net.  What do the facts show?

METHOD
Journal and Study Selection
From 1998 to 2009 inclusive, we examined each issue of the 

following leading journals: Journal of Advertising, Journal of Ad-
vertising Research, Journal of Consumer Psychology, Journal of 
Consumer Research, Journal of Marketing, and Journal of Market-
ing Research.  These journals contained the majority of published 
research on advertising.  The table of contents and abstracts were 
reviewed to identify articles containing laboratory experiments that 
purported to be about advertising, as indicated by title or abstract.  
‘Laboratory experiments’ were defined broadly as non-field studies 
where a set of treatments were administered; hence a study in which 
subjects were recruited at a shopping mall or airport and randomly 
assigned to different treatments would be included. Any laboratory 
study where the authors referred to its stimuli or topic as ‘ads’ or 
‘advertising’ was deemed admissible.  

An initial perusal showed that print advertising stimuli domi-
nated the population of studies (approximately 3:1 ratio), so only 
experiments using printed stimuli were retained for further examina-
tion1.  The computer presentation of still images accompanied by 
text was accepted as ‘print’. This focus on print ad studies had the 
further advantage of simplifying the set of relevance criteria, and 
also of maximizing the availability of stimuli for inspection (print 
stimuli are often reproduced in article appendices, while television 
and radio stimuli, before the age of Web appendices, could not be).  
A total of 485 laboratory experiments in 289 articles were identified, 
as described in Table 1.  The 122 articles reporting multiple experi-
ments accounted for 2/3 of the experiments in the dataset.

Scoring Criteria for Relevance
The authors scored each experiment for the presence or absence 

of: 1) a real (as opposed to fictitious brand; 2) embedded, non-focal 
exposure; 3) repeated exposure; 4) inclusions of competitive adver-
tising; 5) measurement of responses after a delay or one day or more; 
6) inclusion of choice as one of these responses.  These six criteria 
allow for a longitudinal comparison to the analysis of pre-1998 ex-
periments reported in McQuarrie (1998).  The sum of these six di-
chotomous criteria will be referred to as the relevance score.

Experiments also were scored as to whether they manipulated 
the verbal element, the visual element, or both.  Pollay (1985) and 
McQuarrie and Phillips (2008) show a drastic decrease in the num-
ber of words appearing in magazine ads over time.  Increasingly, 
magazine ads no longer have any body copy, as traditionally defined.  

1 Of the ~150 excluded experiments, approximately half used televi-
sion ads, a third used digital stimuli of some kind, and the remainder were 
scattered across other media.  Hence, none of these would have produced a 
large enough sample to be meaningfully analyzed, especially at the journal 
or discipline level.
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Do recent laboratory experiments reflect this ongoing de-emphasis 
on words?  

Measured responses were also classified as behavioral (e.g., re-
sponse latency, successful recognition) or written.  Experiments with 
only written responses, measured immediately, in isolation, with no 
manipulation of visual elements, repetition or competitive interfer-
ence, were coded as such.  These will be referred to as ‘WIRIWS’ 
studies (written immediate responses to isolated written stimuli).  Fi-
nally, when an article included the stimulus used, these were exam-
ined and compared to actual magazine ads for the same product, to 
get a sense of which components of actual magazine ads were being 
incorporated into lab stimuli.

RESULTS

Relevance
Real brands were not uncommon in academic experimental re-

search on advertising during 1998-2009, appearing in about a third 
of all experiments.  However, all of the other relevance criteria were 
conspicuous by their absence, omitted from between 92% and 96% 
of experiments (Table 1).  Few researchers during this period felt it 
necessary to arrange unforced exposure to ads, or to study the effects 
of repetition, delay, or competitive interference, or to make subjects 
choose a brand following ad exposure, as opposed to completing rat-
ing scales.

In terms of a relevance score, just over half the experiments 
scored zero; the mean incidence of relevance criteria was .65 out of 
a possible 6.0.  The overall results are measurably worse than those 
reported by McQuarrie (1998) for 154 print ad experiments pub-
lished in 1990-97, which in turn he found to be measurably worse 
than those reported for pre-1990 print ad experiments.  Some indi-
vidual relevance criteria were more common in the present study 
(real brands), others less so (competition, choice); others stayed at 
the same low level as seen in both the earlier time periods studied by 
McQuarrie (unforced exposure).  

Finally, studies that manipulate only verbal elements, unrepeat-
ed and without competitive interference, while taking an immediate 
written response, were the norm during these twelve years, account-
ing for 65% of these experiments.  WIRIWS studies represent the 
modal print ad experiment.  In summary, laboratory experiments 
currently reported in marketing journals appear not to be much con-
cerned with relevance, defined in terms of proximal similarity to 
advertising and consumer behavior.  The longitudinal data suggests 
that, if anything, relevance has declined over time.

Turning to other aspects of relevance, manipulation of visual 
elements of the advertising stimulus was half as common as manipu-
lation of verbal elements (Table 1); whereas the nature of the verbal 
manipulations is extremely diverse, most of the visual manipulations 
consist of a change in the object depicted, rather than a change in the 
style or manner of depiction (for the distinction, see Scott and Vargas 
[2007]).  The incidence of visual manipulations did not increase over 

TABLE 1
Incidence of Individual Relevance Criteria in Advertising Experiments

1998-2009
N = 485

1990-1997a
N = 231

N % %
Relevance Criterion
 Real brand 168 34.6 28
 Embedded, non-focal exposure 39 8.0 17
 Repeated exposure 30 6.2 16
 Competitive advertising present 23 4.7 20
 Delayed measurement 35 7.2 5
 Choice measured 19 3.9 14

Frequency distribution
Zero criteria present 249 51.3 40
 One 174 35.9 32
 Two 49 10.1 19
 Three 10 2.1  9
 Four 3 0.6 0
 Five 0 0.0 1

Manipulation of: 
 Visual element 61 12.6 --
 Verbal element 209 43.1
 Both 96 19.8
 Neither 119 24.5

WIRIWS Incidence
(written immediate response to isolated written stimulus) 316 65.2 --

a From Table 3 of McQuarrie (1998).  The Journal of Consumer Psychology was not included in his study, nor was the manipulation of 
visual or verbal elements tabulated.
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FIGURE 1
Academic Toothpaste Ad (Left) Versus an Actual Toothpaste Ad (Right)

the twelve year period, in marked contrast to what was happening 
during this era to print advertisements outside the laboratory (Mc-
Quarrie and Phillips 2008).

Some sense of the gap that separates the verbal stimuli de-
scribed as ‘ads’ within marketing scholarship, as compared to real 
and now primarily visual ads directed at consumers, can be gleaned 
from Figures 1 and 2. The left panel of Figure 1 reproduces the 
stimulus used in 1999 JMR paper, which purports to be an advertise-
ment for toothpaste.  In the right panel of Figure 1 an actual tooth-
paste ad is reproduced.  The differences are stark.  The Dazzle ad 
is almost entirely composed of words, with no visual element other 
than a border.  The actual Crest ad contains few easily visible words, 
consisting otherwise of a highly stylized picture that fills the page.  
No actual toothpaste ad appearing in today’s mass media would use 
such a densely packed volume of verbal text as the Dazzle stimu-
lus; one has to go back over a century to find an era where such 
word-heavy, picture-light ads were the norm (Pollay 1985).  Is the 
Dazzle stimulus really an instance of ‘advertisement’—the everyday 
phenomenon to which consumers are exposed?  A case can be made 
that the Dazzle experiments, however internally valid, lack construct 
validity—if proffered as research on consumer response to advertis-
ing, as opposed to comprehension of written text.

The same problem can be seen in Figure 2, where the experi-
mental stimulus used in a 2007 JA paper appears in the left panel, 
and an actual ad for jeans appears in the right panel.  This time the 
experimental ad does contain a large picture, but what is manipulated 

and tested is the attribute list that appears in a large font at the lower 
left.  For comparison, the actual jeans ad reproduced in the right 
panel of Figure 2 makes no verbal claim to possess any attribute, 
much less a list.  In fact, the actual jeans ad has no headline or body 
text at all.  Such an absence of verbal text is the norm in contem-
porary ads for fashion clothing (Phillips and McQuarrie 2011); it is 
difficult to see how the results of such marketing experiments can be 
relevant to a fashion advertiser who is constrained to accomplish his 
or her promotional purpose without the use of any verbally stated 
attribute claim.

Relevance by Discipline
It might be argued that consumer researchers, whose journals 

are sponsored by multiple disciplines outside of marketing, don’t 
have the same obligation or opportunity for relevance as do market-
ing scholars publishing in AMA journals, who are taxed with pro-
viding managerial implications.  Likewise, one might suppose that 
advertising researchers might be more oriented to reproducing the 
distinctive characteristics of advertising, relative to scholars con-
cerned with more general questions of consumer behavior or mar-
keting action. To this end, we grouped journals by discipline and 
compared relevance scores and WIRIWS scores across discipline.  
As Table 2 shows, there were no differences across journal discipline 
(χ2 (2) = 2.86 and 1.21 for relevance and WIRIWS scores respec-
tively, both ns).  In sum, none of the three disciplines appears any 
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more or less concerned with relevance in the design of advertising 
experiments.  

DISCUSSION
We examined one specific area within marketing scholarship 

where a high volume of publications and a lengthy history of publi-
cation exist: laboratory experiments on advertising.  This consumer 
behavior sub-domain is also attractive because it features experi-
mental design alternatives that are equally feasible (e.g., manipulate 
pictures or words, repeat or not repeat stimuli) along with straight-
forward criteria for judging any given design alternative as more or 
less relevant to actual marketing practice.  What we found does not 
make us optimistic that the call for institutional change of Reibstein 
et al. (2009) will be answered anytime soon.

A tabulation of 485 published laboratory experiments on print 
advertising published in six journals over the preceding twelve years 
showed little concern with relevance.  A majority of studies consist-
ed of immediate paper-and pencil ratings taken in response to single 
forced exposures to written text.  Measurement of purchase behavior 
was the exception, and even choice measurements were rare.  De-
layed response after incidental exposure was vanishingly rare.  There 
were no significant differences across disciplines, and no evidence 
of improvement in relevance relative to earlier accounts (McQuarrie 
1998; Preston 1985).  

Must Academic Scholarship Be Irrelevant?
It is traditional to lament findings of the sort presented in this 

paper.  This tradition predates Preston (Ferber 1977) and continues 
to the present day (Reibstein et al. 2009).  Often this lament issues 
in an exhortation: scholars could, and should, do better—should en-
deavor to make their research more relevant.  We essay an alterna-
tive response, in order to understand why academic scholarship may 
never move in the direction of greater relevance.  The idea is that any 
trend as strong and well-established as the trend to irrelevance, as 
documented by Preston (1985), McQuarrie (1998), and the present 

TABLE 2
Incidence of Relevance across Journals and Disciplines

Zero Relevance WIRIWS 
Design

N % N %
Discipline
 AMA journals (JM, JMR) 38 45.2   59 70.2
 Consumer (JCP, JCR) 119 50.2 153 64.6
 Advertising (JA, JAR) 92 56.1 104 63.4

Note.  See text for the definition and calculation of the rele-
vance and WIRIWS scores. The percentages reflect the proportion of 
studies in a journal group that had zero relevance or used a WIRIWS 
design; e.g., 59 of 84 experiments in the AMA journals used this 
design.

FIGURE 2
Academic Jeans Ad (Left) Versus an Actual Jeans Ad (Right)
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effort, is likely underpinned by enduring philosophical, institutional 
and structural factors.

Within academia, the tradition of lamenting the lack of relevance 
is opposed by an alternative philosophical tradition, of equal age and 
diffusion, which explicitly denies the value of relevance (Calder et 
al. 1981).  The formulation runs something like this: “the data don’t 
generalize—it’s the theory that generalizes” (Mook 1983).  Because 
the scholar is not concerned with predicting some particular causal 
sequence outside the laboratory, the details of the causal sequence 
selected for use in the laboratory do not matter.  On this reasoning, 
if one avoids using a familiar real brand, with all its troublesome 
specificity, the theoretical explanation can potentially be general-
ized to both real and fictitious brands.  The emptier the data are of 
specifics—the more the causal sequences studied in the laboratory 
consist only of widespread, multi-context human behaviors such as 
reading and writing—the wider the span of contexts within which 
the theoretical explanation can be generalized.  The rebuttal—that 
research conducted with diligent readers might only generalize to 
similar contexts, and not to advertising contexts, where diligent read-
ing cannot be assumed—is not considered.  Since diligence was not 
manipulated, there is no reason to suppose that theoretical predic-
tions are limited to diligent readers (Lynch 1982).  On this view, im-
posing a requirement of relevance—of proximal similarity— would 
restrict rather than enhance the generalizability of the research, and 
reduce the contribution to Theory.  What makes some set of concepts 
a Theory, and potentially generalizable across contexts, is precisely 
their remoteness from any specific context.

The necessary separation of Theory from data, as laid out above, 
is the gold standard for academic rejection of the need for proximal 
similarity in experimental design.  Unfortunately, decades ago the 
logician Quine (1953) put the kibosh to this argument.  Quine’s chal-
lenge, in simplified form, can be captured as follows: (1) if the theory 
generalizes but the data do not, then the theory must be fundamental-
ly separate from the data; (2) but if the theory is really separate from 
the data, in what sense can it be said to explain that data, or be tested 
by it?  An early response to this conundrum, associated with logi-
cal empiricism (see Hunt [2007] for an account), was that auxiliary 
concepts can be used to tie the theory to the ‘plane of observation’.  
Quine’s rebuttal was that any causal knowledge obtained empirically 
must then always take the form of a test of Theory + Auxiliaries, and 
its generalizability would accordingly be limited to circumstances 
where both the theoretical concept(s) and the auxiliary concept(s) are 
again conjoined.  But since the auxiliary concepts are connected to 
the data—that’s their purpose—then it cannot be true to say that the 
data don’t generalize, only the theory.  To close the loop, an example 
of an auxiliary concept would be whether a brand is familiar or un-
familiar, whether exposure is single or repeated, whether response 
is immediate or delayed—i.e., the sorts of things that were earlier 
described in terms of proximal similarity, or relevance.

Given the age of Quine’s (1953) essay, one may reasonably ask 
why the phrase, ‘the data don’t generalize, it’s the theory that gen-
eralizes’ continues to be advanced as the rationale for ignoring con-
siderations of proximal similarity.  In the next section we advance a 
sociological explanation for why scholars in advertising, consumer 
and marketing have chosen to ignore Quine’s debunking of the sep-
arateness of theory and data. 

A Social Theory Perspective on Marketing Scholarship
Insights from the French social theorist, Pierre Bourdieu (1984), 

may help us to derive an explanation of what marketing scholarship 
is really about, if not the search for relevant, practical marketing 
knowledge.  If we apply Bourdieu’s perspective, marketing scholar-

ship represents a social field in which participants compete to ob-
tain elite status, and elites act to maintain their status by enforcing a 
distinction between elite and non-elite.  More specifically, the elite 
maintains its distinction by valorizing success in difficult practices, 
and individual members of the elite maintain and improve their per-
sonal distinction by repeatedly demonstrating success in these prac-
tices—the  more difficult and exclusive, the better.

Stepping back, a key mistake in the Reibstein et al. (2009) 
worldview was to assume that marketing academics as a group care 
much about acquiring knowledge of real marketing phenomena.  
There are some who certainly do; but the prediction from Bourdieu is 
that as a rule, individual marketing scholars will primarily care about 
publishing papers in journals perceived as elite by peers they esteem.  
Success in this difficult practice confers and sustains elite status.  In 
a Bourdieusian world, obtaining and maintaining the regard of one’s 
aspirational group would be the primary motivation governing the 
scholarship activities of marketing academics.

The prediction from Bourdieu, then, is that marketing academ-
ics will gravitate toward scholarship that gets published in the lead-
ing journals of the field.  If these journals do not insist on relevance, 
and if arranging for relevance is in any way more costly than letting 
it slide, then marketing scholars as a group will dispense with rel-
evance in their work.  It isn’t important to the goal of getting pub-
lished.

There is a circularity here which is important to tease apart 
because it reflects the fact that elites are ‘sticky’; that is, they are 
generally able to reproduce themselves through time.  Thus, we may 
suppose that journals mostly publish articles that members of their 
Editorial Boards esteem; in turn, publishing enough such articles 
gets one appointed to Editorial Boards, where one tends to esteem 
the kind of articles that earned one that elite status.  Since any elite 
journal will do, authors who publish in JMR may also publish in 
JCR, and vice versa, so that appointment to one Editorial Board may 
co-occur with appointment to the other, leading to a homogenization 
of journal acceptance criteria, despite the very different mandates 
of their sponsors.  From this perspective, irrelevance in marketing 
scholarship becomes self-sustaining, despite being entirely contin-
gent in historical terms.  

There may be some readers who recoil from this Bourdeusian 
account as a grotesque parody of the collaborative, peer-reviewed 
quest for scientific knowledge to which they have devoted their lives 
and honor.  Nevertheless, the Bourdeusian account has the virtue of 
predicting the facts on the ground.  It explains why the relevance 
of advertising experiments hasn’t improved despite decades of ex-
hortation, and it explains why advertising experiments in consumer 
behavior journals aren’t any more relevant than those in advertising 
journals.  

It also makes falsifiable predictions about the future.  A rea-
sonable prediction from this study is that the Reibstein et al. (2009) 
initiative will slowly drop from view, as did each of its predecessors, 
and that a decade from now, and any number of decades from now, 
relevance will continue to be ignored in judging the merits of indi-
vidual instances of academic marketing scholarship.  That is, the al-
ternative intellectual tradition laid out in Petty and Cacioppo (1996) 
will prevail and continue to govern the actual conduct of research.  It 
also predicts that years from now there will be another editorial in a 
marketing journal, pursuing the same plaints, and similarly neglect-
ful of the lengthy ancestry of such screeds, going back to Preston 
(1986) and Ferber (1977).  The thrust of marketing scholarship isn’t 
going to change in the direction of greater relevance until a critical 
mass of its elite, who gained their status when relevance was irrel-
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evant, come to see the Calder et al. (1981) and Petty and Cacioppo 
(1996) position as untenable.

Mea Culpa and Ex Culpa
It is important to acknowledge that several of our own experi-

ments appear in the data and, on the whole, do not score terrifically 
higher with respect to relevance.  We acknowledge living in a glass 
house and can only plead that we wanted to be published, too.  Sec-
ond, although there was good reason to focus on laboratory experi-
ments on advertising, the tables show these to be less numerous in 
the AMA marketing journals as compared to the consumer journals.  
A follow-up analysis also might show, for instance, that field ex-
periments, with their automatic relevance, are more common in 
marketing than in consumer journals.  In addition, marketing com-
munication is only one small piece of marketing, and it may be that 
non-advertising articles appearing in marketing journals are rather 
more relevant on the whole than the experimental advertising studies 
examined here.  But if that is so, why were Reibstein et al. (2009) 
and their predecessors motivated to write as they did?  Regardless of 
relative frequency, why would a journal publish any article whose 
relevance to marketing phenomena was suspect?

The answer, of course, is that Editorial Boards are primarily 
concerned with maintaining standards of internal validity, and for 
vetting the caliber of the statistical analysis deployed.  Again, for the 
record, we are not questioning the internal validity of any of the 485 
experiments examined or the correctness of the statistical inferences 
made.  Our concern is with the construct validity of the stimuli and 
procedures used.  And ultimately that is the theoretical importance 
of relevance; for if relevance cannot be established, there can be no 
assurance that a theory of advertising and consumer behavior has 
been tested—as opposed to a theory of something else.

In conclusion, we sought to contribute to the ongoing discus-
sion of the relevance of relevance to marketing scholarship by tak-
ing a positive rather than a normative approach.  Regardless of how 
relevant marketing scholarship should be, how relevant is it and has 
it been?  This required a focus on a specific sub-domain of consum-
er behavior, and a statement of the criteria to be applied in assess-
ing relevance.  This positive approach allowed us to show both the 
prevalence of irrelevance, and its stasis over time.  These positive 
facts then provided the grounds for a theoretical account of market-
ing scholarship as a social practice, grounded in Bourdieu, which ex-
plains both the genesis and maintenance of irrelevance, and predicts 
its continuance.  
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines how voters resolve their ambivalence and 

polarize their attitudes in order to make a choice between candidates. 
These effects are tested with a longitudinal natural experiment ex-
amining voters’ choices between candidates in the 2004 and 2008 
presidential elections. The results show that voters reduce their 
ambivalence and polarize their attitudes toward the candidates as 
the deadline to make their choice becomes more imminent, while 
nonvoters do not exhibit this pattern over the same time frame. This 
research further examines the stability of these attitude changes af-
ter the vote has taken place and finds that attitudes and ambivalence 
toward the unchosen candidate exhibit a rebound pattern, the “no 
hard feelings effect,” while attitudes toward the chosen candidate 
continue to become more positive after the choice has been made. 
Implications for communicating with voters during the 2012 presi-
dential election campaign are considered.

 “In an election, you have to highlight the differences and 
minimize the commonalities so that people can make a choice.”

Former U.S. President Bill Clinton
The Daily Show with John Stewart, September 21, 2009

Researchers have long understood that voters in an election 
make their decisions as to which candidate to vote for at different 
times leading up to the date of the election (Chaffee and Choe 1980). 
This has created a challenge for those who try to communicate with 
voters through political advertising, as they must adapt their mes-
sages to different voters at different times. To complicate matters, 
over the past twenty years, voters have been observed to be making 
their decisions later and later in the campaign season, with an in-
creasing number of voters making their decisions at the last minute, 
on or right before Election Day (Nir and Druckman 2008). Voters 
who make their decisions later in the campaign season are more like-
ly to consider information that they are exposed to during the cam-
paign when making their decisions (Chaffee and Choe 1980). Late 
deciders have been found to be more heavily influenced by politi-
cal advertising (Bowen 1994), campaign events such as conventions 
and debates (Hillygus and Jackman 2003; Fournier et al. 2004), and 
campaign media coverage (Fournier et al. 2004), making communi-
cations with last-minute deciders even more important to political 
campaigns. This has led to a need to better understand what leads 
voters to choose at the last minute and how they make their decision 
as Election Day approaches.

Nir (2005) finds that voters are more likely to delay their deci-
sion when their attitudes toward the candidates are more ambivalent. 
Nir measures ambivalence by examining voters’ ratings of both lead-
ing candidates in a presidential election and classifying voters as low 
in ambivalence if their attitudes are one-sided, regardless of which 
of the candidates they prefer, and high in ambivalence if their atti-
tudes toward the two candidates were mixed. Voters who were more 
ambivalent were found to make their decisions later in the campaign 
season than less ambivalent voters (Nir 2005). This effect was found 
to be particularly strong when highly ambivalent voters were facing 
an environment in which they were exposed to mixed information 
that included similar positive or negative information about both 

candidates, as opposed to one-sided information that favored one 
candidate or the other (Nir and Druckman 2008).

Adding to the complexity of this decision is the likelihood that 
voters are not only ambivalent between the candidates in an election, 
but also hold mixed or conflicting beliefs and/or emotions toward 
each candidate as an individual. It is common for individuals to have 
a mix of positive and negative feelings towards each particular alter-
native in a choice, as well as mixed feelings between the alternatives 
(Kaplan 1972). The degree to which an individual’s attitude toward 
a particular object is characterized by a mix of positive and negative 
components has been referred to as attitudinal ambivalence (Kaplan 
1972; Priester and Petty 1996; Thompson, Zanna and Griffin 1995). 
This mix of positive and negative attitude components contributes 
to a sense of conflict or mixed emotions that has been termed sub-
jective ambivalence (Kaplan 1972; Priester and Petty 1996). Voters 
who have a mix of positive and negative feelings toward each of the 
candidates in an election are likely to experience this type of emo-
tional conflict.

Although holding ambivalent attitudes does not cause ongoing 
conflict in everyday life, such attitudes may create a problem for the 
individual when he or she has to make a choice, as when the indi-
vidual must choose which candidate to vote for. The problem occurs 
because individuals are motivated to hold correct attitudes toward 
each of the candidates (Petty and Cacioppo 1986) and to make a cor-
rect choice that is consistent with their evaluations of and attitudes 
toward the candidates (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980; Fazio 1986). The 
voting task becomes difficult when an individual must select a can-
didate for whom he or she holds some negative evaluations or select 
against a candidate with some perceived positive aspects. Luce, Jia 
and Fischer (2003) suggest that a mix of positive and negative evalu-
ations of a candidate could lead to an approach-avoidance conflict 
that would increase the individual’s preference uncertainty. This feel-
ing of uncertainty and mixed emotions has been linked to discomfort 
(Williams and Aaker 2002) and dissatisfaction (Olsen, Wilcox and 
Olsson 2005) with the choice.

Given the complex situation of a voter who may hold ambiva-
lent attitudes toward each of the candidates, may be ambivalent be-
tween the candidates, and may be in an environment of mixed in-
formation about the candidates, how is a voter to come to a decision 
before Election Day? We suggest that an individual who intends to 
vote in an election will be motivated to resolve his or her conflicting 
attitudes in order to make the voting task easier, reduce his or her 
feelings of uncertainty, and avoid negative emotions. How the voter 
accomplishes this resolution in order to make a choice has not been 
examined in the literature.

This paper extends the research on voter decision-making by 
examining the way voters resolve their ambivalence to reduce their 
uncertainty and make a choice. We propose that voters will change 
their attitude structure by reducing their attitudinal and subjective 
ambivalence and polarizing their attitudes toward the candidates. 
These changes in attitude structure are expected to occur as the 
deadline to vote becomes imminent. Once the vote has passed, the 
motivation to resolve one’s ambivalence and make a correct choice 
dissipates. In the absence of this motivational force, the voter’s at-
titudes are expected to return to a more ambivalent state as the pres-
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sure to polarize his or her attitudes recedes, which we term the “no 
hard feelings effect.” Individuals who do not plan to vote are not 
expected to be motivated to modify their attitude structure over the 
same time frame.

IMMINENT DEADLINES AND AMBIVALENCE
One of the unique aspects of the voting decision is that voters 

have a deadline by which they must make their choice of candidates, 
as they must vote on the day of the election. Researchers have re-
peatedly found that individuals who must make a decision with a 
deadline are influenced by how far in the future the decision will take 
place. Individuals have been found to make more simple evaluations 
of alternatives for decisions that are temporally distant, and more 
specific and detailed evaluations of alternatives for decisions that are 
temporally imminent (Wright and Weitz 1977). Individuals become 
less concerned with the desirability of alternatives and more con-
cerned with their feasibility and practicality as the decision grows 
temporally closer (Vallacher and Wegner 1989). Individuals have 
also been found to more easily comprehend and process abstract in-
formation about alternatives when a decision is temporally distant 
and concrete information about alternatives when a decision is tem-
porally imminent (Reber, Schwarz and Winkielman 2004; Kim, Rao 
and Lee 2009). Temporal construal theory suggests that this is due 
to temporally distant events being conceptualized in more abstract 
terms and processed at a higher level of abstraction, while tempo-
rally imminent events are conceptualized in more concrete terms 
and processed at a lower level of abstraction (Trope and Lieberman 
2000; 2003). As a result, individuals are likely to focus more on a 
concrete, detailed evaluation of alternatives when the decision is 
temporally imminent than when it is temporally distant.

In addition to processing information more concretely, indi-
viduals who are facing an imminent decision are likely to be more 
sensitive to negative information than individuals who are facing a 
temporally distant decision (Loewenstein and Prelec 1991; Wright 
and Weitz 1977). Individuals considering a decision in the future 
have been shown to be able to anticipate how they will feel if their 
decisions yield negative or positive results and the extent to which 
they will regret their choice (Simonson 1992). Individuals who an-
ticipate future outcomes have also been found to be more sensitive 
to potential negative outcomes or losses than to positive outcomes or 
gains (Kahneman and Tversky 1984). These potential negative out-
comes become more salient as the decision, and therefore the risk of 
regret, becomes more temporally imminent (Eyal, Liberman, Trope 
and Walther 2004; Shelley 1994). Individuals therefore become less 
optimistic about being able to fulfill their goals (Gilovich, Kerr and 
Medvec 1993; Nisan 1972; Sanna 1999; Savitsky, Medvec, Charlton 
and Gilovich 1998; Shepperd, Ouellette and Fernandez 1996) and 
more prevention-focused (Mogliner, Aaker and Pennington 2008) 
as the potential for making an incorrect choice grows closer. This 
should increase the individual’s motivation to make a correct choice 
and avoid the potential negative feelings associated with making a 
choice that is based on mixed or ambivalent attitudes (Olsen et al. 
2005; Williams and Aaker 2002).

This suggests that voters who hold both positive and negative 
evaluations of the candidates will not experience conflict when the 
vote is in the distant future due to the more abstract nature of evalua-
tion versus choice. However, as the deadline for an election becomes 
temporally imminent, will likely become more sensitive to conflicts 
or ambivalence within the specific components of their evaluations. 
Therefore, unlike when the choice is temporally distant, the voter is 
likely to be motivated to resolve his or her ambivalence as the vote 

grows more imminent and his or her processing and evaluation of the 
alternatives becomes more concrete.

As a result, individuals who anticipate voting in the election 
are expected to alter the positive and negative components of their 
attitude structures in order to reduce their attitudinal ambivalence 
and polarize their attitudes toward the candidates as the deadline 
for the vote becomes more imminent. Such polarization will make 
the candidates more distinct and thus the choice easier. Voters have 
been found to exhibit a pattern of attitude polarization as the date 
of the election approaches (Meffert et al. 2006; Taber and Lodge 
2006). This has been attributed to voters’ tendency to pay more at-
tention to information about their preferred candidate and to focus 
on positive information about their preferred candidate and nega-
tive information about their non-preferred candidate (Meffert et al. 
2006). In addition, voters have been found to seek out information 
that confirms their preexisting beliefs, uncritically accept informa-
tion that supports their beliefs, and counterargue information that is 
contrary to their beliefs (Taber and Lodge 2006). This leads voters to 
develop more positive attitudes toward their preferred candidate and 
more negative attitudes toward their non-preferred candidate as the 
election approaches, thus reducing their ambivalence. This change in 
their attitude structure should contribute to reducing their feelings of 
mixed emotions or subjective ambivalence. Individuals who do not 
anticipate voting, however, will not be motivated to change their atti-
tude structure and should be unaffected by the approaching deadline. 
This leads to Hypothesis 1:

Hypothesis 1a: As the election approaches, voters will reduce 
their attitudinal ambivalence toward the candi-
dates more than nonvoters.

Hypothesis 1b: As the election approaches, voters will polarize 
their attitudes toward the candidates, becoming 
more positive about their chosen candidate and 
more negative about their unchosen candidate, 
more than nonvoters.

Hypothesis 1c: As the election approaches, voters will reduce 
their subjective ambivalence toward the candi-
dates more than those nonvoters.

POST-CHOICE AMBIVALENCE
If it is the pressure of the imminent deadline that motivates the 

voter to resolve his or her ambivalence, then this motivation will 
no longer apply once the election has passed. This would suggest 
that the voter’s attitudes and ambivalence would return to their pre-
vote level. However, individuals have been repeatedly found to be 
motivated to believe that their behaviors are consistent with their 
attitudes (Azjen and Fishbein 1980; Fazio 1986). In a post-choice 
setting, the motivation to be consistent is still present, and can lead 
the voter to change his or her attitudes toward the candidates to be 
more consistent with the alternative that was chosen (see Petty, Un-
nava and Strathman 1998 for a review). This would suggest that the 
attitude polarization that occurs as the deadline for the election ap-
proaches would remain after the election has passed.

Which of these outcomes occurs may depend on whether the 
relevant attitude components are positive or negative. Previous re-
search suggests that the negative components of an attitude may in-
crease in salience as the individual approaches a choice setting (Eyal 
et al. 2004; Jewell 2003; Mogliner et al. 2008). This is consistent 
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the well-documented “positivity offset” and “negativity bias” that 
occur when individuals are in a choice setting (Cacioppo and Ber-
nston 1999; Cacioppo, Gardner and Bernston 1997). The positivity 
offset effect suggests that when a goal is distant, individuals place 
more weight on positive aspects of a behavior and less weight on the 
negative aspects. However, as the goal becomes more imminent, the 
negative aspects of the behavior become more salient. The negativity 
bias predicts that in addition to this increase in salience as the goal 
approaches, individuals tend to give more weight to negative infor-
mation in general than they do to positive information. This negativ-
ity bias has been found to influence voters’ processing of political 
information during a campaign (Meffert et al. 2006).

If it is the negative components of voters’ attitudes toward 
the candidates that are increasing in salience and being given more 
weight as the deadline for the election becomes more imminent, 
these changes are likely to be temporary increases in salience that 
do not persist after the election has passed. However, changes in the 
positive components of voters’ attitudes toward the candidates are 
not likely to be subject to the positivity offset and negativity bias, 
suggesting that these changes may be more persistent than their 
negative counterparts. In order to polarize their attitudes to make 
a choice, voters need to increase the positive components of their 
attitudes toward the chosen candidate and the negative components 
of their attitudes toward the unchosen candidate. Thus, ambivalence 
and attitudes toward the unchosen candidate are expected to rebound 
after the choice has been made, returning to their pre-choice levels, 
while ambivalence and attitudes toward the chosen candidate should 
not exhibit this rebound effect. We term this the “no hard feelings” 
effect, as the voter is becoming less negative toward the unchosen 
candidate after the choice has been made. This leads to Hypotheses 
2 and 3:

Hypothesis 2: After the election passes, voters’ (a) attitudinal 
ambivalence toward their unchosen candidate 
will increase, (b) attitudes toward their uncho-
sen candidate will become less negative, and (c) 
subjective ambivalence toward their unchosen 
candidate will increase.

Hypothesis 3: After the election passes, voters’ (a) attitudinal 
ambivalence toward their chosen candidate 
will continue to decrease, (b) attitudes toward 
their chosen candidate will continue to become 
more positive, and (c) subjective ambivalence 
toward their chosen candidate will continue to 
decrease.

METHOD
These hypotheses were tested using a longitudinal natural ex-

periment conducted during the 2004 and 2008 presidential elections. 
The same procedure was used for both elections. Participants com-
pleted a questionnaire about their election decision three times: the 
first, six weeks before the election, the second, one week before the 
election, and the third, one week after the election. In each question-
naire, participants’ attitudes, attitudinal ambivalence, and subjective 
ambivalence were measured toward each of the two presidential can-
didates. In the first and second questionnaires, participants were then 
asked if they were registered to vote, if they intended to vote, and 
which of the candidates they intended to vote for in the upcoming 
election. In the third questionnaire, participants were asked if they 

had voted and, if so, which of the candidates they had voted for in 
the recent election.

Participants were classified as voters if they participated in all 
three questionnaires, reported an intention to vote in the election in 
the pre-election questionnaires, and voted in the presidential elec-
tion on Election Day. The nonvoter group was defined as individuals 
who participated in all three questionnaires and were eligible to vote 
(e.g. U.S. citizens over the age of eighteen), but did not vote in the 
election. Participants who voted via absentee ballot prior to Election 
Day were excluded because of the lack of a consistent deadline for 
their decision.

Each voter’s chosen and unchosen candidate was coded based 
on his or her reported voting behavior. This analysis was only con-
cerned with the two major party candidates (Republican and Dem-
ocrat), and not with any third party candidates. The major party 
candidate for whom the participant voted was coded as the chosen 
candidate and the major party candidate for whom the participant did 
not vote was coded as the unchosen candidate. Measures of voting 
intention were used in place of actual voting behavior to code cho-
sen and unchosen candidates for nonvoters. No participants reported 
voting for a candidate other than the major party candidates in either 
election.

Participants’ attitudinal ambivalence toward each of the can-
didates was measured using the six-item measure developed by 
Thompson et al. (1995; see Appendix for items). Each item was 
measured on a 9-point scale. Three of the items capture the posi-
tive components of the individual’s attitude, and three capture the 
negative components. The items were combined using the formula 
developed by Thompson et al. (1995), as follows:

Ambivalence = [(Positive + Negative)/2] – |Positive – Negative|

This calculation is considered to be preferable to analyzing the 
positive and negative components of attitude separately because it 
captures both the magnitude (the first term) and the extremity (the 
second term) of the individual’s positive and negative attitudinal 
components.

Participants’ overall attitude toward each of the candidates 
was measured using four semantic differential items in response to 
the statement, “As President of the United States for the next four 
years, [candidate] would be…” with endpoints good/bad, desirable/
undesirable, superior/inferior, and satisfactory/unsatisfactory. Par-
ticipants’ subjective ambivalence toward each of the candidates was 
measured using the three semantic differential items used by Pries-
ter and Petty (1996) and Thompson et al. (1995; see Appendix for 
items). All items were measured on a 9-point scale.

RESULTS

Sample Description
A total of two hundred ninety-one undergraduate students at a 

midwestern university completed all three parts of this study in ex-
change for course credit, one hundred forty-nine in 2004 and one 
hundred forty-two in 2008. All of the participants were old enough 
to vote in the upcoming presidential election. The participants were 
58.3% female and had an average age of 21. One hundred seventy-
eight (61.2%) of the participants were in their junior year of college, 
sixty-one (21.0%) were in their senior year, and fifty-one (17.5%) 
were in their sophomore year, with one participant not reporting his 
or her class. Two hundred fifty-five (87.6%) of the participants were 
Caucasian, nineteen (6.5%) were African-American, five (1.7%) 
were of Asian or Pacific descent, three (1.0%) were of Hispanic or 
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Latino descent, and eight (2.7%) had an ethnic background other 
than these four, with one participant not reporting his or her ethnic 
background.

Thirty participants (10.3%) considered themselves conservative 
republicans, forty-three (14.8%) were moderate republicans, forty 
(13.7%) were independent but leaned toward the republican party, 
forty-six (15.8%) considered themselves neither a republican nor a 
democrat, thirty-nine (13.4%) were independent but leaned toward 
the democratic party, forty-six (15.8%) were moderate democrats, 
and forty-five (15.5%) were liberal democrats with one participant 
not reporting his or her political affiliation.

Two hundred seventeen (74.6%) voted on Election Day and 
seventy-four (25.4%) did not vote in the election. This higher than 
average percentage of voters is likely due to the unusually high turn-
out of young voters to support the Democratic candidates during 
both the 2004 and 2008 elections. Indeed, of the two hundred sev-
enteen participants who voted in the election, one hundred thirty-six 
(62.7%) voted for the Democratic candidate (John Kerry or Barack 
Obama) and eighty-one (37.3%) voted for the Republican candidate 
(George W. Bush or John McCain). Since the candidates were coded 
as chosen and unchosen for each individual participant, this did not 
affect the results.

Measure Validation
The measures were checked for reliability before any further 

analysis was conducted. The six-item measure of attitudinal ambiva-
lence contains three positively worded items and three negatively 
worded items that are not expected to correlate with each other 
(Thompson et al., 1995). Therefore, reliability coefficients were cal-
culated for the positive and negative items separately. The positive 
items had acceptable reliability for both the chosen candidate (α = 
0.91) and the unchosen candidate (α = 0.92), and the negative items 
had slightly lower but still acceptable reliability for both the chosen 
candidate (α = 0.82) and the unchosen candidate (α = 0.80). The 
formula developed by Thompson et al. (1995) was used to calculate 
participants’ attitudinal ambivalence toward each of the candidates.

The four-item attitude measure had acceptable reliability for 
both attitude toward the chosen candidate (α = 0.94) and attitude 
toward the unchosen candidate (α = 0.97). The three-item subjective 
ambivalence measure also had slightly lower but acceptable reliabil-
ity for both the chosen candidate (α = 0.82) and the unchosen can-
didate (α = 0.70). The attitude and subjective ambivalence measures 
were averaged to create composite measures. No differences across 
the 2004 and 2008 elections were found on any of the ambivalence 
and attitude measures.

Tests of Pre-Choice Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1 was tested using a 2 (voter status: voter, nonvoter) 

x 2 (time) doubly multivariate repeated measures ANOVA on partici-
pants’ ambivalence and attitudes toward their chosen and unchosen 
candidates, as recommended by Stevens (1996). The multivariate 
analysis revealed a significant interaction effect between voter status 
and time (F (6, 275) = 2.52, p < .05), and significant main effects of 
both time (F (6, 275) = 5.29, p < .001) and voter status (F (6, 275) 
= 3.25, p < .005).

Participants’ attitudinal ambivalence toward their chosen can-
didates did not produce a significant interaction effect (F (1, 280) = 
0.01, p > .10), but the main effects of both time (F (1, 280) = 6.79, p 
= .01) and voter status (F (1, 280) = 6.99, p < .01) were significant. 
Separate analyses revealed that voters’ attitudinal ambivalence to-
ward their chosen candidates decreased significantly as the deadline 
for the election approached (M1 = 4.63, M2 = 4.12, F (1, 211) = 7.33, 

p < .01), while nonvoters’ attitudinal ambivalence did not decrease 
significantly (M1 = 5.48, M2 = 5.01, F (1, 69) = 2.17, p > .10). Par-
ticipants’ attitudinal ambivalence toward their unchosen candidates 
did reveal a significant interaction effect (F (1, 280) = 4.72, p < .05) 
and a significant main effect of voter status (F (1, 280) = 7.51, p < 
.01). The main effect of time, however, was not significant (F (1, 
280) = 2.63, p > .10). Separate analyses again revealed that voters’ 
attitudinal ambivalence toward their unchosen candidates decreased 
significantly as the deadline for the election approached (M1 = 4.65, 
M2 = 3.96, F (1, 211) = 14.27, p < .001), while nonvoters’ ambiva-
lence did not decrease significantly (M1 = 5.17, M2 = 5.27, F (1, 69) 
= 0.11, p > .10), providing support for Hypothesis 1a.

Univariate tests on participants’ attitudes toward their chosen 
candidates found a significant interaction effect between voter sta-
tus and time (F (1, 280) = 4.28, p < .05) as well as significant main 
effects of both time (F (1, 280) = 6.99, p < .01) and deadline (F 
(1, 280) = 17.36, p < .001). Separate analyses revealed that voters’ 
attitudes toward their chosen candidates became significantly more 
positive as the deadline for the election approached (M1 = 6.80, M2 
= 7.33, F (1, 211) = 42.52, p < .001), while nonvoters’ attitudes to-
ward their chosen candidates did not show a significant change (M1 
= 6.17, M2 = 6.24, F (1, 69) = 0.05 p > .10), supporting Hypothesis 
1b. The interaction effect for participants’ attitudes toward their un-
chosen candidates was not significant (F (1, 280) = 2.14, p > .10), 
but the analysis revealed significant main effects of both time (F (1, 
280) = 8.29, p < .005) and voter status (F (1, 280) = 9.45, p < .005). 
Although the interaction effect did not reach conventional levels of 
statistical significance, separate analyses revealed that voters’ atti-
tudes toward their unchosen candidates became significantly more 
negative as the deadline for the election approached (M1 = 3.18, M2 = 
2.80, F (1, 211) = 17.30, p < .001), while nonvoters’ attitudes toward 
their unchosen candidates did not change (M1 = 3.74, M2 = 3.61, F 
(1, 211) = 0.951, p > .10), supporting Hypothesis 1b.

Finally, participants’ subjective ambivalence toward their cho-
sen candidates also did not produce a significant interaction effect 
(F (1, 280) = 2.33, p > .10), but the main effects of both time (F (1, 
280) = 20.43, p < .001) and voter status (F (1, 280) = 8.89, p < .005) 
were significant. Separate analyses revealed that voters’ subjective 
ambivalence toward their chosen candidates decreased significantly 
as the deadline for the election approached (M1 = 4.00, M2 = 3.28, 
F (1, 211) = 34.63, p < .001), while nonvoters’ ambivalence did not 
decrease significantly (M1 = 4.50, M2 = 5.01, F (1, 69) = 4.15, p 
> .05). Participants’ subjective ambivalence toward their unchosen 
candidates did exhibit a significant interaction effect (F (1, 280) = 
6.84, p < .01) as well as significant main effects of both time (F (1, 
280) = 7.02, p < .01) and voter status (F (1, 280) = 4.38, p < .05). 
Separate analyses again revealed that voters’ subjective ambivalence 
decreased significantly as the deadline for the election approached 
(M1 = 4.35, M2 = 3.65, F (1, 211) = 27.97, p < .001), while nonvoters’ 
ambivalence did not decrease significantly (M1 = 4.50, M2 = 4.50, F 
(1, 69) = 0.00, p > .10). Overall, these findings provide support for 
Hypothesis 1c. These results are summarized in Table 1.

Tests of Post-Choice Hypotheses
Hypotheses 2 and 3 were tested using a multivariate repeated 

measures ANOVA on 2004 and 2008 voters’ attitudinal ambiva-
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lence, attitude, and subjective ambivalence toward the chosen and 
unchosen candidates using data from all three questionnaires. Based 
on the hypothesized effects, participants’ attitudes and ambivalence 
were expected to produce a linear effect for their chosen candidates 
and a quadratic effect for their unchosen candidates. Due to missing 
data, this analysis was performed on a sample of two hundred and 
eleven voters from the combined data set. The multivariate analysis 
revealed a significant main effect of time (F (12, 199) = 10.73, p < 
.001). Univariate tests revealed significant changes over time for all 
six variables: Attitudinal Ambivalence Chosen (F (2, 420) = 21.30, 
p < .001), Attitudinal Ambivalence Unchosen (F (2, 420) = 10.88, 
p < .001), Attitude Chosen (F (2, 420) = 49.63, p < .001), Attitude 
Unchosen (F (2, 420) = 9.82, p < .001), Subjective Ambivalence 
Chosen (F (2, 420) = 35.53, p < .001), and Subjective Ambivalence 
Unchosen (F (2, 420) = 17.36, p < .001).

Voters’ attitudinal ambivalence toward the unchosen candidate 
exhibited both a significant linear effect (F (1, 210) = 14.08, p < 
.001) and a significant quadratic effect (F (1, 210) = 5.53, p < .05). It 
appears that rather than fully rebounding, voters’ attitudinal ambiva-
lence toward the unchosen candidate leveled off after the election 
had passed (M1 = 4.65, M2 = 3.96, M3 = 3.90), so Hypothesis 2a is 
not supported. Voters’ attitudes toward their unchosen candidates, 
however, exhibited a significant quadratic effect, becoming more 
negative as the election approached and less negative after the elec-
tion passed (M1 = 3.18, M2 = 2.80, M3 = 2.93, F (1, 210) = 13.64, p 
< .001), supporting Hypothesis 2b and demonstrating the “no hard 
feelings effect.” Voters’ subjective ambivalence toward the unchosen 
candidate also exhibited both a significant linear effect (F (1, 210) = 
20.03, p < .001) and a significant quadratic effect (F (1, 210) = 13.76, 

p < .001). Subjective ambivalence, however, did show the rebound 
effect, paralleling the results for attitude toward the unchosen can-
didate (M1 = 4.35, M2 = 3.65, M3 = 3.73) and supporting Hypothesis 
2c. This suggests that attitudinal and subjective ambivalence may ex-
hibit different patterns after the deadline for the decision has passed.

As predicted, voters’ attitudinal ambivalence toward their cho-
sen candidates exhibited a significant linear effect, steadily decreas-
ing as the election approached and then passed (M1 = 4.63, M2 = 4.12, 
M3 = 3.42, F (1, 210) = 35.64, p < .001), supporting Hypothesis 3a. 
Voters’ attitudes toward their chosen candidates also exhibited a sig-
nificant linear effect, with attitudes steadily becoming more positive 
(M1 = 6.80, M2 = 7.33, M3 = 7.59, F (1, 210) = 76.34, p < .001), sup-
porting Hypothesis 3b. Voters’ subjective ambivalence toward their 
chosen candidates also followed the predicted pattern (M1 = 4.00, M2 
= 3.28, M3 = 3.05, F (1, 210) = 56.57, p < .001), supporting Hypoth-
esis 3c. These results are summarized in Table 2.

DISCUSSION
The analysis of the 2004 and 2008 presidential election data 

found that voters did reduce their attitudinal and subjective am-

Table 1
Pre-Election Results: Voters and Nonvoters

Voters’ Evaluations
N = 217

Nonvoters’ Evaluations
N = 74

Time 1 Time 2 Time 1 Time 2

Attitudinal Ambivalence Toward the Cho-
sen Candidate 4.63a 4.12a 5.48 5.01

Attitudinal Ambivalence Toward the Un-
chosen Candidate 4.65b 3.96b 5.17 5.27

Attitude Toward the Chosen Candidate 6.80c 7.33c 6.17 6.24

Attitude Toward the Unchosen Candidate 3.18d 2.80d 3.74 3.61

Subjective Ambivalence Toward the Cho-
sen Candidate 4.00e 3.28e 4.50 5.01

Subjective Ambivalence Toward the Un-
chosen Candidate 4.35f 3.65f 4.50 4.50

Means with the same superscript are significantly different from each other at p < .05.
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bivalence and polarize their attitudes toward the candidates as the 
election approached. The significant changes observed in voters’ 
ambivalence and attitudes as the election approached were not ob-
served among nonvoters over the same time period. This supports 
our prediction that voters reduced their ambivalence and polarized 
their attitudes due to the imminent deadline of the election.

The analysis also provided evidence that voters’ attitudes and 
subjective ambivalence toward their unchosen candidates rebounded 
in the direction of their original levels after the election had passed. 
Interestingly, voters’ attitudinal ambivalence did not rebound, but 
simply leveled off after the election had passed. This may suggest 
that the rebound effect is more of an affective response than an actual 
change in beliefs or attitudinal ambivalence. Voters’ attitudes toward 
their chosen candidates, in contrast, continued to become more posi-
tive after the election had passed, while their attitudinal and subjec-
tive ambivalence toward their chosen candidates continued to de-
crease. This effectively preserves the gap between the chosen and 
unchosen alternatives after the election passes, which enables the 
individual to maintain an attitude that is consistent with his or her 
choice.

These findings contribute to our understanding of voter deci-
sion-making by demonstrating how ambivalent voters resolve the 
conflict in their attitudes in order to make a choice by the deadline 
of Election Day, beyond simply extending their decision time. We 
further show how voters adjust their attitudes and ambivalence to-
ward the candidates after the election has passed in order to maintain 
attitudes that are consistent with their choice.

It is interesting to note that this effect holds not only across two 
elections with different results in terms of the winning candidate’s 
party affiliation and incumbency, but also regardless of whether the 
voter’s chosen candidate won the election. This was not a case of 
sympathy for the losing candidate or confirmation of the winner as 
the correct choice. Participants’ attitudes toward the candidate they 
had voted for continued to become more positive and less ambiva-
lent after the election had passed whether their chosen candidate had 
won or lost the election. Their attitudes toward the candidate they 

had not voted for became more positive and more ambivalent after 
the election had passed whether that candidate had won or lost the 
election. This suggests that the continued change in ambivalence and 
attitude acts as a confirmation of the voter’s decision, and is not a 
response to the result of the election.

These findings suggest several recommendations for the use of 
advertising to provide voters with information during the 2012 cam-
paign season. First, since ambivalent voters are delaying their deci-
sions and resolving their ambivalence so close to the date of the elec-
tion, information communicated to voters during the last few weeks 
before the election is clearly very important. The need for voters to 
polarize their attitudes further suggests that candidates would benefit 
from providing voters with information that will help them to dis-
tinguish between the candidates and see the positive aspects of their 
preferred candidate and the negative aspects of their non-preferred 
candidate. Previous research has found that ads with a negatively 
framed message can lead to greater image discrimination between 
the candidates and greater attitude polarization among voters (Gar-
ramone et al. 1990). While negative political advertising has been 
associated with voters developing more negative attitudes toward 
political campaigns in general, Pinkleton, Um and Austin (2002) find 
that when negative ads are comparative in nature, they are perceived 
less negatively by voters. As comparative ads would also help to 
highlight the differences between the candidates, this suggests that 
candidates would be well served by using advertising that is nega-
tively framed but emphasizes comparisons between the candidates 
during the last few weeks of the campaign season.
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APPENDIx:  AMBIVALENCE MEASURES

Attitudinal Ambivalence
1. Think about your overall impression and opinion about [candi-

date].  Considering only the favorable qualities of [candidate]
and ignoring the unfavorable characteristics, how favorable is 
your evaluation of [candidate]? (endpoints not at all favorable/
very favorable)

2. Think about your feelings or emotions about [candidate].  
Considering only your feelings of satisfaction with [candidate] 
and ignoring your feelings of dissatisfaction, how satisfied do 
you feel about [candidate]? (endpoints not at all satisfied/very 
satisfied)

3. Think about your thoughts or beliefs about [candidate].  
Considering only the beneficial qualities of [candidate]and 
ignoring the harmful characteristics, how beneficial do you 
believe [candidate]would be as president? (endpoints not at all 
beneficial/very beneficial)

4. Think about your overall impression and opinion about 
[candidate].  Considering only the unfavorable qualities of 
[candidate]and ignoring the favorable characteristics, how 
unfavorable is your evaluation of [candidate]? (endpoints not 
at all unfavorable, very unfavorable)

5. Think about your feelings or emotions about [candidate].  
Considering only your feelings of dissatisfaction with 
[candidate]and ignoring your feelings of satisfaction, how 
dissatisfied do you feel about [candidate]? (endpoints not at all 
dissatisfied/very dissatisfied)

6. Think about your thoughts or beliefs about [candidate].  Con-
sidering only the harmful qualities of [candidate]and ignoring 
the beneficial characteristics, how harmful do you believe 
[candidate]would be as president? (endpoints not at all harm-
ful, very harmful)

Subjective Ambivalence
1. How conflicted (e.g. in conflict with each other) are your im-

pressions and opinions regarding [candidate]? (endpoints feel 
no conflict at all/feel maximum conflict)

2. How indecisive (e.g. not that sure) are you about your impres-
sions and opinions regarding [candidate]? (endpoints feel no 
indecision at all/feel maximum indecision)

3. How mixed (e.g. both good and bad) or one-sided (e.g. only 
good or bad) are your impressions and opinions regarding [can-
didate]? (endpoints completely one-sided/ completely mixed)
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When Motherhood is too Hard To Face: Anti-Consumption in Difficult Pregnancy
Tonner Andrea, University of Strathclyde, UK

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a narrative study of pregnancy, consider-

ing anti-consumption as instrumental to liminal identity. Focussed 
upon pregnancies at odds with motherhood ideals it finds that avoid-
ing consumption is central to managing women’s resultant ‘othered’ 
state and therefore that anti-consumption must be considered within 
conceptualisations of liminal consumption.

INTRODUCTION
New motherhood has been considered to be a liminal (mid-tran-

sition) period in a woman’s life (The Voice Group, 2010a and 2010b; 
Thomsen and Sorensen, 2006; Taylor et al, 2004; Prothero, 2002). 
One in which the liminar is particularly vulnerable since she must 
negotiate the establishment of her own ‘mothering’ identity and prac-
tices against the norms and expectations of ‘motherhood’ as an insti-
tutional form and define her “parenthood as a human construction 
and a social institution” Prothero (2002: 399). This negotiation of so-
cial norms and individual preference is suggested by the Voice Group 
(2010a) to give rise to ambivalence: “the simultaneous or sequential 
experience of multiple emotional states as a result or the interaction 
between internal factors and external objects” (Otnes et al, 1997:82). 
This paper considers that there is a need to understand consumption 
in liminality as a means of coping with this ambivalence; particularly 
it considers how liminars employ anti-consumption. It begins, there-
fore, by discussing the institution of motherhood; exploring how so-
cial dimensions of motherhood are derived; and exposing their com-
plexity.  It considers anti-consumption with a focus upon expressive 
anti-consumption and it relationship with consumer coping and asks 
how this may be understood particularly within the liminal context. 
The empirical findings seek to meet the research aim of exploring 
new mothers’ ambivalence and how they employ anti-consumption 
as a means of consumer coping.  They show the limited range of 
coping mechanism at women’s disposal and identify the breadth of 
anti-consumption practices employed by women in this respect ar-
guing for the inclusion of delay as an underexplored form of anti-
consumption practice. They finally show that anti-consumption is not 
only a means of consumer coping but also achieves positive identity 
outcomes. The impact of these is then considered to both liminal and 
anti-consumption theory.

Motherhood ideals and realities
‘Motherhood’ is differentiated from ‘mothering’ as distinctive 

aspects of the same life stage phenomenon. Contemporary scholar-
ship follow Rich’s (1977) proposal that  ‘mothering’ is the experi-
ence individuals have in their roles as mothers while ‘motherhood’ 
may be considered as the institutional expectation of how mothering 
may appropriately be done. The voice group (2010a) suggest that 
as these two aspects interact, women experience both vulnerability 
and ambivalence. Ambivalence is experienced when individuals are 
required to manage conflict between demands and expectations ex-
ternally extant within ‘motherhood’ and their internal preferences of 
‘mothering’. Sevin and Ladwein (2007) discuss that this conflicted 
state is strongly felt by new mothers as they negotiate unfamiliar, 
liminal terrain. 

Discourses have been classified into two types: life-project 
framing and culturally pervasive (Fischer et al. 2007). Considering 
these in the context of motherhood Banister et al (2010) argue that 
life-project discourse emphasizes mothers as natural and instinctive 

while the main culturally pervasive discourse relates to self-manage-
ment with expectation that mother’s become expert in responding to a 
multiplicity of  expert (e.g. medical) discourses. Discourses of moth-
erhood are suggested to emanate from multiple social institutions, 
the Voice Group (2010b) argue for four major sources: medical, legal 
and political, sociocultural, and media. Amplifying mothers’ vulner-
ability these discourses are marked by both intra and inter-source 
conflict making ‘motherhood’ a difficult concept for mothers to de-
construct and perform against (Elvin-Nowak and Thomsson, 2001).  
Miller (2005) for example argues that medicalization of childbearing 
has given rise to appropriate ways of preparing to become a mother. 
Health professionals have the cultural authority for obstetrics and 
hospital births are dominant form of child birth in UK: only 2.5% of 
births in England and Wales are home births (Office of National Sta-
tistics, 2012). Against this context there is a strong cultural discourse 
of natural childbirth where mothers are expected to resist the medical 
interventions inherent within the system (Voice Group, 2010b) hav-
ing a utopian pregnancy and birth devoid of the sullying influence of 
medics (Frost et al, 2006) . 

Media discourses too provide evidence of the inherent complex-
ity of motherhood definitions. These have been argued to show moth-
erhood as biologically and socially simple; with well-paid women 
enjoying easily conceived children (Woodward, 1999), yet against 
this ideal there is recognition of the changing nature of contem-
porary motherhood (Goodwin & Huppatz, Porter & Kelso, 2006). 
Demographic trends, in western societies, show later motherhood is 
increasingly the norm, with a significant minority of teen mothers 
and of women remaining childless (Hadfield et al, 2007) therefore 
traditional conceptions of motherhood and family, as encompass-
ing young nuclear families no longer fit many mothers experience 
(Finch, 2007). Yet within media the enduring moral discourses re-
mains of the good mother (Gillespie, 2000) who is young, fertile and 
committed to full-time mothering: a powerful socio-cultural con-
struction of motherhood against which individual women must inter-
pret and understand their mothering choices (Voice Group, 2010a). 
Thus choices women make regarding pregnancy and motherhood 
involve negotiating many conflicting social expectations. This pa-
per considers how as these discourses become more complex, more 
women find their circumstances place them at odds with the norms 
of motherhood.

Against this backdrop of institutional motherhood the embodied 
experience of becoming a mother and establishing a mothering iden-
tity is intrinsically one of vulnerability for women. This liminal state 
is agreed to be characterised by ambiguity and uncertainty (Voice 
Group, 2012b), an identity which is in flux: “liminal entities are nei-
ther here nor there; they are betwixt and between the [established] 
positions.” (Turner, 1969: 95).  Since such states of flux and uncer-
tainty are contrary to human preference for stability and continuity, 
liminars are argued to engage in coping strategies to increase cer-
tainty (Duhachek and Kelting, 2009) and consumption activity has 
been theorised as part of this consumer coping (Sneath et al, 2009).

Consumption avoidance and anti-consumption
Kozinets et al (2010) argue that “whole area of anti-consumption 

is about as foggy as a November morning on the Scottish Moors.” 
While encompassing a range of motivations and practices what binds 
its different forms together is a challenge the ideological primacy of 
consumption. They map the territory based upon the dimensions of 
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situational specificity and motivational frame giving rise to a sugges-
tion of four anti-consumption types: activist, utopian, transformative 
and expressive. This paper bound as it is the situational specificity of 
pregnancy and personal context of mothering consumption it is per-
haps best situated as expressive anti-consumption and consideration 
is given to it thus. 

Anti-consumption is often associated with concepts of consum-
er resistance which question the current capitalistic system, reduce 
consumption and resist oppressive forces (Penaloza and Price, 1993) 
but Kozinets et al (2010) suggest neither is necessarily typified by 
active and collective action. Penaloza and Price (1993) identify that 
individual consumer resistance may be appropriate where benign 
motives drive consumers to appropriate and subvert symbols and 
practices in response to structures of domination. As a form of action 
anti-consumption can include behaviours such as rejecting a brand, 
organisation or resisting and entire marketplace (Lee et al, 2009) and 
minimization of consumption has also been considered an appropri-
ate form of anti-consumption. The drivers of anti-consumption are 
considered to be based either in unsatisfactory consumer experience 
or incongruence based upon identity or ideology (Lee et al, 2009) 
though consumer coping (Luce, 1998) and identity creation (Kleine 
and Kleine, 2000) may also be appropriate.

Hogg et al (2009) reflect specifically upon identity relevant anti-
consumption. Utilising a symbolic consumption frame they discuss 
how at a subordinate level consumers can engage in consumption 
avoidance associated with the disposition of old identities or con-
struction of new ones (Kleine and Kleine, 2000). Anti-consumption 
of this type is argued by Hogg (1998) to be preceded by aversion 
(dislike, disgust, revulsion) leading either to avoidance or abandon-
ment behavioural response. Lee et al. (2009) too have established 
disassociation with particular brands, products or services as associ-
ated with identity avoidance.

Yet anti-consumption at a micro-level need not only be situated 
in symbolic consumption, it is also identified as a means of consumer 
coping.  It may be used to alleviate emotional or cognitive impacts of 
stress and as a means of solving associated problems (Luce, 1998). 
Lazarus and Folkman (1984) identify three main coping strategies: 
problem-focused coping; emotion-focused coping including distanc-
ing oneself from the threat or avoiding thinking about the threat; 
and cultivating, seeking and using social support.  Duhachek and 
Kelting (2009) suggest that rather than employing only a single 
coping mechanism that consumers typically employ a coping rep-
ertoire integrating appropriate responses to their situation and that 
anti-consumption can incorporate aspects of all three coping strate-
gies. Piacentini & Banister (2008) have shown anti-consumption as 
a means of coping with identity at odds with a heavy drinking culture 
encompassing cognitive, emotive and social coping strategies and 
Nuttall and Tinson (2009: 1726) in avoiding high-school prom at-
tendance have reflected particularly upon anti-consumption during 
liminality encompassing motivations of: non-choice, risk aversion, 
passive disengagement and intentional disengagement. 

METHOD
In recognising the existing scholarship suggesting the ambiva-

lence creating nature of negotiating mothering identity and mother-
hood ideals and the role of consumption in negotiating the uncer-
tainty of life transitions the aim of this study is to explore further the 
experience of new-mother’s ambivalence and how anti-consumption 
is utilised as a means of consumer coping. It seeks to explore two 
research questions: how mothers situate their mothering experiences 
against expectations of motherhood; and how they use (anti)con-

sumption as a means of negotiating the terrain between motherhood 
and mothering. 

For this study a purposive homogeneous sample allowing rep-
resentativeness and comparability was recruited (Miles and Huber-
man, 1994). Cody (2012) discuss how in exploring liminal experi-
ences one must select an instance in time “to capture lived experience 
of ‘betwixt and between’ at its most lucid”. Therefore the researcher 
has worked with a sample of women, pregnant or with youngest chil-
dren of no more than one year. Twenty women in total participated; 
they are all white, middle class, range in age from 25 to 40. The voice 
group (2010a) note that such women are relevant to consumer re-
search because they have the greatest opportunity to determine their 
consumption activity. The group were recruited using snowballing 
methods, similar recruitment strategies are reported in other studies 
of motherhood (The Voice Group 2010a, Miller, 2005). While the 
women had a variety of pregnancy experiences ten of the women had 
pregnancies which they considered at odds with good ‘motherhood’ 
as discussed within the literature and it is their accounts which form 
the core data for this paper. These ten women were not recruited be-
cause their pregnancies were pre-established as difficult rather their 
accounts are demonstrative of the prevalence of mothers’ ambiva-
lence and the difficulty in meeting motherhood ideals.

The analysis presented in this article is based upon narrative 
interviews with informants of between one and two hours in-home 
and via Skype to suit the constraints of mothering. With permission 
the interviews were audio-recorded and later transcribed; the iden-
tity of the participants is protected by use of pseudonyms. The data 
was analyzed using Thompson’s (1997:441) hermeneutic framework 
seeking to be “open to possibilities afforded by the text” in exploring 
anti-consumption.

FINDINGS 
The findings of this paper are structured around its  research 

questions and therefore it seeks to explore women’s understanding of 
the ideals of ‘motherhood’ and the situation of their own mothering 
identity against these standards and how consumption is employed 
as a means of negotiating the terrain between.

Mothering experiences situated against expectations of 
motherhood

All the women in this study discussed awareness of mother-
hood ideals and difficulty in meeting the expectation inherent within 
them. The matters embraced by motherhood discourses were diverse 
and while Banister et al’s (2010) forms (life-project discourse em-
phasizing mothers as natural and instinctive and culturally pervasive 
discourse relating to self-management) were evident, they were not 
sufficient to fully explore consumers understanding and experience 
of motherhood ideals. A comment by one of the respondents, Elaine, 
has been useful in extending Banister et al (2010) and conceptual-
izing motherhood within this paper, she said:

R: Well there’s the just accepted things that everyone does [cul-
turally pervasive] and then the stuff you do depending on the 
kind of mum you want to be [life-project] and then the everyday 
stuff which folk still have opinions about [minutia]

While not all the women the women had segmented their ac-
counts thus it proved a useful means of negotiating the diverse and 
multi-layered nature of ‘motherhood’ since such differentiations 
were implicit across accounts. (particularly when considering life-
project discourses and their dichotomous nature).  Half of the women 
interviewed considered that their pregnancy circumstances meant 
that many of these ideals became not only challenging but simply 
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unattainable. These women recounted pregnancies which were at 
odds with at least one and in some case multiple of the ideals of 
motherhood discussed above and as a result they felt excluded from 
the mainstream and ‘other’ than their peers.  Othering has been de-
fined as a process that identifies those that are thought to be different 
from the mainstream, and which produces positions of domination 
and subordination (Johnson et al, 2004).

In their accounts women drew upon a range of factors, which 
they considered to be, explanatory of their feelings that motherhood 
ideals were beyond their grasp. While not exhaustive in exploring 
potential othering factors this paper is reflective of the range of 
matters drawn upon by informants. These included physiological, 
psychological and social aspects. Many of the women’s accounts fo-
cused upon the culturally pervasive motherhood ideal that pregnancy 
is joyful and planned. Ashley, whose sister Coleen has the genetic 
condition Down syndrome, discusses her pregnancies:

R: I don’t know but I get the feeling other people do a preg-
nancy test and they’re delighted. I can’t really do that ‘cause I 
know I’ve got quite a lot of worrying to do before things are all 
right. We’ve got to have the genetic counseling and tests and 
that does make things different.

Ashley’s account contains specific issues and a relatively rare 
condition (Down’s accounts for 1 of every 691 babies born in the 
United States each year (CDC, 2007) and 1.2 per 1000 births in the 
UK (Morris and Alberman, 2009) (in considering the prevalence of 
other factors considered by informants England and Wales data only 
will be utilized. While recognizing that whole UK and USA data will 
contain differences, the England and Wales data is demonstrative of 
the scale of the impact of these factors). This make her pregnancies 
a time of particular worry and isolation but other, much more com-
mon, factors made women feel equally removed from the culturally 
pervasive motherhood ideal of joy. Previous miscarriage, prenatal 
depression, being over 35 at conception and uncertain relationships 
were all cited as reasons why pregnancies were outside the main-
stream. Marie’s account contains perhaps the most widespread and 
benign of conditions to lead to this othered state:

R: I had a really rubbish pregnancy I was so worried all the way 
through. I was 36 when I got pregnant and right from the start it 
was just all about the risks of being an older mother. I’ve never 
felt so old.. We were getting all this advice to have tests and  
I was getting special monitoring …so stressful. I hear stories 
about other people’s pregnancies and mine just wasn’t like that.

Marie’s condition (35+) is, of the othering factors cited by in-
formants, perhaps the most prevalent within the population with 20% 
of births in England and Wales (Office for National Statistics, 2012) 
being among mothers 35 and older. Marie should therefore perhaps 
have a large cohort of peers providing support yet she characterizes 
her experience as isolated. 

Two areas were evident as the matters of life project mother-
hood typologies with dichotomous schools within: medical vs. natu-
ral birthing and stay at home vs. working mothers, here too women 
related unresolvable ambivalence and othering. This was particularly 
evident where women considered circumstances had removed their 
individual control over their motherhood type. Lack of agency, they 
considered, had an isolating, othering effect. On the natural- medi-
cal motherhood antinomy Lorraine, who had experienced 3 previous 
miscarriages, discusses her lack of voice regarding her motherhood 
type:

R: I really liked the idea of being in the water during labour 
but it was just like no way… Most people in my hospital never 
even saw their consultant [senior doctor but I was consultant 
every visit. He was so clear “you’ll be brought in early and it’ll 
be a cesarean”… It was like there was no point in me going to 
the parenting classes bit ‘cause when people were talking about 
how they’d like their birth I couldn’t join in.  

Miscarriage, like older motherhood, is relatively common; be-
tween 10 –25% of pregnancies end in miscarriage (NHS, 2012), yet 
both have clearly had wide ranging impacts upon the pregnancy ex-
perience of the Lorraine and Marie. Rather than their widespread 
nature opening supportive networks they are perhaps considered too 
commonplace to require special consideration.

Considering the other life-project antinomy of working vs. stay 
at home mothers, women also felt most othered from the mainstream 
when they lacked agency. Carrie talks about her pregnancy thus:

R: well it was really not ideal. Jack and I hadn’t been together 
very long at all. I was still getting divorced. There was no way 
we could even talk about me giving up work, we weren’t even 
living together… we had to have a big conversation about if we 
even had the baby. I mean I’m 33 I thought my life was past that 
but….no I had to plan that it might just be me and the baby.. 

Again Carrie’s circumstances are prevalent with contemporary 
society, using England and Wales data, 46% of births are to parents 
living outside of marriage or civil partnership within which 16% are 
non-cohabiting (Office of National Statistics, 2012), yet she consid-
ers that as a result she is presented with a false-choice within this dis-
course. Staying at home would make her welfare dependent another 
potential good motherhood transgression, though this discourse 
wasn’t widely reflected in informants narratives perhaps because of 
the middle class sample.

Motherhood ideals are not however limited to these relatively 
large matters, informants discussed how their tyranny is often inher-
ent in the micro context; the minutia of daily practices which become 
laden with meaning about mothering status. While these ideals clus-
tered around the topics of feeding, sleeping and soothing informants 
reflected that there was little that was not the subject of advice and 
controversy. Here too othering was evident emerging particularly 
as women sought communitas with other new mothers. The Voice 
Group’s (2010a) have reflected upon the negative aspects of  com-
munitas, that camaraderie while potentially positive and supportive 
can also lead to the emergence of group norms among liminars and 
expectations at odds with women’s experiences leaving them con-
flicted and othered. Valerie discusses her ‘othered’ feelings of attend-
ing a sling meet, where new mother socialize because of their use of 
sling carriers:

R: I don’t know all those women and their chat can really get 
you down. You go along to these sling meets and I liked the 
sling when Maria was wee but they were all the ‘knit your own 
lentils’ kind and still breast feeding massive toddlers…. that’s 
not me. I just liked using a sling so they weren’t really my kind 
of folk.

Micro forms of othering were less impactful upon the women’s 
mothering identities than the more encompassing motherhood dis-
courses. Valerie’s account however shows that in coping, even with 
this lesser form of othering, anti-consumption is employed. Having 
been othered in the sling meet setting she rejects this consumer cul-
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ture group and distances herself from their expectations a form of 
anti-consumption noted by Hogg et al (2009).  

The impact of the unresolvable ambivalence, evident in wom-
en’s accounts of interactions with both culturally pervasive and life-
project motherhood ideals, is evidenced in their resulting negative 
emotional states particularly of isolation and guilt. By characterizing 
their conflict as unresolvable women also considered themselves 
limited in their problem solving and coping strategies. As outlined, 
coping has been considered to contain three dimensions: problem-
focused coping; emotion-focused coping; and cultivating, seeking 
and using social support (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984). Yet these 
women discussed an inability to access either the problem-focused 
or social support forms. Marie, whose account of being an older 
mother is considered above, discusses her inability to engage in 
problem focused coping:

R: Well there’s so little you can do.. I mean my only risk is 
being over 35. I can lie I suppose but other than that what?... I 
mean I can’t turn back time so I have to sort of accept that my 
pregnancy is risky.

Lack of agency inherent in many of the accounts, including Ma-
rie’s, makes it difficult for informants to identify cognitive or behav-
ioral approaches which may mitigate their ambivalence or its impact.

In considering themselves other than their peers and isolated 
from their social networks women also discussed an inability to en-
gage in coping through social support. They discussed their liminal 
identity not as collegiate with those in a similar state but uniquely 
difficult. Elaine discusses the isolation of her infertility:

R: I know it’s more common and people tell you about their 
own problems afterwards but never at the time….. you just feel 
like you’re the only one, everyone else is just popping them out 
and then there’s me injecting and what not.. just not the picture 
perfect way

Elaine’s account also makes a point about the nature of social 
support among mothers, which all the informants reflected in their 
accounts. Only after pregnancy, and for these women successful 
births, did other mothers’ experiences become readily shared. This 
is perhaps reflexive of other liminal rites such as hazing (Johnson, 
2011) where liminars have an uncertain place within the hierarchical 
structure of the group and only successful completion brings mem-
bership and access to resultant support.

(Anti)-consumption which negotiates the terrain between 
motherhood and mothering.

In answering the first research question there is abundant evi-
dence of ambivalence caused by irreconcilability between moth-
erhood ideals and women’s mothering identities and compelling 
accounts of the associated negative emotional consequences of iso-
lation and guilt.  Yet women also dismissed two identified coping 
strategies, cognitive and social support.   This leaves informants reli-
ant upon emotional forms of coping, which have been identified as: 
distancing oneself from the threat; and avoiding thinking about the 
threat (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984). These forms of coping have 
been associated with anti- consumption (Piacentini & Banister, 
2008) yet anti-consumption is conceptually more dense that just a 
form of emotional coping. Some aspects of anti-consumption are not 
evident within the data of this study there are no accounts of collec-
tive action nor active rebellion. So, in considering this final research 
question, consideration is given to a form of anti-consumption which 
is: based upon individual action; which encompasses both single or-

ganization and whole market rejection; avoidance and minimizing 
behavior; and a combination of non-choice, passive and active dis-
engagement, to explores women’s accounts of consumer coping but 
also their positive construction of mothering identities.

Beginning in consumer coping all women discussed some form 
of anti-consumption in the uncertain early months of pregnancy; 
avoiding buying items for fear of ‘jinxing’ the pregnancy. For those 
women who considered themselves othered anti-consumption was 
more extensive. As Piacentini & Banister (2008) suggest, anti-con-
sumption can both allow informants to avoiding thinking about the 
ideal which is unattainable and aid them in resisting the expectations 
of the ideal. In the first of these forms of coping informant showed 
clear cognitive and behavioral congruence; avoiding thinking about 
motherhood ideals and engaging in consumption avoidance behav-
ior contemporaneously. Emily’s account, while relatively extreme 
demonstrates this congruence. Emily identified herself as suffering 
from pre-natal depression which is estimated to affect up to 10% of 
pregnant women (Bennett et al, 2004) and says:

R: Well I wasn’t in the best way at all… I couldn’t think about 
buying anything.. seriously I had like my partner saying don’t 
we need things and I was yeah yeah we will… We had nothing.. 
I was waiting to be let out of hospital while Chris went to and 
bought a car seat so we could take Kyla home (laughs).

This account of anti-consumption, which avoids the entire 
pregnancy marketplace, is routed within the psychologically oth-
ered nature of Emily’s pregnancy. Unable to feel the socially per-
vasive motherhood ideal of joy Emily withdrew from all mothering 
domains including its associated consumer culture, this is akin to 
the passive disengagement Nuttall and Tinson (2011) found in their 
study with teens.

Implicit in Emily’s account and evident in many women’s sto-
ries was delay. This is form of anti-consumption not particularly evi-
dent in extant literature but relevant in liminal accounts because of 
the transient nature of liminal identity. Elaine’s account of returning 
to work and her non-choice and lack of agency in this decision are 
considered above and here she considers her anti-consumption, in 
the form of delay, in this regard:

R: I think I said… I was always going to go back to work, no 
question but I left it really late to get a nursery. People kept 
saying you need to do these things really early and, I suppose, 
I thought I was.. I started phoning when she was 6 months and 
some places were, like, no chance we’ve got places for this time 
next year… so I had to keep looking

Elaine regains some agency through her anti-consumption while 
engaging in resistance of the working mother ideal she feel bound to. 
This form of coping is not without impact however and Elaine’s ac-
count shows how in delaying consumption, so intrinsically linked 
to her inevitable identity, she limited her resultant market choices. 

For most women these extremes of avoidance were neither 
reasonable nor desirable. Many discussed minimization of con-
sumer culture interactions. Lorraine, whose account of miscarriage 
is considered above, discusses how ambivalence to the culturally 
pervasive motherhood ideals of maternal joy made her resistant to 
consumerist approaches to pregnancy   and her disengagement from 
consumer culture:

R: I just thought about basics, so much can go wrong and I 
didn’t want anything jinxing this pregnancy….. so we used this 
shop where you can buy your things but they don’t deliver them 
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till your baby’s born…. so god forbid…. You know you’ve not 
got all this stuff. Anyway I didn’t want it, I just wanted this 
baby… here.

Lorraine employs the delay strategy and uses the structure of 
the marketplace to achieve this without the consequent marketplace 
limitation encountered by Elaine. Lorraine’s account goes further 
however, beyond delay she also engages in market rejection.  She 
questions the need for the pervasive consumer items of maternity 
and her othered nature leads her to reject some of the structures of 
consumerist domination (Penaloza and Price, 1993). 

Women did not however only engage in whole market anti-
consumption for some specific brands, organizations and consumer 
culture resources were singled out for rejection. This rejection was 
both as a result of their own brand experiences, as in Carrie’s account 
of the NCT  and Valerie’s rejection of sling meets considered above, 
and  because of the symbolic associations which women considered 
them to have. Lisa’s experience in selecting and obstetrician has 
been considered earlier and  another US informants Christine dis-
cussed her active rejection of an obstetrician based upon reputation:

R: my gynecologist had a list of local obstetricians she had 
worked with before, she didn’t do both so I had to look around... 
so I started asking friends and researching on their websites and 
things.. I’d had a difficult birth with my first child and I wasn’t 
doing all the hours of breathing again and there was one obste-
trician that everyone said was really reluctant to intervene…so 
he was quickly off the list.

Christine’s experience of having a previous child and her be-
longing in mother networks equipped her more than other informants 
to engage in rejection. Others such as Lisa found this process much 
more liminality inducing, as the voice group (2010b) suggest, en-
gaging with unfamiliar consumer culture (selecting an obstetrician 
in this case) can be a source of considerable consumer vulnerability.

Finally many of the women discussed lack of agency in various 
forms, Elaine, Lorraine, Carrie and Marie’s agency stories are within 
this paper, but for some of these women anti-consumption acted as a 
form of regaining control of their mothering identity. Marie, whose 
account of being an older mother (36) is contained above, discussed 
how through anti-consumption she created a positive dimension to 
her story: 

R: I can’t change my age but I can beat the stats… I’ve seen 
some pretty unhealthy 28 year olds so through my pregnancy 
I was just really as careful as I could be. I didn’t drink at all 
(alcohol) and I cut out all the bad food, no junk – really none 
a really balanced diet, no hair colouring nothing which could 
cause a problem. 

Marie’s anti-consumption while minimizing risk, an established 
form of anti-consumption in its own right (Nuttall and Tinson, 2011), 
was also a form of positive identity creation through her consumer 
culture sacrifices. She was engaged in care-work of the type other 
disciplines have long associated with motherhood (DeVault, 1991).

THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS
This paper adds to the small but dynamic body of work con-

sidering the potential ‘dark’ (Turner, 1969) side of maternity and 
motherhood. It makes specific contributions to scholarship upon 
consumer coping and anti-consumption applying these specifically 
to liminal transition. First it extends understanding the nature, matter 
and sources of motherhood discourses as proposed by Banister et 

al (2010) by considering emic interpretation of these typically etic 
forms. Specifically it considers minutia as an impactful motherhood 
discourse the tyranny of this discourse is in the seemingly infinite 
scope of its matter.

It agrees with the Voice Group (2010b) that motherhood is a 
time of particularly vulnerability for women. It considers too that 
consumer ambivalence is likely to become increasingly prevalent 
among contemporary mothers and supplements the conditions the 
Voice Group (2010a) suggest for this state.  Perhaps women with 
rare complicating factors such as family genetic conditions have al-
ways been prone to isolation but as motherhood discourse fail to 
adapt to demographic and social changes in parenthood increasing 
numbers of ambivalent women emerge, driven by evermore com-
monplace transgression such as older maternity. The lack of agency 
women identified in determining their mothering is little discussed 
in extant literature and provides direction for further research since 
it impacts both progress through liminality and access to established 
cognitive and social coping mechanisms. 

This paper develops understanding of consumption during 
transitions particularly within the ‘dark’ (Turner, 1969) matters of 
liminal identity. It shows that anti-consumption becomes central as 
women, through their lack of agency, are denied the traditional rep-
ertoire of coping strategies (Luce, 1998). Emotional coping, through 
anti-consumption which avoids consideration of the whole mar-
ketplace and which is resistant to consumerist ideals, is confirmed 
within liminars (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984). The paper also dem-
onstrates the fuller scope of anti-consumption as means of coping, 
with evidence of rejection and minimisation alongside the underex-
plored anti-consumption form of delay which is particularly relevant 
in time-bound identities associated within transition. It considers 
that anti-consumption can be theorised beyond coping and symbolic 
rejection and demonstrates it to be positively identity creating. Sac-
rifice within consumption can act as a form of mothering identity; 
building agency and engaging in care-work (DeVault, 1991). 

Finally by bringing distinct strands of scholarship together this 
paper identifies underexplore aspects of each. It proposes delay as 
a form of anti-consumption particularly relevant to transitions and 
demonstrates that the liminal experience may be impacted by con-
sumer avoidance as much as consumer engagement.
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ABSTRACT
Using qualitative data from 230 respondent descriptions of 

four consumers’ auto-photographical product selections, this paper 
examines whether Aaker’s model of brand personality should be ex-
panded; and if the concept of brand personality is also transferable 
to products not clearly identified or presented to respondents as rec-
ognisable brands.

INTRODUCTION
Brand personality remains an important area of concern for 

marketing scholars and practitioners alike because of the impact on 
product evaluation and consumer choice (see, for e.g., Aaker, 1997; 
Batra, Lehman & Singh, 1993; Maehle, Ones & Supphellen, 2011; 
van Rekom, Jacobs & Verlegh, 2006).  Though a number of stud-
ies share consensus upon Aaker’s widely recognised brand person-
ality model, scholars offer various perspectives on brand personal-
ity.  Some studies attempt to define or refine and develop measures 
of brand personality (see, for e.g., Austin, Siguaw & Mattila, 2003; 
Azoulay & Kapferer, 2003; Geuens, Weijters & Wulf, 2009; Sung 
& Tinkham, 2005) or test the predictive role of brand personal-
ity in consumer behaviour (Chu & Sung, 2011; Freling & Forbes, 
2005; Govers & Schoormans, 2005).  Austin, Siguaw and Mattila 
(2003), for example, examine the potential boundary conditions to 
ascertain the generalisability of Aaker’s (1997) framework.  Freling 
and Forbes (2005) study the motivations and consequences charac-
terising brand personality; consumers are likely to perceive a prod-
uct with a strong, positive brand personality as more familiar and 
less risky compared to products with no distinct brand personality, 
or a negative brand personality.  A few identify sources and specific 
product or brand characteristics that influence perceptions of brand 
personality (Maehle & Supphellen, 2008; Maehle, Otnes & Supphel-
len, 2011).  

What is noticeable, however, is the relative lack of empirical 
investigation on consumers’ perceptions of brand personality.  Such 
investigation is important to gain an understanding of the different 
personality dimensions consumers perceive as typical of products.  
Aaker (1997, p. 347) defines brand personality as “the set of human 
characteristics associated with a brand”.  Aaker’s definition takes 
anchor in McCracken’s (1989) proposition that personality traits as-
sociated with product or brand users are transferred to the product or 
brand itself, and that consumers’ choices of products or brands sym-
bolise or communicate the same characteristics to others.  Brands, 
thus, carry symbolic meaning (Arnould & Thompson, 2005; Belk, 
1988; O’Cass & McEwen, 2004; Souiden & M’saad, 2011; Wang & 
Wallendorf, 2006).

Aaker’s brand personality model takes root in the “Big Five” 
framework of human personality, namely extraversion or surgency 
(talkative, assertive, energetic, enthusiastic), agreeableness (good-
natured, cooperative, trustful), conscientiousness (orderly, responsi-
ble, dependable, control, constraint), emotional stability versus neu-
roticism (calm, negative affectivity, or nervousness), and openness or 
intellect (intellectual, imaginative, independent minded) (Goldberg, 
1992, 1993; John & Srivastava, 1999).  Aaker’s model encapsulates 
human characteristics in terms of five broad brand personality dimen-
sions: sincerity, excitement, competence, sophistication, and rugged-
ness.  While three dimensions - sincerity, excitement and competence 
relate with agreeableness, extroversion, and conscientiousness in the 

human personality framework; Aaker also introduces two additional 
dimensions - sophistication and ruggedness.

Personality traits associated with sincerity include down-to-
earth, honest, wholesome, cheerful, genuine, domestic, warmth, ac-
ceptance; excitement is associated with daring, spirited, imaginative, 
up-to-date, sociability, energy and activity; competence with reli-
able, intelligent, responsible, dependable, and efficient; sophistica-
tion with upper class, charm; and ruggedness with outdoorsy, tough, 
strength (Aaker, 1997).  Although Aaker (1997) recognizes demo-
graphics such as gender, age and class as relevant in personality con-
structs of scholars such as Levy (1959), she does not include these 
aspects in her own model as do some others (e.g., Grohmann, 2009) 
via explicit recognition of personality dimensions such as masculin-
ity and femininity. 

Taking Aaker’s definition of brand personality model as a start-
ing point, this paper examines the extent to which consumers’ per-
ceptions of product or brand personality accord with those identified 
by Aaker (1997).  The study directed young adult consumers between 
the ages of 18 to 21 to take photographs of products or brands that 
communicated aspects of their selves to their peer groups.  Four sets 
of photograph collages belonging to four participants were presented 
to a sample of 230 respondents (observers) who were instructed to 
infer characteristics associated with products/brands from the photo-
graph collages they saw. 

Specifically, this paper addresses two key questions - first, 
whether and to what extent respondents’ inferences validate Aaker’s 
model in terms of personality dimensions; and second, whether the 
concept of brand personality is also transferable to products not 
clearly identified or presented to respondents as recognisable brands. 

METHOD
The study focuses on young adult consumers between the ages 

of 18 and 21 as they make a transition from adolescence to full-
fledged adulthood, a period in which they are highly cognisant of the 
symbolic value of the products they consume and make active invest-
ments to construct or communicate their selves (e.g., Erikson, 1968, 
1975; Galican, 2004; Johnson, Berg, & Sirotzki, 2007; Moschis & 
Churchill, 1978; Piacentini & Mailer, 2004; Stokes & Wyn, 2007).  
The study employed auto-photography (Noland, 2006; Ziller, 1988, 
1990) and directed 28 young adults to photograph products that they 
considered said something about their self to their peers.  Photograph 
sets belonging to four participants (Kate, John, Abby, and Peter, re-
fer to Figure 1-4 in Appendix) were selected on the basis of gender, 
range of photographs, and the ability of participants to speak of their 
self-related characteristics in relation to selected products in suffi-
cient depth.  Data was collected via an online survey.  Respondents 
were invited to view the four sets of photographs and then directed 
to write a paragraph to describe the characteristics of the person to 
whom the products or brands belonged.  All respondents were resi-
dents of Auckland, New Zealand and between 18 to 21 years of age.  
A total of 230 receivers completed the survey.  The study undertook 
a content analysis (Kassarjian, 1977; Kolbe & Burnett, 1991; Krip-
pendorff, 2004; Sillars, 1986) of the entire set of receiver descrip-
tions of the four profiles.  The content analysis procedure involved 
identifying thought units (words or expressions) that communicated 
who or what the sender was like, or what the word or phrase said 
about the sender.  Extracted words and phrases were studied to iden-
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tify cluster themes.  That is, those words or phrases that expressed 
a similar focus in thought or meaning were grouped together.  The 
researcher conducted an initial content analysis of five sample para-
graph descriptions for each sender, and checked on the same with 
experienced marketing academics and practitioners.  Once there was 
consensus on the process, she proceeded with the remaining data set 
of observer descriptions for each sender.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
This section provides an overview of photograph collages, 

where the results of the content analysis are discussed in terms of the 
key characteristics attributed to each sender by receivers.  These are 
then compared across the four participants and conclusions drawn. 

An overview of respondent descriptions of participants shows 
that respondents describe sender characteristics from the product 
portfolios they view, in two key ways - in a holistic story-like man-
ner, or by relating characteristics attributed to senders with specific 
products.  In holistic story-like descriptions, the focus tends to be on 
the conglomerate of products in each sender’s portfolio rather than 

(Quote 1 - Description of Kate) Mid 20s female, living in Auckland.  Working in a good job, well off, probably from a wealthy family.  
Confident, very social, a lot of entertaining, eats healthy and most likely goes to the gym/works out.  

(Quote 2 - Description of John) This person is male, very fit and very adventurous by scuba diving equipment, fishing gear... likes to have 
a good time socialising by the alcohol and look good and be clean while out referencing shampoo and deodorant... 

(Quote 3 - Description of Abby) Very social, bubbly female, in her early 20s.  Very social, likes to go out clubbing and drinking with 
friends.  Girly and takes pride in appearance.  Works out and tries to take care of her health/fitness. Organised and technology savvy. 

(Quote 4 - Description of Kate) The choice of shoes being a very ‘in’ design suggests to me she’s quite up to date in her fashion.  The fruit 
tells me that she’s quite healthy and likes to look after her body which can be supported by the size of clothing displayed. The barbeque 
table could mean she’s social and likes to entertain people. Or it could be linked to her amount of disposable income which to afford a 
luxury item like that at that age would mean she’s well paid. 

(Quote 5 - Description of Peter) Brought up in Onehunga this young male has had an average upbringing. He is loyal to his family and 
background. He is possibly Maori or Pacific Islander. His interests are Rugby, working out, reggae music and cars. 

(Quote 6 - Description of Abby)   This person looks that they it’s obviously a Woman who would be in the 18- 25 age range, this suggests 
that it is a woman because of the colour of the products such as Perfume Yves Saint Laurent (YSL) Baby Doll Pink and the Laptop (Sony 
Vaio) is pink...The Flyers such as Get Shaky dance party suggest she is young and is a party goer just loves partying and is suggested 
by the alcohol. 

Table 1: Representative Quotes 

on any single product or brand.  This is evident in representative 
quotes below (See, for example, Table 1, Quotes 1, 3 and 5).

On the other hand, when receivers relate specific products to 
senders, they tend to refer to specific self-related characteristics the 
products symbolise.  (See, for example, Table 1, quotes 2, 4 and 6).  
In quote 2, for instance, the scuba diving equipment and fishing gear 
communicate that the owner is someone who is male, very fit and 
adventurous.  The alcohol suggests that John likes to have a good 
time socialising.  The design of the shoes in quote 4 communicates 
that Kate is fashion-conscious; the fruit clearly suggests health-
consciousness, and this in turn is linked to her body figure.  The 
barbeque table communicates that she is sociable, and possibly has 
a good amount of disposable income.  The colour pink and products 
such as the Yves Saint Laurent (YSL) Baby Doll perfume and the Sony 
Vaio in quote 6 are associated with someone who is 18-25.  The Get 
Shaky Flyer and alcohol (quote 6) communicate that the person is 
social and loves partying.  

In both cases, in story-like descriptions and in the linkages of 
sender characteristics with specific products, respondents lend cre-

dence to the notion that products symbolise self-related character-
istics and these in turn are transferred to product owners or senders.

The process of content analysis of receiver descriptions resulted 
in the identification of key characteristics as in Table 2. 

A comparison across identified characteristics for all four send-
ers (see Table 2) shows that receivers attribute senders with two 
characteristics (gender and age or life stage) relatively consistently, 
and with income, class, status and spending and role and profes-
sion to a lesser extent.  For example, 93 phrases specifically iden-
tify Kate in terms of gender - as a female, girl or woman; 114 refer 
to John as a male, guy or a boy; 133 to Abby as a female, woman, 
lady or girl.  Similarly, 82 expressions comment on the age and life 
stage of Kate.  A majority of the receivers comment on the sender as 
young, with age estimates ranging from late teens, through the twen-
ties.  A total number of 139 words or phrases refer to John as some-
one in his late teens or early 20s, in their early 20s, and early 20s 
to early 30s. 126 expressions describe Abby as being young; quite 
young and someone in her teenage years or early twenties; similarly 
89 refer to Peter as someone who is young, or a teenager.  Most refer 
to the age group of late teens to early or late twenties.  A total of 

145 phrases relate to income, class, status and spending for Kate.  
The vast majority describe Kate as a person who is upper middle 
class, relatively affluent, wealthy, has high income, high disposable 
income, or substantial income, of mid to high socio economic status, 
and someone who can afford to host parties, can afford things this 
expensive, doesn’t mind spending lots of money on accessories and 
has earned a reasonable income in order to purchase some of the 
items. However, in the case of John, only 21 expressions describe 
John as would be middle class; has an average income; does not 
have enough money; not enough money to buy branded clothing.  
Similarly, a small number of descriptions (19) refer to income, class, 
status and spending related characteristics for Abby.  These include 
has an average income; is a middle income person; not very rich; 
aren’t very wealthy and not really affluent dominate. 20 expressions 
such as must be wealthy to aren’t well to do; not too wealthy; belong 
to a middle to lower income family and mid-high income are income, 
class, status and spending related in the case of Peter.  

Some clusters refer to role and profession related aspects of 
senders.  For example, 70 expressions refer to Abby’s role and pro-
fession as probably a university student; studies health care and 
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studying and following politics.  A reasonable consensus (50 phras-
es) emerges on Peter’s status as a student.  Most describe Peter as a 
secondary school student, college student, has just finished his col-
lege or as university student. 

Respondents also attribute ethnicity and culture related as-
pects to participants.  For example, three expressions identify Kate 
as Asian, one as someone from the Chinese/East Asian origin, one 
as European, another as Western in culture, while still another said 
should/would be a White person.  Two are open in terms of any eth-

nicity and any New Zealand home owner.  68 words/phrases refer to 
John’s ethnicity and culture as someone of Maori or Pacific Island 
heritage (30), as simply Kiwi or New Zealand guy (16), or in terms 
of cultural affiliations (22).  Expressions include Maori ethnicity; 
possibly Maori; Maori heritage; Maori/Kiwi; New Zealander; most 
likely to be a Kiwi; takes pride in their culture and country of ori-
gin; likes cultural symbols; love for New Zealand culture and identi-
fies with his culture well.  Similarly, 95 expressions refer to Peter as 
someone of New Zealand or Kiwi ethnicity (30), of Maori or Pacific 

Table 2: Key Characteristics Attributed to Each Sender and the Number of Times Identified by Receivers

Kate John Abby Peter
Income, class, 
status and spending 
related 

145 Enjoys certain sports 147 Sociable 160 Gender 113

Gender 93 Age or life stage 139 Gender 133 Miscellaneous 104
Fashion related 91 Gender 114 Age or life stage 126 Guitar, music and art 

related interests 
103

Age or life stage 82 Sociable 83 Fashion related 81 Ethnicity and culture 
related 

95

Miscellaneous 75 Values sports and 
fitness 

82 Miscellaneous 80 Age or life stage 89

Brand or label 
conscious

57 Ethnicity and culture 68 Health conscious 75 Likes sports, works out 
and goes to the gym 

88

Sociable 50 Miscellaneous 65 Role and profession 
related 

70 Role and profession 
related 

50

Health conscious 49 Role and profession 
related

58 Busy and organized 66 Tough yet soft 39

Cares about 
appearance 

41 Technology related 56 Sports and exercise 
related 

38 Alcohol related 38

Eats healthy 31 Alcohol related 46 Cares about 
appearance

27 Rugby player 34

Role and profession 
related

31 Hobbies and personal 
interests 

43 Music and dance as 
recreation 

26 Car related interests 34

Image conscious 23 Active 41 Alcohol related 24 Brand or label conscious 27
Enjoys the outdoors 16 Fashion related 38 Technology friendly 22 Sociable 25
Outgoing 12 Cares about 

Appearance 
32 Gender stereotypes 21 Patriotic and proud of 

their country 
25

Outdoors lifestyle 11 Health related 
problems and 
allergies 

28 Income, class, status 
and spending related

19 Gender and cultural 
stereotypes 

25

Residence or 
location 

11 Income, class, status 
and spending related 

21 Eating healthy 16 Income, class, status and 
spending related 

20

Sports and exercise 10 Outgoing 20 Image conscious 11 Health conscious 20
Ethnicity and 
culture related 

9 Easy going, and laid 
back 

20 Politically conscious 10 Proud of their school 17

Enjoys outdoor 
meals

8 Brand or label 
conscious

19 Outgoing 10 Cares about Appearance 14

Materialistic 8 Loves the outdoors 19 Brand or label 
conscious 

9 Fashion related 13

Loves the summer 
and the beach

6 Hygienic 18 Takes care of herself 7 Outgoing 7

Gender stereotypes 5 Gender or ethnicity 
related stereotypes 

14 Image conscious 8

Music and dancing 
as recreation 

14 Residence or location 
related 

8

Humour and fun 13
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Island ethnicity (29), or as someone who is proud of their country, 
culture and ethnicity (36). 

Clearly, there is general consensus amongst respondents on 
gender, age and life stage, income, class, status and spending and 
role related characteristics.  In the case of ethnicity and culture, 
however, there is a range of comments.  This means products/brands 
cannot be clearly linked to ethnicity and culture related aspects.  A 
noticeable aspect is the differential attribution of meaning across 
participants.  For example, receivers attribute income, class, status 
and spending more frequently to Kate than to the other three send-
ers.  Most descriptors in the income, class, status and spending cat-
egory for Kate refer to high income, upper middle or upper class, and 
also high status; this suggests that Kate’s choice of products commu-
nicates these aspects more strongly in comparison to others.  

In sum, this study provides support and substantiates the inclu-
sion of demographic related characteristics such as gender, age or 
life stage, income, class, status and spending, and role and profession 
as part of brand personality.  Even though Aaker does not include 
the same in her model, this study provides evidence that respondents 
perceive products and brands in terms of such characteristics, in 
some cases, more saliently than classic ‘personality’ traits.  Thus, 
from a consumer perspective, excluding these characteristics from 
the brand personality model may limit the validity of the concept. 

Receivers also attribute some other self-related characteristics 
in relation to product choices to all four senders.  These include the 
recognition of aspects relating to sociability and outgoing nature, 
health consciousness, valuing sports and exercise, fashion and im-
age conscious.  83 expressions, for example, suggest the sociable 
nature of John.  These include enjoys socialising; enjoys going out 
and partying; social and enjoys hanging out with mates.  20 refer 
to John as outgoing, for example, very outgoing and outgoing per-
son.  Several phrases describe Kate as a person who is health con-
scious (49), is someone who eats healthy (31), and also pursues 
sport and exercise (10).  The range of comments include healthy; 
healthy habits; healthy lifestyle; health conscious; most likely goes 
to the gym/works out; eats healthily; and quite petite who likes multi 
grain bread and enjoys tea rather than coffee.  156 phrases refer to 
Peter as a rugby player (34), likes sports, works out and goes to the 
gym (88), health conscious (20) and cares about appearance (14).  
These include - keeps fit to maintain his figure and to keep fit for 
rugby training; loves his rugby; probably very into rugby; goes to 
gym quite often; dedicated sports person; enjoys working out; cares 
about his health and body; takes care of his looks; health conscious 
person; tough and strong; fit and athletic and playing sports and the 
gym. 

Respondents also identify fashion and image related aspects in 
product portfolios.  For example, 91 receivers describe Kate in terms 
of fashion-related expressions such as fashion oriented; fashion 
conscious; all her clothes and accessories are up to date; and very 
into fashion.  Related to the ‘fashion’ cluster is image-conscious, 
cares about appearance and brand conscious.  

Clearly, there is general consensus amongst respondents on sev-
eral characteristics such as sociability and outgoing nature, health 
conscious, values sports and exercise, fashion, and image conscious.  
This means products are communicating similar meanings in terms 
of personality characteristics to the respondents in this study.  These 
aspects in turn relate with Aaker’s dimensions of excitement, sophis-
tication and ruggedness.  For example, sociability and outgoing as-
pects relate with excitement; fashion and image related aspects with 
sophistication, and sports and exercise related aspects with rugged-
ness. 

A significant category is that of miscellaneous.  Most miscel-
laneous characteristics tend to be personal, inward oriented, and not 
strongly socially observable.  For example, participants attribute 
a range of miscellaneous characteristics (75 terms) such as - most 
likely a politically positioned citizen; loves cleanliness and tidiness; 
very cute and cool; and modern to Kate.  A relatively large num-
ber of characteristics (80) such as laid back; balances out her youth 
party life with responsible things such as health care book, running 
and Labour Party meetings; not a get out in the mud and gumboots 
girl and quite innocent are included under miscellaneous for Abby.  
A range of 104 characteristics appear on the miscellaneous list for 
Peter.  These include may have a slightly nerdy side; creative; down 
to earth; likes to be part of a team; not materialistic; has no fears but 
big dream; loyal to his family background; rasta man, and has ex-
perienced the tough times of life and has come through successfully. 
65 expressions refer to John’s miscellaneous characteristics such as 
eloquent and confident.

Some clusters refer to participants’ personal interests, likes and 
dislikes.  These include expressions relating to interests such as those 
of technology, recreational activities, and love for alcohol.  For ex-
ample, 56 expressions refer to John in terms of technology related 
expressions; as someone who is into technology (12), someone up 
to date with technology (16), someone who is techno savvy (3), and 
someone who enjoys technology (25).  Examples include very much 
into technology; technology is what he lives on; up to date with the 
technology; keeps up with technology; catches up with technology; 
loves to surf the internet, texting; kind of tech savvy with the elec-
tronics, and enjoys accessing the internet.  14 phrases such as enjoys 
music and dancing and involved in music and jazz refer to John’s 
interests in music and dance as recreation; 46 expressions refer to 
John as someone who likes to drink alcohol; loves drinking especial-
ly spirit and beer; enjoys drinking and drinks lover.  Several (43) ex-
pressions refer to John’s hobbies and personal interests such as likes 
to travel; might like lifestyle living; has many different hobbies and 
interests; all rounder; and has many sides to him.  A smaller number 
of phrases (22) such as up to date on the latest electronics; likely to 
text frequently and likes technology describe Abby as someone who 
is technology friendly.  Some other clusters are - music and dance 
as recreation (26), alcohol related (24), and politically conscious 
(10).  Some clusters refer to Peter’s car related interests (34), and 
guitar, music and art related interests (103).  These include enjoys 
his toys; hobby for cars; enjoys working on cars; interested in cars, 
likes to jam reggae on his guitar; a Bob Marley fan; interested in 
music, the guitar, art; respects classic idols such as Bob Marley and 
likes to paint, listen to old school music as well as playing the guitar.  
A cluster of alcohol-related expressions (38) such as enjoys to drink; 
probably likes to have a drink; he is a drinker but not an alcoholic; 
social drinker indicate that Peter enjoys drinking.

As noted above, receivers attribute a range of self-related char-
acteristics to each sender in the miscellaneous category.  There is 
meagre evidence of two dimensions in Aaker’s brand personality 
model - sincerity and competence - as in expressions such as down to 
earth; loyal to his family; and may have a slightly nerdy side.  Some 
characteristics such as confident; modern; independent; has no fears 
but big dreams seem to be close to Aaker’s excitement dimension.  
Importantly, miscellaneous characteristics such as most likely a po-
litically positioned person; loves cleanliness and tidiness; very cute 
and cool; likes to be part of a team; not materialistic do not seem to 
fit into any of the five dimensions identified by Aaker.  Nor do those 
relating to demographics, personal interests, likes and dislikes such 
as those of technology, recreational activities and love for alcohol 
relate with any of the personality dimensions identified by Aaker.  
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The findings of this study suggest that miscellaneous characteristics, 
demographic factors, personal interests, likes and dislikes are part of 
the brand personality gestalt and any arbitrary exclusion of the same 
may not be theoretically or practically reasonable.  Accordingly, this 
study proposes a more expansive model as below:

CONCLUSION
This study set out to examine two key questions - first, whether 

respondents validate Aaker’s model in terms of brand personality 
dimensions; and second, whether the concept of brand personality 
is also transferable to products not clearly identified or presented to 
respondents as recognisable brands. 

The study provides strong evidence in favour of three of Aak-
er’s brand personality dimensions - excitement, sophistication and 
ruggedness.  However, there is limited evidence on the remaining 
two - sincerity and competence.  Further, if brand personality is the 
set of human characteristics associated with a brand, then respon-
dents identify a number of other characteristics as well.  These in-
clude demographics such as gender, age or life stage, income, class, 
status and spending, and role and profession; miscellaneous charac-
teristics  such as personal interests, likes and dislikes such as those 
of technology, recreation activities, and love for alcohol.  In part, 
this study supports previous assertions (e.g., Grohmann, 2009; Levy, 
1959) that brand personality, similar to human personality, is multi-
dimensional and should also include masculinity and femininity.  It 
further suggests that consumers do indeed infer a range of charac-
teristics from brands.  From a consumer perspective, categorizations 
such as those noted in this study may well be included within the 
set of human characteristics associated with a brand.  Accordingly, 
this paper calls for the recognition of the same especially in terms of 
impact on consumer behaviour, thereby proposing an extension and 
expansion of Aaker’s brand personality model. 

Further, as noted in the photo collages, some products are rec-
ognisable brands, yet others are not clearly identified as brands.  Yet 
receivers/observers speak of both brands and products in similar 
ways.  This means personality dimensions are equally applicable to 
products as they are to brands.  In sum, brand personality dimensions 
do not generalise to individual brands alone, rather the same can be 
mapped on to both products and brands within and across product 
categories.  This study suggests avenues for further research which 
include generating more inclusive personality frameworks and iden-
tifying key dimensions for differentiating competitive brands within 
product categories. 

In closing, consumers use brands and products to express more 
about themselves than the established set of five personality traits.  In 
order to truly appreciate the diversity of human characteristics that 
consumers communicate via their product or brand choice/s, con-
sumer researchers need to revisit and expand the classic notions of 
brand personality in consumers’ product or brand choices. 
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APPENDIx

Figure 1 Kate, the photo collage comprised of: a barbeque table, a bag (Louis Vuitton), a handbag, fruit, a pair of jeans (Ksubi), a pair of 
sunglasses (Gucci), perfumes (Lancome and Christian Dior), a pair of shoes, a pair of shorts (Ksubi), and a car (VW Golf).

Figure 2 Peter, photo collages comprised of: a soft toy (with motto “Born to Fly”), a painting, a perfume (Ralph Lauren), a T-shirt (Ralph 
Lauren), a belt (Bob Marley), a guitar, a car (Holden Commodore), another car (Honda), a Rugby jersey (De La Salle School), the New 
Zealand flag, and alcohol (42 below). 
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Figure 3 John, the photo collage comprised of: dance sports gear (dress, shirt, dance shoes, dance jacket and the Trombone), necklaces 
(with Maori symbols), a T-shirt (with Maori symbol), a pair of jandals (with Maori pattern), a bag (Billabong), a belt (QuickSilver), 
Shorts (Mossimo), shampoo, deodorant, asthma and hay fever pills, scuba tank for diving, diving watch, a fishing rod and a map of hits in 
Fiordland, Vodka (Smirnoff) and Beer (Tui), IPod, computer and a mobile phone, and two T-Shirts.  

Figure 4 Abby, the photo collages comprised of: a health care book, a pair of running shoes (Nike), alcohol (Lindauer and Malibu), 
cellphones, a dress, a high waisted skirt, a wall planner, a pair of sunglasses, a pair of shoes, an Ipod, flyers, a pair of earrings, strawberries, 
and perfume (Yves Saint Laurent Baby Doll).  
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ABSTRACT
Through content analysis of 266 product photos from 28 par-

ticipants, this paper aims to ascertain the influence of gender on the 
product choices that young adult consumers make, and whether fe-
males and males employ products to communicate aspects of the self 
in similar or different ways.

INTRODUCTION 
The use of products and/or brands to communicate aspects of 

the self is well recognised in the consumer behaviour literature (Ar-
nould & Thompson, 2005; Belk, 1988; McCracken, 1986).  Consum-
ers use products and/or brands to communicate a range of aspects 
such as class, status and lifestyle; ethnicity and culture; membership 
of reference groups or belongingness to communities; uniqueness; 
age; and cosmopolitanism or global affiliation (see, for e.g., Auty & 
Elliott, 1998; Crane, Hamilton, & Wilson, 2004; Elliott, 1994; Esca-
las & Bettman, 2005; Franke & Schreier, 2008; Fung, 2002; Hogg 
& Michell, 1996; Lamont & Molnar, 2001; Leigh & Gabel, 1992; 
Lindridge, Hogg, & Shah, 2004; O’Cass & Frost, 2002, O’Cass & 
McEwen, 2004; Tian, Bearden, & Hunter, 2001; Thompson & Tam-
byah, 1999; Wang & Wallendorf, 2006; Wattanasuwan, 2007; White 
& Dahl, 2006, 2007).  Typically, studies tend to focus on researcher 
driven pre-selections of product categories or brands to examine how 
participants use the same to communicate specific aspects of the self.  
However, the empirical examination of consumers’ self-selection of 
products, and their self-identification of self-related aspects these 
products communicate remains relatively unaddressed.  This paper 
attempts to address this gap and specifically focuses on self-selected 
product choices of young adult consumers between the ages of 18 and 
21.  The aim of this paper is twofold - First, to specifically examine 
the nature and type of product choices young adult consumers make, 
and whether such choices are a function of gender.  The question of 
the diverse product category or brand choices that consumers make, 
when given the opportunity to do so, in an undirected manner, has so 
far not been addressed in the literature, nor the role of gender in young 
adult consumers’ product/brand choices, when given free rein to select 
products/brands that communicate aspects of their selves.  Second, to 
identify aspects of the self these choices represent or emphasize and 
examine whether female and male participants employ products and/
brands to communicate aspects of their selves in similar or different 
ways.  So far, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no research has ad-
dressed these diverse self-related aspects in product selection together, 
within a single study. In doing so, the study endeavours to add new 
knowledge to the understanding of the role of gender in self-selected 
product or brand choices, and also contributes to the understanding of 
salient self-related aspects in young adult consumers’ product or brand 
choices when communicating the self. 

THE ROLE OF GENDER IN PRODUCT AND/OR 
BRAND CHOICE

Empirical literature suggests that gender can have an impact on 
the product and/or brand choices consumers make.  Gender in the 
marketing and consumer behaviour literature tends to signify the bio-
logical sex, gender roles, or the degree to which an individual identi-
fies with masculine or feminine personality traits (Caldwell, Kleppe, 
& Henry, 2007; Kolyesnikova, Dodd & Wilcox, 2009; Palan, 2011).  
Typically, studies investigate differences between males and females 

on processes underlying judgment (Dube & Morgan, 1996; Myers-
Levy & Sternthal, 1991); information search and processing (Barber, 
Dodd, & Kolyesnikova, 2009); product perception and self image 
(Gentry, Doering, & O’Brien, 1978) or gift giving (Garbarino & Stra-
hilevitz, 2004; Laroche, Saad, Cleveland, & Browne, 2000; Thomp-
son, 1996).  A stream of literature examines female role portrayals and 
stereotypes in advertising (e.g., Lysonski, 1985; Plakoyiannaki & Zo-
tos, 2009; Wiles, Charles, & Tjernlund, 1995).  A more recent study by 
Tuncay, Sredl, Parmentier, and Coleman (2009) examines discourses 
of gender and consumption in the media, specifically in two television 
shows, ‘Entourage’ and ‘Sex and the City’. 

Only a few empirical studies outside the realm of advertising 
and media studies examine gender related aspects in consumers’ prod-
uct choices (e.g., Allison, Golden, Mullet, & Coogan, 1980; Dittmar, 
Beattie, & Friese, 1995; Fugate & Philips, 2010; Goulding & Saren, 
2009; Morris & Cundiff, 1971; Patterson & Hogg, 2004; Vitz & John-
son, 1965), and the  majority involve researcher selected products.  A 
cluster of studies specifically examine gender related stereotypes in 
the symbolic value of products; such stereotypes are appropriated by 
consumers to communicate specific gender related aspects of the self.  
Vitz and Johnson (1965), for example, demonstrate the symbolic value 
of products to communicate masculinity or femininity.  They found 
that males were likely to smoke cigarettes with masculine images; and 
females were likely to smoke cigarettes with feminine images.  Simi-
larly, Allison et al. (1980) observe that masculinity and femininity are 
separate constructs, that product images tend to be gendered, and these 
in turn have a bearing on consumer behaviour.  Morris and Cundiff’s 
(1971) study shows males are inhibited in buying hair spray because of 
the perceived feminine appeal of the product.  In other words, they are 
reluctant to buy the product as it does not communicate desired gender 
related aspects of the self.  Dittmar et al. (1995) suggest that men tend 
to buy items that are instrumental or leisure related to express indepen-
dence and activity, whereas women tend to buy products that express 
appearance and emotional aspects of the self.  Along similar lines, Fu-
gate and Philips’s (2010) study focuses on gender related aspects in 
product consumption.  The researchers asked participants to indicate 
the masculinity or femininity of 41 pre-selected products. Items such 
as beer, cars, SUVs, coffee, athletic shoes, lawnmowers, and potato 
chips were considered  masculine in nature, whereas other researcher 
selected products such as shampoo, bath soap, wine, digital cameras, 
facial tissue, food processors, frozen vegetables and hair spray were 
considered feminine.  These studies suggest that consumers consider 
the gender images of their product choices to express gender related 
aspects of the self.  

Along similar lines, Patterson and Hogg (2004), in a study with 
two males and females aged between 18 and 24, report that one male 
participant did not buy books by female authors because he perceived 
them as ‘girly’ books aimed at girls.  Similarly, a female participant 
was particularly conscious of what her clothes symbolized in terms 
of her femininity.  Gould and Stern (1989) used pre-selected items 
such as dresses, shoes, blouses, hats, hairstyle, jewellery in a fash-
ion consciousness scale and note that women were more conscious 
of fashion related products in relation to gender than men.  Goulding 
and Saren’s (2009) study shows how participants, in the context of the 
Whitby Goth festival, express various gender related aspects.  Straight 
men, for example, express their feminine side by wearing lace, ruffles, 
and velvet associated with the Gothic dandy.  These studies, together, 
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suggest that gender has an impact on product or brand choice, that is, 
both males and females are conscious of the gender related stereotypes 
they communicate via the product choices they make.  However, in 
the majority of previous work, researchers have selected or driven the 
product or brand selections, which may not necessarily be ideal repre-
sentations of consumers’ product choices to communicate their selves.  
Thus, by virtue of allowing participants the autonomy to self-select the 
products that communicate aspects of their selves, this study allows a 
more authentic and realistic view of young adult consumers’ product 
or brand choices to communicate the self.  Therefore, the intent of this 
study is twofold.  First -  when given free rein, are young adult con-
sumers’ product or brand choices indeed a function of gender?  That 
is, whether there are noticeable differences in young adult consumers’ 
product or brand choices, based on gender.  Second, do the aspects of 
the self that young adult consumers choose to communicate, validate 
or confirm those identified in the literature (as discussed in the follow-
ing section)?

Representation of aspects of the self in product choice: 
Proposition formulations

That consumers use products to communicate aspects of the self 
is well recognized in the consumer behavior literature.  Based on a 
review of the literature on the use of products and/or brands to com-
municate aspects of the self, this paper formulates seven propositions 
(P1 to P7 - See Table 1) to examine whether and the extent to which 
these aspects are identified when consumers self-select products and 
brands to communicate aspects of the self.  It is hoped that such exami-
nation of propositions would add to the current understanding of the 
relationship between product/brand choice and specific aspects of the 
self, and would also provide a commentary on the relative significance 
of specific self-related aspects in young adult consumers’ product or 
brand choices.  The study formulates propositions as follows:

Extant research indicates strong evidence for product choice to 
denote group membership or affiliation (e.g., Berger & Heath, 2007, 
2008; Escalas & Bettman, 2005; Hogg & Michell, 1996; White & 
Dahl, 2006, 2007).  It is expected that participants in this study would 
reflect this behaviour:

P1: Young adult discourses are characterised by evidence of the 
use of products to express affiliation, association, 
or belongingness with reference groups or com-
munity.

The literature provides evidence for individuals’ use of products 
to denote status (e.g., Lamont & Molnar, 2001; O’Cass & Frost, 2002; 
O’Cass & McEwen, 2004; Vigneron & Johnson, 1999).  It also pro-
vides evidence that consumers use products to indicate ethnicity (e.g., 
Chattaraman & Lennon, 2008; Lindridge et al., 2004; Oswald, 1999; 
Penaloza, 1994).  It is expected that respondents in this study would 
reflect these behaviours, and accordingly Propositions Two and Three 
are set out:

P2: Young adult discourses are characterised by evidence of the use 
of products to indicate status. 

P3: Young adult discourses are characterised by evidence of the use 
of products to indicate ethnicity. 

There is some empirical evidence for the notion that individu-
als use products to establish differentiation from others in terms of 
uniqueness (e.g., Chan et al., 2009; Franke & Schreier, 2008).  Accord-
ingly, the following proposition is set out.

P4: Young adult discourses are characterised by evidence of the use 
of products to communicate uniqueness.

Existing studies suggest consumers’ product choices indicate 
cosmopolitanism-related characteristics of the self (e.g., Caldwell et 
al., 2006; Wattanasuwan, 2007).  The following proposition follows.

P5: Young adult discourses are characterised by evidence of the 
use of products to communicate cosmopolitanism 
related characteristics of the self.

Consumers’ product choices reflect and support age and life stage 
related characteristics (e.g., Auty & Elliott, 1998; Elliott, 1994).  It is 
expected that the same characteristics will be reflected in young adult 
consumer discourses. 

P6: Young adult discourses are characterised by evidence of the 
use of products to communicate age and life stage 
related characteristics.

Empirical studies suggest the use of products to communicate 
gender related aspects of the self (e.g., Fugate & Philips, 2010; Gould-
ing & Saren, 2009; Patterson & Hogg, 2004; Vitz and Johnson, 1965).  
Accordingly, this study sets out the following proposition:

P7: Young adult discourses are characterised by evidence of the 
use of products to communicate gender related 
characteristics.

METHOD
This paper comprises two parts.  The first examines the types 

of products and/or brands young adults self-select to communicate 
aspects of their selves and whether and to what extent gender (male 
versus female) plays a role in such choices.  The second, the aspects of 
the self these choices represent relative to aspects identified in the lit-
erature, and whether both female and male participants employ prod-
ucts and/or brands to communicate aspects of their selves in similar or 
different ways.  Such understanding is relevant to scholars and practi-
tioners with a specific interest in young adult consumers, their choices 
and behaviors, especially so to develop appropriate gender segmenta-
tion, targeting and promotional strategies. 

SAMPLE 
Twenty-eight young adults (18-21 years of age) participated in 

the study, 13 male and 15 female.  All participants were university 
students at Auckland, New Zealand.  Participants were instructed to 
take photographs of products and/or brands they owned and which 
said something about them to their peers.  

PROCEDURE
The first part of the study involves identification of products se-

lected by participants.   Identification of the self-selected products and 
brands was undertaken by examining the contents of the photographs 
supplied.  This was done in conjunction with the participants as an 
aspect of the interviews was the clarification of any ambiguity associ-
ated with the items selected for inclusion.  Once each interview was 
transcribed, the researcher identified and listed all product categories 
(and brands) through two sample transcripts, and confirmed the find-
ings with two independent judges who undertook the same task for 
the two sample transcripts.  There was complete agreement on identi-
fied product categories (and brands), following which the researcher 
repeated the process for all 28 transcripts.  This paper analyses 266 
photographs taken by 28 participants and categorized into seven broad 
product groupings (see Table 2).
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Table 1: Propositions and operationalisation
Propositions Key term Operational definition

P1: Young adult discourses are characterised by evidence 
of the use of products to express affiliation, association, or 
belongingness with reference groups or community (e.g., 
Berger and Heath 2007, 2008; Escalas and Bettman 2005; 
Hogg and Michell 1996; White and Dahl 2006, 2007).

Affiliation Reference to an actual or imaginary group conceived of 
having significant direct or inverted relevance upon an 
individual’s evaluations, aspirations, or behaviour (Park 
& Lessig, 1977).

P2: Young adult discourses are characterised by evidence 
of the use of products to indicate status (e.g., Lamont and 
Molnar 2001; O’Cass and Frost 2002; O’Cass and McEwen 
2004; Vigneron and Johnson 1999)

Status Reference to prestige, honour or deference accorded to 
an individual by others (Burn, 2004); reference to class, 
wealth or the lack of it (Coleman, 1983; Vigneron & 
Johnson, 1999).

P3: Young adult discourses are characterised by evidence of 
the use of products to indicate ethnicity (e.g., Chattaraman 
and Lennon 2008; Lindridge et al. 2004; Oswald 1999; 
Penaloza 1994).

Ethnicity Reference to a sense of common ancestry based on 
shared individual characteristics and/or shared socio-
cultural experiences (Driedger, 1978).

P4: Young adult discourses are characterised by evidence of 
the use of products to communicate uniqueness (e.g., Chan 
et al. 2009; Franke and Schreier 2008).

Uniqueness Seeking to express difference through the purchase, use 
or display of original, novel or unique consumer goods; 
avoidance of similarity (Tian et al., 2001); references 
to product or brand choices in terms of not being 
particularly socially acceptable (Simonson & Nowlis, 
2000; Snyder & Fromkin, 1977).

P5: Young adult discourses are characterised by evidence 
of the use of products to communicate cosmopolitanism 
related characteristics of the self (e.g., Caldwell et al. 2006; 
Wattanasuwan 2007)

Cosmopolitanism Reference to notions of world citizenship (Cannon & 
Yaprak, 2002).

P6: Young adult discourses are characterised by evidence of 
the use of products to communicate age and life stage related 
characteristics (e.g., Auty and Elliott 1998; Elliott 1994)

Age & life stage Reference to age, e.g., in terms of young, old or middle 
aged; life stage.

P7: Young adult discourses are characterised by evidence 
of the use of products to communicate gender related 
characteristics (e.g., Fugate and Philips 2010; Goulding and 
Saren 2009; Patterson and Hogg 2004; Vitz and Johnson 
1965)

Gender Reference to gender - male or female; masculine or 
feminine.

The second part of the study involved the use of content analysis 
techniques.  In qualitative research, the term content analysis is used 
in two ways; as an umbrella term for both quantitative and qualitative 
approaches to text (words and/or pictures) analysis, or to only describe 
the process of quantifying data (Kassarjian, 1977; Krippendorff, 2004; 
Neuendorf, 2002; Smith, 1992).  Where the term content analysis is 
used to denote qualitative content only, terms such as words, phrases, 
thematic or discourse analysis are used to denote the qualitative con-
dition.  In the case of quantified output, the researcher systematically 
assigns measurable codes to specific elements (e.g. words, phrases, 
objects) in the text; where applicable, descriptive statistics can be used 
to identify patterns in the data (Kassarjian, 1977; Krippendorff, 2004; 
Neuendorf, 2002; Smith, 1992).  In this study, the data is subjected to 
both quantitative and qualitative content analysis.  Inferences about 
the set of propositions are based on a quantitative content analysis of 
the themes and word frequencies linked to each photograph within 
each of the 28 transcribed interviews.  This approach allows an in-
dication of the scope and substance of the associations and provides 
indicative evidence.  

The first step in the quantification process is the creation of key 
terms and operationalisations pertaining to specific propositions as 
described in Table 1.  The essence of each proposition, key term and 

operationalisation was established by agreement and discussion be-
tween three judges.  

As noted in Table 1, each proposition related to key terms, for 
e.g., P1 to affiliation, P2 to status, P3 to ethnicity, and so on.  While 
specific procedures for analysing quantitative data are well-estab-
lished and accepted, methods for analysis of qualitative data are di-
verse and often subject to variability (Holsti, 1969; Kassarjian, 1977; 
Krippendorff, 2004; Neuendorf, 2002; Smith, 1992).  Analyses of 
qualitative data can also be ad-hoc and emergent, however, the use 
of measurement and formal tables can assist in pattern-identification.  
Analysis tables, summarizing and synthesizing information from di-
verse sources in a standardized format can also serve as reporting 
tools (Krippendorff, 2004; Neuendorf, 2002).  Quantification in this 
study is based on unit counts and provides a basis for inference.   

A unit was defined as “the specific segment of content that is 
characterised by placing it into a given category” (Holsti, 1969, p. 
116).   In this study, Holsti’s use of the word category is also appli-
cable to propositions.  Categorisations of content could comprise of 
a single sentence or multiple sentences referring to a specific propo-
sition in relation to one photograph.  If a participant spoke of one 
or more propositions in relation to a photograph, then a count was 
recorded for all identified propositions.   In other words, each of the 
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seven propositions could be counted only once for a given photo-
graph, fulfilling the criteria of “existence (existent) or nonexistence 
(nonexistent)” (Kassarjian, 1977, p. 11), applicability or non-appli-
cability of propositions.  Further, if a participant referred collectively 
to a set of photographs in terms of one or more key terms, then the 
same proposition/s would apply to each photograph.  For example, in 
this study, Participant 28 refers to two dresses, a Latin shirt, a pair of 
ballroom Latin shoes, and a sports jacket in terms of uniqueness (P4) 
and age and life stage (P6) - so both propositions (P4 and P6) were 
applied to each of the five photographs he referred to - a total of five 
counts for P4 and five counts for P6.  All three judges (the research-
er, J1 and J2) were requested to highlight and extract proposition 
related statement(s) in relation to each photograph for both sample 
transcripts (Participant 1 and Participant 28).  They were to record 
if one or more propositions (coded as P1 to P7) were applicable to a 
photograph.  They were to enter all data in columns - the first, noting 
the product or brand in photograph (or photographs if spoken of as 
a cluster); the second, noting the applicable proposition; the third, 
comprising of proposition related statements. 

Following this task, comparisons were made on the bases of 
evidence identified in support of each proposition for each photo-
graph.  Comparisons amongst the three judges were made on the 
applicability or non-applicability of each of the seven propositions 
to each photograph.  There was more than 90% agreement amongst 
the three judges.  Where disagreements occurred, differences were 
resolved through discussion.  A total count of 34 and 25 propositions 
applied, respectively, to sample transcript 1 and sample transcript 
2.  On the basis of the high figure of inter-coder reliability, the re-
searcher proceeded to analyze the remaining 26 transcripts.  

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
This paper analyses 266 photographs taken by 28 participants 

(see Table 2).  The photographs were categorised into seven broad 
product groupings:

• Clothing and accessories (clothing, bags & wallets, hats 
& belts, shoes, jewellery, sunglasses and reading glasses, 
watches);

• Cosmetics: (make up, perfumes and deodorants, and per-
sonal cleaning and grooming products);

• Electronics: (cell phones, computers, iPods, domestic 
appliances, LCD TVs, hair straighteners, cameras, play 
station/X-box, music systems, CDs/DVDs, miscellaneous 
electronic/electrical (GPS, CD rewritable);

• Food and Drinks (non-alcoholic);
• Drinks (alcoholic);
• Cars;
• Miscellaneous (barbeque table, soft toy, painting, sport-

ing equipment (chess & cards, gym equipment, scuba tank, 
diving watch, fishing rod, map of huts in Fiordland, hock-
ey stick bag, cricket bat and soccer ball), trombone, books, 
magazines, books, stationery, wall planner, flyer  for dance 
party (Get Shaky), flyer (Young Labour Party), flyer for 
entertainment show (Rhythm & Vines), movie posters, 
photograph wall, photograph frame,  flat (door), computer 
tablet (to draw on),  bus card, car keys, Kleenex tissues, 
items of cultural significance, Flag of NZ)

Table 2 shows the total number of photographs per product cat-
egory.  Both female and male participants most commonly link as-
pects of their self to clothing/ accessories (36% of photographs) and 
electronics (25% of photographs).  

The dominance of the product categories of clothing and acces-
sories and electronics may be explained in a number of reasons.  It 

could be young adult consumers find these product categories most 
relevant to their selves and that these product categories most read-
ily assist them to communicate self-related characteristics.  Interest-
ingly, in this study young adult male consumers (43% of all male 
photos) use clothing and accessories to express themselves approxi-
mately 1.4 times more than young adult female consumers (30% of 
all female photos).  It could be that young adult male consumers tend 
to place greater emphasis on clothing and accessory items such as 
bags and wallets, hats and belts, and watches as markers of the self 
compared to young adult female consumers. 

The interest in clothing and accessories and electronics could 
also reflect a concern with aspects relating to self-image and status.  
As Wilska (2003) notes, information and communication technolo-
gies are a very important part of the everyday life of young people.  
Svoen’s (2007) study suggests that young adults use technologies to 
construct self-directed identities.  

Several reasons may explain the interest in the product cate-
gories of magazines and books and sporting equipment within the 
miscellaneous product category.  It could be that such products help 
manage and communicate aspects of the self to others, for example, 
by communicating belongingness to a certain social set, supporting 
or contesting stereotypes of masculinity or femininity, and provid-
ing information on self-related aspects, such as the relative roles and 
attitudes of men and women (Kim & Ward, 2004; Moore, Earless, 
& Parsons, 1992; Shannon, 2004).  Photographs of food and drinks 
suggest that these categories are of significance to young adult con-
sumers as communicators of the self.   However, the difference in 
percentage of photographs taken by young female (12% of all female 
photos) and male (7% of all male photos) adult consumers for the 
food and drinks category suggests that females emphasise food and 
drinks, as communicators of the self, 1.7 times more than males. 

There is nearly double the percentage (1.86) of photographs 
taken by female participants (13% of all female photos) than by male 
participants (7% of all male photos) in the cosmetics product category. 
The same holds true for the miscellaneous product category which 
suggests that miscellaneous items are of much greater interest (1.67) 
to females (15% of all female photos) than males (9% of all male pho-
tos).  It could be that cosmetics and miscellaneous products such as the 
barbeque table, soft toys, planners and flyers, photographs and items 
of cultural significance are of greater value as communicators of the 
self for young adult female consumers than they are for young adult 
male consumers.  The sample for this study does not provide evidence 
of choices involving high investments such as real estate, luxury ve-
hicles or top of the line luxury goods.  This could be due to the life 
stage and financial constraints of the participant sample. 

The next part of the study examines the use young adult con-
sumers put the products and/or brands to, and whether both female 
and male participants employ products and/or brands to communicate 
aspects of their selves in similar ways.   Table 3 presents the number 
of instances in support of the study propositions, with data presented 
separately for males and females by product category.

As seen in Table 3, group affiliation (P1), status (P2) and age 
(P6) are the dominant aspects of self that participants seek to commu-
nicate.   It can be concluded that 

Proposition 1 - Young adult discourses are characterised by evi-
dence of the use of products to express affiliation, association, or be-
longingness with reference groups or community, and

 Proposition 2 - Young adult discourses are characterised by evi-
dence of the use of products to indicate status can be accepted.

Similarly, though not as substantial, there is some evidence 
across product categories that participants are interested in communi-
cating that they are young.   So 
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Proposition 6 - Young adult discourses are characterised by evi-
dence of the use of products to communicate age related characteris-
tics, 

can also be accepted.  
Though some participants seek to communicate ethnicity (Propo-

sition 3), uniqueness (Proposition 4) or gender (Proposition 7), the 
number of instances is fewer.  Yet, even though weaker, each of the 
three propositions -

Proposition 3: Young adult discourses are characterised by evi-
dence of the use of products to indicate ethnicity.  

Proposition 4: Young adult discourses are characterised by evi-
dence of the use of products to communicate uniqueness.

Proposition 7: Young adult discourses are characterised by evi-
dence of the use of products to communicate gender related charac-
teristics

is accepted.  
There is no evidence for Proposition Five, that 

Table 2: Number of Photographs per Category per Gender

    Product Category Females Males % Difference No. Photographs
Clothing & Accessories: clothing, bags & wal-
lets, hats & belts, shoes, jewellery, sunglasses 
and reading glasses, watches                                  

43(30%) 53(43%) 43/30=1.43 96 = 36%

Electronics: cell phones, computers, iPods, 
domestic appliances, LCD TVs, hair straighten-
ers, cameras, play station/X-box, music systems, 
CDs/DVDs, miscellaneous electronic/electrical, 
GPS, CD rewritable

36(25%) 31(25%) 25/25=1 67 = 25%

Miscellaneous: barbeque table, soft toy, painting, 
sporting equipment (chess & cards, gym equip-
ment, scuba tank, diving watch, fishing rod, map 
of huts in Fiordland, hockey stick bag, cricket 
bat and soccer ball), trombone, books, maga-
zines, books, stationery, wall planner, flyer  for 
dance party (Get Shaky), flyer (Young Labour 
Party), flyer for entertainment show (Rhythm 
& Vines), movie posters, photograph wall, pho-
tograph frame,  flat (door), computer tablet (to 
draw on),  bus card, car keys, Kleenex tissues, 
items of cultural significance, Flag of NZ.                         

22(15%) 11(9%) 15/9=1.67 33 = 12.5%

Cosmetics: make up, perfumes and deodorants, 
and personal cleaning and grooming products

18(13%) 9(7%) 13/7=1.86 27 = 10%

Food/Drink 17(12%) 9(7%) 12/7=1.71 26 = 9.7%

Cars 5(3%) 5(4%) 4/3=1.33 10 = 4%

Alcohol 3(2%) 4(3%) 3/2=1.5 7= 2.6%

144 (100%) 122  (100%) 266 (100%)

Table 3: Evidence in Support of Propositions from each Product Category - Females (F) and Males (M)

Product categories P1
Affiliation

P2
Status

P3 Ethnicity P4 Uniqueness P5 Cosmop-
olitanism

P6 
Age

P7 Gender

F M F M F M F M F M F M F M
Clothing /
accessories

17 20 29 29 4 6 16 4 0 0 16 11 6 4

Cosmetics 9 6 10 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 7 1 3 3

Electronics 21 15 12 11 0 0 2 0 0 0 13 10 3 2

Food / non alcohol 
drinks

10 6 3 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 0

Alcoholic drinks 2 2 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

Cars 2 0 5 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1

Miscellaneous 14 8 3 0 2 2 2 3 0 0 3 1 1 1

Total 75 57 63 53 8 9 22 7 0 0 43 28 14 12 
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Young adult discourses are characterised by evidence of the use 
of products to communicate cosmopolitanism related characteristics 
of the self.  

This could be due to a number of reasons - for example, physi-
cal location, specific socio-cultural context, or insufficient global 
experience.  The bulk of the cosmopolitan literature includes a sam-
ple population of adults (e.g., Caldwell et al., 2006; Thompson & 
Tambyah, 1999), although a few studies that involve young adults 
specifically examine the link between geographical location and cos-
mopolitanism (e.g., Kjeldgaard, 2003; Wattanasuwan, 2007).

Table 3 shows that (with the exception of cosmopolitanism) 
both male and female participants use products and brands to ex-
press affiliation, association, or belongingness with reference groups 
or community, status, age, ethnicity, uniqueness and gender.

The final part of this study compares female and male par-
ticipants’ use of products to communicate specific aspects of their 
selves.  This paper restricts discussion to only those instances where 
one gender was seen to emphasise some aspect of the self at double 
(or more) the frequency of the other gender.  We also refrain from 
drawing conclusions where incidences were coded less than two 
times for both females and males. 

As Table 3 displays, for Affiliation (P1) there are no substantial 
overall differences between genders, nor are there any note worthy 
product level differences.  For Status (P2), while there are no overall 
differences, females are three times more likely to use cosmetics and 
miscellaneous items to denote status, whereas males (in this study) 
prefer to use alcoholic drinks to express status.  There are no marked 
gender differences at the overall or product level for Ethnicity (P3).  
Uniqueness (P4) seems to provide the most contrast.  Here, females 
are three times more likely to use products to communicate unique-
ness, with most of this difference stemming from the use of cloth-
ing and accessories.  Females are also more likely to use cosmetics 
and miscellaneous items to communicate aspects of Age (P6).  Last, 
although much literature espouses the influence of gender on prod-
uct choice, we find no marked differences between male and female 
young adult consumers’ use of products to convey Gender (P7). 

The findings suggest that aspects of the selves that young fe-
male and male consumers intend to communicate seem to be as-
sociated with the nature of the products selected.  The selection of 
common product categories by both female and male consumers and 
the emphases on specific aspects could also be attributed to the influ-
ence of social media.  Over the past decade or so, social media has 
become increasingly popular in influencing consumers, especially 
from the standpoint of communicating the self (Kietzmann et al., 
2012; Pan & Thomas, 2012; Utz, 2010).  As consumers construct 
profiles, view and traverse connections in online environments, they 
share information about their interests and choices.  Such sharing 
influences product selections as a basis for impression formation and 
identity construction.  This paper suggests that social media may 
well stimulate the construction of the self in off-line environments 
too, and that it may be worthwhile to explore this aspect further in 
future research.   

CONCLUSION
To conclude, this paper set out to examine the role of gender in 

the nature and types of product choices young adult consumers make, 
and whether females and males employ products and/or brands to 
communicate aspects of the self in similar or different ways.  The 
paper extends current knowledge by focusing attention on specific 
product categories relevant to female and male young adult consum-
ers, and aspects most salient in the use of products to communicate 
the self. Cosmetics, followed by food/drink, and then the miscel-

laneous category accounted for the main differences in product use 
based on gender. Females appear to use a variety of products to ex-
press themselves, more so than males.    However, more interesting, 
is the diversity in terms of how female and male participants use 
products to communicate aspects of their selves. Females are more 
conscious of communicating age, uniqueness and status compared to 
males.  In view of the sample size for this study, while it may be in-
appropriate to generalise, some plausible implications for practitio-
ners lie in focusing on aforementioned aspects of self representation 
when promoting specific products to women.  For example, when 
directing advertising and promotional material to women, emphasiz-
ing more than chronology, age as a state of mind and heart, unique-
ness as being special in some ways, status and affiliation in terms of 
roles or ways of thinking and perceiving the world.
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ABSTRACT
As the body assumes a central dimension of identity, plastic 

surgery becomes increasingly common. Using in-depth interviews, 
this study extends the understanding of the relation between body-
related consumption and identity construction by examining young 
women’s decision and experience of transforming their identity and 
their body through plastic surgery.

INTRODUCTION
As Vigarello’s (2006) historical account shows, the fascination 

with beauty is not a recent matter. Ideals of beauty have moved ac-
cording to social, political and cultural shifts of each period. Vig-
arello (2006) points to the growing importance of the body and the 
act of beautification over the centuries. 

Over the last century, beauty and wellbeing became related. 
Beauty came to mean to feel good about one’s body. Wellbeing be-
came a fundamental rule of beautification (Vigarello 2006). 

The years 1950 and 1960 have witnessed the body becoming an 
object of consumption (Vigarello 2006). From the second half of the 
twentieth century on, the body cult gained a more important social 
dimension and entered the era of the masses. The body cult combines 
the esteem for youthfulness with the pursuit of bodily perfection, 
and brings in tow a range of bodily activities such as exercise and 
specialized treatments (Goldenberg 2002).

Body appearance became an essential dimension of contempo-
rary identity (Askergaard et al. 2002; Goldenberg 2002; Lipovetsky 
2000). Beautification has been diversifying and disseminating rap-
idly. The profusion of beautifying devices democratized beauty–until 
then merely the result of nature or exception. This becomes even 
stronger in a society in which individual wellbeing is an endless 
pursuit and an affordable and mandatory ideal. Since wellbeing and 
beauty are related, the idea of   investing in one’s individual image/
body gained strength and became norm (Vigarello 2006).

It is in this context that the consumption of plastic surgery 
has grown and become increasingly commonplace (Askergaard et 
al. 2002). Malysse (2002), comparing individuals from Brazil (Rio 
de Janeiro) and France, indicated that Brazilians seemed more con-
cerned with bodily aesthetics than Europeans. This high esteem of 
the body – attributed by some to the tropical climate and miles of 
beach that encourage the use of light clothing and exposed skin – 
seems to add to the professionalism of the school established by the 
recognized plastic surgeon Dr Pitanguy to favor the uptake of plastic 
surgery in Brazil (Goldenberg 2002; 2007; Malysse 2002).

Brazil is one of the largest plastic surgery markets in the world. 
Between September 2007 and August 2008, according to Brazilian 
Society for Plastic Surgery1, 547,000 cosmetic plastic surgeries were 
performed; being the most common types the silicone prosthesis im-
plants and the liposuction, and the major consumers, women. Those 
levels are not really surprising in a marketplace where firms advertise 
plastic surgery operations payable in up to 36 installments.

This exploratory study aims to extend the understanding of the 
relation between body-related consumption and identity construction 
by examining young women’s decision and experience of transform-
ing their identity and their body through plastic surgery – a phenom-
enon still overlooked by consumer research. To do that we gather 

1  Sociedade Brasileira de Cirurgia Plástica (see www.cirurgiaplastica.
org.br).

together a range of interpretations and viewpoints that can help us 
better understand the phenomenon of plastic surgery consumption 
among young women. We chose to focus on young women in order 
to explore the consumption of plastic surgery that is unrelated to is-
sues of aging or attenuation of the effects of pregnancy. 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Identity is based on difference and similarity, where neither 

can exist without the other. Identities are not given; rather, they are 
continually created and recreated by each individual in their inter-
action – and negotiation – with others; as such, the individual and 
the collective are interrelated and act jointly. Positive feedback of 
others belonging to the same social group of reference is essential 
for the successful expression of identity. Thus, identity is seen as a 
self-reflective process based on the monitoring of past actions and 
modification of future behavior (Giddens 2002; Jenkins 2005; Ran-
some 2005). 

As Giddens (2002) points out, in modernity, the process of iden-
tity construction is influenced by the new type of relationship that 
emerges: the pure relationship. In it, there are no external anchors, 
such as moral obligations, social and economic issues. Thus, the pure 
relationship is maintained only while each of those involved views 
it as satisfying and rewarding and perceives its benefits. As such, the 
relationship has an open and reflective character and can end at any 
moment. This lack of permanence makes individuals more self-cen-
tered and preoccupied with their attractiveness in terms of aesthetic 
characteristics. 

In the literature on consumer research, it’s not uncommon to 
find identity treated from the perspective of personal narrative (Ahu-
via 2005; Kleine, Kleine, and Allen 1995; Sirgy 1982). Such narra-
tive has a reflexive nature (Giddens 2002) inasmuch as it assumes 
that the history of the consumer is built based on who the individual 
was, is, or wishes to become.

Thompson and Hirschman (1995) believe that whereas identity 
used to be defined by work activities, in postmodernity this occurs 
through consumption. The fluid and reflective nature of identity 
(Bauman 2005; Giddens 2002) seems to render the act of consump-
tion a means of producing the desired self, based on images and styles 
transmitted through possessions (Thompson and Hirschman 1995). 
Consumption assists individuals in the acquisition, maintenance, al-
teration, reconstruction and disposal of the individual’s identity or 
identities (Kleine et al. 1995; McAlexander 1991; Schouten 1991; 
Young 1991) – to the point that goods can even be considered our 
extended-self (Belk, 1988). Consumption also acts in reducing or re-
solving identity conflicts as, for example, tensions between the con-
sumer’s past identity and the person one wishes to become (Ahuvia 
2005; Mittal 2006). 

The concepts of identity and self-concept are bound to the con-
cept of self-esteem. Banister and Hogg (2004) claim marketing man-
agers recognize the pursuit of self-esteem as one of the most impor-
tant motivational drivers of consumer behavior and decision making. 
Consumption activities have a major role in enhancing or protect-
ing self-esteem (Sirgy, Grewal, Mangleburg, Park, Chon, Claiborne, 
Johar, and Berkman 1997). Self-esteem refers to the evaluation of 
a person in relation to oneself (James 1890 cited in Pyszczynski, 
Greenberg, Solomon, and Arndt 2004). Giddens (2002) stresses the 
social nature of self-esteem, which relates strongly with responses 
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by others. The non-conformance of the body to prevailing media and 
social standards tends to reduce the individual’s self-esteem (Gold-
enberg and Ramos 2002).

Identity, consumption and body
There is no way to develop identity without embodiment (Mead 

1934 cited in Jenkins 2005). Thus, the body can be seen as the con-
tinuation of the individual, as an element of identification with the 
collective and as a means of giving form to identity. Body appear-
ance is, therefore, decisive in the acquisition of identity and social-
ization (Malysse 2002). For the self is exhibited to others via its em-
bodiment (Giddens 2002). In a social context in which consumption 
gains strength as a definer of identity (Ransome 2005; Thompson 
and Hirschman 1995), the body – main billboard for expressing 
one’s identity – assumes increasing importance. Its role is even ex-
alted with the promotion of the body cult, from which appearance 
becomes a fundamental part of people’s identity (Goldenberg 2002; 
2007). 

Vigarello (2006) suggests that the pursuit of body beauty is dis-
guised as individual choice and self-realization, so that each one is 
responsible for one’s own beauty. But this subjectivity or the idea 
of individual choice seems illusory. Normalization is still present, 
reinforced by the duality of wellbeing and malaise.

Individuals are bombarded by media images of the normalized 
body and, perceiving themselves as falling short of such a norm, 
come to be dissatisfied or reject their own appearance (Lipovetsky 
2000). Thenceforth people who might be perfectly healthy start 
to see their body as defective, as needing improvements (Malysse 
2002), and go on to develop extreme self-criticism in relation to their 
body. Any deviation from the idealized body becomes a problem, in-
cluding low self-esteem, against which they must struggle (Thomp-
son and Hirschman 1995). 

The current array of corrective treatments for the body – from 
makeup or cosmetics to exercises, plastic surgery, hair/facial treat-
ments, etc. – operates an apparent democratization of beauty (Vig-
arello 2006), getting the body in shape, young and beautiful for ev-
eryone, through hard work and willpower, rendering the individual 
as solely responsible for their own appearance. The body comes to 
symbolize the individual’s moral character – it is not sufficient to 
merely maintain such continuous control; it is necessary to be no-
ticed by others when so doing. Being in shape becomes an indicator 
of personal success, while a body that’s out of shape, sickly or poorly 
looking becomes synonymous with lack of willpower, laziness, in-
discipline or lack of control (Bouzón 2008; Goldenberg 2002; Gold-
enberg and Ramos 2002; Giddens 2002; Lipovetsky 2000; Thomp-
son and Hirschman 1995). 

But despite beauty being seen as the result of work and will-
power, it is strongly related to purchasing power. In becoming an 
object of consumption (Baudrillard 1995), the body gains a classifi-
catory, hierarchical function, communicating symbols and rendering 
differences between social groups visible (Bouzón 2008; Golden-
berg 2002; Goldenberg and Ramos 2002). Thus, the physical ap-
pearance is actively changed in order to provide the other with the 
desired information (Malysse 2002). 

The body cult brings in tow a sense of permanent dissatisfaction 
with one’s figure (Sabino 2000) – that relates to the impossibility of 
satisfaction discussed by Bauman (2001) – which becomes evident 
when Edmonds (2002) shows that plastic surgery seems to transcend 
mere compliance with a standard, and becomes the endless pursuit 
of an ever-more elusive goal. Edmonds (2002) attributes the growing 
acceptance of plastic surgery to the democratization of beauty and 
the belief in a link between self-esteem and physical appearance. So, 

plastic surgery appears both as a need for conformity with cultural 
mores and as a means of bridging the gap between how women are 
viewed, and how they actually are or feel. 

Schouten (1991), in a study of men and women in the US, sug-
gests one reason for plastic surgery is dissatisfaction with a particu-
lar feature or part of the body. Negative body self-images can appear 
during adolescence or be triggered by critical remarks of a child’s 
body. He also finds evidence that plastic surgery led to improved 
self-esteem and feelings of enhanced physical attraction and self-
confidence. Furthermore, plastic surgery appeared to act in the tran-
sition of roles. In the study by Askegaard et al. (2002), with women 
aged 30 to 60, the respondents are divided according to their goals 
as to the plastic surgery: some cited personal wellbeing; others cit-
ed the desire to become more attractive to others. The respondents 
demonstrated conflicts and contradictions when expressing their true 
motivations for surgery.

The quantitative study of Pentina et al. (2009) highlights the 
motivational role of perceived discrepancies between actual and 
ideal self in choosing cosmetic surgery by young women. The au-
thors also point out to social support as a moderating effect in their 
decisions – being the support of friends an encouragement to the 
enhancement of the body. Mowen et al. (2009) investigated the trait 
predictors of cosmetic surgery. One of their findings is that individu-
als tending to plastic surgery may view their bodies as like any other 
resource – it can be molded in order to achieve their goals, as antici-
pated by Le Breton (2003).

METHODOLOGY
This study aims to extend the understanding of the relation be-

tween body-related consumption and identity construction by exam-
ining young women’s decision and experience of transforming their 
identity and their body through plastic surgery. To do that, we seek 
to understand, among other things, how they use plastic surgery in 
order to make sense of themselves in their world; what they seek to 
get out of plastic surgery; how the cultural context influences their 
choice of transforming their body through plastic surgery. 

Since the research topic required an understanding of “detailed 
individual experiences, choices and personal biographies,” (Gaskell 
2002, 78) and due to the sensitive nature of the subject matter, which 
could cause anxiety or discomfort in respondents (Gaskell 2002), 
we opted for semi-structured, in-depth individual interviews. The re-
search objectives required a broader understanding of the women in-
terviewed, of the decision-making process involving surgery, and of 
changes experienced by them post-surgery. So, we use a life-history 
narrative approach (Atkinson 1998; Woodruffe-Burton and Elliott 
2005) in the script.

Fourteen interviews were conducted. Data collection was 
halted when it was deemed to be close to saturation point (Gaskell 
2002). All interviews were conducted in Rio de Janeiro and were 
recorded, generating 912 minutes of material, the equivalent to 215 
typed pages of transcripts. The interviewees were selected via per-
sonal recommendations. The selection criteria parameters were a) fe-
male gender; b) age between 20 and 35; c) underwent plastic surgery 
prior to having children. The option for exploring women’s issues 
exclusively was due to differences regarding gender vis-à-vis mo-
tivations, needs and ways to use the body as a means of expression 
(Goldenberg and Ramos 2002; Sabino 2000). The age group and the 
issue of motherhood are related to the goal of understanding the con-
sumption of plastic surgery separately from issues of aging and body 
changes caused by pregnancy. The option for residents of Rio de 
Janeiro was to be able to hear women inserted in the same context of 
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bodily esteem and subjected to similar aesthetic standards, as well as 
to facilitate the researchers’ access to respondents.

The following figure profiles each of the young women inter-
viewed:

The interview protocol was developed primarily based on the 
findings of Schouten (1991) and Askegaard et al. (2002). The in-
terview script was used as a device for the analysis of transcripts 
(Gaskell 2002), dividing the interviews in major areas of analysis. 

Data analysis was inspired by the technique of discourse analysis 
(Gill 2002). 

In the next sections, we present the findings divided into three 
topics: the before, life stories influenced by the other and by the con-
text; the moment, which deals primarily with the motivations and 
incentives behind the decision for surgery; and the after, which ex-
amines transformations experienced by the women after the surgery.

The before: life stories influenced by the other and by the 
context 

If identity is based on differences and similarities and depends 
on the validation of others (Jenkins 2005; Ransome 2005), and the 
body is the means of exhibiting one’s identity, it follows that the 
body seems extremely susceptible to comparison and to influence 
of others’ gazes. Examination of the life stories points to bodily 
changes experienced during adolescence as possible sources of dis-
satisfaction that somehow drove these women to plastic surgery 
(Schouten 1991). It seems possible to relate the requirements of body 
modification expressed by respondents to the reflective nature that 
the body assumes in modernity (Giddens 2002), that is, the constant 
questioning of one’s own body, the medium through which identity 
is displayed. Body shape seems to have a decisive role in forging the 
identity of these young people: the absence of breasts during adoles-
cence can lead them to resemble either the male gender or younger 
children; overly large breasts or excess weight may distance them 
from the female standard they seek to emulate and that the media 
pushes; finally, the others may be the mirror of their dissatisfactions, 
as the following accounts suggest: 

“I looked like a little boy, completely flat-chested. I didn’t feel 
feminine. Not just a little boy, also a kid.” (Ana, 27)

“I was always a chubby child. And being chubby when you 
enter adolescence becomes annoying. Women don’t like being 
chubby; woman want to be skinny. Even more so because of 
the stereotypes we see on television, in magazines.” (Alice, 30)

Ana, Alice and Luana speak of adolescence and dissatisfaction 
with their bodies, perceiving them as different or outside the stan-
dard. They also speak of the influence of the vision of the body of 
the other on the perception that each has of her own body, and sug-
gesting that the difference can lead to an inferiority complex, shame-
fulness, hate of one’s own body (Lipovetsky 2000; Malysse 2002). 

The importance of the body’s appearance is described in the 
context of the socialization process, that is, to the other. Interest-
ingly, the other appears in the narratives of interviewees’ life stories 

in several ways: as city, neighborhood, girl-friends, sisters, cousins, 
lovers, boys. 

The concern with the gaze of others is evidenced, for instance, 
by the strategies of concealing/displaying (Thompson and Hirschman 
1998) used by the interviewees to manage their image. They hide or 
disguise what made them unhappy with their body (“I’d wear looser 
clothes that wouldn’t draw attention to my figure and a tight bra to 
try to make my bust appear smaller”) and divert attention to their fa-
vorite parts using tricks such as clothing, hairstyles, or even making 
them the focus of the workout (“since my upper body bothered me, I 
always valued the lower part”).

Monica’s report exemplify how moving to another city changed 
the way she saw about her body. She reports on the difference of 
“aesthetic standards” between Porto Alegre, where it “was far more 
cool to be slim” and “uncool to have a big butt,” and Rio de Janeiro, 
where the ideal is the woman to be “all babe.” With her move to Rio, 
she relates how she became accustomed to the city’s aesthetic stan-
dards and stopped thinking her “butt” was “so big.”

Carla’s story shows how a change of place of residence led her 
to seek aesthetic changes to adapt her body to fit in with the new 
social group. She moved from Nova Iguaçu to Barra da Tijuca. Nova 
Iguaçu is one of 13 municipalities in the Rio de Janeiro metropolitan 
area. It is a 830,000 inhabitants city densely populated and heav-
ily dominated by low-income residents. During the interview, Carla 
explained that this neighborhood comprises a group of high-income 
residents to which his family belonged to, and that its members 
are well acquaintance to each other. Barra da Tijuca is a district of 
Rio de Janeiro that has undergone rapid urbanization starting in the 
1980s, and is known for its influx of emerging social groups. Carla 
acknowledges that after moving to Barra da Tijuca she ceased to be 
herself (“I was me”) in order to be the other in this new place with 
different aesthetic standards.

“My family is from Nova Iguaçu – I lived there until I was 16. 
In Nova Iguaçu I was the Carla Marques. Everybody knew my 
dad and my older brothers. Being chubby didn’t bother me too 
much. Because I was myself. So, it was never a problem in that 
context. Perhaps it began to bother me [when I moved to Barra 
da Tijuca]. When you’re off the curve, just go to the beach or 

Name Age Surgery Name Age Surgery

Alice 30 Liposuction + Breast implants Fátima 22 Breast implants

Ana 27 Breast implants Ilda 30 Liposuction

Angela 25 Breast Reduction Luana 23 Breast implants

Antônia 31 Breast Reduction Monica 28 Breast implants

Camila 30 Rhinoplasty + Breast implants Monique 26 Liposuction of the buttocks

Carla 24 Liposuction + Breast implants Nadia 25 Liposuction

Celeste 32 Liposuction and Liposculpting + 
Breast implants Tânia 26 Breast implants

Table 1. Profile of women interviewed
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open up a magazine, you’ll see: the standard of beauty is being 
thin, to work out. I was just another Carla. I’m not going to tell 
I do it [work out and diet] for other people. It’s for me, but it’s 
influenced by the environment I live in. I think if I lived some 
place where it was irrelevant, I don’t really know if I’d find it so 
important” (Carla, 24)

Her report also suggests that in changing social context from 
Nova Iguaçu to Barra da Tijuca, her social capital lost its importance 
to her body capital (Bourdieu 1984: 194): she became just another 
Carla. At her new neighborhood, the body seems to strongly mark 
social position replacing social capital. In order to improve her posi-
tion in social space, Carla needed to revise her identity, rebuilding 
her body.

The moment of plastic surgery: exploring motivations
The influence of the time of life of the interviewees in deciding 

to undergo surgery also appears in several accounts. Some reported 
they were having a difficult and stressful time. Difficulties with the 
marriage, in dating, in relationships and work, as well as personal 
problems, insecurity, heartness and sadness were also mentioned 
by interviewees. Thus, surgery appears as a kind of compensatory 
consumption (Woodruffe-Burton and Elliott 2005) in less-than-fa-
vorable life situations.

As pointed by Askegaard et al. (2002), it seems possible to 
associate some of these feelings to the anxieties caused by the lack of 
permanence of contemporary relationships (Giddens 2002). Fátima 
(22) associates plastic surgery with the fear of losing her far-away 
boyfriend, or even the fear of the fragile nature of her relationships, 
as the following testimony indicates:

“I don’t think it [silicone implant surgery] was to try to hold on 
to him. It was to make me feel better, to value myself more. I 
think, when women lose the person they like, they believe they 
won’t find anybody else. They think he’s the last man in the 
world and they won’t find anyone better. And it’s exactly the 
contrary: you always find someone much better than him. So I 
think it wasn’t at all a case of his thinking ‘oh! she got implants, 
so I’m not going to cheat on her’. Rather, it was so that, if, by 
chance, he did not want me anymore, I would still be happy 
enough with myself to find someone else just as good or better.” 

In this report, Fátima suggests that a new body would render her 
a better position in a ‘relationship’ market, so that if her present rela-
tionship did not work out, her new boobs would enhance her chances 
to find a new (better) man.

In contexts described as difficult, that include the possibility 
of losses, fears and stress, plastic surgery seems to be driven by a 
consumer expectation to make peace with self-esteem or to boost 
self-confidence (Askegaard et al. 2002; Schouten 1991). Thus, the 
experience is described as a way to “value myself,” to “feel more 
beautiful,” as an “investment in me,” a “self-compensation,” a “self-
indulgence,” or even an “incentive” to overcome difficulties or to 
find someone “even better.” These findings are consistent with Le 
Breton (2003), who pointed to the use of plastic surgery by individu-
als in crisis – those who sought the possibility of modifying the way 
people saw them, their life and their relationship with the world.

The bad or difficult time of interviewees life seem to put their 
identities in check, thus restoring feelings present since their ado-
lescence, and demanding an urgent answer / attitude. The plastic 
surgery comes as a way to modify the shape of the body and thus, 
rebuilt their identities and transform how others see them, and there-
fore their life and their relations with the world.

Transition of roles or identity (Schouten 1991) also appears as 
another form of incentive in this study. Celeste (32), for example, 
living a process of separation and, therefore, ruling out the possibil-
ity of being a mother at that time, starts the review process of her 
self-concept through working out, massage, greater care with her 
appearance and, finally, liposuction, in order to incorporate a new 
identity: that of an unmarried woman “back into the market.” 

The incongruity between physical aspects and self-concept 
(Schouten 1991) also appears in the discourse of some interviewees 
when they talk about their life stories. Plastic surgery can mark the 
transition between childhood (child’s body) and adult life (women’s 
body) in some cases, and may be part of a larger process of transition, 
as the last stage of transformations sought. Antonia (31) explains:

“I was in the process of feeling better; I’d already completed my 
treatment [the medication she took for hormonal disorder dur-
ing early adolescence]; I was already thinner; my hair looked 
great. But then I discovered that the shape and the size of my 
breasts were not what I wanted.” 

Most women interviewed made it clear that they had undergone 
plastic surgery for themselves, regardless of others’ opinions. They 
needed to deny the concern with the gaze of others but tended to fall 
into contradiction during the interview. Tania (26), a good example, 
contradicts herself throughout the interview. She explains that “the 
average Brazilian” has no bust; so, her lack of breasts was seen as 
“normal” in the eyes of others. Yet, in other moments during the in-
terview, she admits that her small breasts made her “the shame of the 
group.” Shame, according to Giddens (2002), is a result of insecurity 
regarding social acceptability. Tania also reveals several suggestions 
from others before the surgery to insert silicone breast implants, but 
then seems oblivious to the shame revealed when attempting once 
again to explain that the surgery was for her only, denying the influ-
ence of others’ gazes.

Contact with a girl friend who has recently undergone plastic 
surgery appears in the testimonies as another factor responsible for 
driving respondents to make a decision regarding surgery. Some 
of the women admit they were “scared to death” of the procedure. 
Thus, proximity with a successful plastic surgery served as encour-
agement, a “light shove,” a “breath,” a sign that what they wanted to 
achieve “was possible,” as Camila (30) revealed:

“It was already something I had wanted to do, and then, just 
before I did, this friend got implants. I saw hers looked good, so 
then I got enthused and plucked up the courage to go ahead. It 
was just the smallest push I needed.”

This may put some light on findings from Pentina et al. (2009) 
regarding the moderating role of peer support. A successful surgery 
patient, besides allaying fears related to the procedure, seems to op-
erationalize plastic surgery within the realm of real possibilities and 
out of the field of dreams.

In addiction, the accounts indicate a sort of rule or hierarchy 
among the types of care and control of the body. Plastic surgery – in 
particular, liposuction – appears in the testimonies collected here as 
a “last resource,” something you do after “having tried everything 
else:” “dieting,” “working out,” “eating healthy.” For some inter-
viewees, women seeking directly the last level of the hierarchy – 
plastic surgery – are seen in poor light and judged as lazy, since 
they failed to spend the energy required to get their bodies in shape. 
Control of the body is not sufficient; it is necessary that this fact be 
perceived by others (Giddens 2002).
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“Before getting the lipo, after I had lost weight and so on, I still 
didn’t go to the beach because there were still fat parts on my 
body that refused to go away. (…)  I think [plastic surgery] is 
perfectly valid if something is bothering you like crazy, to the 
point where it prevents you from going to the beach, as was my 
case. And, when you’ve tried everything else, to no avail … 
I don’t think plastic surgery should be used as a quick-fix for 
every little thing you don’t like.” (Carla, 24)

The interviewees also describe the behavior of other women 
with respect to plastic surgery as overkill. They relate this overkill 
with an “obsession with perfection,” an “unhealthy” behavior, even 
the “loss of sense of danger.” But, after all, where might the bound-
ary lie between overkill and acceptable? Interestingly, the overkill 
mindset is always ascribed to others, never to themselves. This is 
the case even when it comes to those who show an almost obsessive 
preoccupation with their few extra kilos such as Carla (24) in the 
previous account.

The after: experienced transformations 
When asked about others’ reaction toward their post-surgery, 

the respondents show difficulties in claiming differences were in-
deed perceived in their appearance and, on occasions, would end up 
contradicting themselves during the interview. As in the case of the 
Tania (26), who initially said that “many people don’t know because 
I put in very small implants”; however, later in the interview, she 
comments on how “several people” told her “Wow, aren’t you the 
big sexy woman!” Such a contradiction seems to have something 
to do with the concern in affirming they had undergone surgery for 
themselves and not for others.

Many reported that expectations regarding the expected benefits 
of surgery are confirmed when they relate what happened after. They 
emphasize the effects of plastic surgery on their self-esteem and self-
confidence, which was also found by previous works (Schouten 
1991; Askegaard et al. 2002; Edmonds 2002). However, discrep-
ancies were apparent in the testimonials. While some said they did 
not believe surgery had had any effect on their social relations (i.e., 
relations with others), other women spoke of changes in perceived 
self-esteem and self-confidence and reported profound changes in 
their social relations and even their sexuality after surgery: “I began 
to feel like socializing more”; “I stopped feeling shameful of getting 
close to men”; “I became much more comfortable sexually.” The 
following account by Antonia (31) is quite illustrative of the benefits 
admitted to: 

“My life has changed: I became more confident; I was no longer 
embarrassed about getting close to men. I got a boyfriend right 
away. I became more popular among my friends. I think people 
saw how I was prettier, more secure. I was no longer embar-
rassed about going out ... people would ask me out more, and I 
began socializing more, too. I started feeling more sociable than 
before. At work, the collateral effect of self-confidence from 
surgery was tremendous. Got a great job soon thereafter.”

Those reports suggest that plastic surgery allowed an identity 
renegotiation. It seems to work as an “investment”, improving body 
capital. Their improved body capital granted them a new and more 
valuable position in social space. For some, this identity and position 
change acquired through their body transformation was so vigorous 
that they even state that “the surgery has changed my life!” and re-
port feeling “like another person after the surgery”.

The interviewees also recount becoming vainer after surgery. 
This enhanced vanity intensifies previous body care and triggers a 

whole constellation of body and beauty-related consumption, such as 
buying clothing that displayed the new body; exercise and diets with 
specialized professionals; massage; lymphatic drainage; cosmetics 
to combat cellulite and sagging; pharmaceutical drugs (cellular nu-
trition). 

Both new consumption and beauty treatments that were stepped 
up after surgery indicate an effort to maintain or leverage the in-
vestment made in their body capital. Plastic surgery enhances their 
body capital, however maintaining it requires continuing effort and 
investment.

Besides mentions to improved self-esteem and self-confidence, 
the interviewed women commonly used words such as happiness, 
enthusiasm, lively and excitement to describe feelings engendered 
by plastic surgery. It is interesting to notice that those psychologi-
cal or emotional effects of surgery are far more frequent and more 
emphasized during the interviews than changes in physical appear-
ance. However, when physical effects are mentioned, they appear 
as harmony, proportionality, a cool or great body. The interviewees 
seem to avoid words with overt links to beauty. This might allude to 
some fear of appearing futile (Casotti et al. 2008). The testimonials 
suggest that the quest for self-confidence would be more legitimate 
than the search for beauty, as exemplified by Angela (25):

“I think people are divided into two groups. The group of people 
who get it [plastic surgery] because they really do have some-
thing that calls attention, that really bothers them – then they do 
plastic surgery. And there are the people who want to have the 
perfect body, and then go overboard.” (Angela, 25)

FINAL DISCUSSION 
By exploring young women’s decision and experience of trans-

forming their identity and their body through plastic surgery, this 
work extends the understanding of the relation between body-related 
consumption and identity construction.

 The decision of undergoing a plastic surgery by the inter-
viewees seems the result of a conjunction of elements: a longtime 
deep dissatisfaction or discomfort with one’s body or particular body 
parts; a specific stressful or difficult time of life; influence of some-
one who had experienced a successful plastic surgery; and, finally, 
having tried everything else unsuccessfully, exhausting any other 
way of fixing the body.

Some of the results support the findings of Schouten (1991) and 
Askegaard et al. (2002), pointing similarities in consumption of plas-
tic surgery undergone by Brazilian – specifically residents of Rio de 
Janeiro – Danish and US women: adolescence as a source of dissat-
isfaction with the body that was sought to be corrected with surgery; 
the role of surgery in the transition of social roles, or as comple-
mentary agent or catalyst for change; the improving self-esteem and 
confidence; surgery as an act of self-determination (undergone for 
the sake of personal wellbeing). 

However the accounts seem to put the body in a higher val-
ue place in the city of Rio de Janeiro, as suggested in other studies 
(Malysse 2002). In Rio, body capital seems to trump social capi-
tal. And that does not work only for the ‘relationship’ or “marriage 
market” (Bourdieu 1984: 126), enhanced body capital also grants a 
better position in the labor market and in friendships and other social 
relations. Plastic surgery thus works as an investment to enhance the 
value of body capital so as to gain better social standing.

But it does not exhaust the efforts for a body that contributes to 
a successful identity and a better social position. This new position 
requires continued investment and effort to be sustained. These be-
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gin way before the surgery – with exercising, dieting and so on – and 
must be intensified and expanded after it.

The interviewees’ narratives uncover the relation between plas-
tic surgery and identity construction. The body, as part of identity 
and thus to its self-reflective project, is central to a successful expres-
sion of identity. But its construction depends upon interaction and 
negotiation with others so that, in order to create a successful expres-
sion of identity, body must conform to the reference group or the 
cultural norms. Although each of the interviewees has her own his-
tory regarding plastic surgery and explains the plastic as something 
done to herself, this body change seems fundamental to them as a 
means of negotiating their identities with others, as a fundamental 
part in the process of building a successful identity and conquering a 
improved position in their social space.

Interaction and negotiation with others appear repeatedly in 
the interviewees’ narratives. They are clear in their feeling of being 
different and their wiliness to belong; in their concealing/displaying 
strategies; in their very attempt to adequate their bodies to standards 
through plastic surgery; when they announce their decision to peers 
and can access their opinions – even denying their worries about it; 
and, of course, when they consider their surgeon’s opinion (as the 
girl who got a second rhinoplasty when intended to get only breast 
implants).

Their non-normalized body becomes a source of anxiety, dis-
satisfaction and reduced self-esteem. It seems they seek not for the 
body they dream of, but to the body cultural norms made them want 
to. However, this young, beautiful and fit body must be pursued 
through hard work and willpower, so as it becomes an indicator of 
personal success. 

There’s why the interviewees seem to identify the existence of 
a hierarchy of beauty treatments, where plastic surgery figures as a 
last resource.  If personal success depends on a body achieved by 
hard work, the plastic body seems to reduce personal merit. So, the 
plastic surgery must be legitimized and justified! Otherwise it can be 
regarded as cheating and overkill, putting them in a poor light.

Legitimization is carried out through hard work previously to 
the surgery – as engaging in dieting, weight-loss programs and ex-
ercising. In other words, they must work hard to deserve the body 
in shape. But previous hard work is not enough. It’s imperative to 
justify the plastic surgery. First of all, it’s only justified only when 
nothing else seems to placate body dissatisfaction. But the real justi-
fication seems to occur when the interviewees describe their dissat-
isfactions. They present a long rationalization – that seemed aimed 
to themselves and to others, represented by the researchers – their 
“unbearable complex” or “trauma,” “absolute shamefulness,” and 
“unreasonable hassle” that can cause even a “psychological prob-
lem.” It requires a lot of work to undergo plastic surgery and still 
cope with cultural prescriptions.
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ABSTRACT
This paper explores how advances in transplant technologies 

shape conceptions of self-identity, embodiment and citizenship. 
Drawing on the posthuman writing of Donna Haraway and from 
phenomenological interviews, I explore ambivalence towards the 
commodification of the cyborg-body, suggesting that biotechnology 
may potentially lead to a dystopian posthuman consumer society.

INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in transplant technologies open up excit-

ing areas of study where the amalgamation of human, animal, and 
automaton spawn a proliferation of cyborgic couplings and chime-
ras. According to Haraway (1991: 149), a cyborg is a cybernetic or-
ganism, whose hybridity obfuscates Western conception of the body 
and selfhood. From restorative transplantation (i.e. the rejuvenation 
of lost bodily functions through organ replacements derived from 
xenotransplantation1 and artificial organs) to regenerative medicine 
(e.g. the engineering of organs through stem cell therapy and clon-
ing), the body are becoming increasingly plastic (Shilling 1993), bi-
onic and engineered (Synnott 1993; Williams 1997). Consequently, 
we are “thrown into radical doubt” (Shilling 1993: 3) as to what 
the body is, who owns it, how we should treat it and what it might 
become (Williams 1997). The cyborg emerges as a socio-political 
battlefield where boundaries between the self and ‘other’, human 
and non-human, the automaton and the organism, nature and culture, 
subject and object are valiantly contested (Haraway 1991). Gray 
(2002) argues that cyborgs are political bodies, whose corporeal sta-
tus dictates the extent to which they are granted civil rights, protec-
tion, equalities and freedom in a democratic posthuman society.

 This paper seeks to explore how perceptions of emerging 
transplant technology are shaped by conceptions of self-identity, 
embodiment and citizenship among the British lay public. Specifi-
cally, I consider how individuals construct embodied meanings sur-
rounding emerging transplant technologies. In addition, this paper 
analyses how individuals draw on cultural resources to help them 
negotiate meanings pertaining to (1) personhood (what it means to 
be a person), (2) technological embodiment (what it means to have 
and be cyborg-bodies), (3) posthuman citizenship (how technology 
mediates social relations between human and non-human) and (4) 
body commodification (can the cyborg-body be reified as an object 
for consumption). 

 In doing so, this paper endeavors to answer the call to the-
orize posthuman identity and body in consumer research (Venkatesh 
et al 2002; Giesler and Venkatesh 2005; Buchanan-Oliver 2008; 
Campbell et al 2005). This paper recognizes the need to embrace 
consumers as ‘embodied cyborgs’ (Giesler and Venkatesh 2005: 
661), whose lifeworld and social existence is intricately woven with 
the materiality of technology (Giesler 2004). Following Feather-
stone and Burrow (1995), Venkatesh (2004) envisions posthuman 
consumer society as ‘new cultures of technological embodiment’ 
(pp. 400), which is constituted by ‘a hybrid marketplace matrix’ 
(Giesler and Venkatesh 2005: 1). This paper illustrates how market-
place myths and cultural metaphors are appropriated by individu-
als to help them make sense of the relationship between nature and 

1  Xenotransplantation involves the incorporation of living organs and 
tissues from a different species (usually animals such as pigs) to another (hu-
man beings).

technology (Thompson 2004). In doing so, I aim to contribute to 
previous writings by Johnson and Roberts (1997) and Belk (1990). 
Most notably, these scholars observe how the marketing of organ 
transplantation has previously been predicated on the ‘mechanistic’ 
metaphor of the body (Belk 1990). This metaphor is consistent with 
the ‘technocratic’ view, which presents technology as progressive 
and optimistic (Johnson and Roberts 1997). I now review the theo-
retical underpinning of cyborg embodiment and the slippery slope of 
its commodification within the context of emerging transplant tech-
nology.

Cyborg Embodiment and Commodification in Emerging 
Transplant Technology

Seale et al (2006) contend that body fragmentation and com-
modification are prominent themes in biomedicine, as it involves the 
disintegration of the body into isolated parts, which concurrently ren-
ders it susceptible to the process of objectification. Such mechanistic 
view of the body is grounded in the dualistic philosophy of Carte-
sianism, which privileges the mind over the body. For Descartes, the 
mind constitutes the seat of consciousness (res cogitans) that defines 
one’s personhood (soul). Conversely, the body is a palpable material 
object that extends into space (res extensa) – and as such, is divisible 
and subjected to the laws of physics (Sawday 1996). As a machine 
that houses the conscious mind/soul, the body is deemed to be lack-
ing in intentionality and intellect. 

Elsewhere, Sharp (2000) argues that “commodification insists 
upon objectification in some form, transforming persons and their 
bodies from a human category into objects of economic desires” (pp. 
293). According to Hogle (1995), advances in transplant technolo-
gies can potentially erase the cyborg-body of its personal history and 
cultural trappings; thereby objectifying it as a valuable commodity 
for exchange (Marx 1867/1976). As such, the medical cyborg is de-
void of intentionality as a purposeful being (Heidegger 1927/1962). 
Instead, biomedicine transforms cyborg into a new category of spe-
cies that are equipped with a new purpose or what Aristotle calls 
telos – i.e. “different categories of biological species have its own 
form of flourishing, of being true to itself” (Bowring 2003: 133). For 
Heidegger, treating a ‘living organism’ in an objectifying manner is 
tantamount to an act of depersonalization, which withdraws from 
them, their rights to dignity, mystery and humanity.

Fox and Swazey (1992) argue that the widening gap in the 
supply and demand of organs has fuelled medical and cultural fer-
vour towards ‘spare part pragmatism’, which is predicated on the 
vision of the “replaceable body and limitless medical progress, and 
the escalating ardor about the life-saving goodness of repairing and 
remaking people in this fashion” (pp. xv). In Human Body Shop: 
The Cloning, Engineering and Marketing of Life, Kimbrell (1993) 
documented how the growing market for ‘human products’ (includ-
ing blood, organs, tissues and reproductive cells) have alienated 
individuals from their bodies and from others, leading to disputes 
over ownership, distribution of profits and exploitations of the dis-
enfranchised. As Bowring (2003) argues, the body is already a form 
of commodity in the modern world. Within the context of emerging 
transplant technology, the commodification of the body takes differ-
ent forms – namely artificial organs, xenotransplantation and regen-
erative transplantation – which I will now discuss in turn.
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The Bionic Body –  
The Manufacturing of Artificial Organs

Langer and Vacanti (1995) advocate the need to close the gap in 
organ shortages by moving towards the ‘manufacturing’ of organs. 
Heart valves, pacemakers, artificial hip joints, prosthetic arms and 
legs, and synthetic lenses are now regularly implanted in human bod-
ies (Sharp 2000: 311). As Haraway (1991) argues, “we are all hybrids 
of machine and organism, in short we are all already cyborgs” (pp. 
150). More recently, the pioneering trial of AbioCor artificial heart in 
2001 raises many ethical questions concerning its commodifying po-
tentials. Fox and Swazey (2004) witness how an industry has mush-
roomed around the manufacturing and maintenance of mechanical 
hearts. Similarly, Gray (2002) contends that due to the mythological 
and metaphorical resonance of the heart (Manning-Steven 1997), 
promotion of artificial organ research by companies (usually estab-
lished by researchers and medical corporations) is likely to generate 
profit due to its publicity alone. 

Dumit and Davis-Floyd (1998) observe the paradoxical nature 
of cyborg as an enhancer as well as a mutilator. As cyborgs are po-
tentially ‘better than human’, it holds great promises in enhancing 
our lives (life-saving) while at the same time harbouring destruc-
tive potential that threatens ‘the loss of our identity’ (pp. 13). The 
cyborg-as-machine invokes images of technological determination 
(Haraway 1991), in which man is rendered inert, dependent and 
de-skilled in relation to the powerful and self-regulating machine 
(Holland 1995). However, Haraway (1991) urges us to recognize the 
emancipatory potential of such fusion, claiming that how we define 
our relationship to cyborgs is predicated on an instinct for survival 
(pp. 153).

Chimera and Organ Pharming – xenotransplantation
More recently, breakthroughs in genetic engineering has made 

possible the ‘manufacturing’ of body parts through organ ‘pharm-
ing’ – which involves the transfer of human genes into animal DNA 
to produce medically desirable substances (Bowring 2003). The hy-
brid genes are then inseminated into surrogate animals that carry the 
embryo to term, and in doing so, give birth to chimeric offspring 
known as transgenic animals. Gray (2002) suggests that the cloning 
of Dolly the Sheep has served as a factory prototype towards subse-
quent organ pharming. Clark (1999) warns that xenotransplantation 
can potentially lead to the production of organs on an industrial scale 
as it has the potential to reduce organ shortages by turning transgenic 
animals into a ‘bioreactor’ and ‘pharmaceutical factory’ of organs 
(Bowring 2003). The use of pig heart valves for transplantation has 
become common practice (Clark 1999). Indeed pigs are often re-
garded as ideal donors as their organs are of similar size to humans 
and more importantly, they can be bred on a larger scale and thus, 
providing an unlimited source of organs (Gallagher 2011). Gallaher 
postulates that there will be a shift from cadaveric transplantation 
towards ‘growing your own organs’. The customizing of organs is 
a promising prospect as ‘replacement’ body parts can be ‘pharmed’ 
using personalized stem cells from the patient to reduce chances of 
organ rejection. In 1997, Dr. Jay Vacanti shocked the world by grow-
ing a human ear from cartilage cells on the back of a mouse (now fa-
mously known as the Vacanti Mouse). This leads scientists to believe 
that similar techniques can be applied to pave the way towards the 
tissue engineering of livers and hearts that are tailor-made to work 
with the patient’s immune system (BBC News 2002).  

Xenotransplantation is controversial because it destabilizes our 
conception of ‘what is natural’ (Williams 1997). According to Har-
away (1991) “transgenic border-crossing signifies serious challenges 
to the ‘sanctity of life’ for many members of Western cultures” (pp. 

217). This is not surprising as Douglas (1902/1966) argues; the soli-
darity of human society is modeled on corporeal solidarity and pu-
rity, which is impermeable by ‘others’. Consequently, the violation 
of body boundaries signifies ‘danger’ since it “transgresses the sym-
bolic boundaries of broader body politic” (Grosz 1994: 194). Har-
away (1997) explains that Western culture has historically been pre-
occupied with racial purity, categories sanctioned by nature and the 
integrated self. She went on to explain that the distinction between 
nature and culture is sacred to Western society. The breaching of the 
human body by non-human species threatens to defile the purity of 
mankind (Douglas 1902/1966), disrupt the lineage of nature and po-
tentially compromise the integrity of species (Haraway 1997). Fol-
lowing Deitch (1992), Featherstone and Burrows (1995) speculate 
that as genetic engineering and nanotechnology become routinized, 
“the next generation could very well be the last ‘pure’ human” (pp. 
3). I now review the implications of genetic engineering in transplant 
technology.

The Engineered Body - Regenerative Transplantation
While the prospect of organ manufacturing and ‘pharming’ 

are fast becoming a reality, recent developments in genetic 
engineering, stem cell therapy and cloning push the frontier further 
towards the engineering, regeneration and propagation of bodies 
(Williams 1997). Stem cell research has created a possibility for 
cultivating tissues and organs from embryonic stem cells to be used 
for organ transplantation. More controversially, the propagation of 
embryonic stem cells may potentially lead to the cloning of human 
embryos for medical purposes. Therapeutic cloning has already 
been clinically trial to treat diabetes, Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s 
disease. Therapeutic cloning involves the fusing of a human egg cell 
with the DNA of the person to be cloned. The fusion then cultivates 
embryonic stem cells that can then be used to generate transplant-
ready tissues that are identical to the recipient’s DNA, while the 
embryo is destroyed (Bowring 2003). Meanwhile reproductive 
cloning involves the implantation of a cloned embryo into a woman’s 
uterus to facilitate the birth of a cloned child. The UK legislation 
has relaxed its rule concerning therapeutic cloning since 2001 but 
has maintained its prohibition against reproductive cloning (Human 
Fertilisation and Embryology Act 2008).  However, Bowring doubts 
that such measures will be sustainable in the longer run as this 
involves global coalition against human cloning. He believes that 
therapeutic cloning will eventually lead down the slippery slope of 
reproductive cloning in countries where cloning for medical research 
is permitted. Bowring questions whether the eventual legalization 
of reproductive cloning may erupt in a political dispute over body 
ownership and create a ‘monstrous caste system, one in which an 
entire category of persons, while perhaps labeled untouchable, is 
marginalized as not fully human.” (pp. 203).

In addition, Gray (2002) is concerned that the trend toward 
human cloning may be perpetuated by reproductively challenged 
parents, who are already fervent advocates for in vitro fertilization 
and surrogacy. Most notably, he observes a worrying trend of par-
ents attempting to conceive children in the hope that their newborn 
would be a compatible donor for their sick children. In a widely 
publicised case, the Ayala family made medical history for donating 
the bone marrow of their child Marissa, who was born to save the 
life of her sister Anissa. The Times Magazine featured the case in a 
cover story in June 1991, constructing it as a moral dilemma involv-
ing the ‘tyranny of the gift-of-life’ (Fox and Swazey 1992).  The 
Times coverage generated outrage among the public who felt that 
the Ayala’s case evoked ‘baby farming, cannibalizing for spare parts’ 
(Morrow 2001). The controversy surrounding the birth of Marissa 
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centres on concerns over the violation of the sanctity of life, where 
‘the baby was ordered up to serve a means, as a biological supply 
vehicle’ (Morrow 2001). In 2000, a couple from Denver, Lisa and 
Jack Nash, gave birth to Baby Adam, who is genetically screened 
and conceived through IVF to ensure his tissues matches with that of 
his sister (BBC News 2000). Baby Adam is hailed as the world’s first 
‘designer baby’, whose story become popularised in Jodi Picoult’s 
novel, My Sister’s Keeper.

The genetic manipulation and cloning of cyborg-babies inad-
vertently evokes eugenic discourse among critics (Gray 2002; Bow-
ring 2003). Bowring envisions a posthuman society that upholds 
the breeding and engineering of superior children (positive eugen-
ics) while eliminating and destroying ‘inferior’ gene lines (negative 
eugenics). Western history is steeped in the anxiety of negative eu-
genics, which constitutes the central ideology of Nazism to preserve 
the purity of the Aryan race. Consequently, race and class prejudices 
become intensified through high technologies (Schmidt and Moore 
1998). However, Kimbrell (1993) argues that the extermination of 
inferior embryos is likely to be executed through ‘commercial eu-
genics’. He foresees the growth of a new industry specialising in the 
marketing of designing and selecting desirable genetic traits of chil-
dren, thereby preventing the birth of those who do not fit the ‘perfect 
baby’ mold. Mentor (1998) contends that the marketisation of ‘de-
signer babies’ is likely to emphasise consumer choice as a proponent 
to humanise the logic for ‘wanting the best for my baby’:

“Contemporary moves to eugenics will look less like Brave 
New World’s state control and more like niche marketing and 
consumer choice. Postmodern eugenics will involve boundary-
shifting discourses that import breeding logic into medicine, 
cloaked in the language of technology that mediates and ‘hu-
manizes’ this logic. This will happen partly because current 
discourses on pregnancy and birth already include elements of 
eugenics and market language, so that ‘I want what’s best for 
my baby’ moves easily into a demand for medicalised versions 
of ‘the best.’” (pp. 83)

In short, breakthroughs in emerging transplant technologies 
are redefining corporeal boundaries leading to a proliferation of cy-
borgs, chimeras and hybrids, whose liminality problematizes tradi-
tional meanings of personhood, embodiment and citizenship. It is 
therefore at the border that these meanings are being negotiated. As 
Haraway (1991) maintains, “the cyborg is a kind of disassembled 
and reassembled, postmodern collective and personal self” (pp. 163). 
She calls for the need to create a politicoscietific community as a 
mean to achieve participatory public action towards the democrati-
zation of technoscientific liberty (Haraway 1997). Similarly, Davies 
and Burgess (2004) argue that the legitimization of medical knowl-
edge and public policy should be achieved through a deliberative 
dialogue that is inclusive of the citizens. This is important as public 
trust in medical knowledge relies on individuals actively reflect-
ing on their perception of risks, which is “intimately bound up with 
cultural beliefs, moral values, personal feelings and the social and 
material circumstances of their lives” (Williams and Calnan 1996: 
1614). Through a phenomenological perspective, this paper seeks to 
explore lay perceptions among the British Public by understanding 
how conceptions of self-identities, the body and citizenship are im-
plicated in negotiating the paradox between the life-saving promises 
and commodifying potentials of emerging transplant technologies. 

METHODOLOGY
A phenomenological approach (Thompson et al 1997) is ad-

opted to explore how participants construct meanings of posthuman 

embodiment in the context of emerging transplant technologies. As 
Bates et al (2005) suggest public understanding and acceptance of 
scientific knowledge need to be translated into personally meaning-
ful information. As such, a phenomenological approach is useful as 
it considers the multiplicity of participants’ socio-cultural and his-
torical frame of reference to reveal personal yet ethically complex 
meanings surrounding these technologies. 

14 phenomenological active interviews were conducted with 
members recruited from the British public. Exploring lay perception 
is important as consumption of medical knowledge and technology 
are often legitimized and given credentials through citizen activity 
(Haraway 1997). This can be achieved using participatory dialogue 
(Davies and Burgess 2004). This study therefore adopted the active 
interviewing technique (Holstein and Gubrium 1995), which in-
volves the researcher collaborating with the interviewee to develop a 
mutually engaging dialogue concerning a particular topic. Here, the 
interviewer acts as a co-author to facilitate participants’ reflexivity 
on the socio-historical processes that shape their personal views on 
emerging transplant technology.

In order to derive a fine-grained analysis of participants’ nar-
ratives, interview excerpts from 5 participants are presented in this 
paper. In particular, I analyse how participants use language to ‘per-
form’ and ‘construct’ meanings surrounding transplant technology 
and cyborg embodiment (Holstein and Gubrium 1995). I consider 
how these meanings are expressed through culturally familiar meta-
phors, myths, ideologies and common expressions/euphemisms, 
which reflect common sense beliefs as well as folk knowledge 
(Thompson 1997). This paper is derived from a broader study, which 
explores meanings and experiences of embodiment and organ dona-
tion among young adults (aged 21-30)2. As participants would be 
expected to discuss intimate experience of how they relate to their 
bodies, it was deemed more appropriate to interview only female 
participants as the researcher is also female. 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
An analysis of participant’s narratives reveals 3 emerging 

themes. The participants in this study recognize that the cyborg-body 
conceived through new transplant technologies is at once an enhanc-
er and a mutilator (Dumit and Davis-Floyd 1998). While acknowl-
edging the life-saving potential of emerging transplant technologies, 
the participants question the extent to which such developments (1) 
violate the purity of their humanness and self-identity that may in 
turn leads to the (2) objectification of the cyborg-body as a medi-
cal commodity. Consequently, they envisage how these new form of 
transplant technologies may bring about the (3) inclusion/exclusion 
of these posthuman cyborgs in posthuman society.

Theme 1: Violation of Human Purity - Embodying 
Integrated/Fragmented Identities

For the participants in this study, emerging transplant technolo-
gies challenges their assumption about what it means to be human, 
which is grounded in having and being a bounded body (Seale et al 
2006; Douglas 1902/1966). They are perturbed by the hybridity of 
the human/machine/animal coupling, fearing that such union may 
eradicate their personhood and compromise their sense of humanity 
(Hallam et al 1999; Douglas 1902/1966; Haraway 1991). For ex-

2  Young adults (aged 21-30) were interviewed because they are 
considered as a salient group to the marketing of organ donation. They 
are more likely to be confronted with the request to join the donor registry 
when obtaining their driving licence or registering with a GP when attending 
university (Prottas 1983; Thukral and Cummins 1987). Further research is 
now being conducted among wider members of the British public to include 
participants from different demographics.
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ample, the cyborg is described as ‘not a real person’, ‘less human’ 
and ‘degraded’, as Neve explains below:

There is a film. Can’t remember what it is called now. He is a ro-
bot….well…it is a set in the future where he is basically a robot 
but I think that one day he gets a real organ put inside him. And 
cause he always felt like he is not a real person cause ….he is 
like ‘I haven’t got a real heart’…..So maybe if I have got a me-
chanical heart I’d feel that I wasn’t a real person. Yeah I think 
I might feel like that. Yeah I wouldn’t feel like I’m a real person 
maybe or like a less of a human or something was missing or 
something wasn’t quite right. (Neve, Interview 1)

Drawing on the popular genre of a cyborg film, Neve envisions 
how the merging of organism with machine has reinforced her con-
viction that the body, and specifically the heart, is the seat of one’s 
humanness (Manning-Steven 1997). For Neve, the film romanticizes 
the supremacy of human beings over machines (robots), which are 
built as an inferior replica of the human body. The absence of a ‘real 
human heart’ renders the robot ‘incomplete’ as ‘he always felt like he 
is not a real person’. The capacity to ‘feel’ is invoked as a signifier 
of humanness in cyborg films (Holland 1995: 162). Here, Neve de-
picts the emotional anguish of the robot as he laments that ‘he hasn’t 
got a real heart’ and thus euphemizes the monstrosity and callous-
ness of the cyborg-machine. Hence, the transplantation of a human 
heart into the robotic body is significant as it humanizes the robot 
as a sentient machine, and concurrently, fetishizes the heart as an 
indubitable source of emotion (Manning-Steven 1997). This theme 
has consistently foregrounded cyborg films. Most notable of which 
is the 2009 movie, Terminator Salvation. In the film, Marcus Wright, 
the humanoid protagonist solemnly ponders, “What is it that makes 
us human? It’s not something you can program. You can’t put it into 
a chip. It’s the strength of the human heart. The difference between 
us and machines.” Such a narrative privileges the materiality of the 
body over the immateriality of the mind (programmable conscious-
ness), thus inverting the Cartesian dictum from ‘I think therefore I 
am’ to ‘I feel therefore I am’. Such a view merely fortifies the bound-
ary that separates the body from the mind instead of dissolving it. 
Haraway (1991) argues that as technology progressively encroaches 
on our body, we are recalled to embrace an imagined organic body as 
a form of resistance. By occupying an embodied perspective, Neve 
expresses her ambivalence towards the incorporation of a mechani-
cal heart, claiming that this would dehumanize her (like a less of a 
human) and potentially lead to the mechanization of her body. Neve 
envisages that the ‘replacement’ of an organic heart with a mechani-
cal device will render her incomplete (something was missing) and 
artificial (I wouldn’t feel like I’m a real person). The view that the 
transplantation of a mechanical heart necessarily eradicates one’s ca-
pacity for emotion is not shared by all participants, as epitomized by 
Willa below:

I don’t like the idea of organs being …from somebody else’s 
body.  It is a sort of intrusion of somebody else’s body part I 
suppose. It’s not mine; it’s not natural to my body. The idea 
of actually receiving somebody’s blood, I don’t like it. If they 
could sort of manufacture blood, in a laboratory, that would be 
much better than the idea of having out of some person. Um, 
you know, if they could sort of build them, you know, like a me-
chanical heart, I would rather have them, than either the human 
heart or the pig heart, um, yeah Mechanical organs?  Yeah, 
absolutely no problem.  Yes, I mean that would be my happi-
est option or the option that I would have...the least difficulty 
with. Although, I don’t know how it would feel if it was a heart, 

you know, whether one would somehow at some level feel less 
of a human. I’m just thinking of the Tin Man from….erm…The 
Wizard of OZ.....  when he said, “If I only had a heart”. I think 
I’d feel fine about having a mechanical heart cos I know that 
my heart is not really where my feelings are coming from Erm…
there’s much for me there’s much less emotional issue around 
mechanical organs. With a pig’s heart…it’s just like a very basic 
level feeling of rejection, you know, that it would be like I was 
somehow less human. And I think I wouldn’t want anybody to 
know I had a pig’s heart. I think I might feel ashamed on some 
level. You’d be the girl with the pig’s heart, you know. Erm…..
you’d be part pig. Pigs have always been a symbol of dirtiness 
and uncleanliness, unclean pigs. You dirty pig. (Willa, Inter-
view 1)

In her narrative, Willa espouses the optimistic promise afforded 
by the ‘manufacturing’ of body parts (Langer and Vacanti 1995), 
claiming that this will reduce the emotional resonance of sourcing 
organs from a ‘living’ being (human and animal/pig). Here, Willa 
adopts a technocratic viewpoint (Johnson and Roberts 1997) sug-
gesting that the spare-part pragmatism (Fox and Swazey 1992) of 
‘manufacturing blood’ and ‘building mechanical heart’ will resolve 
the need for ‘intruding’ the bodies of ‘others’. For Willa, human and 
animals are ‘living’ organisms with intentionality or telos (Heidegger 
1945/1962; Bowring 2003) and therefore are entitled to the owner-
ship of their bodies. As such, the thought of incorporating a ‘living’ 
organ into her body is ‘unnatural’ as this constitutes an infringement 
of body ownership (it’s not mine) and dissolves the ‘natural’ bound-
aries between the self and others (somebody else’s body).

Like Neve, the heart occupies a metaphorical space as a sig-
nifier of personhood and humanness for Willa. When considering 
the prospect of receiving a mechanical heart, Willa enacts the cul-
tural representation of the Tin Man (or Tin Woodman in the novel), 
a character created by Frank Baum, which was later popularized in 
the film The Wizard of Oz. According to Ritter (1997), the Tin Man 
is a symbolic allegory of a dehumanized industrial worker, who was 
transformed from a loving being into a ‘heartless’ machine by the 
Wicked Witch of the East. Baum depicts how the Tin Man was grad-
ually divested of his body parts, which were then replaced by tin. 
His mechanical body increases the efficiency and productivity of his 
work. As such, Ritter suggests that the Tin Man’s life is a cautionary 
tale depicting the mechanization of the body by technology. The tale 
warns of the ‘dehumanizing effects of industrialism and the machine 
age’ (pp. 181). More significantly, The Tin Man is deprived of a heart 
(If I only had a heart), which symbolizes ‘the loss of soul’ and his 
capacity to love (Ritter 1997). Drawing on these cultural meanings, 
Willa briefly entertains the possibility that receiving a mechanical 
heart may compromise her sense of humanness (feel less of a hu-
man). However she later shifts her interpretive standpoint, claiming 
that the heart is “not really where my feelings are coming from.” 

For Willa, the thought of incorporating a pig’s heart into her 
body is deemed more problematic as this does not only dehumanize 
her (I was somehow less human) but on symbolic level, it constitutes 
a degradation of her personhood. She does not only own a pig’s heart 
(having) rather she is ‘part pig’ (being). The prospect of embody-
ing a ‘pig/human’ self (chimera) therefore evokes in her a feeling 
of ‘shame’ as she feels ‘rejected’ by a society that has symbolically 
demean pigs as ‘dirty’ and ‘unclean’. Xenotransplantation therefore 
defiles the purity of her human lineage and reduced her to her ani-
mality (Haraway 1991).  
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Theme 2: Spare Parts Factory - Cyborg-Body as Medical 
Commodity 

As evident in Theme 1, participants fear the dehumanizing as-
pect of emerging transplant technology. Specifically, they question 
whether the body will be stripped of its human trappings and thus 
renders it suitable for mass-production (Sharp 2000). In light of this, 
my participants are concerned with the social benefit and cost of 
emerging transplant technology, specifically with regards to issues 
of animal and human/cyborg welfare. Images of ‘transgenic animal 
and robot factories’, ‘spare parts industry’, ‘stocked cupboard of 
body parts’ and ‘organ farming’ dominate participants’ imagination, 
as evident in Michaela’s narrative below:

If you see kind of like….a pyramid, you know, animals being 
right at the bottom and then humans….Although I’m kind of 
…..believe in animal’s rights….. like you shouldn’t farm ani-
mals just to cut them up and put them in another people. I kind 
of take an overall belief I suppose.  If it can feel pain…then 
I shouldn’t do it. But you SHOULD if it’s going to save our 
lives, you know. Obviously humans come as a priority over ani-
mals any day. And even though I am vegetarian, I still really 
appreciate that. When they farm animals especially for organ 
donation, I suppose, erm……they are not…..that’s….that’s their 
purpose….(it’s) giving them a purpose….they are not….their 
only purpose in life is to be cut up and put inside us, if you see 
what I mean. Erm…..I suppose…this isn’t particularly nice. But 
then again, I won’t ever put the life of say, a pig over the life of 
a human even if I don’t know them. You know, when it comes to 
weighing up your priorities, humans are much more important 
than say pigs or anything else. (Michaela, Interview 1, empha-
sis by participant)

For Michaela, the relationship between human and animals 
are organized in a pyramidal hierarchy, whose social position is 
predicated on their moral status. Singer (1990) calls this ‘moral 
hierarchy’, where sentient animals (such as human and primate) 
are accorded higher moral consideration as they are conscious of 
their existence and demonstrate intentionality for living (Heidegger 
1927/1962). Meanwhile, organisms which are not self-aware and 
lack the intentionality for living occupy a lower status within the 
hierarchy (Singer 1990). For Michaela, the consciousness and inten-
tionality that define one’s being is founded on one’s ability to ‘feel 
pain’. For Singer (1990), the pain and suffering of farm animals out-
weigh the pleasure of meat-eating by human. Such a view is largely 
grounded in the consequentialist (teleological) paradigm of ethics 
(Bowring 2003). Michaela is careful when justifying her support for 
xenotransplantation. On the one hand, she adopts a consequentialist 
standpoint, explaining that the farming of animals for transplantation 
is unjustifiable as the indignity and pain inflicted on animals (if it 
can feel pain) are tantamount to their objectification as commodities 
(to cut them up and put them in another people). On the other hand, 
Michaela emphasizes that the life of a human ‘should’ take prece-
dence over the lives of animals (humans come as a priority over 
animals). For her, the farming of animals for organ transplantation 
is in itself an ethical act since it ennobles transgenic animals with a 
new telos (Bowring 2003), whose purpose in life is to save the lives 
of human beings. Michaela express her view in a ‘matter-of-fact’ 
manner, acknowledging that though organ farming is ‘not nice’, it is 
nevertheless fundamental to the preservation of the human species. 
However, such a view is contested by other participants, as Willa’s 
narrative shows:

Oh yes, and my concern also is that the animals, that if that 
became a normal thing to do, you know, the animals would be 
bred for it.  I mean to me that’s similar to animals who are being 
bred for meat on a large scale….erm….and you know, I have an 
issues with that, and I would have an issue also really with….I 
don’t think that humans should be living at the expense of a 
species like that. I think….to me that is unnatural. I hate the 
idea of factories of animals being bred to be taken apart. The 
pig hadn’t chosen to be a donor.  Erm…..and…I don’t know, you 
know that…I don’t like the idea of animals being bred just to be 
donors. (Willa, Interview 2)

Willa fears that the routinization of xenotransplantation will 
lead to the ‘breeding of animals’ on an industrial scale, which she 
contends is akin to the ‘factory farming of animals’ in meat produc-
tion. Unlike Michaela, Willa adhered strictly to the consequential-
ist paradigm of ethics, claiming that ‘human should not live at the 
expense of animals’ as it disrespects the sanctity of other life forms 
(Haraway 1991). For Willa, animals (pigs) are living beings who has 
an inherent right to be free (Bowring 2003). The farming of animals 
for the purpose of transplantation is ‘unnatural’ as it is a violation of 
their freedom since ‘the pig hadn’t chosen to be a donor.’ By reas-
signing their telos as organ donors (just to be donors), xenotrans-
plantation potentially transforms animals into medical by-products 
or spare parts within the biomedical machine. This sentiment is 
shared by other participants, as Chloe’s narrative demonstrates:

Well first when you hear cloning, it’s like warning bells going 
off and you think, “No! That’s all wrong.” Yeah…erm…it does 
sound scary. I think there’s like a taboo that goes with the word 
‘cloning’ and the kind of like meaning that goes with it. Erm…
yeah, it’s tricky business, this cloning. If you can sort it out your-
self like you say, can have a clone…erm…then you are probably 
more guaranteed obviously the match and you don’t have to rely 
on somebody…somebody else’s lost of life. So it’s almost very 
BIZZARRE. Like a film where you can see these people kind of 
like, cloning themselves and fill in like a little stock cupboard of 
“just-in-case” you know, you need a spare parts (laugh). There 
was a case about parent wanting to clone one of their child 
to give life ….just to save the other one. And now that I really 
couldn’t get my head around. There are a lot of moral questions 
that underpin it really. You just see people cloning themselves 
wholly or cloning their children because they want the child 
in a specific way. I don’t really agree with that because I feel 
that you know, you are individual and you should be individual.  
Erm…but if…if there’s a way of. Like when I said earlier, if I 
couldn’t have children then I am not meant to have children. 
Sometimes people just aren’t meant to live. And I don’t know. 
Cloning babies and stuff like that just doesn’t sound right to me. 
It sounds like we have taken it too far. (Carmen, Interview 2)

Carmen’s narrative can be considered as a cautionary tale 
against reproductive cloning. For her, the cloning of a human for the 
purpose of transplantation is a social ‘taboo’ since it crosses the line 
(taken it too far) of what is ‘natural’ (Haraway 1991) or in Carmen’s 
words ‘meant to be’. On the one hand, Carmen acknowledges the 
therapeutic promise of organ cloning, claiming that this will ensure 
a ‘guaranteed match’ of tissues that will prevent the transplanted 
organs from being rejected by the patient’s immune system. In addi-
tion, the cloning of organs circumvents the need for ‘cannibalizing’ 
on the death of another. However, Carmen remains perturbed by the 
absurdity of reproductive cloning as this conjures up ‘bizarre’ im-
ages of cloned-body-parts being ‘stocked up’ as ‘spare parts’ ready 
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for the production line of organ transplantation. Though misguided, 
Carmen is aghast by stories of parents who opted to ‘clone’ their 
children to save the life of a sick sibling (Gray 2002). For her, this 
raises moral questions concerning the inherent value of the cloned 
child as a living being. More importantly, Carmen is concerned that 
the cloning of children for transplantation will lead to the creation of 
‘designer babies’ (because they want the child in a specific way). For 
Carmen, such a practice is depersonalizing as it withdraws from the 
cloned-child, his ‘individuality’ as a unique being (Haraway 1991; 
Mentor 1998). For Carmen, medical technology (such as reproduc-
tive cloning) disturbs the ‘natural order of life’ as ‘sometimes people 
just aren’t meant to live.’ 

Theme 3: Cyborg Citizenship - Inclusion and Exclusion 
in Human Society 

As demonstrated in Theme 2, most participants are adamant 
that the rights of posthuman cyborgs (eg. the cloned child and xeno-
species/animals) should be respected as they are deemed as living 
‘subjects’ with ‘unique personality’ and ‘human qualities’. This leads 
participants to ponder the social ramification of transplant technolo-
gies as it has the potential to alter family dynamics and kinship. At its 
extreme, participants envisage that such technologies, in particular, 
organ cloning will inadvertently breed a new class of ‘cloned race’, 
whose social position is subordinated to the ‘pure human race’. Con-
sequently, they will be marginalized as the ‘underclass’, ‘half-bred’ 
or ‘underdog.’ This is illustrated in Estelle’s narrative below:

That’s another debatable thing. Like the couple that had….was 
it a clone….a clone embryo inserted….so they had a baby that 
had the matching tissue for their son to cure him. Err…and it 
could be brilliantly… just the fact that it is brilliant the one son 
get to obviously live longer. And you celebrate….you’d wor-
ship the son where it came from cause they save your life and 
you would almost always think of them really fondly. But that 
could be really damaging. The fact that they could think, “Oh! 
I was just produced to help my brother. I wasn’t born out of 
love.”…like when a child was being born out of a one night 
stand. The whole idea of that is horrible… I think that could 
cause problems cause they really might be like, “oh what’s the 
point of me being here if it was just for them.” And then they 
would always possibly see themselves as the underdog to their 
siblings or something. That’s a bit scary because erm… the fact 
with cloning ….one always just die early and it is just….the 
fact that they are being used for organ transplant rather than 
having just a great life as the person they were cloned from. The 
chances are that they do die or they have like…. a mutation and 
they are not…they are not quite right (laugh). I think that’s a bit 
sad because you are producing something when you know the 
risks are really high that it’s going to have a low quality of life. 
(Estelle, Interview 1)

In this narrative, Estelle questions the gifting dynamics under-
pinning a clone-sibling donation, claiming that this will marginalize 
the cloned child to a secondary status as an ‘underdog to his sick 
sibling.’ Fox and Swazey (1992) call this the ‘tyranny of the gift’. In 
other words, the cloned child is ‘obligated’ to donate lifesaving tis-
sues for his sibling, whose sickness brought about his conception in 
the first place. As such, the identity of the cloned child is inextricably 
bound to his sibling as they become entangled in each other’s lives. 
Such a bond alters the dynamics of sibling relationships, where the 
cloned child may be ‘worshipped’ and ‘celebrated’ for his lifesav-
ing sacrifice. However, Estelle argues that such sacrificial ideal also 

reveals a ‘damaging’ burden for the cloned child, whose purpose in 
life (telos) centres on being his brother’s keeper (I was just produced 
to help my brother). As such, the inherent value of the cloned child 
as an individual becomes eclipsed by his sibling, whose well-being 
takes precedence over his (oh what’s the point of me being here if it 
was just for them). Estelle equates the cyborgic conception of human 
clones to being ‘born out of a one night stand’, a birth that is bereft 
of love. Here, the cloned child is depicted as a ‘product’ of science, 
engineered by medical technology to provide valuable commodities 
that can be ‘used’ for transplantation (Morrow 2001). Estelle further 
observes that reproductive cloning may produce new forms of risk, 
such as genetic mutation, that science has yet to have the capacity to 
deal with. Giddens (1991) calls this ‘manufactured risks’. Not only 
will cloning compromise the life expectancy of these cloned chil-
dren, they will also be deprived of a ‘great quality of life’ enjoyed 
by the siblings they saved. As such, the cloned child is merely an 
‘inferior’ copy of their ‘original’ siblings. The perceived ‘inferior’ 
status accorded to cloned children raises question as to whether the 
normalization of reproductive cloning may fuel society towards the 
practice of eugenics, as Willa’s explains below:      

There’s this book that Kazuo Ishiguro’s just written. It’s called 
Never Let Me Go. Have you heard about that? There are these 
teenagers there, and it’s about them and gradually you realise 
that they’re clones, and that they’ve been bred to give organ 
transplant. Um, they’ve been reared to be clones, um specifi-
cally for organ transplants for humans. Basically um, by the 
time they’re 40 most of them are dead, and this girl is in her 
30’s and she’s looking back on her school days and most of her 
friends have died now because gradually they’ve had all their 
organs removed.  Bit by bit they have to go and have operations, 
and give away a bit, and they become ill. But for some reason 
a state experiment is going on where they decide to give these 
people a good education, and um, I mean obviously the book 
is really about you know…dangers of cloning, but it really up-
set me. Perhaps, you know, I’d end up, in some sort of cloning 
test laboratory, um, I have a lot of theoretical doubts about…
various sorts of genetic screening because throws up issues, 
um…you can’t help think of the sort of Nazi camp experiments 
and things, and, the idea that some people you know could be 
screened out because of perceived irregularities or imperfec-
tions that actually make them themselves. I wouldn’t particu-
larly want my body to be used as a testing ground for those 
sorts of things. I don’t know who is to decide which are the, you 
know, which is the perfect gene solution, and you know, who is 
to be preserved and who isn’t…um. It would be impossible to 
preserve life indefinitely because we would then have to breed 
a clone, a clone race to take the organs out, because if nobody 
was going to die, where would we be getting the body parts, and 
the answer is we’d be breeding some unfortunate underclass 
of half-people. Um, it would be like the Ishiguro book.  (Willa, 
Interview 2)

Drawing on popular and historical discourses surrounding 
eugenics, Willa is concerned that the cloning of human may pave 
the way towards the elimination of ‘imperfection’ through genetic 
screening. Willa foresees how the drive towards ‘preserving’ human 
lives may necessitate the need to ‘breed a clone race’ to supply body 
parts for organ transplantation. This reminded her of the dystopian 
novel by Kazuo Ishigoro, Never Let Me Go (2005), which poignant-
ly depicts the lives of cloned children who are ‘bred’ and ‘reared’ to 
support the state-run organ donation programme. Willa is upset by 
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the powerlessness of these cloned children, who are compelled by 
the donation system (that has primarily brought them into existence) 
to gradually ‘give away their organs’ in fulfillment of their moral 
duty as ‘donor-citizen’. As such, the cloned-bodies are regarded as 
‘living vessels’ containing valuable commodities, which effective-
ly transforming these children into routine donor-cyborgs (Hogle 
1995). Such a gifting system is ‘tyrannical’ (Fox and Swazey 1992) 
as the well-beings of these clones are grossly disregarded (they be-
come ill), which often leads to their death (most of her friends have 
died). Indeed, their death is often euphemized in the novel as ‘com-
pletion’, effectively masking the unspoken ‘guilt’ of society for capi-
talising on a ‘living’ source. 

Despite being ‘given an education’, these cloned children are 
disenfranchised as the ‘underclass’. Their hybridity as ‘half-people’ 
renders them monstrous (Haraway 1991). They are at once promis-
ing (life-saving) yet potentially destructive (loss of humanity).  In the 
novel, Ishigoro portrays how the existence of these cloned children 
is often shrouded in silence, signifying their exclusion from human 
society. Their exclusion hints at the widespread prejudice of human 
society to accept the ‘cloned race’ as fully human (Schmidt and 
Moore 1998). Such a dystopian view of posthuman culture reflects 
Gray’s (2002) fear of a divided cyborgian society, which is made up 
of the underprivileged ‘technopeasants’ and the privileged ‘techno-
crats’. For Willa, the cloned children are the ‘unfortunate underclass 
of half-people’ whose enfeebled bodies (weakened through organ re-
moval) enslave them as ‘peasants’ within the posthuman workforce. 
Indeed, Ishigoro seems to suggest that the career options open to 
these cloned children are limited to being a ‘donor’ or a ‘carer’3. In 
turn, the cloned-donor nourishes the body of the human race, who 
are granted privilege access, control and knowledge to lifesaving 
technologies. In other words, human’s ability to command medical 
technologies cement their social position as the powerful ‘techno-
crats’ (Gray 2002), hence, widening the gap between the ‘have’ and 
the ‘have not’. 

Willa also warns of ‘the danger of cloning’, stating that this 
may manifest into the practice of eugenics akin to the Nazi’s racial 
cleansing movement in World War II (Bowring 2003). She is cau-
tious that the quest for the ‘perfect gene solutions’ may culminate 
into negative eugenics, in which ‘irregularities’ and ‘imperfections’ 
that make up the uniqueness of individuals (that actually make them 
themselves) are eliminated (Mentor 1998). Willa is apprehensive that 
her body may be used as a ‘testing ground’ for genetic experimenta-
tions. She is concerned that genetic coding may be used to ‘screen 
out’ individuals who are socially perceived to be ‘deficient’ while 
‘preserving’ individuals that fit into the social mold of the ‘perfect 
gene’. She raises an interesting question as to who has the power to 
make decisions concerning genetic screening and eugenics. Consid-
ering the cultural significance of eugenics in Western history, Willa 
implies that the genome project may well lead us towards a dysto-
pian posthuman society, where such genetic screening are governed 
by the state (Gray 2002). Meanwhile, other participants worry that 
the cloning of ‘designer babies’ may accentuates consumer ‘choices’ 
in a posthuman society, where individuals (couples) are free to exer-
cise their decisions concerning the reproduction of ‘desirable’ genes 
(Mentor 1998). 

CONCLUSION
The narratives my participants constructed around emerging 

transplant technologies demonstrate that conceptions of posthuman 

3  In Kazuo Ishigoro’s Never Let Me Go, a carer is a clone who is 
temporarily relieved from their duty as donor to care and support other 
cloned-donors as they give up their organs.

identity, body and citizenship are complex and their meanings are 
often contested within the political, historical, cultural and moral 
framework that contains it. Emerging transplant technologies chal-
lenges Western understanding of the ‘integrated self’, which is predi-
cated on the ideal of the ‘bounded body’. For individuals to accept 
emerging transplant technologies as a legitimate practice in biomedi-
cine, they need to come to terms with their joint kinship with ma-
chines, animals and their clones, and be comfortable with embracing 
the partiality of ‘fractured identities’ (Haraway 1991). Concurrently, 
individuals must contemplate embodying a permeable body, where 
boundaries are continuously shifting, collapsing, regenerating and 
fusing with collective ‘others’. One must therefore envisage a post-
human society where technoscientific liberty is endorsed (Haraway 
1997) to include a diversity of cyborgs, chimeras, transgenics, bion-
ics and clones as equal citizens. Gray (2002) argues that this calls for 
a ‘democratic technological order’ (pp. 198) where cyborg citizens 
are empowered through freedom in accessing knowledge and tech-
nologies. For Gray, citizenship is grounded in our embodiment and 
ability to exercise constructive power, which enables individuals to 
control technologies for their own cyborgization.

Haraway (1991) contends that current political climate pre-
cludes such democracy so long as grand narratives pertaining to the 
‘integrity of the Western selves’, ‘the sanctity of human purity’ and 
‘the sacred division between nature and culture’ continue to domi-
nate socio-cultural discourse. For the participants in this study, the 
cyborg is an embodiment of paradox, whose technocratic optimism 
(Johnson and Roberts 1997) is intertwined with the monstrosity of 
unimaginable and dangerous couplings (Gray 2002; Haraway 1991). 
Their liminality and transgression destabilize cultural understanding 
of ‘naturally-sanctioned’ categories. While acknowledging its tran-
scendental value as life-enhancing and life-saving, the participants 
are concerned that emerging transplant technologies may alienates 
the organic body from its rootedness in humanity, which subsequent-
ly leads to its commodification. Market metaphors pertaining to the 
‘mechanization of the body’, ‘factory farming of spare parts’, ‘en-
gineering of customized cyborgs’ are ubiquitous in their narratives. 

Popular media (such as films and novels) and historical stories 
(e.g. Nazism) provide cultural resources for participants to construct 
dystopian narratives of (1) technological determinism (destruction 
of humanity by medical technology), (2) techno-slavery (the sub-
ordination of animals and non-human species) and (3) negative 
eugenics (elimination of imperfections). These narratives resonate 
with Thompson’s (2004) observation of the Romantic Myth in the 
natural health marketplace. The Romantic Mythos is an allegorical 
tale depicting the alienation of human by modern technology. Ac-
cording to Thompson, such allegory is a critique of scientific prog-
ress on modern society, which culminates in the disenchantment 
and dehumanization of man. The ‘Tin Man’ epitomizes the tragic 
character of the Romantic Mythos, whose natural body is displaced 
by the mechanistic forces of industrialization. The ‘heart’ emerges 
as a potent symbol in romantic myth, signifying the return to the 
organic body and the articulation of emotion (Venkatesh et al 2002). 
By enacting the romantic myth of the ‘organic’ and ‘emotive’ body, 
my participants are able to articulate their ambivalent relationship 
with emerging transplant technologies. For them, cyborgs are ille-
gitimate offsprings (clones, transgenic animals) born out of trans-
plant technologies (Gray 2002). Their conception is not predicated 
on metaphors of rebirth but on cyborg regeneration (Haraway 1991). 
As such, the cyborg has no origin story (Edenic Myth) in a Western 
sense, as Haraway poignantly reflects:
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“A cyborg is not innocent; it was not born in a garden; it does 
not seek unitary identity and so generate antagonistic dualisms 
without end; it takes irony for granted” (pp. 180).
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CONTRIBUTION STATEMENTS 
There is a plethora of studies on nature related behavior  from 

social psychology providing useful insights, especially on the impact 
of connectedness to nature in developing ecological behavior; how-
ever with minimum attempt to theorize why individuals engage with 
the natural world. This research presents a theoretical framework 
suggesting progress towards sustainability is only achievable if indi-
viduals see themselves as part or in total oneness with nature. Deeper 
insights into bloggers’ thoughts, memories and experiences reflect 
their views of nature as extended self, their engagement with nature 
spirituality and their co-existence with nature as part of God’s cre-
ation. This research has the potential to offer transformative insights 
on sustainable consumption behavior and contributes to consumer 
research by providing an avenue towards understanding individual 
experiences that may change sustainable consumption attitudes and 
behavior.

Nature may hold different meanings to different individu-
als.  Therefore, each individual’s experience with nature is unique 
and this translates into personal expression and meanings. Previous 
studies suggest connectedness to nature fosters ecological behavior, 
however, these studies lacked the theoretical foundation on why con-
sumers engage with the natural world. This study explores what mo-
tivates consumers to be a part of nature. An interpretative approach 
is used and the data is based on an environmental blog over three 
years to explore the meaning of nature among those who are strongly 
inclined towards nature and its preservation. The results include the 
consideration of nature as an extension of self, spirituality and reli-
gion. Overall, the results suggest that viewing nature as one with self 
is a key motivational driver of ecological behavior and sustainable 
consumption. This article contributes to knowledge in consumer re-
search by addressing the root-cause driving sustainable consumption 
behavior.

INTRODUCTION
Despite an overall increase in ecological awareness and con-

cern, getting individuals to engage in actual conservation behavior is 
a major hurdle. Yet,  there are individuals who are extreme lovers of 
nature, choosing to live differently by confirming to their ecological 
self and engaging in services to protect the environment (Craig-Lees 
and Hill 2002; Dobscha and Ozanne 2001). What makes these in-
dividuals unique and what drives them to be deeply involved with 
nature?  An appropriate strategy to understand this unique relation-
ship is to identify the root cause of individual ecological behavior 
by exploring their views and meanings attached to their personal 
experiences with nature. How individuals view nature and how we 
view our place within it has implications on nature related behavior 
(Hoffman and Sandelands 2005).When looking at the rainbow or the 
sunset, or feeling a drizzle of rain, what do individuals experience?  
Are there strong individual meanings attached to these experiences 
with nature? 

Studies initiated to address our current environmental prob-
lems reveal that intimate contact with the natural world fosters eco-
logical behavior and is critical to healthy human development (e.g. 
Beringer 2010; Gosling and Williams 2010; Mayer and Frantz 2004). 
Although fruitful, these studies only explored the extent individu-
als associate with nature without any theoretical foundation on why 
they engage with the natural world. Despite the emphasis given on 

developing nature-related behavior, only a small number of studies 
have attempted to theorize its findings. Therefore, differing from past 
studies, current research theorizes on the intense individual motiva-
tion towards nature, which is more consequential for sustainable be-
havior.  Research on human-nature relationship would benefit from 
a more explicit understanding of reasons motivating humans to iden-
tify nature as part of their self. Therefore, if connection to nature 
influences our ecological behavior, it becomes critical to have an in-
depth understanding on how humans view nature. 

An interpretive approach, using grounded theory method is used 
to explore how individuals view nature based on their individual ex-
periences, backgrounds and memories. The goal is to provide a more 
holistic and grounded perspectives on peoples’ thoughts, feelings and 
images about nature to address “why people engage with nature and 
how their engagement with nature influences their consumption be-
havior”. This study reveals the motivations for humans to connect 
with nature. The results contribute to the discussion on the root cause 
of ecological behavior. The study also provides an explanation on 
how an individual’s motivation to connect with nature influences 
consumption behavior.

LITERATURE REVIEW
There are three world views encompassing human-na-

ture relationship–anthropocentrism, ecocentrism and theo-
centrism. “Anthropocentrism considers the human as the most im-
portant life form, and other forms of life to be important only to the 
extent that they affect, or can be useful to humans” (Kortenkamp 
and Moore 2001, 262). This approach places human as central and 
is regarded as the most significant entity in the universe and places 
nature as an object for human to use and exploit. Hence the conclu-
sion that “there is only man-the-subject and nature-the-object and 
between them, there is only the question of which of the two has 
priority” (Hoffman and Sandelands  2005, 147). Ecocentrism takes 
the opposite view of the world and promotes the idea of a liv-
ing earth and nature is perceived as alive, sensitive and possessing 
intrinsic value thus nature can be, but ought not to be harmed (Brown 
1995).  Between these two views there is the question of dominance, 
that is, human over nature or nature over human.

Additionally, Hoffman and Sandelands (2005, 147) offer a mod-
ified view of nature called theocentrism, an environmentalism based 
on God, in which they argue;

“Must the interest of human and nature be seen as separate and 
in conflict? Just as politicians are caught between the rock of 
meeting human needs for resources and the hard place of pre-
serving nature’s integrity and beauty, religious commentators 
are torn between the idea of man’s God-given dominion over 
nature and the idea to respect God’s creation of nature”. 

Theocentrism requires valuing what has been created by God by 
applying humility, selflessness, moderation and responsibility in ev-
ery act human take towards nature (Hoffman and Sandelands 2005).  
The adoption of this theocentric paradigm shifts the environmental 
perspective to view nature and human as one.

Human-nature relationship is complex and can be viewed from 
many dimensions, such as, affective connection (Hinds and Sparks 
2008; Mayer and Frantz 2004, Shultz et al. 2004), place identity 
(Fried 2000; Gosling and William 2010; Stedman 2002), spirituality 
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(Worthington et al. 2011) and well-being (Beringer 2010; Dobscha 
and Ozanne 2001). These studies have generally explored the effect 
of nature connection on ecological behavior. To promote sustainable 
behavior requires a fundamental understanding of an individual’s 
psychologically driven personal relationship with the natural word.

In summary, the purpose of this study is to further understand 
how the meanings individuals attach to nature influence ecological 
behavior. The next section addresses the methodology used in this 
study, followed by the interpretative findings and discussion of the 
emergent themes. We conclude with implications for consumer re-
search.

METHODOLOGY
An interpretivist approach, using grounded theory method is 

used to investigate how individuals view nature based on their expe-
riences, backgrounds and memories. Data is collected from an eco-
psycology blog called “Seeds for Thought” (http://thoughtoffering.
blogs.com/ice_seeds/). The data compiled is grounded in the ideas 
and comments from the interaction between the bloggers. Bloggers 
share their thoughts, ideas and feelings using the “comment” func-
tion at the bottom of each post by the writer. Several studies have 
employed a similar method of collecting data from online commu-
nities such as Cova and Pace (2006) and Shaw et al. (2011).  The 
ecopsychology blog “Seeds for Thought” was initiated in 1999 as an 
extension of public communication and is a collective blog by dif-
ferent members of the international community for ecopsychology. 
The blog addresses the idea of relationship between humans and the 
natural world.  Data for this study is based on a period of three years, 
between 2005 to 2007, which includes 30 articles and 100 individual 
comments. This provides a deeper understanding on the evolution of 
human-nature relationship over the past three years. Although initial 
data collection was targeted up to 2010, data saturation was reached 
by the year 2007. The focus of the research is on understanding the 
meaning and interpretations of consumers towards nature and to un-
derstand their world from their points of view.  

Data is interpreted using the following procedure. The codes 
were allowed to emerge from the data set. The comments of the 
bloggers were read as a whole to have a basic understanding of the 
essence of their thoughts. Additionally data was coded based on 
metaphors and key words in context. To generate initial categories, 
each article and comments were read and coded to generate as many 
themes as possible (Charmaz 2006; Strauss and Corbin 1998). These 
themes were later grouped to develop categories to understand the 
meanings individuals attach to nature and how these meanings impli-
cate on their nature related behavior. Finally, the themes and emerg-
ing theoretical framework were weaved into the existing literature on 
environmental behavior.  

It should be noted that the participants in the blog are particular-
ly concerned about environmental and sustainability issues.  There-
fore, the insights provided by the blog members represent views of 
people who are genuinely concerned about nature. These insights 
provide a foundation to explore the extent ordinary consumers en-
gage with nature and its influence on sustainable consumption.  The 
focus on nature related behavior necessitates the importance of illus-
trating how nature is defined from the perspective of the participants 
and their relevant intentions to involve with nature. Therefore, the 
discussion of the themes generated from the data is organized into 
four sections below. We begin with (1) what is nature?; (2) catego-
rizing nature-lovers; (3) nature and self; and finally (4) influence on 
sustainable consumption.

WHAT IS NATURE?
Human and all elements in nature are interconnected through 

a universal web. Similar to individuals, each element in nature has 
its own characteristics. Meaning is derived as an individual’s traits 
intermingle with nature. Therefore, each individual’s experience 
with nature is unique and this translates into personal expression and 
meanings. This personal experience with nature explains why some 
people feel relaxed as they walk through a willow, feel happy to hear 
the chirping of birds or delight in seeing the blooming of flowers.   
Interaction with nature opens the door to our inner self and we sub-
consciously interact to develop this intimate association and deeper 
meaning.  To some, nature may simply mean a distant object, awe-
somely larger and more powerful than themselves, such as the ocean 
or mountains, and to others the meaning may run deeper, associated 
with elements of nature that is in proximate contact, for example a 
flower in their home garden. The data analysis reveals various places 
and things individuals classify as nature. 

Participants in the blog addressed nature to resemble mountains, 
lakes, forest, sea, stars, sun, sky and to others nature simply means 
objects that is a part of their daily lives such as insects, pets, lawn, 
rocks, animals, yards, flowers, trees, parks, beach, potted plants, veg-
etable and flower garden. As nature lovers, these blog participants 
perceive nature as alive, real, sensitive and evolving. They voiced 
their disapproval on the usage of virtual reality as substitutes such as 
a simulated fire place instead of real fire;

“It’s sad to see people being so willing to settle for ‘virtual re-
ality’ rather than natural reality”. I know just what you mean 
about the blessings of the real thing”.

“Human artifacts and humanly created environments are just 
not complicated enough to provide the finely detailed, multisen-
sory experience necessary for proper development”.

CATEGORIES OF NATURE LOVERS
Additionally, the results show the intention to engage with na-

ture is driven by the differing goals of individuals; the differing goals 
identified include, to seek, to honour or to nurture nature. The blog 
participants can be categorized into nature-seekers, nature-honours 
and nature-nurturers. Nature seekers are inclined to appreciate and 
enjoy nature as they hike, take walks in parks, or beaches. This ex-
posure to nature nurtures a sense of belonging and contributes to 
knowledge building;

“I have two nature aware kids, they have been exposed to nature 
since babies, they know that the birds are the eyes of the forest, 
and can tell you what is happening in our neighbourhood by 
listening to birds”.

“I just spend a long weekend on a mountain ridge in the middle 
of forest land and experienced some of this serenity and sim-
plicity myself”.

 The nature-honors are moved by its beauty and power and they 
dwell in nature as a way to feel its wonders, accepting them as a part 
of universe. They acknowledge their co-existence with nature and its 
intrinsic value; 

“There’s certainly something about the rose that reaches deep 
into the human heart and psyche with a healing grace. Just gaz-
ing at them, smelling them, talking with others about them is 
profoundly relaxing and delightful”.
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The nature-nurturers, through their deep involvement and 
strong compassion towards the natural world, are strongly motivated 
to protect and nurture it. These individuals engage in simple activi-
ties such as growing roses, feeding the ravens, growing organic food 
which they regard as contributing to the health of nature;

“Having a garden alive with food for me and for other creatures 
is a profoundly satisfying feeling”.

Individuals’ affiliation with nature triggers their interest to 
know nature, leading to increased ecological awareness. This 
awareness gradually progresses to the next stage of higher in-
volvement with nature, to admire, appreciate and eventually 
develop a strong compassion with their natural surroundings. In 
summary, through the process of evolving with nature, nature-
seekers develop into nature-honors and ultimately into nature-
nurturers accepting their well-being and nature’s as one. This is 
represented by the following thoughts of this blogger;

“Before taking up gardening seriously, I was a mainstream psy-
chotherapist for many years. Like so many of us, I was oblivi-
ous to the larger context within which we live. I took up gar-
dening as a “hobby”- a sort of exterior decoration. But soon my 
garden was “working” me even more than I was working my 
garden. Just kneeling on the earth, with sound of bees and birds 
in my ears as I touched plants started softening up some of the 
cultural armour that separates so many of us from our wild na-
tures….so I understood that no individual exists in a vacuum… 
the ultimate context is the earth”.

NATURE AND SELF
The notion of nature being viewed as self emerged from our 

data interpretation. The results reveal the intensity of the relationship 
between the individual and nature, to the extent that nature is seen 
as one with self.  Three main themes that explained the relationship 
between human beings and the natural world were identified, that is, 
extended self, spirituality and religion. These themes are discussed 
next.

Nature as Extended Self
The self is a sense of who and what we are (Kleine, Kleine, and 

Kernan 1993). Accordingly Aron et al. (1991) argues that the extent 
to which one includes another person as part of the self is a core op-
erationalization of relationship closeness. The term extended self re-
fers to how human extend themselves to include their surroundings. 
Major categories of extended self includes body, internal process, 
ideas, experiences and those places to which one feels attached (Belk 
1998).  As such our perception towards nature as a distant 
object or as our extended self has implications to the way 
we treat nature. 

Individuals who are deeply concerned with environmental and 
sustainability issues (that is the blog members) have a strong sense 
of self with nature, and perceive nature as part of the extended self.  
Belk suggests (1988) that external objects can be viewed as part of 
self when we are able to exercise power or control over them. “The 
more we believe we possess or are possessed by an object, the more 
a part of self it becomes. By claiming that something is mine we also 
come to believe that the object is me” (Belk 1988, 140). The concept 
of extended self has been applied to studies concerning sense of place 
(Stedman 2002), organizational self-identity (Tian and Belk 2005) 
and self-brand connection (Escalas and Bettman 2005). Additionally, 
Kuhn (2001, 13) states that individuals build psychological relation-
ship with the environment through the process of self-actualization, 

developing a “personal sense of self beyond one’s encapsulated self 
to an extended larger self” incorporating nature. This deepening of 
one’s ecological self brings forth sense of oneness with nature. This 
article explores the extent the self is viewed as one with nature.  

Participants used phrases such as “to allow the natural world 
into us” to indicate the inclusion of nature into their self. Usage of 
metaphors describing nature as “our womb”, “our mother” and “our 
root” denotes the sense of oneness with nature and to view it as their 
origin. The bonding experience with nature is described as having 
a sense of belonging. Hence the individuals view self as a part of a 
bigger pattern of life. The comment below from a participant 
clearly acknowledges the inclusion of nature as his/her ex-
tended self.

“One might even say nature was our womb. We have been 
on planet Earth in our present form for one hundred thousand 
years. That’s a long, long time! And throughout that time, we 
were immersed in living nature. It was there when we went to 
sleep, it was there all night, it was there when we awoke. We 
depended on living nature—and on each other as part of living 
nature—for everything”. 

Additionally, the more one experiences nature the higher the 
likelihood for it to become a part of themselves, thus strengthening 
the bond;

“Every Friday I walk at the beach not far from my house. The 
water, birds, passing dolphins and whales have become like 
members of my family. Every time I stroll along this stretch of 
sand, I become more bonded with it”. 

Perceiving a strong bond with nature and accepting nature as 
self, the bloggers self-reflect the feeling of empathy through expres-
sive words such as “my heart breaks”, “pain”, “suffering”, “anger” 
and “guilt”, indicating hurting nature also means to hurt one’s self. 
According to Kuhn (2001) empathy is experienced by individuals as 
they identify with the natural world through their sense of expanded 
ecological self.

“What does it mean that my heart breaks every time I hear of 
another species becoming extinct, every time I see emaciated 
people across the world, see ugly buildings where healthy, wild 
places once stood? Surely it means something. It means, doesn’t 
it, that something is wrong if everything we’ve been taught to 
do and believe leads us to more of these things that breaks my 
heart? Surely mine isn’t the only heart breaking...?”

“It was good to have a place to express my grief as well as my 
guilt in how I contribute to the pollution and contamination of 
the biosphere”.

“It’s painful to see what we are doing to the place we love (hu-
mans are the only species that actively and consciously “fouls 
its nest”) and to see the wholesale killing of rare and endan-
gered mega fauna”.

As such, in the study of environmental behavior, the role of ex-
tended self cannot be ignored. Our perception towards nature as our 
extended self has implications for the way we treat nature. This per-
ception elicits the awareness of interdependency with nature, leading 
to an emotional bonding. This bonding develops the view that nature 
has an intrinsic value. The sense of inclusion encourages people to 
view nature as “being” in their self, thus developing a strong need to 
value and protect it. As such, viewing nature as extended self encour-
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ages consumer ecological behavior which leads to a positive attitude 
towards sustainable consumption. However excluding it encourages 
the anthropocentric view that treats nature as an object and hence 
the tendency to exploit it. Therefore, the development of ecological 
behavior requires consumers to link themselves closely with nature.

 Nature as Spirituality  
The second theme that explains the participants’ sense of one-

ness with nature is spirituality. Spirituality is defined as “a general 
feeling of closeness and connectedness to the sacred” (Worthington 
et al. 2011, 205). Krishnakumar and Neck (2002) referred spiritual-
ity as “an inner search for meaning or fulfillment that may be un-
dertaken by anyone regardless of religion”. “Individuals develop a 
sense of spiritual self in relation to a higher power or God and by 
recognizing the sacred and divine within them” (Klenke 2007, 82-
83). It is a concept that originates from inside an individual. Spiritu-
ality, then, can be defined as the “core or inner life of the person and 
is found in all human societies through an individual experience of 
the divine, a connection to nature, and/or through religious practice” 
(Beverly 2010, 21).  Nature spirituality involves “a sense of close-
ness and connection to the environment or to nature” (Worthington 
et al. 2011, 205). For example one’s feeling of serenity and calmness 
while witnessing the wonders of nature. The potential importance of 
spirituality as a variable in explaining human-nature relationship is 
still neglected in the literature. 

From the perspective of ecopsychology, individuals look to-
wards nature as a source of nature-spirituality.  It includes a sense 
of connectedness between the individual’s inner self and the external 
world. This connectedness encourages the individual to identify self 
with nature and as an individual’s nature-spirituality develops, their 
mind and body becomes one with nature. 

The findings revealed close connection with spirituality and na-
ture where many shared their views of experiencing a deeply mov-
ing and pleasurable sense with nature. Nature spirituality can be 
explained through shared thoughts of the blog members such as “ I 
became more what I call my ‘authentic self’ after experiencing with 
nature”, in which this particular blogger claims finding her true and 
genuine self as she experiences nature. 

Spiritual engagement with nature awakens the individual’s 
true-self and encourages behavior consistent with their belief of self.   
Klenke (2007, 85) introduced the concept of self-disclosure to mean 
“opening oneself to a higher power, admitting to spiritual needs and 
struggles”. Hence, with nature spirituality people are deeply aware 
of how they think and behave towards nature.  Members recount 
their experiences with nature as deeply moving and pleasurable sug-
gesting a sense of spiritual connectedness. 

“I only knew that I felt relief. During the period I went regularly 
to the creek and I can truly say that it felt as if I was going to 
visit a trusted and loving friend or beloved and wise teacher. 
Due to a shift in awareness away from my thoughts and towards 
a deeper sense of being that was free of mental process. There 
was a sense of being mute and I wanted no human interaction. 
The solace I received just by being there was truly astounding 
and there is no doubt this solace did indeed emanate from nature 
itself.”

To this participant, the tree has meaning, symbolizing wisdom, 
hope, endurance and calmness. By connecting with the creek, the 
participant allowed the traits of the creek to flow into self, witness-
ing and accepting its calmness, comfort and wisdom leading to the 
experience of nature-spirituality. 

An interesting area of discussion on spirituality relates to the 
role of sensory qualities of nature which aid the transfer of spiritual 
qualities from nature to individuals. The data reveals that nature’s 
sensory qualities leads individuals to experience a deeply moving 
and pleasurable sense of oneness with nature which evokes a sense 
of spiritual wellbeing.  “The smell of spring, sound of waves on the 
rock, sound of bees and humming birds, being caressed by a dewy 
overhanging willow, watching geese flying north for summer and 
seeing roses popping on bushes in the garden” inspires the individu-
als in this study to deepen their connection with their inner self and 
the external world. As highly involved individuals, bloggers are 
found to be highly sensitive to these sensory qualities in their sur-
roundings;

“But what caught me off guard when I stopped the car in my 
driveway was the smell... the smell of the sea, that wonderful 
salty air which my nostrils had forgotten during a short vaca-
tion.  I ran up to my deck, looked at the sea, breathing in all the 
air I could, listening for the sounds of the waves on the rocks.  I 
could have stayed there forever”.

“I gazed at the rugged coastline when I could, watched the ex-
posed rocks at low-tide, observed formation of Canada geese 
flying north for the summer and wondered how my pile of snow 
was doing”.

“I dropped to my knees and started tending my plants, touching 
the earth.  Within a couple of minutes the anxiety drained away, 
absorbed into the rich, dark soil.  I started to breathe deeply 
again.  I had a sense of serenity”.

Besides, the acceptance of nature as something larger and more 
powerful than human, its magnificence, miracles, timelessness and 
solitude encourages individuals to immerse in deeper thoughts, 
evolving an emotional dependence on nature and developing strong 
individually driven internally bonding which leads to nature spiri-
tuality.  

“It’s rare to find a person who hasn’t experienced a deeply mov-
ing and pleasurable sense with something awesomely larger 
than themselves just through looking at the stars on a clear 
night”

“During my visits I would just sit on the boulders along the 
creek or walk in the water. There was a sense of being mute and 
I wanted no human interaction. I was aware of the creek and 
woods as having a very distinct and palpable presence. The sol-
ace I received just by being there was truly astounding and there 
is no doubt this solace did indeed emanate from nature itself”.

Nature based spirituality plays an important role in develop-
ing human well-being. There is evidence from previous studies that 
human benefit emotionally and physically by connecting to nature 
(Martens, Gutscher, and Bauer 2011; Ryan et al. 2010), for example, 
experiencing more positive feelings by merely being around, relax-
ing or walking in natural favorite places (Korpela and Yle’n 2007). 
Our results resonate past studies, that those who are in-tuned with 
nature view it as an essential source of emotional and physical well-
being; 

“I still go to the mountain twice a week, the personal healing 
has been incredible”.
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 “There are no words to describe what happens to people who 
start mixing mud with their feet, allows people to personally 
experience the earth in such a different way.”

“Watching the endless subtle changes of the garden as the sea-
son passes grounds and relaxes me”.

 A spiritual connection with nature also leads to psychological 
and physical healing, this theme is conveyed through bloggers’ com-
ments of “sense of serenity”, “happiness”, “inner peace”, as they 
connect with nature.  

Through nature-spirituality, individuals develop compassion, 
respect and inspiration to preserve and value nature.  Embracing na-
ture spiritually evokes emotional dependency, thus nature becomes 
a source of ecospirituality. Incorporating nature-spirituality into self 
alters the view that nature is an object and encourages the view that 
it is alive and therefore requires to be treated with care. It encourages 
viewing nature as a person to connect to where human finds solace 
and healing. 

“We depended on living nature—and on each other as part of 
living nature—for everything. It is thus hardly surprising that 
we evolved an emotional dependence on nature, that it is our 
medicine, that we need it for our emotional well-being”. 

“By opening to spirit whenever we find it –in a forest, in art, in 
planting seeds in a garden, in meditation or prayers- we can let 
compassion and inspired action lend their strength to our frag-
ile, small selves, empowering us to join with others to be part of 
Gaia’s healing, not her destruction”.

Nature as Religion
Anthropocentric view and ecocentric view involves the element 

of dominance. In the former view human is said to dominate nature, 
whereas the latter view encourages nature dominance over human. 
Hoffman and Sandelands (2005) argues that there is an alternative 
environmentalism, that is theocentric, which is an environmentalism 
centered on God. They argue that in the theocentric view, human do 
not dominate over nature or vice versa. On the contrary, it promotes 
the view that God rules over both human and nature thus human and 
nature are joined in God. This view joins human and nature as one 
and to perceive creation as a “totality of life” (Hoffman and Sand-
elands 2005, 152). This argument suggests the need to assess religion 
as a factor influencing individual behavior towards nature.

While spirituality is said to originate from within an individual 
and is more personal and private, religion tend to be more of an ex-
ternal connection with a higher being. Based on the Oxford defini-
tion, religion is a belief in supernatural power and involves a more 
structured form of belief, tradition and ritual. Spirituality can be said 
to emanate from religion. While spirituality preaches to love God 
and adopts the view that God is omnipresent and resides in oneself, 
religion engages believers to fear and obey God and that God is far 
from reach of human (Pettinger 2007). Theocentric view which ar-
gues the dominance of god over individual and nature, engages in-
dividuals to love and protect what has been created by the almighty. 

Hence, theocentrism encourages sense of oneness with nature 
through eliminating the existence of dominance, that is, human over 
nature or nature over human. It signals the awareness of strong bond-
ing, interconnection and oneness between human and nature. The 
awareness that both oneself as a human and nature is created by God 
emphasizes interdependency for mutual survival. 

The blog data analysis captured religion as a theme in explain-
ing our relationship with nature. This particular theme was derived 

through codes such as love, respect, beliefs, value and gratitude. 
Theocentric view is emphasized through expressions such as “to 
love what God loves” and “the farther we are separated from nature 
the farther we are separated from God”. 

‘As we come to understand the interconnectedness of all things 
we realize that we share the earth, air, water and sunlight with a 
“web of life” on earth and in that realization is perhaps the most 
profound expression of our spiritual nature and the religious be-
liefs that give rise to that revelation”.

“I have taken to a daily laying of my hand on the trunks of 
several trees in my apartment complex and speaking with them 
of my love and gratitude for what they are bringing to my life 
- strength, grace, beauty, wisdom. In the Holy Quran, we are 
encouraged to live in harmony with nature”.

“But for the longest time my relationship with God was in-
versely proportional to the amount of steel around me. Inside 
the sanctuary, I heard but did not feel. Step outside and see the 
blue sky above me and I could “feel” the message take hold”.

When an individual views oneself as embedded in nature and 
not separated from it, mistreating nature would mean to mistreat 
oneself. This encourages individuals to live in harmony with nature, 
using nature responsibly to satisfy individual needs and at the same 
time preserving it for future generation. Nature and human moves 
beyond merely coexisting, nature is viewed as human, as reflected 
in the following quote;

“A curious thing I’ve noticed about us rose nuts is that we al-
ways talk about roses as if they were people. Mostly “she” and 
sometimes “he” but never “it.” I love this deep understanding 
that plants are relatives with whom we humans have shared the 
Cenozoic era”.

“I understood that no individual exists in a vacuum, but within 
the context of family, community, culture. But why stop there? 
I began to understand that the ultimate context is the Earth”.

INFLUENCE ON SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION
The deep realization of mutual existence through the incorpora-

tion of these views on nature encourages the development of positive 
attitude and intention to engage with nature. The more an individual 
relates to nature, believing in their coexistence and dependency for 
survival, the greater the intensity to engage in conservation behavior. 
It shifts the perspective that nature is an object whose resources are 
to be exploited by human to a paradigm that cultivates conservation. 
That is, the more meaningful nature is to an individual the stronger 
is the connection and intention to protect nature through consuming 
responsibly.  

The intention to preserve nature is clearly indicated from the 
reported activities by bloggers such as engaging in organic garden-
ing, simplifying diets and eating habits, using fireplace to heat their 
houses, cancelling cable TV and reducing paper printing. The blog-
gers intimate relationship with nature clearly translates into sustain-
able behavior as witnessed through the following comments from 
the bloggers;

“Some people don’t realize how easy it is now to be more eco-
friendly. Biodegradable cleaning products are the same price as 
beloved Hertel and Pinesol, clean just as well if not better, and 
with a much more refreshing smell. Plastic bags are wasteful. 
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Cars are useless when you have two legs, or even a bicycle. Use 
public transit or carpool. I sold my car last year and haven’t re-
ally missed having it”.

“The idea that energy conservation, recycling, car-pooling and 
other “sustainable” activities is an expression of one’s religious 
values is an idea whose time has come”.

Additionally, total self-engagement with nature impacts the lev-
el of appreciation and gratitude towards nature which was expressed 
through the act of saying grace, feelings of emotion (thankfulness) 
and appreciating blessings for nature’s provision to human;

“Healthy foods are grown locally in tune with the seasons by 
people happy in their work. The simplicity of such meals is a 
form of the “abundance” that reflects the creativity of the cos-
mos and for which the word of “grace” is named”.

 “Once I sat down before this humble meal, I felt a surge of 
emotion. I paused and thanked the hare for this sustenance. I 
fought tears during the whole meal and it changed something in 
me with respect to this “free food” that is available in this com-
munity. I picked a few quarts of partridge berries last week and 
engaged in another “thanking” ritual”.

In conclusion, individuals become highly sensitive of the ac-
tions towards nature as they attach meaningful connection with 
their surroundings. 

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
This article addresses a need for a revised theoretical frame-

work that recognizes a deeper level of internally driven motivation 
as the key driving force of sustainable behavior. It alters the previous 
conception of human-nature relationship towards incorporating na-
ture into self. Viewing self as one with nature has important implica-
tions which are discussed in the following sections; shift in focus and 
challenges in changing consumer views on nature.   

Shift in Focus
This study suggests the need to rethink our strategies to encour-

age environmental friendly behavior. A pressing challenge facing 
NGOs, local governments and social marketers is how to encourage 
sustainable consumption as a step toward building a more sustain-
able society. Numerous policies and strategies have been developed 
and implemented; these, however, have had little impact on effec-
tively changing existing environmental behavior.  Current policies 
and strategies to encourage sustainability tend to focus on behav-
ioral change through understanding and changing attitude, lifestyle 
and habits. These views are based on the assumption that consumers 
have to be encouraged, cajoled or coerce to look after our natural re-
sources for the next generation. This article suggests that progress to-
wards sustainability is only achievable if individuals see themselves 
as part of or in total oneness with nature.  Viewing sustainability and 
consumption from this perspective suggests that policy makers and 
social marketers need to rethink their strategies to encourage sustain-
able behavior.

Mayer and Frantz (2004) emphasize that by connecting to na-
ture, individuals experience subjective well-being and this sense of 
well-being increases the intention to engage in ecological behavior. 
While there is truth in this statement, our findings imply that mere 
connection does not necessarily engage individuals into actions of 
preservation. Consumers who merely express their ecological and 
societal concern may have different attitudes and may behave dif-

ferently to those who totally immersed in ecological living (Robert 
1995).  Additionally, Mayer and Frantz (2004) claim if an individual 
is unaware of their destructive action on the environment then in-
creasing their connectedness to nature will have little impact. Hence, 
we argue that the motivation to connect to nature runs deeper than 
mere connection to nature, instead, it needs to be embedded in one’s 
self.  The ability to view self and nature as one is the central inspira-
tion that leads a person to pay attention to nature. These meaningful 
connections to nature elicit an emotional attachment which drives 
the inner desire to protect and preserve nature. The results clearly 
demonstrate that the more one views self as one with nature, the 
stronger the intensity to engage with it. This type of motivation is 
intrinsically driven and has a deepening effect on the behavior of 
individuals, that is, individuals who view nature as self are more 
likely to engage in sustainable behavior. As such, pro-environmental 
behavior can be stimulated by encouraging the formation of a deeply 
rooted, internally and altruistically driven desire to be part of nature. 
Policies and strategies may be more effective in developing positive 
nature related behavior when supported by an aim to inspire people 
to embrace the co-existence of people and nature and the need to re-
spect nature as a living resource. The present study demonstrates that 
understanding and addressing the root cause of individual behavior 
towards the environment is an essential step in developing nature-
related behavior. 

Thus, promoting sustainability requires changing the current 
view of individuals on nature as a distant object to be manipulated, 
towards viewing nature as being closer, as embedded in self. A deep-
er understanding of sustainable consumption behavior or the reasons 
for the apathy among some consumers can be gained from studying 
consumers’ views on meaning of nature and their relationship with 
nature. Even as we now have some understanding of the motivation 
towards drawing closer to nature and its influence on consumption 
behavior, it is important to understand what repels others from avoid-
ing nature and its effect on consumption behavior. The development 
of policies and strategies to encourage sustainability consumption 
are better informed with both sides of story. 

Challenges in Changing Individual View on Nature
The aim to develop a sense of oneness with nature in individuals 

may prove to be a challenge. The internal desire to embrace nature as 
part of self is developed through unique individual psychological ex-
periences, thoughts and emotional connections. For example nature-
spirituality is exclusively an individual’s experience. Individuals 
who regard themselves as part of nature are sensitive to its existence 
and clearly demonstrate selflessness as well as concern – these quali-
ties reflected in their activities to nurture nature. Therefore, prompt-
ing such deeply rooted motivation requires a gradual process. 

Past findings reveal individuals engage in conservation behav-
ior by anticipating personal current benefits such as incentives (Stern 
1999) or to avoid punishment (Sharp, Hoj, and Wheeler 2010). In-
dividualistic behavior predominate care for the environment.  For 
individuals with a hostile view of nature, changing their inner-self 
and stimulating altruistic behavior in their association with nature 
may not be easy. Nevertheless, this article uncovers the psychologi-
cal root of understanding the reasons behind human disconnection 
from nature. An effective strategy may be to begin nature exposure 
at a young age with the goal of instilling a sense of ecological self, 
that is, “how we extend our sense of self in relationship to the world 
of nature”(Wilson 1996, 122). As such, social marketing and gov-
ernment policies may aim at the young minds, for example include 
nature exposure and interaction as part of the school curriculum.  
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The results of this study are based on bloggers who see them-
selves as lovers of nature and feel strongly connected to it. Hence, 
the interpreted data consist of views from extreme environmentalist 
and may not reflect the views of ordinary individuals. However, un-
derstanding these individuals’ engagement with nature is necessary 
and provides a good starting point for future research to explore this 
notion with consumers who may be less extreme than these bloggers 
in their connection and bonding with nature. 

For a deeper and more generalizable explanation of how an 
individual’s view of nature affect sustainable consumption, future 
research should employ a broader study with additional data sources 
to examine various groups of participants with differing character-
istics. This could be expanded to address whether the appreciation 
of nature experiences differ across diverse populations and cultures. 
A comparative study of different meanings of nature between ur-
ban and rural participants may provide guidelines in tackling the 
environmental problem. As we were unable to find support from the 
data to link the types of nature lovers to sustainable consumption 
behavior, future research may explore how the different categories of 
nature lovers (seekers, honors and nurturers) relationships with na-
ture affect their consumption behavior. In addition, our understand-
ing of nature-spirituality may be enriched by exploring the types of 
nature experiences sought by the different groups of nature lovers 
for spiritual renewal.  Future studies may run experiments, using 
neuroscience to trace the impact of nature stimuli on the functioning 
of the brain. Another interesting avenue for research involves the 
exploration of the boundaries between nature and the virtual-nature 
constructed by the technological world.

This research has the potential to transform our perspective on 
sustainable consumption behavior by shifting the focus to explore 
people-nature relationship and nature connectedness. It contributes 
to consumer research by providing an avenue towards understanding 
individual experiences that may change sustainable consumption at-
titudes and behavior.
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Correcting for Unconscious Experiential Processing
Francine Espinoza, ESMT, Germany

ABSTRACT
Previous research is inconclusive about whether consumers can 

correct their judgments for the influence of unconscious subjective 
experiences. We manipulated the subjective experience of certainty 
associated with a persuasive message using subliminal priming and 
found that participants corrected their judgments in opposite direc-
tions depending on whether they were subliminally primed with cer-
tainty or uncertainty. These results demonstrate that consumers can 
correct for unconscious experiential processing.

Previous research has shown that subjective experiences that 
remain outside the consumer’s awareness (e.g., visual stimuli pre-
sented faster than eye perception levels or audio stimuli played be-
low audible volumes) may influence judgments. For example, an in-
dividual’s judgment of a condo in a magazine ad may be negatively 
influenced by pictures of a terrorist attack placed in the parafoveal 
vision area. If this person is prompted to correct her judgments about 
the product in ad, would she be able to account for a potential influ-
ence of the unconscious experiential processing? 

The correction literature has focused on situations in which 
people are or can become aware of potential influences (Wegener 
and Petty 1995). If people are aware of an influence, they must have 
processed the information either systematically, when considerable 
resources and motivation are present, or heuristically, when at least 
moderate resources and motivation are available (Petty and Cacioppo 
1986). Research has shown that correction may happen under both of 
these types of processing if enough cognitive resources are available 
for correction (Petty, Wegener, and White 1998). In such situations, 
the direction of the correction effect depends on the perceived initial 
influence. Thus, judgments that were perceived to be positively influ-
enced by the stimulus should become more negative after correction, 
and judgments that were perceived to be negatively influenced by the 
stimulus should become more positive (Wegener and Petty 1995).

In a third type of processing, experiential processing, judgments 
are formed based on immediate sensations and feelings prompted 
by the situation and that are often outside of people’s awareness 
(Meyers-Levy and Malaviya 1999). Experiential processing happens 
automatically, unconsciously, and independently from conscious re-
sources. It occurs when exposure to stimuli is subliminal or extreme-
ly brief. For instance, people tend to like unknown stimuli (e.g., Chi-
nese ideographs) more when these follow positive subliminal primes 
(e.g., smiling faces) than when they follow negative primes (e.g., 
frowning faces; Murphy and Zajonc 1993). 

The literature suggests that judgments based on experiential 
processing are the result of two sequential processes (e.g., Jacoby, 
Kelley, and Dywan 1989; Strack 1992). First, general cues about the 
target are evaluated automatically and unconsciously to produce a 
global feeling. These cues include cognitive, affective, and/or bodily 
reactions to the stimulus, such as, for example, feelings of fluency 
(Schwarz 2004), positive affect (Zajonc and Markus 1982) or per-
ceptions of smell (Lee and Schwarz 2012). Second, this subjective 
experience is used as the default basis for judgment and may remain 
outside of consumers’ awareness (Strack 1992). Thus, in the previ-
ous example, people with familiar, more fluent faces are judged as 
famous, objects associated with positive affect are more liked, or 
an argument associated with a smell of fish is judged as suspicious. 
When subliminal priming produces an influence, this influence is 
represented by a change in judgments or behavior (Aarts, Custers, 
and Marien 2008; Clore and Parrott 1994; Winkielman and Berridge 

2004). For example, Clore and Parrot (1994) manipulated the feeling 
of certainty unconsciously (through hypnosis) and found that certain 
people understood a poem better than uncertain people.

Although experiential processing and its influence on judg-
ments has been extensively shown in the literature (Schwarz and 
Clore 1996; Winkielman and Berridge 2004; Zajonc 1994), cur-
rent evidence suggests that people may not be able to correct for 
an unconscious influence. In a series of experiments involving sub-
liminal priming, Winkielman, Zajonc, and Schwarz (1997) found no 
evidence for judgment correction as predicted. Although the authors 
listed several potential methodological limitations, they generally 
concluded that correction may not happen when the stimulus does 
not produce consciously experienced feelings even though it has pro-
duced measurable influences on judgments. We integrate literatures 
on correction and experiential processing to build our hypothesis.

We propose that people can correct for unconscious experien-
tial processing. According to correction theories, when people are 
prompted to correct their judgments, they will think back of that situ-
ation and appraise their initial reactions (Wegener and Petty 1995). 
We posit that when people appraise their reactions, they may also 
take into consideration their global and subjective reactions towards 
the target, even if these are not completely accessible to conscious-
ness. Consumers will evaluate their judgments for accuracy and 
adjust them if they believe their judgments were biased for some 
reason. Consistent with the correction literature, we predict that the 
direction of correction should be the opposite of that of the initial 
influence. Nevertheless, our perspective deviates from the traditional 
view in a key way. Whereas the traditional view implies that people 
must consciously perceive an influence, we argue that people may 
correct for the influence of an unconscious subjective experience. 

Experiential processing may be mediated by low-level systems 
that do not produce any accompanying conscious feeling (Winkiel-
man et al. 1997; Zajonc 1994) but increase the accessibility of prime-
related mental content (Loersch and Payne 2011). When affect is 
primed subliminally, it generates a diffuse and nonspecific sensation 
whose origin is not accessible (Murphy and Zajonc 1993). Based on 
such previous research, we expect that when an affective stimulus is 
presented subliminally, the unconsciously elicited feelings will be 
automatically associated with and interpreted as nonspecific affec-
tive reactions to the target (Bargh et al. 1992; Fazio et al. 1986). 
Thus, although the subliminal stimulus cannot produce identifiable 
feelings, we expect that people should be able to intuitively access 
their global feelings or an overall subjective experience that is attrib-
uted to their reactions to the target, and correct for this experiential 
processing. 

METHOD
Design and Participants

The study employed a 2 subliminal prime (certain vs. uncer-
tain) x 2 correction (no-correction vs. correction) between-subjects 
design. We subliminally primed participants with certainty or un-
certainty-related words during a lexical decision task. One hundred 
sixty-seven university students participated in the experiment as part 
of a one-hour session in exchange for extra credit. 

PROCEDURE
Prime manipulation. To prime the feeling of (un)certainty, we 

subliminally exposed participants to certainty or uncertainty-related 
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words. Participants were told that they were participating in two unre-
lated studies. Participants completed a lexical decision task in which 
they had to identify as quickly and accurately as possible whether 
a stimulus presented on a desktop computer was a word (using the 
“z” and the “/” keys). Before the actual task, participants completed 
six practice trials with no prime. At the beginning of each trial, a 
fixation point (“***”) appeared at the center of a white screen for 2 
seconds to focus their attention. The fixation point was replaced by 
a 16-point-black-font prime word. Primes consisted of certainty or 
uncertainty-related words and were presented in randomized order. 
Certainty-related primes were: confident, sure, convinced, certain, 
positive, definite, correct, and decisive. Uncertainty-related primes 
were: insecure, unsure, doubtful, uncertain, hesitant, vague, wrong, 
ambivalent. The primes were presented for 50 ms and then were re-
placed by a masking letter string (xvxvxvxv) that did not convey 
any additional meaning and was at least equal in length to the prime 
to ensure that the prime would not reach the threshold of conscious 
perception. The mask was then replaced by the target word, which 
appeared in the same location after a very brief delay (SOA-Stimu-
lus Onset Asynchrony) varying randomly in duration (from 250 to 
750 ms) to avoid participants anticipating the target’s appearance. 
Targets were neutral words (e.g., house, planet, carpet, river, build-
ing, hat, window, ranch) or non-words (e.g., blater, campure, dight, 
lench, measing, nesion, poit, reesy) and appeared until participants 
registered their response. A combination of two blocks, eight primes, 
four words and four non-words yielded 32 trials (each prime was 
presented twice, once with a word and once with a non-word). 

After exposure to the certainty primes, participants proceeded 
to the next task and read a scenario in which they were looking for 
an apartment to rent. They were told that they had narrowed their 
options down to two apartments and that a realtor had recommended 
the nicer but more expensive apartment (Appendix). 

A pretest was conducted to test the efficacy of the priming (N 
= 32). Consistent with previous research, given that certainty was 
induced subliminally we found no significant effect of the primes on 
a measure of reported certainty (p > .48; “how certain are you about 
your attitude towards the recommended apartment?”). Therefore, to 
test whether the certainty primes were effective, we looked at partici-
pants’ reaction times in the lexical decision task. Previous research 
indicates that certainty is related to faster responses (Gross, Holtz, 
and Miller 1995). We found that participants primed with certainty 
(vs. uncertainty) related words responded faster in the lexical deci-
sion task (Mcertainty = 821.95 ms, SD = 317.34 vs. Muncertainty = 1150.30 
ms, SD = 536.47; F(1, 28) = 4.00, p = .05, η2 = .12), after account-
ing for outliers with an excessive number of error rates and cases 
with latencies faster than 300 ms or slower than 2000 ms (Bargh and 
Chartrand 2000). As an awareness check, we presented five of the 
subliminal stimuli again at the end of the pretest, told participants 
that words were being presented, and asked them to guess what those 
words were (Bargh and Chartrand 2000). None of the participants 
could identify any of the primed words, indicating that the sublimi-
nal priming was indeed subliminal. 

Correction manipulation. In the no correction condition, par-
ticipants answered the questions immediately after reading the sce-
nario. In the correction condition, participants first read an instruc-
tion adapted from Wegener and Petty (1995): “In the next section, 
please be sure that the realtor’s opinion will not influence your own 
opinion. It is very important that your answers be based on your own 
opinion of the apartments.”

Measures. To capture judgments, we asked participants to rate 
their relative preference to the apartments (“1 = I prefer apartment 
one/ 7 = I prefer apartment two”). We did not measure certainty in 

the study for two reasons. First, consistent with our pretest and with 
previous research (Winkielman and Berridge 2004), we did not ex-
pect an effect on a reported measure of certainty but on participants’ 
judgments. Second, measuring certainty might affect the nature of 
the judgment process and create a demand for participants to respond 
according to their certainty judgments (Petrusic and Baranski 2003). 
If participants must be aware of their feelings for its effects on judg-
ments to emerge, the generalizability of the findings would be lim-
ited and we could be observing a demand effect. By manipulating 
certainty subliminally and not including a reported measure of cer-
tainty, the study provides a compelling test of the effect with a clean 
manipulation. Finally, to help rule out participants’ mood as an al-
ternative explanation, we included thirteen mood measures adapted 
from the PANAS (Watson, Clark, and Tellegen 1988) ranging from 
1 (“does not describe my current feeling at all”) to 7 (“describes my 
current feelings very well”).  

RESULTS
After removing participants who had an exceptionally high er-

ror rate on the lexical decision task and the remaining cases with 
latencies faster than 300 ms or slower than 2000 ms (Bargh and 
Chartrand 2000), our final sample was one hundred twenty-three 
participants. Neither the error rate (χ2 = .19, p > .4) nor the laten-
cies beyond acceptable speed (χ2 = 5.00, p > .2) were related to par-
ticipants’ assigned conditions, meaning that the removed cases were 
well distributed across conditions. Differences in degrees of freedom 
are due to missing values.

Manipulation check. Consistent with the pretest and confirming 
the efficacy of the certainty manipulation, a one-way (certainty vs. 
uncertainty) ANOVA (F(1, 121) = 3.60, p < .06, η2 = .03) shows that 
participants primed with certainty-related words responded margin-
ally faster to the lexical decision task than participants primed with 
uncertainty-related words (Mcertainty = 816.71 ms, SD = 221.73; Muncer-

tainty = 902.07 ms, SD = 276.20). 
Judgments. A 2 (subliminal prime) x 2 (correction) ANOVA 

shows a significant interaction between subliminal prime and cor-
rection (F(1, 119) = 11.83, p < .001, η2 = .09). In the no-correction 
condition (F(1, 119) = 9.64, p < .01, η2 = .12), participants primed 
with certainty words (Mcertainty = 5.13, SD = 1.50) had more favorable 
judgments towards the recommended apartment than participants 
primed with uncertainty words (Muncertainty = 3.97, SD = 1.71). Pro-
viding support for the predicted effect of correction on judgments 
(figure 1), planned contrasts show that correction decreased prefer-
ences for the recommended apartment when certainty was primed 
(F(1, 119) = 6.53, p < .01, η2 = .11) but increased preferences for the 
recommended apartment when uncertainty was primed (F(1, 119) = 
5.31, p < .02, η2 = .08).

Mood. Based on a factor analysis we created indices of positive 
mood (α = .86; happy, enthusiastic, excited, and proud), negative 
mood (α = .84; afraid, sad, depressed, upset, and irritable), and anxi-
ety (α = .83; anxious, tense, distressed, and nervous). None of these 
indices showed significant effects (all ps > .47) when entered as de-
pendent variables in a 2 (subliminal prime) x 2 (correction) ANOVA. 

DISCUSSION
The results suggest that people can correct for the influence of 

stimuli that was presented subliminally and was not found to pro-
duce conscious feelings that participants could deliberately report 
even though we observe a subliminal priming effect on judgments. 
Our results suggest that changes in mood cannot explain the reported 
findings, and the fact that the effect of certainty on judgments was 
marginally reversed in the correction condition rules out regression 
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to the mean as a potential explanation. This overcorrection suggests 
that individuals are adjusting their judgments based on their mis-
calibrated perceptions (Wilson and Brekke 1994) instead of simply 
reporting more moderate views.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
We present evidence for correction for unconscious experien-

tial processing. Although most theories of correction assume that 
people will correct when they become aware that a given factor is 
influencing their judgments, we show that people can correct for the 
influence of a stimulus that was presented outside of their conscious 
awareness. In our study, there is no evidence that participants be-
came aware of the influence. If anything, participants thought that the 
recommender was possibly influencing their opinion but they were 
neither aware of what about the recommender was influencing them 
nor were they told about the direction of the influence. Although the 
stimuli was primed subliminally and there was no evidence that par-
ticipants were aware of them or of the feelings they convey, partici-
pants were able to intuitively access their global evaluation and cor-
rect in the direction opposite of their initial reactions, as correction 
models would predict. 

Though the present study was not designed to test a specific 
explanation for the effect, it is useful to consider a few alternatives 
of processes underlying the effect. There are at least two explana-
tory accounts that could be explored in future research. Our results 
seem to be consistent with the feelings-as-information model for in-
fluence of consciously experienced affect on judgments (Schwarz 
1990). This model predicts that judgments positively affected by, for 
example, positive mood, should become less favorable when people 
become aware that mood was influencing their judgments. Although 
unconscious, it is possible that the subliminally primed feelings were 
thought to be global reactions to the recommender, leading to dis-
counting of these feelings from judgment. 

It is also possible that the results here reported are not limited 
to affective priming but could be explained by semantic priming. 
One may wonder whether the effect would hold if the subliminal 
priming involves nonaffective stimuli. According to semantic prim-
ing findings people would discount the perceived influence accord-
ing to the perceived meaning of the priming, which would lead to 
similar results. However, there is also evidence that affective and 
semantic priming involve different processes (Murphy and Zajonc 
1993). If nonaffective semantic subliminal priming is less intuitively 

accessible than affective priming, correction for subliminal semantic 
priming might be hindered.

A relevant agenda for future research includes not only to reveal 
what is driving the correction for experiential processing but also to 
determine when this effect is more or less prominent. Contrary to 
our results, Winkielman and colleagues (1997) did not find evidence 
for correction for subliminal affective priming as predicted by the 
correction literature, which raises the question of when we should 
observe persistence of subliminal priming and under what circum-
stances people should be able to correct for an influence they cannot 
consciously report. Perhaps key to obtain correction of unconscious 
experiential processing is the presence of an identifiable object to 
which the subjective experience can be attributed. Correction re-
quires identification of a source of bias, which can be the recom-
mender associated with the unconscious feelings. 

Another possibility is that the way that correction is instigated 
matters. Winkielman and colleagues (1997) induced correction by 
making a potential source for the feelings salient and telling partici-
pants about the direction of influence. This manipulation has been 
proved successful in several studies using the feelings-as-informa-
tion paradigm (Schwarz 1990). Our manipulation, on the other hand, 
was modeled closely after a traditional correction manipulation used 
in the correction literature (e.g., Wegener and Petty 1995). We have 
not explicitly told participants that there was an influence, but asked 
participants to not let the recommender influence their opinions. One 
key difference is that instead of calling attention to the source of 
feelings of which participants were unaware, our correction manipu-
lation called attention to a potential (more general) influence by the 
recommender. The absence of correction in the predicted direction in 
Winkielman et al.’s (1997) study may have occurred because partici-
pants did not perceive the source of the feelings as a potential source 
of bias given that they were unaware of the feelings. Our manipula-
tion, on the other hand, allows them to access their global reactions 
to the recommender and correct for that. Moreover, it is possible that 
telling participants about the source of the feeling (vs. prompting 
them to correct) did not motivate participants enough to correct. 

A potential limitation of our study is that the primed feelings 
were accessible to consciousness somehow. This is still possible al-
though we carefully developed the subliminal priming after methods 
used in previous research and the pretest has indicated that partici-
pants could not report conscious feelings consistent with the primes 
nor guess any of the words that were primed. To shed light on this 
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issue, future research could examine how feelings that are primed 
subliminally manifest consciously or behaviorally.

In conclusion, the present results suggest that awareness of a bi-
asing factor and naïve theories about how this factor influences one’s 
judgments may not be necessarily consciously present for correction 
to occur, unlike assumed by traditional correction models (Martin 
1986; Schwarz and Bless 1992; Wegener et al. 2004; Wilson and 
Brekke 1994). Given the pervasiveness of the influence of factors 
of which consumers are unaware, these results call for further test-
ing and for updating of correction theories to include correction for 
subjective experiences in addition to conscious assessments. From 
a consumer welfare perspective, it is interesting that correction may 
serve as a tool to defend consumers from the influence of marketing 
stimuli, given that consumers are often unaware of the stimulus and 
of its influence.

APPENDIx
Stimuli

Imagine that you are looking for an apartment to rent. You have 
looked at a few apartments, but haven’t found what you really want. 
Although you have seen several different apartments, nothing has 
seemed just right. You head into an apartment rental agency.

Picture yourself walking into the agency and looking at pic-
tures and ads of apartments. There are pictures of different styles of 
apartments in various sizes and locations. A realtor walks up to you 
and says, “Hi, my name is Chris. Let me know if I can answer any 
questions for you.”

Imagine that after looking through the pictures of several apart-
ments, you narrow it down to two choices. The first is a nice, fairly 
standard apartment. The second apartment looks a little nicer, but it 
costs quite a bit more than the first. You look over the pictures one 
more time, looking carefully at the floor plans of each apartment. As 
you look at the picture of the second apartment, the realtor walks up 
to you and says, “That’s a great apartment. I think it’s a better option 
than the other one. Besides, it is very attractive.”  You look at the 
pictures and the floor plans one more time, wondering whether you 
should get the second apartment.
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ABSTRACT
Unsustainable consumption offers a fertile ground for the rise of 

intrapsychic conflicts. A series of 20 in-depth interviews was conduct-
ed to investigate people’s inner conflicts in the field of sustainability 
and how consumers deal with them. After the development of a sus-
tainability classification from a consumer’s point of view, we led con-
sumers to talk about their inner conflicts in the sustainability context. 
In particular, these conflicts emerge when long-term sustainability-re-
lated motives contrast with short-term motives. Results show that es-
pecially sustainability-oriented consumers show intrapsychic conflicts 
of varying degree when consuming unsustainably. Notably, consumers 
use a wide range of psychological defense mechanisms to continue 
unsustainable consumption behavior. Only in case of intense conflicts, 
actual behavior is modified. In general, this research proposes a theo-
retical framework of how consumers deal with their inner conflicts.

INTRODUCTION
The majority of consumers claim sustainability to be of high 

subjective importance. For instance, people state that it is essential to 
reduce waste and to be economical with natural resources like water, 
oil, or the tropical rain forest. Nevertheless, at the same time, many 
consumers also engage in unsustainable consumption behavior, for ex-
ample taking the car instead of public transport or purchasing products 
based on a very resource-intensive production process. Therefore, the 
question arises why even sustainability-oriented consumers show un-
sustainable consumption behavior. Under the umbrella of the so-called 
attitude-behavior gap (Carrigan, Moraes, and Leek 2011) this ques-
tion has been and still is controversially discussed in the area of con-
sumer research (Eckhardt, Belk, and Devinney 2010). However, we 
speculate that there are also intrapsychic consumer conflicts involved. 
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the underlying psychological 
mechanisms of whether and how consumers solve the resulting inner 
conflicts have not yet been examined. Therefore, this approach tries to 
make a first step towards an understanding of how consumers solve 
their inner conflicts in the field of sustainability.

Due to the complex and explorative nature of the present research 
question, the authors decided to follow a qualitative approach using in-
depth interviews (Bengtsson and Ostberg 2006). In-depth interviews 
are combined with pre-existing theoretical knowledge to propose 
a new theoretical framework, trying to explain how inner conflicts 
emerge and how different conflict types are resolved by consumers. 
This paper is structured as follows: First, a brief theoretical back-
ground about the concept of sustainability as well as about psychologi-
cal defense mechanisms is provided. Second, method and findings of 
the conducted in-depth interviews are described. Finally, implications, 
limitations, and future research directions are discussed.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Sustainability
Sustainability is an “emerging megatrend” (Lubin and Esty 2010, 

44) which is also considered to be the essential and most important 
challenge for modern marketing (Kotler 2011; Sheth 2011). The com-
mon core of sustainability definitions is that a sustainable system is a 
“system […] which survives or persists” (Costanza and Patten 1995, 
193). However, there are many different definitions of sustainability. 

Sustainability can, for example, be described as the use of resources in 
a way which enables future generations to live with the same or larger 
amount of resources (World Commission on Environment and Deve-
lopment 1987). Recent conceptual research proposes not only ecologi-
cal and social aspects but also the importance of personal well-being 
in the context of consumer sustainability (Sheth, Sethia, and Srinivas 
2011). Nevertheless, there is not much research about the consumer’s 
understanding of the sustainability term and which facets it consists 
of. Therefore, this aspect will need to be explored first, thereby creat-
ing the basis for further investigation of inner conflicts in the field of 
unsustainable consumption.

But why do even sustainability-oriented consumers behave un-
sustainably? Recent studies investigate this issue by focusing on the 
gap between consumer attitudes and actual behavior (Bray, Johns, and 
Kilburn 2011). In doing so, current research systematizes the reasons 
consumers provide to justify unsustainable consumption (Banbury, 
Stinerock, and Subrahmanyan 2012; Eckhardt et al. 2010; Öberseder, 
Schlegelmilch, and Gruber 2011). One of these reasons is said to lie 
in local infrastructure (Banbury et al. 2012). Specifically, consumers 
who live in rural areas claim bad local infrastructure, in particular 
limited public transport opportunities, to account for an impossibil-
ity to live and consume sustainably. Consumers also state their own 
institutional dependency (Eckhardt et al. 2010), that is, they emphasize 
the responsibility of institutions such as the government to regulate 
which products are allowed to be sold or not. Furthermore, high prices 
of sustainable products are said to be a major reason for not buying 
them (Öberseder et al. 2011). To sum it up, there is a high need to 
know which reasons consumers point out regarding their unsustain-
able consumption behavior. However, it seems equally important to 
gain knowledge about the underlying psychological mechanisms of 
whether and how consumers solve their suspected inner conflicts when 
consuming unsustainably. Therefore, this paper focuses on the investi-
gation of consumers’ intrapsychic conflict resolution strategies.

Defense Mechanisms
The psychoanalytic concept of unconscious or semiconscious de-

fense mechanisms is commonly used in everyday language. In particu-
lar, specific defense mechanisms like denial, suppression, repression, 
or projection are well-known terms for many people. These mecha-
nisms enable individuals to encounter their inner conflicts (Freud 
1936/1946). Although there are also voices who emphasize that some 
defense processes can be conscious to a certain degree (Erdelyi 2001), 
defense mechanisms are for the most part considered to be rather semi-
conscious or unconscious (Cramer 1998). However, it is important to 
note that individuals can use and elaborate on defense mechanisms 
without being conscious as to why they use them (Bond 1995).

In contrast to psychoanalysts, non-clinical researchers focused 
more on conscious processes like coping strategies so far (Cramer 
2000), nevertheless, today there is a handful of empirical research out-
side the clinical context (Baumeister, Dale, and Sommer 1998). De-
fense mechanisms are also an emerging theme in marketing, but do 
not seem to have been investigated much (Homburg and Fürst 2007). 
Following this, our research takes a first step to empirically investigate 
defense mechanisms in consumer research. Building on in-depth inter-
views, this research develops a framework, revealing different types of 
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inner conflicts and corresponding mechanisms employed for conflict 
resolution in the context of unsustainable consumption.

METHOD
We conducted 20 in-depth interviews with German consumers in 

an open and unstructured way. Participants were chosen according to 
demographic criteria, thereby varying according to age, gender, occu-
pation as well as levels of education (table 1). To get a picture of aver-
age German consumers, very ecologically-minded individuals were 
not part of the sample. Interviews were audio-taped and transcribed 
verbatim. The data analysis was executed by two researchers using 
the standard procedure of coding and clustering the codes into higher-
order categories (Creswell 2009). Comments from interviews were 
double-back translated. A general framework was built combining the 
qualitative data with theoretical background knowledge (Workman, 
Homburg, and Gruner 1998).

FINDINGS
In a first step, it seems important to get a better understanding of 

consumer sustainability to identify areas of potential inner conflicts. 
Therefore, we asked participants to reflect on sustainability from a 
consumer’s point of view. Building on Sheth et al. (2011), we also 
asked them about their self-understanding of personal sustainability. 
Altogether, results reveal ecological (economic conservation, environ-
mental preservation), social (family protection, occupational justice, 
social justice), and also individual facets of sustainability (physical 
health, mental health, economic health). Most notably, our data con-
tribute to a first classification of consumers’ sustainability objectives 
and issues (table 2).

Afterwards, we directed consumers to talk about their inner con-
flicts in the sustainability context. Our research leads to a theoretical 
framework (figure 1). The results suggest that conflicts, varying in 
terms of strength, emerge from the simultaneous presence of opposing 

Table 1
Profiles of Interview Participants and Interview Facts

Pseudonym Age Occupation Type of interview Interview duration
Benjamin 53 Administration secretary Phone 50 minutes
Bert 30 Fundraiser Video 106 minutes
Charlene 27 Teacher (academic high school) Phone 46 minutes
Clarissa 43 Electrician Phone 60 minutes
Denice 27 Unemployed Phone 81 minutes
George 82 Retiree Phone 120 minutes
Jack 50 Marketing assistant Phone 87 minutes
Jessica 34 Occupational health and safety practitioner Video 68 minutes
Jonathan 44 Kitchen worker Face-to-face 60 minutes
Kristie 38 Administrative assistant Face-to-face 49 minutes
Maria 77 Housewife Phone 85 minutes
Martin 27 Plasterer Phone 52 minutes
Monica 48 General practitioner & housewife Phone 54 minutes
Peter 25 Research assistant (marketing) Face-to-face 146 minutes
Rebecca 58 Child care worker Phone 75 minutes
Sadie 20 Hairdresser Face-to-face 50 minutes
Thomas 27 Research assistant (sociology) Phone 87 minutes
Todd 29 Glassblower Phone 54 minutes
Tony 48 Sales manager Phone 66 minutes
Ursula 58 Teacher (junior high school) Phone 122 minutes

Table 2
Consumers’ Sustainability Objectives and Issues: Examples from Interviews

Sustainability dimension Sustainability objective Most important issues
Ecological sustainability Economic conservation Resources, energy, consumption rate, waste, recycling, packaging, 

transport, organic food
Environmental preservation Climate, animals, pollution, damaging, mutilation

Individual sustainability Economic health Saving, debt, retirement provisions
Mental health Work-life balance, stress, recreation, spirituality
Physical health Balanced diet, exercise, sports, alcohol & cigarettes

Social sustainability Family protection Responsibility toward family, education, children’s children
Occupational justice Working conditions, exploitation, minimum wages, child labor
Social justice Fairness, poverty, social engagement, peace
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Figure 1
Framework for Inner Conflicts: Emergence, Types, and Management

consumption motives. Depending on the degree of conscious aware-
ness, there is a tendency to use specific defense mechanisms to resolve 
conflicts for the sake of continuing unsustainable consumption behav-
ior, or, if conflict resolution was not successful, change actual behav-
ior. In the following, the nature of this framework will be elaborated 
in more detail.

Intrapsychic Conflicts
We draw on common motive, need, and goal classifications (Re-

iss 2004) as well as consumer research about people’s conflicts (Bahl 
and Milne 2010; Lee and Shrum 2012; Ratneshwar, Pechmann, and 
Shocker 1996). Motives can be divided into short-term and long-term 
motives (Schweitzer 2005), whereby sustainability refers by definition 
to the long-term perspective (Costanza and Patten 1995). Basically, we 
find that conflicts emerge in situations where long-term sustainability-
related motives contrast with short-term motives.

Depending on salience and severity of specific motives clusters, 
the type of inner conflict can vary. For classification purposes, we used 
the terms latent conflict (people are not aware of a conflict at all), 
perceived conflict (people recognize a conflict without having bad 
feelings about it), felt conflict (people recognize a conflict while hav-
ing bad feelings about it), and manifest conflict (people recognize a 
strong conflict which has immediately to be resolved), which have 
been labeled in organizational conflict research (Pondy 1967, 1989; 
Maltz and Kohli 2001), introducing these labels to intrapsychic con-
flicts. Our study provides initial evidence of these different consumer 
conflicts (table 3). It is important to note that conflict types can over-
lap, for example containing both cognitive and emotional conflict 
aspects at the same time (Luce 1998).

An example for perceived conflict comes from Jessica. Her 
long-term motive idealism (in the form of human orientation) is 
opposed to the short-term motive well-being (in the form of enjoy-
ment). In contrast, Bert has to deal with a more severe conflict (felt 
conflict), where his short-term motives financial security, personal 
well-being (in the form of comfort), and acceptance by others (in the 
form of self-expression) contrast with idealism.

Even though one rather should not eat chocolate, because I 
believe that cultivating chocolate heavily relies on child labor, 
but, unfortunately, I always melt at the sight of chocolate my-
self. (Jessica, 34)

Sometimes, when I’m conscious of [using unsustainable prod-
ucts] and I think that’s mostly the case for clothes, then indeed, 
I have a bit of a bad conscience. This is crap, yes, I should re-
ally do better, but I don’t. Because it’s too demanding for me, 
because it’s too expensive, because I would look stupid in such 
clothes. (Bert, 30)

These two examples illustrate different degrees of inner con-
flicts in the field of unsustainable consumption behavior. Especially 
when conflicts become more severe, people show a bad conscience 
and tend to feel guilty. Therefore, it seems obvious that people heav-
ily rely on certain strategies to deal with their inner conflicts.

Defense Mechanisms
Furthermore, we investigated consumers’ semiconscious or un-

conscious processes. There is much research about conscious pro-
cesses (Levav, Kivetz, and Cho 2010; Ratneshwar, Mick, and Huff-
man 2000) and recently, consumer researchers have started to show 
interest in the examination of unconscious processes (Chartrand et 
al. 2008; Laran and Janiszewski 2009). In particular, unconscious 
internal defense mechanisms can help people, at least in the short 
term, to solve their inner conflicts (Freud 1936/1946). We find that 
people use a wide range of defense mechanisms to face their inner 
conflicts for the sake of continuing unsustainable consumption be-
havior. Vaillant (1977, 1992) proposes a hierarchical classification 
of defense mechanisms into psychotic (mainly altering reality), im-
mature (mainly altering distress), neurotic (mainly mastering acute 
distress), and mature (mainly mastering general distress). In our re-
search, we identify established mechanisms by prior researchers as 
well as new ones which we allocate to the aforementioned hierarchi-
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cal classification. Table 4 outlines definitions and examples of all the 
defense mechanisms employed by the participants.

Although every defense mechanism serves the common goal to 
solve inner conflicts, the extracted mechanisms vary in nature and 
frequency of use. In our study, among the most used defense mecha-
nisms are denial of responsibility, rationalization, and suppression. 
In the following examples, Todd uses denial of responsibility in 
order to avoid negative feelings, Ursula excuses or rationalizes her 
behavior by time pressure, and George admits that he is actively sup-
pressing his negative feelings.

And well, sometimes I even think if I take care or not, in my 
opinion in the end the whole caboodle will go down the drain 
anyway, such being the case [pauses]. Now, this is my personal 
opinion. (Todd, 29)

To be honest, I do have these noble goals, in some areas I reach 
them and I act more consciously. On the other hand, I would 
have to inform myself a lot about every single product that I 
buy [emphasized]. And I would have to question every single 
product, erm, and this might also be a self-serving declaration, I 
do not like to completely reject this, this might be a self-serving 
declaration when I claim ‘I don’t have the time for this’. It’s too 
bad when you have to say ‘I don’t have the time for this’, maybe 
this does also mean ‘I don’t want to take the time’. (Ursula, 58)

Well, I can say that in this case I’ll suppress this.  .  .  .  I’m not 
aware of this bad conscience all the time, well, then I block it 
out.  .  .  .  Once the bad conscience has disappeared, the feeling 

has disappeared, too. Then I’m not thinking about it, I don’t 
think about it all the time. Then the problem has disappeared for 
the moment. (George, 82)

Besides several new subcategories, our findings provide ini-
tial evidence of the mechanisms accusation, mental distancing, and 
partial confession. First, accusation encompasses a direct allegation 
of somebody. This is in contrast to projection, which depends on 
comparisons with other people (Baumeister et al. 1998). Second, 
mental distancing characterizes the dissociation from others with-
out devaluing them, whilst the latter one is defined as the attribution 
of exaggerated negative characteristics to others (Kernberg 1967, 
1987). Third, partial confession describes the confession of minor 
own weaknesses in order to mask more severe weaknesses or to 
preempt arguments against oneself. As shown below, Jonathan ac-
cuses others to be responsible for his own wrongdoing, whilst Sadie 
uses projection to whitewash her behavior by comparison with oth-
ers. Bert relies on mental distancing and Thomas uses devaluation 
to strengthen his own position. Finally, Monica is confessing one of 
her minor weaknesses in order to distract from her total consumption 
level which can be suspected to be very high (her family owns two 
cars which are both used every day, lives in a huge mansion, and 
goes on vacation at least four times a year).

Then of course I am thinking ‘why did you do this again [dump-
ing a cigarette end]?’. But sometimes this happens, then I just 
dump it. Because [loud] there is no container where you can put 
this cork top when you are on your way, there is none! Where 
have you seen a cigarette container here in V. [city name] where 

Table 3
Consumers’ Inner Conflicts: Citations from Interviews

Type/degree of conflict Working definition Excerpt from interviews
Latent conflict People do not recognize a conflict at 

all, despite the presence of conflicting 
motives.

[Talking about her reasons for consuming sustainably]  .  .  
.  sometimes I have a critical look at the whole economic 
development. Well, at school we have learned ‘economy only 
works if there is a steady growth’. And well, I think, in terms of 
pure logic, this isn’t possible without destroying the environment, 
too. And for me personally, this is actually important, that I do not 
mindlessly consume and that means I am maybe to a certain degree 
unproductive with regard to economic interests. Well, actually 
sustainability is of higher importance.  .  .  . I do not feel bad 
[emphasized], no [talking about consuming or using unsustainable 
products, for example owning two cars which are both used every 
day].  .  .  . No [asked if having sometimes a bad conscience]. 
(Monica, 48)

Perceived conflict People recognize a conflict which 
they can describe without having bad 
feelings about it.

Well, it happens, and this is how I make many of my decisions 
concerning consumption, that I buy something and consume it or 
use it, let it be food or something else, and that I think to myself 
‘well, practically it is not quite correct what I’m doing’. (Jack, 50)

Felt conflict People recognize a conflict which they 
can describe while having bad feelings 
about it.

Erm, often I do not think anything of it, it just hits the spot. But 
sometimes I have a bad conscience as I said before. When I see such 
animals [suffering] which look so faithful and gentle and which are 
really innocent, doing no harm to anybody, and when I know that 
they are being slaughtered, that they get killed. (George, 82)

Manifest conflict People recognize a strong conflict 
which has to be resolved immediately.

And in the end I really felt shitty in doing so [wasting of resources]. 
And in the end, now when I care more about it, I don’t feel 
necessarily much better, but simply not much worse, either, because 
I worry about certain resources and I am economical with them. 
(Todd, 29)
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Table 4
Defense Mechanisms for Dealing with Inner Conflicts: Citations from Interviews

Defense mechanism 
(Level)

Short definition Excerpt from interviews

Denial
(Psychotic)

Refusal to admit certain aspects of 
reality (Bovey and Hede 2001)

.  .  .  the long-term effects, I’m sure that is something no one 
could imagine 20 or 30 years before that we would have these 
problems with emissions and that actually the global warming 
would be coming. If global warming actually exists. There you have 
also, erm, reports saying the opposite.  .  .  . And because of this 
uncertainty about the actual existence, it is absolutely no buying 
criterion for me so far. (Peter, 25)

Denial of responsibility*
(Psychotic)

Refusal to admit own responsibility 
for sth. (Bierhoff, Klein, and Kramp 
1991)

Yeah okay, in most cases they [clothes made through child labor] 
are ‘made in Japan’, when you have a close look, right?  .  .  .  Or 
China is the most frequent one. But what can I do against this here 
in Germany?! I cannot do anything against it any more [emotional]. 
(Rebecca, 58)

Distortion
(Psychotic)

Reshaping of reality to meet inner 
needs (Vaillant 1992)

Yeah, well, but I would really not define coffee as semiluxury food 
but as a necessity. (Thomas, 27)

Passive aggression
(Immature)

Indirect or passive aggression 
towards others (Vaillant 1992)

I don’t have a bad conscience [tricksy]. I have not killed anyone, I 
treat the environment well, I treat my fellow men well. Why should 
I have a bad conscience [without understanding/ aggressive], eh?! 
If I can give something, I give it to someone who has less than me, 
so why do I have to have a bad conscience [emotional/aggressive]?! 
(Rebecca, 58)

Idealization
(Immature)

• General*
• Comparative*

Attribution of exaggerated positive 
characteristics to the self or to others 
(Kernberg 1987; Pauchant and 
Mitroff 1988)

Well, if everyone would do this, just to say, somewhat living like 
me, myself, my husband, just to say, then we would live in an 
almost ideal world, here, right?! 
(Rebecca, 58)

Accusation**
(Immature)

Direct allegation that someone is 
guilty of sth.

There are people who think they have to drive directly into the 
post office, who don’t walk a single footstep. Some people, who 
live here in O. [village name], drive to the mailbox just a few 
houses down the street, post a letter, and drive back. Yeah, here I 
am thinking ‘they are nuts’. Isn’t it just possible to walk there?! 
First, this would have been good for them. And also these short 
distances are no good for the car and they would have prevented the 
environment from harm a little bit, too, right?! (Rebecca, 58)

Projection
(Immature)

Refusal to accept own weaknesses 
by comparison with others’ 
weaknesses (Baumeister, Dale, and 
Sommer 1998)

When it comes to electricity, there I also try to be economical. This 
is a product where I really try to behave appropriately. For example 
when I go out of the house, I take care that not all the lamps are 
turned on everywhere and that the TV is off, yeah, that I don’t have 
electrical devices on standby. Here, I try to behave in a certain 
way, in order to assure this. Well, there are families in which I have 
friends who don’t pay attention to this.  .  .  . everyone has his own 
TV and his own computer, these things run around the clock, and 
everyone has his own car. (Todd, 29)

Rationalization/making 
excuses
(Neurotic)
Complexity*

• History/education*
• Opportunity*
• Material pressure*
• Mental pressure*
• Temporal pressure*

Justification of impulses, motives, 
or behaviors in order to make them 
plausible and tolerable (Brown and 
Starkey 2000)

.  .  .  one knows that a big part of the coffee is simply made under 
conditions of exploitation in the southern hemisphere, in South 
America. And after all, there is then also, so to say, the presence 
of the normative consciousness, that practically fair trade coffee, 
if any, would be the good solution, but I have also to admit that 
I normally reach for the normal coffee due to the limited budget. 
(Thomas, 27)

  *New mechanism subcategory/categorization.
**Newly discovered mechanism (including own working definition).
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Table 4 (continued)
Defense mechanism (Level) Short definition Excerpt from interviews
Isolation
(Neurotic)

Creation of a psychological 
distance between unpleasant 
issues and oneself (Homburg and 
Fürst 2007)

Erm, well, with cigarettes this is clearly an addiction. Here I’m 
totally fair and square, you can label this as addiction.  .  .  .  This is 
something, I would say, this is just an independent small issue, this 
addictive behavior. (Ursula, 58)

Minimization
(Neurotic)

Trivialization of the wrongdoing 
(Hoyk and Hersey 2008)

Also, I sometimes think ‘oh my God, another cancer stick’. This 
might be true. And I also think ‘if I am smoking more and more 
now, I will die some day, I will die earlier’.  .  .  .  But I think 
‘as long as I can reduce it’ [pauses]. For example, I can resist 
smoking a cigarette for 4 to 5 hours, I don’t have to smoke then 
[emphasized]. (Jonathan, 44)

Repression
(Neurotic)

Unconscious decision to exclude 
unpleasant thoughts or feelings 
(Vaillant 1977)

Well shit, actually this is shit. But well, that’s just the way it is. 
(Bert, 30)

Mental distancing**
(Neurotic)

Dissociate oneself from others’ 
opinions, attitudes, or behaviors

I don’t wanna be like that [extremely ecological], I cannot be like 
that, and maybe there’s also no need for it. (Thomas, 27)

Devaluation
(Neurotic)

• Cynical*
• Skeptical*

Attribution of exaggerated 
negative characteristics to the 
self or to others (Kernberg 1967, 
1987)

Well, for example my girlfriend likes to watch consumer protection 
programs on TV. And this is again something to which I say 
ironically and cynically that this is ‘the worst thing in the world, 
which I absolutely dislike’. (Thomas, 27)

Withdrawal
(Neurotic)

Avoidance of threatening 
situations (Constantinides and 
Beck 2010)

Or take for example Takko Fashion [discount clothing store]: There, 
I don’t go in that store as a matter of principle and for the purpose 
of not being tempted. (Charlene, 27)

Altruism
(Mature)

Instinctively helping others in a 
constructive way (Vaillant 1992)

I don’t know which country this was about, the one with the civil 
war problem, well there we have also donated something.  .  .  .  We 
are lucky to live in a country without suffering from hunger and 
now I have donated money for that. (Clarissa, 43)

Humor
(Mature)

Outright expression of thoughts 
and feelings without discomfort 
(Vaillant 1992)

While eating, I don’t think ‘oh, this animal happily bounced around 
and has been slaughtered for me’ [travesties her words]. (Maria, 
77)

Suppression
(Mature)

• General*
• Temporal*

Semiconscious or conscious 
decision to delay paying 
attention to sth. (Vaillant 1977)

But, so to say, then after all with the ulterior motive ‘there are 
so many starting points where one should live sustainably’, in a 
way, that it is always [pauses] difficult to say where to start and 
to condemn everything. Well, there I really caught myself how I 
totally suppressed this. (Thomas, 27)

Partial confession**
(Mature)

To confess own weaknesses 
in order to mask more severe 
weaknesses or to preempt 
arguments against oneself

Sometimes if things are just incredibly cheap, then it doesn’t matter 
to me. Well, there is a certain threshold, not for every product, 
but for some of them. If it falls below that threshold, I will just 
buy [pauses]. Okay, I know, that I do not always buy ecological 
and biological, this would be a lie, I cannot leave this behind me 
completely. (Jessica, 34)

  *New mechanism subcategory/categorization.
**Newly discovered mechanism (including own working definition).
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you can put the end, never [pauses]?! There the population has 
to intervene more, but that’s not the case. Or the city govern-
ment, it doesn’t do anything either. (Jonathan, 44)

Okay, people always tell me ‘you are way too posh’. I would 
spend so much money on clothes, everything, but when I see 
others compared to me, what a shoe cabinet or wardrobe they 
have, compared to them I am really modest [pauses]. This is 
nuts, when I have a look at my friends [slightly bewildered]. 
(Sadie, 20)

When it comes to clothes it is really difficult to get true healthy 
clothes. And then I would really walk around completely in 
eco-style, which is something that I don’t like to do. (Bert, 30)

But at the same time, I sometimes realize that I’m not as conse-
quent as I should be, and that I find myself sometimes provok-
ing other people, who are very sustainable, a little  .  .  .  also that 
I sometimes realize that I take the opposite standpoint, and that 
I satirize so to say excessive sustainable thinking in a cynical 
way. (Thomas, 27)

Well, this is maybe impulse buying, which you do rather with-
out thinking. That something in the shop is attracting you, let it 
be a T-shirt, there I don’t have a look if it’s ‘made in Taiwan’ 
or somewhere else. This can definitely happen, that in a certain 
moment I do not take care of sustainability. (Monica, 48)

In general, we find that more severe conflicts tend to be resolved 
by more advanced mechanisms. For example, participants with felt 
conflicts rely on mature rather than on psychotic defense mecha-
nisms, while the latter suggest the existence of latent conflicts. Only 
when inner conflicts cannot be sufficiently resolved, people change 
actual consumption behavior. According to Ekins (1994), people use 
modification and/or sacrifice to feel like living a sustainable life. 
Indeed, participants report making minor compromises in order to 
resolve their manifest conflicts. As a consequence, they report hav-
ing reduced their negative feelings or even produced positive ones.

I had ordered something for my kids, shipping order. And when 
I had the products [T-Shirts] later in my hands, I had a look at 
the label, then there was written ‘made in Bangladesh’. There I 
wrapped them up and sent them back.  .  .  . there I’ve thought 
‘no’. I’ve sent them back. This was a thing I somehow couldn’t 
do, because I thought that there is child labor behind it, one-
hundred percent. (Kristie, 38)

Kristie’s example shows that she needed to change her actual 
behavior in order to overcome the underlying manifest conflict. To 
sum it up, participants sometimes tend to make compromises on be-
half of sustainability issues, nonetheless in many cases psychologi-
cal defense mechanisms prevent them from changing unsustainable 
consumption pattern.

DISCUSSION
This research tried to address the important question of why 

even sustainability-oriented consumers show unsustainable con-
sumption behavior. We undertook a first step to develop a theoretical 
framework describing consumers’ underlying psychological mecha-
nisms. Notably, the concept of semiconscious defense mechanisms 

was introduced as one possible explanation of the aforementioned 
phenomenon. In-depth interviews revealed that there is a wide range 
of different defense mechanisms which people use to continue un-
sustainable consumption behavior.

In addition to the specific results above, defense mechanisms 
show some general aspects which should be discussed. To begin 
with, defense mechanisms are often said to be rather unconscious 
(Cramer 1998). Indeed, there is a continuum between unconscious 
and semiconscious defenses. In particular, first level (psychotic) 
mechanisms like denial or distortion are mainly unconscious, that is, 
people use them to resist their bad conscience without being aware 
of using them. Therefore, it is sometimes difficult for researchers 
to detect psychotic defenses. Nevertheless, our research is indica-
tive of some of these first level mechanisms. Second level (imma-
ture) mechanisms such as accusation or projection tend to be rather 
unconscious at the moment of their use, but under certain circum-
stances people might become aware of their utilization when reflect-
ing about their own past behavior (Bond 1995). Mechanisms on the 
third level (neurotic) like rationalization or devaluation contain more 
semiconscious processes compared to immature mechanisms. Espe-
cially rationalization is a mechanism which participants use in dif-
ferent subtypes (complexity, history/education, opportunity, material 
pressure, mental pressure, temporal pressure). It is important to note 
that most of these rationalizations take the short-term, not sustain-
ability-related, motive (personal comfort, enjoyment, acceptance by 
others etc.) as a default. In other words, participants are not willing 
to make any compromises at the cost of their short-term motives. 
This is why they start searching for arguments that justify their negli-
gence of sustainability-related motives. Finally, fourth level (mature) 
mechanisms are used in a more semiconscious way (Vaillant 1992). 
For instance, general and temporal suppression constitute a promis-
ing way for consumers to overcome inner conflicts.

Furthermore, psychological defense mechanisms stem from 
psychoanalytic therapy and have often been connected with mentally 
ill individuals. However, mature defenses are common for healthy 
individuals to solve psychological conflicts (Vaillant 1992), as is 
supported by the conducted in-depth interviews. Moreover, neurotic 
defenses are well-established when healthy individuals have to mas-
ter acute distress. Again, this seems obvious when having a look at 
the wide range of rationalizations used by our interview partners 
when being confronted with potential intrapsychic conflicts. Whilst 
clinicians consider immature (age 3 to 15) and psychotic defenses 
(age before 5) to be typical for children and adults in psychotherapy 
(Vaillant 1992), other researchers claim most defense mechanisms to 
have normal as well as pathological manifestations (Baumeister et al. 
1998). Therefore, it is no surprise that people continue to use primi-
tive defense mechanisms which they have learnt during childhood 
and adolescence. Our interviews indicate that individuals rather un-
consciously rely on those mechanisms which have been successful 
for them in the past. Interestingly, results point in the direction that 
higher (vs. lower) levels of education are connected with more ad-
vanced defense mechanisms (neurotic, mature) and vice versa, there-
fore, individuals’ intellectual age might play a role in this context.

Last but not least, there is some debate about the efficiency of 
specific defense mechanisms, building on the differentiation between 
adaptive and maladaptive defenses (Segal, Coolidge, and Mizuno 
2007). Whilst adaptive mechanisms such as humor and suppression 
are said to help individuals solving their inner conflicts, maladap-
tive mechanisms like projection and withdrawal should even worsen 
the situation in the midterm. Even though we also found evidence 
that higher level defenses seem to be more helpful for individuals to 
reduce negative feelings in general, there is also a strong subjective 
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preference for the use of specific mechanisms. We speculate that this 
originates from the individual’s successful use of these mechanisms 
in the past.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
For the purpose of classifying participants’ degree of inner con-

flict, we draw on Pondy’s systematization into latent, perceived, felt, 
and manifest conflicts (Pondy 1967, 1989). It hardly needs mention-
ing that in reality there is no clear-cut differentiation including four 
separated conflict types, but rather a continuum of inner conflicts ac-
cording to strength. Nevertheless, we regard the terms ‘latent’, ‘per-
ceived’, ‘felt’, and ‘manifest’ to be appropriate reflections of conflict 
strength. In particular, ‘latent’ as an indicator that the individual is 
not yet aware of the conflict at all, ‘perceived’ as the unemotional 
recognition of the conflict, ‘felt’ as the emotionally laden conflict 
perception, and ‘manifest’ as a very strong and apparent conflict, 
seem to be helpful criteria to classify inner conflicts.

In this research, several previously identified defense mecha-
nisms as well as three new mechanisms (accusation, mental dis-
tancing, partial confession) could be identified. However, there are 
several additional defense mechanisms (Vaillant 1992), for example 
anticipation, somatization, sublimation, acting out, hypochondriasis, 
or displacement, which have been found inside the clinical context 
but were not supported in the conducted in-depth interviews. The 
possible reasons for this are threefold. First, there are some defenses 
like sublimation which are very difficult to detect via in-depth inter-
views. Maybe projective techniques might be an additional method 
to address this shortcoming. Second, the framework of unsustainable 
consumption behavior might lead to certain preferences concerning 
the selection of specific defense mechanisms whilst other defenses 
might not be very appropriate in this context. Third, the reason might 
also lie in the specific sample.

Finally, the detailed results concerning the evolution of inner 
conflicts and its respective conflict resolution strategies cannot be 
generalized to every human in every country in the same way. Not 
only do individuals have an inconsistent understanding what sus-
tainability means, they also show huge differences concerning the 
subjective importance of particular sustainability aspects. Especially 
preferences, personality characteristics, and cultural aspects might 
play a role. For instance, there might be individual differences in 
altruism, materialism, or long-term orientation. These factors might 
shape the intensity of an intrapsychic conflict or the frequency of use 
of certain psychological defense mechanisms. However, they should 
by no means change the general theoretical framework which has 
been developed in this research approach.

Our theoretical contribution may be a starting point for further 
research to explore the nature and effectiveness of several conflict 
reduction strategies. Especially, additional knowledge about differ-
ent degrees of intrapsychic conflicts and the corresponding internal 
defense mechanisms would help to further understand why consum-
ers can continue to consume unsustainably although at the same time 
realizing the importance of living a sustainable life. As a matter of 
fact, defense mechanisms vary in nature. Therefore, building on ex-
perimental designs, it might be difficult to investigate the complete 
range of defense mechanisms in a single study. We suggest that fu-
ture experimental research should concentrate on the examination of 
discrete defense mechanisms. Most interestingly, the effectiveness of 
a specific defense mechanism (denial of responsibility, rationaliza-
tion, accusation, partial confession, or suppression) could be tested.

Finally, social desirability is an issue of high relevance (Dalton 
and Ortegren 2011; Mick 1996), thereby being especially dangerous 
for biasing results in research dealing with issues of unsustainable 

consumption. Consequently, we strongly advise to control for this 
bias when further investigating psychological defense mechanisms 
in the field of sustainability.
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ABSTRACT
This article takes initial inspiration from the disciplinary pio-

neers of humanistic/cultural consumer research (especially Belk 
1987, 1988; Belk, Wallendorf and Sherry 1989; Firat 1985; Firat and 
Dholakia 1982; Hirschmann and Holbrook 1982; Holbrook 1987; 
McCracken 1986; Mick 1986) who “encouraged investigation of 
the contextual, symbolic, and experiential aspects of consumption...
from a macro, meso and micro theoretical perspective” (Arnould & 
Thompson 2005: 871). Such esteemed scholars often reflected in-
sight from macroeconomics, microeconomics, psychology, sociol-
ogy, anthropology, philosophy and the humanities into their accounts 
of consumer research. In this sense, and as Holbrook (1987) suggests, 
consumer researchers’ have often adopted a multidisciplinary stance 
in attempting to view such constructs as acquisition, consumption, 
possession and disposition through different theoretical lenses. In 
this vein, and to paraphrase Belk (1987), the aim of this paper is to 
reflexively examine the relationship between the culture of consumer 
research and the rest of life. As Dholakia (2012: 221) suggests, this 
is important as it may allow us to better appreciate the “intertwined 
and not-so-visible rhizomes, linkages, influences, and flows” within 
our discipline.

With the preceding aim in mind, we specifically position our-
selves alongside marketing and consumer researchers who have ei-
ther attempted to provide a critical perspective (see Dholakia 2012, 
2009; Dholakia and Firat 2006; Firat 2009; Firat and Dholakia 1982, 
2003, 2006; Firat and Venkatesh 1995) or those scholars who have 
adopted an emotionally sensitised  and close view of consumer re-
search in relation to, for example; jazz consumption (e.g. Holbrook 
1987), introspection (e.g. Gould 1991, 1995, 2008a, 2008b, 2012), 
place, technology and representation (e.g. Sherry 2000), poetry (e.g. 
Sherry and Schouten 2002), embodied imagination (e.g. Joy and 
Sherry 2003), videography (e.g. Belk and Kozinets 2005), post-hu-
manism (e.g. Venkatesh, Karababa and Ger 2002) and transcendental 
consumption (e.g. Minowa 2011). Indeed, as Joy and Sherry (2003) 
in line with Pham, Cohen, Pracejus and Hughes (2001) suggest, feel-
ings play a central role in consumers’ (and consumer researchers) 
day-to-day lives and merit serious investigation. Following on from 
this, and as Joy and Sherry (2003) posit, studies of embodied real-
ism (conscious and unconscious) have generated some of the most 
exciting consumer research as it allows us to get closer to the cultural 
context, atmospherics, texture and undercurrents that surround and 
permeate day-to-day life (Sherry and Schouten 2002). 

THEORETICAL REFECTION (1) – HUMANISTIC 
CONSUMER RESEARCH AND CULTURAL 
DISCOURCE

Following Stone, Hewer and Brownlie (2011) we argue that, 
within the context of humanistic inspired consumer culture research, 
it has become relatively commonplace to draw upon, for example, the 
interpretive anthropology of Geertz (1973)  to theoretically ground 
a broad range of empirical insight. Such scholarship as Stone et al. 
(2011) suggests, more often than not, either explicitly or implicitly, 
acknowledges that studies of “consumer culture” tend to fall in line 
with an anthropological tradition that views “culture” as a system 
of inherited conceptions and symbolic forms that enables men and 

women to communicate and further develop their knowledge and at-
titudes toward life (Geertz 1973). Following on from this, culture, 
combined with genetic predisposition (Ingold 2011), can be seen to 
play an important role in continually enabling a coherent and intel-
ligible system of symbols and material artefacts to emerge within and 
throughout day-to-day lived experience.

Such a theoretical proposition might enable a question to ap-
pear in the reader’s mind: How do people inherit symbolic symbols 
within a cultural context? Geertz (1973) suggests that when human 
beings are very young; a gap exists between emerging bodily knowl-
edge and meaningful day-to-day functioning. Commenting on this 
gap, Ingold (2011) forwards the proposition that the fundamental 
aspects of cultural systems are genetically passed from one genera-
tion to the next. From this perspective, some consumer researchers 
(either implicitly or explicitly) tend to acknowledge that culture is 
thereby acquired through observation learning and practice (Warde 
2005) rather than being innate. As Stone et al. (2011), in line with 
Ingold (2011) further suggest, freshly encultured individuals are then 
subsequently faced  with a diverse range of environmental condi-
tions which ensure that knowledge is constructed in such a way that 
enables individualised expression and subtle variations in observed 
behaviour. Reflecting upon such a proposition, the notion emerges 
whereby culture can either be thought of as a relatively natural and 
subtle “system of inherited conceptions and semiotic signs” (Geertz 
1973) or a “significant web of meaning” (ibid.) that organises a wide 
range of meaningful consumption practices (Warde 2005), individual 
and shared symbolic experiences and knowledge generation activi-
ties.

THEORETICAL REFLECTION (2) – 
ANTHROPOLOGY AND CULTURAL DISCOURCE

With such thoughts in mind, we attempt to add nuance to schol-
arly debate surrounding the theorisation of culture within consum-
er research by offering an alternative anthropological perspective 
which suggests that a perspective of culture that is based on an as-
sumed, coherent and static cultural boundary is problematic (Ingold 
2011, 1992; Kottak 2008; Palsson 1993; Rapport and Overing 2007; 
Stone et al. 2011). Such a school of thought, we argue, is problem-
atic because these particular theoretical building blocks seem to have 
been constructed on the basis that beliefs about the external world are 
converted into attitudes and behaviour that, in turn, become manifest 
in terms of outward appearance and verbal expression. Such a dis-
tinctive process appears to be shaped (and shape) by a wide range of 
cognitive rules which situate the person within the world and subse-
quently enable them to identify differences between the “self” and 
“others”. By “others” we also refer to material artefacts, the earth 
beneath our feet, animals, birds, insects and so on. From this per-
spective, people can’t attend to the world directly but have to figure 
it out along cognitive pathways that reflect upon a wide and diverse 
variety of integrated patterns of semiotic signs and material artefacts 
that come to the attention of the body’s senses (Kottak 2008; Ingold 
1992). As a consequence of such embodied mindfulness it is not en-
tirely surprising that people divide and enwrap their understandings 
of the external world into discrete and meaningful cognitive parcels 
of knowledge. 
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From such a dualistic perspective, people are philosophically 
framed in such a way that suggests that individual and/or communal 
meaningful activities come into being within inverted, closed and 
static cultural boundaries (Ingold 2011). However, in practice,  “what 
we do not find are neatly bounded and mutually exclusive bodies of 
thought and custom, perfectly shared by all who subscribe to them, 
and in which their lives and works are fully encapsulated” (Ingold 
2008: 330). In other words, contemporary society could be thought 
of in terms of the sheer messy complexity that seems to circumnavi-
gate traditional cultural boundaries. As Rapport and Overing (2007: 
298) state, “[t]here is no longer traditional, bounded cultural worlds 
in which to live – pure, integrated, cohesive, place rooted – from 
which to depart and which to return, for all is situated and all is 
moving.” From this we argue that cultural life “does not begin here 
or end there, or connect a point of origin with a final destination, but 
rather it keeps on going, finding a way through the myriad of things 
that form, persist and break up its currents” (Ingold 2011: 4). Life, 
in short, as Ingold (ibid.) reveals, is a movement of opening, not of 
closure. We therefore argue, that there is significant value in trying to 
recover that original openness to the world within consumer research 
in an attempt to revive and recover the things that make cultural life 
less structured and more sublime (Lacoue-Labarthe 1986; Lyotard 
1986), magical (Buck 1936), liberatory (Durkheim 1915; Firat and 
Venkatesh 1995), free (Marcuse 2002), rich (Midgley 2003), impetu-
ous, refined and enjoyable (Nietzsche 1990).  Such an open episte-
mological and ontological perspective may enable us, as consumer 
researchers, to probe the complexities and nuances of context and 
environment in a deeper sense, thereby allowing more “disciplined 
enquiry into the conditions and potentials of human life” (Ingold, 
2011: xi). 

METHODOLOGY: EMPLOYING CONSUMER 
INTROSPECTION THEORY (CIT) TO OPEN UP 
CULTURAL DISCOURCE

Reflecting upon the preceding text enables an interesting ques-
tion to emerge; how do we, as consumer researchers, open ourselves 
up in order to better appreciate the conditions of human life? In order 
to address this question it is necessary to align this paper with the 
way of the contemplative philosopher to propose methods that can 
be shared in order to experience reflexive revelations. Gould (2012: 
455) suggests that we should consider employing Consumer Intro-
spection Theory (henceforth, CIT) to extend the reach of cultural 
theory “by “excavat[ing] the dynamic of self-culture liminality and 
co-creation.” Such a methodological approach can help to map the 
gestalt of experience by sensitising like minded consumer research-
ers to reflect upon dominant ideologies, obfuscations and mystifica-
tions playing out within the discipline. Our proposed methodologi-
cal approach is similar to central Buddhist meditational techniques 
that explore the realms of consciousness, mind and the phenomenal 
world (Gould 1995; Wilber 2001). More specifically, we offer you 
three engaging introspective exercises or thought experiments - (1) 
You; (2) You and Your Work; and (3) Culture:

Introspective Exercise (1) – You
Consider all that makes up you; body parts, mind, thoughts, 

your name, relationships, aspects of identity such as gender, ethnic-
ity or age, or consciousness and unconsciousness. Are any of these 
you? If not, what is you? Are you the sum of the parts, more than the 
sum of the parts, or are you multiple, i.e. each part is you – there are 
many yous. This may strike you as strange at first though it is not 
unlike deconstructing the self in postmodern terms. This way digs 
down in very specific ways. How does it make you feel? Is there a 
you? Or are you empty of you are you-ness? Perhaps the metaphor 

of the onion skin would be helpful here – you peel away layer after 
layer and in the end nothing remains. Is this true about you? How 
does this thought process make you feel? Are you empty or in empti-
ness? Continue by considering how you relate to your environment; 
physical, social and cultural. Are you part of it or separate from it? 
In any case, how are you connected to it? Is there a you that exists 
apart from it? Are you empty of existence with or without the envi-
ronment?

This exercise should help you to think about and deconstruct 
theories of the self (e.g., extended and multiple selves; self-image 
and concept) in new and very personal ways.  It can also help you to 
further engage with (your)self and your and our consumer research 
projects in new and stimulating ways. The next exercise is illustra-
tive of one such further engagement with the self.

Introspective Exercise (2) – You and Your Work 
Take a piece of your writing (it may be a current piece and at 

other times you may look retrospectively at your own published 
work) and read it through with special attention to the personal feel-
ings and thoughts it brings up. Sometimes do this with more inten-
tion, that is, look for these things. Other times, let them arise sponta-
neously as you read and/or in other situations, such as post-reading. 
What do these feelings and thoughts tell you about the work and 
yourself? Does your work take a position and attempt to open up 
theoretical discourse or seek in some way to improve the world? Do 
these points matter to you? Does looking in this way change your 
understandings and perceptions? Certainly in literary criticism, we 
consider the idea of authorial intent. What were/are you as author in-
tending in your writings? At the same time, you are a reader of your 
own work here – reader response. How do you respond to what you 
have said? How do you feel when you think of others reading your 
work? How have your views and therefore reading of any particular 
piece of yours changed? Read the work of others who cite/discuss 
your work. Do they get it? Does your authorial intent have any con-
nection to their reader response, even to your own? (this exercise is 
adapted from Gould 2008b: 325).

Based on this reflexive introspection we attempt to suggest how 
various discursive inversions that present themselves to (and are 
used by) consumer researchers can be opened up. As such, we hope 
to sensitise you, the reader, to the role of boundaries in shaping you 
and your work though reflections that could relate  (but necessarily 
be limited) to the following constructs; internal, external, introspec-
tive, extrospective, personal, cultural, narrative, meta-cognitive, ob-
jective, subjective, authorial intent, reader response and so on. Next, 
we provide an exercise which looks at and helps to deconstruct the 
boundaries of self and culture.

Introspective Exercise (3) – Culture
Is the self an outpost of culture? Watch your reactions to vari-

ous manifestations of culture, such as everyday discourse; various 
practices in which you engage, especially as contrasted with those 
of others; and media use. Do you merely reproduce culture in these 
particular manifestations and expressions, i.e. being more produced 
than producing? Or do you actually produce culture, i.e. something 
new and different? Are your self and culture simultaneously pro-
duced, synchronously reflexive in relation to each other? Consider 
(cross)cultural phenomena such as hybridisation. When you encoun-
ter something new from another culture such as a new perspective or 
discourse, where does it go within you? Does it hybridize or does it 
somehow manifest as another of your multiple selves? Which selves 
express themselves when you critically access something? (this ex-
ercise is adapted from Gould: 2008b: 324).
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As consumer researchers, we are all perhaps too familiar with 
the idea of cultural construction which indicates that meaning is pro-
duced by culture, that culture, itself, is produced and that there is no 
particular essence to be found, it would seem that the concept of per-
sonal cultural construction, allowing for the idea that there are such 
things as personal cultures, would be a parallel, if intermeshed uni-
verse. Our personal cultures consist of the meanings, discourse, ritu-
als and practices we hold and engage in. They link to other levels of 
culture so seamlessly that we do not think of ourselves as ‘a culture’. 

THEORETICAL REFLECTION (3) – THE FLOW OF 
LIFE

Such introspective epistemological and ontological exercises 
have been carefully designed to sensitise you, the reader, to the prop-
osition that cultural life issues forth through open, complex, dynam-
ic, transformative, interdependent, never ending, cyclical currents of 
a world-in-formation that are never the same from one moment to 
the next (Ingold 2011; Stone et al. 2011). Such becomings bring forth 
the appearance of people as entangled beings that are ontologically 
incomplete (Minowa 2012). It is within such holistic, atmospheric, 
textured tangles, “continually ravelling here and unravelling there, 
that people grow or ‘issue forth’ along the lines of their relation-
ships” (Ingold 2011: 71). Unbounded, people are united in shared 
and liberating beliefs of a way of knowing and being that is alive 
and open to a world in continuous birth. Life, seen in this way, flows 
though complex, fluid, textured atmospheric relationships. More-
over, and by way of clarification, we forward the proposition that 
our perspective goes beyond stressing the importance of beliefs and 
attitudes in shaping (and being shaped by) a particular worldview to 
warmly embrace the notion of dwelling (Ingold 2000) within a world 
of potential and possibility. Such a proposition is heightened by an 
increased sensitivity to a world in motion that continually changes 
from one moment to the next (Ingold 2011).

Lestel, Brunois and Gaunet (2006: 160) further develop this 
discussion by stating that “this is a shared complexity in the sense 
that a complex situation is complex in different ways for the differ-
ent agents involved, whose representations of it are not reducible 
to those of other agents”.  Critical reflection of such a proposition 
enables what we would argue to be a worthy question to emerge: 
i.e. set within the context of such philosophical discussions, how 
can we attempt to gain yet deeper understandings of the culture of 
consumer research and the rest of life?   A logical move might be to 
suggest that meaning is diluted everywhere and nowhere (ibid.) and 
that, perhaps to a greater or lesser extent, a kind of mutual affective 
co-operation exists between people and material artefacts, the earth 
beneath our feet, animals, birds, insects and soon. Thus, according 
to this perspective, an ontological position emerges in a complex, 
heterogeneous field of open connections that consist of continual 
and reciprocal relationships that are actively and constantly being 
(re)assembled, (trans)formed and (dis)placed within energetic flux 
(Bateson 1973). 

From such an epistemological and ontological perspective, life 
in is not instantiated within a pre-ordained cultural framework, rath-
er, as Ingold (2011: 83) poetically suggests, it is forever becoming, 
always moving like the “crest of a wave that overflows any boundar-
ies that might be thrown around it, threading its way like the roots 
and runners of rhizome through whatever clefts and fissures leave 
room for growth and movement.” From this perspective, people 
become meaningful as a consequence of their “patterns of activity 
and movement signatures” (ibid.) that can be found inscribed into 
particular  identities, relationships, communities, sensitivities, things 
and so on (Stone et al. 2011 in line with Rapport and Overing 2007). 

“As walking, talking and gesticulating creatures, human beings gen-
erate lines [of movement] wherever they go” (Ingold 2007: 1). From 
this nomothetic perspective, people can be thought of as being im-
mersed in evolving patterns of atmospheric and dynamic movements 
along ways of life (Ingold 2011).  Thus, bodily movement becomes 
a critical vista for enabling the world to endlessly renew itself (In-
gold 2011, 2007; Stone et al. 2011).  However, the complexities of 
movement cannot be simplified in our efforts to make them grasp-
able.  That is, expression may be simplified but not the nature of the 
complexity of the relationships that produce movement.  In effect, 
there is a connection to the sublime-the evocation of that which is 
not representable (Lacoue-Labarthe 1986; Lyotard 1986)-here, in the 
sense that the unrepresentable completeness of the complexities of 
movement need to be represented in an imaginative (artistic?) way 
that triggers a sense of the whole.  

Developing the emerging discussion still further, in line with 
Stone et al. (2011) the authors argue that bodily movement is re-
sponsible for the becoming, growth and reproduction of inter-place 
cultural knowledge. For example, the development of a knowledge 
system within consumer research is attributed to “the work that goes 
into moving its diverse components – including practitioners, their 
know-how and skills, technical devices and standards of evaluation 
– from one local site of knowledge production to another” (Turnbull 
1993: 30 in Ingold 2000: 229). Ingold (2000: 227) further suggests 
that knowledge “comes from a history of previous flights, of take-
offs and landings, and of incidents and encounters en-route. In other 
words it is forged in movement, in the passage from place-to-place 
and the changing horizons along the way”. Thus, far from being cop-
ied, ready-made, into the mind in advance of its encounter with the 
world, knowledge is perpetually becoming within an open field of 
(sublime) relations established through the immersion of the sensi-
tive actor-in-the-world (Minowa 2011). Knowledge, in this view, is 
not transmitted as a complex structure (Geertz 1973) but is the ever 
emergent product of a complex process of atmospherics and bodily 
movement.

In the light of the preceding discussion, the notion is forwarded 
that embodiment is a necessary condition of a natural, open, (sub)
conscious, atmospheric life of movement. Moreover, we argue, em-
bodiment is necessary and natural condition for sensuous life/lives 
of becoming (Turner 2008). Ingold (2011: 12) furthers this discus-
sion by claiming that “since the living body is primordially and ir-
revocably stitched into the fabric of the world, our perception of the 
world is no more, and no less, than the world’s perception of itself 
– in and through us.” Or, in other words, the inhabited world is a 
sublime (Lacoue-Labarthe 1986; Lyotard 1986), unbounded (Ingold 
2011, 2008, 1992; Kottak 2008; Palsson 1993; Rapport and Overing 
2007), rich (Midgley 2003), magical (Buck 1936), liberatory (Firat 
and Venkatesh 1995), rhythmic, affective and sentient body. Viewed 
in this way, to be sensitive is to be open to the world, to yield to its 
embrace and to resonate in one’s inner being to its illuminations, 
reverberations and to be aware of signifiers within, and throughout 
a world-of becoming (Ingold 2011). By utilising CIT to push back 
epistemological boundaries, consumer researchers can be thought of 
as being immersed in atmospherics of light and sound and that these 
fundamental aspects of day-to-day life are affectually experienced 
by sentient bodies along pathways of becoming that continually con-
tribute to the ongoing renewal of the world (ibid.). 

From this perspective, we argue, the cultural life of consumer 
research does not present itself (as any one truth) until it is encoun-
tered. Yet, every encounter is embodied and from a point of origin 
and at an angle. This means that as points of origin (or departure) and 
angles vary, so will the embodied truths that are encountered. That is, 
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if there is such a thing as reality, it is likely to reveal itself in different 
ways to different people. The truth that presents itself is therefore in 
the encounter and is accumulated through the bodies’ senses (seeing, 
hearing, smelling, tasting, feeling-touch; including interoception, 
proprioception) and subsequently contributes to the ongoing renewal 
of the world. Set within this context, the centrality of the senses in 
human understanding, consciousness and bodily movement cannot 
be underestimated. If a human being where unable to move and/or  
lack all of her/his senses she/he would have no experience of exis-
tence as we know it, nor would there be any consciousness as we 
know it. Thus, bodily sensing and, by extension, making sense are 
indeed central to human existence as the body is in a constant state 
of cultural (re)construction. The distinction so thoroughly made in 
modern thought between the body and the mind, therefore, needs 
to be re-thought.  Rather than build our insights on the basis of the 
mutual influences of the body and the conceptual world of humans 
upon each other, we have to recognize the complex unity of the body 
that dwells (Ingold 2000) within an atmospheric world in-formation 
which gives impulse to the desire for movement and the essential 
organisation of life.

While consumer research on embodiment provides some use-
ful insight in this regard, our approach takes a more holistic per-
spective such that these particular manifestations of embodiment are 
embedded in the (re-)production of cultural practices and meaning. 
Thus, sensing and by extension, bodily knowledge, movement and 
atmospherics are central to existence within a world in constant for-
mation. Moreover, when we, as consumer  researchers, can sense 
that we are no longer impeded or constrained by inverted ideologies 
through a realization that no reality has presence without atmospher-
ic encounters, movement and bodily knowledge; and that different 
atmospheric encounters, movements and bodily knowledge are pos-
sible, we are burdened with a greater responsibility than simply dis-
covering the truth. There is no longer a fundamental to show the 
way once discovered; no ready formula for life pre-exists to be dis-
covered; no responsibility can be shirked or attributed to something 
beyond how we encounter a world-in-formation. Whatever truth we 
encounter is normally (but not always) constituted by our inverted 
conventions and perspectives. 

Following on from this, the purpose of our particular brand of 
holistic consumer research  is to open up the possibility of enabling 
people to get a deep, yet (in)expressible, understanding of a world-
in-formation, an insight into the rich constellation of multiple truths, 
and, similar to Eastern philosophical approaches, make possible a 
meaningful recognition of the (in)significance of humanity. That is 
not to deny humanity of its position or place, but to make a greater 
sense of it through combining insights from an ever unfolding world-
in-formation. 

CONCLUSION
By way of a contribution, we have tried to provide the reader 

with insight into how our introspectively derived view of the culture 
of consumer research relates to the atmospheric linkages, influences 
and flows of life (Dholakia 2012; Ingold 2011) within an order of 
multiple orders (Firat 2009).  Our current journey has not only reified 
the importance of feelings in cultural life (Joy and Sherry 2003 in line 
with Pham et al. 2001) but has also shown that studies of embodied 
realism (ibid.) hold the potential to more deeply access the flow of 
life (Ingold 2011). Moreover, we argue that such fundamental issues 
should be studied alongside atmospherics of movement and bodily 
knowledge (ibid.) in order to enable more sublime/holistic and sensi-
tive understandings of consumption to emerge. Thus, and in keeping 
with the spirit of this paper, we call open-minded people towards the 

study of more holistic consumer research. Such a movement could 
seek to further illuminate, for example, the generation of knowledge 
that relates to the search for the sublime (Lacoue-Labarthe 1986; 
Lyotard 1986), the weather world (Ingold 2010), earth energies and 
ley lines, the availability and use of personal energy (Bateson 1972; 
Gould 1991), states of consciousness, what constitutes personhood, 
cybernetics (see craphound.com for thought provoking insight) and 
so on and so forth...

Viewed from this more holistic, and arguably critical-radical 
perspective (Dholakia 2012; Firat 2009), consumer research be-
comes the eclectic, open-ended (sub)conscious study of intertwined 
trajectories of human becomings and doings  as they unfold through 
an atmospheric world-in-formation. In this sense, “there are no in-
sides or outsides, no enclosures or disclosures, only openings and 
ways through” (Ingold 2011: 168). In short, we argue that the aim 
of holistic consumer research should be to visualise, sense and re-
veal the emancipatory and transformative flows (Dholakia 2012) and 
movements that contribute toward our ongoing formation.
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ABSTRACT
The price-quality correlation is typically low, suggesting mar-

ket inefficiency.  Information is a necessary condition for market ef-
ficiency and the Internet has radically increased information. This 
should lead to improved p-q correlations, at least for searched goods. 
Using secondary and survey data, we demonstrate this improvement, 
but only for durable goods.  

ExTENDED ABSTRACT
Background: In an efficient market, products with low qual-

ity should only be able to survive by offering low prices and prod-
ucts with high quality should be able to command a price premium. 
Therefore, there should be a positive correlation between price and 
quality. The numerous empirical studies in consumer markets, how-
ever, consistently find weak correlations between price and objective 
quality, inviting the conclusion that market efficiency is the excep-
tion rather than the norm (Oxenfeldt 1950; Morris and Bronson 1969; 
Curry and Fauld 1986; Kirchler, Fischer and Hölzl 2010). Access to 
information is one of the necessary conditions for market efficiency 
(Ratchford 1980, Ratchford and Gupta 1990, Kamakura, Ratchford 
and Agrawal 1988). In support of this notion, Tellis and Wernerfelt 
(1987) demonstrate that the correlation between price and quality 
generally increases with the level of information in the market. Ac-
cess to information has been growing steadily with the growth in In-
ternet resources and penetration.  This reduced cost of search should 
increase market efficiency, which should be reflected in improved 
p-q correlations. 

Based on the premise that the advent of the Internet decreased 
the cost of search, we hypothesize that the p-q correlation should 
have increased in the post-Internet marketplace relative to the pre-
internet marketplace.  Given the central role of search in the expected 
improvement in the post-Internet marketplace, we also hypothesize 
that the effects will be stronger for durable goods than for non-du-
rables goods due to the more limited search that is typically done 
for non-durable goods.  In addition, we test directly whether the im-
provements in p-q correlation are driven by increases in the amount 
of online and/or offline search.  The above hypotheses are tested us-
ing a combination of secondary source data (drawn from Consumer 
Reports) and primary survey data (drawn from an online panel).

Methods: The Pearson correlation between price and quality 
was calculated using data from Consumer Reports (pre-internet data 
from 1995-1998, post-Internet data from 2002-2005).  14 categories 
were chosen that had reviews in both time periods (7 durable, 7 non-
durables).  The following categories were used: top-loading wash-
ing machines, upright vacuum cleaners, supermarket cheese pizza, 
blenders, raisin bran breakfast cereal, built-in dishwashers, laundry 
detergent, self-propelled lawn mowers, crunchy peanut butter, large 
countertop microwave ovens, canned chicken noodles soup, non-
stick cookware, corded steam irons and tortilla chips.1

Search habits and the judgement of the searchability of the 14 
categories were measured through an online survey.  206 subjects 

1 Little research has examined the changes in p-q correlation over time, 
however, based on the product life cycle theory, Curry and Reisz (1988) argue 
that p-q correlation should decline as products mature due to price compres-
sion and reduced spending on quality improvements.  To minimize the effect 
of product life cycle we examine only mature products.  

from a US online research panel responded to a survey concerning 
their online and offline search time for the 14 product categories 
(various versions counterbalanced order and categories; only half 
the categories were asked of each respondent to avoid fatigue).  Ad-
ditional questions addressed whether info available online was suf-
ficient to purchase, whether the product needed to be experienced 
physically to purchase, ability to evaluate product before purchase, 
ability to evaluate product after purchase, the importance of price in 
purchase decisions, and the importance of quality in purchase deci-
sions. These measures were included as covariates in our analyses; 
only the importance of price showed a significant effect (B=.856, 
p<.04), the more important price was in the category, the more im-
provement was seen in the p-q correlation.  Search time was col-
lected in hours and minutes, while all other items were measured 
using 7-point rating scales.

Results: Pearson correlations between price and quality for each 
category were computed using the prices and quality ratings in the 
Consumer Reports.  The change in the p-q correlation was computed 
as the difference between the correlation post-internet and pre-inter-
net for that category.  Category-level search was coded as the average 
amount of time (in minutes) spent searching based on the responses 
from the survey. As expected, durable goods were searched more 
(both online and offline) than non-durable goods (Online Search: 
Durable Mean = 106.06 vs. Non-durable Mean=41.96, p<.003; Of-
fline Search: Durable Mean=144.41 vs. Non-durable Mean=58.90, 
p<.001).  

Across all 14 categories, the p-q correlation went up in 9 and 
down in 5 categories (binominal test probability 21%).  Further 
analysis showed that this improvement in correlation was evident 
only for durable goods (6 out of 7 durable categories show improve-
ment vs. 3 out 7 non-durable categories show improvement; χ2 = 2.80 
p<.094), which was consistent with our expectation that the improve-
ment in p-q correlation would be greater for durable goods for which 
consumers searched more.  Examination of the direct influence of 
search time on the change in the p-q correlation showed a significant 
interaction between online search and durability of good (p<.008).  A 
further exploration of this interaction showed that time spent search-
ing online drives the change in p-q correlation only for durable 
goods.  Specifically, for durable goods the more time spent searching 
a category the larger the improvement in the correlation (B=.008, 
p<.012). However, for non-durable goods the time spent searching 
does not led to an improvement in p-q correlation (B=-.005; p>.48).  
Time spent searching the category offline shows a similar but weaker 
effect (Durables: B=.005, p<.10; Non-durables: B=-.014, p>.19).  

Summary: Using a combination of secondary and survey data, 
we show that the increase in information search with the advent of 
the Internet has lead to an improvement in the price-quality correla-
tions for durable goods, but has had no effect on the price-quality 
correlations for less commonly searched non-durable goods.  

If a market is efficient, products with low quality should only be 
able to survive by offering lower prices and products with high qual-
ity should be able to command a price premium.  As stated in Geist-
feld review of the price-quality literature, “If the relationship between 
price and quality is poor, markets are not working well and consumers 
are not making efficient use of their resources” (1988, p.144).  This 
logic implies that in well functioning markets, price should be posi-
tively related to quality.  However, the numerous empirical studies 
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in consumer markets consistently find only a weak correlation be-
tween price and objective quality, with the average correlations for 
durable goods ranging from 0.25-0.30 and closer to zero correlation 
for nondurable goods (Oxenfedlt (1950), Morris and Bronson (1969), 
Sproles (1977), Riesz (1978), Gerstner (1985), Curry and Fauld 1986; 
Kirchler, Fischer and Hölzl (2010)).  While these studies show an 
amazing consistency across countries, categories and decades, it is 
worth noting that, with the exception of the Kirchler et al. paper, all 
of these findings come from the pre-Internet age.  

One of the hallmarks of the Internet age has been the explo-
sion in available information.  As noted by the literature, access to 
information is one of the necessary conditions for market efficiency 
(Ratchford 1980, Ratchford and Gupta 1990, Kamakura, Ratchford 
and Agrawal 1988, Maynes 1992). In support of this idea, Tellis and 
Wernerfelt (1987) demonstrate analytically that the correlation be-
tween price and quality should increase as the amount of information 
acquired increases. As we are all well aware, access to information 
has been growing steadily with the growth and penetration of In-
ternet resources.  These resources are now cheaply and easily ac-
cessible to most consumers.  This reduced cost of search should be 
reflected in improved price-quality correlations.  

There has been little study of how the price-quality correlation 
changes over time. In one of the few longitudinal studies, Curry and 
Riesz (1988) argue, using the product life cycle theory, that over time 
real prices decline and tend to converge and this is what they find.  
They initially hypothesized the price-quality correlation to increase 
as the market matured due to rising information levels, but they actu-
ally found that the correspondence between price and quality tended 
to decline over time. They speculate that this is caused by a shift 
toward spending on advertising rather than quality improvements as 
the market matured, although it could also be caused by a narrowing 
of the range of price and/or quality across the category as the market 
matures.  In a similar market growth explanation, Hjorth-Andersen 
(1992), argues that low or negative price-quality correlations could 
be due to product improvements leading to inexpensive but higher 
quality alternatives being introduce to markets that are still rapidly 
evolving. To minimize the potential influence of the product life cy-
cle on the change in the price-quality correlation, we will examine 
only mature product categories. 

Hence, using secondary measures of price and quality from 
Consumer Reports from 1995-1998 and 2002-2005 for a selections 
of 14 mature categories (7 durable and 7 nondurable), we explore 
whether the price-quality correlation has increased for both durables 
and non durable goods with the advent of the Internet as a search 
tool.  In addition, we explore whether consumers’ stated level of 
category search predicts the expected improvement in price-quality 
correlation.  

HYPOTHESES
Based on the premise that the advent of the Internet has de-

creased the cost of search, along with the fact that the cost of search 
is an established determinant of market efficiency (Ratchford 1980, 
Ratchford and Gupta 1990, Kamakura et al. 1988, Manyes 1992) and 
that the price-quality correlation is at least a partial indicator of mar-
ket efficiency (Ratchford et al. 1996), we hypothesize that the p-q 
correlation should have increased in the post-Internet marketplace 
relative to the pre-Internet marketplace.  

Hypothesis 1:  Price-Quality correlations will increase in the 
post-Internet period relative to the correlations 
in the pre-Internet period. 

Stigler’s (1961) model of the economics of information argues 
that the cost of search relative to its benefit will be lower for non-
durable goods and hence one would expect lower search for nondu-
rable goods. Given this more limited search for nondurables and the 
central role of search in the expected improvement in price-quality 
correlation in the post-Internet marketplace, we hypothesize that the 
increase in price-quality correlation will be more pronounced among 
durable goods than among non-durables goods. 

Hypothesis 2:  A post-Internet increase in price-quality corre-
lation will be more common for durable goods 
than nondurable goods.

Based on information economics, the hypothesized mechanism 
underlying the predicted increase in the correlation of price and qual-
ity is that the decreased cost of search with the rise of the Internet has 
lead to increased search for goods where the benefits of search are 
higher (i.e.,  more involved and risky goods).  Hence we will more 
directly test whether the amount of time spent searching positively 
predicts the increase in the price-quality correlation. Given that the 
Internet is the new channels of search, the expectation is that any im-
provement seen will be most strongly related to the increase in online 
searching.  However, it is also interesting to explore the effects in 
regards to the amount of offline searching.  It is possible that online 
searching is such a strong substitute for offline searching, that offline 
search might even have a negative correlation with an improvement 
in price-quality correlation. However, it is also possible that the two 
forms of search are complimentary and that both will show the pre-
dicted positive relationship. 

Given their small ticket price and generally low risk, the ben-
efits to search for nondurables are modest.  Additionally, the low 
involvement and low value of most nondurables leads there to be 
less readily available information on the Internet. Hence, the smaller 
changes in the search costs and benefits due to the Internet for non-
durables should lead to little or no increase in price-quality correla-
tion for these goods.    

Hypothesis 3: The amount of search done (especially online 
search) should be positively related to the level 
of increase in the price-quality correlation. 

Hypothesis 4: The role of search increase of the price-quality 
correlation should be larger for durable goods 
than nondurables goods. 

METHODS
The above hypotheses are tested using a combination of second-

ary source data for price and quality ratings (drawn from Consumer 
Reports) and primary survey data on category specific search habits 
and impressions based on a survey (drawn from an online panel). 
Consumer Reports data has been used in most studies of the price 
quality relationship (e.g. Tellis and Wernerfelt 1987; Gerstner 1985, 
Morris and Bronson 1969).  While Consumer Reports data has been 
criticized for over-simplifying objective quality and not including 
many factors that consumers use in purchase valuation (Hjorth-An-
dersen 1984, 1992), it is still the common standard for studies of this 
kind (Boyle and Lathrop 2009) due to it objectivity and comparabil-
ity cross studies.   In addition, any bias would not have a differential 
impact on durable or nondurable goods.

The Pearson correlation between price and quality is calculated 
using data from Consumer Reports Magazine. Price was represented 
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by the dollar amount per unit of product and the overall satisfaction 
rating scaled from 0-100 was used as a measure of quality. The pre-
Internet data was chosen from paperback issues between 1995-1998, 
while the post-Internet counterparts were selected from the online 
database from between 2002 and 2005. 

The actual category selection was dictated by the availability 
of data on the same product categories and subcategories in both 
periods of time. To limit the influence of product life cycle stage 
on the price-quality correlation (Curry and Riesz, 1988), we exam-
ine only mature products.  Hence, 14 mature categories were chosen 
that had reviews in both time periods (7 durable, 7 non-durables).  
The following categories were used: top-loading washing machines, 
upright vacuum cleaners, supermarket cheese pizza, blenders, raisin 
bran breakfast cereal, built-in dishwashers, laundry detergent, self-
propelled lawn mowers, crunchy peanut butter, large countertop mi-
crowave ovens, canned chicken noodles soup, non-stick cookware, 
corded steam irons and tortilla chips.

The primary data consisted of a survey to assess category spe-
cific search habits and perceptions of each category.  Pilot testing 
ascertained that judging 14 separate categories was too fatiguing 
for respondents, hence people were only asked to judge seven cat-
egories.   Four versions were created that varied in the categories 
seen, order of the categories and balanced the number of durable 
and nondurable goods (the four versions showed no significant dif-
ferences in evaluation and hence were collapsed across).  A total of 
eight questions were asked for each category: time typically spent 
searching (in hours and minutes) online and offline, whether info 
available online was sufficient to purchase, whether the product 
needed to be experienced physically to purchase, ability to evaluate 
product before purchase, ability to evaluate product after purchase, 
the importance of price in purchase decisions, and the importance of 
quality in purchase decisions. Time searching was collected using 
open-ended questions about hours and minutes spent searching in 

this category, while all other items were measured using 7-point rat-
ing scales (“agree very strongly” to “disagree very strongly”).  1400 
requests were emailed out to an established commercial research 
panel designed to represent the US population, 206 valid responses 
were collected, for a response rate of 15%.

RESULTS
The dependent variable is the change in correlation between 

price and quality pre- and post-Internet.  The change in the price qual-
ity correlation was computed as the difference between the Pearson 
correlations post-Internet and pre-Internet for that category using the 
prices and quality ratings in the Consumer Reports.2  Category-level 
search was coded as the average amount of time (in minutes) spent 
searching online or offline aggregated from the responses to the sur-
vey. As expected, durable goods were searched more (both online 
and offline) than non-durable goods (Online Search: Durable Mean = 
106.06 minutes vs. Non-durable Mean = 41.96 minutes, p<.003; Of-
fline Search: Durable Mean = 144.41 minutes vs. Non-durable Mean 
= 58.90 minutes, p<.001).  The scale items describing consumer be-
liefs about the characteristics of the categories were used as potential 
covariates.  Analysis showed that only, the importance of price in 
category purchase showed a significant effect (B = .856, p<.04) on 
the change in the price-quality correlation; the more important price 
was in the category, the more increase was seen in the p-q correla-
tion.  Hence, only this covariate was retained. 

Across all 14 categories, the price-quality correlation went up 
in nine and down in five categories (binominal test probability 21%), 
thus there is at least directional support for the expected improve-
ment in price-quality correlation (H1, see Table 1).  More detailed 
analysis showed that the hypothesized increase in correlation was 
evident only for durable goods (6 out of 7 durable categories show 
increased correlation vs. 3 out 7 non-durable categories show posi-

2 Spearman rank correlations lead to substantively similar results. 

Table 1
Changes in Price-Quality Correlation

Category Post-Internet Correlation Pre-Internet Correlation Change in Correlation
Nondurables:
Canned Chicken Noodle Soup .1974 .6234 -.4260
Raisin Bran Cereal -.7835 -.4043 -.3792
Non-Stick Cookware .3305 .6801 -.3496
Crunchy Peanut Butter -.2941 -.0050 -.2891
Tortilla Chips -.1860 -.2790 .0930
Laundry Detergent .6473 .0145 .6328
Frozen Cheese Pizza .3010 -.3617 .6627
Average Price-Quality Correlation .0304 .0382 -.0079

Durables:
Steam Iron .2528 .7278 -.4750
Upright  Vacuum .3101 .2851 .0250
Large Counter-Top Microwave -.0089 -.0505 .0416
Top Loader Washing Machine .8318 .6356 .1962
Blender .1143 -.0837 .1980
Self-Propelled Lawn Mower .5849 .2135 .3714
Built-in Dishwasher .5080 .1050 .4030
Average Price-Quality Correlation .3704 .2618 .1086
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tive change; χ2 = 2.80 p<.094; supporting H2), which is consistent 
with our expectation that the increase in the post-Internet price-qual-
ity correlation would be more common for durable goods.  

Table 1 shows the category specific correlations to assess not 
only the direction but magnitudes of the effects.  Similar to prior 
studies (e.g., Gerstner 1985), the pre-Internet price-quality correla-
tion for durables was .26 and nondurable was basically zero (r = .04). 
The average change in the correlation in the post-Internet period was 
an increase of .11 for durables and basically no change for nondu-
rables (∆ = -.01).  This improvement in the price-quality correlation 
for durables represents over a 40% increase in the price-quality cor-
relation for durable goods on average. Thus, not only do almost all of 
durable categories show the hypothesized increase in correlation but 
also the magnitude of the change is quite substantial. 

Examination of the direct influence of search time on the 
change in the price-quality correlation shows no significant main ef-
fect of search on the change in price-quality correlation for either 
online or offline search (Online: p>69; Offline p>.69; not supporting 
H3).  However, the interaction between online (and offline) search 
and durability of good is significant (Online: p<.008; Offline p<.023; 
supporting H4).  A further exploration of these interactions shows 
that the time spent searching drive the change in price-quality cor-
relation but only for durable goods. Specifically (see Figure 1), for 
durable goods the more time spent searching a category online the 
larger the improvement in the correlation (B = .008, p<.012). How-
ever, for non-durable goods the time spent searching online does not 
led to a change in price-quality correlation (B = -.005; p>.48).  Time 
spent searching the category offline shows a similar but weaker ef-
fect (Durables: B = .005, p<.10; Non-durables: B = -.014, p>.19).  

DISCUSSION
Using a combination of secondary and survey data, we test 

whether the advent of the Internet with its much broader and easier 
access to product and price information has lead to improved market 

efficiency as proxied by an improvement in the price-quality cor-
relation. Even with only 14 categories (7 durable and 7 nondurable), 
we find the post-Internet price-quality correlation has improved, 
but only for durable goods.  Using survey data of category specific 
search habits, we further show that information search (both online 
and offline) is the driver of this improvement in correlation amongst 
durable goods.  These findings are consistent with the premise that 
the Internet has made search less costly, allowing consumers to bet-
ter monitor the markets, leading to a better correspondence between 
price, at least for durable goods. 

Nondurable goods present a different picture.  Although in our 
data the results are not significant, it is curious to note that the direc-
tion of change and the effect of search on nondurable goods tends to 
be negative.  We are uncertain why this may be true, it is possible 
that the quality and/or amount of information in regards to nondu-
rables is poor and hence search is not leading to improved outcomes.  
Alternatively, it could be that the higher benefits to be gained from 
searching durables crowds out the more modest benefits to be gained 
from searching nondurables and hence consumers are substituting 
durable search for nondurable search.  The finding does suggest that 
further and more extensive testing maybe needed to ascertain wheth-
er it is generally true or just an artifact of this sample.   

Like all studies, this one is not without significant limitations.  
First, we use only fourteen categories (and only 7 in each subtype) 
and these were chosen only somewhat randomly.  The strong results 
even with the tiny sample, however, suggest it is well worth extend-
ing the sampling to see if this improvement in correlation for du-
rables is widespread. A larger study with more rigorously chosen cat-
egories is called for.  Secondly, we can only assess category specific 
search for the post-Internet period and this only from retrospective 
self-report of search.  It would have been much stronger to have a 
real time search behavior measure for both pre- and post- Internet 
periods, however such measures are not readily available and would 
not likely be available for a wide range of categories for both time 
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periods.  Future research might use online search term frequency 
(e.g., Goolge trends) to better estimate category specific search.  Our 
high search numbers across all categories suggest a strong upward 
bias in how much people claim to search, given that prior research 
finds actual search to be quite limited (Johnson et al. 2004). Thirdly, 
it is also possible that the product offerings have changed so much 
that comparison across the pre- and post- Internet periods are not 
valid.  We consciously picked mature categories to minimize this 
concern, but it is still a limitation of any longitudinal study. 

In sum, we demonstrate that the increase in information search 
with the advent of the Internet has lead to an increase in the price-
quality correlations for durable goods, but has had no effect on the 
price-quality correlations for less commonly searched non-durable 
goods.  
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ABSTRACT 
This paper argues that in culturally diverse environments cul-

tural identity transitions are more complex than conceptualized by 
previous research and pertain equally to locally-born (mainstream) 
and migrant populations. We conceptualize a Typology of Consumer 
Cultural Orientations as explanatory framework for ethnic consump-
tion and subsequently apply it in an empirical study. The findings 
indicate that through differential deployment of local, global and 
foreign cultures affinities for identity negotiation, mainstream and 
migrant consumers alike can develop or maintain uni-, bi- and multi-
cultural orientations and use these orientations as informants of their 
consumption choices. Our findings suggest that the study of con-
sumption implications of cultural diversity should be extended be-
yond mainstream/migrant differentiation which loses its significance 
in today’s globalized world.

Complexities of cultural identity have been identified in studies 
on mainstream (i.e., locally born) populations (Jamal 2003) and mi-
grant groups (Askegaard, Arnould, and Kjeldgaard 2005). In today’s 
global world, mainstream and migrant individuals can develop affin-
ities (i.e., affective attachment) with cultures and lifestyles through 
direct (travel, co-residence) and indirect (media, trade) experiences 
with these cultures’ representatives.  These affinities can take form 
of attachment to specific foreign cultures (Oberecker and Diaman-
topoulous 2010; Luna, Rindberg and Perracchio 2008) or general 
openness to foreign experiences as representations of global living 
(Thompson and Tambyah 1999), positively affecting consump-
tion decisions towards products associated with the affinity culture 
(Oberecker et al, 2008). 

While previous studies provide valuable insights into how a 
specific type of culture (local, global or foreign) is internalized in 
identities of either mainstream or migrant consumers, we argue that 
to broaden our understanding of the cultural drivers of consumption, 
research needs to move away from a mainstream/migrant paradigm.  
In culturally diverse environments (i.e., societies where multiple 
cultures co-exist) a large diversity of cultural influences as lifestyle 
options is opened to and experienced simultaneously by both main-
stream and migrant consumers alike. This leads individuals from 
both groups to negotiate their identities through concurrent evalu-
ation of these options’ plurality (Kjeldgaard and Askegaard 2006). 
Perceptions of the surrounding cultural experiences evolved through 
this evaluation transform cultural orientations such that one, two or 
more types of cultures can be internalized by individuals irrespective 
of their ethnic belonging and have a differential affect on their con-
sumption choices (Cayla and Eckhardt, 2008; Askegaard et al 2005). 
Hence, a broader conceptualization of cultural identity development 
in culturally diverse environments is required to account for the mul-
tilateral nature of cultural adaptation (Luedicke 2011). 

In this paper we explore what forms of cultural identities emerge 
through individuals’ contacts with multiple cultures in culturally di-
verse environments, and whether the diversity of cultures internal-
ized by individuals leads to differential effects in people’s percep-
tion and interpretation of consumption experiences. We developed 
a Typology of Consumer Cultural Orientations integrating research 
on cultural identities of mainstream consumers with that on cultural 
identity transitions of migrant consumers. The typology posits seven 

hypothesized types of uni-, bi- and multicultural orientations indi-
viduals may develop through simultaneous evaluation of three main 
types of cultures (local, global and foreign) as distinct options of 
being in a marketplace. To support our theoretical extrapolations, we 
then conducted a multi-country exploratory study, which indicates 
that cultural orientations of individuals in culturally diverse environ-
ments may take forms that are different from and more complex than 
those identified by past research. 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Local, Global, and Foreign cultures’ affinities as 
components of cultural orientations  

Before developing a typology of consumer cultural orienta-
tions, we engaged in clarifying the meanings of its three main com-
ponents, local, global and foreign cultures, to ensure applicability to 
both mainstream and migrant consumer contexts. In societies with 
an increasingly heterogenic demographic make-up, the meaning of 
‘locality’ and ‘local’ is difficult to grasp (Murray, 2007). A general 
understanding has evolved that the meaning of localness is required 
to be grounded with the culture originating from the locale of one’s 
residence (Roudometof, 2005; Korff 2003). Consumption-wise, the 
meaning of ‘localness’ has been identified to derive either from a 
given brand being perceived as produced within the boundaries of a 
give locale, or as adopting cultural symbols that originate from and 
uniquely characterize a given locale (Kipnis et al., 2012). 

Conceptions of ‘foreignness’ and ‘globalness’ also call for clari-
fication. Whilst the meaning of ‘global’ takes its origins in “Western 
imaginary” (Cayla & Arnould, 2008, p.88), it evolved from Western 
cultural reality gaze into a truly-global gaze (Iwabuchi 2002), and is 
equally deployed by Western and non-Western entities. For example, 
Cayla and Eckhardt (2008) show that global culture referents are de-
ployed by regional Asian brands, while Steenkamp et al. (2003) dem-
onstrate that a Western-origin (Dutch) Frito-Lay changed the name 
of the “leading potato chip brand from Smiths to Lay’s” (p.53) to 
generate the meaning of globalness. At the same time, Leclerc et al. 
(1994) give examples of Western brands that encapsulate meanings 
of particular ‘foreignness’ (i.e., Giorgio St. Angelo – Italian culture; 
Häagen Dazs – Danish culture). Individuals  may consume a range of 
Western and non-Western foreign produce assigned with the mean-
ing of ‘globalness’ to draw from global standards of lifestyle excel-
lence and/or materialize attachment to a particular Western and non-
Western foreign cultures through consumption of produce assigned 
with a meaning of particular ‘foreignness’ (Cannon and Yaprak 2002; 
Eckhardt and Mahi 2004). We argue that to understand how foreign 
and global culture(s) affinities are internalized as distinct facets of 
identity, it is important to clarify that in culturally diverse societ-
ies the meaning of ‘foreignness’ can encapsulate cultures which, 
although represented in a given locale by media, residing ethnic 
groups, brands, are distinctly different from the local culture origi-
nating from this locale. Thus, we define the focal types of cultural 
influences present in the culturally diverse environment as:
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1. Global culture (GC) – a homogenic set of values, beliefs, 
lifestyle and symbols shared in a unified manner by indi-
viduals across countries.

2. Local culture (LC) – ways of life and systems of values, 
beliefs and symbols considered originating from, unique 
to and mainstream in the country of residence (for exam-
ple, in France – French culture).

3. Foreign culture(s) (FC) – a system of values, beliefs and 
symbols that comes from a definable cultural source(s) 
(country or cultural group) and is different from local cul-
ture. 

Conceptualizing a typology of Uni, Bi- and Multi 
Cultural Orientations

 To account for consumers’ interaction with a multitude of cul-
tural influences while jointly considering mainstream and migrant 
consumers, we integrated the existing evidence on cultural affilia-
tions of mainstream and migrant individuals from a perspective of all 
key cultural influences (Global, Local and Foreign) and developed a 
Typology of Consumer Cultural Orientations (CCO Typology pre-
sented in Table 1). The Typology posits uni-, bi- and multicultural 
orientations that may be developed by individuals that formed basis 

of our empirical study. Our theoretical extrapolations through which 
orientations were hypothesized are briefly discussed below.  

Unicultural orientations. Migrant consumption literature re-
ports strong LC affinities as ‘assimilation’, the rejection of the cul-
ture of ethnic origin over the new culture of residence (Peñaloza, 
1989; Palumbo & Teich, 2003). Strong LC affiliations of mainstream 
populations are also identified in the international marketing liter-
ature as ‘localizm’ (Crane, 2002; Reardon , Miller, Vida, & Kim, 
2005). Hence, LC affinities are defined as Local Orientation in our 
Typology.  Similarly, the Global Orientation encompasses GC af-
finities described by both streams of research (Alden et al., 2006; 
Strizhakova et al., 2008, Thompson & Tambyah, 1999). When con-
sidering affiliation with foreign culture(s), literature on mainstream 
groups notes that some individuals hold affinities with a culture of 
a particular foreign country due to this culture’s positive, at times 
idealistic, stereotyping (Perlmutter, 1954; Kent & Burnight, 1951). 
Similarly, Jimenez (2010) identifies that individuals may develop 
affinities with a culture of a particular ethnic group that is not con-
nected to one through heritage or ancestry. In parallel, literature on 
migrants refers to such processes as ‘separation’, individuals reject-
ing all other types of culture that surround them and maintaining a 
strong affiliation with the culture of their ethnic origin (Wallendorf 
and Reilly, 1983; Luna & Peracchio, 2005). Notably, many migrants, 
once established in a new country of residence, may be engaged in 
cultural exchange with non-heritage cultures similarly to mainstream 
population, through direct and indirect contact with these cultures’ 

Table 1 Consumer Cultural Orientations Typology
Type of Cultural 
Orientation

Definition Literature sources

Mainstream (non-migrant) 
groups

Migrant and Ethnic groups

Local Orientation Individual’s affiliation with his mainstream 
culture of residence only, combined with no or 
low interest and involvement with other types of 
cultures. 

Crane, 2002; Reardon , Miller, 
Vida, & Kim, 2005: 

Peñaloza, 1989; Palumbo & 
Teich, 2003

Global Orientation Individual’s affiliation with global culture, as 
means to live ‘global lifestyle’ and feel citizen of 
the world. 

Alden et al., 2006; Strizhakova 
et al., 2008

Thompson & Tambyah, 
1999; Askegaard et al., 2005; 
Wamwara-Mbugua et al., 
2008

Foreign Orientation Individual’s affiliation with specific foreign 
culture(s), combined with no or low interest and 
involvement with local and global cultures. 

Perlmutter, 1954; Kent & 
Burnight, 1951

Wallendorf and Reilly, 1983; 
Luna & Peracchio, 2005

Local-Global 
Orientation

Individual’s integrated affiliation with his culture 
of residence and global culture, combined 
with no or low interest and involvement in 
experiences with foreign cultures. 

Kjeldgaard & Askegaard, 
2006; Kjeldgaard & Ostberg, 
2007

Local-Foreign 
Orientation

Individual’s integrated affiliation with his 
culture of residence and specific foreign 
culture(s), combined with no or low interest and 
involvement with global culture. 

Luna & Peracchio, 2005; 
Luna et al., 2008; Oberecker 
et al., 2008; Jamal, 2003; 
Chattaraman et al. 2010; 
Sparrow, 2000; Sharma et al., 
1995; 

Cockburn, 2002; Peñaloza, 
1994; Oswald, 1999; 
Askegaard et al., 2005

Global-Foreign
Orientation

Individual’s integrated affiliation with specific 
foreign culture(s) and global culture, combined 
with no or low interest and involvement with 
culture of residence. 

Full Integration The individual internalizes all types of cultural 
influences (local, global and foreign) around him 
and integrates them in his lifestyle. 

Holliday 2010; Sharma et al. 
1995

Askegaard et al., 2005
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representatives (travel, media, trade). Through participating in this 
exchange, migrants can develop liking of a particular foreign culture 
different from that of their origin, for the same reasons as the non-
migrant mainstream populations (Oberecker and Diamantopoulos 
2010). Therefore, we conceptualize Foreign Orientation as including 
FC affinities that evolve irrespectively of whether a given foreign 
culture is linked to an individual through heritage or not.  

Bi-cultural Orientations. Less clarity and consistency can be 
found in the literature on bi- and multicultural orientations. While 
the body of literature focusing on non-migrants evidences that indi-
viduals can maintain affiliations with both local and global cultures 
(Kjeldgaard & Askegaard, 2006; Kjeldgaard & Ostberg, 2007), less 
is known about whether and how migrants integrate GC affiliations 
with their affiliation for culture of residence (LC). It is however 
reasonable to propose that such orientations are developed, as as-
similated migrants exchange cultural knowledge with non-migrant 
individuals and are exposed to the global culture to the same extent 
and in the same environment as the non-migrants. Hence, the first 
type of bi-cultural orientation is identified as Local-Global Orienta-
tion in the Typology. The conceptualized Local-Foreign Orientation 
is grounded in the studies stemming from both bodies of literature 
whereby, similarly to glocalized individuals, individuals holding 
strong affiliations with local culture may develop/maintain affilia-
tions with particular foreign cultures (Luna et al., 2008; Oberecker 
et al., 2008; Jamal, 2003; Chattaraman et al. 2010; Sparrow, 2000; 
Cockburn, 2002; Peñaloza, 1994). The final bicultural orientation 
type,  Foreign-Global Orientation, conceptualizes individuals oppos-
ing or distancing themselves from their local culture on one hand, 
and distinguishing between Foreign and Global cultures on the other. 
Indeed, one may aspire to the global community and at the same 
time maintain a particular liking of a Foreign culture (for example, 
an individual residing in Poland may have a strong liking of Indian 
culture and at the same time identify with the Global culture). Simi-
larly, one may be interested in participating in the global community 
and at the same time be eager to integrate authentic foreign cultural 
experiences in the lifestyle. 

Multicultural Orientations. The final proposed  orientation, 
Full Integration, stems from research on individuals within particu-
lar ethnocultural groups internalizing all three types of cultures (Lo-
cal, Global, and ‘other’ Foreign) and integrating their elements in 
lifestyle (Wamwara-Mbugua et al. 2008; Askegaard et al. 2005). We 
apply the same reasoning to considering cultural orientations of the 
mainstream consumers, in line with authors like Holliday (2010) and 
Sharma et al (1995). For individuals in Full Integration, all types of 
cultures will be important, and they can be assumed to consciously 
integrate products and brands associated with Global, Local culture 
and specific Foreign culture(s).

METHOD
To add insight to our theoretical extrapolations, we conducted 

a multi-country study in Russia, Ukraine and Belgium. We sought 
to empirically test the uni-, bi- and multi-cultural orientations es-
tablished in the CCO Typology and explore whether and how these 
orientations affect consumption choices. In view of the nature of 
the research objectives, a qualitative approach was deemed appli-
cable. By sampling one Western country and two Eastern European 
countries, we aimed to supplement a predominantly Western body of 
knowledge on multi-cultural consumers with insights about multi-
cultural orientations of consumers in emerging markets. In addition, 
all three sampled countries present an attractive field for research 
into cultural orientations in culturally-diverse environments as in all 
of them, mainstream (non-migrant) groups of population co-reside 

with multiple sizeable ethnic migrant groups (Belgium Department 
of Federal Immigration 2009; All-Ukrainian Population Census 
2001; All-Russian Census of Population 2002). Finally, all selected 
countries participate in the contemporary globalized consumption-
scape (Ger and Ostergaard 1998; Appadurai 1996). The program of 
study was designed to comprise several steps and methods, in order 
to triangulate our research approach (Bryman 2003), and to provide 
a thorough understanding of both the respondents’ attitude towards 
different cultures and of the consumption behavior that results from 
it. Specifically, data collection involved in-depth interviews comple-
mented by accompanied shopping trips, which aided the respondents’ 
reflections about cultural affiliations and consumption preferences. 
The interviews lasted on average 60 to 90 minutes, and were audio-
recorded with the participants’ consent. All participants’ names used 
in this paper are pseudonyms to ensure their anonymity. 

We selected 20 respondents of diverse ages, gender, and eth-
nic backgrounds for our study (8 in Russia, 8 in Ukraine and 4 in 
Belgium; full demographic characteristics of all respondents are 
presented in Table 2). The participants were selected based on the 
theoretical sampling method, which planned for each selected re-
spondent to bring additional diversity and response elements to the 
study (Glaser and Strauss 1967).  In order to take into account the 
concurring cultural influences and types of consumers, our selection 
was guided by our conceptualization: we ensured that both main-
stream and migrant individuals were represented in the sample. To 
ensure participants’ knowledge about the culture and product land-
scape in the country of residence, all solicited participants have been 
residing in the indicated country for no less than the last three years. 

The interview transcripts and lists of participants’ purchases 
formed the basis for data analysis. While prior coding structure was 
set by the CCO Typology, open coding was also allowed to inform 
analysis, as proposed by Strauss and Corbin (1998). To ensure with-
in- and across-sample rigor (Miles & Huberman, 1994), two coders 
coded the data independently; the transcripts and coding structures 
were then cross-compared and analyzed following Berry’s (1979) 
recommendation of combining  single culture (emic) study with 
transcultural (etic).The findings for the different countries were 
therefore first analyzed separately following a meaning condensa-
tion approach (Kvale 1996), and subsequently combined to contrast 
the findings across countries. 

FINDINGS 
The CCO Typology hypothesizes that, along with ‘glocal’ cul-

tural orientations adopted by individuals internalizing global and 
local cultures, other forms of bi-cultural (i.e., Local-Foreign and 
Global-Foreign) and multi-cultural (i.e., Full Integration) orienta-
tions exist. Our empirical findings support this proposition, indicat-
ing that multicultural orientations maintained by individuals take 
forms other than glocalizm. The findings are summarized in Table 3. 
The findings on uni-cultural orientations (Local Orientation, Foreign 
Orientation, and Global Orientation) and Local-Global Orientation 
are consistent with prior research ( for details, see Oberecker et al. 
2008; Alden et al. 2006; Kjeldgaard and Askegaard 2006).  Due to 
space constraints, we focus on reporting the findings that shed new 
light on bi- and multi-cultural orientations. 

Local-Foreign Orientation
As defined in the the typology, the Local-Foreign Orientation 

relates to joint affiliation with the local culture of residence and 
specific foreign culture(s), combined with no or low interest and in-
volvement with global culture. Traditionally attributed to migrants 
negotiating between their culture of heritage and new culture of resi-
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dence (see for example Abdel’s quote in table 3), our findings dem-
onstrate different forms of this orientation. The following excerpt 
indicates that Aniva, a Russian-origin citizen of Ukraine, considers 
US lifestyle desirable, less in order to migrate there permanently, but 
rather in order to take in this culture and then come back to Ukraine, 
while not displaying close links with her (Russian) heritage culture. 

“Of course there is difference between global culture and for-
eign cultures... I like how they live in America (USA). I watch 
‘A window to the US’ [a local Ukrainian television program] 
and I think that they in America have a very good culture: peo-
ple there are more valued and protected than anywhere else... I 
would like to live there...to have a good look at and learn more 
about how they live but not live forever, you know [laughs], like 
a long visit and then by all means come back home.”  (Aniva, 
Ukraine)

Nadia, a Flemish Belgian, similarly aims at integrating local 
with foreign culture. As opposed to Aniva however, her foreign ori-
entation does not focus on one particular culture, but on multiple 
cultures. 

“I have travelled a lot, and there are good things everywhere, 
or things that you think are strange, not like you expected, so 
there is positive and negative everywhere, but there is no coun-
try where I say ‘that’s it. […] I think there is also a risk in it 
[globalisation], it’s possible that certain things, which are very 
traditional and culturally important for people, will be sup-

pressed […] in fact it neutralizes everything, everything be-
comes the same, and I think we should keep the things that make 
a region special and typical, otherwise we are going to lose all 
these things.” (Nadia, Belgium)

Consumers distancing themselves from global culture while in-
ternalizing local and foreign culture(s) appeared to translate this like-
wise in their consumption experiences. Indeed, they integrate brands 
perceived to create local and specific ‘foreign culture living’, while 
rejecting brands assigned with ‘global’ meanings. Nick (Russia) for 
example, who projects affiliation with local (Russian) culture and 
also affective aspirations toward America and Japan, identifies his 
purchased brands as Russian and American, and offers the following 
explanation for his choice:  

“I buy our [Russian] brands because it is important that they 
are grown or made here [Interviewer: why is it important?] Be-
cause they are made in my country, and now they are as good 
as best brands from abroad…I would not want products from 
abroad to disappear from our shops like it used to be, I think it 
is great we have them...America is a very developed country, I 
think they know how to make things pleasant for you… [Inter-
viewer: so how do you feel when you buy American products?] 
…Don’t know…[thinks] I suppose I like that I can now afford 
and access these nice things…” (Nick, Russia)

Likewise, Nadia’s orientation towards multiple foreign cultures 
is also  manifested in what she considers important in driving her 

Table 2. Summary demographics of all respondents 
Name Gender Age Country of 

Residence
Cultural Origin Occupation

Alexandra F 24 Ukraine Ukrainian Employee at estate agents
Aniva F 57 Ukraine Russian Professional skilled worker but unemployed
Vebmart M 21 Ukraine Ukrainian Manager in IT company
Alice F 34 Ukraine Ukrainian Lecturer at a university and works for an MNC 
Udana F 21 Ukraine Russian/Ukrainian Student
Eveline F 43 Ukraine Russian Music teacher
Dan M 38 Ukraine Russian Artist
Max M 65 + 1-5 years 

(uncomfortable 
giving his age)

Ukraine Russian Pensioner

Angela F 60 Russia Russian Financial analyst
Erin F 21 Russia Russian Student
Kate F 40 Russia Russian Psychologist
Nick M 20 Russia Russian Student
Tanie F 23 Russia Reports as mixed Eastern 

European origin but does 
not specify

Employee in multimedia company

Cancer M 23 Russia Russian IT engineer
Dennis M 31 Russia Russian Economist
Nikoo M 49 Russia Russian Head of Innovation department in education 

software producing company
Nadia F 36 Belgium Flemish Chemist
Thierry M 29 Belgium Walloon Production manager
Abdel M 30 Belgium Malian Designer/dressmaker
Christine F 25 Belgium French Communication agent
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 Table 3 Summary table of findings on bi- and multi-cultural orientations
Type of cultural 
orientation1

Illustration
Example quotes - identity Example quotes – consumption 

Local-Global 
Orientation

“Life is about change […] I think we live when we change 
but other people may think differently. Personally, I find it 
important to be part of the world culture because we all live 
on one planet and the borders are historical givens […] We 
[…] [Interviewer: Russia?] yes, can take good things from 
others but should stay individual and not become same as 
everyone else” (Nikoo, Russia)

“I either buy the Ukrainian producer’s brands or good 
big brands. [...] It may be a stereotype but I think that the 
best brands come from the West...And I kind of like when 
our [Ukrainian] brands work to Western technologies and 
standards.” (Udana, Ukraine)

Local- Foreign 
Orientation 

 “Thanks to my friends, I like it in Belgium, in Europe. But 
I always keep in mind Africa to see the other side” (Abdel, 
Belgium)

“Of course there is difference between global culture and 
foreign cultures... I like how they live in America (USA). I 
watch ‘A window to the US’ [a local Ukrainian television 
program] and I think that they in America have a very good 
culture: people there are more valued and protected than 
anywhere else... I would like to live there...to have a good look 
at and learn more about how they live but not live forever, you 
know [laughs], like a long visit and then by all means come 
back home.”  (Aniva, Ukraine)

“I have travelled a lot, and there are good things everywhere, 
or things that you think are strange, not like you expected, 
so there is positive and negative everywhere, but there is no 
country where I say ‘that’s it. […] I think there is also a risk 
in it [globalisation], it’s possible that certain things, which are 
very traditional and culturally important for people, will be 
suppressed […] in fact it neutralizes everything, everything 
becomes the same, and I think we should keep the things that 
make a region special and typical, otherwise we are going to 
lose all these things.” (Nadia, Belgium)

“I buy our [Russian] brands because it is important that they 
are grown or made here [Interviewer: why is it important?] 
Because they are made in my country, and now they are as 
good as best brands from abroad…I would not want products 
from abroad to disappear from our shops like it used to be, I 
think it is great we have them...America is a very developed 
country, I think they know how to make things pleasant 
for you… [Interviewer: so how do you feel when you buy 
American products?] …Don’t know…[thinks] I suppose I like 
that I can now afford and access these nice things…” (Nick, 
Russia)

“When I arrived in Brussels I saw all those little shops, 
Tunisian, Moroccan, and they were full of vegetables and 
herbs I didn’t know, so I went into the shops, bought these 
things, bought some cook books and I tried to see what I could 
do with this. I actually wanted to taste the tastes of the world, 
and I wanted to use what you could buy, and this opened me 
up to a bigger world” (Nadia, Belgium)

Global-Foreign 
Orientation 

“I want to be in Europe [Interviewer: anywhere in Europe?] 
[thinks] Well, possibly not everywhere. Most likely not 
everywhere even [smiles]. If I could choose it would probably 
be Germany or Great Britain. [...] I think it is important to 
be in touch with the rest of the world these days, my daily 
routine is to check several websites to see what’s going on. 
[Interviewer: what kind of websites you visit?] Several. News, 
business, product releases, others. I also look to see what kind 
of jobs abroad are on offer.” (Vebmart, Ukraine)

“This is the first Ukranian brand [Roshen chocolate] that 
is putting itself in one line with European brands. It can be 
mistaken for Western or European brand: the name is foreign 
and the quality of packaging and design is far better than of 
other [Ukrainian] brands.” (Vebmart, Ukraine)

Full Integration “I think I should be a part of the civilized global world, 
my daughter is taught this at school. I like Sweden; I like 
monarchy, the way they live and the charitable deeds of their 
Queen, and also their developed economy… But I am also a 
patriot of my country, I even gave some money to a boy who 
was reciting the Ukrainian national anthem in a bus. Russia 
is also an important part of my life, I think their culture is 
very close to mine.” (Evelyne, Ukraine)

“I feel close and comfortable with Italian culture. It is terrible 
but the Italians’ love for good food, good wine and good clothes 
got me hooked, it is more expensive to live like this and not 
always healthy (laughs).[…] I travel to visit friends in America 
[USA] a lot, they are very progressive with technology there. 
[…] I think I am a bit of a world person, no everyone enjoys 
travelling in my age but I find it very stimulating. […] I like the 
feeling of coming back home [to Russia].” (Angela, Russia)

“Shall I show you what I carry around with me? [opens 
handbag and produces Hello! Magazine] I keep it because 
it has all the glamour, and this one also has pictures of the 
Queen [of Great Britain]”.

“I only buy the best and I have my collection of favorites from 
around the world […] If you ask me, the Italian brands are 
one of the best, their cakes are divine! But at the moment our 
[Russian] cakes are nice too… My friend and I love to go to 
France, we try to go every year and we love go to a French 
patisserie here [in Russia], buy some nice cakes and then get a 
bottle of nice French wine – just wonderful!” (Angela, Russia) 

1  Due to space constraints, we only report findings on bi- and multi-cultural orientations. We also identified participants of uni-cultural orientations (Local 
Orientation, Foreign Orientation, and Global Orientation), findings on these consumers are not reported in this paper as they were consistent with prior research.  
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consumption choices; she describes in the following quote her desire 
to taste the tastes of the world.

“When I arrived in Brussels I saw all those little shops, Tu-
nisian, Moroccan, and they were full of vegetables and herbs 
I didn’t know, so I went into the shops, bought these things, 
bought some cook books and I tried to see what I could do with 
this. I actually wanted to taste the tastes of the world, and I 
wanted to use what you could buy, and this opened me up to a 
bigger world” (Nadia, Belgium)

Global-Foreign Orientation
Global-Foreign Orientation, defined in our Typology as “in-

dividual’s integrated affiliation with specific foreign culture(s) and 
global culture, combined with no or low interest and involvement 
with culture of residence”, has not been addressed in consumer re-
search until now. We found this orientation extends beyond migrant 
groups. While among migrants Global-Foreign Orientation could 
have been expected due to the importance of global culture in mi-
grant acculturation (Askegaard et al 2005), mainstream individuals 
also appeared to project this orientation, describing their local cul-
ture as of ‘very low importance’. In the following quote, Vebmart, a 
native Ukrainian, talks about his orientation towards particular for-
eign cultures, such as the German or British one, but also indicates 
that he wants to connect with the world. 

“I want to be in Europe [Interviewer: anywhere in Europe?] 
[thinks] Well, possibly not everywhere. Most likely not every-
where even [smiles]. If I could choose it would probably be 
Germany or Great Britain. [...] I think it is important to be in 
touch with the rest of the world these days, my daily routine is 
to check several websites to see what’s going on. [Interview-
er: what kind of websites you visit?] Several. News, business, 
product releases, others. I also look to see what kind of jobs 
abroad are on offer.” (Vebmart, Ukraine)

Respondents reporting strong affiliations with Global and/or 
Foreign culture(s) but low affiliation with local culture predomi-
nantly base their consumption decisions on brand associations with 
these types of cultures and interestingly, while rejecting local-only 
perceived brands, favor local brands perceived to carry ‘global’ 
meanings and being of equal standard to ‘truly-global’ products. For 
example, Vebmart, while reporting a strong orientation toward the 
Western Europe and the global community, selected a local choco-
late brand Roshen and explained his choice as follows:

“This is the first Ukranian brand [Roshen chocolate] that is 
putting itself in one line with European brands. It can be mis-
taken for Western or European brand: the name is foreign and 
the quality of packaging and design is far better than of other 
[Ukrainian] brands.” (Vebmart, Ukraine)

Full integration
Individuals reporting orientations towards local, foreign and 

global culture, refer to global and nationalistic affiliations while 
also acknowledging strong links to particular foreign cultures. For 
instance, Evelyne, an ethnic Russian born in Ukraine, mentions the 
global world, her attachment to Sweden and its culture, her pride of 
Ukrainian culture as local culture of her country, as well as impor-
tance of Russian as her heritage culture in her discourse, attributing 
high importance to all of them.  

“I think I should be a part of the civilized global world, my 
daughter is taught this at school. I like Sweden; I like monar-
chy, the way they live and the charitable deeds of their Queen, 
and also their developed economy… But I am also a patriot of 
my country, I even gave some money to a boy who was recit-
ing the Ukrainian national anthem in a bus. Russia is also an 
important part of my life, I think their culture is very close to 
mine.” (Evelyne, Ukraine)

Consumption choices and brand perceptions of those respon-
dents reporting orientation towards local, global and foreign cultures 
overall reflect their multi-cultural orientation and indicate that per-
ceptions of consumed brands tend to differentiate between global-
perceived brands and brands originating from favored foreign cul-
ture, a differentiation already highlighted in Nadia’s quote earlier.

Similarly to glocalized consumers described earlier in the lit-
erature (Kjelgaard and Ostberg 2007; Kjelgaard and Askergaard 
2006; Sandikci and Ger 2002), the multi-cultural individuals inte-
grate both local and global brands in their consumption but also in-
corporate brands associated with favored foreign culture(s) that are 
of importance to them in their lifestyles. These consumers aim at 
maintaining a perceived balance of global and foreign brands in their 
consumption. Similarly to the “Best-of-both-worlders” described by 
Askegaard et al (2005), Angela, a native Russian reporting affinities 
with Italy, France and global culture, depicts her preference for the 
best products from the whole world, while also favoring products 
she places as local (Russian) and those associated with her foreign 
affinity cultures.

“I only buy the best and I have my collection of favorites from 
around the world […] If you ask me, the Italian brands are one 
of the best, their cakes are divine! But at the moment our [Rus-
sian] cakes are nice too… My friend and I love to go to France, 
we try to go every year and we love go to a French patisserie 
here [in Russia], buy some nice cakes and then get a bottle of 
nice French wine – just wonderful!” (Angela, Russia) 

DISCUSSION
Our findings shed light on an important tendency; in culturally 

diverse environments, individuals may develop one or more cul-
tural affiliations and integrate these cultures of importance in their 
lifestyles, mixing and combining objects and symbols perceived as 
representative of these cultures. Some of these tendencies were ob-
served earlier in ethnic and/or migrant consumer behavior research 
(Askegaard et al. 2005; Penaloza 1989; Oswald 1999). However, our 
findings highlight that ethnic consumers can also develop affiliations 
with foreign cultures either in addition to, or instead of that of their 
heritage. Similarly, mainstream individuals presented with varying 
links to their local culture along with diverse and at times multiple 
links with cultures perceived external to their locale of origin (global 
and/or multiple foreign cultures). These insights have important im-
plications for consumer behavior research: they showcase that the 
traditional divide in considering ethnic migrant consumers’ identi-
ties within heritage-residence-global cultures milieu and mainstream 
consumers’ identities within local(residence)-global milieu does not 
capture the complexity of cultural affinities within both these groups. 
These complexities subsequently elicit complexities in consumption, 
whereby individuals deploy their diverse cultural orientations as in-
forming frames for interpreting and assigning meanings to brands, 
and other consumption choices. 

In addition, our findings indicate that individuals clearly distin-
guish ‘foreign’ and ‘global’ meanings and differentially deploy them 
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in materializing identity projects. For instance, consumers in Global-
Foreign orientation deploy both foreign and global cultures simul-
taneously but not interchangeably. On the contrary, Local-Foreign 
oriented persons, whilst remaining open to ‘outside’ cultural experi-
ences display a tendency of distancing themselves from global cul-
ture as in their view it encompasses the risk of attenuating diversity 
and uniqueness of external cultural experiences, a tendency that is 
not captured by the ‘glocal’ orientation established by prior research 
(Kjeldgaard and Askeggard 2006).  

These findings extend current knowledge on anti-global con-
sumer attitudes and necessitate further scholarly research into such 
theories as cultural openness (Sharma et al. 1995), cosmopolitanism 
(Cannon and Yaprak, 2002) and world-mindedness (Hannerz 1990). 
A number of current conceptualizations in the field of international 
marketing suggest intrinsic links between these psychological traits 
and acceptance of global-perceived brands as material symbols of 
global culture (Cleveland and Laroche 2007; Alden et al. 2006).Our 
findings indicate however that while welcoming inter-cultural ex-
change and consumption experiences from different foreign cultures 
one may strongly resist global culture. 

Such a differentiation may be explained by consumers’ quest 
for authenticity, defined as “against modern, mass culture” (Pratt 
2007 p.293). Not only indifference or frustration with global cul-
ture may lead to consumers to turn to their own traditional norms 
and products but it may also lead them to seek more “authentic” 
foreign brands that have a clear association with particular cultures. 
As these consumers view global culture and products as threat to the 
individuality of cultures all over the world that leads to traditions 
and norms becoming blurred and similar (or ‘mass’), preference for 
products that are assigned with foreign but not global meanings is 
logical. Similarly to Thompson and Tambyah’s (1999) depiction of 
expatriates ‘trying to be cosmopolitan’ by immersing in authentic 
cultural experiences beyond tourist sites, consumers’ differentiation 
between foreign and global products in this article points thus to a 
desire to express cultural affinities in an authentic way, outside of 
globalised consumer culture. Therefore, further research is needed 
to differentiate consumption choices of global- and foreign-oriented 
individuals explore whether these choices are performed as authen-
ticating acts or in order to affiliate to particular communities (Ar-
nould and Price, 2000).   Although both groups will display a posi-
tive disposition toward cultures from ‘outside’ the locale, products 
and brands assigned with ‘global’ meanings would only be favored 
by the first group while avoided by the second group due to a polar 
affiliation with global culture itself. In addition, unexpected findings 
of our study provide some initial indication that consumers opposing 
local culture per se may hold positive attitudes to selected locally-
produced brands that demonstrate an opennes and engagement with 
the ‘outside’ cultures favoured by consumers themselves. 

To sum up, our findings clearly suggest that dramatic diversifi-
cation of the cultural landscapes brings to the fore the need for new 
approaches to the analysis of culturally-informed consumption and 
to consumer segmentation. To advance our understanding of cultural 
drivers of diversity in consumption preferences and behaviors, it is 
critical to shift from selectively sampling consumer groups either on 
the basis of their ethnic heritage or on the basis of their willingness 
to engage with external cultures, to appreciating the full diversity of 
cultural affiliations consumers may develop and categorizing them 
on the basis of their cultural orientations. 

CONCLUSIONS
Our study investigates how the multiple cultural influences 

present in modern culturally diverse environments affect consumer 

lifestyle choices. It argues that the exchange between multiple cul-
tures leads to complexities of cultural orientations among ethnic 
migrants and mainstream consumers alike. The proposed Consumer 
Cultural Orientation Typology, brings together the findings on main-
stream individuals developing varying affiliations with local, global 
and foreign cultures stemming from the body of international mar-
keting research on one hand (Oberecker et al. 2008; Kjelgaard and 
Askergaard 2006; Alden et al. 2006; Sandikci and Ger 2002; Crane 
2002; Perlmutter 1954; Kent and Burnight 1951) and the findings on 
individuals integrating multiple cultures in their identities emerging 
from the body of ethnic consumer behavior research on the other 
hand (Kim et al. 2009; Wamwara-Mbugua et al. 2008; Askegaard et 
al. 2005; Luna and Peracchio 2005). The CCO Typology distinguish-
es uni-, bi- and multi-cultural orientations that accounts for overlaps 
in these bodies of literature and contributes to knowledge by present-
ing a more complete picture of diverse multi-cultural identities de-
veloped by mainstream and migrant consumers. Our study therefore 
extends consumer behavior theory by proposing an alternative con-
sumer segmentation framework that takes into account the increas-
ing numbers of consumers with multiple ethnic, national and cultural 
affiliations, which cannot be captured by ethnicity and nationality. 

Since our study is limited by its relatively small sample size 
and geo-demographic characteristics, further research is required 
that will extend the multi-cultural orientations’ enquiry into larger 
and more diverse samples. Future studies should attempt to validate 
the findings presented in this paper in other countries and analyze 
whether demographic characteristics (such as age, gender, educa-
tion etc) have an effect upon multiculturalism. The study of identity 
switching described by immigrant research (Oswald 1999; Luna et 
al., 2008) should also involve the mainstream multicultural consum-
ers, to determine how multi-cultural mainstream individuals navi-
gate their new reformed identities. Finally, it would also be of inter-
est to apply the typology developed in this article to analyze how 
multi-cultural orientations inform consumer interpretations of cul-
tural meanings of brands and their usage. A better understanding of 
the way multi-cultural identities are derived and expressed through 
consumption would particularly assist marketers when segmenting 
consumers and developing branding strategies targeting multicul-
tural consumers. A more sophisticated and in-depth understanding of 
consumption consequences of uni-, bi- or multicultural orientations 
is pertinent for a successful adaptation of marketing theory and prac-
tice to the new multicultural world. 
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ABSTRACT 
While hedonic and experiential consumption is an established 

area of research, the “great sleep” as a new form of hedonic con-
sumption has been largely overlooked in this literature. We will 
address this gap by, firstly, bringing together existing literature on 
hedonic and experiential consumption and socio-cultural studies on 
sleep, and secondly, by developing a practice-based narrative per-
spective that enables us to conceptualize how “great sleep” is com-
modified within the field of practices that constitutes consumer cul-
ture. In this process, a specific mode of being, sleep-as-consumption, 
is constructed.

INTRODUCTION
The contemporary consumer culture offers a wide range of 

cultural and material resources for consumers pursuing for “great 
sleep”, either as an experience in itself, or as an enabler for better 
wakeful experiences. One example is sleep tourism, a form of tour-
ism in which sleeping takes place in extraordinary places like in 
ice hotels or caves (Keinan and Kivetz 2011; Valtonen and Veijola 
2011).  In an on-line page entitled “The world’s best places to catch 
some shut-eye” (www.slate.com/id/2220293), one sleep tourist tells 
about his experiences. He had constructed an igloo with the help of 
the guide, and after having poked a small air in the roof, he wore a 
wool hat, climbed to a double sleeping bag – and had the best sleep 
he had ever had. In his words, it “was the mythical supersleep, deeper 
than any other, the Atlantis of the unconscious. It was a heavy dose 
of what scientists call slow-wave sleep”. The sleep tracker provides 
another example (www.sleeptracker.com). The web-page of this gad-
get, which looks like a wrist watch, tells us that it “monitors your 
sleep stages throughout the night and then uses that data to determine 
the exact moment when you should be awoken helping you feel re-
freshed and energetic”. At the same page, a customer writes about 
her user experiences saying that “My first night with it was great – I 
woke up completely fresh and rested”. 

These market-driven narratives about “great sleep” illuminate 
developments in the contemporary discursive and material landscape 
of sleeping (Valtonen and Veijola 2011; Williams 2005). Accord-
ingly, sleeping is no longer, or not merely, aligned with laziness and 
passivity but rather with entertainment, excitement, and experience. 
It also is aligned with new kinds of physical devices, and symbolic 
repertoires of knowledge, that allow consumers to control, and per-
haps even maximize, their attempts to sleep well, and to wake up 
rested and energized. We treat these narratives (Moisander and Eriks-
son 2006) as one way through which “great sleep” is constructed as 
a culturally acceptable and an attractive experience. 

In this paper, our focus is on exploring how “great sleep”, as 
a culturally regulated practice, is commodified within the field of 
practices that constitutes consumer culture. Thus, instead of pro-
viding a phenomenological account on consumers’ experiences of 
“great sleep”, we are interested in how the consumption and market-
ing practices of sleep-related products and services attach particular 
meanings and values, which are often complex and contradictory, 
to the notion of “great sleep”, and thereby commodify it (Penaloza 
2000,83). We argue that through this commodification (a) “great 
sleep” is rendered a legitimate object of consumer desire, and thus 
subsumed under the dynamics and logics of consumer culture, and b) 
a specific mode of being, sleep-as-consumption, is constructed. This 

commodification structures and directs the way consumers enact 
their sleep, conceive of sleep and of themselves as sleeping consum-
ers, and directs consumer desires toward new kinds of sleep-related 
fantasies, feelings and fun (Hirschman and Holbrook 1982).

On the level of theory, our aim is to work towards a new per-
spective on studying the commodification of sleep into an object of 
hedonic consumption. The practice-based narrative perspective that 
we here develop, draws upon cultural accounts on sleep (Mauss 
1973; Taylor 1993; Valtonen and Veijola 2011; Williams 2005), theo-
ries of practice (Reckwitz 2002; Schatzki 2002; Schatzki et al. 2001; 
Warde 2005), and consumer culture theory discussing how cultural 
meanings and values are narrated in the marketplace (Penaloza 2000; 
Moisander and Eriksson 2006; Moisander and Valtonen 2006; Shan-
kar, Elliott, and Goulding 2001). By way of conclusion, we suggest a 
tentative research agenda for studying sleeping as a form of hedonic 
consumption from this particular perspective. 

The contributions of this paper are threefold. First, it extends 
the current understanding of the distinct ‘states of being’ involved in 
hedonic and experiential consumption. While previous studies have 
documented the way hedonic and experiential consumption practices 
bring about an alternative state of being – conceptualized, for in-
stance, in terms of “flow”, “liminality”, or “losing it” – they have al-
ways assumed a waking subject in their investigations (Arnould and 
Price 1993; Belk and Costa 1998; Goulding, Shankar, Elliott, and 
Canniford 2009). We add the state of being asleep to these debates. 
By comparing it with the wakeful states we offer a fuller picture of 
the states of being associated to hedonic and experiential consump-
tion. By drawing attention to the commodification of this state of 
being asleep, in turn, we provide one novel example of the way spe-
cific modes of being are constructed in the fields of practices that 
constitute consumer culture. Second, this paper articulates a practice-
based narrative perspective on the commodification of sleeping into 
an object of hedonic and experiential consumption. This perspective 
provides one alternative to the recent anthropological (Tumbat and 
Belk 2011) and biosocial (Goulding et al. 2009) streams of research 
that have elaborated on the complex relationship between hedonic 
and experiential consumption and consumer and marketplace cul-
tures. Third, this paper highlights the ways in which the practices of 
contemporary consumer culture shape and structure notions of sleep, 
rendering it an object of desire. In doing so, our study introduces 
sleeping, an under-researched yet burgeoning consumption phenom-
enon, to the research agenda of hedonic and experiential consump-
tion, and suggests future directions for its theoretical and empirical 
exploration. 

The paper starts by reviewing the key conceptual developments 
made in the research area of hedonic and pleasurable consumption. 
Then it turns to develop a practice-based narrative perspective on 
studying the commodification of sleep into an object of hedonic con-
sumption. To conclude, the paper outlines areas for future research. 
While our exploratory paper is conceptual, it makes references to 
empirical examples for illustrative purposes. 

Earlier research on hedonic and experiential 
consumption 

In their seminal article Holbrook and Hirschman (1982) cri-
tiqued the then popular notion of the consumer as a rational and 
utilitarian decision-maker, and argued for an alternative perspective 
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that would better capture types of consumption in which experienc-
es, aesthetic enjoyment and emotional responses are central. Since 
that a distinctive body of theoretical knowledge about this type of 
consumption has been generated. Consumers scholars have taken 
different theoretical perspectives – phenomenological (Celsi, Rose, 
and Leigh 1993), anthropological (Belk and Costa 1998; Tumbat and 
Belk 2011), and biosocial (Goulding et al. 2009) – and empirically 
explored this phenomenon in a range of consumption settings from 
leisure activities (Arnould and Price 1993; Celsi et al. 1993; Joy and 
Sherry 2003; Tumbat and Belk 2011), festivals and carnivals (Belk 
and Costa 1998; Kozinets 2002), commercially created thematized 
spaces (Maclaran and Brown 2005; Kozinets et al. 2004), to the con-
text of passionate consumption (Belk, Ger, and Askegaard 2003), to 
mention a few. 

While these studies differ in their theoretical assumptions and 
empirical foci, they nevertheless appear to share an idea that the plea-
surable and experiential consumption practices bring about a distinc-
tive state of being – commonly figured as liminal, euphoric, child-
like, magical, fantastic, flow state, or communitas – that provides 
for consumers a temporarily disengage from the demands, rules and 
roles of the quotidian life.  Contemporary consumer culture offers a 
wide range of virtual or non-virtual “alternative realities”, such as 
clubs, theme parks, or games, where this disengage is facilitated, 
and where consumers are invited to throw for strangeness, novelty, 
and excitement, and to enjoy of their imaginative capacities - oc-
casionally also with the help of substances such as drugs or alcohol. 
Consumers can thereby transcend the social categories that normally 
define them and move beyond mundane subjectivities. It is precisely 
this temporal transcendence of normal mundane life, facilitated by 
the co-creative consumption and marketing practices, that is thought 
to produce the re-vitalization of the self thus to be the key source of 
pleasurable and hedonic consumption. To illustrate, Goulding et al. 
describe their findings of the clubbing experience in the following 
way: 

We find that the effects of the deafening music, the ingestion of 
ecstasy, the energetic dancing, and the management and organi-
zation of space combine to produce a calculated, highly sought-
after shared experience and a temporary suspension of the rules 
and norms of everyday life. (Goulding et al. 2009)

This existing literature has, nevertheless, focused almost ex-
clusively on exploring the waking life of consumers, making only 
occasional references to the realm of sleeping. For instance, Belk 
and Costa (1998) and Arnould and Price (1993) in their seminal ar-
ticles on consumer fantasies and extraordinary experiences – both 
taking place in the nature – start their ethnographic research when 
the research subjects crawl from their tents or tepees and leave them 
when they retire. What happens in between that time is unknown – 
only notes to the silence of the night or a wet sleeping bag are being 
made: ‘sleep seeps in with the growing dark; the camp quiets, and 
the night’s rest is the most beautiful of all’ (House via Belk and Costa 
1998, 238-9). Recent studies show, however, that sleeping outdoors, 
in tents, tepees or igloos, might be an experience in itself (Valton-
en and Veijola 2011). As Keinan and Kivetz (2011, 948) point out, 
sleeping in places such as ice hotels provides an opportunity for con-
temporary consumers to collect novel, sometimes non-pleasurable, 
experiences to be added to their experiential CV.  

We thus suggest that the existing literature on hedonic and ex-
periential consumption remains inadequate if it keeps neglecting the 
phenomenon of sleeping. Sleeping is not only an emerging form of 
hedonic and experiential consumption whose on-going commodifi-

cation remains under-theorized, but also a theoretically intriguing 
case for developing the existing body of knowledge on the states of 
being associated to hedonic and experiential consumption. There-
fore, we start to bring together the existing studies on hedonic and 
experiential consumption and the growing body of socio-cultural 
literature on sleep. This latter body of research, generated in vari-
ous cultural disciplines such as anthropology, sociology, and history, 
provides us an important contextual basis for understanding sleeping 
as a culturally regulated practice. It offers insights into the cultural 
nature of the state of ‘being asleep’ as well as of the social, symbolic, 
corporeal and aesthetic standards, norms and criteria guiding the 
way the sleep is ‘done’ (Taylor 1993). 

The human state of ‘being asleep’ has given ground for a range 
of cultural myths and beliefs, as anthropological and historical stud-
ies well illustrate (Steger and Brunt 2003; Tedlock 1987). In the 
West, it has commonly been conceived as an irrational and mystified 
sphere of life associated with the death and darkness. The phenom-
enological accounts, in turn, let us know how this state, involving 
distinct states of consciousness and will, provides a cyclical, mo-
mentary and partial withdrawal from the self and from the world 
(Bergson 1958; Merleau-Ponty 1962). During this state the sleeper 
passes through various stages – ones during which dreams are seen 
(the so call REM sleep, Aserinsky and Kleitman 1953) and not seen, 
‘deep sleep’ representing the most inactive state (Härmä and Sallinen 
2004). 

The state of dreaming – the focus of many cultural inquiries 
(Tedlock 1987) – is commonly seen to liberate the mind from the 
ordinary world, though only partly, and to open up a fantasy world 
that might be experienced as enjoyable as such (Valtonen 2011). The 
‘deep sleep’, thus the state during which dreams are not seen, has 
received less attention within cultural scholarship, the work of Paul 
Harrison (2009) representing one exception. For him, this state is a 
way to offer a critique for contemporary studies focused on studying 
(merely) the active part of human life. For us, this state – as well as 
other states involved in sleep – is of interest because they are tar-
gets in the commodification of “great sleep”. For instance, there are 
packaged holidays whose core offering is based upon the apprecia-
tion of the world of dreams, and the state of ‘deep sleep’ is, in turn, 
referred to as the state essential for having “supersleep” (www.slate.
com/id/2220293). 

Moreover, although the past research has provided important 
insights into how specific states of being are involved, for instance, 
in daydreaming (Belk, Ger, and Askegaard 2003), contemplating of 
art (Sherry and Joy 2003), or use of ecstasy (Goulding et al. 2009), 
we suggest that the recognition of the state of being asleep comple-
ments this existing understanding. As we discussed above, ‘being 
asleep’, like the states identified earlier, represents an altered state of 
consciousness, a state in which the mind is “switched off”, enabling 
consumers thus to “lose it”, “it” referring to the mind (Greenfield 
2000 via Goulding et al 2009, 767), and falling asleep provides, in a 
way, one way to throw to the “thrill of the unknown” (Arnould and 
Price 1993). Thus, in this sense the state of being asleep might enrich 
existing understanding, and point to the importance of other states 
such as vulnerability or drowsiness.

‘Doing sleep’ refers to the wide range of the social, symbolic, 
material, corporeal and aesthetic standards, norms and criteria that 
are related to human attempts fall asleep, to sleep, and to wake up.  
In every culture and society there is large repertoire of implicit and 
explicit rules and ideals that designate when, where, with whom, 
and how to sleep. For instance, the commonplace sleep pattern of 
today is to have an eight-hour unbroken nocturnal sleep, lying in 
a horizontal position in a private bed located in a bedroom. While 
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it is tempting to consider this prevalent Western sleep practice as 
‘natural’, it is the result of long socio-historical civilization process 
(Elias 1978).  In history, bi-phasic nocturnal sleep patterns have been 
common (Ekrich 2003), all sorts of techniques of sleep have been 
practiced (Mauss [1934] 1973, 80–81), and sleeping has taken place 
in public places with other people (Elias 1978).  

The seminal article of Marcel Mauss (1973) “Techniques of the 
Body” – where he introduced the notion of “techniques of sleep” – 
offers us a fruitful basis for understanding these ‘doings’. It leads us 
to conceive sleeping as an embodied skill, habit and technique bear-
ing imprints of culture, society, and economy. This means that the 
way we sleep is an outcome of cultural and social education which, 
through time, becomes habituated and normalized. The embodied 
practice of sleeping provides one example. It is commonly held 
that this form of experience and pleasure calls for specific bodily 
techniques (such as breathing for relaxation), embodied postures of 
staying still and lying down, and a number of material and sensory 
affordances (Valtonen and Veijola 2011). The sociability of sleeping 
provides another example. The widely-spread cultural belief of the 
privatization of sleeping easily shadows the socio-pleasures of sleep-
ing – sharing pleasures is commonly discussed as an essential part 
of the experiential and hedonic consumption (Goulding et al.2009) 
– and sleeping together, with the closest ones, may provide an sig-
nificant source of enjoyment. 

The culturally shaped skills, habits and techniques of sleep are 
subject to change. In the recent decade, some sort of change can be 
identified in the way the sleep is discussed and practiced in Western 
societies (Williams 2005, 2011). This is reflected, for instance, in the 
proliferation of sleep-related media talks. Contemporary consumers 
thus are surrounded by a discourse, in which the sleep, or the lack 
of it, is commonly casted either as a major crisis of our time, or 
alternatively as a vital opportunity to revitalize and energize people. 
The rapidly growing ‘sleep aids market’ (Williams 2011, 145) and 
the emerging products and services aiming at offering better sleep 
illustrate the case. 

Moreover, the rapid increase of recent neuro-scientific and 
physiological research on sleep has expanded contemporary lan-
guages and knowledge pertaining to sleep, shaping thereby the way 
sleep is thought of, conceived and practiced. These discursive and 
material shifts together with the establishment of physical realities 
(see Humphreys 2010), such as sleep spas or hotels in trees, play a 
role in the creation of “great sleep” as a culturally acceptable means 
of seeking entertainment, excitement, and experiences. 

Practice-based narrative approach to commodification of 
sleep as a form of hedonic consumption 

In building our practice-based theoretical perspective on the 
commodification of sleep into a marketable entity, a practice of 
hedonic consumption, we draw primarily on the literature on prac-
tice theory (Reckwitz 2002; Schatzki 2002; Schatzki, Cetina, and 
Savigny 2001) and post-structuralist narrative approach to consumer 
culture theory (Davies 2003a; Davies and Harré 1990; Marion and 
Nairn 2011; Moisander and Eriksson 2006b; Shankar, Elliott, and 
Goulding 2001). From this perspective consumption is viewed and 
conceptualized as something that occurs within and is part of a field 
of practices (Schatzki et al. 2001) that are socially instituted and 
brought about in the marketplace through processes and practices of 
narration (Shankar, Elliott, and Fitchett 2009) and dialogue between 
marketers and consumers (Peñaloza and Gilly 1999). And it is this 
field of practices—the total nexus of interconnected consumption 
practices—that constitutes consumer culture (Moisander and Val-
tonen 2006).

By the term ‘practice’ we refer here to the “embodied, materi-
ally mediated arrays of human activity” that are centrally organized 
around a shared practical understanding” (Schatzki et al. 2001: 2). 
Practice is a “routinized type of behavior which consists of several el-
ements, interconnected to one other: forms of bodily activities, forms 
of mental activities, ‘things’ and their use, a background knowledge 
in the form of understanding, know how, states of emotion and mo-
tivational knowledge” (Reckwitz 2002: 249). It thus consists of not 
only patterns of bodily behavior but also a set of particular routin-
ized ways of understanding, knowing how, and desiring, which are 
essential elements of the practice in the sense that they constitute the 
“logic” of the practice through which the practice gets its meaning 
and purpose in the marketplace.

From this perspective, we conceptualize commodification 
in terms of the market-mediated processes and practices of narra-
tion through which sleep, as an everyday consumer experience and 
bodily practice, is transformed into a marketable entity with eco-
nomic value. Economic value is assigned to sleep by endowing it 
with particular cultural meanings that have symbolic or sign value 
(Venkatesh and Peñaloza 2006) and by producing particular service-
providing offerings that are designed to deliver this value as con-
sumers use these offerings when engaging in their sleeping-related 
practices. Through these practices of commodification, sleep is thus 
transformed into a practice of consumption, in the sense that the ac-
tivity of consumption—the appropriation and appreciation of goods, 
services, performances, information and ambiance (Warde 2005: 
137)—becomes a constitutive element of the practice of sleeping. 

As a result, sleeping becomes a culturally regulated practice 
that can be perfected with the help of particular products and ser-
vices that are exchanged in the market. Through commodification, 
consumers are offered and encouraged to draw upon on particular so-
cially instituted practices and cultural narratives about sleeping. By 
cultural narratives we refer to socially constructed storylines through 
which people make sense of their everyday lives and achieve so-
cial order (Davies 2003a, b). They are cultural in the sense that 
they emerge and are constructed out of a socio-cultural ensemble 
of stories, storytelling and reading practices that are embedded in a 
complex formation of discourse, knowledge and power (Nakagawa 
1993; Rappaport 2000). 

In the field of practices that constitutes consumer culture, these 
cultural narratives about great sleep that marketers construct and 
reproduce thus make available particular ways of making sense of 
the world and sanction particular behaviors as appropriate, worth-
while, and desirable in particulars contexts. In this sense, narratives 
are constitutive of social reality. As Shankar et al. (2009) argue, “the 
process of telling stories is an act of creation and construction and 
not simply an act of remembering or retelling (Shankar et al. 2009)”

To illustrate, the following story of “supersleep” – that we 
have already quoted in the introduction – is an act of creation and 
construction of sleep. The story is, thus, not only a way to share 
the sleeping experiences with other consumers (Keinan and Kivetz 
2011), but plays a role in the creation of sleeping as an experience. 

A snow cave was a good place to start [the search for super-
sleep]. In retrospect, it combines several elements likely to lead 
to deep sleep. A full day of hard exercise. A firm bed (snow). 
The sense of being buried under several feet of insulation. And 
most of all, the cold. As Herman Melville wrote in Moby Dick, 
”a sleeping apartment should never be furnished with a fire, 
which is one of the luxurious discomforts of the rich.” To find 
the best sleep, he said, you must ”have nothing but the blanket 
between you and your snugness and the cold of the outer air. 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0199535728?ie=UTF8&tag=slatmaga-20&link_code=as3&camp=211189&creative=373489&creativeASIN=0199535728
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Then there you lie like the one warm spark in the heart of an 
arctic crystal.” 

Science helps explain what we’re looking for in the search for 
supersleep. Sleep researchers classify sleep into four different 
stages, including the well-known REM, or ”rapid eye move-
ment,” stage, and three stages of non-REM sleep. During the 
night, you cycle down through the stages and back up to REM-
sleep, which is actually the closest to being awake. Most writ-
ers and scientists seem interested in REM sleep, because that’s 
when Freud-style dreams take place. But a sleep connoisseur 
seeks something different: the bottom of the cycle, known as 
”slow-wave,” or N3, sleep. Slow-wave is the deepest and most 
dreamless of sleeps, a form of sleep that makes neurons shut 
down. How much slow-wave you actually get varies quite a bit. 
Hence the search for more of it.

In search of big doses of that slow wave, it’s worth traveling 
to some places for the sleep alone—”sleep tourism.” With a 
drowsy fondness I recall Turkey’s Capadocia region, where you 
can rent a room carved out of stone—a cave really—to pass out 
in. It can make you start to think this whole house thing may 
have been a big mistake. There is something about lying in a 
cave that is hard to replicate in an urban apartment or even the 
suburbs. The Turkish caves form the ultimate bedroom commu-
nity: darker than night, deliciously cold, with blankets that are 
thick and beds that are firm. (They are built, after all, on solid 
limestone.) No wonder cavemen always looked so vigorous.

Another recommendation for the sleep-tourist is the Japanese 
onsen inn. Imagine a day spent hiking through the Japanese 
countryside, climbing volcanoes, perhaps communing with the 
local monkeys. You return, change into Yukata robes, proceed 
to soak yourself in hot, sulfurous water for an hour or so, then 
retreat to your tatami room for a lavish meal of duck stew and 
fish. If, after that, you don’t fall into a deep sleep, you might as 
well give up.

For most people, the American road trip is all about national 
parks and roadside kitsch, but it can also be a good opportunity 
for sleeping, if you take it slow. There is something about the 
wide-open landscape of the West that can lure you into a calm 
drowsiness. A brisk hike each day, dull stretches of driving, and 
quiet, empty roadside motels can add up to some good sleep. 
(www.slate.com/id/2220293)

This narrative indicates that the state of being asleep is created 
as knowable, and thereby consumable entity, by way of making ref-
erences to the lexicon provided by the sleep science (“N3 sleep”) 
and by the practice of wine tasting (“sleep connoisseur”). The ‘doing 
of sleep’ is in turn created by way of making references to various 
embodied activities preceding sleeping, material qualities of the sur-
roundings of sleep (e.g. thick blankets, firm bed), and the sensory 
and affective qualities of the space of sleep (e.g. quietness, darkness, 
cold). Thereby the narrative offers cultural elements of “great sleep” 
as well as guidelines for their appropriate orchestration. 

The practice-based narrative perspective that we develop here 
continues and complements the existing theorizations of hedonic and 
experiential consumption in a number of ways. Namely, while the 
phenomenological accounts – treating the subjective meanings as 

determinant of experiences  – have dominated this area of research, 
the recent studies have put more emphasis on understanding how 
the marketplace culture, and the various practices, rules and tensions 
it involves, frames and shapes the production and consumption of 
experiences. For instance, the bio-social perspective on pleasure de-
veloped in the context of clubbing by Goulding and her colleagues 
(2009), situates the use of drugs to the contemporary dynamics of 
marketplace. They thus analyze a marketplace culture that is legally 
sanctioned while supporting a range of illegal practices. Through 
the construct of contained illegality they offer new insights of the 
functioning and management of pleasure and the operation of mar-
ketplace cultures (ibid. 769).  They conclude that through the mar-
ketplace processes and practices of ‘contained illegality’ the morally 
contentious pleasures are rendered more controllable – and economi-
cally valuable for club owners. 

In a similar fashion, a recent anthropologically informed study 
of mountaineering conducted by Tumbat and Belk (2011) grounds 
its analysis of extraordinary experiences to the dynamics of market-
place culture. Their argue that the structure-antistructure dichotomy 
– originally offered by Victor Turner – that has become a widely 
accepted model for understanding extraordinary experiences in con-
sumer research, is problematic due to its romantic and essentialist 
claims. Their analysis brings to the fore how commercialism and 
competition for uniqueness within individual performance ideology 
create numerous tensions that invert this standard dichotomy (Tum-
bat and Belk 2011, 43). 

As we conceptualize commodification in terms of the market-
mediated processes and practices of narration, through which the 
social reality is created, we are able to offer a better understanding 
of how the tensions, rules, moralities, and values – identified by the 
prior literature – are constructed and distributed through the market-
place by narratives within and as part of the field of practices that 
constitute consumer culture. By way of analyzing the commodifica-
tion of an emerging, and under-researched, consumption and market-
ing phenomenon, sleeping, we are able to show how it is rendered 
legitimate object of consumer aspiration and desire, and thus sub-
sumed under the dynamics and logics of consumer and marketplace 
culture (Humphreys 2010). Our approach also points to the way the 
practices and process of commodification construct not only a con-
sumable and marketable entity, sleeping in our case, but a specific 
mode of being, sleep-as-consumption, that shapes the way consum-
ers relate to, value, and conceive of, this part of human existence.  

Concluding thoughts for building the research agenda  
In this paper, we have begun to argue that the inclusion of sleep-

ing into the research agenda of hedonic and experiential consump-
tion has the potential to complement and extend the existing knowl-
edge generated in this area of research. We thus promote an enlarged 
view that avoids the focusing on the sphere of the (active) waking 
life only when enjoyable and experiential aspects are theorized and 
empirically investigated. To develop this broadened agenda we have 
tried to bring together existing literature on hedonic and experien-
tial consumption and socio-cultural studies on sleep. We also have 
worked toward a practice-based narrative perspective that enables us 
to conceptualize how “great sleep” is commodified within the field 
of practices that constitutes consumer culture. To conclude we point 
to the issues, or themes, that we find vital in studying the way “great 
sleep” is constructed as an attractive and sought-after experience.

 (1) To expand on the points made in this paper, an empirical 
investigation of the production and consumption of “great sleep” in 
the emerging sleep market seems necessary. There is, thus, a need to 
collect a wide corpus of on-line and off-line narratives distributed by 
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the new services and products such as sleep spas, nap bars, and ex-
traordinary hotels. This would help us to better understand how the 
commodification of sleeping occurs through a complex universe of 
competing meanings and practices, and resulting perhaps in various 
notions of what “great sleep” is all about. 

(2) Focusing on analyzing the commodification of the state of 
‘being asleep’ in these narratives, that is, how this state is represented 
and ‘known’, and thus created as a specific mode of being. Method-
ologically, such an analysis may employ the wide range of analytical 
tools and principles developed by cultural consumer scholars (Mois-
ander and Valtonen 2006). Namely, while the phenomenological 
state of being asleep itself is not (necessarily) empirically accessible 
for a cultural scholar, the cultural aspects that surround this state, and 
thus assign meanings to it, can be analyzed by the existing narrative 
and discursive methods. The same concerns, obviously, the doings 
of sleep. 

 (3) Focusing on analyzing the commodification of ‘doing 
sleep’ in these narratives by way of identifying the range of social, 
material, sensory, embodied, and emotional elements that are offered 
as central in the pursuit of “great sleep”. How these elements are 
weaved together in the implicit or explicit guidelines inscribed in 
the narratives? What kinds of fantasies and imagery are aligned with 
“great sleep”?

(4) Situating the analysis of “great sleep” to the contemporary 
marketplace dynamics in which socio-historically constructed sleep-
related myths, beliefs and patterns meet and compete with the on-
going discursive and material shifts brought about by recent techno-
scientification of sleeping. 
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ABSTRACT
Aaker’s (1997) brand personality framework has become influ-

ential across many streams of brand personality research, but it fails 
to capture an important dimension that reflects consumer’s anxious 
feelings towards brands.   Consumers are increasingly evaluating 
brands through expressions of negative emotive language. For ex-
ample, the BP oil spillage in the Gulf of Mexico stimulated negative 
emotions among consumers. This paper is the first to thoroughly in-
corporate a brand personality dimension reflective of consumer anx-
ious tense and frustrated feelings towards brands.  From the extant 
literature we propose and define negative brand personality.  Four 
adjacent studies were conducted to explore, purify and refine in what 
form negative brand personality traits exist among consumers. This 
paper concludes with a conceptual model detailing the antecedent 
constructs to negative brand personality and behavioral consequenc-
es. 

INTRODUCTION
Building on the importance of self-expression through brands, 

Aaker (1997) developed the brand personality framework to under-
stand brand-consumer relationships. This framework has become in-
fluential across many streams of brand personality research (Aaker, 
Benet-Martinez and Garolera 2001; Sung and Kim 2010; Geuen, 
Weijters and Wulf 2009; Grohmann 2009; Smith 2009; Lee and Back 
(2010); Venable et al. 2005; Freling and Forbes 2005) and is based on 
the big five-factor human personality model.

However, Aaker’s (1997) current brand personality framework 
only offers a positively-framed approach to brand personality. To 
date, there has been neither conceptual nor empirical research which 
has thoroughly incorporated a dimension reflective of negative brand 
personality, despite the fact that almost all researchers are in agree-
ment that dimensions akin to ‘Extraversion’ and ‘Neuroticism’ need 
to be included in a comprehensive personality scale (Cattell 1943; 
Allport 1961; Popkins 1998; Waller and Zavala 1993; Borgatta 1964; 
Conley 1985; Hakel 1974; John 1989; Lorr and Manning 1978; Mc-
Crae and Costa 1985; Noller, Law and Comrey 1987; Norman 1963; 
Smith 1967). 

While the dimension ‘Extraversion’ has been accommodated to 
an extent in brand personality frameworks (Aaker 1997; Aaker et 
al. 2001; Smith 2009; Kaplan et al. 2010; Venable et al. 2005), no 
dimension reflects ‘Neuroticism’ in a branding context.  

Importantly, the presence of negative feelings towards a brand 
is not the same as a mere absence of positive traits. Negative traits 
are expressions that capture the importance of consumers’ interpreta-
tions that are susceptible to being influenced by emotions of anxiety 
or frustration, and are, therefore, more aligned with the ‘Neuroti-
cism’ dimension of human personality. Hence, it is important to ex-
plore negative traits that reflect a dissonant state. To this end, we de-
fine negative brand personality as: 

A set of characteristics ascribed to a brand by the consumer 
which reflect emotions associated with tension, anxiety or frus-
tration. 

The purpose of this paper is to address the importance of de-
veloping a better understanding of brand personality by introducing 
negative brand personality traits to the literature. More precisely, 
four adjacent studies were conducted to first develop a measure for 
negative brand personality traits and, secondly, to identify their an-
tecedents as well as consequences. The proposed model will be dis-
cussed with implications for marketing management and theory.

LITERATURE REVIEW
A review of the extant brand personality literature reveals that 

the current conceptualization of brand personality focuses on a posi-
tively valenced approach to the concept. This is probably due to the 
fact that current knowledge of brand personality has been displayed 
in specific contexts where it has not been treated as a characteris-
tic expressed by consumers; instead, it has often been used synony-
mously with, or to explain, desired attributes marketers want to proj-
ect about their brand.  

For example, Aaker’s (1997) work, as well as subsequent re-
search (Aaker 2000; Aaker, Bene-Martinez and Garolera 2001; Sung 
and Kim 2010; Grohmann 2009), acknowledges the brand-consumer 
relationship but stresses marketers desired attributes, such as a brand 
being ‘exciting’ or ‘down to earth’. Other researchers have attempted 
to build on the existing brand personality framework and have devel-
oped new observations by looking at ways to provide a more reflec-
tive measure of the big five personality factors (Phau and Lau 2000; 
Caprara, Barbaranelli and Guido 2001; Venable et al. 2005; Grohm-
ann 2009). For example, Geuen, Weijters and Wulf (2009) developed 
a brand personality measure in an attempt to embrace all big five 
personality dimensions. Although the five dimensions identified are 
relevant to brand personality, the model fails to capture consumers’ 
negative emotions that are prone to causing a cognitive strain on their 
intuitive processes (See Table 1). 

Apparently, existing brand personality frameworks fail to cap-
ture consumers’ anxious and frustrated feelings towards brands. 
Consumers are often aware of their own predispositions to tension, 
anxiety and frustration in the same sense as they have an aware-
ness of their own propensity for becoming anxious and frustrated 
in response to different situations.   Consumers are likely to classify 
their anxious or angry emotions with expressions that reflect their 
resentment of, or their insecure feelings towards, a brand to resolve 
the internal conflict and anxious feelings they may be experiencing. 
Other researchers have indicated the importance of this observation 
(see, for example, Sweeney and Brandon 2006; Geuen, Weijters and 
Wulf 2009). Importantly, these expressions are not indicative of the 
absence of positive traits, such as ‘undependable’ or ‘unsuccess-
ful’ - they are, in fact, expressions that capture the importance of 
consumers’ interpretations that are susceptible to being influenced 
by emotions of anxiety or frustration and are more aligned with the 
‘Neuroticism’ dimension of human personality. It is, therefore, im-
portant to explore the universally accepted personality dimensions 
within the brand personality framework to reflect characteristics of a 
dissonant state.

Therefore, this research acknowledges the importance of un-
derstanding brand personality from a consumer perspective; that is, 
consumers are provided with a vehicle for self-expression (Azoulay 
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and Kapferer 2003) which allows them to assign the brand personal-
ity traits based on the information received. This is unlike other re-
search propositions that suggest brand personality is created by how 
marketers and advertisers intend to project a brand (Batra et al. 1993; 
Levy 1959; Plummer 1984).

Awareness and knowledge of negative brand personality traits 
is relevant to successful marketing because consumers that assign 
negative brand personality traits to brands are less likely to make 
rational buying decisions. The importance of negative brand per-
sonality traits to companies is based on the consequences and the 
economic impact that follows. For example, cognitive dissonance, 
dissatisfaction and negative word of mouth can negatively impact 
the economic performance of the company.  Moreover, providing a 
measure that addresses negative brand personality traits will provide 
a more realistic and balanced view of the brand by increasing source 
credibility, which should, in turn, help retain consumer loyalty. 

However, very little is known about negative brand personality 
as a construct as no research to date has empirically investigated in 
what form negative brand personality traits exist. This study, there-
fore, first concentrates on using interview data to explore in what 
form negative brand personality traits exist; it then purifies and re-
fines the items explored through three subsequent studies.  Based 
on the exploratory findings, a conceptual model is proposed and 
discussed by identifying the antecedents, potential moderators and 
behavioral consequences.  

METHOD
It is likely that each consumer has an individual tension, anxiety 

and frustration proneness threshold, which when activated will lead 
consumers to express their emotions through negative brand person-
ality traits. As with other multidimensional constructs of brand per-
sonality, such as Aaker (1997), that have been found to have separate 
but correlated factors, negative brand personality traits are expected 
to interrelate because negative expressions are likely to result from 
a dissonant state between the brand and the consumer (Festinger 
1957). By adopting a four adjacent studies approach, a compre-
hensive foundation for negative brand personality was provided by 
means of the following: firstly, use of interview transcripts to explore 
in what form negative brand personality traits exist; secondly, use of 
a separate questionnaire to clarify and ascertain whether the traits 
identified are perceived in a negative light; thirdly, use of a free and 
a fixed sorting task to partition the interrelated negative brand per-
sonality traits into related dimensions to provide an insight into the 
underlying dimensions; and, fourthly, use of a substantive validity 
task to judge whether traits reflected the dimensions of interest.  

A convenience sample of male and female consumers from a 
range of age groups was drawn to represent active consumer shop-
pers within the context of fashion and food retail brands. Under-

graduate students represented the majority of the sample within each 
study (Maehle and Supphellen 2011). Table 2 summarizes the pro-
cedure employed in each of the four studies to assess negative brand 
personality traits.    

ExPLORATION OF NEGATIVE BRAND 
PERSONALITY TRAITS

Study 1
The initial study was contextualized to the fashion and food 

brand categories to provide a more holistic representation of brands 
that capture both symbolic and functional attributes of users’ values 
and lifestyles (Ratchford 1987). The study consisted of a total of 
52 in-depth interviews (42 of the respondents were presented with 
12 fashion brands and 10 respondents were presented with seven 
food brands) to ensure data validation and saturation (Silverman 
2004). Each respondent was presented with a stimulus in the form of 
a brand to activate their interpretations of brands in order to access 
the meanings they ascribe to brands. To eliminate subject fatigue and 
boredom, a male dominated brand was presented first and then fol-
lowed by a neutral (unisexual) brand and a female dominated retail 
brand. Similarly, food brands were organized so that a confectionary 
brand was followed by a savory brand.  

The interviews were conducted with students and non-students 
who were asked questions such as ‘What is your perception of this 
brand?’, ‘What human characteristics would you assign to this 
brand?’, ‘Would you like to associate yourself with this brand?’, and 
‘Do you hold any conflicting views towards the brand?’  By identify-
ing the conflicting views, respondents were given the opportunity to 
describe any negative traits the brand holds.  This helped identify 
the personality traits and the rationale behind respondents’ answers. 

Negative traits were not only obtained from the interview text 
but further analysis was undertaken by assessing the content of the 
interviews (Krippendorff 2004). This was achieved by examining 
the interview transcripts and interpreting what negative character-
istics are inferred through negative accounts of emotional distress.  
After developing the initial pool of items, 71 negative brand person-
ality traits were obtained.

The traits were then cleaned systematically by deleting items 
that had a similar approximation of synonyms (Aaker 1997; Sung 
and Tinkham 2005). Following within-case and cross-case analysis, 
traits were grouped into emerging dimensions as an initial phase 
for the scale development. Such grouping was performed by the re-
searcher to assist in item elimination (See Figure 1).

Eliminated items were validated using three expert judges 
(Bearden et al. 1989). The expert judges were carefully selected 
based on their education: they were either a PhD holder in human 
personality research or a PhD student in the Marketing field. Each 

Table 1: Reflection of how Aaker’s (1997) and Geuens, Weijters and Wulf’s (2009) brand personality 
framework corresponds to the Human Personality framework.

Human Personality Aaker’s ( 1997) Brand Personality frame-
work

Geuens et al ( 2009)  Brand Personal-
ity framework

Extraversion Excitement Simplicity
Agreeableness Sincerity Aggressive
Conscientiousness Competence Responsibility
Openness to Experience - Aggressive?
Neuroticism - -
Dimensions relevant to brand personality but 
not part of the Big Five Factors

Sophistication Emotionality
Ruggedness Simplicity
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expert judge was provided with 71 negative brand personality traits; 
they were then given instructions to eliminate items with similar syn-
onym approximations to other traits within the list, and to eliminate 
items that were not perceived as negative traits in light of branding. 
The list provided by the expert judges was then assessed against the 
traits eliminated by the researcher.   A review was then taken to as-
sess which items were suggested to be in need of deletion due to the 

approximation of traits. Twenty-one items to be deleted were agreed 
upon by at least two out of the three judges. 

To further purify the items, an assessment was undertaken 
to ensure the remaining 50 items were not the direct antonyms of 
the positive traits established in Aaker’s (1997) brand personality 
framework. The assessment was conducted by looking up the traits 
mentioned in the interview transcripts and looking up the direct ant-

Table 2: A summary of the four adjacent studies conducted to investigate negative brand personality. 
Study Method Objective Data Sample Gender Analysis 

Method
Study 
1.0

In-depth interview
  
12 Fashion retail 
brands 

7 Food brands 

To explore in what form 
negative traits exist and the 
antecedents behind the traits 
by analyzing data to provide 
a more integrative conceptual 
model of the negative 
brand personality traits, 
antecedents and behavioral 
consequences.

Consumers 
(N=42) interviewed 
with fashion retail 
brands.  

Consumers (N=10) 
interviewed with food 
brands.

Fashion Retail:

Male: 45%
Female : 55%

Food Retail: 
Male: 60%
Female : 40%

Content analysis

Data cleaning by 
separating positive 
traits from negative 
traits and reading 
transcripts to identify 
the rationale for the 
traits assigned.

Study 
1.1

Separation of positive 
traits from negative 
traits. Assessment task 
to ensure the traits 
were not just antonyms 
of Aaker’s (1997) 
traits.

Ensure negative brand 
personality traits are 
distinguished from existing 
measures of positive brand 
personality traits. 

The researcher and 3 
independent consumer 
reviewers  (N=4)

Content analysis with 
the aid of a Collins 
English Dictionary. 

Study 
1.2

Frequency count 
and eliminating 
traits that had 
similar approximate 
synonyms.

4 distinct negative 
dimensions were 
identified. 

Capture, at the broad 
level of abstraction, the 
commonalities among the 
most frequent negative traits 
consumers can identify a 
brand with.

Three expert judges 
(N=3) Face Validity. 

Content analysis 

Study 2 Questionnaire To assess the refined negative 
traits from the interview 
transcripts and see if they 
are perceived in a negative 
light by other consumers 
not involved in the initial 
interview study. Also, to 
enhance internal validity of 
the qualitative research.

37 Undergraduate 
students          (N=37)

Male: 62%
Female: 38% 

Mean scores were 
assessed for the rate of 
significance. 

Study 3 Free/Fixed Sorting task To discover dimensions 
that are likely to result 
from the list of traits from 
a consumer’s perspective 
without any contamination 
from the researcher’s 
preconceptions.

Free Sorting Task: 9 
consumers (N=9)

Fixed Sorting task: 6 
consumers 

Free Sorting Task 

Male: 56%
Female: 44%

Fixed Sorting 
task
 
Male: 33%
Female: 66%

Sorting the brand 
personality traits 
into dimensions with 
an overall category 
name identified by the 
consumer. 

Study 4 Substantive Validity 
task 

The substantive validity 
assessment conducted for 
the purpose of pretesting 
of items   (negative brand 
personality traits).

30 undergraduate 
students       (N=30)

Filled out 
questionnaires to assess 
content validity of the 
dimensions obtained 
from the sorting task.
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onyms of the trait (See Table 3). The list was then given to an inde-
pendent expert judge to assess the face validity of the traits present-
ed, which provided further purification of negative brand personality 
items. The findings provide a diversified and meaningful representa-
tion of brand personality through the assessment of negative traits. 
The negative brand personality traits that manifested in respondents’ 
expressions reflect their tense or anxious emotions towards brands. 
By identifying the negative and inferred negative brand personal-
ity traits, a frequency count of the negative traits was undertaken to 
summarize the negative traits mentioned within the sampled popu-

lation; this also provided an indication of inferences regarding the 
construct (Berelson and Lazarsfeld 1948, 6).  

A frequency count was conducted to ensure emphasis was 
placed on the importance of using simple, straightforward language 
that is appropriate for the reading level of the scales’ target popula-
tion and for avoiding colloquial expressions (DeVellis 2003). Some 
respondents inferred a trait but used another form of expression; for 
example, the statement ‘I don’t find the brand interesting’ infers the 
trait ‘Boring’. All expressions that did not explicitly mention the 
trait but were inferred through the syntactical analysis of the inter-

Figure 1: Exploration of Negative Brand Personality traits represented in four dimensions.

Negative Traits

Ostentatious
Flamboyant
Selfish
Pompous
Aloof
Stubborn
Rebellious
Pretentious
Superior
Domineering
Stupid
Flaunting
Egotistical
Ruthless
Eccentric
Nostalgia
Delusional
Judgemental

Standoffish
Deviant
Anti-Social 
Tyrant            
Envious      
Deceiving      
Authoritative    
Painful       
Intimidating
Old Fashioned
Boring          
Resilient       
Barbarian       
Unacceptable    
Traditional        
Basic
Bland
Predictable
Dull 

Instability  
Fickle
Confused
Flimsy                 
Naive                   
Lonely                      
Absurd                   
Moody                
Lazy          
Vulnerable                  
Sad                      
Annoying   
Contradicting     
Coarse            
Illogical                   
Weird                     
Inferior           

Counterfeit
Superficial      
Vanity                          
Vain        
Manipulative 
Immoral     
Unethical        
Artificial    
Contradicting   
Mischievous 
Remote   
Monotonous      
Dark       
Outrageous     
Cheat                   
Cheap                 
Fake     
Irresponsible  
Obscene    
Dismissive    
Unhealthy  

Aaker’s Brand Personality Traits Direct Antonyms from Collins English Dictionary and Word 2007
Down to Earth Unreasonable, foolish

Honest Dishonest
Wholesome Unpleasant, Distasteful
Cheerful Sad, Depressing
Daring Cowardly
Spirited Pathetic, Spineless
Imaginative Unimaginative, Dull
Up to date Old Fashioned, Out of Date 
Reliable Undependable 
Intelligent Stupid 
Successful Unsuccessful, Failure
Upper Class Lower class, Working Class
Charming Repulsive
Outdoorsy Indoor activity 
Tough Weak

Table 3: Direct antonyms of Aaker’s brand personality traits.
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view transcripts were reviewed by an independent researcher in the 
marketing field to ensure consistency in assigning the implied traits.  
This is to further ensure that a clarified and appropriate list is distinct 
from existing measures of brand personality and, at the same time, 
reflects the negative brand personality dimension (See table 4).  

A high frequency for a trait illustrates an agreement in item 
clarity and a common trend in traits expressed amongst the sampled 
population. However, few traits were scored relatively low in com-
parison to other traits such as ‘Inferior’ and ‘Stupid’. A total of seven 
traits were eliminated at this stage as the items may be relevant to 
the study of brand personality but lack familiarity within the sampled 
population.  

Study 2
Some traits mentioned by respondents from interviews were 

perceived in a positive light whilst other respondents perceived 
traits in a negative light. For example, some respondents referred to 
‘Flamboyant’ as positive while others referred to it as negative. The 
perspective from which the traits were addressed was based on the 
syntactical rationale. Therefore, Study 2 sought to confirm whether 
traits assigned were perceived in a positive or a negative light. Struc-
tured questions were asked, such as ‘Is this trait seen in a positive 
or negative light?’, since traits were seen by some respondents as 
positive and by others as negative - these are referred to as ‘ambigu-
ous traits’. In order to clean the ambiguous traits obtained from the 
transcripts, a separate questionnaire was employed asking consum-
ers to rate all perceived negative traits as either positive or negative 
by ticking a box. This questionnaire formed part of the triangulation 

procedure to verify and strengthen the findings (Miles and Huber-
man 1994). 

From the initial pool of 43 items, four items were predominant-
ly perceived (i.e., by more than 50% of respondents) as positively 
associated rather than negative. These four traits are ‘Flamboyant’, 
‘Eccentric’, ‘Traditional’ and ‘Nostalgic’, and were eliminated from 
the study of negative brand personality traits. No expert judgment 
was involved at this stage as this study investigated negative brand 
personality from a consumer perspective. 

Study 3
The objective of Study 3 was to further purify and refine nega-

tive brand personality traits. The card sorting task conducted in this 
study is grounded in Kelly’s personal construct theory that utilizes 
different types of objects or stimuli (for example, pictures, personal-
ity traits and colors) (Fincher and Tenenberg 2005; Green and Manzi 
2002; Rosenberg and Kim 1975; Rugg and McGeorge 2005).   “In a 
typical application of the sorting method, the respondent is asked to 
partition a set of inter-related objects or terms into different groups 
on the basis of their ‘similarity,’ ‘relatedness,’ or ‘co-occurrence’ 
depending on the particular  application” (Rosenberg and  Kim 
1975, 489).  In line with the application of the free card sorting task 
(Giguere 2006), stimuli in the form of traits and definitions of traits 
were presented in a card format to respondents. 

The respondents were asked to partition the cards (each card 
contained one trait and its definition) into groups they felt they could 
be categorized into.  No predefined categories or number of catego-
ries were given to respondents; instead, they were encouraged to 

Table 4: Frequency count of Negative brand personality traits obtained from interview transcripts.
Negative Brand Personality Frequency Negative Brand Personality Frequency
Absurd 10 Intimidating 8
Aloof 9 Judgmental 8
Annoying 2 Lonely 11
Antisocial 38 Manipulative 38
Arrogant 19 Mischievous 4
Barbarian 22 Monotonous 29
Boring 56 Naive 18
Brash 12 Nostalgic 30
Cheap 55 Pompous 27
Coarse 8 Predictable 24
Confused 16 Pretentious 6
Contradicting 3 Rebellious 18
Deceiving 33 Repulsive 15
Delusional 4 Resilient 2
Deviant 18 Selfish 8
Dull 44 Snobby 15
Eccentric 17 Stubborn 16
Envious 5 Stupid 1
Fake 49 Superficial 31
Fickle 11 Traditional 16
Flamboyant 38 Tyrant 20
Flaunt 14 Unstable 9
Flimsy 13 Vain 24
Immoral 39 Vanity 13
Inferior 3 Weird 25
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formulate as many categories as they felt were necessary (Giguere 
2006). Respondents were instructed to categorize the cards by creat-
ing mutually exclusive piles comprised of conceptually similar state-
ments. Thus, statements in the same pile were more conceptually 
similar to each other compared with those that made up the other 
piles. Participants were also encouraged to bind the cards with paper 
clips to ensure accurate recording of traits in each pile. Once catego-
ries were formulated, the respondents were encouraged to name the 
category. Traits which respondents were unable to categorize provid-
ed an indication of irrelevant (or potentially cross-loading) negative 
brand personality traits.    

The purpose of the free sorting method is not to uncover un-
derlying cognitive processes; rather, it serves as a means to discover 
dimensions likely to result from the list of traits from a consumer 
perspective without any contamination from the researcher’s pre-
conceptions (Rosenberg and Kim 1975). Therefore, the free sorting 
task helps identify relevant categories by investigating commonali-
ties and differences between consumers in the use of categorization.  

Five categories emerged based on what traits consumers put 
together in a single pile.  However, the name of each pile differed 
from respondent to respondent. Table 5 details the category names 
that respondents created alongside the common negative brand per-
sonality traits.  As a result, the traits in each category were collated 
to form a list of traits.  The list of traits was formed on the basis of 
obtaining 50% or more agreement within each pile. The names of 
the piles were categorized together to assess the similarity of the 
category group names to reflect the respondents’ group labels. 

Although some traits are commonly categorized in each di-
mension, there still remains variance in some of the dimensions. 
For example, in Group One, nearly all consumers placed ‘Pompous’ 
as an important trait to be classified within the same pile as other 
similar traits such as ‘Vain’. However, not all consumers agreed that 
‘Selfish’ should be classified within the same pile as ‘Pompous’ and 
‘Vain’. As a result, further data cleaning was conducted by adopting 
a fixed sorting method (Giguere 2006).  Giguere’s (2006) fixed card 
sorting method is similar to the free associated task, except that a re-
stricted number of groups are generated during the card sorting task.  

For the fixed card sorting task, the names for each dimension 
were finalized. Therefore, the group labels identified by consumers 
were collated to form an overall group name by summing up what 
consumers initially labeled each group. Three independent expert 
judges reviewed the overall category names in light of each category 
label identified by consumers.  Expert judges were a PhD holder in 
personality research, and two PhD students (one carrying out their 
PhD in English Language and one in Marketing). All three expert 
judges agreed on the overall category dimensions as: Group One 
‘Egotistical’; Group Two ‘Boring’; Group Three ‘Socially Irrespon-
sible’; Group Four ‘Critical’; and Group Five ‘Lacking Logic’.  

Six additional respondents were requested to group all 39 traits 
into the five established groups to assess consistency in traits within 
each group. Respondents were also given the opportunity to either 
create a new category or to omit traits if they felt trait(s) did not fall 
into the category or could not be seen in light of the branding. All 
other instructions were the same as the free card sorting task detailed 
above. 

The card sorting task data was analyzed by visually assess-
ing the frequency of traits occurring in each dimension1. Traits that 
achieved 80% or more in frequency by respondents were shortlisted 

1  Multidimensional scaling is one statistical technique that historically 
has been used to analyze card sort tasks. However, the focus of this research 
is on identifying common negative brand personality traits and potential di-
mensions; therefore, a visual-frequency-of-traits-occurrence technique was 
applied to analyze the data.   

to reflect the common traits amongst respondents. Table 6 details the 
overall results that show some consistency with respondents’ clas-
sification of traits within each of the five groups.  

The results indicate that consistency in negative brand personal-
ity traits emerged from both the free sorting task and the fixed sorting 
task with high frequency loadings assigned by consumers. Overall, 
the results of the free and fixed card sorting methods provided an in-
dication of negative brand personality dimensions and traits that are 
likely to result from a factor analysis. Subsequent to the sorting task, 
a further assessment was undertaken to assess the content validity of 
the negative brand personality dimensions. 

Study 4 
Study 4 was a content validity assessment which follows the 

procedure suggested by Anderson and Gerbing (1991), and comple-
ments the sorting task. The substantive validity measure is defined 
as the extent to which a measure is judged to reflect the construct of 
interest (Holden and Jackson 1979), and was applied in this study to 
reflect the traits and dimensions of negative brand personality. The 
substantive validity assessment is particularly suited for the pretest-
ing of items due to the small-sample nature as opposed to “assess-
ments involving correlations, which suffer from the obfuscating ef-
fects of sampling error in small samples” (Anderson and Gerbing 
1991, 732).  

Respondents were provided with a list of 39 items (negative 
brand personality traits) and the five dimensions obtained from the 
card sorting task (Egotistical, Boring, Socially Irresponsible, Criti-
cal, and Lacking Logic). The definitions of the five dimensions were 
also provided. The respondents were instructed to read each of the 
items (traits) and assign it to the most closely reflected construct (di-
mension). The items were then analyzed using the content validity 
ratio proposed by Anderson and Gerbing (1991).  

The substantive validity assessment was first calculated by the 
proportion of substantive agreement (Psa), which is defined as “the 
proportion of respondents who assign an item to its intended con-
struct” (Anderson and Gerbing 1991, 734). The proportion of sub-
stantive agreement is calculated as: 

(Psa = nc / N)

Here, nc represents the number of respondents assigning an item 
to its posited construct and N represents the total number of respon-
dents. The range of values for Psa is between 0.0 and 1.0, where high 
values indicate greater substantive validity of the item.

The second index reflects the substantive-validity coefficient, 
which reflects the extent to which respondents assign an item to its 
posited construct more than to any other construct (Anderson and 
Gerbing 1991, 734). The calculation for this index is:

Csv = (nc – no) / N

Here, nc and N are defined as before and no indicates the highest 
number of assignments of the item to any other construct. The values 
for this index range from-1.0 to 1.0, where high positive values indi-
cate greater substantial validity. Negative values indicate that an item 
is perceived by respondents as better reflecting a construct different 
to that which was originally supposed. A recommended threshold 
for the Csv index is 0.5 (Anderson and Gerbing 1991, 734). Once the 
Psa and Csv scores had been calculated for each item, they were then 
calculated for each of the negative brand personality dimensions.

It should also be noted that initially there was a sixth construct 
termed ‘Does not fit in any of the dimensions’. This construct was 
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Table 5: Details of the five main categories that emerged from the sorting task alongside the 
names of each of the groups identified by respondents. 

Name of Categories Traits
GROUP ONE (Egotistical) 

High Self Opinion Pompous Pretentious Vain Snobby Stubborn
Egotistical Pompous Brash Vain  Judgmental Flaunt Tyrant 
Resentment Pompous Immoral Unethical Antisocial Snobby Tyrant 

Selfish Pretentious Vain Arrogant Flaunt Fake
Aloof Coarse Stubborn

Self-Centered Pompous Selfish Vain Judgmental Snobby Tyrant
Flaunt Brash Pretentious Superficial Manipulative Intimidating 

Stubborn Arrogant 
Superior Stubborn Selfish Vain Arrogant Snobby Tyrant

Pretentious Judgmental Manipulative Intimidating
Self-Important Pompous Selfish Vain Arrogant Snobby Aloof 

Aloof Absurd Flaunt Intimidating
GROUP TWO (Boring) 
Boring Dull Deviant Anti-Social Aloof Lonely Cheap
Boring Dull Boring Monotonous Cheap 
Lack of Spirit Dull Boring Cheap
Tedious Dull Boring Monotonous Cheap
Sad Dull Boring Monotonous Superficial Mischievous Cheap
Unpredictable Dull Boring Monotonous Superficial Predictable Cheap 
GROUP THREE (Socially 
Irresponsible) 
Low Minded Deceiving Unethical Immoral Rebellious Snobby Repulsive 

Selfish Arrogant Stubborn Mischievous
Bad Faith Deceiving Unethical Immoral Fake
Resentment Pompous Immoral Unethical Antisocial Snobby Tyrant 

Selfish Pretentious Vain Arrogant Flaunt Fake
Aloof Coarse 

Operating outside established 
code of conduct

Deceiving Unethical Immoral 

Wrong Unethical Immoral 
Without Task Deceiving Unethical Immoral Coarse Brash Repulsive 

Deviant Manipulative Anti-Social Mischievous
GROUP FOUR (Critical) 
Anti-Establishment Barbarian Rebellious Deviant Tyrant Antisocial Judgmental 
Selfish Repulsive Rebellious Mischievous Predictable Cheap Coarse 

Confused Judgmental
Low minded Repulsive Rebellious Mischievous Stubborn Arrogant Snobby 

Immoral Selfish Judgmental
Unclear Immoral Rebellious Selfish Mischievous Vain Weird 

Lonely Confused Unstable Naive Aloof Judgmental
Forceful Stubborn Rebellious Tyrant Judgmental 
Envious Repulsive Selfish Superficial Unstable Pretentious Predictable

Vain Mischievous Weird Judgmental
Critical Repulsive Stubborn Rebellious Judgmental 
GROUP FIVE (Lacking Logic) 
Irrational/lacking Logic Weird Delusional Unstable Absurd Naive Superficial
Unreal Fake Delusional Predictable Superficial 
Different Weird Delusional Unstable Absurd Deviant
Ingenious Lonely Delusional Naive Superficial
Unusual Weird Rebellious Mischievous Absurd Deviant Superficial
Shallow Mindedness Weird Delusional Unstable Superficial Naive Pretentious

Confused Lonely Monotonous 
Different Brash  Coarse Naive Absurd 
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not theorized by the researcher but was included to provide respon-
dents the opportunity of not assigning an item to any of the five con-
structs.  It is worth noting that the sixth construct ‘Does not fit in any 
of the dimensions’ is not the focus of this research and is constructed 
as a means to aid item elimination at a later stage. Some respon-
dents gave an indication that they felt items such as ‘Delusional’ and 
‘Lonely’ belonged to the construct ‘Does not fit in any of the dimen-
sions’. These items were eliminated from further analysis whereby 
the Psa and Csv results scores for the items were deleted. The results 
of this substantive validity test are referred to as Test One for the 
purposes of subsequent discussion.

In addition, some items were classified as ambiguous, which 
was indicated by a low Csv score (i.e., between -0.1 and 0.1).  A low 
Csv means that there is considerable ambiguity among respondents 
regarding the construct the item best describes. For an item to pro-
vide a low Csv value, respondents must have assigned it a similar 
number of times to two or more dimensions. 

For example, the item ‘Lonely’, which was posited to be part of 
the ‘Boring’ dimension of negative brand personality, was assigned 
nine times to ‘Boring’ and nine times to ‘Socially Irresponsible’. An-
other item that was dropped based on item ambiguity was ‘Mischie-
vous’, which was posited to be ‘Socially Irresponsible’. ‘Mischie-
vous’ was assigned ten times to the ‘Socially Irresponsible’ construct 
and six times to ‘Egotistical’. The high scores in both the ‘Socially 
Irresponsible’ and ‘Egotistical’ constructs resulted in a low Csv value 
of 0.1 for the item ‘Mischievous’.  These items were dropped from 
the analysis between Test One and Test Two.

Items classified as ambiguous warrant further theoretical inves-
tigation and should be closely examined during later data analysis 
via, for example, exploratory factor analysis. For the purposes of 
the substantive validity test, items with a low Csv value were ex-
cluded, and further calculations were done in an attempt to increase 
the validity of the items under review. The results of this second 
stage of substantive validity testing are referred to as Test Two for 

the purposes of subsequent discussion. Test Two involved only 35 
of the original 39 items.  Table 7 illustrates the findings of Test One 
and Test Two. 

This method of triangulation provided an insight into consum-
ers’ emotional expressions and their perceptions of brands. The sys-
tematic combination of various types of data collection/analysis for 
the study of negative brand personality is an important step in vali-
dating the negative brand personality traits. The preceding methods 
are likely to aid in the interpretation of trait elimination in subse-
quent quantitative phases.

THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The results from the initial study - the interviews - and asso-

ciated literature identify four particular antecedent constructs for 
Negative Brand Personality: Corporate Social Irresponsibility, Self-
Incongruence, Brand Confusion, and Price Unfairness (See Figure 
2). Together, these four constructs summarize the dissonant state between 
corporate brand communication and consumers’ interpretations. Each of 
these antecedent constructs are dominated through implicit perceptions that 
consumers formulate through cues in order to locate consumers’ discrepant 
self-meaning (Lau and Phau 2007). 

Corporate Social Irresponsibility underpins consumers’ percep-
tions of the brands’ moral values (Du Bhattacharya and Sen 2007). 
Hollenbeck and Zinkhan (2010) illustrated the importance of this ob-
servation by acknowledging that media reports of brands using child 
labor may hold consumers back from purchasing a company’s prod-
ucts. This meta-knowledge, whether accurate or not, guides consum-
ers’ perceptions of moral practices by setting examples of corporate 
wrongdoing (Brown and Dacin 1997, 80). Such findings were also 
demonstrated in consumers’ responses that were unforgiving of the 
socially irresponsible behavior of a company; as a result, the respon-
dents evaluated the brand by assigning negative traits based on brand 
ethics.  

Table 6: Details of the traits consumers assigned from the fixed card sorting task.
Name of Dimension Traits

Egotistical Pompous Snobby Brash Vain Arrogant 
Pretentious Flaunt Stubborn 

Boring Boring Monotonous Dull Lonely Anti-Social 
Cheap 

Socially Irresponsible Immoral Unethical Deceiving Deviant Fake 
Manipulative 

Critical Confused Mischievous Rebellious Selfish Barbaric
Judgmental

Lacking Logic Delusional Weird Unstable Naive Superficial 

Table7: Illustration of the overall findings of Test One and Test Two.
Test One Test Two

Item Psa Csv Item Psa Csv

Lacking Logic 12 0.671 0.560 12 0.671 0.560
Critical 4 0.773 0.675 3 0.858 0.793
Socially Irresponsible 8 0.753 0.665 7 0.809 0.733
Boring 4 0.833 0.767 4 0.833 0.767
Egotistical 8 0.858 0.783 8 0.858 0.783
Does Not fit in Either of the Dimensions 2 0.516 0.323
Total/Average 38 0.734 0.629 34 0.806 0.727
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The findings from the interviews, which are also in line with 
the self-identity literature, have shown that a non-matching adver-
tising appeal is likely to conflict with consumers’ brand schemas, 
causing a cognitive strain on consumers’ intuitive processes when 
trying to assimilate the information with their self-concept (Sirgy 
et al. 1997; Helgeson and Supphellen 2004). However, the incon-
gruence between the advertisement and the self-concept of an in-
dividual increases the dissonant state. Coupling incongruence with 
cognitive dissonance provides further rationalization for negative 
brand personality traits. As a result, respondents experience tension, 
guilt arousal, and anxiety and doubt (Menasco and Hawkins 1978; 
Ghingold 1981).   

The findings from the interview transcripts also reveal consum-
ers’ proneness to brand confusion.  This is in line with other research-
ers who show that brand confusion results from perceived similarity 
of the product through brand imitations, information overload, and 
ambiguity in consumers’ tolerance for processing unclear or mis-
leading product information (Walsh, Hennig-Thurau and Mitchell 
2010).  Information overload, similarity and ambiguity arise when 
the information supply, due to its volume, exceeds consumers’ pro-
cessing capability. Consequently, consumers begin to exhibit symp-
toms of anxiety and frustration due to their limited processing capac-
ity (Hafstrom et al. 1992; Mitchell and Papavassiliou 1999; Sproles 
and Sproles 1990).  

Furthermore, the findings show that consumers’ psychological 
reactions to price unfairness (Campbell 1999) often leads them to 
punish the brand by looking at alternative brands (Kahneman et al. 
1986a, 1986b), or to attack the brand by assigning a discrepant self-
meaning. The psychological reaction to what is perceived as a fair 

price (Kamen and Toman 1970; Monroe 1973) is likely to stimulate 
anger, which is considered to be the strongest negative emotional 
response compared to disappointment and regret.  

Significantly, the findings of the four antecedent constructs cap-
ture the multidimensionality of consumers’ perceptions of negative 
brand personality.

 Further potential moderating variables that are likely to affect 
the link between the antecedents and negative brand personality 
traits are broadly categorized into two groups - personal character-
istics and organizational characteristics.   Individual characteristics, 
such as gender, human personality traits, attitude and involvement 
(enduring and processing), are likely to exert a moderating influence 
because they are often linked to consumers’ ability to rationalize and 
process brand stimuli. 

Gender differences may be related to the experience frame-
work since women tend to have more experiences of different brand 
products than men. Dimensions in human personality such as Con-
sciousness and Neuroticism are more prone to negative emotions and 
are likely to strengthen the link between the antecedents’ constructs 
and negative brand personality (Barick and Mount 1991).  Brand 
involvement (enduring and processing) is likely to be associated with 
differences in sensitivity to brand stimuli, in that those who are high-
ly motivated are interested and driven to evaluate brand cues (Zaich-
kowsky 1985; Kapferer and Laurent 1993).   Similarly, consumers’ 
overall attitude determines their beliefs (MacKenzie and Lutz 1986) 
and feelings (Olney, Halbrook and Batra 1991) towards brands.  Ac-
cording to Day (1970), consumers’ low confidence levels reflect un-
certainty about the brand judgment or increase ambiguity about the 
meaning of the brand, thus increasing undesirable attributes.  

Price Unfairness 

Brand Confusion 

Self-Incongruence  

Antecedent Constructs  
Organizational 
Moderator Variables: 
Subjective Knowledge 
Brand Familiarity  
Brand Reputation 
Brand Experience   Social Irresponsibility 

Individual Moderator 
Variables: 
Human Personality  
Gender  
Attitude 
Brand Involvement 

Negative Brand 
Personality 

 

Purchase Intention 
 
Brand Loyalty  
 
Word of Mouth 

Lacking Logic  

Critical  

Socially 
Irresponsible 

Boring   

Egotistical  

Figure 2: A conceptual framework summarizing the results of the four studies conducted so far. 
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The organizational characteristics consist of subjective brand 
knowledge, brand familiarity, brand reputation and brand experi-
ence. Each will be discussed briefly in turn.

Subjective knowledge is self-perceived knowledge based 
on pre-existing knowledge primarily accumulated through read-
ily available information from media sources (Park, Jaworski and 
Maclnnis 1994). It is likely that consumers who are less confident 
about their subjective knowledge are more likely to assign negative 
brand personality traits due to low tolerance levels for processing 
new information. Similarly, consumers are likely to be more prone 
to negative reactions with low levels of brand familiarity as a result 
of the discrimination between brand choices (Campbell and Keller 
2003).  Brand reputation is the aggregate perceptions formulated by 
consumers based on the salient characteristics producers send to the 
market to establish their brands (Fombrun 1996). Therefore, a brand 
that fails to fulfill its stated intentions or marketing signals is likely 
to develop a negative reputation.

Brand experience is induced from exposure to attributes that 
result from consumer interaction with brands.  Experienced consum-
ers are likely to be more prone to discriminating on hedonic evalu-
ations grounded in their direct or indirect consumption (Hirschman 
and Holbrook 1982; Laroche, Kim and Zhou 1996). Although no 
study has investigated the outcome of negative brand personality, it 
is likely to be associated with low purchase intention (Laroche, Kim 
and Zhou 1996), and low brand loyalty and negative word of mouth 
(Richins 1983). These are likely to relate to the immediate effect of 
negative brand personality.    

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
Key findings from this study provide strong support for the ex-

istence of negative brand personality, which is consistent with the 
interpersonal domain of the Big Five human personality dimension. 
Furthermore, by building on Aaker’s (1997) current conceptualiza-
tion of brand personality, the findings contribute to a more complete 
understanding of brand personality through acknowledgement of 
negative brand personality. It is not enough to interpret negative 
traits as the absence of positive traits. Negative traits are a reflec-
tion of consumers’ anxious and frustrated feelings  The findings 
further contribute to the brand relationship literature by capturing 
consumers’ emotions of frustration and anxiety; these are emotions 
which can impact on brand dissolution and consequently dissolve 
the brand-self relationship, an area that has been relatively under 
researched. Furthermore, the conceptual model provides marketers 
with guidance on how to communicate their brand(s) to consumers 
by acknowledging a more balanced view of the brand.  By acknowl-
edging and reducing negative brand personality traits, cognitive clar-
ity among consumers should increase, which could be a major source 
of competitive advantage.
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ABSTRACT 
Studies have highlighted the difficulty to build a typology of 

LAW consumers’ behaviors in their increasingly global environment. 
In this observational and interview based research, The authors iden-
tified four consumptions modes in Casablanca which are related to 
the postassimilationist model, suggesting that acculturation is not re-
stricted to migrants’ experience.

The global consumer culture is currently part of the global 
world (Arnould and Thompson 2005) and many studies have been 
devoted to understand the way it has emerged. However it impacts 
around the globe with significant differences. In the Less Affluent 
World (LAW), the global consumer culture increasingly affects local 
consumers who have to adapt to a new environment (Ger and Belk 
1996; Varman and Belk 2008). Despite several interesting contribu-
tions in different countries (see, Wilk in Belize, Ger in Turkey or 
Arnould in Niger), building a general typology of LAW consumer 
behaviors seems to be difficult, due to the diversity of cultural set-
tings (Arnould 2002). This paper aims to identify different consump-
tion modes in a LAW, by using acculturation framework.

This research considers the global consumer culture as a new 
culture -one that inhabitants of an economically developing country 
are forced to affront. Such inhabitants are confronted to this new 
consumer culture in the same way as immigrants discovering an-
other culture in their host country. To some extent, they can experi-
ence “acculturation” in their own homelands. This research is lim-
ited to Morocco: this country has experienced remarkable economic 
growth, an exponential increase in quantities of available products 
and international brands, and numbers of new retail channels have 
soared over the last ten years. 

THEORETICAL ISSUES
The links between consumer culture and capitalism have long 

been investigated (e.g. Ritzer 2004) and consumer culture has been 
considered in very different ways, from a control mechanism aimed 
at reducing individual freedom (Marcuse 1964) to a emancipatory 
opportunity (Firat and Venkatesh 1995). During the last decades, at-
tention has been directed to the spear of a global consumer culture. 
The global consumer culture is defined as a “cultural entity not as-
sociated with a single country, but rather a larger group generally 
recognized as international and transcending individual national cul-
tures” (Alden, Steenkamp and Batra 1999, 80). The arising of this 
global consumer culture has suggested new directions of research. 
First the question of homogenization of consumption patterns all 
over the world has been addressed. According to the proponents of 
the homogenization thesis, local cultures are colonized by transna-
tional corporations, through the spreading of global brands. As the 
global consumer culture is rooted in the Western consumer culture, 
the question of western values’ implementation in all the other cul-
tures has also been considered. This global culture was suspected to 
crush the local ones and to generate a new form of domination. How-
ever, it seems that global brands are producing diversity, as people 
from different cultures re-interpret them in different ways and incor-
porate them in their own lifestyle (Ger and Belk 1996; Miller 1998). 
According to Thompson and Arsel “the intersection of global brands 
and local cultures produces cultural heterogeneity” (2004, 631). 

The increasing marketization and globalization of local econo-
mies have impacted on much consumers in the Less Affluent World 
(LAW). The consumption modes observed in the LAWs differ from 
Western patterns and they are considered numerous and hybrid 
(Sandikçi and Ger 2002). Results emphasize their differences from 
Western societies and suggest that any generalization of phenomena 
observed in the West must be carefully undertaken (Ger and Belk 
1996). They also provide evidence of the major role played by the 
media, television in particular (Varman and Belk 2008) and advertis-
ing (Zhao and Belk 2008) in developing a new consumption ideol-
ogy. However, if the forces that drive globalized consumerism and 
global consumption homogenization and the consequences on con-
sumers have been investigated (Ger and Belk 1996), the way people 
in LAW live the global consumer culture as a new culture is not 
enough studied.

Considering the large differences between global consumer cul-
ture and local cultures in the LAW, we suggest to consider global 
consumer culture as a new culture, which inhabitants of an economi-
cally developing country are forced to affront. Inhabitants of a LAW 
are confronted to the global consumer culture in the same way than 
immigrants discovering another culture in their host country; they 
experience “acculturation” in their own homelands. Indeed, con-
sumers who were raised in traditional societies discover consumer 
society, like immigrants discover host culture on reaching the host 
country. It may be hard for migrants to adapt, mainly because of dif-
ferences between the host and original culture. This lens suggests to 
consider acculturation theories as a frame to approach people reac-
tions to the global consumer culture in the LAW.  

The works of Berry (1997) is considered as a starting point for 
the development of acculturation theories in consumer research. Ac-
cording to Berry, individuals in a multi-cultural society hold attitudes 
based on their orientation with regards to two central issues: cultural 
maintenance of own group, and desirability of intergroup contact. In 
his model, individuals choose one of four acculturation modes: assim-
ilation, integration, separation, or marginalization. But assimilation 
is, more or less, the expected goal for migrants, who are supposed to 
adopt the host culture. Post-assimilationist theories have focus mostly 
on identity (e.g. Oswald 1999; Askegaard, Arnould and Kjeldgaard 
2005). The focus is on individuals, and consumption is considered 
as a resource that helps migrants to build their identity project. Os-
wald (1999), for example, developed a model of hybrid identity and 
of swapping culture. Üstüner and Holt (2007) introduced the socio-
cultural context to explore the identity project of poor migrants in 
Turkey, far from a postmodern view. Practices are explored mostly in 
an instrumental way, in order to analyse how migrants use consump-
tion to pursue their identity project with the exception of Peñaloza’s 
work on Mexican migrants (Peñaloza 1994). Peñaloza sets up four 
consumer acculturation practices: assimilation (adopt the host practic-
es), resistance (favor home practices over host practices), accultura-
tion (adopt both host and home practices), and segregation (a spatial 
form of separation). Later, Askegaard et al. (2005) point out the rise 
of transnational consumer culture as a third acculturating agent. They 
also show with the case of Greenlanders of Danish nationality and 
their integration in Danish society that acculturation should not be 
limited to migration movements between two different countries.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A GLOBAL CONSUMER 
CULTURE IN MOROCCO

Belk defined consumer culture as a “culture in which the major-
ity of consumers avidly desire (and some noticeable portion pursue, 
acquire and display) goods and services that are valued for non-utili-
tarian reasons, such as status seeking, envy provocation, and novelty 
seeking” (Belk 1988, 105). Such a culture was not prevalent in Mo-
rocco thirty years ago, when Geertz explored the Moroccan souks 
and retail channels (Geertz 1978). A short presentation of the Mo-
roccan recent history can highlight its evolution towards consumer 
culture and especially towards global consumer culture. 

After the Independence in 1956, a protectionist policy was ad-
opted with high trade tariffs - 45% in 1982 - and many state owned 
companies. In the 80s, the Moroccan authorities decided to be part 
of the global world and started slowly the economic liberalization. 
Over the last decade, the Moroccan openness increased drastically - 
from 43.5% in 1998 to 70% in 2008 - and the foreign investments 
doubled - 18 billions MAD in 1999 and 42 billions MAD in 2007. 
In the following, we describe factors that have assisted the develop-
ment of global consumer culture: availability of many products in 
the market, sufficient purchase power to buy them, and actual pur-
chase willingness among the targeted consumers.

Availability of products in the market: Moroccan inner 
supply and retailing 

In addition to local products, the Moroccan market is currently 
provided with many imported products as a result of custom taxes. 
During late 1980s, the Moroccan government implemented reforms, 
including economical liberalization and privatization of several 
state-owned enterprises. The Moroccan financial sector was acutely 
reformed in 1993 to meet international standards. As investments 
were made in order to increase quality levels, Moroccan industries 
signed several contracts to supply well-known foreign brands with 
textile and leather products. Moroccan expertise in terms of luxury 
products spread to smaller workshops, raising quality standards. 
Even in less prestigious sectors, local products increased in quality 
and numbers. However, some Moroccan people still think that local 
products are synonymous with bad quality. 

The Moroccan distribution experiences drastic changes since 
the first hypermarket in 1990. For instance, some specialized mega-
stores such as Bricoma - for tools - or Kitea - for home furnishings 
- have opened their doors and the largest shopping mall in Africa 
was inaugurated in Casablanca in December 2011. But, like in other 
LAW - e.g. Tunisia (Mejri and Lajili 2007) -  according to USAID 
(20061) to the Moroccan retail environment is dominated by tradi-
tional forms - the average distribution channel counts 4 to 5 inter-
mediaries; the small retailers represents 91% of the retail sector with 
1,27 million stores. On the other hand, the retail industry is moved 
by a drastic growth - 11% per year while contributing to the global 
consumer culture spread in Morocco. 

Purchasing power
The development policy was accompanied by a social dia-

logue, which resulted among others in an improvement of the aver-
age household income; meanwhile, relative poverty has decreased 
(from 15% in 2001 to 9% in 2007). But, only 3% of the households 
have a saving account. Besides, the purchasing power has increased 
through the availability of credit in the last ten. 3 Moroccans on 4 
have a short term credit (HCP 20092) and half of them are given in 
Casablanca and Rabat. The household expenses concern mainly food 

1 http://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/PNADH519.pdf
2 http://www.hcp.ma/

- 80% of the Moroccan households still spend half of their income 
in food (HCP 2009). 

Readiness to consume 
30 years ago, the poor diversity of the Moroccan supply was 

constraining the Moroccan willingness to consume. Today, the Mo-
roccan market experiences a remarkable growth in consumption. 
Three reasons are to be given. Firstly, food abundance within the 
home reflects wealth of the host. Secondly, consumption appears to 
be indelibly linked to modern society. Ever-increasing consumption 
has begun. Furthermore, mass communication nourishes consump-
tion desire (Varman and Belk 2008). Many foreign TV-channels are 
now available through satellite dissemination . Viewers, restricted 
to two Moroccan channels until the 1990s - and to one TV-channel 
before 1989 -, learn about global consumer culture through multiple 
TV-programs; the press is another developing media. 

Importance of global culture in Morocco 
Global consumer culture can be conceptualized in terms of “the 

proliferation of transnational corporation producing and marketing 
consumer goods” (Ger and Belk 1996, 274). Before the 90s, shop-
ping facilities were inaccessible because of Moroccan protection-
ism and geographical distances. Obtaining global products, required 
traveling abroad - e.g. the Moroccan elite -  or waiting for migrants 
to ‘come back home’ in vehicles brimming with Western manufac-
tured products. With economic liberalization, the Moroccan market 
welcomed introduction of global products - 40% of the consump-
tion concerns imported products - and the openings of distribution 
channels such as supermarkets, hypermarkets and franchises. Global 
brands have sold in supermarket, competing Moroccan ones. 

However, there is still much disparity between the global and 
the Moroccan consumer cultures. In Morocco, the swift market evo-
lution is observed but this rapid evolution entails issues and trauma. 
Moroccan consumers experience acculturation within their home 
country. Therefore, we advocate considering the urban Moroccan 
consumers as migrants affronting a previously distant culture. 

METHODOLOGY
Among our research objectives were: 1) understanding the con-

tact between the local and the global consumer culture and the result-
ing change for consumers in consumption practices ; 2) addressing 
whether the acculturation frame is relevant to analyze consumers’ 
reactions to global consumer culture in a LAW.

We conducted an interpretive study in Casablanca, the Moroc-
can economic capital because even if consumption has increased 
drastically, its growth is larger in Casablanca than in any other parts 
of the country. In order to gain meaningful understanding of settings, 
distinct cultural shopping contexts were chosen, ranging from tradi-
tional markets to modern super and hypermarkets for food represent 
the most important household expenses. We privileged data collec-
tion and recording of human experience in natural settings, with 
non participant and participant observation as it facilitates access to 
backstage areas (Goffman 1959). 

The first author collected the data. She has been living in Casa-
blanca during her childhood and she settled back in Casablanca 14 
years ago. She has a privileged access to the field, an understanding 
of local languages and customs while she is aware of the danger of 
being too much insider (Arnould and Wallendorf 1994).

The notes were taken during the observations and enriched a 
few hours after the observations (Corbin and Strauss 2008). Thick 
descriptions (Geertz 1973) helped in describing observed phenom-
ena in order to assure an holistic rendu. The first author paid attention 
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to her emotional responses and she noted down her own reactions 
and interpretations during observations in order to reveal personal 
biases (Wallendorf, Belk and Heisley 1988).

Observations were complemented with 35 in-depth interviews 
to gain deep emic understanding of the phenomenon under study. 
Informants’ profiles were diversified according to several demo-
graphical and sociological characteristics including age and educa-
tion level. 

Interviews were conducted with informants living in Casa-
blanca, and varied from 34 minutes to one hour 47 minutes. They 
took place in different places, the choice of location was dictated 
by convenience, in informants’ living room or kitchen or in cafés. 
Interviews were conducted either in French or Moroccan dialect. The 
interviewer used both French to comfort informants, because Moroc-
cans gain in identity assertion and negotiation while they use French 
(Sadiqi 2003) and dialect to ensure proximity. In order to give an 
emic perspective and credibility to the data, 6 cultural mediators 
helped in interviewing 6 informants. A participant list is presented 
in table 1. The interviews were integrally translated and transcribed. 
An expert in Moroccan dialect and French checked the translations 
for accuracy.

The first author’s experience as a migrant ensured an analytical 
perspective. The second author, a French woman has observed the 
Moroccan market evolution, during her frequent visits in Morocco. 
The second and third author provided analytical distance for data 
collection, coding, and interpretation. The three authors analyzed 
the data using an interpretative approach, first separately and then 
together, according to the themes which had emerged. By alternating 
between the specific case of each interviewee and the interviews as a 
whole, and by making use of field notes, pictures and literature, as in 
the final stages of the analysis, we have attained findings showing the 
relation modes of Moroccan consumers to global consumer culture.

FINDINGS
Through the various stories told by respondents, four relation 

modes with global consumer culture were identified. Each mode can 
be related to one of the acculturation modes identified in post-assim-
ilationist literature. The first mode, “Adoption”, meaning acceptance 
of the new consumer culture, is similar to “Assimilation”. “Rejec-
tion” is similar to the “Hyperculture” suggested by Askegaard et al. 
(2005). “Negotiation” is close to “Pendulum”, as people sometimes 
accept some traditional consumption modes and, in other circum-
stances, adopt new behaviors. Finally, we found evidence of “Best 
of both worlders” who value the two cultures. The data presented 
below evinces the dialogue of rejection and acceptance, marking this 
acculturation. 

Adoption 
Consumers who adopt markets do not question market mecha-

nisms: they accept market rules; they conform to and find benefits, 
such as self-expression. Majd, a single male informant, is excited 
when he tells about shopping in the supermarket. 

In supermarkets, you always end up with something that you 
did not need. You know what they call gondolas, it is treacher-
ous! You end up being taken in! You always end up taken in! 
[Laugh]… They tell you ‘Price was 40’; they cross it and write 
38. So you tell yourself ‘What a good deal!’. You don’t count. 
It’s only when you go out that you realize. It’s after… But you 
come back… and you do it with pleasure. You do your shopping 
in good conditions (Majd, 54, high school teacher)

If Majd buys more than expected, he still has a good image of 
his shopping experience in the retail industry. The adaptation pro-
cess may generate problems with regards to integrating market logic 
but Majd accepts market rules and he quickly acculturated. He likes 
the ambiance and the products supplied in the retail industry. For 
instance, he buys ready-to-cook chicken breasts and abandoned the 
whole warm just-killed chickens, which are sold in the traditional 
markets. He reminds without any regrets the time when he would go 
to the traditional sellers : “I don’t have to sit anymore on an empty 
box [...] watching the cockroaches or the mice walking around the 
food [laughs]”.

Besides, the Moroccan retail industry provides consumers with 
a new space where they can express their self. Saida is a female stu-
dent in Arabic law at the public University of Casablanca. She feels 
“special”, “posh”, when she goes to the hypermarket with her mother 
every month. “The only fact of having a trolley and walking through 
the alleys, makes me feel different. It’s not like at the hanout [small 
next-door shop] or the souk where it is crowded and you have to 
shout: give me that!”. And she admits that hypermarkets are an arena 
where definition of one’s group is negotiated. 

In our country, there are people with low incomes who go to 
Marjane [hypermarket] to have a walk. Some of them don’t 
even buy. Others buy a single pack of cheese. They wait in line 
at the cashier and then they leave but they leave with a plas-
tic bag! They carry Marjane plastic bags! This means that they 
were at Marjane! They want to show that they went to a super-
market, that they are able to shop in supermarkets! We, Moroc-
can folk, focus on appearances. It is like that! This is how we 
are. (Saïda, 20, student)

Being a hypermarket’ client is a way to approach one’s social 
reference group. Leila chooses the hypermarket regarding to the cli-
ents.

People who go to Marjane Californie [hypermarket] are differ-
ent from those who go to Marjane Derb Soltan [hypermarket]. 
In Marjane Californie, people are more civilized. They are 
better dressed. Some women are smart, they carry Louis Vuit-
ton bags; in their hands, they have car keys. (Leila, 36, school 
teacher)

Market rejection 
Some Moroccan consumers refuse to buy certain items in su-

permarkets or in contemporary shops; they cook instead of buying 
prepared dishes, and so on. Two causes have been identified for such 
market avoidance: faith in tradition and protection of Moroccan 
identity.

Time perception and orientation is one of the most salient char-
acteristics of consumer action (Bergadaà 1990). Fatima, a young 
housewife, points out the difference in the value of time in the tradi-
tional distribution and in the retail industry.

In a hypermarket, you don’t enjoy it at all because it is like a 
duty that you have to do. That’s it! You are supposed to know 
how long you will stay in each section. And don’t forget how 
long it will take to scan all your products! And when it’s going 
to be your turn! When you go to the [permanent] souk, you 
don’t watch the clock: you wander, asking each seller the price 
of any product. You walk with your basket, chickens cackle, 
there is a nice atmosphere. (Fatima, 36, housewife)
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Table 1: Informants’ List

name age marital 
situation

household excluding 
informant occupation

spouse or 
father’s 

occupation

home 
rental 
cost

sex education

Abdelhamid 54 married 3 (spouse, 2 children) professor manager high m phd

Abdellatif 21 single 3 (parents, 1 brother) student employee medium m bachelor

Aicha 45 married 4 (spouse, 3 children) housewife retired medium f high school

Amina 43 married 3 (spouse, 2 children) secretary employee medium f bachelor

Btissam 37 married 3 (spouse, 2 children) anaesthetist manager high f doctor

Charaf 51 married 1 (spouse) professor doctor high m master

Farida 39 married 2 (spouse, 1 child) housewife mechanic medium f high school

Fatiha 36 married 2 (spouse, 1 child) housewife salesman low f high school

Fatima 36 married 3 (spouse, 2 children) housewife salesman medium f high school

Fatima-Ezzahra 45 married 3 (spouse, 2 children) teacher manager high f bachelor

Hasnaa 30 single 3 (parents, 1 brother) employee employee medium f master

Hassan 42 married 3 (spouse, 2 children) delivery boy housewife low m bachelor

Khadija 46 married 4 (spouse, 3 children) housewife manager low f high school

Khadija 80 married 1 (spouse) retired retired low f illiterate

Lakbira 40 married 5 (spouse, 4 children) housewife housekeeper low f illiterate

Leila 36 married 3 (spouse, 2 children) teacher lawyer medium f bachelor

Majd 54 single 2 (mother, helper) teacher high m bachelor

Malika 36 married 3 (spouse, 2 children) housecleaner housekeeper low f illiterate

Mina 46 married 3 (spouse, 2 children) housekeeper retired low f illiterate

Nabila 28 married 1 (spouse) civil servant employee medium f bachelor

Naïma 57 married
8 (spouse, 3 children, 

2 in laws, 3 grand 
children)

employee retired medium f high school
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Fatima perceives shopping in souks as a timeless leisure activ-
ity, whereas shopping in hypermarkets is a stressful pursuit where 
time is a valuable resource. She expresses the change between tra-
ditional Moroccan and modern day perception of consumption. She 
values interpersonal relations over time, showing her attachment to 
the traditional shopping mode. 

In the Moroccan exchange tradition, personal relationships 
between sellers and buyers are very important. Forging relation of 
trust is a primary Moroccan market strategy (Kapchan 1996) while 
in global consumer culture, trust is inspired by brands (Holt 2002). 
As an example, trust in the vendor is highly important for meat and 
poultry purchase in Morocco. Most informants refuse to buy such 
products in supermarkets. “I have the feeling that they sell old cows, 
really!” says Naïma, 57, employee. Naïma goes to the same butcher 
for many years. Informants like Naima do not trust ready-to-cook 
chicken from supermarkets, even if it is sold under a slaughter-
house’s stamp and has a best before date printed on packaging.

Going to the hanout is also very important in the Moroccan 
everyday life, where people ties strong interpersonal relationships 
based on trust. Youssef enjoys his hanout, who allows him to buy 
on credit.

I have a notebook [at the hanout]. THE famous notebook, the 
one which permits to buy on credit and to pay at the end of the 
month. I wish that these hanouts don’t disappear with all the 
supermarkets! They are friendly, and close to the people. We 
all have a souvenir with a hanout. I remember so well when 
we lived in the countryside: there was Hamid! .... then I moved 
to Casablanca... I wish that there will always be the hanouts. 
(Youssef, 50, merchant)

Youssef is deeply attached to the Moroccan traditions and to 
the hanouts which are socially rooted in the Moroccan identity. He 
perfectly knows that they don’t represent the ideal stores which he 
would dream of: “they have warm yoghurts and flies on the bread”. 
But, he is attached to them with their pros and cons and can’t imag-
ine a Morocco without them. The Moroccan culture is socially con-
structed through the stores.

Negotiation
The negotiation mode is an oscillation between cultures; as-

similation with global consumer culture with simultaneous mainte-
nance of Moroccan consumption behaviours. In the Moroccan retail 
industry, many consumers have traditional behaviours to proceed to 
shopping, at the cashier or during the decision making process.

name age marital 
situation

household excluding 
informant occupation

spouse or 
father’s 

occupation

home 
rental 
cost

sex education

Najia 36 married 4 (spouse, 3 children) housewife manager medium f high school

Nour 22 single 4 (parents, 2 brothers) student retired medium f bachelor

Saida 23 single 3 (parents, 1 brother) employee employee low f master

Siham 32 married 2 (spouse, 1 child) manager employee medium f bachelor

Saida 20 single 4 (parents, 2 brothers) student employee low f bachelor

Sanaa 46 married 3 (spouse, 2 children) manager manager medium f bachelor

Selma 22 single 4 (parents, 2 sisters) student salesman medium f bachelor

Soumaya 36 single 3 (parents, 1 brother) aesthetician retired medium f high school

Soumiya 35 married 1 (spouse) manager manager high f master

Wafaa 40 married 4 (spouse, 3 children) housewife manager low f bachelor

Walid 28 married 1 (spouse) manager manager high m master

Yasmine 40 married 4 (spouse, 3 children) civil servant employee medium f high school

Youssef 42 married 3 (spouse, 2 children) teacher employee medium f bachelor

Zahra 40 single 3 (mother, 2 sisters) translator medium f bachelor
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A woman arrives at one express cashier, where “Fewer than 10 
items” is written in French and in Arabic. She has a full trol-
ley. In one plastic bag which is usually used for vegetables and 
fruits, she has put several yoghurts. She puts the plastic bag 
on the conveyer belt. The employee tells her in polite dialect 
that his cashier is limited to ten items maximum per client. The 
female client pouts and asks if the yoghurts in the plastic (of 
different brand and size) constitute one item. The employee ex-
plains slowly and gently to her the definition of an item. The 
woman doesn’t move. A monologue begins: the employee tries 
to demonstrate that he cannot make any exception without the 
risk of being invaded by thousands of other packed trolleys. The 
female client doesn’t answer, and doesn’t look at him, no anger 
can be read on her face. The employee turns back and finishes to 
scan the former client’s purchase. During that time, the female 
client empties her trolley on the conveyer belt. No more contes-
tations: the employee scans her purchase and the next ten-item 
clients don’t say anything. 

The employee, who has total understanding of traditional cul-
ture, doesn’t seem to show particular interest in forcing respect this 
specific hypermarket norm, which is a global norm. The express cash 
till is meant to save time, which is not a valued resource in traditional 
Moroccan culture. The cashier privileges harmonious interpersonal 
relations with the female client who is penetrated with the traditional 
habit of bargaining (Kapchan 1996). In this specific case, she negoti-
ates the norm in order to be served.

Bargaining is in a traditional consumer behavior in the Moroc-
can souks (Geertz 1978). A Moroccan consumer always bargains in 
a souk to get a better offer. But Sarah has noticed that she can use her 
bargaining skills in the supermarket as well.

One day, I was watching the fishes on the shelf in the supermar-
ket. The employee asked me if he could be of any help. I told 
him that I was hesitating, that I didn’t know if I really wanted to 
have fish, that they were quite expensive fishes. After a while, 
he proposed me to trust him: he would give me a good fish for a 
good price. And you know what he did? He took a fish, cleaned 
it, emptied it and only then weighted it! In the supermarket, the 
prices that are for uncleaned fishes! [...] So of course, I gave 
him a good tip. He made me spare a huge amount of money: al-
most half of the price! Now, I always buy fish from him! (Sarah, 
38, housewife)

Sarah, without any specific intention, has reproduced the tradi-
tional link which exists between a seller and a buyer in the traditional 
marketplace. She likes to shop in a supermarket, she has an accurate 
understanding of what can be and can’t be done in the retail industry. 
But she doesn’t want to get away from the traditional shopping be-
haviors and her home consumer culture.

The Best-of-both-world mode 
The consumers take the best part of each culture. They value the 

positive side of their traditional culture while enjoying the incoming 
global culture. In our research, many informants consider shopping 
as a leisure activity (Tauber 1972). In the traditional Moroccan soci-
ety, shopping is a masculine activity and the periodic souks are the 
best example of the male dominated Moroccan institutions (Kaplan 
1996). Like many men in Casablanca, Hassan likes to go to the peri-
odic souk every Sunday morning. He describes these shopping expe-
riences as an important tradition. He leaves early in the morning with 
his father, his brother and his cousin. They buy several kilos of vege-
tables and meat to “feed the whole family” during a week. Then, they 

return back home, and give their wive the purchased goods. In the 
afternoon, Hassan goes to the hypermarket: he buys cans of tomato 
paste, oil, flour, sugar or green tea, which can’t be found in the souk. 
In Hassan’s family, the women have the duty to prepare meals with 
what the men have brought back. Women don’t write any wishing 
list for their husband nor ask for special items. They conform with 
what is purchased. However, the opening of hyper and supermarkets 
offered an additional opportunity for Hassan’s wife and children to 
participate more actively in the shopping activity.

We go [to the supermarket] with the kids, to please my wife. 
Otherwise, she is not happy. She claims that I go out and that 
she always stays at home. (Hassan, 42, delivery boy)

Hassan’s wife doesn’t work and doesn’t drive. During the week, 
she is busy with their three sons and her in-laws who live next door. 
So, she wants to have “fresh air”, to go out on week ends, and the 
retail industry is attractive to her. Hassan is happy to drive his wife 
and children to the hypermarket. He perfectly knows that she would 
be angry if he doesn’t bring her. 

In the hypermarket, the eldest children run and the baby sits in 
the caddie. Hassan’s wife watches the novelties or buy a pair of slip-
pers for her. It’s like a mini-trip for the family. 

Each informant has been affected to one of the four modes 
described in the post assimilationist literature, suggesting that ac-
culturation is a relevant frame to analyze Casablanca consumption 
behaviors in their increasingly global environment. 

DISCUSSION
Our results confirm some of the already known consequences 

of the spearing of the global consumer culture in LAW. For example, 
shopping and consuming provides pleasure and gratification to many 
individuals; but as conspicuous consumption is very important, 
keeping up with the Joneses leads people to compete and to increase 
inequalities and tensions (Ger and Belk 1996).  

A less expended result concerns the shift in roles within the fam-
ily. Traditionally, men were the sole breadwinners in the West (Falk 
and Campbell 1997) and in Morocco (Kapchan 1996). They were 
both the decision maker and the shopper, as they attenpted souks on a 
regular basis. Cultural norms gave husbands the legitimacy to make 
the decision, even in the food and cooking sphere. Today, urban Mo-
roccan women gain in power while having access to shopping and 
become an more active agent in the family decision making. The 
encounter between a traditional family model and a more modern 
one (to use Rodman’s terms) could have given ride to tensions. But 
thanks to global consumer culture, it seems to happen without dras-
tic tensions within the family. Supermarkets and new retail channels 
turned to be more female ones, or at least family retailing channels. 
They have become a place where a woman can buy by their own, or 
where the all family can have a ride on Saturday or Sunday after-
noon. Males do not feel hurt by the lost power, as their own territory 
– souk- is not threatened. Contrary to previous results (Ger and Belk, 
1996), there is no clash between traditional and modern models, the 
ideology underlying the global consumer culture helps husbands and 
wife adapting to this new model. And an acculturation mode such as 
“ best of both world” – souks for men hegemony and supermarket 
for women freedom- facilitates the shift from one family model to 
another one. More generally, consumers in a LAW are embedded 
in their changing cultural context and construct their roles through 
adopting or rejecting the new context (Miller 1995). The relation 
modes to the global culture do not necessarily arise only out of his-
torical trajectory nor from a local cultural context (Arnould 1989). 
Consumers in a LAW elaborate individually their relation modes to 
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the global culture while choosing to paste, to abandon or to negoti-
ate their individual behaviors inherited from the traditional lifestyle. 

Our results also contribute to the today debate about frontiers. 
Frontiers are at the heart of the first acculturation theories in social 
sciences, as their purpose was to understand how a migrant coming 
from a foreign county, crossing a physical frontier, could adapt to his 
host culture that involves crossing cultural ones. In post-assimila-
tionist studies, the seminal work of Peñaloza about Mexican-Ameri-
cans introduces in its title the notion of “frontiers” (Peñaloza 1994). 
Frontiers can be either tangible (a body, a country) or intangible (a 
social class, a category). They can fulfill a functional value (be a ref-
erence point) or a symbolic value (providing re-assurance) (Regany, 
Visconti and Fosse-Gomez 2012). More recently, the idea has been 
introduced that an acculturation process could occur inside the same 
country (internal migration of peasants to cities) without crossing 
any national border: Üstüner and Holt (2007) analyzed the identity 
project of poor migrant women leaving the countryside to settle in 
Istanbul. In this case the frontier lies between village and city. But 
in the case of global consumer culture spreading into a LAW as Mo-
rocco is, it seems to be no usual frontier at all. Using a frame as 
acculturation to analyze this case suggests some new uses of fron-
tier. For some Moroccan people, frontiers do exist. People rejecting 
the global consumer culture, and the market ideology, build in their 
mind a clear frontier between traditional culture and this new one. 
Reifying such a frontier helps them to separate the two worlds and 
to manage their segregation. As Curtright (2012) pointed it recently, 
human individuals need to rely on boundaries, and sometime have to 
build them in their mind. For people using the three other modes – 
adoption, negotiation and best-of-the both modes- frontiers do exist 
but are more fluid. They have to be understood as in a world per-
ceived as dominated by fluidity and global flows (Appadurai 1996). 

CONCLUSION
Our work supports the use of the post assimilationist model as 

a relevant frame to analyze consumer culture in a LAW. Morocco 
appears to be a relevant county to conduct such a study. The retail 
industry creates a new space opportunity for LAW consumers to 
negotiate with the global culture while offering more choice in the 
sphere of everyday life (Holt 2002). LAW consumers benefit from 
the retail industry; they use consumption practices to negotiate dif-
ferences between cultures. However, the actual fluid context gives 
LAW consumers no other choice than a creative activity of brico-
lage (Bouchet 1995). LAW consumers “bricolent” their behaviors to 
achieve their goals. They adopt, reject, negotiate or enjoy the global 
culture and the Moroccan culture to navigate in their increasingly 
globalized world. As a result, regular border boundary crossing dis-
solve clear-cut boundaries between Moroccan and global culture.

This work suffers from several limitations. One of the most 
prevalent one is the lack of socioeconomic perspective. We decided 
to focus on urban middle class consumers, as they were more con-
cerned than any other ones by the spreading of a global consumer 
culture. Any generalization to another context must be carefully con-
sidered. 
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ABSTRACT 
Much has been written regarding the multifaceted, fragmented 

relationship between ethnicity, identity and consumption (Burton, 
2009), especially since Belk’s (1988) seminal piece on possessions 
and the extended self. Consumption among wide-ranging subcul-
tural groups has been investigated, including fundamental Christians 
(O’Guinn & Belk, 1989), Harley Davidson aficionados (Schouten 
& Alexander, 1995), gays (Kates, 2002), Burning Man constituents 
(Kozinets, 2005), and many others. Consumption is a critical piece in 
the formation of subcultural identities and a site where common val-
ues and meanings related to brands and products are shared (Kates, 
2002; Mehta & Belk, 1991). Belk (1988) suggests that shared con-
sumption helps identify group membership and define group self. 
Specific brands are intrinsically related to subcultural identities and 
help create boundaries from the dominant culture that foster group 
identity. However, consumption in contemporary subcultural con-
texts is often fraught with countervailing and ever shifting meanings 
(Kates, 2002). 

Kates (2002 p. 384) defines a subculture “as a way of life ex-
pressing shared meanings and practices different from or opposition-
al to dominant, mainstream culture.” Members share a common goal, 
an area of interest or band together because they are in minority to a 
dominant culture. There are voluntary subcultures based on interest 
or brand consumption as well as subcultures based on race, ethnicity 
or sexuality where the members group together because of lack of 
power or discrimination issues. Race and ethnicity, as cultural condi-
tions play a pivotal role in the consumption practice of various indi-
viduals, and especially immigrants (Sekhon, 2007; Venkatesh, 1995). 
Immigrants often choose to hold on to certain patterns of culture and 
identity that connect them to their culture of origin through consump-
tion (Sekhon, 2007). 

This study looks at the interplay of ethnicity, identity and con-
sumption within the Indian sub-culture living in the United States. 
While there have been some studies about the consumption habits 
of the Indian diaspora within the British-Indian milieu (Lindridge, 
2010; Lindridge & Dhillon, 2005; Lindridge & Hogg, 2006; Sekhon, 
2007; Sekhon & Szmigin, 2011), as well some among the American-
Indian diaspora (Bhatia, 2007; Mehta & Belk, 1991) there is often a 
propensity among researchers to lump ethnic minorities having com-
mon ancestry as an analogous group (Lindridge, 2010). However, the 
Indian diaspora is diverse, comprised of a multitude of languages, re-
ligions, and ethnicities, making it difficult to combine them into one 
homogenous group. Thus, Lindridge (2010) suggests that it is critical 
to uncover and understand the various subcultures within a diaspo-
ra who have their own unique consumption habits and rituals. Our 
study identifies and explains the continuum of identities within sub-
cultures of the Indian diaspora, specifically from Desis to Coconuts. 
Desi is a neutral term used by Indians to refer to their compatriots in 
the Indian diaspora. On the other end is the Coconut, a derogatory 
term used to describe Indian immigrants who act contrary to the par-
ent culture’s norms and group expectations by aligning themselves 
to the dominant, white culture. That is, they are brown on the outside 
but white on the inside. 

Consumption is a critical aspect within the Indian diaspora and 
members often use consumption to showcase the degree of accep-
tance or rejection of cultural norms within the community (Lindridge 

& Hogg, 2006; Sekhon, 2007). Our study reveals how consumption 
patterns are the primary mode of identifying and delineating desis 
and coconuts. 

LITERATURE REVIEW
In this section, we begin with a historical analysis of the Indian 

diaspora, after which we analyze intersections of culture, ethnicity 
and identity as related to consumer culture to build a foundation for 
delving specifically into identity and consumption within the subcul-
ture of the Indian community residing in United States. 

Indians in the United States
While the first known records of Indians entering the United 

States date back to 1820 most researchers have concluded it was that 
the Immigration and Nationality act in 1965 that brought a wave of 
Indian immigrants to the United States (Bhatia, 2007; Jacoby & Bal, 
2007; Mehta & Belk, 1991). These individuals were mostly doc-
tors, engineers, scientists, university professors or graduate students 
(Bhatia, 2007). 

The Indian population’s higher education levels and elevated 
job profiles afforded them a successful start (Mehta & Belk, 1991) 
and they have continued to succeed ever since. Indians account for 
less than 1% of the total US population yet they constitute 3% of 
engineers and 8% of physicians and surgeons in the U.S. (Richwine, 
2009). They are considered the model minority for their academic, 
economic and social success as compared to the Latino and African-
American minorities (Bhatia, 2007). It is no surprise that Indians 
consider achievement and success to be an intrinsic part of their iden-
tity and culture (Bhatia, 2007).

Identity, ethnicity and culture
Identity is a complex phenomenon that involves several parts of 

self. Factors such as culture, ethnicity, race, religion, sexuality, and 
language contribute towards a sense of self. To support the various 
parts of self, people consume an assortment of brands and products 
that they utilize to piece together and showcase their identity (Ahu-
via, 2002; Belk, 1988). These products and brands are consumed not 
just for their functional value but also because they are symbolic and 
communicate cultural meaning (McCracken, 1986). The products 
and brands may represent different and sometimes even countervail-
ing parts of the person’s identity (Belk, 1988; Thompson & Hay-
tko, 1997). Thus people may associate (or disassociate) with certain 
products and brands based on the cultural meanings they want to 
associate with. Consequently elements that contribute to a sense of 
self such as culture and ethnicity factor into a consumer’s product 
and brand choices. 

Identity is not a fixed construct, rather it is dynamic in nature, 
evolving continuously to integrate new possibilities and forms with 
old traditions and creating a dialogical model that is often conflict-
ed, contested and countervailing (Bhatia, 2007; Lindridge, Hogg & 
Shah, 2004). There are several elements, both inherent and acquired, 
that influence identity. Among them race and ethnicity are inherent 
and unchangeable. However, culture is not inherent, rather it is ac-
quired, often from family or members of society that the individual is 
attached to or inclined toward (Wallendorf & Reilly, 1983). Culture 
is a product of history as well as present day practices and evolves 
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constantly to combat and inculcate various aspects of old and new 
traditions simultaneously. Culture represents a critical context for 
identity formation as well as identification, and provides a frame-
work for social life and consumption (Lindridge, Hogg & Shah, 
2004). An individual’s identity is a part of the culture in which the 
individual chooses to exist. However, for an immigrant that often 
involves spanning at least two or more cultures comprising often 
disjointed and conflicting expectations within one identity. It is no 
surprise then that Belk (1988) suggests not just one product, rather 
an ensemble of consumption objects, represent the various, protean 
and countervailing aspects of the self. 

An individual’s identification with a specific culture is also 
identifiable by ethnicity, where an individual organizes themselves 
and others into specific groups by using ethnic labels (Lindridge & 
Dhillon, 2005). In other words, sometimes culture and ethnicities are 
interchangeable. For example, an individual may be white (ethnic-
ity), but being southern comprises his or her culture. The dominant 
society assumes that because one belongs to a certain race or ethnic-
ity; one must emulate the culture and traditions associated with it 
(Kibria, 2002). Belonging to a certain ethnicity automatically associ-
ates an individual with the culture of that particular ethnicity. That is, 
the values, religion, etiquette, language and customs inherent to that 
ethnicity (Lindridge, Hogg & Shah, 2004; Venkatesh, 1995). While 
ethnicity encompasses several identifiers such as race, religion, na-
tionality, and language and is used to define the social identity of a 
person or group, it is not just a summation, rather a complex inter-
play of identifiers, especially within sub-ethnic groups (Lindridge, 
Hogg & Shah, 2004; Venkatesh, 1995). Cultures are constantly ne-
gotiating the past and the present, as well as contemporary versus 
traditional values and particularly within diasporic communities 
(Lindridge & Hogg, 2006). Individuals, families and communities 
as a whole are involved in this process as they evolve and adapt to 
their surroundings. 

Indian identity
India is an amalgamation of various religions, languages, tra-

ditions and customs with Persian, Arabic, Tibetan, Portuguese, and 
English influences enmeshed over several centuries. India encom-
passes over 22 official languages and is home to several religions 
such as Hinduism, Islam, Buddhism and Sikhism. Thus, the Indian 
immigrant comes from a land that is as varied as it is vast, making it 
difficult to establish a single, homogenous Indian identity. 

 For the Indian immigrant, the question of identity is directly 
related to how the nation is remembered in the minds of individuals 
within a diasporic community (Bhatia, 2007). Thus, what it means to 
be an Indian depends on what the population deems Indian behavior 
or Indian culture. However, identities are shaped by personal memo-
ries and connotations that are not necessarily universal. Moreover, 
identities are often in a state of constant flux as cultures mix and 
move creating a myriad of experiences, some of which may be con-
flicting (Bhatia, 2007; Meamber & Venkatesh, 2001). 

Bhatia (2007) writes, “the migrant community imagines and 
stitches together diverse notions of ‘Indianness,’ which are shaped 
by the members’ class positions back home, nostalgia, memories, 
emotions, and longing for the original desi nation and culture of their 
homeland” (emphasis in original) (p. 14). Moreover, there is signifi-
cant variation within the Indian sub-culture based on language, reli-
gion, ethnicity, etc., and this variation is rarely addressed in research. 
For example, a south Indian’s perspective of what it means to be an 
Indian may be drastically different from that of someone from the 
north (Cardon, 2010). 

Being Indian is not based on skin color alone, but by the way a 
person talks or behaves.  Being Indian is measured by others via the 
norms within the culture. Thus, the community decides how “Indi-
an” someone is and can pass judgment on that person’s “Indianness” 
regardless of whether or not the individual agrees. The person who 
embraces the group ideal of Indianness is known as a desi, while 
for someone who deviates from the norm, the term coconut is of-
ten applied. Indian migrants have a complicated relationship with 
their ethnic identity. Although they are proud of their Indian culture 
and heritage, many shy away from displaying their Indianness in the 
United States for fear of negative effects on their social and profes-
sional lives (Bhatia, 2007). This largely stems from a feeling of infe-
riority about being brown skinned after nearly two hundred years of 
British rule, when race was employed as a cultural product used to 
dominate people in colonies like India (Singh, 2007). 

After studying the relationships between the White and Black 
races in French colonies, Fanon (1967) theorized that the White col-
onizers consider themselves superior to people of color and that the 
people of color “want to prove to White men, at all costs, the richness 
of their thought, the equal value of their intellect” (Fanon, 1967 p. 
10). Gaining approval from colonizers often lead to economic suc-
cess and social standing, for which one had to give up their original 
culture and act white (Fanon, 1967). Acting white meant, among 
other things, talking English instead of the native language, adopting 
white customs and habits such as eating with a fork and knife versus 
eating with hands or with a spoon as is popular in India, and so forth. 
According to Fanon, this leads to an inferiority complex, wherein 
one internalizes these values while suffering from dislocation with 
one’s native culture, and results in a feeling of separation from one’s 
compatriots (Fanon, 1967). Fanon (1967) suggests the inferiority 
complex is particularly intense among the most educated who have 
to deal with the perceived ‘betrayal’ to their race, culture and identity 
on a day-to-day basis. 

Although India gained independence in 1947, traces of inter-
nalization after approximately two hundred years of being colonized 
still exist. For example, many Indians still use creams such as Fair 
and Lovely to lighten their skin in an attempt to improve social stand-
ing and marriage prospects in the community. Indian immigrants 
who choose to leave their country for the ways of the west have 
a more agitated sense of identity. They adopt western customs in 
the workplace in order to succeed but resist assimilating by creating 
close-knit ties to the desi community in the USA whereby they try 
to keep the native culture alive (Bhatia, 2007). A certain resistance 
to western culture is thus expected from all Indian immigrants. An 
Indian immigrant who adapts to western culture too easily is seen as 
someone who has betrayed their race and can be ostracized within 
the desi community. 

Thus, there are values about what an Indian migrant must “be 
like” to remain Indian enough in the eyes of the other Indians. Coco-
nuts, or Indians who do not act Indian enough, are usually rejected 
by the broader Indian community. Consequently, some coconuts 
seek to align themselves with the dominant culture. By embracing 
white culture, they effectively distance themselves from the Indian 
sub-culture. However, their acceptance in the mainstream culture 
is not necessarily guaranteed, and as Lindridge and Dhillon (2005) 
point out, marginalization, or the rejection of the individual by the 
dominant culture as well as their own ethnic sub-culture, can lead to 
self-destructive behaviors such as substance abuse or isolation. 

Consumption in the Indian community
Our possessions help create and communicate our identity and 

are often linked to our past as well as our present (Belk, 1988; Lin-
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dridge & Dhillon, 2005; Mehta & Belk, 1991). Objects produce a 
shared sense of belonging to a specific time, place or culture. Shared 
consumption defines group membership (Belk, 1988), and aids in 
ethnic group formation, as well as creating and maintaining boundar-
ies, especially in the context of social interactions with other groups 
(Lindridge, Hogg & Shah, 2004). Moreover, consumption can be 
used as a symbolic marker providing instant non-verbal identifica-
tion with a certain ethnic group and a mode of creating a culturally 
derived self-identity (Lindridge & Dhillon, 2005). 

Within the diaspora, the Indian ethnic sub-culture uses con-
sumption as a means of negotiating the multiple identities that an 
individual must use to traverse the various cultures he or she encoun-
ters on a daily basis. The relative variability of consumption within 
the sub-culture reflects the degree to which the individual relies on 
the group for identification (Belk, 1988). Thus an individual can 
use consumption to assimilate into, as well as disassociate from, the 
dominant culture as well as their own ethnic sub-culture (Lindridge 
& Dhillon, 2005). 

Since the Indian community strongly values achievement and 
success, members often seek external validation within society 
through conspicuous consumption.  Consumption is therefore used 
proactively as a tool to indicate rank and position, a way to gain 
respect, approval and even offers of marriage (Sekhon, 2007).  For 
this reason the literature suggests that conspicuous consumption is 
important within the Indian community (Lindridge & Dhillon, 2005; 
Lindridge & Hogg, 2006; Sekhon, 2007). A person’s cultural worth 
or status can often be deciphered through brands of clothes, cars, 
and so on (Lindridge & Dhillon, 2005; Lindridge & Hogg, 2006). 
Status is showcased and maintained via material possessions and is 
considered a natural part of being Indian (Sekhon, 2007). The op-
posite is also true wherein strong disassociations with certain brands 
are equally important. 

An ideal balance of identity is difficult to achieve, as it is a 
moving target, created by the members of the sub-culture based on 
locally defined expectations and norms. As such, Indians who stray 
too far out of that ideal sub-cultural norm are deemed coconuts (not 
Indian enough) while people who identify themselves firmly with the 
ethnic sub-culture are considered too desi (too Indian). 

METHOD
The goal of this study is to identify and understand the subcul-

tures within the Indian diaspora by delving into the experiences of 
members of the Indian-American community and investigating their 
consumption patterns vis-à-vis the dominant Indian sub-culture. We 
use the ethno-consumerist methodology espoused by Meamber and 
Venkatesh (2001) as a basis for our research design in order to en-
sure that the various voices in this study are interpreted within their 
own multi-cultured context. Meamber and Venkatesh (2001) argue 
that it is imperative that culture be studied not as a backdrop to con-
sumer behavior but rather to position consumption as a culturally 
constituted activity.  The ethno-consumerist framework relies on the 
following tenets: (a) behavior is grounded in culture; (b) cultural cat-
egories are dependent upon both historical and socio-cultural forces 
as well as current practices; and (c) culture is constantly changing 
and, therefore so are the categories of culture (Lindridge & Hogg, 
2006 p. 985). 

The research was undertaken in two concurrent stages. The first 
consisted of review and analysis of relevant concepts in the literature 
providing a foundation for the study purpose. The second consisted 
of primary data collection in the form of focus groups and interviews 
with ten first generation immigrant men and women from India. Par-
ticipants represent Indian immigrants in diverse regions across US 

and differing socio-economic backgrounds, including working pro-
fessionals, housewives, and students. Participants were from both 
large and small towns, with some having lived in the United States 
for several decades and others coming relatively “fresh off the boat” 
(also known as “FOB”). In as much as participants immigrated after 
the economic liberalization of India, they come from a rapidly de-
veloping economy, therefore their experiences and viewpoints are 
probably divergent from the Indians who left the impoverished third 
world country that India was in the 1960s. Participants come from 
both northern and southern India. Participants were recruited via a 
purposive sample approach to ensure a holistic study of identity, cul-
ture and consumption as experienced among the Indian community 
living in the United States. 

Interviews were semi-structured to ensure that the participant 
had enough latitude to express him or herself while remaining on 
topic (Lindridge & Hogg, 2006). This approach allowed us to cap-
ture the participant’s own viewpoints, understand the cultural nu-
ances in their own words and glean insights from their particular 
experiences (Lindridge & Hogg, 2006). Interviews lasted from 1-2 
hours each and were audio recorded with their consent. Once focus 
groups and interviews were complete, each was transcribed verbatim 
and the transcripts were read and re-read to establish preliminary 
codes. The process of coding, categorizing, and iteration as outlined 
by Spiggle (1994) was followed. 

The following interpretation provides a window into the Indian 
immigrant’s worldview. Excerpts from the data help illustrate the 
major findings.  Pseudonyms are used to protect participant identity. 
As consumption is a critical aspect within the Indian diaspora and 
because members often use consumption to showcase the degree of 
acceptance or rejection of cultural norms within the community, we 
use consumption as the primary mode of identifying and delineating 
coconuts and desis. A thematic interpretation of the data resulted in 
the identification of four themes, (a) bridging the gap, (b) commu-
nal influence, (c) breaking away, and (d) evolution of the immigrant 
identity.

FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATION
Before we analyze the consumption patterns of desis and coco-

nuts, we need to first understand how pre-immigration contact with 
the United States through word-of-mouth, media, and tourism affects 
the immigrant’s worldview (Peñaloza, 1994). Shortly after economic 
liberalization in 1991 many Indians saw brisk economic growth in 
India and an influx of western brands. As one participant, Manpreet, 
explains, “And then mid-90’s to late 90’s the American brands start-
ed popping up (in India). I think Bollywood cinema was also influ-
enced by that. You would see film stars were wearing designer shoes 
and big brands.” Moreover, this generation grew up around movies 
such as Kuch Kuch Hota Hai (1997) and Mohabbatein (2000) in 
which Bollywood film stars portraying cool college kids were sport-
ing brands such as Gap, Nike and Ralph Lauren Polo. Brands such 
as Levis and Nike, which had set up shop in India, quickly became 
the cool brands. Brands such as Gap and Ralph Lauren Polo gained 
prestige and status since they could be acquired on trips abroad by 
the wealthy and ultimately became aspirational brands for the mid-
dle-class urban Indian who did not have access to them in India. Be-
yond a few specific brands, knowledge of brands and brand culture 
remained fairly limited in India by the late 1990’s. 

Bridging the gap
Coming from this mind-set, when Indian immigrants land in 

the United States, they often feel overwhelmed in the American con-
sumerscape. Suddenly they are exposed to a plethora of brands that 
they have never heard of and many participants indicated feeling lost 
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when they first arrived. They found that brands that were popular in 
India were not popular here. As Sanjana explains, 

After coming here, we face sometimes an identity conflict. You 
know, like Levis was my [favorite] product in India. Levis, I 
would wear Levis jeans. I would go to the store, buy Levis. But 
when I came here [there were] all these different brands. Levis, 
nobody wears Levis. Levis was like OK here. So first, it took 
me a while to actually explore what brands do people wear, 
what is higher, what is lower. Still I’m learning, because still 
I don’t fit into that…In India you know what is good, what is 
bad, you just know what brands [are cool], but here brands have 
different meaning. You just get lost sometimes.

Newly arrived immigrants will often seek out brands that help 
to bridge the gap between the two cultures. Similar to Peñaloza’s 
(1994) experience with Mexican immigrants, Indian immigrants also 
use brands to maintain ties to their previous cultures even as they 
work on building a new identity in the United States. They do so in 
different ways based on brands or styles, as Priyanka says, “When 
an Indian consumer comes to US they try to fit in between US and 
India…You try to be little modern as well as you have to maintain a 
little conservative culture of India. So like instead of deep [cut] neck 
[line], you will buy sleeveless but make sure it’s not very deep. You 
know you just try to maintain a balance.”

Some bought brands that had name recognition within the In-
dian diaspora. Nikita suggests, “Indians…often lean towards brands 
that are also prestigious/ recognizable in India…like Nike over 
Puma, Gap over Eddie Bauer.” Nandini furthers the point, “Brands 
which are visible to others, Indians love. Like a Harvard degree! 
Those [brands] which are not visible, I think, they are less interested 
in.” Manpreet adds, “When you wear these [well-known] brands or 
shop in certain places, you know, you’re making a statement to oth-
ers too. I guess they are trying to say, ‘Hey look, I have arrived or 
look at the hard work I did and where I am.’  And I think it is…an 
ego boost”

Respondents also pointed out that Indians are apathetic to the 
social or environmental policies of the manufacturers and retailers in 
their fervent search for a good deal. As Nikita says, “Most Indians 
will not give a damn about the social policies of a store.” Words such 
as frugal, price sensitive, looking for deals, and bargain hunting, all 
surfaced frequently. Eesha discloses that she buys name brands, but 
only if she can get them at a significant discounted rate. “I don’t 
mind spending a little extra time…I would only shop at TJ Maxx 
or Marshalls. A lot of Indians won’t say it.” It is important to keep 
up the appearances of conspicuous consumption within the Indian 
community but is often done “on the sly” through outlets or off-
price retailers. As Eesha explains, “It’s a prestige issue. They want 
to talk about Neiman Marcus or Louis Vuitton but they don’t want 
to talk about how they got a good deal. They want to pose superior 
financially for their peers, with everybody. It’s in the culture.” When 
asked to contrast Indian consumption behavior with that of main-
stream American, price was a fairly common distinction. 

Communal influence
Frequently, new immigrants are taken under the wing of large 

Indian groups and ‘tutored’ on the ways of American life, includ-
ing what and how to consume. This process may start even before 
they arrive in the USA. Nikita points out that “most Indian students 
abroad usually enroll in these Indian community groups” which of-
fer pick-up services for Indian students from airports and accom-
modations with Indian students or families for the first week or two. 
Participants talk about how Indians tend to stick together, travelling 

together, socializing frequently and even making communal buying 
decisions. This trend is reflected in movies such as The Namesake, 
where the main character Nikhil tells his American girlfriend about 
his communal family vacations involving various Bengali (a sub-
group based on language within the Hindu religion) families, rid-
ing together in mini-vans, stopping for eight course Indian lunches 
at rest stops. Similarly, the book of the same name discusses how 
the Bengali families often confer with each other before making any 
major purchases. Manpreet adds, “Within your little community…
there are collaborative decisions made about what you would buy 
or where you would shop…if you go shop [elsewhere]…in some 
ways your loyalty in that community is threatened. So you would 
conform more towards that.” As Rohan puts it, you are not pres-
sured to conform to the group, “Instead of peer pressure [to conform 
to the group], it is peer influence.” However, not everyone saw this 
influence in a positive light. For example, Manpreet felt forced to act 
“more Indian” to fit in among the Indian diaspora. 

When I came to (a particular city in US), I started socializing 
with all the Indians there. When I would go to all these par-
ties and… the [elder Indians] were…shocked at what kind of 
clothes I was wearing. To the point that they said I should not 
be wearing such clothes. I was aghast. When I was in India, my 
parents were not so conservative, and then I went to school in 
Bombay and I wore all kinds of clothes. I’m sure when I came 
they expected me to be an Indian from India and to be and eat 
and wear a certain way. And I was forced to be more Indian 
than I ever was.

Faced with such pressure to conform, many decide to break 
away and choose their own path, often aligning themselves to the 
dominant white culture and as a result are typically referred to as 
coconuts.

Breaking away
Coconuts are those individuals viewed as betraying Indian cul-

ture by the larger Indian subculture. That is, someone who eschews 
expectations of the collectivist culture of a tightly knit Indian com-
munity to venture out on their own within the American consump-
tion landscape. Manpreet explains that being a coconut is not about 
acting white as much as it is about rejecting the Indian community.

I think it is more to do with the fact that you’re not conforming 
to what you are first. Or dismissing your true identity to identify 
in the white culture. I think that for somebody, say for an Indian, 
it would mean maybe you’re not proud to be an Indian or you’re 
ashamed to be an Indian. You’re trying your best to disassociate 
yourself from it. So that’s why you would be termed a coconut 
by your community.

Sanjana adds, “[Coconuts] think Indians are inferior.” Coco-
nuts are seen as individuals who reject their Indian identity and em-
brace all things western, often white, and more specifically, liberal 
white. Nandini referred to the website and book, Stuff White People 
Like (SWPL) in her description of coconuts, “Every single thing on 
SWPL – I am. Camping in the woods? Check. Attending art exhibits 
and blithely discussing artists? Check. We are such a cliché, heading 
off to the farmer’s market every week with our canvas bags and with 
our baby strapped to us”

According to the participants, coconuts prefer to hang out with 
Americans versus Indians and thus have more American friends than 
Indian friends. They are more brand conscious and less price con-
scious as compared to the average Indian immigrant. Moreover, they 
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are more embedded in American politics and often make buying de-
cisions not based on price, but on the social policies or reputation of 
a retailer of manufacturer. As Nikita explains, 

I think coconuts in general are more likely to care about poli-
tics, which translates into policies on a micro scale. I think 
coconuts don’t view America as a “foreign country.” There is 
some involvement even if it’s passive in the countries policies/
issues. And by default it trickles into how companies behave 
politically. For example, as a personal issue I care deeply about 
gay rights and will not enter a store that discriminates against 
gay people but most Indians I know will not give a damn be-
cause it is not something that affects them personally.

Both Nandini and Nikita have embraced the term coconut, 
however Sharmila sees it as a derogatory term. She feels that she is 
different from other Indians in that she focuses on “being indepen-
dent…valuing privacy…not seeking out other Indians” as well as 
breaking away from stereotypical molds and expectations of Indian 
women such as pre-marital sex or going to bars, all of which makes 
her stand out among other Indian females. 

Obviously there are several reasons why someone is labeled a 
coconut and why coconut behavior is understood as a contradiction 
to the more expected desi-like behavior. Indeed, there is a marked 
difference in consumption habits of desis and coconuts. From sports 
to music, language to travel, participants enumerated several ex-
amples of typical desi consumption habits vis-à-vis coconuts. These 
differences are illustrated in Table 1. 

Evolution of an Indian immigrant’s identity
Those participants who self-identify as coconuts also see them-

selves as Indians. As Nandini explains, “I still feel profoundly In-
dian. Carrying the baby close, shopping at an open air market with 
my own bags is so very Indian, when I think about it.” Similarly 
Sharmila argued that even though she considered herself outside of 
the Indian community, “I don’t consider myself less Indian.” Man-
preet says her brother was called a coconut by fellow Indian graduate 
students for playing soccer, including taking off his shirt on the field 
and having American friends. However, she attests that none of this 
was unusual behavior for her brother. “I’ve seen him play back in 
India. He would take his shirt off all the time.” In the same vein, she 
explained that her brother made American friends while his room-
mates stuck to their own core Indian group and that this stems from 
their unique upbringing: 

The fact (is) that my father was in the army and we changed 
schools every two-years, we had to make new friends, new 
teachers, so you had to learn to adapt pretty quickly. That just 
became a part of life. And the fact is when you’ve travelled 
across India and don’t grow up in a certain region; your level 
of comfort with new people is just there. So it makes it easier 
to blend in.

Allegations of being a coconut in such instances are a means 
of passing judgment on someone who is deemed not Indian enough. 
Nandini, Nikita, Manpreet, all lived in large cities in India and grew 
up in fairly liberal households which enabled them to blend in with 
the American fabric more easily once they immigrated.

Table 1: Consumption habits of Desis and Coconuts
Desis Coconuts

General Characteristics Inquisitive. Share a lot of personal 
information within the Indian social circle. 

Value privacy and independence

Food Mostly Indian food. Sometimes they will 
eat other cuisines

Will eat various cuisines, will sometimes eat 
Indian food

Restaurants Prefer restaurant chains Prefer local restaurants and diners 
Music Indian music or mainstream American such 

as Kanye West and Lady Gaga
Indie or lesser known bands

Movies Bollywood, Tollywood and mainstream 
American movies

Prefer indie movies, foreign films, 
documentaries

Retailers Costco, Wal-Mart, TJ Maxx Target, Thrift Stores, etc. 
Friends Mostly Indian friends Mostly American friends
Ties to the community Join Indian associations, go to temple/ 

Gurdwara/ mosque regularly, socialize 
mostly with Indians

Does not join Indian association, may go to 
the temple/ Gurdwara, mosque sometimes or 
never, doesn’t socialize with Indians

Sports Play carrom, chess, cricket or badminton Play tennis, soccer or other American sports 
Shopping Care mainly about price Care mainly about fashion and style
Grocery Shopping Prefer mainstream grocery stores Prefer stores like Whole Foods, Trader Joe’s 

and farmers markets
Travel Prefer going to India. When traveling within 

USA will travel with other Indian families. 
Prefer traveling by themselves or with 
American friends.  Often engage in outdoor 
activities and adventures such as camping and 
hiking. 

Language Will talk mostly in the regional language at 
home. 

Will talk almost exclusively in English.  
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The process of integrating or “becoming Americanized,” as 
Gayatri puts it, is a slow process for most Indian immigrants. How-
ever, in the case of a coconut, because of their background, culture, 
upbringing or general willingness, this process may be fast-forward-
ed several years, thus making them not Indian enough in the eyes of 
the general Indian diaspora. 

All participants felt that some identity issues were common 
among the immigrant population. Likewise, the tension between 
their Indian identity and their American identity was prevalent among 
all participants. Many of the participants said that when they were 
newly arrived, they felt their compatriot’s accent or way of talking 
was a bit different, and that there was a marked difference between 
the newly immigrated Indian’s accent and that of someone who had 
lived here for a long time. However, as years went by, the partici-
pants realized that they too had picked up the slight accent necessary 
to be better understood by Americans. Gayatri explains that being an 
Indian immigrant is a constant process where one changes little by 
little while adapting to American culture. 

Discussion
Among the Indian immigrant community it is expected that 

each individual will go through the integration process. However, 
the desi community in the United States, in an attempt to seek con-
trol in a non-native land, sets up narrowly defined expectations as 
to how much and how quickly an Indian immigrant must integrate.  
Consequently, people on either extreme are frowned upon. 

However, participants believe that some do a better job of inte-
grating in the American culture than others depending on the region 
that they come from in India .  For example, Sanjana, who is from 
North India contends, “I’m not being biased here, but I personally 
think that North Indians, they adapt. They look better, they adapt 
[more] easily than girls from South India.” In contrast, Gayatri, who 
is from South India, argues, “It is not about the state, it is about the 
place that they come from…if you compare someone from a small 
village…possibly the girl might not be exposed to the city life.” 
Nikhil, on the other hand, suggests that men do a better job of accul-
turating to the western way of dressing than women. Thus we see a 
North-South divide, a gender divide or even a rural versus urban life-
style divide playing pivotal roles in immigrants’ consumption habits. 

Being too desi is a sign of failure. It implies that the person is 
incapable of adapting to American culture. However, being a coco-
nut is also considered a negative as it implies that the person suffers 
from an inferiority complex, having internalized western values and 
chosen to disassociate from his or her desi identity. However, as is 
indicated by the participant responses, the person may not be acting 
contrary to their culture at all, especially if they grew up in a liberal 
environment and/or adapt easily to diverse cultures. 

The participants indicated that the desi community prefers an 
in-between stage, defined by an acceptable degree of assimilation 
while retaining significant aspects of the native identity. This stage is 
a mix of being assimilated, yet still Indian enough, thus being “Prop-
erly Americanized.” Due to the cornucopia of identities and the vary-
ing degrees of integration and/or assimilation that can be found in the 
diaspora at any given time, we have represented them in a continuum 
shown in Figure 1. A continuum that spans the two poles helps reflect 
the journey and the varying transformations immigrants go through 
when they are away from their homeland.

Figure 1. From desis to coconuts –  
the continuum of varying degrees of Indianness  

Each newly immigrated Indian can be placed on the continuum 
based on past experiences, travels, culture, upbringing, and so on. 
Each individual makes his or her own journey and stops where he or 
she feels most comfortable with their culture and identity. Those who 
are “properly Americanized” will have Indian as well as American 
friends and eat Indian as well as American food, but the longer they 
stay in the country, the more they gravitate toward coconut side of 
the Indianness continuum. 

CONCLUSION
From desis to coconuts, immigrant identities are wrought with 

conflicting desires, and consumption choices often help people stitch 
together an identity that represents the self to themselves and others 
(Ahuvia, 2005). Today, a consumer with a fragmented identity or 
sense of self does not have to reconcile contradictions but can incor-
porate them using products to signify association (Ahuvia, 2005). 
Yet, by choosing different paths of consumption, individuals can 
align with or be alienated from their ethnic culture. 

This paper uses Fanon’s perspective on race discrimination and 
internalization to frame an understanding of the coconut subculture 
and overlay the politics of identity in the consumption context for this 
particular immigrant community. In the United States immigrants 
play a pivotal role in the creation of the national culture (Peñaloza, 
1994), and while culture is a product of history (Burton, 2002) power 
structures between races are also a part of that history and serve to 
complicate matters of identity, especially within the diaspora. Coco-
nuts are not just an Indian diasporic phenomenon; similar terms are 
also used within other ethnic sub-cultures. Insights from this study 
open the door for further research to understand how race relations, 
power structures and culture affect identity and consumption within 
various sub-cultures in a diaspora. The study adds value to the cur-
rent body of consumption research by showcasing the intricate dy-
namics of consumption within a diaspora used to control, create and 
communicate identities and group identification. Moreover it posits 
that immigrant identities are in a state of constant flux, thereby mak-
ing it impossible to fit them neatly into boxes. Instead these identities 
are better represented on a continuum.  
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ABSTRACT
This paper explores multiple selves and their inconsistent con-

sumption preferences among East-Asians. The findings from 28 
depth-interviews in Japan illustrate that East-Asians, contrary to 
Westerners, experience less psychological tension facing their in-
consistent consumption preferences. They therefore have less need 
to find an agreement among inconsistencies. Dialectical thinking 
theory is employed to understand cultural differences towards con-
tradictions. East Asian cultures tend to more tolerate psychological 
contradiction, whereas Western cultures are less comfortable with 
contradiction. Our research also suggests the absence of consumers’ 
need for a coherent identity narrative in Japan, whereas in Western 
cultures, particularly in North America, consumers seek to reconcile 
identity contradictions. From the childhood, Japanese learn to shift 
between multiple selves. This norm is called kejime, the ability to 
make distinctions. Hence, Japanese consumers are culturally accus-
tomed to shifting among multiple selves than to pursuing a consistent 
global self-concept.

Today, it has become common to view consumers’ selves as 
involving multiplicity (Gergen 1981; Markus and Wurf 1987). We 
now have a great deal of information and choices about who we want 
to be. Multiple selves often involve inconsistent views and affect 
consumer behavior. Hence, many consumer studies have examined 
multiple selves and consumption (e.g., Ahuvia 2005; Bahl and Milne 
2010; Firat and Shultz 2001; Firat and Venkatesh 1995; Schenk and 
Holman 1980; Schouten 1991; Tian and Belk 2005).

Yet, little attention has been focused on the issue of whether 
the findings apply to consumers around the globe. Although consum-
ers from different cultures may vary in their response to inconsistent 
consumption preferences, the majority of research has been con-
ducted in the U.S. Indeed, recent studies in cultural psychology have 
identified that cultures differ in the tolerance towards contradiction 
(Peng and Nisbett 1999). More particularly, East Asian cultures tend 
to more tolerate psychological contradiction (Spencer-Rodgers, Wil-
liams, and Peng 2010), whereas Western cultures are less comfort-
able with contradiction (Festinger 1957; Lewin 1951). In this article, 
we explore the various implications of multiple selves and consump-
tion among Japanese. 

This article is organized as follows. In the first section, we re-
view the existing literature on the multiple selves and consumption; 
then we discuss synthetic versus dialectical thinking. In the second 
section, we describe our methodology used in this study. In the third 
section, based on the data gathered from the Japanese participants, 
we argue that Japanese consumers experience no significant psycho-
logical tension facing own inconsistent consumption preferences. In 
the fourth section, we discuss our findings. Finally in the fifth sec-
tion, we provide limitations in our study and suggestions for future 
directions.

CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS

Multiple Selves and Consumption
In the literature discussing multiple selves and consumption, 

the term ‘conflict’ has been used frequently. For example, Bahl and 
Milne (2010) state in their study on the dialogical self that navigates 
through inconsistent consumption preferences that “dialog is used to 
manage conflict…to avoid conflict” (190, emphasis added). Ahuvia 

(2005) also states in his study on the role of loved objects in the con-
struction of a coherent identity narrative that “consumers attempt to 
reconcile identity conflicts” (181, emphasis added). The researchers 
seem to implicitly presume that consumers’ inconsistent consump-
tion preferences or inconsistencies among multiple selves are in con-
flict with each other.

Bahl and Milne (2010) define conflict using Janis (1959) and 
Emmons and King (1988). Janis (1959) defines conflict as “opposing 
tendencies within an individual, which interfere with the formula-
tion, acceptance, or execution of a decision” (as cited in Bahl and 
Milne 2010, emphasis added). Emmons and King (1988) define it 
as “a situation in which one goal striving is seen by an individual as 
interfering with the achievement of other strivings in the individual’s 
striving system” (as cited in Bahl and Milne 2010, emphasis added). 
Both definitions consider that in conflict, an individual regards the 
situation as interfering. Based on these two definitions, Bahl and 
Milne (2010) provide more nuanced understanding of conflict; how-
ever, they consider conflict as one hindering the other. Hence, there is 
an implied meaning of confrontation among consumers’ inconsistent 
consumption preferences or inconsistencies among multiple selves.

However, the term ‘inconsistent’ does not necessary imply con-
frontations. According to the Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary, 
inconsistent is defined as “lacking consistency: as a) not compatible 
with another fact or claim; b) containing incompatible elements; c) 
incoherent or illogical in thought or actions: changeable; d) not satis-
fiable by the same set of values for the unknowns.” We feel that the 
view towards inconsistency as conflicting may be culturally limited. 
This will be further explained in the next section. 

Another common trait identified in the existing literature on 
multiple selves and consumption is that consumers usually seek to 
reconcile differences and achieve coherence in their identity. Al-
though Firat and Venkatesh (1995) see the postmodern consumers 
as possessing multiple selves with no need to reconcile identity con-
tradictions, researchers have not found many examples of consumers 
abandoning the desire for a coherent identity narrative. Thompson 
and Hirschman (1995) deny Firat and Venkatesh’s claim as an “opti-
mistic theoretical construction” (151). Thompson and Haytko (1997) 
and Murray (2002) find that young adults experience a tension in 
their sense of identity as they strive to be both unique individuals 
and part of a group, and they use fashion to resolve this tension. The 
plurality of fashion discourses allows diverse interpretive positions, 
enabling consumers to find meaning by contrasting opposing values 
and beliefs. These “countervailing meanings” are used by consum-
ers to moderate tensions arising from their efforts to develop a sense 
of individual agency (i.e., distinction) and perceptions of social pre-
scription (i.e., social integration). The study by Ahuvia (2005) also 
shows that consumers attempt to reconcile identity conflicts using 
three strategies labeled “demarcating,” “compromising,” and “syn-
thesizing” solutions. However, this need for coherence in self-identi-
ty may also be culturally specific. 

In extending multiple selves and consumption theory beyond 
the Western cultural realm, we question the view of consumers’ navi-
gation of inconsistent consumption preferences as management or 
avoidance of identity conflicts. We also question the view of consum-
ers as having the desire for the coherent identity narrative. Cultural 
differences in the tolerance towards contradictions will be discussed 
next.
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Synthetic versus Dialectical Thinking
Culturally shared folk epistemologies influence people’s rea-

soning about contradiction and their tolerance for ambiguity (Peng 
and Nisbett 1999). Western psychology has largely assumed that in-
dividuals are uncomfortable with incongruity and that they possess a 
basic need to synthesize contradictory information (Festinger 1957; 
Lewin 1951; Thompson, Zanna, and Griffin 1995). Western cultures 
tend to be more linear or synthetic in their cognitive orientation. 
They consider both sides of an opposing argument and then they 
search for synthesis and the resolution of incongruity (Lewin 1951; 
Peng and Nisbett 1999). Western folk epistemologies are rooted in 
Aristotelian traditions, which emphasize three basic principles (Peng 
and Nisbett 1999): the law of identity (if A is true, then A is always 
true), the law of noncontradiction (A cannot equal not A), and the 
law of the excluded middle (all propositions must be either true or 
false). As a result, Westerners are generally less comfortable with 
contradiction, and attitudinal ambivalence is associated with psycho-
logical tension and conflict (Festinger, 1957; Lewin, 1951).

On the other hand, East Asian epistemologies tend to tolerate 
psychological contradiction. East Asian cultures tend to be more dia-
lectic in their cognitive orientation. Recognizing and accepting the 
duality in all things is regarded as normative in East Asian cultures. 
Two central features of dialectical ways of knowing are moderation 
and balance: good is counterbalanced by evil, happiness is offset 
by sadness, and self-criticism is tempered by sympathy for the self 
(Kitayama and Markus 1999; Peng and Nisbett 1999). Dialectical 
thinking is rooted in East Asian philosophical and religious tradi-
tions, and is based on three primary tenets: the principle of contradic-
tion (two opposing propositions may both be true), the principle of 
change (the universe is in flux and is constantly changing), and the 
principle of holism (all things in the universe are interrelated). Dia-
lecticism also discourages the adoption of extreme positions. A prin-
cipal consequence of dialectical thinking is that East Asians more 
comfortably accept psychological contradiction (Spencer-Rodgers 
et al. 2009).

Consequently, the Western and East Asian views of contradic-
tion are fundamentally different (Peng and Nisbett 1999). Hence, we 
argue that consumer attitude towards inconsistent consumption pref-
erences and the consumers’ desire for the coherent identity narrative 
may differ between the West and East Asia.

METHODOLOGY
This study employed a phenomenological interviewing 

(Thompson, Locander, and Pollio 1989). Because the concept of self 
is complex, the study required a research method with the ability to 
delve into the thoughts, feelings, and behaviors of informants and 
to capture the social and situational contexts of those phenomena 
(Schouten 1991). The study was conducted in Japan, one of Asia’s 
leading countries. Since the Japanese consumer market is mature as 
the one in Western counterparts such as the U.S, the selection of 
Japan allows us to control confounding. In-depth interviews with 28 
Japanese informants (14 females and 14 males) were conducted. Our 
sample was composed of various age groups, from twenties to fifties. 
The informants were recruited using the research agency. They were 
given 10,000 yen (about $100) for their participation. The interviews 
lasted three hours and were audiotaped. The data collection process 
took place between April 27 and May 13, 2009. All interviews were 
conducted in the local language (Japanese).

To obtain a first-person description of consumers’ experience, 
the goal of the phenomenological interview, the interview was in-
tended to yield a conversation with the informants. During the inter-
view, a concerted effort was made to allow informants freely describe 

their experiences in detail. Respondents were assured of anonymity 
(names are all pseudonyms). The questions and probes were aimed 
at bringing about descriptions of experiences and were not intended 
to confirm theoretical hypotheses. Such attempts were important to 
capture the true feelings of informants because Japanese people have 
a tendency to value social harmony and not to reveal their true inner 
feelings. In fact, one of the informants commented that “I’m talking 
a lot today. I can’t talk about it [the topic] normally.”

The luxury consumption was chosen as the specified domain of 
experience for this study. Luxury is nonessential that is closely as-
sociated with indulgence and hedonics (Kivetz and Simonson 2002). 
Consumers often show ambivalent attitudes towards luxury (Dubois 
and Laurent 1994). Furthermore, it is often associated with consum-
ers’ self-concepts (Vigneron and Johnson 1999). Hence, we assumed 
that the luxury consumption would be a good context to study con-
sumers’ multiple selves and consumption.

We used a hermeneutic process to analyze the text, first com-
pleting an emic analysis for each informant with regard to his/
her multiple selves and luxury consumption experiences and then 
moving to an etic analysis by comparing our findings across the in-
formants (Bahl and Milne 2010; Thompson, Locander, and Pollio 
1989). Findings were interpreted using an iterative process of go-
ing back and forth between our findings and those in the literature. 
Concepts from the literature were compared and contrasted with our 
findings to arrive at new insights.

CREATING A NARRATIVE: MULTIPLE SELVES 
AND CONSUMPTION IN JAPAN

Excerpts from an Interview with Erika: Worker-Self 
versus Private-Self

Erika is 24 years old OL (office lady) who lives with her par-
ents and siblings. Now working at a bank, she has two selves – one 
as a banker (worker-self) and another as a private. As a banker, she 
invests in fashion to look professional. She comments about wearing 
a manicure:

Interviewer (I): Why do you think it’s important to take care of 
your fingers?

Erika (E): Well… I wonder… My mother doesn’t wear the 
manicure. So… My mother thinks I don’t need to wear it. But… 
when I started to work, I felt that those who can take care even 
of their fingers appear to do well in their work. So, well… I 
began to wear the manicure.

Erika wears the manicure because she thinks that women wear-
ing it portray the successful women. In her view, those who can pay 
careful attention to the details (as represented in wearing manicures 
on fingers) do well in the work. She also thinks it is important to 
look nice at work. Hence, she spends money on fashion including 
the manicure. 

On a contrary, as a private-self, Erika has no interest in invest-
ing in fashion. She feels that fashion is a waste of money. She speaks 
with confidence that she will never spend money on a house dress.

E: I never experienced this [buying an expensive house dress], 
so I’m not sure, but I think this dress really addresses only me 
and not others. It’s like I want to look nice even if there’s no 
one around.
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I: Do you think you’ll purchase one in the future?

E: Well, I really doubt it. Even if I became to wear something 
nicer, I don’t think I’ll spend money on this [house dress].

I: Why is that?

E: Why? Well, let’s see… I can’t think of spending money on 
something that I’m not going to wear outside.  

As the private-self, Erika has no concern to look nice. This is 
perhaps because her family admires the spirit of simplicity and fru-
gality. 

Although Erika has seemingly inconsistent preferences towards 
the fashion consumption, she seems to have no need to reconcile 
them. During the three hours interview, she told numerous episodes 
about her fashion consumption such as the manicure, lash exten-
sions, depilation, and luxury brand wallet, but also told about her 
thoughts on fashion how it is not a necessity in life. At one side, 
she feels spending money on fashion is important and fun, whereas 
on the other side, she feels fashion is unnecessary and should be 
avoided. She has mixed emotions towards the fashion consumption. 
Although her fashion consumption preferences are inconsistent, she 
accepts them without any psychological tension. It seems that she 
simply makes distinction between outside (soto) and home (uchi). 
She says that “I can’t think of spending money on something that 
I’m not going to wear outside,” which indicates that she would spend 
money for public but not for private.

Excerpts from an Interview with Keiko: Duality of Japanese 
Self (Omote and Ura Dimensions)

Keiko is 23 years old OL working in the financial industry. She 
has just graduated from a highly reputables university in Japan. Like 
Erika, she now has the worker-self and private-self. In addition, she 
also has the friend-self which surfaces when she is with her former 
classmates.

Keiko also has two dimensions of self, omote (public-self that 
she shows to others) and ura (private, inner-self that she does not 
show to others). With omote-self, she adjusts consumption prefer-
ence to fit with her friends. Such consumption preference is seem-
ingly inconsistent with the one of her ura-self. To give an example, 
Keiko talks about drinking Dom Pérignon Rosé at the party with her 
friends:

Keiko (K): I don’t like a carbonated drink, so I don’t like cham-
pagne. I don’t want to drink, but [others want to order. They 
say] ‘let’s order because it’s expensive,’ or ‘we’re going to or-
der pin-don (abbreviated word for pink Dom Pérignon) today.’ 
[…] [People consider that pin-don is] a must-have item for the 
party. Speaking the truth, I don’t understand its price […] I pre-
fer shochu (Japanese spirits) or sake. […]

Interviewer (I): How do you feel when you’re drinking pin-
don?

K: […] it’s not tasty at all. It’s carbonated. I don’t want it. […]

I: Why do you drink it if it’s not tasty?

K: Well, I don’t [want to] order it but others want to.

Keiko shows her omote-self to her friends and hides her ura-
self. With the omote-self, she hides her real drinking preference and 
adjusts it to her friends. Although she does not like champagne, she 
orders it because her friends want it. She does not mention her dis-
like of champagne nor order the other preferred drink such as shochu 
or sake.

Keiko’s two-tiered self is also apparent in her opinion towards 
possessions such as the luxury brand handbag and watch. She has the 
Chanel handbag and Piaget watch to which her omote and ura selves 
have different opinions.

K: To tell the truth, I’m not materialistic. For a watch, if I can 
tell the time, it’s enough. In reality, I’m such person. Still, [I feel 
good] when people tell me ‘Wow, you’re wearing that watch 
[Piaget watch]! How nice!’ It’s really Japanese-like. So, I think 
it’s better to have one. It’s like wearing armor. […] It’s same 
for a handbag. Really, I want to walk around empty-handed. If 
I have my cigarettes, wallet, and mobile phone, I’m fine. I want 
to put them in my pockets. But I’m a female [so I should carry 
around some kind of bag]. I can’t be walking around with the 
supermarket’s shopping bag. If I have the handbag of this sort 
[Chanel handbag], people tell me ‘That’s nice.’ And I learnt. So 
I think it’s better to have one. That’s why I want it.     

Keiko’s ura-self has no interest towards the luxury brand 
goods; however, her omote-self needs them. She feels a need in or-
der to fit in with society and survive (as reflected in her use of the 
armor metaphor). 

Like Erika, Keiko does not seem to feel psychological tension 
from these seemingly inconsistent opinions between her omote and 
ura selves. Rather, she accepts omote and ura as the characteristics 
of Japanese society. Comparing Japan and New York (from her ex-
perience of visiting NY), she recognizes that omote and ura do not 
exist at NY. She comments that people are more plain and natural at 
NY. Still, she does not have negative feelings towards Japan. When 
the interviewer asked Keiko where she prefers to live, she chose Ja-
pan without hesitation.

DISCUSSION
Western versus East Asian View towards Inconsistent Con-

sumption Preferences
Erika and Keiko, like other informants, have multiple selves 

and inconsistent preferences towards consumption, but they don’t 
seem to be uncomfortable with contradictions or attitudinal am-
bivalence. Is this uniquely Japanese? Westerners, like Japanese, also 
have multiple selves and are able to adjust to different social rela-
tionships and situations. The difference may be of the tolerance for 
holding apparently contradictory beliefs. Japanese, unlike Western-
ers, tend to tolerate psychological contradictions (Peng and Nisbett 
1999). Whereas Westerners are uncomfortable with inconsistencies 
and perceive them as conflict (Ahuvia 2005; Bahl and Milne 2010), 
Japanese accept them without feeling much psychological tension. 
The model in figure 1 explains the differences between East Asia 
such as Japan and West on consumers’ approach towards inconsis-
tent consumption preferences.

We argue that the dialectical thinking allows East Asians to 
accept inconsistent consumption preferences without much psycho-
logical tension. Our informants show the tendency towards dialecti-
cal thinking. One of the characteristics of dialectical thinking is the 
acceptance of contradiction. For example, majority of participants 
speak about their contradicting view towards luxury consumption. 
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On the one hand, they feel that luxury consumption is unnecessary. 
However, on the other hand, they consume luxury to fulfill their de-
sire. They recognize that there is a contradiction; however, they sim-
ply accept it. Consider how Koji (male, age 44) speaks on this issue.

Koji: Under original Buddhism […], recognition itself brings 
perplexity. For example, we look at water; then we think is it 
tasty or not tasty. […] From the sense, all fantasies emerge. 
Well…when you come to think of it, various things including 
desire are evoked. So I deny it. […] I don’t think about the un-
necessary things, such as what I need to do tomorrow or about 
a beautiful lady. In a nutshell, I don’t think about those noises; 
rather, I feel that just being there is of greatest happiness. Hon-
estly speaking, I think such way of thinking is best for human 
beings. Then, there would be no perplexity. […] But having 
said that, I’m a vulgar person who lives in a secular world. So, I 
enjoy eating nice foods and talking with beautiful ladies. I was 
happy when I bought good things.

Koji speaks about how his beliefs and actions towards con-
sumption are contradicting. He does not seem to be irritated by 
his contradictory thoughts, however. The tone of his voice remains 
calm. His comment ‘I’m a vulgar person’ suggests that he considers 
a vulgar person to be contradictory. Indeed, East Asians do possess 
more contradictory self-beliefs, attitudes, and values (Campbell et 
al. 1996; Choi and Choi 2002; Spencer-Rodgers et al. 2009; Wong, 
Rindfleisch, and Burroughs 2003), compared with Westerners.

Dialectical thinking is also characterized by the acceptance of 
changes. Consider how some of the informants have shown such 
changes in attitude and behavior. Ichiro (male, age 52) shows at-
titudinal change towards brands. He says that “I don’t like brands. I 

have a perverse opinion towards brands.” Hence, when purchasing 
the condominium, he didn’t choose the famous developer. Still, he 
now has a desire for Ferrari. He says that Ferrari is “an ideal. It’s my 
aspiration.” He admits that Ferrari’s premium price includes the cost 
for its brand name; however, he still desires it. Shizue (female, age 
36), like Erika and Keiko, show behavioral changes depending on 
the situation. Her behavior with friends is quite different from her 
behavior in private. Since marrying to the owner of game software 
company, she has friends who come from the rich background. How-
ever, she spent her childhood in poverty. Hence, when she is in the 
gorgeous places, she feels ashamed. She thus pays a careful atten-
tion and makes an extra effort when she is with her current friends. 
For example, when she goes to the restaurant with her friends, she 
matches her clothing and accessories to them. She says,

Shizue (S): I don’t want to be rude to my friends when eating at 
a restaurant. My friends have very nice fashion goods, so when 
we go to the restaurant, I feel that I cannot take the 3,980 yen 
handbag.

Shizue feels that taking 3,980 yen handbag is improper when 
meeting her rich friends. So, she brings an expensive Hermès hand-
bag. On the other hand, when she goes to casual, cheap restaurants 
such as fast food restaurants, most often alone, she feels that the 
Hermès handbag is improper. Depending on the situation, she drasti-
cally changes her behavior (i.e., dressing in this case) without any 
hesitation.

Multiplicity of Self for Japanese
We also argue that multiplicity of self for Japanese is cultur-

ally embedded; therefore, the Japanese consumers have less need 

FIGURE 1
CULTURAL DIFFERENCES IN CONSUMER APPROACH TOWARDS INCONSISTENT CONSUMPTION PREFERENCES
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for the coherent identity narrative compared with Westerners. An-
thropologists studying Japan have claimed that Japanese selves are 
multiple and changing (Rosenberger 1992). They demonstrate that 
the Japanese nurture multiple selves to reconcile what Westerners 
have viewed as oppositions in Japanese life such as public versus 
private life. The Japanese are multifaceted people who are subject to 
the influences that surround them, but shape selves creatively around 
a broad spectrum of social relationships and situations. They define 
and redefine themselves in relation to the social relationship. In ad-
dition to this shifting relational self, the Japanese also conceives 
the multiplicity of self in various dimensions such as in relation to 
objects, aspects of nature, and historical ideologies (Rosenberger 
1992).

In the Japanese life, a series of antonyms, which include soto 
versus uchi, omote (in front; surface appearance) versus ura (in-back, 
what is hidden from others), and tatemae (the surface reality) versus 
honne (inner feelings), appears in every sphere (Bachnik 1992). The 
meanings of these sets of terms are related; aspects of public / social 
cluster at one pole (soto, omote, tatemae), while aspects of private / 
self cluster at one pole (uchi, ura, honne) (Doi 1986). 

Japanese shift between two poles, adjusting their self to fit in a 
given social relationship and situation. From the childhood, Japanese 
learn to shift between two poles (Tobin 1992). Japanese select cer-
tain behavior, including choice, in consistency with social relation-
ship and situation (Bachnik 1992). This is called kejime, the ability 
to make distinctions (Hendry 1986). Kejime indexes what kind of be-
havior or personality characteristic is appropriate; or how little emo-
tion and self-expression is appropriate in a given situation (Bachnik 
1992). Our informants also seem to be aware of kejime. For example, 
Keiko is very considerate of a social context. Consider the following 
comment that she speaks about living in a society: 

K: After all, I’m not living alone. To live in a society, it’s not 
okay that only I’m satisfied. For example, when walking in the 
city, I’m comfortable wearing sweatshirts and sneakers with my 
hairs loose. This may be okay to me, but [there are other people 
in the city and it may not be okay for them]. I need to worry 
about what others think of me and I can’t live alone. At work, 
it’s impolite if I’m not wearing a make-up.

Hence, Keiko accepts omote and ura dimensions of self, and 
shifts between the two according to the situations. Similarly, other 
informants also shift between social contexts of work and private, 
between the social group and the family, among friends, children, 
husbands or wives, and in-laws; among boss and staff; between the 
outer dimensions of self and inner self. Japanese consumers shift 
among multiple selves, instead of attempting to reconcile multiple 
selves and to construct a coherent identity narrative.

CONCLUSIONS
This study emphasizes the importance of redefining our under-

standing of multiple selves and consumption through data gathered 
in Japan. We argue that consumer approach towards inconsistent 
consumption preferences and the consumers’ desire for the coherent 
identity narrative may differ between West and East Asia such as 
Japan. Our findings suggest that Japanese consumers experience less 
psychological tension facing their seemingly inconsistent consump-
tion preferences. They therefore are accepting inconsistencies and 
have a less need for solving them. We also argue that the difference 
in consumer approach towards inconsistent consumption preferences 
may be due to the difference in tolerance toward contradictions. East 
Asians (including Japanese) have dialectical thinking and are more 
tolerant toward contradictions, whereas Westerners have synthetic 

thinking and are less tolerant toward contradictions (Peng and Nis-
bett 1999). Findings also suggest the absence of consumers’ need 
for a coherent identity narrative in Japan. We argue that shift among 
multiple selves are culturally embedded in Japan as reflected in the 
paired antonyms such as soto versus uchi, omote versus ura, and 
tatemae versus honne.

Our findings suggest the absence of consumers’ need for a co-
herent identity narrative in Japan. While consistency of the self-con-
cept across different social relationships and situations may be less 
important in Japan than West, Japanese consumers may still have 
a need to maintain consistency within a specific social relationship 
and situation (English and Chen 2011). For example, Erika may seek 
consistency in her worker-self over time; and Keiko in her omote-
self over time. As such, as English and Chen (2011) claim, pursuit 
of a consistent self-concept may be important in East Asian cultures 
such as Japanese as in Western cultures. However, we suspect that 
in the degree of consumers’ consciousness about consistency may be 
much smaller in this case than in the case of maintaining consistency 
in self-image across different social relationships and situations. The 
reason is that while global self-concept is created and actively man-
aged by the individual, social self (i.e., socially appropriate person 
image) is defined by the community like a cultural norm and shared 
by its members. Therefore, Western consumers who pursue the con-
sistency in the global self-concept are more apt to be conscious about 
consistency as they define the attributes themselves. In contrast, East 
Asian consumers who pursue the consistency in the social self may 
be less conscious about consistency as they may be simply following 
cultural norms defined by the community. 

In any case, none of our informants seem conscious about incon-
sistency across different social relationships and situations; therefore 
feeling no significant psychological tension facing own inconsistent 
consumption preferences. Future research could explore conceptual 
distinctions between different types of self-concept consistency and 
consumers’ consciousness about consistency.

Furthermore, there are still some unanswered questions on 
East Asians’ tolerance toward contradictions. For example, do East 
Asians have tolerance toward inconsistencies even within a specific 
social self and/or inner self? It could be argued that inconsistency 
of the self-concept across different social relationships and situa-
tions among East Asians can also be explained by the interdependent 
self-construal theory (Markus and Kitayama 1991) besides dialec-
tical thinking. Since the principal goal of the interdependent self-
construal is to maintain connectedness and harmony with others, it 
may be natural for the individuals with interdependent self-construal 
to change their attitudes across different social relationships. Thus, 
by examining the tolerance towards inconsistencies within a specific 
social relationship yet across varying situations (e.g., with a profes-
sor in classroom vs. in cafeteria) or within a varying situations not 
involving social relationships (i.e., inner-self) (e.g., consistency in 
brand preference of a yogurt at home or at office), it would be pos-
sible to disentangle the effects of dialectical thinking from that of 
interdependent self-construal. These questions require further explo-
ration and examination.
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ABSTRACT
Building on the work by Carù and Cova (2003, 2006), we ob-

serve Internet users in front of a new virtual environment: a 3D com-
mercial mall. A longitudinal study (4 visits on a 2-months period) 
allows studying the process that leads to the experience of immer-
sion. Although individual differences are observed, the analysis of 
logbooks allow us to observe the realization of the three steps of the 
appropriation model (nesting, investigating and stamping) that lead 
to the experience of immersion. Our results also highlight the central 
role played by the avatar in the appropriation of that new commercial 
space. 

INTRODUCTION
Since the seminal work of Hirshman and Holbrook (1982), con-

sumer experience has been given great attention in literature. The 
postmodern approach considers that the consumer now looks for 
varied and if possible extraordinary experiences (Firat, 2001). The 
notion of experience has then become a key element in consumer 
behavior understanding (Carù and Cova, 2006). More specifically 
regarding online consumption, immersion (or flow as the ultimate 
immersion) is seen as fundamental outcome and stake for online con-
sumption experiences (Hoffman and Novak, 1996; Tisseron, 2008). 
Developing enriching and immersive virtual experience is now a 
main issue for online marketers, be it on traditional 2D websites or in 
3D life simulation, games or commercial virtual universes. Though 
being widely studied as a consequential state, immersion can also 
be presented as a process (Carù and Cova, 2003, 2006): these au-
thors make the difference clear between the process of immersion 
and its result by proposing an appropriation operations model. Carù 
and Cova (2003) explored a specific context (artistic experience) and 
despite extended research on flow following Hoffman and Novak 
(1996)’s founding works, no research has studied this process of im-
mersion in a virtual experience context from a longitudinal perspec-
tive yet. 

Though, getting immerged on the Internet is not always easy, as 
for real. Among the various tools that may help creating an enriching 
and immersive experience online, the avatar has been identified as a 
key for immersion (Biocca, 1997; Taylor, 2002; Tisseron, 2009), as it 
reintroduces the body in a so-said “disembodied” experience (Vicdan 
and Ulusoy, 2008) and allows consumers to play an active role in the 
experience (Peng, 2008; Yee and Bailenson, 2009) that is favorable 
to immersion (Carù and Cova, 2003, 2006).

The first objective of this research is then to observe and ana-
lyze the process that leads to an immersion experience in a new virtu-
al environment (a 3D shopping mall, see Appendix for illustrations). 
Moreover, our second aim is to assess the role the avatar can play in 
the appropriation operations process leading to immersion.

The conceptual framework first deepens the notion of experi-
ence and immersion on the web and presents the appropriation op-
erations theory (Carù and Cova, 2003). The role the avatar might 
take in this experience and immersion process is then discussed. A 
longitudinal study, associating qualitative and quantitative data, al-
lows analyzing and empirically validating the process that leads to 
immersion on the 3D shopping mall and the influence of the avatar. 
Results are presented and discussed and the paper concludes on con-
tributions of the research and its perspectives. 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Since Hoffman and Novak (1996)’s founding works, the experi-

ential approach has be adopted by a great numbers of researchers to 
study what is lived by Internet users while visiting a website. Even if 
the Internet obviously offers wide utilitarian opportunities and value, 
some authors stated that the more immersive, hedonic aspects of In-
ternet could play at least an equal role in predicting online attitudes 
and behaviours (Childers, Carr and Peck, 2001; Mathwick, Malhotra 
and Rigdon, 2001). Moreover, improving the experiential value of 
shopping on the Internet should lead to a better conversion rate, more 
satisfaction, stickiness and loyalty (Childers et al., 2001; Mathwick 
et al., 2001).

Pioneers in this area associated three main characteristics to the 
virtual experience: immersion, interactivity and possibility of real 
relationships (Tisseron, 2008). Regarding more specifically immer-
sion, it is stated that as physical stores, commercial websites might 
induce emotional and affective reactions of Internet users, provoking 
immersion (Charfi and Volle, 2010). 

The Immersion Process: The Appropriation Steps Theory 
Immersion in computer-mediated environment is defined as “the 

extent to which the computer displays are capable of delivering an 
illusion of reality to the senses of the human participant” (Slater and 
Wilbur, 1997). On a broader scope, immersion appears in any case in 
which an individual is plunged, involved or absorbed in a totally dif-
ferent world (Fornerino, Helme-Guizon and Gotteland, 2006). This 
immersion - that can be partial or total, durable or temporary, wanted 
or undergone – or “feeling of” immersion of an individual in a physi-
cal or virtual universe consists in entering the universe and absorb/ 
be absorbed by its atmosphere.

Nevertheless marketing literature, and especially in this ex-
periential marketing area, is ambiguous toward the concept of im-
mersion. Indeed, immersion is presented by some researchers as a 
process to reach the immersion experience (Ladwein, 2003; Carù 
and Cova, 2003, 2006) while for others, it is the final state itself, of 
being immerged in the environment or the experience (Sherry, 1998; 
Pine and Gilmore, 1998, 1999). This state of immersion is often re-
lated to the state of flow (Hoffman and Novak, 1996). Indeed, in 
computer-mediated environments, immersion is often considered 
through or seen as an antecedent of flow (Hoffman and Novak, 1996; 
Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Novak, Hoffman and Yung, 2000). Flow is 
defined as “the state occurring during network navigation which is 
characterized by a seamless sequence of responses facilitated by ma-
chine interactivity, intrinsically enjoyable, accompanied by a loss of 
self-consciousness and self-reinforcing” (Novak et al. 2000). If im-
mersion and flow share concentration and focus on the consumption 
object, flow also implies a high control of actions, due to a confron-
tation between high stakes and high skills (Fornerino et al., 2006) 
while this is not a basic condition for immersion to develop. Moreo-
ver, flow is a state and not a process. 

On one hand, the idea of state of immersion relates to an im-
mediate dive, abruptly going from a non-immerged state to an im-
merged final and ideal state (Firat, 2001; Goulding, Shankar and El-
liot, 2002). On the other hand, the immersion process relates to and 
takes into account a series of steps that lead to the immersion experi-
ence. Carù et Cova (2003, 2006)’s works clearly separates the pro-
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cess of immersion from its results by proposing an appropriation op-
erations model, composed of three operations: nesting, investigating 
and stamping. Understanding means and methods by which the con-
sumer accesses the experience is essential, as this access is neither 
evident nor systematic (Ladwein, 2002). For Ladwein (2003), there 
will then be immersion when the distance between the experience 
and the consumer is reduced by those appropriation operations. Ap-
propriation can be defined as “a fundamental psychological process 
of action and intervention on a space to transform and personalize 
it; this influence system on places entails all forms and interventions 
on the space that translate into possession and attachment relation-
ships” (Fischer, 1992, p.91).  

According to Carù and Cova (2003) on the basis of Fischer 
(1983)’s work, the first step, Nesting, is characterized by the set 
of perceptions and sensations felt by the consumer, on the basis of 
which the consumer is going to look for rooting points, so to “feel at 
home”. The individual isolates a part of the experience he’s facing 
and sets into that part he’s already familiar with. This step allows the 
individual to develop control on and stability within the experience, 
that are necessary for a forthcoming unwinding. 

The second step, Investigating, is linked to observation of 
events and to the positive or negative evaluation of the experience. 
The individual will then develop his knowledge of the context he’s 
facing and progressively extend his territory, by beginning to mark 
rooting and control points. According to that, the consumer will feel 
a more or less important distance toward the environment. 

Finally, the third step, Stamping, is an imaginative activity 
characterized by the elaboration of impressions relative to the situa-
tion, the context and the attribution of a sense to that same situation. 
This sense will be specific according to the individual’s own refer-
ences and experiences. 

The immersion will then be a “strong moment that is felt by 
the consumer, and that results from a partial or complete appropria-
tion process” (Carù and Cova, 2003, p.80).  Two important aspects 
should be given attention. First, the immersion is not necessarily to-
tal (unlike what is implied by the idea of an ideal final state): it can 
be partial and there can be ups and downs. Second, there can be a 
plurality of appropriation sequences within a single experience, like 
cyclic round-trips between the different operations, and sequences 
might not follow the presented hierarchy because of short-circuits 
between the operations. 

Generating Immersion Online? 
Experiential components of websites are then essential to reach 

the immersion experience and improving the virtual experience has 
become a major issue for e-marketers managing websites. Rich me-
dia technologies and web 2.0 concepts have considerably broadened 
the extent to which websites can be used in an experiential and enter-
taining way (Helme-Guizon, 2001; Jeandrain and Limbourg, 2002) 
and possibly generate immersion by going beyond the flat “inhu-
man” screen and display of traditional websites. Those techniques, 
such as high quality sound, video/audio streaming or 3D can lead to 
a decrease in the perception of the computer mediation. Jeandrain 
and Diesbach (2008) noticed that those technologies all follow the 
same pattern: reaching media transparency and generating immer-
sion and so called feeling of (tele)presence (Steuer, 1992; Lombard 
and Ditton, 1997). As a matter of fact, virtual universes perfectly 
fit what consumers may look for to live extraordinary experiences, 
as Goulding et al. (2002, p.281) state that “those immersions in hy-
perreal but reassuring settings contrast with everyday stress”. Such 
universes then provide the thematized, enclosed and reassuring set-
ting (Goulding et al., 2002) that is necessary to favour immersion 

experience. Nevertheless, creating immersion is not that easy, even 
more in a virtual environment. Among the various possibilities, two 
solutions caught our attention. 

First, 3D technology, by creating a hyperreal setting (Baudril-
lard, 1981), should be appropriate to generate immersion of online 
consumers. Indeed it provides an enriching and interactive environ-
ment, high visual stimulation and potentially reduces the distance 
with reality by reproducing it. Though, Garnier and Poncin (2009) 
revealed difficulties that Internet users can meet to immerge during 
the first and only one visit, in their case on a 3D commercial website. 
This was mainly due to the lack of familiarity with this very inno-
vative environment. The frontier between real and virtual and the 
search for a rooting into reality seemed determining in the experi-
ence lived in such a setting (Poncin and Garnier, 2010). As a matter 
of fact, very little attention has been given to 3D shopping malls, de-
spite their development and how they challenge virtual worlds, retail 
marketing and consumer online behavior (Burke, 1996; Garnier and 
Poncin, 2009, 2011, 2012). 

The second feature, the avatar, has been identified as essential 
(Biocca, 1997; Tisseron, 2009) for immersion, as it reintroduces the 
body in a situation where it is not much solicited, contrary to “real 
life” consumption (Vicdan and Ulusoy, 2008).

Toward Re-Embodiment of the Virtual Experience and 
the Immersion Process

Immersion as an Embodied Experience. Immersion is seen 
throughout literature as a fundamentally embodied experience (Joy 
and Sherry, 2003), which may first seem inconsistent with virtual ex-
perience. Any experience is indeed embodied (Niedenthal, Barsalou, 
Winkielman, Krauth-Gruber and Ric, 2005) with the body being a 
processor of sensory stimuli and information (Lakoff and Johnson, 
1980). 

But online experience is usually seen as disembodied, as the 
physical body is not highly mobilized (as staying sat down on a chair 
in front of a screen), while cyberspace allows to free oneself from 
the physical constraints and the finiteness of the bodily incarnation 
(Turkle, 1995). 

Though, the avatar allows individuals to have an online digital 
body that might impact the immersion experience. 

Avatar and Immersion. In a computer-mediated environment, 
an avatar is defined as “a pictorial representation of a human in a 
chat environment” (Bahorsky, Jeffrey and Mason, 1998), “a repre-
sentation of the user as an animated character in virtual worlds” 
(Loos, 2003), or “graphic personifications of computers or processes 
that run on computers” (Halfhill, 1996). Researches related to ava-
tar use and influences are widely spread in Psychology, Information 
Systems or Human-Computer Interactions, in relation with learning, 
life-simulation or gaming virtual universes. Though, in the study of 
Consumer Behavior and Marketing, the subject of avatars in a di-
rect (commercial websites, virtual models, virtual goods purchase) 
or undirect (brand communities, virtual worlds) commercial settings 
is still in its infancy (Crete et al., 2008 ; Kym and Forsythe, 2008, 
2009; Malter, Rosa and Garbarino, 2008; Ulusoy and Vicdan, 2008; 
Vicdan and Ulusoy, 2008; Merle, St Onge et Sénécal, 2009, 2011; 
Garnier and Poncin, 2009, 2010, 2011). 

Beyond debates on body and relationships between body and 
mind1, the use of avatars questions the idea of disembodiment and 
more globally the role of the body in a virtual experience (Turkle, 
1995; Biocca, 1997; Ulusoy et Vicdan, 2008; Vicdan et Ulusoy, 
2008; Yee et al., 2009; Schultze, 2010). A whole range of researches 

1 See for example Descartes (1649) or Merleau-Ponty (1962)’s philo-
sophical works on the topic.   
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also show that, as a real body would, strong emotional and physical 
reactions can be provoked by an experience that is mediated by an 
avatar (Turkle, 1994 ; Von der Pütten et al., 2010, among others). 

As stated by Taylor (2002), the digital body anchors the self 
in the virtual and social space and the virtual body is then key to 
the experience (Biocca, 1997; Taylor, 2002; Tisseron, 2009). Practi-
cally speaking, creating the avatar is the first thing a new user 
will do: as such, it is clearly the first contact with and the 
entrance point in the universe. It can be considered as a me-
diator (Kolko, 1999), reconciliating Internet users with an inherent 
need for physicality in a virtual space (Meamber and Venkatesh 1999 
; Vicdan and Ulusoy 2008). Academic literature has then regularly 
demonstrated the positive effects of using an avatar on the virtual 
experience and its components, as a potential source of perceived 
presence, immersion and socialization (Taylor, 2002 ; Choi and Kim, 
2004; Turkle, 2007; Smahel et al. 2008; Garnier and Poncin, 2009; 
Davis et al. 2009; Schultze, 2010). The digital body engages the in-
dividual in the virtual world (Biocca, 1997; Taylor, 2002; Tisseron, 
2009), allow him/her to re-embody in the virtual experience and to 
engage in bodily practices (Schultze, 2010). The avatar also makes 
the individual producer and actor of the experience (Peng, 2008; Yee 
and Bailenson, 2009). Thanks to embodiment in the avatar, users can 
indeed play an active role, providing himself a nearly direct experi-
ence (enactive experience), more powerful than mere observation. 
This is particularly interesting as it has been demonstrated that being 
a producer and an actor favors an immersive experience (Carù and 
Cova, 2003, 2006). 

In addition to the appropriation process study, this research then 
tackles the role an avatar can play to favor immersion by allowing 
embodiment, and more specifically how it could participate in the 
appropriation process leading to immersion (Carù and Cova, 2003). 

METHODOLOGY

AuShopping 3D shopping mall
Access to Aushopping website can be found at the following 

URL: http://www.aushopping.com/galerie3d/aushopping/
monde3D/login. This is the first integrally 3D shopping mall that 
is also associated with a price comparison website, a commercial 
social network and 3D apartments consumers can personalize with 
products from their purchases or wish lists. We focus on the main 
feature of the 3D shopping mall.  As the website was a beta version 
when data were collected, some features, such as flats for example, 
were not accessible:  they consequently do not appear in the data 
collection and are not dealt with in that study. 

When using the 3D mall, the consumer enters a fully 3D com-
mercial center (environment, shops, structures and shelves, product 
display) and is represented by an avatar he can personalize and uses 
it to navigate. He can also visualize (picture or 3D display) prod-
ucts and try them on, chat online with avatars of other consumers, 
participate to social or gaming activities within the virtual shopping 
mall and possibly ends his visit by purchasing. Again, it is to note 

that some features (such as gaming activities) were not accessible to 
participants when data were collected. Illustrations of Aushopping 
can be found in Appendix. 

Sample and Data Collection
32 students (22 women and 10 men, aged 19 to 22) were recruited 

on a voluntary basis (following a previous broader data collection on 
a related topic) to participate to a longitudinal study over a 2-months 
period. They visited the website at least 4 times over the 2-months 
period, with instructions for each visit (V1: open visit; V2: product 
retrieval; V3: shopping in a specific shop; V4: open shopping). 

Data regarding the appropriation operations were collected fol-
lowing the methodology recommended by Carù and Cova (2003, 
2006): appropriation operations can be identified in individuals’ 
introspective narratives of their experience using written logbooks 
(Carù and Cova, 2003), as this kind of subjective experience is dif-
ficultly accessible in itself. This method is a form of guided intro-
spection (Wallendorf and Brucks, 1993), with the specificity of being 
executed without any presence of the researcher. Respondents were 
then to fill a logbook directly after each visit to describe their experi-
ence through a series of open questions related to their feelings and 
thoughts on the experience they had just lived during the visit.

In order to deepen our understanding of the phenomenon, an 
online questionnaire was associated to logbooks. Respondents had 
then to fill the  questionnaire right after filling the logbook, with 
items measuring immersion (Fornerino et al., 2008) and identifica-
tion to the avatar (Van Looy et al., 2010). It is to note that immersion 
and identification measures are reported for V1, V3 and V4 only, as 
the questionnaire for V2 did not include them for parsimony pur-
poses (linked to the specific focus of V2). 

DATA ANALYSIS
A content analysis was conducted on textual data from logbooks 

by two independent coders on NVIVO9, based on logbook themes 
and identical coding units. Content was categorized according to the 
characteristics of each appropriation operation, as described by Carù 
and Cova (2003). Codings were then compared and discussed so to 
reach consensus. 

Quantitative data were analyzed on SPSS18. Measures demon-
strate good reliability and validity across visits (see table 1). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The immersion appropriation process 
Analyses of textual data (vocabulary, described process, de-

scription of feelings and thoughts…) extracted from logbooks al-
lowed us to pinpoint the three appropriation operations of the im-
mersion process (Carù and Cova, 2003). 

First, during the Nesting phase, the consumer uses all per-
ceptions and sensations felt to look for rooting points and “feel at 
home”. Respondents are then looking for elements of proximity and 
safety with regard to reality and familiar experiences: 

Table 1. Psychographics qualities of quantitative measures 
Variables Identification  toward the avatar Immersion

Initial scale Van Looy et al. (2010) ;
8-item scale ; Unidimensional

Fornerino et al. (2008) ;
6-item scale ; Unidimensional

Final scale 8-item scale - Unidimensional 6-item scale - Unidimensional
Explained variance 58% V1; 74% V3; 75% V4 56% V1; 83% V3 ;77% V4

Cronbach α 0.90 V1; 0.95 V3;  0,96 V4 0.82 V1; 0.96 V3;  0.94 V4

http://www.aushopping.com/galerie3d/aushopping/monde3D/login
http://www.aushopping.com/galerie3d/aushopping/monde3D/login
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“I had the feeling to be as in a video game, except that I am 
more used to action games thus this world appeared more “peace-
ful” and monotonous.” (M, V1)

“The shops display really looks like real shops display.” (F, V1) 
 “First I was surprised because I hadn’t the impression that I 

was in a shopping mall!” (F, V1) 
Nesting mainly appears during V1 but also later, particularly 

when facing elements not investigated yet. For example, it appeared 
during V3, as participants were to visit a specific shop they had never 
entered previously (as it was not available until that moment): 

“The Willemshop looks like a botanical garden” (M, V3)
The Nesting operation can then reappear regularly when new 

things are to be discovered: respondents keep on looking for root-
ing points, especially though analogies and comparisons with reality. 

Second, during the Investigating phase, starting “from the 
nest”, exploration is expressed through the observation of events and 
new activities in order to evaluate the experience: 

“I wandered around in other places of the mall to see if there 
were more shops than before.” (F, V2) 

“I tried to put products in the basket for the first time: the feel-
ing was ok, it was easy” (M, V2)

This might happen since V2, but also previously during V1 for 
some participants. As Carù and Cova (2003) stated, cycles of ap-
propriation operations can be faster for some individuals, depending 
on their previous experiences and specific familiarity areas. In that 
stage, consumers often refer to previously described elements and 
how they explore the environment:  

“I discover at every visit the different and surprising universes 
by their realistic appearance. The application is then more and more 
stimulating: urge to see everything, to make everything!” (F, V4)

Finally, the Stamping phase is an imaginative and creative ac-
tivity characterized by the elaboration of impressions on the situ-
ation, the context and the attribution of a specific meaning to this 
experience or to a part thereof. It is characterized, in narratives, by 
the meaning given either to the experience itself or to the virtual 
environment: 

“I liked the feeling of controlling everything and the easiness 
of tasks. Making my avatar walk and calmly visit the gallery is 
enough.” (F, V1)

“According to me, it could be a kind of trade for tomorrow.” 
(F, V4)

As a matter of fact, immersion can be felt since V1 or appear 
later: 

“I felt a total freedom! You can do your shopping with no one 
bothering you, you can go where you want – you are free of your 
direction, of your needs…” (F, V1) 

“I really had the feeling to do my shopping in a real garden 
which was very pleasant.” (F, V3) 

“I had the impression to make shopping for real, in a real shop-
ping mall.” (F, V4)

Those differences in the appropriation process pace can be ex-
plained as immersion can be facilitated by familiarity with the ma-
terial of the experience (Aurier and Passebois, 2002): preliminary 
knowledge about playful universes or shopping can help individuals 
to immerge more quickly, by recognizing rites and referents that fa-
vour the appropriation operations. 

Quantitatively speaking, immersion scores significantly prog-
ress between V1 and V3 (V1=2.2, V2=2.45, V3=2.68), confirming the 
process identified in logbooks. However, it does not evolve positively 
anymore at V4. This seems quite normal, as Carù and Cova (2003, 
2006) indicate that immersion is not perfectly linear: there can be ups 
and downs, across visits or within a single visit, with more or less 

immersive moments. The experience of immersion can be composed 
of a succession of strong moments (called small conquests by Carù 
and Cova, 2003) intersected with numerous moments that are lived 
far less intensely. In that perspective the third visit, in the Willenshop 
garden, was an important conquest for most of the participants. 

So the immersion process has been identified thanks to logbooks 
analysis and confirmed with our quantitative results. Our second aim 
was to assess the role the avatar might take to favor immersion. 

The avatar in the appropriation process  
First, it is to state that in order to identify to that virtual self 

(Suh et al., 2011), respondents tend to create an avatar that physi-
cally look like themselves (Suh et al., 2011) or at least project part 
of their identity in the avatar (Vicdan and Ulusoy, 2008; Vasalou and 
Joinson, 2009), creating a sort of idealized self in the virtual char-
acter. This process of avatar personalization helps individuals in the 
Nesting phase by enhancing a cognitive connection with the digital 
body that represents them and consequently becomes a strong root-
ing point related to reality: 

“I find it nice to be able to move with an avatar that looks like 
me as much as possible, it makes things more real.” (M, V1)

The avatar also allows individuals to keep control of their first 
experience, which helps them facing and nesting into the new virtual 
environment: 

“I like the fact to totally control the visit: to be able to move, to 
go where we want” (F, V1)

The avatar might then intervene by being adapted to various 
situations (hedonic vs utilitarian shopping, socialization with friends 
or other consumers) and shops during the Investigating phase: 

“I’ve adapted my clothes to the situation of buying a waffle iron. 
It’s just a bit of shopping. I would have dressed in a more elegant 
way if I had been to pounce about in the shopping mall as during my 
previous visit.” (F, V2)

The avatar can also help exploring the environment by acting 
as a mediator: 

“It is very nice to be able to change the viewing angle of the 
avatar. It helps feeling more immersed in the virtual world” (F, V1)

“My avatar already knows the place and how it works.” (M, 
V3)

Finally, the avatar becomes a source of meaning for individuals 
in the Stamping phase. More specifically, they give meaning to the 
avatar by recognizing it as themselves, consequently stamping the 
experience as their own experience: 

“I’ve discovered the website with him and I think he has become 
a mark in that virtual universe, as a well-known person. It helps me 
to absorb the website even better and to make one with my avatar. 
He’s become me in the virtual universe.” (M, V4)

“There is a great pleasure to wander around myself (as an ex-
tension of the avatar) in the shopping mall. The character is not im-
portant anymore because I feel like being her. There is no distinction 
between her and me anymore.” (F, V4)

The correlation is very significant between identification toward 
the avatar and immersion (V3: 0.88**; V4: 0.87**). Embodiment in 
and identification to the avatar is then strongly linked with the ability 
to fully live the immersion experience. This is line with literature 
highlighting that one salient element of an experience is the active 
role of the consumer (Carù and Cova, 2003). Then, we clearly assess 
that the avatar is really key to immersion by making consumers feel 
actor (Peng, 2008; Yee and Bailenson, 2009) of the navigation into 
the 3D website and by making the virtual experience fundamentally 
(re-)embodied, as any other experience (Joy and Sherry, 2003). 
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Interestingly, a recursive process is also observed: the user 
starts by identifying with his avatar to be able to start the process 
of immersion, but after some visits or achieving a certain level of 
immersion, the process seems to reverse: the more the consumer is 
immersed, the more he identifies to his avatar. 

CONCLUSION
Building on Carù and Cova (2003, 2006)’s work, we 

observed consumers facing a new commercial environment, a 
virtual 3D shopping mall, and we studied the process leading to the 
immersion experience. This is key, as the immersive properties of a 
commercial website can be an important element of differentiation 
among the thousands commercial websites consumers have access 
to (Charfi and Volle, 2011). Thanks to a longitudinal study – that 
is to our knowledge the first on the immersion process in a virtual 
environment and the impact of the avatar, we effectively observed the 
three operations of Nesting, Investigating and Stamping that lead to 
immersion. We also identified, both qualitatively and quantitatively, 
the central role of the avatar in the appropriation of this new 
commercial environment. Embodiment in the avatar appears as a 
crucial point for the experience, as it allows the individual to be an 
actor in the experience and as it reintroduces the body and the self in 

the virtual environment. Our analysis clearly links the avatar to each 
appropriation step. Table 2 synthesizes those findings. 

Furthermore, the relationship between immersion and avatar 
throughout time had never been shown previously. Other interesting 
results lie in identifying that appropriation leading to immersion can 
be more or less fast, varying between individuals and in confirming 
that immersion is not a static linear process, but can fluctuate over 
time. As a matter of fact, it now seems clear that immersion should 
definitely be considered as a process studied from a longitudinal 
perspective, and not as a one-shot state with a linear strength increase. 

Managerial consequences are multiples. As already suggested 
by other authors (Filser, 2002; Carù and Cova, 2006), it is necessary 
for the individual to be accompanied by firms all along the process 
of immersion, so to facilitate it. Environment design with tight 
relations to reality enhancing rooting and nesting, poly-sensorial 
elements that facilitate feeling of telepresence and embodiment, 
effective personalization of the avatar are possible assets that can be 
used by firms in such environments, beyond the usual experiential 
theatralization of the offer. 

Some limits to this research can be highlighted, as the 
relatively small numbers of respondents, the use of a single 3D 
environment, and the limits inherent to the website that was not fully 

Table 2. Results from the qualitative data analyses synthesis
Appropriation step Verbatims linked to the appropriation process Verbatims linked to the avatar in the 

appropriation process

Nesting

Looking for rooting points

References to familiar materials:
“I had the feeling to be as in a video game, except 
that I am more used to action games thus this world 
appeared “peaceful” and monotonous.” (M, V1)
“The display in shops looks like so much that of the 
real shops.” (F, V1)
New nesting process in a newly discovered 
environment:
“The Willemshop looks like a botanical garden” (M, 
V3)

Identification to the avatar linked to reality and 
familiarity:
“I find it nice to be able to move with an avatar that 
looks like me as much as possible, it makes things 
more real.” (M, V1)
The avatar as a source of control of the first 
experience: 
“I like the fact to totally control the visit: to be able 
to move, to go where we want” (F, V1)

Investigating

Exploring

Exploration of new elements: 
“I wandered around in other places of the mall to see 
if there were more shops than before.” (F, V2) 
“I tried to put products in the basket for the first time: 
the feeling was ok, it was easy” (M, V2)
References to previously described elements:
“I discover at every visit the different and surprising 
universes by their realistic appearance. The 
application is then more and more stimulating: urge 
to see everything, to make everything!” (F, V4)

Situational adaptation of the avatar :
“I’ve adapted my clothes to the situation of buying a 
waffle iron. It’s just a bit of shopping. I would have 
dressed in a more elegant way if I had been to ponce 
about in the shopping mall as during my previous 
visit.” (F, V2)
Avatar as a mediator to explore:
“It is very nice to be able to change the viewing angle 
of the avatar. It helps feeling more immersed in the 
virtual world” (F, V1)
“My avatar already knows the place and how it 
works.” (M, V3)

Stamping

Giving meaning

Attribution of a meaning to the experience:
“I liked the feeling of controlling everything and the 
easiness of tasks. Making my avatar walk and calmly 
visit the gallery is enough.” (F, V1)
Attribution of a meaning to the virtual 
environment:
“According to me, it could be a kind of trade for 
tomorrow.” (F, V4)

Attribution of a meaning to the avatar: the avatar 
is me, I’m the avatar
“I’ve discovered the website with him and I think he 
has become a mark in that virtual universe, as a well-
known person. It helps me to absorb the website even 
better and to make one with my avatar. He’s become 
me in the virtual universe.” (M, V4)
“There is a great pleasure to wander around myself 
(as an extension of the avatar) in the shopping mall. 
The character is not important anymore because I 
feel like being her. There is no distinction anymore 
between her and me.” (F, V4)
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accessible to participants. Some features such as the apartment or 
social activities could have been very interesting materials to study 
the immersion process and could enhance (or change) our results. 
Regarding analyses that were conducted on textual data, we were not 
able to formally demonstrate any temporal pattern of appropriation 
operations cycles within a single visit or across visits, as done by Carù 
and Cova (2003). Finally, our quantitative measure of immersion 
is obviously apprehending a state in an a posteriori declarative 
approach, as there is no scale, up to now, that may quantitatively 
assess the appropriation process, if this could be possible. 

Research perspectives cover a wide area of confirmatory 
researches. First, the study of the appropriation process leading to 
immersion should be studied more deeply, in various virtual settings 
such as online games, life simulation universes or commercial 
websites, settings in which immersion is generally considered in 
existing researches as a final abrupt state. A deeper application of Carù 
and Cova (2003)’s methodology on virtual universes experience, in 
order to identify temporal sequences and various paces according to 
individual charactistics, should lead to a better understanding of the 
virtual experience. Confirmatory and longitudinal researches also lack 
on the use of an avatar and its role in the immersion process and more 
globally in any virtual experience related to a consumption context.  
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ABSTRACT
This study inquires how consumers’ experiences of luxury re-

late to consumers’ selves. The objective is to broaden our contem-
porary understanding of luxury experiences by departing from the 
traditional view of conspicuous luxury consumption as a marker of 
social class. Consumer diaries provide fundamental insights into the 
complex nature of luxury experiences as moments of luxury, which 
are an integral part of consumers’ everyday lives. Luxury experi-
ences are inextricably linked with states and processes of self that re-
volve around multifaceted experiences of having (materialistic self), 
doing (liberating, oscillating, integrating, and relating self), being 
(harmony), and becoming (achievement-oriented and self-transfor-
mational). Our findings relate to and extend current self theory and 
fundamentally change our understanding of luxury from its ground-
ings in status consumption towards a transient and abstract concept. 

INTRODUCTION
Consumer behavior literature inextricably ties luxury to de-

monstrative and conspicuous consumption, assuming that luxury de-
rives meaning primarily from the luxury object (Vickers and Renand 
2003) and the social context (Brückner 2008). Based on Veblen’s 
(1902) seminal work, traditional luxury literature has a strong focus 
on social affiliation and social comparison, stressing consumers’ so-
cial identity needs (Stets and Burke 2000; Tajfel 1982). Traditional-
ly, functional characteristics such as high price, outstanding quality, 
uniqueness/scarcity, unnecessity, and aesthetics characterize luxury 
goods and brands (e.g., Keller 2009) that are produced as means for 
social distinction (e.g., Han, Nunes, and Drèze 2010).

Recently, authors have portrayed luxury from a more individual 
and abstract angle, framing the essence of luxury as a special treat 
that is out of the ordinary (Hansen and Wänke 2011). Additionally, 
recent studies increasingly acknowledge the primacy of the luxury 
experience over object (e.g., Tynan, McKechnie, and Chhuon 2009), 
as well as the tendency to view luxury consumption as predomi-
nantly inner-directed and inconspicuous (Bauer, von Wallpach, and 
Hemetsberger 2011). The present study picks up the thread and fo-
cuses on meaningful objects and moments consumers might experi-
ence as luxury.

We propose that luxury is not experienced in enclaved luxuri-
ous spaces and contexts but integrated in consumers’ everyday lives. 
Building on the widely held belief of products and brands as support-
ers of the self (e.g. Belk 1988; Kleine, Kleine III, and Allen 1995), 
this study contributes to previous literature by showing how luxury 
experiences are inextricably linked to the self. Building on narratives 
reported in consumer diaries, this study illuminates the contribution 
of consumers’ lived experiences of luxury to the states and process-
es of having, doing, being, and becoming that underlie consumers’ 
selves. Our radically constructivist view implies that any material 
thing, or any consumer experience might be perceived as luxurious, 
if consumers attach luxurious meaning to it. This article, therefore, 
departs from conceptual presumptions and aims to enrich our under-
standing of luxury with fundamental consumer insights.

The subsequent sections review current conceptualizations of 
luxury first, describe the emerging view of luxury experiences as part 
of the self-narrative of consumers, elaborate on the study findings, 
and discuss their implications.

THEORY

Luxury experiences
Traditionally, premium image, high price, outstanding quality, 

uniqueness/scarcity, unnecessity, and aesthetics characterize luxury 
goods and brands, which are produced as means for social distinc-
tion (e.g., Han et al. 2010). Berthon et al. (2009, 47) characterize 
luxury as “amalgam of the material, the social, and the individual”. 
Postmodernity has radically altered contemporary definitions of 
luxury, adding pastiche and democratized forms of luxury for the 
masses (Atwal and Williams 2009; Tsai 2005; Yeoman and McMa-
hon-Beattie 2006). Additionally, recent postmodern theorizations 
in the field of consumption practices argue that most action is not 
directed towards communication with others but towards the fulfill-
ment of self-regarding purposive projects (Joy et al. 2010; Warde 
2005). Accordingly, research acknowledges the individual meaning 
of luxury consumption, focusing on the measurement of luxury per-
ception (e.g., Christodoulides, Michaelidou, and Li 2009), the value 
of luxury brands for individuals (e.g., Tsai 2005), and individual 
consumption practices (e.g., Atwal and Williams 2009; Gistri et al. 
2009). However, despite the recent prominence of experiential mar-
keting (e.g., Brakus, Schmitt, and Zarantonello 2009), only few stud-
ies stress the importance of consumer experiences in the context of 
luxury brands (e.g., Atwal and Williams 2009; Berthon et al. 2009). 
Tynan et al. (2009) lay the foundation for a distinct experiential ap-
proach, and extract three main types of value consumers derive from 
luxury—symbolic/expressive, experiential/hedonic, and relational. 
Yet, classifications of luxury experiences into taxonomies of value 
have serious conceptual shortcomings from a constructionist per-
spective as they predetermine experiential categories, instead of fo-
cusing on luxury’s essential meaning for consumers’ selves. Hansen 
and Wänke (2011) maintain that the majority of consumers cannot 
afford indulging in luxury every day. As a consequence, luxury goods 
are psychologically more abstract and distant than everyday neces-
sities. We assume that consumers’ desire for luxury is independent 
from accessibility, which necessitates a re-definition of the meaning 
of luxury on the side of consumers. Consumers might exclude inac-
cessible luxury goods and include other, more achievable domains 
of luxury consumption experiences in their everyday lives. Bauer et 
al. (2011) have introduced an interesting perspective on everyday 
luxuries that are situation-specific, individual, and narrated. First 
empirical evidence shows that luxury experiences are much more 
self-related, private, and less materialistic than previously assumed 
in the context of traditional views of luxury. The authors find that 
from a consumer-experiential perspective luxury can be character-
ized as transient, which is reflected in its situation-specific, escapist 
nature, and its integration in consumers’ everyday lived experiences. 

Luxury experiences and the self
Relationships between products, special possessions, brands 

and the consumer’s self have been widely discussed in literature 
(e.g. Belk 1988; Berger and Heath 2007; Kleine et al. 1995; Sirgy 
1982; Sprott, Czellar, and Spangenberg 2009). Existing studies pro-
vide ample evidence of the supportive function of products/brands 
for identity construction and consumers’ self-understanding. In his 
seminal work, Sirgy (1982) suggests that individuals have an “actual 
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self”—a realistic view of how a person perceives herself—and an 
“ideal self”, relating to how a person would like to be. The uncom-
fortable gaps between the real and the ideal selves respectively can 
be removed through consumption. As products and brands commu-
nicate symbolic meaning, their consumption potentially enriches a 
consumer’s self-concept via the transfer of certain product or brand 
meanings to the self.

A more postmodern view has been introduced by Belk (1988), 
Ahuvia (2005), and Bahl and Milne (2010), who draw attention to 
the extended, fragmented and negotiable consumer self. Whereas 
Belk and others (1988; Tian and Belk 2005) introduce the deep 
meaning of possessions as part of individual’s identity, Ahuvia 
(2005) supports a multiple selves view of consumers, who solve con-
flicting facets of their identities through consumption. Consumers 
appropriate specific objects for the purpose of self-transformation 
rather than self-extension as proclaimed by Belk (1988). In contrast 
to Ahuvia (2005), who discusses consumers’ strategies in the for-
mation of a coherent self-narrative, Bahl & Milne (2010) look at 
the constant dialogue of different selves to avoid or solve possible 
conflicts amongst them. Similarly, Obodaru (2012) emphasizes the 
importance of alternative selves for people’s self-narratives, and the 
consequences for their lives. Studying self-representations of who a 
person could have been, she finds affective, self-knowledge, satis-
faction and motivational effects on people’s professional lives (Obo-
daru 2012). Other authors introduced the notion of transformative 
experiences and consciousness transformation to denote short-term 
and long-term self-changes that consumers undergo when consum-
ing valued consumption objects (Hoppe et al. 2009; Mick 2006; Sus-
san, Hall, and Meamber 2012).

To sum up, the consumption of products/brands can help in-
dividuals to master their identity projects by transferring symbolic 
meaning to consumers’ selves (Kleine and Schultz Kleine 2000). 
Identity construction through luxury consumption remained rather 
untouched, probably assuming that the conceptual underpinning of 
luxury is unambiguously related to social status, or remains a per-
manent desire (Belk, Ger, and Askegaard 2003) of the aspirational 
class. Following the assumption that consumers, themselves, define 
what they perceive as luxury, luxury might contribute in many ways 
to consumers’ identity construction. This might encompass a broad 
array of actual, ideal, extended, multiple, alternative, and transfor-
mative self-experiences, eventually involving luxury products and 
brands. Luxury experiences help individuals to negotiate and con-
struct their personal self-narrative (Bauer et al. 2011); luxury makes 
individuals feel unique and generates a multitude of potential self ne-
gotiations and constellations so as to create a coherent self-narrative. 
Our empirical study aims to contribute to this field of research and 
to uncover luxury experiences that go beyond traditional conceptu-
alizations of luxury.

METHODOLOGY
This study applies an interpretative, exploratory approach to 

gain a detailed understanding of luxury experiences’ contribution 
to consumers’ selves. To achieve maximum variation of views on 
luxury experiences and the respective effect on the self, selected in-
formants differed with regard to age group, job/educational back-
ground, and gender (Ritchie and Lewis 2003). We applied purposeful 
sampling, selecting German speaking informants who are in accord 
with our selection criteria. The number of informants amounts to 17 
(7 male, 10 female; age range: 24-84, mean = 41; education: uni-
versity degree: 8, high school degree: 4, no high school degree: 5; 
marital status: married: 7, in a relationship: 8, single: 2).

This study uses diary research for investigating consumers’ 
personal luxury moments. Diaries are documents containing infor-
mants’ regular records of events, observations, and thoughts as well 
as feelings, experiences and consequences (Bolger, Davis, and Ra-
faeli 2003, 580). Qualitative diary research is a method that enables 
the researcher to deeply understand processes, relationships and con-
sumers in their world (Patterson 2005) and to gain intimate and per-
sonal insights in an unobtrusive way (Alaszewski 2006, 43). In the 
present research context, consumers wrote diaries on an everyday 
basis (Alaszewski 2006), providing introspective accounts of luxury 
moments, related experiences, and feelings (Bolger et al. 2003). The 
diaries provide in-depth insights into consumers’ subjective percep-
tions of luxury experience and its contribution to consumers’ selves. 
We analyzed consumer diaries, using an inductive categorization 
process (Kreiner, Hollensbe, and Sheep 2006; Spiggle 1994), and 
constant comparative method (Charmaz 2006).

FINDINGS
The findings of our diary study brought forward a myriad 

of everyday and ‘grand’ luxuries that range from materialistic, 
romantic notions of a life of luxury to metaphysical accounts of eu-
daimonic well-being and living a happy and fulfilling life. Consum-
ers’ perceptions of luxury embrace object- and experience-related, 
abstract and concrete notions of luxury. Our analysis of consumer 
diaries illustrates that consumers’ luxury moments revolve around 
multifaceted experiences of having (materialistic self), doing (liber-
ating, oscillating, integrating and relating self), being (harmony of 
selves), and becoming (achievement-oriented and self-transforma-
tional) (cf. Belk 1988). As Michael succinctly notes:

“There are little, everyday luxuries and the big ones, which is 
something extraordinary, something you have aspired to have, 
do, or be for a long time.” (Michael, 28)

Having
Having strongly reflects traditional conceptualizations of 

luxury, highlighting the importance of luxury objects (Vickers and 
Renand 2003), and experiences (Tynan et al. 2009). Consumers de-
fine and express their materialistic self with strong accounts related 
to precious possessions and places, that is, luxury objects that are 

Table 1: Sample characteristics

No. Code Name Gender Age Education Marital Status
1 David male 29 University relationship
2 Michael male 28 University relationship
3 Eva female 58 High school single
4 Jennifer female 26 University relationship
5 Tina female 51 No high school relationship
6 Claudia female 22 University relationship
7 Sarah female 34 University married
8 Susanna female 24 High school relationship
9 Peter male 30 University single
10 John male 25 High school relationship
11 Philip male 63 No high school married
12 Patricia female 42 No high school married
13 Robert male 48 University married
14 Linda female 32 No high school married
15 Barbara female 84 No high school married
16 Elisabeth female 27 High school relationship
17 James male 56 University married
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“mine” (Belk 1988; Goffman 1959; Mittal 2006). These special 
possessions and eventually multi-sensory experiences are typically 
related to convenience consumption of high-priced ‘little luxuries’.

“I currently own a shampoo that I also used this morning. 
Whenever I use it I am excited because it smells so good, lasts 
much longer and I do only need tiny bits of it. And the bottles 
look really nice . I should probably also mention that sham-
poo and conditioner cost around 80€ and that is pure luxury for 
me… but it is really good.” (Elizabeth, 27)

Traditional luxury objects often derive their value from the su-
perfluous, or unnecessity. We do not need them but appreciate the 
fact that we can indulge whenever we want. Consuming these luxury 
objects reflects traditional luxury consumption at its best. It speaks 
to a “because I’m worth it” self, which is not to be confused neither 
with practices of “self-care”, as discussed by Rindfleish (2005), nor 
with aesthetic consumption practices. As demonstrated in the diary 
excerpt of Patricia, the luxury of having reflects ‘the special treat out 
of the ordinary’, as suggested by Hansen and Wänke (2011).

“Today I bought a beautiful scarf in the berry colors that are 
currently en vogue. I saw it last week already and I really liked 
it. Even though it was not expensive I did not buy it because I 
actually own enough scarves. But then I could not stop thinking 
about it all week long and today I bought it – I was lucky that it 
was still there. I do not really need it but I treated myself and it 
feels great !” (Patricia, 42)

Doing
Apart from classical ownership of luxury goods, reports of 

luxury experiences comprise various states of a self released, liber-
ated, and able to live out the most wanted facet of self. Consumers’ 
narratives revolve around desires of doing and related moments of 
fulfillment. Diaries vividly illustrate how consumers pursue multiple 
selves that mutually co-exist, complement, or conflict with each oth-
er. Consumers constantly balance this multiplicity of selves through 
processes of self-negotiation (Bahl and Milne 2010). We found that 
these processes involve liberating an aspired self (i.e., striving for/
actually achieving a desirable state of self), oscillating between 
selves (i.e., processes of switching between selves), (unexpected) re-
lieving states of self integration, and self-others relations. The goal 
of doing is the achievement of an ideal state of liberation and integra-
tion, which is typically experienced as luxury. 

Liberating an aspired self. Consumers often describe states of 
suspense that precede luxury moments, whose dissolution is experi-
enced as self-release. Liberating an aspired self reflects a consumer’s 
striving for or actual achievement of a desirable, often rare state of 
self. This process eventually involves self-experiences that are per-
ceived as luxury moments. The liberation of one’s self can consist 
of disposing of unwanted parts of a self, for instance, by having the 
possibility to partially externalize or completely overcome certain 
aspects/duties that are typically associated with a specific role.

“With Ms. X as a part-time office manager I have the luxury to 
free myself from bothersome administrative tasks and to con-
centrate on activities that I am qualified for.” (James, 56)

Many narratives illustrate a strong urge to escape the profanity 
of everyday life. Luxury lies in the possibility to do so by trans-
forming common everyday situations into special moments. Similar 
to Atwal and William’s (2009) description of escapist qualities of 

luxury brands, these luxury moments show qualities of high intensity 
and high involvement with the experience. 

“During the day, I really have hardly any time for me, but on 
days, when I don’t get around doing anything, there is at least 
tea for me. A cup of tea is then on that day a little island, on 
which I am. It is so small that nobody else can be there. I’m sit-
ting on it with my tea. As soon as I’ve finished the tea, a pirate 
ship docks with a three-headed crew at the age of 10 months, 3 
years, and 5 years.” (Sarah, 34)

Liberating one’s self is further associated with “doing what I 
want”, that is, the freedom to define one’s ideal state of self, for in-
stance, by choosing between two selves one could or should reside 
in. Freedom can manifest itself through indulgence in forbidden 
pleasures. This type of self- liberation eventually involves struggles 
between conflicting selves, before an ultimate decision is made that 
liberates a self, which is not dominated by moral obligations or, as 
denoted by Cialdini, Reno and Kallgren (1990), by injunctive and 
descriptive norms of doing/not doing. These acts of liberation put 
the “happy self” in the foreground, the self that is not constrained by 
considerations of boundary setting “other” (Joy et al. 2010).

“While looking at the flowerage in front of me, some exception-
ally big blossoms attracted my attention. ‘Come on, pick them 
and put them in a vase’. In this moment I felt like split half: One 
part of me said: ‘Take some of these beautiful, golden branches 
of this spring bush. It would look beautiful in your vase with 
some blue flowers’. The other part of me admonished me: ‘Let 
them here. Here they look most beautiful … In your vase they 
are lovely but only for a short time and without fulfilling their 
actual purpose.’ Guess what I did? My egotism won!” (Bar-
bara, 84)

Not all self-liberation can necessarily be attributed to an in-
dividual’s free will. Self-liberation is in many cases only possible 
due to a force majeure, which unleashes an aspired self from social 
constraints and external circumstances. When externalities happen 
to liberate unexpected time for a more aspired self, these moments 
become like valuable gifts, experienced as moments of luxury. 

“This afternoon I sat on my balcony for the first time this spring, 
although it was a workday. My customer cancelled the meeting 
and I had time for myself. I went cycling, had some coffee and 
was full of joy over the unexpected spare time—that’s luxury.” 
(Tina, 51)

Oscillating between multiple selves. Oscillating between mul-
tiple selves denotes the process of switching between selves and ac-
centuating different selves at different points in time. Both factual 
oscillations and related rituals, as well as mental oscillations are 
experienced as luxury. Factual oscillations involve actually switch-
ing between selves, that is, entering, residing in, and/or expressing a 
desirable self. Mental oscillations describe the process of imagining 
or mentally simulating to switch between selves.

“I love being with my family. I’m really looking forward to see 
my family and my cat every time I’m going home—it’s like a 
safe haven for me. Yet, being with them all the time wouldn’t 
be possible. I simply love being able to live in two worlds, my 
hometown and the town where I’m currently living.” (David, 
29)
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“Today I bought again the somewhat more expensive bio-ba-
nanas from the Dominican Republic. At home I ate them in-
stantly with pleasure. Since my holidays in the Caribbean I do 
not eat bananas carelessly anymore. Whenever I eat them I’m 
mentally on the beach under palm trees enjoying the turquoise 
blue sea—pure endorphins!” (Patricia, 42)

Oscillation is not always based on a deliberate choice but dic-
tated by external forces. While not being a voluntary endeavor, es-
pecially oscillating with nature is experienced as luxury. Consumers 
subordinate themselves to an external force that liberates them from 
the burden of making their own decision and allows them oscillating 
with a naturally recurring pattern.

“After the long winter, which was not really enjoyable, nature’s 
awakening incited a need to stimulate my senses and to really 
pep myself up. And so I got started: first a thorough hot and cold 
shower with the bathroom window wide open. The prickling 
feeling of the stimulated blood circulation already generated a 
pleasant sensation. The ensuing extended body treatment added 
to this pleasant sensation. Finally also the choice of clothes had 
a touch of spring – I chose something extraordinary. Then I 
looked into the mirror and my smiling face told me that it was 
good”. (Barbara, 84)

A phenomenon closely related to oscillation is the integration 
of multiple selves. Integration implies the temporary and often unex-
pected relieving state of partial integration of aspects appertaining 
to one self into another self, for instance, the integration of leisure 
aspects into a professional self. Integrated selves are not necessar-
ily balanced. A specific facet of self dominates whereas another 
self—which is most wanted in a specific context—is permitted to 
squeeze in. These unexpected experiences are very much valued and 
perceived as luxury. On the other hand, consumers experience frus-
tration and non-luxury when an aspired integration of selves fails, 
typically due to some external restriction. 

“Today I was in our plant in Genk, Belgium, where the Mondeo, 
S-Max and Galaxy are built. This time my colleague had plenty 
of time and gave us a tour of the plant. Typically, plant visits are 
very stressful, since we have many problems to solve. But this 
time it was great.” (Robert, 48)

Relations between one’s self and others. Considering our self 
in relation to others indicates the relational value of luxury (Tynan 
et al. 2009). Others extend and complement our selves, evoking the 
feeling that they “are part of my self”. 

“It is a beautiful day. The sun is shining. We have a relaxed 
breakfast and decide to visit the zoo. Emma runs from time to 
time and sits on Christopher’s shoulders. Her eyes are glowing 
with joy and she is laughing. It is so beautiful to see how she 
enjoys it.” (Linda, 32)

Others also contribute to luxury experiences when consumers 
succeed to demarcate the ‘I’ (Mittal 2006) from the social self, for 
instance, by recognizing their current self’s rareness and unattain-
ability for others. 

“My part-time job since October 2009 is a special luxury. It 
gives me the wonderful feeling of a new dimension of freedom 
and control over time. Having the time to enjoy a red traffic 
light and to consciously relax while other people are stressed 
out is quite luxurious”. (James, 56)

Both, enjoying the social self and enjoying one’s very personal 
self are luxury when we deliberately enact them. 
Being

Unity of body, mind, and environment characterize being. Con-
trary to doing, being does not involve actions or activities but rather 
states of the self. Examples vary from simple bodily relaxations, re-
alization of the state of health, stocking up energy or sensorial states 
of wholeness to feelings of unity with the natural or social environ-
ment. Being involves intense existential experiences, enjoying what 
consumers depict as pure existence, relating to what Belk (1988) and 
Mittal (2006) describe as the innermost core self. Here we find love, 
timelessness, and deep, intense feelings of wholeness that consumers 
describe as Dasein (Heidegger 1962), harmony, the authentic self, 
and joy of living. The luxury of Dasein (Heidegger 1962) is com-
monly portrayed as doing nothing but being.

“I meditated today. Being completely relaxed and the sense of 
delight afterwards is luxury to me.” (Michael, 28)

Luxurious states of harmony can be reached if consumers are 
able to organize the interplay of selves and the extent to which they 
live out these selves freely; or when they feel perfect harmony of 
being and living. As harmony is a state of being it is independent of 
doing and merely a consciousness of self as enjoying, valuing what 
is. The harmonious self is not a category of its own but may be the 
sole self, the relational self, or the spiritual self amongst many oth-
ers—all actual selves being harmoniously united. Consumers report 
states of harmony with themselves but also how enjoyable it is to 
share the joy of being with others:

“Today I’ll stay in my apartment, and this is today’s luxury: 
privacy. It’s important for me to isolate myself and to enjoy time 
with myself from time to time. […] sometimes I experience be-
ing alone as luxury, even though this may sound a bit strange.” 
(Peter, 30)

“Desire, fun, amusement, recreation…and what’s most impor-
tant: To know and feel how great life can be! AND to be free to 
share this feeling!” (John, 25)

Authenticity is luxury for those consumers who sense the in-
nermost need to simply be who they are and appreciate being free 
from role pressures. Consumer diaries portray the consciously con-
templating individual, who is very aware of the emptiness of the 
materialistic self and the self being totally straitjacketed in societal 
constraints. Material consumption does not correlate with subjective 
well-being, nor does it capture consumers’ spiritual motivations for 
consumption (Sussan et al. 2012). Consumer narratives illustrate that 
luxury is ultimately associated with joy of living, referring to pleasur-
able feelings, such as warmth, joy, amusement, and felicity.

“It’s Sunday. The warm sun is shining through the window even 
though a cold borealis is blowing outside. I lie in my armchair 
and relax. I enjoy the ‘dolce far niente’ with all senses. As al-
ways, peace and satisfaction confirm that I’m really fine. Com-
pared to politicians who depend on fighting and begging for 
everybody’s favor to ‘be someone’ or better to ‘appear to be 
someone’ I have much more freedom. I enjoy this consciousness 
of being free and perceive it as luxury.” (Barbara, 84)
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Becoming
Becoming ultimately describes those moments when transfor-

mative processes, related to important life projects, are consciously 
perceived and valued as life achievements and self-realization.

“Being able to do a dissertation is luxury; it’s hard work but 
definitely luxury; forget all about new fashion and other mate-
rial goods. Simply knowing that you are getting closer to the 
great achievement feels great. What I mean is: being able to 
proof that I can do it. That’s part of my self-realization process. 
And my company pays for it—that’s luxury.” (David, 29)

Becoming is a process rather than a state and relates to the goal-
oriented achiever as well as to more spiritual processes of self-trans-
formation, or self-transcendence. Becoming draws upon common 
imaginations of an ideal future self but is different from desire as it 
is more fulfilling the more it is close to its realization. Supporters of 
becoming, as for instance a financial sponsor, a supportive environ-
ment, family, or one’s own capabilities are experienced as luxury. 

DISCUSSION
This article illuminates how consumers’ perceptions and expe-

riences of luxury contribute to consumers’ selves. Luxury, from a 
consumer perspective, is not characterized through boldly exhibited 
products and brands but rather constitutes exceptionally valuable, 
potentially hidden moments of luxury that serve as supporters of self 
in everyday living. These luxury experiences are more intimately 
related to different states and processes of self than traditionally 
assumed: Luxury experiences are much more than just a perceived 
extension of consumers’ selves (Belk 1988) but rather an opportu-
nity to live out different selves, reflected by symbolic consumption, 
indulgence in special moments and activities, moments of harmony, 
self-enhancement and self-transcendence.

Our findings suggest that respondents do not privilege any of 
these luxury experiences. Having and owning is as valuable in pro-
viding luxury experiences as doing, being and becoming. Figure 1 
portrays how luxury moments are related to self theory.

Belk’s seminal work on special possessions (1988), Daniel 
Miller’s study about the importance of things (2009), or Klein and 

Hill’s study into forced dispossessions (2008) demonstrate the im-
portance of material things, and why they potentially qualify for 
moments of luxury. Owning and having per se is not a luxury mo-
ment; but the deep symbolic of possessions and how they relate to 
our selves and lives is. Research into motivation theories and auto-
telic activities (Csikszentmihalyi 1997) provides ample evidence of 
the importance of doing. Csikszentmihalyi (2000, 271) emphasizes 
that “…trying to avoid the mental chaos of everyday life by resort-
ing to acquisitions and passive entertainment does not work very 
well”. Our study strongly supports this critical finding, and extends 
this research by relating doing to the transient self. Doing is active 
and qualifies as everyday luxury, when we can freely choose what 
we want to do most in a specific situation. We enjoy doing different 
things at different times. Our study shows that moments of luxury 
emanate from meaningful activities of relating, liberating, oscillat-
ing, and integration of selves at specific times. 

Our findings partly corroborate Ahuvia’s (2005) findings that 
consumers are looking for a synthesis of conflicting selves, or har-
monious states of being, respectively. However, oscillation as a way 
to switch between worlds and selves extends Ahuvia’s (2005) find-
ings. Similar to what Tian and Belk (2005) have coined self-shifting 
and oscillation, we also find that consumers switch among selves 
yet, moments of luxury are experienced only when individuals actu-
ally enact different selves, purposefully, or unexpectedly. Oscillation 
is an important principle and demonstrates the volatile character of 
luxury moments. One day we long for solitude, the other day we ex-
perience togetherness as luxury. It is these contradictions and desires 
(Belk et al. 2003) which are never perfectly fulfilled in life that seem 
to make luxury moments precious, and our lives interesting.

Our findings also clearly extend Bahl and Milne’s (2010) meta-
self theory in that they show that consumers not only avoid or man-
age conflicting selves, or accord with a dominating meta-self, but 
also indulge themselves in luxurious states of perfect harmony. In 
many ways states of perfect harmony liken moments of happiness. 
Harmony is not described as a perfect integration of different facets 
of self but rather acknowledges its facets. Perfect harmony unfolds 
as a metaphysical experience of oneness with nature, or humanness 
with a Dasein-like quality. This is exactly what becoming is about, 
sometimes as an imperfect striving for achievement, sometimes as 

Self BSelf A
Liberating

Oscillating

Self C

Relating to 
others

Integrating

BEING

HAVING

BECOMING

Figure 1: Luxury experiences and self
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a self-developmental and self-transcending endeavor. Becoming is 
about the possibility to realize the alternative self that I might have 
become (Obodaru 2012). These spiritual motivations for (non-)con-
sumption have recently been described by Skousgaard (2006)  and 
Sussan et al. (2012). Our study further illuminates the immanent 
spiritual quality of luxury experiences.

Overall, this study suggests that luxury is not a permanent state 
but seems to be a transient concept that manifests in moments of 
luxury and thus, is inherently experiential. Luxury moments include 
the rare and precious. It is the moment when we unwrap the little 
silver spoons, when we look at the wonderful new painting, or when 
we brush our leather shoes with the glossy toecap. Luxury experi-
ences in many ways are preceded by moments of suspense before the 
many little dramas in people’s lives dissolve, and the most aspired 
self is finally liberated. Moments of luxury then comprise experi-
ences of something extraordinary in ordinary life, integrating the de-
mands of different roles, escaping, and oscillating between different 
selves. Luxury experiences are also abstract. Postmodern reflexiv-
ity of individuals and practices of “self-care” —becoming someone 
you were not at the beginning—permeate our search for happiness in 
life (Rindfleish 2005). This search, however, needs some harmoni-
ous ending. Ultimately, human beings are striving for self-transcen-
dence, self-transformation, and engage in conscious contemplation 
resulting in deep feelings of gratitude and harmony, reflecting pro-
cesses of becoming, and perfect states of being. In that sense, mo-
ments of luxury liken concepts of consumer happiness, eudaimonic 
well-being (Bauer, McAdams, and Pals 2008), joy of life, and other 
related constructs. Is it luxury, then?…What else? 
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INTRODUCTION
In contemporary consumer culture, the consumption of media 

content online is increasingly a shared social experience. In the US, 
for instance, as much as 75% of the online audience consumes news 
shared by peers (Purcell et al. 2010). As a result, the importance of 
consumer communities in distributing and marketing professional 
media content is growing (Newman and Dutton 2011). Online media 
and the particular applications designed for sharing media content 
enable and encourage the contemporary media consumers to share 
their media consumption experiences by providing links in e-mail 
messages or web pages, and increasingly by tweeting, using such 
social plugins as the Recommend Button on Facebook, or utilizing 
services like Pinterest and Storify. In the paper, our aim is to contrib-
ute to a better understanding of this phenomenon and Internet-based 
activity by theoretically elaborating on its nature as social curation. 

In building our theoretical argument, we start from the idea that 
curation is essentially about people adding their qualitative judge-
ment to whatever is being gathered and organized, as Rosenbaum 
(2011, 3-4) has argued. In the context of the media, curation is about 
consumers aggregating, sharing, ranking, juxtaposing and critiquing 
content on a variety of platforms (Clark and Aufderheide 2009, 6-7). 
In the literature on computer science (Ball, Whyte, and Donnelly 
2010; Goble et al. 2010), curation is usually discussed in relation to 
data management. More explicitly, digital curation entails the man-
agement and preservation of digital material to ensure accessibility 
over the long-term (Higgins 2011, 79). We part ways with this data 
management approach in our study and rather focus on the aspects of 
sharing and dissemination when discussing social curation (Gaskill 
2010; Liu 2010; Ammann 2011). More specifically, we set out to 
conceptualize social curation as a communal practice, similar to 
practices that characterize brand communities (Muniz and O’Guinn 
2001; Schau, Muniz, and Arnould 2009). The discussion and elabo-
ration of the concept of social curation enables to elucidate the role of 
consumer communities (Kozinets 1999, 259; Prahalad and Ramas-
wamy 2004, 8; Arvidsson 2005, 242) in the practices of distributing 
and marketing media content – imbuing media content with social 
significance – and to understand content sharing as consumption 
phenomena on the Internet (Belk 2010, 730). 

From a technological perspective, social curation refers to the 
communication of media content (e.g. news and entertainment) in 
digital networks, in particular by using social media platforms and 
services. But since we are trying to contribute to a better conceptual 
understanding of social curation as consumption, we work towards 
a more sociological and cultural definition and conceptualization of 
social curation. On a very general level, we look into social curation 
as consumption of media content in online market environments. It 
can be viewed as a social and communicative activity through which 
people engage in appropriation, appreciation and mediation of digital 
media content, for various kinds of personal, social and political pur-
poses (Warde 2005). Media content is put to use (appropriated and 
appreciated) in the course of engaging in the practice of social cura-
tion. In practice, this entails a set of sense-making and sense-giving 
activities that are grounded in individual and social activity (Weick 
1995). These activities of the media consumers include browsing, 
reading, and watching interesting media content; making sense of 

the content by analyzing, evaluating, and categorizing; giving sense 
to the content by commenting, narrating, and tagging; and commu-
nicating and mediating the content by recommending, posting, and 
tweeting. 

From the viewpoint of consumer research, the media audience 
cannot be regarded as a group of passive consumers, but as active 
participants in the processes through which value is created in the 
market (Potts et al. 2008; Cova and Dalli 2009, 315; Banks and 
Humphreys 2008; Merrin 2009). Personalized media consumption is 
experiencing a transition toward consumption as a networked prac-
tice (Jenkins 2006, 244). The transformations in the relationship be-
tween media producers and consumers may suggest a shift in which 
the frameworks of analysis and categories that worked well in the 
context of an industrial media economy are no longer helpful (Banks 
and Humphreys 2008, 402), as the consumption of media content is 
not restricted anymore to the reception of ready-made mass products 
(Chan-Olmstead 2006, 31; Livingstone 2008, 394; Merrin, 2009, 
24). The industrial model of one-to-many mass consumption is giv-
ing way to an interactive model based on partnership and conversa-
tion with consumers (Hartley 2004, 6). 

Despite the fact that social curation represents a strategically 
important change in the business environment for media companies, 
social curation as a phenomenon is currently inadequately under-
stood and studied, particularly theoretically. Along with discussing 
the relevance and the implications of social curation for the media in-
dustry, we consider it to be important to critically refine and elaborate 
on social curation as a concept and a construct in consumer research. 
In the paper, we therefore set out to work towards a theoretically 
more sophisticated conceptualization of social curation, drawing 
firstly from the discussion on art curation.

ANALYSIS OF THE CONCEPT

The Element of Curation in Social Curation
In order to conceptualize social curation, it is necessary to pose 

two questions: (1) what is curation in social curation, and (2) what 
is social in social curation. Curation as a practice and concept has 
extended beyond galleries and museums into different fields of con-
sumption in the creative industries, as the words curate and curator 
have become increasingly common in describing activities such as 
selecting and presenting (Schlatter 2010). In a sense, curation, both 
as a concept and practice, has gone viral. 

We consider it to be important to question the rather loose use 
of the term curation. Conventionally, in the art world, curators have 
functioned as gate-keepers, as arbitrators of taste (Ames 1992), rec-
ognizing, and in some cases nurturing, emerging trends, celebrating 
a previously unknown artist as worthy of our attention, or delegating 
another to oblivion. As such, they carry a position of great trust and 
authority. Little wonder that the term curator, derived from the Latin 
word cuare, translates to to care. Curators care not only about a given 
art object, but also about how that object is perceived and experi-
enced, and, equally important, whether and how it is remembered. 

Through their exhibitions, collections, and catalogues (Lisus 
and Ericson 1999), art museums provide a particular vision of cul-
ture, one imbued with aesthetic value by the individual taste and 
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knowledge of their curators, the linchpins within the inner workings 
of the art world. Museums’ primary mission, to bring art to the pub-
lic, is carried out through the efforts of curators, who serve as media-
tors between the artist and the observer as they select, organize, and 
display art objects, siting them within a cultural and historical con-
tinuum. Through special exhibits and related educational activities, 
curators target a diverse audience, ranging from artists and fellow 
connoisseurs, to dilettantes in search of an afternoon’s diversion, to 
tourists eager to pose before an important object, documenting their 
visit with a souvenir photograph. 

The curators’ drive to capture their audience’s attention, and to 
leave a lasting impression, has long depended on an array of skills 
both broad and finely honed, with a strong emphasis on writing. 
Curation writing, whether a simple identifying label or a complex 
discussion of an object’s embodiment of a specific trend, or a mir-
roring of social mores, offers a context crafted to pique and sustain 
interest. For many museum attendees, words matter: they can shape 
a museum experience, providing a means for understanding a given 
display. Is an object a variation on a theme, a continuous innovation, 
or a breakthrough into completely new territory? Is it a simple reflec-
tion of, or a heartfelt response to, the political realities of its time and 
place? The more complex the narrative, the greater the importance 
accorded the object, and the higher its value (Morgan 1996). 

Much as research and development are critical to the strategic 
thrust of an organization, so is the work of curators critical to suc-
cess within the art world (Joy and Sherry 2003). The heart of any 
art museum from a curatorial perspective is its permanent collec-
tion, with curators bearing primary responsibility for precisely what 
is collected, how it is classified and interpreted, and how and when 
it is exhibited. Curators are knowledge brokers of a specific nature, 
taking culture created by others, and interpreting and publicizing it 
for the public good.  

Historically, curators have had the cultural cache to make un-
known objects both known and valuable, serving as a link between 
art production and consumption. They have had personal and schol-
arly reputations to develop and sustain; as professionals, they have 
had to be objective in their evaluation of art, as well as of the artists 
and movements on which they choose to focus. Often authors in their 
own rights, curators have exerted a powerful influence within not 
only the art world, but also within the general public—one need look 
no farther than the scholarly, painstakingly produced catalogues, me-
mentos of the equally scholarly and painstakingly produced shows 
that they chronicled, to appreciate the cultural impact curators have 
wielded over the years.

That curatorial role is changing rapidly, however, and concur-
rently diminishing in gravitas, as museums have increasingly (and, 
one might argue, unavoidably), become a highly theatrical hybrid 
form of art commingled with commerce. The once scholarly cata-
logues have been replaced by glossy brochures (Sandler 1996). 
Blockbuster exhibits, necessitated by the realities of museum fi-
nances, are becoming more common. The curators themselves, once 
armed with graduate degrees in the Fine Arts or related disciplines 
and active researchers in niche subjects, have been increasingly su-
perseded by those more involved in overtly commercial endeavours. 
How to appeal to an audience with a less leisurely style of consump-
tion, with an expectation of constantly refreshed imagery? The pull 
between high art and low commerce, while age-old, has escalated 
since the 1980s, as the art market welcomed art writers committed 
to research, conservation, publication, and art exhibition within a 
strong market orientation. As museums increasingly lack the funds 
to acquire new art, they often must sell objects from their permanent 
collections before acquiring new pieces in a bid to stay current. The 

job of curators now, by necessity, includes assessing and monitor-
ing the financial worth of museum holdings. While curators once 
typically were employed solely as permanent members of a museum 
staff, or as freelancers working with an assortment of museums, to-
day many under-employed curators routinely also work for private 
investors, galleries, or auction houses to supplement their incomes. 
Where once a curator’s job was to, in essence, protect an object from 
becoming a commodity, today their job is, in no small measure, to 
ensure that it does become a commodity, and more specifically a 
brand – one ideally with resale value in the museum gift shop.

There are many similarities between art curation and content 
curation in social media. According to Rohit Bhargava (2009), Se-
nior Vice President of Strategy and Marketing for Ogilvy 360 Digi-
tal Influence, “a content curator is someone who continually finds, 
groups, organizes and shares the best and most relevant content on 
a specific issue online.” The New York Times, which curates blog 
posts from outside sources, is a good example of a content curator.  
As Steve Rosenbaum (2009) of the Silicon Valley Insider comments 
about the New York Times, “what the Times knows is that content 
that they validate with their brand and redistribution becomes more 
valuable, both to readers and to the content curators.” The same 
could be said of important curators in the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, or the Smithsonian. The job of a content curator is not to cre-
ate more content, but to make sense of the best and most relevant 
content and thereby to add a voice and point of view about existing 
material. 

In principal, anyone who has an opinion about the value of a 
product and means to inform others about this and also to distribute 
the product itself can be a curator. However, when comparing the 
use of curation in the popular discourse to how it is conceived in the 
art context, we confront several problems with the somewhat inflat-
ed use of curation in describing content sharing online. Those who 
curate content in social media are not expected to use professional 
skills when curating content. They are not presumed to conduct re-
search around the specific topics that they curate. In addition, they 
do not necessarily organize content into collections and structures, 
although such curation services as Storify offer the possibility to ar-
range online content into specific collections and create narratives 
that highlight the importance of the selected articles. On the Storify 
website (http://storify.com/tour) it is proclaimed that “Storify lets 
you curate social networks to build social stories, bringing together 
media scattered across the Web into a coherent narrative. We are 
building the story layer above social networks.”

Professional art curation is more of a top-down process than a 
participatory activity. Gaskill (2010) ties social and curation explic-
itly together and defines the social curator as “a practitioner who 
seeks to contextualise fully the potential of exhibitions as structures 
of communication and exchange, and aims to maximise social in-
teraction and intervention across curatorial approach, process and 
outcome.” However, in this definition the social curator is still a 
(professional) practitioner, somebody who is trained to curate, not 
just a layperson who informs others in social media about interesting 
content.

According to Rosenbaum (2011, 3-4), there can be both ama-
teur and professional curation. Social curation is about amateur cura-
tion, where the curators are ordinary consumers. Social curation is 
about choosing from a group of content possibilities, however not 
necessarily making the choices based on expert skills in, for exam-
ple, art or journalism. Yet, ranking, juxtaposing and critiquing con-
tent requires some kind of knowledge, it is not an arbitrary practice. 
The amateurs might not be experts but they often have an educated 
and informed opinion, involving some accountability. However, it is 
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unclear what is the relevance of this element of selection and quali-
tative judgement in social curation from the perspective of media 
organizations. Does it matter if the choices made by the consumers 
on what to distribute entail knowledge and expertise or not? Do the 
media companies care, what of their content is curated as long as 
their content is distributed as extensively as possible? Do connec-
tions matter more than expertise? Put bluntly, a professional author-
ity with 50 Facebook friends might be less valuable as a curator for a 
media company than a high school kid with 1000 Facebook friends. 

Importantly, in an era of abundance of online content, amateur 
curation – the bottom-up or lay-curation – serves an important role in 
making contents both known and valuable, serving as a link between 
media production and consumption. Social curation is a vital filter in 
content consumption on the Internet. In art curation, the curator is the 
linchpin in a system that imbues art with aesthetic significance, and 
curatorial decisions can catapult an object from obscurity to public 
exposure (Joy and Sherry 2003, 163). In the same vein, social cura-
tion as a practice can imbue various kinds of online media content 
with social significance and extend the circulation of those contents. 

Social curation shares characteristics with both sharing and 
word-of-mouth communication. According to Belk (2010, 715-
720), sharing is a consumer behaviour that bears on a broad array 
of consumption issues ranging from sharing household resources to 
file sharing. In contrast to other acquisition and distribution mecha-
nisms, such as gift giving and commodity exchange, which involve 
transfers of ownership, sharing is about joint ownership and mutual-
ity of possession (ibid.). Similarly, social curation is not about the 
exchange or transfer of ownership, because the one who curates the 
digital content does not lose possession of it – she can still read the 
news article, for example, after having curated it. Importantly, and 
in contrast to sharing, social curation is pronouncedly about distribu-
tion. Curation is not about sharing the car with other family mem-
bers, but distributing content forward. Curation does not represent 
the sharing of ownership but rather the provision of access to others. 

Social curators are knowledge brokers that interpret, publi-
cize and endorse content. Thus, there is always an aspect of recom-
mendation involved. This links social curation with word-of-mouth 
(WOM) communication (Brown, Broderick, and Lee 2007; Kozinets 
et al. 2010). But again, the element of distribution marks the differ-
ence. In social curation, the access to the content itself is provided 
with the recommendation. In the online environment, it is much 
easier to share the (digital, Internet-based) content, not just provide 
verbal descriptions of it. By contrast, in WOM the content or prod-
uct is not necessarily distributed, but rather only an awareness of its 
existence is acknowledged by means of expressing an opinion. This 
is comparable with how in the context of art the curator provides the 
content, as opposed to an art reviewer or art critic who only offers 
information about the content. 

SOCIAL CURATION AS A SOCIAL PHENOMENON 
Now we turn to discuss what is social in social curation. In 

a general sense, social curation is a social activity in that it entails 
communicative interactions and relationships between two or more 
individuals. People engage in social curation as members of particu-
lar social entities, that is, groups, communities and society, as part 
of a whole network of social relations. As such, social curation rep-
resents social action in the sense that it is intentional and rule gov-
erned: it is performed in order to achieve particular purposes and in 
conformity to some social rules, and it is this intentional content that 
specifies what sort of an action it is (Fay and Moon 1994, 21). Social 
curation becomes intelligible based on not only the intentions of the 
social agent who performs the activity (the intentional communica-

tion of the agent) but also based on the culturally shared or collective 
understandings (ideas, norms, and values) that give meaning to and 
thus regulate the activity (Moisander and Valtonen 2012). 

As a result, the ways in which individuals engage in social cura-
tion always and inevitably reflect the social and cultural context in 
which they perform the activity. The cultural context in which social 
curation has emerged and is typically performed is the participatory 
media consumer culture. Social curation may thus be viewed as so-
cial and cultural practice. From this perspective, the analytical focus 
shifts from the particular activities and technologies to the symbolic 
significance and uses of social curation in consumers’ everyday 
lives, as integral parts of consumers’ everyday lives especially as 
members of the contemporary media culture.

As a social and communicative practice, social curation may be 
viewed as a discursive activity through which people make sense of 
themselves as individuals and members of groups, communities and 
society. Much like authoring personal blogs and status updates, so-
cial curation maybe be viewed as a self-defining and self-expressive 
behaviour: people share content that is self-relevant and help them 
to communicate particular ideas and images of themselves to their 
peers (Schau and Gilly 2003). This discursive activity may also be 
something that relates to people’s civic engagement or political ac-
tivity as citizens and members of the political society (Kozinets and 
Handelman 2004). The social curator thus engages in the activity of 
curation in the role of a consumer and citizen.

Social curation is a practice through which people construct 
their individual and collective identities: they engage in identity 
work and pursue their identity projects (Holt and Thompson 2004; 
Mikkonen, Moisander, and Firat 2011; Thompson and Tambyah 
1999) using the complex repertoires of images, narratives, and ac-
counts that the global mediascape (Appadurai 1990, 1996) offers 
as discursive resources. Through social curation, consumers thus 
author and elaborate on coherent “narratives of the self” both for 
themselves and also to their peers and social networks (Shankar 
2001; Thompson 1997). Through this identity work, people not only 
make sense of themselves but also build and maintain their personal 
relationships and create a sense of belonging and community (com-
panionship, friendship) as well as collective identity as members of 
their in-groups and communities (Cova 1997; Cova and Pace 2006; 
Muniz and O’Guinn 2001).

The purpose is to be social, in that by curating content people 
maintain social contacts to other people. Alike any form of sharing, 
social curation is a communal act that links people to others and 
creates feelings of solidarity and bonding; it is an expression of the 
desire for connection (Belk 2010, 716-717). In social curation, this 
personal connection plays an important part. It is significant that the 
curator is somebody familiar, with whom the audience has a personal 
relationship (e.g. by being friends). Alike word-of-mouth communi-
cation, social curation is based on interpersonal exchanges (Brown et 
al. 2007, 4). This idea is expressed well in the way Facebook stresses 
the social aspect of recommending: ”Rather than seeing popular sto-
ries, products or reviews from people you don’t know, you’ll now 
see content that matters to you the most—from your friends” (Hau-
gen 2010). 

Recent research shows how the sharing of media content in 
communities leads often to the receivers actually reading, listen-
ing or watching that content (Purcell et al. 2010, 40). It can be as-
sumed that the curated content is commonly consumed because of 
the personal connection between the curator and the receivers and 
not necessarily because of the significant content-related expertise 
possessed by the curating individual. As Kozinets (1999, 259) notes, 
in the online environment, consumers evaluate quality together and 
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place great weight on the judgments of their fellows. Therefore, a lot 
of the expertise involved in social curation is social in nature – it en-
tails skills in maintaining relationships and nurturing the collective 
identity and the sense of belonging together.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE MEDIA INDUSTRY
Our conceptualization of social curation opens up a number of 

research questions concerning the role of social curation in contem-
porary marketplace and consumer culture, in particular in the context 
of the media industry. Media consumers share media content, but 
they also share their media consumption experiences and especially 
the choices concerning which content they have decided to consume. 
In our research, we are especially interested in the implications of 
social curation for media organizations.

The backdrop for social curation is that, because of digital net-
works, media contents are in constant flux. Manovich (2008, 203) 
uses the term media mobility to describe a state where media con-
tents never arrive at some final destination, as in the mass communi-
cation model. Instead, they continue to move between sites, people 
and devices, and as they move, they accumulate comments and dis-
cussions (ibid.). Similarly, Jenkins (2009) uses the term spreadable 
media to describe how the digital networks facilitate the sharing of 
contents (see also Terranova 2004, 2). What the Internet-based social 
networks have had an effect on are precisely the abilities of people 
to distribute content; because of the new communication platforms 
and services, the audience can now have an audience (Napoli 2009, 
2010). Social curation is well attuned to the nature of the Internet 
as an environment that enables efficient horizontal communication 
between consumers (Lüders 2007, 194-195).

According to Marshall (2009, 81), the successful operation of 
the media industry is in fact as much about media production, as it 
is about facilitating the maintenance of social connections though 
content sharing and communication among its consumers. Pre-ex-
isting social networks are becoming fundamental to the sustenance 
of media, and therefore the media companies need to acknowledge 
the convergence of media and communication, where the social and 
communicative (interpersonal) dimensions have invaded, informed 
and mutated the media elements. When in the traditional model of 
mass communication, a newspaper or a television company created 
the value to the product without consumer involvement, the value 
is now increasingly created as consequence of the process of nur-
turing the activities of media consumer communities (Bowman and 
Willis 2005, 10) and the careful cultivation of consumers’ narrative 
networks (Kozinets et al. 2010, 87). This outlook is characterized 
in how, instead of audiences, media businesses today, indeed, talk 
about networks (Deuze 2009, 152).

Also Jensen (2010, 14) proposes a shift of focus from media to 
communication when studying the media consumption – an agenda 
emphasising the recombination and reconfiguration of one-to-one, 
one-to-many and many-to-many communication. Media consumer 
studies should shed more light on the links between consumption of 
mass media, interpersonal communication and networked commu-
nication. The significance of media use does not remain on the indi-
vidual level alone but it flows from the personal media consumption 
toward more collective experiences and social sharing. (Heikkilä et 
al. 2011.)

With this progression as a setting, our argument is that social 
curation is an important means for media organizations to a) connect 
with consumers and b) utilize the interpersonal networks in consum-
er communities in distributing and marketing their content. Available 
research indicates that social media is already an important chan-
nel for obtaining more readers, listeners and viewers for the online 

content produced by the media companies (Guo and Chan-Olmstead 
2011; Hermida et al. 2012). For instance, in Britain the BBC, Fi-
nancial Times, Guardian and the Economist have seen a sharp rise 
in the number of referrals from Facebook, Twitter and other social 
networks. In fact, search engines are being partly replaced by the 
social media as a portal to news and other information. (Newman 
and Dutton 2011.) Media scholars (Domingo et al. 2008; Thurman 
2008; Wardle and Williams 2010; Qing and Hollifield 2011; Lewis 
2011; Hermida et al. 2012) have argued that for contemporary me-
dia corporations, engaging, encouraging and assisting consumers in 
the circulation and distribution of media content is more important 
than having them participate in content production with or for the 
companies. Thus, a key challenge for the media industry consists of 
tapping into the social and community dimensions of the participa-
tory media culture. 
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Cars for Sale! An Ethnography of the Collusion of Space and Consumption 
in Power and Agency Struggles

Helene de Burgh-Woodman, University of Notre Dame, Australia

INTRODUCTION
The importance of space and its “perception-shaping, behaviour-

inducing properties” (Sherry 1998) has been long acknowledged by 
consumer researchers. Public spaces such as shopping malls (Sand-
icki and Holt, 1998), bridal salons (Otnes, 1998), and converted 
shopping centres (Maclaren and Brown, 2005) have all been investi-
gated as spaces where meanings are unravelled, contested and enter-
tained. Equally, spaces play out emotive experiences such as escape 
(Hewer, 2003), utopia and nostalgia (Maclaran and Brown, 2005). 
Adding to this important opus, the present paper investigates public 
space as a site of contested power and agency manifested through 
consumption. The use of public in this context means a “realm in 
which people define themselves as publics, through ongoing com-
munication, definition and negotiation” (Sargeson 2002, 21). 

Using the case of impromptu car yards where private cars for 
sale are illegally congregated in one space against local council laws 
and regulations, this paper theorises public space and consumption 
as interwoven in a larger discourse of power and agency (Visconti, 
Sherry Borghini and Anderson 2010). Space, in this instance, lays 
the ground for alternative consumption, sharing (Belk 2010) and ex-
change which defy the structures of the formal “marketplace” and 
contest the power held by legal and political entities (Campbell 2005; 
White 2007). While public space in modernity is ordered and man-
aged by political and cultural entities such as councils, governments 
etc, space also “complicates the assumption of a collective experi-
ence of culture and its products” (de Burgh-Woodman and Brace-
Govan 2010).  

This paper uses the work of Henri Lefevbre (1974) to theorise 
the collusion of space and consumption to express power and agency 
struggles between people and formal structures. In this respect, the 
present study extends previous use of Lefebvre’s (1974) work in con-
sumer research (Houliez 2010a 2010b) and urban studies (McCann 
1999, 1995). While previous work has illuminated the importance of 
spatial practices and negotiating processes by consumers, this paper 
advances on this use of Lefebvre by situating space and consumption 
as two collusive channels to agency and dissent. While space creates 
a context for an alternative site for consumption, more significantly 
it is the sense of political and social agency that space facilitates that 
concerns us here. In this respect, this paper draws on previous uses of 
Lefebvre’s work in studies of the urban milieu and racial inequality 
(McCann 1999) where  

“abstract space”, - space represented by elite social groups as 
homogeneous, instrumental, and ahistorical in order to facilitate 
the exercise of state power and the free flow of capital – lends 
itself to a discussion of the manner in which downtown business 
spaces in major U.S. cities are exclusionary territories domi-
nated by White, middle-class male (McCann 1999: 164).

By contrast with concrete space (or everyday life), abstract 
space is a hegemonic space, a space loaded with representations of 
control, power and domination. In the same fashion that Lefebvre’s 
work has been used to dissect this construction of space and subvert 
abstract space in favour of agency over space, this paper looks at 
power and agency struggle in space. This paper aims, through the 
study of these self-fashioned “car yards”, to show how space both 
contests and is contested (Lefebvre 1974), how consumption outside 

of the designated marketplace utilises space and finally what impli-
cations this has for embedded understandings of power and agency.

The paper commences with a conceptual framework that draws 
from Lefebvre’s (1974) theorisation of space as an inhabited yet 
contested site which lays the ground for understanding how space 
is integral to consumption, contest and agency practices. This is fol-
lowed by an outline of the method employed and a discussion of its 
implications. Finally, some concluding comments are made regard-
ing how consumption and space collude to create the conditions for 
the expression of power and agency struggles.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The theoretical framework for this paper draws from the work 

of Henri Lefebvre (1974). Lefebvre’s argument that space is socially 
constructed and thereby imbued with politically and socially mean-
ingful values and symbolisms is resonant for the present study. As 
a French sociologist writing primarily in the mid-twentieth century, 
Lefebvre’s identification with a Marxist perspective led to his con-
ceptualisation of space as a social enactment of political and social 
ideologies (Stanek 2011) and thereby to his key distinctions between 
dominating (those with power) and dominated space (those over 
whom power is exerted). Echoing Marx’s own distinction between 
the powerful and the powerless or bourgeois and worker, these cat-
egories of dominating and dominated found in social space are, Lefe-
bvre argues, endemic to contemporary capitalist society. 

Lefebvre outlines three different kinds of space operating in 
the contemporary environment. Implicit in his conceptualisation of 
space and his representational space triad of perceived space (spatial 
practice), conceived space (representations of space) and lived space 
(representational space) (Zhang 2006) is its positioning of space as a 
site of control and contestation (see Fig.1) 

Fig. 1 The Spatial Triad Taken from Jensen 2011

These different kinds of space should not be seen as discrete but 
rather as merged, iterative and free-flowing where “it is necessary for 
the interactions between the triadic elements to be appropriate and 
in balance if an [spatial] event was to be persuasive and effective” 
(Watkins 2005 220). Space is not passive or latent. It is inhabited 
(itself a consequence of modernity), constructed and produced or “ 
seen as the site of ongoing interactions of social relations rather than 
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the mere result of such interactions” (Zhang 2006 219).  In the pro-
cess, it is controlled, manipulated and politicised:

(Social) space is a (social) product... the space thus produced 
also serves as a tool of thought and of action... in addition to 
being a means of production it is also a means of control, and 
hence of domination, of power (1974,  26)

In many ways, Lefebvre’s concern with agency and “central 
planning’s ensuing depoliticization, fragmentation and segregation of 
‘possible communities’, in other words, the very denial of every citi-
zen’s right to the city as ongoing communal project of co-habitation” 
(Knoll 2012) finds increasing relevance in contemporary consumer 
research. While Lefebvre’s own consideration of how the dominated 
might resist or find legitimacy in the face of the dominating stemmed 
from his experience of the WWII, the May 1968 demonstrations and 
the reality of communist Russia, his fundamental insights into every-
day life as the real battleground for the dominated and their expression 
through space are echoed in consumer research studies.

While space is not always discussed in such studies, research 
into areas such as consumer resistance, anti-consumption and sub-
cultural appropriation illuminate similar concerns with the agency 
of the consumer and the effort to subvert or avoid perceived power 
structures. For instance, anti-consumption is frequently understood 
as an active ethical, social critique of, and dissent from, exploit-
ative or excessive aspects of the marketplace and its accompanying 
consumer culture (Cherrier, 2009, 2005; Penaloza and Price, 2003; 
Zavestoski, 2002) that result from the capitalist logic that frames 
our modern world (Jameson, 1991). The situation of a mainstream 
capitalist culture as the point of critique and dissent implies the same 
issues that Lefebvre plays out through the dialectic of space. They 
share in a wariness of cultural meta-narratives, a desire to reclaim 
the social sphere and highlight the importance of community over 
structures. Lefebvre sees this contest unfolding through and in space. 

Thus far, the canon of consumer research has seen this con-
test unfold through consumption and, by extension, community 
(Arnould, Price and Otnes 1999; Belk and Costa 1998; Hewer and 
Brownlie 2007; Holbrook 1993; McRobbie 1995; Penaloza 1994; 
Thornton 1995). These two axes, consumption and community, have 
direct relevance here too. While space may be the site of contestation, 
it is at the level of community that dissent is enacted in space. Just 
as community also resides at the centre of Lefebvre’s work (Stanek 
2011), the consumer research canon has illuminated the fine detail of 
how communities, and the social networks that underpin them, en-
able active dissent. This paper endeavours to bring these threads of 
space and consumption through community together, showing them 
to be linked in a shared outlook and agenda.

While there are many variations of this critical negotiation 
between people and the marketplace (Etzioni, 1998; Kingsnorth, 
2003), which have also linked to other issues such as environmental 
sustainability (Dobscha and Ozanne, 2001; Leonard-Barton, 1981), 
excessive consumption (Craig-Lees and Hill, 2002; Shaw and Ne-
wholm, 2002), class inequality (Tomolilo and Shaw, 2003),ethical 
consumption (Borgmann, 2000; Cherrier, 2004) and space itself (de 
Burgh-Woodman and Brace-Govan 2010), the common thread is a 
fundamental emphasis on critique of the status quo and divergence 
through defiance. Taking these significations of critique, agency and 
dissent as definition and praxis, space and consumption collude to 
become a mode of expression and the context through which critique 
(both of structure and capitalist logic) is spoken. These significations 
underpin the point of dissent for geneses of alternate (cultural) con-
sumption discourses.

In following this structuring of space and consumption as a col-
lusion of critique and 

dissent from the logic of late capitalism (Jameson, 1991), we 
move again towards Lefebvre’s work that positions space as some-
thing that structures the mode of expression of structural domina-
tion and everyday consumer resistance. Space, consumption and 
consumer defiance intercept, since one speaks to another, and thus 
consolidate their connection. To this extent, this paper suggests that 
this mutual re-enforcement of space and consumption can be a per-
vasive, subtle tool for agency interpolated with the lived experience.

METHOD
The site of the impromptu car yard is at Forrester’s Beach on the 

Central Coast, one hour north of Sydney, Australia. Forresters forms 
the site of analysis although it should be noted that these impromptu 
car yards are also emerging in Sydney itself and at other locations 
around the Central Coast. The Coast’s demographics range from low 
socio-economic suburbs such as Toukley and Umina Beach through 
to very wealthy areas such as Pearl Beach and Daleys Point where 
homes sell for several million dollars. To this extent, the practice 
of curbside car selling takes in a spectrum of social groups and a 
range of cars. The cars for sale are found on the side of the road with 
“for sale” signs hung on their windscreens (see photo 1 and 2). Oc-
cupying large stretches of road, these impromptu car yards can go 
for several hundred metres. The cars themselves reflect the diverse 
socio-economic scale of the area with everything from old vehicles 
through to new SUVs appearing on the side of the road.

The method adopted for this research was an ethnographic field 
diary documenting shifts in the composition of cars combined with 
a photographic record (Penaloza and Cayla 2006). The synergy be-
tween the field diary and the photographic record was designed to 
enable a thick description (Geertz 1973) of the car selling phenom-
enon. The research commenced with a three month long field diary 
in Summer 2011, notating the number, type and price range of the 
cars for sale at Forresters. Along each of these dimensions, signifi-
cant growth was observed over this period, thus indicating a growing 
civic swell around the impromptu car yard see Fig 2. 

A visual record was maintained through photographic material. 
Secondary material was also consulted including media coverage of 
the issue since there has been reportage driven by local council and 
law enforcement. The response by law enforcement and council in 
popular press is significant in that, from the perspective of author-
ity, this is not a neutral practice that goes unseen. Further material 
including council regulations and laws were also consulted.

Once the visual and secondary data was collected, the inter-
pretive framework derived from Lefebvre’s theoretical distinction 
between dominating and dominated space (1974) was applied to sift 
the political, agentic and power struggles that emerge out of the use 
of space.

The possibility of gathering first hand qualitative data was 
compromised by the unwillingness of both buyers and sellers to be 
interviewed. Given that this practice is essentially illegal, neither 
group was willing to comment on their involvement in curbside car 
trading. This is significant in itself in that participants are aware of 
the political, legal and social dimensions of their acts, realising that 
they are participating in a subversive act of defiance as much as the 
act of buying/selling a car. Hence, this adds further strength to the 
argument that the practice of curbside buying/selling can be seen as 
a symbolically and politically inflammatory act played out as the 
nexus of consumption and space. However, some degree of insight 
was offered through an online forum. This forum is interpreted and 
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discussed below where the use of space and consumption to express 
agency and dissent are illuminated.

DISCUSSION
The use of a roadside to sell private cars seems an innocuous 

act but its political and cultural resonance is immense. In the first 
instance, the physical location of cars illegally placed on the roadside 
represents a being in space, an act of liminal physicality that locates 
objects in illicit space for exchange and consumption. The means 
of contacting the owner is by ringing the advertised phone number 
since being found on-site by police or council rangers would result 
in a fine. Sellers would also be required to remove their cars from the 
curb. The act of dissent against existing power structures is enacted 
physically - in space. But space also mediates, it acts as the interven-
ing buffer between owner and authority and, in doing so, facilitates 
the dissenting act. To this extent, space is complicit in the contesta-
tion of power and agency. 

Equally, space and consumption are linked where consumption 
occurs in space but also through space. The many acts of exchange 
that occur at the site are only made possible through a collective 
understanding and use of the space. By extension then, space makes 
possible an alternative marketplace that again challenges power and 
agency structures. The dynamics here are quite complex in that when 
space and consumption collude, this prompts commentary and re-
action from councils and law enforcement. The New South Wales 
Government passed its Roadside Vehicle Sales Bill in 2011 outlaw-
ing the practice of roadside selling and imposing fines, removal and 
cautionary notes. Most local councils were quick to adopt the bill 
and galvanise it through local bylaws. This legislative act refracted 
an “official” responsiveness at the level of government (filtering 
down to local authorities), demonstrating an administrative or policy 

action against a “social problem”. Yet, at the level of real spatial 
practice or lived space, there is no human body, no face to prosecute 
and the “rule of law” is rendered inert in and by space. 

While it was challenging to collect interview data for this study 
(precisely because the one protection consumers have in this battle 
between dominating and dominated space is invisibility), this one 
trace of an online discussion (that will remain unidentified) illumi-
nates the self-constructed tactics that these consumers enact. The 
thread also reveals the almost subcultural or guerilla community of 
illicit car sellers and the common concern with dissent. The thread 
starts by a forum discussant asking:

Is it legal to sell a car on the roadside in NSW?  I am consider-
ing parking my car on a grassy verge beside a busy road (I’m 
guessing it is council land). Just checking to see if anyone else 
has experienced any issues doing this.

This initial inquiry releases a series of responses that show how 
the boundaries are tested, the parameters are deliberately left unclear 
and though forum members frequently advise one another to check 
with council, none of them do. The ambiguity of practice, ambiguity 
of governmental response in lived space and the latent tensions that 
underpin this practice propel dissent where to clarify the parameters 
potentially threatens action:

There used to be quite a few regular spots people did it all 
around it seemed years ago but alot of those are now fenced and 
signed by Council telling you not to. It was my understanding 
it wasn’t actually legal to sell your car on the side of the road 
anymore but alot of people still do, you just have to pick a spot 

Fig 2. Trajectory of car numbers over a three-month period
Date Car details
4.12.2011

16.12.2011

22.12.2011

27.12.2011

16 cars (mainly priced under 10000AUD) majority are small to medium sedans

14 cars (mainly priced under 10000AUD majority are small to medium sedans)

14 cars (mainly priced under 10000AUD majority are small to medium sedans)

21 cars (slight increase in cars over 100000AUD and a more noticeable number of SUV/ute)

* In general, the calibre of cars was basic. While there were some newer cars SUV/ute and sports models, the majority 
during the month of December were slightly older small to medium sedans and hatchbacks. The most expensive was a 
relatively recent Commodore (GM) priced at 18000AUD.

3.1.1.2012

9.1.2012

14.1.2012

25.1.2012

30.1.2012

23 cars (mainly priced under 10000AUD but with a steady number of SUV/ute along with small to medium sedan)

28 cars (mainly priced under 10000AUD but with a steady number of SUV/ute along with small to medium sedan)

29 cars (mainly priced under 10000AUD but with a steady number of SUV/ute along with small to medium sedan)

31 cars (more priced over 10000AUD with steady number of SUV/ute, more sports and small/medium sedans)

32 cars (more priced over 10000AUD with steady number of SUV/ute, more sports and small/medium sedans)

*In general, the calibre of cars improved in January with a greater number of more recent models, SUVs and sports 
cars being placed on the side of the road. The most expensive car for sale was 41000AUD for a Nissan convertible.

3.2.2012

10.2.2012

14.2.2012

22.2.2012

27.2.2012

36 cars (a steady number priced over 10000AUD with a greater number of SUV/ute and steady sedan numbers)

31 cars (a steady number priced over 10000AUD with a greater number of SUV/ute and steady sedan numbers)

31 cars (same 31 cars as 14.2.2012)

28 cars a steady number priced over 10000AUD with a greater number of SUV/ute and steady sedan numbers)

33 cars a steady number priced over 10000AUD with a greater number of SUV/ute and steady sedan numbers)

*In general, the caliber of cars stayed the same for February. The most expensive car for sale was a Toyota Prado priced 
at 53000AUD but this was unusually expensive. Every other car was under 35000AUD.
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that isn’t going to end up in peoples or the councils way. I could 
be wrong but…

When one forum member directly asks another whether they 
have called council, the response deliberately perpetuates this ambi-
guity, noting “I’ve been busy travelling interstate over the past few 
days, when I get a chance I’ll call the local council and ask them 
what their policy is. Cheers!” The thread goes for several more days 
but no report back on the call to council is recorded.

While this question of clarifying goes deliberately untreated in 
the thread, the conversation about dissent and which spaces best fa-
cilitate dissent dominates the discussion.  

my local councils dont like it, but pretty much can only do 
something about it if you illegally park – for that it means not 
parallel to the roadway. If there is a spot that people use regu-
larly, then you can bet they are not fining people for doing it 
at that spot. I sold mine on the side of the rd – it was parked 
parallel to the roadway without a big sign (there are signage by 
laws for council too). because of the spot – it was clearly a for 
sale car, and anyone interested could walk up to it and get the 
details. (stood for 2 weekends – 2 test drives, then sold).

A similar theme is reflected in the comment of “Not sure of its 
legal implication but I see cars parked on the side of road regularly 
with for sale sign + prices attached to the inside of the windscreen. 
I have even seen trucks and trailers.” In both of these comments, 
the authors demonstrate an awareness of their resistance to local au-
thorities that “don’t like” these impromptu caryards but use space to 
mitigate the risk of prosecution. Forum members are aware of the 
potential consequences with several mentions of fines, towing and 
cautionary notices but employ a spatial strategy to elude prosecution. 
The “side of the road” in both comments represents a safe space as 
long as the space is organised strategically against legal structures. 
The comment from another discussant also captures this strategic 
use of space:

It will all depend on local council, some care others don’t. If its 
a place where many cars are sold every weekend then its prob-
ably safe to assume that they aren’t booking people for it. If 
there are no other cars being sold in the suburb then it probably 
means they give tickets. 

This comment is more explicit in showing the game or contest 
played out through space where both dominated and dominating uti-
lise space in their struggle. Interestingly, at no point in the thread are 
actual people ever discussed as present at the impromptu caryards. 
The cars, their location and their strategic arrangement are all men-
tioned but the only reference made to real people using this space 
is the comment “anyone interested could walk up to it and get the 
details”. Even in this remark, the physical presence of the consumer 
is only required to gather details. The seller is absent, waiting for the 
buyer to create a second space in which the sale takes place. How-
ever, this transactional space is separate from the curbside space of 
contest and dissent.

So, the car yard is a guerilla space, an alternative market that 
trades on collective agency or, to borrow Lefevbre, a reclamation 
of dominated space. Space then operates at several levels – as a 
site, as a facilitator for consumption and a field for contest. Equally, 
consumption acts in space, through space and colludes with it to 
enact contest. In this respect, while this struggle between dominat-
ing and dominated does not tangibly occur in lived space (only 
the cars are present), this power struggle is enacted through both 

perceived and conceived space in that this struggle is represented 
in and through space.

CONCLUSION
The aim of this paper is to theorise the collusion of space and 

consumption as implicated elements of contest, agency and power. 
Space contextualises consumption, provides it with tangible form 
and, in this case, allows alternative consumption acts and exchanges 
to take place.  Our consideration of impromptu caryards as a means 
of analysing agency and power struggles through consumption takes 
a step towards expanding our understanding of how space and con-
sumption collude as a strategy of critique and divergence and a mo-
dality for consumer resistance is animated. The most salient point to 
be taken from this study is that while consumption itself can be situ-
ated as a discursive strategy and practical tactic of resistance, the role 
of space becomes implicated as the context for such resistance too.

This paper shows one instance in which space is enlisted to ar-
ticulate a specific political critique or show of consumer defiance.  In 
the introductory remarks, space and consumption were identified as 
collusive elements in an active defiance of laws and regulations. By 
way of extension, this paper concludes that space and consumption 
provide a modality of critique or resistance and a consequent point of 
divergence. Seen in this way, space and consumption can be strategi-
cally enlisted as a broader critique of modern capitalist culture and 
its attendant restrictions, controls and politics. 

Here, consumption provides the language of critique, a refer-
ential discursive frame upon which communities call to articulate 
their specific form of critique, resistance and divergence. If we ex-
pand our understanding to apprehend space as a framing logic and 
as critique’s ordering effect (or as Lefebvre suggests, society pro-
duces its own specific space) we might also come to see space and 
consumption as mutually implicated in the articulation of various 
cultural interactions in a modern capitalist world. This potential of 
consumption to mediate, and be mediated by, social space specific 
to the cultural conditions of modernity makes it an exciting site for 
marketing investigation. 
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ABSTRACT
This study assumes that individuals’ desires for autonomy as 

well as concessions to conformity inform consumers’ attempts to 
create consumption styles that are different. Our interpretive study 
investigates into male consumers’ pursuit of being different and finds 
willful ignorance, non non-conformity (provocative conformity, 
wearing the old and outdated, consuming the ugly), and defamiliar-
ization practices (delocalization, delabeling, contrasting personal 
practice) of individualization. We introduce the notion of Anders-
sein―a hybrid but distinct form of identity construction via fashion 
and lifestyle that we interpret as existentialist.

INTRODUCTION
Consumers want to be unique. In seeking individuality, con-

sumers use marketplace offers in various ways to pursue a distinct 
lifestyle (Arnould and Thompson 2005), including social status 
consumption (Thompson and Tambyah 1999; Bourdieu 1984,1986; 
Veblen 1899), uniqueness and counter-conformity (Nail 1986; Tian, 
Bearden and Hunter 2001), alternative (Arsel and Thompson 2011), 
and resistant forms of consumption (Thompson and Haytko 1997).

According to Tian et al. (2001) public recognition of taste drives 
the consumption of counter-conform items. Apart from demonstrat-
ing self-directedness, counter-conformity seeks to prevent pigeon-
holing (Thompson and Haytko 1997), or marking as one of a kind 
(Tian et al. 2001). Further theorizations on uniqueness have portrayed 
anti-conform behavior as individual authenticating acts. Lipovetsky 
(1994) argues that a multitude of fashion consumption practices are 
informed by a ‘taste for autonomy’ rather than social differentiation. 

However, in pursuit of differentness and uniqueness, consumers 
oftentimes conspicuously end up in sameness, or worse, conformity 
(Arsel and Thompson 2011). Literature offers several explanations. 
First, society rewards conformity more than differentiation (Snyder 
and Fromkin 1977). Transgressions of boundaries of legitimate con-
sumption choices and behaviors (Rinallo 2007) might lead to social 
sanctions, which consumers try to evade (Ourahmoune and Nyeck 
2008). Second, critics of consumer sovereignty uncover indepen-
dence as a myth arguing that consumers are hardly free from market 
influences (Caruana, Crane and Fitchett 2008, Holt 2002, Thompson 
and Hirschman 1995), and unable to adjust to fragmented styles and 
rapid fashion cycles (Rocamora 2002).

In the context of fashion consumption, Chan, Berger and Boven 
(forthcoming 2012) recently showed in seven experimental studies 
that consumers can satisfy desires for assimilation and differentia-
tion, both, within a single choice context by satisfying different mo-
tives on different choice dimensions. Previous research has typically 
studied these assimilation and differentiation motives in isolation, 
or from a one-dimensional perspective, Chan, Berger and Boven 
(forthcoming 2012) rightly criticize. This study picks up the thread, 
and extends their claims from a micro- towards a meso- and macro 
perspective of social conformity versus the pursuit of individual 
autonomy within mass-marketed domains of consumption. Conse-
quently, we assume that both, concessions to conformity as well as 
individuals’ desire for autonomy, inform consumers’ attempts to cre-
ate unique consumption styles.

To support our assumption, we first review current theory on 
conformity and uniqueness, and discuss it against the background 
of the philosophy of human existence. We investigate into consum-

ers’ pursuit of being different in the context of fashion consumption 
of male handbags, and interpret this consumption style as paradoxi-
cal, non non-conform. We introduce the notion of Anders-sein to de-
nominate this phenomenon of a hybrid but distinct form of identity 
construction.

THEORY

Being different and being the same
Consumer attempts of differentiation and adapting to common 

fashion styles can be placed in a broader context of identity con-
struction. In his seminal works on aesthetics, for instance, Simmel 
(1905/1995) asserted that people as social beings are driven by two 
oppositional forces―belongingness and differentiation. These socio-
logical interpretations of identity construction are mirrored in social 
psychological concepts of conformity and uniqueness.

Literature differs in explanations of why individuals want to be 
unique. Berger and Heath (2008) succinctly summarize motives for 
divergence driven by low-status others, by disliked others, or even by 
similar others, when too much similarity leads to negative emotional 
reactions. Some people feel a stronger need for uniqueness than oth-
ers, experience a decline in self esteem and feel bereft of their iden-
tity when similar to others (Tian et al., 2001; Snyder and Fromkin, 
1980). Fromkin and Lipshitz (1976) characterized uniqueness prone 
people as independent, nonconforming, and inventive. In fashion 
contexts, particularly fashion innovators and opinion leaders rate 
high on uniqueness scales (Workman and Caldwell, 2007). Thomp-
son and Haytko (1997) noted that the desire for consuming differ-
ing fashion items is rooted in the resistance to fashion conformity, 
which is deeply embedded in Western consumers’ values of being 
a self-directed individual. Public recognition of taste drive the con-
sumption of counter conform items. According to Tian et al. (2001) 
counter conformity relative to conventional behaviors, possessions 
and taste notions evince uniqueness and differentiation. The authors 
identified three dimensions of the pursuit of uniqueness―creative 
choice counter-conformity, unpopular counter-conformity, and 
avoidance of similarity. Creative choice counter-conformity refers 
to the consumption of novel, unique and original products to create 
social distinction. Such consumption bears comparatively low risk 
and is considered a good choice amongst others, eliciting positive 
evaluations by consumers’ social environment (Snyder and Fromkin 
1980). Unpopular choice counter-conformity, on the other hand, rep-
resents high risk consumption as it deviates from social norms and 
conventions. Consuming socially illegitimate objects may even elicit 
social sanctions. Nonetheless, consuming the unpopular also creates 
an enhanced self and social image. Avoidance of similarity refers to 
the discontinuation of items considered as mainstream or common 
on the account that these objects are no longer available to generating 
uniqueness. Fashion innovators dispose items attracting style copies 
or fashion followers as they violate their standards of individuality 
and uniqueness (Workman and Caldwell, 2007).

Further theorizations on uniqueness have portrayed anti-con-
form behavior as identity signaling and individual authenticating 
acts. Identity-signaling reflects individual’s attempts to avoid send-
ing undesired identity signal to others. People diverge from main-
stream consumption patterns to ensure that others understand who 
they are (Berger and Heath 2007, 2008). Authenticity quests in con-
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sumption refer to the generation of a genuine self. Strong quests re-
sult from authenticity threats emerging from a postmodern consumer 
society (Rose and Wood, 2005; Firat and Venkatesh, 1995). Thomp-
son, Rindfleisch and Arsel (2006) assert that these threats for the 
authentic self are born out of the increasing homogenization of con-
sumption in consumers’ everyday lives. Authentication strategies in 
consumption thus reflect defense strategies against mass production 
and consumption, standardization, or popularization of consumption 
activities (Arsel and Thompson 2011, Beverland and Farelly 2010, 
Rose and Wood 2005). Arsel and Thompson (2011), for example, 
highlight how high status indie music consumers authenticate their 
music consumption through strategies of demythologization to pro-
tect themselves against popularization.

Counter-conform fashion consumption could also bear activ-
ist purposes of trying to change the moral and ethical conceptions 
of other consumers. Thompson and Haytko’s study (1997), for ex-
ample, shows that consumers resist particular fashion aesthetics and 
fashion brands so as to demonstrate what they are not. Goulding and 
Saren (2009)’s study exemplifies how self styling within the Goth 
subculture constructs individual aesthetic appearances through re-
bellious and provocative behavior as well as highlights differing in-
dividual aesthetic style projects within an aesthetic subculture.

Critics of consumer independence problematize independence 
as a myth arguing that consumers are hardly free from being sub-
jected to any market influence, guidance, or control of other people 
(Caruana et al., 2008; Holt, 2002; Thompson and Hirschman, 1995). 
Consumers can only revert to the similar, limited, and increasingly 
globalized choice of market offerings in their consumption activities. 
Although independence from the market system is often thematized 
in the context of emancipatory and resistive consumer action (Kozi-
nets and Handelman 2004, Kozinets 2002), researchers still assume 
only partial or temporal escapism until markets have re-conquered 
escapist consumptionscapes (Kozinets 2002, Holt 2002, Caruana 
et al. 2008). Caruana et al. (2008) and Schouten and McAlexander 
(1995) conclude that outcries for consumer autonomy and indepen-
dence reflect market discourses, which, in the end, dictate how inde-
pendence and differentiation from mainstream conventions need to 
be performed thus, contradicting independence. 

Fromkin and Synder (1980) maintain that society, in general, 
rewards conformity and the refusal of differentiation more than dif-
ferentiation and anti-conformity. On that account, conformity is the 
rule rather than the exception. Simmel (1905/1995) detects people’s 
desire for being different relative to others in people’s little, incon-
spicuous reworking and alterations of dresses to display the individ-
ual, differing character of personal fashion. Ourahmoune and Nyeck 
(2008) describe male’s concealing and clandestine consumption of 
items considered as illegitimate for males. Males hide their bound-
ary crossing consumption of lingerie due to fears of stigmatization. 
Rinallo (2007) discussed the oppression of individuality in favor of 
conformity and found that consumer’s immediate environment sets 
boundaries of legitimate consumption choices and behaviors. Trans-
gressing these boundaries leads to social sanctions from the immedi-
ate social environment, which consumers try to evade and mitigate 
by relapsing into conformity.

Human existence and individuality
When we critically review different strands of literature we nec-

essarily come to the conclusion that what seems contradictory, might 
eventually be just two sides of a coin. While we see the importance 
for analytical distinctions and the need to investigate conformity 
as well as individuality, here we aim to re-integrate two theoreti-
cal concepts that belong together when viewed from a biographical 

perspective of identity construction. In our search for an integrated 
conceptualization, we review important philosophical notions of hu-
man existence and individuality. 

Talking about identity construction necessitates an understand-
ing of both, human identity, and how it is constructed. Sartre partly 
accords with Marx in that he views human creative acts as consti-
tuting element of human being (Sartre 1989/2011). In criticizing 
the traditional view of a single, coherent and stable individual sub-
jectivity (the Cartesian cogito) in the 18th century, he accords with 
other existentialists (cf. Søren Kierkegaard, Karl Jaspers, Martin 
Heidegger, Friedrich Nietzsche, and Maurice Merleau-Ponty) on the 
superiority of existence (Existenz) over substance (Wesen). Hence, 
becoming is a life-long endeavor without end yet, accompanied by a 
never-ending search and pursuit of being (Sein). Whereas Merleau-
Ponty (1945/1974), later, postulates that human existence is unthink-
able without existence in the lifeworld (Lebenswelt), Sartre speaks 
of pour-soi of human consciousness, which is different from any 
notion of person or individual ego but simply Sein. The conscious 
being, as such, lives in a constant yearning for something which is 
not (yet) (Sartre 1943); human beings develop life projects, live for 
something to happen in the future or in relationship to their past. Hu-
man existence is everything that is possible; that I could eventually 
be. Human beings are never fully what they are and constantly de-
sire for being. This is why and how we construct ourselves. Yet, hu-
man consciousness is not just Sein as Sein but radically complicated 
through the existence of the other (human being) through which the I 
becomes an object. We need the other existence in order to compre-
hend what we are. Similarly, Merleau-Ponty (1945/74) contends that 
we are in the world, there is no human existence except in the world 
around us, and we are as we perceive ourselves within the world.

For most people and for most of the time, people take for grant-
ed the conditions of their existence and their concomitant identities 
(Shankar, Elliott and Fitchett 2009). This implies that there are peo-
ple and there are times when we consciously reflect on our existence, 
how the other views and influences our consciousness of being; we 
develop and pursue life projects, and different styles in an attempt 
to become what we aspire to be. Moving from Merleau-Ponty’s Be-
ing-in-the-world to a Deleuzian Being-for-the-world, contemporary 
philosophers, such as for instance Schirmacher (1994) focus on the 
self-generative powers of the human being. His homo generator (the 
art of giving one’s life a certain, distinct form) provides a model for 
the question of how the art of living could be envisioned; an art of 
living which makes use of different methods of self transformation 
and takes to heart Nietzsche’s premonition that we need to “give 
style” to our existence (Koppensteiner 2009).

Based on these philosophical groundings two different expla-
nations for the need of individuality permeate the literature. One is 
that we want others to understand who we are; the other is that we 
ourselves want to understand who we are (through ourselves and 
through others). Our main argument here is that we cannot pursue 
one without the other. We adopt a view that accepts the juxtaposition 
of both, the human existence and the other, not as a contradiction but 
as a paradox instead that needs no solution. 

METHODOLOGY
In the present study we employed a variety of qualitative and 

interpretive methods. The data were collected with phenomenologi-
cal interviewing (Thompson et al., 1989), participant observation, 
and diary research (Alazewski, 2006) among male fashion consum-
ers in Central European cities. Our purposive sampling followed the 
principles of criterion sampling (Patton, 1991), which focused on 
the phenomenon of boundary-crossing male handbag consumption, 
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where handbags are reflective of the aesthetics of female handbags. 
Aesthetic phenomena in urban areas, particularly fashion related 
ones, are subject to certain contemporaneity and similar emergence 
across different locations (Eicher and Sumberg, 1995), which al-
lowed us to sample in different urban locations. We sampled in sev-
eral cities in order to level out local occurrences endemic to a par-
ticular urban environment, such as local trends or local fashionistas. 
Respondents were sampled in smaller (from 130.000 inhabitants) 
and larger European cities (up to 1.3.mio inhabitants). Theoreti-
cal saturation (Goulding, 2005) was achieved with 14 respondents. 
The sample yielded a wide range of different fashion appearances, 
aesthetic understandings, interests and occupations, ranging from 
company owners, students, employees, designers, editors to social 
workers and teachers, thus demonstrating the demographic heteroge-
neity of the limited number of consumers engaging in male handbag 
consumption. Despite these vast differences, an astounding similar-
ity of self reflection and consumption patterns underlie their different 
styles.

We developed our study in a two step process. The first step in-
volved observation of handbag consumption in different locations so 
as to understand why and how this would be different from common 
male bags. We, then, approached male consumers either online or di-
rectly on the streets in urban areas. People, who agreed to participate 
in our study, were provided with a diary. We asked them to freely 
write report not just about their particular handbag consumption but 
also their fashion experiences and related thoughts for a period of 
two and a half to three weeks. In addition, we asked participants to 
take pictures of items they evaluated as aesthetic, and characterize 
their style.

In a second step we conducted phenomenological interviews 
(Thompson et al., 1989) with the participants at their homes or in 
their offices. The long interviews and the trips through their homes 
and offices informed us about the respondent’s life biographies, the 
different aesthetic styles they developed, and their consumption pat-
terns. We further included questions focused on societal changes 
and general opinions, specifically with regard to boundary-crossing 
topics. Diaries were used to identify additional important topics and 
stimulated stories and narrations about respondents’ reflections and 
developments of aesthetic styles. Photoelicitation (Heisley and Levy, 
1991) additionally supported our attempts to gather a rich data set on 
boundary-crossing aesthetic consumption.

Interviews accumulated to a total of approximately 30 hours 
of recorded information. The interviews were transcribed and sub-
ject to a hermeneutical interpretation (Thompson and Haytko 1997). 
The hermeneutic analysis proceeded from idiographic analyses to 
cross-case analysis and the development of themes that permeate 
the stories of our informants (Goulding 2002). We applied constant 
comparative method of interpretation (Charmaz 2006), based on lit-
erature in the area of gender-related consumption, aesthetics, fash-

ion, uniqueness and conformity, and philosophy. Additionally, diary 
entries helped us with the development of our interpretations in a 
constant discursive interaction among researchers.

FINDINGS
Some consumers are anders. Their style irritates. We present 

our findings according to three paradoxical practices of willful igno-
rance, non non-conformity and defamiliarization that aim at distanc-
ing themselves from societal conventions in various consumption 
domains; they reflect personal life projects and convictions about 
how to make sense of these domains in life.

Willful ignorance
Willful ignorance depicts the deliberate avoidance of signifiers 

of prevailing tastes and ideologies (Gould et al. 1997). Whereas will-
ful ignorance characterizes various consumption cultures (Schouten 
and McAlexander 1995, Goulding and Saren 2009, Muniz and 
O’Guinn 2001), we found that our respondents ignore mainstream 
on a broader scope, which surfaces in a plenitude of life aspects that 
are subject to boundaries of legitimate consumption. Ignorance man-
ifests, for instance, in fleeing from societal blueprints of gender, fam-
ily life, relationships, or profession. One of these societal blueprints 
concerns common gender concepts and traditional lifestyles, which 
respondents strongly criticized. Respondents claimed that imposed 
conventions aim at restricting people’s freedom. Ignoring these life-
styles, for Nico, means liberation.

At the age of 23, this episode was over. I have been a little petty 
bourgeois, who thought at the age of 20 that something he needs 
to do is (.) to do it the way everyone else is doing it. Marry, hav-
ing children, build a house, buy an apartment–like that. Now 
when I think of that, it is (...) stupid.

Interviewer: What was changing?

Well back then I thought that everything needs to be done away 
with. All the legacy of junk needed to be done away with. The 
beliefs and ah (...) expectations that I was talked into. All the 
suppression and the expectations of society, and the people, and 
so forth. I abandoned all and (.) what I also did was that I ques-
tioned all other things in my life. And set up new rules; one of 
these was not to wear what others want me to wear but to dress 
the way I want it. (Nico, 35, self employed)

Nico liberated himself from prevailing normative concepts 
through willfully ignoring them at a certain stage in life when he 
started questioning societal conventions. Nico’s narrative also re-
veals that he applied willful ignorance in other life areas as well, 

TABLE 1. Respondent characteristics
Interview 1: Daniel, teacher, 29 Interview 8: Patrick, designer, 30
Interview 2: Marcus, company owner, 28 Interview 9: Simon, editor, 31
Interview 3: Steve, student, 25 Interview 10: Marc, student, 25
Interview 4 : Robert, PhD student, 27 Interview 11: Oliver, make up artist, 24
Interview 5: Peter, hairdresser, 29 Interview 12: Richard, social worker, 27
Interview 6: Thomas, employee, 28 Interview 13: Nico, self employed, 35
Interview 7: Michael, employee, 42 Interview 14: Lukas, student/ marketer, 28
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where he felt societal pressure. At the time of the interview, for in-
stance, Nico reported being in an open relationship with a man, and 
living separately.

Ignorance frees consumers from predefined lifestyles and con-
sumption patterns but requires elaborate consideration and critical 
reflection of own desires, needs and convictions that match the au-
tonomous self. In doing that, consumers liberate themselves from 
societal blueprints, and localize themselves. Willful ignorance is 
commonly a first step in people’s search for a self-determined iden-
tity and leaves consumers with a number of important decisions to 
be made in almost all areas of life. Yet, only after careful reflection―
sometimes over years or even decades―when respondents found 
prevailing societal conventions not to fit their selves, they were apt 
to apply non non-conformity and defamiliarization practices.

Performing non non-conformity
Overall, respondents report about three main practices of non 

non-conformity, which is provocative conformity, wearing the old 
and outdated, and consuming the ugly. Whereas ‘provocative con-
formity’ displays fashion-consciousness, ‘wearing the old and out-
dated’, and ‘consuming the ugly’ is practiced in order to avoid being 
categorized as mainstream fashionable.

Provocative conformity. Respondents portray themselves as 
adjusted and as non-conformers at the same time. Although respon-
dents clearly aim to set themselves apart from group think, they do 
however not construct themselves as oppositional to others. Such 
non non-conform behavior, which generally accords with contextual 
fashion rules, is commonly spiced with a provocative element, as 
for instance wearing a black suit and a pink baguette handbag in the 
opera, a suit with torn sneakers in a business meeting, or dressing in 
crème at a white party, as for instance Patrick reports.

“ For example to a white party I won’t go in white. Because I 
think it is stupid. Well I am not the revolutionary type, but it is 
stupid. I (...) I don’t like white at all anyways and accordingly 
when I am invited to a white party I avoid that by simply wear-
ing crème, ebony or similar and then some (.) something else, 
some other color. Yes.” (Patrick, 30, designer)

By using misplaced objects, respondents distance themselves 
from the conventional style of social contexts and at the same time 
exhibit their connoisseurship of these social settings to ensure that 
they are accepted as knowledgeable. All of these provocations ex-
hibit sophisticated, playful boundary transgressions without putting 
social acceptance in danger. It is these boundaries; the other; that 
which is not me that is used by respondents to reflect about what 
they aspire to be. The other is always different; a moving target that 
demands sophisticated differentiating aesthetic styles for different 
social environments. Fashion items, or life concepts are taken out of 
the situational and/or time context so as to break consumption rules.

Wearing the old and outdated. Wearing the old and outdated 
is not to be confused with nostalgia or retro consumption (Brown, 
Sherry and Kozinets 2003). Respondents rather apply specific prac-
tices to render recently bought consumption items as old and outdat-
ed thus negating the act of purchasing. Informants withdraw from the 
gaze of others through commoditization of the shiny and new; recog-
nition is not their purpose and still, they become exactly recognized 
for that; because it is peculiar in a world of conspicuousness and 
gaze. In order to conceal newness, respondents report that they wash 
their new clothing items several times until they look regular and 
worn. They wear new shoes in the rain to make them look muddy 
and old. “All that jazz” supports consumers in creating a personal-
ized, distinctive appearance. The worn and the old have a history and 

bear the hallmarks of the owner. The item has thus lost its character-
istics as a mass-marketed fashion item; it has lost the sameness of the 
newly bought item that is bought fresh from the rack.

Wearing the old and outdated is non non-conformal because 
consumers do not break with fashion conformities at all. Practic-
ing the old and outdated is not restricted to fashion items. Nico for 
example, reported that he only went to cafés and restaurants which 
were once trendy, but have now been abandoned by the in-crowds. 
He evades being part of a crowd of people who chases after new 
trends. Practicing the old and outdated thus inverts conceptions of 
what is generally conceived as trendy and fashionable. The untrendy 
becomes fashionable, different and, most importantly, a statement of 
who we are/want to be.

Consuming the ugly. Another practice of creating the self as non 
non-conformal is the appraisal of objects or behaviors despite other 
people’s negative evaluations and reactions. This practice resembles 
Tian et al.’s (2001) behavioral category of unpopular counter confor-
mity. However, in contrast to Tian et al.’s (2001) findings, respon-
dents, in their consumption narratives, referred to well known and 
even popular brands and consumption objects . Oliver, for example, 
reports about using an eau de cologne, which a lot of people do not 
like.

“One I like a lot is from Dior “Fahrenheit” but ah (...) but a 
lot of people hate that. I really like it because of that. So many 
people said “Boah, Oliver you are really smelling bad, like rot-
ten moss” or something. I really like it a lot when people talk 
like that about my eau de Cologne” (Oliver, 24, Make-up artist)

Oliver’s excerpt reveals that he uses a perfume, which produces 
social sanctions like ridicule. More accurately, for Oliver the appeal 
of wearing this eau de cologne results from its negative evaluation. 
Being a make-up artist and working with people in the aesthetic 
industries exposes Oliver to constant aesthetic evaluations. Being 
fashionably groomed yet, using objects that other people dislike sets 
Oliver apart from his peers, and even puts his own profession into 
question. Consuming the ugly very strongly resists common conven-
tions of beauty and aesthetics. Therefore, it is non non-conformal. 
Respondents borrow from other people’s negative evaluations. At 
the same time, respondents challenge others’ conventional aesthetic 
evaluations. By turning things upside down, which is rendering ugly 
stuff beautiful, and vice versa, informants construct themselves as 
unconventional.

DEFAMILIARIZATION
Defamiliarization practices aim at altering popular consump-

tion objects, behaviors and conventions in order to disguise their ori-
gin or primary purpose. Respondents report that they remove or add 
features to render consumption objects unusual. Similarly, familiar 
behavior is contrasted through its adoption in inappropriate contexts 
so as to render them unfamiliar. Defamiliarization practices com-
prise delocalization, delabeling and contrasting personal practice.

Delocalization. Delocalization strategies are related to the adop-
tion of typical urban lifestyles which are unfamiliar to the places that 
respondents inhabit. These practices are straight forward attempts 
to consume the latest urban styles in small hometown contexts, and 
show dissent of local narrow-mindedness. Respondents report about 
their discontent with rural lifestyles and aesthetics:

“I am actually a country boy, who on the other hand is not. I 
have always been someone who (...) does not see [the respon-
dent’s home town] as the centre of the world and I am not like 
others (...) Last year in spring I have been to Hongkong for 
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two months. My last relationship has been abroad, too. I orient 
myself on other things. For me [the respondent’s home town] 
is nice, but it’s not that I think that I should stay here; people 
are very provincial here. Like what the local magazine reports 
about styling, that is, yes, well, that is for people who want to 
blend in. Those are people who are satisfied with what society 
tells them to do. I am different. I think “I want to try this and 
that – different things”. I simply try things out and I am the only 
one in my peer group who does that.” (Robert, 27, student)

Respondents delocalize themselves primarily through the adop-
tion of urban and cosmopolitan aesthetics. They adopted specific 
aesthetic styles, which they encountered in metropolitan areas like 
Paris, London, or Berlin. As these aesthetic styles are unknown in 
their home cities, they serve them to display their distinctiveness, 
which, in an urban context, would blend smoothly into contemporary 
urban lifestyles. Examples of such urban aesthetics are skinny jeans 
before they became stylish a couple of years ago, male handbags, spe-
cific hairstyles, color combinations, or particular shoes. Apart from 
aesthetics, respondents also engage in activities they connect with 
urbanism. They listen to particular music, prefer ethnic food and try 
to escape to urbanities whenever possible. Delocalization practices 
liken typical cosmopolitan lifestyles (Thompson and Tambyah 1999) 
and could therefore be straightforwardly be misinterpreted as cul-
tural capital accumulation. In addition to that, the urban lifestyle also 
exposes respondents to resentments from their local environment, 
and confronts them with two paradoxical ways of living and being.

Delabeling. Delabeling aims at detaching consumption objects, 
and lifestyles from their sources so as to decontaminate them from 
their mainstream origins. Practices range from ripping off labels to 
transgressions of gender boundaries.

“When I see an item with something sewn on the back, which 
you can get rid of, then I would consider it. But when it is ahm 
(…) like Dolce &Gabbana there is a big logo imprint on it; well 
I would not spend money on that.”

Interviewer: “Because?”

“Because the thing would be worn by like a million other peo-
ple and everyone would see what label it is. I am my own person 
and therefore I don’t like that.” (Patrick, 30, designer)

Patrick is very clear about his attitude towards mainstream 
labels and mass consumption. The deep resentment against deper-
sonalization through mass marketed brands is noticeable here. His 
resentment resembles Tian et al.’s (2001) avoidance of marking as 
one of a kind and expresses a deep desire for developing a distinct 
personality, keeping some mystique, undefined facet of self. Such 
authentication acts (Lipovetsky 1994) become even more pro-
nounced through cross-gender consumption. Through consumption 
of opposite gender styles, respondents renegotiate typical societal 
gender blueprints (Tuncay and Otnes, 2008, Holt and Thompson, 
2004, Firat and Venkatesh, 1995). They engage in male and female 
performances and situate their self gender in between the extremes 
of maleness and femaleness. Contrasting, blending, and altering 
male and female aesthetics and performances supports the accom-
plishment of a unique gender. 

Contrasting personal practices. Contrary to delocalizing and 
delabeling, which is directed towards others, contrasting personal 
practices aim at altering own behaviors and personal consumption 
habits in order not to become a prototype of oneself. These findings, 
specifically, moved our interpretive frame from nonconformity and 
gender-crossing concepts towards Lipovetsky’s (1994) argument of 
the authenticating self, existentialist notions of Sein, and psychologi-
cal notions of individuation, and self-transformation (Koppensteiner 
2009). Whereas previous findings strongly point towards respon-
dents’ attempts to differentiate from the aesthetics- and gender-illit-
erate crowd, here, respondents seek to render themselves unfamiliar 
through alterations of styles, genders and related practices. Accord-
ing to the respondents, such style reworking is independent of life 
transitions but pursued regularly so as to keep style imitators out, and 
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experience how they themselves change as their styles and behaviors 
change. By doing that, respondents continuously alter their selves—
including gender—, reflecting an inner desire to better understand 
who they are. Strict consumption rules provide structure; contrasting 
personal practices provide the means for self-transformation.

DISCUSSION
Our study investigated into the lifestyle of young males for 

making an important theoretical point. We describe and interpret 
a lifestyle which is neither conform, nor non-conform; which is 
unique, yet only within specific social contexts. We introduce the 
notion of Anders-sein for this paradoxical, yet coherent life project. 
The term Anders-sein is rooted in German philosophy and literature 
(cf. Nietzsche 1969/1983, 1989). Anders depicts differentness and 
deviating behavior, or conception, whereas sein is related to an ex-
istentialist notion of self. Figure 1 presents a semiotic square that 
depicts how Anders-sein is related to common conceptualizations of 
conformity and non-conformity. 

Anders-sein refers to a general quest for being different, relative 
to what is common and typical, in an attempt to ultimately cultivate 
one’s self. We understand its opposite, non-Anders-sein, as the lack 
of differentiation desires in favour of generally accepted behaviours 
and conventions. Whereas non-Anders-sein reflects a deliberate in-
dividual decision, conformity refers to the concepts of belongingness 
and identity construction through and within communities, tribes, or 
subcultures (Wooten 2006, Kates, 2004). Counter conformity as the 
opposite of conformity willingly and explicitly diverts from group 
behaviour, while Anders-sein lacks this turn against a particular, de-
fined group, or notion. Rather it tries to contrast what is generally 
perceived as normal in society.

Anders-sein is a concept that informs our understanding of in-
dividuals’ pursuit of differentness in at least two ways. First, An-
ders-sein transcends uniqueness and conformity and remains incon-
spicuous and un-ideological. While uniqueness is infused by counter 
conformity (Tian et al. 2001), Anders-sein embraces practices that 
may be indeed popular. Second, consumer’s small scale boundary 
transgressions in important life domains through practices of pro-
vocative conformity are neither bold social signals, nor unimport-
ant subtleties. They confront consumers with reactions from their 
environment, which they reflect upon vis-á-vis their own critical 
conviction.

Respondents’ accounts are reminiscent of critical and liberal 
discourse of the intellectual elite, spiced with a pretentious under-
tone. Still, critique is not a matter of public discourse and, through 
practices of non non-conformity, remains within the aesthetic do-
main. Respondents’ styles could be interpreted as aestheticism. Just 
as dandyism came up during the 19th century as style “entrepreneur-
ship” so as to gain deference in a period of cultural decay (Smith 
1974), Anders-sein likens dandyism’s refined aesthetics as a form 
of disregard of social structure, and willful ignorance of social con-
ventions. Yet, in stark contrast to dandyism, Anders-sein is far from 
conspicuousness, and social competition. Rather, Anders-sein seeks 
to contrast other, contemporary forms of social conventions, as for 
instance, common understandings of beauty, for instance through 
wearing the old and outdated and consuming the ugly; gender defini-
tions, and the localism-cosmopolitan dualism through practices of 
delocalization, and delabeling.

Gender crossing practices of informants, which are not overtly 
homosexual, remind of Marcel Proust’s famous modern novel A la 
recherche du temps perdu (In Search of Lost Time), and its use of 
feminized masculine names for the portrayal of the novel’s main 
character’s desires (O’Brien, 1949). The gender-crossing practices 

found in our study remain widely uncontested and liken contempo-
rary, everyday popular media representations of boundary crossings 
that are legitimized as popular arts form. Similarly, critique on pro-
vincialism in local communities rather remains a still expression of 
dissent through practicing of different styles hence is non non-con-
form. By mimicking normality, practices of Anders-sein remain apo-
litical and un-ideological. Still, as normality is transposed in other 
contexts, their pursuit of being different gains a slightly provocative 
touch, which is sufficiently anders.

Apart from the distinct but mostly unspectacular outer-direct-
edness of Anders-sein, its pursuit has a strong inner-directedness. 
Through defamiliarization and contrasting personal practices, in 
particular, males permanently oscillate among styles, geographical 
locations, genders, habits, and selves, so as to find out what they 
like, dislike, what kind of gender understanding they have, and have 
not, thereby developing self-understanding. Although less radical 
and less public, Anders-sein practices liken the “constantly changing 
chameleon persona” (Kelley 2000:7) of 20th century popular music 
culture. We interpret this permanent search for self-understanding as 
existentialist. The self, while not unconscious, is impossible to con-
ceptualize, nor directly accessible (Sartre 1964). Instead, individu-
als engage in gradual rapprochement to their self, which they will 
probably never be able to denominate. While we are cautious with 
the notion of the authentic self, we nevertheless could also interpret 
practices of Anders-sein as practices of authentication towards an 
unknown self. Still, Anders-sein strategies help getting a glimpse of 
inner desires, (dis)likes, tastes, and particularities that commonly re-
main inexplicable.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we extend Holt’s (2004) seminal Cultural Brand-

ing Model within emerging economies, namely India. By studying 
the genealogy of an iconic Indian brand – Bajaj – we reveal how 
a transforming political and socio-economic infrastructure supplies 
opportunities for building iconic brands in the age of fast-moving 
consumer culture. 

THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS
The recent conjugation of traditional brand management and 

consumer culture research has transformed the way we used to inter-
pret the winning stories of some of the most powerful iconic brands 
in the history (McCracken 2009; Holt 2004; Holt and Cameron 
2010). In 2004, Holt noted “Brands become iconic when they per-
form identity myths: simple fictions that addresses cultural anxieties 
from afar, from imaginary worlds…[that reflect] expression of [con-
sumers’] aspired identities [within a nation]” (ibid, p. 8). Conven-
tional branding models have largely misinterpreted identity values 
as cognitive resources for branding. Instead brands that enjoy suc-
cess emerge from their ability to inspire identity values as products 
of a nation’s cultural brief - something Holt identified as The Prin-
ciples of Cultural Branding. Holt believes that targeting a nationwide 
ideological demand with an authentic story-telling (myth) capabil-
ity supplies a brand with intensive and pervasive societal meanings 
and catapults them into iconic status.  For example, think about how 
the historical fit between the populist world of outlaw biking and 
the counter-cultural texts of alternative American masculinities had 
paved the raw materials for Harley Davidson’s iconic constituencies 
(Holt 2004; Schouten and McAlexander 1995).

In this paper we analyse the iconic constituencies of an Indian 
two-wheeler brand – Bajaj – and reveal how cultural innovation has 
been achieved and sustained by constant (re)innovation of myth mar-
kets addressing anxieties and orthodoxies hidden within socio-cultur-
al spheres of a transforming post-colonial society. The inspiration for 
such debate comes in the form India’s changing social, economical, 
and political agendas that supplied widespread ideological resources 
for identity construction as India moved from a post-colonial to a 
modern society (Varma 2007; Desouza et al. 2009), and Thompson’s 
(2011) call for increased research, following CCT conference 6, into 
a nation’s dominant political ideologies and it’s impact on consumer 
culture and identity politics. Our analysis reveals what we like to 
think of as a tale of two campaigns, one rooted in a nostalgic impulse 
for the past and the glory days of yesteryear.  The other, forward-
looking, aspirational, clad if you like in new clothes and new styles 
of riding fit for New Times.

In the past century India has experienced two different kinds 
of economy - first suffocated by slothful growth, multiculturalism, 
genocides, civil wars, and a conservative form of modernity; second, 
economic liberalisation and a land of surging growth and optimism 
which brought a significant transformation in consumption culture, 
identity, and class politics. Today with a projected 34% of youth 
population of the world by 2020, today’s India is young, vibrant 
and restless. Its growing aspirations we suggest are no longer lim-
ited within the postcolonial discourse of Swadeshi1 or multicultur-

1 Swadeshi is an anticonsumption ideology evolved during India’s in-
dependence movement against British colonial rule. The key construct of this 

alism as expressed through Nehru’s ideology to achieve modernity. 
Contemporary India is thus a context of significant change, and such 
changes can be distilled in the ways material objects are advertised 
– the representations which surround such objects of desire – more 
so – we can suggest that such changes can be explored at the level of 
consumption practices.

To express this transformation, we coin the phrase FMCCs 
to characterise consumer culture within economies such as In-
dia, Brazil and China to name but three, as Fast-Moving-Con-
sumer-Cultures. Such economies require objects for movement 
and transportation, objects that are rich in expressive and intensive 
potential (Miller 2010).  Objects which can transcend tradition, na-
tionhood, generation and local community; objects which are full of 
richer promises initiated we believe at the level of representation (the 
changing forms of advertising imagery employed); but also which 
herald and bring in their wake changes at the level of practice – in 
this case how to ride a motorbike with sufficient glamour and allure 
to stand out.

METHOD
Our analysis takes the forms of a case examination of Brand Ba-

jaj, we initiated by investigating the historical development (brand 
genealogy) of brand Bajaj within the Indian marketplace. In doing 
so we scrutinised a number of secondary sources, i.e., Market In-
telligence reports by McKinsey, company reports and case studies 
produced by Bajaj, the official website of Bajaj two-wheelers, and a 
number of influential business magazines and biking gazettes (Forbes 
India, India Today, Business World, Bike India etc.). To complement 
this analysis the first author travelled across India to experience the 
socio-political situation within the context and to collect a number of 
Bajaj two-wheeler advertisements (printed and television) released 
within the Indian mass market. In our efforts to develop a brand ge-
nealogy of Bajaj we moved back and forth between Holt’s (2004) 
suggested ‘three levels’. During the primary analysis we scoured the 
managerial archives to trace the history of Bajaj’s marketing practice, 
while we interpreted the advisements to understand the “resonate or 
disconnect” between the brand and a transforming postcolonial soci-
ety (Holt 2004, p.227). Our systematic comparison of cases reveals 
how the brand Bajaj acted as a ‘cultural activist’ by emulating the 
postcolonial models of ‘desired Indian manhood’ since 1980s (Cayla 
and Koops-Elson, 2006). 

Finally, to add nuance to this textual analysis the first author 
conducted in depth interviews with a number of influential person-
alities within the Indian advertising industry with connections to 
the brand (Cf. Appendix 1). We only chose to participate in those 
agencies who are actively engaged in the creation and promotion 
of Bajaj two-wheeler brands in India, i.e., Lowe-Lintas, Ogilvy & 
Mather, Leo Burnett etc. On average the interviews lasted between 
40 minutes to an hour. The interviews were further supplemented 
by additional observations, photographs, and field notes collected 
throughout India.  

ideology stated: “indigenous goods should be preferred by consumerseven 
if they were more expensive and inferior in quality to their imported substi-
tutes.” (Sarkar 1973, p. 92)
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The first cut:  Hamara Bajaj
The company Bajaj Auto Production was established most sig-

nificantly in 1945, one of the iconic years when India was at its final 
stage of negotiation for independence from British colonial rule. In 
this instance, from the outset it must be understood as one of In-
dia’s first local brands that came into existence by celebrating the 
‘spirit of national independence’ (Cayla and Koops-Elson, forth-
coming). Initially the company sustained their business by selling 
imported Italian Vespa scooters under the name of brand Bajaj. In 
the 1970s however the two-wheeler market in India started to be-
come increasingly competitive and Bajaj was forced to move into its 
own production category. The importation of Japanese motorbikes 
and increasing popularity of the British-made Royal Enfield made 
it increasingly harder for Bajaj to sustain their image on technologi-
cal grounds alone. This was the time in our view when Bajaj turned 
their back on a ‘better mousetrap’ strategy (Holt 2010) and started 
to compete on the grounds of culture. With the release of their land-
mark advertising campaign ‘Hamara Bajaj’ (our Bajaj) in the 1980’s 
Bajaj became so popular that they achieved widespread appeal in the 
national consciousness. Owning a Bajaj in the ‘80s appeared to be 
“similar to owning a station wagon in 1950’s and 1960’s America” 
(Pyssler 1992). People were happy to remain on the waiting list for 
seven years for their chance to purchase a Bajaj scooter (ibid). 

In understanding the logic for the campaign and it’s connection 
with the Indian nation, we reflect on our analysis along with the ex-
director of Lowe-Lintus India, Alyque Padamsee’s interview – the 
man who acted as the head of creative for the campaign: 

Our analysis reveals that Bajaj’s first landmark campaign de-
picted a picture of peace, unity, and most importantly Indian men 
from different religious community (Hindu, Muslim, Sikh, Parsi 
etc.) in the time of social turmoil, when the nation was struggling 
to deal with its post-colonial diversity, multiculturalism, and conse-
quent civil wars. In this context the ‘Hamara Bajaj’ campaign rein-
forced the secular idea of different communities existing peacefully 
and collaborating with each other (Cayla and Koops-Elson 2006). 
The campaign name - ‘Hamara Bajaj’ (our Bajaj) - itself depicted a 
collectivist theme, a sense of Indian citizenship, where as the theme 
song symbolised Bajaj as a symbol of the nation - “our past..our 
present…the stronger India has a stronger picture - Hamara Bajaj 
(our Bajaj)… Hamara Bajaj (our Bajaj)”. 

Images from the campaign express how such sentiments were 
encapsulated within the visual iconography of the brand to add reso-
nance and meaningfulness to its appeal:

In their efforts to supply extraordinary identity value to the 
brand, Padamsee inscribed Bajaj within the nation by depicting it as 
an old, reliable, and hardworking individual, just like the majority of 
Indian men. More so, the phrase ‘Hamara Bajaj’ (or the message of 
collectivism) received a warm reception because of its strong senti-
mental association with colonial movements and wars.

Therefore, the 1980s Hamara Bajaj campaign presented the 
scooters as an object of national consciousness and togetherness, 
powerful seeds to lay as they served to remind Indians of golden 
times when the Indians congregated together to reclaim their identity 
from a foreign power. 

The second cut:  shifting tales of masculinity, power and per-
formance 
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A rich stream of research has explored how economic prosper-
ity and the flow of global knowledge have increasingly educated the 
Indian middle class about global consumption patterns (Mish 2007; 
Varma 2007; DeSouza et al. 2009; Rajagopal 1998). With discre-
tionary buying power middle class Indians have crucially started to 
reinvent their identity and class affiliations (Fernandes 2006; Varma 
2007).  Bajaj has managed to survive this widespread cultural shift 
by renewing their ties with the emerging consumer class. In the most 
recent embodiment of the brand, Bajaj reinvented their image by, 
scrapping scooter production and, introducing a range of motorbikes. 
The earlier versions of national iconic names (Bajaj Chetak2 Scoot-
ers) have been replaced by Western versions of motorbikes (Pulsar, 
Discovery, Avenger, Eliminator etc.). The names seek to signify as-
sociations with power, experience and driving desire as suggested 
through the shift from ‘everyday’ scooters to a new generation of 
faster and sleeker motorbikes.

Central to the new brand imaginary, as we suggest, is not only 
the shedding of the previous national and collectivist ethos, but also 
what, we believe, is championed imagery of modernity, individual-
ism, and risk consumption (Celsi et al. 1993). An image for a rebel-
lious and cosmopolitan Indian Youth who lives for the autonomy and 
free spirit of the open road; an image at one with the fast-moving 
zeitgeist of Contemporary India.  In such images the emphasis is 

2  The ‘Chetak’ was named after the famous horse of the Hindu 
ruler Maharana Pratap. The heroic performance of Chetak in the bat-
tle of Haldighati and his contribution in saving his master’s life made 
him a heroic and iconic symbol of carrier in Indian history.  Elimina-
tor was a name used by Kawasaki in 1984.

upon standing out from the crowd, rather than being at one with the 
crowd.  In explaining the shift, the regional manager of Ogilvy & 
Mather India, Abhijit Avasthi suggested:

“Hamara Bajaj was a different era. In this case we were very 
clear from the beginning that we should position the bikes 
somewhere in the lines of rawness...something that captures 
the macho effect of youth.”

Essential to this new imaginary was the revalorisation of Indian 
Manhood, but not draped in the religious traditional whiteness of Ne-
hru and Gandhi, rather a new style of riding which is encapsulated in 
considering masculinity as an expression of ways of movement, em-
bodied in deed and action. Essential to these changes are not simply 
those of representation, but also how the object affords a new style of 
travel, confident in its status and future potential.  Not nostalgic, but 
driving fast into its anticipated future of possibilities.

Signing Off
Our point of departure for this study was Holt’s (2004) explana-

tion of cultural branding strategies within American societies. The 
aim of this study was to examine the cultural branding principles 
operating within transforming India. Our analysis reveals that what 
we like to think of as a tale of two campaigns, one rooted in a nostal-
gic impulse for the past and the glory days of yesteryear.  The other, 
forward-looking, aspirational, clad if you like in new clothes and 
new styles of riding fit for New Times.  A new ethic of consumption 
which appears to fit more snuggly with the confident days of the here 
and now in contemporary India and thereby find broader appeal with 
the rootless, forward looking, thrill seekers of youth in India.
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An Exploratory Study of Collective Nostalgia
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ABSTRACT
Collective nostalgia refers to the nostalgia originating from 

emotional attachment to collective cultural identities without earlier 
personal experience.  This study shows that collective nostalgia is 
independent of personal nostalgia, the nostalgia originating from 
personal earlier experience.  These two types of nostalgia exert inde-
pendent influences on the formation of identity preferences. 

AN ExPLORATORY STUDY OF COLLECTIVE 
NOSTALGIA

Nostalgia Literature Review
Nostalgia is an individual’s propensity to seek emotional com-

fort from a familiar past.  Individuals in a transition period, such as 
relocation, are particularly likely to experience nostalgic sentiment 
(Davis, 1979).  In nostalgia formation, the attachment of strong and 
subjective emotion to past objects is a necessary factor (Holbrook & 
Schindler, 2003). 

In consumer research, nostalgia can be traced to two origins.  
Personal nostalgia originates from direct earlier experience.  Per-
sonal nostalgia formation takes place through a nostalgic bonding 
process, in which strong personal emotion is attached to a past ex-
perience or treasured objects owned in the past.  The experience is 
direct (Holbrook 1993; Schindler & Holbrook, 2003).  Holbrook 
(1993) developed a Nostalgia Proneness Index to measure personal 
nostalgia.  The consequences of the personal nostalgia are profound.  
For example, personal nostalgia proneness is found to shape aesthet-
ic tastes for cultural products and influence consumption preferences 
(Holbrook & Schindler, 1994).  Personal nostalgia also influences 
donors’ intention to contribute to charitable organizations (Ford & 
Merchant, 2010), alumni giving, and alumni relations (Merkel 2010).

Collective nostalgia originates from a group experience, such 
as stories passed down within a family, or learning from books or 
mass media about one’s cultural heritage.  The emotional bonding is 
formed through exposure to culturally created events for a prolonged 
period of time (Holak, Havlena & Matveev, 2006).

Personal nostalgia is oriented toward internalized cultural iden-
tities associated with the past and subjectively defined by individu-
als; collective nostalgia is oriented toward external collective cul-
tural identities associated with the past and shared among the group.  
While personal nostalgia tends to be richer and more distinctive, 
collective nostalgia tends to be abstract and more consistent among 
individuals within the same generation of the cultural group.  

Little research has been dedicated to the study of collective nos-
talgia.  This study is an exploratory investigation of collective nos-
talgia and its influences on consumption.  This study is interested in 
the following questions:

Study 1: What is the content of collective nostalgia?
Study 2: Are collective nostalgia and personal nostalgia re-

lated?  
Study 3: What possible psychological traits are related to col-

lective nostalgia?
Study 4: What are the behavior consequences of collective nos-

talgia?

METHODOLOGY
Ypsilanti is a town in Michigan with a population of 22,362 

(2010 Census).  Since the 1970s, it has been famous for its cultural 

preservation movement.  However, residents who were born in the 
1980s did not personally participate in this movement.  They only 
learned about Ypsilanti culture from their parents or from the media.  
They experience collective nostalgia.  Therefore, Ypsilanti was used 
as the cultural context in the study.  Seventy-three students in a Mid-
west university with Michigan origin were recruited to participate in 
this study. Their average age was twenty-five.

To identify the content of shared Ypsilanti cultural identities, a 
focus group of two experts on Ypsilanti culture was formed to com-
pose an Ypsilanti Culturescape.  Ten themes emerged, and were used 
to design a ten-item Ypsilanti Culturescape, the collective nostalgia 
questionnaire.  

Seventy-three subjects were asked to rate their preferences to-
ward the ten-item Ypsilanti Culturescape.  In addition, to measure 
personal nostalgia, this study used nine items selected from Nos-
talgia Proneness Index (Holbrook, 1993).  This study also included 
measurements of Consumer Cosmopolitan Motivation (Kao, 2007) 
to examine the possible psychographic trait that might be related to 
collective nostalgia.  For the behavior consequence measurements, 
this study used a dichotomy scale: “Have you ever participated in 
any Ypsilanti cultural events in the past twelve months?”  

Study 1: What is the content of collective nostalgia? 
Factor analysis was performed on the ten-item Ypsilanti Cultur-

escape preference scores.  It resulted in two dimensions: Heritage-
Ypsi (pre-1960s), and Transforming-Ypsi (post-1960s) (Table 1).  It 
is consistent with previous studies in that time is a primary factor 
in defining nostalgia content (Holbrook, Morris, and Robert, 1994).  
Heritage-Ypsi is the major component of collective nostalgia in this 
context.  Heritage-Ypsi includes Depot Town and its associated rail-
road culture, auto industry, and airplane industry development histo-
ry in the Ypsilanti area, Native American history, French exploration 
and trading history, frontier community culture, and the Ypsilanti 
heritage preservation projects since 1970.  The second dimension is 
Transforming-Ypsi, which includes immigrants from the south, the 
increasing African American population, the development of a sub-
urban community in 1960-1990, and the globalization of Ypsilanti in 
the past few years.

The factor scores were then subjected to cluster analysis and 
produced three clusters: Modern-Ypsi-Goers, Ypsi-Culture-Spon-
sors, and Don’t-Like (Figure 1).  The Modern-Ypsi-Goers are char-
acterized by their mediocre scores on both dimensions.  These people 
are indifferent to traditional and transformative identities.  Some of 
them, however, show a slightly higher preference for transformative 
Ypsilanti cultural identity.  This segment comprises the largest per-
centage of the sample.  The second largest segment is The Ypsi-Cul-
ture-Sponsors, characterized by high Heritage-Ypsi scores regardless 
of their Transforming-Ypsi scores.  This group is the traditional value 
sponsors although they may agree or disagree with the transforma-
tion of local cultural heritage.  They are proud of and are interested 
in Ypsilanti culture.  The smallest segment is the Don’t-Like, who 
are not interested in either traditional or in transformative cultural 
identities.

Based on the analyses, the two dimensions of collective nostal-
gia are meaningful.  In addition, collective nostalgia is a valid base to 
segment consumers.  The construct has criteria validity.
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Study 2: Are collective nostalgia and personal nostalgia 
related?  

Personal nostalgia and collective nostalgia are of different 
origins; therefore, it is hypothesized to result in lower correlation 
between these two types of nostalgia.  However, since Heritage-Ypsi 
and Transforming-Ypsi are two aspects of collective nostalgia, it is 
hypothesized that the two dimensions of collective nostalgia should 
have a higher correlation within themselves than with personal nos-
talgia.  Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated to examine 
these correlations.  

The result shows that personal nostalgia proneness is correlat-
ed with Heritage-Ypsi with a correlation coefficient of .243, but not 
with Transforming-Ypsi.  However, Transforming-Ypsil and Heri-
tage-Ypsi, which are the two dimensions of collective nostalgia, are 
highly correlated, .532 (Table 2).  This result supports that personal 
nostalgia and collective nostalgia are two separate constructs.  The 
result supports discriminant and convergent validities.

Study 3: What possible psychological traits are related to 
collective nostalgia?

To further investigate discriminant and convergent validities, 
the two types of nostalgia were compared to a different construct: 
consumer cosmopolitan motivation.  Consumer cosmopolitan moti-
vation is the emotional attachment to an out-group cultural identity.  
Since nostalgia bonding involves a strong emotional attachment to-
ward one’s original culture, it is hypothesized that both types of nos-
talgia may negatively correlate with consumer cosmopolitan motiva-
tion.  Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated to examine the 
relationship between types of nostalgia and consumer cosmopolitan 
motivation.  

The results show that only personal nostalgia is negatively cor-
related with consumer cosmopolitan motivation with a correlation 
coefficient of -.256; but the correlation between collective nostalgia 
and consumer cosmopolitan motivation is not significant (Table 3).  
The result suggests that personal nostalgia and consumer cosmopoli-
tan motivation are related constructs.  However, these two constructs 

oriented from consumers’ preferences toward opposite cultural iden-
tities: in-group vs. out-group.  A consumer who develops a strong 
emotional attachment to his or her cultural identity through direct 
personal participation experience tends to abhor other out-group cul-
tural identities.  At the same time, the result suggests that collective 
nostalgia and consumer cosmopolitan motivation are independent 
constructs.  Each construct exerts its own influence on the forma-
tion of consumers’ preferences.  In other words, people who develop 
nostalgic sentiment through collective group experience can develop 
a preference for an out-group culture.  It allows for the concomitant 
development of positive emotional attachment to both in- and out-
group cultural identities.

ANOVA was performed to compare the consumer cosmopoli-
tan motivation scores among the three collective nostalgia segments.  
The ANOVA result shows that Ypsi-Culture-Sponsors have signifi-
cantly higher consumer cosmopolitan motivation score than Don’t-
Like segment (Table 4). In other words, those who have higher 
preferences toward in-group heritage cultural identity tend to have 
higher preferences for out-group cultural identities.  However, peo-
ple who are indifferent to their collective cultural identity also tend 
to be indifferent to any out-group cultural identities.  This finding is 
worthy of future research.

Study 4: What are the behavior consequences of collective 
nostalgia?

Personal nostalgia results in in-group cultural consumption 
behavior.  Will collective nostalgia have a similar characteristic?  
If collective nostalgia can predict behavior as personal nostalgia 
does, collective nostalgia should be correlated with in-group cultural 
events participation.  

To investigate this relationship, respondents were asked to in-
dicate on a dichotomy scale: “Have you ever participated in any 
Ypsilanti cultural events in the past twelve months?”  ANOVA was 
conducted to compare the collective nostalgia scores of those who 
answered “yes” and those who said “no.”  The result shows that the 
models are not significant (Table 5).  Collective nostalgia does not 

Table 1: Dimensions of Collective Nostalgia
Rotated Component Matrixa

Component
Heritage- 

Ypsi
Transforming- 

Ypsi
Native American history in Ypsi area. .797 .230
Frontier community culture, i.e. lumber mills, settler lifestyle. .788 .166
French exploration and trading history. .735 .055
Ypsi railroad cultural heritage-- Depot Town. .663 .177
Auto industry development history in Ypsi. .636 .434
Ypsi heritage preservation events since 1970. .520 .516
Willow Run and the history associated with it. .513 .355
Globalization of Ypsi/Ann Arbor: immigration from foreign countries. .147 .784
Ypsi suburbia community in 1960-1990: highway, modern shopping centers. .065 .727
Ypsi township community: immigrants from Southern states, and increasing African American 
population.

.352 .577

Variance Explained 33.23% 21.72%
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 3 iterations.
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 Table 2: Convergent vs. Discriminant Validity
Nostalgic Proneness 

Index
Transforming Ypsi 
Preference Score

Heritage Ypsi 
Preference Score

Nostalgic Proneness Index Pearson Correlation 1 .086 .243*

Sig. (2-tailed) .474 .040
N 72 72 72

Transforming-Ypsi Preference 
Score

Pearson Correlation .086 1 .532**

Sig. (2-tailed) .474 .000
N 72 74 73

Heritage Ypsi Preference Score Pearson Correlation .243* .532** 1
Sig. (2-tailed) .040 .000
N 72 73 73

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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Table 3: Correlations between Cosmopolitan Motivation and Types of Nostalgia
Transforming 

Ypsi Preference 
Score

Heritage Ypsi 
Preference Score

Nostalgic 
Proneness Index

Consumer 
Cosmopolitan 

Motivation
Transforming  Ypsi Preference 
Score

Pearson Correlation 1 .532** .086 .196
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .474 .095
N 74 73 72 74

Heritage Ypsi Preference 
Score

Pearson Correlation .532** 1 .243* .127
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .040 .285
N 73 73 72 73

Nostalgic Proneness Index Pearson Correlation .086 .243* 1 -.256*

Sig. (2-tailed) .474 .040 .030
N 72 72 72 72

Consumer Cosmopolitan 
Motivation

Pearson Correlation .196 .127 -.256* 1
Sig. (2-tailed) .095 .285 .030
N 74 73 72 74

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Table 4: Consumer Cosmopolitan Motivation Score
Tukey HSDa,b

Collective Nostalgia Segments
N

Subset for alpha = 0.05
1 2

Don’t-Like 6 3.1250
Modern-Ypsi-Goers 47 3.8138 3.8138
Ypsi-Culture-Sponsors 20 4.0125
Sig. .153 .851
Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 12.608.
b. The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean of the group sizes is used. Type I error levels are not guaranteed.

Table 5: ANOVA: Consequence of Collective Nostalgia
Have you ever participated in Ypsi cultural events? 

(Yes vs. No) Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Transforming Ypsi Preference 
Score

Between Groups 1.585 1 1.585 3.345 .072
Within Groups 34.120 72 .474
Total 35.706 73

Heritage Ypsi Preference Score Between Groups .301 1 .301 .682 .412
Within Groups 31.290 71 .441
Total 31.591 72
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necessarily lead to in-group cultural event participation behavior as 
personal nostalgia does.  The behavior consequences of collective 
nostalgia therefore merit further research.

CONCLUSION
This study shows that collective nostalgia and personal nostal-

gia are independent constructs that exert independent influences on 
consumers’ culture consumption behavior.  The nostalgia that is de-
veloped through personal participation tends to exert significant in-
fluence on consumers’ preferences for their original culture, but has a 
negative impact on their preferences for out-group cultural identities.  
However, the nostalgia that emerges through a collective experience 
tends not to result in in-group cultural consumption behavior, nor 
does it prevent the development of preferences for out-group cultural 
identities.  These two types of nostalgia exert independent influence 
on cultural consumption behavior and deserve additional research.  
Further study can investigate the interaction effects, and possible 
mediating or moderating factors that are involved in the formation of 
cultural identity preferences.
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ABSTRACT
This paper unpacks the ways in which consumer and seller prac-

tices construct the vintage marketplace. In this discussion the role of 
material objects and practices, the way that they intersect in vintage 
consumption, and how these vintage fashion objects are (re) used in 
this second-hand marketplace are explored. Discussion is based on 
ethnographic observations over a ten-month period at a twice month-
ly vintage market, ‘Granny Would be Proud’ in Glasgow, Scotland 
UK and in-depth interviews with key market practitioners. This was 
combined with visual analysis to explore the staging of the market-
place and the context of such practices. Our findings are organised in 
a number of themes that are important in understanding the practices 
of the vintage marketplace: vintage as a social practice, practicing 
the ‘vintage look’ and vintage as a skilled practice. In exploring these 
emergent themes the centrality of the practices in the construction of 
the marketplace is also illustrated.

The first outward sign that there is anything taking place in this 
side street restaurant is the crochet sign that hangs above the en-
trance exclaiming ‘Granny Would be Proud Vintage market’. On the 
second level of the restaurant, in the eaves of this converted cinema, 
is a mixture of vintage clothes, jewellery, bags & briefcases, china 
& crockery. Rails of vintage furs, denim shorts and tea dresses fill 
the space, with tables laid out for stallholders with memorable finds, 
suitcases brimming over with silk scarves & neckties. People move 
from stall to stall and back again, excitedly chattering with friends. 
Vendors smile politely as people enter their area & try to engage 
with the people for a minute or two before they move on. There is 
a busy, bustling atmosphere, food smells waft from the restaurant 
below, stallholders drink tea & coffee from vintage china from the 
restaurant, 1940s and 50s music plays in the background and people 
wander about the stalls, rummaging, lifting, inspecting, coveting, 
new found treasures. (Fieldnotes, January 29th 2012)

INTRODUCTION
Vintage is a global phenomenon, from Decades in Los Angeles, 

Rellik in London to the Saint-Ouen markets of Paris. Vintage is often 
held as being in stark contrast to the perceived homogenised culture 
of mainstream fashion (Tungate 2008; Palmer 2005; Entwistle 2000 
a) however through the rise in popularity and accessibility in the 
marketplace, vintage is changing the consumption landscape. In this 
paper vintage is conceptualised as a set of practices, of the actions of 
consumers that are tied to notions of belonging (Warde, 2005: Mur-
phy & Patterson, 2011), of in essence the performance of ‘doing vin-
tage’. There has been much discussion of how practitioners mobilise 
knowledge, but far less focus on how this knowledge is apportioned 
into their practices (Magaudda 2011). This paper acknowledges this 
gap and explores the practices involved in producing and sustaining 
the vintage marketplace. Coming from the Consumer Culture Theory 
(Arnould and Thompson 2005; Schau et al. 2008) approach in which 
markets are seen as social and cultural constructs, the marketplace is 
unpacked with a focus on the collective effort needed in constructing 
the vintage market. The paper begins with a theoretical exploration 
of vintage and how it links to prior consumption studies and the ma-
teriality of the practice, before outlining the ethnographic methods 
employed in the marketplace: observation, visual analysis and depth 
semi-structured interviews with consumers and sellers, and then pro-

vides an empirical account of the ‘doing’ of vintage. Our findings and 
discussion highlight the emergent themes of the practices of vintage: 
the social nature, the skill involved and the enactment of vintage. 
These are explored and related to existing consumption theory. 

Vintage is not new as a concept: second-hand markets and the 
trading of clothing has been a constant presence. It is a concept that 
has been explored in the consumption literature from flea markets 
(Belk et al, 1988; Sherry, 1990), charity shops and car boot sales 
(Gregson & Crewe 2002), ideas of thrift shopping (Bardhi 2003; 
Bardhi & Arnold 2003), to alternative spaces of consumption (Belk 
et al. 1999; Roux & Korchia 2006; McGrath et al. 1993). The vin-
tage turn in consumer culture cannot be explained in terms of simple 
nostalgia, it must be perceived in conjunction with aesthetics, style, 
fashion and social collectives. One way to conceptualise vintage is to 
anchor it in terms of the postmodern experience, of consumers who 
are alienated and desire to return to a romantic, creative past (Camp-
bell 2005). Vintage could also be depicted as a form of consumer 
politics, of “virtuous consumption” (Chatzidakis et al. 2004) or could 
be considered as a form of consumer resistance (Brownlie and Hewer 
2009). With regards to history, vintage could be anchored quite neat-
ly in discussions of nostalgia and a yearning for an idealised past, 
however nostalgia here is unpacked not with regards to Holbrook 
and Schindler’s (1994) ‘real’ or ‘stimulated’ debate, but nostalgia as 
a learned emotion, of Goulding’s ‘vicarious’ nostalgia (Goulding, 
2002:542.) McRobbie asserts that the retro phenomenon is part of the 
nostalgia enthusiasm for bringing history into an ‘ahistorical present’ 
(1988). Similarly, vintage must give a nod to its retro predecessors 
and finds it’s footing clearly in Brown and Sherry’s (2003) ‘Retro-
scapes.’ This synthesis of past and present, the ‘retro revolution’, 
highlights that retro and vintage are related, they are both strategic 
ways of employing the past in the fast paced consumer present.

This paper adopts a material culture approach to the explora-
tion of consumption practices as it emphasizes the intersection of 
cultural and social practices around vintage objects. Building on 
Miller’s (1998) material culture approach to shopping and Dant’s 
(2005) sociological perspective which argues for a more in-depth 
focus on the ‘material stuff of life’, this approach suggests a consid-
eration of the social and cultural meanings of the object, rather than 
considering the meaning as inextricably linked to the object (Miller, 
1998). The framing and the performance of the consumption sphere 
have been previously explored in marketing and in particular in the 
service landscape. However in these accounts the literature fails to 
discuss the role that objects play in the staging of the marketplace. 
Parsons’ (2009) work on antiques moves this argument forward by 
positing that value is staged and that the presentation of objects and 
the narrative built around them is a key communicator in achiev-
ing this framing. In applying this material culture perspective, it is 
argued that the narrative of the object cannot be separated from the 
vintage object itself. 

METHODOLOGY
This study used an ethnographic approach to attempt to capture 

how the practices of vintage consumption were undertaken in a mar-
ket space and the materials, meanings and competences of the actors 
within that space. The findings presented reflect ten months absorp-
tion by the researcher in the vintage scene, specifically a vintage mar-
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ket titled ‘Granny Would be Proud’ in Glasgow, Scotland UK. The 
market runs twice monthly in the upstairs of a converted old cinema, 
which now functions as a restaurant in the west-end of Glasgow1. 
The restaurant below has 1940s music playing in the background 
and serves food on mismatched vintage china (See Figure 1). The 
wider venue of the west-end of the city acts as a cultural hub and 
has a high student population. The market has been running for three 
years, selling vintage clothes, homeware, accessories, upcycled vin-
tage and independent craft. It was one of the first of this format of 
‘pop-up’ markets in the city. The sellers differ at every market, with 
the exception of a couple of longstanding stallholders. The market 
is run by a young couple that promote the market through the use 
of social media (https://www.facebook.com/GrannyWouldBeProud) 
and flyering on market day (See Figure 2).

Figure 1 Hillhead Bookclub Interior &  
Exterior (February 26th 2012)

1 See http://www.hillheadbookclub.com/GrannyWouldBeProud.  Here 
the website constructs its other-worldly non-mainstream delights in the fol-
lowing terms:  The “Granny Would Be Proud!” fairs started as a small vintage 
and retro venture in mid 2009 and has now grown into a twice a month event, 
each holding 25 colourful stalls from a repertoire of over 80 sellers. Taking 
place in the almighty Hillhead Bookclub, GWBP is one of the biggest fairs 
in Glasgow that brings together some of the finest vintage and retro fashion 
stalls, and arts and crafts lovers. Offering from clothing and accessories to 
the handmade and homemade to present a heaven of all kinds. To keep things 
interesting each fair guarantees to be a bit of a surprising delight for the eyes 
and the purse! It is a shopping experience you will definitely not forget! From 
having your picture taken in its very own retro photo-booth to treating your-
self to tea and brunch in the old fashion laced tearoom, GWBP never disap-
points, the proof? Go and check us out on Facebook: Granny Proud Glasgow 
Fairs and see for yourself.

Figure 2:  Granny Would be Proud Flyer (Aug – Nov 2011)

The ethnographic methods employed included observation over 
this ten-month period; photographic documentation, a research diary 
and six in-depth interviews with key practitioners in the vintage mar-
ketplace were conducted. As is discussed below, traditional market 
roles were less easy to define in this context, and this informs our 
understanding of the vintage practices and the market space. These 
approaches attempted to give an understanding of the practices of 
the vintage marketplace. Observation of the staging of the market-
place and of how the culture of vintage consumption was enacted in 
such spaces was central to the conduct and logic of the ethnographic 
research.  

The researcher assumed a subjective position, being interested 
in the meanings and interpretations of vintage. These individual ac-
tors are assumed to have different cultural interpretations (Miles and 
Huberman 1994) within a ‘shared social milieu’ (Perren and Ram 
2004: 90).  All interviews were conducted in naturalistic contexts, ei-
ther in situ at the market or in practitioners’ homes. Discussions cov-
ered topics such as sourcing goods, the nature of vintage consump-
tion, and the community around the vintage markets. All interviews 
were taped, transcribed and annotated with initial impressions and 
observations noted to crystallise the main themes emerging (Bryman 
and Bell 2007). Interpretation and analysis involved multiple itera-
tions of coding, with the researcher repeatedly returning to the mul-
tiple forms of data to refine thematic codes. Three themes emerged 
as significant in highlighting the practices of the vintage collective: 
vintage as social practice, the practice of the vintage look and vin-
tage as skilled practice. 

The researcher gained access to the market through attend-
ing regularly and building relationships with key characters in the 

http://www.hillheadbookclub.com/GrannyWouldBeProud
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marketplace. The participants were identified through a snowballing 
technique. This sample features three stallholders, two vintage con-
sumers, who are regular market visitors and, one vintage clothing 
storeowner who is also a regular visitor at the market. The ethno-
graphic interviews (McCracken, 1988 b) were used to gain an emic 
perspective of vintage behaviours and practices through their stories 
and descriptions of their own and others behaviour. The interview 
data supplemented the observational data and provided practitioner 
perspectives on the actions and practices of ‘doing vintage’ in the 
marketplace.

VINTAGE AS A SOCIAL PRACTICE
Building on Gregson and Crewe’s (1998, 50) perspective of 

consumption as never purely an economic endeavour but as “emi-
nently social, relational and active, rather than private, atomic or 
passive,” in the marketplace of Granny Would be Proud, the vin-
tage transaction was seen to be a highly personalised exchange. This 
was echoed in the interviews with notions of ‘being in the club’ and 
‘community’ permeating them. Vintage consumption from the ob-
servations was both an individualistic and collective act that enliv-
ened the market space. The development of practices in the market-
place, similarly to Schau et al’s (2008) brand communities, led to 
the exchange of collectively valued goods. From the observations, 
the building of relationships and these sharing practices formed a 
large portion of the interaction between consumer and stallholder 
and through this dialogue could be seen to grant status in the market-
place to both. In this way it was seen as testing emotional practices, 
such as commitment to vintage as a lifestyle. Acceptance by the col-
lective meant that these sharing practices benefitted individuals and 
also created consumption opportunities: stallholders kept stock to 
the side for consumers that they knew or mentioned other items that 
they had that may interest returning customers. These notions were 
highlighted in the interviews Jess explained how this relationship 
even encouraged her to buy more:

“It definitely makes me go back there because I know she is nice 
…they will hold onto something while you go to the bank or they will 
give you advice or their opinion on something, they might be lying 
but you tend to feel like they are probably quite truthful.” 

This dynamic interaction seemed to aid both consumer and 
seller in the exchange. As Jess highlights the consumer receives 
personal attention adding to the experience of the exchange and the 
seller is able to sell their item and start to build a role of expert in the 
marketplace. The personal nature of this exchange was illuminated 
again by Louise who described how when selling her vintage home-
ware pieces she likes to “get a feel for the customer,” and to “try 
and understand their vintage style and preferences” so as to make 
recommendations and know what they would be comfortable with. 
This role that is adopted in the exchange of expert and consumer 
unfolded across the interviews with the stallholders taking pride in 
this position of authority in the market. The building of a relationship 
between stallholders and consumers and the subsequent acceptance 
into the vintage community was marked by the time spend over the 
interactions around the exchange. This relationship and interaction 
of the stallholder and consumer were intrinsic as to how the objects 
would be viewed in their new lifecycle, as illustrated through our 
field notes:

 “In most of the market stalls, the stallholder seems to acknowl-
edge the consumer walking past or stopping to look at their items 
with a smile or a nod or looking up from what they are doing at least. 
Some don’t look up or glance at consumers and it seems like unless 
the consumer has seen something that has caught their attention, 
they don’t bother to stop.” (Researcher field notes, March 25th 2012)

From this extract it is depicted that the interaction although ap-
parently basic, seemed to set the norms for the possible exchange 
and group acceptance. Stallholders asked the consumer questions 
about their style and influences and where they normally find vintage 
objects. This dialogue provided a means for stallholders to present 
their objects to a consumer and enabled them to engage in a discus-
sion around the object’s history. This ultimately aided the stallholder 
in navigating a use value and potential in the mind of the consumer. 

Stallholders often described their consumers as friends and 
these friendships seemed to be longstanding with some spanning 
years. They were relationships that although built around an ex-
change were spoken about in affectionate terms. This friendship in 
some instances seemed almost strategic, in that being friendly with 
a stallholder ensured that the consumer was able to find out about 
other stock that they had, when they would next be selling at the mar-
ket and the stallholder acted as guide as to where to source the best 
vintage items. They appeared to be friendships based on a shared 
understanding of aesthetics and style similarities but also of gaining 
advantage and knowledge in the marketplace. In exploring this rela-
tionship with Tina, she spoke of building up almost familial relation-
ships with the consumers she worked with:

“It is my business but I love working with people for months 
on creating something that will mean so much to them but it always 
shapes me as well…it is important that you have the same vision and 
share a vintage aesthetic…long afterwards I still like to have a drink 
with them as we have been so much part of each other’s lives.”

Tina conveys esteem around these relationships with consum-
ers she highlights the time and involvement with each other, the idea 
that they both invest so much in each other around the exchange – in 
both a personal and a monetary way. She also illuminates the idea of 
the importance of the shared ‘vintage aesthetic’, that this similarity 
in how they view the world, their style preferences and appreciation 
of the vintage scene is key in the development of this relationship. 

These basic exchanges in the marketplace were often followed 
up with encouragement to ‘befriend’ each other on Facebook. This 
move onto a further online connection enabled the consumer to ob-
tain information about when the fairs were occurring, but it also 
more significantly represented a lasting, tangible social connection 
that resulted from this initial exchange. In this way the stallholders 
acted like gatekeepers to the vintage scene and community. Michael 
highlighted the idea that this online platform allowed for an interac-
tion and acceptance of vintage tastes that was hard to find before the 
Internet provided ways of connecting with similar people:

“I think social networking has a lot to do with it, say you had 
a particular thing for vintage clothes, you would maybe meet other 
people who liked vintage clothes at the vintage clothes shop but the 
chances of hitting it off with them or going for a pint with them were 
pretty slim… because now people can express their interests up front 
on Facebook and places like that, there is more interaction with peo-
ple, with groups that are like-minded...” 

This extract conveys that social media acts as a coordinator of 
the marketplace; it connects tribes (Cova 2002) that may have been 
unable to connect without this medium. It also serves as a way to 
market the events of the marketplace to an interested audience. This 
is crucial as the ‘Granny Would be Proud’ market was not a perma-
nent fixture: it occurred every two weeks. In this way social media 
facilitates the marketplace, this allows knowledge of the marketplace 
to reach a potentially interested audience. Molly comments on her 
use of social media to find out information about markets: “Of a 
weekend I normally just look on Facebook to see what markets are 
on that day or I will have seen friends or the organisers posting 
about an event during the week and I will then remember to stop by.” 
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In this way, social media reaffirms the physical connection for Molly 
and also allows for the community to move online. It takes these no-
tions of social exchanges and the desire to be part of ‘the club’ to a 
more visible, tangible state. 

The importance placed on the practices of a shared aesthetic 
and the social demonstration of these practices around the exchange, 
portrayed a social investment in the object from both stallholder and 
consumer in which the value is constructed. The stallholder acts as 
gatekeeper to this vintage community and the friendliness of the 
interactions steers the exchange. Each practice encouraged deeper 
commitment to the vintage collective. The development of relation-
ships and shared understandings suggested that the constitutive el-
ements of vintage are social in character. In considering this, this 
paper demonstrates that ‘vintage’ in the Granny Would be Proud 
marketplace was a social construct. This can be seen in the meaning 
and subsequent value attached to individual possessions (Belk et al. 
1988), the provision of this value and the concept of vintage could be 
argued to be a social practice. 

PRACTICING THE ‘VINTAGE LOOK’
The production of ‘the look’ of the vintage marketplace was 

seen to be key to practitioners and suggested concepts of authentic-
ity, acceptance and stylisation. The marketplace was not permanent 
and the active process of creating the physical marketplace that took 
place every two weeks involved consideration of the staging of the 
event. The creation of ‘the look’ was produced critically as a way to 
create a feeling for the market. This well managed atmosphere was 
a mechanism for stallholders to show their own personality within 
the vintage context but also to act as a framing of their aesthetic vi-
sion. This striving for ‘the look’ also ties in with the consideration 
of the socialites of consumption, as the achievement of this was also 
crucial for the staging of the stall, but also significantly for both the 
stallholder and consumer. The creation of ‘the look’ was seen as key 
in gaining access and approval in the marketplace (see Figure 3). 

Figure 3: ‘Practicing the vintage look’ in the marketplace

“The sellers arrive and are greeted with a brown table and a 
lamp, on returning an hour later, they bring the space to life with 
ornate, embroidered table cloths, rose adorned cake stand holders 
overflowing with costume jewellery, tweed suits and silk scarves 
hanging over the walls, suitcases brimming with goods at the foot of 
the table...” (Researcher notes, March 4th 2012)

Extending this notion further to the construction of the market-
place, the stall and the stallholder must also achieve a certain look 

to gain credibility in the marketplace. The vintage look was seen to 
add to their reputation and either attracts or detracts consumers from 
engaging with them. This proposes that the personal nature of the 
transaction and the focus on the aesthetics was key and again stands 
in contrast to views of exchange as a simple process. This highly per-
sonal and social nature of the interaction can be seen to affect value 
construction as the excerpt above highlights, achieving acceptance 
and building a relationship, if even for the time that the interaction 
occurs, shapes both the consumer and the stallholder’s views of vin-
tage. Building on the idea that the object has a complex history or 
“social life” (Appadurai, 1986) that the consumer is not necessarily 
aware of but that through interaction with the exchange with the sell-
er can be created, rather than diminishing potential value, appeared 
to add to the consumer desire for the object. The central concern of 
stylisation also highlights again the fluidity of vintage and that far 
from being fixed, the production of ‘the look’ can affect the way that 
the vintage objects are seen. 

Practitioners spoke of the “camaraderie” and “community” of 
vintage, and this conveyed forms of sociality tied to their consump-
tion practices. The vintage marketplace can be viewed therefore as 
a performance of community value, which is a collective and social 
undertaking and in which negotiations over objects, use and ulti-
mately price, are intimately woven into the social. By this account, 
while appearing individualistic, vintage consumption must also be 
understood as a communal form of consumption whereby the recla-
mation of social relations and the enlivenment of social spaces are 
made possible through the marketplace. As expressed by Michael:

“There is no doubt about it, there is a community thing going 
on, I think this is what will keep the thing going…” 

And further added to by Louise:
“Vintage is a lifestyle and not just how you choose to shop: it 

is about a way of seeing the world but also I suppose how you see 
your friendships. Yes, I sell at markets as my job, but it is something 
that I love, when I am up at 4 am to go to a house clearance or car 
boot sale on a rainy Glasgow November morning, what I think about 
is selling that object, discussing with the customer about the item, 
building a relationship with them and thinking about what new lease 
of life they will give it… I love those interactions…I have made so 
many friends in this line of work and I always thought that I was 
alone in how I valued vintage stuff over new things…”

Vintage here is considered as more than a consumption habit, it 
is a way of connecting and finding shared values in a busy consumer 
present. In this way it acts as a bridge to shared interests, values and 
practices. Consumption can therefore be viewed as a way to connect 
to others. In conceptualising consumption in this way it allows for 
an understanding of the complex emotional and social relations that 
unfold in the marketplace. The vintage marketplace can be perceived 
as a space for social relations and one in which the practices of ‘self-
fashioning’ are used as a medium for self-differentiation and identi-
fication within the vintage collective (Rafferty, 2011). 

Vintage as a skilled practice
The skills of vintage consumption have long lost their roots of 

necessity and the apparent stigmas of economic thrift. The act of 
vintage is tied to activities such as finding, examining, evaluating, 
haggling, socialising and interacting. In the vintage marketplace 
there was a cache and cultural capital in being able to uncover hidden 
‘treasures’ that differed from the mass production approach of the 
high street. This talent for spotting potential treasures was heralded 
as a revered skill in the community. Sellers expressed the necessity 
of ‘getting a feel for things’, and of knowing what is wanted in the 
marketplace. Ideas of expertise and knowledge were mentioned fre-
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quently with regards to negotiating the marketplace. One of the key 
resources in the stallholders achieving acceptance and subsequently 
success is in their knowledge of the marketplace. This includes both 
where to source the items and also an understanding of what will be 
desired by the current marketplace audience. This skill is revered as 
Alice illustrated:

“What I love doing is raking through all the crap and finding, I 
mean sometimes you don’t, it is not always there, but it is like finding 
gold when you do.” 

This idea that Alice personally finds each individual object that 
she sells, gives her great pride and for her it played an important role 
in the creation of vintage. She observes that this ability to find comes 
from years of experience. She is disparaging of newcomers to the 
marketplace that think it will be an easy way to make money. This 
highlights elements of communities of practice (Wenger 1998) as 
knowledge of rules and procedures must be present for acceptance 
into the vintage community. Alice highlights emotional elements of 
practice as she values the time spent on finding vintage objects as 
representative of their commitment to the vintage aesthetic.  Her ex-
tract also highlights some of the ways in which vintage is achieved, 
of the importance of being able to ‘see’ something in an object that 
has been abandoned as potential stock and a worthy commodity. It 
also illustrates the notion that her finding is not necessarily driven 
by market demand, but that through this active process and knowl-
edge, the stallholders create market demand. This notion was echoed 
throughout the interviews as stallholders expressed the necessity 
in the active processes of vintage: of ‘missions’, ‘rummaging’ and 
‘finding’, illustrating the physicality and labours of ‘doing vintage’: 

“It is a lot of work sourcing, going to car boot sales, jumble 
sales, auctions, house clearances. I mean often bidding on whole 
lots at auction with the hope of finding a couple of good things that 
can be used.” (Tina)

Tina’s excerpt highlights the active nature of searching and 
trawling through items to find something that she thinks is useable.  
In considering the objects of these processes, in order to become 
a thing of value, a transition in how the object is viewed must be 
achieved. This is an important consideration when considering a 
marketplace that is constructed on the basis of items being re-seen 
and re-evaluated. DeLong et al.’s work (2005, 24) moved this prop-
osition forward and assert that being ‘hooked on vintage’ is not a 
haphazard process, but rather it is a complex process that involves 
the consumer possessing the relevant “aesthetics, taste, clever dress-
ing, historical curiosity, and an ability to discriminate the authentic 
product, and revalue it in a new setting.” Many of the stallholders 
revealed that the way to learn about finding objects and unearthing 
value in objects was through the practice of buying and selling. In 
this way vintage can be conceptualised as a doing process, one in 
which over time the necessary skills and values are developed.  

By the very nature of the vintage markets, objects were seen as 
rare and hard to find, this uncovering of objects added social capital 
to the finding process. In introducing the discarded objects back into 
the consumption sphere, the stallholders had to undertake the prac-
tice of ascribing a value to the objects. For stallholders in the Granny 
Would be Proud marketplace this act of placing a monetary price on 
objects was difficult for all the interviewees to put into words, with 
Louise commenting it was “like a black art”. Unlike a traditional 
marketplace, monetary prices were not highly visible in the vintage 
market. 

When discussing the idea of value in the vintage marketplace, 
Michael suggests that by its very nature, vintage was fundamentally 
elusive:

“I’ve stopped so much valuing them on the age of them, its not 
like antique value, its not that, it is intrinsic, the quality, rarity and 
the look of them…it is the how unique or individual they are…how 
irreplaceable they are” (See Figure 4).

Figure 4: The Transience of value - Michael and his  
vintage glasses that he selects before each market

Michael’s excerpt demonstrates that vintage far from being 
a fixed construct is open to active negotiation based on skill and 
knowledge practices. As a skilled practitioner he is able to unpack 
the contained value in the objects and present them again to the mar-
ketplace. In this way value can be seen as an embodiment of capital. 
The stallholders also demonstrated knowledge both of the network in 
which they functioned but also of particular objects and their origins. 
Vintage goods by their nature have characteristics that have merited 
their inclusion in a second or third cycle of exchange. The meaning 
attributed and value constructed around the object are created and 
manipulated by marketplace practitioners. Vintage consumption can 
be seen as culturally and socially shaped through practices as the 
object’s status is created through a process of being withdrawn and 
introduced in a new setting (DeLong et al, 2005). This transition in 
how the item is viewed requires the skill of being able to perceive its 
possibilities in a new setting. This mirrors notions in McCracken’s 
(1988) early work of the possibility of objects, of the “combination 
and recombination take place until a concept and an aesthetic emerge 
that help give substance to a group’s wish to differentiate itself from 
the mainstream” (1988, 136). Vintage objects have a history to them, 
which could potentially be seen to add or detract from their value. 
The stallholder to increase the value, for example through nostalgia 
or styling, could elaborate these histories of previous consumption 
cycles on. Conversely they may attempt to rid the object of its history 
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through rituals of mending and cleaning of the object (Parsons 2008, 
2009). Vintage can be seen therefore not as an inherent characteristic 
of the object, but as a result of emotional and social relationship, in 
which consumption is the result of this engagement. In this way, vin-
tage consumption is embedded within the objects and in the practices 
and also around being able to appreciate and see the potential in these 
objects which became key for acceptance in the collective. 

CONCLUSIONS 
As this paper sought to reveal, consumption spaces such as 

those devoted to vintage represent fields in which the conventions 
of the traditional marketplace are transformed and altered. Vintage 
here speaks of a form of making space: making space for oneself; 
making space for others; making space for fun, fantasy and emotions 
(Holbrook and Hirschmann 1982). Vintage social spaces speak of a 
longing for alternative worlds; alternative modes of consuming and 
exchanging. Drawing on the practice theory lens allowed a re-think-
ing of marketplace dynamics, comprehensions of knowledge appli-
cation and understandings of vintage. This exploratory study of the 
vintage collective in Glasgow has depicted that the knowledge of the 
marketplace is central to in negotiating the boundaries of this market-
place. For a successful exchange there needs to exist a knowledge of 
the object, a competence on the part of the practitioners and also the 
performance of forms of intimacy with such objects and the social. 

It is thus clear that the vintage marketplace is an intimate, per-
sonalised, lived experience that brings with it social and personal 
elements to the exchange. Vintage appeared to be a way of look-
ing at objects, of interacting around these objects and building re-
lationships based on shared appreciations for knowledge and skill. 
As demonstrated from the emergent themes, vintage consumption 
can be conceptualised as an embodied practice that is socially and 
contextually constructed. 

Vintage is constructed as ‘other’, as an alternative to the main-
stream, of being different and doing things differently. Vintage is 
thus the ultimate form of ‘bricolage’, of recycling styles; it allows 
the consumer to play with the stylistic norms, gender boundaries 
through fashion. Wearing vintage clothing can be seen as a way to 
escape the confines and dictates of the modern marketplace. Or as 
Reynolds (2011: 194) proclaims about vintage, the individual acts as 
a ‘curator of their own life-in-style’. In accordance with Thompson 
and Haykto’s (1997) work, vintage allows consumers to use fashion 
to self-define, to construct a personal discourse of their history and to 
negotiate the dynamics of the social. Finally, the concept of time and 
its appreciation is tied to vintage from the outset. By the very defini-
tion of vintage given at the start of the paper, the second-hand object 
is conceptualised as ‘vintage’ only through a certain amount of time 
passing. The discussion highlighted that the learning of ‘doing vin-
tage’ is a social endeavour and is bound by the time commitment 
given to this learning. In this way vintage could be considered a form 
of ‘learned nostalgia’ (Goulding, 2003).  Our analysis reveals that 
vintage must also be understood as a form of embodied practice. It is 
a preference for a time that has long since passed but that is brought 
back to the modern consumption sphere through the revival of inter-
est around an object. Vintage in this way allows for an unlocking 
of an imagined past in every wear of an item. The marketplace has 
facilitated a community based on these shared ideals and aesthetics. 
It has created a consumption space in which the community’s prefer-
ence for the past, be it a 1950s china tea set or 1980s checked flan-
nel shirt, has been cultivated through practices and their associated 
forms of understanding; that is a practice of finding and possessing 
a sensibility to the past and its elusive charms amidst a hectic and 
ever-changing consumer present.
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ABSTRACT
By 2003, Baylor University’s forensic science program had 

grown by ten times the 1999 intake and other universities across the 
US were scrambling to create forensic science courses to cater for 
new student demand (Johnston 2003). The reason? Since it aired on 
the 6th of October 2000, Crime Scene Investigation (CSI), a televi-
sion (TV) series, had stimulated enormous interest in forensics and 
the science of solving crime. So much so that it was affecting student 
choice and behavior. These types of TV inspired phenomenon are 
not uncommon. Although much of the evidence is anecdotal, there 
are many instances where very specific consumption trends have 
been fueled by television programs. The Biggest Loser has gener-
ated an interest in boot camps, American Idol has created a resur-
gence of karaoke games and various home improvement programs 
have inspired their audience to renovate. These trends have become 
more acute with recent reality and lifestyle television focusing on 
particular behaviors that transform the real people on their programs. 
This paper examines how the cultivation of relevant consumption 
values generates these trends through increasing the viewer’s desire 
for associated products and brands integrated within TV programs. 
Specifically, this longitudinal study explores the cultivation of fash-
ion consciousness and its impact on the desire for brands that are 
implicitly endorsed within reality television programming. 

LITERATURE REVIEW

Cultivation Theory
Cultivation theory suggests that increased exposure to televi-

sion content creates a worldview, or a consistent picture of social be-
havior, norms, and structure, based on the stable view of society that 
television content portrays (Gerbner et al. 1994). Research in this 
area examines the idea that heavy television viewers will agree with 
the ‘television view’ more often than lighter television viewers. Stud-
ies of cultivation have examined a range of topics including the culti-
vation of violence, substance abuse, individualism, materialism and 
body image (Cohen and Weimann 2000; Harrison 2003; O’Guinn 
and Shrum 1997; Shrum, Burroughs, and Rindfleisch 2005), and, in 
general, have found cultivation effects exist. For example, women 
who watch more television perceive an ideal female body that is 
closer to the curvaceously thin woman depicted on television than 
females who do not watch as much television (Harrison 2003).

One notable consumer study by O’Guinn and Shrum (1997) 
explored the influence of television on peoples’ perceptions of af-
fluence. In particular, they studied consumers’ perceptions of the 
prevalence of convertibles, car telephones, maids or servants, hot 
tubs/Jacuzzis and wine within the USA. One significant factor of this 
study, different to many other studies of cultivation effects, was the 
examination of direct experience with the product. As expected, di-
rect experience enhanced estimates of affluence. That is, participants 
who had a maid, hot tub, sport car, etc, judged these items to be more 
prevalent in society than those who did not. This research found that 
both experience and television viewing were sources of information 
with which to build perceptions of affluence. In addition, it was pos-
ited, although not tested, that those who had no direct experience 
with the products would be more influenced by television as a source 
of information. This is interesting because it suggests that the level 

of television viewing influences consumer perceptions, particularly 
when there is no or little direct experience with the matter being cul-
tivated.

O’Guinn and Shrum’s (1997) study, like many of the early stud-
ies of cultivation effects focused on beliefs about the prevalence of 
phenomena within society (i.e. how much violence there is in soci-
ety, how many people drive sports cars), however, more recent stud-
ies have focused on the cultivation of values, such as materialism 
(Shrum et al. 2005). The distinction is important, as cultivating be-
liefs of prevalence and cultivating values are inherently different pro-
cesses that occur in different ways. Interestingly, unlike judgments 
of prevalence, which are formed at the time the judgment is made, 
consumer values are formed at the time of viewing. Known as online 
processing (Shrum et al. 2011), this formation of values may have 
particular implications for brands that are simultaneously presented 
within TV shows. If a relevant consumption value is formed during 
the viewing experience, when the brand is implicitly endorsed, desire 
for the brand should also be enhanced during viewing. However, this 
effect will depend on both the relatedness of the brand and value as 
well as the power of the television program to elicit a change in view-
ers’ consumption-related values, a power reality television may hold.

The Power of Reality TV
In addition to being entertained, reality television viewers of-

ten examine the behavior of the participants and reflect on their own 
identity and whether they would behave in a similar way (Nabi et 
al. 2003). However, as the viewers observe how the various charac-
ters within the program approve and disapprove of certain behaviors, 
they are presented with opportunities to learn from these experienc-
es. In this way, reality TV may shape viewer norms by allowing a 
vicarious experience of human interactions. This may be particularly 
relevant for what has been termed ‘transformational’ reality pro-
gramming (Bratich 2006), where a transformation takes place during 
the program, such as the ‘make-over’ of a straight male on “Queer 
Eye for the Straight Guy” or the transformation of a participant’s cars 
on “Pimp my Ride”. The power of transformation was described by 
Bratich (2006) as a reason why reality television is more than a rep-
resentation of society, but a mechanism through which society may 
be controlled or changed. Where a program is seen as an authority 
in transforming a participant from the everyday person to a desired 
self, those who identify or wishfully identify with the participants are 
likely to absorb the implications of certain behaviors, attitudes, reac-
tions, styles and brands in achieving that aspirational goal, whether 
it be their inner self or their extended self, such as their home or car, 
that is enhanced. Hence, reality TV is a very powerful context for a 
brand to be promoted within since, on an individual level, the viewer 
is vicariously learning and changing. This individual connection to 
the program may be the mechanism that underpins the cultivation 
effect.

From a consumer behavior perspective reality television’s abil-
ity to cultivate consumption values and instigate trends, such as 
fashion consciousness, is similar to stimulating primary demand. 
However, it may be one step removed, stimulating interest not in a 
specific product category (e.g. high heels) but in an area of interest 
(e.g. fashion). For example, a viewer of MasterChef, a competitive 
cooking show, may begin to value the art of home cooking and fine 
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cuisine as a result of watching ordinary people create culinary mas-
terpieces. Subsequently, this will then enhance the viewer’s motiva-
tion to process information about how to cook, for instance, which 
types of knives are best, what ingredients are fashionable and what 
type of utensils are desirable. If a brand is then presented at the very 
time that this value is being generated (via online processing) there is 
a greater likelihood that the brand will be noticed and ultimately de-
sired. Thus, the closer the brand’s proximity to the cultivation of re-
lated consumption values, the more likely the brand will be desired. 
Unlike a viewer who is already interested in cooking and deliber-
ately watches the program to feed this interest, a viewer that simply 
watches due to their interest in human interactions and competition, 
or to negate boredom may be even more susceptible to influence, as 
they are a clean slate, with no pre-existing knowledge and experience 
with the product category and associated brands. With this in mind, it 
may be important to focus product placement research not solely on 
those with prior product involvement or particular consumption val-
ues but those who experience a change in their consumption values.

The Link Between Brand and Program
The cultivation of consumption values that stem from a reality 

television program will have flow on effects for relevant products 
and brands. For the flow-on effects to be realized, some relationship 
between the brand and the program’s theme or content is required. 
A match between the context and the product aids the acceptance of 
the brand within the program or scene as well as ensures a particular 
target audience, likely to be interested in the product. This thematic 
congruence differs from ‘natural integration’ in that it relates to the 
match with the theme rather than whether it is naturally depicted 
within a particular scene. For example, a toddler tantrum within a 
Subway store may seem to be natural and well integrated within the 
reality program Super Nanny, yet the brand Subway is not necessar-
ily congruent with the theme. Alternately, a scene depicting contes-
tants on the Biggest Loser eating low-fat Subway sandwiches is a 
more thematically congruent placement. In addition to transferring 
meaning from the program to the brand, a thematically congruent 
placement will also provide meaning to the program (Karrh 1998). 
From the viewers’ perspective they will gain value from this brand 
because it may help to fulfill a new consumption value generated via 
the theme of the program. 

A Proposed Test of Cultivation Effects on Brand Appeal
Previous research has often cited a significant association be-

tween television viewing and any particular ‘television view’ as the 
result of cultivation (Cohen and Weimann 2000; Gerbner et al. 1994; 
O’Guinn and Shrum 1997). However, this may be the result of corre-
lation or indeed the reverse relationship may be true, where a partic-
ular attitude may cause greater TV viewing of a particular genre (Co-
hen and Weimann 2000). Therefore, to resolve this issue this study 
will test whether the change in fashion consciousness, rather than 
the absolute level of fashion consciousness, affects the desire for a 
thematically congruent brand. This is not to say that there may not be 
a prior relationship between those who have a high level of fashion 
consciousness and a change in brand appeal. Marketing communica-
tions theory tells us that those that are more involved with a product 
category (or in this case the surrounding theme of fashion) may be 
more motivated to pay attention to a product message (Petty and 
Cacioppo 1986). However, this effect would not be due to the culti-
vation effect of TV viewing. For this reason, we capture and include 
prior product involvement within our model, yet the independent 
variable of focus is the change in fashion consciousness. Denoting 

cultivation, this change may even occur for those who initially have 
low levels of fashion consciousness.

In addition to product involvement, brand familiarity is also in-
cluded within the model to avoid further specification error. Brand 
familiarity has been found to affect product placement outcomes per-
haps due to greater perceptual fluency (Brennan and Babin 2004), 
which is viewers’ superior ability to process a brand due to prior 
familiarity with its shape, meaning and context. Finally, the model 
also needs to account for the audiences’ level of desire for the brand 
prior to viewing. For this reason, prior brand appeal is included in 
the model so that its effect is captured and we can ensure that the 
resultant brand appeal is not simply a factor of the viewer’s previ-
ous desire for the brand. The resultant proposed model is depicted 
in Figure 1.  

METHODOLOGY
A challenge faced by many researchers of cultivation effects 

is discerning between correlation and causation (Hughes 1980). Al-
though it may be argued that causation cannot be proven, a longitu-
dinal design was used to enable the capture of a stimulus effect and 
allow causal inferences to be made (Rindfleisch et al. 2008). To test 
for viewing effects, a panel study was undertaken. The procedure 
allowed for viewers to watch six episodes of a target program on 
an advert-free DVD (totaling four hours and 15 minutes of screen 
time). This was done within their own homes over a three-week pe-
riod. This design is notably different from previous studies of prod-
uct placement effects due to the length of the viewing situation. In 
particular, this design might afford the necessary time and exposure 
for the cultivation of fashion consciousness to take place. Viewers 
were asked to fill in a self-administered online survey both before 
and after viewing. To test whether pre-measurement had a priming 
effect, a small post-test only control group (n=45) also undertook 
the study and tests of significant differences between the control and 
main group responses were carried out with no significant differ-
ences in post brand appeal found. 

As a typical example of transformational reality television, the 
program, Australia’s Next Top Model was used as stimuli. It promot-
ed the value of fashion consciousness. Specifically, it was centered 
on the fashion industry and was closely aligned with well-known 
fashion designers and models. Several brand-program relationships 
were also already established. Four brands were initially assessed 
for the strength of congruence via a pilot study: a small car, a body 
spray, a magazine and a cosmetics brand. The cosmetics brand, Na-
poleon Perdis Cosmetics, exhibited the greatest level of fit and was 
used for the final analysis.

The specific target population would usually comprise indi-
viduals who watch the target program (Neuman 2003). However, 
for this study, the aim was to capture a sampling frame that would 
best replicate the natural viewing audience of the series, whilst ex-
cluding existing viewers to avoid any prior cultivation effects. On 
consultation with the producers and brand managers responsible for 
the placements, the target audience for the program and brands was 
confined to Australian females aged 16 to 35. Considering the nature 
and content of the program, as well as the use of a cosmetics brand, 
this all female sample was necessary to uphold the ecological valid-
ity of the study. To capture a qualified sample, a filtering process was 
undertaken, where the initial invitation for participation was sent to a 
wider population and those outside of the target sample were gradu-
ally filtered out via questioning. The panel of viewers was recruited 
via an email, with a link to the preliminary online survey. The initiat-
ing email was sent to all staff at a large, South Australian, vocational 
training college. This sample was not a student sample and, if passed 
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on to the college students, they would be a more generalisable, non-
traditional student sample in any case (James and Sonner 2001). The 
email request outlined the television program to be viewed, the in-
centive of a $30 mall voucher, the necessary sample characteristics 
and encouraged forwarding of the email. Nineteen percent of the 
sample was recruited directly from the original email, whilst the re-
maining 80.7% were recruited via snowballing. From 663 responses, 
234 eligible respondents were sent the DVD package. Of this, 203 
completed the two surveys and viewing in full, yielding a retention 
rate of 86.76%.

Fashion consciousness was measured both before and after the 
viewing experience and a latent difference score model was devel-
oped (as outlined in Ferrer and McArdle 2003) that provided a three-
item measure for change in fashion consciousness over the viewing 
experience. The measure for fashion consciousness was taken from 
the ‘overall fashion consciousness’ dimension of a 38 item ‘fashion 
consciousness scale’ developed by Gould and Stern (1989). Three of 
the dimension’s items were deemed inappropriate and were removed 
as they related to specific behavioral changes that were unlikely to 
occur over a three-week period. The ten items included (see Table 1) 
were randomized and evaluated on seven-point Likert scales.

Confirmatory factor analysis was conducted on this dimension 
using AMOS software and three separate factors emerged, instead 
of the expected one (Gould and Stern 1989). These factors each re-
lated to slightly different aspects of fashion consciousness, specifi-
cally to reflections on the viewer’s own fashion, their awareness of 

fashion and how fashionable they are (see Table 1). Each of these 
factors were highly correlated (ρ = .86, .89, .91) and exhibited good 
fit as a three-factor higher order construct (χ2 (78) =161.332, p=.056, 
GFI=.931). To reduce the item-to-subject ratio the composites of 
these factors were created and a three item higher-order factor was 
used to generate the difference score measuring the latent construct 
‘change in fashion consciousness’.

Brand appeal was measured both before and after the viewing 
experience. This enabled an evaluation of any resultant desirability 
for the brand to focus on the influence of a cultivation effect and 
not simply on a prior judgment of the brand. The ‘brand appeal’ 
construct was used rather than the possible alternatives (i.e. brand 
image) as it is a more universal measure and may apply to many 
different brand characteristics depending on what is appealing to the 
individual. Brand appeal was measured using a scale that has been 
validated in numerous studies investigating attitudes towards a brand 
(Bruner et al. 2001). The three particular items used in this study (see 
Table 1) were chosen for their generality and relatedness to appeal. 
Each of the items was randomized and measured on seven-point Lik-
ert scales. After several unprompted ‘don’t know’ comments were 
reported during pre-testing, a ‘don’t know’ response category was 
deemed necessary and included. This inclusion was especially im-
portant as the preexposure measure was taken at a time when viewers 
may not yet have been aware of the brand.

Both brand familiarity and product involvement were measured 
before the viewing experience to account for any intervening effects. 

Figure 1: 
Proposed Model of the Effect of the Cultivation of Fashion Consciousness on Brand Appeal
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Brand familiarity was measured using a single-item seven-point Lik-
ert scale that has been validated in previous studies (Bruner et al. 
2001) (see Table 1). Product involvement was measured similarly 
using three statements validated in previous studies with anchors 
of ‘Not at all’ to ‘Very much’, indicating the relevancy, importance 
and viewer interest in the product category (Bruner et al. 2001) (see 
Table 1).

Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) was used to test the effect 
of cultivation on brand appeal because it allows the impact of other 
variables to be accounted for, avoiding some of the specification er-
ror that may occur in single regressions. It also accounts for both 
measurement and structural error relating to latent variables (Kline 
2005).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The final model was tested and exhibited excellent fit based on 

all fit indices (χ2 (33) = 32.417, p=.938; GFI=.938) and explained a 
good proportion of the variance in brand appeal (R2 = 42.1%) (see 
Figure 2). As hypothesized, both product involvement (βPI=.16, 
p=.024) and brand familiarity (βBF=0.20, p=.011) have a significant 
positive influence on brand appeal. In addition to these established 
effects, the change in fashion consciousness also had a significant 
positive effect on brand appeal as hypothesized (βFC=0.22, p=.000). 
That is, viewers who experienced a greater change in fashion con-
sciousness after watching the program, Australia’s Next Top Model, 
reported a greater desire for the cosmetics brand Napoleon Perdis. 
Hence, through the cultivation of a specific consumption–related 
value, reality television programming was found to increase viewers’ 

desires for a thematically congruent brand. Importantly, this relation-
ship was found to exist while controlling for the effects of prior prod-
uct involvement and the viewers’ original desire for the brand. This 
is an important contribution as it demonstrates that the simultaneous 
cultivation of consumption-related values has the power to directly 
affect consumers’ attitudes towards integrated brands, thus providing 
a better understanding of how product placement operates.

In contrast to previous studies that have focused on whether an 
overall cultivation effect exists, this study extends the current litera-
ture by demonstrating that viewers who experience a greater culti-
vation effect develop a greater desire for the brand; a second-order 
effect. Importantly, these results indicate that it is not just prior inter-
ests and values that dictate individuals’ desire for the brands placed 
within the TV programs they watch. Via online processing, the de-
velopment of consumption-related values also contributes to a desire 
for the brand. This finding is a significant contribution to the mar-
keting literature as it demonstrates the worth of a malleable viewer. 
Furthermore, this malleability pertains to values, which are gener-
ally considered an influential yet stable consumer variable within the 
communication situation. This notion should now be rethought given 
the prolonged viewing of many forms of entertainment.

IMPLICATIONS, LIMITATIONS AND 
CONCLUSIONS

The major findings of this study suggest that, when considering 
brand placements, marketers should look beyond programs with an 
audience that is already interested in the product category or sur-
rounding interests, and consider the potential of programs capable 

Table 1: 
Measurement Scales and Items

Construct and Items Factor
Fashion Consciousness (Gould and Stern 1989)

  1. I reflect about the fashions I wear a lot Own Fashion
  2. I am very involved with the clothes I wear Own Fashion

  3. I’m very conscious of the fashions related to my own gender Fashion Awareness
  4. I’m very alert to changes in fashion Fashion Awareness
  5. I would say I’m very fashion conscious Fashion Awareness
  6. I’m very involved with fashion Fashionable
  7. I’m more fashionable than the average person Fashionable
  8. I’m very fashionable Fashionable
  9. Other people think I’m very fashionable Fashionable
  10. Other people ask me what is fashionable Fashionable

Brand Appeal (Bruner, James, and Hensel 2001)
  1. Brand is appealing Brand Appeal
  2. Brand is desirable Brand Appeal
  3. I like Brand Brand Appeal

Brand Familiarity (Bruner et al. 2001)
  1. I am familiar with this brand Brand Familiarity

Product Category Involvement (Bruner, James, and Hensel 2005)
  1. In general, I have a strong interest in product category Product Involvement
  2. This product category is important to me Product Involvement
  3. This product category is very relevant to me Product Involvement
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of cultivating a relevant consumption value. This notion challeng-
es more traditional media planning techniques that use audience 
analytics, or even those that analyze the mood induced by various 
programs, and encourages analysis of a media vehicle’s ability to 
cultivate relevant values. Product placement provides a benefit over 
traditional advertising through the embedded connection to viewers’ 
online processing of consumption-related values. This provides mar-
keters with an opportunity to increase their market share by gaining 
first access to new consumers at the moment they become interested, 
rather than attempting to steal existing customers from competitors.

Moreover, if brands realize this potential and fund the culti-
vation of particular consumption-related values through entertain-
ment media, in particular reality TV, it may be possible for them 
to actively enhance the size of the entire market. If this occurs on a 
wide scale the entertainment landscape will be changed (or perhaps 
it already has). Based on the traditional funding model for enter-
tainment, content may become skewed towards values that support 
consumption. For example, it would be highly useful for a cosmetics 
brand to fund shows on beautifying individuals or an SUV brand to 
fund programs that promote an outdoor lifestyle. In doing so, brand-
funded programming has the ability to influence consumers by pro-
moting a consumption agenda. Such directed or controlled agendas 
have been discussed in the media psychology literature, however, 
agenda-setting theory is most commonly based on the dissemination 
of information, rather than cultivating values, and it often focuses on 
the control that media has in influencing what society deems news-
worthy (Weaver 2007). Nevertheless, this theory lends itself to the 
influence of advertiser-funded programming, where consumption 
related values are more likely to be at the centre of program content. 
This big picture view suggests a change in how society consumes 
television and has implications for debate regarding rational con-
sumer choice.

A basic interpretation of brand-funded cultivation suggests that 
the viewer is a passive entity, however, critics may argue that view-
ers will not choose to watch a program if the content does not satisfy 
some underlying need. This is not disputed; however, viewers watch 
television programs to gratify many different needs simultaneously 
(Katz, Blumler, and Gurevitch 1974). While a viewer may be watch-
ing The Biggest Loser to fulfill their need for voyeurism, they may 
also come to value good exercise and a balanced diet, which in turn 
may generate a desire to attend a boot camp. Alternately, America’s 
Next Top Model may be viewed because it satisfies the viewers’ need 
for downward social comparison (Nabi et al. 2003). At the same 
time, the young women who watch it will begin to value appearance 
and materialism, which may fuel a desire to consume beyond their 
means. These examples suggest that a viewer may be both passive 
and active simultaneously: Active in pursing entertainment needs, 
yet passive to the cultivation of consumption values. These examples 
also highlight that cultivation of consumption values may have both 
positive and negative consequences for the viewer, raising questions 
regarding the responsibility of media and marketing practitioners 
who, while enhancing the desirability of brands, may change soci-
etal values.

It should be made clear that this study does not provide evi-
dence of the dominance of cultivation over other effects on product 
placement. Furthermore, there is a need to reaffirm these results in a 
more controlled manner. In particular, including a control group of 
non-viewers would alleviate concerns of internal validity that may 
stem from the existence of external factors present over the extended 
viewing period. Despite these concerns, this study furthers our un-
derstanding of how cultivation affects more specific brand-related 
outcomes and the different ways in which individuals may be moti-
vated to process product placements. Indeed, Petty and Cacioppo’s 
(1986) Elaboration Likelihood Model purports that more lasting at-
titude change is enabled by a consumer’s motivation to attend and 

Figure 2: 
The Effect of a Change In Fashion Consciousness on Brand Appeal
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process brand information, however, this study advances this extant 
knowledge by demonstrating that motivation itself can be enhanced 
by cultivating the underlying value that fuels this motivation. While 
this finding may seem intuitive, this is the first time it has been em-
pirically confirmed in this context and thus advances our understand-
ing of how product placement operates. Hence, this study moves the 
research agenda beyond questions relating to the validity of the now 
well-established cultivation theory, to questions of its role in effect-
ing identifiable brand outcomes.
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ABSTRACT
This study explores Islamic cyber-activism and finds that ac-

tivists pursue a virtual jihad against transnational brands as an eco-
nomic and non-violent means of asserting Islamic values and identity 
in the marketplace. The study contributes to consumer activism lit-
erature by highlighting the role of religious discourse and authorities 
as market-structuring forces.

INTRODUCTION
While there is considerable research on religion and ideology 

in social sciences, consumer researchers have given little attention to 
how the interplay of these influential forces informs brand attitudes. 
Notably lacking are examinations of consumer activism fueled by 
religious ideology. This is concerning given that brand avoidance 
driven by fundamentalist beliefs is not always substantiated, unlike 
typical boycotting behavior (e.g., Nike protests following media ex-
poses of labor abuse). Yet research shows that consumer activism, 
particularly in the form of boycotts, can have adverse effects on prof-
its (Klein et al. 2004), tarnish brand image (Thompson et al. 2006), 
and may result in violent acts. 

Compounding the dynamics of contemporary consumer activ-
ism is new media. Internet has changed the way individuals pursue 
social change, rendering activism convenient and, largely, anony-
mous. Further, viral activism has dramatically reduced the time in 
which boycott messages proliferate and reach mass audiences (Hol-
lenbeck and Zinkhan 2006; Krishnamurthy and Kucuk 2009). 

While the literature on consumer activism - also known as con-
sumer resistance, anti-consumption, brand avoidance, political con-
sumerism, and boycotting - is vast (Holt 2002; Kozinets 2002; Lee et 
al. 2009; Micheletti et al. 2004; Thompson and Arsel 2004; see spe-
cial issues of Consumption Markets and Culture and Journal of Busi-
ness Research), there is little theorizing on the interplays among reli-
gious ideology, activism, and new media. Considering that Internet is 
instrumental in social mobilization (e.g., Arab Spring, Occupy Wall 
Street) and dissemination of ideologies (Kahn and Kellner 2004), it 
is critical that consumer researchers explore the roles of religious 
ideology and new media on brand attitudes and consumer identity. 

This study seeks to advance our theoretical understanding of 
these issues. Through a netnography of cyber-activism, this research 
investigates how Islamism informs consumption discourses. The 
data includes textual, visual, and audio material collected over two 
years on Islamic boycott websites, forums, and blogs in English. The 
study identifies two themes that underlie and distinguish Islamic 
consumer activism from other examinations of critical consumerism 
(Holt 2002; Kozinets 2002; Lee et al. 2009; Micheletti et al. 2004; 
Thompson and Arsel 2004): 1) tyrannization of the other – the dis-
cursive construction of non-Muslims as tyrants, and 2) formation of 
a cyber-umma (community of Muslims). The study also highlights 
religious authorities’ role in mobilizing Islamic boycotts as unique to 
consumer activism driven by religious ideology.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Consumer Activism
Recent research has identified a broad spectrum of contem-

porary forms of consumer activism. Consistent with a postmodern 
consumer culture, these newer forms of activism represent individu-
alized quests for social change and range from consumer resistance 

(Holt 2002; Penaloza and Price 1993), culture jamming (Handelman 
1999), anti-branding (Hollenbeck and Zinkhan 2010), brand avoid-
ance (Lee 2007), anti-consumption (Lee et al. 2009) to political con-
sumerism (Micheletti, Føllesdal, and Stolle 2004). 

Among various forms of consumer activism, boycotting stands 
out as the oldest (Friedman 1999), the most prominent, and the most 
effective form of consumer expression of discontent (Pruitt and 
Friedman 1986). Friedman (1985, 87) defines a boycott as “an at-
tempt by one or more parties to achieve certain objectives by urg-
ing individual consumers to refrain from making selected purchases 
in the marketplace.” Often viewed as a ‘vote in the marketplace,’ 
or more dramatically as a ‘weapon of resistance’ in socio-political 
conflicts, boycotting commands powerless groups with authority to 
pursue social change. For example, consumer boycotts have played 
a fundamental role in labor unionization and the mobilization of the 
civil rights movements in America (Cohen 2003; Klein, Smith, and 
John 2004), while the Indian boycott of British salt and cloth pro-
pelled the British to withdraw from India. 

While boycotting is a powerful tool consumers use to realize so-
ciopolitical goals, recent research suggests that today’s boycotts are 
less focused on political causes and civic objectives. For example, 
Klein, Smith, and John (2004, 93) state that contemporary boycotts 
“are more typically focused on corporate practices and marketing 
policy issues rather than on broader sociopolitical goals such as civil 
rights.” Confirming this comment, a series of studies have identified 
brands’ unethical business practices (Friedman 1985), ‘hard-sell’ tac-
tics or overt commercialism (Micheletti et al. 2004), negative country 
of origin effects (Klein, Ettenson, and Morris 1998), and representa-
tion of undesired self-image (Hogg, Banister, and Stephenson 2009) 
as significant motivations underlying contemporary boycotts. While 
these studies highlight some of the important drivers of boycotting 
behavior, they inadvertently imply that contemporary consumer ac-
tivism is divorced from ideology. 

However, a close reading of the studies, particularly those 
emerging in the Consumer Culture Theory domain, suggests that 
consumers’ anti-consumption (and consumption) practices are im-
bued with various ideological and moralistic narratives. For exam-
ple, Thompson and Coskuner-Balli (2007, 150) find that a strong 
desire to redress “the ecological and socioeconomic problems fos-
tered by economic globalization,” while contesting the asymmetrical 
power relationships among transnational corporations, nations, and 
labor motivates some consumers to opt out of mainstream grocers 
and to participate in community supported agriculture (CSA) prac-
tices. In addition to these environmentalist, anti-industrialization, 
anti-globalization, and anti-corporate ideologies, Press and Arnould 
(2011) find that American pastoralist ideology is a prominent theme 
underlying CSA practices and discourses. Similar political and moral 
motives can also be found among the proponents of the fair-trade 
and green consumption movements (Connolly and Prothero 2008), 
not to mention the counter-cultural practices of high minded con-
sumers concerned about the socio-economic and environmental im-
plications of McDonaldization (Ritzer 1983) of global food produc-
tion via agricultural bioengineering (Sassatelli and Davolio 2010). 
Lastly, Simon (2011) argues that consumers demand social justice 
and equality while demonstrating civic engagement through the poli-
tics of consumption. These examples show that boycotts, buycotts, or 
other articulations of consumer dissent, are not simply a contestation 
over “corporate practices and marketing policy issues” as Klein et 
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al. (2004, 93) suggest. Rather, these studies suggest that such acts of 
consumer activism remain deeply infused with personal and shared 
ideologies.  

Consumer activism and religious ideology
While the latest literature has addressed the role of political, 

nationalist, and competing marketplace  ideologies in structuring 
consumer choice and identity works (Crockett and Wallendorf 2004; 
Dobscha and Ozanne 2001; Holt 2002; Kozinets 2002; Kozinets and 
Handelman 2004; Luedicke, Thompson, and Giesler 2010; Thomp-
son 2003; Thompson 2004; Thompson and Coskuner-Balli 2007; 
Varman and Belk 2009), there is little theorizing on how religious 
ideology might foster consumer activism (see Friedman 1999 for 
boycotts organized by religious groups on moral concerns). This is 
concerning given that religious beliefs, when coupled with socio-
political tensions and economic conflicts, may become significant 
ideological resources with which activist consumers contest the mar-
ketplace. One good example is Islamic consumer activism. Recent 
boycotts of Danish goods (and of global retailers like Carrefour or 
Tesco that carry Danish goods) by Muslims in response to the ill-per-
ceived cartoon depictions of Prophet Mohammed powerfully dem-
onstrate how religious sentiments may mobilize consumer resistance 
and result in financial damage to the targeted businesses (Jensen 
2008; Knudsen, Praveen Aggarwal, and Maamoun 2008). Far from 
a reflexive response to what is perceived as an offense to one’s faith, 
the Danish boycott is a reflection of Muslim ideological views about 
Western powers that are deeply rooted in the colonial history and the 
recent Western involvement in Muslim-majority countries such as 
Iraq, Afghanistan, and Palestine.

Islamic activism has been extensively examined as a new social 
movement with a political and militant agenda (Ayoob 2008; Roy 
1994), yet little research has explored marketplace articulations of 
Islamic ideology (Izberk-Bilgin 2012a; Rudnyckyj 2009; Sandikci 
and Ger 2010; Wong 2007). Particularly missing is an understanding 
of how Islamic beliefs, coupled with consumers’ political ideology 
and the socio-historical structures, shape brand attitudes and con-
sumer activism in light of consumers’ identity projects. Consider-
ing that consumers increasingly pursue social change and perform 
identity goals through the marketplace and that new forms of media 
has propelled this trend, an interesting area of research lies at the in-
tersection of new media, consumer activism, and religious ideology. 

Islamic activism and new media
Evolving new media environment has led to a profound re-

structuring of societies by enabling an unprecedented degree of in-
terconnectivity among various social groups, cultures, and nations. 
New media has provided an alternative platform for ‘other’ voices, 
which has fostered new interpretations of taken for granted ideas 
and practices. This, in turn, has gradually led to the fragmentation of 
political and religious authorities in not only the democratic societ-
ies of North America or Europe, but also countries under totalitarian 
regimes. These profound changes are perhaps nowhere more visible 
than in the Islamic world. The proliferation of media has played a 
crucial role in amplifying the exchange of ideas, discourses, and 
practices among the Islamic communities in diaspora, homeland-
Muslims, and converts, which led to a wide range of emerging dis-
courses about Islam from fundamentalist to reformist (Eickelman 
and Anderson 2003; Oncu 1995). Dialoguing with Islamic commu-
nities in other cultures allowed Muslims to not only discover alterna-
tive articulations of belief and practice, but more importantly, ques-
tion the authority of the religious scholars, who have traditionally 
served as the spokespersons for Islam. Accordingly, new media has 

transformed the public space into “a marketplace of ideas, identi-
ties, and discourses” (Eickelman and Anderson 2003, xii). Indeed, 
the expansion of Islamic public sphere and identity politics fueled 
by the Internet is quite visible in the global rise of the halal industry 
(Izberk-Bilgin 2012b) and the formation of Islamic consumption-
scapes (Pink 2009). Paralleling the growth of Islamic consumerism, 
interestingly, is a proliferation of discourses and practices of Islamic 
consumer activism. Particularly, in the aftermath of 9/11, there has 
been a wave of Islamic cyber-activism protesting anti-Muslim dis-
courses as well as American and Israeli foreign policies involving 
Muslim-majority countries. This cyber-activism is most evident in 
the increasing number of websites, Islamic forum threads, blogs, 
Facebook boycott pages, and tweets that target transnational brands. 
This paper examines why multinational companies become key tar-
gets of Islamic cyber-activism as well as how religious discourse and 
authorities, combined with socio-historical factors, influence Mus-
lim consumers’ motivation to boycott. 

METHODOLOGY
This study draws from a netnographic analysis of online Islam-

ic forums (e.g., ummah, shiachat, islamicawakenings, turntoislam, 
muslimvillage, and islamicity) as well as websites (e.g., islamicin-
sights, muslimmatters.org, altmuslim, radioislam, missionislam, 
inminds, alqudsday.org) and Facebook pages that address issues 
relevant to Muslim audiences. Islamic forums were initially chosen 
among those awarded the “Top 40 Muslim Forums Award,” which 
ranks Muslim forums based on “the page rank of the Forum, the 
number of visitors, the number of post threads, the number of view-
ers, the quality of the topics debated,…” (http://topmuslimforums.
wordpress.com/). A smaller sample was then identified for closer 
analysis based on the number of forum members; for example, the 
analysed sites ummah.com and turntoislam.com have more than 
58,000 and 93,000 members, respectively, with close to 5 million 
posts combined. The forums were also carefully chosen to reflect 
the diversity of sectarian views; shiachat.com and shiasisters.net 
were included in the analysis despite having fewer members than 
predominantly Sunni forums in order to incorporate Shia perspec-
tives. A similar approach was taken with the identification of Islamic 
websites. For example, islamicinsights, which started out as a print 
magazine and later added a web portal that features news and vari-
ous Muslim lifestyle topics, has garnered more than 8,000 likes on 
Facebook and 5,000 followers on Twitter.

Most of the Islamic forums are structured in a similar way. The 
main categories of discussion include religious topics, political news 
concerning Muslims, Islamic marriage, events, and boycott cam-
paigns. The narratives chosen for analysis were identified from links 
that contained key words such as ‘boycott’, ‘campaign’, ‘protest’ and 
‘activism’. A total of 120 posts were analysed. Data was interpreted 
by moving back and forth individual postings and the entire discus-
sion threads as suggested by Kozinets (2010). The findings are pre-
sented below.

FINDINGS

Tyrannization of the other
The Islamic activist rhetoric found online parallels that of the 

many anti-corporate, anti-globalization movements’. Corporate 
commitment to fair-trade wages, use of non-genetically modified or-
ganisms, and environmental sustainability are of concern to Islamic 
cyber-activists. However, one critical discourse, namely, ‘tyranniza-
tion of the other’ stands out as unique. Islamic boycott materials con-
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strue many multinational companies (MNCs) as tyrants and oppres-
sors of Islamic faith and identity. 

At the core of this criticism is the long standing Palestine-Israel 
conflict. A number of provocative images that mix corporate logos 
with rhetoric infused with religious ideology can be found on forums 
and blogs that appeal to a Muslim audience. One of these images 
(Figure 1) shows a Coca Cola bottle shaped like a missile with the 
texts “Where does our money go?” and “Don’t buy your brother’s 
blood”. 

Figure 1

Source: Islamicawakening.com

The image appears on one of a series of articles that Islamic Insights 
ran from January 2009 to November 2010 urging “god-conscious 
consumers” to boycott MNCs for allegedly providing financial sup-
port to Israel. The author of the article ‘Boycotting for Justice’ urges 
readers to reflect on the war in Gaza by evoking a verse from the 
Qur’an:

Remember the time when joining hands in murdering innocent 
people seemed atrocious? The time when “To kill one soul is 
as though you have killed the whole of humanity” of the Holy 
Qur’an actually meant something to most of us?... Because 

these days … murdering entire families and directing perfectly-
targeted bullets in the chests of innocent babies in Gaza is ha-
bitually supported by Muslims… we continue to support those 
nations which take pride in the unwarranted death of the people 
of Palestine by purchasing and selling their products… 

The author goes on to cite several fatwas (religious decree) that 
have been issued by Muslim scholars such as Ayatollah Sayyid Ali 
Sistani and Khameni that deem the consumption of “any item which 
helps strengthen Zionism” impermissible. Based on these fatwas and 
other canonical evidence, the author then concludes that continuing 
to buy Coca Cola or other global brands would be “committing a 
great sin”: “For those of us who resent the boycott, news flash! We are 
not only committing a great sin, we are also helping the oppressors! 
In regards to the helpers of oppressors, the Messenger of Allah has 
said “On the Night of Ascension, I saw the following inscription on 
the doors of Hell: Do not be a helper of the oppressors.”[emphasis 
original] … what would be wiser is for us to actually act upon this 
narration of the Holy Prophet…Who would have thought buying a 
Nestle chocolate bar would be committing a major sin, and the nega-
tive du’as [prayers] of the oppressed ones would be directed towards 
us, as aiders of oppressors?”

The provocative image of the Coca-Cola missile along with the 
religious rhetoric has attracted several reader comments, which echo 
the views that MNCs are oppressors of Muslim faith and boycotting 
these companies is a religious duty. For example Ahmad, dismissing 
skeptical remarks about boycott effectiveness, comments that: “…
participating in a boycott of companies that support slaughter and 
oppression is for our own benefit. ..you read up on the guilty compa-
nies. You then print out a list of the guilty companies and post it on 
the fridge. Now every time you walk by the fridge, you’ve got a small 
reminder of what our brothers and sisters are going through. Every 
time we go to the grocery store or to a restaurant, we remember 
that there are certain products or chains to avoid. We have a DAILY 
and INTIMATE (in your own kitchen) REMINDER about what our 
brothers and sisters are going through.” Next, Ahmad posts a link 
to a boycott list (Figure 2), which conveniently narrows down the 
number of targeted companies to three: Starbucks, McDonald’s, and 
Coca-Cola. The list displays these three logos next to a picture of a 
group of people, including children, running for their lives as a tank 
chases them. Ahmad ends his remarks by emphasizing that stand-
ing up to oppressors is a religious duty for Muslims: “we should re-
member that a consumer boycott is just one small aspect of fulfilling 
our obligation to support the oppressed and reject the oppressor.” 
Likewise, HiddenSoldier angrily responds to another forum mem-
ber, who suggests political participation as an alternative to boycot-
ting, by reminding this religious duty: “Just because those strategies 
may be considered “easier” than boycotting the companies which 
support zionism, it doesn’t mean it’s not WAJIB [religious duty] to 
boycott. In other words it is still haram [religiously unlawful] if we 
do not boycott! There’s no point in taking party of a political rally 
in front of government offices if we purchase Fanta or Sprite when 
we get thirsty...” 

Similar sentiments can be found on Islamic forums such as um-
mah.com, turntoislam.com, and shiachat.com. For example, on um-
mah.com’s forum, a user nicknamed lonerider evokes what seems 
to be a common analogy within the Muslim community (Figure 3) 
by likening the consumption of McDonald’s and Coke products to 
drinking the blood of Palestinians as s/he sends a call for boycott 
through this provocative post: “Do you go to Marks and Spencer’s 
cos their salad is just too good? Do you do McD’s fish fillet? Do you 
drink Coca-Cola? Have you tried the blood of a Palestinian? All of 
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Figure 2

Source: alqudsday.org

these products have one thing in common: Israel. So the question is 
do you?” It is noteworthy how these cyber-activists collaborate in 
strategically combining graphic pictures of baby corpses, culture-
jammed images of brand logos, and religious rhetoric to link MNCs 
to the Palestine-Israel conflict and portray these companies as “child 
killers” or “murderers” draining “the blood of Palestinians.” Activist 
consumers use many tactics to sustain this discourse and the boycott 
efforts. For example, cyber-activists routinely share greeting cards 
and boycott pamphlets with images reportedly of suffering Palestin-
ians (Figure 4), use subverted logos as avatars or signatures (Figure 
5), circulate boycott lists, share links to youtube clips about the Pal-
estinian resistance movement and boycott organizations, as well as 
sharing fatwas and Israel’s barcode information to discourage buy-
ing Israeli products. 

Figure 5

Source: ummah.com

Notably, the Islamic scholars’ fatwas (and e-fatwas) play a key role 
in motivating the activists, but more importantly, presenting boy-
cotting as a religious duty, thus equating the consumption of global 
brands with committing sin. Also, organizations such as Innovative 
Minds (the prominent face of the Boycott Israel Campaign online), 
the BIG Campaign (Boycott Israeli Goods Campaign), Boycott, Di-
vestment, and Sanctions Movement, and Friends of Al-Aqsa (a UK 
based NGO) are instrumental in providing discursive material and 
paraphernalia such as books, clothing, badges, pins, key chains, boy-
cott lists, and greeting cards to consumer activists, who then share 
these materials to create a global consciousness about the boycott 
and construe global brands as tyrants. 

The conflict between Palestine and Israel and the concomitant 
Arab League’s boycott of Israeli goods date back to 1948; both have 
been well documented in the media and literature (Jevtic 2009). 
Rather interesting is how quintessentially American or Western 
brands that clearly do not have Israeli origins are enwrapped in this 
conflict to be construed as tyrants and become key targets of con-
sumer protest. From a socio-historical perspective this is partly due 
to the transformation of the Israel boycott from a state-led policy 
with a secular, Pan-Arab rhetoric to a consumer-driven campaign in-
fused with religious ideology. The Arab League boycott of 1948 pri-
marily targeted products with Israeli origin and secondarily sought 
to discourage foreign countries to invest in Israel. The boycott was 
largely carried out at a diplomatic level through limited trade rela-
tions, however, participation gradually dropped after Egypt with-
drew its support in 1979 as a result of the Egypt-Israel Peace Treaty 
and other states followed suit to seek membership in WTO. 

In the late 1990s, as the state support for the boycott was dwin-
dling, a grassroots campaign was in the making. Interestingly, this 
consumer driven phase of the boycott targeted American and West-
ern MNCs more aggressively than the earlier phase which focused 
on non-branded Israeli produce like dates. This strategic shift can be 
attributed to the growing involvement of American and Western na-
tions in the Middle East following the 1991 Gulf War. While Muslim 
majority nations such as Egypt and Saudi Arabia participated in the 
Western coalition against Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait, for the masses, 

Figure 3

Source: iluvislam.com
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Figure 4

Source: inminds.co.uk

the presence of foreign military forces on Arab lands was reminis-
cent of the colonial years. From the perspective of the consumer 
activists, adding to this bitter colonial past is a collective memory 
of perceived Western indifferences to Muslim suffering in Bosnia 
and Chechnya, not to mention the stigmatization of Muslim identity 
following the tragic events of 9/11 in the US and Europe (e.g., the 
minaret ban in Switzerland), the ensuing wars in Iraq and Afghani-
stan, and the Danish cartoon crisis. 

Collectively, these developments are perceived as threats to 
Muslim identity and faith. From the cultural lenses of the cyber-
activists examined in this study, MNCs with their ubiquity, immense 
financial power, and close ties to Western states, are viewed as the 
hallmarks of these threats to Islamic identity. 

Cyber-ummah: forming a transnational Muslim 
community

Sharing the boycott discourse and paraphernalia is undoubtedly 
crucial for campaign success. To ensure that the boycott messages 
deeply resonate with the Muslim community, cyber-activists fre-
quently borrow from the Quran and Sunnah (Prophet’s practice) to 
urge fellow Muslims to demonstrate solidarity with the oppressed. 
Consider the religious referents used by the activists in the following 
quotes:

Our Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) was reported to have said, 
“The similitude of believers in regard to mutual love, affection, 

fellow feeling is that of one body; when any limb of it aches, 
the whole body aches, because of sleeplessness and fever.” In 
light of the above, I call you, all dear brothers and sisters to join 
hands with us in order to achieve our aims and to defend our 
main issues and primarily that of wronged and oppressed Pal-
estine. It seems ironic and illogical that while Zionists in Israel 
and their supporters in the West are killing the innocent in Gaza 
we keep consuming the products of those aggressors and give 
them the price of the bullets they cold-bloodily use to kill our 
children in Palestine. Have our hearts turned into stone?! Have 
we stopped thinking?! (nosrat-sunna on Islamic-life.com)

…the Qur’an says, on the subject of trading/dealing with non-
Muslims “you are not forbidden from trading fairly with those 
who do not seek to kill you or drive you from your lands”…well 
you can’t say that for companies that support the occupation of 
Palestine, can you? So I’d question whether it’s even halal [per-
missible] to buy from companies that support the state terrorism 
of Israel.” (dhak1yya on ummah.com)

Interestingly, activists’ highly emotional and religiously-laden 
language serve a more important purpose than merely summoning 
solidarity for the oppressed; such rhetoric latently allows consumer 
activists to pursue ummah, a global community of Muslims united 
around common causes. While the concept of ummah has been in-
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terpreted as merely a community of believers by Western scholars, 
Saunders (2008, 303-307) argues that ummah has political connota-
tions as “the nation of Islamic creed” and suggests that ummahism 
is “a new form of postnational, political identity which is as pro-
found as any extent nationalism.” Indeed, this utopia of an imagined 
community (Anderson 1991) of Islam is reflected in the works of 
Islamist ideologues such as Sayyid Qutb and engrained in the lead-
ing Islamist movements’ agenda (Ayoob 2008). While the Islamist 
organizations like Muslim Brotherhood and Jemaah Islamiah pursue 
ummah through political platforms and armed struggle, at the micro-
level, ordinary Muslims, who want to seek this ideal and demon-
strate solidarity around Muslim causes in a non-violent way, do so 
through boycotts and other forms of activism against transnational 
companies. The internet undeniably has facilitated the everyday 
Muslim consumers’ pursuit of ummah by offering a transnational 
space that is relatively free of sectarian divisions and confining local 
power dynamics. Consider how two users utilize this space to cre-
ate and sustain this utopian Muslim community through referents of 
imagined kinship ties in the following quotes:

In the absence of the possibility of Jihad, boycott has become 
in the opinions of many prestigious Muslim scholars, an obli-
gation and not only a desirable action…boycott …helps us to 
prioritize and give more importance to the issues of our ummah 
[emphasis original] and forget our selfish desires. Let us always 
remember the pictures of the innocent being bombed brutally 
by the Zionists… Let us always remember that …, every Mus-
lim has an obligation to support the Palestinian issue in every 
possible way until we free al-Madjid al-Aqsa [a Muslim holy 
site in Jerusalem] from the hands of the children-killing Zion-
ists. (nosrat-sunna on  Islamic-life.com)

Dear brothers and sisters - …We urge the entire Ummah to de-
sist from buying these “HARAM PRODUCTS” immediately. 
.. most of the profits from these large organizations are FUND-
ING The ISRAEL Military to MURDER & KILL the innocent 
Palestinians and ALSO to create chaos in this world. JUST Like 
you all made the DUTCH economy suffer by BOYCOTTING 
products from HOLLAND, NOW dear brothers and sisters 
be steadfast and committed and BOYCOTT ALL ISRAELI 
PRODUCTS. Dear Arab brothers, The Arab world is one of 
the BIGGEST MARKETS FOR THE FOLLOWING PROD-
UCTS: COKE, PEPSI, McDONALDS, STAR BUCKS, TOM-
MY HILFIGER, GIORGIO ARMANI, PERRIER WATER, 
JOHNSON & JOHNSON, MARKS & SPENCER, RALPH 
LAUREN, ARAMIS, CALVIN KLEIN, SPRITE…For the 
sake of your brother/sister/son/daughter/father/mother who are 
been [sic] SLAUGHTERED by the BLOOD THIRSTY KILL-
ERS. PLEASE BOYCOTT NOW. !!! Please circulate this mes-
sage all your contacts. (Murshid on Google Groups).

Noteworthy in the creation and performance of a virtual ummah 
is the role that Islamic scholars play. Among the prominent Muslim 
scholars is Sheikh Yousef Al-Qaradawi; his fatwas are widely cir-
culated on Islamic forums, websites of Islamic organizations such 
as inminds.com, and even youtube. One of his fatwas that presents 
boycotting as an economic warfare encourages Muslims to unite in 
activism against transnational corporations by evoking the concept 
of ummah 18 times:

We must all be united against the aggressors. We are united in 
Islam, …and also united in pain and hope. As Allah Almighty 

says: “Verily this Ummah of yours is one Ummah.” (Qur’an, 
21:92)…Now we see our brothers and children in Al-Aqsa and 
the blessed land of Palestine generously sacrificing their blood, 
giving their souls willingly in the way of Allah…If people ask 
in the name of religion we must help them. The vehicle of this 
support is a complete boycott...The time has come for the Is-
lamic Ummah to say “NO” to America, “NO” to its companies, 
and “NO” to its goods, which swamp our markets…The boy-
cott is a demonstration of Muslim brotherhood and unity of the 
Ummah. It is our duty to say we are not going to betray our 
brothers…Our sisters and daughters, who control the houses, 
have a role to play in this matter, which may be more important 
than the role of the man, because women supervise the needs 
of the house, and buy what must go inside the house. She is on 
hand to guide the boys and girls. She… educates them in what 
they must do for their Ummah and its causes, …especially in 
the area of boycott. 

While many cyber-activists simply copy and paste the fatwa 
on discussion forums with no further input, it is also easy to find the 
fatwa’s discursive motifs woven in users’ personally crafted com-
ments. For example, users allude to the notions of economic warfare 
and ummah as well as the role of ‘sisters’ or the ‘fairer gender’ in 
forging this economic crusade frequently: “The economy is one of 
the major lifelines for this oppressive entity [referring to Israel]. Re-
member the Jahil [ignorant/nonbeliever] Quraish, with their trade 
routes to the north & south. The early Muslims cut the jugular of the 
northern markets, because the trade caravans had to pass Medina. It 
was this series of raids that led to the Jahil Quraish being bled white, 
thus curtailing their growing threat. As much as we are reasonably 
able, let us boycott the apartheid state & her major supporters. Even 
if it stops just one bullet being fired into the skull of a defenceless 
babe in arms on her way to school. Let’s hit them where it hurts i.e. 
in the pocket!  … I know that the majority of the day to day household 
supplies are purchased by the female gender. It is important that the 
fairer gender is educated & made aware of their how the defence of 
the Ummah is in their hands as well…I feel it is incumbent on the 
more educated & aware of the fairer gender to gently proffer the 
pro-Ummah advice to their less aware peers.” (Ashfaq Bahman on 
hansot.com). Bibi’s comments on onislam.net also resounds the dis-
cursive motifs of Sheikh’s fatwa: “Mothers, as you lovingly bathe 
your babies with Johnson & Johnson products, think of the Palestin-
ian babies who died from Israeli bullets — courtesy of J & J, who 
support Israel. Next time we pop a Nestle’s candy in our mouth, let 
us savor the taste of the pain of those who are oppressed by Israel, of 
those whose land was taken from them, of those who will never taste 
the olives they so lovingly grew.….It’s important we don’t ever forget. 
It’s easy to become complacent and be seduced by the consumerist 
culture. Let this be our jihad. Let us strive in our efforts to speak out 
against oppression. Let us not fail in our duty toward our brothers 
and sisters. Let us boycott Israel.” 

As these examples demonstrate, cyber-activism is a means 
through which Muslims seek the imagined community of ummah. 
This quest for ummah can be more comprehensively understood as 
an exercise to reconfigure Islamic identity in light of modernization 
in the post-colonial era. In the years following independence, the 
modernization movements in Muslim majority countries like Turkey, 
Iran, and Egypt, led by a small, authoritarian, and pro-Western elite 
class left the Islamic identity sidelined to a great extent in the nation 
formation process. Most notably, the abolishment of the Caliphate 
(religious and political leader of all Muslims) institution marked the 
dissolution of the ummah, which had traditionally represented a unit-
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ed Islamic society under the former Ottoman Empire. Losing their 
‘righteous’ leader, seeing the erosion of ummah, falling behind West-
ern powers in science and technology, and witnessing the incapacity 
of local regimes in finding a dignifying solution to the Palestinian 
conflict left the pious believing that they have fallen from grace for 
swaying away from Islam’s path. Islamist movements’ rhetoric of 
justice that promised to end Muslim suffering in the hands of ‘in-
fidel’ powers, to reclaim Muslim dignity, and to revive the ummah 
fueled the perception that Islam was on assault, particularly among 
the economically disadvantaged and those discontent with the local 
regimes. Such sentiments were even more intense among the Euro-
pean Muslims who had difficulties assimilating to the host country 
and yearned for connecting with the ummah (Saunders 2008). This 
quest gained urgency as a crisis for unity among Muslims erupted 
post 9/11.

It is in this socio-historical context that many Muslims seek the 
ummah through the new platforms made possible by information and 
communication technologies. For many Muslims who do not want 
to associate with political or militant Islamist movements, waging 
a cyber-jihad against multinational brands through a rhetoric laden 
with religious ideology is the ideal means to forge an Islamic identity 
and connect with fellow Muslims on a global scale. Boycott websites 
and forums do not only provide a common cause around which a 
community of believers can be formed, but also offer a nonviolent 
and convenient form of ideological resistance, allowing users to cre-
ate a space for Islamic identity and politics. 

DISCUSSION
This study examines Islamic consumer activism at the nexus 

of religious ideology and new media. The findings suggest that the 
quest for a transnational community, coupled with the discursive 
construction of MNCs as icons of economic and social injustice, pro-
pels a cyber-jihad against transnational brands. Jihad, while gener-
ally associated with Islamist fanaticism, also means spiritual rejuve-
nation and self-defense (Ayoob 2008). In this sense, the cyber-jihad 
is an economic and non-violent means of asserting Islamic values 
and identity in the marketplace. These findings offer several interest-
ing theoretical implications. 

First of all, the study highlights the important role that religious 
discourse and authorities play as market-structuring forces. While 
prior studies have addressed how various ideologies motivate con-
sumer activism (Varman and Belk 2009), the role of religious ideol-
ogy in shaping consumption goals and brand attitudes has not been 
examined before. The findings indicate that transnational brands, 
which are perhaps the most conspicuous symbols of the secular, 
easily can get tangled in global webs of ideological conflicts and 
can be enwrapped in religious rhetoric to be construed as tyrants by 
consumer activists. The role of religious authorities such as Islamic 
scholars in this ideological construction of global brands is also note-
worthy; sheiks and the fatwas they disseminate through the internet 
are instrumental in framing MNCs and Islamic activism as tyrants 
and a religious duty to defend sacrosanct values, respectively. In this 
sense, religious authorities represent a unique type of authority and 
market structuring force that previous consumer research literature 
has not sufficiently explored. 

Secondly, this study contributes to our understanding of brands 
as symbolic devices by demonstrating the role that shared brand 
meanings inadvertently play in the formation of consumer identity 
projects and communities (Askegaard 2006; Cayla and Eckhardt 
2008; Holt 2002; Muniz and O’Guinn 2001; Muñiz Jr. and Schau 
2005). The cyber-jihad Muslim consumers discursively wage against 
tyrant brands facilitates virtual activists’ assertion of a pan-Islamic 

identity on a global scale. Moreover, cyber-activism allows these 
consumers to seek and perform a transnational community of Mus-
lims. While this pursuit of ummah is similar to the postmodern quest 
for communal affiliation that has been addressed in detail in previous 
studies (Muniz and O’Guinn 2001; Muñiz Jr. and Schau 2005), it 
is important to note a few nuances. The ummah forged through cy-
ber-activism against global brands, unlike other brand or anti-brand 
communities, is founded on a shared religious identity and ideologi-
cal aspirations of Islam. As such, unlike the postmodern brand com-
munities or evanescent hypercommunities, membership in the cyber-
ummah cannot be established in an ad hoc fashion (Kozinets 2002; 
McAlexander, Schouten, and Koenig 2002; Muniz and O’Guinn 
2001), purchased (Thompson and Coskuner-Balli 2007), or easily 
terminated. Future research should explore whether these types of 
market-mediated communities, in which religious identity is a sine 
qua non, are more effective in transforming the policies and practices 
of MNCs than other brand (anti-brand) communities.

The limitations of this study offer opportunities for future re-
search. First, the study focuses on cyber-discourses of Islamic activ-
ism, however, to what extent, if any, these consumers practice the 
boycott remains unexplored. Also, non-boycotters views may not be 
equally represented in the forums since counter-boycott comments 
are effectively rebuffed and such commentators are stigmatized as 
“sinners” or “traitors” by fervent cyber-activists.
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ABSTRACT
Consumption communities face the challenge of dealing with 

economic influences while staying true to their community values. 
Building on Bourdieu’s theory of capital, this interpretive study ad-
dresses the intersection of social and economic capital production 
within social capital-driven consumption communities. The study 
explores the concealment strategies that consumers use to protect 
their communities from contamination through economic influences. 
Drawing on two data sources, the study reveals four distinct conceal-
ment strategies–from total denial, through re-articulation and partial 
appropriation, to teleological alignment–that differ to the degree to 
which consumers conceal economic capital production within the 
community. The study contributes new theoretical insights into con-
sumers’ concealment strategies and documents how pursuing these 
strategies allows social capital-driven consumption communities for 
incorporating economic activities under the primacy of social capital 
production.

INTRODUCTION
Social capital is a key notion in consumer culture theory. Social 

capital concerns “the aggregate of the actual or potential resources 
which are linked to (…) membership in a group” (Bourdieu 1986, 
248). Consumer researchers have used this influential notion to il-
luminate for instance, how brand community members build social 
capital as part of their value-creating practices (Schau, Muñiz, and 
Arnould 2009), how virtual problem-solving community members 
produce social capital on both individual and group levels (Math-
wick, Wiertz, and Ruyter 2008), or how subcultural consumers de-
fend their field-dependent social capital against pejorative stereo-
types (Arsel and Thompson 2011).

For Bourdieu (1986), individuals build social capital by estab-
lishing, maintaining, and defending long-term social relations and 
mutual obligations with their social peers. One particular characteris-
tic of social capital is that it is a “disguised” (252) form of economic 
capital that paradoxically produces its most influential effects to the 
extent to which it hides economic roots. Therefore, for individuals 
to build social capital requires proactive ‘concealment’ of potential 
economic calculations. How does this concealment of economic ac-
tivities work for consumption communities such as brand commu-
nities (Muniz and O’Guinn 2001) and subcultures of consumption 
(Schouten and McAlexander 1995) that draw their consumer appeal 
predominantly from social (rather than economic) exchanges? Which 
(if any) concealment strategies do members of these social capital-
driven consumption communities use to protect the ‘innocence’ of 
their social relations.

Prior consumer research has occasionally addressed the in-
tersection of social and economic production within consumption 
communities. Bonsu and Darmody (2008), for instance, find the 
rhetoric of “well-intentioned commercialism” (363) which Second 
Life  residents use to justify commercial success. Kozinets (2002a) 
documents anti-market strategies such as the reinforcement of a 
“No Vending Rule” (24) within the Burning Man community. In the 
context of community-supported agriculture (CSA), Thompson and 
Coskuner-Balli (2007) report on consumers who defy “commodity 
fetishism” (142) through “practices of decommodification” (142) as 
a response to corporate co-optation. And Weinberger and Wallendorf 
(2012) explain how intracommunity gifting serves the post-Katrina 
New Orleans’ community to rebuff undesired commercial influences.

These studies have produced important insights into the inter-
section of social and economic capital production in consumer re-
search. However, prior research has not yet systematically addressed 
the strategies through which consumers’ conceal potential economic 
activities within social-capital driven consumption communities.

To address this gap in knowledge and to reveal a comprehen-
sive range of concealment strategies within social capital-driven con-
sumption communities, I conducted an interpretive study drawing 
on two data sources. The first data set consists of netnographic data 
(Kozinets 2002b) from two social capital-driven online communi-
ties–the outdoorseiten.net community (www.outdoorseiten.net) and 
the veganelinke.antispe community (www.veganelinke.antispe.org). 
The second data set consists of eight academic articles that explicitly 
or implicitly address the intersection of social and economic capital 
production within consumption communities. I analyzed these data 
using a qualitative content analysis (Mayring 2002), through which I 
inductively built and iteratively refined categories of how these com-
munities conceal economic influences (aspects of economic capital 
production such as self-interest, profit maximization, competition, 
private ownership, or wage labor (see also Bourdieu 1986)).

The study reveals four concealment strategies that social cap-
ital-driven consumption communities tend to use when confronted 
with economic capital production. I differentiate the strategies by the 
degree to which consumers conceal economic capital production–
from total denial, through re-articulation and partial appropriation, to 
teleological alignment. 

To best reveal these findings, I first review the notion of social 
capital in sociology and existing consumer research studies that di-
rectly address the intersection of social and economic capital within 
social capital-driven consumption communities. Then, I present a set 
of four concealment strategies and show how consumers use these 
strategies to manage economic capital production within the confines 
of their communities. Finally, I discuss these theoretical insights and 
conclude with outlining paths for future research. 

THEORY ON SOCIAL CAPITAL
Bourdieu (1986) offers the first and most deliberate analysis of 

social capital. For him, social capital is “the aggregate of the ac-
tual or potential resources which are linked to (…) membership in 
a group” (Bourdieu 1986, 248). In contrast to other forms of capi-
tal (e.g. economic or human) social capital possesses an intangible 
character that resonates in structures of relationships (Bourdieu 
1986; Coleman 1988; Portes 1998). Consequently, social capital is 
an influential asset that individuals accumulate through continuous 
investments in relationships to family, friends and associates (Put-
nam and Goss 2001; Woolcock and Narayan 2000). For Bourdieu 
(1986), individuals build social capital by establishing, maintaining, 
and defending long-term social relations and mutual obligations with 
their social peers. Social capital investments are associated with a 
high degree of uncertainty because of indefinite obligations, vague 
time horizons, and the potential danger of ingratitude or noncompli-
ance to reciprocity expectations (e.g. exchanges of gifts or mutual 
visits) (Bourdieu 1986).

However, according to Bourdieu (1986), the notion of social 
capital, its inner structure and way of functioning is inseparable from 
that of economic capital. Economic capital “is immediately and di-
rectly convertible into money” (monetary capital) (Bourdieu 1986, 
243). Economic theory has devoted itself to this (one-sided) inter-
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pretation of capital which constrains the universe of exchanges to 
commercial exchanges. Thus, today, economic capital is the most 
obvious and direct form of capital characterized by capitalist tenets 
such as self-interest, profit maximization, competition, private own-
ership, or wage labor (Bourdieu 1986). 

Despite the ostensible independence between social and eco-
nomic capital, Bourdieu systematically elaborates on the interplay 
between economic and social exchanges in appropriating capital. For 
Bourdieu (1986), all forms of capital, including economic, social and 
cultural, must be understood as “accumulated labor” (241). Thus, 
both forms of capital are highly related–even transferable into each 
other. Social capital, for instance, is converted into economic capital 
when members of a social network gain privileged access to special 
investment-tips or job offers by making use of previously established 
social obligations. Transferability is due to one particular character-
istic of social capital–it is a “disguised” (Bourdieu 1986, 252) form 
of economic capital. Paradoxically, social capital produces its most 
influential effects only to the extent that it conceals its economic 
roots. 

Although Bourdieu (1986) addresses the significance of ‘con-
cealment’ in the accumulation social capital, he does not fully ad-
dress how this dynamic unfolds.

CONSUMER RESEARCH ON THE INTERSECTION 
OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CAPITAL WITHIN 

CONSUMPTION COMMUNITIES
Consumption community research also sheds a theoretical light 

on the intersection of social and economic capital, but with a fo-
cus on communal rhetorics and practices that protect the community 
from contamination through economic influences. Investigating the 
Web-based virtual world of Second Life, for instance, Bonsu and 
Darmody (2008) find evidence of residents that “traverse communal 
and commercial boundaries” (364) when they turn a communal idea 
of creating animal avatars into a commercial success story. Howev-
er, facing the mingling of community-driven ideas and commercial 
agendas, Second Life residents frame commercial success as a com-
munal enrichment. Bonsu and Darmody (2008) mark these rhetorical 
efforts as “well-intentioned commercialism” (363). 

Kozinets (2002a) investigates the Burning Man festival, a com-
munity-oriented anti-market event which is specifically designed to 
offer participants a social space that is distanced from market log-
ics. Burning Man’s gift economy, the “No Vending Rule” (24) and 
the prohibition of brand names are illustrative mechanisms of how 
the Burning Man community frames the event as uncommercial. Al-
though Kozinets concludes that the Burning Man community still 
“materially supports the market” (20), the set of communal-resistive 
practices and rhetorics demonstrates participants’ perception of com-
mercialism and economic exchanges as contaminating threat within 
the community. 

Similarly, participants of the CSA market niche interpret com-
mercialism, capitalist motifs, and modern “commodity fetishism” 
(Thompson and Coskuner-Balli 2007, 142) as threats that have the 
potential to pollute consumers’ sacred alternative market system. 
Thus, CSA farmers and consumers jointly strive for controlling the 
commercial nature of their food products through decommodifica-
tion practices which relate CSA food to “symbol[s] of natural splen-
dor and ecological harmony” (142).

Weinberger and Wallendorf’s (2012) multi-layered analysis 
within the context of the Mardi Gras festival reveals how intra-
community gifting serves the post-Katrina New Orleans’ commu-
nity to rebuff undesired commercial influences. The authors detail 
how post-Katrina New Orleans’s geographic community repaves 

the damaged “intersection of moral and market economies” (77) 
through traditional practices of intracommunity gifting. In particular 
they show how moral economy logics either harness or reject market 
economy logics in intracommunity gifting, depending on the giver’s 
local cultural knowledge and community membership. The study re-
veals that commercial sponsorship–only to certain moral confines–is 
legitimated within communal boundaries. 

Taken together, these studies suggest that the relationship be-
tween social and economic capital production is an important and 
delicate one for consumption communities. These consumption 
communities draw their appeal from social capital production (i.e. 
building relationships, pursuing social exchanges, freely sharing 
knowledge) and–to different degrees–from their denial of economic 
capital production. As the above authors show, consumers put much 
effort in protecting the community from contamination through 
economic influences. Seen through the lens of Bourdieuian capital 
theory, the appeal of such social capital-driven consumption commu-
nities largely thrives on the members’ ability to conceal present and 
emerging economic interests and thus remain ‘purely’ social entities. 

However, despite these important insights into the intersection 
of social and economic capital production in consumption communi-
ties, consumer researchers have not yet systematically explored the 
full range of consumers’ concealment strategies–representing a po-
tentially relevant endeavor for community perpetuation.

METHOD
This interpretive study draws on two data sources. The first 

data set comprises empirical data from an netnographic investiga-
tion (Kozinets 2002b) of two social capital-driven online communi-
ties - the outdoorseiten.net community (www.outdoorseiten.net) and 
the veganelinke.antispe community (www.veganelike.antispe.org). 
Online communities offer “a novel medium for social exchange be-
tween consumers” (Kozinets 2002b, 63) and allow unobtrusive ac-
cess to consumers’ discursive and interactive encounters at the inter-
sections of social and economic capital production. Pursuing the goal 
of revealing a comprehensive range of communities’ concealment 
strategies and assuming that online consumption communities with 
diverse (political-ideological) backgrounds might react differently to 
economic capital production, I searched for communities that have 
potentially divergent political orientations, but evolve particularly 
around social rather than exchanges.

The outdoorseiten.net community and the veganelinke.antispe 
community have different fields of interest and community goals, 
however, they both draw their appeal from social exchanges to ex-
perience and consume a “linking value” (Cova 1997, 297). Out-
doorseiten.net has its roots in 1999 and since then the community 
has developed into a 20.000-member flourishing online community. 
It exhibits passionate discussions about nature, outdoor sports, and 
advances an independent and creative outdoor consumption. This 
community provides a fascinating environment to study the range 
of concealment strategies which consumers use to respond to eco-
nomic influences since the community shows elements of both eco-
nomic and social capital production. On the one hand, community 
members are engaged in testing commercial outdoor equipment, in 
jointly innovating and branding products; On the other hand, com-
munity members feel inspired by their social, communal network 
and their independence from corporate influence (Füller, Lüdicke, 
and Jawecki 2008). Veganelinke.antispe’s 1,300 members are mo-
tivated to fighting capitalism. Since 2006, this forum has offered a 
dialogue platform for community members who discuss progressive 
movements against all sorts of oppressions such as capitalism, sex-
ism, racism or speciesism. The official anti-capitalist orientation of 
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the veganelinke.antispe community promises a fascinating context 
to study consumers’ strategies to conceal economic influences.

Data collection within the online communities proceeded 
through screening and observing the fora’s archives and resulted in a 
data set of 4.008 posts from 47 threads. I particularly included those 
discussions in which community members were confronted with 
aspects of economic capital (i.e. self-interest, profit maximization, 
competition, private ownership, or wage labor).

The second data set consists of eight published academic arti-
cles. These articles, explicitly or implicitly, deal with the intersection 
of social and economic capital production within consumption com-
munities. Consumers within these communities primarily draw their 
appeal from social rather than economic exchanges. With the excep-
tion of Bonsu and Darmody (2008) all articles were published in the 
Journal of Consumer Research (Giesler 2008; Kozinets 2001, 2002a; 
Mathwick et al. 2008; Schouten and McAlexander 1995; Thompson 
and Coskuner-Balli 2007; Weinberger and Wallendorf 2012). The 
combination of empirical netnographic data and data from journal 
articles provided fruitful grounds to reveal consumers’ concealment 
strategies within consumption communities. 

I analyzed these two data sources using a qualitative content 
analysis (Mayring 2002). I identified concealment strategies through 
isolating consumers’ efforts to conceal economic influences within 
social capital-driven consumption communities. These influences re-
fer to (aspects of) economic capital production such as self-interest, 
profit maximization, competition, private ownership, or wage labor 
(see also Bourdieu 1986). I moved back and forth between the two 
data sets and exposed the inductively emerging categories (conceal-
ment strategies) to iterative refinement.

FINDINGS
Four focal concealment strategies emerge from my analysis. I 

differentiate these strategies with respect to the degree to which con-
sumption communities conceal economic capital production. The 
degree of concealment varies according to consumers’ level of refus-
al and legitimization of economic influences within the community. 
Figure 1 summarizes the findings followed by a detailed description 
of each concealment strategy.

Concealment Strategy One: Denial of Economic Capital 
Production

The strategy of denial of economic capital production is the 
most direct form of concealment. Community members use this 
strategy to demonize economic capital production and rhetorically 
frame corporate players as “industrial monsters” (Giesler 2008, 747) 
or legal community owners as “demigods” or “wizards” (Bonsu and 
Darmody 2008, 362). In my data, community members use three 
expressions of denial: 1) Actively repelling economic capital pro-
duction; 2) waiting until the (economic) turbulence passes by; and 3) 
relocating the community into a new, uncontaminated realm.

Actively Repelling Economic Capital Production. The out-
doorseiten.net community actively repels the capitalization of a 
community project in which community members plan, organize, 
and design the construction of an outdoor-cooker. The project starts 
out without any economic agenda. However, when individual com-
munity members suggest the idea of cooperating with a commercial 
investor to sell the outdoor-cooker to the mass market, an emotional 
discussion emerged. Does the community betray its spirit when con-
verting a community project into profit-opportunities? The initiator 
of the outdoor-cooker project finally holds an arousing plea for the 
social benefits of the project to the community.

„I proposed a project herein, because of the idea of producing 
a low-priced and improved product that is currently not avail-
able in the market. And because I was convinced of the fact that 
one could even make this project better through challenging a 
community of enthusiast to develop a perfect product. With all 
the accumulated know-how and the ideas of a creative commu-
nity…Beyond this original idea I had the idea that the commu-
nity would profit from this product too: more members (product 
would serve as a promoter externally), more reputation for the 
community, more ideas… and so on and so on…Why do I write 
this? Because I perceive the idea of this project is endangered.” 
(community member, outdoorseiten.net)

The initiator perceives the commercialization of the commu-
nal project as a threat (“endangered”) to the community. Finally, the 
community refuses capitalizing on the marketability of an improved 
outdoor-product and thus actively repels economic capital produc-
tion. The community upholds the primacy of social capital produc-
tion and community spirit, and consequently, conceals economic 

Figure 1: Concealment Continuum
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capital production. In a more general tone, community members of 
the veganelinke.antispe community debate the possibilities of how to 
consume best in an exploitative capitalist system. In favor of social 
capital production within and beyond the confines of their commu-
nity, participants propose to actively repel economic capital produc-
tion of cooperations through boycotting.

“For sure, our togetherness is improvable and as long as it is 
improvable I strive for improvements. I make a small contribu-
tion through my consumer behavior and boycotts.” (community 
member, veganelinke.antispe) 

Similarly, Giesler (2008), Bonsu and Darmody (2008), Math-
wick et al. (2008), Kozinets (2001, 2002a) and Schouten and McAl-
exander (1995) report on communities actively repelling economic 
capital production.

Waiting Until the (Economic) Turbulence Passes by. Commu-
nity members that wait until the (economic) turbulence passes by 
practice a less aggressive expression of the concealment strategy of 
denial of economic capital production. In his investigation of the war 
on music downloading in which downloaders and representatives of 
the music industry negotiate the price of music downloads, Giesler 
(2008) introduces the notion of “outpeacing” (747) as a graceful ex-
ercise of passive consumer resistance. A similar form of concealment 
appears within the Second Life community. Bonsu and Darmody 
(2008) report on the prevailing inequality and hierarchical structures 
between the regular residents (“creative consumer masses” (362)) 
and the Lindens (corporate owner) of the virtual platform.

“Even though they [the residents] recognized this inequality 
in the world, many residents pointed to the fluid nature of this 
structure, believing that it was only a matter of time before the 
tables turned in their favor” (Bonsu and Darmody 2008, 362).

Again, community members appear suspicious about economic 
influences within their community and perceive corporate power as 
contaminating. However, the community does not deny economic 
capital production by actively resisting the economic influence, but 
by sitting it out peacefully.

Relocating the Consumption Community. A third expression of 
denying economic capital production implies the relocation of the 
consumption community into a new, uncontaminated realm. The 
case of community-supported (CSA) agriculture investigated by 
Thompson and Coskuner-Balli (2007) serves as the most illustra-
tive example. Agents of the originally anticorporate organic food 
movement respond to the economic contamination of corporate co-
optation through relocating the communal realm of social capital 
production into a new CSA market–an “emotionally and existen-
tially engaging communal project” (Thompson and Coskuner Balli 
2007, 139). Similar to idea of relocating a consumption community 
into a pure social realm, community members in the veganelinke.
antispe community discuss the idea of moving to and living on self-
sufficient farms in an attempt to escape from capitalist market ex-
changes. Patterns of relocation emerge in Kozinets’ (2002a) Burning 
Man festival which can be read as a community-oriented anti-market 
event, staged remote from civilization, specifically designed to offer 
participants a social space that is distanced from market logics.

Concealment Strategy Two: Re-Articulation of Economic 
Capital Production

Second, community members using the strategy of re-articula-
tion of economic capital production also perceive economic influ-
ences as threat to the community. Yet, consumers do not repel, but 

rhetorically re-articulate aspects of economic capital production that 
are indirectly supportive of community members’ interests and mor-
als. Consumers re-articulate external service providers or commodi-
ties by 1) decommodifying them as artisan, creative or performative, 
or 2) sacralizing them through endowing it with transcendent mean-
ing.

Decommodifying the Commercial Product. Decommodifying 
commodities constitutes a well-known practice in consumer research 
(Wallendorf and Arnould 1991). Members of the outdoorseiten.net 
community, for instance, decommodify commercial products as ar-
tisan. Some members are particularly enthusiast about Mr. Geiger, a 
manufacturer of hand-crafted hiking boots. Although Mr. Geiger is a 
regular participant in the marketplace, community members portray 
him as a do-gooder and artisan that manufactures genuine and sensu-
ally superior hiking boots. 

“Something is notably nice: The man who is producing your 
shoes individually customizes them. He looks at your feet and 
you directly feel that he has lots of experience. He does not want 
a quick deal, but he wants to do his trade how he thinks that it is 
right. It is an adventure to meet someone like him these days.” 
(community member, outdoorseiten.net)

Community members refer to Mr. Geiger as an “artist” who 
takes his artistic license to create and improve details of his hand-
made hiking boots. In associating commercial commodities with arts, 
outdoorseiten.net community members deny market-players’ com-
mercial interest and conceal the transactions’ economic character. 
Thus, community members prevent the community from economic 
contamination. Among the consumption communities analyzed pat-
terns of decommodification are prevailing (Bonsu and Darmody 
2008; Giesler 2008; Kozinets 2002a; Thompson and Coskuner-Balli 
2007; Weinberger and Wallendorf 2012).

Sacralizing a Commodity. Sacralizing a product or service is 
a second expression of re-articulating economic capital production. 
Members of the Star Trek subculture, for example, identify with 
the anticapitalist nature of the Star Trek universe and appreciate its 
“utopian sense of the communalism” (Kozinets 2001, 72). However, 
the Star Trek universe is part of a multi-million dollar industry and 
Star Trek fen constitute active participants. In response to this over-
whelming economic irritation which is, in effect, an inherent com-
ponent of Star Treks subculture’s existence, participants engage is 
sacralizing practices by framing Star Trek rhetorically as a religion. 
Kozinets (2001) reveals:

“Legitimizing articulations of Star Trek as a religion or myth 
underscore fans’ heavy investment of self in the text. These 
sacralizing articulations are used to distance the text from its 
superficial status as a commercial product.”(Kozinets 2001, 67)

Kozinets’ analysis of consumers that read Star Trek as religion 
or myth involves the idea of concealing an economic agenda that 
threatens to contaminate Star Treks subcultural “moral and inclu-
sive community” (82). Members of the Harley-Davidson subculture 
of consumption are similarly engaged in sacralizing efforts as a re-
sponse to economic influences. 

Concealment Strategy Three: Partial Appropriation of 
Economic Capital Production

Consumers using the concealment strategy of partial appropria-
tion of economic capital production deliberately embrace 1) selected 
marketing tools or 2) financial support to leverage their social capital 
production. Community members do not use tools and support un-
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reflectedly, but take both out of their initial economic context and 
imbue them with communal spirit to conceal economic influences.

Embracing Selected Marketing Tools but Imbuing them with 
Communal Spirit. Consumption communities appropriate economic 
capital production through embracing and adjusting selected market-
ing tools. For instance, the outdoorseiten.net community organizes 
community competitions such as “best travel report”, “wiki writing 
competition”, and “best photo competition” or pursues a project in 
which community members design and create a community logo. 
Thus, the outdoorseiten.net community makes use of basic tools that 
are closely related to economic capital production, but appropriate 
them for the cohesive needs of their community. The playful compe-
titions and logo development processes encourage social exchanges 
and foster bondings among community members. Following vignette 
from the logo development threat shows how community members 
within the outdoorseiten.net conceal the logo’s economic character 
through imbuing it with communal spirit.

“Hm, everything is initiated from users. Nonone is making prof-
it with the logo batches; it is something that is done by and for 
the community. It is just nice when the forum is showed to the 
world.” (community member, outdoorseiten.net)

The community does not conceal economic capital production 
in general as it draws on its equipment, however, community mem-
bers cover the tools’ inherent economic character and revitalize them 
with a social agenda. The embracement and adjustment of selected 
economic tools is empirically supported in the veganelinke.antispe 
community in which community members similarly discuss and or-
ganize the order of community stickers.  

Embracing Financial Support but Framing it as Gift. Embrac-
ing financial support but framing it as gift constitutes a second ex-
pression of the strategy of partial appropriation of economic capital 
production. Communities take advantage of group members’ fi-
nancial resources accumulated in the external commercial market. 
Community members accept this economic encroachment in form 
of financial resources but rhetorically frame the financial support as 
gifts from insiders which provide opportunities to encourage social 
capital production. Thus, internal agents with financial resources, al-
though strongly involved with commercialism, do not contaminate 
community. For instance, Kozinets (2002) reports on impressive art 
installations at the Burning Man festival which are essentially gifts 
from participating artists to the community:

“My fieldnotes capture a fireside conversation with “Giovanni 
Maximi,” an artist (a millionaire businessman in his life outside 
Burning Man), late one evening… It is worthwhile to note that, 
as indicated by Giovanni’s personal wealth, status at Burning 
Man is often constructed from conditions requiring consider-
able economic standing in the outside commercial realm”. 
(Kozinets 2002a, 28-29)

Empirical support of this concealment strategy can be found 
in Weinberger and Wallendorf’s (2012) investigation of the Mardi 
Gras geographic community in which rich krewe members give - 
officially noncommercial - parades to the community. These gifts, 
although sponsored through crew members’ real-life commercial 
involvements are not considered as stemming from the logic of eco-
nomic capital production.

Concealment Strategy Four: Teleological Alignment of 
Economic and Social Capital Production

The strategy of teleological alignment of economic and social 
capital production shows the least degree of concealment. In these 
cases, community members show how certain economic activities 
are useful for relevant community goals and consequently for com-
munity perpetuation. Community members conceal detrimental side 
effects of such economic activities by 1) emphasizing the higher 
goals that they support (e.g. survival of the community) or by 2) fo-
cusing on functional goals (e.g. testing outdoor-material). Thus, the 
community conceals the flaring up of economic capital production 
through justifying it with a mutual goal-orientation. 

Emphasizing Higher Goals of the Consumption Community. 
One expression of teleological alignment of economic and social 
capital production revolves around community members’ effort to 
emphasize higher goals of the community. Goals are, for instance, 
the survival of the community or the maintenance of the community 
as a vibrant, inspiring and emotionally attracting space. If economic 
activities assist in accomplishing these goals, community members 
seem to refrain from framing them as threat. For instance, after Hur-
ricane Katrina had destroyed parts of New Orleans in 2005, a public 
discussion emerged whether to hold or to skip the traditional Mardi 
Gras celebration that was set few month after the catastrophe. Local 
community members, personally strongly involved with the rituals 
and inherent meanings of the celebration, but generally skeptical to-
wards commercial influences within the Mardi Gras, use the logic of 
social and economic capital to argue for the realization (survival) of 
the Mardi Gras communal festival:

“[Mardi Gras] is essential for the spirit of New Orleans, because . . .”  
“Plus it pumps a lot of money into the economy, which they 
need. A lot of jobs, all the people who build the floats and make 
the costumes, and sell all the junk you throw.” (Weinberger and 
Wallendorf 2012, 88)

Bonsu and Darmody (2008, 363) use the notion of “well-inten-
tioned commercialism” to capture Second Life residents’ rhetorical 
efforts to legitimize commercial success. Similarly, Burning Man 
participants justify high ticket fees through its contribution to the 
“good of the Burning Man community” (Kozintes 2002, 20).

Focusing on Functional Goals of the Consumption Commu-
nity. Communities conceal economic capital production through 
teleologically aligning it with social capital production when they 
legitimize economic capital production efforts with functional goals 
of the community. They legitimize and even welcome the aspects 
economic capital production to the extent that it helps to reach func-
tional goals of the community. For instance, members of the vegan-
elinke.antispe community support an advertising campaign that fol-
lows the logic of economic capital production. However, community 
members conceal this economic influence by focusing on functional 
goals of the community–to spread the idea of vegan life and equality 
between humans and animals.

„United Creations has created a really interesting and profes-
sional advertisement campaign, together with the Austrian veg-
an society. The basic idea is that not all people that eat vegan 
live according to clichés.”(community member, veganeline.
antispe)

Interestingly, the limits of unmolested concealment appear ex-
hausted within the confines of this community. Some community 
members start reflecting on the campaign and complain about its 
lack of criticism on capitalism. Members of the outdoorseiten.net 
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community who are primarily engaged in discussing, testing, and 
improving outdoor products appear to positively evaluate the fact 
that profit-driven outdoor manufacturers might read their test re-
ports. Community members perceive themselves as outdoor experts 
and being used by corporate manufactures as “beta tester” is a mean-
ingful step toward the goal of creating improved outdoor products.

DISCUSSION
This study illuminates the strategies that consumers in social 

capital-driven consumption communities use to manage the inter-
section of social and economic capital production. Grounded in 
Bourdieu’s (1986) notion of capital, I investigated how these con-
sumption communities face the challenge of dealing with economic 
influences while staying true to their community values.

The study contributes three insights to consumer (culture) the-
ory. First, this research uncovers a set of four concealment strate-
gies that social capital-driven consumption communities tend to use 
when confronted with economic capital production. These strategies 
range from total denial of economic capital production, through re-
articulation and partial appropriation of economic capital production, 
to teleological alignment of economic and social capital production. 
Each concealment strategy manifests through different expressions, 
and differentiates to the degree to which consumers conceal eco-
nomic influences. The degree of concealment varies according to 
consumers’ level of refusal and legitimization of economic capital 
production within their community.

This comprehensive range of four concealment strategies in-
tegrates prior findings of consumption community research dealing 
with the intersection of social and economic capital production. For 
instance, the “No Vending Rule” (Kozinets 2002a, 24) within the 
Burning Man community is an illustration of the first, most direct, 
concealment strategy. This official rule can be read as an institution-
alized mechanism that helps the community to actively repel eco-
nomic capital production. CSA participants that are jointly engaged 
in rhetorically decommodifying CSA food products (Thompson and 
Coskuner-Balli 2007) make use of the strategy of re-articulation of 
economic capital to conceal the market niche’s commercial nature. 
And “well-intentioned commercialism” (Bonsu and Darmody 2008, 
363), which serves Second Life residents to justify commercial suc-
cess, illustrates the concealment strategy of teleological alignment of 
economic and social capital production.

Two expressions of the isolated concealment strategies emerged 
exclusively from empirical netnographic data. First, social capital-
driven communities embrace selected marketing tools such as play-
ful competitions or creative logo development processes, imbue 
those with a communal spirit, and thus leverage the community’s 
social capital production. Second, social capital-driven consumption 
communities legitimize aspects of economic capital production to 
the extent that it helps the community to reach functional goals (e.g. 
spreading the word of vegan life, testing outdoor material, etc.).

Although this study proposes a first step towards a comprehen-
sive range of concealment strategies, depending on the context, other 
social capital-driven consumption communities might use slightly 
different strategies (or expressions). Locating the strategies on a con-
cealment continuum implies the potential existence of further con-
cealment strategies that differ in the degree to which communities 
conceal economic influences.

Second, this research contributes consumption-specific empiri-
cal evidence to Bourdieu’s (1986) theory of concealment of social 
capital. The diversity of four concealment strategies exhibiting mul-
tiple degrees of concealment suggests that concealment is a more 
nuanced concept than previously assumed.

Third, the study empirically supports the idea that concealment 
is one focal strategy for managing social capital-driven consumption 
communities’ various interfaces with economic capital production. 
Building on Bourdieu (1986), the study shows that social capital-
driven consumption communities conceal economic capital produc-
tion through moving back and forth between repelling and–to certain 
extents–legitimizing economic capital. Thus, the study suggests that 
engaging these concealment strategies allows consumption commu-
nities for incorporating economic influences under the primacy of 
social capital production–yielding a potentially important dynamic 
for community perpetuation. 

To conclude, these insights are of particular interest for Western 
society that is said to  suffer from a loss of community spirit (Putnam 
and Goss 2001). The pluralization of lifestyles and attitudes avail-
able within society hampers a joint value creation among people. 
Thus, Western society faces the danger of social dissolution (Dubiel 
1998; Heitmeyer 2004; Putnam and Goss 2001). However, societal 
cohesions (or ‘social capital’), solidarity, community spirit, and the 
ability to build community are central resources of healthy societies 
(Weidenfeld 2001). This study implies that cohesive forces still per-
meate Western society. But today, social capital might prevail in mi-
cro socio-cultural spaces such as (online) consumption communities 
and might comprise potentially new consumption-specific dynamics 
such as the necessity of concealing economic capital production on 
behalf of community perpetuation. Future research should address 
these new consumption-specific aspects of social capital produc-
tion–conceding potentially relevant insights into the social glue of 
Western society.
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ABSTRACT
Anchoring is typically forwarded to explain how available 

numeric instances alter beliefs.  The anchoring literature typically 
focuses on exposure to either single anchors or lengthy numeric se-
quences.  We fill in the gap between single-anchor and large-series 
studies by assessing the effect of dual anchors on target judgments.  
We do so since individuals are often exposed to two numeric rep-
resentations from a domain and the features of dual anchors and, 
in turn, likely processing of associated information, differ from the 
features of both single-anchor and longer-sequence anchor scenarios.  
Results of Experiment 1 indicate the low-knowledge participants ex-
hibit a recency effect in which estimates are lower when a high an-
chor is presented first than when a low anchor is first.  Conversely, 
high-knowledge participants display a primacy effect as estimates 
are higher when a high anchor is presented first than when a low an-
chor is first.  Experiment 2, indicates that the effects of target knowl-
edge on anchor order are moderated by anchor extremity. Practical 
advice for managers as they consider how they communicate dual 
pieces of numeric information such prices or attributes is offered.  

THE EFFECT OF DUAL ANCHORS ON NUMERIC 
JUDGMENTS

Anchoring (Tversky and Kahneman 1974) is the process that 
is typically forwarded to explain how available numeric instances 
alter beliefs.  Anchoring holds that numeric estimates are assimilated 
toward available anchors.  A classic example of the anchoring effect 
is the estimation task employed by Tversky and Kahneman (1974) 
which asked participants to estimate the number of African nations 
in the United Nations.  Prior to providing their estimates, participants 
were informed that a randomly generated estimate suggests that the 
number is either 10% or 65% (manipulated between subjects).  Par-
ticipants who were exposed to the 10% anchor estimated the per-
centage of African nations in the UN to be 25% while participants 
who were exposed to the 65% anchor estimated that 45% of African 
nations are in the UN.  The effect of single numeric anchors on tar-
get estimates has been widely studied.  Results across domains such 
as height, age, and temperature judgments (Mussweiler and Strack 
1999; Wegner, Petty, Detweiler-Bedell, and Jarvis 2001), product 
purchase decisions (Wansink, Kent, and Hoch 1998), and real estate 
valuation (Northcraft and Neale 1987) consistently demonstrate that 
a numeric anchor influences numerical judgments toward the anchor 
(see Ku, Gallinsky, and Murnnghan 2006 for an exception).  

As is the case with the United Nations example above, much 
of the anchoring literature focuses on exposure to a single anchor.  
Single exposures to a numeric instance of a domain are frequently 
encountered.  For instance, a motorist may be exposed to several 
domain-specific individual instances of numeric domains.  For in-
stance, when driving a motorist may pass a single speed limit sign, 
take one glance at the speed readout on the speedometer, or notice 
one price for gas.  Lengthy numeric series are also frequently en-
countered.  For instance, the same driver may be exposed to a series 
of street addresses, speed limits, or gas prices.  Similarly, shoppers 
observe many prices while shopping in any grocery category.  Inves-
tors are exposed to stock returns over a number days, quarters, and 
years.  Sports tickers inform fans of the scores of dozens of games.  
Fittingly, the effect of numeric sequences on subsequent target judg-

ments has also been widely explored.  Research across contexts such 
as pricing (Monroe 1971, Janiszewski and Lichtenstein, 1999; Nied-
rich, Sharma, and Wedell, 2001), exam scores (Wedell, Parducci, and 
Roman 1989), gambling options (Lim 1995), and salary allocations 
(Mellers 1986) has studied the effect of exposure to fairly lengthy 
numerical sequences (e.g., sequences of ten or more numerical oc-
currences) on subsequent target judgments.  The results of this re-
search stream indicate that judgments following exposure to numeric 
sequences are a function of the range, median, mode, and order of 
the sequence.

The frequency with which numbers are encountered decreases 
nearly monotonically from one (Dehaene and Mehler 1992).  That 
is, the most frequently written and verbally stated number is one, 
followed by two, and three, etc.  Similarly, the frequency with which 
a domain-specific anchor series are encountered is likely a mono-
tonically decreasing from zero.  Given the mind-boggling array of 
domains in the world, most people are likely to go unexposed to most 
numeric target objects.  People are next most likely to be exposed to a 
single numeric instance in a domain, followed by two instances, etc.  
We attempt to fill in a gap in extant literature, a gap between single-
anchor studies and large series studies, by studying the effect of dual 
anchors.  We do so due to a) the likelihood that individuals are, rela-
tively speaking, often exposed to two numeric representations from a 
domain and b) the fact that the features of dual anchors and, in turn, 
likely processing of associated information, differ from the features 
of both single-anchor and longer-sequence-anchor scenarios.  As-
suming dual anchors are not of the same numerical value (e.g., that 
a person is not given two sources both estimating the number of Af-
rican countries in the UN at 30%), dual-anchor scenarios differ from 
single-anchor scenarios in terms offering higher and a lower anchor 
values that may be conveyed in two orders.  Dual anchor situations 
differ from longer numerical sequences in that instance frequency 
and sequence mode are not relevant and that any one anchor is likely 
to carry greater weight thereby magnifying order effects.  

LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS 
DEVELOPMENT

Despite their differences, the process by which single anchors 
affect such judgments sheds light on how dual anchors will likely 
affect numeric judgments.  Evidence indicates that anchors affect tar-
get judgments via a selective accessibility process in which anchors 
prime anchor-consistent knowledge that is subsequently used to form 
the target judgment (e.g., Mussweiler and Strack 1999; Strack and 
Musswieler 1997).  Thus, an anchor that suggests that 65% of Af-
rican nations are in the UN may prompt thoughts of relatively large 
African Nations (South Africa, Egypt) and the role of such nations in 
international relations – information that is consistent with the high 
anchor.   However, while this process explains reactions to a single 
anchor, perhaps of greater import when considering dual anchors is 
the relative effect of each anchor.  On one hand, accessibility of in-
formation that is consistent with the first anchor may suppress access 
to information that is consistent with the second anchor.  In such a 
case, judgments will be more aligned with the first of the two an-
chors and a primacy effect will emerge.  Conversely, if information 
consistent with the second anchor is accessed, judgments should be 
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more aligned with this information and judgments should reflect the 
second anchor value thereby demonstrating a recency effect.  

Research on the order in which non-numeric arguments are 
presented (e.g., Haugtvedt and Wegener 1994; Lana 1961, 1963) 
provides further insight into how dual numeric anchors will be pro-
cessed.  Such research assesses how individuals integrate conflicting 
written arguments into attitude structures.  For instance, participants 
may see arguments in favor and against topics such as senior com-
prehensive exams for college students, nuclear power, or animal ex-
perimentation.  As an example, Haugtvedt and Wegener (1994) ma-
nipulated argument valence for senior exams via statements such as 
“students graduating from schools with comprehensive exams were 
more likely to be accepted into very good graduate schools” and 
“capturing the benefits of a four-year program on a single standard-
ized exam would be difficult.”  This line of research indicates that the 
effect of the order of conflicting arguments is a function of an indi-
vidual’s motivation and ability to elaborate on the arguments.  When 
individuals are able and motivated to process message arguments, a 
primacy effect emerges (Haugtvedt and Wegener 1994; Lana 1961, 
1963).  This primacy effect is driven by elaboration of the initial 
message in the form of greater message consistent thinking.  In turn, 
greater integration of the message into existing schema occurs, re-
sulting in greater attitude change toward the initial argument, and 
subsequent attitude resistance to the conflicting second argument 
presented (Haugtvedt and Wegener 1994).  This process is consistent 
with selective accessibility.  When motivated to process the initial 
message, participants accessed argument-consistent information that 
swayed attitudes toward the argument and insulated the attitude from 
subsequent counter argumentation.  

When less able and/or motivated to process arguments, a re-
cency effect emerges (Haugtvedt and Wegener 1994; Lana 1961, 
1963).  The recency effect is driven by the lack of elaboration in 
response to the initial argument leading to weak attitudes.  In turn, 
when prompted to indicate an attitude toward the focal object, reli-
ance on available information (i.e., the second argument) biases at-
titudes toward the latter of the two arguments presented (Haugtvedt 
and Wegener 1994).  

The results described above lead to the question of what will 
determine people’s anchor elaboration.  Although many factors may 
affect anchor elaboration, we focus on target knowledge for two rea-
sons.  First, as opposed to environmental factors such as time con-
straints, the issue of the respondent’s knowledge is omnipresent in 
responses to anchors.  Second, as evidenced by the title of one of 
the first articles on the anchoring heuristic (“Judgment under Uncer-
tainly: Heuristics and Biases”), the anchoring phenomena explains 
judgment under uncertainty (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974).  The 
level of uncertainty surrounding a numeric judgment task will de-
pend on the level of knowledge of the target object of the individual 
making the estimate.  In some instances, people will have complete 
knowledge and thus no uncertainty.  For instance, exposure to an 
anchor or multiple anchors is unlikely to have a significant effect on 
judgments of one’s own age.  Conversely, someone with some, but 
less than perfect, knowledge will have anchor-consistent aspects of 
that knowledge primed and demonstrate a bias toward the anchor. 
Although even experts in a domain may exhibit anchoring effects 
when primed with domain specific anchors (e.g., Joyce and Biddle 
1981; Northcraft and Neal 1987), consistent with the role of knowl-
edge in determining uncertainty, knowledge has been shown to af-
fect anchor-driven judgments such that greater knowledge (i.e., less 
uncertainty) is associated with smaller anchor effects (Mussweiler 
and Strack 1999).

The selective accessibility and elaboration-based accounts 
of dual anchors hold that initial exposure to the first anchor may 
prompt recall of anchor-consistent information that reinforces the 
anchor’s legitimacy.  For instance, when asked to estimate the num-
ber of students at the University of Rhode Island, someone exposed 
to a high anchor may access knowledge of the general size of flag-
ship state schools, past basketball successes for the University, and 
noted alumni (e.g., Christian Amanpour, Lamar Odom).  One the 
other hand, someone exposed to a low anchor may consider the di-
minutive size of the state, that URI’s football team competes at the 
FCS level (a level below the top level of competition), and that the 
basketball team is in a conference with relatively small schools.  As-
suming the two anchors are fairly discrepant, but not so discrepant 
as for one or both to be summarily dismissed, a scenario we refer to 
as low anchor extremity, generating anchor-consistent thoughts in 
response to the first anchor should interfere with generating thoughts 
that are consistent with the second anchor.  As a result, dual-anchors 
should be subject to a primacy effect in which the first anchor has a 
stronger effect on numeric estimates than does the second anchor.  
However, this expectation assumes that the respondent has anchor-
consistent knowledge to be primed by the first anchor.  For people 
with little knowledge of the target object, elaboration is unlikely and 
the second anchor should carry more weight simply due to its more 
recent encoding.  Thus, the effect of dual anchors on target estimates 
will be a function of anchor order and target knowledge such that 
responses to dual anchors will demonstrate a primacy effect when 
target knowledge is high and a recency effect when target knowledge 
is low.

Hypothesis 1: Target estimates following exposure to dual an-
chors of low extremity will demonstrate a pri-
macy effect when target knowledge is high and a 
recency effect when target knowledge is low.

Given evidence that estimates display a greater anchoring effect 
in single anchor contexts when target knowledge is low than when it 
is high suggest the same might hold in a dual anchor scenario.  If so, 
estimates of low-knowledge targets should display an overall greater 
anchoring effect than those of high-knowledge targets.  As formalize 
in H2, a stronger anchoring effect for low-knowledge targets would 
result in estimates for such targets reflecting a larger recency effect 
than the corresponding primacy effect arising for high-knowledge 
targets.

Hypothesis 2: Target estimates following exposure to dual 
anchors of low extremity will demonstrate a 
greater recency effect when target knowledge is 
low than they will demonstrate a primacy effect 
when target knowledge is high.

Hypothesis 1 in founded upon the expected effect of target 
knowledge on individuals’ ability to access anchor-consistent knowl-
edge in response to anchors that are of low extremity.  Knowledge 
should also affect individuals’ perceptions of anchors as the anchors 
become more extreme.  When subjected to a numeric judgment task, 
individuals access a mental model of the range of plausible responses 
(Epley and Gilvich 2006; Mussweiler and Strack 2000; Quattrone et 
al. 1981).  When an anchor is within the range of plausibility, respon-
dents engage in the anchor-consistent accessibility process described 
above and, in turn, bias judgments toward the anchor.  Conversely, 
anchors outside the range of plausibility are either ignored or met 
with counter-argumentation (Mussweiler and Strack 2000).  As a re-
sult, more extreme anchors often produce less of an anchoring effect 
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than do less extreme anchors (e.g., Bochner and Inkso; Mussweiler 
and Strack 2000; Wegener et al. 2001).  

Individuals with high target knowledge should produce a less 
variant range of plausible responses.  As such, the likelihood that a 
given anchor value is judged to be outside the range of plausibility 
decreases.  Thus, despite having more anchor-consistent knowledge 
to access, the likelihood that knowledgeable respondents access such 
knowledge decreases as anchor extremity increase.  In turn, the fail-
ure to access anchor consistent information will mitigate the effect 
of extreme anchors.  Conversely, individuals with lower knowledge 
of the target object will lack the ability to discern that an anchor is 
implausible and thus should produce more extreme target estimates 
in response to extreme anchors than in response to less extreme an-
chors.  H3 reflects the resulting interaction between anchor extrem-
ity, anchor order, and target knowledge.

Hypothesis 3:  Extreme anchor values a) attenuate dual-anchor 
order effects when target knowledge is high and 
b) magnify dual-anchor order effects when tar-
get knowledge is low. 

ExPERIMENT 1

Method
Experiment 1 is designed to test the effects of dual anchors 

across targets about which individuals have lower- and higher-
knowledge (i.e., Hypotheses 1 and 2).  Such a test may be under-
taken in many ways.  For instance, existing knowledge of a single 
target object can be measured or knowledge about the object may be 
imbued.  In Experiment 1, we selected a pair of objects about which 
knowledge among the sample population differs.  More specifically, 
the target objects are a pair of universities.  The universities were 
selected via a pretest with participants (n = 25) from the same subject 
pool used to recruit subjects for Experiment 1.  The pretest asked 
students to estimate the size of several universities and indicate their 
confidence that their estimate is within 20% of the actual enrollment.  
Confidence was measured on a one-to-ten scale in which 1 = not at 
all confident, 5 = moderately confident, and 10 = very confident.  The 
two universities chosen as a result of the pretest are the university 
in which the participants are enrolled and the university of Rhode 
Island.  The two universities differed as intended with respect to con-
fidence with mean confidence of  2.64 for the University of Rhode 
Island and 8.52 for the participants’ home university (t = 17.38, p < 
.001).  Further, the pretest indicates that the two universities are per-
ceived to be generally of the same size (Rhode Island mean = 14,100, 
home university mean = 15,483, t = 0.96, p > .30).   

Experiment 1 called for participants (78 undergraduate students 
at a mid-sized Midwestern university) to estimate the number of stu-
dents enrolled at either the high-knowledge target (i.e., the students’ 
home university) or the low-knowledge target (i.e., University of 
Rhode Island) university.  Experiment 1 features a 2 (anchor order 
– low first, high first) x 2 (target knowledge – low, high) design.  Par-
ticipants completed Experiment 2 via pencil and paper.  On the cover 
page, participants were first informed of the general estimation task, 
and that to help them with the task, they would be provided two ran-
domly selected estimates of student enrollment provided by students 
attending the target university.  On the next page, participants were 
informed of the identity of the target university and were exposed 
to the first anchor.  Participants then advanced to the second anchor.  
The low anchor was 13,600 and the high anchor was 18,400, values 
that are minus and plus 15% of a 16,000 midpoint.  After viewing the 

second anchor, participants advanced to a page that asked them to 
provide their estimate of the enrollment at the target university.  

Results
Two focal estimates were in excess of three standard deviations 

of the mean and were removed from the analysis.  ANOVA results 
of the remaining 76 data points Consistent with H1, a significant 
knowledge by anchor order interaction emerged (F(1,75) = 5.15, p < 
.05).  As can be seen in Figure 1, when the low anchor is presented 
first, estimates do not differ across the high- and low-knowledge tar-
gets (F(1,35) = 0.78, p > .35).  When the high anchor is presented 
first, estimates are higher when target knowledge is high and lower 
when target knowledge is low (F(1,38) = 10.16, p < .01); an outcome 
indicative of a recency effect when target knowledge is low and a 
primacy effect when target knowledge is high.

Figure 1
Target Estimates in Experiment 1

To test Hypothesis 2 we consider whether the change across an-
chor order conditions is greater for the lower-knowledge target than 
for the higher-knowledge target.  Specifically, we created a variable 
that reflects the strength of anchor effect by subtracting the mean 
estimate in the high-knowledge, low anchor first task (M = 15,626) 
from participants’ estimates of the high knowledge, high anchor first 
condition and by subtracting the mean estimate of the low-knowl-
edge, high anchor first target (13,856) from participants’ estimates of 
the low knowledge, low anchor first condition.  While the result is di-
rectionally consistent with the belief that low-knowledge targets will 
be associated with greater differences across order conditions (M = 
1439) than will high-knowledge targets (M = 521) the difference is 
not statistically significant (F(1,38) = 1.63, p > .20).

Discussion 
Experiment 1 offers support for the belief that the effect of an-

chor order differentially affects estimates as a function of individu-
als’ target knowledge.  As noted, this hypothesis was based on the 
individuals assessing anchors that are of low extremity.  Study 2 is 
designed to test the effect of more extreme anchors and the specific 
relationships between anchor order, target knowledge, and anchor 
extremity hypothesized in H3.  
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ExPERIMENT 2

Method
In Experiment 2, forty-four undergraduate students at a mid-

sized Midwestern university provided estimates for nine target ob-
jects drawn from world events (states won by Barrack Obama in 
the 2008 election, deaths in the Mumbai terrorist attacks, closing 
Dow Jones average), pop culture (Grady Sizemore’s career homerun 
total, number of Madonna studio albums, number of players in the 
World Series of Poker), and pricing (Honda Accord EL base price 
per honda.com, 8GB iPod Nano price on apple.com, 1.7 oz Obses-
sion by Calvin Klein perfume price on calvinklein.com) domains. 
Anchor order (low first, high first) and anchor extremity (low, high) 
were randomized across questions.  Question order was randomized 
across respondents.  Anchor extremity was manipulated by varying 
the anchor distances from the correct response by either plus or mi-
nus 15% (low extremity, consistent with Study 1) or plus or minus 
30% (high extremity).  For example, anchor values for the number of 
homeruns hit by Grady Sizemore, who had hit 129 homeruns at the 
time of the study, were 110 and 148 in the low extremity condition 
and 90 and 168 in the high extremity condition. 

The general method of Experiment 2 follows that of Experi-
ment 1 except that anchors were supposedly the estimates of other 
students enrolled at the participants’ university and participants re-
sponded to a set of four items measuring their subjective knowledge 
of the target objects (alpha = .854). The knowledge questions, which 
were tailored to each target object, asked participants the extent to 
which they a) know more about the topic than most people, b) know 
more about the topic than most students at their university, c) attend 
to the general domain (e.g., pop music, US politics, poker), and d) 
attend to the specific target object (e.g., Madonna, the 2008 election, 
the World Series of Poker).  

Focal estimates were normed to the center of the anchor range 
(i.e., the actual value of the focal question).  For instance, an estimate 
that is 5% above (below) the actual target value was coded as 1.05 
(0.95).  The effects of anchor order, anchor consistency, and target 
knowledge  (median split) on normed estimates were assessed via 
mixed model ANOVA with the estimation task as a repeated factor.  

Results
The mixed model ANOVA results indicate a significant three-

way interaction between knowledge, anchor order, and anchor ex-
tremity (F(1, 356) = 5.78, p < .05).  We investigate the nature of this 
relationship in two ways.  First, looking at the data associated with 
the low anchor extremity condition allows us to retest Hypotheses 1 
and 2.  When anchors are less extreme, a significant anchor order by 
knowledge interaction emerges (F(1, 93) = 12.11, p < .01, see Figure 
2).  Consistent with H1, the form of the interaction is such that pre-
senting the low anchor first is associated with higher estimates for 
lower-knowledge targets and lower estimates for higher-knowledge 
targets (F(1, 21) = 5.41, p < .05).  This pattern reverses when the high 
anchor is presented first (F(1, 62) = 7.40, p < .01).  Thus, in the case 
of low anchor extremity, estimates of low-knowledge targets display 
a recency effect while estimates of high- knowledge targets display 
a primacy effect.

Figure 2
Normed Target Estimates in the  

Low Extremity Condition of Experiment 2

Value reflect estimates normed against the actual target value (e.g., an 
estimate 5% above the actual target value is coded as 1.05)

As with Study 1, we assess the possibility that the anchoring ef-
fects observed in the low extremity conditions of Study 2 are greater 
for low-knowledge than for high-knowledge targets (i.e., is the 0.22 
difference across anchor orders in for low-knowledge targets greater 
than the .17 difference across anchor orders in the high-knowledge 
target?).  Estimates were transformed as in Study 1 to form a mea-
sure of relative anchor strength.  Subsequent mixed model ANOVA 
provides support for H2 as the difference in estimates across order 
conditions is greater for low-knowledge targets than for high-knowl-
edge targets at p < 001 (F(1,45) = 21.50).

Testing Hypotheses 3 calls the inspection of estimates across 
levels of anchor extremity.  As displayed in Figure 3, when target 
knowledge is high, anchor order and extremity interact (F(1, 167) 
= 5.27, p < .05).  The form of the interaction is such that a primacy 
effect emerges for high-knowledge targets when there is low (F(1, 
45) = 6.89, p < .05), but not high (F(1, 54) = 0.22), anchor extremity.  
This is consistent with H3a’s prediction that anchor extremity will 
mitigate the effect of anchor order when target knowledge is high.  
For low-knowledge targets, there is a non-significant trend toward 
a recency effect in the low-extremity anchor condition that revers-
es toward a primacy effect for high-extremity anchors (F(1,148) = 
1.80, p > .15).  This outcome is inconsistent with H3b’s prediction 
that greater anchor extremity will magnify the effect of anchor order 
when target knowledge is low.  Thus, H3 is partially supported. 
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Figure 3
Normed Target Estimates in Experiment 2

Value reflect estimates normed against the actual target value (e.g., an 
estimate 5% above the actual target value is coded as 1.05)

Discussion
This research advances knowledge of general anchoring effects 

by evaluating the specific context of dual anchors.  Some of the re-
sults add confirming evidence to existing beliefs regarding anchor-
ing in general that arise from single anchor studies.  For instance, 
that anchors differentially affect people of greater and lesser knowl-
edge has been established (e.g., Mussweiler and Strack 1999).  This 
research adds to this research by demonstrating that, in the context of 
dual outcomes, the difference in reactions to anchors across lower- 
and higher-knowledge contexts is one driven by the relative weight 

placed on the first versus the second anchor.  Specifically, the results 
of the two experiments support the notion that anchors of moderate 
extremity exhibit a primacy effect when target knowledge is high, 
but a recency effect when target knowledge is low.  The possibil-
ity that the recency effect associated with low-knowledge targets is 
stronger than the primacy effect observed for low-knowledge tasks 
received directional support in Study 1 and statistical support in 
Study 2.

Within a marketing context, consumers are often exposed to, 
and marketers can often control the order of, dual anchors.  For in-
stance, regular and sale prices may be conveyed in either order as can 
attributes such as highway and city miles per gallon.  This research 
indicates that managers must consider their audience when ordering 
dual prices or numeric attributes.  This suggests, for instance, that a 
retailer may reinforce the perception of low prices among its regular 
(high knowledge) customers by conveying sales prices before regu-
lar prices (i.e. “$2.99 was $4.09”).  Conversely, an automobile com-
pany or salesperson would want to convey the lower city miles per 
gallon before the higher highway MPG when talking to an inexperi-
enced car buyer.  When in doubt, the possibility that anchor effects 
are stronger for lower-knowledge targets suggests erring on the side 
of presenting the less attractive numeric value first. 

Limitations and Future Research
The effects of anchor order and anchor extremity were held to 

arise due to different levels of anchor elaboration across high- and 
low-knowledge targets.  Although this is derived from existing re-
search (e.g., Haugtvedt and Wegener 1994; Lana 1961, 1963), this 
process was not tested directly. This represents a theoretical limita-
tion and the opportunity for additional research.  In particular, one 
issue that arises from the current results that can benefit from process 
measurement involves the failure to find support for H3b.  H3b hy-
pothesized that more extreme anchors would magnify order effects 
when target knowledge is low.  This expectation was based on the 
assumptions that (1) more extreme anchors would be viewed as fall-
ing within the bounds of reason when target knowledge is low, but 
(2) not be subject to diligent elaboration. The reason for the observed 
failure to support this hypothesis, which could be a function of a fail-
ure of either or both of the underlying assumptions, might be tested 
with process measures such as thought-listing tasks.  Similarly, fu-
ture research may want to investigate potential differences across 
targets low vs. high in need for cognition given that these groups 
have been found to differ in the care with which they process numer-
ical information (Chatterjee et al. 2000).  Moderation from need-for-
cognition would be consistent with an elaboration-based explanation 
of H3b’s failure, but a lack of moderation would be consistent with 
a perceptual explanation.    

While providing an initial look at basic effect of anchor order 
across lower- and higher-knowledge targets, this research tests only 
one additional moderator, anchor extremity, and this moderator was 
assessed at only two levels.  Regarding anchor extremity, just as a 
more extreme anchor mitigated order effects, so too could less ex-
treme anchors.  For instance, anchors of +/-5% of the actual target 
could be interpreted as indicators of agreement and precision.  

From a marketer’s perspective, research has explored how con-
sumer responses to numeric information are affected by framing the 
information as percentages versus raw numbers (e.g., DelVecchio, 
Krishnan, and Smith 2007), as round versus sharp numbers (e.g., 
King and Janiszewski 2011), and as gains versus losses (e.g., Heath, 
Chatterjee, and France 1995).  Each of these could moderate the 
extent to which the extremity and order of dual anchors affect tar-
get judgments.  For instance, employing dual anchors in percentage 
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terms (e.g., save 20% as opposed to save $2.00) or in sharp numbers 
(e.g., save $2.07 as opposed to save $2.00) makes the numeric infor-
mation harder to interoperate.  Greater difficulty in processing may 
mitigate elaboration and, in turn, magnify the effect of the second 
anchor.  Similarly, potential gains may be scrutinized less than po-
tential losses thereby exacerbating the effect of the second anchor 
value when dual anchors are framed as gains.  Research on such 
moderators of dual anchor effects and the processes by which they 
occur is merited. 
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ABSTRACT
Our netnographic study of an open-source marketing commu-

nity investigates collective practices of authentication. We find that 
the community embraces emerging contradictions—open closed-
ness, professional amateurs, market logic of doing good, and a face-
ful mass—instead of solving them and thus constantly fuels collec-
tive authentication practices. Our study extends existing findings on 
authenticity in three ways: We see a high potential in the dynamic 
perspective of authenticity paradoxes, find additional paradoxes rel-
evant to the marketing context, and point out the relevance of the 
individual, even against the backdrop of collective authentication.

INTRODUCTION
How come a collective that initially formed around a communal 

resentment to market hegemony is now so well integrated in the mar-
ket that it becomes an award-winning brand? This is what happened 
to the online open-source community around Mozilla Firefox at the 
biggest computer fair in Germany in 2011, when they were elected 
brand of the year for their successful introduction of the Firefox 
brand (“Mozilla Awards” 2011).

In their beginnings, many consumer-producer communities fol-
lowed a grassroots effort, distancing themselves from the profit motive, 
and, by thriving on values of openness and transparency, they were able 
to blur the boundaries between internal and external realities, granting 
consumers “the authority to walk backstage” (Holt 2002, 86). In do-
ing so, they have been perceived and recognized as authentic, valuable 
cultural resources that were able to compensate for the perceived loss 
of a personalized self in mass society. Some well-established consumer-
producer communities have given up parts of their anti-conformist and 
resistant aura and turned to gradual professionalization in favor of a 
more mainstream logic of market success. They have turned into “com-
mercially viable” (Fitzgerald 2006, 587), entrepreneurial (Hemetsberg-
er 2006, 2008) organizations and are so displaying characteristics of 
commercialization; factors which have been associated with a gradual 
loss of authenticity (Alexander 2009; Arsel and Thompson 2011; Baron 
2004; Beverland 2005, 2006; Carroll and Swaminathan 2000; Holt 
2002; Kozinets 2002a; Thompson and Arsel 2004).

A collision of two contradictory notions very often initiates a 
vast number of discussions displaying polarized either/or viewpoints 
(Lewis 2000). Likewise, researchers are raising concerns about the 
seeming commercialization of non-profit organizations, regarding it 
to be against a non-profit organization’s nature to rely on commercial 
revenues (Child 2010). 

This study wants to understand how entrepreneurial consumer-
producer communities, which are similarly challenged by contradic-
tory discourse, aim to balance the need to adapt to market conven-
tions and, simultaneously, keep up their authenticity. In other words, 
this study aims to understand authentication practices of a collective. 
In the theory part, we aim to conceptualize the need for understand-
ing collective authentication, drawing on authenticity and organiza-
tion theory literature. Next, we present our specific research subject, 
the Mozilla marketing community, and provide details on our empiri-
cal study. We find four major contradictions arising from the commu-
nity discourse that are enabling authentication—open closed-ness, 
professional amateurs, market logic of doing good, and a face-ful 
mass—and describe how the contradictions are fueling discourse 
and, simultaneously, authentication processes. 

THEORY

Views on Authenticity
Authenticity has been discussed in various disciplines, grounding 

its relevance in the world’s growing superficiality (Boyle 2004; Gilm-
ore and Pine 2007; Grayson 2002; Leigh, Peters, and Shelton 2006). 
In conceptualizing authenticity, we identify three major viewpoints 
across disciplines; objective, constructivist, and existential views on 
authenticity (Wang 1999, Leigh et al. 2006, Alexander 2009).

According to an objective viewpoint, authenticity can be pinned 
down to absolute, objective criteria, leading to a definition of authen-
ticity that is closest to genuineness and originality. While Grayson and 
Martinec’s (2004) indexical authenticity can be compared to objective 
authenticity, the authors define an additional type, iconic authenticity, 
which denotes an authentic reproduction and is judged according to 
its similarity to something that is indexically authentic. Grayson and 
Martinec (2004) do not regard these two kinds of authenticity to be 
exclusive either and support the idea that authenticity is not inherent 
to an object, but rather a socially or individually constructed judg-
ment. Rose and Wood (2005) further develop the constructivist un-
derstanding of authenticity by studying how the perception of reality 
television programming is negotiated. In line with Kozinets (2001) or 
Peñaloza (2001), Rose and Wood (2005) argue that―in postmodern 
times―consumers are blurring the boundaries between fiction and 
reality and so create their own “hyperreality” (Baudrillard 1983) in 
which they perceive a kind of “hyperauthenticity.” Similar to Cohen 
(1988) and Arnould and Price (2000), Rose and Wood (2005) find 
that an “experience is not objectively real but rather endowed with 
authenticity by the individual” (295). Beverland’s (2009) studies on 
brand authenticity follow a similar notion; however, he takes on a 
more management-oriented perspective when he suggests authentic-
ity attributes (Beverland 2005, 2006) or habits of iconic brands (Bev-
erland 2009) to contribute to authenticity claims.

Existential authenticity is deeply grounded in existential phi-
losophy, with Kierkegaard, Sartre, and Heidegger among the repre-
sentatives (Golomb 1995). In this tradition, authenticity takes a cen-
tral role and describes the existential condition of being, in which an 
individual is “true to oneself, and acts as a counterdose to the loss 
of ‘true self’ in public roles and public spheres in modern Western 
society” (Berger 1973, as cited in Wang 1999, 359). The focus on 
the authentic self has been adapted in various other fields; manage-
ment literature is vastly discussing the concept of the authentic leader 
(e.g., Special Issue of The Leadership Quarterly, 16, 2005) and tour-
ism literature has recognized the potential of existential authenticity 
in tourism experiences (Wang 1999; Steiner and Reisinger 2006).

Although interested in self authentication, community research 
takes a quite different stance towards the self which is not existen-
tialist but rather (social) constructivist. Subculture and community 
research identified means to authenticate the self within a collective 
(Arnould and Price 2000; Beverland, Farrelly, and Quester 2010; 
Widdicombe and Wooffitt 1990). Wang (1999) and Arnould and Price 
(2000) find as well individual and collective factors that influence the 
authentic self as a member of a group. Wang (1999) distinguishes 
between intra-personal authenticity, involving individual physical 
and psychological concerns, and inter-personal authenticity, which 
can only be reached in a social context and having relationships with 
others. Similarly, Taylor (1991) locates authenticity as part of a dia-
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log between the individual and others of significance. Arnould and 
Price (2000) find self-authenticating acts, “self-referential behaviors 
actors feel reveal or produce the ‘true’ self” (138), and authoritative 
performances, “collective displays aimed at inventing or refashion-
ing cultural traditions” (Arnould and Price 2000, 140) that situate the 
self within society.

These three literature streams leave us with diverging view-
points and insights into various idiosyncratic research contexts, and 
the conclusion that authenticity can either be judged on objective/
existential grounds, or is rather co-constructed based on a specific 
frame of reference. Whereas the objective view emphasizes genu-
ineness and originality, the authentic self is either self-referential/
existentialist, or other-referential, becoming an authentic group 
member through authoritative performances. An other-referential 
view implies that authenticity is not a question of being true to self 
for all time, but rather of being true to self-in-context or true to self-
in-relationship (Erickson 1995), emphasizing the impossibility to be 
authentic but rather act authentically. Authenticity, then, is a tran-
sient concept, changing its system of reference across different situ-
ations, relationships, times, and places. Even historical objects can 
only be judged as authentic from the perspective of their origins; 
their use/display in museums is not authentic but rather constructed 
as appropriately authentic in a contemporary setting. For collectives 
representing social entities, their existence is inherently based on so-
cial institutionalization. As such, they are void of any essentialist 
character. The postmodern challenge of authenticity for collectives 
is that of many different possible authenticities that are contextually 
co-constructed. 

But how do collectives cope with multiple possible authentici-
ties? How can they authenticate their existence, not only vis-à-vis 
their members but also the “the outer world”? Authenticity litera-
ture offers insights into the role of the community as a means to 
authenticate the self; the authenticating collective remains an under-
researched domain. 

Authenticating Collectives
Some references to a collective form of authenticity are made 

in organizational theory. Authors like Carroll and Wheaton (2009), 
who take on an internal identity perspective, focus on the question of 
how authenticity can be effectively projected to an audience. Carroll 
and Wheaton do not regard authenticity construction as a collective 
endeavor but as features that are deeply grounded in the organiza-
tion’s identity. Similar to literature on authenticity, the authors back 
out of the perspective of the organization as an authenticating collec-
tive, and present authenticity as a bundle of characteristics, such as 
sincerity and “being true to one’s self” and one’s craft. Yet, the au-
thors introduce an interesting perspective on authenticity as related 
to organizational identity.

Harrison and Corley (2011) offer a practice-oriented and more 
open attitude towards authenticity, when they employ an open-sys-
tems perspective. They define authenticity as a balancing act be-
tween practices of cultural infusing, importing and translating cultur-
al material, and cultural seeding, exporting cultural material. In their 
model of cultural cultivation, the authors lay grounds for a circular 
view of organizational authentication. A circular view emphasizes 
the necessity to not just seed and propagate organizational ethos and 
style but simultaneously bring in new members, new knowledge, 
and ways of doing, thus keeping organizational structures flexible 
and open. Harrison and Corley’s (2011) notion of authenticity as 
constructed through cultural cultivation explicitly integrates exter-
nal parties as co-constructors of the organization. Through parallel 
processes of infusing and seeding, the authors claim, organizations 

can solve the authenticity paradox of being unique as an organiza-
tion and similar to interested external parties at the same time (Lewis 
2000), thereby solving issues of authenticity with members, custom-
ers, and a larger social audience (Carroll and Swaminathan 2000). 
Similar to Harrison and Corley (2011), Driver (2006) argues that 
being connected is part of an authentic, relational organizational 
self-definition. Hence, collective authentication means connecting 
various actors and claims. By doing that, Driver (2006) and Liedtka 
(2008) argue, authentication also takes on a moral quality, exposing 
organizational action to public scrutiny. 

In accordance with Driver (2006), Liedtka (2008), Harrison 
and Corley (2011), and other (social) constructivist approaches in 
authenticity literature (Beverland 2005; Leigh et al. 2006; Peterson 
1997, 2002), we assume that authenticity is the result of an interplay 
between various actors and therefore, a dynamic process of authenti-
cation that resolves the paradox of multiple authenticity claims. We 
will focus on processes of authentication, thereby contributing to an 
understanding of the practices employed by actors involved in the 
authentication of a collective.

METHODOLOGY
Our investigation into collective authentication processes is 

based on the information-rich case of the Mozilla Foundation and 
Corporation. The Mozilla online marketing community is especially 
interesting, because it is the first one of its kind trying to combine 
all the contradictory assumptions of the open-source movement 
and marketing practice. In 2007, popular media was talking about 
the Mozilla paradox, praising Mozilla’s successful way of operat-
ing (Freedman 2007). However, changes such as increasing market 
share and growing professionalization were perceived as a challenge 
for Mozilla’s core values, thus endangering its claims of authentic-
ity. The marketing community was identified as a kind of bottleneck 
where open-source collides with a business logic, and presumably 
leads to appropriation by the capitalist market system. The Mozilla 
Corporation is critically aware of these perils and therefore offers 
rich data on collective authentication discourses.

Our netnographic study (Kozinets 2002b, 2010) focuses on 
Mozilla’s marketing community, taking into account data collected 
from the Mozilla mailing lists (the marketing and the community 
Drumbeat mailing list), respective Mozilla Wiki pages, 13 blogs, 
and eight interviews with key engagement staff and marketing vol-
unteers. Before entering the online field, we tried to get to know 
more about how Mozilla is organized on- and offline. We, therefore, 
researched the web presence of Mozilla, tried to learn more about 
Mozilla’s history and projects, and became familiar with the open-
source phenomenon. We got into contact with local Mozillians (a 
common denomination of Mozilla community members) and attend-
ed two community meetings in Munich. We then entered the field 
by gathering data from the official Mozilla marketing mailing list. 
We selected posts for coding according to their relevance and the at-
tention they attracted among community members (Kozinets 2010). 
The mailing lists and other central information websites helped us to 
identify key and most active participants within the field. Based on 
this observation, we gathered data from 13 blogs dealing with issues 
germane to our study—with a focus on blogs written by employees 
of the Mozilla Corporation or Foundation. Blogs hosted by well-
known employees proved to be most relevant, as they were well fre-
quented and most interactive. In many cases they served as informa-
tion source for voluntary contributors, because staff reported on their 
projects and published professional or personal thoughts. In those 
first steps, we took a purely observational position (Kozinets 2006) 
and when necessary, checked the Mozilla Wiki for background in-
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formation. The online observation covers a period of about one year, 
from August 2010 to August 2011—a time when tremendous chang-
es, such as the hiring of a large number of new employees, were 
taking place within the Mozilla community. In order to complement 
the online data, we conducted four in-depth interviews with core en-
gagement employees from different positions in the marketing field, 
one in-depth interview with a SUMO (Support Mozilla) employee, 
and three in-depth interviews with active volunteers selected accord-
ing to their active participation on the marketing mailing list.

The transcript of more than eight hours of interview footage, 
the downloaded online material, and memos written during the data 
gathering and initial coding stages, were abstracted and coded ac-
cording to grounded theory (Goulding 2002; Strauss and Corbin 
1998) and constant comparative method (Charmaz 2006) by using 
open-source software for qualitative data analysis (TAMS analyzer). 
Most often, Mozillians referred to their mission and core values, to-
wards the Mozillian way of doing things, and how to develop and 
safeguard it. We were able to gain a deeper understanding of the 
Mozilla community through the first author’s attendance at a ma-
jor European community meeting, MozCamp Europe 2011. This al-
lowed her to meet some interview partners and bloggers face-to-face 
and engage in enlightening discussions with them. 

FINDINGS
Our analytical journey from first categorization to an advanced 

understanding of Mozilla discourse around authenticity issues cul-
minated in four fundamental contradictions—open closed-ness; 
professional amateurs; market logic of doing good, and a face-ful 
mass. These contradictory notions are not there to be resolved but 
are fueling discourse and initiate collective authentication processes. 
Figure 1 gives an overview of the various contradictions and respec-
tive authentication processes identified.

Figure 1: Collective Authentication Processes and 
Contradictions.

Open Closed-ness
The Mozilla marketing community translates its demands 

for openness and transparency, rooted in their open-source coding 
background, directly into the field of marketing. By doing so, they 
are often reaching the limitations of traditional marketing theories’ 
assumptions of closed/internal development of marketing tactics. 
When openness and transparency is one of the key values, the sur-
prise factor of a campaign launch can easily get lost. Pitt et al. (2006) 
refer to these opposing dimensions of brands, but predict that with 
rising demands of authentic brands traditionally closed brands will 
have to move along the continuum toward openness. Two authenti-
cation processes emerge from this contradiction and simultaneously 
expand the closed branding approach; giving reasons and intentions 
and revealing the hidden agenda.

Complete transparency within a community is difficult to ac-
complish, as communication among a large group of people in-
creases complexity—even more so, if it is globally distributed as 
in the case of Mozilla. Despite a variety of communication tools 
available, information exclusivity is not unusual and can have dif-
ferent sources; though some information might be available, it does 
not necessarily mean that everyone receives it. Communication at 
Mozilla takes place on two levels. The first level conveys straightfor-
ward, informative content about what is done at Mozilla with regard 
to marketing efforts. The second level, which can be regarded as 
a kind of meta-level, serves to process this sober information con-
tent in a more subtle way and involves giving reasons and intentions 
and, sometimes, revealing the hidden agenda. Communication on 
this meta-level becomes essential when the marketing volunteers are 
not sufficiently integrated in a specific project, and thus, this kind of 
closed-ness needs to be balanced. The following passage taken from 
the Mozilla Wiki, illustrates best, how projects are presented to the 
whole community.

“Purpose

• Build on (and grow) brand affinity for Firefox: help people 
understand that we’re about something bigger than just a 
browser.

• Grow a bigger base to back 50k Mozillians who donate 
time: millions of supporters backing our community.

• Raise funds for grants and programs like Mozilla Drum-
beat that create new tools and drive innovation.

Anti-purpose

• Join Mozilla is NOT a replacement for our existing con-
tributor community 

• We already have programs to support Firefox and 
Thunderbird contributors, and plan to grow and im-
prove them throughout 2011 

• We also have programs like Mozilla Drumbeat aimed 
at getting new kinds of contributors and projects into 
Mozilla…” 

(“Join Mozilla” from the Mozilla Wiki)

The information provided by the initiators of this project, called 
“Join Mozilla,” goes far beyond the key data that would usually be 
communicated to relevant stakeholders. Outlining the purpose, and 
even the anti-purpose, of the project, helps voluntary contributors 
to better understand why it is necessary to pursue this project—its 
existence becomes legitimated within a wider community and will-
ingness to support it might rise. 

Whenever the community still does not feel sufficiently enlight-
ened and says so, it is critical that staff reacts, further explains the 
project, and reveals its hidden agenda. This goes even as far as lay-
ing marketing strategies completely bare. An extract from a discus-
sion on one of the employee’s blogs shows how such a hidden agen-
da might look like. This discussion was about whether a donator, 
without having contributed, should be able to become a Mozillian.

“All the best practices show that you need to give people a 
small and easy way to get involved first, and then slowly to help 
the most motivated amongst them dig into deeper contribution.
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So, that’s the thinking behind the $5 — based on what we’ve 
seen in other big nonprofits that use volunteers.” (staff member, 
posted to his/her blog, January 6, 2011)

In this case, the employee reveals the hidden agenda by publicly 
stating online that the thought behind this idea was to drag more 
contributors into the project.

On other occasions, closed-ness is even created purposefully; 
when contributors need to sign up for project groups. This is how a 
voluntary contributor describes this situation:

“They have had you sign up for the launch campaigns. I have 
been too busy to sign up for those and those were purposely 
done secretly, so that... so anyone could be involved in the 
launch, but all the plans were happening close, so that it would 
be a surprise to people who weren’t involved.” (voluntary con-
tributor, interview, June 23, 2011)

On the one hand, this quotation shows how easily community 
members feel excluded from the project, but on the other hand, the 
person is still aware of what is going on. Mozillians do not leave 
anyone in the dark. Though the contributor is not very happy about 
being excluded, he or she shows understanding. Within this exclu-
sive group, however, unrestricted and targeted communication is 
possible. Interestingly, fully embracing the contradiction of open 
closed-ness, which means full information on demand but avoidance 
of complexity (Hemetsberger and Reinhardt 2009), leads to the high-
est level of transparency.

Professional amateurs
The contradiction of the professional amateurs derives from the 

heterogeneity within the marketing community consisting of both 
paid staff und voluntary contributors with different backgrounds and 
knowledge in marketing. Though this category might be reminiscent 
of what Beverland (2009, 63) refers to, when he writes about “ap-
pearing as artisanal amateurs,” it is distinctive in several ways. It 
neither involves the element of “appearance” implying a kind of con-
ceit, nor is it about downplaying their professionalism. 

The question which arises in the context of Mozilla is who 
is the amateur and who the professional. Is it the fully trained and 
experienced marketer or is it the dedicatedly involved community 
member? Three processes transcending this contradiction of profes-
sional amateurs could be identified; jointly reflecting, relativizing 
their roles, and educating.

There are instances when the whole community is jointly re-
flecting on what Mozilla is and does, making concessions, relativ-
izing their roles, and consequently embracing their disparities. The 
discussion forum but also blogs are vital sources for such discourses. 
Here an example where one of the basic qualities of Mozilla―open-
ness―is revisited. 

“Working open is a means to an end. As [Ben] pointed out, the 
key question is not whether every itty bitty piece of communi-
cation or decision-making should be “open” or “closed.” The 
key question is: How does working in the open enable useful 
participation? How does it help us be more agile? How does it 
produce visible progress and momentum? How does it help us 
do good?” (staff member, posted to his/her blog, April 6, 2011)

Here, voluntary contributors and employees are reflecting on 
what working in the open means. By referring to another person and 
raising questions, the author of this passage suggests that there is a 

discussion on this central issue and that he would love others to join 
in on this discussion. 

While marketing staff emphasizes that they are first and fore-
most community members, the distinct roles of staff and voluntary 
contributors become evident nevertheless. However, staff members 
are trying to work against such boundaries by giving each communi-
ty member a voice and listening to these voices. Staff regularly asks 
the community for their feedback and so lessen power discrepan-
cies. While staff might have a better knowledge about how market-
ing should look in theory, voluntary members are the acknowledged 
experts when it comes to localizing them. Voluntary contributors are 
explicitly consulted when it comes to local decisions; accordingly, 
their expert statuses are relativized. An interview partner, a Mozilla 
staff, put it best when he or she said that the voluntary contributors 
were their “checks and balances” (interview, June 16, 2011). 

In another attempt, staff offers marketing tools to the whole 
community—educating them in doing marketing, enhancing their 
understanding of actions, and so helping them to digest marketing 
efforts. By doing so, they reduce knowledge differences and, at the 
same time, teach the community to spread Mozilla’s message in a 
desirable way. One of the best examples for this is the Firefox Brand 
Toolkit, which, developed by marketing staff, should help the com-
munity to tell the Mozilla story as consistently as possible. By ex-
plaining theoretical marketing concepts, as shown in the following 
verbatim, professionalization of volunteer contribution is supported, 
too. 

“I’ve been asking myself recently: what does effective social 
marketing look like in the internet era? How could it improve 
internet literacy? The core of social marketing is extremely sim-
ple messaging that makes people care about seemingly hard to 
grok concepts. It’s difficult to imagine millions of people get-
ting excited about ‘how to read a URL’ — but this is what so-
cial marketing is about.” (staff member, posted to his/her blog, 
April 14, 2011)

Straightforwardly, this staff member explains the concept of 
“social marketing” in an easy language. The practice of asking for 
feedback and these processes of educating approve to the meta-
phor of infusing and seeding raised by Harrison and Corley (2011) 
and are signs for openness. The passage also implies that Mozilla 
staff does not aim to downplay or even hide its professional atti-
tude towards marketing. Though the community is also striving for 
professionalism, their actions are still done in an amateurish style; 
especially local marketing efforts, aimed at spreading Mozilla’s mis-
sion and gaining new community members, are organized by the 
local community, without following strict marketing rules. Neither 
are amateurs trying to mimic professionalism, nor are professionals 
mimicking amateurish action; Mozillians rather pursue both styles, 
depending on who is talking and who they are talking to. In order not 
to resolve this contradiction, it is crucial for Mozilla to keep up this 
element of amateurship which helps them to mitigate their alignment 
with the market and emphasizes their communal spirit.

Market logic of doing good
Though Mozilla does not base its decision-making on profit 

motives, as their corporation is fully owned by the foundation, its 
marketing is well-embedded in the market logic. This contradiction 
of working with means that are in line with the current market logic, 
but not striving for profit maximization, is balanced by the authenti-
cation process of reminding themselves and others of their mission. 

Mozilla staff and volunteers embrace the market logic for pur-
suing their agenda and proudly discuss their marketing efforts and 
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achievements—though they might not support the market ideology 
entirely. The following example is part of a discussion among staff 
and volunteers about whether to use or not to use non-free services 
for their viral marketing efforts. This volunteer clearly argues for 
making use of such market logic tools.

“The main focus that convinced me into joining Drumbeat is 
involving people to jump into a wider garden. If we deliberately 
ignore or just don’t use such media like the “walled/non- free 
etc...” to communicate our goals, ideas and approach, we are 
putting ourselves into another walled garden. Probably more 
pure, better and cleaner. But it’s walled same way. Given the 
fact that ppl just use them, and we want to reach out for new 
people to join open web approach, I don’t really see any other 
option rather than using nonfree services in other to spread our 
ideas, projects and results.” (voluntary contributor, message 
posted to the community Drumbeat mailing list, February 17, 
2011)

What this contributor impressively argues is that, as long as it 
is for reaching their goals, it is okay to use methods that might be 
opposed to their values because if they were avoiding them, they 
would also act against their principles. Implicitly, this contributor 
already balances the contradiction of a market-based logic of do-
ing good when he or she implicitly refers to Mozilla’s mission by 
claiming that “we want to reach out for new people to join open 
web approach.” This process of reminding themselves and others of 
their mission to strive for the betterment of the Web is also visible in 
communication efforts. Here a quotation of what a Mozilla employee 
writes about the Mozilla Parks campaign, where Mozilla cooperated 
with several nature parks.

“Comparing the need to protect physical commons with the 
need to protect digital commons is showing promise as an ef-
fective way to talk about Mozilla’s mission, so we wanted to re-
fine the idea further with one more park (or in this case, beach) 
page.” (staff member, posted to his/her blog, April 9, 2010)

By cooperating with nature parks that aim to “protect physical 
commons” Mozilla wants to convey an impressive picture of their 
mission. As their Mozilla’s mission is very much grounded in their 
history, reciting their evolution story and the reason the project came 
into existence is another powerful tool used to further legitimize 
Mozilla’s actions, no matter how much they might be in line with 
the market logic. Only by embracing both ends of the continuum, 
Mozilla is able to balance this contradiction; a contradiction that re-
flects Holt’s (2002) prediction that authenticity judgments will no 
longer depend on profit motives and simultaneously objects to cur-
rent literature regarding commercialization to be a disauthenticat-
ing factor (Alexander 2009; Arsel and Thompson 2011; Baron 2004; 
Beverland 2005, 2006; Carroll and Swaminathan 2000; Holt 2002; 
Kozinets 2002a; Thompson and Arsel 2004).

A face-ful mass
Though it is the power of the community as a whole that em-

powers Mozilla, they nevertheless aim to single out the individual. 
This finding adds to Smith and Berg’s (1987) notion that within 
successful groups, members must be able to express their individu-
alities. Lewis (2000) lists three methods that help to manage such 
paradoxes: “maintaining a task focus, valuing differences, and re-
ducing power discrepancies” (770). While the issue of power dis-
crepancies supports our findings on professional amateurs, this study 
can add two processes at the Mozilla marketing community that are 

transcending the contradiction of the face-ful mass: sharing personal 
details and being visible and approachable.

Staff members try not to be faceless decision makers responsi-
ble for a large number of people. They share personal details through 
various personal blogs, but also through social networks sites, where 
most Mozillians, both staff and volunteers, have signed up. Exhibit 
1 shows a picture posted by a Mozilla employee on Facebook—a 
snapshot of a funny moment at the office. It reveals a lot about the 
character of both people in it and gives others a glimpse of how work 
life at Mozilla might sometimes look like. 

Exhibit 1: Picture posted on Facebook (November 23, 2011)

Twitter is one of the main media in order to find out what is go-
ing on at Mozilla and has even been recommended as being the most 
effective tool in order to be up to date about Mozilla. On Flick’r, 
anyone can access pictures of community events and private, more 
intimate ones, as for example wedding photos. Mozilla even hosts an 
online video channel, Air Mozilla, where various videos and com-
munity meetings are aired. This format, which allows a globally dis-
persed community to get a feeling of intimacy and closeness, has 
been very well received. All those tools are basically there to foster 
practices of sharing—resembling Belk’s (2010) concept of sharing 
in, thus “making extended self boundaries permeable to others” 
(726). Sharing in extends sheer expressions of individuality that dif-
ferentiate the individual from the other (Smith and Berg 1987) and 
is more about letting others in. Simultaneously, sharing can lead to 
a higher visibility and a certain accountability of actors. An inter-
viewee describes the importance of being visible and approachable:

“…assuming that you as an individual are close to the project’s 
meaning and that you are accountable to the community and the 
people there… that they know you, that you’re visible, that you 
are not faceless. That you are prepared to stand up for what you 
are doing.” (staff member, interview, June 8, 2011)

As staff and other community members “stand up for what 
[they] are doing,” actions are always linked to a certain person who 
is personally made responsible for what is going on. This kind of 
personification is very important, because when there is something 
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wrong about a project, the person responsible can directly be ad-
dressed. However, personification at Mozilla goes even further, with 
a staff member describing Mozilla as a “sea of smiling faces” (staff 
member, interview, June 16, 2011) and a contributor who claims 
to think a lot about “the Mozilla mission through […] a person” 
(voluntary contributor, interview, July 5, 2011). The extent of vis-
ibility and accessibility of Mozillians seems quite unmanageable 
to outsiders and paradoxical, considering their immense workload. 
Mozillians’ solution to this paradox is quite counterintuitive. Visibil-
ity of the private side of Mozillians provides cultural and personal 
information, and accessibility increases trust, which both lead to less 
information needs. Again, contradictions are not tackled but natural-
ized through actions reviving their contradictory nature.

DISCUSSION
Contradictions are constructed (Lewis 2000). In the same man-

ner as we accept harmony and consistency as being balanced and 
harmonious, we discursively construct contradictions and paradoxes 
as paradoxical and contradictory. The findings of our study not only 
show that we are able to find contradictory elements when we search 
for them, but that in successful producer-consumer communities 
contradictions fuel discourse in a positive way and so authenticate 
community action. Our study finds that authenticity is not plain and 
one-dimensional, but what is seemingly inauthentic is just the other 
side of the coin of authenticity. By showing that both sides can fruit-
fully complement each other instead of threatening authenticity, or-
ganizations can find positive paths of change without losing identity, 
hence authenticity.

Our findings also highlight in what ways contradictions contrib-
ute to authentication. We find nine collective authentication practices 
which constantly engage people in lively discourse. Yet, communi-
cation about tasks and daily activities is not sufficient. We found 
that community members engage in strategic thinking, formulating 
theses and anti-theses in accounts of purposeful communication and 
revelations of the hidden agenda. These findings also support the 
assumption that transparency is essential for authentication (Holt 
2002). Similar to Harrison and Corley (2011), we also find a constant 
exchange of what they frame as ethos and style, however, we find no 
internal and external party but rather a flow of meta-communication 
among all members of the community. Infusing and seeding culture 
(Harrison and Corley 2011) comes from all members, facilitated by 
practices of relativizing roles. Relativizing roles critically depends 
on the paradox of professional amateurs that inspires the community 
to continuous reflecting and educating where it is not that profession-
als educate amateurs, but equally so vice versa (Hemetsberger and 
Reinhardt 2009; Kozinets, Hemetsberger, and Schau 2008; Schau, 
Muñiz, and Arnould 2009). 

Embracing the market logic out of a former resentment against 
the hegemony of the market seems an adventurous, or at least a 
brave-hearted move. Yet, even marketers today claim that it is not 
the market logic that prevents positive and authentic organizational 
action but rather its misinterpretation as capitalism (Arnould 2007). 
The Mozilla case shows that producer-consumer communities as-
cribe a functional role to market mechanisms as enablers and mul-
tipliers of value-creating practices; value that is judged against the 
community’s mission, which members constantly remind themselves 
of. The market logic of doing good reflects Holt’s (2002) predic-
tion that authenticity judgments will no longer depend on profit mo-
tives. Authentic consumer-producer brands seem to be prototypical 
citizen-artists, providing cultural resources for the community and 
beyond (Holt 2002).

These citizen artists have a face and share. Our findings under-
score the importance of sharing (Belk 2010) as a collective authen-
tication practice but also as an important theoretical concept for un-
derstanding producer-consumer communities. Community members 
impressively demonstrate that by being visible and approachable, 
they are able to reduce communication complexity and overload, 
corroborating findings from other open-source community research 
(Hemetsberger and Reinhardt 2009). 

In order to enhance understanding of the functionality of col-
lective authentication practices and its grounding in contradictions, 
we draw on organization theory and literature about paradoxes, in 
particular. Generally, organization literature maintains that we are 
used to think in a dialectical manner, and our language feeds the 
tendency to polarize (Lewis 2000). Westenholz (1993) juxtaposes 
the concept of paradox with other similar concepts, such as conflict, 
inconsistency, ambivalence, irony, or dialectic. “Paradoxes differ 
from…[other]…concepts in that no choice needs to be made (is 
possible) between the two contradictions constituting the paradox. 
The contradictory elements are present simultaneously and are ac-
cepted as such” (Westenholz 1993, 41). Westenholz (1993), Lewis 
(2000), Lüscher and Lewis (2008), and Smith and Lewis (2011) in 
their works on organizational change maintain that organizational 
change is at the same time hampered and enhanced by paradoxes, 
depending on how well organizations are able to reframe and rein-
tegrate paradoxes into organizational processes. They outline three 
main paradoxes of learning, organizing, and belonging which liken 
our findings in many ways. Major commonalities in the resolution of 
these paradoxes are “open communications,” “superordinate goals” 
(reminding of mission) (Lewis 2000, 765), and “reducing power dis-
crepancies” (relativizing roles) (770). It seems that the majority of 
authenticity literature has largely overlooked this great potential to 
integrate inauthenticity into the authenticity paradox. Only Rose and 
Wood (2005) found that contradictions of reality television program-
ming lead to the engagement of the consumer; an engagement which 
the authors interpreted as “a causal role for paradox in judgment 
of authenticity” (294). Harrison and Corley (2011) also recognize 
authenticating practices as a way of balancing organizational para-
doxes such as the need to be similar and unique at the same time. 

Our study contributes to a reframing of authenticity in three 
ways. Firstly, we see no positive end state of being authentic but 
rather high potential to learn from authenticity-inauthenticity para-
doxes. Secondly, we contribute to organizational accounts of authen-
ticity and organizational paradoxes in that we add two paradoxes 
that are relevant in a contemporary marketing context―the paradox 
of professional amateurs and market logic of doing good. Thirdly, 
we extend authenticity theorization beyond issues of the authenticat-
ing self (in society) and add a collective dimension of authentication 
practices. However, collective authentication does not go without in-
clusion of individual action, as demonstrated by our findings. Simi-
larly, Liedtka (2008) and Driver (2006) argue that an organization is 
both an entity in and of itself and a collective of specific individuals, 
thus complicating the concept of organizational authenticity.

Collective authentication resembles the transcendence of para-
doxes (Lewis 2000) as it implies the capacity to think and act para-
doxically. It involves a leap in thinking and acting inauthentically 
authentic and authentically inauthentic.
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ABSTRACT
The study offers a rich non-Western context for theorizing 

about co-creation and the ideological role of social media for global 
brands. This paper is the result of a netnography of six social me-
dia communities in Turkey focusing on the Coca Cola brand. Our 
findings suggest that some local rituals integrate the brand with the 
traditions of the local culture. Each culture has its own way of deal-
ing with such tensions by daily consumption experiences and rituals. 
Resolutions are not the province of those produce anti-Coke rheto-
ric, as Holt’s (2002) study of resistant brand activists suggests, but 
rather of the average consumer. Thus, this study offers insights on 
how local and global social media and online discussions co-create 
the meanings surrounding a brand. Global-local social media-based 
brand co-creation can be understood as an ideological element of 
consumption processes in people’s daily lives. 

INTRODUCTION
Social media and online communities have transformed the 

world of marketing as a source of ideas and insights for more than a 
decade. This transformation has also made the cultural contexts that 
influence the ideological and political sides of consumption more 
visible. Ideologies in consumer narratives trigger tensions and stand 
as both a threat and an information source for global brands that 
have to face varying cultural contexts. Ironically, global brands can 
both be a source of such tensions but also become successful at the 
same time, as with Thompson and Arsel’s (2004) study of Starbucks. 
Brand meaning is produced collectively. The brand value co-creation 
process is social and continuous, and is a highly dynamic and inter-
active process between the firm, the brand, the community and all 
stakeholders. Thus, consumer narratives from social media sources 
are useful data to study such processes. Despite the importance of the 
anti-branding, the literature does not offer us an adequate explanation 
about the role of the social media in how such contrasts and tensions 
are resolved in different cultural settings, and about how a brand still 
remains a global sweetheart. Coca Cola is one such context.

Thus, the purpose of this research is to explore the ideologi-
cal and cultural bases of how such tensions are resolved through the 
social media. To explore these issues, our research includes locating 
richly textured venues in the extensive user-generated content on the 
internet (Kozinets 2010).

Theoretical Foundations
Co-Creation and (Online) Brand Communities

Consumers are acting as creative agents in the co-production 
of value that alters our understanding of consumers as merely users 
of the value provided by firms or other organizations. Both the con-
sumer and the producer as (operant) resource integrators co-create 
value (Vargo and Lusch 2004). Given this result, value depends on 
the context of complex and dynamic networks (Venkatesh, Peñaloza, 
and Fırat 2006) that comprise not only firms and customers but also 
the circumstances involving their communities and the other stake-
holders (Merz, He, and Vargo 2009). 

Others examine online communities under the contexts of col-
lective consumer creativity because social interactions can trigger 
new interpretations that consumers cannot generate alone (Hargadon 
and Bechy 2006; Szmigin and Reppel 2004). Online collective cre-
ativity not only provides researchers a new field for understanding 

the social phenomena, but also adds an alternative, free resource 
that the industry can exploit (Kozinets, Hemetsberger and Schau 
2008). This, in effect, realizes the value creation (Schau, Muñiz, and 
Arnould 2009). There are also ideologically oriented cultural excep-
tions that we explore in this study. 

Coke as the Context 
Coke has been chosen as the context as first it is a part of the 

daily lives both in the  online and offline worlds, and second, it is 
among the few brands that promote the creativity motives in consum-
ers (Ives 2004). Coca-Cola’s branding history also reflects the history 
of marketing (e.g., Hartley 1998). Hence the literature and market-
place mythologies (Thompson 2004) about Coke are relatively richer 
than any other global commodity (Ger and Belk 1996). As consumer 
cultures are continuing to evolve, the branding culture of Coke is a 
part of this evolution, giving it a value in marketing research in a 
variety of fields. The dynamism of Coke contains contrasts and con-
tradictions; that is, it has held the top spot in the global rankings for 
each of the past nine years (Interbrand 2011). 

Among global brands, Coke is always the subject of successful 
branding that creates emotional bonds even in the area of childhood 
memories (LaTour, LaTour, and Zinkhan 2009 and many others). It 
is also a symbol of globalization and Coca-Colanization (Askeg-
aard and Csaba 2000), of consumer resistance and anti-consumption 
movements (Varman and Belk 2009; Yazıcıoğlu and Fırat 2007; 
Krishnamurthy and Kucuk 2009) and as one of the few demoniz-
ing agents of imperialism (Klein 1999). Coke can even encourage a 
rhetoric of the West versus Islam (Özkan and Foster 2005; Sandıkçı 
and Ekici 2009) in non-Western contexts. 

Schroder (2005) refers to one of Andy Warhol’s most famous 
quotes, “A Coke is a Coke. You can’t buy a better Coke,” and ar-
gues that it captures the core strategy of the world’s most successful 
brand – its distribution power, marketing activities and emotional 
bonds with the consumers. Indeed, Coca-Cola does not segment its 
market based on quality or price, but remains a psychological entity 
as much as a physical product; its brand equity goes beyond mere 
material ingredients. Miller (1998: 171) refers to an advertiser who 
claims, “I don’t think Coca-Cola projects. I think that Coca-Cola re-
flects’’ in the pursuit to explore the underlying corporate strategies 
for globalization. Yet the literature is relatively silent on how this 
reflection really takes place, that is, through the cultural elements of 
a global brand (Askegaard 2006) and the place of mass communica-
tion (Borak 1986) due to its wide segmentation. 

RESEARCH METHOD
 Netnography

This research deploys netnography as the method that enables 
us to examine the multifarious and multiplicative nature of consumer 
cultures through a sphere of networked communications that the in-
ternet illuminates (Kozinets 2002; 2006; 2010). 

Data Collection
The data collection has taken place in six online communities 

and social media in Turkey. To start with, Eksisozluk (www.eksiso-
zluk.com) is currently one of the biggest online communities in Tur-
key. Established in 1999, it is a collaborative hypertext dictionary 
on the web (i.e., a wiki) with over 220,000 members contributing 
to it. The dictionary attracted the most crowded online traffic in 
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Turkey a couple of years ago. Due to its vast public influence, new 
online dictionaries emerged, each of which generally represents an 
ideological group. Eksisozluk deliberately avoids being associated 
with any ideology, but rather defends the freedom of speech. Hence, 
the online community enables us to compare and contrast conflict-
ing views in the same space. Despite competition, its online traffic 
currently ranks twenty-second in the country – even when Yahoo! 
(the twenty-fifth) is considered (alexa.com 2012). Unlike Wikipedia, 
eksisozluk is a de facto encyclopedia because each entry has to be 
written as a dictionary item that reflects subjective views containing 
experiences, rituals, discussions and critiques. They are like mini-
blogs, but there are a hierarchy and collective norms in the group that 
make it one of a kind as compared to other global practices. That is, it 
does not belong to any online community categorizations in Western 
cultures (e.g., the classification of online communities by Kozinets, 
Hemetsberger and Schau 2008). From eksisozluk the study includes 
all 516 definitions of Coke, entered between 1999 and June 2011 
and all 427 definitions of Rock’n Coke, a rock festival that has been 
organized by Coke since 2003. The number of entries shows the in-
volvement of consumers with a topic (e.g., people, brands, political 
events). For example the number of entries for Pepsi is 181 and Nike 
is 202 since 2000 (publicly open statistics of www.eksizsozluk.com 
by July 2011). Due to its both textual and contextual diversity when 
compared with other social media, eksisozluk represents the richest 
resource in our study.

The yahoogroup called Coca-Cola Collectors Club (which ap-
pears as Coca-Cola Koleksiyoncular Kulubu in Turkish) constitutes 
the second community in the study. The group was established in 
2001. In this online community, there are 170 members with 4693 
posts and 56 photographs about their experiences with Coke as the 
collectors. Like eksisozluk, this group represents the initial versions 
of the online communities in the sense that some of the members still 
use nicknames. The membership is restricted. Hence, the researchers 
had to disclose their identities and purposes due to the ethical issues 
involved. 

The data collection have included four Facebook groups on 
Coke in Turkish. Turkey represents one of the most crowded Face-
book countries in the world with more than thirty million users; this 
puts it in sixth place globally (socialbakers.com 2012). This popular 
social networking is also the second top website in the country (al-
exa.com 2012). Anybody can join and post these groups. The suben-
tries sometimes point to the degree of interaction among the group. 
But sometimes instead of a response, a new post is an answer. 

The first Facebook group in the study is one for Coca-Cola fans 
called Those Who Say That They Don’t Drink Any Other Cola But 
Coca-Cola (it appears as “Coca-Cola’dan Baska Kola Icmem Diy-
enler” in Turkish). The group was established in February 2008, and 
had 961 Coke fan members, 139 posts, 14 responses and 26 photos. 
The focus of this group (Facebook Coke Fans hereafter) is mainly 
socialization under the brand and to share their experiences. There 
are only a few negative remarks about Coke among the discussions. 
The group is open to the public and not moderated. 

The second Facebook group is for Rock’n Coke (it appears this 
way in Turkish). It was established in April 2008 and it has 3937 
members. The data contains 181 posts and 228 photographs from this 
group. The members are either the participants of previous Rock’n 
Coke festivals or those who plan to participate in that year’s festi-
val. The discussion topics are mostly about the performing bands or 
camping area in the festival or the tickets for sale. It is not moder-
ated. There are a few posts which criticize the festival. 

The third Facebook group is Coke Collectors (it appears as: 
“Coca-Cola Koleksiyonculari” in Turkish). Established in October 

2007, it had 89 members. The data contains 44 posts and 75 pho-
tographs from this group. This community counts as a subgroup of 
the yahoogroup because one finds the same people there who are 
members mainly for sharing, exchanging and trading the Coke col-
lection items. The posts are generally either announcements of meet-
ing dates and places or for exchanging and trading collectible items. 

The fourth Facebook group -- Coca-Cola - Continue the Boy-
cott (it appears as: “Coca-Cola Boykota Devam” in Turkish) -- is 
focused on anti-Islamic Coke boycott. The group started in February 
2009. There are discussions regarding the unhealthiness and pro-
military activities of Coke, but these are leitmotivs. The content of 
the discussions as well as its jargon describe the religiously oriented 
ideological standpoint of over 73,000 group members. The data con-
tains 614 posts and 1835 responses to these entries from this group. 
As the Coke boycott represents only a logo to attract those with 
the same ideological tendencies and discourses, the discussions are 
mostly about tangential topics (e.g., radical religious propaganda). 
This group has shown how Coke, as a logo, can become instrumental 
in attracting many people and for providing condensed anti-Coke 
discourses in a non-Western context. 

Analysis
The qualitative data analysis and interpretation that this study 

undertakes is in line with those that are adopted by the mainstream 
methods (Fischer and Otnes 2006; Kozinets, de Valck, Wojnicki and 
Wilner 2010). The data collection includes 6793 entries and posts 
that are coded and grouped in terms of consumption meanings, dai-
ly life events and co-creation as will be discussed in the findings. 
The researchers code the data into initial categories so as to analyze 
them for themes relevant to the research questions. In-person discus-
sions by the researchers and reiteratively visiting the data enable the 
achievement of a grounded interpretation. Revisiting and comparing 
the data continuously through multiple rounds of analysis provide 
sufficient interpretive convergence. At this stage the researchers 
constantly check for the mismatching cases in the data. Due to the 
limitations of space in this article the contextual richness and origi-
nality of eksisozluk entries is used as the main source of the intra-
thematically consistent excerpts.

FINDINGS
Coke not only satisfies the criteria of a brand community (Mu-

ñiz and O’Guinn 2001; Schau, Muñiz and Arnould 2009) but beyond 
this provides an umbrella value universe of a commodity (Askegaard 
2006) that collects alternative communities. The multi-dimension-
ality of Coke branding enables observation of such a strategically 
produced and disseminated commercial set of signs from different 
perspectives. The social media discourses revealed a number of both 
theoretical and methodological contributions to the literature that fo-
cus on the co-creation of meanings as will be discussed below.

Brand Meanings Causing Social Tensions: The Anti-Brand 
Rhetoric

In some parts of the world, non-western countries in particu-
lar, when there is a social movement against globalization and con-
sumption Coke is among the first to provide the symbol for an attack 
(e.g., Varman and Belk 2009; Sandıkçı and Ekici 2009). In line with 
Klein’s arguments (1999) it is often described as an agent of global-
ization and imperialism that is anti-union and anti-labor. In Turkey, 
Coke is the main target of those who are radical Islamists, an uncom-
mon theme in the western contexts. The activists often choose the 
brand (Krishnamurthy and Kucuk 2009) to attract anti-Coke com-
munity members who discuss various topics not necessarily under 
the heading of Coke. While including such data into the findings, 
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we were aware of the extreme emotions (Kozinets and Handelman 
1998), that a brand triggers, particularly regarding anti-branding and 
addiction. Yet these play important roles in creating social tensions 
and in resolving them.

As the data suggests, those who oppose Coke describe it as a 
company capable of doing anything to promote the product, from 
murder to animal testing. The evolving constellation of such nega-
tive connotations seems to materialize in an anti-Coke rhetoric that 
not only activists who are against globalization, but also by those 
who ideologically belong to radical religious groups utilize:

It is a company that sells sweetened water and makes millions of 
dollars by illegally treating workers in South America through 
anti-unionism and murderers. Because of this it is called “killer 
Coke” (www.killercoke.org). (tsan chan, posted on eksisozluk 
in 14.05. 2007)

The compulsion that Coke produces and the relevant health 
risks are among the favorite topics of the anti-Coke rhetoric as peo-
ple often regard them as obvious facts that are not subject to discus-
sion. Despite these, the pleasure it gives is also undeniable for many: 

It is a shitty drink whose formula is kept secret…It gives plea-
sure to everybody. If you ask me, with every sip, I only feel 
sorry remembering that the son of the pharmacist who invented 
it died of a morphine overdose. (melyus, posted on eksisozluk 
in 14.11.2009)

In a country where the majority of the population consists of 
Muslims (Izberk-Bilgin 2008; Sandıkçı and Ekici 2009), wherever 
necessary the theme of Israel under the leitmotiv of military action 
is used in the anti-Coke rhetoric. The perception of a pro-Israel com-
pany automatically implies opposing Islam and consequently, the 
Muslims in the local culture. Specifically, in the religiously oriented 
Facebook Coke Boycott group, such themes constitute one of the 
major topics that excite the group members: 

There cannot be anything dirtier. I got a friend who tells us not 
to drink it as they put cockroaches in it. The real purpose of 
my not drinking it is because of my Palestinian sisters. (Guher, 
posted in Facebook Coke Boycott group in 28.08. 2009)

[Response] Oh, I don’t believe that. Look at what we are drink-
ing. Thank you very much for this information. (Filiz, posted in 
Facebook Coke Boycott group in 29.08. 2009)

The anti-Coke discourses contain comments on how the com-
pany is anti-union and anti-labor and against cultural values (i.e., 
including both local culture and rock culture). The narratives reveal 
the negative connotations with corporate communications like the 
sponsorship of a rock festival: 

[Rock’n Coke] is a festival where we see that the bands per-
forming have nothing to do with rock. It is the organization that 
makes me furious because it qualifies rock’n roll as something 
governed by a power like Coca-Cola, like some cheap simula-
tions. (kuyku, posted on eksisozluk in 06.07.2003)

Brand Meanings Potentially Resolving Social Tensions
The use of positive word-of-mouth techniques (Keller 1993) 

builds up brands by also providing a trustworthy resource for con-
sumers. Yet it is rather difficult to capture all such processes due 

to the complexities of data collection in real-life settings. By using 
netnography as the methodology we have been able to observe these 
almost in vivo, yet in a condensed way. 

This positive aspect is apparent in a number of discourse 
schemes that resolve the tensions from the anti-Coke rhetoric. First, 
some of them prefer to exemplify both the global and local corporate 
success and some act sarcastically on such negative claims so as to 
disparage the anti-Coke rhetoric. It seems that the corporate success 
is sufficient to prove that pro-religious discourses opposing Coke 
are wrong and to resolve tensions (Kozinets and Handelman 1998):

I got a few words for those idiots who believe Coca-Cola is 
pro-Israel: Do you think the company is as stupid as you are?... 
Are those managers who are graduates of Harvard, Wharton as 
dumb as you are?… (vito Genovese, posted on eksisozluk in 
03.01.2009)

Pointing to the company’s employment rates, particularly in a 
country where unemployment represents a major social issue, also 
helps counter the anti-labor claims. Highly involved Coke fans focus 
on their personal experiences and tastes:

When I look at these [anti-Coke] photos, I understand how 
ignorant a people we are once again. Just imagine how many 
people are being employed by them you idiots. If Coca-Cola of-
fers you a job, you’ll run to it. (yener, posted in Facebook Coke 
Fans in March 8, 2009)

Addictiveness is almost the only common theme that both Coke 
fans and adversaries accept. Interestingly, Coke fans convert this 
compulsion into a positive dependency, and the enjoyment of the 
consumption experience seems to override all other issues: 

Its only competitor is tap water. (jacqueline wilson, posted on 
eksisozluk in 31.10.2005)

Let me also ask you. Have you ever seen anybody who got 
sick because of Coke????? Sugar, salt, fat, cigarettes, alcohol 
etc. etc. You must know lots of people who got sick because 
of these. I have always drunk it. I’ll make my son drink it too. 
(Bernev, posted on Facebook Coke Fans in April 3, 2008)

Coke fans explicitly explain that they see Coke as a traditional/
local soft drink by illustrating the consumption of it by the elderly 
and the poor segment of the society such as the construction workers. 
The local culture emphasizes the family values such as loyalty and 
respect for elderly people (Kağıtcıbaşı 1996). The poorer segment le-
gitimizes the overall Coke experience because it does not constitute 
a consumption pattern that is privileged (like a luxury product), but 
rather is one that is accessible and democratized. It is the common 
people’s drink: 

It is the official soft drink of construction workers. (orion ares, 
posted on eksisozluk in 23.01.2010)

It is a soft drink that elderly people like my grandmother call 
‘black’. They call Fanta ‘yellow’. (acme, posted on eksisozluk 
in 28.01.2010)

Despite the emergence of such local values that reinforce and 
legitimize Coke’s presence, Coke fans also note how the global po-
sitioning of the brand seems to strengthen that of the local market. 
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Hence, both the global and local histories focus on the distinctive-
ness of the brand over time. Not only John Pemberton the founder, 
but also the first contractor of the Coca-Cola brand in Turkey are 
well-known within the brand community in Turkey. This retelling of 
history (Muñiz and O’Guinn 2001) completes the overall experience 
as it connects the Coke fans to both global and local brand cultures 
and their legacies:

Its history is like this: In 1886, the pharmacist John Styth Pem-
berton starts selling a french coca wine he discovered with the 
slogan “the best tonic for the brain.” (infe, posted on eksisozluk 
in 13.01.2003)

It is a drink that first entered Turkey from the Incirlik base [a 
US military base]. At that time Kadir Has [a publicly known 
wealthy man] is a young guy and lives in Adana... Our young 
Kadir meets Coca-Cola there and buys cases to store at home... 
(alyoop, posted on eksisozluk in 11.11.2007)

Apparently, the mediation and developing use of commercial 
texts (Muñiz and O’Guinn 2001) and the advertisement of the prod-
ucts (i.e., brands, bottles, tastes, etc) and their rituals (McCracken 
1987; Özkan and Foster 2005) play a part in transmitting such values 
of Coke branding. This will be further discussed in the next section.

Rituals, Collecting and Advertising: The Daily Co-creative 
Media of a Global Brand

Consumers can create possession rituals to relocate the brand in 
their daily lives (Rook 1985); to start collecting (Pearce 1999; Belk 
2006) and even to create ads for the brand they are strongly attached 
to (Muñiz and Schau 2007). In other words they can act independent-
ly of marketers and advertisers. Among global brands, Coke stands 
at the center of such richly varied consumption experiences.

The role of advertising in the context of consumption puts it 
at the disposal of modern culture as an area of play, experimenta-
tion and innovation with which to fashion new cultural meanings. 
Consumers examine advertisements searching out meanings to use 
in their construction of new versions of the self, of the family, of a 
community (McCracken 1987). They even try to fill in the lack of 
advertising of a discontinued brand with the documents they write as 
Muñiz and Schau (2007) explore. 

Other corporate communication schemes can work in line with 
that of advertising. McAlexander, Schouten, and Koenig (2002) 
show that participation in brandfests can lead to significant increases 
in feelings of integration into brand communities and to positive 
feelings about the brand and product category. Indeed, the opportu-
nity to watch world-famous bands’ performances enhanced Rock’n 
Coke’s welcome. Despite the tensions coming from the ideological 
anti-Coke rhetoric that refuses to identify rock with Coke, there are 
people who enjoyed the festival experience and think that it has even 
criticized the system:

It was a wonderful festival… I wished some of them [perform-
ing bands] would stay longer… We had fun. Let those who 
weren’t able to come feel sad about it. (angelic purple, posted 
on eksisozluk in 08.09.2003)

It is a festival that criticizes the existing system under the 
umbrella of Coca-Cola. (gothic evil, posted on eksisozluk in 
29.11.2007)

Apparently, the community members created a variety of rituals 
such as exploring old and new ads, and collecting and sharing them 
with friends. These went beyond what the corporation had actually 
displayed and/or suggested. Despite a few studies (e.g., Mick and 
Buhl 1992; Muñiz and Schau 2007; Kozinets et al 2010) co-creative 
meanings involving advertising still expect different cases to fully 
capture the processes. Among the data sets, eksisozluk specifically 
showed how Coke fans share their consumption related rituals, even 
by referring to Milan Kundera: 

Coca-Cola Manifesto: …You shouldn’t consume it light unless 
you are obese. It has to be drunk cold as ice. It is never the same 
when you drink those kept 3-5 minutes in the fridge… You 
should never drink Coke with a standard straw. Wide straws 
are acceptable. The burning potential of carbon dioxide can de-
crease… It has to be consumed very quickly. It’s not Turkish 
coffee. (alha, posted on eksisozluk in 19.03.2006)

After a football game, the unbearable happiness of sharing the 
2.5lt version with my friends, that’s enough for me. (hmmm, 
posted on eksisozluk in 12.02.2002 00:31)

Advertising emerges as a medium for displaying their creativity 
as well as resistance and the will to become self-appointed promot-
ers of the brand (Muñiz and Schau 2007). The community members 
open-heartedly share their experiences without minding about the 
exploitation of their views by corporate marketing or advertising 
agencies. Eksisozluk acts as an open forum that offers everybody 
access for reading its content that sometimes offer suggestions to 
Coke: 

The jingle was great. The film was taken with the correct vi-
sual planning. The success of the creative team is so obvious. 
When I see such work, I’d like to be a part of these campaigns. 
Although we weren’t in the creative team, this work is highly 
admirable. (sir erdoquan, posted on eksisozluk in 01.09.2006)

In addition to daily life themes, collection rituals also emerge 
as a way to express not only people’s attachment to the brand, but 
also as a way to become a part of the brand (Belk 1995). Forming a 
community to exchange and share the Coke collectibles manifests an 
alternative ritual for co-creation specifically in mundane consump-
tion (e.g., Schau, Muñiz and Arnould 2009). As Danet and Katriel 
(1994) suggest, if the Coca-Cola collector concentrates on bottles, 
for example, a collector will want exemplars of all the shapes and 
colors produced by different factories and in different countries, etc. 
Collectors socialize among themselves and mostly exchange their 
duplicate materials, but the real challenge for them is catching the 
limited promotional material. Some of the collectors are highly in-
volved with dressing or painting (e.g., knitted or dazzling) the cans 
and bottles and uploading to the website in both yahoogroup and 
Facebook. These all leverage emotional attachments towards the 
brand and customer-firm interaction. Thus semiotic analysis can 
support the existence of the collection rituals that point to different 
forms of consumption: 

Friends, how many of you were able to collect the new bottle? 
And would you please tell me how many of them are in the 
market now? I was able to obtain only 4 varieties and I know 
that there is the 5th. (sinem, posted on Facebook Coke Collec-
tors in 21.01.2008)
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Given all the rituals and experiences, the cultural facet explored 
by this study reveals the meanings inherent in consumers’ daily lives 
related to Coke, in particular the desire to co-create it better.

Ice-cold Cokes were drunk by the glasses with the Coke logo. 
Can you get how such stuff is like luxury for a student house 
dear uncle Muhtar Kent [the global CEO of Coca-Cola Com-
pany who is Turkish]?... Would they know the newly met girl-
friend can be made happy by taking out a polar teddy bear with 
a scarf from under the table and saying “I got a gift for you 
Mualla. Close your eyes” after the meal and that makes you her 
lover boy? How would you know these Uncle Muhtar Kent? 
Have you ever had a girlfriend who cried after receiving a ri-
diculous polar teddy bear? (nouma21, posted on eksisozluk in 
11.08.2009)  

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The findings of this netnography group brand meanings into 

three broad themes within the context described as above. First are 
the negative connotations of brand meanings that create tensions. 
Second are the positive connotations of brand meanings that have 
the potential to resolve such tensions. Third are a host of co-created 
meanings that symbolize openness, transformation, and change. 
Negative connotations materialize into an anti-brand rhetoric ideo-
logically positioned against globalization and related to radical Is-
lam. These radical Islamic discourses contain the most radical form 
of opposition to Coke’s meanings. In the anti-brand communities, 
unrelated topics are used by participants to instrumentalize Coke in 
order to support their views. We found two core meanings in the 
anti-Coke online communities: anti-branding and addiction. These 
core meanings play important roles in creating social tensions and 
also in resolving them. 

The study offers a valuable non-Western context for theorizing 
about co-creation and the role of the social media. Local and non-
Western cultural contexts may deserve separate scrutiny despite the 
fact that the subject of study is a leading global brand with uniform 
global positioning. Coke’s brand community reveals practices with 
intrathematically consistent discursive elements. Some local rituals 
integrate the brand with the traditions of the local culture. Interest-
ingly, environmentalism did not emerge among the anti-branding 
discourses we studied. We might suggest that this flexibility of 
ideological orientation could be a further finding to investigate in 
research on the ethical aspects, particularly in an anti-brand context. 

Through local social media contexts, self-appointed advertis-
ers emerge as a type of agent of cultural resolution. Thus, this study 
offers insights on how local and global social media and online dis-
cussions co-create the meanings surrounding a brand. Each culture 
has its own way of dealing with such tensions by daily consumption 
experiences and rituals. Adding to a growing body of knowledge in 
this area (e.g., Cova and Pace 2006; Izberk-Bilgin 2008; Sandıkçı 
and Ekici 2009), our research suggests that global-local social me-
dia-based brand co-creation can be understood as an ideological ele-
ment of consumption processes in people’s daily lives. Nevertheless, 
resolutions are not the province of those produce anti-Coke rhetoric, 
as Holt’s (2002) study of resistant brand activists suggests, but rather 
of the average consumer.

Finally, our study shows how branding evolves as cultures and 
marketing evolve. At a time when the literature points to the devel-
opments of social media collaborative co-creation, new research that 
studies the interaction of local and global meanings in these contexts 
offers potentially novel insights into these processes of marketing re-
ception and the dynamic nature of brand ideology and sustainability. 

A Coke is never a Coke, but an evolving product of its time and its 
relationship with consumers.
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ABSTRACT
In times of increasing uncertainty, authenticity is an essential 

human aspiration, making it a key issue in contemporary market-
ing and a major factor for brand success. By conducting a literature 
review and several studies with different consumers and brands, we 
develop a scale for measuring the strength of consumers’ perceived 
brand authenticity, where authenticity is analyzed as consisting of 
four dimensions identified as continuity, originality, reliability, and 
naturalness. We also demonstrate the discriminant validity of brand 
authenticity with regard to related marketing constructs such as 
brand involvement, brand image, and brand satisfaction. Finally, 
we conclude our paper by discussing the implications for marketing 
practice and by offering stimuli for further research.

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, our society is increasingly characterized by a grow-

ing feeling of uncertainty due to events such as the global financial 
crisis, increasing political instability, or climate change. People try 
to relieve this uncertainty by seeking authenticity in their daily lives, 
even in the products they consume and the brands they own. Thus, 
authenticity is as an essential human aspiration, making it “one of 
the cornerstones of contemporary marketing” (Brown, Kozinets, and 
Sherry 2003, 21). Moreover authenticity is also defined as one of the 
key values of brand image (Ballantyne, Warren, and Nobbs 2006) 
and a major success factor for brands in being a characteristic of 
brand identity (Beverland 2005; Kapferer 2004).

However, academic research on brand authenticity is still in its 
infancy. The few studies that do exist are predominantly of a general 
nature, either in establishing theoretical foundations or analyzing 
manifestations of authenticity in the marketplace: “Yet, consumer 
research has not given considerable focused attention to authentic-
ity” (Grayson and Martinec 2004, 296). Past research (Ballantyne et 
al. 2006; Beverland 2006; Brown et al. 2003; Grayson and Martinec 
2004; Groves 2001) presents a differentiated understanding of au-
thenticity in general, and of brand authenticity in particular. This is 
often enhanced by the studies’ focus on a specific product category 
such as wine (Beverland 2006), tourist attractions (Grayson and Mar-
tinec 2004), or food production (Groves 2001). Therefore, there is 
no consensus on a general definition for brand authenticity as well 
as no agreement regarding its dimensional structure in consumer re-
search. Thus, it is necessary to conceptualize brand authenticity us-
ing a “bottom-up approach” and to acquire a deep understanding of 
how consumers perceive authentic brands.

To address this research gap, we aim to conceptualize the phe-
nomenon of brand authenticity. As with other brand research, the 
underlying dimensions of brand authenticity need to be identified by 
means of a conceptual analysis. We generate a scale to assess the 
intensity with which a brand elicits diverse authenticity dimensions. 
As the phenomenon cannot be attributed with any one specific basic 
discipline, we have to conceptualize our construct based on a variety 
of academic fields and develop scale items based on this comprehen-
sively derived theoretical conceptualization.

In order to define, conceptualize, and analyze the construct of 
brand authenticity, we structure our paper as follows. We begin by 

classifying brand authenticity within the general authenticity concept 
and derive its particularities. Based on this, we distinguish brand au-
thenticity from other branding concepts. We then provide a review of 
the literature to understand and differentiate several brand authentic-
ity dimensions. Additionally, we conduct qualitative consumer in-
terviews (study 1) to assess the consumer’s understanding of brand 
authenticity. Combining the results from the literature review as well 
as the interviews, we derive the different brand authenticity dimen-
sions. In study 2, we ask test-persons to review the identified items 
and complement the item list with further brand authenticity associa-
tions. Using standard procedures, we reduce the number of items. 
In study 3, we request students to evaluate brands on the elaborated 
item list and run an exploratory factor analysis to identify the dimen-
sions of the brand authenticity construct. In study 4, we empirically 
validate the scale and expand its generalizability. Moreover, in study 
5, we examine the scale’s discriminate validity. We conclude our pa-
per by discussing the implications for marketing practice and by of-
fering stimuli for further research.

THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The Concept of Brand Authenticity
The concept of authenticity is derived from the Latin word au-

thenticus and the Greek word authentikos conveying the sense trust-
worthiness (Cappannelli and Cappannelli 2004, 1). Due to its perti-
nence to the humanities and social sciences, it covers a wide field of 
conceptual associations. Within marketing research, a definition of 
the concept of authenticity can only be rarely found. Thus, a variety 
of associations and denotations of the term are implemented by dif-
ferent researchers (Grayson and Martinec 2004; Leigh, Peters, and 
Shelton 2006). It has been defined as a positively connoted concept 
with semantic associations of “genuineness” (Stern 1996; see also 
Aaker and Drolet 1996), agelessness and tradition (Aaker and Drolet 
1996), “positive valuation”, “cultural” and “personal” aspect (Stern 
1996), originality (Ballantyne et al. 2006; Holt 2002; Stark 2002), 
substantiveness (Ballantyne et al. 2006; Stark 2002), “uniqueness 
[…]”, “cultural or traditional associations”, “characteristics of the 
production process”, “presence of an authority” (Groves 2001, 251), 
“evidence and truth” (Grayson and Martinec 2004, 310), “heritage 
and pedigree, stylistic consistency, quality commitments, relation-
ship to place, method of production” (Beverland 2006, 253), and 
dissociation from commercial motives (Beverland 2006; Holt 2002). 

To sum up, the definitions of the general concept of authen-
ticity differ. Nevertheless, the following conclusions can be drawn 
for the specific context of brand authenticity: (1) Authenticity in the 
context of brands deals with the authenticity of market offerings 
(objects and services) in contrast to the authenticity of human be-
ings; (2) Brand authenticity is based on the evaluations of individuals 
rather than being solely related to the inherent attributes of the brand 
(for references on this topic cf. Beverland and Farrelly 2010); (3) 
Brand authenticity corresponds to a variety of attributes since there 
is no unique definition of the authenticity concept, particularly in the 
branding context.
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Distinction Between Brand Authenticity and Further 
Brand-related Constructs 

Although brand authenticity has conceptual commonalities 
with several other constructs within the branding context, it neces-
sarily possesses its own distinctive features. It differs from brand 
involvement, brand image, and brand satisfaction. Brand authentic-
ity differs from brand involvement in that the latter is defined as “A 
person’s perceived relevance of the object [brand] based on inherent 
needs, values, and interests” (Zaichkowsky 1985, 342). In contrast 
to this definition, brand authenticity does not involve a motivational 
aspect. Consumers may perceive a brand to be authentic without be-
ing motivated to possess it or linking it to themselves in any way. 
Equally, brands that elicit a consumer desire for involvement need 
not possess any aspect of authenticity. 

Brand authenticity is also not identical to brand image, but it 
could be seen as an aspect of brand image and thus as constitut-
ing characteristics that consumers associate with a brand. Brand im-
age consists of the consumers’ mental pictures of a brand which are 
linked to an offering (Dobni and Zinkhan 1990) and thus to a set 
of the consumers’ perceptions about the brand, namely brand asso-
ciations (Dobni and Zinkhan 1990; Keller 1993). This implies that 
brand authenticity can be regarded as one specific (positively con-
noted) brand association of consumers and thus a highly authentic 
brand could be assumed to have a positive effect on the overall im-
age of a brand. 

Brand authenticity can also be conceptually distinguished from 
brand satisfaction. Brand satisfaction can be defined as a positive 
emotional state of mind resulting from the fulfillment of a desire to 
consume a brand (cf. Hunt 1977 cited after Mano and Oliver 1993). 
It results from the perceived discrepancy between an initial reference 
point, the expectation, and the actual brand perception (Oliver 1980). 
Alternatively, brand authenticity need not be seen as depending on 
consumption of the brand. A consumer’s judgement of a brand’s au-
thenticity then derives rather from an a priori notion of it. Moreover, 
brand authenticity is not the result of a perceived discrepancy, but 
instead is based on a single variable rooted in the consumer’s brand 
mindset. Nevertheless, it could be expected that consumers who at-
tribute a high degree of authenticity to a brand are more likely to be 
satisfied with that brand.

The Role of Authenticity in Other Scientific Disciplines
Considerable consensus exists on the meaning of authenticity 

among philosophers, sociologists, anthropologists, and psycholo-
gists. Within the field of philosophy, authenticity is related to the 
emancipation from conventional bonds as well as with originality 
(Taylor 1991). Moreover, the authentic individual is often defined 
as not being self-deceptive and thus being self-reliant as well as 
true-to-self (Steiner and Reisinger 2006). According to Heidegger 
(1996), authenticity is related to being oneself and thus implies that 
individuals who strive for conformity in their lives are inauthentic 
and risk losing their own identity (Steiner and Reisinger 1996). So-
ciologists investigate authenticity with regard to individuals, objects, 
their representation and/or performance. They denote authentic ex-
periences or performances as being original, credible, sincere, genu-
ine, natural, and unaffected (Carrol and Wheaton 2009; Fine 2003; 
Grazian 2003). In anthropology authenticity is often associated with 
the preservation of cultural values. Authentic experiences are com-
prehensively characterized as natural (e.g., unspoiled, untouched) 
(Handler 1986) and the opposite of being a fake, plastic, and kitschy 
imitation (Gable and Handler 1996). Anthropologists also under-
stand authentic as being credible and convincing and at the same 
time closely related to distinctiveness (Bruner 1994; Cameron and 

Gatewood 1994). Psychologists state that authentic individuals pos-
sess a strong and unique inner reality (Smelser and Baltes 2001). 
They regard the increasing orientation of the individual’s behavior 
towards social expectations as the opposite of authenticity (Guignon 
2004). Within psychology several researchers have proven an indi-
vidual’s authenticity to be a multidimensional construct (Goldman 
and Kernis 2002; Kernis 2003; Kernis and Goldman 2006; Lopez 
and Rice 2006; Wood et al. 2008). 

Consistent with our conceptualization, the literature review of 
the different scientific disciplines reveals that authenticity is a ra-
tionally-created characteristic informing an individual’s subjective 
perceptions and is thus not a characteristic interpreted as being im-
manent in objective reality. Combining these thoughts and results, 
authenticity seems to be related to and connected with terms such as 
stability, endurance, consistency, particularity, individuality, trustful-
ness, credibility, keeping promises, genuineness, and realness. In or-
der to establish a holistic conceptualization of brand authenticity, we 
integrate the consumers’ understanding of brand authenticity within 
the brand authenticity construct. Thus, we complement the results 
gained from the relevant research disciplines with an exploratory, 
qualitative study.

STUDY 1: ASSESSING THE CONSUMER’S NOTION 
OF BRAND AUTHENTICITY

As we aim to ensure that the consumer’s notion of brand au-
thenticity corresponds to the one we have developed so far, we ask 
17 people to describe their perceptions of authentic brands by think-
ing of one brand of their choice. In a first step, using open-ended 
questions, we ask participants to select a brand which they perceive 
as highly authentic, to write down the brand name as well as the rea-
sons why they perceive the brand as authentic. In a second step, we 
ask them to select a brand from an identical or closely related prod-
uct category which they perceive as being hardly authentic or totally 
inauthentic. Contrary to the first case, participants in the second case 
are stimulated by words that we identified through the literature re-
view as representing brand authenticity. This allowed us to establish 
whether consumers share our understanding of brand authenticity 
and investigate whether their perceptions of very authentic brands 
and hardly authentic brands differ (for the procedure of this study, 
cf. Brakus, Schmitt, and Zarantonello 2009). For a detailed analysis 
see table 1.

Later, we ask three raters to assign descriptions derived from 
the concept of authenticity to each brand identified as being authen-
tic. For a better visualization of the descriptions, table 2 presents 
two characterizations selected by the raters for each of the strongly 
authentic brands. For Nivea and Porsche, we provide six descriptions 
and four descriptions, respectively, as these brands are named more 
than once. As displayed in table 2, respondents gave descriptions 
referring to stability, endurance, and consistency (e.g., “constant in 
its style,” “offers consistent high quality,” “was always like this”), a 
plethora of clues regarding particularity, individuality, and innova-
tiveness (e.g., “novel ideas,” “very innovative marketing campaigns,” 
“satisfies exceptional needs,” “witty creations”), descriptions about 
trustfulness, credibility, and keeping promises (e.g., “answers my 
product expectations,” “trustworthy,” “reliable,” “confidence-build-
ing,” “keep this promise”), and different indications regarding genu-
ineness and realness (e.g., “it is what it is,” “naturalness,” “genuine,” 
“uncontrived”). Participants situate their reminiscences of the brand 
in a commonly shared context (e.g., “I’ve been knowing it from my 
grandma’s bathroom since I was little,” “the company is still locally 
anchored in the area where it has its roots”). We also contrast the 
participants’ descriptions of weakly and strongly authentic brands. 
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This reveals that weakly authentic brands are perceived primarily in 
terms of their lack of an unambiguous brand image, which is not the 
case for strongly authentic brands.

Finally, additional findings that appear to be interesting were 
that all characterizations of strong authentic brands are positive, ex-
cept for two. Moreover, many descriptions referring to authenticity 
are formulated in the same general terms that our conceptualization 
offered. The results of the first study indicate that all consumers have 
an idea of brand authenticity and that the descriptions assigned to 
brand authenticity by the respondents are mostly in line with the 
findings we derived from the literature review. Building on these re-
sults, it seems that the terms related to authenticity can be grouped 
into four overall categories representing a brand (1) to be stable and/
or continuous over time; (2) to be creative, original and/or innova-
tive; (3) to keep promises and/or be reliable; (4) to be genuine and/
or natural. Thus, we anticipate brand authenticity to be a four-di-
mensional construct. We term the four dimensions comprehensively 
as (1) continuity, (2) originality, (3) reliability, and (4) naturalness.

STUDY 2: GENERATING AND SELECTING ITEMS 
FOR THE BRAND AUTHENTICITY SCALE

To capture the four elaborated dimensions of perceived brand 
authenticity, we develop a brand authenticity scale. The development 
of an appropriate scale presents specific methodological challenges. 
On the one hand, brand authenticity is a concept that has a very wide 
spectrum of reference. Therefore, we have to investigate several 
research disciplines in order to select items that are suitable in es-
tablishing its definition for our present investigation. On the other 
hand, the scale items should refer to the extent to which a consumer 
evaluates the brand as continuous, original, reliable, or natural; they 
should not measure the continuity, originality, reliability, or natural-
ness of the brand’s specific components (e.g., whether the brand’s 
advertisement is credible and likely to be true). 

We conduct an extensive literature review to identify concepts 
associated with the four dimensions of authenticity that also prove to 
be transferable to the branding context. The literature demonstrates 
that continuity is an important concept, being often discussed in the 

Table 2
Description of Authentic Brands

Adidas
Offers reliability regarding the quality and 
continuity of its products.  
Answers my product expectations.

Alnatura

Principles, promoted in marketing campaigns, 
are observed; i.e., employee satisfaction and 
organically produced. 
Always offers exceptional high-quality food. 

American Apparel

American Apparel offers successfully reliable, 
beautiful, and consistent products. 
They’ve taken care of ecologically and socially 
sustainable production for a long time.

Axe

Very innovative marketing campaigns; they 
differ from one another but fundamentally have 
the same content. 
It’s not a copy – it is what it is. 

Calida
A confidence-building brand. 
A reliable brand that delivers what it promises; 
i.e., high quality and pleasant wearing comfort. 

Coca-Cola
The advertisement is always modern and new but 
constant in its style. 
A classic beverage that hasn’t changed over time. 

Landliebe
Offers uncontrived and environment-friendly 
groceries. 
A natural-taste adventure. 

Miele

Reliable, rich in tradition, and thereby constantly 
premium of quality. 
Longstanding success without aggressive 
advertising. 

Nivea 

Nivea offers consistent high quality in diverse 
product categories. 
Nivea is trustworthy and even abroad I can rely 
on its products being harmless. 
Nivea was always like this. 
It also satisfies exceptional needs. 
Stands for naturalness. 
I’ve known it from my grandma’s bathroom 
since I was little. 

Nutella

I buy it because it’s delicious and I know what 
I get.
Nutella promotes its brand with honest product 
claims. 

Persil
Advertising messages are honest and appropriate. 
Persil has a long-standing market success and is 
always up-to-date. 

Porsche

Genuine brand image of sportiness, exclusivity, 
and high quality. 
Company is still locally anchored in the area 
where it has its roots. 
Products are not very innovative, but the design 
still reminds me of nostalgic cars. 
Porsche is a brand with a long tradition. 

Tamaris 
I can trust in finding witty creations at Tamaris. 
The shoes are affordable and keep this promise, 
but are not made for eternity. 

66° North

I can rely on the brand’s quality even in extreme 
weather conditions.
Products are created by experts who always have 
novel ideas.

Table 1
Authentic and Inauthentic Brands

Strong Authentic Brands Weak Authentic Brands

Number of Naming (in parentheses)

Adidas (1) Ariel (1)
Alnatura (1) Balea (1)

American Apparel (1) Bally (1)
Axe (1) Crane Sports (1)

Calida (1) Dove-Men (1)
Coca-Cola (1) Fila (1)
Landliebe (1) H&M (1)

Miele (1) Jägermeister (1)
 Nivea (3) Müllermilch (2)
Nutella (1) Nestlé (2)
Persil (1) Opel (1)

Porsche (2) P2-Cosmetics (1)
Tamaris (1) Samsung (1)

66° North (1) Snickers (1)
Tata Motors (1)

Note: Some of the brands named in the studies were only known in the area 
where the study was conducted, and are therefore outlined in Appendix A.

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/confidence-building.html
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context of relationships between individuals, consumers, and com-
panies. However, research so far only defines and measures the con-
tinuity of relationships in terms of relationship duration (Anderson 
and Weitz 1989; Hess, Ganesan, and Klein 2003; Lusch and Brown 
1996). For originality, we examine research on brand image, con-
sumer, and advertising research (Lynn and Harris 1997; Netemeyer 
et al. 2004; Olney, Holbrook, and Batra 1991) and identify scales 
such as the originality scale, which assesses how a person views 
him- or herself as being creative, individual, and spontaneous (Im, 
Bayus, and Mason 2003). For reliability, we review the literature 
on branding, consumer, and advertising research (Goldsmith, Laf-
ferty, and Newell 2000; Ohanian 1990; Rodgers 2004; Sengupta and 
Johar 2002) and find scales such as the brand trustworthiness scale 
(Erdem and Swait 2004), the brand trust scale (Delgado-Ballester, 
Munuera-Alemán, and Yagüe-Guillén 2003) and the ad believabil-
ity scale (Beltramini 1988). Finally, for naturalness, only a limited 
number of literature streams that deal explicitly with the naturalness 
of products or brands are identified. The naturalness of products has 
recently become an important feature in the food sector, reflected 
in the huge demand for organic groceries. Thus, we review articles 
dealing with the naturalness of these and related products (Tenbült et 
al. 2005; Verhoog et al. 2003).

This literature review led to the identification of 31 terms. Al-
though, we invested substantial effort in reviewing adequate scales 
and scale items, we cannot adopt these specific items and apply them 
to our four authenticity dimensions without reservation. One of the 
main reasons for their sometimes limited transferability often relates 
to their implementation within a non-branding context. Additionally, 
these identified items only refer to a partial aspect of brand authen-
ticity and thus cannot comprehensively reflect whether and to what 
degree a consumer has a continuous, original, reliable, or natural per-
ception of a brand. 

Thus, to check the identified terms and to determine further 
items designed to capture the brand authenticity construct, we ask a 
sample of 10 students as well as marketing experts to name a brand 
which they perceive as highly authentic. Participants are then re-
quested to specify on a seven-point Likert scale (ranging from 1 in-
dicating ‘not at all’ to 7 indicating ‘very much’) the extent to which 
the 31 items describe the brand’s authenticity. Additionally, respon-
dents are asked to name further associations characterizing authentic 
brands that are missing in the initial list. Another 36 additional items 
are generated by this procedure, augmenting the total number to 67 
items, which are then assigned to: (1) the continuity dimension cov-
ering items referring to stability, endurance, and consistency; (2) the 
originality dimension covering items referring to particularity, indi-
viduality, and innovativeness; (3) the reliability dimension covering 
items referring to trustfulness, credibility, and keeping promises, and 
(4) the naturalness dimension covering items referring to genuine-
ness, realness, and non-artificiality.

For item purification, we ask a new sample of 20 students to 
name a brand they would classify as authentic and then ask them to 
point out the degree to which the 67 items describe the brand’s au-
thenticity using a seven-point Likert scale (ranging from 1 indicating 
‘describes poorly’ to 7 indicating ‘describes very well’). Building on 
the results of the participants’ ratings, we remove items with a mean 
rating below four. We also reject the items that were not rated by 
more than 10% of respondents, supposing poor comprehensibility of 
these items (see Brakus, Schmitt, and Zarantonello 2009; Thomson, 
MacInnis, and Park 2005 for this approach). We also rephrased some 
items based on respondent’s comments and conducted a face-validi-
ty check regarding the plausibility of the items as well as in order to 

examine whether the items’ content overlap. After these validations, 
we finally retain 24 applicable items. 

Next, another sample consisting of 10 test-persons complete a 
comparative rating task for our assessment of substantive-validity. 
In this item-sort task, the respondents are requested to ascribe each 
identified item to one of the four authenticity dimensions. Respon-
dents are then asked to verify their assignment of items to the re-
spective construct and to review their responses as well as to make 
– in their opinion – any necessary changes. Following Anderson and 
Gerbing (1991), we calculate the “substantive-validity coefficient”. 
This value indicates “the extent to which respondents assign an item 
to its posited construct more than to any other construct” (Anderson 
and Gerbing 1991, 734). This conducted procedure confirms the va-
lidity of all included items, confirming the developed item structure 
for the four brand authenticity dimensions.

STUDY 3: REDUCING ITEMS AND ASSESSING THE 
DIMENSIONALITY OF THE SCALE

The aim of study 3 is to further reduce items and establish the 
number of constituent brand authenticity dimensions. We choose to 
conduct the study with brands from the sports apparel and the soft 
drinks industry for two reasons: (1) First the brands that were most 
often mentioned in study 1 belong to these two product categories; 
(2) Second these categories differ as sports apparel represents du-
rables and soft drinks represent commodities supporting the gener-
alizability of the results. Based on this, we conduct a survey asking 
60 students to name one authentic brand within these two product 
categories. The stated authentic brands are Adidas, Boss, Burton, Ca-
pri Sonne, Carpe Diem, Coca-Cola, Diesel, Esprit, Fanta, Gatorade, 
Gazosa, Gucci, H&M, Lacoste, Levi’s, Nike, Orangina, Red Bull, 
Rip Curl, Rivella, Schweppes, Sprite, Strellson, Tommy Hilfiger, 
Vittel, Volvic, and Zara.

In the main study, we ask a new student sample (n = 288) to 
judge how well the 24 items describe the authenticity of one of the 
brands listed above. We use a seven-point Likert scale (ranging from 
1 indicating ‘strongly disagree’ to 7 indicating ‘strongly agree’) to 
capture the test-persons’ evaluations of brand authenticity. As the lit-
erature review as well as the results of our empirical studies 1 and 2 
lead to the assumption of four distinct brand authenticity factors, we 
conduct a factor analysis using varimax rotation limiting the number 
of factors to four. The factor analysis with a strict loading condition 
( > .7 ) reveals a solution with eigenvalues greater than 1 (the variance 
explained shows a value of 70.33%). Fifteen items out of 24 are found 
to fulfill this condition (cf. Table 3). The identified four factors con-
firm the theoretical assumption of a four-factor structure. This means 
in more detail that solely reliability items load on the first factor (4 
items), merely continuity items load on the second factor (4 items), 
only originality items load on the third factor (4 items), and finally, 
just naturalness items load on the fourth factor (3 items). Additionally, 
we test the derived items regarding their reliability using Cronbach’s 
alpha (Nunally 1978). The Cronbach’s alphas are in line with the re-
quired minimum value regarding all items of the four factors: continu-
ity (.90), originality (.90), reliability (.96), and naturalness (.95).

STUDY 4: VALIDATING THE DIMENSIONS OF 
BRAND AUTHENTICITY

In study 4, we aim at validating the four dimensions by con-
ducting exploratory as well as confirmatory analyses. We employ 
again new group of participants and brands to verify the stability 
of our scale. By doing this, we ensure that the scale items do not 
depend on the participants and brands. This enables us to reveal a 
general brand authenticity. For pre-testing we conduct 27 interviews 
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by asking participants to name two brands they regard as authentic 
and one brand they would classify as inauthentic. We focus on the 
brands with the highest frequencies of mention, for example Nivea 
and VW (each 5 mentions as being authentic), BMW and Coca-Cola 
(each 4 mentions as being authentic) and Müller-Milch (2 mentions 
as not being authentic). Most of the mentioned brands belong to the 
following product category: automobile, sports apparel, beverages, 
and body care. Following explicit calls for research regarding the 
attribution of human characteristics to retail brands (Ailawadi and 
Keller 2004), we integrate retail brands as an additional product 
category into the subsequent study, leading to a total number of 15 
brands (three per category). Based on this broad pool of authentic 
and inauthentic brands, we conduct a main study to validate the gen-
eralizability of our proposed scale. 

The study has the purpose to verify the scale’s stability and to 
compare the four-factor model with other possible models for fur-
ther validation. Thus, we analyze three different models which are 
oulined in the following: (1) a four-factor model (continuity, origi-
nality, reliability, and naturalness) with correlated factors, (2) a one 
factor model assuming that the entirety of items load on one brand 
authenticity factor, (3) a second-order model with four subdimen-
sions. We conduct structural equation modeling and employ confir-
matory factor analyses in order to define the model that produces a 
fit which is better than the fit of the other two models. We generate 

a sample of 857 participants with an age range of 34 to 69 and an 
average age of 49.6 years.

The results of the analysis demonstrate that the four-factor 
model fits the data very well: χ2(84) = 457.63, p < .001, normed 
fit index (NFI) = .97, the comparative fit index (CFI) = .98, the 
goodness-of-fit index (GFI) = .93, the root mean square error of ap-
proximation (RMSEA) = .07. The four-factor model shows a clear 
superior fit to the one-factor model. The comparison to the second-
order model with four subdimensions demonstrates a very good fit of 
both models and can not reveal one model to demonstrate a superior 
fit (table 4). As our theoretical derivations support the four-factor 
model with correlated factors and as there is no theoretical founda-
tion that would privilege the more complex second-order model, we 
approve the four factor-model with correlated factors as the most 
suitable model (figure 1).

STUDY 5: ASSESSING DISCRIMINANT VALIDITY 
OF BRAND AUTHENTICITY AND RELATED
The objective of study 5 is to test for discriminant validity of 

the brand authenticity scale, demonstrating its discriminability from 
other relevant latent variables. A new sample of 115 participants 
respond to the 15-item brand authenticity scale and scales relating 
to brand involvement, brand image, and brand satisfaction. These 
constructs are measured implementing measurements that have been 

Table 3
Exploratory Factor Analysis

Item
Factor

Reliability Continuity Originality Naturalness

I think brand is consistent over time. .29 .81 .20 .08

I think the brand brand stays true to itself. .27 .79 .20 .30

Brand offers continuity. .28 .84 .16 .24

The brand brand has a clear concept that it pursues. .17 .77 .32 .17

The brand brand is different from all other brands. .10 .23 .86 .15

Brand stands out from other brands. .12 .35 .83 .15

I think the brand brand is unique. .33 .07 .79 .13
The brand brand clearly distinguishes itself from other 
brands. .21 .19 .83 .23

My experience of the brand brand has shown me that it 
keeps its promises. .81 .31 .25 .27

The brand brand delivers what it promises. .84 .30 .23 .29

Brand’s promises are credible. .82 .28 .19 .33

The brand brand makes reliable promises. .83 .28 .21 .32

The brand brand does not seem artificial. .33 .24 .17 .79

The brand brand makes a genuine impression. .32 .20 .23 .86

The brand brand gives the impression of being natural. .31 .22 .22 .85

Table 4
 Model Fit Comparison

Model χ 2 d.f. NFI CFI GFI RMSEA
Independence model 17531.13 105 – – – –
One-factor model 5898.74 90 .66 .67 .46 .28
Four-factor model 457.63 84 .97 .98 .93 .07
Second-order with four 
subdimensions 457.97 86 .97 .98 .93 .07
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already developed and approved in previous works (Appendix B). 
To create variation in brand authenticity values, we followed the 
procedure of Thomson, MacInnis, and Park (2005). We requested 
about one third of the participants to imagine a brand which they 
evaluate as “strongly,” “moderately,” or “not authentic” in order to 
fill out the questionnaire. For manipulation checks, we examined the 
consumers’ reported brand authenticity. Results demonstrate that the 
scores average 3.03, 5.63 and 6.67 in the three manipulation condi-
tions (weak, moderate, and strong). Moreover, the resulting means 
significantly differ from one another (p < .01). 

Prior to the analysis of discriminant validity, we transform all 
semantic differential scales to Likert scales ranging from 1 to 7 and 
compute composite scores for the four brand authenticity dimen-
sions. The discriminant validity of the brand authenticity scale is 
assessed using an exploratory factor analysis with varimax rotation 
that included the composite scores of the brand authenticity dimen-
sions as well as the items indicating brand involvement, brand im-
age, and brand satisfaction. The factor analysis reveals four factors. 
Table 5 reports the results of this analysis.

Factor one and two represent brand satisfaction and brand in-
volvement, respectively, whereas the third factor that emerges re-
flects brand authenticity. The fourth factor is comprised of items 
from the brand image construct. These results demonstrate the dis-
criminant validity of the brand authenticity scale compared to other 
related marketing constructs, and it also shows that continuity, origi-
nality, reliability, and naturalness load on a single brand authenticity 
factor.

DISCUSSION
This paper primarily aimed at the development of a measure re-

flecting the consumer’s perception of a brand’s authenticity. We iden-
tified brand authenticity as a construct consisting of four dimensions, 
namely continuity, originality, reliability, and naturalness – with the 
dimensions being differentially evaluated for various brands. The 
final brand authenticity scale (15-items) is reasonable regarding its 
length and therefore easy to implement. The existence of the four-
factor model is consistent across different samples and studies and 
thus passes reliability and validity tests successfully. Moreover, evi-

Figure 1
Confirmatory Factor Analysis: The Brand Authenticity Construct

I think brand  is consistent over time. 

I think the brand brand stays true to 
itself. 

Brand offers continuity.

Originality

.58*

* p ≤ .01; Standardized coefficient values are shown above the associated line. The dotted lines represent the correlation between the 
four authenticity dimensions.
. 

The brand brand is different from all 
other brands.

Brand stands out from other brands.

I think the brand brand is unique.

.70*

.70*

The brand brand has a clear concept 
that it pursues. 

The brand brand clearly distinguishes
itself from other brands. 

.90*

Continuity

My experience of the brand brand
has shown me that it keeps its 
promises.

The brand brand delivers what it 
promises.

Brand’s promises are credible.

.82*

The brand brand does not seem
artificial.

The brand brand makes a genuine 
impression.

The brand brand makes reliable 
promises.

The brand brand gives the impression 
of being natural.
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.70*

.68*

.91*

.91*
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.93*

.96*

.95*

.97*

.97*
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.90*
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.94*

Naturalness
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dence of discriminant validity is obtained in study 5, where brand 
authenticity is distinguishable from other branding concepts.

Several implications for brand managers can be drawn from the 
results of our studies. In order to positively influence a brand’s con-
tinuity and thus its authenticity, it seems necessary to determine key 
facts (historically as well as over time) about the brand, such as its 
foundation and its circumstances, the features upholding its tradi-
tions, its anniversary, the values based on its traditions, and to imple-
ment these in the marketing mix. Implementations can take a variety 
of forms: a brand’s permanent pledge to its roots, and the introduc-
tion of proxies (e.g., founders, innovations, stories) that symbolize a 
brand’s heritage. Key facts about the brand can also be implemented 
within brand communications in order to promote positive brand 
features associated with its traditionalism. This can be achieved by 
presenting images of traditional elements on brand packaging and 
integrating these values visually in brand logos and verbally in slo-
gans. Events can also be used to convey these key facts about the 
brand: traditional occasions and brand anniversary celebrations offer 
opportunities to animate such associations.

Brands which symbolically embody the image of the consum-
er’s national identity benefit from epithets such as ‘rich in culture 
and tradition’, and are thereby attributed with authenticity. More-
over, brand’s originality and naturalness can be positively influenced 
by stimulating local icon value, as this is unique for every single 
brand and part of its real self. Thus, brand managers firstly have to 

examine the values of a specific country and its culture, respectively. 
Secondly, they have to investigate the symbols (e.g., a logo, an im-
age) that represent these values, which can be expected to vary wide-
ly between different countries and cultures. Numerous channels exist 
for conveying these identified values and integrating them within the 
company culture: They can be incorporated in symbols printed on 
the brand’s packaging and, if possible, integrated in the product de-
sign; they can be transmitted graphically, verbally or actively using 
the media of the brand’s communications (e.g., storytelling through 
advertising, events); they can be incorporated in rituals and artifacts 
designed to promote them and be reflected in a pricing strategy and 
distribution channels that serve to reinforce them.

To enhance a brand’s authenticity, companies should also aim 
at creating a unified brand perception, using all internal and external 
communication sources in order to ensure its reliability. This implies 
a persistent presentation of the brand name, logo, and slogan through 
all communication media and communication tools. Additionally, 
marketers need to focus on a contextual, formal, and temporal inte-
gration of all these communication activities. Contextual integration 
can be achieved through a consistent implementation of messages, 
arguments, and statements which should particularly emphasize the 
different dimensions of a brand’s authenticity. Formal integration 
can be attained by a consistent brand appearance. This entails es-
tablishing fixed brand references such as the brand name, logo and 
slogan as well as to the font, typography, layout, colors, and images. 
Finally, temporal integration demands an action plan regarding the 
implementation of the different communication activities. In addi-
tion, communication also needs to be consistent with regard to the 
different target groups (consumers, retailers, the public) and external 
communication activities need to be coordinated with internal brand 
management. This also enhances a brand’s reliability. One specific 
example of how to create authenticity using an integrated brand pres-
ence would be to create a communication platform to address the 
topic of sustainability and thereby highlight the company’s engage-
ment in supporting this issue (e.g., advertising campaigns, sponsor-
ing activities). This communication platform could then be imple-
mented for external as well as internal communication purposes. In 
summary, in order to achieve an integrated brand presence, compa-
nies need to ensure consistency (consistent statements), congruence 
(between communication and behavior), and continuity (regarding 
the implementation of the different communication instruments) of 
brand communications.

Thus, the brand authenticity scale developed in this paper is 
not only theoretically relevant, but will find application in marketing 
practice. As marketers strive to satisfy the consumer’s search for au-
thenticity more than ever before and as companies try to understand 
and improve the authenticity of their brands by clearly communicat-
ing their brand’s salient sale’s features, both groups will be able to 
use the brand authenticity scale for assessment, planning, and track-
ing purposes. With regard to using brand authenticity for appraisal 
and planning purposes, the brand’s positioning should be assessed, 
and brand authenticity should be integrated within the company-
specific brand model as a major component of brand positioning. 
The application of brand authenticity to brand positioning is also a 
relevant factor in the context of brand repositioning in a competi-
tive market. Moreover, the scale can be used to track changes in 
brand perception when implementing any kind of marketing action 
(e.g., communication campaign), and it can also be used to track 
and evaluate important competitors over time in terms of their brand 
authenticity. 

Nevertheless, our study is not without limitations. Although, 
we have been successful in validating the generalizability of the 

Table 5
Exploratory Factor Analysis with Brand Authenticity, Brand 

Satisfaction, Involvement and Image
 Factor

Item Satisfaction Involvement Authenticity Image

Naturalness .40 .31 .71 .28

Reliability .47 .39 .72 .09

Continuity .29 .16 .86 .04

Originality .19 .34 .65 .41

Satisfaction 1 .76 .39 .21 .30

Satisfaction 2 .76 .32 .25 .35

Satisfaction 3 .83 .28 .32 .21

Satisfaction 4 .80 .31 .40 .10

Satisfaction 5 .78 .37 .39 .07

Satisfaction 6 .77 .42 .22 .27

Satisfaction 7 .79 .32 .17 .30

Involvement 1 .35 .80 .18 .22

Involvement 2 .34 .82 .19 .27

Involvement 3 .31 .84 .22 .23

Involvement 4 .33 .80 .23 .28

Involvement 5 .33 .63 .40 .02

Involvement 6 .35 .78 .27 .25

Image 1 .22 .26 .20 .83

Image 2 .15 .29 .21 .86

Image 3 .26 .11 -.01 .82
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brand authenticity scale across various product categories, we have 
not fully achieved the aim of capturing the respondents’ reports on 
brands that reflect extreme levels of brand authenticity. One possible 
explanation for this might be the fact that respondents in German-
speaking regions tend to tick less extreme response categories than 
respondents in southern European countries (Van Rosmalen, van 
Herk, and Groenen 2010). This implies that it is necessary to vali-
date the scale in further countries by paying particular attention to 
the country-specific differences in response behavior. This leads to 
another interesting area for future research; namely, an intercultural 
comparison of brand authenticity. It can be assumed that certain 
characteristics of brand authenticity are differently evaluated de-
pending on cultural background.

With regard to the authenticity levels, the findings also dem-
onstrate that brands with low measures of authenticity are scarce. 
However, some brands show moderate levels of overall brand au-
thenticity, while they show very low values for specific authenticity 
dimensions. This result indicates that managers who aim to enhance 
their brand’s authenticity should pay attention to the specific authen-
ticity dimensions and implement dimension-specific analysis. The 
sparseness of results on highly authentic brands may either indicate 
that such brands are rare in the general branding context or that 
managers still have a considerable distance to go in improving their 
brand’s authenticity. This requires future research.

Additionally, further research should be undertaken using the 
brand authenticity scale. It is interesting that the brands chosen by 
the respondents tended to be consumer goods, as opposed to services 
or even industrial goods. It is possible that consumer goods’ brands 
are more frequently mentioned, because they are more salient and 
memorable, irrespective of their authenticity level. However, future 
research must investigate whether the type of product is relevant to 
the level of brand authenticity perceived and required by the con-
sumer. 

Additionally, longitudinal research on the development of 
brand authenticity over time would also be useful in order to identify 
the changes in brand authenticity that are possibly connected with 
changes in society. In the context of these issues, it would also be 
interesting to investigate whether the often-stated assumption of an 
increased consumer quest for authenticity in times of uncertainty, for 
example in financial crises or periods of political instability, can be 
empirically proven. In this context, an investigation of the role that 
brand authenticity performs in critical corporate situations arising, 

for instance, from environmental scandals or public outcries against 
poor working conditions would present an interesting field for fu-
ture research. Finally, an application of the authenticity concept to 
other contexts such as the authenticity of politicians would offer very 
promising research questions, particularly in view of the public’s in-
creasing political apathy today. Given the increasing relevance of 
brand authenticity in a constantly changing marketing environment, 
our findings provide a threshold to a wide area of future research.

APPENDIx A
Alnatura: Alnatura is a retail brand in the biological grocery 

sector. Alnatura offers groceries and textiles which are fabricated 
according to ecological standards and certified by an independent 
accredited institution for organic product testing.

Balea: Balea is a private body- and hair-care brand of a drug-
store chain.

Calida: Calida is an underwear brand that specializes in day 
and night wear for men and women as well as on luxurious lingerie.

Landliebe: Landliebe is a dairy brand that emphasizes the natu-
ralness of their products by claiming to guarantee that their animals 
are not fed on genetically modified food. 

Lidl: Lidl is a discount chain for groceries.
Müllermilch: Müllermilch is a milky drink brand that is of-

fered in a variety of basic flavors such as strawberry, vanilla, and 
chocolate, as well as special flavors such as pistachio-coconut.

Persil: Persil is a brand of laundry detergent.
P2-Cosmetics: P2-Cosmetics is the private make-up brand of 

a drugstore chain.
Rewe: Rewe is a retail chain for groceries.
Ryan Air: Ryan Air is a low-cost airline.
Tamaris: Tamaris is a shoe brand offered in their own outlets 

or in multibrand stores selling women’s shoes at reasonable prices.
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Judging by Appearances: The Effect of Goal Pursuit on Product Preferences
Tess Bogaerts, Ghent University, Belgium

Mario Pandelaere, Ghent University, Belgium

ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Self-determination theory (SDT) is a well-known theory of hu-

man motivation that explores both the process and the content of 
goal-directed behavior (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Sheldon, Ryan, Deci, 
& Kasser, 2004). Intrinsic goals are contrasted with extrinsic goals 
based on the extent to which they are directly satisfying one of three 
innate psychological needs - competence, relatedness and autonomy 
(Kasser & Ryan, 1993, 1996). The attainment of intrinsic aspirations 
such as personal growth, close relationships fostering or community 
involvement, is intrinsically rewarding because it directly fulfills the 
basic needs. In contrast, extrinsic goals, such as wealth, image or 
fame, are externally rewarding (e.g. result in praise) (Deci & Ryan, 
2000; Sheldon et al., 2004). Accordingly, intrinsic motivations lead 
to behavior that is satisfying by itself, whereas extrinsic motivations 
result in instrumental behavior in order to reach outcomes extrinsic 
to the behavior itself.

Research has shown that placing relatively more importance on 
extrinsic rather than on intrinsic goals, is negatively associated with 
well-being (Kasser & Ryan, 1993, 1996; Ryan & Deci, 2000). An ex-
tensive body of research has demonstrated that intrinsic and extrinsic 
goals can affect how people feel, but, to our knowledge, no evidence 
has shown that intrinsic and extrinsic goals can influence consumer’s 
product preferences. However, as consumers can incorporate product 
characteristics to their sense of self (Escalas & Bettman, 2005; Mc-
Cracken, 1989), it seems plausible that they prefer product qualities 
that are appealing to them. Hence, we expect that people who pursue 
extrinsic goals will attach greater value to the aesthetic quality of a 
product, whereas people who pursue intrinsic goals will appreciate 
the inner quality of a product more.

In Study 1, 122 people participated (Mage=29.22; SD-
age=13.13) in an online survey. We presented them two alternative 
products for five product categories, one superior version with a bad-
looking package and one inferior version with a good-looking pack-
age. The products were basic, low-involvement products that people 
often buy: laundry detergent, orange juice, shower gel, kitchen roll 
and chocolate biscuits. We told the participants that the products 
were tested by a well-known national consumer organization which 
is specialized in testing and evaluating consumer products. Based 
on the expertise of this consumer organization, each product scored 
points out of ten. The superior products scored between one and two 
points higher than the inferior alternatives. To distinguish between 
good-looking and bad-looking packages, we designed the packages 
so that the good-looking packages had a more colorful and superior 
graphical layout. Participants had to indicate for each product cat-
egory which version they would rather buy by moving the slider to 
their favorite product (0=superior product with bad-looking package; 
100=inferior product with good-looking package). To assess partici-
pant’s aspirations, we administered the Aspiration Index developed 
by Kasser and Ryan (1996). Multilevel analysis revealed that the 
more people are extrinsically motivated, the more they are inclined 
to buy inferior products with a good-looking package (F1,119=5.36; 
p=.022). In contrast, the more people are intrinsically motivated, 
the more they prefer superior products with a bad-looking package 
(F1,119=3.41; p=.067). Figure 1 demonstrates that people with a 

strong intrinsic motivation (M=30.00) are less inclined to buy prod-
ucts of superior package design compared to people with a strong 
extrinsic motivation (M=36.57). Additionally, people with a weak 
intrinsic motivation (M=35.83) would rather buy inferior products 
with superior package design compared to people with a weak ex-
trinsic motivation (M=29.27).

Figure 1: The effect of extrinsic and  
intrinsic goal pursuit on intention to buy
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To find out why extrinsically motivated people would even 
consider buying an inferior product, we ran a second online study 
in which 125 people participated (Mage=41.15; SDage=14.24). We 
presented them two alternative products for six different product cat-
egories: chocolate chip cookies, body milk, olive oil, coffee, mascara 
for female participants and aftershave for male participants. We ma-
nipulated both the package design (good-looking versus bad-look-
ing) and the product quality (superior versus inferior). Participants 
had to indicate to what degree each product appealed to them on 
a 7-point scale. Afterwards, all products were displayed separately 
and without quality information. The participants were asked to as-
sess the quality of each product on a 7-point scale. To measure par-
ticipant’s aspirations, we used the Aspiration Index (Kasser & Ryan, 
1996). In line with Study 1, we found that the more people are extrin-
sically motivated, the stronger their preference for products with an 
appealing package design (F1,121=8.69; p=.004). The more people 
pursue intrinsic goals, the more they opt for superior products with 
an unappealing package design (F1,126=5.67; p=.019). Moreover, 
as shown in Figure 2, we found that the more people want to attain 
extrinsic life goals, the more quality they assign to the products with 
an appealing package design (F1,122=7.29; p=.008). Current results 
suggest that extrinsically oriented people not only appreciate the aes-
thetic qualities of a product, but they actually infer from the nice ex-
terior that the product itself should be of good quality too. Thus, even 
though they received objective information about the product quality, 
extrinsically oriented people derive information about the product 
quality from the package design. This might explain why extrinsi-
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cally motivated people are more inclined than intrinsically motivated 
people to buy inferior products with an appealing package design.

Figure 2: The effect of extrinsic and  
intrinsic goal pursuit on quality estimation of products  

with an appealing package design
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Taken together, we found that the extent to which people ap-
preciate exterior over interior product qualities depends on the goals 
they pursue in their life. The contribution of this article is twofold. 
First, we contributed to self-determination theory. This research is 
the first to demonstrate that the aspirations people pursue in their life 
can affect which type of products they intend to buy. Second, current 
research adds new insights to the theory on product packaging. For 
people who strongly pursue image, fame and financial success in 
their life, product design can be of great importance, even for low-
involvement products. Future research will be conducted to arrive at 

a better understanding of the effect of goal pursuit on the intention to 
buy inferior, but good-looking products. For now, we can conclude 
that people with a strong desire to attain extrinsic life goals, will be 
more inclined to judge products by their appearance.
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Effects of narrative Transportation on Persuasion: A Meta-Analysis
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
The impact of narrative transportation on persuasion continues 

to attract research attention (e.g., Escalas 2004; Escalas 2007; Green 
and Brock 2000, 2002; Slater and Rouner 2002). When consumers 
lose themselves in a story, their attitudes and intentions change to 
reflect that story (Green 2008). Since Green and Brock (2000) initiated 
quantitative transportation research, many studies have investigated 
narratives, how they transport consumers, and how they change 
consumers’ views. Furthermore, recent developments have enhanced 
the significance of transportation effects, including interactive video 
games (Baranowski et al. 2008), narrative advertising (Chang 2009), 
and reality TV (Hall 2009). Thus, transportation demands theoretical 
and applied research attention (Singhal and Rogers 2002).

Despite notable strides, extant transportation literature remains 
fragmented, in terms of both its conceptual breadth and its empirical 
findings (e.g., Green, Brock, and Kaufman 2004; Moyer-Gusé 2008; 
Nabi and Krcmar 2004). A comprehensive synthesis that can unify 
and advance the field after a decade of transportation research is 
thus needed. Therefore, this research pursues three objectives: (1) 
develop a conceptual framework integrating the antecedents and 
consequences of the transportation effect; (2) empirically assess a 
model derived through a quantitative meta-analysis; and (3) uncover 
issues that deserve further attention.

We seek meaningful relationships of transportation with 
affective and cognitive responses, attitudes, and intentions. In line 
with the postulates of transportation theory (Green 2008; Green and 
Brock 2002), our meta-analytic model comprises the story, medium, 
and consumer attributes as the antecedents of the transportation 
effect. Finally, our model considers methodological factors in prior 
studies.

METHOd
To appear in our meta-analysis, a study must include transporta-

tion as a key variable. A vast array of experimental designs is accept-
able. We limited our search to literature published after Green and 
Brock’s (2000) empirical operationalization. Our search produced 
12 unpublished and 187 published articles (including book sections) 
related to transportation.

We analyzed 287 effect sizes. To ensure the independence of the 
effect sizes, we applied Johnson and Eagly’s (1989) technique. Two 
expert researchers classified the multitude of dependent variables 
reported in the identified studies, using four categories: affective 
response, cognitive response, attitude, and intention. These expert 
coders achieved acceptable agreement levels (Cohen’s κ = .74, p < 
.001) but disagreed on 54 variables (18.8%).

For these 54 variables, 189 undergraduate students served as 
the coders. Each variable was summarized in several sentences and 
included on a questionnaire. The questionnaire instructed respon-
dents to read each variable description carefully and decide which of 
the outcome categories it represented, as described at the top of the 
questionnaire. Respondents coded the variables and we entered the 
mode into the analysis. 

The effect size statistic contrasts groups on their mean trans-
portation and outcome scores. The Pearson correlation provides the 
effect size indicator. We calculated not only the sample-weighted, re-
liability-adjusted r but also the conservative random effect z (Hunter 

and Schmidt 2004). To determine the presence of heterogeneity, we 
used the QWithin statistic (Huedo-Medina et al. 2006). In addition, 
we determined the file drawer N, or the number of studies with a 
zero effect size required to reduce the mean effect size to a probabil-
ity level of α = .05 (Rosenthal 1991). The QBetween statistic tests 
whether the size of the effect differs across factor levels (Borenstein 
et al. 2009; Hedges and Olkin 1985).

rEsULTs
Transportation had significant, positive on affective responses 

(file drawer N = 2,955), cognitive responses (file drawer N = 
330), attitudes (file drawer N = 8,001), and intentions (file drawer 
N = 3,304). Because we determined positive main effects for all 
outcomes, we could merge the correlations of transportation with 
the four outcome variables into an overall persuasive transportation 
effect.

The transportation effect varied for chronology and intrusive-
ness. However, character similarity did not have an effect. The 
transportation effect was also greater with greater media readabil-
ity. However, richness did not enhance the transportation effect. The 
transportation effect further differed depending on consumers’ famil-
iarity and transportability. However, no significant effect emerged 
for attention.

Finally, transportation occurs when a study uses participant 
distraction, simple observation, or in-story perspective manipulation; 
assigns participants randomly; focuses on a communication or 
marketing domain; provides incentives; and includes highly 
educated, young, male participants.

dIsCUssIOn
This research underscores the robustness of the effect of narra-

tive transportation and builds on previous research to refine extant 
understanding. Transportation has a significant impact on each stage 
of narrative processing, from mental processing invested to empa-
thize with story characters to changes in consumers’ beliefs. More-
over, transportation’s effect appears influenced by key variables, 
such as the consumer’s familiarity with the story topic and chronic 
propensity to be transported. These findings have implications for 
not only persuasion research but communication practices overall—
as demonstrated by the growing popularity of public narratives. As 
consumers increasingly experience transportation in their dealings 
with persuasive narratives, it becomes increasingly important to 
understand the processes underlying narrative communication. We 
have identified some research paths and thus hope to have enabled 
scholars and practitioners alike to see the way forward as well.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Pro-social behavior is common. A rich literature explains why 

people act pro-socially (e.g., Boezeman & Ellemers, 2007; Erez, Mi-
kulincer, Ijzendoorn, & Kroonenberg, 2008), and documents positive 
consequences of pro-social behavior on well-being and health (Bor-
gonovi, 2008; Post, 2005; Strahilevitz, 2011; Thoits & Hewitt, 2001; 
Van Willigen, 2000). Recent evidence suggests accessible pro-social 
decisions transiently influence self-perceptions and consequently 
choice. Khan and Dhar (2006) find that in a hypothetical-choice task, 
choosing among volunteering options transiently boosts a positive 
self-concept, thereby “licensing” the choice of a self-indulgent op-
tion in a subsequent task. Mazar and Zhong (2010) find people act 
less altruistically after purchasing green products than after purchas-
ing conventional products. The authors propose that by boosting a 
person’s moral self-concept, virtuous decisions “license” indulgence 
in self-interested and unethical behavior. 

We suggest accessible pro-social behaviors may also increase 
risk taking. Specifically, we propose that in addition to making people 
feel virtuous, accessible pro-social behaviors may signal a safe en-
vironment (Mikulincer et al., 2001, and Mikulnicer & Shaver, 2005, 
for evidence that people tend to volunteer when they feel secure), in-
crease one’s feelings of interdependence (Borgonovi, 2008), prompt 
an optimistic outlook (Mellor, et al., 2008), and increase sense of 
control (Mellor, et al., 2008). We propose these outcomes either in-
dependently or jointly contribute to feelings of security, which, as we 
outline next, increase financial risk taking, presumably via a mecha-
nism whereby decision makers gauge risk by how they feel at the 
time of choice (Loewenstein, Weber, Hsee, & Welch, 2001). 

Hsee and Weber (1999) report the size of a person’s social net-
work is positively correlated with one’s willingness to take finan-
cial risks. The authors suggest the network serves as a safety net 
should the risky financial decision fail. Mandel (2003) found that 
people primed to think about their friends and family increased their 
financial risk taking, acting as if they had a safety net. Last, Levav 
and Argo (2010) show that being lightly touched by another person 
increases one’s feelings of security, which mediates preference for 
risky financial decisions.

In light of these findings, we propose that accessible volunteer-
ing behavior increases feelings of security, which promotes risky de-
cision making. We test our prediction in four studies. In each study, 
we assessed risk taking by asking participants to make 14 choices 
between sure payoffs and risky gambles. Studies 1a and 1b demon-
strate that an accessible act of volunteering increases risky monetary 
decision making, the mediating role of sense of security, and that the 
volunteering effect is not contingent on just-world beliefs. Study 2 
shows that expressing volunteering intent increases monetary risk 
taking in participants primed to feel insecure, but not in participants 
primed to feel secure. This finding demonstrates the moderating role 
of feelings of security. Finally, study 3 shows the effect of volun-
teering intent on risky decision making can be eliminated when the 
reason for volunteering is attributed to an external source. 

Study 1a tested whether an accessible pro-social act increases 
monetary risk taking. Participants were asked either before or af-
ter they engaged in a purportedly unrelated monetary risk-taking 
task whether they had volunteered in the past six months. The mon-
etary risk taking task consisted of making 14 hypothetical choices 
between a sure cash payoff and a risky gamble (Hsee and Weber 

1999). Participants were told they would participate in a lottery and 
the four winners would receive payment according to their decision 
in a randomly selected choice out of the 14. We also measured sense 
of security. Supporting our prediction, accessible pro-social activity 
increased risk taking and sense of security mediated this effect.

Study 1b replicated the initial effect, ruled out an alternative 
account, and showed the effect is not contingent on just-world beliefs

Study 2 examined whether feelings of security moderate the 
effect of pro-social intent on risky monetary choices. Participants 
were randomly assigned to one of four conditions of a 2 (secure/in-
secure) x 2 (volunteering/control) between-subjects design. Partici-
pants completed three purportedly unrelated tasks; first, participants 
were primed to feel insecure or secure. Then, they either chose a 
community services or a chair. Finally, participants made the same 
14 monetary choices as in Study 1. Consistent with our prediction 
expressing virtuous intent led to increased risk taking (relative to the 
control condition) in participants primed to feel insecure but not in 
participants primed to feel secure.  

Study 3 examined whether attributing pro-social intent to an ex-
ternal source attenuates the effect of virtuous intent on risky decision 
making. As in Study 1, choices were consequential.

As we predicted, when people felt the decision to volunteer was 
not their own, they did not infer a benign environment and therefore 
were not more willing to take risks.

Four studies demonstrate a link between accessible volunteer-
ing behavior, feelings of security, and monetary risk taking. Impor-
tantly, in the introduction, we were careful to note that accessible 
volunteering may also increase monetary risk taking via a boost in 
optimism, sense of control, and positive mood (all of which may also 
contribute to feelings of security). 

For example, although our manipulations did not produce sig-
nificant mood changes, a stronger effect on mood may be experi-
enced while volunteering, which could also increase monetary risk 
taking (Mano, 1994). Also, although individual differences in just-
world beliefs did not moderate the effects of an accessible act of 
volunteering on risk taking in Study 1b, priming just-world beliefs 
may have such a moderating effect. 

In summary, our findings extend existing research on volunteer-
ing behavior and on risk taking. First, we demonstrate a relatively 
distant, and therefore seemingly unrelated, consequence of acces-
sible volunteering behavior and intent, and second, we document yet 
another factor that can transiently influence risk-taking preferences. 
Critically, we demonstrate that an accessible act of volunteering in-
creases feelings of security, which increase the willingness to choose 
risky options.  
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
When are frugal consumers not frugal? Increasing recogni-

tion by marketing researchers to understand non-consumption has 
sparked an interest in exploring the spending habits of frugal con-
sumers (Bardhi and Arnould 2005; Lastovicka et al. 1999; Rick, Cry-
der, and Loewenstein 2008). By definition, frugality is a “unidimen-
sional consumer lifestyle trait characterized by the degree to which 
consumers are both restrained in acquiring and in resourcefully using 
economic goods and services to achieve long-term goals” (Lastovi-
cka et al. 1999, p. 88). It is the extent to which individuals exhibit 
self-restraint in their consumption behavior (Kasser 2005).

For the most part, literature on frugality has primarily focused 
on individual characteristics and behavior, ignoring the impact of in-
dividuals’ network (and/or reference group) on their frugal behavior. 
Given that consumers are often influenced by how others will judge 
and perceive them (Calder and Burnkrant 1977), individuals’ person-
al networks should play an influential force in one’s frugal identity. 
Personal networks can also act as reference groups for consumers. 
Reference groups are important because it can be an influential force 
in establishing social norms (Fisher and Ackerman 1998). The nor-
mative pressures that the group exerts result in high levels of influ-
ence over a variety of individuals’ decision (Feldman 1984). A major 
source of influence comes from consumers’ belief about how others 
will perceive their decisions (Calder and Brunkrant 1977).

However, previous research suggests that frugality may be an 
exception; it is a trait that is considered not to be influenced by social 
factors. Lastovicka et al. (1999) suggest that frugal consumers are 
more independent than the average consumer, and thus they are less 
swayed by their interpersonal network. Since frugal consumers are 
disciplined in their spending, they are better able to withstand the so-
cial pressures to be engaged in money-spending activities (Lastovic-
ka et al. 1999). However, this research will suggest that under certain 
conditions, the frugality trait is malleable to social influences, espe-
cially when they are consuming with individuals from high-spending 
networks. More importantly, frugality may be a relative trait, rather 
than a constant trait as people presumed it to be. Four studies were 
conducted to explore this inquiry.

Study 1 was a two-way between subjects design with two mea-
sured factors, average spending of their personal network (ASPN) 
and frugality (scale from Lastovicka et al. 1999) (n=110). High (low) 
ASPN indicates high (low) spending networks. Individuals were 
asked to list a close group of friends whom they see on a regular ba-
sis. Then participants rated each of their friends on three seven-point 
bi-polar items (Save Money / Spend Money, Thrifty / Spendthrift, 
Economical / Splurge). To calculate the degree of spending by their 
personal network, we averaged the scores of these three items (α = 
.89) for each person and then averaged the scores of friends listed 
(participant’s social network) to get the ASPN index. Next, partici-
pants were asked to choose an ideal meal that they would have in 
their outing with their friends (the friends that they listed). The re-
sults show a significant interaction between individual’s frugality and 
ASPN, β = .25, t = 2.76, p <.01, f2 = .07. Simple slopes test confirmed 
that the effect of frugality on the amount ordered was significant for 
those in the low ASPN groups (one SD below the mean of ASPN), b 
= -4.17, t = -5.81, p < .001 and non-significant for those in the high 
ASPN groups (one SD above the mean), b = -1.20, t = .22, ns.

This study was replicated in a field setting using an actual social 
network (n=42). Instead of asking individuals to list their friends, 
network analysis was used to determine people’s social network. The 

dependent variable for this study was average monthly spending (not 
including rent, groceries, and bills). Consistent with study 1’s find-
ings, there was a significant interaction between frugality and ASPN, 
β = .30, t = 2.03, p <.05, f2 = .11. Simple slopes test confirmed that 
the effects of frugality on monthly spending was significant for those 
in low SN groups (one SD below the mean), b = -51.67, t = -2.50, p 
< .05, and non-significant for those in high SN groups (one SD above 
the mean), b = 7.80, t = .34, ns. More importantly, this study also 
revealed that frugal individuals in high spending networks have an 
inaccurate perception of their own level of frugality. Specifically, fru-
gal individuals perceived that they were frugal, although they were 
not perceived to be frugal by their friends. This perhaps can explain 
why frugal individuals in high spending networks were willing to 
spend, because relatively, they may have perceived that they were 
spending less than their peers, thus believing that they were frugal.

The results from study 3 show that the effects of prior studies are 
limited to strong-tie networks, thus, introducing a boundary condition. 
When frugal individuals are consuming with high spending acquaintanc-
es (weak-tie ASPN), they behave according to their trait. However, when 
frugal individuals are consuming with high spending friends (strong-tie 
ASPN), they spent nearly as much as those who were non-frugal.

Finally, the results from study 4 show that the effects of prior 
studies are limited to publicly-consumed goods. Under the private-
ly-consumed good (i.e., mattresses) condition, frugal consumers 
behaved according to their trait. However, under the publicly-con-
sumed good condition (i.e., notebooks), frugal consumers spent more 
when they were primed to list a network of high spending friends.

In conclusion, findings from four studies (two experimental, 
two field-based studies) reveal that when frugal individuals consume 
with high spending networks, they spend more than those that con-
sume with low spending networks (Study 1). These results are rep-
licated in a field study, but also show that frugal consumers in high 
spending networks were not perceived to be frugal, even though they 
believed themselves to be frugal (Study 2). Next, the results demon-
strate that these effects occur only in strong-tie networks (as opposed 
to weak-tie networks), introducing a boundary condition (Study 3). 
Finally, these effects apply only to publicly consumed products and 
not privately consumed products (Study 4). 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Can reading the word “bye” influence how much someone is 

willing to pay to “buy” a product? Or can telling consumers to “wait” 
influence their perceptions of a target object’s “weight”? We investi-
gate conditions where one homophone – a word that sounds the same 
as another but has different spelling and meaning –primes percep-
tions and behaviors related to the complementary homophone. We 
suggest that this priming effect is an outgrowth of the reading process 
and is more likely to occur when individuals experience cognitive 
load, as load suppresses a secondary corrective process (Gernsbacher 
and Faust 1991). This research represents the first demonstration of 
homophone behavioral and perceptual priming and contributes to our 
understanding of priming in general. 

We argue the described effect is an outgrowth of an automatic 
process—wherein stimuli induce processing (Bargh 1994; Schneider 
and Shiffrin 1977). We also draw from research on homophones and 
their relationships from the cognitive psychology literature (Lesch 
and Pollatsek 1993; Lukatela and Turvey 1994; Van Orden 1987). 
This research finds that homophones are linked via their phonology 
and can influence subsequent tasks (e.g. lexical decision tasks, Pex-
man et al. 2001; stem completion tasks, Rueckl and Mathew 1999; 
and also induce memory errors, Azuma et al. 2004; Starns et al. 
2006), however these investigations never extend to the behavioral 
realm—where homophones can prime behaviors and perceptions. 

In four studies we investigate how one word in a homophone 
pair (i.e. wait, right, bye, or phew) can influence behaviors and/or 
alter perceptions related to the complementary homophone (weight, 
write, buy, and few, respectively). We find support for homophone 
priming, relative to control conditions, but only when participants 
experience cognitive load, suggesting participants suppress the in-
fluence of homophone primes with sufficient cognitive resources 
(Gernsbacher and Faust 1991).

In study 1, we test if reading, “wait” can influence perceptions of 
“weight”. The experiment had eight conditions (Wait Type: No Wait, 
30sec wait labeled “delay”, 30sec wait labeled “wait”, 30sec wait 
without labeling) x (cognitive load: load vs. no load). Participants 
were primed then completed the target task, wherein they viewed 
a grocery bag depiction and answered, “If you placed the bag on a 
scale, what is your guess for the readout in pounds?” and “To ask an-
other way, how heavy is the bag above?” on a 7-point scale anchored 
by “not heavy at all” and “very heavy”. Responses were combined 
into a composite measure of subjective weight (cronbach’s alpha = 
.83). An ANOVA revealed a marginal main effect of wait type (F(3, 
223) = 2.5, p = .06), and a significant wait type x load interaction 
(F(3, 223) = 3.74, p < .05). Planned contrasts revealed that subjec-
tive weights in the wait/wait load condition were significantly greater 
than in any other condition (all ps < .05). Indicating that participants 
who read “wait” perceived the grocery bag to weigh more, but only 
when under cognitive load. 

In study 2, we test if reading, “right” elicits longer essays from 
participants (i.e. they “write” more). The experiment had five in-
struction conditions (two containing the word “right” and three con-
trols) crossed with a load manipulation. The main task was to “tell us 
about” a recent grocery trip. Initial analyses confirmed that collaps-
ing conditions into “right” vs. “control” was appropriate. An ANOVA 
revealed a main effect of condition (F(1, 150) = 10.02, p < .01) such 
that people who saw the word “right” wrote fourteen more words on 
average, a marginal effect of load (p = .059), which was qualified by 

a significant condition x load interaction (F(1, 150) = 5.20, p < .03). 
An inspection of the means revealed that participants wrote more 
(eighteen words more on average) when they read “right” under load. 
Control conditions did not significantly differ from each other. 

In study 3, we test if reading “bye” influences “buying” behav-
iors. Participants read an ostensibly unrelated story about a vaca-
tioner’s last day. The story either concluded with the writer saying 
“Bye Bye” or “So Long” to their vacation spot. These conditions 
were crossed with a load manipulation. Participants then read about a 
restaurant promotion and indicated their WTP for dinner for two, this 
was the dependent variable related to “buy”. An ANOVA revealed 
a significant condition x load interaction (F(1, 109) = 4.03, p < .05) 
such that people under load who read “Bye Bye” were willing to pay 
the most for the restaurant deal. Planned contrasts revealed that WTP 
in this condition was significantly greater than in any other condition 
(all ps < .05). 

In study 4, we test if reading “phew” can have a downward ef-
fect on behavioral intentions. Participants read a story that ended 
with the protagonist exclaiming “phew” or “close call”. These condi-
tions were crossed with a load manipulation. Participants then an-
swered a behavioral intention question (9-point scale) about saving 
money in the next year (a socially desirable behavior). This served 
as the dependent variable. An analysis revealed a significant prime x 
load interaction (F(1, 173) = 5.85, p < .02) such that individuals who 
read “phew” while under load indicated that they intended to save 
less money than any other condition (planned contrasts, all ps <.05). 

Taken together these studies provide initial evidence for how 
homophones can prime perceptions and behavior. It contributes to 
our understanding of how and when behavioral priming can occur, 
by identifying a new way to prime behavior and influence percep-
tions. Homophones can prime both “more” and “less” of a behavior, 
behavioral intention, and perceptions. Additionally, this research may 
contribute to a related stream of research on phonemes and the role of 
phonology in branding (Argo et al. 2010; Lowrey and Shrum 2007; 
Yorkston and Menon 2004) and marketing in general. Consider for 
instance, the case of the weight loss drug “Alli”. It is a constructed or 
psuedohomophone designed to help consumers understand that the 
drug is their “ally” in weight loss.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT

1. Introduction
With more than 520 million daily-active Facebook users (April 

2012), social media have now become part of many customers’ life. 
Individuals use social media to obtain information, entertain them-
selves, and fulfil mood-management needs (Shao, 2009). We argue 
and show here that social media also fulfil more profound identity 
construction needs, and can be used to communicate with brands 
about symbolic aspects of consumption. Using the example of con-
sumers running weblogs about fashion and luxury products – which 
represent one of the most common types of weblogs on the Internet 
(Rickman & Cosenza, 2007) – we address one of the paradoxes of 
social media: namely, that despite the social nature of these media, 
many customers use them primarily for managing personal and sym-
bolic aspects of their identity construction and relations with brands. 
The present paper contributes to the literature on social media and 
consumer identities, by offering a way of framing the existing litera-
ture and findings, combining both traditional literatures on symbolic 
consumptions (Levy, 1959) and more recent approaches to indepen-
dent and interdependent identities and self-construals (Markus & 
Kitayama, 1991).

2. Methods
We carried out a netnography (Kozinets, 2010) from mid-2005 

to end of 2011 on 30 popular fashion / luxury weblogs to research 
individual differences in self-construal and further corroborated our 
interpretations through in-depth interviews with 20 of these 30 blog-
gers.

3. results & discussion
Our findings – summarised in table 1 - suggest that fashion and 

luxury bloggers develop different types of independent and interde-
pendent identities through personal branding, and carefully designed 
interaction strategies with others. The type of personal brand - or 
‘character’- construed differs on what we identified as the four di-
mensions of a blogger’s identity: dominant mode of self-construal, 
type of ‘others’ he/she interacts with, type of relationship he/she 
aims at, and dominant type of social media used.  Based on differ-
ent combinations of these dimensions, consumers develop different 
characters, which they use to signal to others - and particularly to 
brands - the kind of communal activities bloggers would like to en-
gage into and with what members.

Celebrity bloggers are bloggers who became very famous, reg-
ularly work for famous brands and designers, and post their work and 
stories on their weblog. Their primary motivation is to be recognized 
as a like of the people they admire (designers, photographers…), but 
not to belong to or interact with a community of bloggers. They thus 
hold a highly dominant independent self-construal - only making ob-
vious bonds with the fashion and luxury people they have worked 
with - and low levels of interdependent self-construal. The ‘others’ 
they interact with are mainly brands and brand representatives or 
fellow professionals. The ‘type of relationship’ they aim at creating 
with brands is a worshipping one. Celebrity bloggers signal potential 
partner brands their willingness to work for them. Interestingly, we 
found that while these bloggers engage into active networking with 

professionals they want to become like, they mostly do so offline. 
Celebrity bloggers gather most of their online social media content 
on their weblogs and make scarce use of other social networks like 
Facebook or Twitter.

Character bloggers are those who became famous among 
a very dedicated audience and web marketing agencies, being oc-
casionally mentioned in women’s magazines. They are rather in-
dependent, while entertaining very close relationships with a few 
peer- bloggers and web-marketing representatives with whom the 
have become friends. These types of bloggers have a high level of 
independent self-construal, and a moderate level of interdependent 
self-construal. The ‘others’ made obvious in their weblogs are their 
blogger friends and brands promoted by their web marketing agen-
cies’ connections. The relationship they aim for is a ‘clique’ one: 
sharing scarce resources, with limited access for new entrants. The 
dominant social media used are weblogs, where most of the brand 
narrative happens. Facebook, Twitter, Lookbook or Flickr are used 
for a public account of activities, serve as a recruitment platform for 
other readers, and also as a location for extended self-construal and 
personal branding.

spokesperson bloggers are bloggers that became famous and 
received media coverage, eventually turning their blogging activities 
into a job (journalism, acting…). Spokespersons usually use their 
influence to speak up about causes such as fighting for larger sizes in 
fashion. By embracing issues that federate other bloggers, they dis-
play a high level of interdependent self-construal. Their status also 
contributes to moderate levels of independent self-construal. The 
‘others’ they like to introduce on their weblogs are fellow bloggers, 
most of whom are simple readers, with whom they want to share 
opinions and co-produce debates and discussions. Brands are not al-
ways present in these discussions, except if relevant to the cause be-
ing defended. The type of relationship Spokesperson bloggers want 
to create is a highly interactive and communal one. Thus, discussions 
happen on every platform possible (e.g. commenting on their we-
blog, Facebook page, professional website, Twitter account…).

Finally, buddy bloggers are those who are not famous but who 
are liked by a strong loyal community of readers / followers. Their 
motivation to weblog is most of all about sharing their passion and 
ideas about fashion and luxury consumption with other passionate 
people. Consequently, Buddy bloggers display high levels of interde-
pendent self-construal, and low levels of independent self-construal. 
The ‘others’ they interact with are firstly their readers, then fellow 
bloggers. Buddy bloggers are organized in ‘bastions’ or subgroups 
of similar bloggers, who adore each other within the subgroups and 
hate each other outside those subgroups. Brands are also very present 
in their narratives. Buddy bloggers mainly promote them directly in 
accordance with what they feel their audience will like. The relation-
ship built with the audience is about recommending and trusting, and 
Buddy bloggers therefore always try and balance branded narratives 
with readers’ expectations and comments. Because interactions and 
recommendations are at the heart of Buddy weblogs, discussions 
happens on all possible loci, whether in the weblogs comments or on 
various social networks.

Overall, our paper is the first to investigate the relation between 
the use of social media and the development of different types of 
independent and interdependent identities, via self-construal.
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APPEndIx
Table 1: The four characters of bloggers’ identities

Type of Self-Construal

Type of communal 
tools used

Type of relationship 
aimed at

Types of 
“Others” bloggers 

interact withIndependent Self- 
Construal

Interdependent 
Self-Construal

Celebrity High Low Weblog Brand worshipping 
Professional networking

Brands 
Brand representatives

Character High Medium

Weblog Textual 
social networks 

Visual social 
networks

Implicit brand 
promotion Networking 
with friends & agencies

Brands 
Friend- bloggers

Spokesperson Medium High

Weblog Textual 
social networks 

Professional web 
resources

Co-production High 
communal activities

Fellow Bloggers 
Readers

Buddy Low High

Weblog Textual 
social networks 
Responding to 

comments

Bastion High 
Communal activities 

Recommendation
& Trust

Friend- bloggers 
Readers
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Scholars have noted that many consumption phenomena are 

time and context-dependent, but have offered limited directions that 
would help researchers study consumers over the course of their 
lives. The life course paradigm, which is considered one of the most 
important achievements of social science in the second half of the 
20th century and is widely used globally and across disciplines (El-
der et al. 2003), can address time and context dependent consumer 
issues. 

The life course approach focuses on examining gradual or abrupt 
changes in behavior of a unit (e.g., individual, family) that take place 
over time.  These changes are assumed to be embedded with earlier 
life experiences, including earlier changes in behavior, and are stud-
ied as time- and context-dependent events, changes, or transitions. 
Behavior at any stage in life or given point in time is viewed as the 
product of responses to earlier life conditions and the way the indi-
vidual or other units have adapted to various circumstances (Mayer 
and Tuma 1990).  The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the life 
course approach. Theories and methods are presented, hypotheses 
based on theoretical life course perspectives are developed, and data 
from a national longitudinal study are used to test the proposed rela-
tionships. Implications of study findings for theory development and 
future research are also discussed. 

According to the life course paradigm, biological and psycho-
logical changes during a person’s life and social demands across the 
life course define typical life events and social roles that serve as 
turning points and affect a person’s life; they create physical, emo-
tional, and social demands and circumstances to which one must 
adapt by changing his or her thoughts and actions.  Patterns of 
thought and action at a given stage in life are viewed as outcomes of 
one’s adaptation to various demands and circumstances experienced 
earlier in life, with adaptation entailing the processes of (a) stress and 
coping responses, (b) socialization, and (c) development or growth 
and decline.  These processes are the underlying change mechanisms 
of the three most widely-accepted life course perspectives: stress, 
normative, and human capital, respectively (Moschis 2007). 

The rapid diffusion of the life course as a research framework 
across disciplines was largely because of the development of mod-
els collectively known as event history analysis (EHA) (Mayer and 
Tuma 1990).  Most EHA models are defined by expressing the haz-
ard rate of an event or change (or transition rate when a shift to one 
of several states is possible) as a specific function of relevant time 
dimension (e.g., duration, age), measured covariates, and unmea-
sured random disturbances (Mayer and Tuma 1990). When an event, 
transition, or change at any given point depends on how long an indi-
vidual has been at a given state, it becomes duration-dependent; that 
is, it can be modeled as a probability in the rate of transition (change) 
with respect to time on the basis of how long (duration) a person 
has been in that state. In life course research, a change in behavior 
is equivalent to an event; it is viewed as a transition from one state 
to the next (e.g., from a nonuser to a user of a product). Movement 
from an original state to a destination state defines transitions.  All 
people begin in the original state (e.g., nonusers) and are “at risk” of 
making the transition to the destination state. The risk of making a 
transition is defined as a function of time, and the dependent variable 

is expressed as a probability of change given the length of time a 
person has been at a given state.  

We illustrate the application of life course paradigm by formu-
lating our hypotheses based on the three theoretical perspectives to 
explain consumers’ responses to two types of consumption choices 
(studied as events)—one first-time and another repeat choice. Ac-
quiring membership in age-segmented associations that serve people 
over a certain age (ASAS) is a first time decision that requires age 
eligibility (age 50 that marks the beginning of the “risk” period and 
defines a person’s membership in the “older-age” subculture (e.g., 
AARP). The second, changes in investments (CINV), which may 
involve both new investments and new allocation of existing assets, 
can be a repeated behavior (event) that requires no age eligibility; it 
is relevant to adult consumers regardless of their stage in life.

A stratified sample of 9500 household heads, heavily skewed 
toward older-age brackets received the first questionnaire, and ex-
actly five years after the first survey was administered, the 709 identi-
fied respondents who agreed to participate in the second survey were 
mailed the second questionnaire.  A total of 379 usable question-
naires were returned (53.4% of those who had agreed to participate), 
of which 318 could be matched to the first anonymous questionnaire 
by means of date of birth and other demographic information in rare 
cases. In our EHA models, the dependent variables were expressed as 
events that occurred after a consumer had entered the “risk” period of 
experiencing the specific consumer behavior change. 

Among the study findings, results suggest that consumers change 
their behaviors in anticipation of specific life transition events, sug-
gesting the importance of studying the timing of these changes in 
response to the expected transitions, and the types of consumers who 
change their behaviors earlier than others. The life course approach 
could make a useful contribution to research in consumer behavior 
because it because it makes time, context, and process more salient 
dimensions of theory and analysis.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Extensive psychological research suggests that the quality and 

quantity of interpersonal relationships are linked with increased life 
satisfaction (Argyle 1999).  For example, a meta-analysis of almost 
300 empirical studies shows that elderly people who enjoy exten-
sive or high quality social contacts report elevated well-being (Pin-
quart and Sorensen 2000). What is absent, though, is a simultane-
ous consideration of well-being in light of a person’s consumption 
relationships (i.e., service and brand relationships). To explore this 
opportunity, we contemplate consumers’ more broadly-construed re-
lationship portfolios.

Relationships are dyadic enterprises with different types of 
interaction that may confer a variety of benefits and costs.  Inter-
personal relationships have myriad possible forms and features, in-
cluding emotional support (e.g., providing reassurance of self-worth 
and concern), appraisal support (e.g., feedback and confirmation), 
information support (e.g., advice and information) and instrumental 
support (e.g., money or resources) (Wills 1991).  These interpersonal 
relationships “have a powerful effect on happiness and other aspects 
of well-being, and are perhaps its greatest single cause (Argyle 2001, 
p. 71).  

Likewise, research suggests service relationships have many of 
these same features and play a non-trivial role in consumer’s lives. 
Indeed, “many services are almost exclusively based upon person-
to-person interactions” (Gremler and Brown, p. 174) and service re-
lationships may provide many of the same benefits as interpersonal 
relationships (Wellman and Gulia 1999). 

They typically include the servicing of important human needs 
such as autonomy, security and belonging (McKenna and Bargh 
1999; Wellman and Gulia 1999) that leads to higher life satisfaction 
both directly and through enhanced self-esteem (Diener and Diener 
1995; Kwan, Bond and Singelis 1997).  

Here, we explore that possibility that not all relationships are 
beneficial: Specifically, we investigate whether the number and 
strength of brand relationships has a negative impact on a person’s 
well-being (e.g. life satisfaction and self-esteem).  Consumers form 
meaningful relationships with brands – this has been amply demon-
strated by decades of research (Belk 1988; Fournier 1998). We pro-
pose several reasons to believe brand relationships can be detrimen-
tal to consumers’ well-being. First, brands cannot act on their own 
behalf. Compared to relationships that involve humans (e.g. interper-
sonal and service), consumer-brand relationships are less interactive: 
“Brands do not experience emotions and therefore [do] not return a 
person’s love…” (Batra et al. 2011, p. 3). Since brands are unable to 
reciprocate in a similar fashion to the consumers who hold them dear, 
there will be ever-increasing chasm between partners representing a 
lack of social exchange that over time will erode self-esteem. More-
over, brands’ relational ‘toolkits’ are barren.  They are less capable 
of reassuring communications such as pledges of commitment, en-
couragement or intimate self-disclosure that are common in and form 
the foundation of interpersonal and service relationships (Price and 
Arnould 1999).  There is consistent evidence that physical proximity 
affects the likelihood of communication between actors (Krackhardt 
1994), presumably by increasing the probability of positive, seren-
dipitous interactions (Monge et al. 1995). These qualities are lacking 

in brand relationships.  Finally, having many strong brand relation-
ships may be associated with devaluing importance of interpersonal 
relationships (Thomson, Whelan, and Johnson, in press).  Such con-
sumers may prefer to gain comfort and psychological support from 
their possessions rather than with actual people (Kasser and Ryan 
1993). Thus, this may cause individuals to become socially lethargic, 
as brand relationships become central to their lifestyle (Kasser and 
Ryan 2001). In consequence, people who value brand-relationships 
may become less socially productive and exhibit greater numbers of 
antisocial behaviors (Burroughs and Rindfleisch 2002; Cohen and 
Cohen 1996; Kasser and Ryan 1993), thus contributing to their lower 
self-esteem and well-being. 

We examine the effect of people’s relationship portfolio on their 
general well-being (i.e. “life satisfaction’; see Table 1) both directly 
and through self-esteem. We recruited 323 respondents using a pri-
vate research panel composed of adults. We collected the follow-
ing variables: Life Satisfaction (Diener et al. 1985), Rosenberg’s 
Self-Esteem scale (1965), people’s current state of health, financial 
strength, and a trait-measure of worry (Stober and Joormann 2001), 
as well as gender and age. We then asked in random order for indi-
viduals to list relationships that “mean a lot to you” in the context of 
other people (i.e. interpersonal), service providers (i.e. service) and 
brands (i.e. brand). For each relationship, respondents answered a 
two-item metric of ‘relationship strength’ (e.g. ‘This brand [person] 
is important to me’). Once all this information was provided, we cal-
culated respondents’ number and average strength of each respective 
type of relationship.  Upon centering each variable, we also calcu-
lated the interaction terms.

Using structural equation modeling, we conducted and replicat-
ed the basic result that interpersonal relationships improve a person’s 
well-being.  We also show that while person-service provider rela-
tionships have a similar effect, person-brand relationships are associ-
ated with significantly diminished self-esteem and well-being, even 
after accounting for a person’s tendency to worry, age, gender and 
financial and physical health.  In model 1, we find that stronger inter-
personal relationship predict life satisfaction and self-esteem. With 
respect to service relationships, neither the number of the strength 
matters, but the interaction is a positive predictor. However, more 
and stronger brand relationships are related to significantly lower life 
satisfaction and self-esteem.  

Understanding how this portfolio behaves is a worthwhile ex-
ercise not only because integrating across domains has theoretical 
value, but also because relationships are centrally implicated in pre-
dicting people’s general well-being.  Thus, there are considerable 
managerial and public-policy implications of understanding what 
patterns of portfolios are most beneficial for people. It also allows us 
to address the issue of whether the variety of target objects involved 
in the portfolio are complementary or competing with respect to an 
individual’s well-being.
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Table 1: structural Equation Model results
Model 1*

From To γ p<
Numberperson

Life Satisfaction

0.16 0.01
Strengthp 0.07 0.17
Interactionp 0.01 0.90
Numberservice -0.10 0.13
Strengths 0.05 0.40
Interactions 0.10 0.09
Numberbrand -0.03 0.70
Strengthb -0.04 0.50
Interactionb -0.10 0.10
Numberp

Health

-0.07 0.37
Strengthp 0.20 0.01
Interactionp 0.16 0.01
Numbers 0.00 0.96
Strengths 0.18 0.01
Interactions 0.14 0.05
Numberb -0.07 0.43
Strengthb -0.08 0.28
Interactionb -0.08 0.32
Numberp

Financial 
Weakness

0.28 0.01
Strengthp 0.09 0.13
Interactionp 0.00 0.97
Numbers -0.09 0.28
Strengths -0.02 0.82
Interactions -0.15 0.05
Numberb -0.05 0.64
Strengthb 0.06 0.43
Interactionb 0.06 0.47
Numberp

Self Esteem

0.01 0.93
Strengthp 0.19 0.01
Interactionp 0.07 0.28
Numbers 0.05 0.53
Strengths -0.11 0.11
Interactions 0.27 0.01
Numberb -0.03 0.73
Strengthb -0.10 0.17
Interactionb -0.20 0.01
Financial Weakness

Life Satisfaction
-0.21 0.01

Health 0.18 0.01
Self Esteem 0.43 0.01

DF 25
Chi-Sq. 42.01

CMIN/DF 1.68
RMSEA 0.05

*note: gender was not a significant covariate (p> .10) but increas-
ing age (γ= .09, p< .05) and decreasing worry (γ= -.29, p< .05) 

significantly predicted higher life satisfaction. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Market mavens are “individuals who have information about 

many kinds of products, places to shop, and other facets of markets, 
and initiate discussions with consumers and respond to requests from 
consumers for market information” (Feick and Price 1987, p.85). 
Previous research has suggested market mavens act as important 
social beings for the marketplace. Specifically, they have a desire 
to help others and have a sense of obligation to share their market 
knowledge with others in their social networks (Walsh, Gwinner, 
and Swanson 2004). Even though prior research has documented 
the links between market mavens and a variety of social traits, what 
remains underexplored is how it influences consumers within the do-
main of emerging social networks. Our work fills this gap by tracking 
market mavens longitudinally and observing their network growth 
and their personal outcomes over time. 

Our findings contribute to the extant literature in three distinct 
ways. First, despite their social nature and desire to interact, market 
mavens have a lower rate of network growth over time. They tend 
to build a selective network, rather than a larger network. Second, 
market mavens occupying central positions experience both positive 
(satisfaction) and negative (stress) personal outcomes over time. Fi-
nally, we identify the importance of differentiating perceptual net-
works (vs. objective networks) as the primary driver of consumers’ 
personal outcomes. 

Method
We conducted a longitudinal field study at a large North Ameri-

can university. Participants filled out questionnaires at two different 
time-periods. Time 1 data was collected approximately five to six 
weeks after the start of the academic freshman year (early October) 
and Time 2 data was collected about five months after the initial data 
collection (early February). The final sample (N=71) included 37 fe-
males and 34 males.

Network data were collected using the roster method, a tech-
nique that is widely used in network research (Wasserman and Faust 
1994). This method is consistent with previous network studies in 
marketing and is useful in identifying individuals’ network positions 
(Iacobucci et al. 1996). Then, participants rated their relationship 
strength (1 – do not know or barely know; 2 – acquaintance; 3 – 
friend; 4 – close friend) with every other student on the floor (Lee 
et al., 2010). To identify one’s friendship network, a rating of 3 or 
above was chosen to reflect individual’s strong-tie network. There-
fore, for every direct link (a rating of 3 or above), the focal actor 
received a score 1 and all other responses were given a rating of 0. 
Given that this was a longitudinal study, we were able to track the 
change in development of outgoing ties and incoming ties over time. 

To analyze the effects of market mavenism on individuals’ social 
network development, a stochastic actor-oriented model of network 
dynamics was assessed using the SIENA 3.14 software (Snijders et 
al. 2007). The actor-oriented model, when elaborated upon for appli-
cation use, contains parameters that are estimated from the observed 
data by a statistical procedure (Snijders et al. 2010). The effects of 
market mavenism on the development of network ties are assessed 
by examining the parameter estimates of three selection effects: ego 
effect, alter effect, and similarity effect (Burk et al. 2007). A posi-
tive (negative) ego effect implies that market mavenism is positively 

(negatively) associated with an individual’s ability to develop social 
ties and thus is likely to increase (decrease) the number of friend-
ship nominations made over time. A positive (negative) alter effect 
implies that market mavenism is positively (negatively) associated 
with being attractive as a friend and thus is likely to result in an 
individual receiving more (fewer) friendship nominations over time. 
Lastly, a positive (negative) similarity effect implies that individuals 
prefer friendships with others that have similar (dissimilar) levels of 
market mavenism (i.e., homophilous selection). To test the interac-
tion of market mavenism x centrality on stress and satisfaction, we 
analyzed the data using regressions. Market mavenism, out-degree 
ties (for out-degree models), in-degree ties (for in-degree models) 
were centered and entered into a regression, along with their respec-
tive interaction terms, as predictors of satisfaction and stress.

results
Contrary to our expectations, we find that market mavenism 

is negatively associated with network growth (negative ego effect). 
This result is unexpected given the social nature of market mavens. 
We speculate that despite market mavens’ desire to interact and 
to connect with others, their motivation for building relationships 
stems not from assembling a larger network (connection quantity), 
but from nurturing a selective network that can bring social benefits 
(connection quality, positive similarity effect). 

Further, we find that market mavens occupying central positions 
experience both positive (satisfaction) and negative (stress) personal 
outcomes over time. While previous research has generally viewed 
market mavenism as a positive characteristic (e.g., Feick and Price 
1987), we find that market mavens are prone to experiencing stress 
as a result of their network position. We suggest that greater satisfac-
tion was generated by centrally-located market mavens through more 
strategic and active use of their network. While this did not create 
satisfaction immediately, the results of their network building efforts 
garnered them greater satisfaction over time. On the same token, 
we also found that the market maven role came at a personal cost. 
Based on the demands-resources model of stress (Bakker and De-
merouti 2007), the relationship between market mavenism and high 
network centrality was found to be positively associated with stress. 
We believe this was due to their increased investment in the time and 
energy to respond to the demands, which thereafter faltered due to 
their inability to keep up with the resource requirements necessary 
to meet those demands. This presents a paradox for market mavens 
as their market knowledge and sharing behavior, when linked with 
network centrality, may beneficial and detrimental to their personal 
well-being. 

Finally, we find that individuals’ perception of their network 
position were more strongly associated with their personal outcomes 
than others’ perceptions. This is an important finding because it re-
veals that how one perceives him/herself within their network acts as 
the primary driver of his or her psychological well-being. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
The services marketing literature generally indicates that atten-

tive, friendly, and personalized services can help improve customer 
satisfaction (Bitner, 1990; Bitner, Booms, & Mohr, 1994; Hui, Au, & 
Fock, 2004; Price, Arnould & Tierney, 1995; Surprenant & Solomon, 
1987). Some researchers even suggest that firms should attempt to 
transcend customer expectations by delighting them (Oliver, Rust, 
& Varki, 1997; Rust & Oliver, 2000). Consequently, it has become 
imperative for many service firms to invest in customer-focused pro-
cedures or programs in order to create more competitive service of-
ferings (Lemmink & Mattsson, 2002), and some of them are even 
willing to go the extra mile in serving customers. For example, the 
wait staff of many restaurants is trained to get to know their custom-
ers, frequently drop by customer tables and enquire if things were 
going well (Scanlon, 1998). 

The underlying assumption is that such outwardly concern for 
consumers and personalization would be well received. Yet, some 
customers may find such efforts to be overwhelming and disruptive 
of their service experience. As observed by Solomon, Surprenant, 
Czepiel, and Gutman (1985, p. 107), “greater personalization of ser-
vice does not necessarily result in a more positive service expecta-
tion.” Indeed, there is considerable anecdotal evidence suggesting 
that, rather than increasing customer satisfaction, highly attentive 
service may lead to customer complaints, dissatisfaction, and even 
switching behavior. This raises the paradox that more attentive ser-
vice is not always better. From the perspective of the organization, 
Schneider, Paul, and White (1998) suggest that an overemphasis on 
service quality for end users may be detrimental to the organization 
in the long-term as overemphasis on a single constituent will be in 
conflict with the expectations and demands of other constituents such 
as employees and shareholders. 

The literature in related areas indicates that too much of a good 
thing may not always turn out well. For instance, in the context of 
product choices, Iyengar and Lepper (2000) challenge the popular 
notion that “the more choice, the better.” They find that consumers 
faced with extensive choices may find them to be initially more ap-
pealing but are subsequently less satisfied with their choices com-
pared with those in the limited-choice condition. Similarly, when 
manufacturers put too many features into a product, it can be over-
whelming for consumers and result in “feature fatigue” (Thompson, 
Hamilton, & Rust, 2005). We expect the effects of highly attentive 
service to be analogous to such choice overload effects. 

Our review of the literature yields surprisingly little insight into 
the paradox of highly attentive service (see Estelami & De Maeyer, 
2002). Questions on how customers respond to highly warm or gen-
erous service attention, and to what extent should firms attend to their 
customers, have not been systematically addressed. Knowing the an-
swers would be relevant and important for both managerial practice 
and marketing scholars. Accordingly, our objective in this research 
is to understand the nature of highly attentive service and how it 
affects customers’ responses and evaluations of service providers. 
As little has been done in this area, we use a two-phase research 
design in conducting this study (Creswell, 1994). We first perform 
an exploratory qualitative research to define the concept of highly 
attentive service from the perspective of the customer. Based on the 
dimensions identified, we then proceed to conduct two experiments 

to better understand customers’ response mechanisms. Specifically, 
we address the following research questions:

1. How do customers define or perceive highly attentive ser-
vice?

2. How does highly attentive service influence customer af-
fective response and evaluation of the provider? 

3. Do customers’ characteristics and situational factors influ-
ence their affective response and evaluation of highly at-
tentive services?

Based on the related literature and content analysis of our quali-
tative study, we establish a conceptual model of highly attentive ser-
vice and develop the relevant hypotheses. We conduct two experi-
ments to test the model. Finally, we discuss the results, the theoretical 
and managerial implications, and conclude with the limitations of 
this study and directions for further research.

We contribute to the literature by expanding the scope of in-
vestigation beyond monetary generosity. As the literature is sparse 
on the “attentiveness fatigue” problem, our exploratory study on 
the nature and consequences of highly attentive service fills a major 
theoretical void. The main results of our empirical analysis are that 
highly attentive services have an inverted U-shaped relationship with 
customer satisfaction, and this relationship is partially mediated by 
customers’ affect and moderated by customers’ need for interaction. 
These findings are new to the literature, and impel us to reconsider 
the received wisdom of providing services that exceed the desired 
level (Zeithaml, Berry, & Parasuraman, 1993, 1996). 

Specifically, our results confirm the affective satisfaction model 
(Oliver, 1993; Westbrook, 1987; Westbrook & Oliver, 1991); service 
attributes influence customer satisfaction both directly and indirect-
ly via positive and negative affects. While past research highlights 
the effect of positive affect on satisfaction (Lemmink & Mattsson, 
2002; Price, Arnould, & Tierney, 1995), our study reveals the cross-
over effects between service attributes and positive and negative af-
fects simultaneously. Our factor analysis elicits one positive affect, 
“warmth,” and two types of negative affects, “pressure” and “sad-
ness/anger.” This is in line with Russell’s (1980) “circumplex model 
of affect,” which posits two dimensions of affective structure, plea-
sure/displeasure and arousal/boredom.

In our three-factor affect model, “warmth” and “sadness/anger” 
are almost polar opposites on the same continuum, and are indepen-
dent of (orthogonal to) “pressure.” Additionally, we find that while 
both negative affects, “pressure” and “sadness/anger,” are evoked by 
unfavorable service attentiveness conditions, the underlying mecha-
nisms are different. Results show that “pressure” is more likely to 
be evoked by highly attentive services, but “sadness/anger” is not 
significantly different for either excessive or too little attention. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
The concept of exchange has long been of interest to market-

ing researchers (e.g., Alderson 1957; Houston and Gassenheimer 
1987). According to Bagozzi (1975), any type of human intercourse 
is a form of exchange. Such reflections have prompted a stream of 
research on exchange theory in marketing, from which two opposi-
tional perspectives emerge. The economic perspective stipulates that 
exchanges are valued for their economic worth, as determined by 
factors outside the dyad, including the monetary price (Belk 2009). 
Thus, the term “exchange” implies that each party to the exchange 
gives and receives something simultaneously (Bagozzi 1979; Sahlins 
1972). A more social view of the phenomenon points to the (mostly 
non-economic) benefits available to consumers who engage in ex-
changes. Scholars subscribing to this social perspective understand 
exchange as an expressive act, not an instrumental response (Belk 
and Coon 1993). They investigate, for example, emotional bonds en-
joyed by consumers who engage in exchanges within their family 
network, such as parents and their children (Belk 2009; Ozanne and 
Ozanne 2011), siblings (Tinson and Nuttall 2007), or couples (Belk 
and Llamas 2011).

What is lacking from both perspectives though is a consum-
er-centric understanding of what people seek when they engage in 
exchanges outside the family, such as with friends. Consumer re-
searchers thus far also have not sufficiently explored exchanges 
during a crucial time in consumers’ lives: their adolescence (Belk 
and Llamas 2011). Research in this area is particularly necessary 
because exchange transactions pervade the everyday lives of mod-
ern adolescents and are woven tightly into the matrix of their social 
lives (Gianinno and Crittenden 2005). During adolescence, children 
emerge from their family setting and begin to achieve independence 
from parents (Youniss and Smollar 1985). To support this process, 
adolescents increasingly rely on their friends to help construct their 
social identity (Mangleburg, Doney, and Bristol 2004). 

With this research, we examine whether and how different 
forms of exchanges with friends contribute to define adolescent iden-
tity and explain the dynamic interplay of individual, relational, and 
group identities. Accordingly, we study the experience of exchanges 
in a field particularly relevant to adolescents: clothing. Clothing 
symbolizes adolescents’ connections to their peer group and enables 
them to “fit in” with this group (Auty and Elliott 2001). Moreover, 
we focus particularly on adolescent girls, for whom, relative to ado-
lescent boys, exchanging clothes with friends is a common practice 
(Lurie 1981). 

An interpretive study of 20 adolescent girls (ages 13–18 years) 
provided a stronger understanding of the experience of clothing ex-
changes between friends. We combined photographs of the most of-
ten exchanged clothes by adolescent girls with in-depth interviews, 
conducted in the adolescent girls’ bedrooms, to ensure an apprecia-
tion for their intimate and living space. The data set includes 382 
pages of interview transcripts and 60 pictures. Each interview was 
analyzed for thematic categories, following an emic and bracketing 
approach (Thompson, Locander, and Pollio 1989).

Why do adolescent girls exchange clothes so often with their 
friends? Clothing exchanges are a practical way to minimize costs 
and enlarge their wardrobes with no additional expenditures. Beyond 
these economic benefits, adolescent girls exchange clothes to interact 

with their friends and manage their multiple identity projects. Instead 
of defining a sharp distinction between economic exchange and so-
cial exchange though, our results call for a more gradational contin-
uum of clothing exchange that highlights a social scale of friendship, 
from most to least intimate (“just friends,” “good friends,” and “close 
friends”). The clothing exchange continuum guides different forms 
of exchanges, including balanced reciprocal exchanges with just 
friends, loans without any expectation of a reciprocal act with good 
friends, and unbalanced exchanges with close friends. It also deter-
mines rules for exchanging (e.g., time periods, place) (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: The clothing exchange continuum

Three of the four metaphors identified by Holt (1995), namely, 
classification, integration, and play, provide a theoretical frame for 
understanding different processes that underlie the different forms 
of clothing exchanges. Our findings reveal that adolescent girls use 
clothing exchanges with just friends as classification, to build affili-
ations with some adolescent groups and enhance distinctions from 
others, in an instrumental way. With good friends, adolescent girls 
exchange clothes through an integration perspective: Clothes serve 
as resources to interact with significant others and mimic friends’ 
behaviors or attitudes. The analysis further reveals that adolescent 
girls use clothes sharing with close friends as play, to socialize and 
preserve existing social bonds. These three consumption practices 
(following Holt’s definitions) contribute to three dimensions of iden-
tity construction. That is, by exchanging clothes, adolescent girls 
define or enhance their individual identity, their group identity, and 
their relational identity. 

Our discussion provides insightful accounts of the status of ado-
lescents as materialistic consumers. Social scientists argue that mod-
ern adolescents are “the most brand-oriented, consumer-involved, 
and materialistic generation in history” (Schor 2004, p. 13). Consum-
er researchers also posit that materialistic values develop strongly 
in adolescence and that adolescents need to acquire material goods 
to develop positive social identities (Chaplin and John 2007, 2010). 
Concerns about the rising level of materialism in adolescents are thus 
increasing among consumer behavior researchers. Unlike previous 
accounts, our research revisits the very question of whether adoles-
cents are materialistic beings in a marketplace that is increasingly 
oriented toward them as consumers. Because adolescents, who exist 
in a period of significant uncertainty, count on the symbolic property 
of clothes (Piacentini 2010), clothing exchanges offer a way to con-
sume more. However, the social scale of friendship offers a different 
view that reveals how adolescent girls manage multiple identity proj-
ects, depending on the form of their clothing exchanges with friends. 
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Their purpose is not merely to “have” but rather to “be” or even to 
“become.” Thus, adolescent girls seek, express, and ascertain a sense 
of being through the act of exchanging. With this finding, we provide 
a more nuanced conceptualization of materialism as a means to un-
derstand adolescents’ world.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Alliteration is the repetition of the initial sound in a word 

across two or more consecutive and/or adjacent words in a sentence 
or phrase. Alliteration is common in brand and organizational 
names (e.g. Best Buy, Coca-Cola, Better Business Bureau), is 
used extensively in advertising copy, political speeches, poetry 
and prose, and can facilitate memory and recall (Lea et al. 2008). 
Alliteration is one of many rhetorical devices, the main purpose of 
which is to persuade via effective communication (see McQuarrie 
and Mick 1996 for a framework). As noted by McQuarrie and Mick 
(1996), rhetoric is used widely, but little has been done (excluding 
the framework they present) to further theoretical understanding of 
how rhetorical devices influence consumers. Empirical research in 
this area is even more rare. Many questions remain in this field of 
research. Do rhetorical devices in the consumption domain truly 
exert influence on consumers? If so, in what way? Furthermore, 
what are some potential mental processes driving any observed ef-
fects? We present evidence that alliterative pricing presentations can 
positively influence price perceptions as well as process evidence 
for the observed effects. 

In this paper we focus on the use of alliteration in communi-
cating pricing for multiple items. We theorize that alliteration has 
a positive effect on evaluations such that alliterative prices (9 for 
$.90) are evaluated higher than objectively better nonalliterative 
prices, such as 9 for $.88, because the alliteration imparts a rhythm 
to the presentation that “sounds” better. Additionally, we theorize 
that if brand or product name is included in such pricing presenta-
tions, and whether than name is alliterative or not can also influ-
ence perceptions. For instance, we predict that “3 Threybles $30” 
will be rated higher than “3 Fables $30” because all components 
are alliterative in the former presentation and therefore “sounds” 
better. We present three studies that demonstrate this effect and 
provide evidence that supports our contention that the repetition of 
phonological units in alliterative prices “sounds” better, which in 
turn influences perceptions of the deal presented. 

In study 1 (n = 118) we compared two types of price pre-
sentations for multiple items (a fictitious soap brand): one where 
the quantity, brand, and price were all alliterative, and one where 
quantity and brand where alliterative, the price was not (e.g. 10 
Teven for $10 vs. 10 Teven for $9.70). Participants found the fully 
alliterative presentation (10 Teven for $10) to be a more attractive 
offer, more attention grabbing, had higher purchase intentions for 
the product, were happier with the deal, and thought the deal was 
a better value, than the alternate presentation (all ps < .03). In each 
case, the effects were fully mediated by participant’s perceptions 
of whether the deal “had a ring to it” or “sounds right” (bootstrap 
mediation; Preacher and Hayes 2008). 

In study 2 (n = 244) we used a different product (fictitious 
shirt brands) and compared the price presentations used in study 
1 with two additional presentations, one where quantity and price 
were alliterative, but the brand was not (e.g. 3 Fables $30), and one 
where nothing was alliterative but the product was less expensive 
(e.g. 3 Fables $29). Planned contrasts revealed that participants who 
saw the fully alliterative presentation (e.g. 3 Threybles $30) were 
more likely to buy the product, thought the deal was more attention 
grabbing, were happier with the deal, and thought it was a better 

deal than any other type of presentation (all ps < .05). As in study 
1, all the effects were fully mediated by participant’s perceptions 
of whether the deal “had a ring to it” or “sounds right” (bootstrap 
mediation; Preacher and Hayes 2008). Additionally, we rule out 
other potential process explanations including message recall, unit 
cost calculation difficulty, cost importance, attention, brand name 
typicality, and verbal/visual processing style (Childers, Houston, 
and Heckler 1985). 

Study 3 was a 2 (Price/Quantity Presentation: Alliterative vs. 
Nonalliterative) x 2 (Cognitive Load: High vs. Low) full factorial 
between-subjects experimental design (n = 108). Nonalliterative 
price/quantity presentations (e.g. 2 for $19) always represented an 
objectively better deal than alliterative price/quantity presentations 
(e.g. 2 for $20). Cognitive load was achieved by asking partici-
pants to remember 7 words (high load) or 2 words (low load). We 
reasoned that rehearsal of the words in high load conditions would 
inhibit the positive effect of alliteration on price perceptions by 
disrupting the repetitive rhythm present in the price presentation. 
Therefore alliteration effects should persist under low load, but 
not high load conditions. Analysis of the data revealed significant 
two-way interactions for six dependent variables (all ps < .05). 
Planned contrasts revealed that the means were in the predicted 
direction, individuals who read alliterative price/quantity presenta-
tions while experiencing low cognitive load thought the offer was 
more attractive, were more likely to buy the product, thought the 
deal was more attention grabbing, had higher purchase intentions, 
and thought the deal was better and presented more value than in 
any other condition (all ps < .05). 

In summary, this work presents the first (to the best of our 
knowledge) empirical demonstration that alliterative price pre-
sentations can influence perceptions of promotions. We contribute 
theoretically to the understanding of how rhetorical devices, such as 
alliteration, can influence consumers. More specifically, we provide 
process evidence supporting our contention that the rhythm-induc-
ing effect of alliteration “sounds right” to consumers, which in turn 
influences perceptions. Furthermore, we can “turn off” this effect 
by interrupting the alliteration’s repetitive rhythm via memorizing 
nonalliterative words. We situate this research at the intersection 
of phonological theories in marketing (e.g. Argo, Popa, and Smith 
2010; Lowry and Shrum 2007; Yorkston and Menon 2004) and the 
use of rhetoric in marketing (McQuarrie and Mick 1996). 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
The influences of superstition in consumer’s daily life are prev-

alent. Superstition are peculiar beliefs which presumed to not be ve-
ridical (Berenbaum, Kerns, and Raghavan 2000) and do not have a 
rational, empirical, or scientifically established link to an outcome 
they are intended to influence (Kramer and Block 2011). Despite it 
may be denied on the conscious level, recent development in con-
sumer psychology has demonstrated that consumers are affected by 
various superstition beliefs (Block and Kramer 2009; Jiang, Cho, 
and Adaval 2009; Kramer and Block 2008, 2011). Drawing on the 
research in social psychology, this research introduces the secondary 
contamination effect and demonstrates its influences on consumer’s 
self-rated winning likelihood and risk-taking behavior. 

In the current research, we define the secondary contamination 
effect as the consumer’s responses affected by physically contact-
ing with a contaminated vehicle. Originated from medical and social 
psychology literature (Hejmadi, Rozin, and Siegal 2004; Nemeroff 
and Rozin 2000; Rozin, Markwith, and McCauley 1994; Rozin and 
Nemeroff 1990; Rozin et al. 1989), the research stream on the law 
of contagion has indicated the possibility of the secondary contami-
nation effect. Participants in these literatures consistently showed 
negative responses toward some contaminated objects (e.g., food or 
sweaters) because they believed that touching a contaminated object 
may make healthy people sick or catch some negative essences. In 
this research, the authors hypothesize that touching a contaminated 
vehicle may affect consumer’s responses. More specifically, by ei-
ther actually or virtually contacting with a source with different luck 
characteristic (lucky or unlucky), an originally neutral vehicle (e.g. 
a pen) is transformed into a contaminated vehicle, and a recipient’s 
responses will be in turn affected by physically contacting with it. 
The authors conducted four experiments to test the hypothesis.

82 undergraduate students (42 male) participated in a hypotheti-
cal beverage taste evaluation study. They were randomly assigned 
to one of three different source characteristics (Lucky, Unlucky, or 
Control). When participants arrived at the research lab, they were 
asked to wait in a separate room for five more minutes because of 
the late arrival of another research assistant (i.e. our confederate). 
One minute later, the confederate appeared and explained why he 
was late. 

We manipulated source characteristics by presenting different 
excuses for confederate’s late arrival. In the (Un)Lucky condition, 
the confederate told the participant he was late because the local 
police station informed him that his lost wallet was found and his 
money were safe (were taken). In the control condition, the confeder-
ate was late because of traffic jam. After explaining the reason, our 
confederate poured drinks into a plain paper cup in front of the par-
ticipants and told them to taste the drink as much as they want before 
reporting their evaluation. We measured participants’ taste evalua-
tion with three seven-point scales (α = .79). Following the taste eval-
uation task the confederate informed our participants that they had 
a chance to win an additional $30 prize in order to appreciate their 
contribution. Participants were then asked to rate their likelihood of 
winning this lottery game with a seven-point scale. Results of an 
one-way ANOVA indicated that there were significant differences on 
self-rated winning likelihood between groups (F(2, 79) = 10.47, p < 
.001). A post-hoc analysis suggested that participants in the Lucky 
condition reported highest likelihood (M = 4.85), followed by the 

control condition (M = 3.92), and lowest winning likelihood for par-
ticipants in the Unlucky condition (M = 2.79). However, results of 
another ANOVA showed no significant difference on taste evaluation 
(F(2, 79) = .45, p > .60, M = 5.31). Experiment 1 provided initial 
evidence for the secondary contamination effect. 

Experiment 2 examines the influences of consumer’s trait su-
perstition (Carlson, Moen, and Fang 2009). The authors argue that 
consumer’s trait superstition will moderate the relationship between 
source luck characteristics and downstream responses. Specifically, 
the secondary contamination effect will be stronger for those high in 
trait superstition. 145 undergraduate students participated in Experi-
ment 2.

The procedure and manipulations were identical with experi-
ment 1 except two modifications. First, in the current experiment, 
before our confederate’s arrival, participants completed an unrelated 
lifestyle questionnaire. In this questionnaire, we captured partici-
pant’s trait superstition with seven items adopted from Carlson et 
al. (2009). Secondly, participants participated in another ostensibly 
unrelated task after the taste valuation task. They were invited to a 
bigger or smaller game, and they could bet any amount on with their 
participation fee ($5). The betted amount was recorded as the depen-
dent variable. 

Multiple regression was conducted to test our hypothesis. 
Source characteristics were coded as two dummy variables using 
control condition as the baseline. As we expected, results indicated 
that Lucky condition had a positive effect on betting amount (β = .16, 
p < .05) and Unlucky condition had a negative coefficient (β = -.28, 
p < .01). Trait superstition had no direct influence (p > .60), but its 
interactions with both dummy variables reached significance. More 
specifically, for high-trait-superstition participants, the influence of 
(Un)Lucky condition on the betting amount was stronger (Lucky: β 
= .18, p < .05; Unlucky: β = .27, p < .01), comparing with those of 
low trait superstition.

In another two experiments, the authors found that the second-
ary contamination effect was attenuated when the participants be-
lieved that luck is an indivisible personal resource (experiment 3). 
Moreover, by modifying our experiment procedure, experiment 4 
demonstrated that participant’s direct observation was not a neces-
sary condition for the secondary contamination effect. 

This research contributes to the literature in consumer psychol-
ogy in several ways. First, we introduced the secondary contami-
nation effect into consumer research context. Second, our research 
answers a recent call for more research on the synergistic effects of 
various forms of peculiar beliefs (Kramer and Block, 2011). Third, 
the current research also suggests that people may take more risk just 
because they incidentally touch a contaminated vehicle. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Brand names enable consumers to express their self-identities in 

various ways (Fournier 1994; Swaminathan, Page, and Gürhan-Canli 
2007). For instance, Vans shoes, whose slogan is “Off the wall,” are 
likely to appeal to consumers who would like to exhibit their distinc-
tiveness from the group. In contrast, Mercedes Benz’s “Unlike any 
other” slogan will potentially attract consumers interested in demon-
strating their superiority to others.  Brands can also emphasize their 
power in helping consumers connect with others, such as AT&T’s 
slogan, “Reach out and touch someone.” While the symbolic use 
of brands has been an important topic in consumer behavior (Belk 
1988), more recent research has been devoted to developing a greater 
understanding of why consumers use products and brands to express 
their identities. 

According to symbolic self-completion theory, individuals use 
material possessions and other indicators to communicate aspects of 
the self, particularly when individuals feel insecure in such aspects 
(Braun and Wicklund 1989). Consumers have been known use brands 
to strengthen their belongingness to social groups (Escalas and Bett-
man 2005; Reed 2004; Swaminathan et al. 2007) or to cope with in-
terpersonal rejection and social exclusion (Loveland, Smeesters, and 
Mandel 2010). While there is a lot of research suggesting that social 
exclusion and the need for belongingness can motivate consumers to 
use brands to blend in to their social surroundings, recent research 
has shifted the focus away from belongingness to understanding the 
role of distinctiveness (Chan, Berger and van Boven 2012). 

The present research argues for two moderators that have not 
been examined previously: (1) need for belongingness; (2) self-es-
teem, which jointly create a preference for two types of differenti-
ated brands (i.e., horizontally and vertically differentiated brands). In 
summary, this research suggests that there are two primary ways in 
which individuals (particularly those with low self-esteem) can dif-
ferentiate themselves from others within their reference group: hori-
zontal and vertical differentiation (Tafarodi, Marshall, and Katsura 
2004). Horizontal differentiation implies achieving distinction by 
going against the norms of the reference group and distancing one-
self from it. Second, individuals can achieve distinctiveness by being 
better (or superior) to others in a reference group, which is known as 
vertical differentiation. We argue that a preference for horizontal and 
vertical differentiated brands will be driven by an interaction of need 
for belongingness and self-esteem. Our hypotheses, which argue for 
an interaction of need for belongingness and self-esteem on prefer-
ences for horizontally and vertically differentiated brands as follows:

(1) When need for belongingness is high (i.e., social exclusion), 
preferences for horizontally differentiated brands will vary as a func-
tion of self-esteem such that: (a) Individuals high in self-esteem will 
seek to re-affirm their belongingness by increasing attachment to the 
in-group linked brand; (b) Individuals low in self-esteem will shift 
their identity and increase their preference for brands which are hori-
zontally differentiated from the in-group brand, in order to reaffirm 
their belongingness elsewhere.

(2) When need for belongingness is low (i.e., social inclusion), 
preferences for vertically differentiated brands will vary as a func-
tion of self-esteem such that: (c) Individuals high in self-esteem will 
show no change in their preference for in-group linked brand; (d) In-

dividuals low in self-esteem will increase their preference for brands 
which are vertically differentiated from the in-group. 

METHOd 
 We used multiple approaches to test our hypotheses to establish 

the robustness of these results. In study 1, we identified a particular 
reference group (i.e., college students) and manipulated positioning 
strategies for a brand (i.e., Motorola cell phones) such that the same 
brand was positioned as in-group-consistent, exclusive, or counter-
conformity. In study 2, we allowed the reference group to vary by let-
ting participants name both the reference group as well as the brands. 
Thus, both reference groups and brands were idiosyncratic to each 
individual. In study 3, we pre-selected both the reference group (i.e., 
business school student) as well as the brands using a pretest. Fur-
ther, we utilized multiple dependent variables across studies ranging 
from purchase likelihood (study 1), to brand attachment (study 2), to 
brand choice (study 3). In Study 4, we changed the manipulation of 
social exclusion and used a Cyberball manipulation to demonstrate 
the effects. Results confirm our hypotheses. 

FIndInGs
Taken together, the results from four studies provide strong 

support for the hypothesized conditions under which consumers use 
brands to either blend in or stand out. Our results make a few im-
portant contributions to the literature. First, much of the literature 
has shown how brands help fulfill belongingness needs (Loveland et 
al. 2010; Swaminathan, Stilley, and Ahluwalia 2009). We go beyond 
these findings to demonstrate that when belongingness is satiated or 
made temporarily unattainable, some individuals (i.e., those with low 
self-esteem) may seek differentiating counterconformity brands or 
exclusive brands. 

Second, while the majority of the literature has focused on how 
brands can help consumers belong (Loveland et al. 2010), we extend 
this literature by showing that brands can also help consumers stand 
out, in line with recent research (Chan et al. 2012).  We identify two 
moderators of the desire to seek brands that are differentiated from 
the reference group, i.e., need for belongingness and self-esteem. It 
is shown that when low self-esteem individuals’ belongingness needs 
are thwarted, they shift their identity and increase their affiliation for 
brands that are distinct from the core brand. We show that when low 
self-esteem consumers’ belongingness needs are attained via social 
inclusion their preference for exclusive brands increases. Because 
their belongingness needs have been attained, LSE consumers’ focus 
most likely shifts to eliciting admiration from others in the in-group. 
An exclusive brand, which vertical differentiates one from the group, 
affords consumers the opportunity to be superior, or ideal, members 
of the group. 

The present research demonstrates conditions under which con-
sumers use brands for identity expression, be it group membership 
or differentiation. Reed (2004) supports the idea that identity expres-
sion can vary in importance based on contextual cues that may make 
identity more salient or important. An individuals’ construal of self 
(Escalas and Bettman 2005; Swaminathan et al. 2007), and type of 
reference groups (White and Dahl 2007) also play roles in identity 
expression. We add to this stream by demonstrating that consumers 
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use brands express various identities (individual or social) depending 
upon whether they feel social excluded or included. By highlighting 
the moderating role of self-esteem in the desire for horizontal and 
vertical differentiation, we build upon White and Argo (2009)’s find-
ings regarding the role of collective self-esteem in exhibiting identity 
avoidance effects. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Almost constantly people try to convince others to change their 

behavior. To reinforce their persuasive attempt, senders often use 
heuristic cues, such as ‘expensive is good’ and ‘if an expert says so, 
it must be true’ (Chaiken, Liberman, and Eagly 1989; Kruglanski and 
Thompson 1999; Petty, Cacioppo, and Schumann 1983). Recipients’ 
reliance on these heuristic cues as a decision rule has been described 
as an automatic and unintentional process (e.g., Bargh and Ferguson 
2000; Devine 1989; Dovidio, Evans, and Tyler 1986; Janiszewski 
1988). Persuasion thus often happens because consumers automati-
cally rely on heuristic cues concealed in persuasive messages (e.g., 
Bargh 2004; Cialdini 1993; Langer 1992). This automaticity may 
subsequently result in biased judgment (Tversky and Kahneman 
1974) potentially hurting personal benefits. 

 Research showed that even though the persuasiveness of heu-
ristic cues is subtle and pervasive, people can correct for them by 
motivated effortful processing (e.g., Blair 2001, Forehand and Per-
kins 2005; Gorn, Jiang, and Johar 2008; but see Bargh 1999) which 
can be instigated by traditional resistance strategies like forewarning 
(Freedman and Sears 1965). Forewarning has been found to reduce 
the impact of persuasive messages by signaling risk, subsequently 
inducing effortful processing, counter-arguing, and attitude bolster-
ing. Unfortunately, forewarning requires cognitive capacity (Freed-
man and Sears 1965; Hass and Grady 1975; Papageorgis 1968). In 
many situations, however, people lack the motivation and/or ability 
to devote their limited cognitive capacity (Baumeister et al. 1998; 
Baumeister, Vohs, and Tice 2007; Fennis, Janssen, and Vohs 2009; 
Vohs and Faber 2007) to the resistance of persuasive appeals. 

Does this leave the consumer defenseless against the influence 
of persuasive messages that rely on subtle cues? Recent research sug-
gests not. Laran, Dalton, and Andrade (2011) recently showed that 
consumers sometimes correct for the effects of subtle marketing tac-
tics by relying on automatic responses. The advantage of these auto-
matic responses is that they do not require cognitive capacity (see the 
‘smart unconscious’ Dijksterhuis 2004; Dijksterhuis et al. 2006). In 
the present research, it is suggested that implicitly warning people by 
reminding (i.e., priming) them of a situation in which someone tried 
to influence their behavior may automatically activate the responses 
that are associated with explicit (traditional) forewarning and there-
fore exert similar effects (i.e., reduce persuasion). 

In sum, it is expected that explicit and implicit forewarning both 
enhance resistance towards an advertisement that includes a heuristic 
cue (compared to a control condition). However, explicit forewarn-
ing will consume more energy than implicit forewarning. 

Experiment 1 tested the hypothesis that explicit and implicit 
forewarning both reduce persuasion. We conducted a 3 (forewarn-
ing: explicit vs. implicit vs. control) x 2 (heuristic cue: present vs. 
absent) between-subjects design. In the explicit forewarning condi-
tion, participants were informed that they would be exposed to an ad-
vertisement trying to convince them that the advertised brand is the 
best in it’s kind. Participants in the implicit forewarning condition 
were instructed to recall a situation in which someone had tried to 
influence their behavior. In the control condition participants recalled 
a situation in which they had travelled with public transport. Next, 
participants were exposed to an advertisement in which a heuristic 
cue (‘scientifically proven’) was present or not. Subsequently, the 
persuasiveness of the advertisement was measured.

The results demonstrated no main effects of forewarning and 
heuristic cue. However, we did find the expected interaction effect 
between forewarning and heuristic cue (F(1, 162) = 3.26, p < .05). 
Simple main effect analyses demonstrated that participants who were 
not forewarned rated the advertisement with the heuristic cue as 
more persuasive (M = 2.8, SD = .74) than the control advertisement 
(M = 2.14, SD = .78; F(1, 162) = 8.38, p < .00). This effect, however, 
was not observed in both the explicit (F(1, 162) < 1) and the implicit 
forewarning conditions (F(1, 162) < 1, see figure 1). This indicates 
that forewarning consumers (explicit and implicit) eliminates the im-
pact of heuristics in advertisements.

Figure 1.
Persuasiveness as a function of heuristic cue and warning

In a second experiment we included a depletion measure to assess 
whether implicit forewarning indeed consumes less energy than ex-
plicit forewarning. The design and method was exactly the same as 
in Experiment 1 although we used another heuristic cue (expert en-
dorser). After participants evaluated the persuasiveness of the adver-
tisement, the amount of energy consumption was measured. Partici-
pants responded to several cognitively demanding assignments. The 
idea behind this measure is that participants who provide more cor-
rect answers have more energy left and have thus spent less energy in 
resisting the message (Schmeichel et al. 2003; Fennis et al. 2009).

A main effect of heuristic cue was observed (F(1, 135) = 6.12, 
p < .05, such that the advertisement including the heuristic cue was 
observed as more persuasive (M = 2.65, SD = .70) than the control 
advertisement (M = 2.36, SD = .66). More importantly, the results 
yielded an interaction effect between forewarning and heuristic cue 
(F(1, 135) = 3.64, p < .05). Simple main effect analyses demonstrat-
ed that participants who were not forewarned rated the advertisement 
with the heuristic cue as more persuasive (M = 2.90, SD = .73) than 
the control advertisement (M = 2.19, SD = .64; F(1, 135) = 13.32, p < 
.00). This effect was not found in both the explicit (F(1, 135) < 1) and 
the implicit forewarning conditions (F(1, 135) < 1, see figure 2). This 
indicates that forewarning consumers (explicit and implicit) reduces 
the impact of heuristics in advertisements. However, participants in 
the explicit forewarning condition were more depleted, reflected in 
lower scores on the cognitive demanding assignments, (M = 3.30, 
SD = 1.56) than participants in both the implicit forewarning condi-
tion (M = 4.04, SD = 2.39; p = 0.85) and the control condition (M = 
4.33, SD = 2.11; p < .05, see figure 3). These results demonstrate that 
although implicit and explicit forewarning both enhance resistance, 
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participants in the implicit forewarning condition consume less ener-
gy in doing so than participants in the explicit forewarning condition.

These findings provide a first empirical demonstration of the 
working of implicit resistance strategies. The major advantage of this 
kind of strategy is that it limits energy consumption making it more 
useful in many real life situations.

Figure 2.
Persuasiveness as a function of heuristic cue and forewarning

Figure 3.
Amount of correct answers as a function of forewarning

* Note: lower scores indicate more depletion
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Brand prominence is a new construct in the literature 

associated with status signaling. Brand prominence describes, 
“the conspicuousness of a brand’s mark or logo on a product” 
(Han, Nunes, and Dreze 2010, p. 15). The current study was 
designed to extend the literature on brand prominence by supplying 
three new variables of brand prominence: 1) brand presence,  
2) brand frequency, and 3) brand abbreviation. These variables break 
down conspicuousness into more quantifiably measurable categories. 
A survey was conducted where respondents were shown images of 
shirts with manipulations of each of these variables and were asked 
about their behavioral intentions towards these items. Results reveal 
several statistically significant differences between men and women 
in their approach to the process of brand prominence behavioral 
intentions. 

Han, Nunes and Dreze (2010) introduced the construct of brand 
prominence and through content analyses found that for luxury 
brands, brand prominence decreases as the price of the luxury item 
increased. The researchers also developed a taxonomy that classifies 
consumers according to their level of personal wealth and their 
need for status. From this, four consumer lifestyles associated with 
the use of products with difference levels of brand prominence:  
1) patricians, 2) parvenus, 3) proletarians, and 4) poseurs. Individuals 
in these groups engage in strategic behaviors through conspicuous 
consumption in order to associate or dissociate themselves from 
individuals in other social groups. 

The conspicuous consumption literature is the study of status 
signaling by individuals in a community. Conspicuous consumption 
describes the displayed use of a brand or a product in a social 
atmosphere. Veblen (1899/1994) is one of the seminal authors on 
this subject, and is heavily cited in the literature. Contemporary 
conspicuous consumption researchers have studied the social 
meaning (O’Cass and Frost 2002), social utility (Thompson and 
Norton 2011), social value (Wiedmann, Hennings, and Siebles 2009), 
and social power (Crosno, Freling, and Skinner 2009) associated with 
the signaling of one’s status through the conspicuous consumption of 
luxury brands. 

Research by Schulz (2009; 2011) has uncovered several 
themes for brands that are consumed by individuals in the 
public atmosphere. The major themes include: brand visibility, 
brand distribution, brand frequency, and brand abbreviation. 
Each theme also has several sub-themes. For example, brand 
frequency is made up of: 1) individual unique brand frequency,  
2) individual gross brand frequency, 3) product unique brand 
frequency, and 4) product gross brand frequency. Several of these 
sub-themes were adapted into behavioral intention variables for 
brand presence in this study.

A survey was administered to 300 participants in a nationally-
representative sample of the U.S. adult population. The survey 
captured participants’ demographics and behavioral intentions 
towards brand presence variable manipulations across four 
conditions. The photographic stimuli for the brand prominence 
conditions can be seen in figure 1. A cross-sectional analysis was 
conducted in order to see what connections exist among brand 
presence behavioral intentions. 

Figure 1: stimuli for brand Presence Variables

First, frequencies for the brand presence variable in the Armani 
and the Abercrombie & Fitch conditions show evenly distributed 
preferences among the aggregated consumer data. About half of the 
population prefers the shirt with the visible logo, while the other half 
prefers the shirt without the visible logo. However, when the data 
is split by sex, one can see that in both scenarios the majority of 
men preferred the shirt without the visible logo, while the majority of 
women preferred the shirt with the visible logo. In terms of the brand 
frequency (Armani) condition, the majority of both men and women 
prefer the shirt with only one logo versus the shirt with three logos. 
Finally, for the brand abbreviation (Abercrombie & Fitch) condition, 
the majority of both men and women prefer the shirt with the full 
logo rather than the abbreviated logo. Table 1 summarizes these 
results. Chi-square tests also reveal that gender differences produced 
significant effects in every condition. These results can be seen in 
table 2.

Overall, the results of this study show that on average, most 
consumers prefer the more subtle signal variations of brand promi-
nence variables such as brand frequency. However, most consumers 
also prefer the fuller version of a brand signal rather than an abbre-
viated version. Plus, in relation to brand presence most men prefer 
clothes without branded signals, while most women prefer clothes 
with branded signals. Further testing of variables related to the brand 
prominence construct may aid in gaining a better understanding of 
consumer behavior related to status signaling and conspicuous con-
sumption. 
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Table 1: behavioral Intention Frequencies
brand Prominence Variable Condition Women Men Total

Brand Presence No logo (Armani) 31.5% 79.0% 53.3%
Visible logo (Armani) 68.5% 21.0% 46.7%

Brand Presence No logo (Abercrombie & Fitch) 23.5% 75.4% 47.3%
Visible logo (Abercrombie & Fitch) 76.5% 24.6% 52.7%

Brand Frequency One logo (Armani) 77.8% 93.5% 85.0%
Three logos (Armani) 22.2% 6.5% 15.0%

Brand Abbreviation Logo initials (Abercrombie & Fitch) 25.3% 15.2% 20.7%
Full logo (Abercrombie & Fitch) 74.7% 84.8% 79.3%

Table 2: behavioral Intention Chi-square Tests for Gender
brand Prominence Variable df Sample (N) Pearson Value (X2) Significance (p)
Brand Presence (Armani) 1 300 67.57 < 0.001
Brand Presence (Abercrombie & Fitch) 1 300 80.54 < 0.001
Brand Frequency (Armani) 1 300 14.41 < 0.001
Brand Abbreviation (Abercrombie & Fitch) 1 300 4.63 < 0.05
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Preferred Persuasion: 
How self Construal Changes Consumer responses to Persuasion Attempts

Wenxia Guo, University of Manitoba, Canada
Kelley J. Main, University of Manitoba, Canada

ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
While the literature on self-construal (independent versus in-

terdependent) has examined such topics as advertisement appeals 
(Aaker 2000) and values (Triandis 1995), no research so far has 
investigated how self-construal influences consumers’ responses to 
persuasion attempts. An independent self-construal is oriented to-
wards the self (Miller 1984). Thus, a consumer with a salient inde-
pendent self-view may evaluate a salesclerk based on his/her prior 
view of salesclerks (e.g., dishonest, a negative stereotype, Babin et 
al. 1995) with less influence of the type of persuasion attempt used. 
An interdependent self-construal is oriented towards social contexts 
(Miller 1984) and is more likely to be influenced by others and situ-
ational information (Iyengar and Lepper 1999), which may make 
the type of persuasion attempt matter when evaluating salesclerks. 
Further, when an interdependent self-construal is activated, people’s 
sense of uniqueness may be threatened, which may make them more 
sensitive to individually focused persuasion (e.g., messages focused 
on distinctiveness) during the interaction with salesclerks.

The following studies examine whether individuals with a dom-
inant interdependent self-construal should have higher perceived 
trustworthiness in a salesclerk and a higher need for uniqueness 
when processing individually focused persuasion attempts than in-
terpersonally focused persuasion attempts. This difference will be at-
tenuated for individuals with a dominant independent self-construal.

sTUdY 1
75 participants from a Chinese university in Beijing were ran-

domly assigned to a 2 (persuasion attempt: individually vs. interper-
sonally focused) × 2 (primed self-construal: independent vs. interde-
pendent) between-subjects design. A pronoun (first-personal singular 
vs. plural) circling task in a paragraph involving a trip to a restaurant 
(Oyserman et al. 2009) primed independent versus interdependent. 
Next, a scenario was used to manipulate the interpersonally vs. indi-
vidually focused persuasion attempt. The dependent variables were 
salesclerk trustworthiness (Main et al. 2007) and need for unique 
choice (Tian et al. 2001). 

Results showed that when participants were primed with an 
interdependent self-construal, individually focused persuasion at-
tempts led to higher trustworthiness (F(1, 71) = 5.21, p < 0.01, Minter-

personally focused  = 4.04, Mindividually focused  = 4.58) and need for unique choice 
(F(1,71) = 3.14, p < 0.1, Minterpersonally focused  = 2.98, Mindividually focused  = 
3.42) than interpersonally focused persuasion attempts. However, 
when participants were primed with an independent self-construal, 
these effects were attenuated. 

sTUdY 2
This was a field study where interdependent self-construal was 

measured (Singelis, 1994).  79 participants were randomly assigned 
to two conditions (persuasion attempt: individually vs. interperson-
ally focused) and received $7 compensation. 

Two new product lines were created solely for the purpose of 
this research so that students would be unfamiliar with the products. 
Participants were instructed to visit a retail store and evaluate the 
new product lines that were on display. A female confederate in her 
mid forties was selected to act as a company representative. She 
was responsible for the administration of the persuasion attempt:  a 

uniqueness focused statement (individually focused) or a connection 
focused statement (interpersonally focused).  

Regression analysis was conducted with persuasion attempts 
(dummy code), level of interdependence (mean-centered score; Ai-
ken and West 1991), and the interaction term included in the model 
as predictors. There was a significant interaction between persuasion 
attempt type and the level of interdependence on trustworthiness (β 
= 0.36, p < 0.05) and need for unique choice (β = 0.31, p < 0.05) 
respectively. Simple slope analysis at one standard deviation above 
the mean of interdependence indicated a significant difference such 
that participants with a high level of interdependence trusted the 
clerk more (β = 0.75, t = 2.58, p < 0.01) and had higher need for 
unique choice (β = 0.63, t = 2.20, p < 0.05) for individually focused 
as compared to interpersonally focused persuasion attempts. Simple 
slope analysis at one standard deviation below the mean of interde-
pendence showed no significant difference. 

sTUdY 3
Study 3 was to test the underlying process for the effect ob-

served in proceeding studies. Briley and Aaker (2006) suggest that 
cognitive load is an alternative way to examine the underlying pro-
cess from cross cultural studies. We propose that under low cognitive 
load, persuasion knowledge mediates the relationship between the 
interaction of persuasion attempts and self-construal on trustworthi-
ness.  

156 participants were randomly assigned to a 2 (persuasion 
attempt: individually vs. interpersonally focused) × 2 (primed self-
construal: independent vs. interdependent) × 2 (cognitive load: high 
vs. low) between-subjects design. First, participants were primed 
with either an independent or interdependent self-construal adapted 
from Mandel (2003). The persuasion attempt manipulation was the 
same as study 1. The manipulation of high (vs. low) cognitive load 
required (vs. did not require) participants to remember eight numbers 
presented in the scenario. 

Results illustrated a significant three-way interaction (F(1,148) 
= 12.8, p < 0.001) that showed self-construal had impacts on process-
ing persuasion attempts under low cognitive load. We bootstrapped 
the indirect effect of the different persuasion attempts and priming 
on trustworthiness (Hayes and Matthes 2009). The 95% CIs demon-
strated that the indirect interaction between persuasion attempt type 
and priming through persuasion knowledge on trustworthiness was 
significantly different from zero under low cognitive load, but was 
not significant under high cognitive load. 

dIsCUssIOn
The present research contributes to the literature from several 

perspectives. First, this research integrates self-construal into the 
Persuasion Knowledge Model (Friestad and Wright 1994). Second, 
we identify a counterintuitive result given current research in the ad-
vertising literature.  Advertising appeals that are compatible with a 
salient independent (versus interdependent) self result in more posi-
tive effects than appeals that are incompatible (e.g., Han and Shavitt 
1994). However, the current study finds that when an interdependent 
self-construal is made salient, individually rather than interpersonal-
ly focused persuasion attempts result in more positive consumer per-
ceptions. That is, an incompatible effect occurs in a retailing context. 
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Third, we contribute to the psychological literature by showing 
that priming participants with an interdependent self-construal can 
threaten their fundamental need for distinctiveness and thus results 
in a higher need for uniqueness. Subsequently, this threat affects peo-
ple’s interactions with others. In a retailing context, consumers may 
be more sensitive to individually focused persuasion attempts (i.e. 
focusing on uniqueness) which may help them rebuild their sense 
of uniqueness. 
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Consumer Propensity to Resist (CPR): Measurement and Validation
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
This paper offers a valid measure of Consumer Propensity to 

Resist (CPR). A qualitative research helps define the construct. Then, 
a scale is developed through four samples from 1,476 individuals. A 
final model confirms the links between Self-Affirmation and Self-
Protection, their antecedents and effects on various buying behavior.

THEOrETICAL GAP And rEsEArCH QUEsTIOns
Culturalist approaches have explored various forms of opposi-

tion in which people express their rejection of market structures (Pe-
ñaloza and Price 1993). However, from a micro-social perspective, 
research paradoxically presents a significant gap at the individual 
level. Thus, the aim of this paper is to provide a reliable and valid 
measurement tool of the consumer’s propensity to resist (CPR), ca-
pable of predicting critical motivations and various buying behaviors 
in the marketplace. Its theoretical underpinnings rest on Mowen’s 
(2000) hierarchical model of personality and motivation, where CPR 
is conceptualized as a situational trait i.e. resulting from the joint ef-
fects of elemental traits, compound traits and the situational context 
in which the behavior occurs.  

LITErATUrE rEVIEW 
Numerous qualitative approaches have focused on resistant be-

havior in various contexts (Close and Zinkhan 2009; Dobscha and 
Ozanne 2001; Giesler 2006; Holt 2002; Kozinets 2002; Kozinets 
and Handelman 2004; Romani, Grappi, and Dalli 2012; Sandikci 
and Ekici 2009; Thomson and Arsel 2004). Yet, although it is likely 
that people react differently to influences exerted on them, there 
has been very little research on capturing this individual trait. The 
anti-commercial consumer rebellion (ACR) measure proposed by 
Austin, Plouffe and Peters (2005) in fact focuses on resistant behav-
ior rather than the propensity to adopt such behavior. The Iyer and 
Muncy (2009) anti-consumption measure is also mainly behavioral 
and noticeably different from resistance (Lee et al. 2011). Hence, a 
dispositional approach to consumer propensity to resist still has to 
be constructed.

METHOd
A two-step qualitative study provided an in-depth understand-

ing of the dimensions of the construct and of its determinants and 
consequences. A measurement tool was then developed, covering 
four different market influence contexts—selling, advertising, re-
tail and marketing—and replicated for the first two context. Finally, 
a structural equation model, including determinants and effects of 
CPR, was tested.

FIndInGs
The results of the qualitative study first show that CPR is an 

inherently volitional construct expressing the commitment and ef-
fort needed to enact a desired behavior (Bagozzi 1993; Perugini and 
Conner 2000). Two distinct orientations underpin informants’ psy-
chological orientation: for some, the wish to assert themselves, and 
for others, to protect themselves. Hence, CPR is conceptualized as 
a personality trait whose observable manifestations in an influence 
situation—self-affirmation and self-protection—echoes Higgins’s 
(1997) regulatory focus. CPR is thus defined as the consumer’s con-
scious and voluntary psychological tendency to thwart market influ-

ence attempts, in order to self-regulate his consumer decisions and 
maintain self-control. 

The qualitative study provided 31 items—15 for the “Af-
firmation” and 16 for the “Protection” dimension—that were then 
examined by five experts to assess their clarity and relevance. 26 
remaining items were purified through two data collections, finally 
producing a reliable 7-item scale. In the “salespeople” context as 
well as in the “advertising” context, the scale shows good reliability 
and convergent validity, based on the observation of confirmatory 
factor loadings higher than 0.607. It meets the intra-construct dis-
criminant validity condition as the root average variance extracted 
(AVE) indices for each dimensions exceed the correlation between 
the two CPR dimensions. Though, an alternative one-dimensional 
model (in which the two latent variables are regarded as measuring a 
single construct) was tested. It finally attests to the superiority of the 
two-dimensional model. 

Furthermore, discriminant validity is successfully met since 
CPR is more highly correlated with its two dimensions than with 
other potentially similar constructs such as skepticism, metacogni-
tion, psychological reactance and cynicism. Finally, the relationships 
between the antecedents of CPR and its behavioral consequences are 
tested through structural equation modeling. Based on the theoreti-
cal indices that emerged from the qualitative study and the literature 
review, four antecedents are retained:

• Skepticism (Obermiller and Spangenberg 1988), with 
which a positive relationship is postulated on both CPR 
dimensions.

• Metacognition (Friestad and Wright 1994) and Self-confi-
dence (Bearden, Hardesty, and Rose 2001) as antecedents 
of the “Affirmation” dimension, since persuasion knowl-
edge and self-assurance in everyday life inherently protect 
the consumer against sources of influence.

• Psychological reactance as an antecedent of the “Protec-
tion” dimension, since avoidance behavior is likely to be 
response to the perceived threat of loss of freedom (Clee 
and Wicklund 1980). 

Five effects variables are also considered for testing the predic-
tive validity:

• Smart shopping (Mano and Elliott 1997), second-hand 
shoppers’ critical motivations (Guiot and Roux 2010) and 
the tendency to engage in socially responsible consump-
tion (SRC) (François-Lecompte and Roberts 2006). The 
“Protection” dimension, predisposing consumers to exit, 
is expected to favor smart shopping or secondhand shop-
ping rather than SRC. Conversely, the “Affirmation” di-
mension, prompting consumers to openly engage in resis-
tance to the market, would be positively correlated with 
the SRC dimensions and negatively with smart shopping 
or alternative channel solutions. However, because of the 
volitional character of CPR, deal proneness and impulsive 
buying should be negatively correlated with the two CPR 
dimensions.

As hypothesized, CPR-Affirmation is well predicted by skepti-
cism, metacognition and the two self-confidence dimensions, while 
psychological reactance appears, in addition to skepticism, as a 
specific antecedent of CPR-Protection. Regarding the effects, CPR-
Affirmation well predicts expected orientations—both SRC dimen-
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sions and critical motivations towards secondhand shopping. It is 
negatively linked to deal proneness and impulsive buying. Besides, 
CPR-Protection well predicts smart shopping and critical motiva-
tions toward secondhand shopping, but surprisingly, is positively 
linked to deal proneness and impulsive buying. Similarly, the postu-
lated negative link between the CPR-Protection and SRC proves to 
be non-significant, showing that these consumers seem not to view 
responsible consumption as a relevant orientation to avoid market 
influence.

COnTrIbUTIOns
Ultimately, the CPR scale shows satisfactory psychometric 

properties. It has the advantage of being formulated so as to be 
adaptable to other contexts of market influence mechanisms. Over-
all, it captures consumers’ tendency to resist, which reflects their 
dominant orientation in terms of regulatory focus (Higgins 1997). 
Finally, it shows that while CPR-Affirmation profiles are prone to 
oppose influence attempts, CPR-Protection consumers succumb to 
these more easily than first thought.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Consumption outcomes often induce different consumer post-

purchase responses, with one of them being counterfactual thinking 
(CFT). CFT refers to the process of reflecting on past events and 
simulating alternative possible outcomes. For example, in a con-
sumption context, imagine that a consumer finds her HDTV needs 
repair just after the warranty expires. This consumer may think to 
herself: “If only I had purchased a TV with an extended warranty, I 
would not have to incur so much cost on this repair.” CFT impacts 
consumers’ emotions, judgments and decision making, and occurs in 
a variety of contexts, regardless of the valence of purchase outcomes. 
However, negative purchase outcomes are more likely to evoke CFT 
(Wang, Liang, and Peracchio, 2011). CFT plays an important role in 
an individual’s experience of emotions such as regret and disappoint-
ment (Zeelenberg, van Dijk, van der Pligt, Manstead, van Empelen, 
and Reinderman, 1998) and these emotions influence customer dis-
satisfaction and behavioral response (e.g., brand switching and com-
plaint) (Zeelenberg and Pieters, 2004).

Only a handful of studies have explored the impact of CFT 
on information processing and persuasion in consumer settings. In 
their research, Krishnamurthy and Sivaraman (2002) view CFT as 
a problem-solving function and investigate its influence on future 
problem-solving behaviors. They find that CFT makes consumers 
scrutinize ad claims encountered subsequent to the CFT generating 
episode. Upward CFT makes consumers feel worse vis-a-vis their 
chosen product, making them examine incoming information more 
carefully to prepare for the future. If we think of CFT as a preparative 
(problem-solving) function, CFT may influence consumers’ prefer-
ences for different types of advertising. To examine this possibility 
and identify how CFT impacts such ad receipt, this research focuses 
on ad persuasion processes that involve CFT. In specific, we inves-
tigate how CFT initiated by a negative purchase experience impacts 
consumers’ subsequent receipt of comparative versus noncompara-
tive ads. Such motivational priming processes are only beginning 
to be understood in social psychology (Roese, Hur, & Pennington, 
1999), and have not received much attention in the consumer behav-
ior literature. Expanding on prior research in counterfactual priming 
effects (Kray, Galinsky, & Wong, 2006), our investigation examines 
whether a counterfactual mind-set evoked by a negative consump-
tion episode may influence information processing and persuasion in 
subsequent related as well as unrelated consumption contexts.

We argue that comparative ads evoke both, approach and avoid-
ance motivations, whereas noncomparative ads induce mostly ap-
proach motivations (Jain, Agrawal, and Maheswaran, 2006). Further, 
we expect that when individuals engage in counterfactual compari-
sons, the advertised brand in a comparative ad will be judged more 
favorably than the one in a noncomparative ad. This will be so be-
cause motivations (approach and avoidance) evoked by counterfac-
tual comparisons are consistent with the motivations engendered by 
comparative ads. In contrast, when consumers engage in past-tempo-
ral comparisons (fact-based comparisons as opposed to simulation-
based counterfactual comparisons), the brand in a noncomparative 
ad will be evaluated more positively because of the motivational (ap-
proach) consistency between processing focus and ad frames.

We conducted two experiments examining the impact of CFT 
in response to a previous negative consumption experience on the 

effectiveness of subsequently encountered advertising appeals. Ex-
periment 1’s stimulus featured the same category in the consumption 
experience and the ad. Experiment 2 featured a different category in 
the consumption episode vis-à-vis the one featured in the ad. Varying 
the category enabled us to test the robustness of our findings.

In both experiments, counterfactual thinking (CFT and control) 
and ad format (comparative and noncomparative) were manipulated. 
We hypothesized that when presented with a comparative ad, respon-
dents encouraged to think counterfactually (vs control respondents) 
will generate higher ad evaluations, brand evaluations, and purchase 
intentions. In contrast, when presented with a noncomparative ad, 
control (vs CFT) respondents will generate higher ad evaluations, 
brand evaluations, and purchase intentions. The results for the two 
experiments were consistent with our predictions. Examination and 
analysis of thoughts provided additional support for the hypotheses.

Taken together, these two studies support much of our proposed 
theorizing regarding the effect of CFT on consumers’ processing of 
subsequently encountered messages. In addition, we identify the pro-
cess underlying this pattern of response (matching of motivational 
focus). The findings suggest that CFT evokes both approach and 
avoidance motivation whereas past-temporal comparison induces 
largely approach motivation. This difference in motivation leads to a 
difference in the preference for different ad formats. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first attempt to apply CFT to comparative advertis-
ing contexts and advances our understanding of the impact of CFT 
on ad related persuasion. This research also extends CFT priming 
effects research to subsequent information processing in unrelated 
consumption contexts. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Our paper addresses two key questions: firstly how does the 

built environment, both public and private, mediate family relation-
ships; and secondly, how are certain spaces used to re-create family 
life whereas others allow altered relationships between family mem-
bers to emerge? We use empty nest families as our empirical site for 
investigating how consumption is employed in order to maintain a 
sense of family as family life moves increasingly outside its tradi-
tional setting of the domestic household to a variety of new places 
(e.g. children’s new homes; wider urban spaces and consumption-
scapes) as children move away from home.

This paper draws on two sets of literature: firstly about space 
and place; and secondly about the family. There are two main streams 
of research on place: firstly the servicescape literature about the built 
environment which includes studies on shopping malls (Sandikci 
and Holt 1998); flagship brand stores (Kozinets et al. 2002; Peñaloza 
1999; Sherry 1998a); retail outlets (McGrath 1989; Otnes 1998; Ma-
claran and Brown 2005), and leisure venues (Kozinets et al. 2004). 
The second strand of literature on place relates to the built place 
of the home, for instance homes as part of the extended self (Belk, 
1988); creating ‘homeyness’ (McCracken, 1989); and the material 
culture of the home (Miller 2001; Marcoux 2001a; 2001b; Gregson 
2007). Alongside the literature on place and space we also draw 
on the family literature, most notably Epp and Price’s (2008) work 
which identified that family identity comprises individual, relational 
and collective aspects. 

In our study we concentrate particularly on the relational identi-
ties within families and, most notably, the mother/child dyad as an 
important site for generating relational identities within family via 
activities and consumption practices. We chose to track the changes 
in family life via mothers’ perspectives because women have been 
identified as having the primary responsibility for the creation of 
family life in households via nurturance, socialization, relationality, 
and emotionality (De Vault 1991; Hochschild 1975; Hochschild and 
Machung 1989; Lorber 2000). It is women’s relational identities as 
mothers that are particularly destabilized as they undergo dislocation 
and disruption in the context of empty nest households. The home 
traditionally represents the socio-spatial embeddedness of women’s 
mothering identities; and this dislocation of their relational identities 
(as mothers) from its recognized spatial location (the home) is crucial 
to our examination of how space and place mediate the reconfigura-
tion of social-spatial relationships. 

For our data collection, accordingly, we focused on empty-nest 
mothers’ experiences and feelings during the 18 months just after 
their adult child left the parental home, in order to study, first, how 
mothers work to recreate a sense of family life diffused from the 
fixed physical space of the original family household; and second, 
how both private and public spaces are appropriated (or re-appropri-
ated) as family formation changes and relational mothering selves 
are reconfigured. We collected two data sets: firstly we undertook 27 
in-depth interviews with women whose children have just left home 
(within the last 18 months); and secondly we used participant ob-
servation (netnography) on empty nester bulletin boards (this phase 
lasted for 6 months). As an interpretivist study that falls within the 
Consumer Culture Theory programme of research (e.g. identity 
projects, Arnould and Thompson 2005) we tacked back and forth 

between our qualitative datasets and the literature to analyze and in-
terpret the data, identify themes and conceptualize our findings as an 
early stage in theory building. 

Our conceptualization (Figure 1) flows from our findings 
which we map in relation to two main dimensions: spaces (firstly 
for wandering e.g. consumptionscapes; and secondly, for enclosing 
e.g. domestic places); and relational identities (firstly, maintaining 
the status quo and secondly, changing identities) into four quadrants. 
The first quadrant deals with reifying consumption practices where 
enclosing spaces are private, domestic & inward focused. Here there 
is a strong sense of rootedness and relational attachment; activi-
ties are directed at maintaining the status quo; children’s bedrooms 
are used to freeze time and to tempt children to return home; and 
the materiality of the space physically anchors women’s identities 
as mothers. The second quadrant mediates relational consumption 
practices, and here the child’s new apartment/house acts also as a 
hestial space which means that it can exclude the parents and thus 
represent a threatening time for mothers. Mothers therefore seek  to 
influence their children’s strategic decisions about what to take from 
home and what to leave behind, and thereby try and emplace a sense 
of family life in the child’s new space. The third quadrant is about 
reconfiguring relational consumption practices, and here there is a 
temporary appropriation of public spaces for family life. These are 
hermetic spaces that encourage temporary stays: dwelling by wan-
dering versus dwelling by residing; they are outward rather than in-
ward looking, de-centered rather than centered. These spaces tend to 
be unfamiliar, and invite exploration. In these spaces mothers seek 
ways of adjusting to different types of corporeal engagement and 
explore new ways of being with their children. The fourth and final 
quadrant relates to stabilising relational consumption practices by 
emplacing a continued sense of family life to reinforce the habitual, 
for instance by re-enacting familiar family routines away from home. 
Here we can see that consumptionscapes may have hestial qualities 
(cf. Sherry et al.’s work (2001) on American Girl; and Kozinets et 
al.’s (2002) paper on the ESPN zone). In this case, mothers look for 
more neutral environments in which to meet their children and stabi-
lise existing relations. 

Figure 1: nature of Family relational Consumption Practices 
Across Public  & Private spaces

Spaces for wandering
(consumptionscapes)

Enclosing spaces
(Domestic Spaces)

Maintaining relational 
status quo

Changing relational identities

STABILISING

e.g. Traditional family 
venues/hols etc

RECONFIGURING

e.g. New spaces for conducting 
family life (launderette, new 
restaurants etc)

REIFYING

e.g. The home & 
children’s bedrooms

MEDIATING

e.g. Child’s new 
space & the 
‘negotiated’ gift
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In conclusion our study shows firstly, how relational identity 
changes over time and space, and the use of implacement practices 
(e.g. defending, maintaining or changing the relational self in dyads) 
by mothers to maintain a sense of family life; secondly  the embed-
ded nature of power relations and  how they change over time and 
space, and how the balance tips between mother and child; and third-
ly, how relational identities operate across public and private spheres 
and how space is used strategically with respect to relational identity.   
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT 

1. Literature review
“What is the value of the different personality dimensions? Are 

certain personality dimensions more valuable at driving preference 
or loyalty than others?” 

(Keller and Lehmann 2006, 741)
In the mature and highly competitive retailing environment, 

customers are more value conscious than ever before. Therefore, 
creating customer value is particularly vital for retailers to obtain 
satisfied and loyal customers (Sweeney and Soutar 2001). In line 
with Zeithaml’s (1988, 4) definition that “perceived value is the 
consumer’s overall assessment of the utility of a product based on 
perceptions of what is received and what is given”, there has been a 
general consensus that customer value involves a trade-off between 
benefits and costs.

According to the utility theory which provides a theoretical un-
derpinning for the value concept (He and Mukherjee 2007), custom-
ers do not buy products for their own sake, nor do they patronize 
retailers for merely functional benefits. We propose store personal-
ity as a potential source of value in retailing and define it as “the 
way in which the store is defined in the shopper’s mind, partly by its 
functional qualities and partly by an aura of psychological attributes” 
(Martineau 1958, 47). Just as personality has been proven to serve as 
a viable metaphor to ascribe stable human characteristics to product 
brands, so can retail brands be expected to serve as symbolic devices 
(Caprara, Barbaranelli, and Gianluigi 1998). As such, the consumer’s 
first, general impression of a store’s personality may be positive and 
subsequently color further elaborative information processing on the 
store and its offerings (Freling, Crosno, and Henard 2011). 

2. research Objectives
This study examines the strategic role of store personality and 

the related construct self-congruity (i.e., the match between the cus-
tomer’s personality and store personality) by assessing their effect on 
customer value. Additionally, we investigate the potential interaction 
between store personality and self-congruity.

Figure 1 summarizes our hypotheses, with H1 and H2 as the fo-
cus of our research. Apart from unpleasantness, all store personality 
dimensions as well as self-congruity are hypothesized to positively 
impact customer value. Furthermore, the relationship between store 
personality and value is expected to be strengthened by perceived 
self-congruity (i.e., H10).

To obtain a full understanding of the impact of store personality 
and self-congruity on customer value, we take existing knowledge 
about the nomological web of these constructs into account (see Fig-
ure 1). 

Figure 1 
COnCEPTUAL MOdEL

With these research objectives in mind, four unique aspects 
of this study differentiate it from previous studies. First, whereas 
the dominant focus in most customer value studies is on the con-
sequences of customer value (Cronin, Brady, and Hult 2000), our 
focus is rather on the antecedent side. Second, rather than focusing 
on the most easily observable (and also the most straightforward to 
copy by competitors) store cues, such as price, merchandise qual-
ity or store design (Baker, Parasuraman, Grewal, and Voss 2002), 
the antecedents under study situate at a higher level of abstraction. 
Third, although customer value, personality, and self-congruity are 
extensively studied in a product context, these concepts are relatively 
scarcely studied in retailing (Sirgy, Grewal, and Mangleburg 2000). 
Fourth, we contribute to the research stream on the conceptualization 
and operationalization of both customer value and store personal-
ity. With regard to customer value, Holbrook’s (1999) Typology is 
adapted to a retail setting, resulting in seven retail value types (i.e., 
efficiency, product excellence, service excellence, aesthetics, play, 
social-, and altruistic value), as opposed to the traditional dichoto-
mous view on shopping value (i.e., utilitarian and hedonic value; 
Babin, Darden, and Griffin 1994). With respect to store personality, 
the robustness of d’Astous and Lévesque’s (2003) operationalization 
is formally tested.

3. Methodology
We collected data from 206 visitors (61% female) of an interna-

tional fashion retailer. The questionnaire consists of existing scales 
adapted to the setting at hand. As our conceptual model contains both 
reflective and formative constructs, we opted for PLS path modeling 
to estimate the relationships. We evaluated the statistical significance 
of the parameter estimates by using bootstrapping procedures based 
on 5000 samples. 

Since customer value is a second-order construct, we used the 
two-stage approach to model it in PLS (Reinartz, Krafft, and Hoyer 
2003; Ringle, Sarstedt, and Detmar 2012). 

In order to prevent multicollinearity problems commonly asso-
ciated with the product indicator approach, we tested the interaction 
effect between store personality and self-congruity by using the or-
thogonalizing approach (cf. Lance 1988; Little, Bovaird, and Wida-
man 2006).
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4. results
First, we examined the measurement model and conclude that 

all constructs display favorable psychometric properties. 
With regard to the structural model, the R-squared values indi-

cate that our model is very well supported by the data. 
Regarding our main hypotheses, we can conclude that both 

store personality and self-congruity have a significant influence on 
customer value, supporting respectively H1 and H2. In order of de-
creasing (absolute) magnitude of coefficients, value is significantly 
influenced by self-congruity, solidity, unpleasantness, enthusiasm, 
and genuineness. 

Turning to H10, related to the moderating influence of self-con-
gruity on the relationship between store personality and the outcome 
variables, we fail to find any significant effect. Hence, H10 is not 
supported by our data.

5. discussion and Further research
Our findings indicate that store personality indeed can be con-

sidered as a source of customer value. Value has been recognized as 
one of the most significant factors in the success of organizations 
(Slater 1997), leading to satisfaction and loyalty (Cronin et al. 2000). 
Since the latter two constructs are widely acknowledged as anteced-
ents of a firm’s financial performance (e.g., Anderson, Fornell, and 
Lehmann 1994), investing in store personality potentially offers a 
good return on marketing.

Additionally, self-congruity is found to have a positive effect 
on customer value but the moderating effect was not supported. Al-
though future research is needed to assess whether this particular 
finding indeed holds, our results are consistent with the notion that 
store personality and self-congruity are separate and complementary 
constructs (Helgeson and Supphellen 2004) and that store personal-
ity is valued regardless of whether there is a match with the self-
concept (Zentes, Morschett, and Schramm-Klein 2008).
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT 
We propose that an important yet overlooked variable affecting 

individuals’ willingness to be charitable is how the social context 
provides comparative information regarding being better (vs. worse) 
off than others. As a result, seemingly irrelevant social comparison 
situations--such as one’s relative position in line at a store—can af-
fect individuals’ propensity to be charitable. Specifically, social com-
parisons can vary in terms of direction (Aspinwall and Taylor 1993; 
Taylor, Wayment and Carrillo 1996). For instance, comparisons can 
be with those in a relatively better position (i.e., upward compari-
sons) or worse position (i.e., downward comparisons). Direction of 
comparison is important because it can have different motivational 
effects. For instance, upward comparisons can motivate individuals 
to improve their relative position (i.e., a self-improvement motive), 
whereas downward comparisons can cause individuals to relax such 
motives (Taylor et al 1996). We build upon this literature by propos-
ing that downward (vs. upward) comparisons cause individuals to 
feel a general sense of accomplishment, which in turn frees them 
to benefit from sharing their resources with others (e.g., to view 
themselves as kind and generous). Conversely, upward comparisons 
should cause individuals to feel less accomplished, thereby motivat-
ing them to devote their resources to improving themselves rather 
than helping others. In summary, downward (vs. upward) compari-
sons should cause individuals to be more receptive to subsequent 
charitable appeals (H1). We test this and the basis of H1 through 
moderation and mediation in four studies. 

In study 1, we test H1 by giving participants a purchasing sce-
nario in which they have spent less or more than a co-worker for 
the same product (a downward vs. upward comparison respective-
ly), after which they are asked whether they would buy a candy bar 
with a charity incentive (i.e., part of the proceeds goes to charity). 
Because social comparison (SC) effects should be strongest among 
those less confident in their abilities in the domain being compared 
(Festinger 1954), we measured confidence in the compared domain 
(i.e., consumer self-confidence; Bearden, Hardesty and Rose 2001) 
and expected SC effects to be strongest when confidence is low (H2). 
Consistent with H1, downward (vs. upward) comparisons led to 
higher purchase intentions (b = .95, p =.001) and willingness-to-pay, 
or WTP (b = .82, p = .01). Furthermore, the SC x confidence interac-
tion was significant for purchase intentions (b = -1.52, p < .001) and 
WTP (b = -.92, p <.05; see Figure 1). Consistent with H2, SC had 
a significant effect on intentions and WTP for those with less (vs. 
more) confidence in their purchasing decisions.

In study 2, we examine whether these SC effects are specific 
to the presence of a charitable incentive. If downward (vs. upward) 
comparisons free individuals to use their resources to view them-
selves positively by helping others, then downward (vs. upward) 
comparisons should cause individuals to be more receptive to prod-
ucts when they are bundled (vs. unbundled) with a charity incentive 
(H3). We tested H3 with a different manipulation of SC and product 
(a barbeque lunch) that either had a charitable incentive or not. Con-
sistent with H3, a significant interaction emerged for purchase inten-
tions (F(1, 149) = 4.61, p < .05) and WTP (F(1, 149) = 6.40, p =.01).  
When the product was bundled with a charity incentive, purchase 
intentions were higher among those in the downward than upward 
condition (Ms = 1.17 vs. .59, F(1, 149) = 4.35 p < .05), whereas when 
the product did not have a charity incentive, there was no significant 

Figure 1 
Interactive Effect of Confidence and Direction of  

Comparison on Willingness to be Charitable 
Figure 1A. Purchase Intentions (Mean Centered)
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difference between conditions (Ms = .18 vs. .53, F(1, 149) = 1.32, 
NS).  The results for WTP similarly supported our predictions.

If those making downward (vs. upward) comparisons are more 
receptive to charitable requests because such acts allow them to 
view themselves as kind and generous, then our predicted SC effects 
should be greatest among those who highly value such characteris-
tics-- when individuals have a high (vs. low) moral identity (H4). 
Thus, in study 3, we measured moral identity (Aquino and Reed 
2002) as well as used a SC manipulation using line queues (Zhou 
and Soman 2003), thereby making the compared resource time rather 
than money.  Supporting H4, the interaction was significant for both 
purchase intentions (b = .26, p < .05) and WTP (b = .95, p < .005; see 
Figure 2). Downward comparisons led to higher purchase intentions 
and WTP than upward comparisons only when individuals had a high 
moral identity (b = 1.07, p <.05 and b = 2.73, p < .05 respectively). 
For those with a low moral identity, SC had no significant effect on 
purchase intentions (b = -.67, NS) or WTP (b = -1.93, NS).

The final study was designed to test personal accomplishment 
as a mediator (H5) in addition to measuring donation behaviors and 
donations of time. SC was manipulated by providing participants 
with false feedback on a performance test. As part of an ostensibly 
unrelated study on consumer decision making, participants had the 
opportunity to win $25. Similar to past measures of helping behavior 
(Cialdini and Kendrick 1976), participants were told that they had
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Figure 2 
Interactive Effect of Moral Identity and direction of 

Comparison on Willingness to be Charitable  
Figure 2A. Purchase Intentions (Mean Centered)
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five raffle tickets that they could use all, some, or none of to enter 
themselves (vs. a charity) in the raffle. As predicted, those in the 
downward condition donated more tickets to charity than those in 
the upward condition did (Ms = 4.38 vs. 3.37; F(1, 52) = 6.60, p = 
.01). In addition, a higher proportion of those in the downward than 

upward condition opted-in to a volunteering email list (35% vs. 7%; 
χ2 = 6.58, p = .01). Furthermore, those in the downward (vs. upward) 
condition had a higher willingness to volunteer their time (Ms = 4.78 
vs. 3.73; F(1, 52) = 5.05, p < .05). Moreover, the mediation results 
using bootstrapping methods showed that the indirect effect from SC 
to prosocial behaviors and intentions through perceived accomplish-
ment was significantly different from zero at p < .05. In conclusion, 
the results of these four studies provide support for our theory of the 
incidental effects of social comparison on prosocial behavior.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT:
Poor food choices have far reaching negative consequences for 

consumers including obesity and decreased quality of life (Chandon 
and Wansink 2007) and have contributed to the burgeoning health-
care crisis (Cheema and Soman 2008). As a result, government pro-
grams and mandates to inform consumers of the caloric content of 
their food choices have been implemented across the United States 
(Rosenbloom 2010). However, we suggest an alternative to these 
programs by developing the mindfulness of consumers through emo-
tional ability training. Emotional ability training has the potential to 
enable consumers to more systematically think about their choices 
and subvert underlying tendencies to engage in unhealthy, yet he-
donically rewarding decisions.

In this research, we draw upon the emotional calibration frame-
work to understand how emotions impact food choice. Emotional 
calibration involves the correspondence between one’s emotional in-
telligence (EI, also known as emotional ability; Kidwell et al. 2008a) 
and consumers’ confidence in their emotional ability (i.e., subjec-
tive emotional knowledge). Since emotions can have profound influ-
ences on daily decisions (Schwarz and Clore 1996), enhancing one’s 
knowledge about emotions and how emotions can be used to make 
better quality decisions. Despite the potential importance of train-
ing people to more effectively use their emotions, research has yet 
to develop and implement an EI training program that not only can 
increase emotional abilities, but also show improvements in perfor-
mance of trained individuals. In two studies, we utilize the default-
interventionist framework (Evans 2008) to show that the develop-
ment of emotional intelligence creates more emotionally calibrated 
consumers (Kidwell et al. 2008b), allows individuals to more ana-
lytically process their food decisions, and ultimately improves food 
choice. Conversely, individuals who lack emotional abilities are sus-
ceptible to heuristic processing of food choices (i.e. tasty = unhealthy 
heuristic; Raghunathan, Naylor, and Hoyer 2006) and subsequently 
make poorer food choices.

sTUdY 1
Participants completed either EI training or training in nutrition 

knowledge (NK; mirroring current government mandates). One hun-
dred and twenty-three students with high confidence and low emo-
tional ability were selected from a prescreening survey that includ-
ed the consumer EI scale (CEIS, Kidwell et al. 2008a) and related 
confidence items. Of the 123 individuals contacted, 49 signed up to 
participate in the study (Response Rate = 39.8%, 25 EI participants 
and 24 NK participants). Participants in both conditions completed a 
45-minute training session described as equally informative (p > .05) 
and clear (p > .05) across training conditions.

After training, participants completed the CEIS and related 
confidence items. Participants also completed the unhealthy = tasty 
Implicit Association Test (IAT; Raghunathan et al. 2006). Upon leav-
ing the lab session, participants completed the study by keeping a 24 
hour food diary of all food and drinks consumed 48 hours after their 
training session. Calories were computed via independent raters. The 
diary also contained follow-up items measuring how analytically 
their food choices were made during the 24 hour period.

Results showed significantly higher emotional intelligence for 
EI trained participants (norm CEIS score = 109.83) relative to NK 
trained participants (87.98, p < .01). Furthermore, EI trained partici-
pants reported significantly lower caloric intake (M = 1823) relative 
to NK trained participants (M = 2388, p < .05). Lastly, PLS was used 
to demonstrate that emotional calibration was positively related to 
analytic processing (ß =.37, t44 = 2.37 p < .05), which was negative-
ly related to caloric intake (ß = -.32, t44 = -2.45, p < .05). Conversely, 
emotional calibration was negatively related to heuristic processing 
(ß = -.39, t44 = -3.72 p < .05), which was positively related to caloric 
intake (ß = .28, t44 = 3.56, p < .05). Study 1 thus demonstrates the 
ability of emotional ability training to improve food choice. Study 2 
investigated the impact of EI training on confidence, identified the 
underlying mechanism of positive arousal, and demonstrated the lon-
gitudinal effect of training on caloric intake.

sTUdY 2
Participants completed either EI training or were in a no-training 

control condition. Two hundred and seventy students with low con-
fidence and low emotional ability were selected from a prescreening 
survey. Of the 270 individuals contacted, 69 signed up to participate 
in the study (Response Rate = 39.8%, 34 EI trained participants and 
35 control participants).

The design was similar to Study 1. However, after participants 
were (not) trained, they completed measures of positive arousal to-
ward their food decisions in addition to the CEIS, confidence items, 
and the IAT. After the lab session concluded, participants again com-
pleted a food diary after training with similar explicit processing 
items.

Results provided additional support for the effects of training on 
emotional ability, confidence, analytic processing, and food choice. 
Individuals in the EI group following training scored higher on the 
CEIS than the control group (M = 108.5 vs. 91.1, t61 = 5.64, p < 
.01). Furthermore, individuals trained in EI had higher reported con-
fidence in their emotional ability relative to individuals in the control 
group (M = 89% vs. 68.6%, t61 = 5.96, p < .01). PLS analysis dem-
onstrated support for the proposed model. Emotional calibration was 
positively related to positive arousal (ß =.30, t59 = 2.90, p < .01), 
which was positively related to explicit processing (ß = .19, t59 = 
2.13, p < .05). Explicit processing was negatively related to caloric 
intake (ß = -.17, t59 = -2.02, p < .05).

Approximately 3 months after completing the initial food diary, 
participants were again contacted to complete another 24 hour food 
diary. 17 EI trained and 20 control participants completed the follow 
up diary for 10 dollars. Results remained consistent as EI trained 
participants consumed significantly fewer calories relative to control 
participants (Ms = 1555 vs. 2173, t35 = 4.13, p < .01). These results 
provide support for the longitudinal effects of EI training on caloric 
intake.

The results of two studies demonstrate the ability of emotional 
ability training to increase the mindfulness of individual food choice 
and improve food decision making. These findings further develop 
the emotional calibration framework and provide implications for 
transformative research and government programs and mandates 
aimed at improving consumer health.
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Figure 1. Theoretical Model of Emotional Calibration on 
Consumer decision Quality
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT:
At the forefront of the sustainability movement are efforts to 

increase environmental consciousness and promote sustainable con-
sumption (McDonagh, Dobscha, and Prothero 2012). Yet, many 
consumers are either skeptical of or reluctant to embrace green mar-
keting efforts (Luchs et al., 2010). Considerable research has been 
devoted to understanding and overcoming this reluctance through 
policy, regulatory, market, and technological innovations (Critten-
den et al., 2011). However, very little progress has been made in 
actually changing behavior (Polonsky 2011; Prothero, et al. 2011). 
Given the sharp divide in attitudes toward many sustainability issues 
(e.g., climate change) between groups on different sides of the politi-
cal aisle (Baumgartner and Jones 2009; Kim, Rao, and Lee 2009), 
surprisingly little attention has been paid to understanding how dif-
ferences in political ideology might influence sustainable behaviors. 
For example, might conservatives and liberals be differentially likely 
to engage in specific sustainable behaviors like recycling or purchas-
ing green products? Might different types of appeals targeted to these 
two groups of consumers, based on their underlying ideological dif-
ferences, be more effective at persuading them to adopt environmen-
tally conscious behaviors? If so, what process can inform us about 
how these consumers are influenced? 

In this research, we investigate the impact political ideology has 
on sustainability practices and propose ways to appeal to liberals and 
conservatives based on their underlying moral foundations. In addi-
tion, we uncover the mechanism by which political appeals influence 
intentions and demonstrate how the behaviors of each ideology can 
ultimately be changed through tailored persuasive appeals. 

In our efforts to address these issues, we make four main con-
tributions. First, we examine the understudied area of how political 
ideology affects consumer behavior in order to understand its impact 
on sustainability. Second, we highlight the underlying moral founda-
tions of each ideology and develop persuasive appeals based on these 
foundations to influence disposition behavior (recycling) as well as 
the spillover effects on acquisition (selection of sustainable products) 
and usage (conservation of resources) behaviors. Third, we examine 
the effectiveness of these persuasive appeals in a 113-household lon-
gitudinal field study on recycling behavior. Fourth, we offer practical 
implications for marketers, public policy officials, and environmen-
tal scientists interested in changing acquisition, consumption, and 
disposition-related behavior. 

Matching Persuasion to Moral Foundations
We developed persuasive appeals that are congruent with con-

servative and liberal moral foundations to promote enhanced sustain-
able behaviors. Given that conservatives value duty, authority, self-
discipline, and actions consistent with their in-group’s social norms 
(Graham et al. 2009; McAdams et al. 2008), we created a persuasive 
appeal designed around the message to “joint the fight” to help the 
environment. This type of messaging incorporates adherence to so-
cial norms and in-group effects while promoting actions that will 
strengthen the social order (Janoff-Bulman et al. 2009). This is also 
consistent with a binding moral foundation in that this appeal uses 
terms like we, citizens, duty, and our as well as images of patrio-
tism. Conversely, liberals value empathy, fairness, and individuality 
(McAdams et al. 2008; Morrison and Miller 2008). We developed a 

message designed to appeal to liberals underlying moral foundation 
revolving around “making a difference.” This type of messaging sets 
the individual apart as one who helps others while promoting behav-
iors or actions that improve overall social justice (Janoff-Bulman et 
al. 2009). This is consistent with an individualizing appeal through 
a call to individual action, images of helping and fairness, and relies 
on a caring nature.  

study 1
Eighty-two undergraduate business students completed mea-

sures of political ideology and moral foundations. Specifically, 40 
participants saw a “Join the Fight” binding appeal while 42 partici-
pants saw the “Make a Difference” individualizing appeal. Next, par-
ticipants completed a thought listing task and a manipulation check 
measure assessing the moral foundations associated with the appeals. 
Lastly, participants completed recycling intention measures.

A chi-square test of independence revealed a significant differ-
ence in the number of foundational thoughts generated by the differ-
ent appeals. In addition, the full model was also significant (F(3, 78) 
= 2.98, p < .05). The results revealed a significant interaction of po-
litical ideology by appeal (ß = .82, t(78) = 2.37, p < .05). The results 
of study 1 provided support that congruent moral foundation appeals 
affect intentions to recycle depending upon one’s political ideology. 

study 2
Study 2 was conducted to examine the mediating effect of flu-

ency on the relationship between the interaction of political ideology 
and appeal to recycling intentions. We also rule out two alternative 
possibilities that might reasonably result from message congruence. 

Specifically, 73 participants saw the “Join the Fight” appeal 
while 69 participants saw the “Make a Difference” appeal. Next, par-
ticipants completed process measures pertaining to fluency, involve-
ment, and recycling efficacy related to the appeals, and finally their 
intentions to recycle, purchase compact fluorescent light bulbs, and 
to conserve water.

The indirect effect of the interaction onto recycling intentions 
through fluency revealed a positive and significant indirect effect (ß 
= .10) as the 95% confidence interval did not include zero (CI: .02 to 
.26). Study 2 demonstrated that appeals congruent with moral foun-
dations are more effective due to fluency than incongruent appeals. 
Enhanced fluency positively influenced intentions to recycle as well 
as have spillover effects on acquisition and usage disposition inten-
tions. 

study 3
Study 3 was conducted to assess the effectiveness of our per-

suasive appeals on actual recycling behavior in a longitudinal field 
setting. Specifically, a 14-week field study was conducted to assess 
the effects of the two persuasive appeals on recycling behaviors of 
households from a typical southeastern U.S. city.

Study 3 provided an examination of persuasive appeals designed 
to initiate recycling behavior across 113 households. The congruent 
appeals resulted in greater recycling than the control conditions (t 
= 2.04, p < .05 and t = 2.47, p < .05). Appeals congruent with un-
derlying moral foundations were found to influence actual recycling 
behavior for both liberals and conservatives over a 14- week period. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Human populations, from towns to regions to countries, vary 

in their distributions of men and women. These differences in op-
erational sex ratio, the relative number of sexually mature men to 
women, can produce marked changes in various cognitions and ac-
tions, such as modulating tendencies toward aggression, parenting 
style, and long-term vs. short-term romantic proclivities (e.g., Barber 
2001). The same is also true in a wide variety of animal species (e.g., 
Kvarnemo and Anhesjo 1996). Differences in population sex ratios 
index the availability of potential mates and can produce competitive 
behaviors even in individuals not actively seeking romance. Recent 
research has shown that, in addition to real skews in sex ratios, per-
ceptions of sex ratio skew can also lead people to change their behav-
ior. For instance, male students who believed their school was popu-
lated by more men than women (an unfavorable ratio for heterosexual 
males) were less likely to save income and more likely to spend to 
the point of debt (Griskevicius et al. 2012). In the current paper, we 
expand on this research by investigating how changes in sex ratios 
affect the more general process of decision-making under uncertainty. 
We do so by asking whether perceptions of increased and decreased 
potential mate availability directly influence preferences for option 
variability in situations where choice entails risk. Specifically, we test 
whether sex ratio skew affects bet-hedging behavior.

Bet-hedging refers to the notion that individuals often gain long-
term utility by lowering the variance of their decisions and spreading 
risk over possible outcomes (Slatkin 1974). A specific form of bet-
hedging, diversified bet-hedging, involves an individual investing 
resources in several (possibly competing) strategies simultaneously 
(Olofsson, Ripa and Jonzén 2009). That is, not “putting all your eggs 
in one basket.” Diversified bet-hedging is often considered to be a 
safer strategy than investing resources in single-options and thus is 
more often employed by individuals with a relatively short time-
horizon (Olofsson et al. 2009). In contrast, we predict the percep-
tions of decreased mate availability that accompany an unfavorable 
sex ratio will produce a competitive mindset through which people 
(implicitly) presume that success necessitates risk-taking (cf., Kun-
reuther and Wright 1979). Further, we predict that this mindset can 
generalize to other decision-contexts. Thus, we expect that exposure 
to unfavorable sex ratios will produce decreases in diversified bet-
hedging behavior.

Study 1 investigated this idea in the context of gambles. Par-
ticipants took part in a study labeled “accuracy in interpersonal per-
ception and memory.” Participants were briefly shown multiple ar-
rays of face photographs ostensibly taken from the local area (e.g., 
campus, websites) and were told they would complete a memory 
test on these faces later in the study. After each array, participants 
recalled the number of men and women in each set as a measure of 
“accuracy.” These arrays varied in the ratio of female to male faces, 
and were either female-biased or male-biased between-participants 
(from 68-78% of the more numerous sex). As an interlude before 
a (non-existent) final memory test, participants completed several 
supposed distracter items, beginning with the primary dependent 
measure. This task required participants to imagine playing a lottery 
and choosing between one of two options, either 1 $10 ticket with a 
possible $10,000 prize or 10 $1 tickets for a possible $1,000 prize. 
Analyses revealed that, consistent with predictions, people who 
viewed unfavorable ratios (men + male-biased, women + female-

biased) were more likely to choose the single ticket, high-payoff/
high-risk option—to put their eggs in one basket—than people who 
viewed favorable ratios.

Study 2 expanded on this finding by testing outcomes that al-
lowed for a greater degree of decision diversification. Participants 
received a similar cover story, and after completing the face array 
tasks, were told that they would complete several tasks prior to a 
face memory test. These two tasks included a retirement account in-
vestment procedure and a public funds investment procedure. The 
retirement procedure involved making allocation decisions regarding 
the percentage of one’s investment that should be assigned to stocks 
(described as higher risk, higher return), bonds (lower risk, lower 
return) and cash (no risk, little if any return). The public funds proce-
dure asked participants to imagine that four companies were working 
on a disease vaccine to prevent a possible future epidemic, and to 
decide how the government should allocate research funding support 
between the four (with funding described as increasing a company’s 
research speed, but not necessarily success). For each procedure, de-
cision variance (spread of allocations across the options) was used 
as the dependent measure. Both measures showed similar patterns: 
People who viewed unfavorable sex ratios invested more money into 
fewer options, again putting their eggs into fewer baskets.

In summary, two studies show that perceptions of environmen-
tal variation in the relative numbers of men and women can influence 
whether people choose to diversify their decision outcomes or not. 
“Unfavorable” sex ratios led to less diversification and more high-
risk/high-reward decisions, consistent with the interpretation that 
success under such conditions necessitates risk-taking. This work 
contributes to our understanding of the incidental factors that elicit 
risky behavior and highlights how decision domains with quite im-
portant long-term relevance (e.g., retirement accounts, research fund-
ing) are susceptible to seemingly irrelevant situational cues. Future 
research will investigate particular mediating mechanisms and indi-
vidual differences that may play a role in these decision strategies.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Many studies have explored the way people dispose of items 

they no longer want (Jacoby, Berning and Dietvorst 1977; Cherrier 
2009; Arsel and Dobsha 2011) either through the market economy 
(Chu and Liao 2009; Sherry 1990), the kith and kin gift economy 
(Price, Arnould and Curasi 2000), charities (Bendapudi, Singh and 
Bendapudi 1996) or online (Nelson, Rademacher and Paek 2007; 
Arsel and Dobsha 2011). Studies investigating online recycling have 
generally looked at the trend from a community perspective, con-
cluding that giveaway websites are underpinned by a mechanism 
of generalised reciprocity. However, these websites have a specific 
feature that makes it interesting to analyse the online giving process 
from an individual slant since, unlike giving possessions to charities, 
free recycling websites enable the giver to meet the unknown recipi-
ent and, unlike gifts to close friends or family, they allow the giver to 
meet a stranger. In short, free recycling websites offer a new channel 
whereby individuals can give things away to a stranger in person, a 
factor that is likely to change the way givers perceive gift-giving. 
Underpinned by research on the difficulties inherent to giving (Price, 
Arnould and Curasi 2000; Lastovika and Fernandez 2005; Marcoux 
2009), our paper illustrates how recycling websites resolve the ten-
sions that the giver may otherwise be confronted with when giving, 
by offering an encounter with an alien recipient. 

rEVIEW OF THE LITErATUrE
Many studies have highlighted the romantic aspects of giving 

(Belk and Coon 1993; Joy 2001), but the process also has a darker 
side (Sherry, McGrath and Levy 1993; Ruth, Otnes and Brunel 1999; 
Marcoux 2009). Gifts to kith and kin can lead to unease in both the 
giver and the recipient. The giver is not entirely free when giving, but 
is trapped in a web of constraints and norms. Giving to friends and 
family not only means that the giver gives, but also that the recipi-
ent must receive (Gouldner 1960) or must reciprocate (Godbout and 
Caillé 1992). Giving to charities, on the other hand, presents fewer 
constraints, and is underpinned by a notion of solidarity (Frémeaux 
and Michelson 2011). However, it can also be a source of frustration 
for the givers who have no idea what happens to their donations. In 
effect, some people need to meet the future beneficiary in order to 
be able to detach themselves from their possessions (Roster 2001; 
Lastovicka and Fernandez 2005). While previously, only the mar-
ket enabled two strangers to meet in the circulation of second-hand 
goods (Herrmann, 1997), today free recycling websites also offer this 
possibility. Our aim is to explore what this encounter means to the 
online giver.

METHOdOLOGY
To understand how givers experience online recycling and what 

it means to them as individuals, we conducted 27 long interviews 
(McCracken 1986), adopting a phenomenological approach (Thomp-
son, Locander and Pollio 1989). The respondents were recruited 
through the managers of the free recycling websites www.recupe.
net, www.donnons.org and www.recupe.fr, who put us in touch with 
givers. The interviews began with the question “Can you tell me 
about the different options you choose when you decide to get rid 
of something?” and then focused on online recycling and how this is 
experienced by the giver. 

FIndInGs
In addition to the practical and environmentally-friendly nature 

of the practice (Nelson, Rademacher and Paek 2007; Arsel and Dobs-
cha 2011), our analysis led us to identify two central factors that give 
insights into the meaning of the online recycling experience: first, 
givers experience it as spontaneous gift-giving rather than just an op-
portunity to get rid of unwanted clutter. Second, the gesture is given 
its full sense through the encounter with the unknown recipient. This 
specific feature of online recycling removes the obstacles inherent 
to the three-way gift-giving process that arise in other forms of gift-
giving (Mauss 1924): i.e. the giving, the receiving and the return.

With regard to giving, online recycling means that the giver 
does not run the risk of a refusal as may be the case when giving 
to friends or family, or to a charity. A refusal is often painful for 
the giver: by refusing an object, individuals signal a rejection of the 
relationship. Refusal is very rare in online recycling as recipients are 
aware of the state of the items they will find at the givers’ beforehand. 
Consequently, givers are able to give ‘everything away as they are 
not worried about being judged for the ‘poor’ quality of their objects. 
With regard to receiving, the giver chooses the future beneficiary he 
or she will meet in order to give them the object, along with its his-
tory, its wear and tear and its special way of working. In listening 
to the giver, the recipient implicitly makes a promise to take care of 
the object, thereby reassuring the former (Lastovicka and Fernandez 
2005). Finally, with regard to the return, the interaction with the re-
cipient makes the giver feel (s)he exists and is recognised. Online 
recycling fulfils the need of givers for recognition, without neces-
sarily creating a bond of dependence: the meeting is a brief, one-off 
situation, and reciprocity is immediate. The desire not to get involved 
with the recipient, that is also reflected in other studies (Bajde 2009), 
can be seen in the way the items are passed on: some givers will 
place the items in a neutral space like the hallway or the corridor 
(Korosec Serfaty 1988) to ensure that the recipient does not trespass 
on the giver’s privacy. 

COnCLUsIOn
This article adds to current research on the circulation of sec-

ond-hand goods (Lucas 2002; Cherrier 2009) in several ways. The 
study contributes to our understanding of the topic by analysing on-
line recycling websites from the perspective of the individual. This is 
interesting in view of one specific feature of such websites, namely 
the encounter with an unknown recipient. 

The article also illustrates how free recycling websites remove 
the difficulties inherent in giving to kith and kin or to charities. Such 
sites offer givers the potential for rewarding interaction with the re-
cipient that is also liberating. It is rewarding since they are recog-
nised for their gesture, unlike giving objects to charities. At the same 
time, it liberates the giver as, even if there is a meeting with the 
recipient, it is brief, reciprocity is immediate and it does not create 
a relationship or a bond of dependence in the same way as a gift to 
family or friends. At the same time, the study enriches the model 
proposed by Marcoux (2009): by removing the obstacles linked to 
giving, free recycling websites offer individuals the possibility to re-
main in the gift economy. The gift economy and the market economy 
are two options that free individuals from the obligations inherent 
to other forms of giving, although they are not mutually exclusive.
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The article has implications with regard to three pillars of sus-
tainable development: i.e. economic, as the free flow of objects facil-
itates the decision to replace them (Roster and Richins 2009); social, 
as free recycling websites help people to find what they need at less 
cost, while developing social links, and finally, environmental, as 
free recycling websites contribute to reducing the volume of waste. 

Finally, our research opens up several potential avenues for 
further research to enhance our understanding of online recycling. 
While our study focuses on givers, an investigation of the recipi-
ents could raise some interesting questions: what signals does the 
recipient put out that the giver picks up as recognition for his or her 
gesture, for instance? How does the recipient receive a gift via the 
Internet? Why does the recipient use free recycling websites apart 
from the obvious reason of getting something for free?
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From Luxury Counterfeits to Genuine Goods: Why Would Consumers switch?
Anne-Flore Maman Larraufie, INSEEC & SemioConsult, France

ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Counterfeiting of luxury goods is a key issue for all major lux-

ury industries. Some conglomerates such as LVMH have even set 
up some kind of fighting force to identify, to arrest and to sue coun-
terfeiters. However, little attention has been paid to those consum-
ers who occasionally or on a regular basis do mix legal and illegal 
purchases of luxury goods (Ha and Lennon 2006; Wilcox, Kim, and 
Sen 2009). Various reasons have been advanced as triggers, from 
demographics characteristics (Safa and Jessica 2005) to postmod-
ern ethics (Maman 2009), including rational price-saving strategies. 
This article aims at providing a different view to the issue: instead of 
focusing on the reasons why people buy fake luxuries, it has a look 
at what would make these consumers turn to the purchase of their 
genuine versions.

To our knowledge, no past research has been conducted to 
investigate how consumers of non-deceptive luxury counterfeits 
(knowingly buying a counterfeit good) perceive the worlds of luxury 
and hence which kind of arguments could be used by luxury compa-
nies to convince those people to switch from the fake to the genuine 
item. Therefore, the present research will be exploratory by nature, 
in a discovery-oriented perspective. This is to pave the way for future 
more confirmatory research, by reducing the chance of beginning 
with an inadequate, incorrect or misleading set of research objec-
tives.

Hence, we defined on purpose quite broadly our research ques-
tions: How do consumers of non-deceptive luxury counterfeits 
perceive the worlds of luxury and of counterfeiting? What makes 
them stay away from luxury houses? How could marketers use such 
knowledge to capture these consumers?

To answer these questions, we relied upon a qualitative method-
ology, as it looked like the most appropriate way to really get insights 
and understandings from the consumers. The selected research meth-
od was in-depth interviews, for they “are much the same as psycho-
logical, clinical interview” (Zikmund and Babin 2007). This method 
suits our needs in understanding the various values associated with 
the luxury/counterfeiting world or the consumption of luxury goods. 
Attitudes are mentally-driven, and since we are interested in getting 
the ‘why’ of their existence, and not only identifying them, in-depth 
interviews would really enable us to uncover underlying motiva-
tions, beliefs, attitudes and feelings.

More specifically, 21 in-depth interviews were conducted with 
MBA students from two French Business Schools (13), high-school 
pupils (3) and grown-ups with job activity (5). Students from West-
ern business schools are usually said as having as having more pur-
chasing power and as being more sensitive to the consumption of 
conspicuous goods, such as luxury or luxury-looking goods, than 
other types of students. Besides, they have been found as regular 
consumers of non-deceptive luxury counterfeits. High-school pupils 
are usually considered as having no or low purchasing power, as they 
only get a limited amount of pocket money but might in the future be 
able to buy luxury goods. Working adults dispose of a regular income 
they can spend the way they want. 

The interviews lasted between 40 minutes to one hour and a 
half and were unstructured. The first part of the interview dealt with 
the topic of luxury. Respondents were asked to describe past experi-
ence and express feelings about luxury consumption. Their ultimate 
luxury was also touched upon. The second part of the interview dealt 
with counterfeiting. Past experience about its consumption and vari-

ous thoughts were under investigation in this part. It also included a 
projective drawing to elicit deeper feelings of the respondents. For 
the analysis, the interviews were transcribed and coded, with a goal 
to identify the key dimensions emerging from the discourse (see 
Spiggle 1994 and Strauss and Corbin 2008 for a discussion of the 
procedures used in this stage). Coding schemes were modified as 
analysis progressed and new concepts were uncovered. 

As previously mentioned, the objective of the analysis was to be 
able to identify potential connections in-between how people view 
the world of luxury, and their view of the world of counterfeiting. 
This was achieved in three steps. 

step 1: What’s in the World of Luxury
A content analysis of what the interviewees mentioned about 

luxury goods ended up in the identification of six specificities related 
to Luxury, potentially leading to purchase intents. 

Table 1 sums up the characteristics and identification ‘labels’ 
of these faces.

step 2: What’s in the World of Counterfeiting?
A content analysis of the discourses regarding counterfeiting 

isolated four actors in the consumption process of counterfeits: the 
brand, the context, the consumer and the product per se. These four 
actors are no surprise but what is more interesting is the various char-
acteristics associated with them and how they interact. Figure 1 sums 
up the overall findings.

step 3: What Incentives to switch Consumption from 
Fakes to real Goods?

A comparison of the two previous steps helped us identify three 
necessary conditions that must be met to allow consumers of non-
deceptive counterfeits to switch to the purchase of real goods. These 
are: an exigency of quality, both in terms of product and of sales 
forces’ competencies; a retail environment “smelling luxury” (quot-
ed from one respondent); and a service experience without any flaw. 
Table 2 exhibits this comparison.

AnALYsIs And COnCLUsIOn 
The two content analyses give a better understanding of how 

people develop an initial attitude toward luxury, toward counterfeit-
ing and potentially how one attitude may impact another one. For 
instance, seeing the luxury world as a superficial/artificial world is 
very much connected with the idea that some people engage in the 
consumption of counterfeits to display artificial symbolic codes of 
belonging to a potential social class.

A discourse analysis leading to a semiotic analysis of the dis-
courses hold by the respondents was thus conducted (see Figure 2). 
Out of four types of consumers, three would be eligible for switching 
from fake consumption to genuine one. The reasons why (consump-
tion values) are represented on a semiotic square.

With such better knowledge of deep consumption motives, cap-
turing some counterfeit consumers appears feasible if proper market-
ing strategies are undertaken.
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Friendship Enhances Consumer self-Control by Facilitating Global Processing
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
While years ago consumers’ potential shopping activities were 

limited to eight hours a day, the 24/7 economies of today’s society 
present a never-ending stream of consumption opportunities. Not-
withstanding the positive effects, the ever-present consumption 
temptations pose a serious challenge to consumer self-control (Faber 
and Vohs 2011; Hoch and Loewenstein 1991; Vohs and Faber 2007). 

Whether or not consumers succumb to consumption tempta-
tions depends on their processing style (Fujita, Trope, and Liberman 
2010; Fujita et al. 2006). Self-control failure has been associated 
with low-level construals: a focus on the local, subordinate and sec-
ondary features of an entity or event, whereas high-level construals 
(i.e., a focus on the global, superordinate or primary features) have 
been associated with effective self-control (Fujita and Han 2009; Fu-
jita and Roberts 2010; Fujita and Sasota 2011; Fujita et al. 2010). 
For instance, Fujita et al. (2006) showed that activation of high-
level construals results in less positive evaluations of consumption 
temptations and in decreased preference for immediate over delayed 
consumption. Hence, increasing consumers’ construal level (i.e., 
promoting ones global, as opposed to local, processing; Förster and 
Dannenberg 2010; Förster, Liberman, and Shapira 2009) entails an 
interesting opportunity to promote consumer self-control.  

In the present research we hypothesize that reminding consum-
ers of friendship promotes consumer self-control by increasing glob-
al (conceptual or perceptual) processing. We expected that reminding 
individuals of an abstract, superordinate and long-term goal such as 
friendship (Baumeister and Leary 1995) would broaden consumers’ 
processing style. This, in turn, would allow consumers to transcend 
and see beyond the alluring but subordinate features of consumption 
temptations, resulting in enhanced self-control. 

Findings reported by Förster, Özelsel and Epstude (2010) pro-
vided initial support for our hypothesis. In their studies, individu-
als were primed with either love or lust. The authors reasoned that 
whereas love is generally associated with a long-term perspective, 
lust is associated with the short-term. Indeed, their studies showed 
that love priming enhanced global perceptual processing, while lust 
priming induced a more local processing style. Consistent with our 
hypothesis that friendship increases self-control by enhancing global 
processing, the authors suggested that friendship, like love, is related 
to long-term goals. Moreover, a number of defining characteristics 
of love (i.e., caring for and identifying with a person, and emotional 
bonding) also apply to friendship. Hence, reminding consumers of 
friendship may engender global processing. 

Three experiments tested our hypothesis that friendship increas-
es global processing and subsequently, self-control. In the first ex-
periment, participants were either reminded of friendship by writing 
a short essay about a situation in which they experienced friendship 
or they were not reminded of friendship and wrote about the manu-
facturing process of a table. They then completed the Behavior Iden-
tification Form (BIF) as a measure of (conceptual) processing style 
(Förster et al. 2009; Vallacher and Wegner 1989). Results showed 
that participants who were reminded of friendship construed situa-
tions at higher construal levels than participants in the control condi-
tion. In all three studies reported here, the friendship manipulation 
did not influence positive or negative affect. Experiment 1 shows 

that reminding participants of friendship broadens their (conceptual) 
processing style. 

In the second experiment, we used a 3 (friendship: friend vs. 
peer vs. control) × 2 (self-regulatory resource depletion: depletion 
vs. no-depletion) between-subjects factorial design and aimed to 
disentangle the friendship effect from a mere social presence effect. 
In addition to a friend condition, in which participants wrote about 
their relationship with a good friend, and a non-social control con-
dition, we added a condition where participants wrote about their 
relationship with a fellow student they knew but were not friends 
with (peer condition). The next task consisted of the manipulation of 
self-regulatory resource depletion (Baumeister et al. 1998). We then 
measured participants’ global (perceptual) processing with the Kim-
chi-Palmer task (Gasper and Clore 2002; Kimchi and Palmer 1982), 
asking participants to indicate which of two sample figures looked 
most like a target figure (e.g., a triangle made up of small squares). 
Choice of local sample figures indicates a local processing style, 
whereas choice of global sample figures reflects global processing. 
Finally, we added a measure of self-control by asking participants to 
indicate their willingness-to-pay for a cupcake. Results showed that 
under conditions of susceptibility to consumption temptations (i.e., 
self-regulatory resource depletion), being reminded of a friend, but 
not of a peer in general, enhanced global processing and reduced 
willingness-to-pay relative to the control condition. Moreover, in line 
with our hypothesis, a significant bootstrap analysis (Zhao, Lynch, 
and Chen 2010) showed that the effect of friendship and depletion 
on willingness-to-pay was mediated by enhanced global processing.

In the third experiment, we used a 2 (processing style: local vs. 
global) × 3 (friendship: friend vs. peer vs. control) between-subjects 
factorial design, to provide converging evidence that friendship en-
hances self-control in consumers prone to self-control failure (i.e., 
participants with a local processing style). We directly manipulated 
processing style with the Navon task (Navon 1977), showing partici-
pants a series of composite letters (a global letter made up of local 
letters), and asked them to report either the global or local letters, 
dependent on condition. We used the same friendship manipulation 
as in experiment 2. We subsequently showed participants photos of 
six hedonic products and, following Fujita et al. (2006), measured 
participants’ self-control by measuring their preference for immedi-
ate versus delayed consumption of these products. In line with our 
expectations, reminding participants with a local processing style 
of friendship significantly enhanced their self-control (i.e., reduced 
their preference for immediate over delayed consumption) relative to 
both the control and peer conditions. Unsurprisingly, friendship did 
not influence the self-control of participants in the global processing 
condition.

In sum, employing multiple validated tasks to assess or manipu-
late local versus global processing, we demonstrate the facilitative 
effect of friendship on self-control and the mediating role of global 
processing. By broadening consumers’ (conceptual or perceptual) 
processing style, friends show consumers the proverbial forest be-
yond the trees and as such substantially enhance consumer self-con-
trol.    
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The Perception of Two Types of 
Corporate social responsibility on the Consumer-brand relationship

Lei Huang, Dalhousie University, Canada

ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
The research identifies two categories corporate social respon-

sibility information – corporate operational performance (COP) and 
social performance (CSP) – to test their respective impact on con-
sumer brand advocacy and brand trust. Results from two empirical 
studies suggest that product involvement has a moderating effect on 
COP/CSP and brand advocacy and brand trust. 

LITErATUrE rEVIEW
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has been an important 

area of research in brand equity. Consumers may associate CSR with 
a positive product and its evaluations, brand recommendations, and 
brand choice (Drumwright, 1994; Brown and Dacin, 1997; Osterhus, 
1997; Handelman and Arnold, 1999; Sen and Bhattacharya, 2001). 
On the other hand, negative CSR, or Corporate Social Irresponsibil-
ity (CSI), can impair brand equity by weakening consumers’ brand 
evaluations and purchase intentions (Dawar and Pillutla, 2000; Arm-
strong, 1977). However, the debate about the nature of CSR has been 
debating for decades. The purpose of this article is to examine a fun-
damental, yet unexplored, question: Do consumers respond differ-
ently to CSR information? 

rEsEArCH TOPIC 
In answering to the above proposed question, I define two major 

dimensions of CSR – corporate operational performance (COP) and 
corporate social performance (CSP) – to test and predict their respec-
tive impact on consumer brand advocacy and brand trust. The for-
mer captures a company’s publicly released information regarding 
product quality and innovativeness capability (Gatignon and Xuereb, 
1997; Rust, Moorman, and Dickson, 2002); the latter includes a com-
pany’s activities and status related to its perceived societal or stake-
holder obligations (Varadarajan and Menon, 1988). The assumption 
is that successful relationship marketing requires trust as the corner-
stone (Morgan and Hunt, 1994) and relies on advocacy to flourish 
(Berens, van Riel, and van Bruggen, 2005). 

Furthermore, as an unobservable state of motivation, arousal, or 
interest toward consumption (activity) of a product or object (Olsen, 
2007), the role of product involvement on the relationship between 
CSR and brand trust has not, to this author’s knowledge, been tested 
empirically. The objective of this study is to add to the body of theo-
retical and empirical research in CSR by demonstrating that COP and 
CSP information can be applied to a consumer–brand relationship 
context.

HYPOTHEsEs
In the consumer-brand continuum, we expect that the expo-

sure of CSR-COP may strengthen consumer brand advocacy (i.e., 
purchase intention, and evaluation of the corporation, and WOM 
communications, etc.), especially when the brand is in the high in-
volvement product categories. Consumers will rely more on this di-
agnostic information for judgment. That is, when consumers look 
at low involvement products, CSR-CSP/ CSR-COP has a stronger 
effect on brand advocacy than CSR-COP/ CSR-CSP, whereas CSI-
COP/ CSI-CSP has a stronger effect on brand advocacy than CSI-
CSP/ CSI-COP (H1a/b). Similar postulations are held for brand trust 
(H2a/b).

METHOdOLOGY
Study 1 is a 2 (COP-CSR vs. COP-CSI) × 2 (CSP-CSR vs. 

CSP-CSI) × 2 (high- vs. low- involvement) between-subject design. 
Fictitious companies producing juices and manufacturing TV sets 
were used as the low and high involvement product categories, re-
spectively. All the experimental stimuli and the valence of messages 
were pretested. A total of 326 commerce major undergraduate stu-
dents were randomly assigned to eight experimental conditions and 
asked to finish a questionnaire including COP and CSP ratings after 
reading the scenarios. Then, subjects were told that this company had 
recently introduced a new juice drink/a new model of TV set, with 
the product descriptions, and asked to provide a purchase intention 
rating with the assumption that they were interested in buying a juice 
for their breakfast/buying a TV set for their apartment. Finally, sub-
jects were quizzed on whether they had guessed the purpose of the 
experiment before debriefing. 

Study 2 is similar to Study 1 but using actual brand names in-
stead of fictitious ones.

FIndInGs
Study 1 presents a significant three-way interaction (F = 35.24, 

p < .05). Results from further two-way ANOVAs suggested signifi-
cant interaction effects between COP and CSP under low (F = 15.12, 
p < .01) and high (F = 17.36, p < .01) product involvement situations, 
respectively. Simple effects tests showed that in the low involvement 
circumstance (H1a), CSR-CSP had a stronger effect on brand advo-
cacy than CSR-COP (F = 11.78, p < .01), whereas CSI-COP had a 
stronger effect on brand advocacy than CSI-CSP (F = 7.13, p < .05). 
As H1b predicted, COP and CIP presented opposite patterns in the 
high product involvement circumstance. Results from Study 2 indi-
cate the similar patterns.

For brand trust, although the three-way interaction among COP, 
CSP and product involvement is significant (F = 28.87, p < .05), 
only the conditional two-way interactions between COP and CSP in 
the high (F = 14.57, p < .05), but not low (F = 2.03, p > .3) involve-
ment (Study 1 and 2). However, CSR-CSP has a stronger effect on 
brand trust than CSR-COP, whereas CSI-COP has a stronger effect 
on brand trust than CSI-CSP for low involvement products in Study 
2. Thus, both H2a and H2b are supported.

COnTrIbUTIOns
This study suggests that individuals have different WOM pref-

erences in positive/negative CSP and negative/positive COP infor-
mation for low/high involvement products. These findings can fur-
ther contribute to the everlasting WOM information valence research 
as well as the relatively infertile cause-related marketing areas. 

By extending the expectancy value theory that posits overall 
brand attitude through the formation of brand associations held in 
consumer’s memories (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980), results from the 
current study add that for low involvement products (e.g., juice), con-
sumers associate a company’s CSP information as more diagnostic 
information compared with COP in brand evaluation and consequent 
advocacy behavior intentions while for high involvement products 
COP is viewed more diagnostic and valuable. These findings can 
also contribute to clarifying how consumers perceive and react to 
distinctive CSR information and how firms can design communica-
tion strategies to utilize these effects. Finally, the lack of empirical 
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research on brand trust in CSR could be explained by the fact that 
applying interpersonal relationship theories such as trust is not well-
understood because the brand is an inanimate object. In a marketing 
context it is impossible to completely detach trust from the nature of 
its object. These empirical results shed some light on the moderating 
effect of product involvement in this CSR-trust consumer and brand 
relationship.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
One common type of price points is 9-ending prices, also known 

as psychological prices (Kashyap 1995; Levy et al. 2011; Knotek 
2010). In the current research, we use data from a lab experiment, a 
field study, and a large Midwestern US supermarket chain to study 
the rigidity of 9-ending prices. Our results demonstrate a hitherto un-
documented asymmetry in rigidity associated with 9-ending prices, 
and provide a link between consumers’ cognitive costs and pricing 
policies that have significant effects on demand and inflation. 

TEsTAbLE HYPOTHEsEs
Empirical evidence suggests that individuals usually process 

multi-digit numeric information, including numbers and prices, from 
left to right (Poltrock and Schwartz, 1984, Stiving and Winer 1997). 
The marketing literature also suggests that consumers often use 
9-endings as a signal for low prices (Schindler 2001, 2006; Thomas 
and Morwitz 2005). We therefore expect that while consumers will 
process numbers digit by digit, they will use 9-endings as a signal 
when comparing prices. Since relying on 9-endings as a signal in-
terferes with left-to-right processing, we predict that consumers will 
be less accurate in comparing prices and in judging price changes. 
We also predict that retailers are likely to respond strategically to 
these consumer perceptions in setting prices. Specifically, retailers 
will tend to set 9 ending prices after price increases because the con-
sumers are less likely to recognize a price increase when the new 
price is 9-ending. Retailers are less likely, however, to set 9-ending 
prices after price decreases, because price decreases are often pro-
moted by alternative signals of low prices, such as shelf signs and 
leaflets. Thus, we predict an asymmetry in the price rigidity of 9-end-
ing prices, with 9-ending prices being less likely to increase than, but 
as likely to decrease as, non 9-ending prices. 

3. dATA And AnALYsIs

3.1. Evidence from a Laboratory Experiment
Participants compared 300 pairs of numbers or prices on lab 

computers. They were instructed to respond as quickly and as ac-
curately as possible. In addition, they were told that 10 percent of 
them would be selected at random and paid according to their per-
formance. The results suggest that 9-endings reduce participants’ ac-
curacy only for price comparisons but not for number comparisons. 
In addition, we find that 9-endings reduced accuracy only when the 
greater of the two prices ended with 9 but not when the smaller of the 
two prices ended with 9, consistent with our premise that consumers 
oftentimes mistaken a 9-ending price as being smaller. 

3.2. Evidence from a Field study
We recruited 365 shoppers at three supermarkets located in 

different cities in Israel. Consumers exiting the three supermarkets 
were approached, and only those who shopped in the same super-
market also in the previous week were given a questionnaire. The 
questionnaire was composed of a list of 52 goods in 12 categories. 
For each good, respondents were asked whether the good’s price had 
increased, decreased or remained the same from the previous week 
to the current week. 

Recall data suggest that 9-ending is associated with a higher 
probability that a consumer thought that a price had decreased, but 
does not affect the probability that a consumer thought that the price 
had increased. We also find that consumers are more likely to as-
sociate changes from 9-endings to non-9-ending prices with price 
increases, and associate changes from non 9-ending prices to 9-end-
ing prices with price decreases.

Analysis of recall accuracy revealed that consumers are less 
likely to recognize price increases when the new price is 9-ending. 
At the same time, 9-ending prices do not increase the probability that 
the consumers correctly recognized a price decrease. This might be 
because many price decreases are sale prices that are promoted by 
shelf signs, leaflets, etc., regardless of whether the new prices are 
9-ending or not. 

3.3. Evidence from a Large U.s. supermarket Chain
Finally, we use data on price changes in Dominick’s Finer Food, 

a large Midwestern US supermarket chain, to test our predictions 
concerning retailer’s pricing behaviors. We find that retailers are 
more likely to set 9-endings after price increases than after price de-
creases. Moreover, the likelihood that the prices will be 9-endings is 
even lower for sale prices than for regular price decreases, confirm-
ing our speculation that price decreases are oftentimes promoted by 
shelf signs, flyers, etc. rather than by the 9-ending. In addition, when 
the old price is 9-ending, the retailers are more likely to change it to 
another 9-ending price than when the old price is non 9-ending. 

Addition analyses showed that the right-most digits were less 
likely to adjust if the previous prices ended with 9, more so follow-
ing a price increase than following a price decrease; 9-ending prices 
are significantly less likely to increase than, but as likely to decrease 
as, non 9-ending prices; non 9-endings transitioned to 9-ending with 
higher probabilities for price increases than for price decreases; and 
9-ending prices, when they did change, had a larger average mag-
nitude of change than non 9-ending prices for increases but not for 
decreases. These results combined depict a clear pattern for an asym-
metry in rigidity, with 9-ending prices being more rigid than non 
9-ending prices upward but not downward. 

COnCLUsIOn
We use data from a lab experiment, a field study, and a large 

Midwestern US supermarket chain to study the rigidity of 9-ending 
prices. We find that consumers often interpret 9-endings as a signal 
for low prices and therefore, they are more likely to make mistakes in 
price comparisons if the greater prices end with 9, and are less accu-
rate in recalling price increases from non 9-ending prices to 9-ending 
prices. Retailers respond to these consumer perceptions by setting 
prices at 9-endings more often after price increases than after price 
decreases. 

Thus, it seems that 9-endings as an outcome of retailers’ re-
sponse to consumers’ cognitive bias might have significant effects 
on pricing policies and consequently on market structure, demand 
and inflation (Basu, 1996, Kehoe and Midrigan, 2008, Knotek, 2010, 
Eichenbaum et al., 2011). 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
When a natural disaster strikes, consumers often face numerous 

requests to help devastated communities. Only a small percentage of 
people who view these ads, however, wind up contributing resources 
to aid rescue and rebuilding efforts. What factors influence consum-
ers’ decision to help victims of natural disasters and other disadvan-
taged populations? The present research tackles this question by in-
vestigating the interactive effects of self-construal and victim origin 
on prosocial behavior. 

Fundamental to people’s emotional and cognitive responses, 
self-construal characterizes the extent to which one considers oneself 
separate from versus connected with others (Markus and Kitayama 
1991). Not surprisingly, one’s mental representation of personhood 
activates quite distinct mindsets. Whereas individualism (i.e., inde-
pendence) highlights the personal and centralizes individuals as the 
unit of analysis, collectivism (i.e., interdependence) highlights the 
social and contextualizes individuals as parts of socially-connected 
units (Oyserman et al. 1998). Because the interdependent self fo-
cuses on social roles and relations, one might expect interdependents 
to be more generous than independents with needy others. Consistent 
with this view, several studies found positive correlations between 
interdependence and charitable behavior (Moorman and Blakely 
2006; Eckstein 2001; Skarmeas and Shabbir 2011). 

Drawing from work in psychology, however, we nuance the 
above view and argue that interdependents may not necessarily be 
more connected to and generous toward others. Indeed, recent self-
construal research underscores the importance of group status (in vs. 
out) for the interdependent self (Iyengar and Lepper 1999; Kitayama 
et al. 1997). That is, whereas interdependents are generally motivat-
ed to integrate themselves with and meet the expectations of others, 
they do so mostly when these “others” are considered relevant (e.g., 
family members, peers; Heine and Lehman 1997). 

Accordingly, the present research investigates the interaction 
of self-construal and victim group-status on donation behavior. In 
three experiments run in both America and China, we manipulated 
participants’ self-construal before observing their prosocial disposi-
tions toward victims of natural disasters. Our central proposition is 
that victim group-status (in vs. out) influences more heavily interde-
pendents’ willingness to help than independents’ (since the latter see 
themselves as more separate from others, regardless of group-status). 

To test this hypothesis, our three studies adopted a similar 2 
(Self-construal: Independent/Interdependent) by 2 (Victim group-
status: In/Out) between-subjects design. To manipulate self-constru-
al, we asked participants to complete an alleged “emotional empathy 
questionnaire” (Gardner et al.1999) which required reading a story 
written either in the first person (e.g., I, my, me) or in the inclu-
sive plural form (e.g., we, our, us) before completing manipulation 
checks. Next, participants viewed an appeal from “Global Relief”, a 
fictitious charity collecting money to help victims of natural disas-
ters. Vivid in nature, the advertisement featured death toll statistics 
(e.g., “hundreds dead and millions homeless”), a description of vic-
tims’ needs (e.g., “food and medicine for vulnerable children and 
devastated families”), and the pictures of suffering victims under-
neath the text. The ad concluded by asking participants to visit the 
charity’s website to make a donation. Of note, the photographs fea-
tured within each study were identical in every aspect (e.g., content; 

victims’ age, gender, apparent suffering) except race. Extensive pre-
tests further ensured the pictures differed in neither mood nor arousal 
(e.g., nervous, excited, bad, good, depressed, relaxed). 

Study 1 recruited online 292 Americans (all-White sample; 
average age = 35) before randomly assigning them to one of four 
conditions (cf. design and procedure above). Upon completing the 
self-construal manipulation and its manipulation checks, participants 
reviewed an ad from “Global Relief” depicting recent tornado victims 
in the southern U.S. To manipulate group-status, the ad portrayed 
either White (i.e., in-group) or Black (i.e., out-group) victims. Our 
analyses revealed no main effects but a significant crossover interac-
tion (cf. table). On average, independents were neither more nor less 
likely to donate than interdependents. Similarly, White victims elic-
ited neither more nor less donations than their Black counterparts. As 
expected, however, contrast analyses confirmed our central hypoth-
esis. Whereas independents were just as likely to make a donation 
regardless of victims’ origin, interdependents donated significantly 
more to in-group (i.e., White) than out-group (i.e., Black) victims. 

study 2 replicated these findings with 148 Chinese undergradu-
ates. After being induced to think individually vs. collectivistically, 
participants reviewed an ad by “Global Relief” asking them to sup-
port rebuilding efforts following the Sichuan (i.e., in-group) vs. Haiti 
(i.e., out-group) earthquake. Once again, independents were nei-
ther more nor less likely to donate than interdependents. Similarly, 
Chinese victims elicited neither more nor less donations than their 
Haitian counterparts. As predicted, however, independents were just 
as likely to donate regardless of victims’ origin whereas interdepen-
dents donated significantly more to in-group (i.e., Sichuan) than out-
group (i.e., Haitian) victims. A look at our mood (i.e., PANAS) and 
self-esteem measures further revealed that neither affect- nor esteem-
based explanations could account for our findings. 

To articulate these results, study 3 re-enacted the above proce-
dure with 171 Chinese undergraduates but added attitude measures 
intended to capture consumers’ lay beliefs about happiness and pro-
social behavior (Duclos et al. 2012; Oyserman et al. 1998). The same 
pattern of results emerged (i.e., no main effects but a significant inter-
action). Whereas independents were just as likely to donate regard-
less of victims’ origin, interdependents donated significantly more to 
in-group (i.e., Sichuan) than out-group (i.e., Haitian) victims. Once 
again, mood (i.e., PANAS) and self-esteem measures remained inca-
pable of explaining our results. The extent to which participants be-
lieved that “helping others promotes happiness”, however, did medi-
ate the self-construal by victim group-status interaction on donation 
intentions (mediated moderation; Sobel test: z = 2.349, p = .019). 

By uncovering the interactive effects of self-construal orien-
tation and victim group-status on prosocial behavior in both West-
ern and Eastern cultures, the present paper offers novel insights for 
both psychology and consumer research. Moreover, by articulating 
the mediating role of cognitions (vis-à-vis affect and self-esteem) 
in charitable decisions, our findings provide charities actionable in-
sights into the psychology of donors (e.g., matching recipients of 
help to donors’ profile in interdependent contexts, stressing the hap-
piness derived from helping others). Hence, for its contributions to 
both theory and practice, we believe this research would be of inter-
est to a wide audience at ACR.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Emerging research on embodied cognition (Glenberg 2010), ex-

plores the influence of the body on the mind. We contribute to this 
literature by examining the influence of hand gestures on generosity. 
Two recent studies provide evidence that generosity can be embodied 
in certain hand processes. Williams and Bargh (2008) found that par-
ticipants whose hands experienced physical warmth (vs. coldness) 
displayed higher generosity. Hung and Labroo (2011) demonstrated 
that participants who firmed their hand muscles were more likely to 
make monetary donations to an earthquake relief appeal. However, 
hand firming did not affect the amount participants donated. To ex-
tend this hand processes research, we focus on two gestures that are 
metaphorically related to generosity: “open-hand” (which relates to 
the idiom open-handed, or generous) and “tight-fist” (which relates 
to tightfisted, or stingy). We hypothesize and demonstrate that hold-
ing an “open-hand” (vs. “tight-fist”) gesture increases consumers’ 
generosity and that this embodied generosity effect is moderated by 
consumers’ idiom knowledge (study 1), gesture timing (study 2), and 
self-monitoring (study 2).

sTUdY 1
The embodied cognition literature suggests that perceptual-

motor patterns are an integral part of the representation of concepts 
(Barsalou 2008). Hence, making a gesture related to a concept 
should increase the accessibility of the concept, which should shape 
thoughts and behaviors to which the concept is applicable. From this 
logic, we propose that consumers who hold “open-hand” (vs. “tight-
fist”) gestures should be more (vs. less) generous. Furthermore, as 
knowledge availability is a necessary condition for its accessibility 
(Higgins 1996), consumers’ idiom knowledge should increase their 
susceptibility to this embodied generosity effect.

Online panel participants were asked to hold certain body po-
sition, including the key gesture manipulation (randomly assigned 
to hold palm or fist gestures with both hands).  To maintain such 
gestures for a sufficient amount of time, they were asked to complete 
some online tasks (e.g., watching and evaluating a tv commercial) 
before releasing the required body position. Afterwards, they com-
pleted a spendthrift-tightwad scale (Rick, Cryder, and Loewenstein 
2008) and a survey of their knowledge of English idioms (including 
open-handed and tight-fisted idioms). It was expected that those cued 
for generosity (open-hand) would report higher spendthrift scores. 
We find participants who had held palm gestures reported marginally 
higher spendthrift scores (p = .10). This generosity effect was more 
pronounced among participants who knew the correct meanings of 
both idioms (p < .01) than those who didn’t (p = .40); thus, support-
ing the moderating role of awareness of the concepts on generosity. 

sTUdY 2
“Effector dependency” theory suggests that embodiment effects 

should only be driven by activation of relevant muscles (Glenberg 
2010). As people use their dominant hand to perform skilled actions, 
the dominant hand, rather than the non-dominant hand, could be the 
more critical effector involved in hand related embodiment effects 
(Borghi and Scorolli 2009). Hence, the proposed generosity effect 
could be driven by the gesture on one’s dominant hand. To probe 
this possibility, we manipulated gesture timing, some participants 

holding the requested gesture then released both hands to complete a 
donation task (i.e., prior gesture condition), and others kept holding 
the gesture with the non-dominant hand while using the dominant 
hand to respond (i.e., simultaneous gesture condition). We predict 
the prior gesture condition would be more likely to activate generos-
ity concepts among participants holding an open-hand (vs. tight-fist) 
gesture, leading to higher generosity in a donation task (as it did in 
study 1).  While the simultaneous gesture condition should lead to 
the opposite effect; holding an open-hand (vs. tight-fist) in the non-
dominant hand would make the dominant hand seem more (less) 
constricted by comparison and could consequently lead to activation 
of “less generous” (vs. “less stingy”) responses.

Another potential moderator lies in individual differences in 
self-monitoring. Existing research shows that individuals who are 
high (vs. low) in self-monitoring are more sensitive to external cues 
(vs. internal states) (DeMarree, Wheeler and Petty 2005). As the prior 
gesture condition does not provide present external cues for the do-
nation task, low (vs. high) self-monitoring consumers would be more 
likely to make their donation decisions based on their internal states, 
including bodily sensations carried over from prior gesture. There-
fore, the proposed embodied generosity effect should be more preva-
lent among low (vs. high) self-monitoring consumers under the prior 
gesture condition. The simultaneous gesture condition, provides the 
still gesturing hand as a salient external cue, rendering high (vs. low) 
self-monitoring consumers more susceptible to the proposed effect.

Participants were assigned to one of four conditions: 2 (ges-
ture: tight-fist vs. open-hand) × 2 (gesture timing: prior gesture vs. 
simultaneous gesture). They completed a questionnaire including the 
Revised Self-Monitoring scale (Lennox and Wolfe 1984). They then 
reset their body position including the manipulated hand gesture. Af-
ter holding the gesture for 60 seconds, those in the prior gesture con-
dition released both hands and proceed with the donation task, those 
in the simultaneous gesture condition were only allowed to release 
their dominant hand. Participants were told that one out of every 100 
participants would receive $100. They indicated, by writing with 
their dominant hand, how much of their $100 they wanted to donate 
to a charity, if selected. 

The results indicated a significant gesture × gesture timing in-
teraction (p < .05). In the simultaneous gesture condition, contrasts 
revealed more generous donations from participants who held a 
tight-fist than from those who held an open-hand (p < .05). In con-
trast, a reversed pattern was found among participants in the prior 
gesture condition, though the level fell short of significance (p < .18). 
Spotlight analyses (Fitzsimons 2008) shows the predicted effects of 
gestures among high self-monitoring participants in the simultane-
ous gesture condition (p < .05) but not among low self-monitors (p 
> .50) and the predicted effects among low self-monitoring partici-
pants in the prior gesture condition (p < .05) but not among high 
self-monitors (p > .70). 

The current study illustrates that generosity can be embodied in 
subtle hand gestures. Further, this embodiment effect is moderated 
by consumer idiom knowledge, gesture timing, and self-monitoring. 
Future research could seek support for this effect in other consump-
tion domains (e.g., product purchase decisions).
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
One characteristic of postmodernity that is of central interest for 

marketing scholars is the reversal and interpenetration of production 
and consumption (Firat and Venkatesh 1995). This altered relation 
between the two is encountered in distinctive practices such as those 
addressed in the growing literature on co-creation (Prahalad and 
Ramaswamy 2000; Schau et al. 2009; Vargo and Lusch 2004). Beyond 
practices, this altered relation between production and consumption 
also generates the co-existence of sometimes conflicting ideologies 
(Ritzer and Jurgenson 2010; Zwick et al. 2008) that are regarded 
as incompatible when viewed through a modernist lens (Campbell 
1987; Gelber 1999; Weber 1958). Our research addresses this 
cultural condition in a consumer-centric study that asks: what are the 
personal and cultural meanings of consumer practices that emerge 
from contemporary interpenetration of production and consumption 
in leisure?  

This ethnographic project was implemented in two empirical 
contexts of productive leisure (Gelber 1999) where individuals 
intertwine production and consumption both voluntarily and 
consistently across time. That is, they do not engage in productive 
activities because of financial need, as with low income people for 
whom producing may sometimes be cheaper than buying. Further, 
they are not occasional customizers of products or assemblers of do-
it-yourself kits. In productive leisure, individuals (called productive 
consumers) acquire domain-specific skills to enact a continuous 
cycle of production-consumption in which they buy supplies, infuse 
labor and creativity to make a final product, and eventually choose 
the intended user. The formative stage of the research pointed to 
the importance of including both a female-dominated and a male-
dominated context to understand the gendered nature of production-
consumption. Ethnographic fieldwork has been conducted among 
knitters and beer homebrewers to enhance the depth and the 
conceptual nuance of the project (Pyett 2003; Whittemore et al. 
2001). 

Fieldwork indicates a key outcome of the interpenetration of 
work and consumption in leisure is the cultural re-signification and 
repositioning of manual, slow-paced labor. With contemporary late 
capitalism’s emphasis on efficiency and intellectual work, manual 
labor has been devalued in the realm of production (Sennett 2008). 
With regards to consumption, however, we argue that late capitalism 
has created the cultural and economic conditions for the assertion of 
social status through leisure activities that are particularly compatible 
with American production-oriented values of work and self-reliance 
(Gelber 1999; McClelland 1961; Weber 1930). Unlike the privileged 
classes’ historical practice of marking status through conspicuous 
consumption of luxury items produced by others as well as through 
non-productive leisure (Veblen 1899), productive consumers build 
distinction in their social circles (Bourdieu 1987) by dedicating 
leisure time to productive manual activities that are inefficient as 
compared with capitalist mass-manufactures.

We find three practices that productive consumers of both 
genders employ to conspicuously display their work-like leisure and 
its handmade output to demonstrate distinctiveness. First, they find 
ways to take this activity beyond the realm of domestic production to 
also engage in the slow production of their crafts in public settings. 
When they do so with other hobbyists in places where the practice 
of productive leisure is expected (e.g., homebrewing clubs), they 

find recognition for creativity that is often scarce in their middle-
class jobs. Productive consumers value this aesthetic feedback 
based on the emergent standards of the group, inasmuch as they 
operate in craft fields that tend not to have well-defined aesthetic 
standards (Becker 1978). When productive consumers take their 
activities to places where it is somewhat unexpected (e.g., knitting 
in the airplane), they commonly command admiration from others 
who show appreciation for the time and labor productive consumers 
apply to manually produce things in a society oriented towards 
convenience and efficiency. 

Second, productive consumers engage in practices that ensure 
high visibility for the handmade origin of their output. In gift-giving, 
a common outlet for their handmade production, they draw the 
recipient’s attention to the handmade character of the gift through 
cards or commentaries to ensure that the time and effort invested in 
it will be converted into higher esteem (symbolic capital) from the 
recipient (Bourdieu 1987). Moreover, productive consumers from 
both genders often create products to insert in special social events 
(e.g., a homebrewer making beer for Christmas or a knitter making a 
huppah for her wedding) to signal their commitment to the occasion 
and enhance others’ esteem for them. 

Third, in a subtle demonstration of their labor, productive 
consumers enact a self-presentation strategy (Goffman 1959) that 
downplays mass-manufactured items to emphasize both the quality 
and the handmade-ness of the item. Productive consumers use mass-
produced items as a background for the display of the handmade, 
as with knitters who often favor relatively plain outfits that make 
a colorful handmade shawl stand out. Productive consumers 
thus relegate mass-produced items to an inferior position to draw 
attention to what is much more central to their identities and much 
more socially distinctive: their capability to produce things manually 
and inefficiently.

Strikingly, productive consumers invest a substantial amount 
of time and labor that is not remunerated in order to craft products 
that do not necessarily comply with current taste standards. The 
process through which the handmade items acquire value relies 
less on aesthetic and financial criteria than on the distinctiveness 
they convey when delivered in the context of the larger culture’s 
transition from modernity to postmodernity. This research unpacks 
a particular dynamic between time, leisure, and labor that emerges 
from a contemporary reencounter of work and consumption during 
leisure. In this dynamic, which is interestingly consistent across 
genders, relatively privileged classes emulate the work practices 
of lower classes to build distinctiveness and prestige. Unlike non-
productive leisure, this strategy is validated by the centrality of 
work, time, and self-reliance in contemporary American culture. 
Productive consumers use unpaid, time-consuming, and labor-
intensive activities to reassert and display their control over scarce, 
valuable resources, thereby acquiring and communicating symbolic 
capital.  
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Both marketers and scholars have recognized the growing eco-

nomic relevance of older consumers (Yoon, 1997; Yoon et al., 2005). 
While demographic change alone cannot justify research on older 
individuals’ consumer behaviour, this field is nevertheless important 
as there is a great deal of evidence regarding age differences in con-
sumer behaviour (see e.g. Yoon & Cole, 2008). The aim of this re-
search is to extend current knowledge of older consumers’ behaviour, 
focusing on involvement and future time perspective (FTP). Further-
more, older consumers face new challenges in daily life, for instance 
in the realm of medical decision-making (Wood, Shinogle, & Mc-
Innes, 2010). We propose recommendations for the development of 
customer approaches in the context of colon cancer prevention. 

InVOLVEMEnT
Involvement is defined as “a person’s perceived relevance of the 

object based on inherent needs, values and interests” (Zaichkowsky, 
1985, p. 342), and has an affective and a cognitive dimension (Zaich-
kowsky, 1985, 1987, 1994). It affects the cognitive effort people put 
into decision-making processes (Bienstock & Stafford, 2006; Mittal, 
1995). Research mostly focuses on product involvement (Laurent 
& Kapferer, 1985; Michaelidou & Dibb, 2006, 2008; Mittal, 1995). 
This paper extends research in the area of services (Bienstock & 
Stafford, 2006; Varki & Wong, 2003) and health services in particu-
lar (Shaffer & Sherrell, 1997). 

FTP
FTP, a construct embedded in the socioemotional selectivity 

theory (SST), describes a person’s subjective perception of time left 
to live. FTP can vary depending on life situation (Bouffard, Lens, & 
Nuttin, 1983; Carstensen & Fredrickson, 1998) and lifestyle (Lang 
& Carstensen, 2002), and can be influenced through framing in ad-
vertisements (Fung & Carstensen, 2003; Fung, Carstensen, & Lutz, 
1999; Williams & Drolet, 2005). 

SST provides a comprehensive approach to explaining age 
related differences in consumer behaviour (Drolet, Lau-Gesk, Wil-
liams, & Jeong, 2010). For example, consumers with a more lim-
ited FTP prefer more positive information in a health context, and 
avoid negative information (Löckenhoff & Carstensen, 2007). Yet, 
ignoring information is an important issue in the health care context 
(Löckenhoff & Carstensen, 2004). Furthermore, older adults’ focus 
on emotions has been identified in many different studies (for a com-
mentary see Drolet, Lau-Gesk, Williams, & Jeong, 2010). SST holds 
that this focus on emotions is due to older individuals’ limited FTP 
(Carstensen, 2006).

HYPOTHEsEs 
Health is of emotional relevance, especially for older adults. Ac-

cording to SST, emotionally relevant goals are prioritized by adults 
with a limited FTP. We therefore derive the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 1: Adults with a limited (vs. expansive) FTP have a 
high (vs. low) affective/ cognitive involvement in 
colon cancer prevention. 

In order to prove that the FTP-involvement link is not mainly 
based on a cohort effect, we hypothesize that FTP manipulation in-
fluences involvement as follows:

Hypothesis 2:  Affective/ cognitive involvement can be in-
creased (vs. reduced) through limited (vs. expan-
sive) FTP framing.

METHOd
To test H1, study 1 was carried out among 538 younger (mean 

age: 25.03) and 482 older adults (mean age: 57.89). After reading a 
text containing information about colon cancer prevention, partici-
pants answered a questionnaire including an involvement (Hagen-
dorfer, 1992; Zaichkowsky, 1994) and an FTP scale (Carstensen & 
Lang, 1996; Lang & Carstensen, 2002). Cronbach’s alphas were 
good for involvement (.913) and FTP (.905).

In  Zaichkowsky’s involvement concept and in SST, the emo-
tional component is a substantial part (Zaichkowsky, 1987). There-
fore we checked for the influence of emotions. Furthermore we in-
cluded questions regarding lifestyle (cf. Reitzler, 2001; Hess, 2001). 

In order to test H2, for study 2 we added an FTP frame (based 
on Williams & Drolet, 2005) in the text about colon cancer preven-
tion. A 2 (older vs. younger adults) x 3 (limited vs. expansive vs. con-
trol condition) between-subjects design resulted. 160 younger (mean 
age: 23.58) and 127 older adults (mean age: 64.38) participated in 
this experimental study.

sTUdY 1
Our results confirm that FTP influences involvement. Analyses 

relied on structural equation modeling using AMOS 19. The fit in-
dices show the acceptable model fit (χ²/d.f.=7.439, RMSEA=.079, 
IFI=.852, CFI=.851). The paths from FTP to affective involvement 
(–.17, p<.001) and cognitive involvement (–.26, p<.001) were sig-
nificant. Thus, H1 is supported. The results (see figure 1) show that 
the path from FTP to lifestyle is significant (.55, p<.001). Further-
more, lifestyle is related to cognitive involvement (.10, p<.001). As 
expected, emotions have an impact both on affective (.87, p<.001) 
and cognitive (.84, p<.001) involvement. Findings are consistent 
with the assumptions of SST and earlier research on involvement. 

sTUdY 2
A 2 x 3 ANOVA on the FTP index found a significant effect for 

framing group (F(5, 280)=28.582; p<.000). Although this effect is 
attributed to differences between age groups rather than framing (see 
table 1), data encourages the view that FTP framing can influence 
involvement. Two 2 x 3 ANOVAs on the affective involvement (F(5, 
268)=6.539; p<.000) and cognitive involvement (F(5, 278)=8.491; 
p<.000) indices found significant effects. Differences exist between 
age groups: younger participants have a more expansive FTP and are 
less involved than older participants. Thus, we again find support for 
H1. Furthermore, older individuals are less involved in the limited 
frame than in the expansive frame and in the control condition. For 
the young, the results do not show clear framing effects (see table 1). 
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Figure 1
The relationship between FTP and Involvement: structural Equation Model results

Table 1
study 2 results

Younger adults
Frame Expansive Limited Control
FTP 2.35 (.69) 2.19 (.63) 2.31 (.66)
Affective involvement 4.02 (1.35) 4.04 (1.09) 4.22 (1.17)
Cognitive involvement 2.98 (1.28) 3.13 (1.07) 3.24 (1.30)

Older adults
Frame Expansive Limited Control
FTP 3.63 (1.17) 3.63 (1.38) 3.73 (1.16)
Affective involvement 3.06 (1.59) 3.62 (1.22) 3.05 (1.37)
Cognitive involvement 2.10 (1.52) 2.51 (1.55) 1.77 (1.21)

Results imply that older and younger adults react differently to 
FTP framing. While a limited FTP frame seems to alienate the el-
derly from screenings, merely mentioning life time seems to provoke 
positive reactions towards prevention among the young. Although 
H2 is not supported, results indicate that the FTP-involvement link 
is independent from cohort effects. 

COnTrIbUTIOns
FTP affects involvement in the context of health care services. 

Furthermore, involvement can be influenced through FTP manipula-
tion. These findings provide players in the health care sector with 
the possibility of adopting FTP-based approaches for successfully 
addressing older customers. Concerning the participation in medi-
cal screenings, consumers could be activated more efficiently. Future 
research should verify if the relationship between FTP and involve-
ment exists for other services.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Hyperbolic discounting has been proposed as an explanation 

for impulsive, time-inconsistent behavior (Ainslie 1975; Ainslie and 
Haslam 1992; Strotz 1955). Although previous research on intertem-
poral choice has consistently demonstrated that hyperbolic discount-
ing can explain time preferences better than exponential discounting 
(for a literature review see Frederick, Loewenstein, and O’Donoghue 
2002), the underlying psychological mechanisms involved in this 
process are not well understood. More importantly, the explanations 
for hyperbolic discounting proposed so far in the literature either fo-
cused solely on affective motives and visceral factors (Loewenstein 
1996; Metcalfe and Mischel 1999) or only on perceptual and cogni-
tive factors such as time-sensitivity (Ebert and Prelec 2007; Zauber-
man et al. 2009). We argue that while each of these two approaches 
can successfully explain a wide array of consumer behaviors, affec-
tive and perceptual factors are not independent of each other and the 
interaction between them gives rise to the discount function’s shape. 
More specifically, we propose that affect toward delayed rewards 
reduces sensitivity to time in intertemporal decisions leading to dif-
ferential discounting of hedonic and utilitarian rewards. 

We operationalize time sensitivity using Ebert and Prelec’s 
(2007) constant-sensitivity discount function   which separates im-
patience (parameter a) from time-sensitivity (parameter b). Ebert 
and Prelec (2007) have argued that hyperbolic discounting can be 
explained by insufficient sensitivity to prospective delays and that 
time-sensitivity can be heightened or reduced experimentally. We 
propose that positive affect toward hedonic outcomes reduces time-
sensitivity giving rise to more hyperbolic discounting of affect-rich, 
hedonic rewards compared to affect-poor, utilitarian ones (Dhar and 
Wertenbroch 2000; Hirschman and Holbrook 1982; Khan, Dhar, and 
Wertenbroch 2004). A similar effect has been demonstrated in the 
domain of risky choice. Rottenstreich and Hsee (2001) found that 
sensitivity to probabilities is reduced for affect-rich rewards. 

We report three studies in which we demonstrate: (a) lower 
time-sensitivity for hedonic than for utilitarian rewards, and (b) a 
decrease in time sensitivity as a function of an increase in positive 
affect. In all studies we used two categories of rewards (between sub-
jects): hedonic and utilitarian. In study 1 participants were asked to 
suppose that they had won a contest and could choose to receive 
a reward valued today at $100 or to receive a higher value reward 
in the future. Indifference points were elicited by using sets of six 
matching questions, each relative to a different future time (one day, 
one week, one month, six months, one year, and two years) and to 
a given category. Questions were worded as follows: “what is the 
minimum value of the [reward] in [future time] that would make you 
choose to receive the [reward] in [future time] instead of receiving 
the $100 [reward] today?” Participants also indicated the intensity of 
their feelings when receiving each reward type. Following Ebert and 
Prelec’s constant-sensitivity function (2007), the parameter b was 
estimated for each individual.  Higher b indicates more sensitivity 
to the time dimension. We obtained a significant category effect (β 
= .32, t(57) = 2.54, p < .05). In the utilitarian category b was signifi-
cantly higher (M = .39, SD = .14) than in the hedonic category (M = 
.31, SD = .11). Positive affect mediated this relationship. 

In study 2 we demonstrate that an increase in positive affect to-
wards rewards leads to decreased time sensitivity. A choice task was 

used instead of matching. Positive affect conditions were created by 
introducing the word ‘excitement’ in the options. For example, each 
question read: “Option 1: I prefer the excitement of getting a $100 
[reward] gift certificate now” or “Option 2: I prefer the excitement of 
getting a $x [reward] gift certificate in [future time]”. In the neutral 
condition b was higher for utilitarian (M = .59, SD = .24) than for 
hedonic rewards (M = .51, SD = .21; β = .24, t(122) = 1.97, p = .05), 
but in the positive affect condition b was at the same level for utilitar-
ian (M = .52, SD = .17) and hedonic rewards (M = .54, SD = .24; β = 
.12, t(122) = .91, p > .10).

In study 3 we develop an imagery-based manipulation of posi-
tive affect and demonstrate that cognitive reflection moderates the 
impact of positive affect on b. An iterative choice task was used. In 
both conditions a picture was introduced in the choice screens. In the 
neutral conditions the pictures were factual, e.g., an electricity meter 
to represent bills (example in the utilitarian category). The pictures 
in the positive affect conditions depicted happy people, for example, 
a smiling lady holding coins and a bill to represent bills. The positive 
affect conditions involved an additional task before the choice ques-
tions in which participants were asked to imagine that they won a 
contest and the prize was a $100 [reward] gift certificate. They were 
then asked to visualize themselves when receiving the certificate and 
the excitement and joy they would feel on the occasion. Next, par-
ticipants responded to the CRT (Cognitive Reflection Test) questions 
(Frederick 2005). We found a main effect of category (Mutil = .60 vs. 
Mhed = .51; β = .23, t(126) = 2.65, p < .01) and the two-way interac-
tion between positive affect and CRT (β = .22, t(126) = 2.54, p < 
.05). The predicted effect of positive affect decreased b for low CRT 
participants (Mpositive = .48 vs. Mneutral = .61; β = -.46, t(125) = -2.78, p 
< .01) but did not change b for high CRT participants (Mpositive = .58 
vs. Mneutral = .54; β = -.06, t(125) = -.36, p > .10). 

In conclusion, we propose that positive affect reduces sensitiv-
ity to time, and hence enhances hyperbolic discounting, and dem-
onstrate that time sensitivity is indeed reduced when positive affect 
increases. This argument provides a significant contribution to the 
literature as so far little has been published on how the interaction 
between hedonic motives and “time perception gives rise to the dis-
counting function’s shape. We also provide an explanation for why 
discounting is more hyperbolic for affect-rich, hedonic goods than 
affect-poor, utilitarian goods.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Target’s heartwarming mascot-puppy Bullseye, the adorable 

Pillsbury-Doughboy, the cute Gerber-Baby – emotional advertising 
appeals are prevalent and are even considered as more influential on 
purchase decisions than reason (Binet and Field 2009; Wood 2012). 
Advertising particularly frequently arouses emotional warmth (Fam 
2008; Smit, van Meurs, and Neijens 2006), that is, a positive, mild, 
volatile emotional construct triggered by experiencing a love, family 
or friendship relationship (Aaker, Stayman, and Hagerty 1986). De-
spite the prevalence of warmth in advertising, empirical research on 
the effectiveness of such a strategy has been scarce (Vanden Abeele 
and MacLachlan 1994). So far, it is unclear whether and under which 
conditions emotionally warm (e.g., joy) or cold advertising appeals 
(e.g., disgust) are effective. 

Recent embodied cognition research proposes that cognition is 
grounded in the physical context (Barsalou 2010), and emotional and 
physical warmth are interrelated (e.g., Williams and Bargh 2008). 
Drawing on this interrelation, we introduce and test in an advertising 
context the moderating influence of physical temperature on consum-
ers’ responses to emotional warmth versus coldness. We demonstrate 
in a lab experiment that physical coldness enhances consumers’ at-
titudes towards emotionally warm ads; physical warmth decreases 
consumers’ responses to emotionally warm ads and instead enhances 
attitudes towards emotionally cold ads. Our findings have implica-
tions for seasonal and international advertising campaigns. 

THEOrETICAL bACkGrOUnd
Embodied cognition research proposes that cognitive activity 

is grounded in the environment (Barsalou 2010). Put simply, it sug-
gests that mind and body are closely related. Studies found, that re-
spondents experiencing physical warmth considered a person’s per-
sonality as warmer (Williams and Bargh 2008) and socially closer 
(IJzerman and Semin 2009). In contrast, people feeling physically 
cold were willing to pay more to watch romantic movies (Hong and 
Sun 2012), or felt lonelier (Bargh and Shalev 2012) and vice versa 
(Zhong and Leonardelli 2008).

From a biological perspective, humans urge to keep themselves 
warm to survive (Austin and Vancouver 1996). Hence, feeling physi-
cally cold should lead to an increased desire for warmth. Given the 
apparent link between physical and emotional warmth, an anxiety 
for emotional warmth could channel this desire to warm up under 
physical coldness. 

As emotional warmth is predominant in advertising (Fam 
2008), this study focuses on the ad context, analyzing the relation 
of physical temperature with ad-induced warmth in contrast to ad-
induced coldness. We predict that physical coldness (warmth) acti-
vates a need for psychological warmth (coldness) and thus should 
increase consumers’ response to advertising triggering emotional 
warmth (coldness). 

METHOdOLOGY
In total, 299 students (46.8 % females) were randomly assigned 

to one of the four conditions of the 2 (cold vs. warm physical tem-
perature) x 2 (cold vs. warm advertising) between-subjects design 
experiment. In the warm (cold) temperature condition, we held room 

temperature constant at around 30 °C/86 °F (14 °C/57.2 °F). The 
emotional temperature was manipulated by pretested emotionally 
warm (cold) advertisements.

Participants evaluated the ads on six 7-point scales: ad liking, ad 
interest, convincingness of the ad, ad appeal, the ad’s potential to be 
remembered, and ad effectiveness. Next, participants indicated the 
ad’s perceived emotional warmth and the perceived physical room 
temperature (on 7-point scales, respectively).

We conducted a 2 (physically cold vs. warm) x 2 (emotionally 
cold vs. warm) between-subjects ANOVA. As our dependent vari-
able, we calculated an index for attitude towards the ad (Aad) as the 
mean of our six consumer response items (Cronbach’s α = .836).

We find a significant main effect of emotional warmth of the 
advertisements on Aad (F(1, 290) = 13.52, p = .000, η2 = .045). The 
main effect of physical temperature on Aad (F(1, 290) = .06, p = .800, 
η2 = .000) was not significant. However, as predicted, the interac-
tion effect of emotional warmth and physical temperature on Aad was 
significant (F(1, 290) = 8.37, p = .004, η2 = .028). This result implies 
that respondents’ physical temperature moderated the effect of emo-
tional warmth (see figure 1).

To better understand the interaction effect, we conducted 
planned comparisons. Respondents in the cold temperature condition 
indicated for emotionally warm advertisements a significantly higher 
Aad (M = 3.68) than for emotionally cold advertisements (M = 2.70; 
F(3, 290) = 7.42, p = .000). Thus, under the influence of cold tem-
peratures our results indicate a positive effect of emotional warmth 
(vs. emotional coldness) on consumers’ responses to advertising. 
Moreover, the attitude towards an emotionally warm ad is higher in 
the physically cold condition (M = 3.68) than in the physically warm 
condition (M = 3.29; F(3, 290) = 7.42, p = .072). Hence, the results 
indicate that cold temperature enhances attitude towards emotionally 
warm ads.

Figure 1
Moderating Effect of Temperature on the  
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Furthermore, as expected, attitude towards the ad arousing 
emotional coldness is significantly higher in the physically warm 
condition (M = 3.17) than in the physically cold condition (M = 2.70; 
F(3, 290) = 7.42, p = .022). However, once people feel physically 
warm, they show no significant difference in attitude towards emo-
tionally cold (M = 3.17) and warm advertising (M = 3.29; F(3, 290) 
= 7.42, p = .581). Hence, while consumers use, as suggested by em-
bodied cognition theory, warm appeals to warm themselves up in a 
physically cold environment, they do not seem to make a difference 
between either cold or warm emotional stimulation when they are 
physically warm. 

dIsCUssIOn And IMPLICATIOns
Drawing on embodied cognition research, we introduce and 

empirically test the environmental context moderator of physical 
temperature on the effectiveness of emotionally warm versus cold 
advertising campaigns. We find that while cold physical tempera-
ture enhances consumers’ responses to emotionally warm ads, warm 
physical temperature decreases consumers’ responses to emotionally 
warm ads and instead enhances consumers’ attitudes towards emo-
tionally cold ads.

Our findings have important implications for the execution of 
seasonal and international marketing campaigns. Managers might, 
for instance, employ either warm or cold appeals in advertising dur-
ing the summer months or in countries with warm climates, while 
they should prefer warm appeals over cold ones in winter or in colder 
regions. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
This research investigates how consumers evaluate expert ad-

vice in the presence of little diagnostic information. Consumers often 
seek recommendations from a range of sources, referred to as con-
sumer agents (Solomon 1986; West 1996). Such advice represents an 
important component of the decision-making process and the offer-
ing (Beatty and Smith 1987; Solomon 1986; Urbany, Dickson, and 
Wilkie 1989). 

THEOrETICAL bACkGrOUnd
Prior research has identified several factors that influence per-

ceptions of the diagnosticity of agent advice, such as expertise and 
past performance (Feick and Higie 1992; Gershoff, Broniarczyk, and 
West 2001), or perceived similarity of the source to the self (Brown 
and Reingen 1987; MacKie, Gastardo-Conaco, and Skelly 1992; Re-
ingen and Kernan 1986). In many cases, however, consumers have 
little access to such information (Gershoff et al. 2001) and resort 
to heuristics in judging the soundness of the advice (Yaniv 2004). 
For example, they may judge the expertise of the agent based on his 
confidence (Karmarkar and Tormala 2010; Keren and Teigen 2001; 
Price and Stone 2004; Sniezek and Van Swol 2001) or the extremity 
of the claims (Gershoff et al. 2003; Goldberg and Hartwick 1990). In 
this research we propose another heuristic that consumers use when 
evaluating advice – the specificity heuristic. 

Individuals who use the specificity heuristic infer that the ex-
pertise of an agent is positively correlated with the level of specific-
ity of his recommendation. Specificity can take various forms, from 
excluding particular options from a recommended set, to specifying 
the manner in which a recommended option should be taken. It is not 
driven by the amount of detail provided, but rather by how restricted 
the recommended course of action is. The specificity heuristic cannot 
be explained through a negativity bias either – it is equally effective 
when it takes the form of including a specific behavior, as it is when 
taking the form of excluding a specific behavior. 

We propose that people seeking advice employ the specific-
ity heuristic because they overweigh the importance of differences 
among available choice options or courses of action. While expertise 
allows one to perceive both more similarities and more differences 
among options, to the person seeking advice the latter ability is more 
important. This is because individuals seeking advice typically lack 
the depth of knowledge necessary to discern between available op-
tions and actions and identify superior one(s) – to the novice eye, 
“they all look the same.” The more specific the advice that an agent 
provides, then, the more knowledgeable he is judged to be. 

While the use of the specificity heuristic may seem as a rea-
sonable inferential process, specificity per se does not determine the 
accuracy or validity of a recommendation. A recommendation can 
be unnecessarily restrictive – for example, the Dukan diet prescribes 
that the daily dose of protein be taken with “no more than 1.5 table-
spoons of oat bran.” While this specification is most likely random, 
consumers may infer that taking their protein with more or less than 
the prescribed amount would affect the success of their diet. Thus 
agents aware of the specificity bias can deliberately include random 
specific restrictions, similar to the manner in which confidence, ex-
tremity, or over criticism can be misused to influence impression of 
expertise.  

We report the results of six studies that document the use of the 
specificity heuristic and identify boundary conditions. 

METHOd And FIndInGs
Studies 1 and 2 demonstrate the use of the specificity heuristic 

when specificity takes the form of excluding particular options from 
a choice set. A travel agent advising a customer on places to visit in 
Brazil, receives more favorable evaluations (Mrestr. = 4.66 vs. Mcontrol 
= 3.88, t(81) = 2.39, p < .05) and is perceived as more knowledge-
able (Mrestr. = 4.51 vs. Mcontrol = 3.74, t(81) = 2.32, p < .05) when she 
excludes specific destinations or modes of transport from her rec-
ommendation. Similarly, in Study 2, a waiter recommending wine 
receives higher evaluations (Mrestr. = 5.68 vs. Mcontrol = 4.94, t(83) = 
3.06, p < .005) and knowledge ratings (Mrestr. = 5.62 vs. Mcontrol = 5.02, 
t(83) = 2.11, p < .05) when he excludes particular  wines from a set 
of recommended wines. 

Studies 3 and 4 document the use of the specificity heuristic 
in the context of medical decision making and demonstrate that it 
cannot be explained with a negativity bias. In study 3 a doctor who 
recommends that the patient include dairy food while taking the pre-
scribed medication is evaluated just as favorably as one who rec-
ommends that the patient exclude dairy food from their diet (F < 
1). In both scenarios, which represent specificity cases, the doctor 
is evaluated more positively, on average (M = 4.75) than a doctor 
who prescribes the same medication but states that dairy intake does 
not impact its effectiveness (M = 4.14, t(150) = 2.40, p < .05).  In 
study 4, a doctor who advises a patient to take three dietary supple-
ments is evaluated more favorably (Mrestriction = 4.90 vs. Mcontrol = 4.38; 
F(1, 125) = 4.42, p < .05) and is perceived as more knowledgeable 
(Mrestriction = 4.90 vs. Mcontrol = 4.33; F(1, 125) = 4.58, p < .05) when 
he recommends that the supplements be taken in a particular order 
(versus a control condition, in which he states that the order makes 
no difference). 

Studies 5 and 6 demonstrate that the use of the specificity heu-
ristic is moderated by the availability of other diagnostic informa-
tion. Individuals are less likely to rely on the heuristic when they are 
familiar with the recommended option (study 5) or when they have 
access to diagnostic information about the agent’s expertise (study 
6). 

COnTrIbUTIOn
This research contributes to the literature on advice taking by 

expanding our understanding about factors which impact the per-
ceived expertise of agents. The research contributes, more broadly, 
to the literature on information source evaluation, by documenting a 
heuristic that people use when they have access to little diagnostic 
information.  Such situations represent a significant proportion of 
real-life decision making, especially given the increased use of on-
line recommendations whose sources are often anonymous. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
In face of positive stimuli, people generally activate approach 

motivation, whereas avoidance motivation is activated in face of 
negative stimuli (Elliot and Thrash 2002). Embodied cognition re-
search has shown that engaging in approach/avoidance-related motor 
actions also activates the corresponding motivational system, and as 
such has a profound influence on consumers’ judgments and choices 
(Cacioppo et al. 1993; Friedman and Förster 2000). Performing ap-
proach motor actions increases both preference for vices over vir-
tues (Van den Bergh, Schmitt, and Warlop 2011) and attractiveness 
ratings of generally positively evaluated consumer goods (Förster 
2004). Likewise, engaging in avoidance motor actions leads to a de-
valuation of generally negatively evaluated stimuli (Förster 2004), 
and is suggested to increase insurance adoption (Van den Bergh et 
al. 2011).

We propose that refraining from engaging in approach/avoid-
ance motor action may be embodied as well, as people often en-
counter situations that require them to override impulsive approach/
avoidance tendencies (Kühn et al. 2009). For example, a person 
who passes a stall selling fresh lemonade may experience the urge 
to buy some, and may yet choose to walk by and avoid consuming 
the calories. Similarly, medicines often evoke an avoidance reaction 
because of their bad taste, yet consuming them is indispensable when 
ill (Hung and Labroo 2011). 

Hence, people often benefit from overriding initial approach and 
avoidance impulses by refraining from executing an impulsive motor 
action. Therefore, we investigate whether experiencing the retraction 
of a reflexive approach/avoidance movement leads to decreased ac-
tivation of approach/avoidance systems. The former should manifest 
in the devaluation of positively evaluated stimuli and a decreased 
preference for vices over virtues, as these consumption-related vari-
ables have been shown to be influenced by differential activation of 
approach motivation (Förster 2004; Van den Bergh et al. 2011).  The 
latter should be apparent in a more positive evaluation of negative 
stimuli, and decreased likelihood to purchase insurance products. 

As people’s behavioral approach and behavioral inhibition sys-
tems may exhibit differential sensitivity (Carver and White 1994), 
the effect of refraining from an approach (avoidance) motor action 
should be moderated by BAS (BIS) sensitivity, such that only people 
with a highly sensitive BAS (BIS) likely experience the influence of 
exercising restraint in the face of positively (negatively) evaluated 
stimuli. 

Study 1 investigates the consequences of refraining from ac-
tion on the evaluation of positive and negative stimuli and addresses 
the moderating role of BIS/BAS sensitivity. 284 students were ran-
domly assigned to one of five conditions; arm positions (flexion vs. 
extension) and the amount of exercised pressure (slight pressure vs. 
refraining from exercising pressure) varied between subjects, and a 
control condition provided no instructions on arm movements. Sub-
jects were presented with consumer goods with either positive and 
negative valences. 

First, the participants completed the Sensitivity to Punishment/
Sensitivity to Reward Questionnaire (Torrubia et al. 2001) as a self-
reported index of BIS/BAS functioning (Caseras, Avila, and Torrubia 
2003). Next, while adopting the required hand positions, participants 
indicated how much they liked each consumer good on a 9-point 
scale by pressing the appropriate number on the keyboard. Most in-

terestingly, the results indicate that engaging in and refraining from 
avoidance motor actions had opposite effects on the evaluation of 
generally negatively evaluated consumer goods. While the former re-
sulted in a devaluation, the latter increased the evaluation of negative 
goods (figure 1a).  In addition,  the more negative evaluation after 
performing an avoidance movement and the more positive evalua-
tion after refraining from an avoidance movement reached its high-
est level among participants with a highly sensitive BIS (figure 1b). 
Evaluations of positive consumer goods improved when participants 
performed approach behavior and worsened when they refrained 
from performing approach behavior (figure 2a). This difference in 
liking reached its highest levels among participants with a highly 
sensitive BAS (figure 2b). 

Figure 1a: Negative Consumer Good Attractiveness Dependent on 
Hand Position and Exercised Pressure
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Figure 1b: Negative Consumer Good Attractiveness for People 
Engaging in Arm Extension, Dependent on Exercised Pressure and 

BIS Sensitivity
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Figure 2a: Positive Consumer Good Attractiveness dependent 
on Hand Position and Exercised Pressure
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Figure 2b: Positive Consumer Good Attractiveness for People 
Engaging in Arm Flexion, dependent on Exercised Pressure 

and bAs sensitivity 
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These findings suggest that refraining from approach/avoidance 
behavior likely decreases the activation of an approach/avoidance 
motivation. If so, refraining from approach/avoidance motor action 
should also lower preference for vices/decrease preference for in-
surance. This is tested in Studies 2 and 3 with data gathered from, 
respectively, 183 and 165 students, and a design similar to study 1. A 
2 × 2 between-subjects design, plus a control, manipulating partici-
pants’ right-hand position and the amount of exerted pressure. While 
keeping their right hand in place, participants chose between pairs of 
vice/virtue products (study 2),or indicated their willingness to pay 
for insurance (study 3) by checking an “include” or “do not include” 
box for several car insurance options at a certain price. 

In both studies the interaction of hand position and exercised 
pressure appeared significant. Among participants engaged in arm 
flexion, those who exercised pressure were significantly more likely 
to select vice products than those instructed not to exercise pres-
sure, but no significant difference emerged for those engaged in arm 
extension. Among participants engaged in arm extension, those who 
exercised pressure were significantly more inclined to obtain insur-
ance options than those instructed to refrain from exercising pres-

sure, but no significant difference in insurance adoption emerged for 
those engaged in arm flexion. Studies 2 and 3 yield further confirma-
tion for the influence of refraining from approach/avoidance motor 
actions in consumer choices that reflect the activation of the motiva-
tional approach/avoidance system. 

Overall, this research adds to a body of consumer research on 
strategies to increase self-control (Hoch and Loewenstein 1991; 
Mukhopadhyay and Johar 2005). People are often shortsighted and 
easily tempted by hedonic “sins”, such as overbuying, splurging 
on tasty but unhealthy food, and indulging in luxuries (Baumeister 
2002; O’Guinn and Faber 1998). As these impulsive behaviors result 
from an impulsive approach/avoidance response, they often contra-
dict with long-term goals (Baumeister 2002). From a consumer well-
being perspective it is valuable to gain insight in elements underly-
ing increased willpower.  
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Brand names play a vital role in the construction of a brand 

image that can affect the consumers’ purchase decisions (Kohli and 
LaBahn, 1997). As brand names frequently comprise numerical 
components, resulting in alpha-numeric brand names, number liking 
should be an important consideration of marketers interested in cre-
ating effective brand names. Besides associations with specific, often 
culturally determined, meanings (e.g., the number 7 is lucky) (Battig 
and Spera 1962), structural characteristics of numbers (e.g., magni-
tude) may affect their liking. As people exhibit a general tendency to 
rely on magnitude information in their judgments, even when non-
diagnostic (Silvera et al. 2002), this research investigates whether 
brand name conveyed magnitude information affects alpha-numeric 
brand preferences. 

It is not clear how the magnitude of the numerical part is evalu-
ated. Often when relying on magnitude information people endorse 
the idea that “bigger is better”. People often favor bigger objects 
(Silvera et al. 2002); Larger assortments are evaluated better (Bro-
niarczyk et al. 1998) and increasing the number of attributes accom-
panying a brand increases its favorability (Carpenter et al. 1994). 
Similarly, people also prefer larger numbers and this translates to 
object preference; colors are perceived as better when labeled with 
larger versus smaller numbers (Fias and Fischer 2005). Of particular 
relevance, Gunasti and Ross (2010) show that consumers’ preference 
for alpha-numeric brands increases when the magnitude of the nu-
merical part increases. 

Situations in which small objects are highly valued are also 
prevalent. In today’s society it is a challenge to build the smallest 
microchip, cellular phone or laptop computer. Body weight is typi-
cally evaluated more favorably when it is lower (Meier et al. 2008). 
In addition, lower numbers are better for many health indicators, golf 
scores, product grades, etc. As such, two opposing magnitude inter-
pretation frames may exist and color people’s judgments. Consumers 
may exhibit a preference for higher versus lower level alpha-numeric 
brand names dependent on whether they adopt a “bigger-is-better” 
versus a “smaller-is-better” frame. On which frame consumers rely 
may be influenced by external cues. Priming research has shown that 
people’s interpretation of information depends on concepts that are 
currently active. In addition, priming cues may not only activate spe-
cific conceptual information, but also information processing proce-
dures (Meyers-Levy 1989). 

That both concepts and procedures can be primed suggests in-
terpretation frames (i.e., procedures by which meaning is attached 
to concepts) can also be primed. As such, contextual information 
may affect alpha-numeric brand preferences dependent on whether it 
evokes a “larger is better” or “smaller is better” magnitude interpre-
tation frame. Three studies yield evidence for this proposition.

Studies 1a (n = 122) and 1b (n = 122) rely on attribute specifica-
tion to cue magnitude interpretation frames. Participants were pre-
sented with two printer (Study 1a) or  refrigerator (Study 1b) brands 
and chose one of both. Each choice set varied along 2 dimensions 
(Tables 1a and 1b). The brands were described by units of expression 
representing a higher is better or smaller is better logic. In addition, 
brands were described by neutral terms (Brand A and Brand B) or 
by alpha-numeric brand names (CR-P-9 and CR-P-91 for printers; 
DMB-4 and DMB-96 for refrigerators).

Most importantly, when brands are described by a neutral label, 
changing the logic of the attribute units does not affect brand prefer-
ences. However, when brands are described by alpha-numeric brand 
names, changing the logic of the attribute units flips brand choices. 
When expression mode represents a “lower is better” (“higher is bet-
ter”) logic brands including a small (large) number are chosen more 
often compared to when expression mode represents a “higher is bet-
ter” (“lower is better”) logic (Tables 2a and 2b). These results dem-
onstrate the importance of matching the number of an alpha-numeric 
brand name to the contextually evoked magnitude interpretation 
frame. 

Study 2 (n=122) demonstrates that magnitude interpretation 
frames may also be evoked by brand slogans and that these frames 
may also guide absolute evaluations of alpha-numeric brand names 
including numbers that are generally judged as small (e.g., 1) or large 
(e.g., 100). In this study, participants inspected an advertisement of 
a new soda can ‘Valens’ (see Figure 1 for an example), which var-
ied along two dimensions: the magnitude of the number included in 
the alpha-numeric brand name (No Number = ‘Valens’ vs. Small = 
‘Valens 1’ vs. Large = ‘Valens 100’) and the slogan that was used to 
promote the product (Lower-is-better interpretation frame = ‘Leave 
everyone behind’ vs. Higher-is-better interpretation frame = ‘Take it 
all’). Next, participants rated the attractiveness of the can they had 
been exposed to on a one-item 101-point scale. 

Table 1a: Attribute scores of the Printer Choice Options in study 1a
Attribute Expression logic Attributes brand A Cr-P-9 brand b Cr-P-91

Higher is Better Printing Speed # pages per minute 12 19
Ink Price # pages for 1€ 25 17

Lower is Better Printing Speed # seconds to print 1 page 5 3
Ink Price # cents to print 1 page 4 6

Table 1b: Attribute scores of the refrigerator Choice Options in study 1b
Attribute Expression logic Attributes brand A dMb-4 brand b dMb-96

Higher is Better CO2 Emission # seconds to emit 100 gr 53 61
Price Expenditure # minutes for 1€ 353 286

Lower is Better CO2 Emission # grams per hour 114 98
Price Expenditure # cents per hour 17 21
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Figure 1:Example of a Fictitious soda Can Used in study 2

Most importantly, matching number magnitude onto the magnitude 
interpretation frame generated higher brand attractiveness ratings, 
whereas mismatching decreased the attractiveness ratings (see Fig-
ure 2). 

Figure 2: Mean Attractiveness ratings of brands Including 
no number, asmall or a Large number depending Evoked 

Magnitude Interpretation Frame

This finding shows that not only relative preferences, but also 
absolute evaluations of brands may be influenced by activated mag-
nitude interpretation frames. Studies 1 and 2 activated magnitude 
interpretation frames by changing brand-related information which 
is important, as these elements are under control of brand managers. 
Though, study 3 assesses whether contextual information, unrelated 
to the target brands, also affects alpha-numeric brand preferences, by 
using a different cue. Participants (n=103) rated the attractiveness of 
brand promotions, either announcing a price discount or a package 
premium (see Figure 3 for an example). Next, participants indicated 
their preferences for three pairs of printers. Each choice option was 
presented with a picture and an alpha-numeric brand name. 

Figure 3: Example of brand Promotions used in study 3

The pictures and the left-right presentation of brand names were 
counterbalanced within pairs across participants. Priming differ-
ent types of brand promotions significantly influenced participants’ 
brand choices (see Table 3). Evaluating a price promotion (package 

Table 2a: Choice shares of the Printer Choice Options in study 1a
neutral brand name Alpha-numeric brand name

Attribute Expression logic brand A brand b Cr-P-9 Cr-P-91
Higher is Better 76.3% 23.7% 61.3% 38.7%
Lower is Better 72.4% 27.6% 91.7% 8.3%

Table 2b: Choice shares of the refrigerator Choice Options in study 1b
neutral brand name Alpha-numeric brand name

Attribute Expression logic brand A brand b dMb-4 dMb-96
Higher is Better 59.4% 40.6% 27.3% 72.7%
Lower is Better 45.7% 54.3% 72.7% 27.3%
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premium) leads participants to prefer a printer comprising the lowest 
(highest) numerical portion.  

The current paper contributes to research investigating how 
alpha-numeric brand names’ numerical part affects their appeal. We 
focused on the impact of the conveyed magnitude. While Gunasti 
and Ross (2010) demonstrated alpha-numeric brands to benefit from 
including a higher number, our research demonstrates that this de-
pends on the activated magnitude interpretation frame.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Ever since organic, fair trade, and other ‘special’ products have 

entered the conventional supermarket channel, retailers face “a di-
lemma as to where such products should be shelved” (Dahm, 2005). 
The retailer can place, for example, a line of organic products sepa-
rately from conventional products, and devote part of the total shelf 
space for a product category to these products. Retail managers often 
believe that this will attract new consumers by drawing their atten-
tion to products they might not otherwise have considered (Lazarus, 
2010). However, it also entails the risk that consumers ignore these 
products when they browse the shelf. Alternatively, the retailer may 
integrate an organic product line into the mainstream shelf. This may 
increase the chance that consumers will notice the organic products 
when browsing through the regular products, but also decreases the 
visibility of the organic product line as a whole. 

Whereas previous studies have focused on how assortment orga-
nization affects consumers’ variety perception of the total assortment 
(Hoch, Bradlow, & Wansink, 1999; Mogilner, Rudnick, & Iyengar, 
2008), little is known about if and how the use a specific subcategory 
affects the variety perceptions of the products placed inside and out-
side that subcategory. Whereas the perceived variety of the total as-
sortment might increase as a function of the amount of subcategories 
available, as suggested by previous studies (Kahn & Wansink, 2004; 
Mogilner et al. 2008), the perceived variety of the products presented 
in a specific subcategory may not. We argue that variety perceptions 
can increase and decrease simultaneously, and that whether consum-
ers perceive less or more variety within a subcategory crucially de-
pends on their intrinsic interest in the subcategory. People have a 
natural tendency to selectively attend to categories that are important 
to them, which affects their similarity perceptions (Goldstone 1998). 
Ample psychological studies have provided evidence for in-group 
heterogeneity and out-group homogeneity effects in people percep-
tion (Boldry & Kasy 1999; Judd, Ryan & Park 1991), and we expect 
that similar effects are present in product perception. That is, when 
a subcategory is of interest to consumers, they will focus more on 
these products and attempt to differentiate between them, while at 
the same time giving less attention to the products in another subcat-
egory. These other products are perceived as more similar to one an-
other, because they all share a common product attribute. As a result, 
perceived variety is high for products presented in the category of 
interest (i.e., in-group heterogeneity) but low for products presented 
outside this category (i.e., out-group homogeneity). 

In two studies we investigate the effects of assortment organiza-
tion (i.e. product presented in subcategories vs. products presented in 
a mixed display) and consumers’ intrinsic interest (as an externally 
induced shopping goal in experiment 1 and as a measured individual 
difference variable in experiment 2) on perceived variety of products 
presented in the subcategories. In both experiments, organic products 
(teas and wines, respectively) are presented either mixed with regular 
products or in a separate subcategory in a computer-based experi-
ment. Choice is recorded, as well as which products are clicked on 
for closer examination. The proportion of organic product examined 
is investigated as a mediator to test whether assortment organization 
allows consumers to better focus on the products they are interested 
in, which should drive variety perceptions.

Results for both experiments show that assortment organization 
can indeed trigger in-group versus out-group effects, such that vari-
ety perceptions for one subcategory increase and variety perceptions 
for another subcategory decrease simultaneously. Hence, we show 
that the presence of subcategories does not uniformly increase va-
riety perceptions, but that it can even decrease variety perceptions 
for a specific subcategory. As expected, these effects are moderated 
by consumers’ intrinsic interest in the subcategory: consumers pay 
attention to the subcategory of interest, leading to an increase in per-
ceived variety of the subcategory of interest (i.e., an in-group hetero-
geneity effect), but ignore the subcategory that is not of interest (i.e., 
an out-group homogeneity effect). Moderated mediation analyses 
suggest that these effects are indeed mediated by the attention that 
consumers allocate to the different subcategories. In addition, our 
effects carry-over to consumers’ product choice. 

Our results extend prior research in several ways. In particular, 
whereas previous studies have shown that the use of subcategories 
can increase variety perceptions of the total assortment (Hoch et al. 
1999; Kahn and Wansink 2008; Mogilner et al. 2008; Morales et al. 
2005), we show that subcategories can affect variety perceptions of 
products presented inside and outside the subcategory of interest dif-
ferently. These effects cannot be explained by processes proposed 
in prior research. For instance, whereas prior research has indicated 
that larger assortments are processed differently from smaller assort-
ments (Iyengar & Lepper 2000; Broniarczyk et al. 1998), this alone 
cannot explain why two subcategories of equal size receive different 
variety ratings. 

Our results have important implications for retailers who want 
to promote sustainable (e.g., organic or fair trade) or otherwise ‘spe-
cial’ products (e.g., private labels). Whereas the use of a separate dis-
play might increase the salience of the attribute (e.g., sustainability), 
it may not necessarily increase the perception of variety and choice 
for these products. In fact, when many of the store’s customers are 
not interested in the subcategory, devoting a separate section to these 
products may decrease sales levels. Contrary to current practices 
(Dahm 2005), when consumers’ initial interest in the product cat-
egory is low, retailers may be better off to integrate these products 
in the existing assortment, instead of presenting them in a separate 
product category. 
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Together or Alone: How The social setting of Experiences Impacts  
Preferences For Improving Versus declining sequences.

Rajesh Bhargave, University of Texas at San Antonio, USA
Nicole Votolato Montgomery, College of William and Mary, USA

ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
People experience consumption episodes either in the presence 

of others or individually. For instance, a consumer may tour a muse-
um as part of a group or only by himself. To date, little is understood 
about the impact of social context on how an experience unfolds over 
time or the subsequent effects on experience evaluations. We find 
that people’s preference for improving vs. declining trends depends 
on whether the experience is consumed together or alone. This effect 
stems from differences in how consumers process and incorporate 
early versus later parts of the experience in evaluations.

Past research has demonstrated both direct and indirect social 
influence during experiences. Consumers communicate their reac-
tions to others verbally (Raghunathan & Korfman 2006) or through 
subtle signals, such as facial expressions (Ramanathan & McGill 
2007). We argue that social influence operates on another subtle di-
mension: consumers’ processing style. Research on culture and self-
construal has found that people embedded in social relations pro-
cess information holistically, whereas those less embedded in these 
relations process analytically (Nisbett et al. 2001; Monga and John 
2007). We predict that these differences will also emerge when com-
paring social and isolated hedonic experiences. 

Processing style has been shown to moderate how people inte-
grate sequences. In a person perception task, Forgas (2011) showed 
that participants who processed holistically (analytically) exhibited 
judgments that were more impacted by early (later) presented per-
sonality traits, consistent with a primacy effect (recency effect). 
Under holistic processing the initial information was weighted more 
in summary judgments and also provided an overarching frame to 
which later information was assimilated. Conversely, analytical pro-
cessing suppressed such top-down perception, facilitating recency 
effects.   

Extending Forgas’ findings to consumption episodes, we iden-
tify a preference reversal that emerges due to differences in the pro-
cessing style that the social setting promotes. We hypothesize that 
when people experience episodes alone, they prefer improving (vs. 
declining) sequences of events (i.e., those beginning with the worst 
event and ending with the best event), consistent with past research 
on hedonic experiences (Kahneman et al., 1993; Redelmeier & 
Kahneman 1996). However, when an experience occurs in the pres-
ence of others, the improving trend preference will be attenuated or 
even reversed, because such social experiences promote holistic pro-
cessing, As such, we expect evaluations of later parts of the sequence 
to assimilate to earlier parts of the sequence, leveling the slope of the 
experienced trend. Moreover, when processing holistically, greater 
weighting of early events can produce higher evaluations for experi-
ences that begin with the best event (declining sequences) versus the 
worst event (improving sequence).   

Study 1 was a 2 (analytical vs. holistic processing prime) x 2 
(improving vs. declining vacation experience trend) between-sub-
jects design. Participants were either asked to find embedded images 
in a presented scene (analytical prime), or write about what they saw 
in the scene (holistic prime) (Monga and John 2008). Subsequently, 
they read about a vacation with events presented in either improv-
ing or declining order of pre-tested liking. Finally, participants rated 
their willingness to pay for the vacation. Consistent with past re-
search (Kahneman et al. 1993), we found a main effect of trend, 

showing a preference for the improving sequence (F(1,89) = 3.95, p 
=.05). Supporting our hypothesis, we also found a processing style X 
trend interaction (F(1,89) = 4.09, p <.05). Under analytical process-
ing, participants preferred the improving sequence (Mimproving = 
$1642.86 vs. Mdeclining = $766.67, t(43) = 2.10, p < .05), but there 
was no trend preference under holistic processing (Mimproving = 
$722.68 vs. Mdeclining= $715.38, t(46) < 1).

Study 2 utilized the same design, but differed in two impor-
tant ways. First, we used an actual experience (not simulated) with 
trend (improving vs. declining) manipulated using a sequence of 15 
pre-tested art images. Second, we manipulated processing style us-
ing the presence or absence of others during the experience (vs. the 
processing style prime in study 1). Participants in the isolated con-
dition wrote about themselves prior to viewing the images. Partici-
pants in the social condition were asked to introduce themselves to 
another person and were told that others in the lab would experience 
the same episode, prior to viewing the images. A pre-test confirmed 
that participants in the isolated versus the social condition exhibited 
a less holistic style of thinking (M = 4.45 vs. 4.86, F(1,74) = 5.20, 
p < .05) (Choi et al. 2007). After viewing the images, participants 
indicated their willingness to pay for the experience using a scale 
with different payment levels. Supporting our hypothesis, there was 
a significant social setting X trend interaction (F(1, 178) = 6.69, p 
= .01). Participants in the isolated condition exhibited a preference 
for the improving sequence (Mimproving = 2.95 vs. Mdeclining= 
2.04, t(90) = 2.35, p = .02), whereas participants in the social condi-
tion directionally preferred the declining sequence (Mimproving = 
2.39 vs. Mdeclining= 2.93, t(88) = 1.33, p = .18). Participants also 
rated each art image. Analyzing the slope of their ratings over the 
sequence’s duration, we found a main effect of manipulated trend 
condition (F(1, 178) = 201, p < .001) and a social setting X trend 
interaction (F(1, 178) = 8.65, p < .01). Slopes were steeper in the iso-
lated condition compared to the social condition (see figure 1). These 
results are consistent with our explanation that people undergoing 
the social experience anchor on earlier events in the sequence when 
reacting to later events.   

Three unreported studies examine other operationalizations of 
the social vs. isolated distinction. Combined, this research advances 
our knowledge of the role of social context on consumption experi-
ences, offering several contributions. Foremost, we demonstrate that 
social context influences hedonic experiences even without direct 
social interaction, and we show how these effects emerge over the 
course of the episode. Second, we reveal how processing style differ-
ences emerge due to variations in the social context of experiences, 
whereas past research on processing style focused on individual dif-
ferences and cultural factors. Finally, we find an important bound-
ary condition to the common preference for improving trends. These 
findings have implications for how marketers present experiences 
under different social situations.  
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Figure 1:  Moment-to-moment evaluations of art images
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
We often describe people who do the “right” thing as being “on 

a moral high ground”, or we say that they are “taking the high road”. 
There are also other similar sayings that refer to people behaving 
morally as “high-minded” or “upstanding” individuals. All of these 
images suggest a metaphorical connection between the concept of 
morality and the spatial orientation of vertical height. Specifically, 
they suggest that people who behave morally hold a position that is 
higher above ground than those who behave less morally. But are 
there cognitive consequences of being so high above ground – and 
thus, so distant to the world “down below” – that they would process 
their world differently?

Recent research on metaphorical thinking adopts an embodied 
cognition view, suggesting that people use their concrete physical 
sensations to describe abstract psychological experiences (Bargh 
2006; Boroditsky and Ramscar 2002). For example, metaphors in-
volving vertical height often have an embodied basis. In contexts 
of social power, powerful people are said to be “up high”, such that 
individuals with social authority attend to high spatial locations 
quicker than low ones (Moeller, Robinson and Zabelina 2008). In 
many religions, “God is most high”, and people perceive others as 
being more religious when their pictures are displayed at the top of a 
page rather than the bottom (Chasteen, Burdzy, and Pratt 2009). And 
people often give “thumbs up” to communicate positive feedback, 
stemming from the perception that anything “up” is good but “down” 
is bad (Meier and Robinson 2004). These findings suggest that moral 
metaphors referring to vertical height or the physical sensation of 
being high above ground may also have a similar embodied basis. 

We posit that a consequence of behaving morally is that the ver-
tical height increases the distance to the world down below, affect-
ing how people high above ground would cognitively process their 
world. According construal level theory, as distance (vs. closeness) 
increases, so does abstract processing (Trope and Liberman 2003). 
Consider spectators sitting in the highest rows of a sports stadium, 
and hence are vertically high from where the main action is located. 
They describe their experiences as “squinting to see ant-sized play-
ers”, and only see the broader aspects of the game, not its finer de-
tails. Building on these links between metaphorical thinking, embod-
ied cognition, and construal level theory, we thus hypothesize and 
find in four experiments that people who do the right thing process 
their world abstractly.

Experiment 1 demonstrated the main effect that moral thinking 
leads to abstract processing. To prime moral or less moral thinking, 
we had undergraduate students write about an instance in their lives 
in which they did the “right” or “wrong” thing, respectively. They 
then completed the Behavioral Identification Form (BIF; Vallacher 
and Wegner 1989). As predicted, participants who recalled behaving 
morally selected more abstract descriptions on the BIF than those 
who recalled behaving less morally. We also ruled out mood as an 
alternative explanation for our findings.

Experiments 2 and 3 aimed to explore how moral thinking 
may influence specific cognitive consequences of abstract thinking. 
In Experiment 2, we reason that people who process abstractly pay 
little attention to details, and so they should be worse at analytical 
reasoning than those who process concretely (Friedman and Förster 
2011). To prime moral or less moral thinking, we had undergraduates 
write stories about themselves using either positively- or negative-

ly-valenced words, such as kind or greedy, respectively. They then 
completed the Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT; Frederick 2005). As 
expected, participants in the moral prime scored lower on the CRT 
than those in the less moral prime. Mood had no effect. Meanwhile, 
in Experiment 3, we hypothesized that people who do the right thing 
are more creative than those who do the wrong thing (Förster, Ep-
stude, and Özelsel 2009). Undergraduates received the same prime as 
Experiment 1, in addition to a control condition. They then generated 
as many creative ways of using a brick as possible. Planned contrasts 
revealed that participants in the moral prime generated more ways to 
use a brick creatively than those in the control, who generated more 
than those in the less moral prime. 

Finally, Experiment 4 examined how moral thinking may influ-
ence consumer preferences. Mechanical Turk participants received 
the same moral or less prime as Experiment 1. They then saw an 
ad for the “Simply Orange” brand of orange juice that emphasized 
either the brand’s abstract, future benefits or its concrete, immedi-
ate benefits. Participants who recalled behaving morally had more 
favourable attitudes toward Simply Orange when the ad was in an 
abstract than a concrete frame. Conversely, participants who recalled 
behaving less morally had more favourable attitudes toward the ad in 
a concrete than an abstract frame. 

Across four experiments, this research demonstrates that meta-
phors like “on a high ground” and “taking the high road” are linked 
to embodied cognitions. More specifically, this link can cause people 
doing the right thing to subsequently process their world abstractly. 
Our findings may also offer another explanation for other conse-
quences of moral thinking, such as licensing. Furthermore, our pres-
ent findings encourage future research to understand morality not in 
isolation, but in terms of physically-grounded concepts.

Table 1
Experiment 2: Correct responses on the CrT.

ball/bat Widgets Lily Pads Total
Moral 

Thinking
(N = 100)

42.7% 39.2% 36.8% .81

Less Moral 
Thinking
(N = 112)

58.3% 60.8% 63.2% 1.14

p-level .241 .059 .008 .027
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Anthropomorphism refers to the tendency to attribute human-

like characteristics, intentions, and behavior to non-human artifacts, 
such as products (Epley, Waytz, and Cacioppo 2007). When consum-
ers anthropomorphize products, this will enhance their evaluation 
and reduce their willingness to replace these products (Aggarwal and 
McGill 2007; Chandler and Schwarz 2010). 

Prior research has used product-schema congruity to explain 
consumers’ evaluation of anthropomorphized products (Aggarwal 
and McGill 2007). They suggested that only if there is congruity 
between the activated human schema and the product’s features 
(e.g., two same-sized bottles with a primed twin schema), consum-
ers are able to humanize the product, and anthropomorphism will 
increase product evaluation. Such product-schema congruity is thus 
considered to be crucial for anthropomorphism to be effective. How-
ever, for many products the opportunities to add schema-congruent 
product features are limited (Delbaere et al. 2011). Accordingly, the 
present research seeks to broaden our understanding of anthropo-
morphism by investigating when and why priming a human schema 
will encourage consumers to perceive the product as human, thereby 
positively affecting product evaluations, even when there is no prod-
uct-schema congruity. Extending the anthropomorphism literature 
on twins and salespersons that are generally self-incongruent, this 
research uses self-congruity theory (Sirgy 1982) to explain the ef-
fects of humanizing a product through self-congruent gender primes 
(i.e., describing the product as male/female) on product evaluations.

This research focuses on gender because gender is a central part 
of consumers’ self-concept (Cross and Markus 1993), As a conse-
quence, consumers prefer products that are associated with their own 
gender and avoid those associated with the other (White and Dahl 
2006, 2007; Worth,  Smith, and Mackie 1992). We propose that be-
cause of the importance of gender to the self-concept, consumers 
can readily see the human analogy suggested by the marketer if the 
human gender schema that is primed, is congruent to their own gen-
der, regardless of the presence/absence of schema-congruent product 
features. Furthermore, the human gender schema that is primed con-
tributes to the product’s symbolic image and will affect consumers’ 
product evaluations. We thus hypothesize a gender-schema congruity 
effect: when primed with a human gender schema that is congru-
ent (vs. incongruent) to consumers’ own gender, consumers show 
more preferential evaluations (H1). In contrast, when a human gen-
der schema is primed that is incongruent to a person’s own gender, 
(s)he may not readily see the analogy. Then, schema-congruent fea-
tures of the product will help consumers to anthropomorphize the 
product successfully. Consequently, we hypothesize that product-
schema congruity moderates the effect of gender anthropomorphism 
on product evaluations (H2). Finally, we hypothesize that the extent 
to which consumers perceive the product as human mediates the ef-
fects of gender-schema congruity and product-schema congruity on 
consumers’ product evaluations (H3).

Two experimental studies tested the hypotheses. Study 1 tested 
our basic premise that consumers’ evaluation of anthropomorphized 
products are more positive when the human gender schema that is 
primed is congruent to their own gender. The study used a 2(human 
gender schema: male vs. female schema) × 2(participants’ gender: 
men vs. women) between-subjects design. To prime the human gen-
der schemas, we created product descriptions of a bottle perfume 

with either a male or female focus (e.g., “This little guy/girl is the 
decidedly young scent […] He/She has a family of 30ml, 50ml, and 
100ml bottles”). This resulted in conditions of either low or high gen-
der-schema congruity, depending on the gender of the participant. 
Participants read the product description, and subsequently, com-
pleted a multi-item product evaluation measure. The results revealed 
only a significant human gender schema by participant’s gender in-
teraction. Comparing contrasts showed that male participants evalu-
ated the product more positively when a male schema was primed, 
that is congruent to their own gender, than when an incongruent, fe-
male schema was primed. This gender-schema congruity effect on 
product evaluation was also identified for female participants. Spe-
cifically, female participants evaluated the product more positively 
when a congruent, female schema (vs. incongruent, male schema) 
was primed, supporting hypothesis 1. 

In study 2, we extended these findings by investigating the gen-
der-schema congruity effect alongside the effect of product-schema 
congruity. Furthermore, Study 2 provided insights in the underly-
ing process of the gender-schema congruity effect by investigat-
ing perceived anthropomorphism as a mediator. The study used a 
2(human gender schema) × 2(product features: black/blue vs. yel-
low/purple) × 2(product replicate: camera, car) mixed design and 
used male subjects. Product replicate was a within-subjects vari-
able. Different colors were pretested to select products with mascu-
line (black/blue color) and feminine (yellow/purple color) features 
(Grossman and Wisenblit 1999), resulting in products with features 
that were either congruent or incongruent to the activated human 
gender schema. Participants read the product description, in which 
a human gender schema was primed, together with a product pic-
ture, and subsequently, completed multi-item product evaluation and 
perceived anthropomorphism measures. Results revealed a main ef-
fect for human gender schema, providing additional support for the 
hypothesized gender-schema congruity effect (H1). Furthermore, 
a significant two-way interaction was found. Comparing contrasts 
showed that when primed with a human gender schema that is con-
gruent to the participant’s gender (i.e., male schema), the presence 
of product-schema (in)congruent features in the product did not af-
fect product evaluations or perceived anthropomorphism. However, 
when primed with a human gender schema that is incongruent (i.e., 
female schema), participants evaluated the product more positively 
and were more likely to perceive it as human when the product is 
endowed with a feature that is congruent with that human gender 
schema, than when it is endowed with a feature that is incongruent. 
Finally, regression analyses and Sobel tests showed that perceived 
anthropomorphism mediated the effects of gender-schema congru-
ity and product-schema congruity on product evaluations. Together, 
these results support our hypotheses.

Our research contributes to the literature by demonstrating that 
product-schema congruity can only partly explain consumer response 
towards anthropomorphized products. Specifically, we demonstrate 
that products do not necessarily need to be endowed with schema-
congruent features for product anthropomorphism to be effective. If 
a human gender schema is primed that is congruent to consumers’ 
gender, gender-schema congruity will positively influence product 
evaluations, even when there is no product-schema congruity. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Recent research on marketer-incented word-of-mouth (WOM) 

finds that disclosing an agent-brand relationship can make the rec-
ommendation more effective (Carl 2008; Tuk, Verlegh, Smidts, and 
Wigboldus 2009).  Abendroth and Heyman (2012) further found that 
disclosure increased product attitudes and feeling informed, which 
mediated the effect of disclosure on purchase consideration.  The 
present research looks deeper into why this positive effect occurs.  
Further, as the growing prevalence of incented WOM increases the 
likelihood that a WOM recipient has experience as an agent, this re-
search also examines how past experience affects perceptions of the 
technique and its effectiveness.  

Abendroth and Heyman (2012) argue that voluntary disclosure, 
which goes against relationship norms (Tuk et al. 2009), makes the 
agent seem more credible, in turn allowing the recipient to feel more 
informed.  If this is true, then adding a disclaimer that disclosure 
is federally mandated (per the Federal Trade Commission) should 
eliminate the effect. An alternative explanation is that recipients feel 
a closer connection to the brand when the agent discloses a relation-
ship with the brand.  This should occur regardless of any legal dis-
claimer and is consistent with feeling more informed.  An additional 
consideration is whether the message recipient has been an agent in 
another campaign, in which case their reaction to disclosure may be 
different.  They know how receiving incentives affected the nature of 
their own WOM, and in turn may respond to other incented recom-
mendations less positively.  

First, a survey (N=102) was conducted to understand how cur-
rent undergraduates perceive incented WOM.  After explaining the 
difference between incented and organic WOM, 65% of respondents 
thought marketers use incented WOM “quite often” or “very often” 
on college campuses.  If asked to be an agent, only 56% indicated they 
were likely to disclose receiving incentives, despite being informed 
of the FTC disclosure guidelines. Although concerning, these results 
are consistent with Ahuja, Michels, Walker, and Weissbuch (2007).  
When asked who is at fault if the relationship is not disclosed, 26% 
indicated the company is more at fault and 39% indicated the recom-
mender is more at fault.  Finally, looking at the impact of disclosure, 
43% thought it would help and 29% thought it would hurt product 
attitudes, while 28% thought it would help and 24% thought it would 
hurt attitudes toward the recommender.  The remainder expected no 
impact from disclosure.  While 28% of those surveyed had experi-
ence as a WOM agent, this did not significantly alter their responses.  

Second, an experiment (N=148) was conducted that manipu-
lated WOM (disclosure, disclosure plus legal disclaimer, organic/

no disclosure) between-subjects and measured agent status (agent, 
non-agent).  The manipulation was embedded into a scenario about 
a friend recommending a winter jacket.  Participants responded to 
several 7-point semantic differential scales that measured purchase 
consideration (6 items, e.g. I would consider purchasing this brand), 
product attitude (3 items, e.g. good/bad), agent credibility (5 items, 
e.g. credible/not credible), feeling informed (3 items, e.g. I feel 
knowledgeable) and brand connection (3 items, e.g. I can relate to 
this brand).  All cronbach’s alphas were greater than 0.88.  Lastly, 
they were asked whether “a company had previously given (them) 
products, cash, or other incentives to talk about their products with 
other people,” to which 26% answered yes.  

An interaction between agent status and WOM type was found 
for purchase consideration (F(2,142) = 4.3, p<.05), product attitude 
(F(2,142) = 3.6, p<.05), and feeling informed (F(2,142) = 3.7, p<.05), 
along with a marginal interaction for brand connection (F(2,142) = 
2.6, p<.08).  Meanwhile, agent credibility only showed a main effect 
of WOM type (F(2,142) = 7.9, p<.01) with greater credibility in the 
organic condition versus both the disclosure (F(1,142) = 11.2, p<.01) 
and disclosure plus disclaimer (F(1,142) = 11.9, p<.01) conditions.  
Interestingly, adding a legal disclaimer to the disclosure had no effect 
(F<1) on the agent’s credibility.  

Next we look more closely at the effect of WOM type by agent 
status, beginning with non-agents.  Compared to organic WOM, 
when the agent discloses their relationship to the brand along with 
a legal disclaimer, purchase consideration increased (F(1,142) = 4.1, 
p<.05) as did feeling informed (F(1,142) = 4.9, p<.05) and feeling 
connected to the brand (F(1,142) = 4.0, p<.05), while attitude toward 
the product remained unchanged (F=0).  Comparing the two disclo-
sure conditions, adding a disclaimer made the message recipient feel 
more informed (F(1,142) = 4.5, p<.05) and feel marginally more con-
nected to the brand (F(1,142) = 2.7, p<.10), but had no effect on 
product attitudes (F<1.1) or purchase intentions (F<1.3).

In contrast, agents had the opposite response to disclosure.  
Compared to organic WOM, disclosing a brand relationship de-
creased purchase consideration (F(1,142) = 7.3, p<.01), product 
attitudes (F(1,142) = 12.7, p<.01) and brand connections (F(1,142) 
= 4.6, p<.05), along with a marginal decrease in feeling informed 
(F(1,142) = 3.3, p<.07).  Adding a legal disclaimer led to mean re-
sults between disclosure and no disclosure, but lacked the power nec-
essary to find significance for all variables.  

This research makes several contributions to the WOM litera-
ture.  First, the survey indicates that undergraduates are aware of 
the prevalence of incented WOM on college campuses with over a 

Table 1:  Means for Experiment 

Organic Disclose + 
Disclaimer

Disclose Organic Disclose + 
Disclaimer

Disclose

Purchase Consideration 4.3 4.9 4.6 5.2 4.7 3.9
Attitude toward Product 5.7 5.7 5.4 6.0 5.2 4.5

Feeling Informed 4.5 5.0 4.6 5.4 4.7 4.6
Brand Connection 3.9 4.6 4.1 4.8 4.4 3.6
Agent Credibility 5.4 4.8 4.8 5.6 4.6 4.5

Non-Agent Agent
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quarter of respondents in both the survey and the experiment having 
acted as an incented WOM agent.  Second, despite knowledge of 
FTC disclosure guidelines, the issue of non-disclosure of the agent-
brand relationship remains, and both agent and brand carry blame for 
this non-disclosure.  Third and more interesting, most undergradu-
ates cannot accurately predict the impact disclosure has on WOM 
effectiveness.  Fourth, while agent status had no effect on WOM 
perceptions, experimental results suggest that it does impact WOM 
effectiveness; organic WOW was more effective for past agents, 
while knowledge of an agent-brand relationship was more effective 
for non-agents.  Fifth, feeling connected to the brand is introduced 
as a new factor that is impacted by disclosure.  Results surrounding 
the addition of a legal disclaimer as the reason for disclosure were 
less conclusive.  
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
There are few rewards more exhilarating to marketers than the 

exponential increase in reach, awareness, and word-of-mouth from 
communications gone ‘viral’. Marketers strive for the viral success 
of communications across a number of channels, but recent develop-
ments in online video (i.e., YouTube’s emergence in 2005) offer a 
means of tracking audience responses in a manner not previously 
possible. Video also affords a tremendous opportunity for people to 
engage others with emotion and information. We focus on online vid-
eo and examine content and audience response features that predict 
the video going viral.  

It might be assumed that any interesting content that generates 
a strong emotional response is enough to achieve viral status. Indeed, 
research (Berger 2011; Berger and Milkman 2011) has identified emo-
tional arousal intensity as the motivation for news content sharing, with 
higher arousal emotions more strongly linked to sharing (Berger 2011). 
Berger and Milkman (2011) also find that the emotional responses of 
positivity, awe, anger, sadness, and anxiety all predict sharing.  

Logically preceding this strong emotional response, we predict 
that video content features will also explain viral success. Based on 
the Incongruity-Resolution theory of humor (Mulder and Nijholt 
2002), videos with elements of incongruity should be more success-
ful. This incongruity might take the form of juxtaposition (i.e., unex-
pected combinations) or exaggeration (i.e., hyperbole of basic facts). 
Though the implication of humor might seem to suggest that such 
videos would be perceived positively, we also investigate the role of 
negative reactions, such as sadness and anger because Benign Viola-
tion theory (McGraw and Warren 2010) suggests that negative reac-
tions may also lend explanatory power. 

We compiled a dataset of over six-hundred English-language 
videos hosted by YouTube across 15 categories (e.g., Auto, Comedy, 
Education).  Four research assistants blind to the hypotheses coded 
the videos. One was exclusively tasked with collecting data on the 
outcomes while the remaining were responsible for coding all the 
videos according to a scheme we provided. The inter-rater reliability 
(PRL) scores for each coded variable exceed .80. 

Predictors: Many videos contain highly exaggerated content, 
such as those that make hyperbolic claims or show extravagant or 
over-the-top behavior. We code this variable (exaggeration) on a 
three point scale (‘none’, ‘modest exaggeration’, to ‘extensive exag-
geration’). Second, we code to what extent videos put together two 
or more elements whose joining seemed incongruous (juxtaposi-
tion) also on a three point scale (‘none’, ‘moderately incongruous’ 
to ‘highly incongruous’). The correlation between the two predictors 
was weak (r =.10, p <.01). 

Mediators: Each content coder also included ratings on a 5-point 
scale (‘none/very weak’ to ‘very strong’) of how a ‘typical viewer’ 
would respond emotionally to the video in terms of 6 basic emotions: 
joy, love, sadness, fear, anger, and surprise (Shaver et al. 1987). 

Outcomes: All five outcomes measures are based on statistics pro-
vided by YouTube: Under each video, viewers are able to press one of 
two buttons: ‘like’ and ‘dislike’, a likely indicator of positive and nega-
tive attitudes; the number of ‘comments’ made by viewers and the num-
ber of times a viewer added the video to a personal page (‘favorites’); 

and ‘video views’, the number of times a video has been seen overall.  
The five variables are positively correlated (r =.51-.77, p <.01). 

We conducted our analysis using Structural Equation Modeling 
and a series of covariates (e.g. dummies to reflect the category from 
which we harvested the video, length of video, interactive compo-
nent, presence of a call to action).  Our first model (without media-
tors) suggests that Exaggeration predicts Comments (γ = .08, p< .05), 
Dislikes (γ = .15, p< .01), Favorites (γ = .07, p< .05) and Likes (γ = 
.10, p< .01) while Juxtaposition predicts Comments (γ = .08, p< .05), 
Favorites (γ = .08, p< .05) and Video Views (γ = .08, p< .05).  

Model 2, including only significant emotional mediators (all 
were initially included but only significant paths are retained), shows 
that Exaggeration influences Anger (γ= .16, p<.01), which in turn im-
pacts both the number of Dislikes (γ= .07, p<.05) and Favorites (γ= 
-.07, p<.05). Also, Juxtaposition predicts Surprise (γ= .45, p<.01), 
which in turn leads to increased Comments (γ=.11, p<.01) and Video 
Views (γ= .10, p< .01). With the mediators included, the direct path 
between Exaggeration and each of Comments (γ = .09, p< .05), Dis-
likes (γ = .14, p< .01), Favorites (γ = .08, p< .05) and Likes (γ = .10, 
p< .01) remain significant while the impact of Juxtaposition on Com-
ments (γ = .03, p> .10) and Video Views (γ = .04, p> .10) disappears.   
We also assessed each emotional mediator one at a time in order to 
guard against the possibility that two or more mediators were ac-
counting for the same variance in the outcomes, but this revealed that 
none of Joy, Love, Sadness or Fear individually predicted any of the 
outcomes regardless of the method of analysis. Based on our data, 
only Anger and Surprise offered explanatory power. 

The findings of this research show that indeed there are two 
strategic ways that video content goes viral: Exaggerated content has 
a direct positive effect of the number of favorites, likes, and dislikes 
but at the cost of inspiring anger. Juxtaposed content has a direct 
positive effect on the number of comments and video views, an effect 
that is fully mediated by surprise. These findings open the door to 
additional exploration and theorizing as well, such as what is the role 
of specific video features (e.g. use of humor versus disgust versus 
sexual imagery) in driving virality by virtue of differentially impact-
ing juxtaposition, exaggeration, anger and surprise?  
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT 
He who excuses himself, accuses himself.  

Gabriel Meurier
In any service setting, failures are likely to happen, and fallout 

is often significant. Consequently there is considerable literature as-
sessing how providers can recover from failures. We study the role 
of one noncontroversial strategy: we investigate whether providing 
an excuse (vs. not) can have a detrimental effect on consumer service 
perceptions, specifically looking at minor versus major failures.

Service providers believe that after any failure, proper recovery 
is essential for maintaining customer satisfaction (Hart, Heskett, and 
Sasser 2000). Likewise, after failures, consumers appreciate commu-
nications from firms (Tax, Brown, and Chandrashekaran 1998), and 
personnel feel compelled to provide information to alleviate guilt, 
manage impressions, and distance themselves from failure (Bies and 
Shapiro 1987; Snyder and Higgins 1988; Schlenker 1982; Schlenker 
and Weigold 1992).Although extensive, past literature has not ad-
dressed how failure severity affects inferences—in particular, how 
consumers evaluate minor failures, which are more common and re-
quire prompt responses from personnel. 

First, we argue that expectations regarding responses from firms 
depend on failure severity (H1). While those experiencing a major 
failure might expect a reason for the transgression, those experienc-
ing a minor failure may not —consumers may not wonder about the 
reason for the minor failure unless it is made explicit. However, once 
an excuse is offered, recipients elaborate and focus more on the fail-
ure, even when an excuse is considered valid. Specifically, we pre-
dict that customers’ critical evaluations of a minor failure increase 
when an excuse is provided (H2), thus decreasing customer satisfac-
tion (H3). We then identify a boundary condition, level of suspicion, 
and show that individuals primed with suspicion of negative ulterior 
motives are less satisfied after a minor failure when given no excuse 
(H4), as priming suspicion prompts individuals to seek out causes for 
failures (Fein, 1996; Fein, Hilton, and Miller, 1990). 

We test these predictions in three studies, using different failure 
contexts and excuses. In study 1, we used a 2 failure (major/minor) 
x 2 excuse (yes/no) between subjects design. The scenario indicated 
that participants were getting their car’s battery replaced. We ma-
nipulated failure by varying the actual price for the replacement from 
its prior estimate ($120): $125 for minor, and $170 for major failure. 
In the excuse condition, the mechanic offered an apology and excuse 
(“We did not have the right kind of battery for your car and had to or-
der it and that is why your price is higher”), whereas in the no-excuse 
condition, the mechanic only apologized for the price increase. In 
addition to main effects, we obtained the predicted significant fail-
ure x excuse interaction. In the minor failure condition, providing an 
excuse elicited lower satisfaction ratings relative to when an excuse 
was not provided. No difference emerged in the major failure condi-
tion. 

In study 2, we investigated the process in detail. We used a 2 
failure (major/minor) x 2 excuse (yes/no) between subjects design. 
The scenario was identical to that of study 1, except we manipulated 
delivery delay. At pickup, either the mechanic showed up after a 5 
minute-delay (minor failure) or a 30 minute-delay (major failure). In 
the excuse condition, the mechanic apologized for the delay and of-

fered an excuse (“We did not have the right kind of battery for your 
car”), but only offered the apology in the no-excuse condition. In 
addition to main effects, a significant failure by excuse interaction 
also emerged. When failure was minor, satisfaction was lower with 
an excuse (vs. no-excuse). In the major failure condition, no differ-
ences emerged as a function of excuse presence. A marginal two-way 
failure x excuse interaction also emerged for critical evaluations; in 
the minor failure condition, participants were more critical when 
an excuse was offered relative to when it was not. No differences 
emerged in the major failure condition. Furthermore, critical evalua-
tions mediated the effect of excuses on satisfaction.

In study 3, we manipulated suspicion by asking participants to 
either read an article on the potential for unethical behavior among 
employees (suspicion condition) or a neutral article (control condi-
tion) before completing the mechanic scenario from study one. We 
only considered the minor failure condition. As expected, the sus-
picion x excuse interaction was significant for satisfaction. In the 
control group, participants were less satisfied when an excuse was 
offered relative to when it was not. However, when primed with sus-
picion, participants were more satisfied when an excuse was offered 
relative to when it was not. 

While prior research suggests that valid excuses lead to positive 
evaluations (Hill, Baer, and Morgan 2000), we find that provider-
relevant valid excuses can be problematic (we conducted several 
pretests to ensure that excuses were considered valid). Our findings 
also suggest different processes for evaluating minor versus major 
failures. By studying service failures from the consumer perspective, 
our findings provide a fuller understanding of consumers’ immediate 
reactions to service failures, and enriches both services and excuse-
making literature in new ways. 

While past research has focused extensively on what wrong-
doers can say and do to recover from failures, our results suggest 
that doing nothing can be advantageous. Thus, there appears to be 
a significant asymmetry between what both researchers and firms 
think increases satisfaction and what actually occurs, particularly af-
ter minor failures. At a time when the ethos of service is to go above 
and beyond the call of duty to keep consumers happy, we suggest 
that omission of information can do more to improve satisfaction 
and firm perceptions.  Our findings thus are consistent with a quote 
attributed to Gabriel Meurier that “He who excuses himself, accuses 
himself.”
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT 
When consumers engage in an activity, they are likely to in-

vest both time and money in that activity to ensure a desirable out-
come.  However, research recognizes that thinking about spending 
time or spending money on an activity evokes distinctly different 
consumer mindsets (Liu and Aaker 2007).  Thinking about spend-
ing time evokes real and imagined experiences that are invariably 
tagged with deep feelings and emotions (Schwarz and Clore 1996), 
whereas thinking about spending money triggers less emotional and 
more concrete thoughts about the rewards that consumers can expect 
in return (Vohs, Mead, and Goode 2006).  The current paper builds 
upon these existing theories to suggest that spending time on an ac-
tivity may reduce the sting of an ultimate loss, relative to spending a 
commensurate amount of money on the same activity.

When individuals spend money (relative to time) on an activity, 
they are more likely to regard the spent money as an investment that 
should give them a tangible benefit or a return (Soman 2001; Okada 
and Hoch 2004; Vohs, Mead, and Goode 2006).  A subsequent loss, 
then, is likely to trigger thoughts that the money has gone to waste.  
However, when individuals spend time on the same activity, the time 
spent strengthens their personal connections to the activity, and fo-
cuses them more on the activity experience (Mogilner and Aaker 
2009; Schwarz and Clore 1996; Van Boven and Gilovich 2003).  A 
subsequent loss, then, may not sting as much, as the thoughts that are 
triggered may focus more on how the time spent helped the individu-
als to develop (gain) their potential (Ryan and Deci 2000). 

Study 1 tests the above proposition in a 2 (spending time/spend-
ing money) by 2 (win/lose) between subjects scenario-based study.  
One hundred and twenty undergraduates (52 females) imagine that 
they are preparing in different ways to win a tennis tournament.  For 
the time/money manipulations, we calibrated the exchange rate be-
tween the two currencies in a pretest (n = 30) and found that the 
tradeoff rate to be $12.50 per hour (see Okada and Hoch, 2004, for 
similar results).  Accordingly, half of the participants imagined that 
they had spent 40 hours (practicing with friends) and $25 (buying 
equipment) preparing for the tournament, whereas the other half of 
the participants imagined that they had spent $500 and 2 hours, doing 
the same.  The win/lose manipulation had half of the sample imagine 
that they ultimately won the tournament, and the other half imagine 
that they lost. 

We measured outcome happiness on a 7-point scale (unhappy/
happy scale; see Van Boven and Gilovich 2003), and the extent to 
which our participants felt pressured for time (Andrews and Smith 
1996) and pressured for money (Mittal 1994) in their lives.  In all 
analyses, we treated the latter two variables as statistical covariates.  
Figure 1 shows the means of outcome happiness across all four ex-
perimental conditions.  As expected, in the loss condition, partici-
pants were less unhappy, if they had spent more time, relative to 
spending more money (F(1, 55) = 4.9, p < .05).  The time/money 
manipulation did not affect outcome happiness in the win condition 
(F(1, 57) = 1.45, p > .10).  

Figure 1
study 1:  results
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In Study 2, we made two changes relative to Study 1.  First, we 
use a different scenario (an investments competition); the change in 
context was promoted by a pretest (n = 23), which showed that while 
participants are more predisposed towards spending time to prepare 
for a tennis tournament, they are more inclined to spend money to 
prepare to win an investments competition.  Second, Study 2 tests 
for a potential mediator of the time/money effect on outcome happi-
ness.  Specifically, we argue that spending time on an activity makes 
a person focus more on the experience of personal striving and social 
connection (Mogilner and Aaker 2009; Mogilner 2010).  This expe-
rience allows individual to get closer to attaining his/her potential, 
thereby enhancing that person’s feelings of psychological well-being 
(Ryan and Deci 2000), and buffering the sting of the ultimate failure.  
Spending money on an activity, however, makes a person focus on 
external rewards that fail to satisfy needs for self-actualization (Van 
Boven and Gilovich 2003).  An ultimate loss, then, only highlights 
that the reward was not obtained and the money spent was wasted. 

One hundred and forty-eight undergraduates (61 females) par-
ticipated in Study 2, and were randomly assigned to one of four 
conditions in a 2 (time/money: spending $500, spending 40 hours) 
by 2 (outcome: winning, losing) between subjects experiment.  In 
addition to outcome happiness, and the tendencies to feel pressured 
for time and money (see Study 1), we measured psychological well-
being by tapping into the three main elements of that construct: au-
tonomy, competence, and relatedness (Deci et al. 2001; La Guardia 
et al. 2000, α = .81).  The Appendix reports the scales, as adapted to 
the study context.  

Figure 2 shows the means of outcome happiness across all four 
experimental conditions.  As expected, in the loss condition, par-
ticipants were less unhappy, if they had spent more time, relative to 
spending more money (F(1, 70) = 3.69, p = .06).  The time/money 
manipulation did not affect outcome happiness in the win condi-
tion (F(1, 70) < 1).  Preacher and Hayes’s (2008) SAS macro with 
5,000 bootstrapped samples revealed indirect-only mediation (Zhao, 
Lynch, and Chen 2010), in which psychological well-being mediates 
the effect of spending on outcome happiness (95% confidence inter-
val between 0.03, and 1.18; Figure 3). 
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Figure 2
study 2:  results
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Figure 3
Tests of Mediation

Spending  

Time 

Psychological 

Well-Being 

Outcome 

Happiness 

0.9** 
0.65*** 

1.00* 

0.47 (NS) 

Note: * = significant at the .1 level; 
 ** = significant at the .05 level; 
 *** = significant at the .01 level; 
 NS = not significant

Our research shows that spending time (as opposed to a com-
mensurate amount of money) on an activity reduces the sting of an 
ultimate loss as consumers may think of the time spent as enhanc-
ing their psychological well-being in their goal pursuit.  Future re-
search may wish to investigate how such enhanced psychological 
well-being could engage consumers to continue pursue their goals 
when substantial effort has already been invested (Fishbach, Dhar, 
and Zhang 2006) and/or prevent them from disengaging from goal 
pursuit after encountering some initial failure (Fishbach and Dhar 
2005).  A second direction would be to investigate, how enhanced 
feelings of well-being could potentially elevate the desirability of the 
ultimate goal (Zhang et al. 2011) and assist in goal pursuit. 

APPEndIx 
MEAsUrE FOr PsYCHOLOGICAL WELL-bEInG*

1. I feel that I have become a better investor (competence)
2. I feel that I have been able to learn new investing skills (com-

petence)
3. I do not regret, for one moment, the amount of time (money) 

that I put into preparing for the competition (autonomy)
4. I do not care what other people think about the amount of time 

(money) that I put into the competition (autonomy)
5. I feel more connected to the bank (relatedness)
6. I feel more close to the other interns/professionals in the bank 

(relatedness)
* All measures on a 1 = Not agree at all to 9 = Very strongly 

agree scale
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT 
Recently, a number of journal articles have examined the ef-

fects of construal on consumer behavior.  Construal level has been 
shown to influence voting, self-control, saving, social influence, con-
servation and perceptions of complementarity or promotion value 
(Cheema & Patrick, 2008; Ülkümen & Cheema, 2011).  Our research 
finds evidence that matching the construal level of advertising copy 
to that of the focal product can improve product attitudes by facilitat-
ing processing fluency, a finding that has significant implications for 
attitude and advertising research.  

Construal level theory (CLT), has found evidence that, as ab-
straction increases, psychological distance increases and as psycho-
logical distance increases processing of abstract events is facilitated 
(Liberman and Trope 1998).  This research has shown that desirabili-
ty is more abstract than feasibility, idealistic values (respect, honesty, 
etc.) are more abstract than pragmatic and functional concerns (uses, 
extrinsic benefits) and hedonic products (music, chocolate) are also 
more abstract than utilitarian products (glue stick, ball point pen).  
CLT has also discovered that psychological distance can be affected 
by temporal, geographical and social distance in such a way that ob-
jects that are farther away on these dimensions are construed more 
abstractly.  In other words, a computer that comes out in a year, or 
was made in Europe, or is owned by an out-group member is con-
strued at a higher level than one that is coming out next week, made 
in the US or owned by a close friend. 

While social psychology has found differences in attitudes, per-
ceptions, and behavior depending on the level of construal, psycho-
linguists have also studied the idea of abstract vs. concrete. Research 
on linguistic categories finds that words with the same semantic 
definitions can be grouped into different levels of abstractness. The 
Linguistic Category Model developed by Semin and Fiedler (1988) 
provides 5 categories of words that have different degrees of cog-
nitive functions in interpersonal communications and vary in their 
level of abstraction.  It is found that adjectives are generally gov-
erned by abstract, semantic relations rather than be governed by the 
contingencies of contextual factors; verbs, in contrast, are generally 
governed by concrete relations. 

We apply these speech classifications to marketing messages in 
print ads and propose a construal-matching effect.  We hypothesize 
that an effective match facilitates a fluency that results in increased 
persuasiveness of the matched messages.  Using verbs (concrete) 
to advertise utilitarian (concrete) products (e.g. glue stick), due to 
matching, will make the message more effective.  In the same vein, 
using adjectives (abstract) to advertise hedonic (abstract) products 
(e.g. music) will create positivity.

Study 1 examines the matching hypothesis by examining two 
different products with either matched or unmatched messages.  
Study 2 examines the matching hypothesis by priming the same 
product to be either hedonic or utilitarian.  Finally, in study 3, to pro-
vide more evidence of the construal-matching hypothesis, we alter 
the release date of the iced coffee to be distal or proximal, manipulat-
ing a different dimension of psychological distance and still see the 
positive effects of construal-matching.

A pretest revealed a glue stick to be primarily utilitarian and 
an mp3 to be primarily hedonic.  Therefore, these were taken as the 
two focal products in study 1.  Two versions of ads for each of the 

two products were developed for the experiment and pretested to be 
semantically equivalent. One version of the ads use concrete verb 
words, the other version of the ads use abstract adjective words. After 
reading the ads, subjects reported their brand attitude, message be-
lievability and desirability, cognitive involvement when reading the 
ad, and cognitive responses.

The results of study 1 support the construal-matching hypothe-
ses. Ads framed in concrete words were perceived to be more believ-
able and persuasive when they were used to describe the utilitarian 
product. In contrasts, ads framed with abstract words were perceived 
to be more convincing and more effective when used to describe the 
hedonic product.  

The initial pretest also revealed that iced coffee was considered 
to be a hybrid product consisting of hedonic and utilitarian attributes.  
Therefore, this product was used in study 2.  In study 2, subjects were 
primed to either view iced coffee as hedonic or utilitarian.  Consis-
tent with traditional methods of priming, subjects were given a word 
search in which they were either asked to find words that related to 
utility (function, aim, objective, function, etc.) or to hedonicity (love, 
enjoy, fun, pleasure, etc).  They were then shown an ad promoting a 
new iced coffee drink at a university café.  This ad either used verbs 
to promote the product and café or adjective (e.g. tastes great vs. 
tasty).  

Results from this study also support our construal-matching hy-
pothesis.  Those who viewed ads that matched their primed mindset 
had more positive attitudes towards the iced coffee, the café, and the 
advertisement itself.

Finally, to test the generalizability of our matching hypothesis, 
in a third study, we change the dimension of psychological distance 
that influences construal of our focal product.  In study 3, we use the 
same iced coffee, but alter the opening day of the café to be either 
this coming fall or one year from now.  Again, even using a different 
manipulation, we see the same construal-matching.  Over all three 
studies, we see that using adjectives (verbs) to advertise abstract 
(concrete) products is the most effective.

This research adds to the steam of research examining the posi-
tive effects of matching. Work in frame matching (Cheema and Pat-
rick, 2008; Yan and Sengupta 2011) demonstrates that when message 
frames match an individual’s mindset, consumers are more likely to 
develop positive attitudes. Consistent with these positive matching 
effects, this research finds matching the construal level of advertise-
ment language to product features creates positivity.  Using adjec-
tives (verbs) to advertise abstract (concrete) products leads to the 
most positive product attitudes.   
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT 
People regulate affect when they choose options and behaviors 

specifically for their affect-related consequences (Cohen et al. 2008). 
Generally, people prefer to experience positive affect, a desire that 
manifests itself in two different affect regulation motivations; pro-
tection and lifting (Zillman 1988). When mood protecting, people 
attempt to remain in a positive affective state by avoiding tasks that 
may produce negative outcomes (Andrade and Cohen 2007; Isen and 
Means 1983). When mood-lifting, people approach various tasks in 
hopes of an affective boost. 

People in a positive affective state tend to exhibit a mood pro-
tection motivation.  They engage in more enjoyable behaviors, avoid 
painful experiences, take fewer risks, and help less, in order to main-
tain their positivity (Andrade 2005; Andrade and Cohen 2007; Forest 
et al. 1979; Isen and Geva 1987; Isen and Means 1983). 

Those in a negative affective state worry less about the affec-
tive consequences of their choices, seek more variety and are more 
helpful than those experiencing positive affect (Cialdini and Fultz 
1990; Cohen et al. 2008; Drolet and Luce 2004; Wegener and Petty 
1994). However, when experiencing negative affect people’s fo-
cus on mood-lifting differed depending on their beliefs about the 
transience and controllability of their affective state (Labroo and 
Muhkopadhyay 2009; Shen and Wyer 2008; Tice, Bratslavsky, and 
Baumeister 2001). Norem and Cantor (1986) argue for two regula-
tion strategies: defensive pessimism, in which people prepare for the 
worst, and optimism in which they hope for the best. However, they 
provide little insight into what underlying process leads to the selec-
tion of a strategy.

Our research identifies regulatory focus as the process by which 
affective states influence affect regulation motivation. Regulatory 
focus theory argues that there are two separate and independent self-
regulatory orientations: prevention and promotion (Higgins, 1997). 
A prevention focus emphasizes safety, responsibility, and security 
needs, is concerned with losses, and is especially sensitive to fail-
ure. A promotion focus emphasizes hopes, accomplishments, and 
advancement needs, is concerned with gains, and is especially sensi-
tive to attainment. Thus, someone who is either chronically, or situ-
ationally, prevention-focused generally prefers a “vigilant strategy”, 
and someone who is either chronically, or situationally, promotion-
focused generally prefers an “eager strategy” (Crowe and Higgins, 
1997; Higgins et al., 2001).

We hypothesize that one’s current affective state will directly 
impact their motivational state, which in turn will affect goal-setting, 
but that this impact will depend on one’s regulatory focus. We also 
expect that the affect regulation motivation of an individual will 
drive their goal-setting strategy; a protection motivation will lead 
to low goal-setting while a lift motivation will lead to higher goal-
setting. In other words, participants who are protection motivated 
will set goals lower than those who are lift motivated, regardless of 
their affective state.

Study 1 utilized a 3 × 3 between subjects, factorial design where 
affective state (positive, neutral or negative) was induced using pre-
viously tested videos (Cohen and Andrade 2004) and regulatory fo-
cus was manipulated by having participants write about their hopes 
and aspirations (promotion focus) or their duties and obligations 
(prevention focus) or daily routine (Freitas and Higgins 2002). 

The dependent variable was the goal set in an anagram task. Af-
ter setting a goal, participants evaluated their level of agreement with 
two key statements intended to capture their affect regulation moti-
vation (“I chose this goal because I wanted to improve my state of 
mind” and “I chose this goal because I wanted to keep the same state 
of mind”; Cohen and Andrade 2004). Using these two items, we cre-
ated a Motivation Score to capture the degree of one’s affect regula-
tion motivation. This index ranged from -6 to 6, where -6 indicates a 
strong protection motivation and 6 indicates a strong lift motivation. 

Results from study 1 (see table 1) indicate that participants in 
a positive affective state who were promotion focused, displayed a 
greater lift motivation than either those who were prevention focused 
or had no induced regulatory focus. In a negative affective state, par-
ticipants who were prevention focused were the most protection ori-
ented when compared to those who were promotion focused or had 
no induced regulatory focus.  These results demonstrate that regula-
tory focus is moderating the effect of affective state on affect regula-
tion motivation for people experiencing negative affect. 

We expect that one’s affective regulation motivation will medi-
ate the relationship between the current affective state by regulatory 
focus interaction and the goal-set. We support this hypothesis using 
Preacher and Hayes (2008) bootstrapping procedure to test for me-
diation (see figure 1). This mediation analysis shows that, regardless 
of their affective state, protection motivated participants set lower 
goals than participants that are lift motivated.

Table 1
study 1: Affect regulation Motivation and Goal-setting by 

Affective state and regulatory Focus

Affective state

regulatory 
Focus Positive neutral negative

Motivation Score

Promotion -.19 -.08 -1.07
Prevention 1.70 -.13 1.15
No Focus 1.35 .31 -.09

Goal-Setting

Promotion 30.0 31.4 34.6
Prevention 23.5 31.1 25.5
No Focus 25.6 30.5 31.2

Figure 1
study 1: Affect regulation serving as Mediator of Goal
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In a second study, we extend the literature on affect regulation 
by studying the role of specific emotions in strategic goal-setting.  
Previous research has indicated that while happiness and calm are 
both positive affective states, they have very different regulatory fo-
cuses. Specifically, calmness is associated with a prevention focus, 
while happiness is associated with a promotion focus.  Similarly, 
anxiety is associated with a prevention focus, while sadness is as-
sociated with a promotion focus.  Based on the results from study 1, 
we expect that regardless of affective state, those who are prevention 
focused will set lower goals than those who are promotion focused.  
Supporting this general hypothesis, we find that those who were in 
an anxious mood (prevention focused) set lower goals than those 
who were sad (promotion focused).  While not as strong an effect, 
those who were calm (prevention focused) also set lower goals than 
those who were happy (promotion focused).  

Our research expands the affect regulation literature in three 
key ways.  First, we extend this work by demonstrating that goal-set-
ting – because it divides the outcome space into success and failure 
(Heath, Larrick, and Wu 1999) – is a tailor-made way to strategically 
regulate affect. Second, we identify the role of regulatory focus in af-
fect regulation, in the process, explaining some of the contradictory 
results previously seen in the literature.  Finally, we use regulatory 
focus to identify how different emotions, not general affect, influ-
ence affect regulation motivation and strategic goal-setting.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT:
We study how momentary subjective experiences (feelings) 

caused by a characteristic of a message source contribute to message 
persuasiveness. Specifically, we focus on message recipients’ per-
ceived similarity with the message source and argue that similarity 
enables higher self/other merging (Aron et al. 1991), which is turn 
yields to a “feels right” experience driven from receiving and pro-
cessing that message. This feeling is then incorporated, as informa-
tion (Schwarz & Clore 1983), into judgment about the target of the 
message – increasing message persuasiveness. 

We used a similar paradigm in all our studies. In all studies we 
asked participants to read a scenario describing them trying to book 
a hotel online and to read a reviews of an unknown hotel and then 
evaluate the hotel based on the review. Similarity was manipulated 
through reviewer profiles. Other than the review(s), we gave no in-
formation regarding the hotel to the participants. In studies 1A-B we 
tested our basic assumption that feelings are responsible for a simi-
lar source’s higher persuasiveness. We manipulated our participants’ 
reliance on feelings versus logic by either instructing (1A) or prim-
ing (1B) them to use either their feelings or logic while evaluating 
the hotel. Specifically, in study 1A we adopted the instructions from 
Pham and colleagues (2001) and in study 1B, under the disguise of an 
open-ended study about different decision-making strategies, we told 
the participants to write down why they think using emotion (logic) 
in decision making is more beneficial than using logic (emotions). 
Then, in both studies we asked participants, to read the scenario and 
evaluate the hotel based on a negative review from an MBA student. 
Then participants reported their perceived similarity to the reviewer. 
In both studies we hypothesized that similarity enhances message 
persuasiveness only when participants are induced to rely on their 
feelings while evaluating the hotel, and not when they are made to 
use their logic. Results from both studies supported our hypothesis.

In studies 2 and 3, we built on research that shows that com-
pared to experiential motives, if people have functional motives they 
will make less use of their feelings (Pham 1998; Adaval 2001). In 
both studies, we hypothesized and showed that similarity enhances 
message persuasiveness only when the motive of booking a hotel is 
experiential (vacation), and not when it is functional (work). Study 
2 was different from studies 1A-B in that we manipulated similarity 
instead of measuring it. In this study we used a sample of student 
participants and ask them to imagine planning a trip for experiential 
or functional purposes. However, one group saw a profile of a re-
viewer who was an MBA student and the other group saw a profile 
of a researcher in a major chemical company. As expected, results 
showed that similarity influenced message persuasiveness only when 
motive was experiential, and not when it was functional. In study 3 
we used scenarios similar to study 2. However, we ran the study on a 
sample similar to studies 1A-B and we measured (instead of manipu-
lating) similarity. We also used two different profiles similar to study 
2 in this study, with the goal of showing that the profiles per se do 
not have any effect on persuasiveness. Replicating results of study 2 
we showed that higher message persuasiveness was associated with 
higher perceived similarity, but only when participants had experien-
tial motives. Our effects held for both reviewer profiles, generalizing 
our findings. 

In study 4, we built on research suggesting that the affective 
system is a decision-making system of the present (Chang & Pham 
2012) to show that similarity increases message persuasiveness more 
if people are making a judgment about the near future, versus distant 
future. Here all participants had to first read a scenario that asked 
them to imagine that they would go on the trip in a week (near-fu-
ture), or a year from now (distant-future) and then complete the pro-
cedure similar to study 3, except that they only saw the profile of an 
MBA student. The results supported our hypothesis. We based study 
5 on the notion that people use feeling more for more reachable and 
immediate decisions (Mischel & Shoda 1995). Here the scenarios 
either told participants that they are participating in a lottery to win 
the trip and chances of winning are either 1-in-5 (high-probability) 
or 1-in-5000 (low probability). As predicted, the association between 
perceived similarity and message persuasiveness was higher if par-
ticipants had higher probability of winning the hotel (compared to 
lower probability). 

In study 6, we built on the literature that shows that assessment 
of relevance of feelings requires substantial cognitive resources 
(Avnet, Pham, & Stephen 2012) and showed that even when people 
have functional motives, a similar source is more persuasive if par-
ticipants have only limited cognitive resources. Here, as in study 2 
we manipulated similarity instead of measuring it. Student partici-
pants had to first memorize a two-digit (low-cognitive-load group) 
or a seven-digit (high-cognitive-load group) number. Then they all 
read the functional scenario identical the one used in study 2. We 
manipulated similarity same as study 2. As expected, similarity en-
hanced message persuasiveness if participants did not have cognitive 
resources, but not when they had cognitive resources available. In all 
our studies, controlling for reviewer expertise, credibility, and trust-
worthiness did not affect the results. Also, in studies 3, 4, and 5, we 
measured participants’ self-reported “feels right” sensation towards 
the message. Mediated moderation analysis in all studies supported 
the notion that similarity makes the message “feel right” but people 
do not use this feeling when they do not see feelings relevant, thus 
lack of persuasiveness of a similar source in conditions where we 
expect less use of feelings.
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Using Construal-Level Theory to deter social desirability responding
Scott Wright, Providence College, USA

ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Social desirability responding (SDR) is the tendency of respon-

dents to adjust their responses or behavior in such a way as to pres-
ent themselves in socially acceptable terms (Maccoby and Maccoby 
1954). The systematic bias introduced by SDR threatens the legiti-
macy of empirical research by confounding a phenomenon of inter-
est with impression management behavior, thus obscuring research 
results and potentially triggering false conclusions (see Fisher 1993; 
Ganster, Hennessey, and Luthans 1983). When SDR is a concern 
(e.g., when asking socially sensitive, embarrassing, or private ques-
tions), researchers commonly use techniques such as indirect ques-
tioning to avoid the bias introduced by SDR. By asking respondents 
how most or the typical person would respond (i.e, referring to a third 
party target) the respondent transcends from an egocentric focus on 
his or her own unflattering attitudes or behavior onto that of an am-
biguous target. Given the target’s indistinctness, respondents project 
their own feelings, attitudes, behaviors, or beliefs when responding 
while remaining psychologically distanced from the true, yet socially 
undesirable response (Calder and Burnkrant 1977; Grubb and Stern 
1971; Haire 1950). 

According to construal-level theory (CLT) this process of “tran-
scendence” is made possible because individuals are able to form 
abstract mental construals (Liberman and Trope 1998; Trope and 
Liberman 2003; Trope and Liberman 2010). This mental construal 
process is essential to recalling the past, empathizing with others, 
imagining what could have been, and visualizing future events. As 
mental construals increase, individuals refocus from detailed, inci-
dental features to central, fundamental characteristics (Trope and 
Liberman 2010). Consequently, we propose that indirect question-
ing prompts respondents to deemphasize the contextual demand to 
engage in impression management behavior through an increase in 
construal-levels.  

In our project, we apply CLT to develop and explain novel tech-
niques deterring SDR. To test the effectiveness of our techniques, we 
chose two contexts known to exhibit SDR (consumer surveys and 
consumer choices). In study 1 we demonstrate that increasing con-
strual-levels through psychological distances decreases SDR within 
a survey context. To gain deeper insights into the cognitive mecha-
nism, we directly manipulated construal-levels in study 2, and found 
that increasing construal-levels directly decreased SDR on a subse-
quent choice task. In study 3, we examined a mediational model es-
tablishing relationships between psychological distance, impression 
management, and choice. 

sTUdY 1
To investigate whether increasing construal-levels through psy-

chological distances might attenuate SDR within a survey we had 
453 participants complete seven marketing scales shown or suspect 
to elicit SDR: Materialism (Richins 2004), Impulsive Buying Ten-
dency (Martin, Weun, and Beatty 1994), CSR (Sen and Bhattacharya 
2001), Green Orientation (Dunlop and Van Liere 1978), Frequency 
of Healthy Preventative Behaviors (Jayanti and Burns 1998), Televi-
sion Viewing Frequency, and Regulation of Alcohol Consumption, 
while manipulating the questioning format according to the dimen-
sions of psychological distance (i.e., temporal, spatial, or social dis-
tance). Participants also completed a measure of SDR using Paulhus’ 
(1991) BIRD scale.

To detect the presence of SDR, we implemented Steenkamp et 
al.‘s (2010) substance versus style approach and regressed the two 
dimensions of SDR onto each marketing scale. In support of our 
hypotheses, when using direct questioning, five of the seven con-
structs exhibited a non-negligible relationship with one of SDRs two 
factors. We hypothesized that indirect questioning increasing social 
or spatial distance would attenuate SDR, while temporal distance 
would enhance SDR given research on the future optimism effect 
(see Regan, Snyder, and Kassin 1995; Weinstein 1980). Results in-
dicate that whereas indirect questioning increasing social or spatial 
distance reduced the number of scales demonstrating a non-negligi-
ble relationship with SDR (compared to direct measures), indirect 
questioning increasing temporal distance increased this number, thus 
lending preliminary support to our hypotheses.  

sTUdY 2
Previous research demonstrates a bidirectional relationship be-

tween the psychological distance dimensions and construal-level, 
such that as construal-levels increase, inferred psychological dis-
tances increase, and vice versa (Trope and Liberman 2010). In study 
2 we explored the mediational role of construal-levels and extended 
our findings to a consumer choice context. Consumers construe sus-
tainable actions, products, and attitudes as pro-social in nature (i.e., 
beneficial to society), as a result, there exists a social pressure to 
display behaviors endorsing sustainability (see Luchs et al. 2010). 
Consistent with our hypothesis that increasing construal-levels will 
decrease SDR we found that when we increased contrual-levels 
through an obstensably unrelated mind-set task (Freitas, Gollwitzer, 
and Trope 2004), the share of choice for a non-sustainable (vs. sus-
tainable) laundry detergent increased from 10% to 27% in a subse-
quent choice task (χ2(1,97) = 4.48, p < .05).

sTUdY 3
To provide additional clarity into the underlying mechanism, in 

study 3, we manipulated self-presentation demand and the psycho-
logical distance of the choice task while incorporating a measure of 
SDR (N=406). Self-presentation demand was manipulated by asking 
participants to present themselves as favorably as possible during 
the experiment (see Paulhus 2002). To test the generalizability of 
our results we incorporated two choice tasks each between a sustain-
able and non-sustainable option. The results provide evidence of an 
indirect-only moderated mediation model (see figure 1). When the 
demand to engage in impression management behavior was high, in-
creasing the psychological distance of the choice task successfully 
deterred respondents from engaging in deliberate SDR. We also re-
port a significant relationship between the impression management 
dimension of SDR and choice, whereby the impression management 
tendency increased the likelihood of selecting the sustainable (vs. 
non-sustainable) laundry detergent (β = .37, Wald χ2 = 8.63, p < .004) 
and hand sanitizer (β = .34, Wald χ2 = 5.67, p < .02). A significant 
indirect effect between our interaction term and choice through im-
pression management provided evidence of the mediational process 
and identified the distortion as deliberate for both laundry detergents 
(β = .18, p < .05) and hand sanitizers (β = .16, p < .05). 
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Figure 1
study 3: Indirect-Only Mediated Moderation Model For Choice

Interaction 

Impression 
Management 

Sustainable 
Laundry  

β = .29** β = .29** (.25*) 

β = .08 (.01) 

Interaction 

Impression 
Management 

Sustainable 
hand sanitizer 

β = .29** β = .23** (.23*) 

β = -.14 (-.21) 

Note: Betas outside parenthesis represent standardized regression 
coefficients for the direct relationships between the variables; betas inside 

parentheses represent regression coefficients for the strength of relationships 
between to variables after statistically adjusting for the other variable in the 

model. Asterisks indicate level of significance (* p < .05, ** p <.01). 

The results support our hypothesis that increasing construal-
levels directly or through psychological distances deters SDR by 
deemphasizing contextual demands to engage in impression man-
agement behavior, thus, encouraging respondents to report accurate 
responses. This research has important methodological and substan-
tive implications for marketers, researchers, and consumer psycholo-
gists.
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Conservative When Crowded: How social Crowding Leads to safety-Oriented Choices
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT:
While extant research on crowding in retail contexts indicates 

that it can reduce shopper satisfaction and precipitate an earlier de-
parture from the store (Eroglu et al., 2005; Hui and Bateson 1991), 
relatively little research has examined whether being crowded might 
influence the actual choices consumers make. Thus, despite the fact 
that many socially crowded locations (e.g., stores or offices) are actu-
ally places where highly consequential decisions are made, our un-
derstanding of the potential effects of crowding on decision making 
is rather incomplete (e.g., Epstein and Karlin, 1975). 

The most germane concept in developing our theoretical frame-
work is the notion of personal space, as violations of personal space 
are particularly likely to occur in crowded public settings. Personal 
space is defined as a moveable boundary around the human body, 
primarily functioning as a buffer protecting individuals from poten-
tial threats (Graziano and Cooke, 2006). Research shows that viola-
tions of this personal space lead individuals to experience feelings of 
anxiety and psychological unease (Hall, 1966). Further, recent neu-
rological research has shown that personal proximity activates the 
amygdala, the structure known to be involved in social approach and 
avoidance response (Kennedy et al., 2009). Indeed, crowding leads 
to physiological outcomes such as increased skin conductance, high 
arousal, and low experienced pleasure (Worchel and Teddlie, 1976). 
From an approach-avoidance motivation perspective, all these find-
ings are consistent with social crowding leading to the avoidance 
motivation system being activated as part of a broader self-protection 
mechanism (Lang and Bradley, 2008).

Substantial empirical evidence demonstrates that an avoidance 
motivation is associated with prevention goals (Forster, Higgins, and 
Idson, 1998). Consequently, we propose that if social crowding leads 
to the activation of the avoidance system, then a greater prevention 
focus is likely to result. Therefore, we propose crowded individuals 
are more likely to seek objects with connotations of personal safety as 
these objects are instrumental in achieving the activated prevention 
goal (Markman and Brendl, 2000). Similarly, from a regulatory fit 
perspective, individuals experience regulatory fit when they choose 
objects with safety implications because those alternatives align with 
their goal orientation (i.e., a prevention goal). As such, individuals 
may more readily choose these options because it feels appropriate 
to them to choose an option that fits their regulatory focus (Higgins, 
2000; Lee and Aaker, 2004). Three studies explore the relationship 
between social crowdedness and risk oriented choice.

Study 1 (N=49) was an initial investigation as to whether be-
ing socially crowded increases the accessibility of safety oriented 
constructs. Social crowdedness was manipulated directly by having 
participants complete the task in a laboratory room that was either 
crowded (24 participants per session) or uncrowded (3-4 participants 
per session). Participants were presented with a word search grid and 
were given 3 minutes to write down as many words as they could 
find. The grid contained 10 neutral words (e.g., speaker, coffee) and 
10 safety related words (e.g., insurance, helmet). While participants 
found a similar number of words in each condition, participants in the 
crowded room uncovered a greater number of safety-related words 
than those in the less crowded room (F(1, 47) = 9.23, p=0.004). 

Study 2 (N=75) was designed to build on Study 1 by explor-
ing if this apparent crowding driven increase in safety-orientation 

would influence product decisions, and whether this effect would 
be mediated by a greater prevention focus. To generalize the results 
from Study 1, social crowdedness was manipulated via picture prim-
ing. Specifically, participants were exposed to one of three images: 
a crowded scene, an uncrowded scene, or a no picture control. Next, 
participants completed two preference tasks designed to explore their 
preference toward making choices with prevention orientated ben-
efits. These were presented as scenarios requiring participants to in-
dicate their relative preference between two places to visit while their 
flight was delayed (pharmacy vs. convenience store) and between 
two free gifts at a local store (first aid products vs. a box of cookies). 
Finally, we administered a questionnaire designed to measure partici-
pants’ incidental regulatory focus. This questionnaire followed Hig-
gins and colleagues (1994) approach and required participants to rate 
the importance to them of 14 different issues on a nine-point scale 
anchored from 1 (“extremely important”) to 9 (“extremely unimport-
ant”). Half of the items reflected a promotion focus (e.g., “doing well 
in work”) and half a prevention focus (e.g., “avoiding unsafe sexual 
practices”). The summed importance scores for the promotion items 
were subtracted from the equivalent summed prevention item scores 
to create a measure of net prevention focus (see Lockwood, Jordan, 
and Kunda 2002).

Results showed that, participants in the crowded condition il-
lustrated a dramatically stronger net prevention focus than did those 
in the uncrowded and control conditions (F(2,72) = 11.9, p<.001). 
Similarly, both rating tasks also indicated a stronger preference for 
the safety oriented options (i.e., pharmacy and first-aid kit) in the 
crowded conditions. More importantly, mediation analysis using 
5,000 bootstrap samples revealed that these safety-oriented prefer-
ences were mediated by the net-prevention focus scores. For a de-
tailed description of these results. 

Study 3 (N=114) aimed to further generalize our findings by 
examining if the crowdedness of the environment would enhance re-
ceptivity towards persuasive messages presented with a prevention-
oriented frame. After completing the same picture priming task from 
Study 2 (control vs. crowded vs. uncrowded conditions), participants 
were presented with an oral-hygiene message presented with either 
a prevention or promotion focus and were asked to rate the impor-
tance of the message in various ways. Results revealed the expected 
Crowding X Message framing interaction on the message impor-
tance rating (F(2, 108) = 11.9, p < .001) with participants primed 
with crowdedness rating the prevention oriented message as (a) more 
convincing (p = .013), (b) more appealing (p = .03), and (c) as saying 
something important to them  (p < .01). For detailed analysis. 

In sum, our research provides the first demonstration of the im-
portant finding that the crowdedness of the choice environment can 
significantly influence the choices we make in that environment.

APPEndIx

A) How You Can Prevent Gingivitis
Gingivitis is a serious and very common dental condition, but it 

is 100 per cent preventable and easily treated if you have it diagnosed 
early. So if you begin to notice the signs of gingivitis, then you need 
to pay a visit to you dentist for a recommended treatment plan.
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The condition is caused by an overgrowth of bacteria inside the 
mouth that converts into plaque and leads to bad breath, bleeding 
gums and often sore or swollen gums. If you leave the condition for 
too long, it can cause more serious conditions such as tooth loss, 
periodontal disease and even heart disease.

You can easily prevent the condition from occurring by com-
bining good home dental practices with regular dentist visits. By 
brushing, flossing and rinsing twice a day at home using the correct 
technique and then having a professional clean twice a year at your 
dentist, the instance of gingivitis is drastically reduced.

Before you brush, you should floss your teeth and get all the 
bacteria and food particles that get trapped between the teeth out. 
Brushing with then help to get rid of the bacteria on the tooth surface 
and get rid of plaque. Using a natural toothpaste that is based on mint 
oil is the best choice as it is both effective and gentle on your body. 
Mint oil is a naturally powerful antibacterial agent and also has anti-
fungal properties. In contrast commercial toothpastes contain deter-
gents, which can act as allergens for many people.

Mouthwash is another essential part of a good dental routine. It is 
able to kill bacteria left over in the mouth, particularly the bacteria that 
gets stuck around the gum line. Additionally, scraping your tongue can 
also get rid of a lot of bacteria that can lead to gingivitis. You can buy 
tongue scrapers, or alternatively, use your regular tooth brush.

Protecting your dental health from the onslaught of gingivitis 
is relatively easy, but the key is consistency. You have to ensure that 
you are brushing, flossing and rinsing twice a day to prevent the 
buildup of harmful bacteria in the mouth. When you visit your den-
tist you should discuss how you can best prevent gingivitis and other 
dental conditions and ask them to show you how to most effectively 
brush your teeth as many people do not use the right technique.

B) How You Can Get Brighter Smiles
Everyone loves a bright white smile. Fortunately there are a 

variety of procedures and products available today that can improve 
the look of yours. When exploring these options it’s wise to know 
the difference between “teeth whitening” and “teeth bleaching” and 
familiarize yourself with cosmetic dentistry and its terminology. 
With so many companies offering their magical teeth whitening 
treatments, it’s easy to feel overwhelmed. To counteract the influx 
of these potentially bogus programs, several websites have recently 
popped up with accurate and easy to digest information regarding 
your teeth.

Whitening one’s teeth is the process of restoring teeth to their 
natural color. This is done by removing the build-up and dirt col-
lected on the tooth’s surface. You can achieve these results with 
toothpastes that boast a whitening agent. Having your teeth cleaned 
regularly is an excellent way to keep your teeth free of debris. 

Bleaching one’s teeth actually whitens teeth beyond their natu-
ral state to produce its desired result. The use of a bleach-containing 
agent will draw out the stain and color leaving them clean and whiter 
than before. There are two types of bleach used in this process. Hy-
drogen peroxide is used by your dentist in a controlled environment 
and contains a high level of peroxide. Take-home kits use carbamide 
peroxide which has a lower percentage of peroxide and is therefore 
safer to use on your own.

Over-The-Counter teeth bleaching products can be purchased 
at your local drugstore for the most affordable prices. A good choice 
would be one that uses a tray (as a dentist would) that covers the 
teeth and holds the peroxide-based gel in place over your teeth. Oth-
er options include strips and “paintable” teeth whitening gel. Many 
toothpaste brands incorporate peroxide as a way to bleach teeth 
while brushing. 

Professional take-home teeth bleaching kits are slightly more 
expensive but are dentist-approved and therefore more reliable. They 
utilize the tray process and are custom fitted for your teeth. This 
makes them more effective than over-the-counter brands. Custom 
molded trays may take several weeks to receive so plan accordingly. 

The long and the short of it is that teeth whitening works. Virtu-
ally everyone who opts for this cosmetic treatment will see moderate 
to substantial improvement in the brightness and whiteness of their 
smile. However, teeth whitening is not a permanent solution and re-
quires maintenance or “touch-ups” for a prolonged effect.
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Products? The roles of Consumers’ Lay Theory on Global and Local Cultures

Yinlong Zhang, University of Texas at San Antonio, USA
Ying-Yi Hong, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

ExTEndEd AbsTrACT 
In today’s increasingly globalized world, many consumers tend 

to have both global and local identities (Arnett 2002; Benet-Martinez 
et al. 2002; Zhang and Khare 2009). A global identity refers to mental 
representations in which consumers are interested in global cultures 
and identifying with people around the world. A local identity refers 
to consumers’ mental associations of their faith in and respect for 
one’s local traditions and cultures as well as identifying with people 
in one’s local community (Arnett 2002; Zhang and Khare 2009).

How will consumers respond to marketing efforts targeted at 
their global and local identities? Recent research (Benet-Martinez 
et al., 2002; Hong et al., 2009) suggests that this may be dependent 
on consumers’ view of their two cultural identities; specifically their 
subjective perceptions of their two identities as compatible with or 
oppositional to each other. Consumers who believe that their two cul-
tural identities are compatible with each other tend to show assimi-
lative responses to the identity prime, while those who believe that 
their two cultural identities are opposite each other tend to show the 
contrastive response.  Based on Hong and her colleagues (2009), this 
happens because consumers who believe that their two identities are 
compatible with each other tend to hold separate knowledge about 
these two identities, and activation of one identity via prime will not 
activate the other identity. Since consumers tend to rely only on the 
accessible identity to form their evaluations, they provide identity 
consistent evaluations (i.e., assimilative identity effect). Consumers 
who believe that their two identities are oppositional to each other 
will experience activation of both identities in response to a prime. 
These two identities are conceptually opposite each other and as a 
result, consumers provide identity inconsistent evaluations (i.e., con-
trastive identity effect). 

Earlier studies have shown that consumers’ view on global 
and local cultures determines their global and local identities (Ar-
nett 2002). As a result, their lay theory of the relationship between 
global and local cultures can have similar effects as their lay theory 
of the global and local identities on product evaluations. Applying 
this framework to the global-local context, the bi-cultural identity 
lay theory predicts that the global-local identity will lead to an as-
similative identity effect for consumers who believe that global and 
local cultures are compatible with each other. For consumers who 
believe that the two cultures are oppositional to each other, a contras-
tive identity effect will be observed. We ran three studies to test this 
hypothesis as well as the underlying process. 

Study 1 was an identity primed (local vs. global) x lay theory 
(compatible vs. oppositional) x product version (local vs. global) 
mixed design, in which we measured consumers’ lay theory on glob-
al and local cultures. A total of 134 undergraduate students from a 
large southwestern U.S. university took part in this study for extra 
course credit. In this study, we found that the identity prime lead to 
an assimilative identity effect when participants believed that global 
and local cultures could be compatible with each other, and that the 
identity prime lead to a contrastive identity effect when participants 
believed that global and local cultures were opposite each other.

Study 2 was a lay theory prime (compatible vs. oppositional) x 
identity measured (local vs. global) x product version (local vs. glob-
al) mixed design, in which consumers’ lay theory of global and lo-
cal cultures was manipulated. A total of 164 undergraduate students 

from a large southwestern U.S. university took part in this study for 
extra course credit. In this study, through directly manipulating the 
lay theory, we showed that the measured global-local identity lead to 
an assimilative identity effect when participants believed that global 
and local cultures could be compatible with each other. Further, the 
measured global-local identity lead to a contrastive identity effect 
when participants believed that global and local cultures were op-
positional or conflicting each other. 

Study 3 was run to further test the possible process underlying 
this effect. A total of 152 undergraduate students from a large south-
western U.S. university took part in this globalization prime (positive 
vs. negative) x oppositional lay theory measured x product version 
(local vs. global) mixed design study for extra course credit. This 
study provided a test of the counter-arguing mindset, the explana-
tion for the contrast effect observed in the first two studies. Because 
the oppositional lay theory prime tends to make people believe that 
the two cultures are conflicting, they seem to engage in a counter-
arguing mindset when they process the global-local stimuli, and as 
a result they have the exact opposite associations in response to the 
stimuli.

Our results have several important theoretical implications. 
First, we provide boundary conditions for the identity accessibility 
effect in the context of global-local products. While earlier studies 
(Arnett 2002; Zhang and Khare 2009) tended to focus on the as-
similative accessibility effect, we found that when the global or local 
identity is made accessible it does not always lead to the assimilative 
identity effect. 

Second, our results have important implications for understand-
ing the assimilation vs. contrast debate in the literature (Förster & 
Liberman 2007; Reed 2004). While the earlier debate tended to fo-
cus on the diagnosticity of the accessible identity to determine if the 
evaluation is assimilative or contrastive (Zhang & Khare 2009), our 
results showed that the consumers’ view about the relationship be-
tween global and local cultures is another key to understanding the 
exact nature of product evaluation. 

Third, we provide a theoretical explanation for the contrasting 
findings about differential preference for local and global products. 
While earlier studies (Arnett 2002; Zhang and Khare 2009) showed 
that it is important to specify consumers’ accessible global or lo-
cal identity, we replicated the identity accessibility effect but also 
showed that it will happen only when consumers view their two 
identities as compatible with each other. Thus, our study provides a 
more comprehensive theoretical explanation for reconciling earlier 
reported divergent preference patterns for local and global products.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Psychological closure is the feeling of completeness of an ex-

perience, providing a feeling of pastness or distance between an ex-
perience and the current time (Beike, Adams et al. 2007). A same 
event can feel like it happened yesterday or like ancient history (Van 
Boven, Kane et al. 2010), and the notion of closure is important to 
consumer researchers because it may influence evaluations of the 
time since a product or service failure, or the likelihood that similar 
negative events will reoccur. In turn, this could affect the likelihood 
of consumers retaliating against a brand, likelihood of re-trying or 
reconsidering a brand, as well as decisions about insurance to protect 
from similar outcomes.

In this research, we examine how closure influences evalua-
tions of psychological distance from negative product experiences. 
We propose and test the role of emotional intensity as a mediating 
mechanism. Prior research has shown that closure alleviates negative 
emotion (Beike and Wirth-Beaumont 2005; Li, Wei et al. 2010)  and 
that emotional intensity and psychological distance have a negative 
relationship (Van Boven, Kane et al. 2010). In the present research 
we link these constructs to demonstrate that psychological closure is 
a significant determinant of psychological distance, both perceived 
temporal distance in Studies 1 and 2, and perceived probabilistic dis-
tance in Studies 3 and 4. Further, we explore the role of emotional 
intensity as both mediator (Study 1 to 4) and moderator (Study 3 & 
4) of this process.

Our findings show that, when people experience closure on a 
negative event, they feel as if the event happened a longer time ago 
and that a similar problem is less likely to reoccur. This perception 
was reflected in perceived product quality, purchase intention, and 
willingness to purchase insurance.

Study 1 was conducted in a university with a top ranked football 
team. The negative consumer experience was the team’s previous 
football season, which was one of the worst in the school’s history. 
All participants first read a short news clip reminding them of the 
overall abysmal performance of the team during the season. Next, 
depending on condition, participants were instructed to provide rea-
sons why they would consider the prior year’s football season as 
“closed” or “not closed.” This manipulation task has been success-
fully used in previous literature (Beike, Adams et al. 2007; Beike, 
Adams et al. 2010) and was used in all 4 studies of this research. Af-
ter the closure manipulation, participants reported on 11-point scales 
their felt emotions (i.e. frustrated, upset) when thinking about the 
football season. Finally, using measures from previous research (Van 
Boven, Kane et al. 2010), participants provided perceived temporal 
distance from the previous football season (0 = Feels like yesterday, 
10 = Feels far away; 0 = Feels very close, 10 = Feels very distant). 
As predicted, participants in the high (vs. low) closure condition re-
ported greater temporal distance (M = 7.2 vs. 5.4; p = .003), which 
was mediated by a significant reduction in emotional intensity (n 
boots = 5,000; 95% CI(.095, .822)). Study 2 further examined the 
mechanism by manipulating both closure and emotionality of the ex-
perience, and by looking at embarrassment rather than a loss as the 
negative experience (Dahl, Manchanda et al. 2001). Participants first 
recalled an embarrassing moment from the past and described it in 
either an emotional or emotionless manner depending on condition. 
Next, participants completed the closure manipulation as in study 1. 
As predicted, there was a significant interaction between closure and 

description emotionality.  Those in the emotional description condi-
tion reported significantly higher perceived temporal distance in the 
high (vs. low) closure condition (M = 6.78 vs. 5.19; p = .004) while 
there was no significant effect of closure in the low emotion condi-
tion. The moderated mediation was also significant. In the emotional 
description conditions, emotional intensity significantly mediated 
the effect of closure on perceived temporal distance (n boots = 5,000; 
95% CI(.234, .75)), but no effect or mediation was found in the low 
emotion description condition. 

Study 3 and 4 further expanded these results by examining clo-
sure on probabilistic distance. In study 3 participants read a negative 
product review and were instructed to write about why the experience 
could be thought of as closed or not closed, depending on condition.  
Participants in the high (vs. low) closure condition thought the likeli-
hood of the problem reoccurring was lower which was also reflected 
in their evaluations of product quality and purchase intention (M = 
3.85 vs. 3.37; p = .032). This was mediated by significant changes in 
emotional intensity (n boots = 5,000; 95% CI(.015, .213)).

Study 4, like study 2, manipulated both closure and emotional-
ity on participants’ own negative product experiences, by manipu-
lating whether participants wrote about it in either an emotional or 
pallid style, and by whether or not the experience could be consid-
ered closed or not. The predicted interaction revealed that, when par-
ticipants described the event in an emotional manner, high (vs. low) 
closure led to a lower willingness to purchase insurance that would 
protect them from that problem in the future (M = 3.86 vs. 5.81; p = 
.001). The same moderated mediation pattern as Study 2 emerged. In 
the emotional description conditions, emotional intensity significant-
ly mediated the effect of closure on probabilistic distance (n boots = 
5,000; 95% CI(-.486, -.003)), but no effect or mediation was found 
in the emotionless description condition.

To summarize, our results demonstrate how closure increases 
psychological distance as mediated though emotional intensity. With 
closure participants feel events happened longer ago (Study 1 & 
2) and were less likely to reoccur (Study 3 & 4). Manipulation of 
emotionality and mediation analysis shows how emotional intensity 
underlies this effect. The findings contribute to the literature on psy-
chological closure and psychological distance by finding it a new 
consequence and determinant, respectively.
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Powerlessness-induced Compensatory Consumption:  
The Preference for Experiential vs. Material Luxury Products
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Despite the lasting financial crisis, the commerce of luxury 

goods and services has enjoyed a continuous growth, reaching $276 
billion in sales in 2011 worldwide (Bain 2011). To better under-
stand the reasons of this success, recent work has started to examine 
more specifically the motives underlying individuals’ motivation to 
consume luxury products. In particular, recent work suggested that 
states of powerlessness can increase consumers’ preference for status 
products, because these products help them to alleviate the aversive 
feelings associated with powerlessness (Rucker and Galinsky 2008). 

The present work builds on a key distinction between two types 
of luxury offerings: experiences (e.g., a luxurious vacation or din-
ing in a high-end restaurant) and products (e.g., a status car or de-
signer piece of furniture). Interestingly, while some offerings might 
be uniquely categorized as experiences or products, a luxury brand 
might choose to frame its offering (e.g., a car) either as an experience 
(by emphasizing driving the car) or a material product (by emphasiz-
ing its features). As a first step, we investigate how one pervasive 
factor – consumers’ sense of power – will affect consumers’ prefer-
ences for experiential vs. material luxury. By power, we refer to peo-
ple’s perceived or actual asymmetric control over valued resources 
in social relations (Rucker, Galinsky and Dubois 2012). Past work 
showing that powerless consumers are more willing to spend on a 
luxury product than powerful and power-neutral consumers (Ruck-
er and Galinsky 2008) might predict that states of powerlessness 
equally foster preferences for material and experiential products, but 
little is known about whether the powerless’ preference might vary 
based on whether luxury is experiential or material. Yet, recent re-
search argued that experiences can be more rewarding than products 
(Carter and Gilovich 2010; Van Boven and Gilovich 2003). Thus, we 
make the novel proposition that states of powerlessness would foster 
greater preference for experiential luxury than for material luxury. In 
support for this proposition, the powerless’ sensitivity to their envi-
ronment might increase the value derived from experiential products 
(Galinsky et al 2008). 

We conducted two experiments to test these hypotheses. Results 
were analyzed using ANOVAs, regressions and t-tests, as appropri-
ate. 

ExPErIMEnT 1
The Powerless’ Preference for Experiential vs. Material Lux-

ury. One hundred and sixty four undergraduates filled out an online 
survey in exchange for extra course credit. They were randomly as-
signed to conditions in a 3 (power: low, high, control) × 2 (status: low, 
high) × 2 (product type: experience, possession) mixed design with 
status and object serving as a within-participants factor. Participants 
were asked to recall a time they had or lacked power (Galinsky et al. 
2003). Subsequently, participants were told they would participate 
to the evaluation of different consumer products. More specifically, 
participants were shown four different products associated with high 
and low levels of status, two of which were experiences (high-status: 
a luxury vacation; low-status: a massage; Van Boven and Gilovich 
2003) and two of which were material objects (high-status: luxury 
car; low-status: a fabric sofa; Rucker and Galinsky 2008). Partici-
pants were asked to indicate how much they would be willing to pay 
for each of the products. Consistent with past research, results re-

vealed a main effect for power, status and type of product, replicating 
both Rucker and Galinsky’s (2009) and Van Boven and Gilovich’s 
(2003) findings. Participants were willing to pay significantly more 
for a product under the low power (p< .05), for high status products 
(p < .001), and for experiential products (p < .001). Of key impor-
tance, there was he significant interaction of power × status × product 
type (p < .05). Low-power participants indicated a higher willingness 
to pay for experiential luxury than for material luxury, p <.01. Over-
all, these results support both Rucker and Galinsky (2008) and Van 
Boven and Gilovich (2003) assertions. Under the aversive state of 
powerless, consumer will pay more for high status material products, 
but will pay even more for high status experiential products.

ExPErIMEnT 2
Framing Luxury as Experience or Material. One hundred and 

twenty eight undergraduates filled out an online survey in exchange 
for extra course credit. They were randomly assigned to conditions 
in a 2 (power: low, high) × 2 (status: low, high) × 2 (product charac-
teristics: experiential, material) between-participants design. Power 
was manipulated through the recall task as in experiment 1. Next, 
participants took part to a consumer product experience. Participants 
were exposed to a high-status (Ferrari car) or low-status (Mini-van) 
framed as experiential (“the perfect driving experience”) or mate-
rial luxury (“the perfect car to own”). Our dependent variable was 
participants’ willingness to pay for the product, in percent of the re-
tail price. Results revealed significant main effects for status and for 
product type, similar to experiment 1 (p < .05). Of most importance, 
there was a significant power × status × product interaction (p < .01). 
That is, our participants were willing to pay the most under a low 
power condition and for the high status car when highlighting its 
experiential attribute than when highlighting its material attribute (p 
<.01).

Thus, overall consumers will be willing to pay more for ma-
terial products when they are thinking of the in experiential terms. 
Nevertheless, once again, state of low power forester greater attrac-
tiveness to high status experiential purchases in the form of willing-
ness to pay for them. 

COnCLUsIOn And COnTrIbUTIOns
Overall, our results successfully both replicated and integrat-

ed classic findings from the power literature (Rucker and Galinsky 
2008; 2009) and the literature on experiential purchases (Carter and 
Gilovich 2010; Van Boven and Gilovich 2003) assertions, and sup-
ported our novel proposition: powerless consumers paid more for 
high status luxury products overall, and indicated a higher preference 
for experiential purchases over material ones. These results suggest 
that experiential purchases have a greater compensatory power than 
material ones, and multiply the possibilities for future research. Im-
plications for power, and luxury marketing practices are discussed.  
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT:
Consumers tend to evaluate out-group brands less favorably 

than in-group brands. Though in-group favoritism and out-group 
hostility are well-established in the literature, little is known about 
how out-group brand evaluations can be improved. However, as 
the number of niche brands with small customer segments expand 
(Aaker 1991; Erdem and Sun 2002), brands that are perceived as 
the outgroup or are seeking to increase their customer base by ap-
pealing to more customer segments will need to overcome the less 
than favorable attitudes toward their brands. As such, marketers need 
to understand how consumers’ out-group brand evaluations can be 
improved.  To address this issue, we theorize that moral identity 
(hereafter, MI) will aid marketers of out-group brands in overcoming 
out-group hostility by enhancing brand evaluations.

MI is a self-regulating construct that fosters one’s moral ac-
tions (Aquino and Reed 2002). Prior research on MI suggests that 
individuals with high self-importance of MI have more expansive 
group boundaries (Reed and Aquino 2003). However, this expansive 
effect of MI has focused on prosocial and moral behavior toward out-
groups (Hardy et al. 2010; Reed and Aquino 2003) without consider-
ing whether these psychological characteristics of MI may extend 
to brands. Recognizing the role that morality may play in personal 
relationships (Hart et al. 1998; Reed and Aquino 2003) and the re-
lationships that consumers have with brands (Aaker 1997) suggests 
that MI can be extended beyond moral behavior. Specifically, MI 
may influence consumers’ responses to brands, which hold important 
social and reference group associations for consumers. 

We theorize that MI will act as a conduit that reduces the per-
ceived distance between a consumer and his or her out-group brands, 
thereby enhancing out-group brand evaluations. More specifically, 
consumers with high MI will more favorably evaluate their out-
group brands compared to those with low MI such that MI mod-
erates the effect of group membership on brand evaluations. Given 
the existing tendency to favor in-group brands (Escalas and Bettman 
2005; White and Dahl 2007), we propose that MI will not influence 
in-group brand evaluations. Furthermore, we theorize that this effect 
will be mediated by the psychological distance, the “subjective” per-
ception regarding how close or far an object is from the self (Trope 
and Liberman 2010), between consumers and their out-group brands. 

We conducted four studies to test our theorizing. Study 1 exam-
ined the moderating effect of MI on brand evaluations by measuring 
the chronic self-importance of MI. First, participants self-identified 
one ingroup and one outgroup and then listed a brand associated with 
each group, which followed Escalas and Bettman’s (2005) proce-
dure. After a 20 minute unrelated task, participants evaluated (us-
ing 4 items; e.g., unfavorable/favorable on a 7-point scale) the two 
brands that they identified earlier among several other filler brands 
and completed the Self-Importance of Moral Identity Scale (Aquino 
and Reed 2002). As theorized, the results revealed that consumers’ 
MI enhanced attitudes toward out-group brands but did not affect at-
titudes for in-group brands. 

To assess whether this effect occurred due to MI rather than 
related constructs, study 2 replicated these results using temporarily 
salient MI (Aquino et al., 2009). We primed participants with either 
MI or a student identity (SI, hereafter). Those primed with MI should 
temporarily have MI salient and those primed with SI should tem-

porarily have their SI salient, and thus temporarily low salience for 
MI, such that those in the MI condition would evaluate out-group 
brands more favorably than those in the SI condition, but identity 
prime would have no effect on in-group brand evaluations. Results 
were consistent with this theorizing.

Studies 3 and 4 investigated the underlying process by examin-
ing the mediating role of the psychological distance between the con-
sumer and the brand. To measure the psychological distance between 
a consumer and a brand, we utilized the Inclusion of Others in Self 
scale (IOS; Aron et al. 1992). In study 3, a 2 (brand group member-
ship: in-group vs. out-group) within-subjects design was used with 
MI measured continuously. All participants evaluated the pre-des-
ignated in-group (i.e., Nike, Polo) and out-group (i.e., TOMS, Old 
Navy) brands, which were pretested and presented in random order. 
The findings of Study 3 replicated the results of the first two studies, 
demonstrating the positive influence of consumers’ MI on out-group 
brand evaluations but no effect of MI on in-group brand evaluations. 
More importantly, the effect of MI was mediated by the psychologi-
cal distance such that consumers with high MI were more likely to 
expand their boundaries to outgroups than where those with low MI.

Study 4 sought to demonstrate the practical implications of these 
findings for out-group brands seeking to improve their brand evalu-
ations. Thus, we primed MI versus business identity (BI) in an ad-
vertisement for a hypothetical brand. Though previous studies on MI 
(e.g., Reed et al. 2007) manipulated participants’ MI through priming 
tasks, to the best of our knowledge, this study is the first attempt to 
show that MI can be temporarily primed through an advertisement. 
A 2 (brand group membership: in-group vs. out-group) X 2 (primed 
identity: BI vs. MI) between-subjects design was used. The results 
replicated the moderating effect of MI on brand group membership 
on brand evaluations as well as the mediating role of psychologi-
cal distance such that brand evaluations of a hypothetical out-group 
brand were more favorable when participants were exposed to the 
brand with an advertisement eliciting temporarily accessible MI.

This research extends both the marketing and MI literature by 
addressing the role of MI in consumers’ brand evaluations. First, we 
identify the role of MI in everyday consumer judgments that do not 
regard moral decision-making. Though it may be obvious that MI 
would influence prosocial behavior and brand evaluations for brands 
engaging in CSR or other moral behaviors, we demonstrate that the 
effects of MI extend beyond prosocial behavior to marketplace judg-
ments such as brand evaluations irrespective of the moral behaviors 
of the firm. Furthermore, brand managers seeking to overcome the 
less favorable perceptions associated with out-group brands may 
benefit from drawing upon consumers’ MI in their marketing com-
munications. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Social power refers to the ability to control others’ resources 

and outcomes (e.g., Fiske, 1993). However, there is a metaphorical 
relationship between social power and social distance. This relation 
is often conveyed symbolically. When a picture of a company hierar-
chy is drawn, for example, the CEO is at the top, with less powerful 
individuals at increasing distances away. This relationship may ex-
tend to physical distance as well. Construal level theory (e.g., Liber-
man, Trope and Wakslak, 2007) suggests that activating concepts of 
distance along one dimension can potentially influence judgments 
and overt behavior along other dimensions of distance to which these 
concepts are metaphorically related. The present research examined 
implications of this possibility.

The notion that “power equals distance” pervades many societ-
ies. Socially powerful individuals typically possess substantial mate-
rial/social resources and do not need to depend on others for survival. 
Therefore, they may be disposed to see themselves as separate and 
distinctive. By the same token, individuals with little power are more 
likely to depend on others to survive. Consequently, they are more 
likely to be motivated to maintain social closeness to others. These 
differences in social distance could generalize to physical distances.

This relation may not hold for the particular individuals in-
volved in a power relationship. Powerful people might be motivated 
to be close to their powerless counterparts in order to successfully 
exert their influence, whereas low-power individuals might resist be-
ing influenced against their will and find others’ imposition on them 
to be aversive. To this extent, they may be motivated to keep distance 
from those who have power over them. This, therefore, leads to our 
main hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1 People who perceive themselves to have high 
power in a particular relationship will judge 
themselves to be closer to the other person in-
volved in this relationship, but more distant from 
people in general, than people who perceive 
themselves to have low power. 

Three studies examined the possibility. In one study, partici-
pants wrote about a personal experience in which they either had 
power over another or another had power over them. Then, they indi-
cated both how close they felt to the other person in the situation they 
recalled and to other college students in general (adopted from Aron, 
Aron and Smollan, 1992). Participants perceived their distance from 
the person they wrote about to be less, but their distance from people 
in general to be greater, when they had written about a powerful ex-
perience than when they had described a powerless one.

A second study showed that individuals’ perception of them-
selves as socially distant from people in general affected the physical 
distance from others at which they feel comfortable.  After perform-
ing the same recall task we used in Study 1 to manipulate power 
status, participants were told that “because other persons are going to 
use this room, you will have to complete the second part of the ex-
periment in a different room” and on this pretext, participants moved 
to a different room for completing a questionnaire that assessed 
their conformity (adopted from Shen, Wan and Wyer, 2011). Seven 
chairs were lined up in the middle of this room, and a schoolbag had 
been left on the chair next to the extreme right, suggesting the pres-

ence of another person (Snyder and Endelman, 1979). Participants 
chose to sit further away from the chair occupied by unknown other 
if they had previously described a powerful experience than if they 
described a powerless experience. Furthermore, they showed less 
willingness to conform to others’ product preferences in the former 
condition than in the latter.

Finally, people’s perceptions of their social distance from others 
may affect their subsequent behavior. We examined this possibility 
under a gift-exchange situation. Gift-giving has been interpreted as a 
confirmation of the giver’s desire to establish a connection to the re-
cipient (Sherry, 1983). When accepting a gift, however, people may 
take reciprocity norms into consideration and feel indebted if they 
accept a gift from someone they feel close to (Shen, Wan and Wyer, 
2011). Therefore, we hypothesized that people who perceived them-
selves to be close to another would be more willing to give than to 
accept a gift, whereas people who perceived themselves to be distant 
from others might show the reverse pattern.  

In a third study, participants first completed the same power-
manipulation task employed in other studies. Then, they were asked 
to imagine a situation in which they shared a taxi with either (a) the 
person they recalled interacting with in the power-manipulation task 
or (b) a casual acquaintance. Finally, some participants indicated the 
likelihood that they would accept the other’s offer to pay the fare 
for both of them, whereas others estimated the likelihood that they 
would personally offer to pay the fare for both of them. As expected, 
participants were more willing to offer to pay the fare for the person 
they had written about, but were less willing to accept the other’s 
offer to pay, if they had had power over this person than if the per-
son had had power over them. However, priming feelings of power 
slightly decreased their willingness to pay for a casual acquaintance, 
but increased their willingness to accept an offer from this person, 
than priming feelings of low power. 

To conclude, although individuals who feel powerful are mo-
tivated to be close to the specific individuals over whom they have 
power, they prefer to be distant from people in general. Moreover, 
this tendency generalizes to actual behavior, leading them to sit 
further away from others, decreasing their tendency to conform to 
others’ preferences in a product choice situation, and affecting their 
tendency to give and accept gifts.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
People are becoming more conscious about health and weight 

control and as a consequence, calorie intake is an important concern 
for many consumers. However, people’s calorie estimation is shown 
to be vulnerable to various biases associated with the influence of nu-
trition labels (e.g., low fat) and package sizes (Chandon and Wansink 
2007; Scott et al. 2008). This research investigates another source of 
bias in calorie estimation, namely, the shape of the package contain-
ing food. 

According to the well-known elongation bias, container shape 
affects perception of spatial volume. People perceive the volume of 
a taller container as larger than that of a shorter and wider container 
(Raghubir and Krishna 1999). Extant research has also shown that 
the shape of the container affects perceived consumption and prod-
uct choice (Chandon and Ordabayeva 2009; Folkes and Matta 2004; 
Krishna 2006; Raghubir and Krishna 1999; Wansink and Van Itter-
sum 2003). However, little attention has been directed to the influ-
ence of container shape on calorie estimation, which may be partially 
caused by the common belief that calorie is a direct function of vol-
ume. This lay belief would suggest that when the two containers are 
equal in their actual volume, foods will be estimated to have more 
calories when they are contained in a taller container than a wider 
container due to the elongation bias. 

We propose the idea contradictory to this belief. Specifically, 
we hypothesize that food is perceived to have lesser calories when it 
is contained in a taller than in a wider container. This counterintui-
tive effect is assumed to arise from different psychological processes 
underlying the estimation of spatial volume and that of calories. Vol-
ume estimation is based on perceptual judgment and a taller con-
tainer is perceived to be more voluminous because human perception 
emphasizes height as the most salient dimension (visual prominence 
effect) (Krider, Raghubir, and Krishna 2001). In contrast, calorie es-
timation is conceptually driven. Because calorie is ambiguous and 
intangible, calorie judgment relies on inferences based on cogni-
tive associations. This is reason why consumer’s calorie estimation 
has been shown to be influenced by situationally activated concepts 
(Chandon and Wansink 2007; Chernev 2010; Scott et al. 2008; 
Kardes, Posavac, and Cronley 2004, Wansink and Chandon 2006). 

We hypothesize that package shape affects calorie estimation 
due to different conceptual associations activated by different shape. 
We propose that taller and thinner packages activate the concepts re-
lating to slimness and lightness, whereas shorter and wider packages 
activate concepts relating to fatness and heaviness. Further, consum-
ers use concepts brought to their mind to infer calories, resulting in 
biases in judgment. The slimness and lightness activated by an elon-
gated container will lead to underestimation of calories. By contrast, 
fatness and heaviness associated with a shorter and wider container 
will lead to overestimation of calories. 

Hypothesis 1:   Food will be perceived to have lower calories 
when it is contained in a taller container than 
when it is contained in a wider container even 
though the actual volume is made constant.

In Study 1, 40 participants estimated the calories of milk placed 
in a tall or a wide glass. The two glasses had equal volumes. The 
estimated calorie of milk in the wider glass was higher than that in 

the taller glass (Mtaller = 140.0 vs. Mwider = 163.3; F(1, 38) = 20.75, p < 
.001). The results were consistent with our hypothesis.

Study 2 demonstrates the opposite effect of package shape on 
volume estimation and calorie estimation. We expect a taller con-
tainer to be perceived to have more volume but lesser calories than a 
wider glass. Participants were presented with orange juice placed in 
a tall or wide glass. The participants estimated either the calories or 
the volume of the contained orange juice. Consistent with the elonga-
tion bias, the juice in the taller glass was perceived to be greater in 
volume than that in the wider glass (Mtaller = 947.9 vs. Mwider = 917.6; 
F(1, 143) = 5.42, p = .021). However, the juice in the taller glass was 
judged to have lower calories than that in the wider glass (Mtaller = 
461.3 vs. Mwider = 485.6; F(1, 144) = 7.92). 

Study 3 extends our findings to the package display orienta-
tion. In this study, the same rectangular-shaped package is displayed 
either vertically or horizontally. Vertical display would make the 
product look slimmer and lighter, whereas horizontal display would 
make the product look fatter and heavier. Accordingly, perceived 
calorie would be lower when the same package is presented verti-
cally instead of horizontally. In the study, participants were presented 
with five food products, each of which is contained in a rectangu-
lar-shaped package. The packages were then presented either verti-
cally (i.e., height is greater than width) or horizontally (i.e., width is 
greater than height). A 2 (package display: vertical vs. horizontal) × 
5 (products) ANOVA on estimated calories showed the significant 
main effect of package display, indicating that participants estimated 
lower calories when the packages were presented vertically, rather 
than horizontally (Mvertical = 334.7 vs. Mhorizontal = 475.2; F(1, 53) = 
11.27, p = .001). Separate test for each product category showed the 
significant effect of display direction for all five products (all t(53) > 
2.12, all p’s < .046).

In conclusion, the results of the current research demonstrate 
the relationship between shape of product package and consumer’s 
calorie estimation. Contradicting to the belief that calorie estimation 
is a positive function of volume estimation, our findings from three 
studies show that a taller package perceived to have more volume 
was judged to contain lesser calories. We believe our research con-
tributes to the existing literature on consumer calorie estimation and 
spatial perception by separating the psychological mechanisms un-
derlying these two seemingly related judgments.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
This study examines if the scores on anti-consumption life-

styles correlate with account balance and balance due. In a sample of 
Brazilians customers, it was found that voluntary simplicity, but not 
frugality and tightwadism, correlate negatively with balance due. In 
addition, none of the lifestyles correlates significantly with account 
balance. 

The adoption of anti-consumption lifestyles results in the vol-
untary reduction of consumption by individuals. This study investi-
gates the impact of adopting such lifestyles on the banking behavior 
of Brazilian customers. Arguably, an individual who reduces con-
sumption will naturally spend less money, and have more resources. 
Therefore, we test if frugal consumers (Lastovicka et al. 1999), tight-
wad consumers (Rick, Cryder, and Loewenstein 2008), and volun-
tary simplifiers (Iwata  1999; Zavestoski 2002) are less susceptible 
to debt. 

Testing this susceptibility to credit is important for two reasons. 
First, financial institutions should be particularly interested about 
customers who adopt such lifestyles. Banks that attract such custom-
ers are able to use their credit to provide loans to other customers. 
Second, policy makers concerned with reducing the rate of personal 
indebtedness in a given population might promote anti-consumption 
lifestyles that correlate with lower debt levels. 

This study looks at other factors that might affect one’s personal 
debt. Antecedents included in the model are income, self-control, 
long-term orientation and materialism. Additionally, the interactions 
between these antecedents are also considered in the model. 

A partnership between a Brazilian financial institution and the 
authors made the study possible. In this agreement, the financial in-
stitution supported the data collection by recruiting their customers 
for the study. The sample includes 502 customers with bank accounts 
in Cuiaba, in one of the major rural areas of Brazil. A special effort 
was dedicated to recruit participants with a wide range of income 
levels. To increase customer participation, the financial institution 
created a raffle with an Ipad2. The participants answered an online 
survey composed of several scales, presented in random order. To 
measure frugality, we used Lastovicka’s et al. (1999) frugality scale, 
as translated by Castilhos and Petersen-Wagner (2009). To measure 
materialism, we used Garcia’s (2009) adapted version of Richins’ 
(2004) materialism scale. Tightwadism was measured with a back 
translated version of the tightwad-spendthrift scale (Rick, Cryder, 
and Loewenstein 2008). Voluntary simplicity was measured with a 
back translated version of the adapted Iwata’s (1999) scale. Self-con-
trol was measured with a back translated version of the self-control 
scale (Tangney, Baumeister, and Boone 2004). Long-term orienta-
tion was measured with a back translated version of the long-term 
orientation measure (Bearden, Money and Nevins 2006). In addi-
tion, we used a translated version of an instructional manipulation 
check (Oppenheimer, Meyvis, and Davichenko 2009) to identify and 
remove inattentive participants. This resulted in the exclusion of 45 
participants (or roughly 9%), and a final sample of 457 customers.

The financial institution provided information on the income, 
account balances and balance due for each of the 457 participants. 
Income, participants’ scores on these scales and the interaction terms 
were considered as independent variables in two different analyses. 
First, a linear regression was performed using account balances as the 
dependent variable. It was found that account balances do not corre-

late significantly with income, anti-consumption lifestyles, material-
ism, self-control or long-term orientation. Therefore, the adoption of 
an anti-consumption lifestyle does not affect one’s account balance. 
This occurs probably because the money saved through the adop-
tion of an anti-consumption lifestyle is directed to savings accounts. 
However, the interaction between the materialism dimensions with 
income, self-control and long-term orientation significantly affects 
the scores on account balances. Most notably, it was found that a 
person who believes that acquisition is a central goal in life will have 
larger account balances to deal with the temptation of consuming. In 
addition, low-income individuals have larger account balances when 
they think that possessions are a source of happiness. 

In the second analysis, a regression was run only with the 172 
participants who had balances due. Financial institutions in Brazil 
offer pre-approved credit to its customers, without the need to sign 
a loan. However, a high-income is a necessary condition to have ac-
cess to this service. Therefore, low-income individuals are consider-
ably less likely to have balances due, as financial institutions do not 
offer them this service. To deal with this bias, the variable balances 
due was transformed into a new variable, which considers partici-
pants’ incomes. This new variable, named “weighted balances due”, 
is the mathematical result of the division of balances due by income. 
When analyzing the impact of the independent variables on weighted 
balances due, it was found that voluntary simplifiers own less debt 
(β=-.283, p=.006), whereas frugality and tightwadism do not shield 
one from having larger balances due. Also interestingly, high-income 
individuals who score high on self-control have large balances due, 
probably because they are fooling themselves into believing that they 
are more self-controlled that they actually are. Finally, we found a 
negative correlation between the success dimension of materialism 
and “weighted balances due” (β=-.214, p=.05), indicating that indi-
viduals who use possessions to signal success are more prone to own 
larger debt. On the other hand, the centrality and happiness dimen-
sions of materialism do not correlate significantly with balances due. 

The current results show that not all anti-consumption lifestyles 
reduce one’s balances due. The adoption of a simple lifestyle is the 
best shield that one has against owning larger debts. Furthermore, the 
belief that possessions signal success also leads one to have larger 
balances due. Therefore, at least in Brazil, policy makers concerned 
with the citizens’ debt level should promote anti-materialistic values 
and a simple lifestyle, particularly to groups of individuals with high 
indebtedness. Finally, future studies should evaluate participants’ 
saving accounts to test which anti-consumption lifestyles lead to 
more saving behavior. The current study showed that none of the 
lifestyles correlates with account balances significantly. However, 
this result might be particular to Brazil, where individuals are signifi-
cantly motivated to invest any outstanding money. That is because, 
Brazil is a country with high inflation, and a place where investing in 
financial institutions is highly profitable.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Consumer judgment and decision making is often shaped in 

unwanted ways by unconscious and uncontrollable processing, a 
phenomenon known as mental contamination (Wilson & Brekke, 
1994).  However, when consumers believe that contaminating influ-
ences threaten their judgments, they engage several resistance strat-
egies. For instance, several lines of research converge on the idea 
that consumers prefer to make judgments that are self-generated and 
free from the influence of others, thus satisfying a basic need for au-
tonomy (Ryan & Deci, 2006).  When consumers perceive that com-
munications threaten their freedom of belief, they become resistant 
to those communications and endorse their original positions more 
(Brehm 1966). Consumers also generally consider themselves better 
decision makers than others and devalue the thoughts and feelings 
others use to make decisions (Pronin et al., 2007; Pronin, 2008; Pro-
nin & Kugler, 2007). 

This line of thinking suggests that (at least from a lay perspec-
tive), when active, a motive to protect judgments from exogenous 
social influence might be an effective means of decreasing mental 
contamination.  But is this accurate?  Here, we confront the veracity 
of this idea by examining whether nonconscious autonomy preserva-
tion motivation reduces or, perhaps counterproductively, amplifies 
several decision biases that may result from contaminating social 
information.

Many decision biases might occur because individuals fail to 
properly regulate how social information is used.  For example, in-
cidentally heightened accessibility of another person can influence 
self-directed judgments via an automatic comparison process (e.g., 
Dijkterhuis et al., 1998).  Here, an exogenous agent (the exemplar) 
taints views of the self because individuals fail to reject irrelevant 
social information.  Since mental contamination is often caused by 
processing outside of conscious awareness, we reasoned that correc-
tive processes need to be operating nonconsciously as well. 

Thus, here we examine the effects of nonconsciously priming 
autonomy preservation (using a scrambled sentence test) across a 
wide range of decision biases.  The current research adds to our un-
derstanding of mental contamination by addressing the broad sense 
in which the social environment contributes to biases, by showing 
how social perception processes can both increase and decrease bias 
(contrary to the lay belief that exogenous social influence is gen-
erally bad), and by examining how biases can be reduced without 
conscious awareness (previously thought to be impossible; Wilson 
& Brekke, 1994).  

In Study 1, we demonstrated how autonomy preservation prim-
ing attenuates the usual effects of exemplar priming.  Indeed, con-
sistent with prior research (Dijksterhuis et al., 1998), in a neutral 
scrambled sentence prime condition, participants primed with Ein-
stein considered themselves less intelligent than those primed with 
Britney Spears. However, in line with our hypothesis, when initially 
primed with autonomy preservation, this tendency actually reversed, 
[F(3,27) = 7.87, p = .01].

In Study 2 we demonstrated that resistance priming also attenu-
ates exemplar priming effects that usually cause assimilation. Fol-
lowing Gollwitzer et al. (2011) we utilized the exemplar prime of 
Mother Teresa and assessed its influence on judgments of prosocial 

values. In a control condition, participants tended to assimilate to the 
Mother Teresa prime; however, this tendency was reversed when ini-
tially primed with autonomy preservation [F(3, 71) = 8.26, p = .005].

In Study 3 we tested whether autonomy preservation priming 
attenuates the halo effect, the robust tendency to evaluate attractive 
people more positively than unattractive people on a number of di-
mensions unrelated to attractiveness (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977).  This 
effect is due at least in part to perceived similarity between attractive 
others and the self (Horton, 2003).  Based on our earlier findings, we 
hypothesized that resistance priming should reduce the expression of 
this bias. We had participants rate two women (one relatively more 
attractive, one less attractive) on several interpersonal attributes.  We 
found that resistance priming attenuated the tendency to evaluate the 
more attractive woman more positively, [F(1, 113) = 6.76, p = .04].  

The initial studies spotlight decision biases that result from a 
failure to reject social influence.  However, it is also possible that 
some biases result from a too great an emphasis on autonomy preser-
vation.  For example, egocentric biases can occur when people fail to 
properly discount their own knowledge and take into account another 
person’s knowledge and beliefs (e.g., Keysar, Ginzel, & Bazerman, 
1995).  Here, outside influence (i.e., other people’s knowledge and 
beliefs) would help to mitigate such biases, but resisting influence 
would theoretically aggravate such biases.  

In Study 4, we hypothesized that resistance priming would in-
crease the “curse of knowledge” error (Keysar, Ginzel, & Bazerman, 
1995).  Participants completed Converse et al’s (2008) adaption of 
the Birch & Bloom (2007) false belief task.  In this task, partici-
pants make probability estimates about the likelihood that person A 
will look for an object (a violin) in a specific container when person 
B has either moved the object to a new container without person 
A’s knowledge (privileged knowledge condition) or not (no privi-
leged knowledge condition).  We found that autonomy preservation-
primed participants were more likely to use privileged knowledge 
(and hence, make a curse of knowledge error) when it was available, 
[F(3, 96) = 4.15, p = .044].  

In study 5 we examine how autonomy preservation priming 
increases the correspondence bias, an egocentric bias because of a 
failure to properly consider why someone might make a judgment 
that is disposition-inconsistent.   Following Jones and Harris’s (1967) 
classic paradigm participants were given an essay about the legaliza-
tion of marijuana, with instructions indicating that the author’s posi-
tion was assigned by the experimenter.  Participants estimated the 
author’s actual attitude towards marijuana. Autonomy preservation-
primed participants made stronger dispositional attributions than 
control participants [t=2.18, p = .03]. 

These five studies highlight how autonomy preservation moti-
vation reduces decision biases involving over-reliance on social in-
formation but increases biases involving under-reliance on social in-
formation, all without conscious awareness.  These results highlight 
the broad influence of the social environment on mental contamina-
tion by strengthening while also alleviating specific biases. Thus, due 
to the nonconscious and autonomous operation of social resistance 
goals, consumers’ presumption that resisting social influence will 
improve decision quality is not always accurate.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Understanding what makes consumers more likely to explore 

new products is of crucial importance to marketers. Prior research 
on consumer innovativeness has focused on identifying stable indi-
vidual characteristics that determine the propensity of consumers to 
try new offerings. The present research takes a different perspective 
by investigating the role of contextual factors on consumer innova-
tiveness. We propose that situational exposure to novelty primes ex-
ploratory behavior that carries over to subsequent unrelated choice 
tasks. Three studies demonstrate these effects and investigate their 
consequences. 

THEOrETICAL bACkGrOUnd
At the individual consumer level, innovativeness has been 

operationalized primarily as a stable trait, a “predisposition to buy 
new and different brands rather than remain with pervious choices” 
(Steenkamp, ter Hofstede, and Wedel 1999) and has been measured 
using various personality scales (Mehrabian 1978; Raju 1980; Zuck-
erman 1978). 

There is some evidence, however, that innovativeness may be 
a malleable construct.  For example, innovativeness is influenced 
by socio-behavioral variables, such as age, education, and income 
(Steenkamp and Gielens 2003), and by prior knowledge (Moreau, 
Lehmann, and Markman 2001). The amount of change in a person’s 
life can also affect consumers’ likelihood of trying less familiar prod-
ucts (Wood 2009) and contextual factors, such as positive mood, can 
enhance consumers’ propensity to adopt brand extensions (Barone, 
Miniard, and Romeo 2000) or try less familiar products (Kahn and 
Isen 1993; Menon and Kahn 1999). In this research, we investigate 
the possibility that exposure to contextual novelty also promotes in-
novativeness, by priming exploratory behavior. 

Context can have powerful effects on behavior (Bargh, Chen, 
and Burrows 1996; Bargh et al. 2001; Fitzsimons, Chartrand, and 
Fitzsimons 2008). Subtle environmental cues can activate mental 
constructs related to traits or goals that subsequently prompt con-
struct-consistent behavior. Behavior can be automatically guided by 
the presentation of semantic associates (e.g., Bargh et al. 2001; Char-
trand and Bargh 1996; Chartrand, Huber, Shiv and Tanner 2008), 
by the presence of other people (Bargh et al. 1996; Shah 2003), or 
by situations or objects associated with the behavior (e.g., Aarts and 
Dijksterhuis 2003; Chen, Lee-Chai, and Bargh 2001; Kay and Ross 
2003).  Even stimuli that have no prior associations but from which 
people extract meaning, such as visual arrays, can be a source of 
non-conscious construct activation (Maimaran and Wheeler 2008). 

In this research we argue that behavior can also be influenced 
by stimuli that carry different semantic meanings but share a com-
mon property, such as being novel. We propose that this common 
property prompts property-consistent behavior, which carries over 
to unrelated situations. Specifically, we argue that exposure to novel 
stimuli primes subsequent exploratory behavior. It has been estab-
lished that novel stimuli attract attention and promote exploration 
(Berlyne 1960; Fiske and Maddi 1961; Hirshman 1980; Venkatesan 
1973). We build on this research and propose that exposure to novel 
stimuli prompts exploration in an unrelated subsequent situation, 
similar to the way in which exposure to a cue activating a semantic 
concept primes behavior consistent with this concept. We investigate 

the implications of the proposed effect for consumer behavior by 
testing the hypothesis that presentation of novel contextual stimuli 
prompts consumers to choose less familiar and more diverse prod-
ucts in a subsequent choice task. 

METHOd And FIndInGs
Study 1 shows that people who have been exposed to novelty 

choose a broader range of products in an unrelated subsequent choice 
task, but only when the available options are relatively unfamiliar. 
Novelty is operationalized as exposure to either new or familiarized 
neutral images. The subsequent consumer task involves choice of 
snacks from a set containing either very familiar options or less fa-
miliar options. A 2 x 2 ANOVA reveals a significant interaction be-
tween novelty prime and choice set familiarity (F(1, 97) = 6.43; p < 
.05). Novelty-primed participants choose a broader range of options 
than controls, indicating a greater propensity to explore, but only 
when the available options are relatively unfamiliar (Mnovelty= 4.97 vs. 
Mcontrol= 4.35, t(58) = 2.39, p = .01). When choosing from the more 
familiar set, novelty participants do not differ from controls (Mnovelty= 
4.44 vs. Mcontrol = 4.92, t(41) = 1.32, p = .10).

Studies 2a and 2b test the effect of novelty on exploration in the 
context of choice of jam, using presentation of unfamiliar (vs. famil-
iar) words as a manipulation of novelty. In Study 2a, where partici-
pants can choose as many options as they want from an assortment 
of 45 jams, novelty participants select a broader range of jams than 
controls (Mnovelty = 7.11vs. Mcontrol = 4.61; F(1, 35) = 5.21, p < 
.05) and also choose a higher number of unusual flavors (Mnovelty 
= 4.08 vs. Mcontrol = 1.89, F(1, 35) = 8.51, p = .006). In study 2b, 
where participants can choose one out of a set of 30 jams, novelty-
primed participants again choose more unusual and unfamiliar fla-
vors (Nnovelty = .54 vs. Mconrol = .15; F(1, 47) = 10.91, p = .002). 

Study 3 replicates the previously observed effects in the context 
of real product choice. Novelty participants choose more unusual and 
unfamiliar jams, relative to controls (Mnovelty = .61 vs. Mcontorl = 
.31; F(1, 38) = 4.13, p = .05). After sampling their chosen jam, how-
ever, novelty participants report lower satisfaction with the chosen 
option (Mnovelty = 4.83 vs. Mcontrol = 5.86; F(1, 38) = 4.65, p < 
.05). Mediation analysis reveals that the effect of novelty exposure 
on post-sampling satisfaction is mediated by the unusualness of their 
choice. 

COnTrIbUTIOn
This research contributes to the literature on consumer innova-

tiveness by studying the ability of novelty exposure – a contextual 
factor that to some extent is controllable by retailers and manufac-
turers – to enhance exploratory behavior. We also contribute to the 
priming literature by showing that behavior can be influenced by ex-
posure to stimuli that reference different semantic concepts but share 
a common property. This property primes related behavior that can 
carries over to unrelated tasks. Finally, we build on the literature on 
novelty by documenting downstream effects of novelty exposure that 
have not been shown before. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Nowadays as companies experience increasing competition, 

social cause efforts become a prominent role in the profit-seeking 
efforts of the corporation domain. Two types of societal marketing 
programs are common: (1) social sponsorship through explicit do-
nation to a cause and (2) cause-related marketing (CRM) through 
consumer purchases. Because advertising determines the success of 
societal marketing programs (e.g., Chang, 2008), many advertising 
persuasion techniques are adopted. Emotional appeals are widely 
used to “cut through the clutter” in crowded media environment. 
Among them, guilt appeals are identified as popular to arouse per-
suasive communication, especially in prosocial and charitable con-
texts (e.g., Basil, Ridgway, and Basil, 2006 and 2008; Hibbert et al., 
2007). Chang (2011) suggested the importance of exploring potential 
moderating variables in explaining the effects of guilt appeals. 

Although societal marketing programs with charitable causes 
become popular among corporations, consumers may respond differ-
ently to corporate-sponsored social messages than they do to the sim-
ilar ads sponsored by a non-profit. A corporate sponsor in association 
with a social message is likely to make ulterior motives accessible, 
which lead consumers to question the reasons behind sponsorship 
(Szykman, Bloom, and Blazing, 2004). People possess stereotypes 
of organizations merely based on the knowledge that a firm is a for-
profit or non-profit (Aaker, Vohs, and Mogilner, 2010). Therefore, we 
predict that sponsorship identity will matter in consumer information 
processing and moderate the effects of guilt appeals.

Selecting the “right” cause by a company is a key to a success-
ful societal marketing program. Nevertheless, the results of previous 
studies are inconsistent and contradictory regarding the influences 
of fit on advertising persuasion, e.g. whether high fit can be an asset 
or liability. A good fit between prior expectations, knowledge, and 
competencies of a firm and a promoted social cause can be more 
easily integrated into the consumers’ existing cognitive structure and 
lead to favorable evaluation of the company (Becker-Olsen, Cud-
more, and Hill, 2006; Menon and Kahn, 2003; Pracejus and Olsen, 
2004; Rifon et al,. 2004; Sen and Bhattacharya, 2001; Simmons and 
Becker-Olsen, 2006). However, highly fitting relationships may raise 
consumer skepticism about company motives and lead consumers to 
respond more positively to non-fitting relationship (Barone, Norman, 
and Miyazaki, 2007; Bloom et al., 2006). The intriguing questions of 
whether and how different sponsorship contexts (who the ad sponsor 
is and what the sponsorship fit is) may enhance or disrupt consumer 
guilt perceptions and evaluation are addressed in this paper. 

An experiment with 3 (sponsorship identity: corporate social 
sponsorship vs. CRM vs. non-profit) X 2 (sponsor-issue fit: high fit 
vs. low fit) X 2 (ad appeal: guilt vs. non-guilt appeals) factorial de-
sign was conducted. Prior to the experiment, the treatment booklets 
were randomized. Administration of the experiment was performed 
via a shopping mall intercept method. 429 participants were recruited 
over a 2-week period during mall operating hours. After successful 
manipulation checks, a series of analysis of variance were conducted 
to examine proposed hypotheses. Analyses on maladaptive responses 
were further conducted to test the mediator of maladaptive responses 

on the effect of guilt appeal on purchase intention for the condition 
of corporate social advertising and CRM. Univariate results with 
dependent measures of attitudes toward the ad, attitudes toward the 
sponsor, and behavioral intentions are summarized in Table 1. Table 
2 presents related descriptives across experimental conditions. Three 
main findings are noteworthy.

First, guilt appeals are found more effective than non-guilt ap-
peals when the ad sponsor is a non-profit. The findings are consistent 
with previous studies (anti-alcohol: Becheur et al., 2008; bone mar-
row donation: Lindsey, 2005; charity donation: Basil et al., 2006 and 
2008; Hibbert et al., 2007; condom promotion: Alden and Crowley, 
1995; mammogram promotion: Turner et al., 2009). Social respon-
sibility guilt has been identified as one of the major forms of con-
sumer guilt (Burnett and Lunsford, 1994). The findings also echoes 
the charity donation literature that the guilt may be viewed as an 
awareness of the difference in well-being between oneself and others 
(Ruth and Faber, 1988) and guilt feelings can be used as a method of 
gaining compliance (Lindsey, Yun, & Hill, 2007). 

Second, guilt appeals backfire when the sponsors-issue fit in a 
corporate social ad (i.e., explicit donation) is high. Maladaptive re-
sponses to charity appeals occur when an individual feels he or she 
is being manipulated, causing the individual to respond in a negative 
manner (Coulter and Pinto, 1995). Such responses make sense in that 
they seek to protect a consumer’s balanced (homeostatic) state. In 
ads using guilt appeals, consumers may evaluate the degree to which 
the advertiser is attempting to manipulate their attitudes. Consumers 
will resist the message when they perceive the message as manipula-
tive (Wood and Eagly, 1981). When guilt appeals are used to promote 
a corporate social ad, consumers are likely to interpret the ad as an 
explicit placement and view the advertising message as manipula-
tive. Promotion with a high-fit social cause may be viewed as oppor-
tunistic and the sponsored company as merely seeking commercial 
gain for itself. Consumers thus counterargue the message and dis-
count the sponsor to protect themselves from the persuasion attempt. 

Third, guilt appeals have boomerang effects when the sponsor-
issue fit in a CRM ad is low. When consumers could not find the link 
between the brand and the cause, they might not understand why they 
should give away a small fraction of the price they pay to a social 
cause. Consumers may also feel skeptical why the company “sells” 
such a low-fit cause to them. Due to people’s fiscal associations with 
the for-profit’s motive, the suspicion may negatively influence guilt 
appeals on sponsor evaluation. 

The main goal of the present study was to extended earlier work 
on guilt appeals by identifying boundary conditions associated with 
the role of guilt appeals in consumer perceptions and attitudes. Find-
ings from this investigation are informative both theoretically and 
pragmatically, and underscore the importance for marketers to learn 
more about when guilt appeals work, and in turn describe how prac-
titioners can avoid negatively toward guilt appeals.  
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Previous studies have shown that background music associated 

with a product category can have positive effects on related sales in 
a retail environment (North et al. 1999). However, the mechanism 
by which this effect occurs has not been clearly explained, nor has 
the effect been shown at lower categorical levels of representation 
(e.g., the brand). The fact that many marketers select particular songs 
for use in brand advertising in order to strengthen their brand image 
raises the question of whether exposure to such brand-related audi-
tory cues affects consumer behavior toward the brand. 

In this research, we propose that consumer exposure to a brand-
related song enhances the accessibility of the brand attitude in mem-
ory and consequently the reliance on that brand attitude. Hence, we 
expect positive effects of exposure to brand-related music on the 
choice of brand products when consumers’ brand attitudes are posi-
tive and when the specific product evaluated (and not others in the 
brand’s portfolio) is associated with the music. 

In 3 studies, the impact of the incidental presentation of a brand-
related song on product choice is examined in both field and labora-
tory settings. Study 1 shows that a song used in prior advertising for a 
brand influences brand sales when played within background music, 
but only for the brand product directly associated with the music. 
Study 2 demonstrates that exposure to a brand-related song increases 
the reliance on the brand attitude and examines fluency perceptions 
as the underlying mechanism resulting from the exposure to brand-
related music. Finally, study 3 looks at possible negative effects of 
the exposure to brand-related music for brand products that are not 
directly associated with the respective music.

sTUdY 1
The study was conducted in a grocery store in Germany and 

aimed to assess whether the inclusion of a brand associated song 
(Beck’s Pils beer advertising tune) within the background music leads 
to an increase of sales for the product. It was expected that the pres-
ence of this song would lead to an activation of the associated prod-
uct, making its choice more likely. We found that Beck’s Pils sales 
increased significantly, but we also observed a marginally significant 
reduction of sales in other beers in the Beck’s line. Thus, the brand 
song had a clear effect on consumers who favored Becks’ brands, 
but induced them to switch from other Beck’s products back to the 
traditional, leading product (Pils) in the brand portfolio. 

sTUdY 2
The results above suggest that exposure to brand-related music 

is most likely to increase brand choice for consumers who already 
favor the brand. We assume that the exposure to a brand-related song 
increases the accessibility of the associated brand attitude, rendering 
consumers more likely to rely on their brand attitude when exposed 
to a brand-related song. Hence, one objective of study 2 was to ex-
amine whether the exposure to brand-related music (Merci chocolate 
song) increases the correlation between brand attitudes and brand 
choice. However, we hold more specified assumptions about how 
attitude accessibility shapes choice. We expect that enhanced acces-
sibility leads to higher perceived fluency that is attributed to the at-
titude’s “rightness.” To test this hypothesis, we included a misattri-

bution manipulation in study 2. In one condition, participants could 
attribute their perceived fluency to an alternative, exogenous source 
(a merely perceivable smell of chocolate in the room). Hence, we ap-
plied a 2x2 design with the music manipulation (brand-related song 
played/not played) and the misattribution manipulation (misattribu-
tion source mentioned/not mentioned). In order to provide incidental 
processing of music similar to a shopping context, we applied the 
guise of a memory test: participants were told that background music 
was being played to distract them during the memory test. In the 
experimental condition, the background music included short pieces 
of the brand-related song. In the control condition, alternative songs 
were played. The brand attitude was measured outside of the lab with 
an online-questionnaire. 

The results support our hypotheses. We found significantly 
higher correlations of the brand attitude with brand choice and faster 
choice latencies when participants were exposed to the brand-related 
music than when they were not. Importantly, the difference in correla-
tions and the effect on choice latencies disappeared when participants 
could attribute the felt fluency to an exogenous source. Thus, the 
perceived fluency resulting from exposure to the brand-related song 
seems to be critical for effects on choice to occur. In line with study 
1, the results imply that positive effects of exposure to brand-related 
music are less likely for target groups with negative brand attitudes.

sTUdY 3
The aim of this experiment was to build on study 1 and assess 

the effects of a song related to a particular brand product line on the 
evaluation of other product lines sold under the same brand. We hy-
pothesized that the positive effect of brand-related background music 
on choice for specific product lines results in negative effects for oth-
er product lines in the same brand portfolio. Participants completed 
a memory task while music was played. In the treatment condition, 
the music included the famous Oscar Mayer wiener jingle, associ-
ated with Oscar Meyer hot dogs. Afterwards, participants were ex-
posed to five ads that included either an ad for Oscar Meyer hot dogs 
(matching ad) or an ad for another product of the Oscar Meyer line 
(bologna; non-matching ad). The results provided support for the for-
mulated hypotheses. Exposure to the Oscar Mayer wiener jingle had 
a positive effect on the evaluation of the matching ad, but negative 
effects on the evaluation of the non-matching ad. Process measures 
revealed that the wiener song enhanced (inhibited) responses toward 
Oscar Mayer hot dogs (bologna).

COnCLUsIOns
The present research supports the assumption that brand-related 

music used in the background has direct effects on consumer atti-
tudes and choices, despite being limited to incidental processing that 
is not explicitly acknowledged by consumers. However, negative ef-
fects of brand-related music can be expected when negative attitudes 
are activated and when alternative products in the brand portfolio 
(not directly associated with the music) are evaluated.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Media representations of younger mothers often allude to their 

inexperience and lack of preparedness for motherhood, and in par-
ticular, target young working class mothers for derision (Tyler 2008). 

We pose three questions: firstly what do young mothers do with 
this stereotype of the teenage mother (and its associated discourses); 
secondly what role do the everyday practices of consumption play in 
young mothers’ attempts to distance themselves from the negative 
aspects of this stereotype and contest these discourses; and thirdly 
how do they manage an inconsistency between two aspects of their 
identity (age versus parental status) and what role does the market-
place play?

dIsCOUrsEs And MOTHErHOOd
Expectations of motherhood are socially embedded, empha-

sized via prevailing discourses (Miller 2007) and include a variety of 
publicly and privately-generated messages regarding good mother-
ing and its reverse, bad mothering. The main culturally pervasive dis-
course that affects women’s identity projects as new mothers relates 
to self-management (Fischer et al 2007:433) and taking on the re-
sponsibilities of parenthood. Planned parenthood is one of the mark-
ers of ‘responsible parenting’ generated by societal and life-framing 
discourses. Motherhood when entered into at the ‘correct’ time is po-
sitioned as “women’s supreme achievement” (Phoenix et al. 1991:9) 
but young mothers are contradictorily positioned because they reach 
the same landmark which then becomes devalued because of their 
age. Children and adults are seen as separate categories, so instead 
of an achievement, motherhood is seen by many as a challenge to 
morality and the role of the family (Hunt et al. 2005). 

COnsUMPTIOn, rEsIsTAnCE And MOTHErHOOd
We focus on individual (Penaloza and Price 1993), everyday 

(Reissman 2000) acts of resistance, rather than the political and col-
lective action that has provided the focus for many consumer re-
search studies (e.g. Kozinets and Handelman (2004). Resistance can 
be identity-based, focused on the resister’s “expected or attributed 
identity” (Hollander and Einwohner 2004:537). In this context, the 
expected and attributed identity reflects the expectations of teenage 
motherhood, informed by societal and life-framing discourses, what 
it means to be a good mother. We examine the ways in which young 
mothers use consumption as a tool with which to resist the life-fram-
ing negative discourses surrounding the negative imagery associated 
with the teenage motherhood stereotype, and explore the ways in 
which young women use consumption to help provide alternative 
positive mothering identities.

METHOd
We use empirical data collected from a sample of teenage moth-

ers to explore how resistance is deployed via consumption to contest 
negative stereotypes, and to achieve splitting i.e. separation of teen-
age [age status, negative imagery] from mother [parental status, pos-
itive imagery] in the identity frame. Qualitative data was collected 
via two phased interviews (prior and post birth) with seventeen new 
mothers who became pregnant between the ages of 17 and 19. We 
recruited participants via a National Health Service (NHS) antenatal 

service for younger women. Interviews were analyzed by the three 
authors: emergent themes were coded and then compared, along with 
the exchange of detailed notes and memos. An agreed interpretation 
of the data was written up.

FIndInGs
Our findings support recent research that suggests that early 

motherhood can help some women from relatively disadvantaged 
backgrounds to develop a stronger and more mature identity (Dun-
can 2007; Wilson and Huntingdon 2005). In their attempts to be seen 
as a ‘good mum’ or ‘just a mum’ our informants abandon many of 
their previous notions of what it means to be young and use con-
sumption as a means to demonstrate a ‘responsible’ approach to 
parenting. Participants produce a counter position, a positive young 
mothering identity that incorporates positive aspects of younger 
mothering. Participants were aware of the communicative properties 
of goods, particularly clothing, and sought to manage their identity 
via the consumption process. This concern with appearance also ex-
tends to participants’ babies. A recurring theme was the importance 
of not dressing the baby in particular fashions that participants saw 
as associated with stereotyped out-groups (White and Dahl 2007). 
Through their marketplace knowledge, women sought to differenti-
ate themselves from the kind of person who would dress their baby 
in particular ways (Tyler 2008). 

Participants turn to the market as a means to prepare for moth-
erhood (Davies et al. 2010) and to demonstrate that they are good 
mothers and understand the important ingredients of good, ‘respon-
sible’, mothering (being careful planners; systematic allocation of 
resources; thoughtful care of their new babies). A clear theme was 
the challenge of providing and preparing for motherhood on a limited 
budget, often through second hand items and hand me downs, which 
were interpreted in two ways. Some mothers positioned second hand 
items as an inexpensive means to prepare appropriately for the arrival 
of a baby within financially limited circumstances. For these young 
women, second hand items reinforced a positive image of prepared 
motherhood and thus reflected an adult approach to managing the 
allocation of limited resources. Second-hand goods were sometimes 
repositioned as ‘gifts for the baby’. For other participants accepting 
second hand goods was seen as an admission of failure; an acknowl-
edgement of truth in the discourses surrounding young motherhood 
about a lack of responsibility in either planning to have the baby, or 
how to cope once the baby is born. Our mothers also made important 
associations between being a ‘good mother’ and consuming certain 
branded products (e.g. diapers). 

dIsCUssIOn
This research contributes to understandings of the role of con-

sumption in identity formation (Arnould and Thompson 2005). Con-
sumption played an important role in our participants’ contestation of 
undesired identities as they turned to the market for assistance in re-
sisting negative associations with being a young mother. However, in 
resisting the teenage mother stereotype, participants risked uphold-
ing a dominant discourse (that there is an appropriate time at which 
women should have children) or at least recognising its existence. 
Our study demonstrates that every day practices of resistance to the 
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stereotypical negative images associated with an undesired self (i.e. 
teen mother = bad mother) are important components in the creation, 
appropriation and maintenance of identity projects as our informants 
embrace the positive imagery of motherhood and distance themselves 
from their teenage status. 
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should I Get in shape or Get Closer to “Mr. Health”?  
The Effects of Goal Anthropomorphization on Goal Pursuit
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Extant research on anthropomorphism has exclusively focused 

on the anthropomorphization of either physical objects (Aggarwal 
and McGill 2007) or the representation of physical objects (i.e., 
brands; Aggarwal and McGill 2012). Given that anthropomorphism 
entails endowing non-human agents with human-like qualities (Ep-
ley et al. 2007), it makes sense to extend the notion of anthropomor-
phism to the abstract concept of goals—goals can be thought of as 
agentic forces in the lives of the people who possess them (Patrick 
and Hagtvedt 2012). This research explores the consequences of goal 
anthropomorphization. 

First, goal anthropomorphization must be defined—goal anthro-
pomorphization occurs whenever humanlike qualities are assigned 
to a goal. For example, a student may possess the goal of graduat-
ing with honors. If the student were to anthropomorphize her goal 
as “Mrs. Academics”, the goal representation would take on human 
characteristics. If this occurs, as the student closes in on her goal, 
instead of approaching the goal representation of “graduating with 
honors,” which lacks human qualities, she will instead be approach-
ing the anthropomorphized entity “Mrs. Academics”. 

Do people actually anthropomorphize goals? Two preliminary 
studies were conducted to explore this notion. A prudent first step 
in the study of goal anthropomorphization would be to determine if 
established antecedents of physical entity-based anthropomorphism 
apply to goals as well. Research has shown that need for control posi-
tively predicts the tendency to anthropomorphize physical entities 
(Epley et al. 2008), and the first pretest tested whether this relation-
ship holds for goals. Indeed, need for control (Burger and Cooper 
1979) positively predicted the anthropomorphization of a financial 
goal (as measured by an anthropomorphism scale adapted for finan-
cial goals; Waytz et al. 2010). That is, individuals who have the ten-
dency to anthropomorphize physical entities also direct this natural 
tendency to imbue goals with human-like attributes. The second pre-
test involved measuring the natural tendency to anthropomorphize 
goals (Waytz et al. 2010) and eight other items (e.g., dogs, cars, 
brands, insects, robots, computers, mountains, and phones) using an 
established scale that measures the tendency to anthropomorphize in 
general and adapting it for all of the items. The results revealed that 
the average goal anthropomorphism score was significantly lower 
than those of the two living items, but it was higher than those of all 
other items. These results suggest that, when left to their own devices 
without external stimuli provided by researchers or prodding from 
marketers, individuals anthropomorphize goals to a greater degree 
than they do entities that are more traditionally considered able to be 
anthropomorphized

The results from these two initial studies provide encouraging 
evidence that goals can be anthropomorphized and that an investi-
gation into the consequences of goal anthropomorphization is war-
ranted. Given that a goal is a desired end state (Bagozzi and Dholakia 
1999) that one approaches or makes progress toward (Fishbach et al. 
2005), conceptualizing a goal as possessing human qualities should 
have differential effects depending on the degree to which the per-
son setting the goal desires the company of others. People who are 
high (low) in sociability regularly approach (avoid) people in their 
everyday lives (McAdams 1988). Therefore, it is hypothesized that 
goal anthropomorphization will help (hurt) individuals who are high 
(low) in sociability when the goal is anthropomorphized as a person 

to be approached (study 1, 2 and 3), but this relationship will reverse 
when the goal is anthropomorphized as a person to be avoided (stud-
ies 2 and 3). Furthermore, perceptions of goal fit will mediate this 
interaction (study 2).

Study one tested the notion that goal anthropomorphization 
would help (hurt) those who are high (low) in sociability using a 
2 (anthropomorphism: high vs. low) X 2 (sociability: high vs. low) 
between subjects design. Participants first described their health 
goals. Next, they indicated how motivated they were to achieve their 
health goals. Afterward, the goal anthropomorphism scale used in the 
second preliminary study was completed. Finally, participants com-
pleted a sociability scale (Cheek and Buss 1981). For participants 
high (low) in sociability, as the tendency to anthropomorphize goals 
increased (decreased), so did goal motivation. Additionally, it was 
shown that sociability and the tendency to anthropomorphize goals 
were not related.

While the first study demonstrated the effects of natural goal an-
thropomorphization, study two demonstrates the effects of complete-
ly active goal anthropomorphization. A 3 (Goal conceptualization: 
Anthropomorphized goal-inconsistent outcome, Non-anthropomor-
phized goal, Anthropomorphized goal) x 2 (sociability: high vs. low) 
between subjects design was utilized. In the non-anthropomorphized 
goal condition, participants merely described their health goals. In 
the anthropomorphized goal (anthropomorphized goal-inconsistent 
outcome) condition, participants described their goals as personi-
fied by a third person character named Mr./Mrs. Health (Mr./Mrs. 
Anti-Health). Sociability was measured as it was in study one. For 
people who were high (low) in sociability, motivation was higher 
in the goal anthropomorphization (goal-inconsistent outcome an-
thropomorphization) condition than in the non-anthropomorphized 
goal condition. Additionally, for people who were high (low) in so-
ciability, motivation was lower in the goal-inconsistent outcome an-
thropomorphization (goal anthropomorphization) than it was in the 
non-anthropomorphized goal condition. A similar pattern emerged 
for purchase intentions toward a goal related item (i.e., a book on 
healthy living). Finally, goal fit mediated the interactive effects of 
anthropomorphization and sociability. 

In the third study, it is demonstrated that the effects of goal 
anthropomorphization extend to actual goal-related behavior. A 2 
(Anthropomorphism: absent vs. present) x 2 (goal framing: goal vs. 
goal-inconsistent outcome) x 2 (sociability: high vs. low) design was 
utilized. In this study, participants were asked to solve anagrams. 
Before solving the anagrams, the participants were asked to either 
describe the goal of solving puzzles, or the exact opposite of the 
goal of solving puzzles, in an anthropomorphized or non-anthropo-
morphized manner (as was done in study two). Afterward, the par-
ticipants were directed to a screen that contained 80 anagrams and 
were told that they could exit the anagram solving task at any time. 
However, they were automatically exited from the task after 5 min-
utes. Sociability was measured as it was in previous studies. In the 
goal condition, people high (low) in sociability persisted longer on 
the puzzle task in the anthropomorphized (non-anthropomorphized) 
condition. In the goal-inconsistent outcome condition, people low 
(high) in sociability persisted longer on the puzzle task in the anthro-
pomorphized (non-anthropomorphized) condition.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Happiness is an important goal for consumers, and an under-

standing of how happiness can be enhanced may therefore be benefi-
cial. In this article, we focus on a subtle but important distinction be-
tween experiencing happiness by doing something (actions) versus 
not doing something (inactions). We find that actions are attributed 
internally whereas inactions are attributed externally and therefore 
actions elicit greater happiness than inactions. Thus, people believe 
that greater happiness is associated with actions because they per-
ceive actions as more intentional than inactions, even though not act-
ing may be a volitional decision. 

Research finds that attributing positive outcomes to one’s own 
effort yields greater happiness than attributing such outcomes to ex-
ternal sources (Nurmi 1991). Similarly, literature in subjective well-
being shows that willful actions yield greater wellbeing than non-
autonomous actions (Deci & Ryan 2000). We extend these findings 
and suggest that actions evoke greater dispositional attributions than 
inactions, and elicit greater happiness than inactions. 

In Study 1 (N = 34), we provided an example of happiness 
elicited by actions versus inactions and asked respondents to choose 
whether they experienced greater happiness from their actions or 
inactions over the course of their lifetime. Subsequently, we asked 
respondents to rate the extent to which they experienced happiness 
from their actions and inactions.

A majority of the respondents (85%) reported experiencing 
greater happiness from their actions than their inactions (χ2 = 16.9, 
p < 0.01). Further, respondents reported experiencing greater happi-
ness from their actions (5.64) as compared to their inactions (3.88, t 
(33) = -4.85, p < 0.01). 

In Study 2 (N = 15), we used a free response measure for hap-
piness. Respondents were asked to recall and write down events that 
elicited happiness over the course of their lifetime. A significantly 
larger number of actions (4.4) than inactions (0.27, t (14) = 7.75, p < 
0.01) were recalled. Further, a chi-square analysis revealed that a ma-
jority of respondents (87%) listed an action as the first item on their 
list (χ2 = 8.06, p < 0.01) suggesting that actions are more accessible 
in memory than inactions. 

In Study 3 (N = 47), we randomly assigned respondents into 
either an action or inaction condition. Respondents in the action con-
dition were asked whether they agreed or disagreed with the state-
ment “I am happy about things that I have done in my life” while 
respondents in the inaction condition were shown the statement “I 
am happy about things that I have not done (my inactions) in my 
life”). We found that respondents were faster at agreeing with the 
action statement (4.1s) than the inaction statement (7.57s, F (1, 43) = 
14.86, p < 0.05), suggesting greater accessibility for actions. Further, 
a chi-square analysis of the agreement with the statements revealed 
that a more respondents (77%) in the action condition agreed with 
the statement than respondents in the inaction condition (48%, χ2 = 
4.24, p < 0.05,). 

One potential explanation for the results of studies 1-3 is that 
actions are more impactful than inactions, i.e. they have greater con-
sequences, which leads to greater accessibility and happiness and not 
the action- inaction distinction per se. To test this explanation, we 
used scenarios with identical consequences in study 4 (N = 55).

Respondents were shown two scenarios adapted from previous 
research (Gilovich & Medvec 1994) that contained two protagonists, 
one who acted to obtain a positive outcome (e.g. switched schools) 
and the second who did not act (e.g. did not switch schools) but also 
obtained the same positive outcome. Respondents were asked to 
choose which of the two characters would experience greater hap-
piness. A majority of respondents expected the person who acted to 
experience greater happiness than the one who decided not to act in 
the first (76% vs. 24%, χ2 = 15.29, p < 0.01) and second scenarios 
(62% vs. 38%, χ2 = 3.07, p = 0.08). Thus, even when the outcomes of 
actions and inactions were held equal, respondents associated greater 
happiness with actions than inactions. 

We tested our attribution explanation in study 5, i.e. people be-
lieve that they will experience greater happiness from their actions 
than inactions because actions are more amenable to internal attribu-
tion (dispositional attributions) than inactions. 

Fifty-five respondents were asked to recall either actions or in-
actions that had given them happiness during the course of their en-
tire life and then asked to rate how much happiness they experienced. 
They were then asked to rate the frequency with which they thought 
of their actions/inactions and the impact of their actions/inactions on 
their life. Two different measures were used to measure the impact of 
actions and inactions. The first measure required respondents to list 
all the consequences of their actions/inactions. The second measure 
required respondents to select all the areas of their life (from a set 
of 13 categories) that had been impacted by their actions/inactions 
(Rajagopal et al 2006). We also included a four item, 7-point scale 
(Dube, Jodoin, and Kairouz 1998) to measure respondents’ attribu-
tions of their decisions. 

As expected (Table 1), we found a larger number of actions 
listed as compared to inactions (F (1, 44) = 6.7, p < 0.05). Actions 
were also reported to elicit greater intensity of happiness (F (1, 44) = 
4.86, p < 0.05), and greater frequency of thought than inactions (F (1, 
44) = 6.09, p < 0.05). There were no differences in either of the two 
impact measures (F’s < 1). Thus, neither the number of consequences 
nor the areas of life affected were different for actions as compared to 
inactions. These results suggest that actions are not perceived to have 
greater impact or consequences than inactions (similar to the results 
from study 4), but are nonetheless thought about more than inactions. 
In line with our expectations, actions evoked greater internal attribu-
tions than inactions (F (1, 44) = 5.02, p < 0.05). 

Table 1
results Of study 5

Variable Actions Inactions
Mean number 7.08 (4.06) 4.55 (2.24)
Mean happiness intensity 6.33 (.64) 5.68 (1.28)
Mean frequency of thought 5.13 (1.59) 3.95 (1.62)
Net internal attributions 5.84 (.50) 5.37 (.88)
Mean number of consequences 4.56 (2.51) 3.94 (2.98)
Mean number of areas of life impacted 7.39 (2.13) 6.93 (3.23)
N 24 22

Note: Numbers in parentheses indicate standard deviations

Across 5 studies we find that actions elicit greater happiness 
than inactions because they are attributed internally and thought 
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about more frequently. We did not find support for a larger network 
of consequences for actions versus inactions. Thus, the impact of ac-
tions and inactions appears to be no different, but the motivation to 
take credit for actions and hence, think about them more frequently 
appears to underlie the perceived differences in happiness.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Amidst growing interest in the engineering of positive emo-

tions in commercial interactions (e.g., Tan, Foo, and Kwek, 2004), 
research underscores the need to consider both employee and cus-
tomer characteristics when it comes to the appreciation for nonver-
bally- expressed emotion (Rafaeli and Sutton 1990). We posit that 
strong employee-customer bonds are formed when the affective 
style (i.e., expressiveness) of employees aligns closely with the cus-
tomer’s preference for nonverbally- expressed emotions. Support 
comes from research suggesting that rapport (i.e., quality interper-
sonal interactions characterized by a connection among the interac-
tants) can be established using nonverbal cues (Harrigan, Oxman, 
and Rosenthal 1985). 

Given that the quality of consumers’ interaction with the ser-
vice provider predicts customer (dis)satisfaction (Mohr and Bitner 
1995), we expect a more rapportful employee-customer interaction 
to enhance consumers’ satisfaction. Paradoxically, we predict that 
a dissatisfying event will appear more negative to consumers from 
high-rapport conditions, as it poses as a greater contrast to the initial 
enjoyable interaction. We further examine how low-/high-rapport 
employee-customer interactions affect the way in which customers 
vocalize felt (dis)satisfaction. Besides positive (e.g., compliments) 
and negative (e.g., complaints) voice, we further differentiate be-
tween customer voice that is directed inward (to the organization) 
and outward (to the public). Despite key differences between inward 
and outward voice, no research has yet examined consumers’ rela-
tive tendency to use them. We predict that when there is a rapportful 
exchange due to affective match (i.e., low expressiveness-low recep-
tivity, high expressiveness-high receptivity), consumers will behave 
in a way that enhances or protects the well-being of the service em-
ployee. This is expressed either by a higher tendency to direct posi-
tive voice inward (vs. outward) after a positive encounter, or a lower 
likelihood to voice negatively inward (vs. outward) after a negative 
encounter. 

OVErVIEW OF sTUdIEs 1 And 2
Two experiments (featuring a satisfying or dissatisfying service 

context respectively) were conducted to test our predictions. Both 
studies used a 2 (emotional expressiveness: low vs. high) x 2 (emo-
tional receptivity: low vs. high) factorial design whereby emotional 
expressiveness was manipulated and emotional receptivity was mea-
sured. Data collection was completed over two sessions. In the first 
session, participants’ emotional receptivity (Lee and Lim 2010) was 
assessed. A week later, they watched a video showing an employee-
customer exchange in a holiday resort. The employee was actually 
a confederate actor who was trained to deliver low-, or high-, ex-
pressiveness by varying the use of smiling, voice intonations, and 
hand gestures hand gestures1. The dependent variables were rapport, 
customer satisfaction, and participants’ proclivity to use inward and 
outward positive voice (see Appendix).

1   Across both studies, manipulation checks indicate that the actor 
displayed appropriately lower (higher) levels of expressiveness in 
the low- (high-) expressiveness conditions respectively. 

Key findings from Studies 1 and 2
In Study 1, we found that less emotionally receptive participants 

reported less rapport with a more (vs. less) expressive employee, 
whereas high receptivity respondents perceived higher rapport with 
the more (vs. less) expressive employee. In terms of satisfaction, the 
more expressive employee condition produced lower satisfaction for 
low receptivity levels. For high emotional receptivity, conversely, 
participants were more satisfied with high (vs. low) expressiveness. 
Further, low receptivity participants in the less (vs. more) expressive 
employee condition indicated a higher relative tendency to voice in-
ward than outward. At high receptivity levels, a higher relative ten-
dency to voice inward than outward was observed in the more (vs. 
less) expressive employee condition. 

In Study 2, we observed that low receptivity participants indi-
cated less rapport with a more expressive (vs. a less expressive) em-
ployee, whereas high receptivity respondents reported higher rapport 
with the more (vs. less) expressive employee. While the less recep-
tive participants were more dissatisfied in the less (vs. more) expres-
sive condition, high receptivity participants felt more dissatisfied in 
the high (vs. low) expressive employee condition. In terms of cus-
tomers’ voice intentions, for low receptivity, participants in the less 
(vs. more) expressive employee condition indicated a lower relative 
tendency to voice inward than outward. At high emotional receptiv-
ity level with high (vs. low) expressiveness, the relative inward-to-
outward voice tendency was lower. 

discussion
Our work supports the common belief that strong relationships 

with customers can be beneficial (e.g., Ganesan, Brown, Mariadoss, 
and Ho 2010), but cautions that they can backfire in service failures. 
Theoretically, this research expands the voice literature by delineat-
ing positive and negative customer voice, as well as its direction 
(inward vs. outward). Since rapport can be formed even in service 
encounters (as we show in this research), firms should coach service 
employees about how to leverage the use of nonverbal cues to en-
hance customers’ overall service experience. 

Moving forward, we conjecture that the amplification effects 
due to strong employee-customer bonds may diminish for senior 
employees (e.g., the general manager) as they are seen to be more 
representative of the organization. Future research may investigate if 
the strength of employee-organization affiliation, as communicated 
via overt or subtle cues (e.g., employee’s uniforms or corporate arti-
facts; Rafaeli and Pratt 1993), moderates the observed in this current 
research.
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APPEndIx
Dependent Measures Used In Studies 1 and 2

sTUdY 1

Emotional receptivity 
(1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree; Lee and Lim 2010) 

1. The use of hands and other body movements is very helpful in 
facilitating communication

2. It is not necessary to show too much facial expressions (reverse-
coded item).

3. People should show a lot of facial expressions when talking.
4. When communicating, a person should use a lot of variation in 

his/her voice tone, pitch, and loudness.

rapport 
(1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree;  

Gremler and Gwinner 2000) 
1. In thinking about my relationship with the service employee.
2. I would enjoy interacting with this employee.

3. I would look forward to seeing the service employee when I 
visit this resort again.

4. The service employee relates well to me.
5. I care for the service employee.
6. I am comfortable interacting with the service employee.
7. The service employee has my personal interest in mind.

satisfaction 
(1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree;  

adapted from Maxham and Netemeyer 2002)
1. I am satisfied with my overall experience with the resort. 
2. As a whole, I am happy with the resort.
3. Overall, I am pleased with the service experience at the resort 

so far. 

Positive Voice 
(1 = not at all, 7 = very likely; adapted from Maxham and 

Netemeyer 2002).
Inward voice. How likely are you to send your compliments to the 
resort manager? 
Outward voice. How likely are you to recommend this resort to my 
friends if there were looking for a vacation in the same area as (name 
of resort)?

sTUdY 2
The items used to measure emotional receptivity and rapport 

are identical to those used for Study 1.

dissatisfaction 
(1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree;  

adapted from Maxham and Netemeyer 2002) 
1. I am dissatisfied with my overall experience with the resort so 

far. 
2. As a whole, I am not happy with the resort. 
3. Overall, I am displeased with the service experience at the 

resort. 

negative Voice 
(1 = not at all, 7 = very likely;  

items adapted from Maxham and Netemeyer 2002).
Inward voice. How likely are you to complain to the resort manager? 
Outward voice. How likely are you to discourage your friends from 
the resort if there were looking for a vacation in the same area as 
(name of resort)?
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Over and Over Again: negative Emotions, 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
With social networking, youtubing, and twittering, consumers 

are gaining power to express publicly their discontent with products 
and services (Grégoire, Tripp and Legoux 2009). Yet, consumer re-
search has largely ignored internal processes that prompt or hinder 
consumers’ public display of thoughts and emotions toward compa-
nies at fault in service failures. We investigate consumer rumination 
as a psychological process through which consumers’ negative emo-
tions influence three service failure outcomes: complaining, negative 
word-of-mouth, and repatronage intentions. Rumination is defined 
as recurrent thoughts instigated by a discrepancy between one’s cur-
rent position versus a goal (Martin and Tesser 1996; Porath, MacIn-
nis and Folkes 2010). Although extensively studied in psychology, 
rumination has received sparse attention in the consumer domain. 
By conceptualizing and testing rumination as a mediator within the 
consumer’s experience of a service failure, we contribute to knowl-
edge of consumer emotions and show that rumination has important 
implications for service providers.

COnCEPTUAL MOdEL And HYPOTHEsEs
Building upon emotion (Bagozzi, Baumgartner and Pieters 

1998; Lazarus and Folkman 1984) and attribution theories (Weiner 
1986), we posit that in service failures, contextual factors shape con-
sumers’ negative emotions that contribute to rumination and service 
failure outcomes (see Figure 1). Specifically, contextual factors – 
locus of control (internal/external), extent of controllability (under 
someone’s /beyond anyone’s control), failure severity, and outcome 
certainty – are systemically linked to negative emotions such as an-
ger and anxiety (Smith and Ellsworth 1985; Roseman, Wiest, and 
Swartz 1994). Rumination is believed to be an involuntary response 
elicited in response to such emotion-provoking situations (Salovey et 

al. 2002; Martin and Tesser 1996). Research in non-business contexts 
shows that, when activated, rumination facilitates negative and hin-
ders positive behaviors toward transgressors. Accordingly, because 
service failures provoke negative emotions such as anger and anxiety 
(e.g., Bougie et al. 2003; Gelbrich 2010), we hypothesize rumina-
tion as an involuntary response mediating the relationship between 
negative emotions and service failure outcomes such as complaining, 
negative word-of-mouth and repatronage intentions. 

METHOds And AnALYsIs APPrOACH
Three experiments were conducted. In each study, adult partici-

pants were presented with an experimentally manipulated scenario 
regarding a service failure. Participants then responded to measures 
of emotions, rumination, complaining, negative word-of-mouth 
(WOM), and patronage intentions. Conceptual mediation models 
were analyzed via SEM with bootstrapping bias-corrected proce-
dure. Measurement and hypothesized models achieved satisfactory 
model fits (Bagozzi and Yi 2012); detailed results are available from 
authors.  

Study 1 manipulated three contextual factors: locus of control 
(external/internal), controllability (high/low), and frequency (high/
low). Results show that anger and anxiety have significant positive 
direct effects on rumination. Rumination has significant positive di-
rect effects on complaining and negative WOM intentions  as well as 
a significant negative direct effect on patronage intentions. Consum-
er rumination about the service failure fully mediates effects of anger 
on complaining and negative WOM and partially mediates effects of 
anger on patronage; rumination fully mediates effects of anxiety on 
the three outcomes. Anger and anxiety only partially mediate effects 
of controllability on rumination, but they fully mediate effects of ex-
ternal locus of control and frequency on rumination. The results sug-
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gest that effects of consumer anger and anxiety on outcomes may be 
underestimated if the internal process of consumer rumination about 
the service failure incident is not taken into consideration. Studies 
2 and 3 examine the effects of other contextual factors. Results are 
available from the authors. 

dIsCUssIOn
Our research expands understanding of an internal process – 

consumer rumination – that mediates effects of anger and anxiety on 
outward manifestations of service failures: consumer complaining, 
negative word-of-mouth and repatronage intentions. We adapted a 
measure of rumination to the service failure context, demonstrating 
its validity and reliability across studies. Our research contributes 
to emotion theory by showing that rumination is an important me-
diator, adding explanatory power across contextual conditions that 
elicit anger and anxiety. Our research also contributes by showing 
that rumination not only has damaging effects when providers are 
at fault, consumer rumination decreases patronage intentions and 
increases negative WOM when consumers are responsible for the 
failure. Given that only a small percentage of dissatisfied customers 
actually complain, consumer rumination may provide an explanation 
for the loss of customers and greater negative publicity that accom-
pany service failures.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Can a manageable sense of self-coherency co-exist with iden-

tity multiplicity and internal fragmentation? Through immersive/
interpretive research, we discover multiplicity extending to life proj-
ects and themes; ideological fragmentation resulting in a sense of 
incoherent moral self; and a compelling meta-life project directed 
towards a coherent moral self.

Prior CCT research conceptualizes the ‘self’ as an integration 
of many aspects, including multiple identities, relationships, pos-
sessions and other various symbols that enable the individual to 
construct themselves in ongoing processes (Bardhi, Eckhardt, and 
Arnould 2012; Schouten 1991). In this state of identity multiplicity, 
the consumer is constantly assessing (consciously or subconscious-
ly) which identity should be activated in a given situation to guide 
their behavior (Brewer 2001; Schouten 1991). The multiple identi-
ties coalescent in the construction of self, however, are not always 
in alignment, and this divergence results in a self that is fragmented 
(Ahuvia 2005; Bahl and Milne 2010; Firat and Venkatesh 1995; Tian 
and Belk 2005). Fragments of self that are in conflict are expressed 
in contradictory consumption choices when influenced by competing 
identities that are momentarily clashing in the marketplace (Ahuvia 
2005; Bahl and Milne 2010; Ustuner and Holt 2007). 

In prior research, we discover two dominant framings of iden-
tity multiplicity: liberated multiplicity and manageable multiplicity. 
One perspective, liberated multiplicity, takes an optimistic view of  
the fragmented self (Goulding, Shankar and Elliott, 2002), arguing 
that consumers are “content to live with the paradoxes” (Firat and 
Venkatesh 1995) arising from multiplicity (Firat, Dholakia, and Ven-
katesh 1995; Firat and Venkatesh 1995). Indeed, that postmodern 
consumers have been liberated from the constraints of a unified sense 
of self, and are free to weave multiple identities into the complex 
tapestry of their life’s narratives (Firat and Dholakia 2006; Schau, 
Gilly, and Wolfinbarger 2009). This optimistic view, however, is 
not the only lens through which multiplicity and fragmentation are 
viewed (Goulding, Shankar, and Elliott 2002).  A second perspec-
tive acknowledges the tension created by conflicting identities and 
takes the view that fragmented consumers manage this tension by de-
ploying coping strategies such as compartmentalizing the discordant 
fragments of self  (Ahuvia 2005; Goulding et al. 2002) or engaging 
in dialogue between competing identities (Bhal and Milne, 2010). 

We note, however, that these consumer studies are predomi-
nantly contextualized within the domains of the aesthetic and hedon-
ic – such as high-end automobile purchases (Luedicke et al. 2010; 
Bahl and Milne, 2010), weekend rave parties (Goulding et al. 2002; 
Goulding et al. 2009), cherished possessions (Ahuvia, 2005), and 
global elites (Bardhi et al. 2012). Moreover, though many studies 
of consumer identity projects and communal consumption contexts 
recognize the ideologically charged nature of consumers’ life worlds 
(Canniford and Shankar 2012; Kozinets 2002; Luedicke, Thompson, 
and Giesler 2010), fewer explore the personal, internal, tensions 
that consumers experience from contradictions when the ideological 
frameworks guiding their consumption experiences clash. Thus, we 
argue that existing theory has stopped short of exploring the iden-
tity conflict that is played out in ideologically charged consumption 
arenas.

Our primary research question, therefore, asks whether consum-
ers are less willing to tolerate discordant multiplicity when the result-
ing conflict is waged on ideologically charged consumption stages 
in which contradictory choices impinge on their moral frameworks. 
In this sense, moral values are inherently ideological, informing the 
consumer’s worldview and filtering their perceptions of acceptable 
choice (Luedicke et al. 2010; Monroe 2009).  Second, to what layers 
or levels of abstract self does multiplicity and conflict extend? Con-
sumer research has tended to present a disjointed account of multi-
plicity (e.g. Belk 1988; Gould 2010). Third, what processes of trans-
formation enable consumers to dynamically re-align their multiple 
identities with their integrated moral beliefs and transition to an ideo-
logically coherent self? The context specificity of current consumer 
multiplicity research limits our understanding of the contingencies of 
liberated fragmentation and related consumer struggles.

The contradictory consumption of ethically-minded consum-
ers is a well documented site of ideologically charged consumption 
(e.g. Chatzidakis, Hibbert and Smith, 2007; Carrington, Neville and 
Whitwell, 2010), presenting a potent context from which to develop 
theory about the multiplicity of identity and discordant selves in tran-
sition. Taking an ethnographic approach, we immersed in the daily 
lives of 13 ethical consumers over a nine month study to explore the 
construction of the ethical-self in the midst of everyday consumption 
practices (Newholm and Shaw 2007). We employed multiple meth-
ods including semi-structured interviews, photographic and written 
diaries, video interviews, projective interviews, and extended partici-
pant observation in a range of personal and social activities. 

TAbLE 1
data summary

Activity/data Format details/Volume
Duration of Study Nine Months
Transcribed Material 445 pages
Photographic Material 34 images
Video Footage 63 minutes
Field Notes 49 pages
Coded Observations 2605

Aligned with the aims of the study, the data were analyzed using 
an interpretive, grounded approach (Corbin and Strauss 2008). To 
enhance trustworthiness of the study, we strategically combined tri-
angulation of methods, sources and data; member checks; persistent 
immersion; and regular researcher debriefing sessions (Wallendorf 
and Belk 1989). 

In contrast to previous researchers’ suggestions that identity 
multiplicity may be liberating (Firat and Venkatesh 1995) or man-
ageable (Bahl and Milne 2010), our data analysis reveals that mul-
tiplicity becomes an unmanageable problem for some consumers 
when the conflict is ideological. We discover that the presence of a 
dominant moral life theme compels these consumers to seek coherent 
moral selves. We also discover that multiplicity and conflict extend 
beyond identity to the clashing of life themes reflected in conflicting 
life projects. Finally, we reveal a dynamic and purposive overarching 
consumer transition to a more coherent ideological self, a process 
of alignment that we call a meta life project. Meta life projects are 
guided by a single dominant moral life theme that act as a pathway 
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to moral coherence. We show that through meta life project work, 
fragmented life projects and identities, discordant extended selves 
and inconsistent consumption choices are progressively aligned with 
informants’ sense of moral self. Our study integrates and develops 
multiple threads of extant consumer research – multiplicity (Belk 
1988; Goulding et al. 2002; Luna, Torsten, and Peracchio 2008; 
Schau and Gilly 2003; Thompson 1996), fragmentation (Bahl and 
Milne 2010; Firat and Venkatesh 1995; Goulding et al. 2002), mor-
al conflicts (Luedicke et al. 2010), and identity conflict resolution 
(Ahuvia 2005; Bahl and Milne 2010; Murray 2002). – to offer an al-
ternative lens through which to view the consumption contradictions 
and purposive life transitions of fragmented selves in the ideological 
domain.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
More than ever, new technologies are demonstrating their po-

tential for transforming society. Although we know much about con-
sumption of technology (Vandewater and Lee 2009; Kozinets 2008; 
Sorenson 2006), interplay between technology and family quality 
time still needs further investigation. Within the social sciences, at-
tention to family time has been more attuned to differences across 
men and women in terms of time spent at work (Fiese, Foley and 
Spagnola 2006), lack of family time driven by consumption desires 
(Mestdag and Vandeweyer 2005), how mothers and fathers balance 
work and home responsibilities (DeVault 2000; Hochschild 1997), 
and the role of homemade food in the construction of family identity 
(Moisio, Arnould and Price, 2004). Despite the noteworthy contribu-
tions of these studies, we have virtually no understanding of how 
family quality time is changed and altered in form particularly when 
media devices such as iphones, ipads, and cell phones encroach on 
the mealtime context. 

Whilst prior research explores the role of technology in con-
sumer lives (Kozintets 2008; Ventantesh 2006; Jackson 2002; Mick 
and Fournier 1998), there is silence on how technology impacts on 
parent-child mealtime interactions, and family routines. What we 
need to understand is whether the purpose and meanings of qual-
ity time changes when new technologies become an inseparable 
part of family mealtimes. Gutierrez, Price and Arnould (2008: 189) 
observe that time spent over family dinner, is positively correlated 
with benefits such as reduced childhood obesity, aiding literacy de-
velopment and reduced speech impairments, language socialization, 
lower levels of behavioral problems, higher academic achievement 
and reduced drug and alcohol use among teens. And yet, media de-
vices such as iPods, iPads, smart phones, encroach on daily family 
life and transform the meanings of time spent over family dinner. 
Further, technology, in the form of TV programs and their charac-
ters can become an obsession with which viewers constantly interact 
and around which they model their lives (Chitakunye and Maclaran 
2012; Russell, Norman and Heckler 2004; Russell and Puto 1999; 
O’Guinn and Shrun 1997). Although these new technologies con-
tinue to mediate family relationships and are progressively more 
embedded in everyday practices, our knowledge is still limited as to 
how these are changing the form and meaning of family quality time. 

Given this background, the purpose of this study is to explore 
how the techno culture environment is transforming family quality 
time in the domestic context of food consumption.  In particular, we 
are interested in children’s naturalistic practices when they come into 
contact with media devices at mealtimes. Unlike previous research, 
this study takes everyday mealtime practices as the unit of investiga-
tion.

This study uses an interpretive research strategy. Informants 
were children aged between 13 and 17 who provided insights through 
visual diaries that generated 360 photographs, and 13 in-depth in-
terviews, which was supplemented by immersing ourselves in four 
families on five different occasions.  These constant repetitive visits 
to the families, over a period of two years, were vital in deepening 
our experience of action, conversations and the mealtime context. 
Prior to, during, and subsequent to our immersion into mealtimes, we 
kept detailed written fieldnotes.  

Consistent with previous research, we find that technology 
transforms family relations in different ways (Venkatesh, Stolzkoff, 

Shih, and Mazumdar 2001; Mick and Fournier 1998). In line with 
previous research, our findings also show how, in some families, the 
essence of quality time has been reorganised around specific tele-
vision programmes. For example, the X-factor, East Enders, and 
Coronation Street, were popular programmes around which families 
communed. However, this presented a paradox that resulted to as-
similation and isolation effects (Mick and Fournier 1998), particu-
larly in families with conflicting viewing interests.

Prevalent across the families visited, we observed an array of 
multitasking practices at mealtimes, not only with the television, but 
with other with media devices such as iPods, iPads, smart phones, 
cellphones, and laptops. Similarly, photographs generated by the 
children reveal the continued presence of these media devices at the 
dinner table, indicating a willingness to use them whilst eating. Al-
though it is becoming increasingly rare that families eat together, at 
times, family members stay connected through interplay with tech-
nology.  For example, in Hayley’s household (female, 16), the father 
worked away from home, and through media devices, he stayed con-
nected to family members at different times, including mealtimes. In 
this sense, mediated communications during family dinner are some-
times with family members who are not present, and not just friends, 
and other non-family members.  Within this context, we argue that 
interplay with technology contribute to the construction of both fam-
ily and individual identity. 

In some families, children felt that media devices were inter-
twined with family interactional processes.  On the contrary, some 
parents saw these media devices as disruptive to family togetherness. 
However, examples from our study include some parents using these 
media devices at the dinner table. For example, during one mealtime 
observation, a mother could be seen using the cordless phone more 
frequently than the children.  In another family, the father always 
took the cordless phone to the dinner table.  Agreeing with Mick and 
Fournier (1998), we found that technology presents a paradox that 
leads to both assimilation and isolation effects. Within this context, 
we align assimilation effects with the construction of a collective 
family identity, and isolation effects with the construction of indi-
vidual identity. For example, when the children were connected to 
the outside world, parents felt more isolated, and vice versa. Here, it 
emerged that different communication technologies are preferred by 
family members.  In one family, the children preferred to use their 
smartphones whilst the parents preferred to use the cordless phone. 
When the cell phone or cordless phones were answered, at times, the 
family members would leave the table, and continued talking whilst 
in another part of the house. This behaviour reduced family quality 
time. 

One contribution of this study is that it shifts the focus of the 
interplay between family quality time and technology from the tele-
vision and its contents (Chitakunye and Maclaran 2012; Russell et 
al 2004; Schau and Muniz 2004; O’Guinn and Shrun 1997) and in-
stead considers the construction of collective and individual identi-
ties within a mix of mealtime multitasking practices, in particular, 
in relation to media devices that encroach on the mealtime context.  
These devices include iphones, ipads, cordless phones, laptops; cell 
phones and other related devices.  Within this context, we argue that, 
family quality time is changed and altered in form, but not ultimately 
abandoned.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Consumers evaluate past experiences based on overall impres-

sions (prototypes) and specific remembered components (exem-
plars). The prototype-based memory system converts experience 
components into an “abstracted representation” (Shreiber and Kahn-
eman, 2000) or “gestalt” (Ariely and Carmon, 2003), which leads to 
retrospective evaluations based on a limited number of key compo-
nents, such as trend, peak, and end. The prototype system draws from 
prototype theories in the categorization literature (e.g. Rosch and 
Mervis, 1975). Prototypes influence evaluations immediately after 
an experience and are robust to delay. Distinctive experience compo-
nents – components that share few features with their surroundings 
– should have little influence on the prototype. 

The exemplar-based memory system represents experience 
components individually, which leads to retrospective evaluations 
based on the most contextually accessible components (Montgomery 
and Unava, 2009). The exemplar system draws from the memory 
literature which suggests that distinctive information (Hunt, 1995, 
Hunt and Worthen, 2006) and experiences (Berntsen, 1996, 1998) 
are more accessible than typical information and experiences. Criti-
cally, the privileged accessibility of distinctive components increases 
with delay.

Four studies test a framework integrating prototype and exem-
plar models, focusing on the ability of retrieved exemplars (Studies 
1 and 2) and the presence of a distinctive peak (Studies 3 and 4) to 
predict participants’ overall retrospective evaluations, immediately 
after the experience and after a delay. We predict and find that when 
exemplars are contextually accessible, their ratings flow through to 
the overall evaluation that remains the same after a delay. However, 
when the peak component (the most pleasant component of a pleas-
ant experience) is a distinctive one, this particular component does 
not change the prototype, but becomes an accessible exemplar, which 
is used to form an overall evaluation. Further, as this distinctive peak 
is even more easily recalled after a delay, its weight in evaluations 
increases over time, leading to improved overall evaluations after 
a delay. These predictions are tested by examining the weight (ß) 
and overall predictive power (R2) of models including the ratings of 
prototypical and distinctive components of the experience on overall 
evaluations of the experience.

sTUdIEs 1 And 2
Study 1 demonstrates in a field setting that distinctive experi-

ence components are more likely to be spontaneously recalled and 
used as inputs to overall evaluations, especially if they are made con-
textually accessible. Attendees of a large theatre festival (n = 46) 
completed a short survey while waiting in line for a show. They in-
dicated the overall quality of the festival either before or after listing 
and rating six shows that they had seen. Finally, participants rated 
the distinctiveness of the first and last shows on their list on a three 
item 7-point scale (afirst = 0.83, alast = 0.88) and reported the total 
number of shows they had seen. Ratings of the six listed shows better 
predicted the overall evaluation when participants listed the shows 
before evaluating the festival overall. Festival attendees were more 
likely to base their overall evaluations on retrieved exemplars (listed 
shows) when those exemplars were contextually accessible. 

Study 2 (n = 98) replicates the results of Study 1 for evaluations 
of films released in 2011 using a different manipulation for exemplar 
accessibility: cognitive load. Specific films recalled under load were 
worse predictors of participants’ overall ratings for films released 
during 2011 when they were recalled under load, as compared to 
when there was no load. 

Studies 3 and 4 go on to examine the role of delay in increasing 
the accessibility of distinctive peaks that become inputs to overall 
retrospective evaluations. 

sTUdIEs 3 And 4
Study 3 examined the role of a distinctive peak before and 

after a delay. Fifty-five participants viewed fifteen pieces from the 
Museum of Modern Art’s collection and rated their enjoyment of 
each. Participants viewed either three paintings and twelve sculp-
tures (paintings distinctive) or twelve paintings and three sculptures 
(sculptures distinctive). Participants then rated their overall enjoy-
ment of the set of pieces, both immediately and after a delay of three 
to six weeks. A linear regression model tested the predictive power of 
components extracted from individual ratings: the peak, end, mean 
of non-distinctive pieces, mean of distinctive pieces, and whether or 
not the peak was one of the distinctive pieces.

Without a delay, only the mean of non-distinctive components) 
and peak  ratings were significant predictors of the overall liking 
of the set. After the delay, the mean non-distinctive rating failed to 
predict retrospective liking of the set, but the peak remained impor-
tant. Critical to my hypothesis, the presence of a distinctive peak 
increased overall evaluations, but only after the delay. Study 3 con-
firms the importance of the peak-dominated prototype, even after a 
delay, but suggests that distinctive exemplars may amplify the peak 
effect through a separate, exemplary-based memory system.

Study 4 replicates (4a, n = 82) and reverses (4b, n = 85) the 
results of Study 3 for experiences with music and jelly beans re-
spectively. A pretest revealed that music was well suited to retrieval 
of specific exemplars, while jelly beans tended to be thought of in 
generic, prototypical terms. In both 4a and 4b, we manipulated the 
presence or absence of a distinctive component in a five part experi-
ence. In Study 4a, a distinctive peak increased overall evaluations 
after a two week delay, supporting the exemplar system. In Study 4b, 
a distinctive peak decreased overall evaluations immediately after 
the experience, supporting the prototype system.

sUMMArY
People rely on exemplars when they are contextually acces-

sible (Studies 1 and 2), leading to a disproportionate influence for 
distinctive peaks on overall evaluations after a delay (Studies 3 and 
4a). Non-distinctive peaks remain important with and without de-
lay however (Studies 3 and 4a), and may produce increased overall 
evaluations in contexts well suited to prototype formation (Study 
4b). These findings are of interest to researchers concerned with how 
consumers represent experiences and construct evaluations, or man-
agers who wish to design experiences that consumers will remember 
as enjoyable.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT:
It has been widely demonstrated that the context in which an 

object appears influences its evaluation. One way in which such con-
text effects have been shown to occur is by automatically altering 
the internal comparative standards consumer use when evaluating 
products (Mazumdar, Raj, and Sinha, 2005). To date, the majority 
of the research on context effects has examined them in terms of 
product attributes (e.g. Adaval and Monroe, 2002; Simonson, 1989). 
However, in this research we explore an example of how the broader 
social context of the choice environment may provide a meaningful 
context. In particular, we propose that the crowdedness of a retail 
store can spontaneously evoke a set of stored representations such as 
the social status or disposable income of the people frequenting the 
store. Furthermore, these representations of social class can lead to 
distortions in perceptions of price and willingness to spend. For ex-
ample, we propose that a highly crowded store environment activates 
lower class representations (e.g., that shoppers have lower dispos-
able income) which in turn alters consumers’ expectations about the 
prices of products in the store. Three studies explore this hypothesis.

In a pilot study, we wanted to demonstrate that different lev-
els of social density have historically been associated with different 
expectations about social class. Thus we performed Google image 
searches for the terms “upper class Americans” and “working class 
Americans”. For the first 100 images retrieved in each search we 
counted the number of people portrayed in each image. This analysis 
revealed that working class images contained a higher number of 
people (M= 5.4) than did images associated with the upper class (M 
= 1.6; t(198) = -5.80, p <0.001). Thus, as far as historical imagery 
is concerned, there does appear to be a clear visual relationship be-
tween class and social density.

Study 1 (N=75) was designed to test whether this apparent rela-
tionship between class expectations and social density could actually 
influence the class inferences individuals make from social density 
cues. All participants were shown a picture which they were told 
was a stylistic representation of an actual social scene, and which 
consisted of human stick figures on a white background. The scene 
was either crowded (36 stick figures) or uncrowded (2 stick figures). 
Stick figures were used to ensure no inferences could be drawn from 
specific social cues such as clothing. Participants were asked to es-
timate both the average social class of the individuals in the scene 
(1=upper class to 5=lower class) and their average annual income. 
Results revealed that participants rated the figures in the low-density 
context as being from a higher class (Msparse = 2.1) than those  in 
the high-density condition (Mdense = 3.7; F(1,73) = 64.9, p < 0.001). 
Furthermore, figures in the low-density context were also rated as 
having a higher annual income (Msparse = $114K) than those in the 
high-density condition (Mdense = $49K; F(1,73) = 51.6, p < 0.001).

Study 2 (N=84) was designed to explore if a similar social den-
sity manipulation would influence inferences of price of products 
in a store. To do this, we created three images of a clothing store, 
which contained 35 to 4 human silhouettes depending on the level of 
crowdedness. Participants, who were once again told the image was 
adapted from a real picture, were asked to make an inference for the 
price of a typical pair of shoes in the store. Ratings of the expected 
income of a typical customer were collected in the same manner as 

Study 1. Results showed that participants estimated shoe price high-
est at the low-density store (M= $207), lowest at the high-density 
store (M= $131; F(2, 81) = 3.62, p=0.03), and in-between at the me-
dium-density store (M = $171). Furthermore, the expected income 
findings from Study 1 replicated and mediated the effect of social 
density on expected price of the given product. Thus, perceived value 
of products in the store, seemed to be determined by their beliefs 
about other shoppers incomes, which were themselves driven by how 
crowded the store was.

By examining if the mere crowdedness of a store could influ-
ence how products are subsequently recalled, Study 3 (N=180) was 
provides differential evidence that the social density of a store can 
influence how consumers codify the relative prices of products in 
the store. Study 3 built on prior research demonstrating that con-
sumer’s abstract recollections of the expensiveness of a particular 
product presented in a specific context are influenced by the prices 
of the other products viewed in that context. Specifically, consum-
ers subsequently remember products as being relatively more expen-
sive/(cheap) if they were originally presented in the context of other 
products which were themselves relatively lower/(higher) in price. 
Thus we predicted that individuals who considered a product in an 
uncrowded/(crowded) store context should subsequently remember 
the product to be relatively more cheap/(expensive).

The study was carried out in two stages: First, participants were 
asked to choose between two similar pairs of dress shoes at a pic-
tured store which was uncrowded, moderately crowded, or crowded.  
While we were ultimately interested in memories of the expensive-
ness of the product chosen, not the choice itself,  we had participants 
make a choice between two similar products to ensure they consid-
ered them in as naturalistic a way as possible. 24 to 36 hours later 
participants were asked to rate the expensiveness of the  shoes they 
had previously chosen on an 11-point scale anchored from very inex-
pensive to very expensive. As predicted, results showed that partici-
pants recalled the chosen product to be less expensive when previ-
ously presented in an uncrowded context (Msparse= 6.05), versus the 
crowded context (Mdense= 6.57) with the moderate density context 
in-between the other two (M = 6.14; F(2, 177) = 2.98, p=0.05). 

Taken together, these data provide the first evidence of the im-
portant finding that the social density of the choice environment can 
act as a context effect and influences how consumers process price 
information in the store.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT 
Decision-making by a social entity is a universal experience 

yet virtually overlooked in consumer research (Ward and Reingen, 
1990). A recent call for research to consider affiliation and separation 
in a social group decision-making setting supports the assertion that 
this area is under-researched (see Tinson and Nuttall, 2011). Explor-
ing group as opposed to individual decision-making is of particular 
interest as it provides an opportunity to understand both the social 
context and social interaction that occurs when making consump-
tion decisions. Although there are a plethora of studies examining 
the phenomena of family decision-making (e.g. Beatty and Talpade, 
1994; Palan and Wilkes, 1997; Lee and Collins, 2000; Chaplin and 
John, 2010), exploring group consumption and consumer behaviour 
in an alternate social environment (e.g. amongst colleagues or peers) 
will generate insight and provide marketing implications for social 
collective decision-making. Collective decisions made by social 
groups can be for low or high involvement products and may include, 
for example, friends deciding which film to see at the cinema, which 
night club or restaurant to go to, or which holiday to choose. The pur-
pose of this paper, employing a qualitative approach, is to explore the 
decision-making of an adolescent collective, their social interactions 
(including conflict and conflict resolution) and to propose an original 
model based on influencing strategies for social collective decisions.

As such, the objectives of the study are as follows:
• To explore the experience of adolescent social collective 

decision-making and to establish how adolescents influ-
ence one another in a group to make decisions with conse-
quences for the collective

• To understand how social collective decision-making is 
influenced by the social environment as well as the group 
dynamics

• To propose an original model based on influencing strate-
gies for social collective decisions 

rEsEArCH dEsIGn
A two stage qualitative approach, employing a longitudinal 

single embedded case study (Yin, 2009) followed by in-depth in-
terviews, was designed to meet the proposed objectives of this in-
vestigation. This involved conducting four focus groups with the 

committee throughout the year and four individual interviews with 
the ‘Services Captain’ with overall responsibility for the high-school 
prom. She was an “embedded unit of analysis” (Yin, 2009: 46). That 
is, discussions with the Services Captain would allow a more holistic 
understanding of the way in which social collective decision-making 
was shaped. There were six members of the committee. Permission 
to meet with the members of the high-school prom organising com-
mittee was given by the school and on-going consent was provided 
by the pupils (see Tinson, 2009). 

Following analysis of the case study material 12 in-depth in-
terviews were arranged with young adults (18-20 years of age) who 
were members of a high-school prom organising committee within 
the last three years (see Table 1). All the interviewees attended school 
in Scotland and each respondent contributed to social collective deci-
sions about the high-school prom e.g. venue, menus, photographer, 
band etc. The respondents were recruited via email through the use 
of university class lists to send invites. A semi-structured interview 
guide was developed for this phase of data collection. Questions 
ranged from an initially broad approach with questions such as ‘tell 
me about your prom organising committee’ with later questions ad-
dressing the specific aspects of social collection decision-making 
such as negotiation within the group and how was any conflict re-
solved to did decisions change over time.

dATA AnALYsIs
An interpretive analytic stance was adopted that drew on the 

transcriptions (see Bryman and Burgess, 1994) and the constant 
comparative method described by Glaser and Strauss (1967) was em-
ployed. Emerging insights and prior assumptions allowed interpreta-
tions to develop (Spiggle, 1994). The data was examined by con-
sidering social collective decision-making behaviour and changes to 
decisions and the associated negotiations and context.

FIndInGs
The findings established that adolescents influence one another 

in a group using a variety of influencing techniques (e.g. coalition 
formation, reasoning, bargaining and playing on emotion) and that 
the group is subject to conflict and conflict resolution (e.g. yielding, 
dominating, compromising and avoiding). Coalition formation (see 

Table 1: Respondent Profiles

Pseudonym Gender Age Location of prom
Time elapsed 
since prom 
attendance 

no. of organising 
committee 
members

Jill Female 19 Central Scotland 8 months 30→11
Felicity Female 21 Central Scotland 3 years 5→6

Jon Male 19 Dumfries and Galloway 10 months 10
Steve Male 20 Highlands 20 months 6
Ruby Female 19 Edinburgh & the Lothians 9 months 12→4

Catriona Female 20 Aberdeenshire 18 months 10→8
Kerry Female 20 Glasgow 14 months 12→8
Rosie Female 19 Glasgow 9 months 10→6
Darren Male 19 Central Scotland 8 months 11→8
Megan Female 20 Edinburgh & the Lothians 2 years 15→7

Lily Female 18 Glasgow 6 months 12→8
Suzanne Female 19 Central Scotland 18 months 8→5
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Lee and Collins, 2000) was not only evident within the group but 
externally between teachers and/or venue liaisons. This allowed for 
an exploration of the inter-relationship between the macro and micro 
environment (see Bamaca and Umana-Taylor, 2006). These external 
coalitions were significant not only because they were recognised as 
being credible but as a consequence of how the perceptions of these 
coalitions changed over time. Over the period of event preparation 
(typically nine months) the external coalitions became more impor-
tant and were able to appreciably impact on the dynamics and related 
decision-making of the social collective. Intra coalitions were more 
likely to use bargaining or emotional appeals (e.g. guilt) to influence 
decisions whilst inter coalitions and their subsequent position/s on 
issues were often used as leverage within the social decision-making 
collective. Dominant roles adopted by intra coalitions typically mate-
rialised in (potential) conflict. Noticeably, those who appeared most 
dominant within the social group either disassociated from decisions 
made within the collective that they did not agree with or exited the 
group ‘on principal’ to preserve their perceived integrity (and more 
effectively manage their individual goals and identity ambitions).

COnCLUsIOns
This paper responds to the need for greater consideration of 

separation and affiliation in a social group context. This research 
has not only identified influencing strategies employed to influence 
choice but has also established how these strategies are used variably 
over time. The inter-relationship between the macro and the micro 
environment has also been explored within the context of social col-
lective decision-making and has furthered our knowledge of adoles-
cent social interaction e.g. inclusion and exclusion. A novel theory 
has been produced here and can be tested in other contexts. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
“In Peru, the rainy weather and flooding have caused 15 

deaths across the country, and affected another 30,000 residents”.
Natural disasters often result in severe death tolls and economic 

damage. In an effort to help those who require immediate assistance, 
fund-raising activities often follow such catastrophes. In this paper 
we investigate how numerical information (i.e., the number of dead 
and the number of affected people) influences decision-making about 
disaster aid.

When the United Nations compile a Humanitarian Action Plan 
to support victims of a disaster, they estimate the appropriate amount 
of donation by multiplying the number of affected with a minimum 
amount.  Indeed, the ideal size of donation depends on the number 
of people affected, and not on the number of dead people, since the 
affected people represent the beneficiaries of disaster aid.

Nevertheless, past work on prosocial behavior has documented 
numerous biases in decision-making, such as the identifiable victim 
effect (Kogut and Ritov 2005; Small and Loewenstein 2003), psy-
chophysical numbing (Friedrich et al. 1999; Slovic 2007), and scope 
insensitivity (Desvousges et al. 1993). This evidence suggests that 
decision-making is subjected to inherent limitations in the way we 
process information (Kahneman 2003).  As a consequence, donors 
may not always react in the way the United Nations hopes. Indeed, 
donors may use the number of dead, rather than the number of af-
fected people, to determine the extent to which financial aid must 
be provided.

In our first study, we analyzed real disaster relief data about 381 
natural disasters using a two-stage model. We find that the number of 
dead, and not the number of people affected in a disaster, is a signifi-
cant predictor of the probability to grant financial aid (Heckman z = 
3.54, p < .001), as well as of the size of the financial aid (Heckman z 
= 13.25, p < .001). Donors are both more likely to donate and more 
likely to donate more money to a natural disaster as the number of 
dead people increases, whereas they are insensitive to the number of 
affected.

Because correlational studies are not always reliable and do not 
allow causal inferences, we experimentally manipulated the number 
of affected (Study 2A) and the number of dead (Study 2B). Using 
an imaginary earthquake in Asia, we found that people donate more 
money when the number of dead people increases [t(47) = -2.45, p 
= .018], but remain insensitive to the number of people affected in a 
disaster [t(35) = -.38, NS].

We place the dead people bias in the category of one-reason 
heuristic decision-making (Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier 2011) in 
which a single cue (e.g., number of affected people, number of dead 
people) drives decisions. The validity rule asserts that the use of a 
cue is based on its validity, that is, the relative frequency with which 
the cue allows for correct inferences (Gigerenzer and Goldstein 
1996). Other work highlights the importance of a cue’s reliability. 
This account suggests that individuals are more likely to rely on a 
cue when they perceive its values as reliable regardless of cue valid-
ity (York et al. 1987). We argue that although the number of affected 
is a more “valid” driver of financial donations, the number of dead is 
more “reliable”. Further studies provide evidence that individuals do 
not consider cue validity, but use a cue as long as it is seen as reliable.

In a third experiment, we test whether people’s sensitivity to 
the number of dead is attenuated when they are primed to think in 

terms of validity. In addition to manipulating the number of dead 
and the number of affected, we also manipulated validity (control vs. 
primed). In the primed validity condition, respondents were instruct-
ed to “think about who will receive the donation” prior to deciding 
on how much should be donated. We found a significant two-way 
interaction between the number of dead and validity [F(1, 228) = 
4.32, p < .04]. At the control level of validity, we replicate the dead 
people bias: People donated more to a fictitious earthquake in Asia 
when the number of dead people is high rather than low [F(1, 228) 
= 4.01, p < .05]. However, this bias is eliminated when validity is 
primed [F(1, 228) = .77, NS]. This study provides evidence for the 
use of a discrimination rule in responses to disasters and that priming 
validity of cues eliminates the dead people bias.

The final study consisted of two parts. In the first part, we ma-
nipulate the number of dead and affected people between-subjects 
and replicate the dead people bias: People feel that more money 
should be donated when the number of dead people due to a tropi-
cal cyclone in the Caribbean was high rather than low (Heckman z 
= 2.87, p = .004), but not when the number of affected is high rather 
than low (p > .16). In the second part, we manipulated the number 
of dead and affected people within-subjects and asked participants to 
rank-order four disasters in terms of appropriate size of donation. We 
predicted that when people are forced to use one cue at the expense 
of the other, such as when rank-ordering, cue usage would be based 
on validity rather than discrimination ability. Confirming our predic-
tions, we found that the majority of the participants used a validity 
rule, thus ranking a disaster with a high number of affected higher 
than a disaster with a high number of dead (Friedman’s χ2 = 200.42, 
p < .001).

Our research contributes to theory on heuristic decision-making 
by showing how cue selection critically depends on the decision con-
text. In addition, we examined event severity, and attribute evalu-
ability as potential alternative explanations, but none of these mecha-
nisms seemed to drive donation decisions. The potential implications 
of the present research are broad and important as we provide novel 
insights on how communications of fund raising agencies, journal-
ists or humanitarian organizations should be optimally designed. Our 
ultimate goal is to improve aid towards future disaster victims.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT:
Children love getting presents. In fact, children today are 

deemed the most materialistic and brand conscious generation 
(Schor 2005).  Research on materialism, which has been conducted 
with adult samples, has found a link between materialism and less 
happiness (Carter and Gilovich 2010). If we simply apply adult find-
ings to children, this would mean that children are the least happy. 
Yet, studies have shown that there are no significant differences in 
happiness by age (see Myers and Diener 1995). Thus, the findings 
from the adult literature cannot simply be applied to children. In fact, 
children might find more happiness in objects than experiences. If so, 
a related question emerges – when might children begin to resemble 
adults in favoring experiences over objects?

We propose that young children (3-5 years old) appreciate and 
prefer objects over experiences. Because young children notice and 
give their attention to concrete features of their world more so than 
abstract features, they are likely going to connect with concrete as-
pects of their world (e.g., objects) more so than abstract aspects (e.g., 
experiences). By late childhood (6-12 years old), children are begin-
ning to think more abstractly, opening up the possibility of defining 
themselves in more complex and abstract terms (e.g., I like spending 
time with my family doing yard work), and therefore, intangible ex-
periences may begin to gain recognition as useful devices for char-
acterizing the self more for older children compared to their younger 
counterparts. However, the intangible abstract nature of experiences 
will still likely make it too hard for even older children to appreciate 
experiences over objects. By late adolescence (16-17 years old), we 
expect a reversal of this relative preference, in that older adolescents 
will prefer experiences over objects. Thus, we propose that relative 
preferences will change over time (age) for all children and adoles-
cents, such that objects are preferred the most in the earliest years 
(ages 3-5), that this relative preference will decline for older children 
(ages 6-12), and reverse for older adolescents (16-17).

Figure 1
Happiness Collage: developmental Changes in  
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We also propose that age moderates the effect of  memory and 
theory of mind on children’s preferences for objects over experi-

ences. Specifically, young children simply do not have sufficiently 
developed knowledge structures to think about details of prior expe-
riences (Justice 1985). Moreover, young children have not collected 
enough memorable experiences. In other words, to appreciate expe-
riences, one must first collect memorable experiences, or develop 
what Keinan and Kivetz (2010; p.937) call an “experiential check list 
or experiential CV.” Clearly this experiential CV is underdeveloped 
during early childhood and develops with age.

An underdeveloped theory of mind is also likely to contribute 
to children’s preferences for objects over experiences. Without the 
ability to understand theirs’ or others’ emotions/feelings that result 
from an experience [dining out together] or to be able to predict oth-
ers’ behaviors or feelings based on an experience, it will be difficult 
for children to fully appreciate the value of experiences in building 
successful social relationships, which is one reason why adults prefer 
experiences over objects (Diener and Seligman 2004). We suspect 
that as children grow older and develop into more socially aware 
individuals (Piaget 1932; Turiel 2006), develop better memories for 
experiences, and begin to make more disadvantageous comparisons 
between objects, that experiential purchases will begin to make them 
happier than objects. But, until all of the above-mentioned devel-
ops, we would expect children to look more to objects to make them 
happy.

We test these predictions in three studies. In Study 1, we used 
unstructured interviews to ensure that children do indeed think of ob-
jects and experiences when they think about what makes them happy. 
Providing participants with an unstructured, open-ended task, as op-
posed to asking them to tailor their responses to narrowly focus on 
experiences and objects, allowed us to let children reveal what spe-
cific experiences and objects are meaningful to them. Results from 
Study 1 were used to develop age and gender appropriate stimuli for 
Studies 2a, 2b, and 3. In Study 2a, children ages 3-12 were asked 
to construct collages using pictures of objects (e.g., toys, clothes) 
and experiences (e.g., birthday parties, playing sports) to answer the 
question, “What makes you happy?” . In Study 2b, we examined 
further age differences by sampling 16-17 year olds. In Study 3, we 
used a reaction time experiment with the full age range of children 
and adolescents, ages 3-17, to determine whether objects or experi-
ences were most accessible to children and adolescents. 

Our research provides evidence that the preference for objects 
over experiences is quite strong from early to middle childhood (ages 
3-9). Although the preference for objects over experiences exists 
throughout childhood (ages 3-12), by late childhood (ages 10-12), 
the preference is significantly weaker. By late adolescence, the pref-
erence reverses and adolescents find more happiness in experiences 
than objects, resembling findings in the adult literature. Finally, we 
offer a process explanation (memory and theory of mind), for the de-
velopmental change observed—moving from preference for objects 
in childhood to preference for experiences by adolescence.

In conclusion, happiness emanates from many sources. People 
derive happiness from objects (a luxury handbag, a large house, a 
nice car) and from experiences (an exotic vacation, an exquisite din-
ner). However, research suggests that objects and experiences are 
not valued equally. People tend to derive more happiness from ex-
periences than from objects. Our research confirms these findings, 
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but with a very important caveat. A preference for experiences over 
objects is not an innate characteristic, but a child developmental pro-
cess that unfolds over time. The thrill of objects during childhood is 
a phase that all children go through. When they have acquired a suf-
ficient “experiential CV” and their memory and theory of mind have 
matured, the stage will be set for them to appreciate the intangible 
benefits of experiences— they will indeed prefer experiences over 
objects similar to adults.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Past research has documented the factors that influence con-

sumer choice among assortments, such as the decision flexibility 
(McAlister and Pessemier 1982), the probability of a match between 
consumers’ preferences and the available alternatives (Lancaster 
1990), availability of ideal point (Chernev 2003), the anticipated 
cognitive effort in making a choice (Huffman and Kahn 1998) and 
the nature of decision process (Chernev 2006). This research has 
mainly focused on the cognitive processes used in the construction 
of assortment size preferences.

In this paper, we investigate the role of emotions in influencing 
consumers’ assortment size preferences. In particular, we investigate 
how feeling-based (compared with reason-based) decisions may in-
fluence preferences for assortment size. Prior research has shown 
that emotional system is holistic (Epstein 1994). Accordingly, while 
evaluating the assortment, people who engage in such holistic pro-
cessing may focus more on judging the global features of the choice 
set. Research suggests that people who search at a global (vs. local) 
level tend to have larger consideration sets (Pham and Chang 2010). 
In addition, it has been shown that global evaluations favour varied 
sequences (Ratner, Kahn and Kahneman 1997). Therefore, people 
who perform global evaluations might desire for more variety and 
compared to small assortments, large assortments provide greater fit 
to the desire for more variety. Hence, we posit that people who make 
feeling-based choices would be more satisfied with a large assort-
ment than a small assortment. In contrast, people who rely on their 
feelings less may experience less fit from the large assortment. As a 
consequence, the difference in preferences for large and smaller as-
sortments is mitigated. The predicted effect of feeing-based decision 
on preferences for large assortments versus smaller assortments was 
tested in four studies.

The first three studies aimed to test the predicted effect by us-
ing different approaches to manipulate how much participants relied 
on their feelings. Study 1 was a 2 (assortment size: small vs. large) 
x 2 (product type: hedonic vs. functional) between-subjects design. 
Participants were asked to imagine going to a supermarket to pur-
chase either detergent (functional) or jam (hedonic) from a selection 
of either 12 (small-set) or 36 options (large-set). Research shows that 
hedonic products elicit greater affective response in consumers than 
functional ones (Okada 2005). We measured participants’ satisfac-
tion with the selection. Results showed that participants evaluating 
the jam selection were more satisfied with the large assortment than 
the small assortment. However, this difference was mitigated when 
they evaluate the detergent selection. 

Study 2 employed a 2 (assortment size: small vs. large) x 2 
(trust in feelings (TF): high vs. low) between-subjects design. Par-
ticipants, either in high-TF or low-TF conditions, were asked to 
imagine purchasing a coffee from a menu that either provided a se-
lection of 12 (small-set) or 36 coffees (large-set). Before the choice 
task, supposedly in an unrelated study, we manipulated participants’ 
momentary trust in their feelings and thus their reliance on feelings 
using a procedure called the trust-in-feelings manipulation (Avnet, 
Pham, and Stephen 2012). Participants were asked to describe either 
two (high-TF) or 10 (low-TF) situations where they trusted their feel-
ings to make a decision and it turned out to be the right decision. It 
has been shown that recalling two (vs. 10) instances of successful 

reliance on feelings induce higher (vs. lower) reliance on feelings. 
Results showed that in the high-TF condition, satisfaction with the 
large assortment was higher than the small assortment. However, this 
difference was not significant in the low-TF condition.

Study 3 was a 2 (assortment size: small vs. large) x 2 (cognitive 
load: high vs. low) between-subjects design. Participants were asked 
to imagine selecting a coffee from a selection of 12 (small-set) or 
36 options (large-set). ROF was operationalized through a cognitive 
load manipulation (Shiv and Fedorikhin 1999), where participants 
were asked to memorize either a 2-digit code (low-load) or a 10-digit 
code (high-load) and to reproduce the code at the end of the study. 
Prior research has demonstrated that choice under cognitive load 
limits cognitive capacity, thus generating a greater degree of reli-
ance on feelings than choice under low cognitive load (Lieberman 
et al. 2002). Accordingly, we expected participants who memorized 
10-digit (vs. 2-digit) code to rely more on their feelings while making 
decisions. Results showed that participants in the high-load condi-
tion were more satisfied with the large (vs. small) assortment. How-
ever, this difference was not significant for low-load participants.

Study 4 aimed to test the process driving the observed effect. 
Study 4 employed a 2 (assortment size: small vs. large) x 2 (cognitive 
load: high vs. low) between-subjects design. The procedure of study 
4 was similar to study 3, except that this time participants were asked 
to imagine considering purchasing a snack from a vending machine 
that contained a selection of 12 (small-set) or 36 snacks (large-set). 
To test the process, we measured whether participants would like to 
have had greater variety in the selection they were given. Results 
showed that in the high-load condition, the desire for more variety 
was less for participants who were confronted with the large as-
sortment than for those who were faced with the small assortment. 
Therefore, in the high-load condition, participants liked the large as-
sortment more than the small assortment, because the former pro-
vided a better “fit” to their need for variety. However, in the low-load 
condition, the difference in desire for greater variety was not sig-
nificant. Consequently, there was no difference in satisfaction with 
large and small assortments. Mediation analysis further supported 
that desire for greater variety mediated the observed effect only in 
the large-set condition.

To summarize, four studies documented the impact of reliance 
on feelings on consumers’ assortment size preferences. We found that 
greater reliance on feelings boosts individuals’ preference for larger 
assortments as opposed to smaller assortments. First three studies 
have demonstrated the effect of reliance on feelings on satisfaction 
with the assortment. Study 4 has provided the process evidence: A 
large assortment provides a better “fit” to the desire for variety that is 
triggered by the feeling-based process. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
We frequently like occupations, partners, cities, streets, birth-

days, and a host of other objects, events and entities because, es-
sentially, we like ourselves (Pelham et al. 2005). This intriguing phe-
nomenon is known as ‘implicit egotism’ – the unconscious attraction 
to things that are linked to the self (Pelham et al. 2002). Although 
abundant research in numerous contexts has shown its pervasive 
existence (Jones et al. 2004; Pelham et al. 2002), research in the 
consumer sphere is surprisingly scarce (but see Brendl et al. 2005). 
This is all the more surprising given that recent trends indicate that 
the use of personal pronouns in branding such as ‘I’ and ‘my’ (e.g., 
iTunes and MySpace) shows a marked surge in recent years (BOIP 
2012). The present research extends previous findings and examines 
whether and when such self-referencing brand names affect brand 
judgment, and under which conditions the self-referencing effect 
might turn from positive into negative. 

To understand the possible impact of pronouns in brand names, 
we draw from work on the disproportionate liking of people for 
things that are associated with the self (Greenwald and Banaji 1995). 
Most notably in this regard is the finding that people even like their 
own names to such an extent that they like the letters that comprise 
it over other letters in the alphabet (Nuttin 1985). Recent research 
has found that this so-called ‘name letter effect’ extends to the liking 
of people, places, and products with similar name letters (Brendl et 
al. 2005; Pelham et al. 2005). The underlying rationale is that name 
letters produce a link between the self and the target which subse-
quently leads to a transfer of self-evaluations to the self-associated 
target (Gawronski et al. 2007).

It is striking to note that most studies have limited themselves to 
examining the effects of implicit egotism by assessing name letters 
as proxies for self-referencing. We, however, posit that self-associ-
ations can also be created by more generic self-referencing stimuli. 
More in particular, we propose that also first person pronouns like 
‘I’ and ‘my’ may function as persuasion cues in eliciting a bias to-
ward the self-associated target. Hence, we expect that brands featur-
ing self-referencing pronouns in their name will be liked better than 
brand names without such pronouns.

Implicit egotism is thought to be a self-enhancement mechanism 
which enables people to preserve their positive self-view (Pelham et 
al. 2002). Research on self-enhancement has shown that people often 
respond to self-threat in ways to reaffirm their sense of self-worth 
(Tesser 2000). One way in which people compensate for this threat 
is by enhancing the value of external targets that are associated with 
the self (Jones et al. 2002). We posit that if pronouns in brand names 
create a self-target association, these brands might also function as 
a source for self-affirmation. More specifically, we propose that the 
positive effect of self-referencing brands on brand name liking will 
be more pronounced under conditions of self-threat, i.e., when the 
need for self-affirmation is high.

To date, research on implicit egotism has found that the bias re-
sulting from the self-target association is generally positive because 
the ‘default’ evaluation of the self is mildly positive (Greenwald 
and Banaji 1995; Yamaguchi et al. 2007). Hence, self-referencing 
stimuli are assumed to enhance the favorability of practically any-
thing even when the self-associated target itself is undesirable (Nel-
son and Simmons 2007). But what if people’s self-evaluations are 
not positive but negative? If the self-referencing effect hinges on the 

valence of people’s self-evaluations, and if the positive bias is the 
result of a transfer of positive self-evaluations to the target, then, by 
implication, also negative self-evaluations can spill over to the target 
resulting in a negative bias. It follows that attraction can turn into 
avoidance or at least an unfavorably valenced brand judgment when 
consumers’ self-evaluations are negative. We tested these notions in 
three studies. 

Study 1 showed that, while controlling for brand familiarity, 
existing brand names with a generic self-referencing pronoun (e.g., 
iPhone, iDeal) were evaluated more positive than non-self-referenc-
ing brand names (e.g., X-Box, X-Travel) or brand names without 
any prefix (e.g., Blackberry, Paradigit). Interestingly, this study also 
showed that references to the self that are less specific than ‘I’ (i.e., 
brand names starting with ‘you’ or ‘u’) did not yield the implicit ego-
tism effect. 

Study 2 ruled out the alternative account that the previous ef-
fects were driven by other, existing brand name associations than 
with the self. More in particular, in Study 2 we used fictitious in-
stead of existing brand names and were able to replicate the effects 
found in Study 1 while using ‘I’ and ‘my’ as self-referencing stimuli. 
Moreover, we tested whether the self-referencing effect was more 
pronounced when the self-concept was threatened. As hypothesized, 
we found that the preference for generic self-referencing (vs. non-
self-referencing) brand names only increased after self-threat but not 
when the self was affirmed.

Study 3 sought to provide converging evidence for our notions, 
and to directly test the role of negative self-evaluations in implicit 
egotism while using a consumer sample representative of the popula-
tion. That is, Study 3 tested the hypothesis that under conditions of 
negative self-evaluations the attraction effect turns into an avoidance 
effect. As expected, results showed reduced (instead of increased) 
liking of generic self-referencing brand names when consumers’ 
self-evaluations were negative. In contrast, we found that positive 
self-evaluations led to increased liking of brands that referred to the 
self.

The present findings extend previous research on implicit ego-
tism by taking into account the valence of the consumer’s self-eval-
uations. Moreover, the present work showed that implicit egotism 
is not limited to such incidental instances where (brand) names and 
name letters match, but extends to more generic references to the 
self, and particularly when the consumer is in need of self-affirma-
tion. Simply referring to the consumer’s self by using personal pro-
nouns in brand names may therefore influence a host of consumption 
decisions and hence account for the stunning marketing success of 
such brands as Ipod, Ikea and MySpace.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Have you ever found yourself holding a larger dish of ice cream 

or mega-size latte because though you only intended to get the small, 
you couldn’t seem to pass up the value as getting nearly twice as 
much for only a few cents more?  Such behavior corresponds to the 
classic effect of nonlinear pricing in the form of increasing purchase 
quantity in the presence of quantity discounts (Dolan 1987; Gu and 
Yang 2010). However, in this case, the increased quantity is con-
sumed immediately by one person rather than in multiple servings 
over time, potentially negatively impacting health. In such situations, 
consumers may experience conflict between their desire to obtain a 
good value (Grewal, Monroe, and Krishnan 1998) and their desire to 
consume food in moderation (Wansink, Payne, and Chandon 2007). 
We examine conflict and goal tradeoff processes as well as whether 
the supersized effect holds when a health goal is salient (e.g., en-
countering messages about healthy behaviors) to provide insight into 
the consumer processes that lead to the effects of nonlinear pricing. 
Such understanding may be particularly important given the preva-
lence of such pricing strategies for unhealthy fast foods and snacks 
coupled with America’s obesity epidemic. 

Consumers tend to focus on achieving one goal at a time, often at 
the expense of other goals (Baumeister, Heatherton, and Tice 1994). 
Generally, whichever goal is made more salient by the environment 
will take priority over conflicting goals (Shah and Kruglanski 2003). 
However, most research focuses on tradeoffs between goals within 
the same general domain of consumption (Dhar and Simonson 1999; 
Soman and Zhao 2011) whereas we examine inter-domain goal con-
flict and the tradeoff of health goals for thrift goals in the presence of 
supersized pricing. In doing so, we demonstrate that supersized pric-
ing engenders a thrift goal as consumers experience pleasure from 
the discount offered by supersized pricing.  

Moreover, immediate financial consequences are likely to be far 
more concrete than are potential health consequences. That is, while 
consumers, even those with numerical illiteracy, may realize that get-
ting 24-ounces for $3.00 versus 12-ounces for $2.00 is a better deal 
consumers are likely unable to grasp the consequences of the extra 
(often unknown quantity of) calories or the financial costs of obe-
sity (Close and Schoeller 2006). Thus, consumers may focus on the 
thrift goal due to the clear and immediate gratification of saving and 
the corresponding discounting of ambiguous, delayed health benefits 
(Frederick, Loewenstein, and O’Donoghue 2002). 

Our studies focus on products consumed immediately following 
purchase (e.g., candy bars, movie popcorn, milkshakes, and snack 
chips). We show supersized pricing leads to larger size choice and 
greater consumption and demonstrate the intervention of health goal 
salience to retain focus on health goals and overcome the effects of 
supersized pricing. 

In study 1, participants in an online study were randomly as-
signed to one of four conditions in a 2 (consumption: immediate vs. 
delayed) x 2 (price: linear vs. nonlinear) between-subjects design. 
Participants were asked to imagine choosing between two sizes of 
their favorite candy bar. Results from a logistic regression showed 
that nonlinear pricing increases purchase size relative to linear unit 
pricing. Additionally, the increase in size choice is significantly larg-
er for immediately consumed purchases rather than those consumed 
over a period of time. More importantly, we show that size choice 
is influenced by more importance on thrift (vs. health) goals for im-

mediately consumed goods offered at nonlinear pricing, which is ac-
companied by greater conflict.

In study 2, participants in a behavioral lab study were offered the 
opportunity to purchase popcorn and were either given supersized or 
linear pricing options for 3 sizes of popcorn. Again, the presence of 
supersized pricing led consumers to choose larger sizes as compared 
to linear pricing for immediately consumed goods. Process evidence 
showed that an increased emphasis on the importance of thrift rela-
tive to health drove the differences in size choice. This study repli-
cated the main findings of study 1 for real choice and consumption.

Study 3 examines a potential intervention as a moderator: in-
creasing health goal salience. A 2 (price: linear vs. supersized) x 2 
(goal salience: health vs. control) between-subjects design revealed 
an interaction between the factors such that salient health goals at-
tenuate the effect of supersized pricing on purchase quantity. Process 
evidence shows that the shifts in the salience of health importance in 
the purchase environment impacts responses to supersized pricing.

Studies 4 and 5 provide further evidence of health goal salience 
interventions. In a field study (study 4) examining purchase size for 1 
and 2 ounce bags of potato chips offered with supersized pricing, we 
find that the presence (vs. absence) of a nutrition poster as a health 
cue overrides the effects of supersized pricing on purchase size. Sim-
ilar to study 2, study 5 was conducted in a lab examining effects for 
real food and real money. Results reveal that a health salience prime 
again reduces the effect of supersized pricing. In addition, consump-
tion quantity is found to be closely related to size choice, such that 
once a larger size is purchased, consumption quantity increases. 

In conclusion, we demonstrate that supersized pricing leads to 
an increase in the quantity of food purchased and consumed. This 
occurs because supersized prices cause thrift to become a more fo-
cal goal than health, particularly for immediately consumed goods, 
unless a health goal is made salient. This focus on thrift when super-
sized pricing is offered may give the struggling consumer justifica-
tion to achieve their thrift goal while inadvertently increasing their 
waistline. Substantial practical implications, including the conse-
quences of increased consumption quantity, relate to both individual 
consumers and society at large.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
With the advent of new technology, especially the Internet and 

the Web, consumers today can purchase what they need from mul-
tiple sellers around the world. As a result, many have argued that the 
issue of the sellers’ physical distance is “dead” (Cairncross, 2001). 
However, we argue that distance should not be dismissed as a fac-
tor affecting consumers’ preferences for sellers. Based on real trans-
action data from two large online stores, eBay and MercadoLibre.
com, Hortaçsu et al. (2009) found that distance is still an important 
deterrent to transactions between geographically distant buyers and 
sellers. The locations of sellers can be an important factor influenc-
ing consumers’ purchase decisions. Understanding what drives per-
ceptions of distance is thus an important issue given that sellers are 
competing to attract consumers’ attention in the online marketplace.

We propose that consumers will prefer a near seller over a dis-
tant seller despite holding the costs associated with distance constant. 
We also propose that preference for a distant seller can be increased 
if the psychological distance of that distant seller is reduced. To es-
tablish a baseline for consumer preference for near over far sellers, 
we conducted a pilot study. When both near and far sellers provided 
an identical computer monitor at the exactly same price, free insured 
shipping, and same delivery time, participants preferred the near sell-
er over the far seller, regardless of whether the difference in distance 
was large or small between the locations. We attribute this finding to 
not only physical distance but psychological distance as well.

Psychological distance is a “subjective experience that some-
thing is close or far away from the self, here and now (Trope and 
Liberman 2010, p.440).” We suggest that greater psychological 
distance, normally associated with greater physical distance, will 
negatively influence the preference for the far seller. This greater 
distance will lead to an abstract mental representation of the prod-
uct and uncertainty in online shopping. Thus we predict that if the 
psychological distance of the near seller is not shorter than the far 
seller, preference for the near seller will be attenuated. We test this 
prediction in study 1.

In study 1, participants located in Pennsylvania were asked to 
imagine that they were spending their summer in Arizona and were 
purchasing a new backpack online. In the two cell design, two dif-
ferently located sellers were selling the exact same backpack, all else 
equal. The far seller was always located in Pennsylvania, physically 
far from Arizona but socially near to participants. In one condition, 
the near seller was located in Arizona, a location both socially and 
physically nearer. In the second condition, the near seller was located 
in Colorado, physically closer to Arizona but not socially closer to 
the participants than Pennsylvania. The results revealed that partici-
pants clearly preferred the near seller over the far seller when the 
near seller was both socially and physically closer to them. How-
ever, when the seller was physically closer to the participants but not 
socially closer to them, participants preferred the physically distant 
seller in Pennsylvania (Figure 1). Mediation analysis revealed that 
the difference in preference for the far seller relative to the near seller 
was mediated by psychological distance.

What can far sellers do to reduce psychological distance in on-
line marketplaces? We propose that sellers can overcome the disad-
vantages associated with physical distance by changing the percep-
tion of psychological distance through their product presentations.

Figure 1. study1. Choice of near seller versus Far seller

Note. Error bars represent confidence intervals.

Past research suggested that information processing fluency increas-
es liking of an object (Alter and Oppenheimer, 2008). In particular, 
information with distance-congruent levels of construal increases flu-
ent evaluations of objects (Trope et al. 2007; Nussbaum et al. 2006). 
As such, to enhance fluency, the far seller should present their prod-
uct information with descriptions in abstract terms denoting far dis-
tance while the near seller should present their product information 
with descriptions in concrete terms, denoting near distance. In con-
trast, we propose that using descriptions denoting near distance that 
help consumers to envision the product more concretely will always 
increase preference for a product in an online marketplace. When 
people easily and vividly envision a product experience, purchase 
intentions increase (Elder and Krishna 2011; Petrova and Cialdini 
2005; Schlosser 2003). Thus, we propose that to increase preference 
for far sellers, these sellers should present their product information 
with distance-incongruent descriptions (i.e. far sellers should pro-
vide concrete product descriptions denoting near distance).

We tested this prediction in study 2. We created product adver-
tisements using a product picture and words denoting different levels 
of distance (Bar-Anan et al. 2007) (Figure 2). Participants were as-
signed to one of the four conditions in a 2 (near seller: proximal vs. 
distal product descriptions) by 2 (far seller: proximal vs. distal prod-
uct descriptions) between-subjects design. Participants were asked 
to select which of two sellers (near vs. far) they wished to purchase a 
new computer monitor from. The study revealed that the interaction 
between the description of near seller and far seller was significant. 
When the near seller’s product was described in proximal terms, the 
near seller was always preferred relative to the far seller, regardless 
of whether the far seller’s product was described proximally or dis-
tally. However, when the near seller’s product was described distally, 
the choice of the far seller increased significantly, especially when 
the far seller’s product was described proximally rather than distally. 
Mediation analysis revealed that psychological distance underlies 
the interaction effect.
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Figure 2. study 2. Proximal and distal Product Information

Proximal Presentation

This LCD monitor surely is perfect for you if you are looking for 
a monitor with high quality. It is a must-have for you who love 
watching movies on your computers. Its fast response time also 

ensures you great gaming experience everyday from today.

distal Presentation

This LCD monitor may be perfect for people if they are looking  
for a monitor with high quality. It would be a want-to-have for 
people who love watching movies on their computers. Its fast 

response time may also provide people great gaming experience  
for years to come.

This research contributes to our understanding of how the dis-
tance between consumers and sellers influences consumer choice in 
online marketplaces. Consumers prefer near sellers to distant sellers, 
even when the costs associated with physical distance are held con-
stant. When the seller was nearer physically but not socially closer, 
preference for that near seller diminished. The far seller who was 
socially closer became more attractive due to the reduced psycho-
logical distance. Presentation of product information denoting near 
distance could also reduce psychological distance associated with 
physical distance and increase preference for the far seller. The man-
agerial implications of the research will be discussed.

Figure 3. study 2. Choice of near seller versus Far seller

Note. Error bars represent confidence intervals.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
This paper looks at the localised control of value within the 

household and the intersection of practices of thrift and accommoda-
tion with familial relations in the household. Its focus on food left-
overs is significant in that it foregrounds the varying creative prac-
tices through which food is re-ordered, transformed and reused, and 
the resulting travels and circularities of food. Leftovers are theorised 
as ‘thrifty meals’ using Miller’s (1998) work on thrift and sacrifice.  
As such they might be viewed as a form of saving by spending. How-
ever what is saved in relation to leftovers is not only money, but also 
importantly time and effort in the kitchen. Using up leftovers saves 
not only financial resources (ingredients) but also time and effort in 
preparing the food. These resources can then be invested elsewhere.

Instead of viewing food leftovers as the negative or non-present 
end point of production this paper explores possibilities of their re-
turn, renewal and reuse. Taking inspiration from theorists who have 
explored the ways in which we classify, manage and value house-
hold durables through practices of storing and sorting (Cwerner and 
Metcalfe, 2003; Daniels, 2009) hoarding (Maycroft, 2009; Cherrier 
& Ponnor, 2010) and accommodating (Gregson, 2007), this paper 
shows an intimate relation between decisions to rid, the channels 
and conduits chosen for disposal and relationships indicated or made 
present by these practices.  These practices have received scant at-
tention in domestic food consumption contexts (although see Evans, 
2011).

This paper emerges from an interpretive study looking at dis-
courses and practices surrounding the everyday meal in the Mid-
lands (UK). Fieldwork consisted of observations of meal times of 20 
households and semi-structured interviews of the person in the fam-
ily responsible for the food provision. Data were analysed following 
the general guides of qualitative research and a thematic analysis was 
conducted following common practices in interpretive consumer re-
search (Silverman, 2006).

Despite having different routines and standards of judging a 
meal as quick, easy or cheap just about all of the participants’ se-
lection of their everyday meal was driven by saving resources. For 
example, in a manner similar to Miller’s (1998) mothers, Margaret 
plans her meal in order to save her scarce resources which are time, 
effort and money. She customises her ‘spag bol’ in such a way that 
it becomes a dish in which leftovers can be reused. Margaret and the 
other participants’ focus on thrift does not necessarily mean that they 
save resources, but rather that they are motivated by saving resources 
in order to spend them elsewhere. It is here that leftovers become sig-
nificant for our participants, considered a strategic means of saving 
resources in the kitchen. 

A second finding was the degree of skill and knowledge em-
ployed in using up leftovers. For example David who keeps parts 
of his Sunday roast chicken to make a salad for lunch on Monday. 
He prepares a stock with the bones which he freezes along with any 
leftover vegetables in order to make a risotto during the week. David 
applies a significant amount of knowledge to his meal leftovers he 
breaks it down into its constituent parts each with different charac-
teristics and thinks creatively about how each part might be reused 
and re-valued in the context of a new meal.  This process of revalu-
ation also has a geography attached to it. In describing his conduits 
of disposal of the meal, David divides the leftovers into various parts 
and moves them into different places (such as the bin, the fridge, 

the freezer and the lunchbox). Here David’s differing placings of the 
food shows how disposal is not simply a matter of moving things 
away but rather moving things along (Gregson et al. 2007) according 
to their possible re-use.  

People spent a considerable amount of time changing the look 
of their leftovers. In some cases they become a completely new dish, 
like the Thursday night chicken and pea risotto that Tim prepared 
from what was left from his Sunday roast dinner. Tim deliberately 
cooks an over generous portion of risotto giving him enough to feed 
his family and leaving enough for his own lunch on Friday. On such 
occasions meals might be composed of the leftovers of leftovers. As 
such food might travel through a range of conduits before it is finally 
fully disposed of.  In the case of Tim the chain goes from Sunday 
roast dinner to his Friday lunch box, from the bone china serving 
plates in his dining room with his family to the more modest plastic 
container which will be opened at lunch time on his office desk.

To conclude we see value in theorising the consumption of left-
overs as thrifty meals. These thrifty meals contribute to the control of 
the flow of value within the home just as much as thrifty practices of 
shopping. Drawing on Miller’s (1998) concept of thrift we observe that 
it is likely that the resources saved in thrifty meals are then spent in 
more extravagant meals in the longer term. Preparing and eating Sun-
day dinner everyday simply would not be possible or practical given 
the resources of time and effort required. Thus we see a longer run 
cycle of spending to save and saving to spend in mealtime practices. 

However these meals are not only a means of saving resources 
they are also a means of value creation, food is literally revived and 
re-valued once more as ‘meal’. This process takes both skill in plan-
ning meals with re-use in mind, but also knowledge of the material 
elements of food ingredients (i.e. the length of their reusable life-
time and the likely contexts of their reuse). Value is therefore created 
through creative acts of transforming and re-framing food. The fram-
ing or placing of food is important here in understanding its value 
considering the bone china plate in the dining room against the plas-
tic lunchbox in the office. Therefore food provision and in this case 
the consumption of leftovers in order to make sense must be located 
within everyday household routines wherein the social context of 
(re)valuation is vital.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Our perception of how great (or not!) our lives are is often based 

on comparisons with others’ lives (Corcoran, Crusius, and Musswei-
ler 2011; Festinger 1954). With the proliferation of social networking 
sites, our ability to get a glimpse of others’ lives is magnified, with 
vast information available at our fingertips. However, the represen-
tativeness of this information is contentious since people have a ten-
dency to selectively share information that is self-enhancing (Mana-
go et al. 2008) while observers tend to underestimate the prevalence 
of misery among others (Jordan et al. 2011). When individuals read 
the information provided by friends online, they may compare facets 
of their life to the vivid content posted, to assess how well they are 
doing (Wood 1996; Wood, Taylor, and Lichtman 1985). 

Whilst the dominant paradigm used in social comparison lit-
erature acknowledges that cues used to make social comparisons are 
subjective, it doesn’t remedy the fact that people don’t have perfect 
information about others (Prentice and Miller 1993). When judging 
life satisfaction, people need to make inferences about the others’ life 
satisfaction based on sampled pieces of information, however these 
inferences are likely to be subject to cognitive biases. Probability ne-
glect—ignoring actual probability of events (Rottenstreich and Hsee 
2001; Sunstein 2002) is one such bias. On social networking sites, 
people with large number of friends would be likely to encounter 
a larger sample of ostentatious information each time they visit the 
site. Probability neglect would thus result in people not accounting 
for probability of observing ostentatious information and, conse-
quently assuming that the amount of ostentatious information viewed 
on a social networking site reflects how good the lives of their con-
nections are. Thus, people would rely on the number of informational 
cues ignoring the probability of observing such cues given the num-
ber of friends. So even if research (Ellison, Steinfield, and Lampe 
2007; Helliwel and Putnam 2004) and popular wisdom might favor 
having more friends for a better life, we hypothesize that reading oth-
ers’ posts on social networking sites will have a negative (positive) 
impact on life satisfaction for people with a large (small) number of 
friends. Furthermore, probability neglect in this domain could be a 
result of accessibility bias since information that is implicit is often 
ignored or underweighted by people (Tversky and Koehler 1994). 
Thus, we hypothesize that making the relationship between number 
of friends and ostentatious posts accessible will reduce the bias.

We conducted two studies to test our hypotheses. In the first 
study (N = 158), the participants, recruited online, were randomly 
assigned to one of the two conditions: Updates or Control. In the 
Updates condition the participants viewed the first five updates on 
their homepage on Facebook. They then categorized the updates and 
indicated the number of updates in each category. Subsequently, par-
ticipants completed the Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS; Die-
ner et al. 1985) and the Social Comparison Orientation (CO) scale 
(Gibbons & Buunk 1999). The Control group only responded to the 
scales. Information relating to number of Facebook friends and de-
mographics was collected. 

We found a significant positive correlation between the number 
of ostentatious updates (operationalized as sum of purchase, travel 
related and professional achievements updates) and the number of 
Facebook friends. More importantly, we found a significant interac-
tion of number of Facebook friends with Updates Condition (t(152) 

= -2.59; p < .05) where CO was included as a control variable. A 
spotlight analysis compared the effect of reading updates (vs. con-
trol) on participants’ life satisfaction at large and small (one SD 
above and below mean) number of Facebook friends. When the num-
ber of friends was small, viewing updates increased life satisfaction 
(B = 0.554; t(152) = 2.089; p < .05). However, when the number of 
friends was large, viewing updates decreased life satisfaction (B = 
-0.554; t(152) = -2.103; p <.05). Thus the results provided support 
for our hypothesis. 

The second study was undertaken to examine if individuals can 
correct their judgments when provided information about the cor-
relation between number of Facebook friends and the number of os-
tentatious updates. Moreover we wanted to test the hypothesis that 
the bias occurs because of low accessibility of the aforementioned 
correlation (Accessibility Hypothesis) at the time of assessing life 
satisfaction. To rule out alternate explanations we also test if the bias 
occurs because people have no knowledge about the phenomenon 
(Knowledge Hypothesis). Participants (N = 204) were recruited on-
line and assigned to one of the three conditions: debias-before-up-
date, debias-after-updates or no-debias. In the debias-before-update 
condition, the debiasing information that related the correlation be-
tween number of friends and number of ostentatious information was 
presented before the participants read updates. In the debias-after-
update condition the debiasing information was presented after the 
participants read updates but just before the SWLS. No information 
regarding the correlation was presented in the no-debias condition. 
In the end, all participants completed the SWLS.  

Planned contrasts showed that the difference between no-debias 
and the two debias conditions was not statistically significant (F(1, 
201) = 0.530; p = .468). Thus, we found no support for the knowl-
edge hypothesis. Supporting the accessibility hypothesis, the differ-
ence between debias-before-updates and no-debias conditions to 
the debias-after-updates condition was statistically significant (F(1, 
201) = 5.115; p = .025).  

The contribution of this article is twofold. Firstly, we show how 
ignoring the probability of available information used to make social 
comparisons can impact the outcome of those comparisons. Thus, 
this research represents one of the first studies to focus on the na-
ture of informational cues people use to make social comparisons. 
By introducing the concept of probability neglect in the domain of 
social comparisons, this research paves the way for seamless integra-
tion of social comparison literature with decision-making literature. 
Secondly, we demonstrate, within the powerful context of Facebook, 
that a large friend network on social networking sites may be detri-
mental to the well-being of users. With more than 845 million users 
and 50% of them logging on to Facebook everyday (Facebook 2012), 
this research has resounding practical implications for the life satis-
faction of millions. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Choosing to sell a poorly performing financial asset can be dif-

ficult. Indeed, prior research has shown that investors tend to hold 
flagging assets for too long (Odean 1998; Shefrin and Statman 1985; 
Weber and Camerer 1998). This is in line with prospect theory (Tver-
sky and Kahneman 1979) in that an asset that has lost value rela-
tive to a reference price is coded as a loss. Decision makers are risk 
seeking for losses, and therefore hold losing assets hoping they will 
recover. 

However, investors do not hold sinking assets indefinitely. In 
particular, they do tend to respond to large price changes (Andreas-
sen 1988). We hypothesize that an asset that declines rapidly can 
actually be better for the investor than one that declines slowly or 
stagnates. This occurs because the investor holding a rapidly declin-
ing asset is more likely to sell it quickly, while the investor holding a 
slowly declining or stagnating asset is more likely to continue to hold 
that poor asset. Compounding the effect, investors may become less 
likely to sell a poor asset the longer they hold it because of inaction 
inertia (Tykocinski, Israel, and Pittman 2004; Tykocinski, Pittman, 
and Tuttle 1995). 

Inaction inertia refers to the decreased likelihood of taking an 
attractive course of action when a similar and superior course of ac-
tion has been previously foregone (Tykocinski and Pittman 1998; 
Tykocinski et al. 1995). If investors do not sell a poorly performing 
asset initially, they are less likely to sell it in the future, because they 
compare the opportunity to sell with previous, superior opportuni-
ties.

We hypothesize that “slowly sinking” assets can be more costly 
to investors than assets that decline rapidly. However, the risk of 
sinking slowly can be reduced by preventing investors from main-
taining their asset allocations via mere inaction – using an “forced-
selling” intervention, whereby investors must actively choose how to 
invest their capital afresh each period.

To test these hypotheses, we conducted an experiment in which 
152 participants played a consequential investment game. Partici-
pants were initially endowed with an investment portfolio worth 
$40,000 to invest over the course of the game. Upon completion of 
the experiment, all participants were paid 0.0005% of the final value 
of their portfolio.

The portfolio was initially divided evenly among four assets. In 
each of 20 periods, participants saw updated price information and 
could then reallocate the value of their investments across the four 
assets. Participants could not keep money out of the market as cash, 
nor could they borrow additional funds to invest. 

All participants had one asset in their portfolio that was inferior 
to the other three in performance. The severity of the inferior asset’s 
poor performance was manipulated as either dramatically inferior 
(averaging -6% per period) or moderately inferior (averaging 0% 
per period). The other three assets were common to all participants 
and averaged returns of 1%, 3%, and 5% per period. All prices were 
determined individually for each participant and subject to random 
variations of plus or minus 3% per period. 

In the standard-trading condition, participants continued to hold 
the same number of shares of each investment by default, unless they 
chose to sell. By contrast, in the forced-selling condition, all shares 

were sold at the end of each period, and participants had to allocate 
their entire capital across assets afresh.

As predicted, there was a significant two-way interaction be-
tween asset performance and condition F(3, 148) = 8.346, p < .01 
(see figure 1). In the standard-trading condition, participants earned 
less money when their portfolio initially included the moderately in-
ferior asset (M=$77,834) than if it included the dramatically inferior 
asset  (M=$82,264), t(75)=2.05, p<.05. By contrast, in the forced-
selling condition, participants earned more when their portfolio ini-
tially contained the moderately inferior asset (M=$85,514) than if it 
included the dramatically inferior asset  (M=$81,209), t(73)=2.04, 
p<.05.

Figure 1: Final Portfolio Value (After 20 Periods) by 
Experimental Condition

 

We predicted that these effects would be driven by how inves-
tors respond to the inferior asset. When that asset declines rapidly, 
investors respond quickly, regardless of the selling manipulation, 
and sell those shares. By contrast, when the lowest performing as-
set has zero growth, investors’ responses depend on the selling ma-
nipulation. Under standard trading conditions, investors are slow to 
sell. The lack of growth does not attract much attention, and several 
periods may pass before investors realize that the asset is dragging 
their portfolio down. By that point, they have already missed several, 
more attractive, opportunities to sell the asset. Therefore, although 
selling now is still the normative action, it may appear relatively un-
attractive because it is being compared to superior, previously fore-
gone opportunities. 

Forced selling overcomes this inaction inertia trap because it 
requires investors to make an active asset allocation decision each 
period. Rather than deciding whether to retain an asset that has not 
increased in value, investors must decide whether to buy this poorly 
performing asset instead of an asset that has increased in value. Al-
though these decisions are economically equivalent, they are very 
different psychologically and, as a result, they lead to different 
wealth states. 

Figure 2 shows the number of inferior asset shares investors 
hold across all 20 periods. For both dramatically inferior conditions, 
and the moderately inferior, automatic selling condition, the pattern 
of results is almost identical. Participants sold most of their shares 
in the lowest performing asset within the first three periods. By con-
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trast, in the moderately inferior, standard-trading condition, partici-
pants still had most of their shares in the inferior asset at the end 
of the fifth period. Over time, compounding growth amplifies the 
importance of these early decisions.

Figure 2: Units of the Inferior Asset Held

The present research identifies a previously unidentified threat 
to investors – “slow sinkers” that perform moderately poorly, don’t 
attract attention, and tend to be held for too long, dragging down the 
value of consumers’ investment portfolios. The results of the forced-
selling intervention pinpoint inaction inertia as the key psychologi-
cal mechanism leading investors to hold “slow sinkers” for too long, 
and also identify an intervention that enhances consumer welfare by 
expediting the sale of investments that perform poorly without being 
spectacular losers. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Brand logos, are important components of any company’s iden-

tity. Previous empirical research on brand logos (e.g. Henderson and 
Cote 1998; Henderson et al. 2003; Janiszewski and Meyvis 2001) 
has primarily focused on measures related to its aesthetic appeal 
(e.g., how beautiful a particular logo is) and on ease of recognition. 
How different logo shapes influence consumers’ perceptions of the 
company and its products is still largely unknown. This is the focus 
of our research.

Broadly speaking, logo designs can be classified as angular, 
circular, or a combination of the two. Angular shapes are those con-
sisting of straight lines and sharp corners (e.g. a rectangle); whereas 
circular shapes are curved and without sharp angles (e.g. an oval). 
According to Berlyne (1976), angular shapes induce confrontational 
associations such as energy, toughness, and strength. In contrast, cir-
cular shapes induce compromise associations such as approachable-
ness and friendliness (e.g. Liu and Kennedy 1994). We expect that 
the associations that a person has with an angular vs. round shape, 
will transfer to consumers’ perceptions of objects with that shape. 
Regarding brand logos, we expect the associations to transfer to 
the brand associated with the logo. Specifically, we predict that cir-
cular brand logos have a symbolic meaning of “soft”, and angular 
brand logos have a symbolic meaning of “hard” and hence that the 
symbolic meaning of “soft” and “hard” will influence consumers’ 
perceptions of the brand and its product characteristics. We test this 
hypothesis in four experiments.

In experiment 1, participants were asked to give us their initial 
reactions towards a company and its products after viewing either 
a circular logo or an angular logo. As expected, participants judged 
the brand using a circular logo to: 1) be less tough/hard than the 
brand using an angular logo, and 2) more likely to be in an industry 
associated with softness (e.g. Daycare Center or Pet Shop) than the 
brand using an angular logo; the brand using an angular logo was 
perceived to be more likely in an industry associated with toughness 
(e.g. Construction Company or Law Firm) than the brand using a 
circular logo.

Several important product attributes are closely connected with 
the concept of “soft” vs. “hard/tough”. Products made of soft materi-
als are usually perceived to be more comfortable to use, for example. 
In contrast, products made of hard materials are usually perceived to 
be capable of lasting longer. Thus the second experiment examined 
whether different logo shapes can influence consumers’ beliefs about 
a product’s comfortableness and durability. We also tested whether 
the observed logo inference effect occurs through a process of misat-
tribution, akin to the HDIF heuristic (Schwarz and Clore 1988). After 
seeing a shoe ad with either a circular or an angular logo, participants 
were either asked to explicitly report their logo-shape inferences (e.g. 
“The logo gave me the impression that the shoe is very comfortable/
durable”) before they reported their beliefs of the comfortableness/
durability of the shoe, or report the shape inferences after reporting 
their product beliefs. We found that participants believed the product 
is more comfortable when the brand had a circular logo, and believed 
that the product is more durable when the brand has an angular logo. 
Moreover, consistent with the misattribution hypothesis, the effect 
of logo shape on product beliefs disappeared when participants were 

explicitly asked about their logo inferences before measuring their 
product beliefs. 

Experiment 3 built on the first two studies by exploring the re-
lationship between explicit verbal claims and the logo. We examine 
whether the consistency between the inference drawn from logo and 
the verbal claims leads to more favorable outcomes than when the 
logo shape and verbal claims are not matched.  Participants were 
shown a shoe ad with either a circular or an angular brand logo. Also 
the verbal information contained in the shoe ad focused either on 
the comfortableness of the shoe or its durability. Consistent with ex-
pectations, the results showed a matching effect. Consumers liked 
the shoe more and were willing to pay more for the shoe if the logo 
shape inferences were consistent with the verbal information in the 
advertisement.

Experiment 4 attempted to expand the generalizability of our 
findings by showing that brand logo shapes not only influence con-
sumer inferences about specific product attributes, but also infer-
ences about general brand characteristics, including the behavior 
of company employees. Extending the idea that circular logos lead 
to inferences of softness to the notion that soft also implies caring, 
we examined whether consumers expected companies with circular 
logos to be more responsive to consumer needs. Participants were 
shown a consumption scenario– a passenger has an over-weight lug-
gage when trying to board an airplane operated by an airline company 
with either a circular logo or an angular logo—and asked how likely 
the passenger was to be allowed to board without some penalty. As 
expected, participants predicted that the airline company would be 
more likely to allow the passenger to bring their bag on board with-
out penalty if the company has a circular brand logo. Participants 
also thought that the airline company was more willing to respond to 
consumer needs/demands, and cared more about its customers if the 
brand used a circular logo.

Summarizing, we find that brand logo shapes impact both spe-
cific product attribute judgments and overall product evaluations. 
We show that this impact is due to a misattribution of the inference 
elicited by the logo shape and that it is stronger when the explic-
it claims are in line with the inference elicited by the logo, infer-
ences which seem to be outside the consumers’ awareness. These 
findings are novel and contribute to our theoretical understanding 
of how brand logos can influence consumers’ responses to a brand. 
Our research has practical implications, in suggesting that companies 
should choose logos that have aesthetic properties that reinforce the 
desired image of the brand.
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Predicting Consumer Preference:  
Prediction strategy and data Presentation

Jaewoo Joo, Kookmin University, Korea

ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
When designers predict consumer preference using market in-

formation, they often base their predictions on consumer preferences 
for similar products. This categorization-based strategy, however, 
can result in biased predictions because similar products are not liked 
equally by an individual consumer. We propose that designers should 
use a sequential learning strategy – making a sequence of predictions 
and receiving feedback after each prediction – and, for further im-
provement in prediction accuracy, they should make predictions with 
multiple data sets rather than with a single data set. 

Psychologists have long argued that categorization shapes the 
way people use cross-category information and make predictions 
(Medin et al. 1993; Osherson et al. 1990). However, marketing stud-
ies suggest that these categorization-based strategies can introduce 
prediction bias (Shocker et al. 1990). Following a significant body of 
research on Multiple Cue Probability Learning (MCPL), we propose 
that designers make predictions more accurately when employing a 
sequential learning strategy (Klayman 1984; West et al. 1996). This 
strategy will be of particular benefit to designers when their implicit 
rule of categorization is incongruent with the target rule of data (West 
1996). 

Hypothesis 1: Prediction accuracy is greater when designers 
employ sequential learning strategy than when 
employ categorization-based strategy. 

Psychologists also claim that data presentation affects learn-
ing. Research shows that when classifying randomly provided items, 
people often fail to form coherent abstract categories, whereas they 
succeed in doing so when inferring the rules that govern pre-clas-
sified items. This is because inference learners are more likely to 
understand the fundamental similarities among items than are classi-
fication learners (Markman and Ross 2003; Rehder and Ross 2001).

Hypothesis 2: Prediction accuracy of sequential learning strat-
egy is greater when data are presented in mul-
tiple sets than when presented in a single set. 

We applied a typical Multiple Cue Probability Learning experi-
ment to a designer’s preference learning task and conducted two 
studies to test whether prediction accuracy is the function of predic-
tion strategy and data presentation. 

sTUdY 1
We created 69 preference profiles by simulating the preferences 

of 64 hypothetical consumers. In particular, we randomly distributed 
two colors, silver and black, to the six products to create 64 pref-
erence profiles (26 = 64), randomized their order, and repeated the 
initial five preference profiles after the end of the preference profiles, 
creating a set of 69 preference profiles (Figure 1).

Figure 1. An Example of Preference Profile
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y = 0.44*(-1+1-1)+0.19*(1+1-1)+0.19(-0.91) = -0.42 < 0

“He prefers a BLACK digital photo frame” 

Preference

Consu
mer

Preference Electronic target rule Home target rule
Da Ha Db Hb Dc Hc y Feedback y Feedback

1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1.72 -1 -1.72 -1
2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1.37 -1 -0.87 -1

28 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 0.62 +1 0.62 +1
29 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -0.42 -1 0.08 +1
30 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 0.01 +1 1.01 +1

63 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 1.39 +1 0.89 +1
64 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 1.85 +1 1.85 +1

y = 0.19*(-1+1-1)+0.44*(1+1-1)+0.19(-0.91) = 0.08 > 0

“He prefers a SILVER digital photo frame”

Feedback for electronic target rule

(Silver = +1 and black is -1)

Feedback for electronic target rule

Subjects were instructed to select the color for a target product 
by predicting consumers’ color preferences. They went through 69 
iterations of prediction trials. They (1) were provided with one pref-
erence profile; (2) predicted which color the target consumer would 
prefer for a digital photo frame; and (3) were provided with feedback 
whether their prediction was correct. 

This study consisted of a 2 (category of the target product: 
electronic vs. home) x 2 (target rule of data: electronic vs. home) 
between-subjects design. First, we manipulated the category of the 
digital photo frame by emphasizing its different attributes. Subjects 
in the electronic category condition read about the electronic at-
tributes of a digital photo frame (e.g., supporting JPEG and BMP 
photo formats). Subjects in the home category condition read about 
its home accessory attributes (e.g., placed on a table top or hung on a 
wall). Next, we manipulated the target rule of data by developing two 

Table 1. Prediction Accuracy Between Seqeutnial Learning Strategy and Categorization-Based Strategy (Study 1)
When Two rules are congruent When two rules are incongruent

Categorization DIGITAL HOME DIGITAL HOME
Target rule DIGITAL HOME HOME DIGITAL

64 trials 80.25 (90.63) 81.35 (90.63) 80.92 (59.38) 79.58 (59.38)
Random 40 trials 79.82 (90.00) 81.33 (92.50) 81.43 (57.50) 79.83 (60.00)
Random 32 trials 75.89 (84.38) 77.08 (90.63) 75.22 (43.75) 73.75 (50.00)
Random 24 trials 77.08 (87.50) 78.61 (79.17) 80.36 (58.33) 80.56 (50.00)
Random 16 trials 83.48 (93.75) 75.83 (87.50) 72.32 (56.25) 76.67 (50.00)
Random 8 trials 78.57 (87.50) 74.17 (75.00) 74.11 (50.00) 79.17 (37.50)
Initial 8 trials 75.89 (100) 79.17 (100) 70.54 (62.50) 65.83 (62.50)

* Scores in the parentheses are the simulated prediction accuracies of the categorization-based strategies
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different data sets. We placed greater weight on the preference of the 
electronic products than of the home accessories for the electronic 
target rule, and a greater weight was assigned to the home accesso-
ries than to the electronic products for the home target rule. 

We found that the sequential learning strategy is better than the 
categorization-based strategy (Table 1). When the two rules were 
congruent, the sequential learning strategy performed slightly poorly 
compared to the categorization-based strategy (electronic category 
+ electronic target rule: sequential learning = 78.57% vs. catego-
rization-based = 87.50%, t(13) = 2.69, p < .05; home category + 
home target rule: sequential learning = 74.17% vs. categorization-
based = 75.00%, t(14) = 0.29, p > .05). However, it dominated the 
categorization-based strategy when the two rules were incongru-
ent (electronic category + home target rule: sequential learning = 
74.11% vs. categorization-based = 50.00%, t(13) = 6.74, p < .01; 
home category + electronic target rule: sequential learning = 79.17% 
vs. categorization-based = 37.50%, t(14) = 12.34, p < .01). Since 
designers are unable to predict whether the two rules are congruent 
or not, we conclude that prediction accuracy increases by 14% on 
average when employing the sequential learning strategy instead of 
the categorization-based strategy. 

sTUdY 2
We employed the same stimuli and the same procedures in 

study 1. This study consisted of a 2 (rule congruency: congruent vs. 
incongruent) x 2 (data presentation: single vs. multiple) between-
subjects design. We manipulated rule congruency in the same way as 
Study 1. We manipulated data presentation by providing the identical 
data in different formats. Subjects in the single data set condition 
were asked to complete 32 prediction trials without break. In the 
multiple data set condition, subjects were provided with four sets 
of the 32 preference profiles and asked to take a break every eight 
prediction trials. 

We found that predictions were more accurate when data were 
presented in multiple sets (69%) than when in a single set (59%, 
F(1,154) = 20.12, p < .01). This suggests that breaking down a single 
data set into multiple sets benefits the sequential learning strategy. 

COnTrIbUTIOns 
Our research contributes to the existing body of knowledge on 

market research and MCPL. First, previous work on market research 
pays significant attention to data collection without discussing data 
analysis (Urban and Hauser 2004; Zaltman 1997). Our work ad-
dresses this issue by demonstrating and correcting designers’ mis-

takes when analyzing data. Secondly, a significant body of research 
on MCPL has found that the performance of the sequential learning 
strategies may depend on contextual variables (Karelaia and Hogarth 
2008; Klayman 1984, 1988). We add data presentation to the list of 
the contextual variables.
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should birds of a Feather Flock Together? navigating self-Control decisions in dyads
Hristina Dzhogleva, University of Pittsburgh, USA

Cait Poynor Lamberton, University of Pittsburgh, USA

ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
While the bulk of research in consumer behavior focuses on 

self-control tasks undertaken independently, our tendency to exer-
cise self-control is often socially-determined. For example, a pair 
of friends may decide together whether to study or go to a movie. 
Similarly, a couple may go grocery shopping or create a household 
budget together. Moreover, individuals in work environments may 
have little choice about the self-control levels of the people with 
whom they need to make decisions. How will different types of 
dyads make these decisions together, and how can these patterns 
be altered?

To answer this question, we examine how different dyad types, 
formed on the basis of different combinations of partners’ self-con-
trol levels, perform on joint self-control tasks. We examine the fol-
lowing dyad types: dyads containing two low self-control individuals 
(homogeneous low self-control), dyads composed of one low self-
control and one high self-control individual (mixed self-control), and 
dyads of two high self-control partners (homogeneous high self-con-
trol). Our objective is to determine which dyads would lead to better 
self-control and what can be done to improve self-control outcomes 
for non-optimally-constructed dyads.

We predict that homogeneous high self-control dyads will per-
form better on joint self-control tasks than both homogeneous low 
self-control and mixed dyads. However, we propose that there will 
be no difference in the self-control performance of the latter two dyad 
types. The rationale for this proposition is based on past research 
that conceptualizes working with other people on a shared task as an 
activity that requires self-regulatory resources since it involves sac-
rificing individual to group interests (Baumeister and Exline 2000; 
Glance and Huberman 1994). Since forgoing individual for collec-
tive interests demands self-control, high self-control individuals will 
be more likely to do this than will low self-control individuals, for 
whom this would be too demanding. Therefore, within a mixed dyad, 
the low self-control individual will play a more determining role in 
the dyad’s decisions, which would cause the dyad’s self-control per-
formance to be comparable to that of a homogeneous low self-con-
trol pair. However, if primed to maintain their independent mindset, 
we would expect high self-control individuals to decrease their like-
lihood to capitulate to the low self-control individuals’ preference. 
In such cases, mixed dyads should perform like homogeneous high 
self-control pairs rather than homogeneous low self-control pairs.

In Experiment 1, couples (married for 1-60 years) completed a 
brief questionnaire. The outcome of interest was the extent to which 
the couple was successful at meeting long-term goals.  We also asked 
both spouses to respond individually to the Tangney et al. self-con-
trol scale. Based on the partners’ self-control levels, we categorized 
the couples into three types: homogeneous low self-control, mixed, 
and homogeneous high self-control couples. Results demonstrated 
that homogeneous high self-control couples were more successful at 
achieving long-term goals than both homogeneous low self-control 
and mixed couples (p=.03; p=.02). However, there was no difference 
between the long-term goal performance of the latter two dyad types 
(p=.98), which reveals that one high-self-control spouse might not be 
enough to ensure a couple’s long-term success. 

Experiment 2 replicated these findings using artificially-created 
dyads working on a self-control task in the lab. In this study, individ-
uals first completed the Tangney et al. self-control scale and several 

filler tasks. Then the experimenter paired participants to create the 
three dyad types. All dyads worked on a menu selection task. The 
self-control measures were the amount of calories and fat in each 
pair’s menu. Results revealed that homogeneous high self-control 
dyads chose menus that contained fewer calories and fewer grams of 
fat than did both homogeneous low self-control (p=.03; p=.02) and 
mixed self-control dyads (p=.06; p<.05). Nevertheless, there was no 
difference in the amount of calories and fat in the menus of homoge-
neous low self-control and mixed dyads (p =.74; p=.76). Both pairs 
chose equally unhealthy menus and exhibited poorer self-control 
than did homogeneous high self-control pairs.

Experiment 3 tested the proposed mechanism. Participants were 
paired based on their responses to the Tangney et al. self-control 
scale, included in a prescreening questionnaire. On arriving at the 
lab, participants were primed with independence using a sentence 
unscrambling task. Then, working in pairs, participants planned to-
gether their time for the upcoming week, by allocating 84 hours to 
time for studying, fun, and errands. The percentages of hours allo-
cated to fun and studying were our DVs. Results showed that prim-
ing independence switched the pattern of effects observed in our first 
two studies, such that mixed dyads now exhibited self-control com-
parable to that of homogeneous high self-control pairs (p’s>.70 for 
the two DVs). Specifically, both mixed and homogeneous high self-
control dyads allocated less time for fun than homogeneous low self-
control pairs (p=.01; p=.02). Similarly, these two dyad types allotted 
more time to studying than did homogeneous low self-control dyads 
(p=.02; p=.03). This experiment provides support for our proposed 
mechanism by showing that making high self-control individuals 
more individualistic led them to be the driving person of the mixed 
dyad’s decision-making and elevated the mixed pairs’ self-control 
performance to that of homogeneous high self-control dyads.

The present work contributes to our understanding of both dyad 
decision-making and self-regulation. Theoretically, we build on find-
ings by Rick, Small and Finkel (2011), who suggest that a tendency 
toward mixed tightwad/spendthrift combinations in marriage leads 
to conflict and marital unhappiness. While our first study similarly 
focuses on married couples, we generalize this investigation beyond 
financial outcomes. Moreover, we demonstrate that mixed dyads also 
show general self-control lapses when created artificially and in the 
short-term. Finally, we illustrate the mechanism underlying these ef-
fects and how they can be reversed. These findings are also of prac-
tical importance. Many individuals who struggle with self-control 
place themselves in groups or “accountability pairs” in an effort to 
improve their behaviors. For example, Weight Watchers encourages 
individuals to sign up in a “buddy system,” and Alcoholics Anony-
mous pairs recovering individuals with those who have already 
completed treatment. These strategies, however, may only work in 
certain circumstances, with appropriate reminders to maintain one’s 
independent goals, or given a certain combination of partners’ self-
control levels in the dyad. 
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How do Adolescents Define Consumer Vulnerability? Toward A Youth-Centric Approach 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT 
Young consumer vulnerability is today regarded as an impor-

tant social issue to analyze in marketing and consumer behavior 
literature. Researchers have focused on this topic by studying the 
behaviors and the main features of vulnerable groups such as home-
less consumers (Hill and Stamey 1990), poor consumers (Lee et al. 
1999), older consumers (Moschis 1992), disabled consumers (Ad-
kins and Ozanne 2005), immigrant (Baker et al. 2001), low-literacy 
consumers (Peñaloza 1995) and younger consumers (Martin and 
Gentry 1997; Pechmann et al. 2005; Pechmann et al. 2011).  Bak-
er et al. (2005) have defined consumer vulnerability as “a state of 
powerlessness that arises from an imbalance in marketplace interac-
tions”. In their consumer vulnerability conceptual framework, they 
distinguish between actual and perceived vulnerability. However, the 
concept of consumer vulnerability has not been studied widely and 
the field lacks studies on who experiences vulnerability and what is 
the consumer perception of his vulnerability within the consumption 
context. In this perspective, today’s adolescents represent an impor-
tant at-risk group to focus on by consumer researchers and public 
policy (Pechmann et al. 2011). Because adolescents’ perception of 
their own risks is larger than adult’s reality, they do not always be-
have in ways that serve their own interest. Thus, they may experi-
ence vulnerability as they face difficult situations where they loose 
control. In other cases, adolescents underestimate the risks and en-
gage in risky behaviors because of their perception of invulnerability. 
Therefore, it is important for researchers to focus more on teenage 
consumers who underestimate the consequences of their risky be-
havior. Following this logic, Transformative Consumer Researchers 
(TCR) suggested that future research should explore the “dark-side” 
of adolescent behavior by focusing on his limitation related to his 
inaccurate perception of invulnerability. Despite this attention, few 
consumer researchers have explicitly defined consumer vulnerability 
from the youth perspective. This has allowed the term of vulnerabil-
ity to be used in different ways according to the adult perception and 
with a direct inadequate application to the youth subculture. The pur-
pose of this paper is to understand on the “dark-side” of adolescent’s 
definition of consumer vulnerability. 

rEsEArCH QUEsTIOns
Using a youth-centric approach to consumer vulnerability in 

this research leads us to understand deeply through a bottom-up 
strategy the domains and the dimensions of consumer vulnerability 
as defined by adolescents aged 11-15. A comprehensive approach of 
the perception of vulnerability within today’s adolescent subculture 
seems to be an urgent issue to be taken into consideration. In this 
study, consumer vulnerability will be studied from the adolescent’s 
perspective through an immersion within the youth subculture. To 
accomplish this purpose, the objective of this research is to define 
the dimensions related to young consumer perception of vulnerabil-
ity within the consumer society. This definition might enable Trans-
formative Consumer Researchers and public policy to address the 
“dark-side” of adolescent’s vulnerability via a bottom-up approach 
based on youth subculture rather than adult’s perception.

METHOd
To investigate these aspects of youth vulnerability within the 

consumption context, we conducted a longitudinal ethnographic re-
search (Wolcott 1994) for six months with a group of 20 adolescents. 

This ethnographic approach allowed us to delve deeply into vulner-
ability’s meanings emerging within youth consumption subculture. 
Methods included participant and non-participant observations, doc-
ument reviews, photographs, drawings, informal conversations and 
formal interviews. A grounded theory method (Strauss and Corbin 
1990; Glaser and Strauss 1967) was used to explore and analyze data 
collected from in-depth interviews with the 20 teenagers aged 11-15 
both male and female, followed by Wolcott’s (1994) ethnographic 
conventions to interpret the data emerging from specifics transcripts, 
artefacts and observations of teenage subculture and youth social 
environment. The first approach based on grounded theory led the 
researcher to define themes, concepts and behaviors that were indica-
tive of young consumer vulnerability. The second analysis method 
with respect to analysis and interpretation as defined by Wolcott’s 
framework allowed us to developed patterned regularities in the data 
on adolescents’ perceptions of consumer vulnerability and the behav-
iors associated with the risky behaviors. 

FIndInGs 
The key findings illustrate the domains and the behaviors re-

lated to teenage consumer vulnerability in a youth subculture. The 
results revealed six categories related to young consumer’s percep-
tion of vulnerability within their youth subculture: 1) impulsivity 
and self-conscious, 2) incapacity of making independent and con-
fident decisions, 3) incapacity to resist peer group pressure, 4) lack 
of knowledge and consumption experiences, 5) the paradox of the 
digital society, and 6) using risky online communities as a confident 
source of information. Furthermore, adolescents can experience a 
vulnerable situation on the basis of their consumption experiences 
and the way others view them in social or community settings. The 
teenage consumer vulnerability concept appears to be more reflexive 
and irrational than adult consumer vulnerability. Thus, the experi-
ence of consumer vulnerability with the youth subculture might be 
a deliberate as well as an imposed experience. In the first posture 
“deliberate vulnerability” determined by experiencing vulnerability 
through a risky behavior such as surfing porn websites is a desired 
behavior. Indeed, the main purpose of such a practice for adolescents 
is to transgress the rules established by adults by showing their in-
dependence and their resistance to adults’ rules and policy makers. 
In the second case “imposed vulnerability” characterized by experi-
encing consumer vulnerability within the youth subculture such as 
purchasing brands that they can’t afford is a stage within the young 
consumer socialization process. Consumption items are then consid-
ered as facilitator objects because they might help the adolescent to 
belong to a peer group by wearing the same brand. In this case, the 
young consumers are vulnerable because they can’t control or resist 
the peer group pressure and consequently they involve their parents 
in debt problems. 

COnTrIbUTIOns 
This research contributes to the comprehension of explicit 

“imposed” and implicit “desired” dimensions of youth vulnerabil-
ity within the consumption context. These ideas might change the 
way researchers are studying at-risk groups such as young consum-
ers (Pechmann et al. 2011) and have several implications for both 
public policy and marketers targeting young consumers. Therefore, 
understanding the peer group influence (positive/negative) within 
youth consumption culture can help public policy makers to adapt 
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their policy to the youth target by using the peer group as a commu-
nication medium and as a tool to empower young consumers through 
a bottom-up approach based on youth subculture. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
With a comparison of low- versus high-external eaters, this re-

search examines the influence of attention focus to hedonic experi-
ence (compared to a distraction) on the change in hunger feeling and 
hedonic experience, as two important motivational forces, over the 
course of a food consumption episode. 

LITErATUrE rEVIEW
For consumers in current sensation-rich marketing environment, 

various food-related, hedonic cues often override hunger and other 
homeostatic signals and motivate overconsumption (Loewenstein 
1996; Paquet et al. 2010). Furthermore, the pleasure brought by food 
consumption can be enhanced/weakened by external factors, which 
direct/distract the attention toward/away-from the hedonic experi-
ence (Nowlis and Shiv 2005; Shiv and Nowlis 2004; Tal 2008), such 
as the cognitive information about food (Lee, Frederick, and Ariely 
2006; Siegrist and Cousin 2009), the package image (Mizutani et al. 
2010), and expectation on taste (Wansink et al. 2000). Also, the sub-
jective experience of hunger, although is closely tied to the homeo-
static signals, does not necessarily reflect the diminishing need for 
food during eating (de Castro and Elmore 1988). Being exposed to 
food-related cues, be it visual, taste or smell, can turn one’s atten-
tion to the hedonic experience of consumption (Stroebe, Papies, and 
Aarts 2008), and can increase the hunger feeling (Nederkoorn, Smul-
ders, and Jansen 2000). 

An individual propensity that eating is easily triggered by he-
donic rather than homeostatic cues is identified as external eating 
(Rodin and Slochower 1976), and was found to be associated with 
food overconsumption and obesity (Burton, Smit, and Lightowler 
2007). The vulnerability to hedonic cues and the maladaptive eat-
ing behaviors demonstrated among external eaters certainly show-
case the importance of “uncontaminated” hunger signals in keeping 
healthy eating pattern. 

HYPOTHEsEs 
Statically, enhancing one’s hedonic experience can increase the 

hunger feeling; therefore we hypothesize that an attention focus on 
hedonic experience during an eating episode will translate in sus-
tained feeling of hunger, compared to the decline expected under a 
distraction condition. Moreover, we expect that external eaters intrin-
sically tune themselves into a hedonic experience focus states during 
the course of food consumption. Hence, the externally imposed 
hunger-sustaining effects of hedonic focus should not be particularly 
salient for them. By the same token, we expect that a cognitive dis-
traction compared to a hedonic focus can at least initially suppress 
the pleasure rating, but the pleasure suppression effect of cognitive 
distraction is relatively smaller for external eaters than others. We 
also predict that external eaters are less sensitive to hunger feeling 
for the motivation to continue eating, compared to low-external eat-
ers. 

METHOd
Two studies were conducted to examine the hypotheses. The 

procedure for these two studies is similar, except in field study 
(n=52), each participant received a 100 grams of chocolate bar, and 

they were invited to eat as much or as little of the chocolate at home 
within a 20 minutes period; while in laboratory study (n=85), partici-
pants were informed that they had to eat one 5-gram-square choco-
late at regular intervals (for a total intake of 30g) in our laboratory. 
In both studies, Participants were randomly assigned to one of two 
attention focus conditions; one is distraction condition, and the other 
is hedonic-focus condition. In both conditions, participants worked 
on a word puzzle while eating the stimulus. In the hedonic-focus 
condition, participants were prompted to “set the puzzle aside mo-
mentarily. Eat the chocolate and focus exclusively on the sensations 
and feelings it produces in your mouth.” In the distraction condition, 
participants were asked to keep working on the word while eating.

Before the chocolate-eating begins, participants rated their 
current feeling of hunger. Analyses revealed no differences on pre-
consumption hunger between two conditions. Participants rated their 
pleasure right after the first bite of chocolate and completed the same 
measure again after the last bite. When they were done eating, partic-
ipants rated their hunger once again. Participants also reported how 
much they would like to eat (desire) another piece of chocolate after 
their last bite. Participants were identified as high- or low-external 
eaters based on the median split on their external eating score, which 
was obtained from their responses to the Dutch Eating Behavior 
Questionnaire (van Strien et al. 1986).

FIndInGs
Both studies revealed that the hedonic-focus manipulation 

slowed down the decreasing speed of hunger feeling, compared to 
the condition that participants were distracted by cognitive task (in-
teractions: ps<.03). Furthermore, results show that such hunger-sus-
taining effect of hedonic-focus was only salient for low-external eat-
ers, whose homeostatic signals are less “contaminated.” Also, low-
external eaters’ desire to continue eating was significantly predicted 
by self-reported hunger and pleasure (ps<.01), while high-external 
eaters’ desire was only associated with pleasure (p<.01).

The laboratory study, which strictly controlled the consumption 
environment, volume, and speed, clearly demonstrated that the “im-
munity” to attention focus manipulation demonstrated on high-exter-
nal eaters’ self-reported hunger may be largely due to high-external 
eaters’ predisposition of hedonic experience focus, which imposed a 
similar influence as sensory-focus experimental condition. As shown 
in figure 1; first, the initial impact of attention focus on pleasure was 
significant for low-external eating group (p<.001), whereas hedonic-
focus/distraction manipulation did not impact high-external eaters 
first-bite pleasure. This implies that high-external eaters’ predisposi-
tion effectively directs their attention to the hedonic signals there-
fore insensitive to the externally imposed attention focus. Second, 
in terms of the changing course of pleasure, high-external eaters did 
not experience pleasure decrease as low-external eaters did (p<.001). 
This suggests that the hedonic-experience focus predisposition 
makes high-external eaters enjoyed more hedonic experience during 
the food consumption than low-external eaters did.
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Figure 1: First- and Last bite Pleasure ratings by Attention 
Condition and External Eating Group - Lab study

Panel A: Low-external Eating Participants
 

Panel B: High-external Eating Participants

COnTrIbUTIOns
To our knowledge, this research is the first analyses on the im-

pact of conditions that direct attention to or distract from hedonic 
experience on changes in hunger feeling over the course of a con-
sumption episode. The results highlight the individual difference in 
the responsiveness on attention focus; external eaters tend to be more 
sensitive to hedonic signals rather than other internal and external 
signals. This pattern reveals that distracting people from hedonic 
experience of food, as a strategy to decrease the motivation to eat 
unhealthy (often palatable) food, does not necessarily work for all.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Research groups such as Macromarketing, Marketing Ethics, 

Consumer Economics, Public Policy and Marketing, Social Market-
ing, and more recently Transformative Consumer Research (Wilkie 
and Moore, 2012) frequently address issues related to consumer 
protection. However, though consumer education and rights consti-
tute hot topics and common concerns, the way consumers inform 
and defend themselves in a more complex multi-actors environment 
remains understudied. Thus, we aim at exploring how mainstream 
consumers proceed, what representations they hold and types of re-
lationships they maintain with non-profit consumer organizations 
(NCOs) and other competing new market actors who now contribute 
to the “consumerism industry” (Smith and Bloom 1984, 369). We 
also seek to investigate the links between individual and collective 
actions when addressing consumers’ demands of legal remedy. This 
objectives take place in a context where NCOs are experiencing a 
decline in their influence, while social media offer new opportuni-
ties for consumer empowerment and social change (Josefsson and 
Ranerup 2003; Kozinets, Belz, and McDonagh 2011; Rezabakhsh et 
al. 2006; Umit Kucuk and Krishnamurthy 2007).

LITErATUrE rEVIEW 
The many regulations in terms of consumer protection policy 

and lobbying by activist groups have led to major advances in con-
sumer protection (Aaker and Day 1972; Barksdale and Darden 1972; 
Brobeck, Mayer, and Herrmann 1997; Buskirk and Rothe 1970; 
Day and Aaker 1970; Herrmann 1970; Rao 1998; Smith and Bloom 
1984). However, the outcomes of excessive consumption as well as 
the recent threats of failure of the financial system have exposed the 
frailty of consumers faced with the corporate power of big business-
es. In this gloomy context, the desired or implemented responses of 
the public authorities accompany growing questioning as to the state 
of consumerism and consumer well-being (Cohen 2010; Mick et al. 
2011; Rotfeld 2010). At the same time, literature on online communi-
ties and social media (Kozinets et al. 2011), consumer resistance and 
empowerment (Kozinets 2002) opens more optimistic avenues as to 
the ability for individuals to share problems and educate one another. 

METHOd
Two sets of data were used. First, in-depth interviews were con-

ducted with 29 consumers to analyze the way they orient themselves 
among various informational channels and how they deal with post-
purchase dissatisfaction. Informants were selected through a snow-
balling technique, with age, gender, socio-professional standing, and 
prior experience with NCOs taken into account (Lincoln and Guba 
1985). The interviews focused on four themes: the types of actors and 
pre-purchased sources consulted; reactions to problems encountered 
with a company and types of actions undertaken; knowledge and rep-
resentations of NCOs as well as other consumerist actors; and overall 
expectations in terms of information and defence. A second set of data 
then sought to provide a broader view of collective actions. Though 
class action is not legally valid in France, we conducted interviews 
with the main protagonists of four ‘collective actions’ against big 
firms. By ‘collective actions’, we mean groups of similarly situated 
individuals represented by the same lawyer, simultaneously bringing 

their case to court and sharing litigation costs. The three authors joint-
ly developed a coding scheme for analyzing informants’ discourses. 
This inductive process helped illuminate the various strategies con-
sumers deploy, with whom and how. 

FIndInGs
The consumers’ individual discourses shed light on two main 

themes. The first shows the erosion of the preventive role of NCOs 
in a situation of informational excess and consumers’ ability to orient 
themselves alone. Regarding NCOs, several informants question their 
independence, largely ignoring their way of operating. Major contra-
dictions also emerge around possible ways of correcting NCOs image 
deficit. Their need to communicate to make themselves more visible 
implies the use of marketing techniques but comes up against the idea 
of the possible confusion with market actors. Regarding difficulties 
encountered in marketplace relationships, the findings also stress the 
ability of mainstream consumers to deal with companies by their own. 
Again, informants do not rely upon NCOs to solve their problems but, 
instead, try to find direct arrangements with merchants. Turning to 
NCOs thus appears to be a “last resort” solution when the “serious-
ness” of problems requires seeking help to restore equity. 

The second theme finally highlights the dominant idealized 
view of NCOs’ problem-solving capacity, ex post facto, for collec-
tive defence and prevention of abuses. Their perceived residual role 
consists of regulating the balance of power and defending an ideal 
of justice against big market actors. However, this federative role 
in protecting “little people” is mainly accounted by informants who 
never faced severe situations or who accepted to cope with poor per-
formances of products and services. Conversely, those who decided 
to sue defaulting companies where not so prone to idealize NCOs’ 
power. The second set of data illustrates how mainstream consumers 
become entrepreneurs of consumerism by deploying new skills to 
defend themselves and others.

Findings pertaining to collective actions show that hard core 
members of these transient defence communities first problema-
tize the unfair situation and generate interest from other “victims”. 
They then provide the arguments, moral support, skills and material 
devices to build support-based networks through communal web-
sites (Kozinets et al. 2011). The second stage illuminates how they 
subsequently succeed in enrolling additional agents such as media, 
lawyers, private or institutional ombudsmen, political leaders, and 
NCOs. It shows that larger networks prove to be more successful in 
spreading influence far beyond the online community. 

COnTrIbUTIOns
Our research challenges the more or less pessimistic predictions 

as to the survival of consumerism (Cohen 2010; Rotfeld 2010) in 
showing that it spirit and practices are distributed on multiple ac-
tors and enacted by new means that bring empowerment to isolated 
individuals. In line with Kozinets et al. (2011), the findings bring 
evidence of the emergence of support-based online communities that 
organize collective defence and actively struggle against unbalanced 
marketplace power. But they extend previous research in showing 
that these communities overstep their own limits by enrolling new 
actors and building powerful though ephemeral networks.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
We examine the inferences observers make based on individu-

als’ nonconforming behaviors (e.g., not complying with a certain 
dress code). Research in social psychology, sociology, and consumer 
behavior demonstrates the benefits of conforming to group norms and 
expectations (Dittes and Kelley 1956; Phillips and Zuckerman 2001; 
Wang et al. 2012)2 different norms were developed: one concerning 
a social value judgment; the other, a simple perceptual judgment. The 
Ss were experimentally made to feel different degrees of being ac-
cepted by the other members and were then given opportunities and 
incentives to deviate from the norms. Subsequent conformity, partic-
ipation, and attitudes toward the group were studied in relation to the 
different conditions of acceptance. The results point to 2 contrasting 
patterns of conformity evolved by different conditions of acceptance. 
The first appears to consist of a high degree of genuine adherence to 
the norms\u2026 . The second pattern is marked by high conformity 
only under public conditions.\””, “author” : [ { “family” : “Dittes”, 
“given” : “James E.” }, { “family” : “Kelley”, “given” : “Harold H.” 
} ], “container-title” : “The Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychol-
ogy”, “id” : “ITEM-3”, “issue” : “1”, “issued” : { “date-parts” : [ [ 
“1956” ] ] }, “page” : “100-107”, “title” : “Effects of different condi-
tions of acceptance upon conformity to group norms”, “type” : “ar-
ticle-journal”, “volume” : “53” }, “uris” : [ “http://www.mendeley.
com/documents/?uuid=459ecb6e-f9ef-4f2d-b1b7-bc23eb26531a” 
] } ], “mendeley” : { “previouslyFormattedCitation” : “(Dittes and 
Kelley 1956; Phillips and Zuckerman 2001; Wang et al. 2012. In 
this research we argue that under certain conditions, nonconforming 
behaviors, such as entering a luxury boutique wearing gym clothes 
rather than an elegant outfit, or wearing red sneakers in a professional 
setting, can be beneficial and signal a higher status.

High-status individuals generally feel confident about their so-
cial acceptance. Unlike lower status individuals, high-status people 
are more likely to deviate from conventional behavior and common 
expectations about appropriate responses other people might have 
(Hollander 1958). For instance, CEOs of major corporations, such as 
Bill Gates (Microsoft) or Mark Zuckerberg (Facebook), often appear 
without ties or wear sweatshirts at interviews or formal gatherings 
like the World Economic Forum. In this research, we focus on the 
perspective of external observers and investigate when nonconform-
ing behaviors may lead to inferences of higher status. 

We propose that inferences of status demand that the observer is 
aware of the norms of appropriate behavior in the group to which the 
individual belongs and that the context is prestigious. Our investiga-
tion of underlying mechanisms reveals that the inference of status 
from signals of nonconformity is mediated by perceived intentional-
ity and moderated by individual differences in need for uniqueness 
(Snyder and Fromkin 1977). 

A series of lab and field studies explore responses to a variety of 
nonconforming behaviors in different settings. In an effort to ensure 
high external validity of our findings, all our studies are preceded by 
interviews and pilots to explore the expected behavioral norms in 
specific environments and to confirm that higher status individuals in 
these contexts tend to deviate from such norms.

Study 1 examines responses to descriptions of potential pros-
pects by shop assistants in luxury boutiques in downtown Milan. As 
was confirmed in interviews with store managers of luxury boutiques 

in Italy, the accepted norm for shoppers at these high-end stores is 
an elegant outfit that fits the store’s atmosphere. In this study, we 
manipulated between-subjects the descriptions of a client (non-con-
forming vs. conforming) entering the store, and compared reactions 
of shop assistants to those women not familiar with the norm who 
were recruited in Milan’s central station. Shop assistants in luxury 
boutiques have an economic incentive to learn how to interpret the 
unconventional behavior of their prospects. Thus, we predict they 
will infer higher status from signals of nonconformity. 

In particular, in study 1a the prospect entering the store was 
described as wearing gym clothes and a jacket (non-conforming), or 
wearing an elegant dress and a fur (conforming). We find that shop 
assistants of luxury boutiques perceive a client as wealthier and more 
likely to buy when she is wearing gym clothes, rather than elegant 
dresses. Respondents indicated that these poorly dressed shoppers 
are often “playing a role and doing it on purpose.” They mentioned 
that “wealthy people sometimes dress very badly to demonstrate 
superiority”, and that “if you dare enter these boutiques so under-
dressed, you are definitely going to buy something”. In contrast, 
women recruited in Milan’s central station perceived the shopper 
with the elegant outfit as a higher-status individual. 

In study 1b we operationalize nonconformity through usage of 
well-known brand names. The prospect entering the store was de-
scribed as wearing flip-flops and a Swatch watch on her wrist (non-
conforming), or elegant sandals with heels and a Rolex (conform-
ing). Again, we find that boutique assistants attribute higher status to 
the nonconforming individual, whereas people not acquainted with 
these boutique shoppers attribute higher status to the conforming in-
dividual.   

In studies 2 and 3, we examine the effect of non-conforming on 
another dimension and test students’ responses to the nonconforming 
dress-style of their professors. In these studies, we recruited students 
who could ensure that our sample is familiar with the experimen-
tal stimuli manipulated (i.e. descriptions of professors). In a pre-test 
with students we confirmed that participants perceive the majority 
of their professors to dress more formally (i.e. professional / busi-
ness attire), rather than informally (i.e. wear t-shirts). Furthermore, 
in a pilot study conducted at the ACR conference in 2011, we pro-
vided evidence that in this environment high status individuals tend 
to deviate from the norm. We find a significant negative correlation 
between formality in clothing style and the number of publications 
in top journals. Individuals who are well-published were more likely 
to wear an informal or unusual outfit or clothing item (e.g., wearing 
jeans, red sneakers, or t-shirts) rather than a professional / business 
attire (e.g., a button-down shirt). 

In study 2 we demonstrate that undergraduate students perceive 
a male professor who wears a t-shirt and is not shaven as having 
higher status than a professor who wears a tie and is shaven, but 
only when the professor teaches at a top school, i.e. the context is 
prestigious. These inferences of status are mediated by participants’ 
perceived intentionality of the individual’s nonconforming behavior. 
Participants who judged the professor to have higher status when his 
behavior was nonconforming rather than conforming also believed 
that the nonconforming professor was purposely deviating from the 
accepted norm of appropriate behavior in an attempt to distinguish 
himself.
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In study 3, we find that when a specific nonconforming behav-
ior becomes the norm, then the inference of higher status disappears. 
Participants did not infer higher status when they were told that 
wearing a t-shirt to school was the accepted norm in the professor’s 
department.  

Finally, in study 4 we examine nonconformity in the presen-
tation style of participants in an entrepreneurship competition. We 
show that inferences of status are moderated by need for uniqueness 
(Snyder and Fromkin 1977). 

Taken together, these results identify a counterintuitive strategy 
for gaining status in the eyes of others: rather than dressing up and 
adhering to norms, one may instead need to adopt nonconforming 
behaviors.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Love is one among very few topics that have fascinated people 

across all times and cultures. Marketers often use reminders of love 
to decorate their stores, to package products, and to organize pro-
motion campaigns. We know very little, however, about how cueing 
loving relationships might affect consumer behavior. In this paper we 
explore the impact of a specific consequence of love primes, namely 
feelings of attachment security, on exploratory consumer behavior.

Attachment is the innate tendency to form strong emotional 
bonds with particular individuals and to seek proximity to these in-
dividuals when distressed (Feeney and Van Vleet 2010). Attachment 
security is developed early in life, through initial interactions with 
significant others who are available and supportive in times of need 
(Bowlby 1973). It guarantees that offspring will maintain proxim-
ity to caring attachment figures in times of need, and thus enhances 
chances of survival, reproduction, and parenting (Bowly 1982). Feel-
ings of attachment security become internalized in a working model 
of attachment, and generalize to other important relationships that 
come into existence later in life (Bowlby 1973). 

Attachment and exploration are believed to be tightly inter-
twined (Bowlby 1988), but empirical evidence has been lacking 
(Shaver and Mikulincer 2010).  Exploration is the urge to go out 
in the world to work, play, discover, and create (Feeney and Van 
Vleet 2010). It has been argued that being securely attached gives 
individuals the confidence and courage to explore the environment, 
accept challenges, and take risks (Bowlby 1988; Feeney and Van 
Vleet 2010). As risk taking and variety seeking are two prominent 
manifestations of exploratory tendencies in consumer behavior (Raju 
1980; Steenkamp and Baumgartner 1992), the present paper aims 
to explore whether priming consumers with attachment security en-
hances financial risk taking and variety seeking. 

In Study 1, we demonstrated that attachment security enhanced 
variety seeking. 43 participants (Mage=18.42, SDage=.59; 22 males) 
were randomly assigned to one of two story writing conditions, and 
were instructed to imagine and describe an interaction with “some-
one who takes good care of you and who is there for you whenever 
necessary” (attachment security condition) or “a mere acquaintance” 
(control condition). Then they chose four scoops of ice-cream out 
of five flavors. Choosing more flavors indicates more variety seek-
ing. Attachment security indeed increased variety seeking (F(1, 
38)=4.75, p<.05).  

In Study 2, we replicated the effect of attachment security on 
another exploratory consumer behavior, namely risk taking. Partici-
pants (N=54; Mage=21.76, SDage=2.03; 17 males) were randomly 
assigned to one of two story writing conditions, and were instructed to 
imagine and briefly describe a walk with someone they felt attached 
to (attachment security condition) or alone (control condition). Af-
terwards, all participants completed two sets of seven monetary risk 
preference questions, one small-stake and one large-stake set (Hsee 
and Weber 1999). For example, they indicated their preference be-
tween “receiving €30 for sure” and “flipping a coin; receiving €100 
if Heads or €0 if Tails”. The risk preference index for each participant 
ranged from 1 (extremely risk-aversive) to 8 (extremely risk-taking). 
We found a significant interaction between attachment security prim-
ing and stake size on financial risk taking (F(1, 51)=6.24, p=.02). 

Specifically, when stakes were small, risk taking was higher in the at-
tachment security (MRP=4.04, SDRP=.28) compared to the control 
condition (MRP=3.26, SDRP=.29; see Figure 1).

Figure 1: study 2
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In Study 3, we replicated the effect of attachment security on 
financial risk taking for small financial gains, but not for large gains 
or losses. Participants (N=115; Mage=21.38, SDage=2.33; 49 males) 
were randomly assigned to one of three picture evaluation condi-
tions. They evaluated ten pictures of mothers holding babies (at-
tachment security condition), babies (baby condition), or landscapes 
(control condition). Afterwards, they provided certainty equivalents 
for various uncertain gambles (50% chance of gaining [losing] €4 
[€2000] or 50% chance of gaining [losing] €0) (Abdellaoui, Bleich-
rodt et al. 2008). In the gain domain, the interaction between stake 
size and attachment security was replicated (F(2, 56)=2.92, p=.06). 
When the risk was small, participants primed with attachment secu-
rity stated larger certainty equivalents than those in the baby priming 
(p=.03) and control condition (p=.05), meaning they were more risk 
taking. However, when the risk became larger, the effect disappeared 
(ps>.48)(See Figure 2). We found no significant effects in the loss 
domain.

Figure 2: study 3
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It has been shown that decision-makers prefer options with 
100% of winning $W over uncertain options with P% of winning a 
higher prize $J and (1-P)% of winning $0, even if these two options 
have the same expected utility (U=W=P*J) (Tversky and Kahneman 
1992). Both feelings of security (captured by the size of $W) and 
optimism (captured by the probability to win) may drive risk tak-
ing behavior. In Study 4, we employed two decision tasks to ex-
plore the underlying mechanism. Participants (N=44; Mage=21.82, 
SDage=5.69; 22 males) were randomly assigned to either the same 
attachment security or control treatments as in Study 2. Then they 
engaged in two decision tasks (p-game & w-game) in a random or-
der (Demaree, Dedonno, Burns, and Everhart 2008). In the p-game, 
the wager was fixed, and the probability to win was changeable to 
participants (0-100%). The lower probability to win was accompa-
nied by a higher prize. In the w-game, the probability was fixed, 
and participants could decide on the wager (0-50€). A higher wager 
was accompanied by a higher prize. Both small and large risks were 
included. We found a significant interaction between stake size and 
attachment security in both w-game (F(1, 42)=3.59, p=.065) and p-
game (F(1, 42)=5.09, p=.03) (See Figure 3). When stakes were of 
a moderate size, attachment security enhanced risk taking in both 
p-game (p=.001) and w-game (p=.06). However, we found no effect 
when stakes were extremely small.

Figure 3: study 4
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In conclusion, we demonstrate that attachment security enhanc-
es exploratory consumer behaviors in the form of variety seeking 
and risk taking for financial gains at acceptable levels of risk. Pre-
liminary evidence suggests that both optimism towards the environ-
ment and feelings of security drive this effect. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Humans depend on resources to survive and reproduce. Histori-

cally, those who successfully competed for resources thrived while 
those who failed languished. Although most residents of developed 
economies no longer struggle for basic resources, such as food and 
shelter, they are increasingly reliant on technological products such 
as cell phones and laptop computers for work and maintaining social 
relationships. An important characteristic of these products is that 
they take on different transitory states as they are used. For example, 
a cell phone will be in a full state after charging overnight but will 
lose its charge after usage.

We propose that product states act as resources that affect hu-
man behavior. Specifically, we predict that exposure to a low product 
state (i.e., a low battery) leads to behavior consistent with resource 
scarcity. Building on research showing that scarcity in one resource 
domain increases resource seeking behavior in other domains (Briers 
et al. 2006; Nelson and Morrison 2005), we theorize that exposure 
to a low product state will increase acquisition of other, more ba-
sic, resources such as money and food. In addition, since resource 
scarcity precipitates coping behaviors to boost self-concept (Hobfoll 
1989), we predict that exposure to a low product state will also in-
crease performance on cognitive tasks since this boosts self-concept 
(e.g., I did well, therefore I’m smart,  Skaalvik and Hagtvet 1990). 
However, when a low product state is actively being restored (i.e., 
by plugging the product in) thereby removing the threat to resources, 
the effect of a low product state on enhancing cognitive performance 
should diminish.

sTUdY 1: MOnEY HOArdInG
In Study 1, we exposed people to low versus full product states 

and measured money hoarding behavior using the dictator game 
(Bolton, Katok, and Zwick 1998; Fehr and Camerer 2007). 

Participants from an online forum completed the study for pay. 
They were told the study was about attitudes towards cell phones. 
Participants were asked to imagine they owned an iPhone and were 
presented with two images of “their iPhone.“ The first image showed 
either a fully charged (i.e., full product state) or nearly drained (i.e., 
low product state) iPhone battery and the second image showed an 
iPhone home screen displaying different iPhone applications (see 
Figure 1). Consistent with the cover story, participants were asked 
questions about the iPhone’s design (e.g., design, readability, etc.). 
Then, participants were told that there was a fixed bonus to be split 
with another participant, and were asked to indicate how much of 
the bonus they would keep for themselves. Participants were then 
debriefed and paid both the fixed fee and the bonus they requested.

Confirming our predictions, participants exposed to a low prod-
uct state took more of the bonus money for themselves than those 
exposed to a full product state. 

sTUdY 2: FOOd HOArdInG
Study 2 examines whether a product’s state also affects food 

hoarding. Participants from an online forum completed the study for 
pay. The first half of the study was identical to Study 1, in which 
participants viewed screenshots of an iPhone (that was either in a 
full or low product state) and rated the iPhone on design. Participants 
were then asked to imagine a shopping scenario in which they were 

offered chocolate biscuit samples. They were then asked how many 
samples they would take. 

Consistent with Study 1, those exposed to a low product state 
took more biscuit samples than those exposed to a full product state. 

Figure 1 
Product State Manipulation in Studies 1 and 2

Full Product state
   

Low Product state
   

sTUdY 3: COGnITIVE PErFOrMAnCE
In Studies 3 and 4, we test the idea that exposure to low prod-

uct state will increase cognitive performance, since resource scarcity 
increases the desire for positive self-view (Hobfoll 1989) which—in 
turn—can be enhanced through superior performance on cognitive 
tasks (Newman 1984). 

Undergraduate students completed the study for course cred-
it. In the first part of the study, participants played a game on iPod 
Touches where we manipulated product state by placing a translucent 
image of a battery icon into the background of the game. The bat-
tery icon either stayed full or started off full and then slowly drained 
throughout the game, ending in a low product state. Then, iPods 
were taken up by the experimenter and participants participated in a 
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seemingly unrelated study that involved solving anagram puzzles on 
desktop computers. 

Supporting our predictions, those who interacted with an iPod 
in a low product state showed higher cognitive performance (i.e., 
solved more anagrams) than those who interacted with an iPod in a 
full product state. 

sTUdY 4: rEsTOrInG PrOdUCT sTATEs
Restoring a product that’s in a low product state (i.e., plug-

ging in a low battery product) should reduce the need to compensate 
for low resources by enhancing self-concept (Hobfoll 1989). This 
should, in turn, lower cognitive performance relative to being unable 
to restore a low-state product. 

Undergraduate students completed the study for course credit. 
As in Study 3, participants first played a game on the iPod Touch. 
Since the manipulation of product state in Study 3 may be perceived 
by some as too heavy handed, in Study 4 we relied on the iPod’s 
default battery display. All iPod Touches were in a low product state 
condition (i.e., charged to 1/3 full) and half of the participants were 
asked to charge their iPods during the game. After playing the game, 
participants completed an ostensibly unrelated proofreading task. 
Cognitive performance was measured as the number of errors cor-
rectly identified.

Supporting our prediction, those who were not able to charge 
their iPods showed significantly better performance on the proof-
reading task than their charging counterparts. In addition, there was 
no significant difference in the false detection rates or mood for the 
two groups, suggesting that difference in performance was not driv-
en by differences in the criteria participants used to identify errors. 

GEnErAL dIsCUssIOn
To our knowledge, this is the first study that looks at how dy-

namically changing product characteristics affect consumer behav-
ior. Our research suggests a broader definition and interaction of 
resources relevant to human behavior.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
A careful reading of the literature has identified several process-

ing methods of the EDA signal in consumer research. Recommenda-
tions are proposed and illustrated in an empirical study which shows 
that the application of new EDA signal processing techniques im-
proves the valuation of work in consumer research.

For thirty years now, research in consumer behavior has in-
cluded the measurement of skin conductance response (SCR) in 
the evaluation of « activation » component of an emotional episode 
(arousal) (Kroeber-Riel 1979). This electrophysiological index is 
commonly used in marketing (Micu and Plummer 2010; Ohme et al. 
2009 ; Peacock, Purvis, and Hazlett 2011) since its recording tech-
nique is reachable, provided you follow some basic rules and have 
the proper equipment. Furthermore, electrodermal activity (EDA) is 
an electrophysiological signal like EEG or EMG which requires a 
rigorous processing before any data interpretation. However, if the 
interest of marketing researchers in EDA seems certain, what about 
the processing and interpretation of the signal?

The review of marketing literature identifies three methods for 
SCR measurement, which is understood as the physiological index 
of arousal. The first method is based on comparing the overall level 
of EDA according to experimental conditions (Peacock et al. 2011). 
This approach is unsatisfactory because it ignores the signal proper-
ties of the EDA, which are composed of a tonic activity (baseline) 
and a phasic activity (SCR). Indeed, measuring the overall level of 
EDA does not distinguish the tonic activity from the phasic activity, 
nor identify significant SCR following the occurrence of a stimulus. 
The second method is based on comparing the average level of EDA 
before stimulus presentation (baseline) and the average level of EDA 
during the stimulus presentation (Lang et al. 1999). This approach is 
problematic because it ignores the SCR time course, thereby causing 
confusion with the tonic activity and the phasic activity, depleting 
the information by removing the number of SCR appeared during 
stimulus presentation, and most importantly removing the spatial 
(amplitude) and temporal (duration) information of SCR. The third 
method is based on comparing of the EDA baseline with the sum of 
the SCR peak amplitudes (Groeppel-Klein 2005). This approach is 
questionable because it focuses solely on the spatial dimension of 
SCR and ignores its temporal dimension. However, two of the same 
SCR amplitude may have different time values. 

Moreover, the main focus should be placed on the inherent 
limitation on the temporal properties of SCR. These properties are 
characterized by a deflection (1/3sec), followed by a steep slope to a 
peak (1/3sec) which thereafter slowly declines in the recovery phase 
(Boucsein 2012). Due to the fact that the rise time of SCR is always 
shorter than the recovery time, the appearance of several SCR in 
restricted time interval generates an overlapping phenomenon. Fur-
thermore, this overlapping phenomenon results in an underestima-
tion of the latency and amplitude of subsequent SCR, thus biasing 
the interpretation of results. To our knowledge, the marketing litera-
ture to date has ignored this phenomenon. 

However, recent authors in psychophysiology have presented 
several significant methodological advances in the field of EDA sig-
nal processing. For example, the toolbox Ledalab (www.ledalab.de) 
developed by Benedek and Kaernbach (2010a, 2010b) is based on a 
signal deconvolution that responds to enacted issues. This method 
treats the waning asymmetric SCR, fixes the overlapping phenom-

enon and optimizes the accuracy of SCR time markers calculation 
(start/end). Several indices of EDA property can be calculated; most 
importantly the integral of SCR (ISCR). This index should be em-
phasized because many authors consider that the calculation of the 
integral as an optimal solution for evaluating the arousal. With that 
said, it integrates both the spatial and temporal dimensions of SCR 
(Benedek and Kaernbach 2010a, 2010b). 

Therefore, we created a study to assess arousal caused by ex-
posure to seven national brand television commercials (Coca-Cola, 
McDonald, Nikon, Spa, Pantoloc, Philadelphia, Bose; t=30sec) using 
the toolbox Ledalab for the first time in marketing. 30 right-hand-
ed subjects (22 women) participated in the study in exchange for 
a fee (15 euros). Each subject had two 10mm Ag-AgCl electrodes 
prepared with an isotonic paste, which were placed on the medial 
phalanges of digits II and III of the non-dominant hand. Electrodes 
were connected to a wireless preamplifier which then forwarded the 
signal to an amplifier coupled to data acquisition software (MP150, 
Biopac System, Inc., Goleta, CA). The signal downsampled offline 
at 10Hz was analyzed with Ledalab V3.2.3 (Benedek and Kaernbach 
2010a, 2010b). 

We observed a significant variability of results based on the 
evaluation index of arousal. With our observations, we realized 
that the first index (mean EDA) does not distinguish a significantly 
different level of arousal of a commercial to another. The second 
index (SCR amplitude) distinguishes a significantly different level 
of arousal between the commercials “Spa” versus “Nikon” (p=.01) 
and “Spa” versus “Bose” (p=.03). Finally, the third index (ISCR) 
can distinguish a significantly different level of arousal between the 
commercials “Spa” versus “Nikon” (p<.01), “Spa” versus “Bose” 
(p=.002), “Spa” versus “Philadelphia” (p=.01) and “Spa” versus 
“Pantoloc” (p=.02). 

In conclusion, we show that the choice of the evaluation in-
dex of arousal leads to different results. Most importantly, our study 
highlights the importance of the signal processing phase to reach 
major academic conclusions, as well as robust managerial recom-
mendations in marketing research which mobilizes the EDA record-
ing.  Based on our observations, we advocated more transparency in 
the methodological choices made in terms of EDA signal processing. 
Additionally, it seems essential to communicate the three indices – 
mean, amplitude, ISCR – and justify the choice of index used for 
data interpretation. Overall, beyond identifying the methodological 
limitations inherent of EDA signal processing, our results demon-
strates the usefulness of both the signal deconvolution method by 
Benedek and Kaernbach (2010a, 2010b), and the ISCR as a robust 
index for evaluating arousal.  
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Consumers are often assumed to use consensus cues (e.g., cues 

indicating a product’s popularity) as a heuristic to reach conclusions 
about products’ desirability without carefully considering specific 
information about a product’s attributes (Burnkrant and Alain 1975; 
Salganik et al. 2006; Shugan 1980; West and Broniarczyk 1998).  
Moreover, decision complexity is typically assumed to increase the 
use of consensus information and, correspondingly, to decrease at-
tention to product attribute information (Gino and Moore 2007; 
Johnson et al. 1988; Shugan 1980). 

In fact, however, these assumptions may not always hold. We 
investigated the circumstances under which product popularity in-
creases the tendency to process product attribute information and 
consequently leads to more confident decisions and a higher likeli-
hood of purchasing unpopular as well as popular items. We propose 
that product popularity can increase consumers’ consideration of 
attribute information when they perceive a gap between what they 
know about the product category in general and what others seem to 
know about the specific product being promoted. This gap in their 
knowledge increases the consumers’ epistemic curiosity (Loewen-
stein 1994) and consequently increases their attention to attribute 
information and the influence of this information on judgments. 

We further show that consumers’ epistemic curiosity (and thus 
their attention to attribute information) is greater when a large num-
ber of unfamiliar options are presented with popularity cues, and 
thus the gap in their knowledge is more apparent. It also depends on 
consumers’ perceptions of their expertise in the product domain in 
question. If consumers consider themselves to be novices in this do-
main, they may use popularity cues to reduce their uncertainty about 
their decision, leading to greater conformity and less attention to the 
available attribute information. When people believe that they are 
knowledgeable about a product, however, they tend to be sensitive 
to the gap between their general knowledge and others’ knowledge 
about the particular product. Consequently, they are curious about 
the reasons for the others’ judgments when consensus cues are pro-
vided, and are more motivated to process attribute information in this 
condition, leading the information to have greater influence on their 
judgments than it would in the absence of consensus cues.

ExPErIMEnT 1
Experiment 1 used a 2 (assortment size: large vs. small) × 2 

(presence of cue: no-cued vs. popularity-cued) between-subjects 
design. Relatively unfamiliar cheesecakes were used to construct 
two sizes of assortment (6 vs. 24 options). The names and descrip-
tions of each cake were provided in all conditions. In popularity-cue 
conditions, however, half of the items in each assortment size condi-
tion were cued with three people-shaped icons. After viewing the 
product list, participants chose the option they would be most likely 
to buy and reported their intention to purchase it, the extent to which 
they had considered the descriptions, their choice confidence, and 
choice difficulty. 

As we expected, the effect of popularity cues depended on the 
assortment size. When the size of the assortment was large, partici-
pants were significantly more willing to purchase the item they had 
chosen when popularity cues had been provided than when they had 

not (6.20 vs. 5.48, respectively). In addition, they reported giving 
relatively more consideration to product descriptions (6.40 vs. 5.70) 
although their decision difficulty and level of confidence did not 
differ. When the assortment size was small, however, no effects of 
popularity information were evident. 

ExPErIMEnT 2
The design and procedure used in Experiments 2 and 3 were 

similar to those in Experiment 1, but the focal product category 
was wine in Experiment 2 and beer in Experiment 3. Experiment 
2 focused on the effect of popularity cues on participants’ level of 
deliberation. Consistent with Experiment 1, participants who were 
confronted with a large assortment reported greater intentions to 
purchase the product they had chosen when popularity cues were 
provided than when they were not  (4.78 vs. 4.48, respectively) and 
were more confident of their choice in the former condition (7.54 
vs.6.56, respectively). More important, however, they reported de-
liberating over the wine descriptions to a significantly greater extent 
when popularity cues were provided than when they were not (6.57 
vs. 5.56, respectively) and spent more time making choices in the 
former condition (102.45 vs. 81.65, respectively). None of these dif-
ferences were evident when the assortment size was small. 

ExPErIMEnT 3
Experiment 3 provided more direct evidence of the mediating 

influence of curiosity and also the moderating role of perceived prod-
uct knowledge. Participants were classified as having high or low 
perceived knowledge about beer based on their self-reports (5.21 vs. 
1.80, respectively). As expected, knowledgeable participants who 
had been exposed to a large assortment reported being more curious 
when popularity cues were provided than when they were not (3.07 
vs. 2.65, respectively). Moreover, they reported considering attribute 
information to a significantly greater extent (8.64 vs. 7.33, respec-
tively) and wanted additional product descriptions (7.64 vs. 6.92). 
When the assortment size was small, however, the opposite was true: 
these participants felt less curious when popularity cues were pro-
vided than when they were not (2.65 vs. 3.35, respectively), were less 
likely to consider attribute information (7.92 vs. 8.46, respectively) 
and were less likely to want more product information (5.46 vs. 7.38, 
respectively). 

In contrast, less knowledgeable participants who received a 
large assortment showed less curiosity when popularity cues were 
provided than when they were not (2.06 vs. 2.70, respectively) and 
considered less attribute information in the former condition than in 
the latter (6.89 vs. 9.90). 

Taken together, the results confirm that when participants are 
knowledgeable about the product domain, popularity cues lead to 
deliberative processing of attribute information. That is, popularity 
cues lead to heuristic processing only when participants have little 
knowledge about the type of products they are considering (word 
count: 936).
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How does Power Affect the Evaluations of Luxury brand Extensions?
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Existing research on brand extensions indicates that luxury 

brands have a greater extendibility than non-luxury brands (Monga 
and John 2010; Park, Milberg, and Lawson 1991). For example, 
luxury brands such as Rolex can be more successfully extended into 
dissimilar categories than non-luxury, functional brands such as Ti-
mex (Park et al. 1991). Little research has been devoted to explain-
ing the differential extendibility across luxury brands. For instance, 
luxury brands such as Louis Vuitton have been successful in the mar-
ket through brand extensions, whereas luxury brands such as Pierre 
Cardin have failed after brand extension efforts. How can we explain 
this variation of brand extendibility within luxury brands? The cur-
rent research aims to provide an answer to this question.

Past brand extension researchers have investigated the role of 
a variety of brand-related factors that affect an extension success 
(e.g., perceived fit with the parent brand, Ahluwalia 2008; Keller 
2002); however, the role of consumers’ power states has never been 
explored. Given the central role that power states play in determin-
ing consumer attitudes toward luxury products (Rucker and Galinsky 
2008, 2009), we argue that power states will affect consumer evalu-
ations of luxury brands’ extensions. Following Rucker and Galinsky 
(2008, 258), we define power as “the capacity to control resources 
and outcomes, both one’s own and that of others.” We define broad 
extensions as a large range of extended products, that is, brand exten-
sions into different categories from a parent brand regardless of the 
level of fit. We define narrow extensions as a small range of extended 
products, that is, brand extensions into similar categories from a par-
ent brand. A pretest indicated that broad versus narrow extensions are 
independent from vertical versus horizontal extensions. 

Powerful consumers have a desire to communicate their rela-
tively exclusive association with status symbols (Berger and Ward 
2010; Han, Nunes, and Drèze 2010). Because luxury brands with 
narrow (vs. broad) extensions are perceived as relatively scarce and 
exclusive (Kirmani, Sood, and Bridges 1999), we propose that:

Hypothesis 1:  Powerful consumers (vs. powerless consum-
ers) will show a stronger preference for luxury 
brands with narrow (vs. broad) extensions. 

If the effect of power on luxury brand extension preference is 
due to powerful consumers’ desire to show their exclusive association 
with scarce resources as a status symbol, this effect will be stronger 
when consumers are in a competitive (vs. non-competitive) mindset. 
This tendency occurs because a competitive mindset induces a desire 
for a higher status (Kawada et al. 2004). In other words, people try 
to maximize position gains and compete for a higher status when so-
cial competition goals are activated (Griskevicius et al. 2009; Orda-
bayeva and Chandon 2011). Therefore, powerful consumers’ desire 
to communicate their exclusive social position tends to be stronger. 
Formally:

Hypothesis 2:  The impact of power on luxury brand extension 
preference will be significant only when consum-
ers are in a competitive (vs. non-competitive) 
mindset. 

To further test the underlying process, we investigated the role 
of public vs. private consumption. Public (vs. private) consump-

tion induces a strong desire for self-presentation (Goffman 1959). 
Consumers are more likely to engage in variety seeking behavior to 
show other consumers that they are interesting to be with when their 
consumption is public (vs. private) (Ratner and Kahn 2002). In addi-
tion, individuals with fashion knowledge show a stronger preference 
for subtle signals in public consumption than in private consump-
tion (Berger and Ward 2010). Accordingly, we propose that the two-
way interaction between power and a competitive mindset will be 
stronger under public (vs. private) consumption because one’s status 
should be noticed by others. More specifically: 

Hypothesis 3:  Public (vs. private) consumption will make the 
interactive effect of power and a competitive 
mindset stronger.

Experiment 1 was a one factor between-subjects design in 
which we manipulated power by asking participants to recall a past 
event in which they were powerful or powerless (Galinsky, Gruen-
feld, and Magee 2003). After reading a description of luxury brands 
with narrow, vs. broad, extensions, participants indicated their at-
titudes toward two different brand extensions. The results showed 
that powerful participants preferred brands with narrow (vs. broad) 
extensions more than powerless participants (p < .05). A meditational 
analysis indicated that the power effect was driven by the association 
between high status and narrow luxury brand extensions.

Experiment 2 was a 2 (powerful vs. powerless) x 2 (competitive 
vs. non-competitive mindset) between-subjects design. The power 
manipulation was the same as experiment 1. Following the power 
manipulation, we manipulated a competitive or a non-competitive 
mindset (Griskevicius et al. 2009). After that, participants were asked 
to report their attitude toward luxury brands with narrow, vs. broad, 
extensions. We found that powerful participants liked the narrow 
(vs. broad) extensions more than powerless participants only when 
they were in a competitive (vs. non-competitive) mindset (p < .05); 
however, a difference was not found in the non-competitive mindset 
condition (p = .27).

Experiment 3 was a 2 (powerful vs. powerless) x 2 (competitive 
vs. cooperative mindset) x 2 (public vs. private consumption) be-
tween-subjects design. The manipulations of power and competitive 
mindset were the same as those in experiment 2, but the manipulation 
of non-competitive mindset was replaced with cooperative mindset 
for a cleaner contrast. The public vs. private consumption was based 
on Berger and Ward (2010). We found a significant three-way in-
teraction: the two-way interaction between power and competitive 
mindset was significant for the public consumption (p < .05), but 
not for the private consumption (p = .42). The two-way interaction 
of power and competitive mindset was of the same nature as that 
in experiment 2: powerful participants preferred luxury brands with 
narrow extensions more than powerless participants; this effect was 
significant for the competitive mindset but not for the cooperative 
mindset.

Our results provide a possible theoretical explanation for the 
inconsistent results of brand extensions of luxury brands: Consum-
ers’ power states influence the range of extensions that luxury brands 
can achieve. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Despite our needs and desires, many consumers face a number of 

restrictions to acquisition and consumption of marketed commodities. 
While a majority of the restriction literature highlights subsistence pop-
ulations (see Andreasen 1975; 1993; Hill 2002; Hill and Gaines 2007), 
marketplace restrictions also arise from nonfinancial sources, such as 
illiteracy and physical impairment (see Baker et al. 2005; Viswanathan, 
Rosa, and Harris 2005). Yet, little has been done to understand every-
day consumer behavior based on the premise of restricted consumption 
as part of our material landscape. Thus, we seek to comprehend how 
consumers recognize restrictions, their subsequent affective reactions, 
and any behavioral aftermath, emphasizing support for theory develop-
ment on our everyday decision making and consideration of the larger 
sociopolitical context.

rEsTrICTEd COnsUMPTIOn
Our model of restricted consumption (Figure 1) is composed of 

three parts in a sequential and interrelated order – recognition, reaction, 
and behavioral intentions. First, recognition of restriction is evaluated 
as either self- or other-imposed. A dichotomy exists in extant litera-
ture between self-imposed restriction (e.g., vegetarianism) and other-
imposed restrictions (e.g., product discontinuation). As self-imposed 
restrictions place a strong focus on individual autonomy, we expect 
that such restrictions remain either unnoticed or recognized as benefi-
cial. Contrarily, other-imposed constraints generate a more dynamic 
array of outcomes – from frustration and inconvenience to malice and 
personal harm (Hill and Gaines 2007), thus posing roadblocks to suc-
cessful navigation of the marketplace and increasing negative emo-
tional states. 

Figure 1
Restricted Consumption Framework

Recognition Reaction 

Behavioral 
Intention 

Self-
Imposed 

Other-
Imposed 

Very 
Important 

Moderately 
Important 

Temporary Permanent 

Secondly, we observe cognitive and affective reactions, under-
stood through the subjective importance (moderate versus very) of the 
restricted object at hand. Defined as “the extent to which a consumer 
links a product to salient enduring or situation-specific goals” (Bloch 
and Richins 1983, 71), we surmise that product importance is the pri-
mary determinant of consumer reactions to restrictions, and limitations 
in access to very important products may produce greater emotional 

reactions due to stronger product-consumer connections (Laurent and 
Kapferer 1985). Such reactions range from active defiance (e.g., fight-
ing restriction) to positive sense of autonomy. 

The third facet of our argument explores behavior of restricted 
consumers through time (permanent versus temporary). As some 
consumers revolt against typical consumption behaviors by refusing 
ownership, curtailing product use, and giving possessions away (Mick 
2008), we expect converse reactions in subsistence populations. Po-
tentially positive effects may occur, however, through development 
of business frameworks termed microenterprises (Viswanathan, Rosa, 
and Ruth 2010) that allow the poor to become change agents in their 
consumptive lives. 

METHOd
Our empirical work entails both qualitative and quantitative mea-

surement using a sample of 145 participants. Each participant was 
asked to reflect on a time they were faced with a restrictive situation 
based on a combination of the following: (1) the source of restriction 
(i.e., self- or other-imposed), (2) time length of restriction (i.e., tem-
porary or permanent), and (3) importance of the restricted object (i.e., 
very or moderately).  The qualitative component required identification 
of restricted items, while the quantitative portion developed composite 
scores for individual feelings towards the restriction, as well as mea-
surement of resultant behavioral reactions based on seven dependent 
measures. 

FIndInGs
As seen in Table 1, three themes emerged through this qualita-

tive assessment, allowing for a richer perspective. Our first quantita-
tive assessment finds that consumers felt better about restrictions when 
based on their volition. Further, an interaction showed respondents in 
the moderately (very) important product condition expressed more 
positive feelings about restriction when the constraint was permanent 
(temporary) (F(1,117) = 4.221, p < .05). 

Next, we evaluate how our three independent variables contrib-
ute to the restricted consumption model. Addressing consumer rec-
ognition, our participants more easily accepted restriction and were 
more willing to find a substitute when caused by one’s volition. Coun-
ter intuitively, participants were more willing to fight and attempt to 
get around restrictions when products were moderately important to 
them. Further, individuals believed they were unable to get products 
they wanted/needed when restricted from an item of only moderate 
importance. Finally, we found that permanent restrictions led to higher 
substitution rates and feelings of greater ability to acquire goods and 
services. An interaction occurs between importance and time in rela-
tion to participant’s perceived ability to obtain goods (F(1,117) = 4.43, 
p < .05), as respondents in the moderately (very) important product 
condition expressed greater inability to obtain products when restric-
tion is permanent (temporary).

Exploring multidimensionality, factor analysis performed on the 
seven dependent variables revealed two distinct behavioral patterns: 
(1) lack of acceptance (comprised of fighting, not accepting, trying to 
get around the restriction, and believing the restriction to be negative), 
and (2) autonomy (comprised of finding a substitute, feeling in control 
of one’s own destiny, and feeling able to obtain needed/wanted prod-
ucts). We found individuals experiencing restriction of moderately im-
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portant products were less accepting of the restriction (F(1,116) = 6.76, 
p < .05), while individuals felt greater sense of autonomy if restriction 
is permanent (F(1,118) = 4.48, p < .05) or self-imposed (F(1,118) = 
14.61, p < .001). 

dIsCUssIOn
The findings presented set the stage for deeper discovery into 

restricted consumption domains. It is clear that self-imposed restric-
tions produce greater behavioral nuances, through more positive at-
titudes and greater autonomy. Presence of autonomy among consum-
ers highlights potential inherent motivations within their reactions to 
unexpected changes in the marketplace. Greater autonomy suggests 
one’s likelihood to seek alternative product options and maintain a 
more positive outlook, which more accurately supports the presented 
hypotheses. Accordingly, action is based on empowerment rather than 
dissatisfaction or frustration.  This finding encourages additional re-
search to understand subjective valuation processes consumers use 
with goods and services. 

We also find both confirmatory market reactions, as well as in-
triguing results for future analysis. More detailed and prescriptive 
methodological designs are need, perhaps utilizing directed restric-
tion situations to systematically eliminate subjective valuation. Such 
knowledge may allow for greater ease predicting consumer response 
patterns, thus enabling increased customer support processes and/or 
product search tools. Further, the two-factor solution among our origi-
nal seven dependent variables helps strengthen theoretical contribution 
to marketing scholarship enabling progress towards a more holistic in-
terpretation of consumer decision making within restrictive situations.
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Qualitative Themes

Theme Characterization Examples
Short-run need for monetary savings Temporary restriction Future purchase of car or house

Product discontinuations Permanent restriction
Other-imposed
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Brand of cereal
Negative product qualities  

and product failure
Permanent restriction

Self-imposed
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Consuming the dead: symbolic Exchange in Thai ‘Hungry Ghost’ Festivals 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
This study contributes to the theoretical and conceptual under-

standing of death and consumption in two main ways. Firstly, it de-
scribes and interprets a ritual context that has not previously been 
the subject of published consumer research: ‘hungry ghost’ festivals 
in the Thai Theravāda Buddhist tradition. Previous consumer re-
search studies have touched upon the hungry ghost cosmology, but 
within the rather different Tibetan Mahāyāna Buddhist tradition (e.g. 
Gould, 1991; 1992) and without the focus on the dead as the nexus 
of relational consumption. Secondly, we use this cultural context to 
move towards a dyadic conceptualisation of ritual death consump-
tion, expanding the focus on the management of death by the living 
to embrace the symbolic exchange between living and dead. We fol-
low Bonsu and Belk’s (2003) ethnographic work on death ritual in 
Ghana, Africa, in seeking to move from the predominant Western as-
sumption of death as end point for consumption and identity toward a 
relational perspective on death, using the interactions between living 
and the ghosts at the festival. This perspective is facilitated by the 
belief in this tradition that ghosts are literally present in, and inter-
act with, corporeal life. These interactions are engaged with in ritual 
form in various aspects of hungry ghost festivals.     

LITErATUrE 
Ritual and death remain two relatively neglected topics in con-

sumer research. Since Rook (1985) first introduced ritual into the 
field, various commentators (e.g. Arnould, 2001) have remarked on 
the relatively small number of follow-up studies that elaborate on the 
importance of ritual to consumption, and of consumption to ritual. 
Death, similarly, has been neglected, partly perhaps it is assumed 
to be beyond the scope of corporeal consumer researchers since, in 
Western philosophy and the Judaeo-Christian-Islamic eschatology, 
death is assumed to mark the end of earthly identity, and of con-
sumption (Bauman, 1998; Giddens, 1991; Riley, 1983). For the liv-
ing, material possessions have symbolic meanings (Belk et al., 1989; 
Gentry et al., 1995) but there are instances where possessions and 
their meanings invoke the dead, for example where items symbolise 
the relationship with the deceased. The closeness of life to death has 
been commented upon by some Western philosophers (Baudrillard, 
1993; Hegel, 1977) but the consumption issues surrounding death 
remain relatively under explored. Exceptions include some social 
scientific studies that explore the links between consumption and 
death (Turley, 1998; Metcalf and Huntington, 1991; Davies, 1997). 
Within consumer research, the link between secular immortality and 
consumer affluence has been explored (Hirschman, 1990) as have 
the ways in which the living dispose of the possessions of the dead 
(Kates, 2001; Price et al., 2001). More recently, consumer research-
ers have explored the interplay of death with identity (Bonsu and 
DeBerry-Spence, 2008; Bonsu and Belk, 2003; O’Donohoe and 
Turley, 2005; Wattanasuwan, 2005; Langer, 2007). Three consumer 
culture studies in particular look into death rituals and death con-
sumption in a non-Western context: Bonsu and Belk (2003) (and a 
subsequent work by Bonsu and DeBerry-Spence in 2008); Zhao and 
Belk’s (2008) study of Chinese death ritual consumption; and Wat-
tanasuwan’s (2005) research on the paper burning ritual in Thailand. 
Our study draws on and extends this line of work into a previously 
uncharted cultural context, developing a dyadic conceptualisation of 

death consumption and informing understanding of how death is pro-
duced and consumed in different cultural contexts.    

METHOd 
We use a multi-method approach to interpret the cultural mean-

ings of this festival, bearing in mind the complexity, depth and vari-
ability of the Thai Theravāda Buddhist tradition and the consequent 
impossibility of achieving a single definitive reading. We employ a 
cultural semiotic analysis (Buckingham, 2009; Pink, 2006) focusing 
mainly on the centre piece of the ‘Pee Ta Khon’ festival, in which the 
living re-enact the mythical journey back from exile in the forest, of 
the tenth and last incarnation of the Buddha, Prince Mahavejsandon. 
According to legend, the Buddha was escorted on this journey by 
hungry ghosts. The hungry ghost figure varies in different traditions 
of Buddhist mythology but a common feature is that the ghosts are 
dead relatives seeking to move to the next stage in the wheel of life. 
The ghosts are perpetually hungry because they yearn for earthly 
gratifications, and in their liminal state they need the intercession of 
the living to transition to become ancestors. In the festival proces-
sion, the bizarrely costumed ghost figures indulge in ribald humour, 
giving the proceedings a carnivalesque air, in contrast to the more 
pious and solemn parts of the ritual. We set this within a local cul-
tural context by drawing on the first author’s cultural knowledge as 
a Thai national, on informal conversations with Thais supplemented 
by other internet and literary sources of information, and through in-
terviews, conducted in Thai and translated, with festival organisers. 
In addition, we also draw for our frame of understanding on our first 
hand ethnographic investigations of other Theravāda Buddhist death 
rituals in Thailand. We choose to focus this study on the world fa-
mous ‘Pee Ta Khon’ festival (also known under different Anglicised 
spellings) because of its unique mythology and the visual flamboy-
ance which makes tangible the presence of ghosts in Thai cultural 
life.        

FIndInGs/dATA
The findings offer an ethnographically-informed description of 

the hungry ghost phenomenon in Thailand. Observation and analysis 
of the ritual underlines the immanence of ghosts in Thai religious 
life and the centrality of consumption to this death ritual. We focus 
on ‘Pee Ta Khon’ as one of the most important and visually strik-
ing merit-making ‘hungry ghost’ festivals in the highly spirit-infused 
Thai Theravāda Buddhist tradition (McDaniel, 2006). Originally 
known as ‘Pee Tam Khon’, which is literally translated as ‘ghosts 
follow the living’, Pee Ta Khon also doubles as a fertility ritual, and 
has, in recent years, evolved into an important tourist attraction for 
the Dansai district of Loei province in North-Eastern Thailand. It 
has major economic implications for the region, both in terms of the 
cash it generates from visiting tourists and from the success it may 
bring to the growth of crops if the spirits are suitably placated. A 
striking feature of the festival is the combination of evil, represented 
by the grotesque and fearsome masks, and the joyous irreverence of 
the hungry ghost figures as they poke fun at the crowds with their 
huge phalluses during the procession. Profanity is highly unusual in 
Thai public life and especially so in religious ritual, yet the ghosts of 
Pee Ta Khon revel in their ribaldry. In return for giving the hungry 
ghosts assistance, in the form of prayers, food or other ritual forms 
of respect and holy celebration, the living will receive blessings 
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which can increase their spiritual and material wellbeing in this life, 
through the benevolent intercession of the duly placated ancestors. 
It is the manifest reality of ghosts in this tradition as liminal beings 
capable of great evil a well as good which bring into relief the tan-
gibility of symbolic exchanges between living and dead in hungry 
ghost rituals. In Pee Ta Khon and other hungry ghosts festivals, the 
living, in a sense, symbolically consume the dead in ways that have 
implications for the identities of the living, as well as for the dead.   
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Consumers often have to decide between two products located 

adjacent to each other – as for example, on a supermarket shelf. How 
are such decisions, which are based on visually processing the two 
products, influenced by unrelated, non-visual stimuli that may ema-
nate from either lateral direction? Suppose, for example, that you 
are standing in a supermarket aisle, trying to decide between two 
packets of cookies, one placed nearer your right side and the other 
nearer your left. While you are trying to decide, you hear an in-store 
announcement, on your left, about store closing hours. Will this un-
related announcement influence your cookie decision? 

This research seeks to answer such questions by demonstrating 
what we believe is a novel phenomenon: namely, an enhancement in 
product evaluations that are based on visual processing, as a result of 
a spatial match between the product’s location along a lateral dimen-
sion and the location of an external, non-visual stimulus. Thus, in the 
example above, the store announcement from the left (an auditory 
stimulus) should increase the preference for the cookie packet on 
the left. 

According to our theorizing, such phenomena are driven by 
crossmodal links in spatial attention (see Driver and Spence 1998a, 
1998b for a review). Because of such links, when attention in one 
sensory mode is drawn in a particular direction, people find it easier 
to direct attention in another sensory modality towards that direction. 
Thus, an auditory stimulus from a particular direction makes it rela-
tively easier for consumers to process products that are more aligned 
with that general direction. The consequent fluency of processing, 
we argue, should directly influence product evaluations and choice.

In study 1, participants were asked to listen to a news broadcast 
while simultaneously being exposed to pictures of two hotel rooms 
that either appear on the left or right side of a computer screen. The 
key manipulation involved the location of the loudspeaker from 
which the news was broadcast. This speaker was placed either to-
wards the left or right corner of the room. We found that participants 
paid more visual attention to the hotel room on the left (right) of their 
screen if the auditory signal came from their left (right), and that this 
attention bias was reflected in fluency of processing as well as actual 
preference for the room on the corresponding side. 

Study 2 aimed to illustrate the applied implications of our find-
ings by documenting them in a field setting. The study was conducted 
in the context of choosing a product from one of two adjacent vend-
ing machines, both selling soft drinks. A research assistant placed a 
speaker on the top of each vending machine and linked the speakers 
to a notebook computer that was broadcasting a local news bulletin. 
The assistant also adjusted the speaker’s volume control to ensure 
that at any moment in time, only one of the speakers (either the one 
on the right or on the left) was playing at normal volume, while the 
other was muted. We found that consumers were more likely to pur-
chase a drink from the machine placed on the right when the broad-
casting speaker was placed on top of that machine, than when it was 
placed on the one on the left. 

We assumed that consumers might either passively attend to any 
voice or actively choose which voice to attend to. Study 3 aimed to 

investigate whether the latter possibility is true by manipulating the 
valence of voice. Participants either listened to positive or annoying 
music while making an impression of two pictures of restaurants on 
a computer screen. The music, which lasted for 1.5 minutes, either 
came from their left or right side. In positive music condition, we 
replicated the findings of study 1. In annoying music condition, how-
ever, participants paid more visual attention to the restaurant on the 
opposite side to the music and prefer that restaurant to more extent 
than the restaurant on the same side of the music. These results sug-
gested that participants had avoided listening to annoying music and 
that this shift in audio attention had affected their visual attention 
accordingly. 

We assumed that even when participants listen to annoying mu-
sic, they might initially attend to it passively and then consciously 
avoid it in order to cope with their negative feelings elicited by the 
music. If this is the case, their visual attention should also first be 
shifted toward and then away from the music. Study 4 sought to ex-
amine this process. Participants listened to annoying music that either 
came from their left or right side. At the same time, they sequentially 
examined product options of two categories on a computer screen. 
In each category, they examined two options, one on the left and the 
other on the right side of the screen. Participants examined options 
of the first category while listening to music for 20 seconds. Then the 
music stopped, and participants reported their preference and relative 
attention toward each option. After that, the experimenter continued 
to play music, Participants examined options of the second category 
while listening to music for another 20 seconds. Consistent with our 
assumption that participants would first attend to annoying music 
and then avoid it, we found that participants paid more attention to 
the option of the first category on the same side of music but to the 
option of the second category on the opposite side to the music. Their 
actual preference for option was affected accordingly. 

This research represents the first investigation of how attention 
shifts in one sensory mode can influence preferences in another. In 
doing so, not only does this research add to the literature on attention, 
but also to the small but growing body of work illuminating the vital 
role of the senses in shaping product preferences (Elder and Krishna, 
2010; Krishna and Morrin, 2008).
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Discrete Choice Experiment (DCE) research has predominately 

been used to observe choice outcomes. However a better understand-
ing of the underlying choice process can help improve our ability 
to predict choices. Prior work examining choice processes has tra-
ditionally used methods such as concurrent or retrospective report-
ing (verbal protocols), information boards, mouse-tracing methods, 
or eye-tracking and click stream analysis in computer-based envi-
ronments. However, these methods face issues of internal and ex-
ternal validity. For example, concurrent reporting consumes mental 
resources and forces serial processing, limiting external validity. 
Moreover, many of these measures are unable to capture emotional 
or automated processes, base state (engagement), or conviction, re-
sulting in compromised internal validity. Thus, there is a need for a 
better process measurement system for experimental decision mak-
ing environments that offers both externally and internally valid data. 

We proffer that the combination of eye-tracking measures and 
discrete choice experiments fulfills that need. Eye-tracking has been 
used to study decision processes in various tasks including probabi-
listic inference, risky decisions, and advertisements. Indeed, if visual 
attention and eye movements are coupled, attentional shifts should 
be related to changes and patterns of eye movements (Hoffman 1998; 
Rayner 1998). However, eye-tracking observes only information ac-
quisition behavior and not internal cognitive processes. Instead, one 
must infer underlying cognitive strategies from eye-tracking data. 
Alternatively, process may be inferred through the experimental 
design by maximizing the resultant statistical information on cog-
nitive factors influencing choice. For example, choice experiments 
(Louviere and Woodworth 1983) using full factorial designs allow 
one to infer certain types of decision rules (Anderson 1971). In this 
paper we use eye-tracking measures in discrete choice experiments 
to exploit the benefits these methods offer in understanding prefer-
ence and choice processing. The broad purpose of our research is to 
identify empirical generalizations that can be integrated with neuro-
science and other literatures.

rEsEArCH HYPOTHEsEs
Consistent with research suggesting individuals are selective 

in information search (e.g., Bettman, Johnson, and Payne 1991), we 
hypothesize that individuals quickly look for features and/or feature 
levels of choice options that best help them discriminate and they fo-
cus fixations in areas of a scene that most likely contain information 
to shorten search length (Rayner and Castelhano 2008).

Hypothesis 1: The time to first fixate on important features is 
shorter than that for less important features.

Hypothesis 2: Fewer fixations should occur before an indi-
vidual looks at an important feature compared 
with the number occurring before looking at an 
unimportant feature.

In familiar choice contexts, individuals have the ability to isolate 
that which is most important and task relevant (Alba and Hutchinson 

1987). Thus, individuals may focus their visual attention more on 
choice options or features that require deliberation or a second look 
than choice options or features that individuals have quickly identi-
fied as important. 

Hypothesis 3: Individuals spend more time looking at less dis-
criminating features than more discriminating 
features.

Hypothesis 4: We expect fewer fixations or unique visits for 
chosen options than for unchosen options. Simi-
larly, we expect fewer fixations or unique visits 
to attractive, more discriminating features/levels 
than for less attractive, less discriminating fea-
tures/levels.

sTUdY 1: VIsUAL ATTEnTIOn And CHOICE
In study 1 we a) design, implement and execute a choice ex-

periment that incorporates eye-tracking, b) obtain meaningful eye-
tracking measures and c) relate eye-tracking measures to choices.

Method
We used a Tobii X60 eye tracker. The experiment focused on 

choices of cracker options described by combinations of three fea-
tures: shape (circle, square, triangle), flavor (wheat, dark rye, plain) 
and topping (salt, poppy, no topping). We selected nine cracker 
descriptions from the 33 factorial using a main effects design. Fol-
lowing Louviere et al. (2008) we used a balanced incomplete block 
design to assign the crackers to 12 choice sets, each containing three 
crackers. The 12 sets of crackers were displayed one set at a time, 
and 14 participants chose their most and least preferred cracker for a 
party they would host. 

results
Table 1 gives the results from stacking all the participants’ 

choices (Horsky and Rao 1984) and estimating an aggregate con-
ditional logit model (McFadden 1974) including the effects of eye-
tracking measures as covariates. Although preliminary, the results 
are promising, suggesting the visual attention measures are system-
atically associated with choices. 

Specifically, ‘time to first fixation’ was significant (Btime to first fixa-

tion = -.3190, p < .05), implying the longer to fixate on a choice op-
tion, the less likely it is chosen. ‘First fixation duration’ also was 
significant (Bfirst fixation duration= 2.100, p < .001), implying the longer one 
initially fixates on a choice option the more likely it is chosen. The 
latter result supports the notion that individuals quickly look for fea-
tures/feature levels of choice options that help discriminate choice 
options. Finally, ‘visit count’ was significant (Bvisit count = -.408, p < 
.05), implying fewer unique visits to more attractive than less attrac-
tive choice options. Thus, the results suggest eye movements play a 
non-trivial role in choice.
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TAbLE 1
study 1 results, Aggregate Conditional Logit Model 

est. b s.e. t-stat p-value

Attribute effects

Round 0.1821 0.1507 1.2100 0.2270
Square -0.1005 0.1668 -0.6000 0.5470
Wheat 0.7835 0.1553 5.0400 0.0000 **
Dark rye 0.0573 0.1434 0.4000 0.6890
Salt 0.4476 0.1603 2.7900 0.0050 **
Poppy 0.2118 0.1447 1.4600 0.1430

The Effect of Visual Attention

Time to first fixation  -0.3109 0.1279 -2.4300 0.0150 *
Fixation duration  -0.1210 0.2366 -0.5100 0.6090
Fixation count  0.1977 0.1147 1.7200 0.0850
First fixation duration  2.1004 0.7592 2.7700 0.0060 **
Visit count  -0.4076 0.1411 -2.8900 0.0040 **

* p < .05    ** p < .01,    results based on the exploded approach to coding 
the dependent variable, choice

The effect of visual attention variables are mean centered 
Reference for the estimate of shapes round and square is triangle
Reference for the estimate of flavors wheat and dark rye is plain
Reference for the estimate of toppings salt and poppy is no topping

Summary Statistics
Number of observations 500 Log-likelihood intercept -183.063

LR chi2(11) 89.88 Log-likelihood full model -138.121

prob > chi2 0.0000 AIC 1.786

Mcfaddens r2 0.2460 BIC -522.165

sTUdY 2: GrEATEr nUMbEr OF  
CHOICE sETs And VIsUAL ATTEnTIOn

Study 2 builds on study 1 by using a greater number of choice 
sets to insure participants evaluate each cracker relative to all 27 
possible crackers.  

Method
The stimuli, design and procedure was identical to study 1, ex-

cept for 18 participants evaluated 57 choice sets. Observing most and 
least preferred choices in each set provides a complete preference 
ranking of the three, and allows extrapolation to non-tested choice 
sets. This method ensures participant-level estimation of the con-
ditional logit choice model (Louviere et al. 2008) required to test 
hypotheses 1-4. For brevity, individual-level model results are not 
reported.

results
Consistent with study 1, both ‘time to first fixation’ and ‘visit 

count’ were significant (Btime to first fixation = -.953, p < .001; Bvisit count = 
-.552, p < .001) and offer the same implications as study 1. There 
also are fewer unique visits to more attractive cracker features than 
less attractive features. 

COnCLUsIOn
This research provides an innovative manner for examining the 

processing behind choice without the pitfalls of limited external and 
internal validity implicit in other methods. Moreover, our findings 
offer strong support that there is, in fact, a strong relationship be-
tween eye movements and choice.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Imagine sitting in your office in a normal day, trying to make 

an important decision. Suddenly, a colleague of yours passes by your 
office door and says “congratulations!” and quickly vanishes. You 
have not received any good news recently so you do not know why 
the colleague congratulated you. This creates a momentary (positive 
in this case) feeling of uncertainty. How is this feeling of uncertainty 
likely to influence your subsequent, and unrelated decision? People 
usually think of uncertainty as a state of lack of information about 
the actual decision at hand, yet, uncertainty can be due to a feeling of 
not knowing, or activation of the concept of uncertainty in the mind. 
This feeling could be related or unrelated to the decision at hand 
(Bar-Anan, Wilson, and Gilbert 2009). In this paper we propose that 
a general feeling of uncertainty increases people’s propensity to rely 
on their feelings. 

This proposition has not been tested before, yet, prior research 
in psychology is suggestive of such an effect. For example, using 
fMRI, Berns et al (2001) showed that the response of human reward 
region to rewarding stimuli  (i.e., juice) was greatest when the stimuli 
were unpredictable. Also, Grupe and Nitzchke (2011) showed that 
people’s aversion towards negative stimuli is heightened with cues 
related to uncertainty. Research in experimental psychology too has 
documented that uncertainty elevates people’s responses to both pos-
itive and negative stimuli (Bar-Anan et al 2009; Lee and Qiu 2009; 
Wilson et al 2005). But could these findings, at least partly, be due 
to a general reliance on feelings in face of uncertainty? We report 4 
studies that are designed to test this question.

In study 1, we first asked participants to recall and write down 
the thoughts and feelings they experienced in a situation where they 
felt uncertain (uncertain condition), certain (certain condition), or 
went shopping (control condition). Then as a “second” task, we asked 
them to make a choice between an apartment that was superior on 
logical dimensions (e.g., more spacious closet space) and an apart-
ment that was superior on affective dimensions (e.g., better view). 
In support of our hypothesis, compared to participants in the certain 
condition (42.5%), or the control condition (50%), participants in the 
uncertain condition (68%) chose the affectively superior apartment 
more than the cognitively superior apartment (?2 = 6.28, p < .05).

In studies 2A-B, we replicated the results of study 1, with a 
different, and novel, manipulation of uncertainty. In both of these 
studies, first, under the disguise of a study on the effects of length 
of measurement-scales on people’s reporting of their emotions, we 
asked participants to answer a question (“How do you feel right 
now?”) 5 times. The end-point of the scales where used to manipu-
late uncertainty, or certainty. Specifically, in the uncertain condition 
the end-points where “somewhat uncertain” and “totally uncertain”, 
and in the certain condition, the end-points were “somewhat certain” 
and “totally certain”. Participants had to answer the question five 
times using 5, 9, 11, 15, and 19-point scales. The logic behind this 
manipulation was that the use of half of the range of the scale (i.e., 
scales starting with “somewhat uncertain”, instead of “not uncer-
tain”) would create a momentary feeling of uncertainty/certainty in 
the participants. After completing this task, participants went on to 
participate in an ostensibly separate task, which in study 2A was to 

make a choice between apartments similar to study 1, and in study 
2B was to make a choice between 2 laptops. One of the laptops used 
in study 2 was superior on the cognitive dimensions (e.g., perfor-
mance), and the other was superior on the affective dimensions (e.g., 
aesthetics). As predicted, in both studies, compared to participants 
in the certain conditions (38% in 2A and 51% in 2B), participants in 
the uncertain conditions (61% in 2A and 68% in 2B) chose the af-
fectively superior options more than the cognitively superior options.

In study 3 we tried to rule out the alternative explanation that 
a feeling of uncertainty, compared to certainty, creates a negative 
mood and thus encourages people to regulate their mood by opting 
for more affective (i.e., hedonic) options. Here, we first asked partici-
pants to recall and write down a situation where they were certain in 
a positive way (positive certain condition), certain in a negative way 
(negative certain condition), uncertain in a positive way (positive 
certain condition), or uncertain in a negative way (negative uncer-
tain condition). Then under the disguise to a second task, participants 
had to choose between the two apartments as in study 1. Results re-
vealed a main effect of uncertainty such that compared to certain 
participants, uncertain participants chose the affectively superior 
apartment more than the cognitively superior apartment (B=0.361, 
Wald ?2=3.88, p<.05). Also a main effect of valence was found such 
that compared to the positive condition, those in the negative condi-
tion chose the affectively superior apartment more than the cogni-
tively superior one (B=-.367, Wald ?2=4.02, p<.05). But importantly, 
we observed no interaction between uncertainty and valence (Wald 
?2=.373, p>.89), suggesting that the effect of uncertainty works in-
dependent from the effect of mood.

Collectively these results are suggestive of the fact that a feeling 
of uncertainty increases people’s reliance on their feelings. A short-
coming of our research is that in all studies only one paradigm was 
used to test people’s reliance on their feelings (i.e., people opting 
for more affective options, compared to more cognitive ones). Using 
other paradigms, such as testing a higher effect of people’s incidental 
mood states on their evaluations in uncertain situations (compared to 
certain situations), are possibilities for further research. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Consumers can form various relationships with brands similar 

to those that they form with other human beings (Aggarwal, 2004; 
Fournier, 1998). Despite the relevance and rich implications of brand 
relationship research, few studies to date have investigated the ante-
cedent factors associated with different types of brand relationships. 
In this paper, we examine the possibility that the physical positioning 
of brands in relation to the customer influences brand relationship 
perception and brand evaluation. Specifically, we start this line of 
investigation by focusing on two kinds of relationships (brands as 
leaders, or as friends), and examining the effects of relative physi-
cal location (horizontal vs. vertical) and distance (close vs. distal) 
between a brand and its customer in print ads. We draw on the fol-
lowing two lines of research on metaphors to propose our theory.

Horizontal distance and social distance perception. Spatial dis-
tance has a direct influence on judgments of interpersonal connected-
ness and emotional attachment (Williams & Bargh, 2008; Zhang & 
Wang, 2009). This line of research suggests that there is a positive 
correlation between horizontal closeness and social closeness. The 
closer the horizontal distance between two individuals the stronger 
the intimacy felt between them. Indeed, in our daily languages, we 
tend to use “closest friend” to describe a person who cares about us 
the most, or with whom we have a mutually strong and enduring 
relationship.

Vertical positions and power perception. Studies from a differ-
ent stream of research, however, show that vertical location is associ-
ated with power perception (Meier & Dionne, 2009; Schubert, 2005). 
For instance, Schubert (2005) finds that people tend to judge an ani-
mal (e.g., a wolf) as being more powerful if its picture is physically 
positioned in a higher place versus a lower place. In addition, there is 
a negative correlation between vertical closeness and power percep-
tion: the closer the vertical distance between a leader and his follow-
ers, the less the power inferred on the leader (Giessner & Schubert, 
2007). Looking again at linguistic cues, we “look up” to a leader, and 
admire or are inspired by someone “above” ourselves. 

Our proposition. Based on research on location metaphors, 
we make three predictions. First, we posit that consumers are more 
likely to represent relationships involving power differences (i.e., 
brand-as-a-leader; e.g., The Times “When the Times speaks, the 
World listens”) in a vertical manner, and those involving no power 
differences (i.e., brand-as-a-friend; e.g., Hyundai “Always there for 
you”) in a horizontal manner. Second, we hypothesize that for friend-
like brands, physical closeness could lead to social closeness and 
intimacy, strengthening the relationship (Aaker, Fournier, & Brasel, 
2004; Fournier, 1998). However, this dynamic might be reversed for 
leader-like brands. Finally, we predict that location metaphors will 
influence consumers’ evaluations of brands. When promoting a new 
brand, if the promoted relationship matches its physical position (i.e., 
location and distance) relative to its customers, consumers will eval-
uate the brand more favorably, than when the promoted relationship 
mismatched physical position. 

We tested our predictions in two experiments. In Experiment 1 
(N=54), we collected 40 real ads: half of them had brand image and 
consumer image horizontally to each other, whereas the other half 
had the brand image being located “up” to the consumer image.  Par-

ticipants viewed both groups of ads with the order of the group coun-
terbalanced. They were asked to infer the kind of relationship that 
the brand has with its customers (i.e., as a leader or a friend). Their 
familiarity and attitudes towards each brand were included as co-
variates. As predicted, controlling for familiarity and prior attitudes, 
leader-like relationship was more frequently inferred by participants 
in the “up” group (M = 8.89) than in the “horizontal” group (M = 
7.44; F(1, 50) = 4.84, p < .05); On the contrary, friend-like relation-
ship was more frequently inferred in the “horizontal” group (M = 
11.11) than in the “up” group (M = 12.56; F(1, 50) = 4.84, p < .05).  

Experiment 2 (N=323) used a fictitious new watch brand, and 
had a 2(promoted relationship: leader, friend) × 2(position: up, right) 
× 2(distance: close, distant) between subject design. Participants 
were asked to view the ad carefully. The ad had a tagline, an image 
of customer in the center, and an image of a watch, either to the up, 
or to the right of the customer image. We manipulated the promoted 
relationship by different taglines of the ad (leader: “A leader always 
inspires you”; friend: “A friend you can trust”.  After viewing the 
ad, participants reported their evaluations of the brand. As expected, 
consumers evaluated the brand more favorably in the matched condi-
tions. For leader-like brand, participants had the highest evaluation 
of it in the up-distant condition (M = 5.43), as compared to other 
conditions (Mup-close = 4.70; Mright-close = 4.60; Mright-distant = 4.53; F(1, 
315) = 8.45, p < .01). For friend-like brand, participants expressed 
the most favorable attitudes toward it in the right-close condition (M 
= 5.41), as compared to all the other conditions of mismatch condi-
tions (Mup-close = 4.79; Mup-distant = 4.55; Mright-distant = 4.64; F(1, 315) = 
8.22, p < .01).   

Taken together, results from our research provide new insights 
as to bring physical positioning metaphors – both relative location 
and relative distance – into the literature of consumer-brand relation-
ships.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
The use of numbers along with letters in brands—in other 

words, alphanumeric brand names (ABs) —became pervasive in 
many product categories (Boyd 1985). In a retail setting, consumers 
often encounter numbers not only as a part of attribute values (e.g., 
10 vs. 14 megapixel resolution) but also as a part of brand names 
(e.g., Canon SD3500 and SD4500 cameras). While research on ABs 
has examined different types of associations between brands and at-
tributes, the possibility that ABs themselves can function as indepen-
dent attributes and get traded off has not been explored. Current re-
search aims to address this gap, proposing three major contributions. 

First, drawing on the numerology literature, we develop a mere-
alignability hypothesis to explain how ABs can function as regular 
attributes—even when they do not convey meaningful product in-
formation—and get traded off against objectively diagnostic attri-
butes. For instance, a choice between Canon SD3500 with14MP vs. 
Canon SD4500 with 10MP potentially involves brand-attribute trad-
eoffs. Second, we show that even mere exposure to merely aligned 
competitor ABs can affect the choices of focal ABs (e.g., exposure 
to Nikon S6000 affecting the choice between Canon SD4500 and 
SD3500). Lastly, we identify competitive categorization as a bound-
ary condition for the mere-alignability effect such that only the ABs 
that are viewed as competitors affect the focal choices. 

The processing of numbers requires a different type of knowl-
edge compared to the processing of nonnumeric information. De-
haene (2001) refers to this as “number sense” and defines it as a 
combination of biologically, socially, and culturally developed 
knowledge that enables us to understand numbers. As a result, indi-
viduals can process numbers and compare their magnitudes almost 
effortlessly. ABs are semi-quantitative in nature and have a tendency 
to form trends; as a result, they can trigger consumers’ number sense. 
We introduce the term mere-alignability, to refer to the conception 
that when exposed to multiple ABs that include easily comparable 
numbers (e.g., XC100, XK200), consumers engage in comparisons 
and tradeoffs among ABs as well as other numerical information. 

If ABs function as regular product attributes due to their mere-
alignability, well known context effects (e.g., compromise and at-
traction effects) should arise, leading consumers to give up higher 
attribute values in favor of ABs with higher numbers. These prefer-
ence shifts occur when making a choice among options within the 
same brand as well as across competitor ABs, even when the options 
introduced in the context are not available for choice. 

Categorization theories (e.g., Schwarz and Bless 1992) suggest 
that at least some type of similarity between two exemplars is needed 
in a decision making to group them together. Accordingly, we pro-
pose that consumers will engage in comparisons of ABs only if they 
are perceived as competitors. We tested our hypotheses with three 
empirical studies.

Study 1 examined how the mere-alignability of ABs leads at-
tribute-brand tradeoffs resulting in preference shifts. The study in-
volved a two-way between-subjects design where participants were 
presented with a choice task involving either a binary or a trinary 
choice set of e-readers of the same brand (i.e., Nook). Control con-
ditions were given the same binary set which involved a tradeoff 
between the AB and the screen size (Table 1). Treatment conditions 
received a trinary set, which included an extreme third option. E-

reader B had a smaller screen than e-reader A and was the inferior 
option. Participants’ choice for e-reader B doubled when it became a 
compromise option. 

Table 1*
Study 1 - Compromise Effect – Choice Stimulus

A b C

Attributes

 

brand
nook nb-3400

by Barnes & 
Noble

nook nb-5600
by Barnes & 

Noble 

nook nb-7800
by Barnes & 

Noble
Screen 
Size 8.1” screen 7.2” screen 6.3” screen

Study 2 – Competitor Brand Name Stimulus 
A b C

Attributes

brand
nook nb-3400

by Barnes & 
Noble

nook nb-5600
by Barnes & 

Noble

iLiad Tr-7800
by iRex

Screen 
Size 8.1” screen 7.2” screen 6.3” screen

* Various filler attributes including: Micro-USB 2.0 cable, AC adapter, 
Rechargeable battery, 15 books Storage capacity, Wi-Fi (802.11 b/g)…etc. 
were also presented. Since these did not differ among the options, they are 
not shown in the above table.

The letter labels are only presented in this table for ease of representation. In 
the actual experiments the options were presented in random order with no 
letter labels. The binary set consisted of options A and B depicted above and 
trinary sets also included options C or D.

Study 2 closely resembled study 1 with the exception that the 
third option in the treatment condition belonged to a competitor 
brand, iLiad (Table 1). We replicated the findings of study 1 within 
this across-brand context, where participants’ preference for the in-
ferior Nook option doubled when it became a compromise option. 

Study 3 tested competitive categorization as the boundary con-
dition for the mere-alignability effect. We used a one-way design 
with four conditions where participants were introduced to a used 
luxury sedan purchase scenario. The control condition consisted of 
a binary choice set of two Mercedes brands with different mileage 
(Table 2). In all three treatment conditions, a third, phantom AB was 
added to the choice set. This third option was a BMW 350i in the 
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competitor brand condition, a Ford Explorer 350 in the non-compet-
itor brand condition, and a Mercedes M350 in the non-competitor 
product condition (all established with pretests). In the competitor 
brand condition, exposure to BMW 350i significantly increased the 
choice of C340. On the other hand, in the non-competitive brand and 
non-competitor product conditions, the presence of the phantom op-
tion did not affect the choice of C340. 

Table 2 
study 3 – Competitor and non-Competitor Choice sets

Focal Choices In The Binary Set – Control Condition

 

Brand-Model Mercedes C340 Mercedes C330
Year 2008 2008

Transmission Auto Auto
Upholstery Leather Leather

Mileage 14,300 miles 12,900 miles
 Options Heated Seats Heated Seats

Third Brand Options Included In Trinary Sets*

Competitor
Brand  

Non-Competitor  
Product 

by Same Brand 

Non-Competitor  
Product by Different 

Brand 

BMW 350i Mercedes M350  Ford Explorer 350

OUT OF STOCK OUT OF STOCK OUT OF STOCK 

* In each treatment condition one of these third options was added to the 
binary choice set. No Attribute information was shown for any of the third 
options - only the “OUT OF STOCK” label

Overall, these three studies show how and when ABs can be 
traded off against objective attribute values. In Study 1, we dem-
onstrated that consumer preferences can be shifted easily through 
introducing new ABs in the choice context. Although the numbers 
had no diagnostic value, consumers treated them as regular attributes 
and engaged in AB–attribute tradeoffs that prompted normative vi-
olations. Second, Study 2 extended the mere-alignability effect to 
different competitor ABs by showing that consumers’ mere expo-
sure to competitor ABs affects their focal choices. Third, Study 4 
revealed that preference shifts disappear when the nonfocal brand 
appears incomparable with the focal options, whether it represents 
a noncompetitive brand or a different product category, establishing 
competitive categorization as a boundary condition.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
A variety of studies suggests that commercial advertising can 

include some negative information along with the positive product 
information, and still be more effective than when only positive in-
formation is provided (Crowley and Hoyer 1994; Pechmann 1992). 
For instance, when selling a product, it might pay off to also men-
tion a few shortcomings (Eisend 2006). Such two-sided messages are 
found to generate attitudinal resistance to counter-persuasion (Ka-
mins and Assael 1987).

However, the two-sided message strategy has not been tested in 
a reversed way (e.g., to prevent unhealthy behavior) (Eisend 2006). 
What if health prevention campaigns not only emphasize the nega-
tive aspects of, for instance, binge drinking, but also mention the 
perceived benefits of that behavior? Two experimental studies were 
set up to address this research gap. The effectiveness of two-sided 
anti binge drinking and anti marijuana messages was investigated in 
relation to argument type, refutation, and issue ambivalence.

Study 1 serves as a baseline study in which the principle of mes-
sage sidedness (one- versus two-sided) is tested in combination with 
argument type (rational versus affective). Previous message sided-
ness literature mainly focused on rational arguments (Eisend 2007), 
neglecting the role of affective arguments, despite the importance of 
affect in consumer persuasion processes (Ray and Batra 1983; Pham 
1998). Affective arguments are especially relevant for health issues, 
as affect plays a crucial role in health-related decisions (Agrawal, 
Menon, and Aaker 2007). The results of study 1 show that two-sided 
messages have superior effects on attitude toward the ad over one-
sided messages, but only when the argument is affective (see figure 
1). The reason is that affective arguments are more issue-relevant for 
consummatory motivated behavior (such as binge drinking) than ra-
tional arguments (Pham 1998; Ricciardelli, Williams, and Finemore 
2001).

Figure 1: The Interaction Effect between Message sidedness 
and Argument Type on Attitude Toward the Message

Study 2 therefore builds on the results of the first study by fo-
cusing solely on affective two-sided messages. In order to investigate 
two-sided messages more profoundly, a distinction is made between 
two different subtypes of two-sided messages: a refutational versus a 
non-refutational two-sided message. In a non-refutational two-sided 
message, advertisers simply present positive and negative informa-
tion. In a refutational two-sided (commercial) message, advertisers 
subsequently refute or discount the negative information in an at-
tempt to ‘inoculate’ the audience against possible counterclaims by 
competitors afterwards (Eisend 2007). In our study of binge drink-
ing prevention, a two-sided refutational message would refute the 
positive argument (instead of the negative one), in order to bolster 
teenagers’ attitudes when they are subsequently exposed to peer pres-
sure. After receiving one of the two stimuli (a refutational or a non-
refutational two-sided message), the participants were exposed to 
peer pressure. Peer pressure was conceptualized as a printed online 
chat conversation between two peers who explicitly promoted binge 
drinking.

Using a physiological analogy, inoculation theory (McGuire 
1961) states that offering mild counterarguments in a message and 
afterwards refuting them enhances attitudes in the preferred direc-
tion (Eisend 2007). In immunology, to build resistance to a disease, 
people are often injected with a solution that contains a mild form of 
the disease itself (Etgar and Goodwin 1982). One of the main tenets 
of inoculation theory is the need for including a refutation of the 
counterargument(s) within the message (Crowley and Hoyer 1994). 
However, many researchers also found beneficial effects for two-sid-
ed advertising without refutation (Crowley and Hoyer 1994; Golden 
and Alpert 1987; Kamins and Assael 1987). These mixed findings 
indicate that refutation is not always necessary, but rather depends 
on certain moderating variables.

Study 2 explains the inconsistent findings of previous literature 
concerning the effectiveness of refutional versus non-refutational 
two-sided messages by including a moderating variable: issue am-
bivalence. The reason why some previous studies report no different 
effect for a refutational versus non-refutational two-sided message, 
could be due to the nature of the issue itself. For instance, the issue 
we used in study 1 (i.e., binge drinking) is not a very ambivalent 
issue in that most people would consider it as undesirable behav-
ior. Binge drinking is characterized by strong contra-arguments and 
(relatively) weak pro-arguments, making it easy for individuals to 
mentally refute the pro-argument themselves. So, in the case of a 
unambivalent issue, refutation of the (weak) pro-argument within 
the message would offer little added value, as refutation can eas-
ily be done by the consumers themselves. Conversely, for a more 
ambivalent issue, characterized by relatively stronger pro-arguments 
besides the contra-arguments, it might be more difficult for consum-
ers to mentally refute the pro-argument themselves. Consumers in an 
ambivalent condition need a stronger direction in the message (e.g., 
a refutational statement) in order to resolve the ambivalence (Zem-
borain and Johar 2007). Hence, in this case, refutation of the pro-
argument within the message might be more necessary. We therefore 
expected to find a positive persuasive effect of refutational over the 
non-refutational two-sided message only when the topic is more am-
bivalent. Based on the results of a pretest, in which seventeen differ-
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ent issues were questioned within-subjects among 20 respondents, 
we selected marijuana use as an ambivalent issue and binge drinking 
as a unambivalent issue.

The results of study 2 reveal that for the ambivalent issue (mari-
juana use), refutation of the positive argument within the two-sided 
message is more effective than when the argument is not refuted. In 
other words, for an ambivalent issue, teenagers’ attitudes toward the 
issue are significantly more negative when they were inoculated by 
a two-sided refutational message prior to exposure to peer pressure, 
than when they had received a two-sided non-refutational message 
before. In the case of the unambivalent issue (binge drinking), how-
ever, the results show that refutation is not necessary, hence, no dif-
ferent effect between the refutational and the non-refutational two-
sided message was found for a unambivalent issue (see figure 2). 

Figure 2: The Interaction Effect between refutation and Issue 
Ambivalence on Attitude Toward the Issue After Exposure to 

Peer Pressure

The theoretical added value of this research is threefold. First, 
it extends message sidedness literature to a health prevention con-
text. Second, our study addresses not only rational, but also affective 
two-sided messages. Third, our research explains a gap in message 
sidedness literature by addressing the effect of a crucial moderator, 
namely issue ambivalence, on the impact of refutational versus non-
refutational two-sided messages.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT 
As a term connoting copycat manufacturing, “Shanzhai” has 

become a significant market phenomenon in many economies. Shan-
zhai has grown into a major industry segment in China. The number 
of people involved in the Shanzhai industry is estimated to be up to 
one million, and the annual total capital flow can reach as much as 
100 billion yuan (Zhu and Shi 2010).

Shanzhai products are indeed based on imitation, which is an 
infringement of copyright to some extent. However, putting legal 
issues aside, the ubiquity of Shanzhai products in the market de-
serves attention. Investigating the effect of Shanzhai products on the 
original products from a consumers’ perspective will benefit both 
marketers and manufacturers. The expected effect of Shanzhai on 
incumbent business players in mature industries is almost one-sided: 
companies with famous brands worry that imitators will eat up their 
market share and cause huge losses in profits. This issue is frequently 
discussed in the media, but surprisingly, there is scant academic re-
search on it especially from the perspective of consumer behavior. 
The existing research examines this phenomenon either from a so-
ciological or from an anthropological point of view, and the results 
are mostly qualitative. There has been a lack of research on the role 
that Shanzhai products play in consumers’ perceptions and evalua-
tions of leading brands. 

Attempting to fill the gap from consumers’ perspective, our 
study aims to examine the effect of Shanzhai on original products in 
China. Specifically, by applying and extending the General Evalu-
ability Theory (Hsee 1996; Hsee and Leclerc 1998; Nowlis and Si-
monson 1997; Hsee and Zhang 2010) and the Expectancy Discon-
firmation Model of Satisfaction (Wirtz and Bateson 1999; Spreng, 
MacKenzie and Olshavsky 1996), we address the following ques-
tions using both laboratory and field experiments: Do Shanzhai 
products have a positive or negative effect on the original products? 
Are there variables moderating this effect? Finally, what underlying 
mechanism accounts for this effect?

The General Evaluability Theory predicts that, apart from no-
ticing the categorical differences (i.e., Shanzhai vs. Original, in our 
case), people will be more sensitive to the incremental differences 
(i.e., low-quality vs. high-quality differences, in our case) in the joint 
evaluation mode. Therefore, the juxtaposition of a low-quality Shan-
zhai product and the original product should make the quality differ-
ence more salient, thus increasing the evaluation of and the intent to 
purchase the original products, and indicating a contrast effect. The 
Expectancy Disconfirmation Model of Satisfaction focuses on the 
process of evaluation and emphasizes the comparison between attri-
bute-based expectations and perceived performance, which is also 
called expectations congruency (Wirtz and Bateson 1999; Spreng, 
MacKenzie and Olshavsky 1996). Thus when Shanzhai and the orig-
inal products are juxtaposed, the quality of Shanzhai product matters 
and serves as a baseline or starting point for people to form their 
expected performance of the original product. Viewing and evalu-
ating high-quality Shanzhai may unintentionally lead consumers to 
expect the performance of the original product to be above the actual 
level of performance. Subsequently, the original product performs 
at the actual level but falls short of their inflated expectations. Thus, 
consumers would likely be less satisfied with their overall experi-

ence with the original product than if they had not been shown and 
allowed to view and evaluate the high-quality Shanzhai (i.e., single 
evaluation mode). Accordingly, we propose that the quality level of 
Shanzhai may moderate the effect of Shanzhai products on the origi-
nal products, and the expectations congruency toward the original 
may mediate the effects of Shanzhai quality level on the original 
products. 

In Experiment 1, we found that compared with the single evalu-
ation of the original, the joint presence of low-quality Shanzhai and 
the original enhanced consumers’ evaluation of and intent to pur-
chase the original. In Experiment 2, which was conducted among 
real consumers, we replicated the findings in Experiment 1 with 
low-quality Shanzhai (Experiment 2a) and found that the pattern 
observed earlier reversed with the comparison of the high-quality 
Shanzhai (Experiment 2b). In Experiment 3, we found that the ef-
fects of Shanzhai on satisfaction and evaluation of the original were 
mediated by participants’ expectations congruency of the original 
when it was juxtaposed with Shanzhai with differing quality levels. 

We have sought to make several substantive contributions 
through this research. First, we quantitatively studied the effect of 
Shanzhai on the original in terms of consumer preference and ex-
plored its underlying mechanism. Second, the results suggest that if 
there is no contrasting quality and performance discrepancy between 
Shanzhai and the original products, Shanzhai has a detrimental effect 
on the original because it decreases consumers’ evaluation of and in-
tent to purchase the original products. Third, the results of our study 
indirectly help explain why Chinese consumers have more enthusi-
asm for leading brand and luxury products compared with consumers 
from western countries where Shanzhai or counterfeits are not avail-
able, aside from the existing explanation of status signaling (Han, 
Nunes and Drèze 2010) and social motivations (Wilcox et al. 2009). 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Synchrony is an integral part of our daily life: chorus, dancing, 

and marching are just a few examples that we experience or see every 
day. Given the ubiquity of these behaviors, it is surprising that little 
is known about how synchrony may affect consumers’ judgments 
and decisions. Our research shows that not only engaging in this be-
havior but also observing it can influence people’s later judgments in 
quite unrelated choice domains. Moreover, the effects of actual and 
observed behavior can often be diametrically opposite.

Our conceptualization of these effects distinguishes between (a) 
the cognitions that govern behavior and (b) the motivation that is 
elicited as a result of performing or observing it. Performing goal-di-
rected behavior can activate concepts that, once accessible in memo-
ry, elicit conceptually similar behavior in a later situation (Wyer, Xu, 
and Shen 2012). Prior research has documented that interpersonal 
synchrony can give rise to a sense of group cohesiveness (Ehrenreich 
2006; see also Haidt 2007; Haidt, Seder, and Kasebir 2008), stronger 
cooperation and greater social attachment in later situations even at 
the expense of monetary rewards (Hove and Risen 2009; Wiltermuth 
and Heath 2009). To this extent, actively engaging in synchronous 
behavior may activate more general concepts associated with behav-
ing like others and that these concepts might influence the likelihood 
of conforming to others’ behavior in a later situation. 

At the same time, however, individuals who are consciously 
aware of the requirement to copy others’ actions might often feel that 
their freedom of behavior is restricted and experience psychological 
reactance (Brehm 1966). Thus, they may attempt to assert their free-
dom by making judgments and decisions that deviate from others’ 
and confirm their uniqueness and individuality. For instance, Andre-
oli, Worchel and Folger (1974) showed that after seeing another per-
son’s freedom being restricted, participants’ ratings of the desirabil-
ity of normatively popular stimuli declined. This was true regardless 
of whether the observers expected to interact with the person who 
imposed the threat, the person who was threatened, or neither. We 
therefore expected that in the conditions we investigated, observers 
of interpersonal synchrony would experience threat to their freedom 
and that the reactance induced by this threat would decrease their dis-
position to conform to others’ preferences in a product choice task.

These cognitive and motivational factors could both exert an 
influence and their effects on conformity could partially offset one 
another. However, the relative impact of these factors may differ. 
This difference is suggested in part by research on actor-observer 
differences in attributions and judgment (Jones and Nisbett 1971; for 
a review, see Fiske and Taylor 1991). Moreover, the differences in 
actor and observer perspectives could influence other things, includ-
ing the intensity of emotions (Hung and Mukhopadhyay 2011), the 
reliance on concrete versus abstract information (Yan and Sengupta 
2011) and expectations for a service encounter (Cowley 2005). In 
the present context, actors who engage in synchronous behavior are 
likely to focus their attention primarily on the goal toward which 
their behavior is directed (i.e., matching the actions of others). To 
this extent, general concepts associated with this goal may become 
salient and influence later behavior for reasons suggested by Wyer et 
al. (2012). In contrast, observers’ attention may be directed primar-
ily to the actors’ behavior per se (Nisbett and Wilson 1977). Conse-

quently, observers may be relatively more sensitive to the restrictions 
on freedom exemplified by this behavior than to the goal to which the 
behavior is directed and may be more likely to experience reactance.

We conducted four studies to examine these predictions and the 
underlying mechanisms. In Study 1, participants either first engaged 
in, or first saw others engage in synchronous or non-synchronous ex-
ercise, and then were asked to make brand choice for several product 
categories. Consistent with our prediction, participants were more 
likely to conform to others’ preferences in a product choice task after 
engaging in synchronous behavior than after behaving non-synchro-
nously, whereas observers of this behavior were less likely to con-
form to others’ product choices when the behavior they observed was 
synchronous than when it was not. In Study 2, actors in some condi-
tions were given a free choice over whether to perform the behavior 
or not, and this choice was made salient to observers. As expected, 
giving actors freedom to choose whether to engage in synchronous 
behavior increased both actors’ and observers’ conformity relative 
to conditions in which actors were required to perform the behav-
ior. Also, we found that situational reactance mediated the effect of 
choice freedom on conformity. 

Studies 3 and 4 evaluated further implications of our concep-
tualization. In Study 3, actors were told that they would compete 
with other groups for a reward to be given to the group that was 
most successful in behaving synchronously. Moreover, in some con-
ditions, observers were told that they would share the reward with 
the actors, thus tying their own outcomes to the actors’ success. In 
other conditions, observers believed that their reward would be in-
dependent of the actors’ success. Results in this study showed that 
stimulating observers to imagine that the persons they observed 
were in-group members, which increased their sensitivity to the re-
strictions imposed on their behavior, decreased their likelihood of 
donating to unique charity organizations in a subsequent unrelated 
donation task. Study 4 showed that stimulating actors to anticipate 
engaging in synchronous behavior rather than actually doing so, thus 
inducing them to imagine the behavior from the perspective of an 
observer, decreased their conformity relative to conditions in which 
they actually performed the behavior. In combination, the four stud-
ies provided converging evidence for the dual effects of interpersonal 
synchrony that we proposed.

This research, to our best knowledge, is the first to test the im-
plications of engaging and observing synchronous behavior on indi-
viduals’ disposition to subscribe to popular courses of actions in the 
context of consumer choice. In addition, our paper shows that cogni-
tive processes, such as mindset, can interact with motivational pro-
cesses (e.g., reactance) to jointly affect subsequent unrelated behav-
iors. These results suggest the importance of considering the relative 
impact of cognition and motivation in studying consumer behavior. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Consumer research has significant potential for contributing 

unique insights into the human experience of poverty and mechanisms 
for poverty alleviation (Chakravarthi, 2006). Reaching this potential, 
however, will require CB research to explore some of the distinct and 
unique consumption experiences that occur in the lives of the poor. 
One such phenomenon is the duality of consuming and engaging in en-
trepreneurial activity, both with the goal of survival. The consumption-
entrepreneurship interface is inadequately explored in the consumer 
literature, especially in contexts of poverty. Entrepreneurship involves 
the detailed study of the sources and exploitation of entrepreneurial 
opportunities and the set of individuals who discover, evaluate, and 
exploit them (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000). Despite the burgeoning 
body of research in entrepreneurship, the study of entrepreneurial ac-
tion in poverty contexts has received limited attention.  Consequently, 
little is known theoretically regarding the entrepreneurial process in 
these contexts (Webb et al., 2009). In this article, we attempt to fill 
this gap by focusing on subsistence entrepreneurs, also referred to as 
subsistence consumer-merchants, who operate within the informal 
economy (Viswanathan et al., 2010). Subsistence entrepreneurs are 
those who a) live in poverty themselves, b) are embedded within the 
social milieu of their customers and c) engage in entrepreneurial action 
with the goal of economic survival (Viswanathan et al., 2010). Past lit-
erature brings to light the duality of roles of subsistence entrepreneurs. 
Viswanathan and colleagues (2010) maintain that, in subsistence con-
texts, the consumer and entrepreneur roles are two sides of the same 
coin. Further, the subsistence entrepreneur is seen as being a hub of an 
interdependent and self-sustaining system of relationships with ven-
dors, consumers and family members (Viswanathan et al., 2010). We 
draw from this systemic view of the subsistence entrepreneur’s rela-
tional ecosystem and focus specifically on the entrepreneur-consumer 
dyad. We employ a nuanced view of social capital, namely, structural, 
relational and cognitive social capital as a theoretical lens. We use this 
theoretical lens to explain the mechanisms thorough which the subsis-
tence entrepreneur-consumer dyad harnesses different dimensions of 
social capital to overcome constraints and uncertainty and co-create 
unique value in contexts of poverty. 

Figure 1: Model

Our field research was conducted in Chennai, South India. We 
conducted 11 in-depth interviews, beginning with informant’s life 
circumstances and then focusing on consumer and entrepreneurial 
activities (see Moustakas, 1994). Interviews were analyzed in accor-
dance with guidelines for constructing grounded theory (Goulding, 
1998). 

Life in poverty is marked by constraints and uncertainty at mul-
tiple levels. As reviewed, individual-level constraints include low 
literacy and low income. Community level constraints include such 
factors as limits to interactions and opportunities across gender lines 
or social hierarchies, the lack of recourse in the face of exploitation 
by more powerful community members. Further, subsistence indi-
viduals face larger environmental-level constraints relating to physi-
cal infrastructure, institutional mechanisms, and labor and capital 
markets (Khanna and Palepu, 2005). Constraints at multiple levels 
contribute to a mix of uncertainties that leave individuals vulnerable. 
In the face of poverty and limited survival prospects, entrepreneurial 
action is seen as the primary source of earning income, thereby man-
aging uncertainty and ensuring immediate survival. 

Despite extreme constraints, subsistence entrepreneurs survive 
and overcome daunting challenges and possess both strengths and 
vulnerabilities to navigate these trying environments. Entrepre-
neurs are “experts” at survival but, at the same time, they are also 
constrained at individual and marketplace levels. Learning about 
the marketplace stems from face-to-face interactions between buy-
ers and sellers. Sharing adversity and empathizing with each other 
leads to greater understanding of the two roles. Interestingly, these 
relationships with consumers help entrepreneurs learn about and 
navigate the marketplace. In the following section, we highlight how 
the entrepreneur-consumer dyad harnesses cognitive, relational and 
structural social capital to co-create mutual value.

The cognitive dimension, i.e. shared life circumstances and 
common life goals, forms the platform for the development of social 
capital. Both the entrepreneurs and their customers live in poverty 
and hence the level of empathy for one another’s life circumstances 
is inordinately high (Viswanathan et al., 2009). Subsistence entrepre-
neurs share adversity with their customers and they tend to identify 
with each other being members of the same group, as noted in litera-
ture in other contexts (Tajfel, 1982). They tend to possess a shared 
narrative of living and subsisting in poverty which enables them to 
comprehend, process, and exchange rich sets of deeper meanings 
that literature in other contexts has highlighted (Nisbet, 1969). Both 
entrepreneurs and their customers perceive themselves to be part of 
a larger community and hence are both bound by community-level 
expectations, norms, and obligations to help each other in times of 
need. 

Owing to the nature of, and the frequency, of interactions be-
tween the entrepreneurs and the customers, trust is developed which, 
in turn, leads to commitment to each other (Morgan and Hunt, 1992) 
and enduring relationships. Trust becomes the mechanism by which 
entrepreneurs and their customers become open and willing to share 
information, co-operate, and invest in each other. Trust is a by-prod-
uct of the interactional environment that has been characterized as 
having enduring relationships and being empathetic (Viswanathan et 
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al., 2011). Relational social capital emphasizes the primary purpose 
of subsistence entrepreneurship, i.e. to survive at a basic human level 
and to help “similar” others. Over time, the history of repeated fruit-
ful interactions begets more trust and renewed commitment thereby 
leading to enhanced levels of social capital. 

Subsistence entrepreneurs live in close proximity with their 
customers and their lives are interdependent. Interdependence marks 
social ties between entrepreneurs and their customers and reflects 
structural social capital referred to as the “impersonal configuration 
of linkages between people” (Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998; p244). 
As physical proximity is positively related to greater interpersonal 
communications (Ganesan et al., 2005), by virtue of being in the 
same community, subsistence entrepreneurs and their customers 
can engage in frequent face-to-face communications. Information 
benefits occur to these subsistence entrepreneurs in all three forms 
of access, timing, and referrals (Burt, 1992). Apart from the access 
and timing benefits that arise of these embedded social connections, 
these rich relationships also provide referral opportunities to other 
customers within the same community. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
A picture is said to be worth a thousand words. But does that 

mean two pictures are worth two thousand words?  And what about 
seven pictures? Situations abound where consumer decisions are 
based on visual appeal, whether we are looking at cars, shoes, or 
birthday cakes. When comparing objects visually, our intuition sug-
gests that more visual scrutiny should aid information processing. 
However, this simple intuition does not consider the possibility that 
acquiring more visual information may alter the structure and style 
of visual information processing – with potentially detrimental ef-
fects. Thus, looking more can end up yielding less if it changes how 
we look.

Specifically, increased viewing of choice objects leads to more 
local-level processing and less global-level processing. Since prod-
ucts are often distinguished through global-level features such as 
style and brand, increased focus on a product’s local-level features 
can result in a relative decline in uniqueness and attractiveness. Con-
ceptually, such a shift in perceptual focus is akin to comparing brush 
strokes in a painting rather than the overall picture, or contrasting 
individual trees instead of entire forests. Across four studies, we 
explored how more visual exposures can generate product-agnosia 
(the loss of ability to distinguish between products) through shifts in 
perceptual focus. 

sTUdY 1
To demonstrate the basic effect, participants (n=105) in Study 

1 were randomly assigned to one of three conditions to evaluate two 
pairs of shoes. In the single picture condition, subjects were exposed 
to one picture of each shoe.  In the multiple-repeated picture condi-
tion, subjects were exposed to seven of the same picture of each shoe. 
In the multiple-unique picture condition, subjects were exposed to 
seven unique pictures of each shoe (see Figure 1). To simulate a real 
purchasing context, the pictures were obtained from a leading online 
retailer (zappos.com), which like many other retail websites has the 
option of viewing more pictures of products from “additional views”.  

We found that similarity ratings of the shoes were higher in the 
multiple-unique picture condition than in the single and multiple-
repeated picture conditions (p < .05). There was no significant differ-
ence between the single and multiple-repeated picture conditions. In 
other words, the products became relatively less distinct after mul-
tiple visual scrutiny to new visual images. 

sTUdY 2
Study 2 expanded the findings of Study 1 to another product 

category (duffel bags) and contained a thought listing task to explore 
the mechanism driving product-agnosia. Participants (n=102) were 
randomly assigned to the single-picture or multiple-picture condition 
using the same experimental paradigm as Study 1. At the end of the 
survey, participants were also asked to list their thoughts about the 
products presented. The thoughts were coded for perceptual focus 
(local vs. global-level) by two independent coders (alpha = .98).

Consistent with Study 1, we found that perceptions of product 
uniqueness (p < .05) and predicted liking (p < .1) was lower in the 
multiple picture condition. The thought listing task showed a higher 
proportion of local-level thoughts (p < .05) in the multiple exposure 
condition, and no difference in total number of thoughts between the 

two conditions (p = .39). Thus, in addition to providing a further 
demonstration of the main effect, Study 2 yielded evidence that in-
creased visual exposure can lead to a shift to more local and less 
global –level processing 

sTUdY 3
In Study 3, we demonstrated the causal link between local and 

global –level processing and the product-agnosia effect by directly 
manipulating perceptual scope using a 2 (global, local processing) 
X 2 (single, multiple visual exposures) ANOVA design.  In Part 1, 
we induced global versus local processing using a procedure similar 
to Friedman et al (2003).  Participants (n = 124) were shown seven 
maps of different American states sequentially, each on a different 
page. In the global condition, subjects were asked to look at the over-
all features of each state map, whereas in the local condition, subjects 
were asked to focus their attention on a marker that pointed to a city 
near the center of the map.  In Part 2, we used the same single versus 
multiple exposures experimental paradigm as in Study 1 (as well as 
the same products and images).

We found significant interactions for perceptions of uniqueness 
(Figure 2), attention-grabbing, predicted liking, and choice strategy 
(p’s < .05).  Under induced- local processing, increased visual expo-
sures resulted in an analogous pattern of results as Study 1, where 
the shoes became less distinct, attention-grabbing, and attractive, and 
participants were less likely to engage in a global-level choice strate-
gy (‘focus on style’). But under induced global processing, we found 
the opposite trend, and that increased visual exposures resulted in the 
shoes being rated as more distinct, attention-grabbing, and attractive, 
and a global-level choice strategy was more prevalent.

sTUdY 4
In Study 4 (n = 84), we found an analogous reversal of the prod-

uct-agnosia effect under different memory conditions. The intuition 
for such an effect is that when evaluating from memory, we recall ge-
stalt (global) features more than details (local). Under stimulus-eval-
uations (not memory based), we find that the multiple picture condi-
tion induces product-agnosia (less distinctiveness, lower willingness 
to pay, p’s < .05). However, under recall-evaluation (memory based), 
we find that the multiple picture condition increases perceived dis-
tinctiveness and willingness to pay (Figure 3, Figure 4, p’s < .05).

Overall, the persistence of the effect after inducing local pro-
cessing but its reversal after inducing global processing provides evi-
dence that the product-agnosia effect is driven by perceptual scope.  
When one’s perceptual scope is local and focused on narrow details, 
new information through multiple observations were disadvanta-
geous for ratings of distinctiveness and predicted liking.  However, 
when one takes a metaphorical step back under global processing, 
increased visual exposures begin to have benefits for a product’s 
perceived distinctiveness and predicted liking. These effects have 
numerous implications for marketing strategy, product positioning, 
and optimal consideration set construction: For example, generic or 
entry brands may seek to induce product-agnosia to better compete 
with premium brands, while brands that desire to maintain unique 
positioning would do best to carefully manage the perceptual scope 
of their own advertising.  
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Exploding Turkeys and shattered reporters:  
Comparative Ads and Their Unintended Affective Consequences 

Ozge Yucel-Aybat, Pennsylvania State University at Harrisburg, USA
Thomas Kramer, University of South Carolina, USA

ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Comparative ads, in which marketers “identify their competi-

tors directly or by clear implication,” are becoming more popular 
in media (Roggeveen, Grewal and Gotlieb 2006). Frequently, when 
marketers compare their brands to others, they show comical situ-
ations in which misfortunes befall those consumers who are using 
competitors’ brands instead of theirs. For instance, in AT&T’s “Ex-
ploding Turkey” commercial, we see a house destroyed by an ex-
ploding deep-fried turkey since the owner who did not have AT&T 
service could not be reached on time to be notified of the danger. In 
another commercial, misfortunes befall reporters, who do not have 
AT&T service and could not be warned that they were standing in a 
blast zone. We propose that when marketers show unfortunate events 
happening because of using the wrong or a competitor’s product, 
they may incidentally invoke “schadenfreude,” defined as a mali-
cious pleasure at the misfortunes of others, which in turn will impact 
consumers’ purchase intentions and attitudes.

Comparative (vs. noncomparative) ads have been shown to 
generate positive consumer responses (Grewal et al. 1997). Mod-
erators, such as comparative valence of framing (Jain et al. 2007) 
and consumer-related variables such as need for cognition (Polyorat 
and Alden 2005) have been identified. Surprisingly, research to date 
has examined the impact of comparative ad appeals without taking 
consumers’ affective reactions into account. However, persuasive 
messages used in advertisements have been shown to elicit affec-
tive reactions that may mediate consumers’ attitudes and behaviors 
(Holbrook and Batra 1987). Schadenfreude appears particularly rel-
evant in comparative advertisements because these ads often depict 
the unfortunate failures of competitors’ brands. Thus, in the current 
research, we examine schadenfreude as an incidental emotional re-
sponse elicited by comparative ads and investigate its impact on atti-
tudes and purchase likelihood. Further, we suggest that the effects of 
schadenfreude may not be uniform for everyone and an individual’s 
competitiveness is an important antecedent of incidental schaden-
freude. 

 In study 1, participants were presented with the storyboard of a 
digital camera (XYZ) and their competitiveness level was measured. 
In the comparative ad condition, brand XYZ compared itself to a 
cheaper brand by showing the competitor brand fail; in the noncom-
parative ad condition no competitor was mentioned. Results revealed 
a significant two-way interaction between ad type and competitive-
ness on schadenfreude (β = .500, t = 2.335, p < .05). More com-
petitive individuals were likely to feel greater levels of incidental 
schadenfreude when exposed to comparative versus noncomparative 
ads (Mcomparative = 3.67, Mnoncomparative = 2.87, t = 2.128, p < .05). Also, 
more (vs. less) competitive participants experienced greater levels 
of schadenfreude in the comparative ad condition (Mmore_competitive = 
3.67, Mless_competitive = 2.77, t = 2.287, p < .05). Moreover, ad type did 
not have any significant effect on schadenfreude for less competitive 
participants.

Study 2 introduced a boundary condition by investigating the 
impact of brand status and shows that higher- (vs. lower-) status 
brands invoke greater levels of incidental schadenfreude in their 
comparative (vs. noncomparative) ads. Brand status was manipulat-
ed by portraying Mercedes (vs. Kia) as the advertiser in the higher-
status (vs. lower status) brand condition. Results showed that more 

competitive participants felt more schadenfreude when they saw 
the comparative (vs. noncomparative) ad of the higher-status brand 
(Mcomparative = 4.44, Mnoncomparative = 1.73, t = 4.358, p < .01). However, 
level of schadenfreude of less competitive participants did not signif-
icantly differ according to ad type. Consistent with study 1, more (vs. 
less) competitive participants felt more schadenfreude in the higher-
status brand condition (Mmore_competitive = 4.44, Mless_competitive = 3.43, t = 
1.7564, p = .08). There were no significant results in the lower-status 
brand condition (β = 0.281, t = 0.674, p > .50).

In study 3, we explored the effect of incidental schadenfreude 
on the downstream implications of attitudes and purchase likelihood. 
Participants in the comparative ad condition were presented with the 
storyboard for a deodorant in which a higher-status (vs. lower-status) 
brand compared itself to another brand by showing the misfortunes 
happening to the person who bought the competitor brand. No com-
parisons were used in the noncomparative ad condition. The analysis 
revealed a significant three-way interaction on purchase likelihood 
(β = 1.510, t = 3.396, p = .001). Consistent with the results of study 
2, more competitive individuals experienced greater schadenfreude 
when exposed to the comparative ad of the higher-status brand. As a 
result, they were more likely to buy the advertised product (Mcompara-

tive = 4.93, Mnoncomparative = 3.76, t = 2.63, p < .01). However, purchase 
likelihood of less competitive individuals did not significantly differ 
according to ad type. A moderated mediation analysis demonstrated 
that schadenfreude was the mediator on purchase likelihood for the 
higher-status brand. Moreover, the mediating effect was valid for 
more competitive but not for less competitive participants. Inciden-
tal schadenfreude also mediated brand and ad evaluations such that 
more competitive individuals had more positive attitudes towards the 
brand and the ad when exposed to the comparative ad of the higher-
status brand. 

Study 4 manipulated level of competitiveness and investigated 
a way to persuade less competitive consumers to buy the advertised 
product in a comparative ads. Research has indicated that schaden-
freude may heighten individuals’ anticipation of misfortunes happen-
ing to them (Kramer, Yucel-Aybat and Lau-Gesk 2011). Therefore, in 
this study, we reassure participants that the misfortunes shown in the 
ad will not happen to them if they buy the advertised brand, and thus 
encourage them to feel higher levels of schadenfreude. An ANOVA 
on purchase likelihood revealed a three-way interaction among the 
predictor variables (F(1, 126) = 7.222, p < .01). As expected, reas-
surance encouraged less competitive participants to buy more in the 
higher-status brand condition (Mreassurance = 4.56, Mno_reassurance = 3.50, 
F(1, 126) = 9.393, p < .01). However, the purchase likelihood of 
more competitive participants did not significantly differ whether 
reassurance was present or absent. Moreover, schadenfreude medi-
ated purchase likelihood for less competitive participants and not for 
more competitive participants when reassurance was present.
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What did You do To My brand?  
Consumer responses to Changes in brands Towards Which They are nostalgic

Alison B. Shields, Kent State University, USA
Jennifer Wiggins Johnson, Kent State University, USA

ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Marketers often make changes to brands to make the brand 

seem current or exciting. Some updates are successful while others 
are spectacular failures.  This research establishes a connection be-
tween consumer acceptance or rejection of updated brands and the 
consumer’s reported nostalgia towards the brand.  We develop and 
measure a new construct, Nostalgia Towards the Brand, defined as 
“an individual’s positive affect towards a brand due to the brand’s as-
sociations with the individual’s lived past.” We show that consumers’ 
affective and attitudinal responses to changes in a brand are moder-
ated by Nostalgia Towards the Brand.

Nostalgia has been defined as “a positively toned evocation of a 
lived past” (Davis 1979), and “a fondness for possessions and activi-
ties associated with days of yore” (Holbrook 1993). Consumers have 
been observed to engage in nostalgic behaviors, from re-watching 
favorite old movies (Holbrook, 1993) to reminiscing about favorite 
cars from their youth (Brown, Kozinets and Sherry 2003) to consum-
ing specific foods as a way to reconnect with the past (Loveland, 
Smeesters and Mandel, 2010). Consumers have also reported nostal-
gic feelings for particular brands or items (Holbrook and Schindler 
2003).

When individuals recall nostalgic memories, they recall affect 
and brand information stored in their schema for the target brand 
(Collins and Loftus 1975).   Nostalgia is “not a true recreation of the 
past but rather a combination of many different memories, all inte-
grated together and in the process, all negative emotions filtered out” 
(Hirsch 1992). Thus, the individual’s memory trace will be biased, 
leading the individual to recall the brand as being better than it actu-
ally was. Once the individual experiences the updated brand, he will 
compare the new experience to his biased memory and attempt to 
assimilate the new stimuli into his existing schema. The individual’s 
ability to assimilate the new experience into their schema built on the 
biased memory will depend on the degree of change to the brand as 
well as the individual’s level of nostalgia towards the brand.

Therefore, we predict that when the change to the brand is small, 
individuals will be able to assimilate the change regardless of their 
nostalgia toward the brand because the update will fit smoothly into 
their existing schema without significant cognitive effort.  Individu-
als’ affective response and attitudes toward the changed brand are 
expected to reflect their feelings towards the original brand, leading 
higher nostalgia individuals to exhibit more positive attitudes toward 
the changed brand than lower nostalgia individuals. However, as the 
degree of change to the brand increases, individuals who are more 
nostalgic towards the brand will engage in higher levels of cognitive 
effort when making assimilation/contrast judgments because of their 
increased schema complexity and resulting attribute-based process-
ing.  This increase in cognitive effort will lead to a smaller latitude of 
acceptance, causing nostalgic individuals to reject the change more 
readily than individuals who are not nostalgic towards the brand.

Hypothesis 1: When the change to the brand is small, individu-
als with higher nostalgia towards the brand will 
exhibit more positive affective response and at-
titudes toward the brand than individuals with 
lower nostalgia toward the brand.

Hypothesis 2: As the change to the brand becomes larger, indi-
viduals with higher nostalgia towards the brand 
will exhibit more negative affective responses 
and attitudes toward the brand, while individu-
als with lower nostalgia towards the brand will 
not exhibit a change in affect and attitudes.

The hypothesized effects were tested in two experiments, one 
using two distinct brands with perceived small and large degrees of 
change (based on pretests) and the second using a single brand with 
two levels of manipulated changes. Subjects were assigned to low, 
moderate, and high nostalgia clusters based on their response to the 
Nostalgia to the Brand scale and their affective responses, attitudes 
toward the original and changed brand, and purchase intentions to-
ward the changed brand were measured.

Across both studies, attitudes towards the original brand were 
more positive when nostalgia towards the brand was greater. Con-
sistent with the proposed positive memory bias, highly nostalgic 
participants in the small change condition also reported more posi-
tive affective and attitudinal responses to the updated brand than did 
low or moderately nostalgic participants, supporting Hypothesis 1. 
In the large change condition, highly nostalgic individuals rejected 
the change and showed a significantly greater magnitude in the drop 
of their affective and attitudinal responses than did individuals in the 
moderate nostalgia cluster.  In the low nostalgia cluster, conversely, 
individuals reported similar levels of attitude and affect in both the 
high and low change conditions, suggesting more attitude based pro-
cessing and wider latitudes of acceptance, supporting Hypothesis 2. 
Interestingly, moderately nostalgic individuals exhibited a negative 
change in affect and attitudes in Study 1, but not in Study 2, suggest-
ing that there is a threshold level of nostalgia before these changes 
are observed.

These findings suggest that when confronted with changes to a 
brand, consumer responses will be influenced by nostalgia towards 
the brand. Brands with nostalgic consumers should be wary of mak-
ing changes to their brands and risking negative consumer responses.
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The Mere Presence of Money Motivates Goal Achievement
Gülen Sarial-Abi, Koç University, Turkey
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People’s relationship with money is inherently tied to goal 

pursuit. When people use money, they do so as an act that serves 
to reach a desired end-point (Baumeister, 1998; Carver & Scheier, 
1990). Likewise, people also obtain money for performing jobs and 
tasks that meet a standard, which also links the idea of money to goal 
pursuit. Consider the act of going to dinner at a restaurant. The diner 
who is hungry and wants to be full (i.e., this is the goal) pays mon-
ey to the restaurateur as compensation for providing the means to 
achieve the goal. Hence, money enables the means by which people 
reach myriad commonplace goals. The current work tested whether 
people reminded of money become particularly attuned to the pres-
ence of a goal in that they show enhanced motivation in the presence 
of goals.

We do not posit that reminders of money enhance motivation 
without the presence of a goal. The concept of money has many con-
notations, including greed, fair trade, free markets, and so on. In oth-
er words, the construct of money does not wholly overlap with goal 
pursuit, but is proposed to have such deep motivational connections 
that the construct of money will potentiate the psychological system 
to be ready for goal pursuit. Hence we predicted that in the pres-
ence of goal pursuit cues, reminders of the concept of money would 
stimulate motivation, relative to non-money reminders. In contrast, 
when goal pursuit cues were absent, we predicted that reminders 
of the concept of money would not change motivation relative to 
non-money reminders. We tested these hypotheses in 5 experiments. 
Using contexts ranging from financial, health, performance, and fun 
goals, we saw robust support for our predictions.

In study 1 (N = 108), we tested whether participants reminded 
of money, relative to others, would report lower purchase intentions 
if they had been given a goal of curbing their spending. An ANOVA 
with money prime and goal condition factors as predictors of spend-
ing intentions revealed the predicted interaction effect, F(1, 104) 
=5.21, p < 0.05. Planned comparisons showed that participants in the 
money condition who were given an explicit goal (versus no goal) 
reported lower spending intentions, F(1, 104) = 7.17, p < .05. Par-
ticipants in the no money condition, however, did not differ in their 
spending intentions as a function of goal condition, F < 1. 

In study 2(N = 90), we studied goal pursuit in the domain of 
limiting caloric intake. An ANOVA with money prime and goal con-
dition as predictors of healthy attitude scores revealed the predicted 
interaction effect, F(1, 86) = 4.68, p < .05. Planned comparisons re-
vealed that participants in the money condition who were presented 
with a goal to restrain their eating had more favorable attitudes to-
ward the healthy words than did participants who were not reminded 
of money, F (1, 86) = 13.81, p < .001. Furthermore, in the absence of 
being given a goal, whether participants earlier had been reminded of 
money did not affect their attitudes toward the healthy words, F < 1. 

In study 3 (N= 108), participants were once again reminded of 
money or not. They were given a lengthy set of mathematical prob-

lems to solve by hand. Some of them were told that their goal was 
to solve as many as possible, whereas others were not given a goal. 
Time spent on the problems was our dependent measures of motiva-
tion. An ANOVA with money prime and goal condition as predic-
tors revealed the predicted significant interaction effect, F(1,104) = 
18.85, p < .001. When given a goal, participants who had been primed 
with money, relative to their non-money primed counterparts, spent 
more time trying to solve the math problems (39.69 min vs. 29.64, 
F(1,104) = 17.20, p < .001). Without being given a goal, though, 
duration was equivalent among participants primed with money or 
fish (25.86 vs. 30.76, F(1,104) = 3.98, p > .05). 

Study 4 (N = 113) adopted a new context in which to study 
the effects of money cues and goals. Because people’s exposure to 
money is largely utilitarian, it could be that reminding people of the 
concept of money simply activates hard work but not goal pursuit 
per se. We tested this alternative explanation in a study in which par-
ticipants’ goal was to have fun and enjoy themselves. An ANOVA 
on intentions to do fun things revealed a significant money (vs. no 
money) and goal (vs. no goal) interaction, F(1, 109)  =4.25, p < .05. 
Specifically, when participants in the money (vs. no money) condi-
tion had a goal, they were more likely to have intentions to do fun 
things (6.47 vs. 5.56, F(1,109) = 6.09, p < .05). Furthermore, when 
participants in the money (vs. no money) condition did not have a 
goal, intentions to do fun things did not differ significantly (5.61 vs. 
5.76, F(1,109) = .19, p > .67). 

Finally, results of Study 5 (N = 96) showed that duration spent 
to solve the puzzles revealed a significant money (vs. no money) and 
task framed as fun (vs. no fun) interaction, F(1, 92)  =6.29, p < .05. 
Specifically, when participants in the money (vs. no money) condi-
tion had a task framed as fun, they spent more time on solving the 
puzzles (50.14 vs. 41.31, F(1,92) = 8.02, p < .05). Furthermore, when 
participants in the money (vs. no money) condition had a task that 
is not framed as fun, time spent on solving the puzzles did not differ 
significantly (37.35 vs. 39.56, F(1,92) = .51, p > .48). 

The findings of this research contribute to the literature in sever-
al ways. First, we demonstrate money as a tool for goal-achievement. 
Second, we integrate the literature in psychology of money and self-
regulation to highlight the underlying mechanism under the influence 
of money on goal-achievement. In sum, our data, for the first time, 
shows that money can be used as a facilitator for goal-achievement. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Power distance belief-the tendency to accept and expect in-

equalities in society- is a central construct in cross-cultural research 
(Hofstede 2001). Although limited research has examined the effects 
of PDB on consumer behavior, there is growing recognition that 
PDB is an important construct with significant implications on varied 
facets of consumer behavior (Winterich and Zhang 2011; Zhang et 
al. 2010). The current research is concerned with the effects on PDB 
and charitable giving. Some research shows that people in high PDB 
contexts are less likely to donate to maintain the status quo (Wint-
erich and Zhang 2011). 

Although this finding provides initial evidence that individual 
beliefs about inequalities in power affect charitable giving, we argue 
that charitable giving depends not only on individual beliefs toward 
power disparity but also on their own perceived power within the 
system. Prior research suggests that power held by individuals af-
fects prosocial behaviors (e.g., Goetz et al. 2010; Piff et al. 2010). 
Therefore, we propose that the extent of charitable giving across 
PDB contexts depends on the power (i.e.,“perceived asymmetric 
control over valued resources [Keltner, Gruenfeld, and Anderson 
2003; Rucker, Galinsky, and Dubois, 2011, p.8]”). 

In particular, we propose that among high PDB consumers, high 
power people will be more likely to donate to charity than low power 
people because in high PDB contexts low power people owe high 
power people respect and obedience whereas high power people in 
turn owe low power people protection, help, and support (i.e., the 
reciprocity principle; Carl et al. 2004). In contrast, we argue that in 
low PDB contexts, high power people will be less likely to donate to 
charity than low power people because low PDB consumers believe 
that it takes a lot of effort, persistence, and energy to become a mem-
ber of the high power group as the government and society have rules 
to protect equality in society. Given the difficulties involved, high 
power people in low PDB contexts tend to be careful with money at 
best and miserly at worst (Stanley and Danko 1998). 

We further posit that the mechanism underlying these effects 
relates to differences in empathy, defined as “an other-oriented emo-
tional response congruent with the perceived welfare of another” 
(Batson 1990, p.399) felt by high and low power people in the two 
types of systems. Specifically, we hypothesize that in high PDB con-
texts, high (vs. low) power people will feel greater empathy toward 
people in need because of the reciprocity principle outlined earlier 
(de Waal 2008; Fisher et al. 2008), thus leading to greater charita-
ble giving. Conversely, in low PDB contexts, low (vs. high) power 
people will feel greater empathy toward people in need because low 
power people in low PDB contexts have been found to pay more at-
tention to others’ needs (van Kleef et al. 2008) and behave in ways 
that enhance social engagement and connection with others (Piff et 
al. 2010), thus leading them to be more prosocial (i.e., greater chari-
table giving).  

Study 1. We manipulated participants’ perception of their 
power using the role playing scenario (Anderson and Berdahl 2002) 
and power distance belief by following the procedure of Zhang et 
al. (2010). Next, we showed the brief description of charities and 
then measured the amount of money participants would donate to 
charities. Results revealed a significant power by PDB interaction 
(p<.003) such that in the high PDB condition, participants with high 

power donated more than those with low power (p<.033) whereas 
among participants in the low PDB condition, those with high power 
donated less than those with low power (p<.042), supporting our hy-
potheses.

Study 2. PDB was manipulated by asking participants to com-
plete a scrambled sentences task (see Zhang et al. 2010). We ma-
nipulated power by asking participants to recall the incident that they 
felt powerful or powerless (Rucker and Galinsky 2008). Donation 
intention and empathy were measured (Stürmer et al. 2006). A 2-way 
interaction results (p<.001) revealed that in the high PDB condition, 
those with high power reported greater intentions to donate money 
to the charity than those with low power (p<.001) whereas within 
the low PDB condition, those with low power reported greater in-
tentions to donate money to the charity than those with high power 
(p<.001). In addition, a 2-way interaction results (p<.001) indicated 
that in the high (low) PDB condition, those with high (low) power 
reported greater empathy than those with low (high) power (ps<.03). 
Finally, we performed mediation analyses (Muller et al. 2005) and 
found that empathy mediated the proposed relationship (Sobel 
test:z=3.01,p<.002). 

Study 3. We experimentally manipulated empathy to provide 
further evidence of the process underlying our effects. We manipu-
lated empathy (Batson et al. 1997, study 1) and power as in study 2 
and measured PDB using the scale developed by Zhang et al (2010). 
We also used a different charity and measured donation intention. 
We measured perceived similarity to rule out the alternative explana-
tion. Results indicated that the three-way interaction was significant 
for donation intention (p<.001). In the high empathy condition, the 
results replicated such that for participants high in PDB, power was 
positively associated with charitable giving (ß=3.44,p<.001), where-
as for participants low in PDB, power was negatively associated with 
charitable giving (ß=-2.86,p<.001). These relationships were not ob-
served in the low empathy condition. The three-way interaction for 
perceived similarity was not significant (p>.79), ruling out the alter-
native explanation. 

 Our research makes a number of contributions. First, it shows 
that charitable giving depends on not only individual beliefs about 
inequalities in society, but also on their own power within the sys-
tem. Second, prior research suggests that empathy based charitable 
donations stem from perceived similarity between the donor and the 
recipient. In sharp contrast to this perspective, our framework high-
lights the role of differences based on inequalities within the system. 
Hence, empathy does not always result from perceived similarity, but 
strong differences in power and inequality can promote empathy and 
lead to charitable giving.
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When does Personalization really Pay Off?
Isabelle Kes, TU Braunschweig, Germany
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Personalized advertising is seen as THE mean to increase adver-

tisement effectiveness and efficiency by selecting ad content being 
relevant to the customer and by answering the need for convenience 
of customers at the same time (Milne and Bahl, 2010). Especially 
regarding the depreciative opinion of many users on personalized ad-
vertisement it is important to know whether personalized advertise-
ment is really worth the effort and costs it bears. Although in practice 
it seems to be common sense that personalization is more effective 
than standardization, little knowledge exists about circumstances that 
affect its performance outcomes. Therefore, this study questions the 
effectiveness of personalization in different conditions and attempts 
to identify success factors of personalized advertising. In particular 
we test the effect of personalization intensity, frequency of exposure, 
and the time since a customer’s last action on the probability of a 
click. Additionally we control for differences in customer history.

COnCEPTUAL bACkGrOUnd
Several studies report that personalization in general is more ef-

fective than standardized mass communication (e.g., Lambrecht and 
Tucker, 2011). Beneath this, other studies focus on negative impacts 
of personalization, especially on customer reactions regarding the 
use of personal information (e.g., Pavlou and Stewart, 2000). As to 
the authors best knowledge no research exists that analyzes different 
intensities of personalization and its effectiveness and, surprisingly, 
no elaborate research stream exists that concentrates on circumstanc-
es under which different levels of personalization are effective. Our 
study tries to fill this gap by analyzing various intensities of person-
alization as well as the influence of the advertising strategy on its 
effectiveness.

Personalized banners use information about a customer to 
choose banner content the customer is highly involved with and 
that fit his interests. Thus, banners showing complementary prod-
ucts to a formerly bought one are seen as highly personalized, while 
those banners referring to a category of formerly visited products are 
slightly personalized. So, generally personalized banners are expect-
ed to be clicked more often than standardized ones, that show ran-
domly chosen products unrelated to the customer. Moreover, higher 
personalization goes along with higher likelihood of a click (H1a/b). 

After the consideration of this general coherency we focus on 
the different circumstances that determine varying potential for per-
sonalization. Our conceptual model includes hypothesis (H2-H5) re-
garding advertising strategy and its interactions with personalization 
intensity: While it is without controversy that frequency of exposure 
is a crucial determinant of banner success, no consensus exists about 
the optimal number of ad impressions (e.g., Manchanda et al., 2006). 
A high frequency goes along with the fear of oversaturation but it is 
also a mean to avoid banner blindness (Chatterjee, 2005). But even 
more critical is whether the effect on click likelihood is really linear: 
there are two opposing psychological processes operating simultane-
ously in the case of banner exposures (Lee and Cho, 2010): “Positive 
habits” lead to increasing effects with diminishing returns of each 
additional exposure, while “tedium” starts as result of repetitive ex-
posure and decreases the effects gradually (Berlyne 1970). Referring 
to this discordance whether frequency has a linear or non-linear ef-
fect, we formulate rivaling hypothesis (H2a1-H2b). Moreover, time 
since the customer’s last observed action is supposed to negatively 

influence click behavior. Structuration Theory sees interactions as 
recurring events that are embedded in a structure (Giddens, 1984). 
Hence past transactions influence future ones and are responsible for 
a decision to click (H3). 

Figure 1: Conceptual Model

Furthermore, interactions between frequency of exposure and 
personalization are anticipated. As highly personalized advertising, 
using high involvement of a customer with banner content, is rec-
ognized faster, we expect that customers need to be contacted less 
often, to increase the likelihood of a click. (H4). 

dATA And METHOd
To answer our research questions, we used a real experimental 

design, that contained 1,939,939 adimpressions showed to 98.984 
customers of whom 7,450 customers clicked on a banner. Five types 
of banners were sent out, including a standardized (click-through-
rate .1%), two slightly personalized (.3%) and two highly personal-
ized banners (.2%). 

We take a binary logistic regression approach for testing our 
conceptual model. An often overlooked characteristic of logistic re-
gression is that in case of an imbalanced sample it produces biased 
logit coefficients that underestimate rare events (King and Zeng, 
2001). To take this as well as the huge amount of data into account 
we used bootstrapping. Thus, 1000 control samples are taken to con-
trol for the stability of the  estimates. To adress the class imbalance 
between clicks and non-clicks within the data a stratified sampling 
is used to ensure a balanced sample of clicks and non-clicks (Nigam 
and Rao, 1996). 

rEsULTs
The analysis is separated in two steps: firstly the general advan-

tageousness of personalization is tested, followed by a more detailed 
look on the differently personalized ads.

Personalized advertisement is clicked more often than standard-
ized banners, confirming H1a. Surprisingly, with increasing levels of 
personalization the likelihood of clicking is reduced. Banners based 
on the product category of visited products had a stronger positive 
effect as those that contain products complementary to formerly 
bought ones. Hypothesis H2 and 3 could not be confirmed. Contrary 
to H4, sending out less personalized banners more frequently affects 
the probability of a click just slightly positive. But a slight increase of 
frequency for strongly personalized advertisement results in a con-
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siderably higher click probability. Besides, controlling among others 
for number of prior purchases shows that with more past purchases 
more information about a customer can be collected and the more 
efficient is the advertising.

COnCLUsIOn And IMPLICATIOns
First and foremost, companies need to realize that personaliza-

tion is no universal remedy. Personalized banners are more effec-

tive than standardized while using high involvement content is not 
always the most effective personalization. Furthermore, weaker per-
sonalization is easier to realize and can be used with new customers 
that only visited a shop once. Regarding the frequency of exposure 
an increase is only effective in case of highly personalized banners. 
Although highly personalized banners seem to be inferior when con-
sidered isolated, in combination with a high frequency of exposure 
the probability of a click increases considerably. 
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Two Paths from boredom to Consumption
Soo Kim, Northwestern University, USA

C. Miguel Brendl, Northwestern University, USA

ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Boredom is prevalent in today’s society. Naturally in this era, 

one of the behaviors oriented towards escaping boredom is consump-
tion (Spacks 1995). Indeed, it is not difficult to imagine our bored 
selves mindlessly reaching for the bowl of jellybeans or perhaps the 
long-neglected Dostoevsky on the table. However, what is yet un-
known is when bored individuals would reach out for either the jel-
lybeans or the Dostoevsky and why one over the other. 

Although scarce, past literature has suggested that it is possible 
for individuals to attribute their experience of boredom either to the 
situation (Mikulas and Vodanovich 1993) or to the self (Svendsen 
2005). Given these viewpoints, we propose that differences in to 
which source the experience of boredom is attributed would lead to a 
different consumption means for escape. 

Specifically, we propose that when consumers attribute their 
boredom to the situation they would be drawn to vices, because vices 
(e.g., snacks) offer sensory pleasures that can reconcile the inade-
quately stimulating nature of the situation (Wertenbroch 1998). On 
the other hand, we propose that when consumers attribute their bore-
dom to the self they may be looking for something that can help them 
restore the sense of meaningfulness (cf., van Tilburg and Igou 2011), 
known to be achievable by investing one’s resources into attaining 
higher-order goals (King et al. 2006). In consumption context, one 
means to perceive that one is investing to achieve a higher-order 
goal (e.g., becoming a healthy person) would be to consume virtues 
(Khan et al. 2004), because, by consuming virtues (e.g., healthy 
foods) consumers can restore the sense of meaningfulness that they 
are engaging in purposeful actions (“I am investing to be healthy.”). 

Hence, we propose and test in three experiments that, whereas 
consumers under the influence of situation-attributed boredom would 
display a vice-preference, those under the influence of self-attributed 
boredom would display the opposite pattern: a virtue-preference.

ExPErIMEnT 1
Experiment 1 tested whether consumers under situation-attrib-

uted boredom would increase evaluation of a vice whereas those 
attributing their experience of boredom to the self would increase 
evaluation of a virtue. 

Participants were randomly assigned in a 3 (boredom-attribu-
tion: situation vs. self vs. baseline) x 2 (product: vice vs. virtue). Par-
ticipants in the situation-attributed boredom condition read the de-
scription of boredom that drew their attention to the environment as 
the source whereas participants in the self-attributed boredom condi-
tion read the description of boredom that drew their attention to the 
self as the source. They also elaborated on how it felt/would feel to 
experience the respectively described boredom. Then, they indicated 
willingness-to-pay for either a vice (sundae) or a virtue (asparagus 
salad) on a $0-$10 scale. Baseline participants only completed the 
product evaluation. 

Experiment 1 found that participants who attributed boredom to 
the situation increased evaluation of a vice whereas those who attrib-
uted boredom to the self increased evaluation of a virtue, compared 
to those in the other two conditions. 

ExPErIMEnT 2
Experiment 2 tested whether consumers under situation- or self-

attributed boredom would still exhibit a preference for either a vice 
or a virtue, even when both options are available. 

Participants were randomly assigned in a 3 (boredom-attribu-
tion: situation vs. self vs. baseline) and were instructed to write about 
their personal experience of boredom. Additionally, those in the sit-
uation-attributed boredom condition were asked to describe which 
aspect of the environment caused boredom whereas those in the self-
attributed boredom condition were asked to describe which aspect of 
their character caused boredom. Baseline participants wrote about 
their rooms. Then, participants in the two boredom conditions waited 
90 seconds on a blank screen for the “second” study to load. Baseline 
participants moved on without waiting. Then, all participants indi-
cated willingness-to-pay ($0-$10) for both a vice (cake) and a virtue 
(salad). Participants’ vice- versus virtue-preference was computed by 
subtracting their willingness-to-pay for a virtue from that for a vice.

Experiment 2 demonstrated that even when participants were 
provided with both a vice and a virtue, those under situation-attribut-
ed boredom paid more for a vice than a virtue (vice-preference). On 
the other hand, participants under self-attributed boredom paid more 
for a virtue than a vice (virtue-preference), even when both options 
were available. 

ExPErIMEnT 3
Experiment 3 tested whether the virtue-preference of consum-

ers under self-attributed boredom was driven by their need to restore 
meaningfulness rather than by their need to boost their self-worth 
after attributing boredom to the self. 

Participants were randomly assigned in a 2 (boredom-attribu-
tion: situation vs. self) x 3 (buffer: life-meaning, self-worth, no-buf-
fer). As in experiment 2, participants first either wrote about their 
situation-attributed or self-attributed boredom. They then waited 
90-seconds for a “second” task, where they had to write about their 
important possession (Dalton 2008) that either reflected their mean-
ingful purpose in life (life-meaning buffer) or makes them feel good 
about themselves (self-worth buffer). Participants in the no-buffer 
conditions did not buffer via writing. Then, participants indicated 
willingness-to-pay ($0-$10) for both a vice (cookies) and a virtue 
(asparagus salad). Again, participants’ vice- versus virtue-preference 
was computed by subtracting their willingness-to-pay for a virtue 
from that for a vice. 

Experiment 3 found that participants who attributed boredom to 
the self but restored the sense of meaningfulness via a life-meaning 
buffer no longer exhibited a virtue-preference. However, the virtue-
preference persisted for participants under self-attributed boredom 
who restored their self-worth (self-worth buffer) or those who did 
not buffer the self. Additionally, the vice-preference of participants 
under situation-attributed boredom persisted regardless of whether 
they buffered and what type of buffering they engaged in, indicating 
that it is the external environment, rather than aspects of the self, that 
must change for one to resolve situation-attributed boredom. 

COnCLUsIOn
In sum, this work provides empirical evidence that bored in-

dividuals’ consumption patterns differ depending on whether they 
attribute boredom to the situation or to the self. Also, by demonstrat-
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ing that individuals under situation-attributed boredom prefer vices 
to virtues and vice versa for those under self-attributed boredom, 
we extend the field’s understanding of why consumers experiencing 
boredom might be more drawn to one type of product over another. 
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Consumers’ search Intentions in response to Conditional Promotions
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Online retailers often offer conditional promotions such as a 

cash reward or free shipping, which shoppers can avail when their 
order sizes reach a threshold dollar value, e.g., $100. In this research, 
we examine consumers’ search behavior in response to the condi-
tional promotions.  

Presumably, sellers’ objective of offering a conditional promo-
tion is to encourage shoppers to increase their basket sizes (Zhou, 
Katehakis, and Zhao 2009). If so, it would be useful to understand 
the effects that a free shipping promotion may have on consumer 
response, as compared to a cash reward promotion. We hypothesized 
that consumers perceive cash reward promotions as gains to be ob-
tained, whereas free shipping promotions as losses to be avoided. 
Therefore, in accordance with the psychological value function 
(Kahneman and Tversky 1979; Thaler 1985) that is steeper in loss 
domain than in gain domain, we expected consumers to value free 
shipping promotion more than cash reward promotion. Study 1 tested 
this hypothesis.

Study 1. A 2-factorial (promotion type: free shipping versus 
cash reward) between-subjects design was used. In response to a 
hypothetical shopping scenario, participants were asked to imagine 
that they had to visit an online store to purchase a gift item for their 
niece’s birthday. Further, they were asked to imagine that they found 
the gift item for $75, and proceeded to the checkout. At the time 
of checkout, the store reminded them of the promotion -free ship-
ping or a cash reward- if their total basket size exceeds $100. They 
were also informed that the shipping charges (or, the cash reward) 
were flat $10. After reading this scenario, the participants were asked 
to report the likelihood that they will search for additional items in 
order to increase the basket size to be over $100. In line with our 
expectations, the search likelihood was significantly higher (F(1, 59) 
= 5.44, p<.023) when the promotion was free shipping (Msh = 4.45) 
as compared to cash reward (Mcr = 3.42). Therefore, study 1 results 
support the conjecture that consumers encode different promotion 
types differently such that free shipping (cash reward) incentive is 
perceived as a loss (gain) to be avoided (obtained).

In study 2, we tested whether conditional promotions act as 
goals for consumers. If conditional promotions serve as shopping 
goals (e.g., Lee and Ariely 2006), then in accordance with the goal 
gradient hypothesis, consumers are more likely to search when they 
are relatively near to (vs. farther from) the goal (e.g., Hull 1932). 
Further, previous research has suggested that goal framing may in-
teract with perceived distance to goal such that people may value 
positively (negatively) framed goals more when they perceive to 
be relatively far from (close to) the goal (e.g., Mogilner, Aaker, and 
Pennington 2008). Therefore, we hypothesized an interaction be-
tween promotion type (i.e., goal framing) and the relative distance to 
threshold basket sizes.  

Study 2. A 2 (promotion type: free shipping vs cash reward) X 2 
(original basket size: $25 vs $75) between-subjects design was used. 
A scenario similar to the study 1 was presented, and participants’ 
search likelihood reports were obtained. As expected, the interac-
tion between promotion type and original basket size was signifi-
cant (F(1, 55) = 29.70, p<.001). In response to the threshold order 
size of $100 and the original basket size of $25, participants reported 
higher search likelihood for cash reward promotion (Mcr = 2.54) than 
for free shipping promotion (Msh = 1.39). When the original basket 

size was $75, participants reported higher search likelihood for free 
shipping promotion (Msh = 5.03) than for cash reward (Mcr = 3.27). 
Further, as expected the effect of original basket size on search likeli-
hood was also significant (F(1, 55) = 66.71, p<.000) with participants 
in the $75 (M75 = 4.15) condition reporting higher search likelihood 
as compared to $25 (M25 = 1.96). Thus, study 2 results support the 
conjecture that conditional promotions serve as shopping goals, and 
that promotion type interacts with relative distance to the threshold 
order size to influence search intentions.

In study 3, we examined whether consumers’ search behavior 
is influenced specifically by their relative distance to a threshold or-
der size or by a general sense of psychological distance experienced 
due to incidental objects/events. Previous research has implied that a 
sense of distance caused by an object or event (stimulus A) may in-
fluence individuals’ subsequent evaluations, judgments, and behav-
iors toward another object or event (stimulus B) even when stimulus 
B may be unrelated to stimulus A (e.g., Brown and Levinson 1987). 
Trope and Liberman (2010) have argued that people access a com-
mon meaning underlying the different dimensions of psychological 
distance even when it is not directly related to their current goals. 

Study 3. A 2 (promotion type: free shipping vs cash reward) X 
2 (psychological distance: far vs close) between-subjects design was 
used with the experimental scenario similar to studies 1 and 2. The 
objective difference between the original basket size ($50 for all) and 
the threshold order size ($100) was kept the same for all participants. 
Following Liberman, Trope, and Stephan’s (2007) postulation that 
psychological distance can be represented in terms of subjective per-
ception of spatial distance, we manipulated spatial distance to prime 
participants with psychological proximity/remoteness. After reading 
the conditional promotions scenario, participants were asked to read 
a scenario about the city of Sydney (Chicago) for priming psycholog-
ical remoteness (proximity), and then were asked report their search 
likelihood in response to the conditional promotions scenario. The 
interaction effect of psychological distance and promotion type on 
search likelihood was significant (F(1, 50) = 35.11, p<.006). When 
primed with psychological remoteness (proximity), participants re-
ported higher search likelihood for cash reward (Mcr = 4.63) (free 
shipping (Msh = 4.86)) promotion than for free shipping (Msh = 2.59) 
(cash reward (Mcr = 3.58)). Thus, study 3 results suggest that not 
only perceived distance from the threshold order size, but completely 
irrelevant cues priming a sense of psychological distance can also 
interact with promotion type to influence consumers’ search behavior 
in response to conditional promotions.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Visual characteristics contribute greatly to the formation of 

initial evaluations of products and people (Bloch 1995). In this 
research, we focus on one visual element, color, and investigate 
how automatic color preference is linked to automatic product and 
spokespeople preferences. Building on color theory research, we ar-
gue that an automatic preference for the color white impacts consum-
ers’ automatic evaluations of products and people and may explain 
the lack of automatic in-group favoritism previously reported for 
African-Americans.

Research suggests that preference for white over black (1) can 
be traced to ancient tribal fears for darkness, the night and the un-
known, versus the fondness for light, fire and the sun (Mead and 
Baldwin 1971), and (2) is acquired during early childhood and cul-
turally reinforced through the learning of color symbolism (Duckitt, 
Wall, and Pokroy 1999). For example, in religion, literature and the 
media white often symbolizes “goodness,” whereas black connotes 
“badness” (Williams, Tucker, and Dunham 1971). Because of this 
deeply rooted preference, and based on cross-cultural findings of 
an explicit white color preference across socio-cultural and ethnic 
backgrounds (Adams and Osgood 1973), we expect that Caucasian 
and African-Americans will automatically prefer the color white (vs. 
black) (H1) and white products over otherwise identical black prod-
ucts (H2).    

The potential impact of automatic color preference becomes 
more complex as we consider evaluations of advertising spokespeo-
ple. Although skin color is a readily noticeable visual characteristic, 
its impact on automatic preferences is multifaceted. On one hand, 
building on an automatic preference for white and research showing 
a positive relationship between color and racial preferences (Neto 
and Williams 1997), one would expect that everyone would prefer 
light skinned (i.e., white) people and advertisements featuring light-
skinned spokespeople (H3). On the other hand, because skin color 
can serve as a basis for in-group identification (Spira and Whittler 
2004), and people evaluate members of their own group more fa-
vorably than people from other groups (in-group favoritism; Tajfel, 
Billig, Bundy, and Flament 1971), we would expect that both Cau-
casian and African-Americans would prefer in-group spokespeople 
(H4). However, H3 and H4 would lead to conflicting predictions for 
African-Americans. 

These conflicting theoretical predictions for systematic color-
based versus in-group-based preferences are echoed in previous 
studies. Although past findings support that consumers favor spokes-
people from their in-group, the effects are mixed when race is the sa-
lient basis for identification. Research using explicit (i.e., self-report) 
measures has demonstrated that African and Caucasian-Americans 
respond more favorably to messages by spokespeople from their 
racial in-group (Schlinger and Plummer 1972; Whittler 1989). Yet, 
studies utilizing implicit measures have found that while Caucasian-
Americans exhibit automatic in-group preferences, African-Ameri-
cans do not exhibit automatic in-group preferences (Brunel, Tietje, 
and Greenwald 2004; Nosek, Banaji, and Greenwald 2002). 

System justification theory provides an explanation for the lack 
of automatic in-group preference among African-Americans (Jost 
and Banaji 1994). It posits that a long history of discrimination can 

lead individuals to internalize negative attitudes toward their own 
group as a means of justifying the status quo (Rudman, Feinberg, 
and Fairchild 2002). Notwithstanding, we propose that a universal 
automatic white color preference is an even more fundamental ex-
planation for these contradictory results. We expect that automatic 
preference for white will strengthen (weaken) automatic in-group 
favoritism for Caucasian-Americans (African-Americans). In other 
words, observed automatic in-group preference is the combined 
cumulative effect of an automatic color preference plus a “unique” 
in-group effect. In particular, we argue that ignoring the effect of 
an automatic white color preference might have prevented previous 
studies from showing that African-Americans favor their in-group. 
Therefore, by removing the color effect, one can disentangle the two 
underlying effects and uncover a unique in-group preference for both 
African and Caucasian-Americans (H5).

METHOd
We administered a series of Implicit Association Tests (IAT; 

Greenwald, McGhee, and Schwartz 1998) to explore African and 
Caucasian-Americans’ implicit color preferences (ICP, studies 1&2), 
implicit product preferences (IPP, study 1), implicit racial preferenc-
es (IRP, study 2), and implicit attitudes toward advertisements featur-
ing African and Caucasian-American spokespeople (IAad, study 2). 
See Appendix for stimuli examples.

FIndInGs
In study 1 (see figure 1), we support H1 and H2 and show that 

African-American (N = 96) and Caucasian-American (N = 123) 
adults exhibit automatic pro-white color (ICP_MeanD = .23 and .68 
respectively) and pro-white product preferences (IPP_MeanD = .17 
and .48 respectively). Additionally, ICP significantly predicted IPP 
(F(1,217) = 59.67, β = .46, p < .001).

Figure 1
Mean D scores for IAT Measures in study 1
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In study 2 (see figure 2), we provide additional support for H1 by 
showing that African-Americans (N = 81) and Caucasian-Americans 
(N = 245) exhibit an automatic pro-white color preference (ICP_Me-
anD = .36 and .58). We also show that Caucasian-Americans exhibit 
racial (IRP_MeanD = .46) and advertising preferences (IAad_Me-
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anD = .40) consistent with a color or in-group preference explana-
tion (H3 and H4). But, African-Americans do not exhibit significant 
racial (IRP_MeanD = -.02) or advertising preferences (IAad_Mean 
d = -.03) (no support for H3 or H4). In addition, we show that across 
groups, ICP is linked to IRP (F(1,324) = 52.56, β = .37, p < .001), 
and IAad (F(1,324) = 31.41, β = .30, p < .001), and that IRP mediates 
the effect of ICP on IAad.

Figure 2
Mean D scores for IAT Measures in study 2
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We then regressed IRP (IAad) on ICP and saved the unstan-
dardized residuals which represent the portion of IRP (IAad) that 
is not explained by ICP. Once this is done, both racial groups ex-
hibit in-group racial and advertising preferences. Specifically, Af-
rican-Americans exhibit both a Unique Implicit Racial Preference 
(UIRP_MeanD = -.21) and a Unique Implicit Attitude toward the Ad 
(UIAad_MeanD = -.19) in favor of their in-group.

COnTrIbUTIOn
Our research extends color theory into the consumer behavior 

area. In particular, it shows that there are automatic and predictable 
underlying color associations that impact automatic product, racial, 
and advertising preferences. Also, our findings suggest the need to 
take into account the potential effect of automatic color preference 
in order to avoid overestimating (underestimating) automatic in-
group preferences of Caucasian-Americans (African-Americans). 
Accounting for automatic color preference allows us to show that 
Africans-Americans have underlying automatic pro-in-group atti-
tudes, thereby providing an alternative viewpoint to system justifica-
tion theory. Instead of offering a socio-historical explanation for a 
“lack of in-group preference” among African-Americans, we show 
that a more fundamental explanation based on automatic color pref-
erence may explain past results. 

APPEndIx
Examples of IAT stimuli used in studies 1 And 2

 Color IAT Product IAT Race IAT1 Advertising IAT1

 (Studies 1 and 2) (Study 1) (Study 2) (Study 2)
    

    

Note: All stimuli were presented at a resolution of approximately 250 x 
250 pixels, and the background color was gray (RGB color code 
127 127 127).

1An equal number of women and men from each racial group photographed 
in similar poses were depicted in both the race and advertising IATs.
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 sticking to Plan: How Concrete Mindsets Increase reliance on Mental budget
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Our research aims to contribute to the extant literature on men-

tal budgets as self control devices by demonstrating: 1) that mental 
budgets are temporally unstable in that consumers do not rely on 
them for future consumption decisions, and 2) that concrete mindsets 
can enhance reliance on mental budgets over time. We present a set 
of three studies to investigate these notions. 

Making the decision to exert self-control is not enough. Moni-
toring or keeping track of relevant behavior is an important aspect 
of the self-regulatory process (Baumeister 2002). Little research, 
however, has investigated the factors that impact the efficacy of the 
monitoring devices and control strategies that consumers rely upon 
to monitor goal-directed behavior after the decision to exert self-
control has been made. This is the impetus for the current research. 

Mental budgets have been shown to be effective self-control de-
vices because they allow consumers to monitor their behavior around 
an active self-control goal (Krishnamurthy and Prokopec 2010). We 
conceptualize mental budgets as concrete plans of action or specific 
intentions framed in terms of explicit quotas that an individual uses 
to execute and monitor a particular behavior (e.g., “I can drink two 
small glasses of wine per day”). The extant research has found that 
mental budgets are effective, but have only investigated them in the 
short-run. The assumption is that mental budgets will be similarly 
effective self-regulatory tools in the long run. The current research 
invalidates this assumption to illustrate that while mental budgets 
are effective for implementing a self-control goal when decisions 
are made for present consumption, their efficacy decreases for future 
consumption decisions. 

The question then becomes, how can we increase the efficacy of 
mental budgets in making future consumption decisions? We argue 
that mindsets determine whether consumers align their consumption 
with the mental budget. Our argument draws on the role of construal 
in the execution or implementation of the goal (Bayuk, Janiszewski, 
and Leboeuf 2010). We argue that mindsets moderate the efficacy of 
mental budgets. Specifically, a concrete mindset facilitates the ex-
ecution of the self-control goal, increasing the reliance on the mental 
budget while an abstract mindset permits competing information to 
be accessible, decreasing this reliance. In sum, this research aims 
to contribute to the extant literature on mental budgets as self con-
trol devices by demonstrating: 1) that mental budgets are temporally 
unstable in that consumers do not rely on them for future consump-
tion decisions, and 2) that concrete mindsets can enhance reliance 
on mental budgets over time. We present a set of three studies to 
investigate these notions. 

Study 1 employed a 2 (Mental budget: Yes/No) x 2 (Decision: 
Present/Future) between-subjects design (N = 179). The design of 
this experiment was adapted from previous work on the relationship 
between mental budgeting and self-regulation (Krishnamurthy and 
Prokopec, 2010). A pre-test revealed that European students struggle 
with over-consumption of alcohol. To manipulate mental budget, par-
ticipants in the mental budget condition were asked to type in the 
number of small wine glasses that they planned to consume during 
the wine tasting event (part of the cover story); after this, participants 
saw pictures of 10 different wines and indicated the number of small 
glasses of wine they would like to drink immediately (present deci-

sion condition) or a week later (future decision condition). Results 
revealed a significant interaction between mental budget and decision 
time frame (F (1,175) = 6.16, p < .02). Planned contrasts suggest that 
participants drank less wine when they had set a mental budget for the 
present (Mno mb = 6.77, Mmb = 5.12, F (1,175) = 3.79, p < .05), than for 
the future (Mno mb = 5.88, Mmb = 7.26, F (1,175) = 2.46, p = .11).

Study 2 employed a 2 (Mental budget: Yes/No) x 2 (Decision: 
Present/Future) x 2 (Mindset: Concrete/Abstract) mixed design (sce-
nario as Study 1), where mental budget and decision time frame were 
between-subjects and mindset was measured using the behavioral 
identification form (Vallacher and Wegner 1989) (N = 296). Results 
revealed a main effect of mental budget (F (1, 284) = 25.41, p < 
.001) and a tree-way interaction between mental budget, decision 
time frame, and mindset (F (1, 284) = 3.98, p < .05). When mindset 
was concrete, a main effect of mental budget (F (1, 284) = 14.07, p 
< .05) suggests that presence of mental budget reduces consumption 
for both present (Mno mb = 7.55, Mmb =4.10, F (1, 284) = 3.51, p < .06) 
and future decisions (Mno mb =9.07, Mmb =4.54, F (1, 284) = 9.94, p < 
.01). When mindset was abstract, a main effect of mental budget (F 
(1, 284) = 11.41, p < .01) that was qualified by a 2-way interaction 
(F (1, 284) = 4.35, p < .05) suggests that mental budget reduces con-
sumption for present decisions (Mno mb =9.09, Mmb =3.95, F (1, 284) = 
13.18, p < .01) but not for future decisions (Mno mb =7.86, Mmb =6.65, 
F (1, 284) = .94, p > .33).

Study 3 employed a 2 (Mental budget: Yes/No) x 2 (Decision: 
Future vs. Implementation of future) x 2 (Mindset: Concrete/Ab-
stract) mixed design (N = 63) (scenario as study 1). Mental budget 
was a between-subjects factor, decision time frame was a within-
subjects factor, and mindset was measured with the behavioral iden-
tification form (Vallacher and Wegner, 1989). A repeated-measures 
ANOVA revealed a 3-way interaction (F (1,59) = 5.55, p < .02). This 
interaction suggests that when consumers operate under a concrete 
mindset, mental budgets help self-control when they decide on their 
future consumption (Mno mb = 7.25, Mmb = 4.37, F (1, 59) = 27.73, p 
< .01) and remain an effective self-control tool when, a week later, 
they implement their consumption decision (Mno mb = 6.39, Mmb = 
4.87, F (1, 59) = 7.71, p < .01). In contrast, when consumers operate 
under an abstract mindset, mental budgets do not help self-control 
for future decisions (Mno mb = 6.37, Mmb = 7.85, F (1,59) = 4.84, p < 
.04) and when the time of the event comes, mental budgets remain 
an ineffective self-control tool (Mno mb = 7.25, Mmb = 7.20, F (1,59) 
= .01, p > .92). 

Taken together, our three studies support the proposition that 
mental budgeting is a temporarily unstable self-regulatory strategy, 
in that it is effective for implementing a self-control goal when de-
cisions are made for present consumption (but not for future con-
sumption). Further, while the existing research shows that high-level 
construals (e.g., an abstract mindset) are better for self-regulation 
(Fujita and Han 2009; Labroo and Patrick 2009) we demonstrate 
that low-level construals (e.g., a concrete mindset) can also enhance 
self-control. We argue and find support for the notion that a concrete 
mindset facilitates the stability of a mental budget in the long-run 
because it helps consumers to implement their self-control decision.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
When choosing from an array of products, consumers are more 

likely to choose the option located in the center (horizontal central-
ity effect). This effect is demonstrated in various contexts, when 
choosing among highlighters, chairs, bathroom stalls and products 
in a shelf display (Christenfeld 1995; Shaw et al. 2000).  This is a 
relevant phenomenon for marketers; using eye tracking methodology 
van der Lans et al. (2008) demonstrated that competitive advantage 
on the shelf is generated mostly by in-store factors rather than out-
of-store factors with a ratio of 2:1.  In this research, a positive ef-
fect of horizontal centrality on choice was found across three studies 
and product categories (vitamins, meal replacement bars, and energy 
drinks). Findings from two eye tracking studies (1 and 2) support a 
visual attention based explanation of horizontal centrality on choice. 
Study 3 further demonstrated that the central option in the product 
category is chosen even when the product is not in the center of the 
visual field.

What derives the horizontal centrality effect?  In recent eye-
tracking studies, Chandon et al. (2007, 2009) found that brands lo-
cated in the (vertical and horizontal) center of a shelf are noted more 
and chosen more often, supporting an attention based explanation. 
Valenzuela and Raghubir (2009) proposed center-stage effect as an 
explanation: Consumers hold the lay belief that in retail contexts the 
products placed in central positions are more popular, reflecting the 
overall quality of the product, which leads consumers to systemat-
ically prefer items in the center. Note that, Chandon et al. (2007, 
2009) focused only on visual attention, did not measure inferences 
made about the chosen brand, whereas Valenzuela and Raghubir 

(2009) reported an indirect effect through brand inferences, but not 
through memory based attention. 

Research in visual perception identified a crucial role of visual 
attention in the final moments of the choice task that shapes individ-
ual’s preference for the eventually chosen alternative, independent 
of the effects of memory or prior preferences (Shimojo et al. 2003; 
Simion and Shimojo 2006). Shimojo et al. (2003) conducted gaze 
pattern analyses in a binary choice task, and found that the role of at-
tention on preference for the chosen option is rapid and concentrated 
in the final moments of the choice task (gaze cascade effect). 

This project provides an investigation of consumer search and 
choice process. Using eye-tracking methodology, in study 1 (N=63), 
participants were presented with a 3x3 shelf display. The brands were 
organized in columns such that the effect of horizontal position was 
isolated. Brands were rotated such that each brand was presented in 
left, center, or right. Each brand had equal number of facings (3). 
Other contextual effects (e.g., brand names, background color, read-
ability) were pretested and ruled out prior to study 1.  

Participants reviewed each product on the screen as if they were 
on the store shelf and indicated their brand choice. Next, they were 
asked to complete a survey that assessed their inferences about the 
brands, memory based attention, product familiarity and demograph-
ics. The product categories were repeated within participants. 

Overall, horizontal centrality increased choice by 18.0%. A 
brand located in the center had a choice frequency of 45.3%, whereas 
a brand that was not in the center had a choice frequency of 27.3%.  
An ANOVA revealed a significant effect of horizontal centrality on 
visual attention captured by eye tracking measures and choice (p < 

Figure 1
Study 1: Likelihood of Looking at Each Column During the Initial and Final Five Seconds 
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.05), but not on brand inferences or memory based attention mea-
sures (p > .10).  A multiple mediation analysis revealed that the indi-
rect effect of horizontal centrality on choice through visual attention 
is significant (p < .05). The indirect effects of horizontal centrality on 
choice through brand inferences and memory based attention were 
not significant. 

Next, gaze analyses explored: (1) Is there a greater tendency 
to focus on the horizontal center in the initial few seconds or final 
5 seconds of the gaze? (2) Does the higher visual attention on the 
horizontal center in the initial or final 5 seconds of the gaze duration 
drive the effect of attention on brand choice?  As in Shimojo et al. 
(2003), gaze likelihood curves were plotted for the initial 5 seconds 
and final 5 seconds of the choice task (see Figure 1).  Although there 
was a higher likelihood to focus on the central brand in the initial and 
final 5 seconds, this pattern was consistently significant only in the 
final 5 seconds. A multiple mediation analysis using visual attention 
in the initial and final 5 seconds also revealed that visual attention in 
the final 5 seconds mediated the impact of central location on choice.  

Study 2 (N=64) investigated whether the horizontal centrality 
effect is explained by horizontal centrality of the brand or by central-
ity on the computer screen. Study 2 extended the design of study 1 by 
introducing displays that were shifted off the center of the computer 
screen. Results were similar to study 1 and ruled out screen-based 
presentation as the possible explanation for the centrality effect (p 
<.05).  

In retail contexts, the centrally located product in the array of 
products in a particular product category may not necessarily be in 
the center of the shelf space and the consumers’ visual field. Would a 
product placed in the center of an array of products within a category, 
but to the right or left side of the shelf, still be chosen more often? 
Study 3 (N=84) addressed this question with tangible products (3D) 
presented on a shelf.  Results showed that the centrally located brand 
is chosen more often, even when it is not placed in the center of the 
shelf or the visual field (p <.05). 

The effect of horizontal centrality on visual attention and choice 
was demonstrated, and the process of visual attention was explored. 

The findings suggest that in the context of choice between unfamiliar 
yet similar options, horizontal centrality and increased visual atten-
tion drives choice. Interestingly the effect of centrality on choice is 
not due to favorable evaluations of the chosen option. The findings 
point to horizontal central shelf location as premium location.  
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Research on the interface between politics, ethics and consumer 

culture has grown substantially since the 1990s (e.g. Arnould 2007; 
Shah et al. 2007). Encapsulated in terms such as anti-consumption 
(e.g. Iyer and Muncy 2008), consumer resistance (e.g. Penaloza and 
Price 1993), radical consumption (Littler 2009) and consumer-ori-
ented activism (Barnett et al. 2011), the extant studies have followed 
two main paradigmatic traditions. The first takes a more socio-cog-
nitive perspective and attempts to understand instances of consumer 
activism in terms of individual attitudes and decision-making pro-
cesses (see Harrison, Newholm and Shaw 2005). The second, paral-
leling developments within consumer culture theory (Arnould and 
Thompson 2005), attempts to provide a more contextualised under-
standing, focusing on themes such as identity projects, consumption 
communities and socio-economic factors that determine the scope 
and nature of consumer-oriented activism. Yet, despite significant 
advancements, the temporal and spatial elements of consumption re-
main largely unexplored and under-theorised. In fact more generally, 
researchers have only recently started to explore the spatio-temporal 
parameters of all consumption activity (e.g. Visconti et al. 2010). 
Accordingly, in this research we attempt to develop a more nuanced 
understanding of the role of space and time in consumption, by ac-
knowledging both objectivist and relativist dimensions.  

The empirical site of our analysis is Exarcheia, an anarchist 
neighbourhood in Athens that has been the birthplace of the 2008 
Greek riots and is renowned for its anti-capitalist, anti-consumerist 
ethos. We draw on data that includes field notes, participant observa-
tion and interviews, to illustrate how this turbulent area provides a 
rich site for exploring the relationship of space and time with con-
sumer activism. 

Figure 1: Conceptual Framework

Our findings point to a conceptualisation of consumption spaces 
that moves beyond conventional understandings of actual-material 
space as simply ‘a kind of container in which . . . entities are found 
and . . . events take place’ (Abbott 2008 cited in Hones 2011, 686). In 
resonance with seminal contributions to spatial studies by Lefebevre, 
Soja and Harvey, we propose a triadic view of space as absolute, 

perceived and constructed. For instance, whereas absolute space in 
our data included the built environment and its various facets, from 
street art and graffiti-covered walls to frequent intersections that 
enable the spread of riots (Makrygianni and Tsadvaroglou 2011), 
perceived space included the more experiential-phenomenological 
aspects, such as “a sense of tension and urgency” that almost all of 
our informants mentioned when visiting the area. Finally our notion 
of constructed space includes place as the ever-contested product of 
social relations (Lefebvre, 1991). Within Exarcheia, this becomes 
evident in Exarcheia residents’ ongoing struggles against the com-
nmodification of their city, from throwing bricks and firebombs at 
Apple stores and Starbucks, to occupying squares and constructing 
guerrilla parks.

Subsequently, we attempt to theorize the intersection of space 
with time that is beyond the linear-chrononological (Kern 2003), 
by drawing on Bahktin’s (1981) notion of the chronotope (literally 
meaning time-space). In analyzing our informants’ narratives in re-
lation to (anti-)consumption practices, we identify three key chro-
notopes, the Bakhtinian Public Square, the Here and Now and the 
There and Then, that although distinct, they are also interlinked. The 
chronotope of the public square reflects informants’ pride in their 
communal spaces where many of the anti-consumption practices 
take place and are shared. For instance one of the Exarcheian pub-
lic squares used to be a deserted parking lot earmarked for (com-
mercial) redevelopment by the mayor and city planners until it was 
occupied and bulldozed by locals. It is now transformed into a very 
impressive park and public space that operates on the basis of anti-
commercialisation and gift economy. In talking about the park, many 
of our older informants mentioned how it reminded them, somewhat 
nostalgically, the spirit of past Athens, a period in which community 
living and social interaction around squares was common. Concur-
rently, residents’ attempts to fight against the commodification of 
their public space, point to that space can be not only the context 
but also the object of (anti-)consumption; consumption as in and of 
space and place (cf. Goodman, Goodman and Redclift 2010). The 
here and now chronotope relates to experimentations with doing 
things differently, of creating societies within society and moments 
of “cracks” (Holloway 2010), as opposed to waiting for mass insur-
rection and total overthrow of free market capitalism. It is mainly this 
chronotopic logic that fed into various forms of consumer-oriented 
activism in Exarcheia, including, among others, various alterna-
tive food networks and forums for the exchange of knowledge and 
services; collectives who contribute to an economy of solidarity by 
supporting ethical producers and importing coffee from the Zapatis-
tas, collective cooking events, self-managed squats and “no ticket” 
cinema screenings, music and artistic events. Finally, the there and 
then chronotope includes residents’ utopic visions of an ideal society 
that makes them continuously question the current socio-economic 
system, of which consumer culture is a key part. 

The third part of our analysis examines the intersection of dif-
ferent spaces and chronotopes. As the surrounding city deeps further 
into recession and increasingly faces the “there and then” of the past, 
we observe moments of explosion (solidarity trading events and oc-
cupy movements in other neighbourhoods in Athens; cf. Vradis and 
Dalakoglou 2011) but also of implosion (dramatic fall of living stan-
dards and explosion of violence) that (among others) have redefined 
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the types and nature of consumer-oriented activism. For instance, in 
some collectives the notion of anti-consumption has become redun-
dant as it has quickly given way to solidarity for all those that now 
have to live below the poverty line.

In the final part of the article we consider the spatial and chro-
notopic parameters of alternative consumption spaces and practices. 
For instance, more conventional forms of consumer activism, such 
as Fair Trade purchasing and boycotting, are still embedded within 
a chronotope of a here and now, albeit in spaces that are far less 
lived and contested (e.g. supermarkets), whereas the chronotope of 
the public square is to some extent recreated in anti-consumerist 
festivals (Kozinets 2002) and in frequenting coffee establishments 
(Thompson and Arsel 2004). Implications and avenues for future re-
search are discussed.  
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Research on how people’s feelings toward risky choices affect 

such choices has been of interest in the past 30 years (Loewenstein et 
al. 2001; Slovic et al. 2004). We draw upon two streams of research 
on affect regarding non-risky choices and apply them to risky ones. 
One stream suggests that people take actions to balance or repair 
their feelings, known as “affect regulation” (Manucia, Baumann, and 
Cialdini 1984; Isen 1987), while another stream suggests that people 
use their feelings as informational input, known as “affect-as-input” 
(Mayer et al. 1992; Schwarz and Clore 1983). We extrapolate these 
two streams’ predictions regarding non-risky choices to make predic-
tions regarding risky choices.

People who regulate their feelings make choices that produce 
a favourable affective outcome. They thus aim to avoid negative 
outcomes. Over risky gains, which produce positive feelings about 
possible benefits from taking risks, they avoid risks to prevent losses 
from accruing and to keep their feelings “in check”. Similarly, over 
risky losses, which produce negative feelings about possible dangers, 
they would avoid risks for the same reason. By taking risks but los-
ing, the counterfactual that they could have won with certainty would 
be unfavourable. As such, we predict that people who regulate their 
feelings fear the worst possible outcome that could come from tak-
ing risks – over both gain and loss domains. Meanwhile, people who 
use their feelings use them as a sign about possible directions to take. 
Positive feelings signal that “everything is okay” but negative ones 
signal that “something is wrong”. Over risky gains, they consider 
positive feelings toward possible benefits as a sign that they can ac-
crue possible gains, suggesting risk-seeking. Over risky losses, they 
consider their negative feelings toward possible dangers as a sign 
that something needs to be done to avoid possible losses, again sug-
gesting risk-taking. As such, we predict that people who use their 
feelings hope for the possible outcome that could come from taking 
risks – over both gain and loss domains.

Five experiments support our hypothesis. In Experiments 1A 
and 1B, we primed participants to regulate or use their feelings by 
having them think affectively or analytically, respectively (Hsee and 
Rottenstreich 2004). Participants primed to regulate their feelings 
preferred the certain option in the Asian disease problem (Experi-
ment 1A; Tversky and Kahneman 1981) and were more likely to sell 
their shares in a hypothetical stock scenario in the disposition effect 
(Experiment 1B) than participants primed to use their feelings. These 
findings were consistent over both gain and loss domains (Experi-
ment 1A; Figure 1) and whether the stock portfolio increased or de-
creased (Experiment 1B; Figure 2).

In Experiment 2, we used a different manipulation of regulating 
and using feelings. People thinking concretely regulate their feelings, 
while people thinking abstractly use them, due to the affective feed-
back loop that exists in concrete but not abstract mindsets (Kivetz 
and Kivetz, forthcoming). We thus primed participants with a con-
crete or abstract mindset. In a hypothetical gamble between winning 
$500 and a 50% chance of winning $1,000, or between losing $500 
and a 50% chance of losing $1,000, participants primed to regulate 
their feelings prefer the certain option more over both gain and loss 
domains than participants primed to use their feelings (Figure 3).

Experiments 3 and 4 shed light on the hypothesized emphasis 
on fear and hope from regulating or using feelings, respectively. In 
Experiment 3, we measured participants’ tendencies to regulate or 

use their feelings using the Negative Mood Regulation scale (NMR; 
Catanzaro and Mearns 1990). Participants took part in a hypotheti-
cal lottery similar to Experiment 2. However, before they made their 
choices, they wrote about what they would do and feel if they either 
“win” or “lose” by taking the risky option. Findings replicated those 
from Experiment 2. Participants who regulated their feelings wrote 
about the worst possible outcome, while those who used their feel-
ings wrote about the best possible outcome – again, over both gain 
and loss domains. This suggests an emphasis on fear and hope, re-
spectively.

Finally, Experiment 4 used a word-association task to measure 
participants’ tendencies to regulate or use their feelings. First, par-
ticipants wrote down the first word that came to mind in response to 
negatively-valenced words such as cancer. Then, they wrote down 
words in response to neutral words such as chair. We coded respons-
es on this second task as either positive or negative, as a proxy for 
regulating or using feelings. Participants indicated their subjective 
happiness towards winning or losing a series of money from $100 
to $1,000. We fitted a regression model in each gain/loss domain 
for participants who regulated/used their feelings, and included the 
squared subjective happiness to assess the second-order curvature 
of participants’ utility curves (Figure 4). Participants who regulated 
their feelings had concave curves, while those who used their feel-
ings had convex curves. These findings suggest risk-aversion and 
risk-seeking, respectively, over both gain and loss domains.

This research suggests that people who regulate their feelings 
are risk-averse while those who use them are risk-seeking over both 
gain and loss domains. This is likely due to the emphasis on fear or 
hope from taking risks, as Experiments 3 and 4 suggest. We offer 
an implication for prospect theory: people are risk-averse over gains 
because they regulate their feelings, but people are risk-seeking over 
losses because they use those feelings. Our findings bridge research 
distinguishing between affect regulation and affect-as-input, with 
that on risky decision-making. Our findings also encourage future 
research to focus more on anticipated than current feelings. That is, 
they should emphasize the “prospect” in prospect theory.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Based on the regulatory fit phenomenon, the authors examined 

how goal (non)attainment of a particular goal can influence subse-
quent behavior through changes in regulatory focus (experiments 1 
and 2). Experiment 3 shed light into the boundary conditions of this 
phenomenon and how emotions play a role into the process. 

Feedback about goal progress or goal attainment represents a 
mundane experience in consumers’ lives. A lot has been done to un-
derstand how performance feedback impacts motivational aspects 
such as goal pursuit, commitment and goal revision (Finkelstein and 
Fishbach 2012). Much less is known, however, on how performance 
feedback influences people’s specific mindsets, and particularly, reg-
ulatory focus. Despite the huge literature in the area (Crowe and Hig-
gins 1997; Shah, Higgins and Friedman 1998; Higgins et al 2003), 
the role of previous success and failure on state regulatory focus, and 
subsequent behavior is yet to be systematically investigated. 

According to the classic psychological theories of motivation, it 
is possible to suggest that success feedback induces approach moti-
vation, whereas failure feedback raises avoidance motivation (Atkin-
son 1974; Carver and Sheier 1998). Therefore, we hypothesize (H1) 
that promotion (vs. prevention)-focused message in a subsequent 
task will be more persuasive after people have succeeded in a pre-
vious unrelated task whereas a prevention (vs. promotion)-focused 
message in a subsequent task will be more persuasive after people 
failed in a previous unrelated task.

Achieving (vs. not achieving) a goal, not surprisingly, triggers 
meaningful emotional reactions (Carver, 2006). People feel happy 
and proud after accomplishing a task (Higgins et al. 2001), whereas 
disappointment and frustration arise when the goal is not attained 
(Bosmans and Baumgartner 2005). An open question is the extent to 
which these emotions contribute to the previously predicted interac-
tion or if a simple cognitive priming of goal (non)attainment suffices 
to impact regulatory focus. We hypothesize (H2) that emotions play 
a major role into the process and that the feeling of disappointment 
and/or frustration (rather than the sheer priming of goal non-attain-
ment) is critical into making people more sensitive to a prevention 
focus message. Similarly, the feelings of joy and/or pride (rather than 
the sheer priming of goal attainment) are critical into making people 
more persuaded by a promotion focus message.

Experiment 1 (n = 148) used a 2 (goal: attained vs. unattained) 
by 2 (message frame: promotion focus vs. prevention focus) between 
subjects design to test H1. Participants were informed that the goal 
of the study was to analyze individual’s problem solving skills.  The 
goal (solve the problems) was either attainable or not and partici-
pants were randomly assigned to one of the conditions (Puca and 
Schmalt 1999, Shah and Kruglanski 2002).  In the second part of the 
experiment, participants read one of two advertisements for a brand 
juice, framed in a promotion or prevention focus manner (adapted 
from Aaker and Lee 2001). Finally, they evaluated the target prod-
uct. As expected, participants showed stronger attitude toward the 
ad and higher willingness to buy the product when being exposed to 
promotion frame message after having attained a goal in previously 
unrelated task, whereas the opposite was true when participants had 
failed to attain the goal in previously unrelated task. In that case, the 
prevention focus message dominated. H1 was supported (Attitude; F 

(1, 144) = 18.58, p < .001; ηp
2 = .114; WTB; F (1, 144) = 12.9, p < 

.001, ηp
2 = .082). 

Experiment 2 (n = 120) was designed to replicate the previous 
findings and to test the robustness of the effect using a more conse-
quential dependent variable. The procedure followed was similar to 
the one used in experiment 1, but participants, who had received a 
U$3.00 fee, could use the money to purchase the product (the grape 
juice). Results confirm the evidence that when the goal was attained 
in a previous irrelevant task, participants paid on average more for 
the product when the ad message was framed in a promotion (vs. 
prevention) focus manner. The opposite pattern was observed when 
the goal was not attained (F (1, 116) = 12.78, p < .001, ηp

2 = .099). 
As expected, a two-way interaction between goal and message frame 
emerged both for the, supporting H1.

Experiment 3 (n = 240) tested H2 - the role of emotions - and 
employed a 2 (goal: attained vs. unattained) x 2 (message frame: 
promotion focus vs. prevention focus) x 2 (task: real vs. hypotheti-
cal) between subjects design. In the hypothetical task condition, par-
ticipants were given instructions about the task and were asked to 
quickly imagine going through it and attaining (vs. non-attaining) the 
goal. In the real condition, like in the previous experiments, partici-
pants went through the actual task and either attained or not the goal. 
Participants were then exposed to a promotion vs. prevention mes-
sage frame in a subsequent unrelated study. In the actual task condi-
tion, where participants did feel significantly prouder (frustrated) for 
having attained (not attained) the goal, the findings replicate the 2 
previous studies. In the hypothetical goal condition, however, where 
participants did not experience stronger feelings of pride or frustra-
tion, the interaction went way. Study 3 sets an important boundary 
condition. Simply priming people with hypothetical goal (non)at-
tainment manipulation is not enough to generate the regulatory fit 
phenomenon observed in experiments 1 and 2. It requires that people 
experience the pleasures and pains associated with goal (non)attain-
ment for the effect to emerge. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
In recent years, reference-dependence has gained acceptance as 

a conceptual framework for understanding the way that consumers 
compare outcomes of their choices to other salient outcomes in their 
environment. Kahneman and Tversky’s Prospect Theory (1979) for-
malized the idea that consumption utility is determined by the differ-
ence of an outcome from a reference point rather than by its absolute 
value. There exist many real-world examples where reference points 
accurately describe behavior (Camerer, 2000). Within the domain 
of finance, for instance, empirical evidence demonstrates robust 
loss aversion in the reluctance of stock holders to sell below their 
purchase price (Shefrin and Statman, 1985). However, there is little 
consensus among researchers about the ex ante specification of an 
individual’s reference point in various decision contexts (Klein and 
Oglethorpe, 1987). Reference points are purported to derive from a 
range of disparate sources including a consumer’s past experiences 
(Wathieu, 1997), immediate social comparisons (Novemsky and 
Schweitzer, 2004), and expectations about the future (Koszegi and 
Rabin, 2006).

The goal of the present research is to explore the contextual 
factors that impact consumers’ formation of reference points so that, 
ultimately, reference points can be isolated to serve as better predic-
tors of behavior. Here, we focus on reference prices, which are the 
salient dollar amounts to which consumers compare other potential 
buying or selling prices. Because prices fall along a single quantifi-
able dimension of money, this narrowed scope eliminates confounds 
of multi-dimensional comparisons (e.g., “reference points” for vaca-
tions). Specifically, we assess how reference prices for stocks are 
affected by two contextual factors: (1) whether decision-makers have 
the history of price information available versus relying on memory 
alone, and (2) whether decision-makers are motivated to adopt a 
high reference price as sellers or a low reference price as buyers. 
We hypothesized these factors to influence the use of information 
in reference price formation in several ways. First, primacy and re-
cency memory effects suggest that the first and most recent pieces of 
information, respectively, will be recalled most readily (Ebbinghaus, 
1913; Hogarth and Einhorn, 1992). We predicted that these memory 
effects would play a greater role when historical price information 
was unavailable to decision-makers. Second, both subconscious 
emotions and deliberative reasoning about prices tend to reflect con-
sumers’ motivations (Heath, Larrick, and Wu, 1999: Kunda, 1990). 
We thus expected decision-makers to focus on favorable reference 
prices when several were available. 

Our methodology was based on that of Baucells, Weber, and 
Welfens (2011). In several laboratory studies, these authors showed 
participants the evolution of stock prices over time (revealed on the 
screen one-by-one), and then elicited reference prices by asking par-
ticipants the price at which they would feel neutral (neither happy nor 
unhappy) about selling the stock in the next time period. Every par-
ticipant did this for the same 60 randomly ordered price sequences, 
which were designed to differ on five informational variables: first 
price (first), last price (last), average intermediate price (average), 
high price (high), and low price (low). We extended this paradigm 
by testing how the effects of these variables on reference price dif-
fered according to contextual factors of memory and motivation. In 

an online experiment conducted in the laboratory, we used the same 
price sequences and reference price elicitation procedure, but with a 
2x2 between-subjects design varying both the presence or absence 
of the stock history (i.e., a list of previous prices) when participants 
reported their reference price (history = 1 or 0, respectively), and the 
role of participants as stock seller or buyer (seller = 1 or 0, respec-
tively). Eighty participants (35 female; Mage = 23.1) completed the 
study for a flat payment of $10. 

Our results show that both memory and motivation interact 
with objective information to influence reference prices. There are 
no three-way interactions, so our regression analysis includes main 
effects of the five informational variables (first, last, average, high, 
and low), main effects of the two contextual factors (history and 
seller), and the 10 two-way interactions between each of the five 
informational variables and the two contextual factors (R2=.11, F(17, 
4782)=36.3, p<.0001). We find a significant main effect of each of 
the five informational variables except low. The coefficient is posi-
tive for first (β=0.088, p=.008), last (β=0.40, p<.0001), and average 
(β=0.41, p<.0001), which indicates that increasing any of these vari-
ables while holding the others constant raises reference prices. How-
ever, the coefficient is negative for high (β=-0.17, p=.0006), which 
suggests – less intuitively – that a higher maximum stock price low-
ers reference price. We attribute this to overcompensation by partici-
pants in ensuring that peak information is not weighted too heavily, 
particularly in light of the recent stock market crisis.

More central to the present analysis are the effects of contex-
tual factors which differ across the four experimental conditions. 
Although neither main effect of history or seller is significant, their 
interactions with the informational variables partially support our 
hypotheses. Each has a positive interaction with first (history x first: 
β=0.096, p=.01; seller x first: β=0.21, p<.0001), a negative interac-
tion with last (history x last: β=-0.10, p=.05; seller x last: β=-0.11, 
p=.04), and a negative interaction with average (history x average: 
β=-0.12, p=.05; seller x average: β=-0.18, p=.005). Taken together, 
these results demonstrate a stronger effect of primacy than of recency 
when the price history is available (compared to decay over time 
during reliance on memory alone), and when individuals are moti-
vated to recoup their purchase price as sellers (compared to buyers 
who place more emphasis on recent prices). In addition, we observe 
positive interactions between history and high (β=0.16, p=.005), and 
between seller and high (β=0.15, p=.008), meaning that the avail-
ability of historical prices and the motivation to transact at a higher 
price, respectively, increase weight on the sequence peak as a refer-
ence point. We suspect that both factors make this “one-off” piece of 
information more salient.

We conclude by discussing the role of memory and motivation 
in shaping reference prices across a range of consumer choices. We 
also highlight other features of a decision context that might alter 
information processing, and in turn, reference point formation.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Past research examining the effect of music on learning have 

presented mixed findings. Music in advertisements may attract at-
tention, enhance excitement, or act as mnemonic aids (Seashore 
1967). Sometimes, music may reduce memory (Oakes and North 
2006; Tavassoli and Lee 2003). This paper extends past research by 
examining the interactive effect of musical elements on learning. 
Specifically, we focus on musical elements that affect the flow of 
phonological processing when visual learning of verbal information 
is of interest. While prior research examines the effect of presence or 
absence of music and its tempo on memory, to the best of our knowl-
edge, the current research is the first to examine (a) how different 
characteristics of music – lyrics, tempo and repetitiveness – interact 
to affect learning, and, (b) the process underlying this interaction. 
Substantively, given that music is multi-faceted and complex, an un-
derstanding of how individual elements interact to shape learning is 
pertinent for constructing more effective marketing communications.

sTUdY 1:  
THE IrrELEVAnT sPEECH EFFECT In MUsIC

Music may be classified into two varieties – purely instrumental 
or vocal, which typically includes lyrics along with instrumentation. 
According to Salamé and Baddeley (1982), irrelevant speech inhibits 
encoding of verbal material on account of the limited capacity of the 
phonological store – a component of working memory. During learn-
ing, visually presented verbal information accesses this store via the 
process of articulation. Auditory elements also directly access this 
store (Baddeley 2001). Thus, when music containing lyrics is heard 
while observing visuo-verbal information, (a) the dual load on the 
phonological store and (b) articulatory suppression leads to reduced 
learning of verbal information. Formally,

Hypothesis 1:  Verbal learning will be lower when background 
music is vocal (vs. instrumental).

Our experiment followed a single-factor (music: vocal vs. in-
strumental) design. All participants saw a screen containing prod-
uct information about a fabric softener on computer while identical 
music clips (either vocal or purely instrumental) was played in the 
background. Seventy five undergraduate students participated in ex-
change for course credit. Supporting H1, a one-way ANOVA on par-
ticipants’ recall of product information revealed a significant main 
effect (p<.05). Specifically, vocal music led to significantly poorer 
recall (Minstru=1.90, Mvocal=1.42; t(73) = 2.18, p<.05). Study 
1 presents initial evidence that vocal music interferes with verbal 
learning.

sTUdY 2: MUsICAL TEMPO And MUsIC TYPE
According to the theory of changing state effects (Jones, Mad-

den, and Miles 1992), faster music distracts the learner more due to 
the greater number of changes in ‘states’ per unit time. Consequently, 
when tempo is fast, interference from lyrics in vocal music should be 
more pronounced due to the greater opportunity of sub-vocal repeti-
tion of the lyrics themselves, thereby reducing the ‘space’ available 
in the phonological store to rehearse visually presented verbal infor-
mation (Baddeley 2001). Thus,

Hypothesis 2:  Verbal learning will be poorer for vocal music 
(versus instrumental) when tempo is fast but not 
when tempo is slow.

One hundred undergraduate students participated in a 2 (tempo: 
fast/slow) × 2 (type: instrumental/vocal) laboratory experiment in 
which they viewed a product information screen with background 
music. Tempo was manipulated by using two versions of a song 
(20% slower vs. 20% faster than the original). Manipulation checks 
revealed that our tempo manipulation was successful (Mfast=4.28, 
Mslow=2.94; t(97)=4.66, p<.01). An ANOVA on verbal learning re-
vealed a two-way interaction (F (1,95) = 4.36, p<.05). Specifically, 
when tempo was fast, vocal music led to significantly poorer recall 
(Mfast-instru =3.27, Mfast-vocal= 2.37; p<.05) but when tempo was 
slow, there were no significant differences (Mslow-instru =2.89, Ms-
low-vocal= 2.80; p>.05. Study 2 demonstrates that fast background 
music with lyrics interferes more with visuo-verbal learning.

sTUdY 3: rEPETITIVEnEss And MUsIC TYPE
Repetitive patterns readily awaken ‘collaborative expectancy’ 

(Burke 1969). Once listeners grasp the trend of a form, they infer 
how it is destined to develop and they “collaborate to round out its 
symmetry”. Thus, repetitive music should induce attention to and 
learning of the musical pattern (as opposed to visually observed ver-
bal information). However, when repetitive music is vocal, individu-
als’ tendency to round out the lyrical pattern should lead to greater 
interference with verbal content learning. In turn, it should lead to 
lower verbal recall but correlate with greater attention to music. For-
mally,

Hypothesis 3:  Recall will be lower for repetitive (vs. non-repet-
itive) music when music is vocal (but not instru-
mental). 

Hypothesis 4:  Attention to the music will be greater for repeti-
tive (vs. non-repetitive) music when background 
music is vocal (but not instrumental). 

One hundred and eighteen students participated in a 2 (repeti-
tiveness: repetitive/non-repetitive) × 2 (type: instrumental/vocal) 
laboratory experiment. We manipulated repetitiveness by reiterat-
ing a phrase thrice (once) in the music. Participants’ judgments 
of the music’s repetitiveness revealed that our manipulation was 
successful (Mrepeat= 6.18, Mnon-repeat= 5.23; t (116) = 3.571, 
p<.01). Analyses of variance revealed significant two-way interac-
tions for verbal recall (F (1,114) = 4.38, p<.05) as well as attention 
to music (F (1,114) = 4.62, p<.05). Supporting H3, we found that 
repetitive music led to poorer recall when music is vocal (Mvocal-
repeat=2.26, Mvocal-non repeat=2.96; p<.05) but not instrumental 
(Minstru-repeat=2.63, Minstru-non repeat=2.37; p>.05.  Supporting 
H4, repetitiveness also elicited greater attention to music when vocal 
(Mvocal-repeat=5.44, M vocal-non repeat=4.24; p<.05) but not when 
it was instrumental (Minstru-repeat=4.60, Minstru-non repeat=4.62; 
p>.05). These results further support our conjecture that interference 
appears to be greatest when vocal background music is repetitive. 
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Further, study 3 presents evidence supporting our theory that inter-
ference from lyrical elements diminish verbal learning and recall.

COnTrIbUTIOn
Our research explores the interactive effect of lyrics, tempo 

and repetitiveness on verbal learning and finds that lyrical content in 
music often inhibits verbal learning. Importantly, this is more likely 
under faster tempos and for repetitive music. We also show that at-
tention to music has an opposite pattern vis-à-vis verbal learning. 
Thus, while vocal background music may inhibit learning of visually 
presented product information, it also presents the opportunity for 
increased learning by drawing attention towards the lyrical content. 
(994 words).
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
According to the principle of dual entitlement (DE), buyers are 

entitled to a reference price and sellers are entitled to a reference 
profit.  In a series of studies, Kahneman et al. (1986a 1986b) provide 
evidence that consumers deem it fair for a seller to 1) increase its 
price when its costs increase (to protect its reference profit), and 2) 
maintain its price when its costs decrease (because doing so does not 
violate the buyer’s entitlement to a reference price). This pioneer-
ing work naturally begs the question: To what extent is DE a global 
standard of fairness? 

Although such a question is not readily answered in one research 
endeavor, prior research has tended to conclude that DE is relatively 
robust across consumers (e.g., Frey and Pommerehne 1993, Shiller, 
Boycko, and Borokov 1991, Bian and Keller 1999, Gao 2009, Urba-
ny et al. 1989). Some intriguing differences have emerged in within-
subject testing of DE (Kalapurakal et al. 1991) and in across-country 
testing (e.g., Kimes and Wirtz 2003, Gao 2009). However, the latter 
has produced mixed evidence by relying upon direct cross-country 
comparisons that are confounded and do not readily allow conclu-
sions regarding cultural differences (nor psychological mechanism). 
The present research addresses this issue by priming culture (and 
corresponding relationship norms) in order to investigate the effects 
on consumer fairness response within a DE context. 

Cultural differences in social relationships and self-definitions, 
such as independence/interdependence, are one of the myriad dimen-
sions along which cultures vary (e.g., Hofstede 1980; Markus and 
Kitayama 1991). Although not without its critics (e.g., Brewer and 
Chen 2007; Oyserman, Coon, and Kemmelmeier 2002; Shavitt et al. 
2006), the distinction between independent and interdependence has 
received robust support, and has been linked to relationship norms 
that are exchange- and communal-oriented, respectively (Kim et al. 
1995; Triandis 1996, 2001a, 2001b). Indeed, Triandis (1995) argues 
that an emphasis on communal versus exchange relationships is one 
of the key defining attributes of interdependence and independence. 
Communal norms emphasize taking others’ welfare and interests into 
account whereas exchange norms endorse the seeking of benefits in 
the pursuit of self-interest—and these social norms may serve as the 
standard by which behavior  is judged (e.g., Clark and Mills 1993, 
1979; Mills and Clark 1982). 

Within a DE context, what are the implications of salient norms 
driven by culture for fairness response? Consider first the case of 
asymmetric pricing. Asymmetric pricing appears inconsistent with 
the communal norms of interdependent consumers. The firm passes 
on cost increases but does not pass on costs decreases to customers—
suggesting that the firm is not emphasizing the welfare and inter-
ests of its customers, a violation of communal norms salient among 
interdependent consumers. In contrast, when practicing asymmet-
ric pricing the firm is acting in a manner consistent with pursuit of 
the firm’s self-interest—and independent consumers guided by ex-
change norms should be relatively more accepting of such behavior. 
Accordingly, 

Hypothesis 1: Interdependent (independent) consumers will a) 
be guided by communal (exchange) norms and 
b) judge asymmetric pricing as relatively unfair 
(fair). 

When considering the two components of asymmetric pricing 
separately, however, it becomes relatively difficult to judge whether 
firm’s pricing actions are consistent with social norms. Put simply, 
when consumers know either the give or the take but do not know 
the give-and-take in the relationship, as when considering each pric-
ing action separately, cultural differences in fairness response arising 
from social norms are not expected to emerge as strongly. Formally:

Hypothesis 2: Price fairness response for cost-increase and 
cost-decrease pricing actions (compared to 
asymmetric pricing) will be relatively insensitive 
to cultural differences and corresponding com-
munal/exchange norms.

H1 and H2 together predict an interaction of culture and pricing 
and mediation by relationship norms (communal/exchange) that are 
salient as a function of culture.  

A series of experiments investigate the impact of culture and 
corresponding relationship norms on price fairness. In each study, 
culture/norms are primed using established techniques. Participants 
rate price fairness after reading a scenario (adapted from Kahneman 
et al. 1986a, 1986b) in which a firm i) increases prices to cover cost 
increases (cost-increase); ii) maintains prices when costs decrease 
(cost-decrease); or  iii) practices both (i.e., asymmetric pricing). 

To briefly summarize findings:  In Study 1, priming Chinese 
(vs. American) culture among bi-cultural Singaporean participants 
(Chen et al. 2005) reduces price fairness perceptions for asymmetric 
pricing (but not cost-increase and cost-decrease pricing), an effect 
that is mediated by relationship norms. To provide additional evi-
dence for the underlying process, Studies 2 and 3 examine the role of 
norms more directly (Spencer et al. 2005). Priming communal (vs. 
exchange) norms (Aggarwal and Law 2005) or manipulating norms 
through the use of different industries mimics the effects of priming 
culture: It reduces price fairness perceptions for asymmetric pric-
ing (but not cost-increase and cost-decrease pricing). Finally, study 
4 focuses on asymmetric pricing and manipulates perspective taking 
(Galinsky, Wang, and Ku 2008) as well as culture. Adopting an other 
(vs. self) perspective increases perceived fairness among bi-cultural 
Singaporean participants primed with the Chinese culture, but per-
spective does not affect fairness perceptions when the U.S. culture 
is primed. That is, when communal (but not exchange) norms are 
primed via culture, adopting an other versus self perspective shifts 
emphasis to the needs of others (i.e., the firm). 

In summary, our research provides converging evidence that 
culture makes salient relationship norms that guide consumer fair-
ness perceptions of firms’ pricing actions, especially asymmetric 
pricing. Our contributions are three-fold. First, we add to the emerg-
ing literature on cultural differences in price fairness (e.g., Bolton 
et al. 2010) by examining the role of culture and corresponding re-
lationship norms, thereby answering Xia et al.’s (2005) call for re-
search on the role of social norms in price fairness. Second, we ex-
amine the robustness of the pioneering work on DE in two ways: by 
comparing consumer fairness perceptions of pricing actions based on 
DE (i) between joint and separate evaluations, and (ii) across culture 
and corresponding salient relationship norms. Third, we shed light 
on the ‘economics puzzle’ of asymmetric pricing (cf. Peltzman 2000) 
from the perspective of consumer fairness perceptions.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Despite concerns about the adverse consequences of climate 

change, sustainable consumption practices have not increased corre-
spondingly (Bonini, Hintz, and Mendonca 2008). To understand the 
factors that influence green product purchase and other sustainable 
consumption practices, we consider three temporal factors, timing 
of green product purchase, temporal proximity of climate change 
and temporal order of information presentation. We draw upon con-
strual level theory (Trope and Liberman 2003, 2010), environmental 
psychology (Gifford 2011) and information integration theory (An-
derson 1981; Fishbein and Hunter 1964). Three experiments show 
consumers’ willingness to purchase green products depends on (a) 
whether they contemplate making the purchase immediately or in 
the future, (b) the urgency of doing so, and (c) the order in which the 
purchase consideration and the urgency are called to their attention. 

Experiment 1 investigated the effect of the time that consumers 
consider purchasing green products under conditions in which the 
possibility of climate change is not called to their attention. Draw-
ing upon construal level theory (Trope and Liberman 2003), we pre-
dicted that consumers’ intentions to purchase green products would 
be greater in the distant future than in the near future. Sixty-four par-
ticipants were randomly assigned to two conditions that differed in 
terms of timing of purchase (one week later vs. one year later). Spe-
cifically, half of the participants were asked to imagine buying green 
products “a week from now,” whereas the other half were asked to 
imagine buying them “a year from now.” Then, in each case, they re-
ported their intentions and attitudes toward green product purchase. 
As predicted, participants reported greater intentions to purchase 
green products in the distant future than in the near future. Although 
participants’ attitudes toward purchasing the products also differed, 
the difference was much less pronounced. 

If consumers perceive climate change to not be imminent, they 
will be more willing to purchase green products in the future than to 
do so immediately. If they perceive climate change to be imminent, 
however, they will be willing to purchase green products immediate-
ly as well because making the immediacy of climate change salient 
to consumers at the time they contemplate a purchase decision may 
motivate them to purchase green products immediately. However, 
this may be the case only when information of proximity of climate 
change is already called to attention before considering purchase 
(climate-change-before order). When the threat of climate change is 
called to attention later, they may simply adjust the intentions to take 
this threat into account rather than completely ignoring the threat of 
climate change, generating piecemeal information integration.  

Experiment 2 examined these contingencies by employing a 2 
(information presentation order: climate-change-before vs. climate-
change-after) × 2 (timing of green product purchase: near future, 
distant future) × 2 (proximity of climate change: immediate, future) 
between-subjects design. One hundred seventy-six participants were 
asked to consider the purchase of green products either “a week from 
now” or “a year from now.” Before considering the purchase of green 
products, however, participants in climate-change-before conditions 
read a news article in which climate change was described as either 
an immediate threat or a future one. In climate-change-after con-

ditions, however, they did not read the article until after they had 
considered the purchase. All participants then reported their inten-
tions and attitudes along the scales employed in experiment 1. Par-
ticipants were generally more inclined to purchase green products in 
the distant future than in the near future. Three-way interaction of 
these variables was marginally significant. Supplementary analyses 
were performed under each order condition separately. When climate 
change was not an immediate threat, participants reported greater in-
tentions to purchase green products in the future than in the near 
future. When climate change was imminent, however, this difference 
was not apparent. When participants were not informed of proxim-
ity of climate change until after they had considered the purchase 
(climate-change-after order), they were more willing to make a pur-
chase in the distant future than in the near future, and this was true 
regardless of whether climate change was imminent or not. Proxim-
ity of climate change had a marginally significant main effect, with 
participants more willing to make the purchase when climate change 
is immediate than when it is not. In contrast, attitudes toward pur-
chasing green products did not depend on either the time of purchase 
or the immediacy of climate change, regardless of presentation order.       

Experiment 3 (N = 275) replicated these contingencies provid-
ing further insight into the processes that underlie them, employing 
a 3 (information presentation conditions: climate-change-before vs. 
climate-change-after vs. climate-change-after with integration) x 2 
(time of purchase: near future, distant future) × 2 (proximity of cli-
mate change: immediate, future) between-subjects factorial design. 
The procedure employed in this experiment was identical to that em-
ployed in experiment 2 with the addition of the integration condition. 
In this condition, participants were first asked to consider purchasing 
green products either a week from now or a year from now and then 
reminded of proximity of climate change, as in climate-change-after 
conditions. Before doing so, however, they were given instructions 
that were designed to lead them to postpone making a definite pur-
chase decision until after learning about the climate change informa-
tion. The effects of experimental variables on purchase intentions 
in climate-change-before and climate-change-after conditions repli-
cated the results of experiment 2. Of particular interest, however, are 
the effects obtained when participants were asked to consider a pur-
chase at the outset but were encouraged to integrate the information 
of proximity of climate change they received afterwards (climate-
change-after with integration). The effects in this condition were 
virtually identical to the effects obtained in climate-change-before 
conditions, revealing that information integration was the key to the 
order effect.  

In summary, to our knowledge, this article is the first to show 
how and why both a cause temporality (i.e., proximity of climate 
change) and a behavior temporality (i.e., timing of purchase) com-
bine to influence purchase intentions. Our findings provide important 
theoretical and practical insights about the framing and sequencing 
of climate change information in order to maximize consumers’ en-
gagement in sustainable consumption behavior.
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Looking For Answers in the Forest rather than the Trees:  
Causal Uncertainty Increases Attraction to Abstraction
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
One of the first questions people spontaneously ask themselves 

in unexpected circumstances is why such things happen (Wong and 
Weiner 1981). A sudden loss of electricity or internet connection, 
for instance, will naturally cause consumers to wonder the cause of 
these events. Three experiments in the present research demonstrate 
that people seek abstraction (i.e., prefer abstract visual and verbal 
stimuli) when they lack causal understanding because this process 
helps extract similarities or the essence across contexts.

People’s intrinsic desire to understand causal relationships may 
come from the fact that understanding causality leads to greater pre-
dictability, one of the key antecedents of perceived control (Roth-
baum, Weisz et al. 1982). Understanding what caused the previous 
blackout would help one prevent the next blackout, or at least predict 
and prepare for it. This leads to a greater control over the situation. 
Some theorists speculate that predictability or informational control 
can be gained by creating a constant, eventless environment (Roth-
baum, Weisz et al. 1982); this can be challenging if not impossible. 
One way to deal with this challenge is to extract similarities across 
different situations and as a result, recover something constant (i.e. 
a pattern) within the ever-changing environment. Abstraction is an 
effective way to achieve this goal because when people think about 
things in more abstract terms, they tend to focus less on temporary, 
incidental, and contextual information, and instead focus more on 
central and cross-situationally consistent information (Wakslak, 
Nussbaum et al. 2008; Ledgerwood and Trope 2010). 

We test the idea that when lacking causal understanding about 
a problem, people seek abstraction and more specifically, similarity 
across problems to understand what is essential. Study 1 confirms 
that high causal uncertainty leads people to focus on similarities 
across problems. Study 2 and 3 demonstrate that high causal uncer-
tainty leads people to prefer abstract (vs. concrete) pictures and ad-
vertising message, respectively. In study 3, the effect on preference 
is diminished after participants engage in abstract thinking. This sug-
gests that causal uncertainty creates a need or goal to think abstractly, 
which is reflected in their preference for abstract stimuli. By satisfy-
ing this need, we found that causal uncertainly no longer influences 
preference.

In Study1, all participants first recalled a specific relationship 
conflict and answered some basic questions about it. In the next page, 
they were asked to write about this conflict with different focuses de-
pending on the condition; In the high (low) understanding condition 
they focused on causal aspects of the conflict that they understand 
(do not understand) very well. The dependent measure was a 7-point 
scale evaluating participants’ relative preference for writing an essay 
about similarities (vs. differences) across other relationship conflicts 
that they had. As predicted, participants in the low (vs. high) under-

standing condition reported greater desire to write about similarities 
than differences (M = 4.35 vs. 3.56; p = .025).

Study 2 examined the effect of causal uncertainty when a con-
sumer problem (i.e., an Internet service failure) was being experi-
enced at the moment rather than recalled from the past. Specifically, 
we inserted computer network glitches that significantly interrupted 
what was supposed to be the main survey - a memory test with a cash 
prize on the line. After experiencing these frustrating glitches, par-
ticipants were presented with an “important update” screen notifying 
them about the Internet problem. In the high causal understanding 
condition, participants read information about the reason why the 
problem was happening, while in the low understanding condition 
the message said the reason was unclear. Both conditions were told 
that the problem was not resolved. Then, in an allegedly separate 
survey, they were asked to rate a set of six pictures – three global 
(abstract stimuli) and three local (concrete stimuli). Results showed 
that participants in the low understanding condition liked the global 
(relative to local) pictures more compared to those in the high under-
standing condition (M = 1.01 vs. 0.60; p = .029).

Study 3 uncovers the mechanism by satisfying the need for ab-
straction for some participants before asking about their preferences. 
The initial procedure of this study was the same as study 1. Partici-
pants first recalled a relationship conflict and wrote about certain or 
uncertain causal aspects. Subsequently, we gave participants either 
a broad or narrow categorization task to induce abstract or concrete 
thinking, respectively. The dependent measure was people’s relative 
preference for an abstract (vs. concrete) advertising message. As 
predicted, a significant Understanding X Categorization interaction 
emerged (F(1,85) = 4.093; p = .046). In the narrow categorization 
condition we replicated the finding of study 2; Participants in the low 
(vs. high) understanding condition showed higher relative preference 
for the abstract advertising message (M = 4.75 vs. 3.66; p = .029). In 
the low understanding condition, a broad (vs. narrow) categorization 
task significantly reduced participants’ relative preference for the ab-
stract ad (M = 3.64 vs. 4.75; p = .012). In the broad categorization 
condition, lack of understanding did not increase participants’ prefer-
ence for the abstract ad message, as their need for abstract thinking 
was supposedly fulfilled by the categorization task (M = 3.64 vs. 
3.79; p = .739).

The present research demonstrates that low causal understand-
ing activates the need for abstraction and more importantly, the need 
for similarity or essence extraction. We also show that this need is a 
general motivation that goes beyond the specific problem that acti-
vated the need in the first place. Because of this, the need for abstrac-
tion can be observed even in unrelated contexts such as evaluating 
pictures and advertising messages.
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Love it or Leave it? 
diverging from Others depends on Attachment 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Consumers use brands to communicate their self-image and 

reference group membership (Escalas and Bettman 2005). And, 
consumers also express their identities by avoiding items used by 
dissimilar groups (Berger and Heath 2008; White and Dahl 2006). 
White and Dahl (2006), for example, found that men were less likely 
to choose a 10-oz. steak when it was branded as a “ladies’ cut” versus 
a “chef’s cut.” Berger and Heath (2008) report that individuals will 
even abandon products they own if they are adopted by a dissimilar 
group. After distributing Livestrong wristbands to students in a cam-
pus dorm, and asking them to wear the wristbands to support cancer 
awareness, they sold the same wristbands to “geeky” students a week 
later. Once “geeks” adopted the wristbands, students in the target 
dorm abandoned their wristbands. 

In this paper, we ask the question: What happens when consum-
ers who have formed a strong attachment to a brand face this situa-
tion? Consumers can form strong attachments to brands, especially 
when the brand is closely connected to one’s sense of self (Park et 
al. 2010). When consumers feel a strong attachment to a brand, will 
they abandon the brand when a dissimilar group adopts the brand, 
consistent with prior research? 

Across three studies, we find that strongly attached consumers 
respond differently than prior research would suggest. These con-
sumers do not abandon brands when they are adopted by a dissimilar 
group. Instead, they respond by expressing a greater interest in the 
brand, especially purchasing “special products” (such as limited edi-
tions and new collections) from the brand. In contrast, consumers 
with a weak attachment to the brand are more likely to abandon the 
brand, consistent with prior research.

Our first study replicates the Berger and Heath (2008) field ex-
periment with Livestrong wristbands, including attachment as a mod-
erator variable. Wristbands were distributed to a group of “talented 
students”—athletes, artists, and musicians—attending a private high 
school in China. Students were asked to wear the wristbands in sup-
port of cancer awareness. A week later, the same wristbands were 
distributed to a dissimilar group of students at the high school—the 
campus geeks. After the wristbands were adopted by the geeks, 63% 
of the talented students with a weak attachment to the Livestrong 
wristband abandoned it, while only 14% of talented students with a 
strong attachment did so.  

In a second study, we extended these findings by manipulating 
rather than measuring brand attachment, and examining diverging 
responses other than abandonment. In the strong attachment group, 
participants (female business undergraduates) read an article high-
lighting “Burberry totes” as the perfect accessory for young career 
women. They were then given the opportunity to use a real Burberry 
tote to complete several tasks. In the weak attachment group, partici-
pants read an article about another tote brand and used this tote to 
complete the same tasks. Finally, all participants read an article about 
chic alternatives to diaper bags, which mentioned Burberry totes as 
a favorite of working moms (dissimilar group). After reading this 
article, participants in the weak attachment group were more likely 
to say they would abandon the Burberry brand (e.g., avoid using it), 
replicating results from study 1. In contrast, participants in the strong 
attachment group were more likely to say that they would purchase 
“special products” from Burberry, particularly limited editions and 

new collections, which presumably would allow them to differenti-
ate themselves from dissimilar brand users. Thus, weak attachment 
participants distanced themselves from the brand (saying they would 
abandon it), whereas strong attachment participants favored distanc-
ing themselves from the dissimilar users (saying they would buy spe-
cial products from Burberry). 

In study 3, we examined these patterns with a different brand 
(Under Armour) and different threat conditions. In prior studies, we 
compared a threat (dissimilar other using the brand) with a no threat 
(no one else using the brand) condition. This comparison raises the 
question of whether the source of the threat is a dissimilar other using 
the brand or just anyone else using the brand (less exclusivity in gen-
eral). To answer this question, we compared a low threat condition 
(similar other using the brand) versus a high threat condition (dis-
similar other using the brand) in study 3. After brand attachment was 
measured, participants read a scenario about a day on campus, which 
included seeing a similar group member (business school student) or 
dissimilar group member (geeky computer science student) wearing 
the same Under Armour sweatshirt they were wearing. Comparing 
these different users, we found the same pattern of results reported 
for study 2, indicating that it is the dissimilarity of other brand users 
that drives the abandonment response for weak attachment consum-
ers and the “special product” purchase response for strong attach-
ment consumers. 

These findings provide a deeper understanding of how consum-
ers diverge from others. In particular, we show that attachment affects 
the way consumers diverge. Although we might expect consumers 
who are strongly attached to a brand to be very distressed when dis-
similar users adopt the same brand, and to respond by abandoning the 
brand, our results are counter to this intuition. These consumers do 
not abandon the brand and are even willing to purchase new and lim-
ited edition items as a way to diverge from others. In contrast, con-
sumers with a weak attachment to a brand are more likely to abandon 
the brand, consistent with prior research. 
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When do Consumers Forgive? A Causal Attribution Model of  
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Even well-respected, high-reputation brands sometimes 

fail their customers. For example, the automobile market leader at the 
time, Toyota, announced three recalls from 2009 to 2010 because of 
pedal problems. How did the public, especially Toyota’s recent and 
old customers, react to the recent recalls or similar information, what 
we refer to as brand transgressions in this research? Toyota’s plight is 
not uncommon and the role that consumer-brand relationships play is 
likely to be of great interest to marketers and researchers. 

Prior research on brand transgressions suggests that positive re-
lationships buffer consumer responses to transgressions, such that 
brands with which consumers have positive relationships are less 
affected by transgressions, than brands with which consumers have 
weak or negative relationships. However, recent research identified 
many boundary conditions for this buffer effect such as emotional 
bonding with the service provider (Mattila 2001), perceived brand 
personalities (Aaker, Fournier and Brasel 2004), and relationship 
norms (Wan et al. 2011). 

While we know that some brands take a lesser hit after a trans-
gression than others do, we know little about what drives consumers 
to either react very or less negatively towards brand transgression. In 
this research, we use attribution theory (Folkes 1984) to suggest that 
the reaction to brand transgressions depends on the underlying caus-
al properties of transgressions—stability and controllability. While 
there is extensive research applying attribution theory to service fail-
ures, we believe that our paper, apart from using attribution theory 
to succinctly explain brand transgressions, extends the theory in two 
important ways. Firstly, based on construal level theory (looking at 
the global trend, the history of previous experiences with the brand, 
versus a local deviation, the current transgression; Henderson et al. 
2006), we suggest that an individual’s stability attributions depend 
on the relationship strength s/he has formed with the brand (H1). 
These attributions about stability of transgressions in turn influence 
likelihood of brand forgiveness, extent to which an individual is will-
ing to forgive a brand transgression. Secondly, we draw on an emerg-
ing doctrine in interpersonal relationship research, suggesting that an 
individual’s reaction to a personal relationship violation is dependent 
on the extent to which the individual is willing to forgive the viola-
tion and the violator (Tsarenko and Gabbott 2006). We show that in a 
brand context too brand forgiveness is a key mediator (H2). 

In order to repair their relationship with consumers after 
transgressions, in practice, companies usually make some recovery 
attempts, such as apology and compensations. The use of such re-
covery methods is fairly widespread in service failure, however, only 
recently research has focused on the effect of recovery efforts and the 
role of compensation types (brand-related vs. unrelated; Mogilner 
and Aaker 2008) in the context of brand transgressions. In this paper, 
we try to understand whether matching type of compensation with 
consumers’ self-construal explains why some brand transgression 
recovery efforts succeed while others don’t. Building on the cultural 
differences in attribution tendency (independent/interdependent peo-
ple refer to controllability/stability of a wrongdoing in deciding to 
forgive an offender; Takaku, Weiner and Ohbuchi 2001), we suggest 
that independent (interdependent) consumers will be more forgiving 
(H3) and prefer brand-unrelated (brand-related) compensations (H4) 

when transgressions are perceived controllable (they share positive 
relationship with the brand).

study 1, to examine H1, used a 2 (brand relationship: 
strong vs. weak) × 2 (transgression: controllable vs. non-controllable) 
between-participants design. We manipulated participant’s brand re-
lationship by asking them to list an airline which they have become 
attached to (strong relationship) or not attached to (weak relation-
ship), and manipulated transgression type by presenting participants 
with a transgression scenario where the airline they listed cancels a 
flight due to either flight overbooking (controllable) or weather (non-
controllable). Analyses revealed that participants were more likely 
to think the transgression as temporary when they had strong versus 
weak relationship with the airline (F (1,118) = 24.56, p<.001).

study 2, examining brand forgiveness as a mediator (H2), 
used the same design as Study 1, but replaced the dependent mea-
sures with (1) brand forgiveness (likelihood to  forgive) (2) passive 
(likelihood to stay away), and (3) active (negative WOM) behavioral 
intentions. Results showed that when controllability was low, con-
sumers with strong brand relationships were more likely to forgive 
the brand as they were relatively uninfluenced by an unintentional 
transgression and were more likely to adopt a passive than active 
strategy. Conversely, when controllability was high, consumers with 
strong and weak brand relationships were less likely to forgive the 
brand because they might feel deceived by the brand and were more 
likely to disseminate negative WOM. Mediation analyses confirmed 
that brand forgiveness explained the joint effects of brand relation-
ship and transgression type on consumers’ post-transgression behav-
ioral intentions. 

study 3, using a product failure and manipulating self-
construal by activating a “I” versus “We” construal, showed a sig-
nificant three-way interaction among brand relationship, transgres-
sion type, and self-construal (F (1,218) = 5.04, p<.03). Specifically, 
participants with interdependent self-construal were more likely to 
forgive the brand when they had strong prior brand relationship. 
However, participants with independent self-construal, irrespective 
of their brand relationships, were more likely to forgive when the 
transgression was non-controllable versus controllable. These effects 
remained significant after controlling for consumers’ tendency to 
forgive (TTF) and attitude toward forgiveness (ATF) (Brown 2003). 
Consistently with Study 2, brand forgiveness predicted the active 
versus passive behavioral intentions in circumstances involving dif-
ferent brand relationship strength and controllability of transgres-
sion. 

study 4, examining the effectiveness of brand-related (i.e., 
voucher for a future free flight on the Airline) and versus brand-unre-
lated (i.e., voucher for a free meal at an upscale restaurant) compen-
sations after brand transgressions, demonstrated that regardless of 
controllability of transgression, interdependent consumers who had 
strong brand relationships preferred brand-related compensation, and 
interdependent consumers who had weak prior brand relationships 
preferred brand-unrelated compensations.  However, independent 
consumers preferred brand related compensation only when trans-
gression was non-controllable and they had strong brand relation-
ships.  Moreover, consumers’ negative attitudes towards the com-
pany were improved by their choice of compensation.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
When introducing a product with which consumers are unfamil-

iar, there are various strategic options a company can follow to adver-
tise it. The advertising can be fairly product-centric with the goal of 
getting consumers to form impressions of the product. Alternately it 
might focus on drawing attention to the ad to get people to talk about 
it – the assumption being that this “much talked about” advertising 
will have a positive effect on product evaluations. To understand how 
consumers react to such strategies, we examine how the processing 
goals they have (impression formation vs. communication) interact 
with their chronic styles of processing (tendency to process informa-
tion visually vs. verbally) to affect responses to advertising.   

Television commercials contain both visual and auditory com-
ponents. The visual component typically conveys a temporal se-
quence of events intended to grab attention and, sometimes, portrays 
conditions in which the advertised product might be used. The audi-
tory component typically describes the product’s benefits. We hy-
pothesized that individuals’ chronic tendency to process information 
visually or verbally (see Childers, Houston and Heckler 1985) can 
influence their evaluations of the products being advertised. How-
ever, the nature of this influence depends on their familiarity with the 
product being advertised and their goal in viewing the commercial. 
If the goal is to form an “impression,” verbalizers (who are natu-
rally predisposed to attend to the auditory portion of the commer-
cial that describes the product’s benefits) are likely to evaluate the 
product more favorably than visualizers. However, if the goal is to 
“communicate” and tell others about the ad, visualizers, (given their 
natural predisposition to form a detailed nonverbal representation of 
the sequence of events observed) are likely to make more favorable 
product evaluations than verbalizers. We expect these differences to 
hold only when the product being advertised is relatively unfamiliar, 
because with familiar products individuals are more likely to base 
their judgments on their a priori knowledge about its attributes. Such 
knowledge would obscure any differences in their responses to a 
commercial promoting the product.

Experiment 1 evaluated this hypothesis. We asked participants 
to view four TV commercials, two for familiar products and two 
for unfamiliar products. Some participants were told to form an im-
pression of the products in the commercials and were told that they 
would be asked to describe these impressions after viewing them. 
Others were told that we were interested in how people communicate 
information to others and that after viewing the commercials, they 
would be asked to describe the events they observed. After viewing 
the commercials, all participants wrote down either their impression 
of the product or a description of the events. Finally, they evaluated 
the products advertised and completed a style of processing scale that 
was used to categorize them as visualizers or verbalizers.

We expected that the interactive effects of processing goal and 
processing style implied by our hypothesis would be more evident 
when the products being advertised were unfamiliar than when they 
were familiar. Product evaluations were analyzed as a function of 
processing goal, processing style, and the familiarity of the prod-
uct being advertised. The data confirmed the implications of our hy-
pothesis. Specifically, the effects of processing style and processing 
goal on product evaluations depended on product familiarity, as evi-
denced by a 3-way interaction of these variables, F(1, 140) = 4.16, p 

< .05. Verbalizers evaluated unfamiliar products more favorably than 
visualizers under impression formation conditions (0.41 vs. -.06), 
but less favorably than visualizers in communication goal conditions 
(0.62 vs. 1.37). The interaction of processing style and processing 
goal implied by these differences was significant, F(1, 140) = 4.03, 
p < .05. However, the corresponding differences in evaluations of 
familiar products were negligible (F < 1).

  In a second experiment, we examined whether the time at 
which the goal is induced matters. Suppose individuals know at the 
time they view a commercial that they will later be asked to do some-
thing that requires a verbal encoding of it (e.g., write down their im-
pressions of the product or verbally describe what they saw). Likely, 
they will try to code both auditory and visual features of the com-
mercial linguistically at the time of viewing it, in a way consistent 
with the specific objective. If verbalizers are better able to encode 
things verbally than visualizers are, and if they use this coding as 
a basis for their later evaluations of the product, their evaluations 
may end up being relatively more favorable. On the other hand, sup-
pose individuals view a commercial without any specific objective in 
mind. Likely, they will pay less attention to the auditory description 
of the product’s features (which is not intrinsically interesting) rela-
tive to the visual images, and will form a nonverbally coded episodic 
model like that assumed by Wyer and Radvansky (1999). In this 
case, because visualizers should be better able to construct a detailed 
representation than verbalizers, if they are unexpectedly called upon 
to evaluate the product, and if they base their judgment on the impli-
cations of this representation, they should evaluate the product more 
favorably than verbalizers.

To assess this, experiment 2 manipulated the order in which the 
processing goals were induced. Participants were shown a commer-
cial for a familiar product and were given the impression formation 
or communication goal, either before or after seeing the ad. After 
providing the corresponding descriptions, they evaluated the product 
and completed a style of processing scale. The results support the hy-
pothesis: Verbalizers evaluated products more favorably than visual-
izers when they were given a processing objective at the outset (2.35 
vs. 1.34, respectively), but less favorably than visualizers when they 
had viewed the commercial with no particular goal in mind (1.31 
vs. 2.05). The interaction implied by this pattern of differences was 
significant, F(1, 106) = 4.30, p < .05, and did not depend on whether 
participants had a communication objective or an impression forma-
tion objective, F < 1.

 Collectively our results suggest that the strategy (getting 
people to talk about the ad vs. the product) that is optimal might 
depend very much on whether the audience consists of verbalizers or 
visualizers. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
While a vast amount of research has examined competition be-

tween sellers vying for market share (e.g., Hildebrandt and Klapper 
2001; Peattie, Peattie, and Emafo 1997; Zhu, Singh, and Manuszak 
2009), competition among consumers is not well understood. This 
gap in the literature is particularly striking given the increasing prev-
alence of market mechanisms – such as auctions – that require con-
sumers to compete against each other as they seek to buy products.

We propose that the experiences consumers have in the process 
of acquiring products affects their subsequent attachment to these 
possessions. In particular, we hypothesize that the experience of 
competing against other individuals during product acquisition in-
creases consumers’ valuation of a product. 

The notion that the experience consumers have when obtain-
ing a product through a particular acquisition mode can affect how 
highly they value that product is consistent with prior research in-
dicating that consumers construct their value assessments and pref-
erences during the decision making process (Ariely and Simonson 
2003; Johnson, Häubl, and Keinan 2007). 

We propose that obtaining a product by competing against other 
consumers differs from typical (non-competitive) means of product 
acquisition in terms of the following key aspects: First, competing 
against others to obtain a product requires effort. Second, it implies 
product scarcity – i.e., demand for the product exceeds supply. Fi-
nally, when there is competition among consumers, not everybody 
who wishes to acquire the product is able to do so, invoking social 
comparison between those who were and those who were not suc-
cessful at acquiring the product (Figure 1). 

Figure 1:  
Conceptual Framework - The Effect of Competition Experience 
during Product Acquisition on Consumers’ Product Valuation

In studies 1 and 2, we disentangle these three aspects of the 
experience of competing against other consumers – effort, product 
scarcity, and social comparison – and examine the role of each in 
consumers’ construction of product value. Study 3 focuses on the 
social comparison (SC) aspect of competition and investigates the 
moderating roles of competition salience and consumers’ social com-
parison orientation.

sTUdY 1
A 2 (SC: yes vs. no) x 2 (effort: high vs. low) between-subjects 

design was used. SC was manipulated by whether two participants 
(believed they) had to compete for a single mug based on their per-
formance at solving puzzles (SC) or everyone received the mug ir-
respective of their performance (no-SC condition). In fact, all par-
ticipants received a mug. Effort was manipulated via the duration of 
the puzzle task. The dependent variable – in all three studies – was 
participants’ monetary valuation of the object they obtained, mea-
sured via an incentive-compatible BDM procedure.

The results show that both social comparison and effort had sig-
nificant positive effects on product valuations, and that these were 
independent (rather than interactive). 

sTUdY 2
A 2 (SC: yes vs. no) x 2 (scarcity of the object: high vs. low) x 2 

(object: mug vs. notice-board) mixed-design was used. Participants 
were instructed either to compete on a task to win the object (SC) or 
to simply complete the task to obtain it (no-SC). The probability of 
getting the object was purportedly either 10% (high scarcity) or 50% 
(low scarcity). Each participant completed two rounds of the task 
(one for each object).

The results reveal that both social comparison and scarcity had 
significant positive effects on product valuations, and that these were 
independent (rather than interactive).

sTUdY 3
This study examines whether competitive social comparison 

has to be of an interdependent nature, where winning by one con-
sumer implies losing by another (such as within an auction), to in-
crease product valuations. If social comparison is independent, such 
that winning by one consumer has no implications for the outcome 
of another (e.g., when they bid in different auctions for the same 
product), does this effect still hold? We also examine the interplay 
between the salience of social comparison and consumers’ chronic 
social comparison orientation (SCO). People vary in the degree to 
which they engage in social comparison. Individuals high in SCO 
compare themselves more with others and are more affected by the 
outcomes of social comparisons (Gibbons and Buunk 1999). Thus, 
high SCOs may value a product more highly if its acquisition in-
volved high salience of SC than if its acquisition involved less SSC, 
while low SCOs should respond less to the salience of SC. 

A 2 (salience of SC: high vs. low) x 2 (nature of SC: indepen-
dent vs. interdependent) x 2 (SCO: high vs. low, measured factor) 
between-subjects design was used. Participants completed the study 
in pairs, with each participant independently solving a number of 
puzzles as quickly as possible. The two participants in a pair were 
either introduced face-to-face (high salience of SC) or merely con-
nected via their computers (low salience of SC). In the interdepen-
dent condition, participants (believed they) had to outperform their 
partner at the puzzle task to win a mug. By contrast, in the indepen-
dent condition, participants believed that each member of the pair 
completed a separate random draw with an independent 50% chance 
of winning the mug. In fact, all participants received a mug. 

The results reveal no significant difference between the in-
terdependent and independent SC conditions, indicating that both 
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positively contribute to product valuations. Importantly, there is a 
highly significant 2-way interaction between salience of SC and 
SCO (p<0.01). Spotlight analysis (Fitzsimons 2008) reveals that, for 
consumers high in SCO, high (vs. low) salience of SC leads to higher 
product valuations, whereas it does not affect the product valuations 
of consumers low in SCO (Figure 2).

Figure 2: 
Product Valuation as a Function of the salience of social 

Comparison and Consumers’ social Comparison Orientation

This research enhances our understanding of how the manner in 
which products are acquired influences how highly consumers value 
them. It also provides a framework for understanding the implica-
tions of competition among consumers that identifies effort, product 
scarcity, and social comparison as the essential distinct aspects of 
this type of competition. 
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
“I should have flown with someone else or gone by car… ‘cause 

United breaks guitars.”
When United Airlines refused to compensate David Carroll for 

his damaged guitar, the musician parodied his negative experience 
with the company in a YouTube music video. His humorous com-
plaint became a media sensation, leading United to apologize and 
offer Carroll compensation (Deighton and Kornfeld 2010).

Although complaints typically document dissatisfaction, some 
complaints intentionally include a positive element: humor. Draw-
ing on marketing and humor research, we introduce the concept of 
humorous complaining and differentiate it from non-humorous (i.e., 
serious) complaining. 

We define a humorous consumer complaint as a behavioral ex-
pression of dissatisfaction about a product or service that elicits humor 
in others. As compared to serious complaints, we hypothesize that:

Consumers enjoy humorous complaints. People pursue and en-
joy humorous experiences (Martin 2007).  People often dislike at-
tending to others’ complaints (Kowalski 1996), but humor can help 
improve people’s attitudes towards experience they would other-
wise find annoying and unpleasant, such as advertisements (Alden, 
Mukherjee, and Hoyer 2000; Eisend 2009).

Consumers judge humorous complainers more favorably. Com-
plainers are often considered annoying or grumpy and may be os-
tracized by their audience (Kowalski 1996). Conversely, a sense of 
humor is generally seen as an admirable trait (Cann and Calhoun 
2001; Martin 2007). 

Consumers pay more attention to humorous complaints. Re-
search in advertising shows that humor attracts attention (Madden 
and Weinberger 1982; Weinberger and Gulas 1992). Humorous 
content is remembered better than non-humorous content (Schmidt 
1994). 

Consumers are more likely to share humorous complaints. Con-
tent that elicits positive emotions is more likely to be shared with 
others (Berger and Milkman 2011). A recent study finds that the per-
ceived humor in a YouTube video predicts its number of views (War-
ren and Berger 2011).

THrEE sTUdIEs sUPPOrT OUr HYPOTHEsEs:
In Study 1, based on random assignment, we asked undergradu-

ates (N=75) to create and post a serious or humorous complaint as 
a status update on Facebook. In the 24 hours following the posting, 
participants recorded the number of people who ‘liked’ the update. 
Humorous complaints generated significantly more likes than serious 
complaints (MHumor=9.07, SDHumor=7.16, MSerious=5.59, SDSerious=4.68; 
F(1,71)=5.67, p<.05). Subsequently, we asked another group of un-
dergraduate students (N=50) to read through the complaints. Half of 
the participants rated the perceived humor in the complaints and the 
other half rated how likely they would be to ‘friend’ a person who 
posted the update and also how likely they would be to share the up-
date with others. Consistent with our hypotheses, participants were 
significantly more likely to ‘friend’ people who posted more humor-
ous complaints (r=.30, p<.01) and significantly more likely to share 
more humorous complaints with others (r=.52, p<.001).

Study 2 explored enjoyment, likelihood of sharing, attitude to-
wards the complainer and attitude towards the firm using complaint 

letters. The study used a 2(humorous vs. serious) x 2(bank vs. femi-
nine product) between-subjects design. To obtain the stimuli, we 
asked a sample of mTurk workers (N=50) to send us the most humor-
ous consumer complaint they could find on the internet. A research 
assistant blind to the hypotheses screened the complaints for validity 
and selected the two most humorous complaints. Another research 
assistant (also blind to the hypotheses) rewrote the complaints to be 
strictly serious in nature.

Depending on random assignment, undergraduates (N=165) 
read either a humorous or a serious letter complaining about one of 
two possible products, and assessed on seven-point scales their en-
joyment of the letter, likelihood of sharing the letter, attitude towards 
the writer of the complaint and attitude towards the firm. Consistent 
with our hypotheses and the results of our previous study, we find 
that compared to the serious complaints, participants reported greater 
enjoyment of the humorous complaints (MHumorous=4.60, MSerious=3.00, 
F(1,163)=27.25, p<.01), reported being more likely to share the 
humorous complaints (MHumorous=3.65, MSerious=2.87, F(1,163)=5.66, 
p<.05) and had a more positive attitude towards the complainer 
when the complaint was humorous (MHumorous=4.52, MSerious=3.65, 
F(1,163)=8.69, p<.01). Interestingly, brand attitudes did not differ 
depending on whether the complaint was humorous or serious (MHu-

morous=3.33, MSerious=3.17, F(1,163)=.38, p=.54).
Study 3 explored the influence of humorous complaints on brand 

choice, using online product reviews. If consumers attend more to 
humorous complaints, then humorous complaints may be more in-
fluential when making choices. We used a between-subjects design 
with 3 conditions (serious complaint and two humorous complaint 
replicates). To obtain the stimuli for this study, we first randomly 
selected a negative product review regarding a pair of earphones 
from Amazon.com. To create the humorous versions of the review, 
we asked 30 mTurk workers to rewrite the review in a humorous 
way, and then had a second sample of 39 mTurk workers rate how 
humorous they found each humorous rewrite. We selected two of the 
funniest reviews for the study. 

mTurk workers (N=148) first read a product description for 
Brand X, followed by one positive and one negative Brand X review.  
Next, participants read the description for Brand Y, followed by one 
positive and one negative Brand Y review. Depending on random 
assignment, the negative Brand Y review was either serious or hu-
morous in tone (two humor replicates). Participants were informed 
that they would have the opportunity to win one of the two pairs of 
headphones and were asked to indicate which brand they preferred. 

As hypothesized, participants were less likely to select Brand 
Y when a negative consumer review of the product was humorous 
(21.8%) than when it was serious (42.6%; χ2(1)=6.61, p=.01). Par-
ticipants exposed to the first humorous review were just as likely 
(20.9%) to select Brand Y as those who were exposed to the second 
humorous review (22.4%; χ2(1)=.03, p>.85).

In summary, the use of humor in consumer complaints can sig-
nificantly alter the responses of other consumers exposed to them. 
Because humorous complaints are more enjoyable, attention getting, 
and more likely to be shared than serious complaints, we suggest 
that, as was the case with Dave Carroll’s complaint, they can be a 
source of empowerment to consumers who have been wronged by 
brands.  
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Prior research in cognitive psychology has found important 

differences between associative memory and item memory (Clark 
1992; Clark and Burchett 1994; Gronlund and Ratcliff 1989; Hock-
ley 1991). While item memory is memory for individual items pres-
ent in a stimulus episode, associative memory is memory for a com-
bination of two or more items together. Especially germane to the 
present research is the prior finding that aging affects item and asso-
ciative memory differently. Larger age-related impairments are seen 
in associative memory than item memory (for a review refer to Old 
and Naveh-Benjamin 2008; Spencer and Raz 1995). 

Item memory and associative memory for brand information 
are both important for brand building. Memory for item informa-
tion such as individual brand names or brand logo graphics helps 
increase brand awareness and keeps the brand salient in the minds of 
consumers. Associations between the brand and favorable and dis-
tinct attributes and benefits work towards the creation of a positive 
brand image (Aaker 1996, 25; Broniarczyk and Alba 1994; Keller 
1993). Overall, brand equity and marketplace success of brands de-
pend upon the creation of high levels of brand awareness as well as 
positive and distinctive brand images (Warlop, Ratneshwar, and van 
Osselaer 2005).  

Despite the importance of item and associative memory for ef-
fective brand building, there has been very little consumer research 
on how these constructs are different from one another. Further, to 
the best of our knowledge, there is not even a single published study 
in consumer research on the effects of aging on item versus associa-
tive memory for brand information. This dearth of research is per-
plexing, given the importance of the elderly consumer to marketers 
(Yoon et al. 2005). Indeed, current demographic trends suggest that 
the age segment of 65 and above will increase dramatically over the 
next two decades, growing to nearly 20 percent of the total U.S. pop-
ulation by 2030. The growth of the elderly consumer segment makes 
a compelling argument for studying memory issues in this age group.  

The aim of this paper is therefore to address an important re-
search gap by studying the effects of aging on item and associative 
memory for brand elements. We focus not only on memory deficits in 
elderly versus younger consumers in a branding context, but also in-
vestigate how marketers can alleviate such deficits in the elderly. For 
doing so, we build on prior research in cognitive psychology which 
has shown that “schematic support” in terms of schemas or prior se-
mantic knowledge within a domain should aid encoding and retrieval 
of information (Craik and Bosman 1992). Two different forms of 
schematic support are examined in regard to item and associative 
memory for brand information among elderly consumers. In study 
1, the main question of interest is whether using more versus less 

meaningful brand elements (i.e., brand logo graphics) will improve 
item and associative memory for brand information in elderly (vs. 
younger) consumers. Meaningfulness of a brand element is the extent 
to which an individual has pre-existing semantic knowledge of the 
element in memory. In study 2, the same type of question is explored 
in regard to the degree of relatedness between brand elements (i.e., 
brand logo graphics and brand names). 

Study 1 (N = 50) used a 2 (elderly vs. younger consumer, be-
tween-subjects) x 2 (associative memory for brand information vs. 
item memory for brand logo graphics, within-subject) x 2 (more vs. 
less meaningful brand logo graphics; within-subject) mixed factorial 
design. The dependent variable was recognition accuracy as mea-
sured by the proportion of hits minus false alarms (Law, Hawkins, 
and Craik 1998; Morrin and Ratneshwar 2003). The stimuli were 
pairs of brand logo graphics and brand names. While brand logo 
graphics were manipulated to be more vs. less meaningful, the brand 
names were meaningful ones that were counterbalanced across the 
more and less meaningful brand logo graphics conditions.

Study 1 results showed that meaningfulness of brand logo 
graphics helped elderly consumers in remembering brand logo 
graphics better. Further, there was a two-way interaction between 
meaningfulness of logo graphics and age in the case of brand logo 
graphics (i.e., item) memory. Thus, the deficit in brand logo graphics 
memory between elderly (vs. younger) consumers in the less mean-
ingful brand logo graphics condition was actually eliminated in the 
more meaningful brand logo graphics condition. In addition, mean-
ingfulness of brand logo graphics enhanced associative memory for 
brand logo graphics and brand names in elderly consumers. Some in-
teresting results were also obtained in subsequent follow-up analyses 
where we examined hit rates and false alarm rates separately. 

Study 2 (N = 48) used a similar design and procedure as study 
1. Results showed that relatedness between brand logo graphics and 
brand names helped elderly consumers remember the individual 
brand elements better (i.e., improved item memory). Interestingly, 
there was also a significant two-way interaction between age and 
relatedness between brand logo graphics and brand names for item 
memory. Specifically, elderly (vs. younger) consumers benefited 
more from relatedness between brand logo graphics and brand names 
in boosting their item memory performance. Further, relatedness be-
tween brand logo graphics and brand names also helped elderly con-
sumers improve associative memory for brand information. Finally, 
in accord with past research, both studies 1 and 2 demonstrated that 
in the case of novel brand information, elderly (vs. younger) consum-
ers display a larger deficit in associative memory than item memory, 
i.e., there was a significant two-way interaction between age and type 
of memory. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Consumers are often faced with failure. They buy things that 

are never worn. They buy items the day before the item goes on sale. 
They find out after a negotiation that a friend got a better price than 
they did. Thinking about failure can be unpleasant. Is trying not to 
think about the failure a good coping strategy? 

Actively suppressing thoughts about the failure may seem like 
a viable short-term strategy because avoiding the unwanted thoughts 
means the individual faced with the failure might also avoid the 
negative feelings associated with the unsuccessful outcome. Thought 
suppression requires two mechanisms; an operating process to pro-
mote the suppression by finding distracting thoughts and a monitor-
ing system to search consciousness for signals of suppression fail-
ure (Wegner 1987; 1994). The irony of thought suppression is that 
the monitoring process causes hyperaccessibility of the unwanted 
thought. For example, in Wegner’s famous white bear studies, not 
thinking of a white bear requires continuous activation of the thought 
to ensure it has not come to mind. This monitoring process leads to 
increased accessibility of the unwanted thought after thought sup-
pression has been discontinued (the rebound effect). If the unwanted 
thought is not a benign white bear thought, but is instead related to 
poor consumption, the rebound effect may have important consump-
tion ramifications including poor consumption decisions (Erskine, 
Georgiou and Kvavilashvili 2010). Independent of rebound effects, 
thought suppression has been shown to result in poor consumption 
decisions when suppressing benign white bear thoughts. Vohs and 
Faber (2007) demonstrate that not thinking about white bears can 
result in suboptimal consumption decisions because of a reduc-
tion in self-regulatory resources. Although we know that depleting 
self-regulatory resources can be detrimental to subsequent behavior 
(Baumesiter 2002), it is not clear which of the two processes causes 
poor decision making when consumers suppress thoughts about their 
own past failures. In order to understand when the detrimental effects 
of thought suppression can be eliminated, it is important to determine 
which of the two processes is depleting. The monitoring process al-
ways occurs and cannot be eliminated, while the distracting process 
can be more or less difficult. We propose that it is not the monitor-
ing process, but the process of finding a distraction that is resource 
depleting. 

In three studies, we show that depletion during thought suppres-
sion is not caused by monitoring for the presence of an unwanted 
thought or the negative affect associated with thinking about failure. 
We show that it is the process of looking for a distracting thought. In 
each study, participants work on an unsolvable puzzle task and are 
given failure feedback. In study one, we manipulate the motivation 
to thought suppress. In studies two and three, thought suppression is 
instructed.

The aim of study one (N=61) was to establish that after ac-
knowledging failure, participants engaging in an activity that did not 
provide sufficiently distracting thoughts, had fewer self-regulatory 
resources than participants that did not acknowledge the failure (t 
=2.63, p =.01). Consistent with previous measures of depletion, the 
volume of food consumed was a proxy for the level of remaining 
self-regulatory resources (more ‘sinful tempting’ food consumed = 
fewer remaining resources: Vohs and Heatherton 2000; Fedorikhin 
and Patrick 2010). Thought protocols and scales show that partici-
pants did try to suppress thoughts after acknowledging the failure. 

To more directly test for the depleting effects of thought sup-
pression, we instructed thought suppression and manipulated the 
effort required to find distracting thoughts by providing cues (vs. 
not providing cues) reminding participants of the unwanted thought 
(poor performance) in study two (N =98). The number of times a 
distraction had to be found during thought suppression was mea-
sured by counting the intrusions in the participants’ speak-aloud 
recordings. Hopelessness was measured after the suppression task. 
Finally, during an unrelated task, participants were told to help them-
selves to M&Ms. If it’s the effort involved in finding a distracting 
thought drives depletion, then the number of times a distraction had 
to be found (intrusions), not hopelessness, should mediate the cue/
resource depletion relationship. 

As expected, participants in the cued condition were more de-
pleted than participants in the no-cue condition (t =-2.41, p =.018). 
Importantly, the number of intrusions fully mediated the cue/deple-
tion relationship (Figure 1). To eliminate the monitoring process as 
the explanation for depletion, we manipulated monitoring in study 
three (N =81). We introduced a control condition where participants 
were not told to thought suppress, but instead to think about the fail-
ure and improvement strategies. They, therefore, didn’t need to acti-
vate the monitoring process. In two thought suppression conditions, 
we manipulated the difficulty of finding a distraction following an 
intrusion by offering (vs. not offering) distracting thoughts. To test 
the effect across contexts, a more general measure of resource deple-
tion was used; attentional control on a dichotic listening exercise. 

Figure 1 
Study 2 – Mediation of Cue Manipulation on Consumption via 

Thought Intrusions

If monitoring, and the subsequent rebound effect, explained 
the depletion found in studies one and two, then participants in the 
thought suppression condition should always be less able to perform 
on a resource demanding dichotic listening task compared to partici-
pants in a ‘no thought suppression’ (control) condition. Instead, we 
found that thought suppression was only depleting, compared to the 
control condition, when the distracting thoughts had to be found (t 
=2.27, p =.03), not when they were offered (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 
Study 3 – remaining Self-regulatory resources

This research demonstrates that the short-term benefit of sup-
pressing thoughts to avoid the negative feelings associated with fail-
ure depletes self-regulatory resources and causes poor consumption 
decisions. Importantly, we explore reasons for the depletion. We 
demonstrate that the conscious act of finding a distraction, causes 
depletion and sub-optimal consumption behavior in a domain com-
pletely unrelated to the failure itself.

 The findings shed light on a trade-off for consumers dealing 
with a failure. Either try to feel better now by suppressing thoughts 
at the risk of a breakdown in behavioral regulation later or wallow 
in the negative thoughts now, knowing that better consumption deci-
sions will be made in future.
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Self-Affirmation Can Backfire For Experts: The Case Of Product Warning Messages
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Protecting self-worth and integrity is a central human motiva-

tion (Steele 1988). However, it can lead people to resist threatening 
information which could otherwise improve their decisions (Sherman 
and Cohen 2002). Self-affirmation provides one way to overcome 
this kind of resistance (Steele 1988). As the self-concept is formed 
by multiple selves which get differentially activated at different mo-
ments (Markus and Kunda 1986), affirming one of these selves, for 
example, ‘the benevolent self’, activates evidence of self-worth, so 
the need for self-integrity protection can be relaxed, decreasing resis-
tance to threatening information. 

Although affirmation generally eases the acceptance of threat-
ening information, it can result in higher resistance as well. For ex-
ample, higher resistance is observed when the threat occurs in the 
same domain as the affirmation (Blanton et al. 1997) because affir-
mation highlights a person’s commitment to the issue and the identity 
at stake (Sherman and Cohen 2006). As self-affirmation turns one’s 
attention to the adequacy of the self, strengthening the pursuit of self-
esteem, people feel threatened by criticism in domains in which they 
have staked self-worth, and feel pressure to succeed in that domain 
(Crocker and Park 2004). Therefore, we propose that resistance to 
threat is triggered by affirmation when consumers have expertise in a 
domain, as individuals often take pride in learning while experienc-
ing products, and form internal attributions about personal efficacy 
(Hoch and Deighton 1989). 

Surprisingly the role of expertise on self-affirmation effects has 
been absent from the literature. We start to fill this gap by investigat-
ing this question in the domain of warning labels. Product warning 
labels are used to communicate potential risks of product usage and/
or to persuade individuals to behave in a particular manner (Stew-
art and Martin 1994)w. In this context, one way to accomplish self-
protection is to reassure that products with warning labels in one’s 
domain of expertise are valuable. Hence, self-affirmation for experts 
who are threatened is predicted to lead to more positive product per-
ceptions. 

Further, while high self-esteem individuals respond to threats 
through dominance and competence, low self-esteem people pursue 
self-esteem by seeking acceptance, for example by looking for re-
assurance from others or becoming more interdependent (Crocker 
and Park 2004; Vohs and Heatherton 2001). Evaluating products per 
se cannot address the social needs that low self-esteem individuals 
pursue. Therefore, if self-affirmation triggers the self-esteem sys-
tem, we would expect increases in product perceptions only for high 
self-esteem consumers because boosting these perceptions can help 
ascertain the importance of their competence which was threatened.

We report three studies, all with two conditions: affirmed vs. 
control. In study 1 participants were members of an online panel. 
The study started with the manipulation (Steele and Liu 1983) in 
which participants ranked values then explained either why their first 
ranked value was important to them (affirmed condition) or why their 
fifth ranked value was important to others (control condition). Next, 
participants were presented with a can of an unknown energy drink 
containing a label: “Warning: May cause heart palpitations in caf-
feine sensitive people. Usage: Max 2 cans daily”, and indicated their 
attitudes toward the drink (α = .89) (unfavorable/favorable, negative/
positive, bad/good, nonattractive/attractive). Participants then indi-
cated their expertise (α = .86) on a 7 point scale: “I am knowledge-
able regarding energy drinks” and “I have a lot of experience with 

energy drinks”. Given length constraints, we report only the results 
for those who reported having seen the warning and who were more 
expert (estimated by mixed models using the continuous expertise 
measure). More expert, affirmed participants reported more positive 
(M = 3.98) attitudes than more expert, non-affirmed participants (M 
= 3.03; F(1, 79) = 5.62, p < .05). 

Study 2 was run with students and used a high-involvement 
product category. After the affirmation manipulation, participants 
were presented with information about a 3D TV, including a pic-
ture of 3D glasses with the label: “Warning: Do not view images too 
closely or for a long period of time as it may harm your eyesight”. 
Attitudes toward the product (α = .89) were measured, in addition 
to purchase intentions, and perceptions that the product would sell 
well. Expertise (α = .77) questions followed: “I am knowledgeable 
regarding 3D viewing”, and “Compared to most other people, I have 
a lot of experience with 3D viewing (this includes time spent watch-
ing movies in 3D)”. To measure category effects, participants filled 
out an attractiveness scale (Boyd and Mason 1999) toward 3D TVs 
(α = .88). Compared to control participants, for more expert consum-
ers self-affirmation resulted in marginally more positive product at-
titudes (4.83 vs. 5.43; F(1, 175) = 3.20, p = .08), significantly higher 
perceptions that the product would sell well (4.20 vs. 4.90; F(1, 175) 
= 4.01, p < .05) and greater attractiveness of 3D TVs (3.39 vs. 4.43; 
F(1, 175) = 15.74, p < .001). Although purchase intentions did not 
significantly increase with affirmation (4.07 vs. 4.56; NS), this is un-
derstandable as participants were students. 

In study 3, ran with members of an online panel, in the affirmed 
condition participants were asked to describe two situations in which 
they acted kindly towards someone else. In the control condition 
they listed 10 cities in their state. The remaining part was identi-
cal to study 2, followed by a measure of implicit self-esteem (ISE), 
namely a name letters evaluation task (Koole, Dijksterhuis, and Van 
Knippenberg 2001). The results replicate the previous findings, ex-
cept that purchase intentions also increased from the control to the 
affirmed condition (3.94 vs. 5.00; F(1, 219) = 5.89, p < .05). Further-
more, when considering ISE, these results replicate again but only 
for those high in ISE (except for attitudes, which did not reach sig-
nificance), not for those low in ISE. 

In conclusion, we identify expertise as a significant factor in 
self-affirmation effects. When expertise is high, self-affirmation may 
lead threats to become more (rather than less) aversive, in conse-
quence leading consumers to evaluate a product more (rather than 
less) positively when it contains a warning label. Self-esteem ap-
pears as a moderator: affirmation backfires only for high self-esteem 
experts who perceive a warning label threat.
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Transformational Solutions of Self through Companion Animals 
Jill Mosteller, Portland State University, USA

ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
How consumers manage the dynamics between love and money 

can be intertwined in a myriad of ways. Based upon the growing 
presence of companion animals in U.S. households (now estimated 
at 62%) and related financial spend (over $50 billion in 2011) (APPA 
2011), understanding consumers’ identity dynamics relating to com-
panion animals may be theoretically insightful.  The things we love 
exert a strong influence on our sense of self (Ahuvia 2005).  Com-
panion animals may be classified as extensions of oneself in addi-
tion to being associated with significant life events or experiences 
(Belk 1988; Ahuvia 2005). By understanding the meanings compan-
ion animals serve related to a person’s self-concept and integration 
within society may serve as “relationship climate canaries” (Brown-
lie  2008).    Given fundamental human need for social relatedness 
(Baumeister and Leary 1995) and assertions of decline in one’s sense 
of community  (Cushman  1990), do the roles one adopts as it relates 
to companion animals serve as adaptive solutions for social related-
ness?  

Consumers’ motives for consumption and possession stem in 
large part from the “meaning of consumption objects and the value 
that meaning provides” (Richins 1994, 519).  In North America, the 
freedom to create one’s identity comes with the consumer responsi-
bility to self-define, suggesting that the “goods” one acquires may 
be particularly meaningful because they may serve to help construct 
and communicate one’s identity (McCracken 1986).  Identities repre-
sent self-concepts because they reflect internalized role expectations 
within social relationships; the goal being to understand and explain 
how social structures affect self and self affects social behaviors 
(Stryker 2007).  

Noting that “an adequate understanding of human behavior must 
begin with an exploration of how people define the situation, selves, 
and others that compose the social worlds they inhabit” (Sanders and 
Hirschman 1996, 112-113), a phenomenological approach was em-
ployed. Depth interviews ranging from one to three hours in length 
with continued documented conversations and observations covering 
a five-year period provide the basis for the emergent findings.  People 
who engaged in a variety of animal related roles provided the foun-
dation for this purposeful sample.  Observations and conversations 
with other informants engaged in animal related roles, and people 
who knew the informants, were added to triangulate and enhance 
data credibility (Patton 2002).Two selected cases highlight how an-
imal-related roles serve to create a self-conceptual fit  within one’s 
community under varying degrees of resource (e.g. money, housing ) 
and social support (e.g. community, family, professional).  These two 
cases depict role trajectories that start, progress, and end on opposite 
ends of the perceptual map spectrum (social conflict/social support 
on the x-axis and access to resources draining/gaining on the y-axis). 
The emotional and financial trade-offs each makes within their re-
spective social structures, inform identity project outcomes. 

Role Abandonment to Role Acquisition:  Transformative Syn-
thesized Solution:  Al

Al’s story ‘begins’ when he was 9 years old with his “own” dog.  
Due to Al not spending enough time caring for and fulfilling his dog 
responsibility duties, his parents facilitated the abandonment of his 
dog caretaker role by returning the dog to the ‘pound’.   He had no 
control over the outcome; parents exerted control over resources.   Al 
expressed conflict in terms of love and money, stating how the lack 
of money causes “love” to go away.  To resolve this conflict, Al later 

worked to become Superintendent of an animal shelter, responsible 
for hundreds of animals.  This role, a symbol of his animal steward-
ship achievement, helped to resolve his earlier childhood conflict, 
seeing himself as being a bad dog caretaker.  The path from role 
abandonment to role acquisition illustrates a synthesized solution 
(Ahuvia 2005) predicated on his love “for all things natural.”  He 
constructed a desired self-concept by forcefully going after the roles 
that developed his animal caretaker ability and enabling him to exert 
control over animal life and death outcomes through the resources 
he responsibly managed.  Al’s identity transformation required him 
to confront his dark side, as well as others’ dark sides concerning 
animal caretaking.  This role acquisition enabled him to exert control 
over  necessary resources  so he could manage when and how love 
would go away.

Role Acquisition to Role Abandonment:  Transformative Dys-
functional Solution: Deb

Deb began breeding dogs as a means to earn money while she 
cared for her mother.  Over time she acquired more dogs than she 
sold.  Rising food and care costs related to the growing number of 
dogs depleted her financial resources. She worked as a vet tech in a 
nearby city, a role she acquired role from the vet who vaccinated and 
treated the puppies she bred.  Initially, being a vet tech and breeder 
helped her financially, but Deb’s motivations shifted over time.  To 
combat feelings of social isolation and reduced emotional intimacy 
she experienced after moving from the city back to the country, her 
animal family became her social surrogate.  Social conflict emerged 
with community members calling the department of agriculture 
about the growing number of dogs. The sudden death of Deb’s moth-
er, a critical source of social and financial support, overwhelmed 
Deb emotionally and financially.  She voluntarily relinquished the 
dogs to authorities.  Deb’s case illustrates how one’s need for money 
transformed into a need for love and social connectedness not ful-
filled within her community.   Deb’s sense of alienation and resulting 
identity emptiness after losing the animals is attributed in part by her 
inability to manage resources needed to sustain the identity project 
and confronting her own dark side in the process.  

Findings suggest that one’s perceived degree of conflict or sup-
port within one’s social structure influences the construction and evo-
lution of identities and related role behaviors as a means of creating 
synthesized solutions.  These two cases contribute to symbolic inter-
action by illustrating how social relations (e.g. love) and resources 
(e.g. money) shape consumers’ identity projects with companion ani-
mals adding social dimension.   For Deb, companion animals were a 
social surrogate, signaling her growing alienation and distrust of oth-
ers within her community.  For Al, companion animals were a social 
conduit that enabled a personal transformation, signaling integration 
and support from others.  
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
The effect of serving-size on consumption is well-established 

(Chandon and Wansink 2011). The larger the serve, the greater the 
amount consumed. However, what is not clear is the size of the ef-
fect, the processes driving the effect, and the conditions under which 
the effect is stronger or weaker. 

The present research used a meta-analysis to quantify the ef-
fect of serving-size on amount consumed. We also test two alternate 
views in the literature for why the effect occurs. The view that the 
influence of serving-size on consumption volume is a perceptual ef-
fect is compared to the view that the effect is a function of a unit-bias. 

Extant research shows that people’s estimations of serving-size 
changes tend to be inelastic (Chandon and Wansink 2006; Chandon 
and Ordabayeva 2009; van Ittersum and Wansink 2012). Generally, 
the size of the increase is underestimated (100% increase in serving-
size leads to a perceived increase of only 50-60%). These published 
results describe a standard diminishing psychophysical function as 
described by Weber’s Law (1834). Meaning that, although there is a 
constant linear effect for the ratio of change in serving-size to amount 
consumed, the change in perceived serving-size does not equate to 
the actual change in serving-size. 

An alternative view suggests a unit-bias drives the serving-size 
effect (Geier et al. 2006). Individuals generally base consumption 
around a single unit or serving (e.g. we consume a bowl of soup or 
a plate of pasta). However, focusing on the consumption of one unit 
(or even part of one unit) leaves individuals susceptible to variations 
in the size of that unit (100% increase in serving-size leads to a 100% 
increase in consumption).

In the present study, we expect that if the serving-size effect 
results from a unit-bias, consumption would change linearly in direct 
proportion to serving-size. Conversely, if the serving-size effect re-
sults from a perceptual influence the ratio of change in consumption 
will not directly equate to the actual change in serving-size. 

A meta-analysis using 67 separate studies with a combined sam-
ple of 2792 respondents, revealed a substantial and significant effect 
of serving-size on consumption (d=.469,CI95=[.376,.562]). To test 
for the underlying process of the effect, we regressed the absolute 
measures provided within each study for both amounts served and 
amounts consumed. If the serving-size effect is due to a unit-bias, the 
relationship between amount served and amount consumed should 
be linear and approaching a slope of one. However, the results show 
that there is a diminishing impact of serving-size on amount con-
sumed as the size of the serving increases. 

While this shows that unit-bias is not the source of the size ef-
fect, it does not conclusively show that the source is perceptual.  To 
test whether the process is perceptual, we created a metric that relates 
the size of change in consumption to the change in serving-size.  The 
change in amount consumed was regressed on the change in amount 
served. 

Our results show that the change in serving-size significantly 
predicts the change in consumption. Importantly, the regression coef-
ficient tells us that if the serving-size doubles (i.e., the large serve is 
100% larger than the small serve), consumption is 22% greater than 
in the small serve condition. In addition to providing an absolute 
measure of the serving-size effect, the result suggests that perceptual 
processes, rather than a unit-bias, drive the effect.

Finally, in an effort to identify conditions under which the effect 
is stronger or weaker we conducted a moderator analysis. A modera-
tor analysis shows that although the effect varies under a range of 
conditions, the effect is significantly smaller for children relative to 
adults. The effect is also stronger when participants were distracted 
while eating. 

To examine how the serving-size effect varies by the significant 
moderators we entered a dummy variable for children into our regres-
sion based on changes in consumption and serving-size.  For adults
the serving-size effect coefficient is .296 (t=4.88,p<.001) while the 
coefficient for the dummy variable for children was negative and 
significant (B =-.110, t=-2.49,p=.005) implying that the coefficient 
for children is .186.  That is, children will increase consumption by 
19% if the serving-size is doubled, while adults will increase their 
consumption by 30%.  We also included a dummy variable for food 
focus, where 1 is no food focus and 0 is food focus. Results revealed 
a significant coefficient for food focus (B=0.113, t=15.62, p<0.001), 
implying that when eaters are distracted, and there is a doubling of 
the serving-size, the amount consumed will increase by 33%. 

The results make a number of important contributions.  The 
meta-analysis provides the relative size of the serving-size effect.  
However, the development of ratio measures of change in serving-
size and consumption allows for the absolute quantification of this 
effect.  Consumption can be expected to increase by 22% when the 
serving-size is doubled.  The result shows consumption to be a con-
stant ratio of serving-size and supports the notion that the serving-
size effect is perceptual rather than resulting from a unit-bias.  And 
finally, while the effect is fairly reliable and general, it is found to be 
stronger when consumers are distracted and among adults. The effect 
is weaker among children.

Some clear public policy implications may be drawn from the 
findings.  First, the size of the serving-size effect should encourage a 
move away from super-sizing promotions.  It might also encourage 
the adoption of smaller sizes – although to get a 22% reduction in 
consumption requires a halving of current serving-sizes. The percep-
tual nature of the effect means that introducing extrinsic benchmarks 
for appropriate sizing portions (e.g. serving size charts) into the con-
sumption episode should be a more effective strategy in monitoring 
consumption than adopting rules such as ‘always eat half of what you 
are given’.  And finally, as it is encouraging to see that children are 
less susceptible to the serving-size effect than adults, attention needs 
to be given to sustaining the apparently natural resistance of children 
to serving-size manipulations.

In summary, there is a Catch-22 to larger serving-sizes.  Serve 
twice as much; you will eat 22% more!
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
A stigma “refers to an attribute that is deeply discrediting” 

(Goffman 1963, 3). The stigmatized characteristic labels the pos-
sessor as different from what is considered “normal” in some way. 
Furthermore, in order for stigmatization to occur, the attribute must 
be connected with a negative stereotype. This paper explores Afri-
can-American women’s lived experiences with stigmatization. More 
specifically, I address the following research questions: (1) How does 
stigmatization affect African-American women’s identities? and (2) 
How do African-American women manage stigma? Specifically, how 
do African-American women use consumption to manage stgima?

 I employed qualitative data collection methods to tap into 
African-American women’s experiences with stigma. I conducted 
23 depth interviews. Informants also constructed collages depict-
ing their identity as African-American women. All informants live 
in a small city in the Midwest. They come from a variety of social 
classes and are between the ages of 19 and 56. All interviews were 
audiotaped and transcribed, yielding more than 650 pages of text. 
In analyzing both the collages and the written text from the depth 
interviews, I searched for emergent themes while also engaging in 
dialectical tacking (Strauss and Corbin 1998). 

I argue that stigma significantly affects African-American 
women’s identities and can create identity gaps. The Communica-
tion Theory of Identity (CIT) argues that there are four frames of 
identity: (1) personal, (2) enacted, (3) relational, and (4) communal 
(Hecht, Collier, and Ribeau. 1993). The personal identity frame is 
how individuals view themselves while the enacted frame is how 
people communicate their identity to those around them. The rela-
tional frame is others’ perceptions of an individual’s identity. In the 
communal frame, society ascribes individuals an identity based on 
group membership. Because different discourses govern the various 
identities, discrepancies among the frames can occur, which results 
in an identity gap (Hecht et al. 1993). Hecht et al. (1993) identify 11 
potential identity gaps between frames. Research shows that identity 
gaps can lead to increased feelings of depression (Jung and Hecht 
2008). Identity gaps can also engender feelings of perceived discrim-
ination (Wadsworth, Hecht, and Jung 2008).  

In this study, the first identity gap to emerge is the personal-
communal gap. None of my informants believe they personify the 
stereotypes associated with their race and gender. As these women 
reject the stereotypes society attempts to impose on them, there is a 
disconnect between their personal identity frame and the communal 
identity that society ascribes to them. These informants also describe 
experiencing a communal intra-frame identity gap. While Hecht et 
al. (1993) explore inter-frame identity gaps (gaps occurring between 
frames), they fail to consider intra-frame identity gaps (gaps occur-
ring within one identity frame). African-American women can be 
subjected to two opposing communal identities—one by mainstream 
society and the other by the African-American community. Intra-
frame gaps can be just as problematic for African-American women 
to manage as inter-frame gaps. 

In order to eliminate or reduce the identity gap, individuals can 
manipulate one of the four frames of identity. 

PErSOnAL IdEnTITy FrAME
One way to eliminate an identity gap is for African-American 

women to accept the stereotype. The existence of the ascribed com-

munal identity actually results in its internalization into the personal 
identity frame. This coping strategy is one of the biggest dangers of 
stereotypes. While none of my informants feel that they fit the stereo-
types, they note that constantly fighting stereotyping is difficult and 
they have been tempted to just accept the identity society ascribes to 
them. They also discuss how other African-American women they 
know have internalized the stereotypes. While consumption is not 
generally used as a management strategy when changing this iden-
tity frame, it can be used to facilitate the process. For example, one 
informant discusses that she has considered if she should accept the 
gold-digger stereotype and travel to professional basketball games to 
try to find a rich husband.

COMMunAL IdEnTITy FrAME
African-American women can also attempt to eliminate an 

identity gap through the communal frame. With these strategies in-
dividuals are trying to eliminate the stereotype, thus changing the 
communal identity. Generally, in order for this to be effective, mul-
tiple people must work together to change the stereotype. A notable 
example of this is the Civil Rights Movement. Attempts to change 
this frame can be made at the local and national levels. Similar to the 
personal identity frame, while consumption is generally not the main 
focus of this management strategy, it can be a part of the strategy. 
Informants discuss organizing events to educate people on African-
American culture in hopes of eradicating stereotypes.

rELATIOnAL IdEnTITy FrAME
The strategies associated with this frame allow African-Amer-

ican women to distance themselves from the stereotypes associated 
with their race and gender. The dominant strategy that informants 
discuss is letting people get to know them as an individual. Through 
this process those around the individual will realize that she does 
not fit the stereotype. Individuals can use consumption to help this 
process. For example, they might have coffee with others while be-
coming acquainted.  However, it is important to note that is not al-
ways possible for individuals to get to know every person who may 
stereotype them. Furthermore, in some cases, an individual might 
not have the time to get to know the person stereotyping her because 
of the short duration of the encounter (e.g., during a job interview). 

EnACTEd IdEnTITy FrAME
The strategies associated with the enacted identity frame are 

consumption laden. African-American women deliberately use con-
sumption to disassociate themselves from particular stereotypes. For 
example, a common stereotype is that if African-American women 
have natural hair, they are militant or anti-white. In order to combat 
this, informants report either processing their hair or wearing a wig, 
especially in professional contexts. Other women report dressing a 
particular way to distance themselves from stereotypes. 

In this paper I present a theoretical model of how stigma af-
fects identity. I explore how stigmatization affects identity and how 
consumption is utilized as a management strategy. I hope this paper 
encourages scholars to revisit the construct of stigma and its impor-
tance to the field of consumer behavior.
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Examining Self-monitoring and Environmentally Friendly Sub-branding Strategy
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT

Motivation
Sustainability concerns in the United States and worldwide 

have gained much attention in recent years, and companies are jump-
ing on the bandwagon trying to understand strategies to best promote 
environmentally friendly brand images to consumers. A variety of 
sub-brand strategies, for example, are found in the marketplace. Toy-
ota entered the hybrid market by introducing the sub-brand Toyota 
Prius as eco-friendly. 

Research is needed to understand whether some sub-branding 
strategies are more effective than others in influencing consumers’ 
perceptions of eco-friendliness of the overall parent brand. In two 
studies, we examine whether a strategy in which eco-friendly prod-
ucts are concentrated within a sub-brand is different from a strategy 
in which eco-friendly products are dispersed across sub-brands. We 
also examine how the sub-branding strategy interacts with the con-
sumer’s level of self-monitoring and variability (similarity or dis-
similarity) between the sub-brands.

Hypotheses 
Prior research in stereotyping and schematic processing (e.g. 

Weber and Crocker 1983) finds that when information about one 
category member is novel or different from the others, it will have 
less effect on the overall category when it is concentrated within a 
sub-category than when the same information is dispersed across 
different sub-categories. The present studies compare concentrated 
and dispersed sub-branding strategies and their effect on eco-friendly 
beliefs about the brand.  Consistent with previous research, we pre-
dicted that the dispersed sub-branding strategy would have a greater 
impact on consumers’ beliefs about the parent brand than the con-
centrated strategy.

We also predicted that these effects would be reinforced when 
differences between the sub-brands is high (versus low). Spillover 
from a brand extension to parent brand beliefs and attitudes (e.g., 
Lei, Dawar, and Lemmink 2008, John, Loken, and Joiner 1998, Lo-
ken and John 1993) has been previously documented. Based on prior 
research (Weber and Crocker, 1983) we expect that when a parent 
brand’s architecture includes several sub-brands, eco-friendly prod-
ucts of the sub-brands should lead to greater eco-friendly beliefs for 
the parent brand when the products are dispersed across the different 
sub-brands than concentrated within a single sub-brand. Low self-
monitors may be particularly attuned to differences between these 
strategies, whereas high self-monitors may be attuned more to other 
cues as well as strategies. Consumers high (low) in the trait of self-
monitoring judge products by their image-enhancing properties more 
(less) than product performance (Snyder and DeBono 1985), and 
focus more (less) on behaving appropriately to the situation, they 
should be more receptive to any attempts by the company to develop 
an eco-friendly “green” image. 

Hypothesis 1: When green products are dispersed across sev-
eral sub-brands (vs. concentrated within one 
sub-brand), consumers will be more likely to 
infer that the parent brand is environmentally 
friendly.

Hypothesis 2: Low (versus high) self-monitors will be more in-
fluenced by concentrated versus dispersed strat-
egies. 

Hypothesis 3: When sub-brands are dissimilar (vs. similar) to 
one other, consumers will be more likely to infer 
that the parent brand is environmentally friendly.

Method
Study 1 (N=244) was conducted online using MTurk. Partici-

pants were shown a catalog of a hypothetical brand of automobiles 
(CarMak) with four sub-brands (CarMak S, T, V, and R) and four 
products within each sub-brand.  Photos and specifications (e.g., 
type, horsepower, seats) of all sixteen cars were provided, and eco-
friendly CO2 emission hybrids were indicated. Participants were 
randomly assigned to either a concentrated strategy (all green brands 
shown within a single sub-brand) or dispersed strategy (each sub-
brand included one green brand). Participants then completed three 
1-7 scales (subsequently averaged) about whether the parent brand, 
CarMak, is environmentally friendly, an 18-item Self-monitoring 
Scale (Snyder and Gangestad 1986), and participants overall concern 
for the environment, the latter of which was used in analyses as a 
covariate. In Study 1, participants were asked to answer questions 
from the perspective of the consumer.

Study 2 (N=164) used the same procedure as in Study 1, with 
two differences. First we also manipulated the variability of prod-
ucts by asking participants to write either three similarities or dis-
similarities of the four sub-brands (i.e., sedans, trucks, minivans, and 
SUVs). Second, we did not specify that participants should take the 
perspective of the average consumer. The latter change was made in 
case results were affected by participants thinking about what other 
consumers (rather than themselves) might infer.

Findings
In Study 1, we found support for the first hypothesis. In particu-

lar, consumers were more likely to infer that the parent brand was 
environmentally friendly when the green products were dispersed 
across sub-brands rather than concentrated (F(1, 236) = 16.70, p < 
.001). Second, results supported the second hypothesis. We found a 
marginally significant interaction effect (F(1, 236) = 3.14, p = .07) 
between strategy and self-monitoring such that low self-monitors 
were more attuned to strategy differences than high self-monitors.

The results of study 2 supported the first hypothesis, replicating 
Study 1 (F(1, 155) = 4.05, p < .05). Second, in support of Hypoth-
esis 3, participants were more likely to infer the parent brand was 
environmentally friendly when they were primed with dissimilari-
ties between the sub-brands than when they were primed with simi-
larities (F(1, 155) = 13.03, p < .001). Finally, we found a significant 
three-way interaction of strategy, variability, and self-monitoring. 
Interestingly, we found mixed support for the second hypothesis. 
Specifically, compared to high self-monitors, low self-monitors were 
less influenced by variability (similar vs. dissimilar) than by strategy 
(concentrated vs. dispersed; F(1, 155) = 7.75, p < .01). 
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Contributions
First, the current research provides insights about how to 

promote a brand’s environmentally friendly image by using sub-
branding strategies. In particular, dispersed strategies were superior 
to concentrated strategies. In addition, prior research in stereotyping 
and schematic processing was successfully applied to the study of 
green branding, an emerging topic in consumer research. Finally, it 
proposes a possible extension of self-monitoring to green branding. 
For example, marketers who are engaged in global branding might 
want to place different type of advertisement depending on the 
target consumer (e.g. the Asian culture may have chronically lower 
self-monitoring compared to Americans, Fuglestad and Snyder 
2009).
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Nowadays, restaurants and food outlets increasingly allow con-

sumers to customize their food, which often involves either a selec-
tion or a rejection decision. For example, shop A might allow you to 
build a food platter by asking you to choose from a range of healthy 
(e.g., carrots, celery) and/or unhealthy (e.g., fried spring rolls, fries) 
options. Alternatively, shop B might offer a pre-prepared platter con-
sisting of healthy/unhealthy options, but then asks you to customize 
it by rejecting the ones that you don’t like. Although prior research 
has examined the effect of choose versus reject decision frames on 
the ‘quantity’ of items selected, (e.g., Dhar and Wertenbroch 2000; 
Huber, Neale, and Northcraft 1987; Park, Jun, and MacInnis 2000; 
Shafir 1993, Yaniv and Schul 1997), it has been surprisingly mute on 
the ‘quality’ of the choice. What we mean is that although a choose 
frame may appear to be the ‘correct’ frame to adopt because it leads 
to a smaller quantity of items as indicated by past research, it can 
lead to the false conclusion that a healthier choice has been made. In 
fact, the opposite might be true because the items selected might be 
unhealthy. Alternatively, the reject decision frame might appear to 
be inappropriate as it leads to a larger number of items, hence more 
calories, but the opposite might be true as the nature of items selected 
might be healthy. 

We draw upon three theoretical frameworks to predict the im-
pact of decision fame on food customisation decisions. First, hedon-
ic attributes (e.g., taste) are weighted more under a reject decision 
whereas the utilitarian attributes (e.g., calories) are weighted more 
under a choose decision frame (Bohm and Pfister 1996; Dhar and 
Wertenbroch 2000). Second, the goal progress literature (Fishbach 
and Dhar 2005; Fishbach and Zhang 2008) suggests that upon see-
ing a healthy item, people may feel a sense of vicarious fulfilment 
that they have progressed towards the health goal, thus permitting 
them to indulge in unhealthy food (Martin 2007; Wilcox et al. 2009). 
Third, activation of the long-term health goal upon being exposed to 
temptations occurs more spontaneously than vice-versa (Fishbach, 
Friedman, and Kruglanski 2003). Across three studies, we show that 
the decision frames of choosing versus rejecting have important con-
sequences for food customisation decisions.

In study 1, half of the participants were shown a randomised list 
of 5-healthy and 5-unhealthy items and asked to check the items they 
wanted to add to their customisable platter (choose decision frame). 
The other half were told that a pre-selected platter already included 
the 5-healthy and 5-unhealthy items, which could be removed by 
un-checking the items they did not want (reject decision frame).  We 
found that a greater number of unhealthy versus healthy items were 
included when rejecting (3.82 vs. 3.21; F (1, 37) = 5.29, p < .05) but 
there was no difference in the number of unhealthy versus healthy 
items when choosing (2.24 vs. 2.68), F (1, 37) = 1.16, ns. 

In study 1, healthy and unhealthy items were presented mixed 
together on one page. However, we often select from two separate 
lists. For example, when customising a sandwich, we may first se-
lect from a list of salads (healthy) and then move on to select meats 
and sauces (unhealthy). In study 2, half of the participants were first 
shown the healthy list followed by the unhealthy list and the order 
was reversed for the other half of the participants. Interestingly, we 
observed a significant Decision Frame x Item Type x Order three-
way interaction on the number of items included in the food platter 

(F (1, 246) = 4.65, p < .05). Specific contrasts revealed that under 
the choose decision frame, although a greater number of healthy 
(versus unhealthy) items were included (2.90 vs. 2.10; F (1, 127) = 
35.16, p < .05) under both UH-H and H-UH orders, this difference 
was marginally greater in the UH-H order than the H-UH order (1.02 
vs. 0.58; t (246) = 1.70; p < .1). Under a reject decision frame, a 
greater number of healthy (versus unhealthy) items were included in 
the food platter (3.80 vs. 2.95; t (121) = 6.13, p < .05) in both UH-H 
and H-UH order. The key takeaway is that consumers should choose 
sequentially – unhealthy followed by healthy items.

In study 3, we varied the valence of the food platter (in studies 
1 and 2, the food platter had a neutral valence) by asking participants 
to customise a salad (healthy valence) versus a pizza (unhealthy va-
lence). Our results indicated that that a greater number of toppings 
were selected under rejecting than choosing when customising a 
salad (6.70 vs. 5.24; F (1, 174) = 9.55, p < .001), but not when cus-
tomising a pizza (5.95 vs. 6.06, ns). Second, in terms of quality, a 
greater number of healthy (versus unhealthy) toppings were selected 
when choosing (3.14 vs. 2.42; t (91) = 3.10, p < .05), but not under 
rejecting (3.15 vs. 3.20, ns). Third, when customising a salad, both 
the decision frames of choosing and rejecting led to an equal number 
of healthy versus unhealthy toppings. However, when customising 
a pizza, a greater number of healthy (vs. unhealthy) items were in-
cluded when choosing (3.50 vs. 2.45; t (41) = 3.10, p < .05), but not 
under rejecting (3.04 vs. 3.02 (t (45) = .075, ns). 

Our research has several implications. First, it adds to the under-
standing of how decision frames of choosing versus rejecting influ-
ence consumer choices. We show that decision frames not only influ-
ence the quantity but more importantly, the quality of the decision. 
Second, our research suggests that by presenting food choices in the 
‘right’ format (e.g., presenting unhealthy and healthy options sepa-
rately in the order of unhealthy followed by healthy options), busi-
nesses in the food industry can aid the consumer in making healthier 
choices.  Third, and most important, we suggest that consumers have 
an important role to play in the battle against rising obesity levels. 
By having the right frame of mind, they can certainly make healthier 
choices.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
The findings of four studies showed that the impact of receiv-

ing social support on risky behaviors depends on the style in which 
the support is provided. Encouraging social support inhibits risky 
behaviors while controlling social support triggers risky behaviors. 
We find that the negative relationship between encouraging social 
support and risky behaviors is moderated by relational concerns and 
mediated by increased support-based self-esteem. In contrast, the 
positive relationship between controlling social support and risky 
behaviors is moderated by independence concerns and mediated by 
support-triggered reactance.

SOCIAL SuPPOrT STyLES
Those who receive encouraging social support are given the op-

portunity to set their own goals. Support providers serve an ancillary 
role and offer assistance and moral support when needed (Harber 
et al. 2005). Examples of encouraging support include encouraging 
independent problem solving (Grolnick and Ryan 1989), providing 
reassurance and comfort, and providing options for the recipient to 
choose from (Overall, et al. 2010). In contrast, controlling social 
support can be overbearing and intrusive and is characterized by at-
tempts to impose solutions or views on recipients. These behaviors 
include interfering with the recipient’s choices (Lewis and Rook 
1999), dictating corrective actions (Cohen and Lichtenstein 1990) 
and determining how much effort recipients should exert (Taylor et 
al. 1985).

IMPLICATIOnS FOr rISky BEHAvIOrS
From an interpersonal relationship perspective, research sug-

gests that individuals respond positively to encouraging social sup-
port and are less likely to engage in risky behaviors (Davison et al. 
2003; Reblin and Uchino 2008). From a self-control perspective, 
research suggests that encouraging social support can enhance self-
regulation (Grolnick and Ryan 1989; Fizsimons and Shah 2008).
Furthermore, cognitive neuroscience studies find that the brain areas 
associated with self-control are also tied to regulating risk-taking be-
haviors (Cohen and Lieberman 2010). Thus, we assume that:

Hypothesis 1:  Encouraging social support inhibits risky behav-
iors.

However, Ryan et al. (1983) found that a controlling context or 
relationship can compromise emotional control (Ryan et al. 1983) 
and exacerbate problem behaviors in children. Similarly, Petti et al. 
(2001) found that increased parental control increases the likelihood 
that adolescents will engage in risky, delinquent and antisocial be-
havior. More direct evidence is that Landsford et al. (2003) found 
that children engage in more risky, maladaptive behaviors when their 
parents make all their decisions for them. Thus, we assume that:

Hypothesis 2:  Controlling social support induces risky behav-
iors.

MOdErATInG rOLE OF rELATIOnAL COnCErnS 
And IndEPEndEnT COnCErnS

Research has found that individuals with high relational con-
cerns value their interpersonal relationships and put much effort 
into maintaining them (Cross et al. 2000; Swap and Rubin 1983). In 
contrast, individuals with high independence concerns are more con-
cerned with maintaining their personal rights and autonomy (Cross 
et al. 2000).

According to our conceptualization, the extent to which sup-
port behaviors are helpful depends on the needs and desires of the 
recipient. Since the benefits of receiving encouraging social support 
involve enhancement of the relationship between the recipient and 
provider, recipients for whom personal relationships are important 
should respond most favorably to encouraging social support and be 
less likely to engage in risky behaviors. In contrast, the costs of con-
trolling social support stem from diminished feelings of self-reliance 
and independence, so those who particularly value their autonomy 
should be especially likely to respond with increased risky behavior. 
We hypothesize that:

Hypothesis 2a:  Relational concerns strengthen the negative re-
lationship between encouraging social support 
and risky behaviors.

Hypothesis 2b:  Independent concerns intensify the positive re-
lationship between controlling support style and 
risky behaviors.

undErLyInG PrOCESSES 
We propose that encouraging social support will bolster indi-

vidual perceptions of self-esteem (Dubois et al. 1994; Short et al. 
1996), resulting in enhanced self-control (Fitzsimons and Shah 2008; 
Dubois et al. 2002) and reduced maladaptive, risky behaviors (e.g., 
delinquency).Implicit bargain theory also provides support for this 
notion and suggests that people (particularly those high in self-es-
teem) are reluctant to approach desirable outcomes if doing so will 
compromise close relationships (Bartz and Lydon 2008; Baumeister 
et al. 2005; Baumeister and Stillman 2007). Therefore, we hypoth-
esize that:

Hypothesis 3a:  Support-based self-esteem will mediate the effect 
of encouraging social support on risky behav-
iors.

Research has found that when significant others are perceived 
as controlling or authoritative (Deci and Ryan, 2000), individuals 
might respond with “reactance” and do the exact opposite of what 
the significant others want them to do (Brehm and Brehm 1981). We 
propose that taking risky behaviors is one way to for individuals’ 
to regain their freedom from those offering controlling social sup-
port. Given that people view potential gains (such as money) as a 
source of personal control (Johnson and Kruger 2006), we posit that 
increased reactance will increase the appeal of risky behaviors be-
cause the potential gains of such behaviors become more attractive. 
Taken together, we hypothesize that:
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Hypothesis 3b:  Support-triggered reactance will mediate the ef-
fect of controlling social support on risky behav-
iors.

ExPErIMEnTS And rESuLTS
Using a survey method, study 1 found that while encourag-

ing support inhibited risky behaviors, controlling support enhanced 
risky behaviors. In study 2, we replicated the findings in study 1 by 
directly manipulating encouraging and controlling social and mea-
suring risky behaviors with self-report measures and real lab-based 
behaviors. Study 3 demonstrated that relational concerns strength-
ened the impact encouraging support had on risky behaviors while 
independence concerns enhanced the influence of controlling sup-
port on risky behaviors. In study 4, we explored possible reasons 
for the divergent effects of encouraging and controlling support. 
Results indicated that encouraging support enhances individuals’ 
self-esteem, which in turn facilitate their behavioral adjustments 
and decrease likelihood they will engage in risky behaviors. In con-
trast, we found that controlling social support induces reactance in 
individuals, which in turn increases the likelihood they will engage 
in maladaptive, risky behaviors in attempt to regain their personal 
autonomy. 

COnCLuSIOnS
In sum, this research provides a more nuanced understanding 

of social support by demonstrating that the specific style in which 
social support is provided can have divergent effects on maladaptive, 
risky behaviors. We believe that our research extends the research 
on social support and interpersonal relationships and provides a new 
perspective for understanding risky behaviors.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
The category of gender, a “filter, through which individuals ex-

perience their social world” (Bristor and Fischer 1993) is recognized 
as an important aspect of consumer behavior. Yet, it has been noted 
elsewhere that it tends to be overlooked in the mainstream consumer 
research (Schroeder 2003). Particularly, we argue that there is not 
enough understanding of the role of consumer culture in women’s 
gender negotiation and their emancipation from traditional gender 
roles, especially so in the case of minority, non-middle class, non-
Western women (Catteral, McLaren and Stevens 2005). The lack of 
these women’s viewpoint is increasingly significant, as consumer 
culture logic is spreading and becoming the dominant ideology in an 
ever larger part of the world. Furthermore, an increasing number of 
female immigrants from developing countries are integrated in first 
world households as they are engaged in paid care work and the en-
suant consumption opportunities (however meager) oftentimes lead 
them to experience emancipation from home culture’s traditional 
gender roles. These renegotiations of gender roles emerging from 
global cultural flows remain relatively unexplored and the study of 
this promises further conceptual development of the role and inter-
relationship of gender and consumption within consumer culture. 

LITErATurE rEvIEW
With relation to gender, consumer culture has been traditionally 

seen by the second-wave feminists as an overpowering force that 
drives the perpetuation of patriarchy both in feminist and consumer 
research literature. It is often criticized for picturing women in ste-
reotypical roles or as sexual subjects, creating unattainable beauty 
myths serving to keep women under patriarchal domination (Bordo 
1993; Wolf 2002; Faludi 2006). Such critique, however, reproduces 
the dichotomy found by feminist deconstructions of marketing lit-
erature, i.e. the active, controlling, male marketer/creator and the 
passive, controlled, female consumer/desctructor (Hirshman 1991, 
Bristor and Fisher 1993). In this way, this view of market and gender 
thus reproduces this dichotomy by picturing women as passive con-
sumers uncritically taking over the market representations of herself 
(Scott 2000, 2005). 

Another view has been offered by postmodern feminism that 
draws inspiration from the liberatory postmodern view of consump-
tion (Firat and Venkatesh 1995), suggesting that through consumption 
choices women in the postmodern era can escape the construction 
of femininity imposed upon them (Caterall, Maclaran and Stevens 
2005). Critics of this stream, however, draw attention to the fact that 
such claims do not hold for non-white, non-middle class women 
not originated in Western countries (McDonald 2000, McRobbie 
2000, 2004). Yet, the role of marketplace in these women’s gender 
negotiation has not been explored. There is thus a need to address 
these issues and study the role of consumer culture in disadvantaged 
women’s emancipation from traditional gender roles. However, the 
traditional emancipation theories are based on the notion of produc-
tion: emancipation through participation in the workforce, while we 
concentrate on the role of consumer culture that favors consumption.

rESEArCH QuESTIOnS
Our research question seeks to uncover if and under what cir-

cumstances can gender become a resource rather than constriction. In 

particular, we want to explore if the conditions of late modern con-
sumer culture, precisely because of its accent on consumption rather 
than production, can act as a facilitator for these processes, offering it 
potential for disadvantaged women to  perform alternative (to tradi-
tional) gender roles. In this paper, we investigate if and how exactly 
do these women use conceptions of gender as a resource on day-to-
day basis, altering their gender roles through consumption practices. 

METHOd
In order to answer the research questions, we have carried out 

interviews with fourteen Romanian female immigrants to Italy be-
tween June 2008 and February 2009. Two of the respondents were 
then interviewed again July 2011, which allowed to follow up on 
processes of gender negotiation individuated in the first round of data 
collection. Our respondents were 23 to 51 years old and had low-
status jobs in Italy. The interviews were transcribed verbatim. Parts 
of our analysis that deal with the general accounts of gender roles in 
Romania and Italy concentrate on the interviews with all fourteen 
respondents, while the two specific informants’ accounts are used 
where we treat the long-term effects of consumer culture on gender 
construction. 

FIndInGS
The respondents have shown to be acculturated into traditional 

gender role centered on notions of self sacrifice, care and passive 
endurance of hardships. Such gender role is an evidence of a cul-
ture historically centered heavily around production. As Ceaucescu 
strived to level out the national debt, the whole country revolved 
around producing as much as possible and the ideal of a woman re-
flected this trend in that women were expected to sacrifice their own 
aspirations in order to produce and reproduce (to produce more labor 
force). Traditional gender roles were enforced without an alterna-
tive and gender in this setting thus represented a constriction in self 
definition. 

Our respondents moved to a setting with advanced consumer 
culture, which is centered on consumption and which offers a dif-
ferent gender discourse, part of which is constructed in and by the 
marketplace. In the accounts of the informants we have individuated 
gender resources, some offered by consumer culture, that immigrant 
women use in their gender role negotiation. Namely, the (global) 
modern woman discourse found in the marketplace offered individu-
alism, active self-help, free (consumption) choices and the focus on 
hedonistic and self-enhancement consumption. 

Our informants made use of these resources in their gender role 
negotiation. For instance, for both Georgeta and Elisabeta, our long 
term respondents, hedonistic consumption has proved to be instru-
mental in the negotiation of their perception of themselves as wom-
en. This  perception they had of themselves as women, or their gen-
der, then became a resource in their everyday lives, enabling them to 
overcome the constrictions of the traditional gender role.  

COnTrIBuTIOnS
We show that different contexts are gendered in a different way, 

depending on their focus on either consumption or production. Con-
texts favoring production (such as those presented by communist 
regimes) do not offer alternative resources for women to draw on 
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in their gender negotiation and gender thus becomes a constriction. 
Consumer culture, on the other hand, with its focus on consumption 
(constructed as feminine), allows for more gender negotiation space. 

We argue that the second wave feminist critique of consumer 
culture reproduces the same dichotomy it criticizes, i.e. the active 
producer/passive consumer. Furthermore, the criticism of certain 
aspects of consumer culture, such as hedonistic consumption, can 
be seen as instantiation of Western thought, in which what is on the 
surface is superficial. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Today’s challenge for advertisers is to increase positive brand 

perception and influence consumers with increasingly low attention 
spans. Advertisers must find ways to convey the right brand image 
in a short time and with the restricted mental resources of the con-
sumer. One potential solution is to utilize stereotypes because people 
activate stereotypes in less than milliseconds, almost automatically 
(Bargh 1997). Hence, activating stereotype knowledge may influ-
ence desired brand perceptions automatically and effectively.

Most stereotypes fall between two robust fundamental dimen-
sions: warmth and competence (Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, and Xu 2002; 
Fiske et al. 2007). Aaker, Vohs and Mogilner (2010) examined these 
dimensions and found that people perceive non-profit organizations 
as warmer than for-profit, but as less competent. Furthermore, per-
ceived competence, rather than warmth influences purchasing behav-
ior.

Aaker et al.’s (2010) research shows that the warmth and com-
petence dimensions influence marketplace decision making. Our 
study therefore aims to find ways to increase warmth/competence 
of a brand via subtle cues. Towards this we investigate whether uti-
lizing gender stereotypes in the product description influences the 
warmth/competence perception of a brand. Further, we investigate 
how the perception of warmth/competence influences purchasing be-
havior depending on a product’s gender (Fugate and Phillips, 2010). 
Specifically, we seek conditions where warmth influences purchas-
ing behavior.

THEOrETICAL BACkGrOund
The stereotypical woman is viewed as warm, whereas men as 

competent (Eagly and Mladinic 1994; Eagly, Mladinic, and Otto 
1994). What’s more, we activate gender stereotypical knowledge on 
the basis of cues associated to gender stereotypes (e.g. occupation, 
physical appearance etc.; Banaji and Hardin 1996; Deaux and Lewis 
1984). Consequently, those cues could take the form of colors and 
symbols which are associated with a gender (Fagot, et al. 1997; Lein-
bach, Hort, and Fagot 1997) and which we believe are triggers for 
activating gender stereotype knowledge. Therefore, we assume that 
gender cues incorporated with product descriptions influence brand 
perceptions along the warmth and competence dimensions. In ad-
dition, consumers automatically assign a gender to most products 
(e.g. hair spray is feminine whereas coffee is masculine; Fugate and 
Phillips 2010). Hence, in our first study, we estimate the effect of (in)
congruence between the perceived gender of the product category 
and the gender of the subtle cues in the product’s description on the 
product’s purchase likelihood. 

METHOdOLOGy
We first test the effect of gender primes on purchasing intention 

for masculine versus feminine typed products. Second, we investi-
gate the role of warmth and competence as the mediator for gender 
prime and purchasing likelihood. 

In an online experiment, 204 participants (110 female) were 
randomly assigned to one of the six conditions of the 2 (masculine 
vs. feminine product) x 3 (masculine vs. feminine vs. no prime) 
between-subjects design throughout 3 different product categories 
within-subject. The gender typed products were chosen on the basis 

of a pre-test. The gender primes were symbols and colors which are 
previously identified as male-typed or as female-typed (Fagot et al. 
1997; Leinbach et al. 1997). 

Participants evaluated advertisements via seven 7-point scales: 
purchasing likelihood as well as warmth, kindness, and generosity 
which comprises the warmth index (Cronbach´s α = .85) and compe-
tence, effectiveness and efficiency which comprises the competence 
index (Cronbach´s α = .90; Aaker et al. 2010; Grandey et al., 2005; 
Judd et al., 2005).

We conducted a 2 (masculine vs. feminine product) x 2 (mas-
culine vs. feminine prime) between-subjects ANOVA with pur-
chase likelihood as the dependent variable throughout all product 
categories. The main effects of product gender and gender prime 
were insignificant (both ps > .10). However, we found a significant 
positive interaction effect between product gender and gender prime 
(F(1,407) = 5.513, p < .02), suggesting that gender primes moderate 
the effect of gender typed products (see figure 1).

Figure 1 
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 The follow-up planned comparisons reveal for the masculine 
products that feminine primes lead to a higher purchase likelihood 
than masculine primes (t(605) = 2.326, p = .02). For the feminine 
products, masculine primes were not significantly higher compared 
to feminine primes (t(605) = -1.041, p > .05). Thus, the results indi-
cate that feminine primes increase purchase likelihood significantly 
when combined with a masculine product. 

To test the role of perceived warmth and competence of a brand 
we conducted two separate mediation analyses between gender 
primes and purchasing likelihood (Zhao, Lynch Jr., and Chen 2010). 
The result indicates that warmth mediates the effect of gender primes 
on purchase likelihood. Namely, the indirect effect from the conduct-
ed bootstrap analysis is negative and significant (a x b = -.1415), with 
a 95% confidence interval excluding zero (-0.2819 to -0.0104). In the 
indirect path, the masculine prime decreases warmth by a = -0.2499, 
and holding constant the prime, each unit increase in warmth increas-
es purchasing likelihood by b = 0.5663. We conducted the same anal-
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ysis with competence as the mediator and found it to be insignificant 
with a 95% confidence interval including zero (-0.2549 to 0.0285). 
Therefore, the results suggest that feminine primes enhance purchase 
likelihood via increased warmth of the product. Interestingly, we do 
not find the same effect for masculine primes. 

To understand the underlying process of warmth and compe-
tence more thoroughly, we are currently conducting further studies, 
where we manipulate the baseline (warmth/competence) of a brand 
as well as gender cues. 

dISCuSSIOn And IMPLICATIOnS
Our results indicate that feminine primes enhance perceived 

warmth which increases purchase likelihood for masculine products. 
Interestingly, perceived warmth serves as a mediator between prime 
and purchasing likelihood, yet competence does not.

With our study we directly address Aaker et al.´s (2010) call 
to investigate conditions under which perceived warmth drives pur-
chasing likelihood. Further, we demonstrate that feminine symbols 
and colors can trigger feminine gender stereotype knowledge which 
can be utilized to influence brand perception and consumer behavior. 

From a practical viewpoint, our results provide important impli-
cations for companies and their marketplace decisions. Thus, compa-
nies that sell masculine products are able to utilize female advertis-
ing cues to increase their brands perception of warmth, which in turn, 
translates to a higher purchasing likelihood.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Imagine participating in an important meeting. Despite the fact 

that the meeting already took for hours, there is still a list of deci-
sions to be made. Keeping your attention focused on the discussion 
requires a significant amount of self-control. Notably, there is a bowl 
filled with chocolates on the table. How likely would you be to over-
indulge on the chocolates during this meeting? 

One of the most influential theories of self-control predicts 
overindulgence on the chocolates. According to the strength model 
(Baumeister 2002), human ability to exert self-control relies on a 
limited energy resource. Consequently, each act of self-control (e.g., 
controlling attention) temporarily depletes this resource, resulting in 
a deteriorated performance on subsequent self-control tasks (e.g., re-
sisting chocolates), termed an ‘ego depletion effect’. 

Recent findings in (neuro)psychology suggest an alternative 
outcome. This research suggests that various forms of response 
inhibition which seem very different on the surface, all originate 
from the same neurological areas, also referred to as a general in-
hibitory network (Cohen and Lieberman 2010). Importantly, Berk-
man, Burklund and Lieberman (2009) show that a consequence of 
such a general inhibitory network is that inhibitory signals are not 
completely task specific, but can spill over to unrelated domains and 
result in unintentional inhibition of unrelated responses, termed an 
‘inhibitory spillover effect’. Tuk, Trampe and Warlop (2011) show 
that a physiological form of inhibition (bladder control), can result 
in more impulse control in the behavioural domain (intertemporal 
patience). These findings suggest that intentional acts of self-control 
(of which response inhibition is a crucial property) could actually 
facilitate self-control in unrelated domains. 

In the current research, we argue that a crucial determinant for 
whether one act of self-control deteriorates (ego depletion) or facili-
tates (inhibitory spillover) self-control ability on unrelated tasks is 
the timing of the control tasks. Inhibitory signals required for one 
task are only present during execution of this task, and should only 
facilitate self-control performance on simultaneously executed tasks. 
Conversely, when the self-control tasks are sequential to each other, 
we expect the ego depletion effect to occur, consistent with a large 
body of research supporting the strength model (see Hagger et al. 
2010, for a meta-analysis). In the first four studies, we test the inhibi-
tory spillover effect in simultaneous self-control tasks, using tasks 
that are well-known to be susceptible to ego depletion effects when 
sequentially administered. In a fifth study, we directly manipulate the 
sequential versus simultaneous nature of the self-control tasks. 

STudy 1
In study 1, participants engaged in a thought listing task. Only 

participants in the inhibition condition were instructed not to think 
of a white bear during this task (Vohs and Faber 2007). This was 
followed by an intertemporal choice task (Li 2008), in which respon-
dents made eight choices between a smaller, but sooner (SS)  and a 
larger but later (LL) reward. Crucially, respondents in the inhibition 
condition were instructed to continue not to think of a white bear 
during this task. In line with the inhibitory spillover hypothesis, re-
spondents made less impulsive choices in the inhibition condition.

STudy 2
In study 2, participants engaged in an attention regulation task 

while watching a movie of an interview. On the bottom of the screen, 
a series of words appeared. Only participants in the inhibition con-
dition were instructed to ignore these words and focus on the in-
terviewee. Simultaneously, participants received a bowl of crisps to 
consume during the movie. In line with our hypothesis, participants 
in the inhibition condition consumed less of the crisps.

STudy 3
In study 3, food consumption formed our self-control manipu-

lation. Respondents engaged in a taste test, and were instructed to 
consume one crisp from a bowl of crisps. This was followed by 
the Stroop task. Only participants in the inhibition condition were 
explicitly instructed to resist further crisp consumption during the 
Stroop task. Results showed that participants in the inhibition condi-
tion made fewer errors on the self-control requiring (incongruent) 
trials of the Stroop task.

STudy 4
In order to provide stronger evidence for the inhibitory spillover 

hypothesis, we examined whether the inhibitory spillover effect is 
moderated by an interpersonal difference in sensitivity of the Be-
havioral Inhibition System (BIS; Carver and White 1994; Tuk et al. 
2011). In study 4, respondents engaged in the same thought suppres-
sion task as in study 1, and continued with this thought suppression 
during the next task. This was a short self-control scenario (Labroo 
and Patrick 2009), measuring whether respondents opt for an impul-
sive or self-controlled option. Results showed that participants in the 
inhibition condition had a greater preference for the self-controlled 
option, especially when they have a sensitive BIS.

STudy 5
In study 5, we manipulated the simultaneity of the self-control 

tasks. Participants in the inhibition condition were instructed not to 
feel/express emotions during an emotional movie clip, whereas par-
ticipants in the control condition could watch this movie freely. In 
the simultaneous condition, respondents received a bowl of crisps 
together with this first clip. In the sequential condition, respondents 
continued with a second movie (where they could feel/express their 
emotions freely) and received the crisps during this second clip. In 
line with our predictions, inhibition of emotions resulted in decreased 
food consumption in the simultaneous condition (inhibitory spill-
over), but resulted in increased food consumption in the sequential 
condition (ego depletion), relative to the control conditions. Hence, 
study 5 provides strong evidence for the crucial role of timing of the 
control tasks for inhibitory spillover versus ego depletion to occur.

COnCLuSIOnS
In five studies, we used a variety of the most well-known para-

digms from the ego-depletion literature, but changed the timing of 
the self-control tasks such that they occurred simultaneously. Consis-
tent with the inhibitory spillover hypothesis we found a self-control 
boost for simultaneously occurring tasks. Our results suggest that de-
liberative acts of self-control can facilitate self-control ability on un-
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related tasks, when both tasks occur together. These findings provide 
support for the existence of an inhibitory network, susceptible to 
inhibitory spillover, and suggest that the predictions of the strength 
model cannot easily be translated to simultaneous control tasks. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Much attention has been devoted to the importance of mind-

sets in consumer decision making. A mindset is characterized by the 
persistence of cognitive processes and judgmental criteria activated 
in the course of performing a task that generalize to other situations 
(Xu and Wyer 2007). Much research builds on work by Gollwitzer, 
Heckhausen, and Steller (1990), examining the influence of delibera-
tive versus implemental mindsets in areas such as sales promotions 
(Cheema and Patrick 2008), consumer expectations regarding the 
demands of future tasks (Bosmans, Pieters, Baumgartner 2009), and 
shopping momentum (Dhar, Huber, and Khan 2007). More recent 
research has focused on the impact of construal-level (i.e., high-level 
abstract versus low-level concrete mindsets) to explain various phe-
nomena – e.g., purchase intentions (Goldsmith, Xu, and Dhar 2010), 
perceived truthfulness of ad claims (Wright et al. 2012), and con-
sumer recycling behavior (White, MacDonnell, and Dahl 2012).

Yet, the role of mindsets in the domain of consumer product 
search is not well understood. The present work introduces and tests 
the hypothesis that providing initial exposure to multiple products, as 
opposed to as single product, inhibits consumer search for additional 
alternatives and results in stronger preference for initially presented 
products. While some recent work on comparative mindsets (e.g., Xu 
and Wyer 2007; 2008) has provided insights into how making initial 
comparative judgments evokes a “which to buy” mindset in subse-
quent choice tasks, this paper examines how a comparative context 
can induce an exploitative mindset, which renders consumers more 
likely to search fewer products when making purchase decisions. 

Hills, Todd, and Goldstone (2008; 2010) argue that problem 
solving is often characterized as a search process, involving a trade-
off between exploiting old solutions and exploring new ones. They 
found that exploitation- and exploration-inducing spatial-foraging 
tasks can prime corresponding exploitation and exploration strate-
gies during subsequent abstract search tasks. In the context of con-
sumer search, we propose that initially presenting consumers with 
multiple products (vs. only a single product) activates an exploitation 
(vs. exploration) mindset. Compared to an exploration mindset, an 
exploitation mindset drastically reduces the number of products that 
consumers choose to discover through search. Thus, we hypothesize 
that consumers consider fewer products overall if they initially see 
two products rather than one, and this in turn increases the probabil-
ity of a given initially presented alternative to be chosen eventually. 

These hypotheses were tested in two computer-based experi-
ments. Study 1 examined the effect of viewing one versus two ini-
tial alternative(s) on subsequent search and preference. Participants 
from an online panel were initially shown either one or two products, 
described as typical examples randomly selected from a product 
database. They were then asked to search as many additional prod-
ucts as they wished prior to making choices, across four randomly 
ordered product categories. Only 55% percent of participants who 
initially viewed two products engaged in further search, compared 
to 97% of those who initially viewed one product (85% searched 
at least two additional products). Poisson regression revealed that, 
across the four product searches, participants who initially viewed 
two products searched fewer alternatives (including those initially 
presented) (Mview1 = 7.77 vs. Mview2 = 4.85; Wald = 5.45, p < .05), and 
spent less time searching (Mview1 = 106.41 sec. vs. Mview2 = 82.36 sec.; 
Wald= 6.21, p < .05) than those who initially viewed only one prod-

uct. Separate Poisson regression analyses for each product category 
support these effects. Participants who initially viewed two products 
were also significantly less likely to choose one of the subsequently 
searched alternatives than those who initially viewed only a single 
product (see Appendix A for detailed results). 

In Study 2, a spatial-foraging task (see Hills, Todd, and Gold-
stone 2008; 2010) was used to more directly test the mindset ac-
count of the results from Study 1. Participants from an online panel 
were randomly assigned to one of six conditions in a 3 (priming task: 
exploration vs. exploitation vs. no prime) x 2 (number of products 
presented initially: 1 vs. 2) full-factorial experimental design. Par-
ticipants in the prime conditions first completed five 2-minute tasks 
where their objective was to uncover as many of the 580 red dots 
in a search space consisting of 5,625 squares by moving the cursor 
throughout the search space. After that, they completed a product 
search and choice task for a coffee maker. In the exploitation condi-
tions, the red dots were clustered into 4 diamond shapes, whereas in 
the exploration conditions, they were diffused randomly in the search 
space (see Appendix B). Participants were shown the time remaining 
for each search task and the number of red dots they had uncovered, 
and a monetary incentive based on the number of red dots found was 
used to make the priming task consequential.

Manipulation check measures for the mindset prime showed 
that this manipulation was effective. As expected, participants in 
the exploitation prime condition found more red dots and, critically, 
navigated the space in more locally concentrated manner, than those 
in the exploration prime condition (see Appendix B for details). Re-
sults for the no prime condition replicate those of Study 1 for all 
dependent measures (see Appendix C for details). Poisson regression 
analysis reveals that participants in the exploration mindset searched 
significantly more products (including the initially viewed ones) than 
those in the exploitation mindset (Mexplore = 6.26 vs. Mexploit = 4.16; 
Wald = 9.52, p < .01). Comparison of the control condition to the 
exploration condition reveals a significant interaction between the 
priming task and the number of initially presented products for both 
the number of products searched (Wald = 9.57, p < .01) and the 
amount of time spent searching (Wald = 6.39, p < 0.05). Moreover, 
participants in the exploration mindset condition were significantly 
less likely to choose the first product listed than participants in the 
exploitation mindset.

Taken together, the results of Studies 1 and 2 suggest that 
initially presenting consumers with multiple products activates an 
exploitation mindset, resulting in a drastic reduction in additional 
search. In turn, this effect on the total number of alternatives inspect-
ed influences which product is ultimately chosen. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Different types of promotions have different pros and cons. 

Monetary promotions (e.g., discounts) can be very effective in pro-
ducing short-term effects on sales (Alvarez-Alvarez and Vázquez-
Casielles 2005), but have negative effects on price sensitivity and 
brand equity (Yi and Yoo 2011). Nonmonetary promotions (such as 
sweepstakes or free gifts) do not show these negative effects, but 
their influence on attractiveness of the offer and marketing share is 
often lower than that of monetary promotions (Alvarez-Alvarez and 
Vázquez-Casielles 2005). Thus, to effectively use promotions as a 
tool, marketers and retailers need to know when and how which type 
of promotion is the most effective.

The present research examines whether consumer shopping 
orientation influences how consumers react towards monetary and 
nonmonetary promotions. In line with research on fit and congruency 
effects (Chernev 2004; Lee and Higgins 2009), we posit that promo-
tions are more effective when the promotional benefits match a con-
sumer’s motivational orientation. Consumers’ shopping orientation 
can be narrowed down to two fundamental motivational orientations: 
a task-focused and an experiential shopping orientation (Kaltcheva 
and Weitz 2006). According to the benefit-congruency model of sales 
promotion effectiveness, monetary and nonmonetary promotions 
differ in the benefits they provide (Chandon, Wansink, and Laurent 
2000). Nonmonetary promotions provide primarily hedonic benefits. 
This should meet experiential shoppers goals for hedonic stimula-
tion during shopping. Task-focused shoppers should be insensitive 
to these hedonic benefits, because they focus on efficiency during 
shopping. Monetary promotions provide primarily utilitarian ben-
efits. This should meet the goals of task-focused shoppers, who focus 
on maximizing utilitarian shopping value. In addition, experiential 
shoppers may experience hedonic benefits in terms of pleasure when 
hunting for price promotions. 

Thus, nonmonetary promotions are congruent only with the 
goals of experiential shoppers, but not with the goals of task-focused 
shoppers. By contrast, monetary promotions are congruent with the 
goals of both task-focused and experiential shoppers. This implies 
that nonmonetary promotions are more attractive to experiential 
shoppers than to task-focused shoppers. Furthermore, this difference 
should be less pronounced for monetary promotions.

We examined these hypotheses in two experiments. Study 1 
(N = 217) applied a 2 x 2 mixed design. Promotion type (monetary 
vs. nonmonetary) was a within-subject factor. Shopping orientation 
(task-focused vs. experiential) was a continuous between-subject 
predictor and was measured using eight items (Reynolds and Be-
atty 1999). Participants evaluated a number of monetary and non-
monetary promotions for fast moving consumer goods from existing 
national brands. The results supported the hypotheses. The more ex-
periential a consumer’s shopping orientation, the more positive was 
the evaluation of promotions. This positive relationship was more 
pronounced for nonmonetary than for monetary promotions.

Thus, Study 1 found that shopping orientation influences how 
consumers evaluate promotions, and that this influence is moderated 
by promotion type. Study 2 sought to extend this finding in a number 
of ways. First, Study 2 examined whether the different reactions to 
promotions transfer on the retailers offering nonmonetary or mone-

tary promotions. Second, the study included a control condition with 
a retailer offering no promotions. Third, Study 2 experimentally ma-
nipulated shopping orientation, whereas study 1 measured consum-
ers’ chronic shopping orientation. Finally, Study 2 used a different 
and more hedonic product category (entertainment DVD) than study 
1 (FMCG). 

Study 2 applied a 2 x 3 mixed design (N = 120). Shopping orien-
tation (task-focused vs. experiential shopping orientation) was a be-
tween subject factor and was manipulated by a scenario (Kaltcheva 
and Weitz 2006). Promotional strategy (monetary vs. nonmonetary 
vs. no promotion) was a within-subject factor: Each participant read 
descriptions of three stores with a DVD department that differed in 
their promotional strategy. For each store, participants indicated the 
store attractiveness on three items. The results supported the hypoth-
eses. The store with the nonmonetary promotions was evaluated as 
more attractive by experiential than by task-focused shoppers. For 
the store with the monetary promotions, the store evaluation did not 
differ between the experiential and the task-focused shoppers. Final-
ly, the store evaluation of the store offering no promotions received 
the lowest attractiveness ratings and these ratings did not differ be-
tween experiential and task-focused shoppers.

In sum, the present research supports the assumption that pro-
motions are more effective when they support a consumer in pursu-
ing his or her goals during shopping. Across two experiments, we 
found that shopping goals as reflected in consumer shopping orienta-
tion influenced evaluations of promotions and evaluations of retailers 
offering promotions. Nonmonetary promotions were more attractive 
for experiential shoppers than for task-focused shoppers. This influ-
ence of shopping orientation was moderated by promotion type: The 
differences in the attractiveness of promotions between task-focused 
and experiential shoppers were more pronounced for nonmonetary 
than for monetary promotions.  

The present research extends the benefit congruency framework 
of sales promotion effectiveness (Chandon et al. 2000) in two ways. 
First, Chandon et al. (2000) found a congruency effect between pro-
motion type and product type (hedonic vs. utilitarian). We found that 
there are also positive consequences of a congruency between pro-
motion type and shopping orientation. Second, Chandon et al. (2000) 
examined the influence of the congruency effect on the market share 
of brands. We demonstrated that the positive effect of congruency 
also transfers to the evaluation of a retailer that adopts a monetary 
versus a nonmonetary promotion strategy. The latter finding suggests 
that the decision of whether to use monetary or nonmonetary promo-
tions also has consequences for a retailer’s image and for consumers’ 
patronage intentions.

The results have also implications for the design of promotions. 
The results imply that retail and marketing managers can enhance 
the effectiveness of promotions by customizing promotion type to 
customers’ shopping orientation. Task-focused shoppers should be 
given monetary promotions because these promotions are more suc-
cessful with this type of shopper. Experiential shoppers should be 
given nonmonetary promotions: They react favorably to both non-
monetary and monetary promotions, and nonmonetary promotions 
do not bring the dangers of lowering expectations regarding prices 
and increasing price sensitivity. Such an approach offers a trade-off 
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between the positive effects of promotions (increased sales) and 
the negative effects of promotions (increased price sensitivity from 
monetary promotions).
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This number Just Feels right: 
The Impact of roundness of numbers on reliance on Feelings versus Cognition
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Consider two consumers who are on the market to buy a camera 

for an upcoming family vacation. While one of them comes across 
a camera priced at $200.00, the other comes across the same cam-
era at another store, but priced at $198.76. Given that the camera 
has all the features required by these two consumers, how would the 
mere roundedness of the price number impact their preference for the 
camera? Further, could the price number (200 vs. 198.76) impact the 
consumers’ preference for the camera differently if they were buying 
it for a class project (a purchase decision that is primarily driven by 
cognition) instead of a family vacation (a purchase decision that is 
primarily driven by feelings)? In the current research, we examine 
the impact of the roundedness of the numbers on consumers’ deci-
sion making, given the basis of the purchase decision—that is wheth-
er the purchase decision is driven by feelings or cognition.

Emerging research on number cognition suggests that rounded 
numbers are easier to process and therefore are more fluent as com-
pared to non-rounded numbers (McClure 2011). Further, research on 
fluency and dual processing theories suggest that targets that are flu-
ently processed lead one to rely more on feeling-based inputs while 
making evaluative judgments, whereas targets that are not fluently 
processed lead one to rely more on cognitive inputs while evaluating 
the target (Alter et al. 2007). Drawing upon these perspectives, we 
hypothesize that rounded prices are likely to facilitate the use of feel-
ings and thereby lead to more favorable product evaluations when 
the purchase decision is based on feelings. However, non-rounded 
prices are likely to facilitate the use of cognition and thereby lead to 
more favorable product evaluations when the purchase decision is 
based on cognition.

We tested the aforementioned rounded number hypotheses in a 
series of five studies. Study-1 examined the main hypothesis related 
to the rounded-number effect. In this study, participants were asked 
to indicate their purchase intentions for either a bottle of champagne 
for a friend’s birthday (purchase decision based on feelings) or a cal-
culator (purchase decision based on cognition), which was priced at 
either a rounded number ($40.00) or a non-rounded number ($39.72 
or $40.29). Consistent with our hypotheses, rounded price ($40.00) 
led to enhanced purchase intentions for the champagne compared 
with either of the two non-rounded prices ($39.72 or $40.29). In 
contrast, both the non-rounded prices ($39.72 and $40.29) led to 
enhanced purchase intention for the calculator compared with the 
rounded price ($40.00)

In Study-2, keeping the product constant, we manipulated 
the consumption goal the product was stated to achieve. Specifi-
cally, participants were asked to imagine buying a camera for a 
family vacation (hedonic-consumption goal) or for a photography 
class (utilitarian-consumption goal), with the price tag randomly 
displayed at either a rounded number ($200.00) or a non-rounded 
number ($203.96). To make the camera evaluation procedure more 
realistic, two sample pictures purportedly taken from the camera 
were presented. Participants first evaluated the sample pictures and 
then reported their anticipated satisfaction with the camera. A signifi-
cant price by consumption goal interaction emerged. When buying a 
camera for a family vacation, rounded price (vs. non-rounded price) 
led to greater anticipated satisfaction with the camera. In contrast, 
when buying a camera for a photography class, non-rounded price 

(vs. rounded price) led to greater anticipated satisfaction with the 
camera. The same pattern of results was observed on perceived qual-
ity of the sample pictures. 

In Study-3, we examine the impact of rounded versus non-
rounded prices on product choices. Further, we provide support for 
our underlying conceptualization by examining the role of one’s reli-
ance on feelings versus cognition in mediating participants’ prod-
uct choices. All participants first engaged in a shopping survey and 
were then informed that they could choose one out of the two equally 
priced displayed food items as a free gift. The choice set consisted of 
a food item relatively superior on affective dimension (a chocolate 
bar) and a food item relatively superior on cognitive dimension (a 
cereal bar). Both the items were displayed with the same price tag, 
which was either a rounded-number ($2.00) or a non-rounded num-
ber ($1.83). Subsequently participants indicated the basis of their 
choice on three nine-point items that were presented after the fol-
lowing statement—“My decision about which food option to choose 
was driven by.” These items were anchored by “My thoughts (1)/My 
feelings (9)”, “My prudent self (1)/My impulsive self (9)”, and “My 
calculative judgment (1)/My affective judgment (9)” (adapted from 
Shiv and Fedorikhin 1999). Responses to these three items were av-
eraged to form a single variable-“decision basis”. Our findings show 
that consumers were more likely to choose the chocolate bar when 
the food items were displayed at a rounded (vs. non-rounded) price. 
More importantly, this rounded-number effect was mediated by par-
ticipants’ decision basis. Specifically, rounded (vs. non-rounded) 
price enhanced participants’ reliance on feelings (vs. cognition), and 
thereby led to greater preference for the chocolate bar over the cereal 
bar. 

In Study-4, we provide stronger support for our reliance on 
feelings versus cognition conceptualization by examining the role of 
cognitive resources in moderating the rounded number effects. Prior 
research suggests that when the processing resources are constrained, 
relative reliance on feeling-based inputs is enhanced (Greifeneder, 
Bless and Pham 2010). Drawing upon this research, we argue that 
rounded prices should lead to more favorable product evaluations 
when processing resources are constrained. On the other hand, when 
the processing resources are available, relative reliance on cognitive 
inputs should be enhanced and thus non-rounded prices should lead 
to more favorable product evaluations. Participants evaluated a digi-
tal camera-binocular either priced at a rounded number ($80.00) or 
a non-rounded number ($81.43). However, prior to the evaluation 
task, we manipulated the availability of cognitive resources by ask-
ing participants to memorize either a string of seven English letters 
(high cognitive load) or one English letter (low cognitive load). Our 
results revealed a significant interaction between price and cognitive 
load. Specifically, participants in the high (low) cognitive load condi-
tion indicated higher purchase intention with the product when it was 
priced at a rounded (non-rounded) number.

Finally, Study-5 sought to provide further support for our con-
ceptualization by directly manipulating one’s reliance on feelings 
versus cognition before product evaluation. Participants evaluated a 
digital camera-binocular either priced at a rounded number ($80.00) 
or a non-rounded number ($81.43). However, prior to the evaluation 
task, participants were either primed to rely on feelings or cognition 
(adapted from Hsee and Rottenstreich 2004). Our results revealed 
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a significant price by priming interaction. Specifically, those in the 
feeling-prime (cognition-prime) condition indicated higher purchase 
intention and anticipated satisfaction with the product when it was 
priced at a rounded number (non-rounded number).

Together, these results suggest that rounded number (non-
rounded) prices enhance consumer product evaluations when the 
purchase decision is based on feelings (cognition), and these effects 
are moderated by consumers’ reliance on feelings versus cognition.
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Easy Like a Sunday Morning: 
How The Fluency of Analogies Affects Innovation Liking
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
In the search of successful communication strategies for in-

novations, authors have identified analogies (Feiereisen, Wong, and 
Broderick 2008). An analogy compares the novel with the familiar 
and helps people to utilize pre-existing knowledge to understand the 
unfamiliar (Gregan-Paxton and Roedder John 1997). The optimal 
analogy was suggested to allow the consumer to map existing knowl-
edge from a base (e.g., diary) to a target analog (e.g., tablet-PC) to 
understand the key benefits of an innovation (Hoeffler 2003). 

 However, people may be rarely able to match each correspon-
dence between a base and a target (Day and Gentner 2007). Instead 
they may also draw information from how fluent they can process 
the analogy and interpret these meta-cognitive experiences (Schwarz 
2004) in the light of the consumption context (Pocheptsova, Labroo, 
and Dhar 2010). 

In an online-experiment with 503 German consumers, we in-
vestigated 1) the processing fluency of analogies, and 2) its effect on 
innovation liking and purchase intention, testing the usual fluency-
liking link and its reversal. 

Findings from analogy research indicate a good and sound–and 
therefore fluent–analogical match as based on relational similarities 
as well as surface similarities (Gentner and Markman 1995). We 
therefore hypothesize that participants will judge an analogy as be-
ing more fluent when the base and the target are perceived as similar 
(H1). 

In a second step, we aimed at investigating the phenomenon of 
naïve beliefs which determine how individuals interpret their meta-
cognitive experiences. Research found that stimuli which are pro-
cessed fluently are perceived as familiar and elicit a positive affect in 
contrast to disfluently processed stimuli (Schwarz 2004). However, 
think of yourself at the rollercoaster park. Do you go for the well-
known and slightly boring or the latest and most exciting ones? Are 
you better ‘safe than sorry’ or is your motto ‘no risk, no fun’? Au-
thors found that, dependent on the consumption context which may 
activate a specific naïve belief, consumers prefer a disfluent stimu-
lus, if the disfluent experience is, for example, attributed to adven-
ture (Song and Schwarz 2009), product exclusivity (Pocheptsova et 
al. 2010) or quality (Galak and Nelson 2010). A similar effect may 
be true when consumers make decisions about innovative products 
based on marketing information. On the one hand, they may prefer 
fluency and like the product better if no additional information is 
given about the innovative degree of the product, relying on the com-
mon naïve belief ‘If it is familiar, it must be good.’ On the other hand, 
when an advert clearly indicates the product as an innovation, indi-
viduals might prefer disfluency, attributing the feeling of novelty to 
the innovative degree of the product. We therefore hypothesize that 
participants will show increased innovation liking when the analogy 
is fluent (vs. disfluent) (H2a).  However, if the advert clearly indicates 
the product as an innovation, participants will show increased inno-
vation liking when the analogy is disfluent (vs. fluent) (H2b). The same 
hypotheses were formulated for purchase intention (H3a-b).

In an online-experiment with a 2 (analogy: similar vs. dissimi-
lar) × 2 (innovativeness claim: without vs. with) between-subjects 
design, 503 German consumers, consisting of 44.5 % females be-

tween 19 and 40 years, were randomly assigned to one of the adver-
tisements and asked to fill in the questionnaire. 

A tablet-PC and all-in-one media player device were chosen 
based on a round of experts (n = 10).  Two analogical bases for each 
product were selected, one similar, containing relational as well as 
surface similarities (tablet-PC: diary; player: DVD-player), and one 
dissimilar, containing only relational similarities (tablet-PC: storage 
room; player: distribution room). An advert with a picture and a one-
sentence copy text used the analogy (e.g., “like a diary”) as a claim. 
To manipulate the indication as an innovation, we chose a realistic 
setting by using the word “innovative” in the copy text (“innovative-
ness claim”). The manipulation of analogy similarity was deemed 
successful across conditions (ps < .05). 

Fluency was measured on a two-item scale. The scale for in-
novation liking was adapted from Boyd and Mason (1999), and pur-
chase intention was measured by one item.

To test the hypotheses, several 2 (Analogy) × 2 (Innovativeness 
Claim) ANOVAs were performed followed by planned contrasts. 

For fluency, there was a significant main effect of the type of 
analogy (F(1, 499) = 27.8, p < .001) but no effect of innovativeness 
claim or a significant interaction effect. Results of planned contrasts 
for the single products revealed that the dissimilar analogy was per-
ceived as more disfluent across conditions and products (ps < .05). 
H1 could be supported.

For innovation liking, a significant interaction across products 
was found (F(1,499) = 4.38, p < .05). A series of planned contrasts 
revealed that H2a and H3a could only be supported for the Tablet PC 
but not for the Media Player. 

A significant interaction was also found for purchase intention 
(F(1,499) = 5.06, p < .05). Performing a series of planned contrasts, 
H2b and H3b could again only be supported for the Tablet-PC but not 
for the Media Player. 

Our study supports the idea that analogies have an effect beyond 
the content they convey, and, at the same time, adds to the consis-
tency of findings in fluency research. Furthermore, the partial rever-
sion of the fluency effect by using a relatively realistic manipulation 
contributes to its current theoretical discussion (Galak and Nelson 
2010). It further illustrates an important practical insight: explicitly 
claiming that a product is innovative might interfere with other parts 
of an advertisement. 

We aimed at a somewhat realistic setting by testing true inno-
vations, which had several drawbacks: The selection of stimuli was 
limited, and confounding variables, such as the visual complexity 
of the products, may have caused the inconsistent results in revers-
ing the fluency effect. A replication in a more controlled setting with 
a stronger manipulation in indicating the consumption context and 
activating a naïve belief will help to produce more consistent results 
and define a mediating variable for a more profound explanation of 
the reversal. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
The substantial growth of the video gaming industry has provid-

ed advertisers with a ‘new’ medium to effectively exploit the product 
placement technique. Academic interest into consumers’ reactions to 
persuasive messages in videogames is increasing (e.g., Cauberghe 
and De Pelsmacker 2010; Farrar et al., 2006; Mau et al., 2008). How-
ever,  previous studies scarcely take into account the specific charac-
teristics of the gaming environment (Lee and Faber, 2007). Inherent 
to videogames is their capacity to force the player into a cognitive 
state, which approximates a state of flow, an intrinsically motivated 
optimal enjoyable mental state (e.g. Csikszentmihalyi and Lefevre 
1989, Cowley et al., 2008). Few studies have examined the influence 
of game-evoked flow on the cognitive and affective outcomes of in-
game product placements (Grigorovici and Constantin 2004; Mau et 
al. 2008; Nelson et al. 2006). Previous research has produced mixed 
results, suggesting the presence of moderating variables. Moreover, 
in previous research flow has often been investigated by measuring 
telepresence (Grigorovici and Constantin 2004; Nelson et al. 2006), 
while the latter incorporates only one aspect of flow.

In two studies, we investigate the relationship between game-
evoked flow and brand memory and brand attitudes toward brands 
placed within a video game and the potential moderating influence 
of two important dimensions of brand placements i.e. brand congru-
ence and brand prominence. Flow focuses the gamer’s attention on 
the interactive game content (Hoffman and Novak, 1996) resulting in 
higher memory of this interactive content. This enhanced attention to 
the central game action is beneficial in terms of memory for congru-
ous (H1a) and prominent (H2) brands, probably because congruous/
prominent brands fit better into this central game action. Conversely, 
incongruous/subtle placements do not benefit from a flow experi-
ence, since they are not central to the game action due to their misfit 
with the game/subtlety. Furthermore, incongruous product place-
ments do not add realism to the game, since they do not match with 
the game. Conversely, they might even disrupt the sense of realism 
experienced while playing a video game. Consequently, its ulterior 
motive (i.e., an attempt to persuade) becomes accessible to gamers, 
making both gamers experiencing flow versus not experiencing flow, 
who equally attend to incongruous placements, also equally resist the 
placement (Campbell and Kirmani, 2000). Therefore, we hypothesize 
that flow has no effect on attitudes toward incongruous placements 
(H1b). For subtle placements, increased enjoyment due to flow sim-
ply transfers to the brand. Counter argumentation is out of question 
here, due to the subtleness of the placements. By contrast, previous 
literature has shown that prominent product placements could entail 
persuasion knowledge activation and hence, counterarguments (e.g., 
van Reijmersdal, 2009). However, flow can deplete players’ limited 
cognitive resources in a gaming context (Lang, 2000). Additionally, 
we could presume that our use of congruous1 prominent placements 
makes the persuasion motive less accessible, due to their fit with 

1  Since we expect that congruence is a moderating variable of the 
flow-outcome relation (cfr. Hypotheses 1a and 1b), we chose one level of 
congruence (i.e. high congruence) to explore the moderating influence of 
prominence on the flow-outcome relation.

the game. We could then assume that gamers experiencing flow, for 
whom only limited cognitive resources remain, are less likely to re-
sist the placement (cf. Campbell & Kirmani, 2000). We hypothesize 
that flow has a favorable effect on brand attitudes for congruous 
prominent placements (H3). 

To test the proposed hypotheses we performed two studies. In 
study one, brand congruence of the in-game advertised brand was 
manipulated as either congruous or incongruous (Adidas and Visa 
were identified as the ‘congruous’ and ‘incongruous’ brand in a pre-
test); participants rated both congruous and incongruous brands. In 
study two, brand prominence of the in-game advertised brand was 
manipulated as either high or low. Two versions were created with 
the same congruous brand (i.e., Audi) presented either in a promi-
nent or subtle way. Participants were randomly assigned to either the 
prominent or the subtle placement condition. In both studies, game-
evoked flow was measured after game play (Refiana et al., 2000) 
and was used as a continuous variable. The participants were asked 
to play the video game; afterwards, they completed a questionnaire 
containing game-evoked flow, recognition (study 1) and implicit 
memory (study 2) and brand attitude measures. Brand congruence, 
brand prominence, brand knowledge an socio-demographic variables 
were also included. Participants (N = 120; N=227) were in the age 
group of  12 to 59 years (Mean age = 26.57; Mean age= 20) and 
included both males and females. 

An estimated a multilevel logistic regression model shows a 
marginally significant interaction between brand congruence and 
flow (F (1,234) = 2.91, p  = .08). Simple slope tests revealed that 
participants recognized the congruous brand more frequently as flow 
increased (F (1,117) = 3.98, p  < .05), but no such relationship could 
be established for the incongruous brand (F (1,117) =.15,  p  > .05) 
confirming H1a.The interaction between brand congruence and flow 
significantly predicted brand attitudes (F (1,234) = 8.90, p < .01). 
Simple slope tests revealed that flow significantly influenced brand 
attitudes for the congruous brand (F (1,117) = 4.79, p < .05) but not 
for the incongruous brand (F (1,117) =.62, p > .05) supporting H1b. 

A binary logistic regression model (study 2) showed a signifi-
cant interaction effect with placement prominence (b = 1.15, Wald 
χ² = 14.24, df = 1, p < .01). Simple slopes tests revealed that flow 
was positively related to implicit memory rates for prominent brand 
placements (b = 1.11, Wald χ² = 11.13, df = 1, p < .01), while flow 
does not influence implicit memory rates for subtle brand placements 
(b = -.36, Wald χ² =.02, df = 1, p > .10) confirming hypothesis two.

Ann ordinary least squares (OLS) regression model showed no 
significance for either prominence (β = -.043, p > .05), or  the inter-
action between flow and prominence (β = -.047, p > .05) confirming 
hypothesis three. Our results confirm that experiencing flow while 
playing a computer game can, in some situations, have a positive ef-
fect on memory and attitudes for brands presented during game play.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Marketers and advertisers have been quick to respond to the shift 

in online social media activity in a bid to facilitate consumer engage-
ment. In order to optimise social media and social network advertis-
ing investments, and the potential to generate online social WOM, 
knowledge of how consumers interact with the medium is necessary. 
Fundamental is an understanding of the type of consumers that use 
social media and social network platforms. Several studies (e.g., 
Foster, West, and Francescucci, 2011; Ip and Wagner, 2000; Li and 
Bernoff, 2008; Riegner, 2007; Wiertz and DeRuyter, 2007) provide 
a basic understanding through segmentations of usage or motivation 
to participate. This paper offers a more nuanced understanding of 
how consumers engage with social media by specifically examining 
response to social network advertisements, which are “a new, rapidly 
growing, substantively important, and largely unexplored frontier,” 
(Taylor, Lewin, and Strutton, 2011, p. 260). Likewise, instead of a 
single segmentation base as is common to many previous studies, 
we employ three segmentation bases: brand engagement, purchase 
intention and WOM. This paper therefore contributes to existing 
knowledge through a unique social media segmentation analysis 
predicated on the behavior a social network advertisement has the 
potential to engender.

Literature highlights the growing significance of social media 
in shaping consumer engagement online. Specifically, social media 
and social network sites have attracted the attention of researchers in-
vestigating marketing opportunities (e.g., Fournier and Avery, 2011; 
Hanna, Rohm, and Crittenden, 2011; Kaplan and Haenlein, 2011a; 
Kietzmann, Hermkens, McCarthy, and Silvestre, 2011; Weinberg 
and Pehlivan, 2011), consumer usage and influence (e.g., Katona, 
Zubcsek, Pal, and Miklos, 2011; Kozinets, de Valck, Wojnicki, and 
Wilner, 2010; Trusov, Bodapati, and Bucklin, 2010) and the related 
impact on consumer preferences (Narayan, Rao, and Saunders, 2011; 
Taylor, Lewin, and Strutton, 2011). Research has also looked at what 
causes social network advertising avoidance (Kelly, Kerr, and Dren-
nan, 2010) and acceptance (Taylor, Lewin, and Strutton, 2011), as 
well as consumer-generated conversations and brand engagement 
(Fournier and Avery, 2011; Muniz and Schau, 2011). However, the 
literature has not yet fully explored the consumer behaviour effects 
of social network advertising. 

A common thread running through the online and social media 
segmentation literatures is a focus on general behavior or motiva-
tion segmentation bases (e.g., Aljukhadar and Senecal 2011; Sung 
and Jeon, 2009) rather than specific responses to marketing stimuli. 
Researchers examining consumers’ online social behavior have simi-
larly focused on general segmentation bases such as WOM (Riegner, 
2007; Foster, West, and Francescucci 2011), usage (Ip and Wagner, 
2000; Taylor, Lewin, and Strutton, 2011) and motivation (Wasko and 
Faraj, 2000a, 2000b; Wiertz and DeRuyter, 2007; Foster, West, and 
Francescucci, 2011). This stream of research sheds light on organic 
consumer behavior online, but provides only tangential knowledge 
of consumer response to social media advertising. The present study 
attempts to fill this gap and specifically responds to the need to bet-
ter understand online social community advertising (Zeng, Huang 
and Dou, 2009) and user engagement with brands (Foster, West and 
Francescucci, 2011). In doing so, we explore whether segments of 
consumers exist based on their level of brand engagement, WOM 

referral behavior, and purchase intention, all following exposure to 
a social network advertisement, and profile resulting consumer seg-
ments along dimensions of both theoretical and practical importance. 

Using survey data from 883 consumers, we identify five seg-
ments of response to social network advertising – Passive, Talkers, 
Hesitant, Active, and Averse – and significant covariates such as in-
formation search, convenience, entertainment, age and gender that 
predict segment membership. Two segments are highly impacted 
by social network advertising in terms of all behavioural outcomes: 
brand engagement, purchase and WOM intentions. The larger of 
these two segments (Talkers, 28%) is relatively high on all behav-
ioural outcomes and information motivation, but weaker in terms of 
purchase intentions, while the other (Active, 10%) is impacted highly 
on all outcomes. A third segment reveals a relative level of indiffer-
ence across the behavioral outcomes (Passive, 29%), but relatively 
high entertainment motivation and a low convenience motivation. 
The remaining two segments held low levels of behavioral intention 
and information motivation.

This paper thus expands current understanding of how consum-
ers respond to social network advertising through a focus on how 
they are impacted by advertisements in this channel. The findings 
highlight that two segments, Actives and Talkers (representing 38% 
share of the market), are highly impacted by social network adver-
tising in terms of brand engagement, purchase and WOM referral 
intention. Our results also reveal that social network advertising seg-
ment membership is associated with psychographic variables such 
as information motivation and entertainment motivation, as well as 
age. Specifically, information motivation is a strong determinant of 
segment membership for Actives and Talkers. While this makes in-
tuitive sense, in that positive effects from social network advertising 
interactions are therefore linked to consumer’s desire for informa-
tion, it also supports prior theory that those consumers who desire 
information explore and use new alternatives (e.g., Steenkamp and 
Baumgartner 1992). We also find that entertainment motivation is a 
significant predictor of membership for Actives, the segment most 
engaged in and responsive to social network advertising. 

To sum up, our research reinforces that it is problematic to col-
lapse all social network users into one grouping (Hargittai and Hsieh, 
2010) and that advertising is more effective for some consumer seg-
ments (based on variation in response). Importantly, we identify a 
large (and likely growing) proportion of consumers (38%) who can 
be influenced by social network advertising, but also a majority who 
are not ‘in tune’ with social networks as an advertising m edium. 
Nonetheless, given the existence of different segments, there is a 
need for firms to tailor their social media marketing strategies ac-
cordingly. We find that those consumers most engaged with social 
network advertising also have a high information and entertainment 
motivation, and therefore informative and entertaining content is 
most effective. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Over 2.5 billion visits are made to UK parks each year (Greens-

pace, 2007). Hence, there is, unsurprisingly, an abundance of litera-
ture dedicated to parks, especially within the context of urban regen-
eration (Inroy 2000). However, little attention has been given to how 
these forms of social space are produced/consumed (Arsel and Bean 
2010; Brace-Govan 2010; Costa and Bamossy 2003; Ozalp and Belk 
2009; Sherry 2000), or about the temporality of these consumption 
experiences (Arnould and Thompson 2005). Calls to develop a more 
detailed understanding of the nature and meanings of consumption-
related practices associated with park users have recently been made 
(Lee, Shepley, and Huang 2009), which suggests an opportunity to 
offer a more comprehensive analysis of the temporal consumption 
experiences encountered by urban park users, and the subsequent 
contribution to a perceived ‘sense of place’. 

For many industrialised cities, the creation of urban parks in 
the mid nineteenth century was seen to provide “lungs to the inhabit-
ants of densely populated districts” (Latimer 1987, 7) and a place 
where the general public could take exercise. Thus, giving rise to a 
strong correlation between the quality of green space/accessibility to 
public parks and quality of life (Barbosa et al. 2007). Accordingly, 
changes were also made to the way that urban park spaces are being 
produced and managed, moving from city councils merely fulfill-
ing the function of park caretaker to a more strategic and actively 
‘managed’ role whereby planned marketing activities are created to 
differentiate experience of the locale and (co-)create consumer value 
(Warnaby 2009).

Public parks and green spaces are “by their nature multifunction-
al and analysis falls between different academic areas” (CABE Space 
2010, 42). Therefore, drawing from sociology’s view that “space and 
the duality production/consumption are thus dynamic concepts based 
on practices” (Styhre and Engberg 2003, 116), de Certeau’s (1984) 
and Lefebvre’s (1991) notion of space as a “practiced place” is em-
ployed here. Moreover, as social practice is composed from daily, 
monthly and annual rhythms as well as natural rhythms, Lefebvre’s 
(2004) concept of ‘rhythmanalysis’ helps to capture more fully the 
embodied everyday experience of those who use or pass through the 
urban park space. Lefebvre suggests that rhythm exists when there is 
an interaction between a place, a time and an expenditure of energy, 
and which will incorporate repetition (in time and space), interfer-
ences of linear processes (originating from human activity/social 
practices) and cyclical processes (originating in nature/the cosmos), 
and a cycle of birth, growth, peak, decline and end.  Lefebvre notes 
the existence of numerous rhythms (i.e. polyrhythmia), which can 
“unite with one another in a state of health, in normal (which is to say 
normed!) everydayness” (i.e. eurhythmia), or can be discordant (i.e. 
arrthymia), which he perceives as “a pathological state” (2004, 16).

The study focuses on parks in the north west of England, UK. 
To help capture the diversity and complexity of human and non-
human interaction in this socio-cultural context, we employ visual 
ethnography (Pink 2007) and walking interviews with users (Clark 
2009). Compared to interviews alone, the use of photographs and 
film arguably help to capture more fully, the “lived realities of ev-
eryday consumption” (Belk and Kozinets 2005, 128). Rather than 
merely recording movement or repetition of rhythms, our mode of 
analysis attends to moods, atmospheres and reciprocal interactions 

between humans as well as between non-human pulses of life, in 
other words, the ways in which rhythms animate the urban and fa-
cilitate the creation of a ‘sense of place’. 

The visual and aural narratives produced as a result of these 
complimentary methods have helped us to make sense of the tempo-
rality of the urban park as a consumption experience. A constant and 
dominant rhythm identified at all parks is the ebb and flow of user 
traffic, echoing the linear rhythms of travelling to work or school as 
well as serving as a constant reminder of the surrounding industriali-
sation. Unsurprisingly, cyclical rhythms are extremely pronounced 
in the urban park context, separated by days, nights and seasonal 
events. Early morning, weekend rhythms are dominated by harmonic 
non-human interactions between swaying trees and birdsong which 
later become muffled as the park gates give way to the everyday 
‘commercial rhythms’ of the fast food vendors preparing for the day 
ahead. From mid-morning to early afternoon, the urban park attracts 
a diverse range of individuals and groups. As the rhythmic pace in-
tensifies, the exchanges between humans appear organized and ami-
cable. 

For the most part, the user’s mood is of enjoyment and apprecia-
tion - “Heaton Park would be my favourite...it’s a lovely space. It re-
ally used to lift my spirits and clear my head especially going for an 
early morning walk...it was lovely”. However, tensions were evident 
at times (perhaps in a manifestation of arrthymia), with certain users 
indicating their annoyance at the intrusions and lack of respect for 
their space - “Every time I go to the park jogging I have dogs chase 
me. A few make contact with my feet and I have no idea if they are go-
ing to bite or something”. Social relations brought about by interac-
tions between non-humans and other non-humans were also spoken 
of by dog walkers – “the dogs stop and say hello to each other and 
you kind of naturally speak to the owner and ask them about their 
dog...so you build up a rapport based on dog ownership”. While 
recognising the role of urban park managers in ‘managing’ the aes-
thetics of the park space and organising seasonal events such as sum-
mer concerts and charity ‘fun-runs’, it is clear that it is the users 
who are instrumental in co-creating the overall image, ambience and 
consumption experience of the urban park. 

The multiple (poly)rhythms brought about by interactions be-
tween place, time and human (and non-human) action, help to illus-
trate more fully the temporal nature of urban park users’ consump-
tion experiences. The paper concludes by discussing how our study 
helps distance our analysis from wholly textual accounts of park us-
age as well as providing management and policy recommendations 
regarding the essence of urban park space.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Past literature indicates the importance of changes in appear-

ance in helping the individual define herself (McAlexander and 
Schouten, 1989) or cope with problems during liminal states (McAl-
exander, Schouten et al., 1992). For example, by undergoing plas-
tic surgery, individuals emphasize their role transitions and set out 
upon a trajectory of identity reconstruction (Schouten, 1991). Nev-
ertheless, plastic surgery is considered to be an extraordinary event, 
which lies outside individual realms of everyday experience. There-
fore, we argue that studies on plastic surgery, whilst useful as set-
ting boundaries for the study of the self, have limited insights in the 
unfolding drama of the self and the subtle sensitivity of ‘individual’ 
in daily life. Paradoxically, ‘cosmetics’ are a necessity of daily life 
for many women and for centuries have been utilized to modify or 
enhance physical appearance. The systems of everyday consumer 
consumption, e.g. cosmetics, that make us human – appear to be eas-
ily overlooked and hide potential meanings from us (Crotty, 1998). 
This study addresses this opportunity for examining selves in daily 
transition and cosmetics use across key developmental stages of 
everyday life (Markus and Wurf, 1987; Schembri, Merrilees et al., 
2010; Aguirre-Rodriguez, Bosnjak et al., 2011). We aim to provide 
a holistic understanding of changes in the issues of sense of self and 
how cosmetics consumption is used to strategically reflect, protect 
and impact on the trajectories of the self over the lifetime. 

A sample of twenty-six women, aged between 19 and 62, who 
wore makeup on a daily basis, was recruited for this study. Verba-
tim transcriptions were generated via phenomenological interviews 
(Thompson, Locander et al., 1989; Smith, Flowers et al., 2009), 
regarding their feelings, perceptions and experiences of cosmetics 
use. The interviews ranged from 1-2 hours. Fictitious names were 
assigned to all informants, guaranteeing confidentiality. Each in-
terview began with the question, “when you think about a cosmet-
ics brand, what comes to your mind?” This question was used to 
initiate a dialogue on an understandable domain, however, exerted 
little influence upon the overall course of the dialogue (Thompson, 
Locander et al., 1990). All other questions emerged spontaneously 
from the informants’ narratives, therefore ensuring restricted influ-
ence from the interviewer and allowing informants to make sense 
of their experiences at their own pace. A hermeneutic approach was 
adopted to discern the constellation of past-present-future relations 
that underlies intentionality (Husserl, 1970), e.g., consumer con-
sumption goals, and individual reflections on everyday experiences 
(Heidegger, 1960; Gadamer, 1993). Consumer depictions about their 
everyday experiences create temporal trajectories in which a past 
event is relived in relation to present concerns and used in shaping an 
envisioned image of the future self (Thompson, 1997). The interview 
focused on descriptions of consumers’ lived experiences in terms of 
changes in the self over time and the role cosmetics consumption 
plays in facilitating this experiential journey. 

THE TrAJECTOry OF COnTrAdICTOry SELvES
This study showed how contradictory selves conflict in the dif-

ferent time frames of past, present and future (See figure 1). Our 
findings suggest cosmetics consumption is used dynamically as an 

instrument to enable views of the self and manage changes in priori-
ties over the life course. 

Past-present Conflict
For example, Abbie was constantly battling signs of aging. She 

was at times almost denying this fact and spoke as if she was still 
young and her complexion was still perfect. At the same time she was 
torn between two cultures, i.e. Africa (her family roots) and Europe 
(brought up), and changing society’s expectations from the ‘old days’ 
to the present, e.g. conform to a certain look. 

Present-future Conflict
She anticipated that her future self would  be wearing fewer 

cosmetics, for example, due to the importance of passing the ‘right’ 
values to her children, e.g. beauty comes from inside. Nonetheless, 
she envisaged having more dramatic makeup at night for herself as 
a woman; and for her husband, in order to feel sexy and attractive 
as a wife. 

Figure 1

THE TrAJECTOry OF COnFLICTInG SELvES
Furthermore, in Isobel’s set of realities, cosmetics enabled 

her to have multiple selves, particularly in terms of her conflicting 
selves; when she wears makeup (e.g., ‘demanding’, ‘tougher’ and 
‘argumentative’) compared to when she wears no makeup (e.g. ‘tim-
id’, ‘caring’ and ‘vulnerable’). Her obsession with cosmetics grew 
out of childhood issues she faced in the family and at school. She 
used makeup as a ‘shield’ to keep people from getting close; and as 
a ‘sword’ to be ready to fight back. She was caught in a struggle be-
tween wanting to be different and yet be the same, especially during 
childhood (See figure 2). 

Figure 2
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As she grew older, she pictured changes in the reasons for wear-
ing cosmetics. She used to wear makeup to hide her problems but 
in the future, she would hope to only utilize cosmetics to boost her 
confidence. As she aged, she became more confident and grew more 
tolerant within herself, like most of our informants.

COSMETIC COMMunICATIOn  
BETWEEn THE SELvES

Cosmetics are used as a mechanism to communicate between 
the contrasting selves, particularly during major life events. For 
instance, Nancy was re-applying makeup in a constant manner to 
communicate between her ‘hopeless self’ and her ‘hopeful self’ post-
breakup. She strove to depart from the hopeless depressing self and 
pick herself up as makeup allowed her to be that strong, confident 
and attractive woman. 

Consumption is more than skin deep. Beyond cosmetics con-
sumption, we provide a more enlightened perspective on this very 
complicated area – how does consumption potentially reflect and im-
pact on issues of sense of self? Our findings offer intriguing insights 
into changes in the trajectories of the self and identity projects (Ar-
nould and Thompson, 2005). They inform the challenges individuals 
face to define the self and how cosmetics are used as tools for coping 
with these challenges in a deeper, more dramatic way. Following 
on from enhancing understanding of the trajectories of the self, we 
conclude that the self changes over time and cosmetics consumption 
provides instrumental values to manipulate and attack others; and to 
create, re-define and protect the self, responding to transition phases 
during life. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Stemming from the work of C.K. Prahalad (2006) market 

development at the bottom of the economic pyramid has emerged 
as one of the viable alternatives for dealing with the challenge of 
global poverty. In the present paper, I contend that the “Bottom 
of the Pyramid” (henceforth BOP) approach is fast emerging as a 
meta-narrative1 (a grand synthesizing framework) providing busi-
ness practitioners and scholars with a template for future research 
and action aimed at creating market based solutions for poverty 
eradication (Anderson & Markides, 2007; Hammond & Prahalad, 
2004; Karamchandani, Kubzansky & Lawani, 2011; Kasturi Ran-
gan et al., 2007; London & Hart, 2004; Prahalad, 2006; Prahalad & 
Hart, 2002; Seelos & Mair, 2007; and Vachani & Smith, 2008).  As 
a meta-narrative, the BOP proposition provides a limited set of in-
terpretative frameworks within which a whole host of issues rang-
ing from globalization, poverty, partnerships to markets, enterprise, 
and development, are understood, represented, and analyzed.  Like 
all meta-narratives, the BOP meta-narrative opens up some kinds 
of debates and discussions while silencing those that lie outside 
its interpretative frameworks. Taking an interdisciplinary approach 
which involves drawing on recent developments in the in fields 
such as marketing, management, economic geography, anthropol-
ogy, sociology, and development studies, I subject this emergent 
meta-narrative to a close scrutiny by highlighting the implicit and 
tacit assumptions, motivations, and commitments that are mobi-
lized to construct the BOP proposition. With the help of examples 
drawn from Prahalad’s definitive work, “Fortune at the Bottom of 
the Pyramid,” (2006), the present paper attempts to explore the 
fundamental conceptual and theoretical issues at stake in the BOP 
proposition, and in so doing, illuminate some of the larger socio-
cultural, political, and ethical implications of the project.   

Broadly, the paper argues that the BOP project presents an inad-
equately contextualized and, in many instances, dehistorized under-
standing of processes and practices that affect the lives of the peo-
ple at the bottom of the economic pyramid.  For instance, the BOP 
proposition draws on a thin understanding of globalization which 
compartmentalizes and fragments processes and relations that are, 
in fact, interconnected and interlinked.  Large private firms (one of 
the principle agents of globalization) are cast as distant and neutral 
players who somehow remain above and beyond the processes and 
relations that sustain and energize them.  Such a sanitized reading of 
1 Meta-narratives can be thought of as dominant paradigms that 
provide conceptual frameworks and tools to arrive at an understanding and 
analysis of processes and phenomena under consideration.  Colonialism, 
modernization, development theory, under-development theory are some of 
the meta-narratives that have structured and shaped our knowledge of colo-
nization, modernity, and development in contemporary times. In his brilliant 
essay calling for a reconsideration of the claim of value neutrality in social 
sciences and humanities, renowned African Studies specialist, Allen Issac-
man (2008) raises an important question about meta-narratives. Following a 
critique of meta-narratives surrounding the continent of Africa which silences 
and renders invisible alternative or local knowledge, he writes: “This is not 
to say that the meta-narratives, paradigms, or chronologies prevalent in the 
scholarly literature are inconsequential or wrong, but rather that they neces-
sarily constitute only one set of intellectual conventions and representations 
of reality” (8).  Also, it must be recognized that we often use the concepts and 
tools made permissible by the meta-narrative to critique the meta-narratives.   
So, instead of claiming a ground outside meta-narratives, the point is to high-
light the fault lines that hold together the dominant logic that underwrites 
meta-narratives.

the large private sector’s involvement in global economy not only 
exonerates them from taking any responsibility for the uneven and 
contradictory consequences of their operations; but it also restricts us 
from thinking about newer ways of building coalitions and solidari-
ties connecting different positions, interests, and stakes in the spirit 
of mutual recognition and responsibility. 

The BOP proposition rests on an essentialist understanding of 
human nature as reflected in the arguments related to the “enterpris-
ing consumers” where the entrepreneurial trait is seen as natural and 
intrinsic to the consumers at the BOP.   Further, the focus on entre-
preneurialism as a panacea for all forms of social problems leads to 
depoliticization of social issues as it rests on an implicit understand-
ing that  the locus of “problems” (poverty, jobless, dispossession, 
environmental degradation, so forth) lies not in institutional, social, 
political and economic dysfunctions but rather in the individual 
themselves (Giroux, 1980, pp. 338). 

The BOP proposition takes a purely instrumental view of 
knowledge which leads to abstractions and generalizations about the 
conditions of life at the bottom of the pyramid.  Indeed, the BOP 
project, as Charusheela and Zein-Elabdin, 2004, in a different con-
text (critique of economics as a hegemonic discourse of modernity) 
put it, is “epistemologically comfortable” with generating disembod-
ied, context free and value-neutral knowledge.  Thus, the BOP pro-
gram presents economic distress and socio-spatial marginalization of 
the poor (for example; high population densities in slums in develop-
ing countries) as “exploitable observations” (Wilson, 1977 quoted 
in Giroux, 1980, pp. 334) which is then used as “knowledge” for 
market development at the bottom of the economic pyramid.  This 
purely instrumental view of knowledge becomes part of the expert 
vocabulary (expertise) of business disciplines be it management or 
marketing which ultimately (although unwittingly) desensitizes pov-
erty.  It hides more than it reveals about the condition the life at the 
BOP as it normalizes acute economic upheavals and instabilities by 
making “the crisis” appear as a normal condition of life at the BOP.  
The claim of equal partnership between the poor and the large private 
sector, a central idea in the BOP proposition, is criticized for  obfus-
cating how power works to shape interactions among differentially 
(hierarchically) located entities in ways which limits the field of pos-
sible actions that can be initiated by the more vulnerable “partner.” 
Thus, given the productive capacity of power (to create individuals 
who are self-directed toward “certain” goals) how can firms and the 
people from poor communities collaborate? 

The paper argues that by glossing over the conceptual and theo-
retical implications of ideas and concepts mobilized to study people 
at the bottom of the economic pyramid, the BOP project ends up 
resurrecting the very biases and prejudices which it allegedly set 
out to challenge, in the first place.  While taking issue with many 
of the central arguments of the BOP project, the paper is not about a 
wholesale rejection of the idea of large private sector participation in 
poverty alleviation; rather the purpose is to confront the blind spots 
and omissions in the BOP project which serves to undermine its own 
potential, and in so doing recover in some measure, the emancipa-
tory thrust of the BOP approach.  In the concluding section, I main-
tain that the BOP project will be well served if it remains reflexive 
(self critical) about its own theories, perspectives, and positions.  I 
contend that an introspective stance would make the BOP project 
sensitive to the uncertainties and contingencies arising from diverse 
historical, political, and socio-economic contexts thereby making it 
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more circumspect (and less celebratory) about the possibilities and 
perils of business innovations and ventures aimed to generate profits 
as well as reduce poverty. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Will consumers’ social networking orientations influence their 

psychological functioning on subsequent tasks in seemingly remote, 
unrelated domains? Prior research on social capital (Putnam 2000) 
suggests the distinction between a bonding orientation, with which 
people seek to cement connectedness among exclusive and relatively 
homogeneous groups, and a bridging orientation, with which people 
focus on creating new contacts with different groups, resulting in 
spanning diverse social cleavages. We propose that an individual’s 
primary orientation associated with social networking affects subse-
quent risk-related decisions. 

Building on the resource depletion paradigm that suggests that 
people who engage in an initial self-regulation task perform worse 
on a subsequent task demanding self-regulation resources (e.g., Bau-
meister et al. 1998; Baumeister, Vohs, and Tice 2007), we posit that 
humans have a limited amount of risk-taking resources. Thus, once 
their risk-taking resources are drained, individuals will act more 
conservatively in subsequent tasks. Specifically, given that bridging- 
versus bonding-oriented activities are involved with a higher level 
of social risk, thereby depleting more resources, we hypothesize that 
consumers may become more risk-averse after performing bridging- 
versus bonding-oriented social networking activities. We conducted 
three experiments to examine this hypothesis.

In study 1, we manipulated social networking orientation by 
asking participants to perform different types of activities on Face-
book. Specifically, participants in the bridging condition were asked 
to log in to their Facebook accounts, choose some people on their 
friend lists with whom they had not personally interacted (e.g., some-
one from a class or friends’ friends), and visit each person’s Wall. 
The participants were then asked to spend about 10 minutes reading 
their friends’ recent events and leaving Wall posts. In contrast, those 
in the bonding condition were asked to choose some people to whom 
they felt close (e.g., best friends or family members). Then, partici-
pants were asked to indicate how much they would consume each 
of the two food items, GMO (genetically-modified organism) foods 
or imported vegetables (study 1a) or how much they would engage 
in a high-risk leisure activity (i.e., Jet Ski; study 1b), on seven-point 
scales. In study 1a, a 2 (Orientation) × 2 (Food) mixed ANOVA with 
food as a within-subject factor revealed that people who performed 
the Facebook task with bridging (vs. bonding) orientation were less 
likely to consume risky food items (F(1, 18) = 13.61, p < .01; GMO 
foods: 3.13 vs. 4.17; imported vegetables: 2.83 vs. 5.00). Similarly, 
results from study 1b showed that participants who completed bridg-
ing-oriented activities reported lower intentions to try Jet Skiing than 
those in the bonding condition (5.03 vs. 5.98, F(1, 38) = 4.50, p < 
.05).

In study 2, we examined whether merely recalling previous net-
working activities participants had performed would produce similar 
effects (Usta and Häubl 2011). Thus, we manipulated social network-
ing orientation by having participants recall and write about activi-
ties that they had done on social networking sites in the recent past. 
In the bridging condition, participants wrote about activities intended 
to newly link them with others, whereas participants assigned to the 
bonding condition performed the same tasks, but about activities in-
tended to deepen their bonds with close friends. A 2 (Orientation) × 

3 (Food) mixed ANOVA with three high-risk food items (raw meat, 
GMO corns, and fatty pork belly) replicated the findings of study 
1a, showing that regardless of food items, people recalling bridging-
related episodes were less likely to consumer risky food items than 
those recalling bonding-related episodes (F(1, 66) = 17.28, p < .001; 
raw meat: 4.58 vs. 5.94; GMO corns: 2.27 vs. 2.83; pork belly: 5.45 
vs. 6.09), echoing the notion of people’s risk-taking resource regula-
tion.

In study 3, we examined the role of resource depletion as the 
underlying mechanism to understand the effect of social network-
ing orientation. We used the same Facebooking manipulation as in 
study 1. For the risk-preference task for our dependent measure, we 
presented a series of seven scenarios in which participants had to 
choose whether to write a term paper on either a provocative topic (a 
risky option) or a conservative topic (a sure option), a modification of 
Hsee and Weber’s (1999) stimulus. On the basis of each participant’s 
choice pattern in the seven scenarios, we assigned the risk-preference 
index (0 – 7; higher scores indicate more risk-seeking) and used it as 
our focal dependent measure. We also asked participants to rate how 
socially risky and stressful they perceived the assigned Facebook ac-
tivities, on seven-point scales (1 = not risky at all, not stressful at 
all, 7 = very risky, very stressful). A composite index was formed 
to operationalize the degree of depletion of risk-taking resources by 
averaging the two items (α = .76). This index served as a mediator to 
the effect of social networking orientation.

We found that people reported lower scores on the risk-prefer-
ence index after completing bridging versus bonding task on Face-
book (2.81 vs. 3.70, F(1, 56) = 7.19, p < .01). We also observed 
that the bridging task was perceived as riskier than the bonding one, 
suggesting that participants spent more resources completing the 
bridging versus bonding task (3.55 vs. 2.59, F(1, 56) = 6.22, p < 
.01). More importantly, a bootstrapping confirmed the depletion of 
risk-taking resources as the underlying process by showing its medi-
ating role between social networking orientation and risk preference 
(a 95% CI: .0080, .3251). We ruled out alternative explanations, such 
as perceived support from others, self-competence, and self-liking 
(all F’s < 1).

Combined together, these results provide converging evidence 
that bridging-oriented (versus bonding-oriented) experiences on so-
cial networking or even merely recalling such experiences lead con-
sumers to behave in a more risk-averse fashion, be it food selection, 
leisure activities, or academic decisions. Theoretically, we propose 
and find that this effect is driven by depletion of risk-taking resources 
induced by bridging versus bonding social networking task. Given 
the popularity of online social networking and its potential influ-
ence on a variety of unrelated decision domains, the present research 
promises to advance our understanding of consumers’ implicit deci-
sion-making processes.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Social norms often have a substantial impact on human behav-

ior (Cialdini et al. 1990; Melnyk et al. 2010). In fact, the influence of 
descriptive norms is much higher than that of other types of informa-
tion, even though consumers themselves rate descriptive norms as 
least important in energy conservation behavior and campaigns using 
these norms as least motivating (Nolan et al. 2008). Such descrip-
tive norms communicate what is typical in a situation and thereby 
provide “social proof” of what is effective behavior (Jacobson et al. 
2011). They have been successfully applied in marketing campaigns 
to improve health and safety (e.g., www.mostofus.org).

Studies on these descriptive norms have examined campaigns 
communicating the behavior of a majority of others. In their study 
on the reuse of hotel towels, Goldstein et al. (2008) communicated 
that 75 % of guests participate in the resource saving program, and 
in a study on energy saving, Nolan et al. (2008) used doorhangers 
communicating behavior of 99 % of people in the community. These 
are powerful descriptive norms changing consumer behavior. Yet, 
sometimes an advocated behavior is performed by only a minority of 
people: the market share of organic products is low (www.ota.com) 
and most people fail to eat enough fruit and vegetables according to 
dietary guidelines (www.cdc.gov). Communicating that most people 
fail to perform an advocated behavior typically undermines this be-
havior (Cialdini 2003; Stok et al. 2011). So are descriptive social 
norms never effective in advocating a desired behavior when this 
behavior is performed only by a minority of people?

Ample research on minority influence shows that sources advo-
cating minority options can exert influence, albeit less strong and less 
direct (Horcajo et al. 2010; Wood et al. 1994). Applying this to de-
scriptive norms, this would suggest that descriptive norms of minori-
ties might be able to initiate the desired behavior when the emphasis 
is not on the failure to perform this behavior by the majority (“people 
should eat two pieces of fruit each day but only a minority does so”) 
but instead on the advocated behavior itself (“some people eat two 
pieces of fruit each day”). The latter could activate personal norms 
and stimulate consumers to focus on the desirability of the behavior. 
The effectiveness of minority norms could be further enhanced when 
consumers perceive that the group performing the behavior is grow-
ing. After all, economic research on information cascades suggests 
that the tendency to follow the behavior of others is stronger when 
the group who is performing a behavior grows (Banerjee 1992; Bikh-
chandani et al. 1998).

In contrast, the effectiveness of majority norms might not be 
enhanced by information that the group performing the behavior is 
growing. A message involving a growing majority may be perceived 
as ‘pushy’ and evoke the perception of social pressure. This per-
ceived pressure can undermine the effectiveness of the norm: when 
consumers perceive a persuasion attempt they tend to counteract this 
attempt (Clee and Wicklund 1980; Laran et al. 2011).

The two main objectives of the current study are thus to de-
termine (a) whether weak descriptive norms (minority norms) can 
nonetheless enhance an advocated behavior, and (b) whether espe-
cially strong descriptive norms (a growing majority) are  indeed less 
effective in stimulating behavior. We expect that information that a 
growing group of people are performing a behavior will enhance the 

influence of minority norms but weaken the influence of majority 
norms. This is tested in three experiments.

The first experiment (n = 91 students) employed a taste test. 
Participants chose between organic and regular orange juice, in a 
3-group design with no information, majority, or minority norm in-
formation (e.g., 20 % of students in a prior study chose the organic 
juice). Results showed that choice for organic juice was significantly 
higher for both norms than in the control condition, indicating that 
minority norms can indeed stimulate behavior.

In the second experiment, students (n = 245) were asked to pick 
rewards for a series of unrelated studies. They could choose between 
more or less healthful options (e.g. Vitamin Water vs. Coca Cola). 
In a 2 by 2 design plus control condition, it was indicated that either 
a majority or a minority picked healthy snacks, and that this group 
was growing versus no trend information. Compared to the control 
condition, all norm conditions raised the number healthy options that 
were chosen. Additionally, the growing minority and majority norms 
raised the number of healthy options chosen more than the minority 
and growing majority norms, as expected. There was no difference 
between conditions in perceptions of how clear, reliable, and realistic 
the information was.

Experiment 3 employed a virtual environment with a train sta-
tion stand of snacks and a quota sample of the general population to 
validate results. Additionally, time pressure was manipulated. Par-
ticipants made three store visits, the first without norm information 
and the latter two with a shelf advertisement promoting fruit and 
using a similar 2 x 2 between subjects design as in experiment 2. 
Time pressure was applied in the instructions for one of the two lat-
ter visits. Results showed that choice of healthy products was higher 
for visits with the descriptive norm present rather than absent. Ad-
ditionally, we found a significant three-way interaction between the 
type of norm, trend, and time pressure. With time pressure, all norms 
increased healthy choice, but without time pressure participants re-
turned to unhealthy choices when the shelf advertisement featured a 
growing majority. 

These results have important implications for norm theory. 
When ability to process information is low, descriptive norms appear 
to be a heuristic cue triggering behavior (c.f. Jacobson 2010), but 
when ability to process information is high, the formulation of the 
descriptive norm matters. Specifically, our results indicate that the 
band width in which descriptive norms are effective is both more ex-
tensive than previously assumed (i.e., minority norms can advocate 
a desired behavior) and more restrictive (i.e., norms using a growing 
majority are ineffective).
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Women are, in large part, responsible for the growth in retail 

sales in China (Rein 2009) and are becoming much more fashion 
conscious in this dawning consumer culture (China in Focus 1995).  
According to Rein (2009), Chinese women are spending as much as 
men on luxury consumption, accounting for 50% of luxury purchases 
from companies like Louis Vuitton and Gucci.  Additionally, Chinese 
women are becoming much more focused on buying clothing and 
beauty products and are becoming much more concerned with look-
ing good and looking fashionable.

As such, international fashion magazines and advertising agen-
cies have entered into the Chinese market, helping to usher in a new 
fashion culture within the country.  Much of the images portrayed in 
these media are simply adapted from Western sources, involving the 
modification of title, imagery, or copy in advertisements used in dif-
ferent cultures (Buzzell 1968; Reichal 1989; Ricks et al. 1974).  Such 
modification ranges from a nearly complete transformation of an ex-
isting ad involving all three aspects or simply translating the copy 
language that appears in the ads.  However, the Western advertise-
ments in fashion magazines often do not change the model for their 
counterparts in China, leaving many idealized and European-looking 
(i.e. blonde, and blue-eyed) women in these ads. 

As such, a few studies are beginning to look at the impact of 
fashion advertising on women and women’s assessment of that ad-
vertising.  For instance, Hung, Li, and Belk (2005; 2007) examined 
images of women in Chinese magazine advertising and developed a 
typology of the modern woman as portrayed in that advertising, and 
also examined the response strategies women used to interpret those 
images.  Their study focused on the target audiences for those ads, 
essentially recruiting women who came of age well after the advent 
of the open-door policy.  We seek to advance their study, examining 
the responses for feminine appeals in advertising for both the target 
audience as well as that target audiences’ mothers, women who came 
of age before the open door policy when advertising was still viewed 
as a suspect aspect of capitalism.

Scholars such as Hirschman and Thompson (1997) and Hung et 
al. (2006) have conducted research on consumers’ response to media 
images. Hirschman and Thompson (1997) identified three self-refer-
encing responses that consumers employed to describe their relation-
ship with media icons: aspiring/inspiring, deconstructing/rejecting, 
and identifying/individualizing, which were adapted by Hung et al. 
(2007). According to Hirschman and Thompson (1997), inspiring 
and aspiring occurs when a media image is interpreted as repre-
senting an ideal self to which the consumer can aspire. Media icons 
are read as inspirational goals or ideals that the consumer chooses 
to work towards. In this motivational relationship, many potential 
sources of disbelief are suspended. Rejecting/deconstructing occurs 
when the consumer’s relationship with the mass media is expressed 
through overt criticism of the artificial and unrealistic quality of the 
media representation. Identifying/individualizing describes distinct 
ways by which consumers negotiate their self-perceptions and per-
sonal goals in relation to the idealized images presented in the mass 
media. 

Little is known about how women from a different culture re-
spond to similar advertising within the global marketplace. As such, 
the purpose of the following paper is to examine the response that 

Chinese and American women have for such ads found in the pages 
of their fashion magazines and the inter-generational differences that 
occur with these responses.  To do so, we took a focus group inter-
view approach to address the research purpose. Focus groups are a 
useful method for gathering ideas and insights for a variety of pur-
poses such as obtaining consumer impressions of advertising copy 
(Iacobucci and Churchill 2005) or determining the impact of gender 
on the consumption of advertising (Hogg and Garrow 2003).  

Given the purpose of our research concerns how different gen-
erations of women in a different culture respond to the feminine ap-
peals in ads, we conducted a variety of dyadic focus group interviews 
where mother (age between 45 to 60) and daughter (age between 21 
to 34) were shown advertising images taken from fashion magazines 
in both the U.S. and China. Based upon previous research (Chang 
2004), the magazines we chose for the study share primary target 
audiences and are consistent in each country with each ranging be-
tween the ages of 21 and 35 (Cosmopolitan 2011; Elle 2011). The 
participants were recruited through a regional Chinese University 
and a regional American university of approximately the same size 
(between 11,000 and 13,000 students.

The results demonstrate that both generational and cross-cultur-
al differences exist in terms of the interpretative strategies that were 
applied by these consumers.  For instance, our American informants 
very much liked the nurturer appeal present in the advertisements 
with the U.S. daughters tending to associate the nurturer type with 
their families and/or mothers and the U.S. mothers identifying with 
the images in the ads.  Conversely, both the Chinese daughters and 
their mothers rejected the ads outright, claiming that they did not 
represent their idea of the Chinese nurturer type.  In addition, both 
the American mothers and daughters rejected the professional ap-
peal in these ads, viewing them as fake and unrealistic.  On the other 
hand, Chinese mothers and daughters both appreciated the ad with 
the daughters often aspiring to be like the image in the ad or, at the 
very least, aspiring to the professional role in which the image made 
the most sense.  

Our study extended Hirschman and Thompson (1997)’s find-
ings. Women not only can compare the self with the media imag-
es but also seeking solutions (e.g., comparing the media icon with 
friends, relatives, and even strangers). In addition, culture plays a 
significant element to shape how female consumers perceived the 
femininity in ads. Finally, there appears to be an authenticity gap in 
relation to the advertisements.  Chinese women saw the nurturer in 
the ads as inauthentic whereas American women viewed the profes-
sional women as inauthentic.  This authenticity gap is, of course, cul-
turally bound; however, it also indicates the degree to which feminin-
ity and feminine appeals may not be universal in regards to fashion 
and consumption.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Imagine you just bought a new designer jacket that you are quite 

pleased with despite its high price—that is, until you hear that some-
one else purchased the exact same jacket at a different store for a 
lower price. We refer to this experience of realizing post-purchase 
that a lower price than the price paid was available as a price-jolt. 
In such situations, how do you feel? To date, and perhaps not sur-
prisingly, research has indicated that such price-jolts significantly 
decrease satisfaction (Oliver and DeSarbo 1988) and likely result in 
negative feelings and attributions given the extent to which paying 
a lower price than retail results in positive affect (Schindler 1998). 
Building on this research, we consider how consumers cope with 
such price-jolts. Specifically, we examine how consumers may ca-
sually mention to others that they overpaid, which we term price-
dropping, as a way to cope with price-jolts.

Previous research has shown that name-dropping, where an 
individual mentions a name in a conversation, is used to manage 
impressions and enhance self-presentation. For example, individu-
als that name-drop may be perceived as more likeable and compe-
tent when signaling a distant and casual connection with the person 
whose name was invoked (Lebherz, Jonasa, and Tomljenovic 2009). 
Similarly, we propose that sharing overpayment through price-drop-
ping may signal pecuniary strength and status that aids in consumer 
coping with price-jolts (e.g., increased product satisfaction).

This theorizing is supported by recent empirical literature, 
which indicates that the appeal of many products is due to status 
needs rather than material needs (Amaldoss and Jain 2005), and that 
dearth of discounted payment may be perceived as a status signal 
(Argo and Main 2008). Furthermore, heightened sensitivity to status 
cues due to individual differences (Lichtenstein, Ridgway, and Nete-
meyer 1993) or situations (Rucker and Galinsky 2008) may increase 
signaling tendencies. Thus, consumers experiencing the negative 
consequences of a price-jolt may obtain psychological status benefits 
from telling others about their overpayment (i.e., price-dropping). 

The results of three studies demonstrate that i) consumers 
choose to engage in price-dropping if they are naturally sensitive 
to status or if they are in a status-relevant context, ii) satisfaction 
with the product is improved when price-dropping, and iii) consum-
ers perceive themselves as wealthier and more popular after price-
dropping. 

Study 1 explored whether consumers choose to engage in price-
dropping after a price-jolt based upon perceived importance of status 
cues. After imagining purchasing an iPad2 for a given price, par-
ticipants in the price-jolt (no price-jolt) condition were informed 
that the product was readily available at a nearby store for a higher 
(lower) price. Participants then indicated their likelihood to share 
the price paid if asked. To investigate whether willingness to price-
drop depends on consumers’ perceived importance of status cues, a 
multi-item measure of individual prestige sensitivity was recorded 
(Lichtenstein, Ridgway, and Netemeyer 1993). A significant three-
way interaction between price-jolt condition and prestige sensitiv-
ity (analyzed continuously) emerged. As predicted, highly prestige 
sensitive consumers were more likely to price-drop when they expe-
rienced a price-jolt than those who did not. In contrast, low prestige 
sensitive consumers were less likely to price-drop when they were 
price-jolted than when they were not. Product quality assessments 

did not differ between conditions, thus precluding a price-quality in-
ference explanation. Consistent with predictions, the desire among 
prestige sensitive consumers to price-drop suggests that negative ef-
fects of unintentional overpayment may be offset by signaling (and 
thus self-perceiving) heightened status. Subsequent studies examine 
whether the value obtained from price-dropping is reflected in prod-
uct satisfaction.

Study 2 was conducted to determine whether product satis-
faction is influenced by price-dropping. A 2 (price-jolt: yes/no) x 2 
(price-drop: yes/no) between-subjects design with a continuous mea-
sure of prestige sensitivity was employed. After reading about their 
(lack of) price-jolt for the purchase of an Armani jacket, participants 
in the “no price-drop” condition indicated their product satisfaction. 
In contrast, participants in the “price-drop” condition were told they 
shared the actual price paid and the market price with a colleague 
prior to being asked about satisfaction. A three-way interaction sup-
ported our predictions. First, the effect of price-dropping on satisfac-
tion differed by perceived importance of status cues: price-dropping 
increased satisfaction for high prestige sensitive consumers experi-
encing a price-jolt whereas low prestige sensitive consumers were 
less satisfied after a price-jolt regardless of price-dropping. All con-
sumers experiencing a price-jolt (vs. no jolt) without price-dropping 
were dissatisfied. Notably, the level of satisfaction for price-dropping 
consumers rivals the level of satisfaction of other consumers who 
were unexpectedly delighted by under-paying for the same product. 
Study 2 thus demonstrates that price-dropping following a price-jolt 
recovers satisfaction for status-concerned consumers.

Study 3 investigated whether price-dropping can aid in cop-
ing with a price-jolt (i.e., increase satisfaction) among consumers 
not perpetually concerned with prestige if a status-relevant context 
arises. A 2 (price-jolt: yes/no) x 2 (status relevance: important/un-
important) between-subjects design was employed. Specifically, af-
ter learning of the same (lack of) price-jolt for the Armani jacket 
from study 2, the requestor of the jacket price paid was described 
as either high or low in receptivity to status cues (“…shops at high-
end stores…recently vacationed at the Ritz-Carlton” vs. “…shops at 
discount stores…recently hiked and camped the local Appalachian 
trail”). Jacket satisfaction and self-ratings on several characteristics 
were then recorded. A significant two-way interaction confirmed our 
predictions.  Consumers reporting to an audience low in receptivity 
to status cues were less satisfied in the case of a price-jolt. In contrast, 
and as predicted, those reporting to an audience receptive to status 
cues demonstrated full satisfaction recovery (i.e., satisfaction equal 
to those not experiencing a price-jolt). Mediation analysis suggested 
that individuals engaging in price-dropping in status-relevant condi-
tions perceived themselves to be wealthier and more popular. Thus, 
price-dropping provides direct psychological benefits in addition to 
improving satisfaction.

In summary, this work introduces the theoretically novel con-
cept of price-dropping and explicates how consumers may engage 
in this behavior to overcome the otherwise negative effects of price 
jolts. Beyond theoretical contributions to pricing and status litera-
tures, this work has substantive implications, particularly given the 
abundance of price communications among consumers in social me-
dia.  
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Knowing consumers’ willingness-to-pay (WTP) is fundamental 

to managers engaging in consumer-oriented pricing strategies and 
tactics. To gauge consumers’ WTP, marketing researchers frequently 
prefer, and rely on, direct WTP measurement approaches such as the 
open-ended (OE) question format. The OE question format is widely 
used by various professional market research firms and compared to 
indirect approaches to measure WTP (e.g., conjoint analysis) direct 
approaches have the advantage of simplicity, which explains their 
enduring popularity with practitioners. They are simple to explain, 
easy to implement, and never fail to generate timely information at 
a low cost. In addition, recent research has found that the external 
validity of direct approaches is not always necessarily inferior to in-
direct approaches (Miller et al. 2011). 

With the OE question format, respondents are directly asked to 
state their maximum WTP for the specific product under consider-
ation (Arrow et al. 1993; Mitchell and Carson 1989). As this format 
does not provide respondents with a selection of answering options, 
the respondents have unlimited degrees of freedom to come up with 
an estimate of their maximum WTP. This is why the OE question 
format is also referred to as “price-generation task” (Chernev 2003). 
These price-generation tasks are very flexible and allow consumers 
to precisely articulate their willingness to pay. Viewed from an eco-
nomics standpoint, this flexibility is one of the reasons why price-
generation tasks are potentially superior to price-selection tasks as 
a way to determine WTP if one assumes that consumers have estab-
lished preferences that can easily be translated into monetary terms 
(Varian 1999). From a behavioral perspective this, however, is not 
necessarily the case as respondents have to go through a cognitively 
demanding multi-stage process to generate the answer (Krosnick 
1991). In such situations, when optimally answering a survey ques-
tion would require substantial cognitive effort, Krosnick (1991) 
argues that some respondents are tempted to shorten the cognitive 
route and simply provide a reasonably satisfactory answer instead, a 
behavior coined as “satisficing”. The likelihood of engaging in such 
satisficing behavior is seen to be regulated by three factors: task dif-
ficulty, ability, and motivation. Given that price-generation tasks are 
generally perceived as difficult because consumers are not used to 
name their own price, and that some respondents potentially lack 
ability or motivation to perform this particular task, satisficing be-
havior is likely to occur in price-generation tasks. 

In this paper, we propose that satisficing behavior in price-gen-
eration task can lead to a reporting of other price-types than WTP, 
which are more salient to the respondent and thus require less cogni-
tive effort to generate. In a first study, we test whether the theoreti-
cal framework of satisficing can explain this observed behavior. For 
this purpose, we elicit WTP using both a price-generation and an 
incentive-aligned task for an innovative digital camera prior to mar-
ket introduction. We find that 40.71 percent of the test persons indeed 
do not report their WTP and also find clear evidence that satisficing is 
more likely to happen among consumers who lack ability and moti-
vation to perform the fully cognitive process of the price-generation 
task. In addition, expertise can explain the reporting of internal-
reference prices instead of WTP. This effect is u-shaped, such that 
consumers with a low or high level of expertise are the most likely 

to report internal-reference prices. For consumers with high levels of 
expertise, this result is intuitive as for them it will require little cogni-
tive effort to come up with an internal reference price relative to the 
cognitive effort needed to construct WTP. These results are in line 
with theory and suggest that not all respondents are equally capable 
of performing the price-generation task. We also find that satisfic-
ing has an effect of the external validity of the WTP statements. If 
a price-type different from WTP is reported, prices are substantially 
biased. If WTP is reported, this bias was significantly lower. This 
result is confirmed in both between- and within-subjects data. 

In a second study, we replicate the external validity test for a 
lower-priced product. Again, a large proportion of the respondents 
report other price-types than WTP (55.72 percent). We find that if all 
elicited data is used for further analysis, measures that we calculate 
based on these data were all significantly biased. In contrast, if we 
focus on data from optimizing respondents, the bias was not only 
significantly lower, but it fully vanishes. This result holds for a num-
ber of statistical tests, such as comparing means or distributions, and 
also for a managerial relevant test, such as the outcome of a pricing 
decision based on these data. Interestingly, this group of optimizing 
respondents does not differ from the sample population in terms of 
demographics. 

We believe that our study is among the first to offer a plausible 
explanation for the frequently reported hypothetical bias in empirical 
WTP studies. Our results suggest that consumer responses to price-
generation tasks cannot always be interpreted as WTP. Intriguingly, 
the behavior that leads to this result can come from unlikely sources 
as experts are more likely to suffer from it. Experts are more likely 
to have stored internal reference prices. As reporting reference pric-
es requires much less cognitive effort compared to coming up with 
WTP, they are more prone to engage in satisficing behavior. 

Our research is limited in that the price-type selection task does 
not account for possible uncertainty at the individual level. We do 
not know if the chosen price-type was the only one that reflected 
the stated price. However, we would assume that respondents would 
select the price-type that best reflects the type of the stated price. 
A second limitation is that it is not guaranteed that the price the re-
spondents state and later identify as WTP truly reflects WTP. Study 
1 suggests that even this value can still be biased. This indicates that 
also other possible explanations besides satisficing may explain the 
hypothetical bias. It could be worthwhile to take a more holistic ap-
proach and test various competing explanations for the bias in one 
single research setting. We leave this endeavour to future research.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Many, if not all, good things come to an end, and consumer 

products are generally no exception. Consumers frequently deal with 
not only acquiring goods and services, but also losing access to them 
for various reasons. Consumers are not indifferent to loss. When an-
ticipating losing access to a desirable item, consumers’ motivation to 
keep it increases when the loss becomes closer (Kurtz 2008; Shu and 
Gneezy 2010; Worchel, Lee, and Adewole 1975). 

In the current research, we explore the anticipated and actual 
trajectory of the desire for a good to which one has already lost ac-
cess. How much will one crave another few days on the beach, for 
example, a week after returning to work? Is the longing that one an-
ticipates realized, or does the desire to lie in the sun quickly fade 
when it is replaced by the glow of the computer monitor? 

Study 1 examined NFL fans’ desire to watch more NFL foot-
ball games after the end of the 2011 season. The Monday after Su-
perBowl 46, forecasters reported their desire to watch another NFL 
football game on that day, and predicted their desire to watch another 
NFL football game on the subsequent three Mondays. Experiencers 
reported their desire to watch another NFL football game on each 
of those Mondays. Whereas forecasted wanting remained constant 
across the month, experienced wanting significantly decreased over 
the course of the month. Reported liking for the NFL, however, did 
not change.

Study 2 examined consumers desire to consume a food after 
losing access to it. Experiencers watched a 45-minute video. To whet 
their appetite, experiencers were allowed to eat M&M’s ad libitum 
during the first 5 minutes of the video. They then lost access to the 
candy for the remainder of the video. At the end of the video, expe-
riencers indicated how many M&M’s they would eat if they could 
right then. Forecasters predicted their desire for M&M’s across the 
course of the video, and predicted the number of M&M’s they would 
want to eat at its end. Whereas forecasters predicted that their de-
sire for M&M’s would remain constant over the course of the video, 
experiencers’ reported wanting for M&M’s decreased linearly with 
time. Experiencers also desired fewer M&M’s at the end of the video 
than forecasters anticipated they would desire. 

Study 3 examined which of the two possible accounts of the 
discrepancy between forecasted and reported wanting explains this 
difference. An attentional account suggests that wanting requires at-
tentional resources, and thus wanting for a stimulus will decrease 
when attention is directed toward other experiences; a process that 
forecasters may not anticipate. A motivated reasoning account sug-

gests that experiencers derogate the option that they cannot have due 
to their own internal self-justification, but forecasters do not antici-
pate engaging in motivated reasoning. Whereas the attentional ac-
count predicts that the degree to which the subsequent experience 
consumes attention should determine whether wanting remains con-
stant or decreases, the motivated reasoning account suggests that a 
change in liking should determine whether wanting remains constant 
or decreases.

In Study 3, all participants first ate ten M&M’s and played 
Whac-A-Mole on a computer for one minute. As a manipulation of 
attentional resources, participants were randomly assigned to play 
one of two versions of Whac-A-Mole that were identical in all as-
pects except for the level of engagement. Experiencers then lost ac-
cess to the M&M’s and played Whac-A-Mole for 20 minutes and 
reported their wanting, liking, and the extent to which they were 
thinking about M&M’s over those 20 minutes. Forecasters predicted 
their wanting, liking, and thoughts about M&M’s on the same scales. 

The attention manipulation had a significant impact on the actu-
al trajectory of desire for M&M’s. Experiencers who played the un-
engaging game reported a lesser decrease in their desire for M&M’s 
than those who played the engaging game. In contrast, forecasters 
were insensitive to this manipulation. They predicted that their desire 
for M&M’s would remain constant in both conditions. A mediated 
moderation model showed that the change in attention allocated to 
M&M’s, rather than the change in liking of M&M’s, mediated the 
change in their wanting.

To conclude, we examine consumers’ desire for goods to which 
they lose access in the domains of sports and food, and find that in 
contrast to their predictions, desires for those goods decrease due 
to consumers’ allocation of attention to alternative experiences. This 
research should be of interest to marketers interested in consumption, 
cravings, and more general processes of motivation. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT

Literature review
Throughout life, consumers experience many changes that can 

impact on and transform their identities. Some of these changes oc-
cur naturally as individuals move through their lives (e.g. becoming 
an adult), while others are the result of more conscious decisions 
made by individuals (e.g. getting married). From a consumer behav-
iour perspective, studies have analyzed the support that possessions 
and consumption practices offer individuals (functionally and/or 
emotionally) during these changes that are associated with fairly de-
fined points in consumers’ lives (McAlexander, 1991, Ozanne, 1992, 
Curasi et al., 2004, Schouten, 1991b)

An analysis of consumer behaviour studies examining indi-
viduals’ transformations highlights the prominence of Van Gennep’s 
model of Rites of Passages as a framework to describe and under-
stand these transitions (see for example Curasi et al., 2004, Ozanne, 
1992, Young, 1991, Schouten, 1991a). While these studies have pro-
vided useful insights into the consumption practices associated with 
identity transitions, in our understanding Van Gennep’s framework 
does not reflect the evolution of individuals’ identity development 
and performance. Specifically, the framework is not suitable for situ-
ations where transformational outcomes are uncertain and/or forced, 
i.e. where transformations do not have a clearly defined end-state.

Bauman (2000, 2007) has suggested that society has reached 
a postmodern (‘liquid’) era in which the social forms cannot keep 
their shape for long (Bauman, 2007, p. 1). As a result, there is higher 
uncertainty surrounding individuals’ transformations (McCracken, 
2008). Building on Hill’s work on individual’s experiences of home-
lessness (Hill and Stamey, 1990, p. 96) and extended periods of pov-
erty (Hill, 2001) as triggers of a reconfiguration of the sense of self, 
this paper focuses on the homeless experience, in which forced and 
uncertain changing events disrupt individuals’ entire life. In so doing, 
this paper proposes an alternative framework that takes into account 
the uncertainty that accompanies forced transformations, and the role 
of consumption during the transformation pathways.

Method
A phenomenological study was adopted, focussing on the spe-

cific events that led informants into a state of homelessness. The 
study was developed as a two-stage process. First, a twelve-month 
quasi-ethnographical study (Elliott and Jankel-Elliott, 2003) where 
the lead author volunteered for a charity that supports homeless in-
dividuals. Second, long interviews were conducted and focused on 
homeless people’s retrospective biographical narratives about the 
events that led them into a homeless state. The combined database 
(16 interviews with homeless individuals, and a research journal of 
the quasi-ethnography study) was analyzed and interpreted using ex-
istential phenomenological procedures (Thompson, 1997, Thompson 
et al., 1989). 

FIndInGS And COnTrIBuTIOnS
The study findings reveal a four-stage process of forced self-

transformation that takes place across two stressful situations: the 
triggering events that led informants to lose their home, and their 
further survival in a homeless state (Figure 1). 

Figure 1. Process of Forced Self- Transformation

Source: the authors

a. Initial self-concept
This initial stage refers to the informants’ state before the trig-

gering events occurred. All informants’ narratives of their lives 
before entering the pathway to homelessness reflect them as being 
relatively stable, comprising multiple identifications that together 
comprised their dominant initial self-concept.

b. Forced identity negotiation
This stage relates to the reactions individuals had while the trig-

gering events occurred, as well as the changes that their identities 
went through. According to informants’ narratives when the trigger 
events occurred, they initially believed it was a transient situation. 
Therefore, and despite the uncertainty that surrounded those mo-
ments, their initial reaction was to: a) use their remaining economic 
and social resources (e.g. savings, friends, family) to avoid losing 
their home, and b) manage the meaning of their possessions to con-
tinue performing their identities (Black, 2011). 

However, informants realized their homeless situation was not 
transient and this created a major identity continuity disruption. In-
formants’ narratives reflect a forced identity negotiation processes 
associated with the identities they wanted to perform and ones they 
could actually perform. This in turn was related to the props (i.e. pos-
sessions and/or practices) they had to support those identities includ-
ing: the meaning of the remaining possessions, how they supported 
their identities, and what they could do with them in their current 
situation. 

c. Transition
This stage relates to the individuals’ confrontation with the con-

sequences of the triggering events. Individuals realized that home-
lessness was an enduring state and the props they had imagined 
would assist them to cope with their situation were no longer reliable 
or available. Their narratives reflect they entered in a transitional 
state, in which they felt grief for their past; doubts about who they 
were at that time; and uncertainty about what they would become in 
the future. In order to cope with the situation, individuals’ activities 
focused on their day-to-day survival including: where to find food 
(e.g. scavenging), how to obtain money (e.g. begging) and where to 
spend the night (e.g. sleeping on benches). 

Authors have highlighted how consumption activities and pos-
sessions help individuals address the ambiguity during transitional 
times (Noble and Walker, 1997, Fischer and Gainer, 1993, Banister 
and Piacentini, 2008, Schouten, 1991b). In this specific context, in-
formants relied on different adaptive strategies that helped them to 
relieve their anxiety. These strategies include compulsive consump-
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tion behaviours and/or certain routines that help informants to escape 
from their current conditions (e.g. walking, reading, drinking).

d. Self-concept transformation
This stage relates to the individuals’ reinvention of their self-

concept, based on their past experience and their current situation. 
The informants’ narratives reveal how their experience on the streets, 
and the consumption practices they were forced to perform to sur-
vive, helped them to develop new identities. Individuals experience 
tensions between their past and present self, whose solution can be 
characterized using Ahuvia’s (2005) synthesizing strategy. Both new 
identities and previous ones evolved, forcing individuals to reinter-
pret their past, present, and envision lives based on their homeless-
ness experience (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Effect of the trigger event as reflected through 
informants’ past and present narratives

Source: the authors

COnCLuSIOn
Our study describes the forced self-transformation process 

individuals experience in their pathway to homelessness. This pro-
cess represents a framework to facilitate the navigation of this type 
of transformation and to understand how at times of uncertain life 
changes consumption practices become key elements in individuals’ 
self-development. Consumption practices served initially as symbols 
during the forced identity negotiation process. Subsequently, and al-
though these practices did not emerge as identity-laden (day to day 
survival), they became with time the source for constructing a new 
self.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Greed is often invoked to explain non-cooperative behavior in 

economic games (Stanley & Ume, 1998), resource exploitation (Lud-
wig et al, 1993) and is considered intrinsic to a materialistic lifestyle 
(Belk, 1985). Despite this view of greed as a fundamental motive for 
behavior, no empirical research has investigated individual differ-
ences in greed. The current paper aims to contribute by developing a 
dispositional greed scale.

In layman’s terms, greed is commonly defined as “the excessive 
desire to accumulate more than one needs or deserves”. However, 
this definition is not value-free and uses an external perspective. 
In academic research greed has been used in varied contexts, from 
anthropological to psycho-analytical research, leading to a diverse 
array of definitions. What is important to note is that in many defi-
nitions of greed, a key aspect is insatiability: no amount of a given 
commodity is ever sufficient. Similar to greed, insatiability is more 
likely to be observed for goals for which no satiation can occur and 
with no natural upper bound. Hence, the best starting point for this 
scale development was to equate greed with insatiability. An advan-
tage of such a definition is that it might broaden the contexts as it is 
applicable to non-monetary outcomes as well. 

1. SCALE dEvELOPMEnT STudIES
Based on literature and focus groups, an initial item pool of 60 

items was generated. In the first study these greed items were admin-
istered to 318 Caucasian Americans (144 males, M age = 44.5, SD 
= 12.4). An EFA was conducted for trimming and retaining items 
for the final scale. Items which violated the standard criteria were 
eliminated from the factor solution, after which three expert judges 
reviewed the remaining items (Netemeyer et al, 2003). In this pro-
cess certain items were deleted and others were reformulated.

To further refine the scale, 211 fully employed US citizens (106 
males, M age = 45.6, SD = 11.7) responded to the 25 remaining 
items. The EFA model pointed at two factors but the second factor 
existed only of reversed items. Following Marsh (1996), a one factor 
model with method effect (9 items, 3 reversed, α = .81) was found to 
be the best fit: the χ²/Df ratio was 2.84, the CFI was 0.98, the TLI was 
0.97, the SRMR was 0.028 and the RMSEA was 0.051. 

A third study was conducted using the final 9 items (317 fully 
employed US citizens; 151 males, M age = 44.8, SD = 11.9). The 
CFA confirmed the one-factor model. Thus, the final greed scale 
consists of 9 items (including 3 reversed items), with a Cronbach’s 
Alpha of .87 and explaining 72.1% of variance1. 

To check for nomological validity, the greed scale was correlat-
ed with other measures. The highest correlation2 was observed with 
Richins and Dawson’s (1992) materialism (r = .73), but discriminant 
validity analysis clearly showed greed to be a different construct 
(Fornell & Larcker, 1981). The correlation with Belk’s (1985) mate-
rialism was more moderate (r = .43). Furthermore we found correla-
tions of -.34 with gratitude and of .24 with dispositional envy. 

1  For details, please contact the first author.
2  For reasons of brevity, all p-values are at least below .01 
unless otherwise indicated.

2. vALIdITy STudIES
The results of a fourth study (185 fully employed US citizens; 

89 males, M age = 44.5, SD = 12.3) indicate that dispositional greed 
might be a reaction to personal and resource insecurity. A greedy 
disposition might be a way to cope with this insecurity. This suggests 
that greedy people focus on themselves and their own needs. More-
over they feel entitled to more and are focused on achieving. How-
ever, a link with social comparison indicates that greedy people are 
not entirely self-focused. 9 Behavioral items were also added in the 
questionnaire. The scale showed a high predictive validity (r = .16 to 
.56), thereby indicating that dispositional greed predicts behaviors 
generally considered as greedy. 

The last study was distributed to respondents that had previ-
ously participated in the third study (184 fully employed US citizens; 
91 males, M age = 44.9, SD = 11.8). Test-retest reliability proved to 
be good: the correlation between both studies (three weeks apart) 
was .83 and the Spearman-Brown coefficient was .91. Also known 
group validity was tested. We found that men are more greedy than 
women, t(182) = 2.71. Furthermore, greed was negatively related 
to religiosity (r = -.22). Finally, respondents working in financial or 
management sectors were significantly greedier than those working 
in agriculture, services or arts, t(63) = 2.98.

As the third study found a high correlation with materialism, 
further analyses were set up to thoroughly investigate the relation 
between dispositional greed and materialism. We conducted multiple 
regression analyses with both constructs as predictors to account for 
a possible overlap with materialism. These analyses show that the 
established relation between materialism and uncertainty (measured 
as childhood insecurity and need for control and power) might be 
mediated by greed. Further, controlling for materialism, greed is not 
related to well-being. This implicates materialism as more of a dark 
trait than greed is. Possibly, this may be explained by the fact that 
materialism is more strongly related to social comparison than greed 
is. Also while greed is positively related to need for achievement, 
materialism is negatively related to it. When looking at the behavior-
al effects of both constructs, we find materialism to be predictive for 
behavior towards regulation and dispositional greed to be predictive 
for behavior towards products. Thus, while materialism is known to 
be connected to a value system focusing on social status and afflu-
ence as shown through conspicuous consumption of luxury, disposi-
tional greed is an inner desire to gain more of all kinds of goals and 
is less focused on others.

3. dISCuSSIOn
The current research constructed a 9 item dispositional greed 

scale. Analyses showed greed to be related yet different from mate-
rialism. Future research will examine cultural differences and real-
life consequences. More specifically, we will look for moderators 
between dispositional greed and behavioral greed and experiments 
will be conducted to see how greed affects consumer and economic 
decisions.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
This paper analyzes 1,308 gift related advertisements by Japa-

nese department stores in newspapers collected in every five years 
from 1963 to 2008. Our goal is to understand the dynamics of the 
shared meaning of seasonal gifts in Japanese society. In Japan, there 
is a tradition to send gifts to people to whom one is indebted, such as 
superiors, clients, matchmakers, parents, and relatives on both sum-
mer (ochūgen) and winter (oseibo) gift occasions. Starting in 1964, 
Japanese department stores opened temporary “gift centers” in their 
premises for these seasonal gifts, and they have played a pivotal role 
in developing and maintaining such gift giving rituals in post war 
Japanese society (Mitsukoshi Honsha 2005).

Gift giving has been an important research topic within the Con-
sumer Culture Theory tradition (Arnold and Thompson 2005). How-
ever, contemporary Japanese gift culture has rarely been explored 
in spite of its importance in the society, with some exceptions (Ito 
2011; Minami 1998; Minowa and Gould 1999; Minowa, Khomenko, 
and Belk 2011; Rupp 2003). Also, while most of the extant research 
in consumer research has been at a micro level, there is a paucity of 
research on commercially constructed representation of gift giving at 
a macro level. This paper tries to open this line of inquiry. 

The advertisements were collected from the Newspaper Adver-
tisement Small Edition, which compiles the advertisements by indus-
try published in major newspapers each month. We checked every 
page of the Small Editions from 1963 to 2008, every five years, and 
collected all the gift related advertisements by department stores. 
There were 581 ochūgen and 522 oseibo advertisements. Other gift 
occasion promoted by department stores include Christmas, Fathers’ 
Day, and Mothers’ Day. These advertisements were also compared 
to examine the distinctiveness of the seasonal gift advertisements.

We also conducted interviews about gift-related marketing with 
store personnel of the eight major national chain department stores 
in Tokyo in order to check the plausibility of our interpretations of 
the advertisements. We asked questions concerning the meaning of 
gift giving culture for Japanese society over the past fifty years. This 
helped to place the findings from our analysis of advertising within 
the broader context of societal change.

Two main findings emerged from our historical analysis. First, 
there has been a coexistence of Japanese and Western cultural refer-
ences in the advertisements, regardless of year, although seasonal 
gift giving is deeply rooted in Japanese culture. The apparent reason 
is that department stores in Japan have been important gatekeepers 
introducing Western things to Japanese consumers (Creighton 1992). 
The items introduced in the advertisements have been both from Ja-
pan (e.g., Kikkoman soy sauce) and from the West (e.g., Twinings 
black tea). Also, the advertisements sometimes use both Japanese 
and Western cultural elements (e.g., a Japanese woman costumed in 
kimono with pasta and ham).

Second, some of the gift items appearing in the advertisements 
until the 1970s are durable gifts for adult men, such as socks, under-
wear, and shirts, which then began to be replaced by nondurable gifts 
for anybody, such as sweets, coffee, and canned foods. Men’s wear 
was popular due to the economic needs of consumers for such “ne-
cessity” gifts during the 60s and 70s. Then there was a resurgence of 
food items as dominant seasonal gifts, while food has generally been 

regarded as the important gift item throughout Japan’s history (Ito 
2011). The change may imply that the symbolic meaning of the sea-
sonal gift giving ritual has shifted from commitment to detachment. 
Sending durables for seasonal gifts requires givers to expend efforts 
to carefully consider the recipients’ needs and tastes because it is pos-
sible that the recipients do not like the gifts but cannot abandon them 
easily as they feel guilty. On the other hand, food gifts are called 
kiemono, defined as “gifts that will disappear after consumption -- 
such as food, seasonings, detergents, and bathing powder” in Japa-
nese dictionary. Kiemono gifts carry a smaller psychological burden 
than durable gifts for both givers and recipients. If the recipient does 
not like these things, he or she can give them to somebody else as 
osusowake (sharing with others what has been given) or discard them 
because they are expected to disappear by virtue of their perishable 
nature. The decline of communal values as a result of urbanization, 
the shift of family structures from extended to nuclear, the decline of 
corporate culture, and the abundance and accumulation of material 
objects at home contributed to a decrease in the amount of obliga-
tory seasonal gift giving and allowed people to revert to kiemono 
gifts rather than durables. This is strikingly evident in seasonal gift 
advertisements. The progressive dominance of such kiemono gifts is 
markedly different from other gift giving occasions like Christmas, 
Mother’s Day, Father’s day, and Valentine’s Day. Our interpretation 
complements that of Daniels (2001) who interpreted the practicality 
of consumable gifts in Japan merely due to limited space. 
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When Hopes are dashed: Sour Grapes or Searching for Greener Pastures?
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Dashed hopes are powerful experiences in which an overwhelm-

ingly attractive and attainable choice option is dangled in front of a 
consumer and then yanked away. What impact do dashed hopes have 
on subsequent preferences? On the one hand, individuals may cling 
to familiar status quo options (i.e., “sour grapes”) as suggested by the 
robustness of the status quo bias (Knutson et. al. 2008; Samuelson 
and Zeckhauser 1988) and dissonance research (Festinger and Carl-
smith 1959). On the other hand, individuals may abandon the status 
quo and search for hopeful alternatives (i.e., “searching for greener 
pastures”). 

Our research proposes that dashed hopes will lead to abandon-
ment of the status quo under predictable circumstances. Specifically, 
research examining cognitive hope and outcome-oriented motivation 
indicates that the denial of a highly desirable outcome may increase 
pursuit of that outcome (Carver, Sutton, and Scheier 2000; Clee and 
Wicklund 1980; Fitzsimons 2000; Litt, Khan, and Shiv 2010) and 
facilitate substitution attempts (Kruglanski et al. 2002; Kruglanski 
and Jaffe 1998; Snyder 2002; Snyder, Cheavens, and Michael 1999). 
Moreover, research indicates that individuals may engage in motivat-
ed reasoning when hope is threatened (deMello, MacInnis, and Stew-
art 2007), which may positively bias the interpretation of alternatives 
to the status quo. Thus, we propose that in the presence of a status 
quo option, the introduction and subsequent removal of a hoped-for 
alternative (i.e. a dashed hope) will increase status quo abandonment 
(H1). Furthermore, this effect will be driven by denigration of the 
status quo during consideration of the hoped-for option (H2). Finally, 
motivated reasoning increases when option information consistent 
with the desired outcome is ambiguous (Mishra, Mishra, and Shiv 
2011; Russo, Carlson, and Meloy 2006; Sloman, Fernbach, and Hag-
mayer 2010). As such, if motivated reasoning underlies the basic 
effect, abandonment of the status quo due to dashed hopes should 
increase (decrease) as the ambiguity of alternatives to the status quo 
option increases (decreases) (H3). 

We contribute to the literature by introducing the novel dashed 
hope effect and explicating its underlying processes. We also provide 
insights into consumer decision biases. The dashed hope effect is 
substantively important for a range of consumer-related behaviors 
(e.g., product launch delays, stock outs, romantic relationships, ca-
reer management). Four empirical studies provide support for the 
preceding hypotheses. For brevity, studies 1 and 3 are presented in 
detail. 

Study 1 employed a field setting to determine whether the expe-
rience of dashed hopes decreases bias toward a status quo option. H1 
was evaluated entirely in the context of real behavior, from endow-
ment and product evaluation, to the experience of dashed hopes, and 
finally to option selection.

Participants were 43 university staff members. A 2 (Dashed 
hopes vs. No dashed hopes) x 2 (Status quo: Wine brand A vs. Wine 
brand B) between subjects design was employed. Volunteers person-
ally evaluated a real bottle of wine (two comparable brands unfamil-
iar to participants, counterbalanced between dashed hope conditions) 
with the promise of receiving that bottle of wine upon leaving the 
building for the day (to establish a status quo option). Later, partici-
pants received an email detailing the pick-up location and contain-
ing the dashed hopes manipulation; for the dashed hope (control) 

condition, extra bottles of a fine French chardonnay (wine compa-
rable to the status quo) were to be available. Upon pickup, those in 
the dashed hopes condition were told that the fine French wine was 
already gone, and offered the choice between the status quo and a 
comparable alternative. The control condition simply chose between 
the status quo and the comparable alternative. 

As predicted, selection of the status quo was significantly higher 
in the control versus the dashed hopes condition (M = 88%; M = 
57%; ?2 = 3.87, p < .05), with no effect of wine brand (?2 < 1). These 
findings are consistent with dashed hopes mitigating the status quo 
bias, and directly support H1. 

Study 2 examined the effect in a second domain (automobiles) 
and provided insights into the underlying process. Both H1 and H2 
were supported.

Study 3 was conducted to evaluate the motivated interpreta-
tion of ambiguous information as further evidence of the underlying 
mechanisms leading to the dashed hopes effect (H3). Specifically, we 
assess whether abandonment of the status quo is more likely when 
the ultimate choice set contains an ambiguous (rather than unam-
biguous) alternative to that status quo.  

Participants were 335 undergraduate students in a 2 (Dashed 
hopes: Present vs. Absent) x 2 (Status quo: Present vs. Absent) x 
2 (Option ambiguity: High vs. Low) between subjects design. The 
choice context involved winning a gift certificate to a fine dining res-
taurant. A target option was manipulated to be either the status quo or 
non-status quo (see Sen and Johnson 1997). A choice set of multiple 
certificates (containing the target option) was then introduced. In the 
dashed hopes condition, the second option was a world class restau-
rant; in the non-dashed hopes condition, the second option was com-
parable to the target option. The second option was then removed for 
everyone, leading to (not) dashed hopes. In the final choice set, the 
unambiguous condition described the target option and its alternative 
in detail, whereas the ambiguous condition described the target op-
tion in detail and provided ambiguous information about the alterna-
tive. Choice was then recorded.

Binary logistic regression for choice share of the target op-
tion revealed the predicted three-way interaction (?2 = 4.19, p < 
.05). Within the ambiguous choice condition, when hopes were not 
dashed, a significant status quo bias was observed; choice share of 
the target option was 21% higher when framed as the status quo (?2 = 
5.92, p < .01). However when hopes were dashed, the status quo bias 
was non-existent (?2 = 1.29, p = .25). For the unambiguous choice 
condition, a significant status quo bias existed regardless of whether 
hopes were dashed (?2 = 12.31, p < .01). These results directly sup-
port H3 and support a process explanation of motivated reasoning for 
the dashed hopes effect.

Study 4 replicated the overall findings and provided evidence 
ruling out alternative explanations of anger and simple reactance.
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Consumer-Created Advertising:  
does Awareness of Advertising Co-Creation Help or Hurt Persuasion?
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Marketers increasingly are involving consumers to co-create ad-

vertising (Moskowitz 2006), presumably because they expect that con-
sumers who were not involved in the co-creation process would find 
that a message crafted by a fellow consumer resonates with their needs 
and will respond positively to it. While the message content may well 
resonate with consumers, what is so far untested is the influence, if any, 
on message recipients of awareness that a message was created by an-
other consumer. Communicating information about the ad creator to 
enhance ad effectiveness is a potential opportunity that marketers might 
be overlooking. In this research, we examine whether knowledge that 
an ad was created by another consumer affects its persuasiveness. 

A priori, it is unclear if awareness that a consumer is the creator 
of an ad would enhance or undermine ad effectiveness. The literature 
on source effects suggests that to the extent consumers are perceived 
as more trustworthy than professional persuaders, disclosing that a 
target ad is consumer-created should increase message persuasive-
ness (Wilson and Sherrell 1993). In contrast, regular consumers may 
be perceived as lacking the skills and expertise needed to create per-
suasive messages, leading viewers to question the ad’s quality and 
persuasiveness. Consequently, awareness that a consumer created an 
ad could prompt message counter-argumentation and a decrease in 
persuasiveness. Across four studies, we examine which of these ef-
fects – trust and identification with the ad creator versus questioning 
of ad creator expertise – is more likely to emerge. In addition, we 
examine the underlying mechanism and two moderators of the effect: 
cognitive distraction and source identification.

Study 1 establishes the core effect of awareness that an ad was 
created by a consumer. One hundred and twenty-five undergraduate 
students were randomly assigned to a 2 ad creator disclosure (control 
vs. consumer-created) x 2 ad replicates between subjects design. Par-
ticipants watched one of two ads for a target product and evaluated the 
ad and the advertised brand. Before watching the ad, half the partici-
pants were informed that the ad they were about to see was created by 
a consumer. Participants in the control condition were not given any ad 
creator information. Results reveal a negative effect of disclosing that 
the ad was consumer-created: Awareness that the ad was created by 
a consumer lowered ad evaluation (F(1,114)=4.89, p<.05) and brand 
evaluation (F(1,114)=19.27, p<.001), a pattern consistent with height-
ened skepticism as opposed to trust or identification. 

The goal of study 2 was to examine the mechanism by which 
disclosure of the consumer source may lead to negative responses to 
the ad and brand. If this negative effect is the result of an effortful 
judgment correction process prompted by critical thoughts towards 
the ad creator, the effect should be mitigated when consumers’ cogni-
tive resources are constrained (Grant, Malaviya and Sternthal 2004). 
Findings show that when cognitive resources are unconstrained the 
outcomes obtained in study 1 are replicated, but under cognitive 
load, disclosure that a consumer created the ad increased ad evalua-
tion, and mitigated the negative effect on brand evaluation, relative 
to the control condition. These findings support the notion that the 
negative response to the disclosure of consumer as ad creator is an 
effortful process of message correction, which is mitigated or even 
reserved under distracted viewing conditions.

Studies 3 and 4 explore additional conditions that moderate 
the negative effect of ad creator disclosure. Both these studies fo-

cus on perceived similarity between the respondent and ad creator, 
with the expectation that when respondents perceive greater similar-
ity between themselves and the ad creator, they would also perceive 
greater affiliation, leading to lower skepticism and more favorable 
ad and brand evaluations. Study 3 manipulates similarity by includ-
ing a condition where the ad creator was a business-school student. 
Three hundred and sixteen undergraduate students were randomly 
assigned to a 3 ad creator (control, consumer-created, student-creat-
ed) x 2 ad replicate between subjects design. Ad creator information 
was provided in the same manner as in study 1. The results show 
that informing respondents that the ad was created by a consumer 
had no effect on perceived similarity between the ad creator and the 
respondent, and as in previous studies, decreased ad and brand evalu-
ations. In contrast, informing respondents that the ad creator was a 
business-school student, increased perceived similarity, enhancing 
ad (F(2,304)=18.15, p<.0001) and brand evaluation (F(2,304)=6.75, 
p<.001). Analysis of open-ended thoughts suggests that the consum-
er as ad creator makes viewers more critical of the ad and its content 
compared to the student as ad creator.

Study 4 examines the effect of perceived similarity with the ad 
creator via respondents’ self-reported brand loyalty. Our expectation 
was that brand loyal respondents would perceive greater affiliation to 
the creator of the ad, leading to a positive effect of disclosing the con-
sumer source, whereas low loyalty consumers would show a negative 
effect of the consumer source. One hundred and twenty-three partici-
pants were randomly assigned to a 2 ad creator (control vs. consumer) 
by 2 (high vs. low loyalty) between subjects ANOVA. Analysis re-
vealed a significant ad creator by brand loyalty interaction for both 
ad (F(1, 119)=8.74, p<.004) and brand evaluation (F(1, 119)=8.43, 
p<.004). For non-loyal respondents we replicate the negative effect of 
disclosing ad creator information on ad and brand evaluation, while for 
loyal respondents, a positive effect of ad creator disclosure is observed. 

Taken together, our findings challenge the view that consumer-
created ads are processed as word-of-mouth communications from 
a trustworthy source. Our studies show that (1) awareness that an 
ad is consumer-created undermines persuasion by triggering a criti-
cal mindset towards the ad creator because consumers question the 
ability of regular consumers to develop effective advertising; (2) 
the presence of distractions during ad exposure mitigates, and could 
reverse, this negative effect; and (3) making consumers aware that 
the ad creator is a member of the same social community (another 
student) or of the same psychographic community (shared brand loy-
alty) as the message recipient reverses this effect. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
The study of attitude change has for long depended solely on 

self-reported (explicit) measures of attitudes (i.e. on explicit at-
titudes). Yet, the development of implicit measures of attitude has 
challenged the classic view of attitude change that assumes that the 
old attitude is replaced with a new one (Petty et al., 2006). Implicit 
measures of attitudes are specialized techniques that rely on respon-
dents’ non-declarative responses, instead reflecting particular evalu-
ative associations automatically activated when encountering a rel-
evant stimulus. Because implicit attitudes often diverge from explicit 
attitudes and because both attitudes independently predict different 
types of behaviors (Rydell and McConnell, 2006) it is essential to 
understand the antecedents of both explicit and implicit attitudes 
change. In this research we compare the effectiveness of counterat-
titudinal pictures versus text in changing explicit and, more impor-
tantly, implicit attitudes in the case of ambush marketing disclosure 
(a specific case of corrective advertising). 

Pictures seem effective to change implicit attitudes (Dasgupta 
and Greenwald, 2001) and results concerning the impact of textu-
al information on implicit attitude change are mixed (Gregg et al., 
2006; Petty et al., 2006; Rydell and McConnell, 2006). Yet, no study 
directly compares the influence of pictures and text. Dual process 
models (Gawronski and Bodenhausen, 2006; Sloman, 1996) suggest 
that explicit attitudes are the result of rule-based processes relying 
in particular on verbal representations whereas implicit attitudes are 
the results of associative processes. Moreover, Sloman (1996) sug-
gests that the associative system, hence implicit attitude, should be 
particularly sensitive to concepts encoded in concrete forms such as 
concrete images or metaphors (see also the CEST model of Epstein 
and Pacini, 1999). Therefore, we hypothesize that the relative effec-
tiveness of pictures versus text in changing implicit attitudes resides 
in the valence of mental images produced by the counterattitudinal 
information. Concerning explicit attitude change, pictures and text 
conveying the same information should have the same effectiveness.

We test our hypotheses in the case of ambush marketing, which 
is the clear intent by a brand to mislead consumers (usually through 
advertising using event-related elements) into thinking the brand is 
sponsoring the event (Sandler and Shani, 1989; Meenaghan, 1996). It 
is perceived as a major threat by event organizers who have therefore 
undertaken to disclose ambushers to the general public using either 
press releases or advertisements (Humphreys et al., 2010; Interna-
tional Olympic Committee, 2010).

Because consumers almost never identify ambushers as such 
(Sandler and Shani, 1989; Meenaghan, 1998), they will form the 
same often positive attitude toward sponsors and ambushers. We 
study the change of implicit and explicit attitude toward an ambusher 
after disclosure of the ambush tactic in the context of the Beijing 
2008 Olympics. We specifically compare the effectiveness of disclo-
sure strategies based on text versus pictures.

We conducted 3 pretest-posttest between-subject experiments 
that used the same underlying procedure. First participants (students) 
were exposed to pictures of the 2008 Olympic Games and to ads 
related to this event (including 3 ads for Beifa, the target ambusher 
brand). The ads for Beifa aimed to deceive participants by giving 
the impression that Beifa was an Olympic sponsor. Then participants 

reported their attitudes towards Beifa with an implicit measure based 
on the Fazio et al. (1986) evaluative priming paradigm and also with 
a set of rating scales. Next participants were either informed or not 
about the existence of ambush marketing and about the fact that Bei-
fa was an ambusher. Finally, we measured again implicit and explicit 
attitude toward Beifa. The different disclosure strategies used were 
pretested for equivalence in meaning (both explicitly and implicitly 
using a semantic priming task) and in persuasiveness.

In the first experiment (N=84) with 3 conditions (no disclosure 
using a neutral article, disclosure with a press article, immediate 
disclosure at the beginning of the experiment with a press article) 
we obtained that disclosure using a press article explicitly reporting 
Beifa’s ambush marketing activities, is effective to change explicit 
attitude toward the ambusher but ineffective to change implicit at-
titude. This was the case even though respondents had to provide a 
summary of the article.

In the second experiment (N=70) with 3 conditions (no disclo-
sure, disclosure with 3 drawings, disclosure with 6 drawings) we 
show that both implicit and explicit attitudes can be changed when 
drawings (representing the visual parts of rough print ads) are used 
instead of a press article. Ad copies used brand personification and 
represented the ambusher stealing money from the IOC. We also ob-
tained that whereas explicit attitude toward the ambusher changed 
quickly and were not sensitive to the number of ad repetitions (3 
versus 6), implicit attitude changed more slowly and decreased from 
3 to 6 ad repetitions.

We then performed a pretest (N=113) to identify the charac-
teristics of the mental images that participants had in mind after the 
different disclosure conditions. We also included a new condition 
in which we asked participants to visualize Beifa after having read 
the press article. As expected, valence of mental images differed 
between disclosure conditions, such as mental images were more 
negative in the disclosure with drawings conditions and disclosure 
with news article followed by verbal imagery instruction condition 
compared to the disclosure with news article condition. All the other 
characteristics of mental images (e.g. quantity, ease…) did not differ 
between the disclosure conditions.

In the third experiment (N=103) with 4 conditions (no disclo-
sure, disclosure with a press article, disclosure with 6 drawings, 
disclosure with a press article followed by verbal imagery instruc-
tions) we replicate previous findings and, most importantly, found 
that valence of mental images mediates the relationship between type 
of disclosure and implicit attitude change but not explicit attitude 
change (Zhao et al., 2010).

Overall, our results suggest that pictures are superior to text in 
changing implicit attitudes. Yet textual information that is imagery-
provoking can also lead to a change in implicit attitude. These results 
could explain some of the discrepant findings concerning the effec-
tiveness of textual information in changing implicit attitudes (Gregg 
et al., 2006). 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Age and consumer identity are inseparable. Age cohorts, who 

grow up with the same sociohistorical context, experience the con-
sequences of historical events in similar ways (Jaworski and Sauer 
1985). The Baby Boomers in Japan, called Dankai no Sedai, or the 
nodule generation, is defined as the people born from 1947 to 1949.  
Having grown up in the zeitgeist of the post-war economic miracle, 
they are often characterized as self-expressive and individualistic 
consumers (Tsuda 1987). They were the first generation who enjoyed 
American consumer culture such as blue jeans and rock’ n’ roll music 
at a mass level, and were considered as the liberated generation who 
did not experience the economic problems their parents faced after 
the World War II (Iwama 1995). Influenced by the Western cultures, 
some of the Baby Boomers revealed these new values through gift 
giving practices. They experienced such consumer choice dilemmas 
for the first time. Among the choices they have faced, we examine 
their gift-giving behaviors with opposite sex, because identity proj-
ects are not atomized but social in nature. As such, gift-giving rituals 
are considered the appropriate context to understand how they create 
their identity as women or men through consumption.

In the Consumer Culture Theory tradition (Arnold and Thomp-
son 2005), gift giving has been an important research topic. Most of 
the prior research has dealt with the North American context (e.g., 
Belk and Coon 1993; Fischer and Arnold 1990), and Japanese gift 
culture has not been much explored in spite of its heightened impor-
tance in Japan (Minowa and Gould 1999; Rupp 2003). Investigating 
the gift giving rituals of aging Japanese Baby Boomers is significant 
for at least three reasons. First, there has not been a study that ex-
plored romantic gift giving of aging consumers in Japan. Second, this 
study investigates the changing meaning of romantic gift giving and 
the factors that affect changing gift giving orientations throughout 
the consumer’s life. By focusing on the Baby Boomers who have 
accumulated memories of gift giving over the longer life span, we 
investigate sociohistorical influences on gift giving practices instead 
of single gift giving occasions. Third, this study explores whether ag-
ing and romanticism are considered incompatible in Japan, because 
older people’s roles are often focused on being grandparents (Kinly 
and Sivils 2000). 

Based on depth interviews with 30 Baby Boom participants, we 
generated narratives about their experiences of romantic gift giving, 
gender socialization, memorable gift giving from their youth, and 
the zeitgeist of historical moments shared by their cohort. All par-
ticipants were residents of Metropolitan Tokyo. They consisted of 
15 males and 15 females, ranging in age from 60 to 65. Occupations 
varied from a retired former office worker to a taxi driver, a business 
owner, a college student, and housewives. We also conducted depth 
interviews with the eight Baby Boom Jr., (age from 37 to 40, four 
males), and with eight teens (17 and 18 years old, four males) to shed 
light on the Baby Boomer cohort’s characteristics. Interviews lasted 
between 60 and 75 minutes. The analysis of the verbatim interview 
transcripts involved an iterative strategy (Spiggle 1994). Repeated 
ideas and similarities across the transcripts were analyzed by the re-
search team. We developed a holistic understanding that yielded two 
factors affecting the gift giving orientations of the informants, result-
ing in taxonomy of four gift orientation types. 

Gift giving orientations were influenced by the genealogy of 
gender domination – whether participants are from patriarchal or ma-
triarchal families of origin– and whether they had euphoric or trau-
matic gift-giving experience and gender socialization in their youth. 
A two-by-two cross-classification yielded four types of gift giving 
orientations: reality adaptor, nostalgia indulger, fantasy seeker, and 
fantasy avoider (Figure 1). Reality Adapters, who are from matriar-
chal families who grew up having euphoric gift giving experiences, 
indicated that they adapt to the changing norms and practices of gift 
rituals in Japanese society. Nostalgia Indulgers are those from patri-
archal families who had euphoric gift giving experiences. Because 
of the recent post-retirement economic depression, their future pros-
pects are not optimistic and seem to regress toward the past. Fantasy 
Seekers are those from matriarchal families and who had traumatic 
socialization experiences. They expressed a strong desire for their 
dreams to come true through gifts from her romantic partners. Fan-
tasy Avoiders are those from patriarchal families who had traumatic 
experiences and avoid gift practices that would lead to passionate 
romantic relationship.

Figure 1:  Gift Giving Orientations of Baby Boomers in  
Japan Genealogy of Gender domination

Our study reveals that the intra-cohort variation in romantic gift 
giving orientations for aging consumers is related to factors beyond 
historical change. While the fundamental components of romantic 
love – attraction and attachment - are primarily, panhuman rather 
than Western emotions, behavioral manifestations of love and emo-
tional expressions are socially cultivated and culturally construed 
(Jankowiak 2008). As Jaworski and Sauer (1984) argue, cohorts 
carry the imprint of early socialization forward in time. We found 
that in regard to romantic gift giving, the socialization factors consist 
of gender and gift giving socializations. The meanings of romance 
and romantic gift giving are not static but changing, reflecting trans-
formations in the consumer’s life course (Otnes, Zolner, and Lowrey 
1994). 

 Another significant finding from the present study is that 
intra-cohort variation in gift giving orientations is strongly associ-
ated with the genealogy of gender domination of the family in which 
the consumer grew up. The socially structured nature of family life 
has a lasting impact on consumption patterns. Japanese consumers 
from patriarchal families observed their fathers’ domination as a re-
flection of amae or emotional dependency. A married woman may al-
low her husband to behave like teishu kanpaku, or “petty tyrant” but 
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demand that he indulge them with gifts, services, and attention. From 
these women’s perspective, performing as an inferior wife is insult-
ing by today’s standards and seems to have left them resentful as 
manifested in their giving practices. Finally, the conceptual link be-
tween romantic gift giving practice and sociohisorically constructed 
emotions is partly explained by the deployment of cultural fantasies 
for aging consumers while the meanings of gift giving rituals are 
renewed and have evolved through the cultural media (Bell 1997).
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Imagine that you are carrying a counterfeit Louis Vuitton bag 

and you run into someone you know. She starts asking about your 
bag. Will you tell her that your bag is a counterfeit? Admitting that 
the bag is a counterfeit would defeat the signaling purpose of using 
a counterfeit product, but not admitting that the bag is a counterfeit 
might lead to a potentially embarrassing situation when the deceit is 
uncovered. This poses a dilemma to most people and prediction of 
how one would react is far from straight forward. 

The consumption of counterfeit luxury brands is a frequently 
used deceptive strategy to signal status (Van Kempen 2003). Peo-
ple who have a need for status but cannot afford or are not will-
ing to purchase genuine goods are prone to buy counterfeit products 
(Han, Nunes, and Drèze 2010). However, why are some consum-
ers more likely to admit the truth to others about their counterfeit 
luxury goods? What situational factors drive consumers to admit or 
deceive others? On a broader level, how do consumers manage such 
deceptive behavior? This research aims to address a small slice of 
this question by examining the impact of regulatory goals and re-
lationship status on consumers’ propensity to engage in deceptive 
behavior.

Regulatory focus theory proposes two systems of self-regula-
tion: a prevention focus that involves security needs, strong oughts 
and minimizing losses, and a promotion focus that involves nurtur-
ance needs, strong ideals and maximizing gains (Higgins 1997). 
Therefore, prevention-focused people emphasize their obligations 
and duties to fulfill their needs for security and safety whereas pro-
motion-focused people emphasize hopes and aspirations to fulfill 
their needs for advancement and gains (Higgins 1997). Furthermore, 
promotion-focused people are more willing to take risks whereas 
prevention-focused people are more risk averse (Righetti, Finkenau-
er, and Rusbult 2011). In this research, we suggest that regulatory fo-
cus will interact with relationship status (i.e., in-group vs. out-group) 
to influence whether consumers will engage in deceptive behavior. 

Prior research shows that people have fewer tendencies to en-
gage in deceptive behavior toward in-group members compared to 
out-group members. According to DePaulo and Kashy (1998), peo-
ple are less likely to lie in close relationships than in casual relation-
ships for several reasons. First, deceptive behavior undermines close 
relationship ideals (e.g., openness). Second, since people in close 
relationships know each other and meet frequently, they may fear 
that close people will discover the truth more easily (Neziek 1995). 
Third, people have less confidence about lying to familiar people 
than to unfamiliar people. Though this is generically true, we argue 
that promotion and prevention focused consumers will react quite 
differently to deception to in-group (versus out-group). 

Recall from the discussion that prevention-focused people fo-
cus on their duties, responsibilities, and ought-self. In the interper-
sonal context, they should be honest and truthful to their friends be-
cause it is an interpersonal duty and obligation. Lying and deceptive 
behavior is undesirable because it threatens respect and trust, thereby 
negatively impacting interpersonal relationships (Tyler, Feldman, 
and Reichert 2006). Therefore, we propose that prevention-focused 
consumers are likely to admit to their friends (in-group members) 
that they are using counterfeits in order to fulfill their obligations to 
their friends. Furthermore, since they are risk averse, they are also 

less likely to lie to their friends whom know them well and they 
interact frequently as there is a higher probability that the deceit is 
uncovered. However, since they do not feel the same duties and ob-
ligations to acquaintances (out-group members) and do not interact 
with them frequently, they are less likely to admit the truth to them. 

What about promotion-focused consumers? Since they empha-
size achievement and accomplishment, and are generally more will-
ing to take risks to achieve gains, they are less likely to admit the 
truth, even when there is a chance of their deception being detected 
by friends. Therefore, regardless whether a target person is a friend 
or an acquaintance, promotion-focused consumers are less likely to 
admit the truth. Thus, we propose that prevention-focused consumers 
are more likely to admit that they are using counterfeit luxury goods 
to a friend than to an acquaintance, while promotion-focused con-
sumers are less likely to admit regardless of the type of target person.  
Two studies were conducted to test the hypothesis.

Experiment 1 had a 2(regulatory focus: prevention focus vs. 
promotion focus) x 2 (target person: friend vs. acquaintance) be-
tween-subject design, with 79 female participants. First, regulatory 
focus was manipulated by using an anagram task. Following this, 
participants read a scenario whereby a target person (either friend 
or acquaintance) saw their counterfeit bags and asked them about it. 
Participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they would 
admit to the target person that the bag is a counterfeit. Findings 
showed that prevention-focused consumers were more likely to ad-
mit that they were using a counterfeit product to a friend than to 
an acquaintance. On the other hand, promotion-focused consumers 
showed no difference in their propensity to admit that the bag was a 
counterfeit to a friend or an acquaintance. 

The design of experiment 2 was similar to that of experiment 
1, except that culture was primed instead of regulatory focus. Ex-
tensive research (e.g., Lee, Aaker, and Gardner 2000) has shown 
that people living in Western (independent) cultures are promotion-
focused, while people living in Eastern (interdependent) cultures 
are prevention-focused. To test if the same pattern of results may 
be obtained using a different form of regulatory focus manipulation, 
culture was used as a proxy for regulatory focus. The experiment 
had a 2 (culture priming: US vs. China) x 2 (target person: friend vs. 
acquaintance) between-subject design, with 79 female participants. 
Culture was primed by using 12 cultural icons. Experiment 2 found 
that participants primed by Chinese icons were more likely to admit 
to a friend than to an acquaintance that the bag was a counterfeit. 
On the other hand, participants primed by US pictures showed no 
difference in the likelihood of admission between the friend and ac-
quaintance conditions. 

In summary, our two studies demonstrate that regulatory focus 
is a key factor in understanding consumer deceptive behavior.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT 
The incentive salience theory (Berridge, 1996, 2009; Berridge 

& Robinson, 1995, 2003) and the differentiation between two neu-
rophysiological separate reward components – motivational want-
ing (incentive salience of the reward) and evaluative liking (hedonic 
pleasure associated with the reward) – provides an elegant account 
for food reward, at least in animal studies. The rather counterintui-
tive idea that it is sometimes possible to “want” something that is not 
“liked” or the other way around has inspired many scholars in de-
veloping different measures to disentangle both components of food 
reward in man. Recently, that movement has been criticised as un-
necessary and impossible (Havermans, 2011), whereas others replied 
that it is possible to distinguish both components in human (Finlay-
son & Dalton, 2012). In the past decade different, rather implicit 
motivational measures were developed (e.g., Ebstein et al., 2003; 
Finlayson, King, & Blundell, 2008; Giesen, Havermans, & Jansen, 
2010), however, none completely tested under “fair” conditions (i.e., 
stimuli that do not evoke different social desirability; implicit mea-
sures for wanting and liking components). 

The aim of this research was to develop and validate implicit 
measures of motivation that could meet that criticism and that could 
finally be used as valid measures in consumer research. Therefore, 
we started out with two existing implicit measures – the implicit as-
sociation test (IAT; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998) and a 
recent published procedural variation, the recoding free IAT (IAT-
RF; Rothermund, Teige-Mocigemba, Gast, & Wentura, 2009). The 
latter test is argued to prevent recoding strategies of the IAT; how-
ever, its predictive validity has only been examined in one further 
study (Houben, Rothermund, & Wiers, 2009). Both paradigms were 
originally designed to measure the relative strength of associations 
between two evaluative (e.g., positive, negative) and two target con-
cepts (e.g., two products) to finally asses implicit attitudes. In order 
to develop measures of implicit motivation both paradigms needed 
slight modifications. Hence, the two opposing evaluative concepts 
were replaced with two motivational tendencies (approach, avoid-
ance) and consequently both implicit motivation tests shall be named 
M-IAT and M-IAT-RF to address this modification. Furthermore, two 
target products were chosen that would create strong preferences but 
that would not evoke biases through social desirability or self pre-
sentation. Therefore, we decided on wine gum and liquorice – both 
belonging to the same product category, are equally unhealthy, sized, 
priced, and nevertheless, only differ in sensory dimensions. The fi-
nal four concepts were represented by verbal and visual stimuli and 
reaction-times were recorded as dependent variables. Three studies 
were conducted. 

The aim of Study 1 was to test and validate both measures, 
whereas Study 2 focused specifically on the discriminant validity of 
motivational versus evaluative versions of both paradigms. The M-
IAT-RF was further validated with different stimuli material in Study 
3. All three studies included explicit measures of wanting and liking 
(visual analogue scales) and a relative behavioural preference was 
measured as a predictive validation criterion. In Study 1 and 3 this 
was based on unobtrusive observation of the amount of target prod-
ucts consumed during the session. In Study 2 it was based on simple 
choices of the two products. 

Study 1. 132 native Danish speakers were tested in a two-group 
between-subjects design (M-IAT vs. M-IAT-RF) with random alloca-

tion. The experimental sessions were divided into three parts: first 
a pre-test (paper-pencil), then the computer-based implicit motiva-
tion test (either M-IAT or M-IAT-RF), and finally a post-test (paper-
pencil). All experimental sessions were held individually. Difference 
scores were calculated from reaction-times in the same way as is usu-
ally done in IAT studies (Greenwald et al., 1998; Greenwald, Nosek, 
& Banaji, 2003). In addition, a latent-difference bifactor model was 
fitted to the log-transformed, error-corrected reaction-times to obtain 
a more stringent psychometric representation of the measures. The 
model was a refined version of the model used by Blanton, Jaccard, 
Gonzales, and Christie (2006), separating the latent true difference 
in implicit motivation from common method-variance. The model-
fit was excellent for both implicit tests. The M-IAT-RF was highly 
predictive of behaviour (D-score: r = .32; latent-true-difference: β = 
.58) and showed strong convergent validity with explicit measures 
of wanting (D-score: r = .29; latent-true-difference: β = .54). Fur-
thermore, its discriminant validity with explicit measures of liking 
was satisfactory (D-score: r = .19; latent-true-difference: β = .37). 
In comparison, the M-IAT was also strongly related to explicit mea-
sures of wanting (D-score: r = .50; latent-true-difference: β = .53) 
but only weakly related to behaviour (D-score: r = .24; latent-true-
difference: β = .26). Its discriminant validity with respect to explicit 
measures of liking was only partially satisfactory (D-score: r = .48; 
latent-true-difference: β = .50). 

Study 2. To test the discriminant validity of implicit measures 
of motivation (M-IAT and M-IAT-RF) versus implicit measures of 
evaluation (E-IAT and E-IAT-RF that are commonly used in attitude 
research), a two-group between-subjects design with random allo-
cation was used. Participants (N = 181) either completed two IATs 
(M-IAT and E-IAT) or two IAT-RFs, respectively. Test order was 
counterbalanced between subjects. The discriminant validity of the 
IAT-RF procedures was excellent. The D-score calculated from the 
M-IAT-RF did not correlate significantly with the D-score calculated 
from the E-IAT-RF (r = .23, n.s.). Furthermore, the M-IAT-RF was 
predictive of behaviour (D-score: r = .28; latent-true-difference: β = 
.70) whereas the E-IAT-RF was less (D-score: r = .26; latent-true-
difference: β = .47). In comparison, the discriminant validity of the 
IAT procedures was less satisfactory (r = .40, p < .01) and both IATs 
were also not predictive of behaviour. 

Study 3. To further validate the M-IAT-RF different stimulus 
material was applied in Study 3 (N = 40): wine gum and liquorice 
were replaced by broader concepts of fruit and chocolate and the 
behavioural criterion was based on the consumed amount of offered 
fruit (pieces of banana, apple, and grapes) and chocolate (milk, dark, 
and hazelnut). Corroborating the result of Study 1 and 2, the M- IAT-
RF procedure was highly predictive of behaviour, and showed strong 
convergent as well as satisfying discriminant validities.  

Taken together, it is possible to develop implicit measures of 
motivation with convergent validities that were as high as those com-
monly found for implicit measures of evaluation (for a meta-analy-
sis, see Greenwald et al., 2009) and excellent psychometric charac-
teristics. Remarkable, the recently published and slightly modified 
M-IAT-RF was always superior to the M-IAT, with high predictive 
validities and clearly distinguishable from implicit measures of eval-
uation. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
If sweets are present at home, do people consume more of them? 

The intuitive answer is yes (Chandon and Wansink 2002; Painter, 
Wansink, and Hieggelke 2002). This expectation is even stronger for 
children because they are thought to lack elaborative self-regulation 
strategies and may have not yet developed a clear long-term goal 
(Mischel and Underwood 1974). We will show, however, how pre-
exposure to food temptation actually decreases the consumption of 
attractive but unhealthy products in children. Being exposed to food 
temptation without consuming it has been already shown to reduce 
adults’ desire and consumption in a subsequent tempting situation 
(Dewitte, Bruyneel, and Geyskens 2009; Geyskens, Dewitte, Pande-
laere, and Warlop 2008). So far, there has been little research into the 
effect of pre-exposure in children. Demonstrating the pre-exposure 
effect in children would suggest that self-control strategies during the 
exposure are more basic. It also would have important implications 
for theories on the emergence of self-regulation (e.g. Egan, Santos, 
and Bloom 2007) and for public policy, which often assumes that re-
stricting access to unhealthy food is the best way to curb obesogenic 
consumption (Wardle 1990). 

So far, conflicting results have been revealed regarding expo-
sure to temptation. Earlier studies (Mischel, Ebbesen, and Zeiss1972; 
Mischel and Ebbesen 1970) have demonstrated that food temptation 
availability reduces self-control in children by decreasing their will-
ingness to wait for a larger reward. More recent findings suggest 
that self-control improves when a temptation is present (Myrseth, 
Fishbach, and Trope 2009; Zhang, Huang, and Broniarczyk 2009). A 
possible explanation for this might be that when exposed to a tempta-
tion, people (at least adults) feel conflict and invest efforts to resist 
a temptation. Another possible explanation for self-control enhance-
ment is that a temptation may be perceived in a different way. A sym-
bolic mode of presentation encouraged children to think more about 
cognitive rather than affective qualities (Metcalfe and Mischel 1999) 
and thus facilitated self-control by increasing children’s willingness 
to wait (Mischel and Moore 1973). 

Obviously, the way temptation is constructed in the mind in-
fluences self-control (Mischel and Moore 1973). After pre-exposure 
to temptation in a situation where consumption is not appropriate, 
people seem to activate their self-control operations and facilitate the 
repetition of these operations when another similar tempting oppor-
tunity is present. In one study, after being exposed to a sweet tempta-
tion, people reduced the importance of sweetness (Grubliauskiene, 
Dewitte, and Warlop, in prep.). Thus re-construction of essential 
temptation dimensions may support the subsequent resistance to 
temptation. These self-control strategies are less likely in young chil-
dren. Aiming to resist a temptation, 7 – 11 year old children have 
been shown to employ simple distraction strategies, such as covering 
their eyes, but they still do not use cognitive distractions that trans-
form a temptation (Demetriou 2000). Lack of cognitive skills should 
not prevent successful self-control after pre-exposure if self-control 
processes are rather simple and automatic. Indeed, it has been shown 
that pairing positive pictures with a no-go task lowers picture evalu-
ations (Veling, Holland, and Knippenberg 2008). Even 4-year-olds 
decrease preferences for an unchosen option (Egan et al. 2007). This 
paper attempts to show that children, while still lacking sophisticated 

self-regulation skills, are able to automatically change the meaning 
of products and thus resist a temptation after pre-exposure to it. 

In two experiments, we exposed participants to temptation in 
two successive phases. We manipulated the availability of the temp-
tation (physical or symbolic or not available) during pre-exposure 
in the first phase. To ensure a self-control conflict, children had to 
construct a flower from candy (physical pre-exposure condition) or 
construct a flower from Lego® bricks while a photo with a child 
happily eating chocolate was present (symbolic pre-exposure con-
dition). In the control condition, children had to construct a flower 
from Lego® bricks. The second task differed across studies. In Study 
1, children (7 – 11) tasted a different type of candy for evaluation, 
and the quantity consumed served as a measure of children’s self-
control. In Study 2, children (7 – 8) had a choice between a healthy 
product (strawberry) and an unhealthy product (chocolate) that were 
presented in pictures.  We investigated differences in total fixation 
duration (Sutterlin, Brunner, and Opwis 2008) as a measure of pref-
erence. 

In Study 1, the effect of gender was marginally significant (F 
(1, 51) = 3.26, p < 0.1) which is common in eating experiments, 
with boys eating more than girls. As expected, there was an effect 
of pre-exposure to temptation (F (2, 50) = 3.42, p < .05) on candy 
consumption. Simple effects showed that both physical (M = 1.02) 
and, to a lesser extent, symbolic (M = 1.05) temptation reduced the 
consumption as compared to a control condition (M = 1.34). These 
results show that pre-exposure to temptation enhances self-control 
in children. Study 2 used eye tracking to explore the preference con-
struction process after pre-exposure effect.  Findings from Study 2 
suggest that pre-exposure to a temptation affects automatic prefer-
ence. In the physical and in the symbolically presented temptation 
conditions, fixation duration on a healthy product was longer (M = 
1.42, M = 1.39 respectively) than in the control condition (M = 1.07, 
physical: F (1, 69) = 11.49, p < .05, symbolic: F (1, 69) = 7.8, p < 
.05). Results suggest that healthy food gains attractiveness after ex-
posure to temptation. There were no significant effects for unhealthy 
products. 

Children’s self-control increases after pre-exposure to a real or 
symbolically presented temptation, thereby replicating findings in 
adults, and suggesting that this type of self-regulation emerges early 
on in life. Eye-tracking measures show that pre-exposure to a real 
or symbolically presented temptation increases the attractiveness of 
healthy options whereas it does not affect the attractiveness of un-
healthy options. This pattern may explain why pre-exposure leads to 
low vice consumption in pre-exposure condition. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Dual-process theories have identified two distinct consumers’ 

valuation processes, distinguishing between a feeling-based valu-
ation process and a calculation-based valuation process (Epstein 
1994; Hsee and Rottenstreich 2004; Metcalfe and Mischel 1999). 
A calculation-based valuation process relies on a rational and rule-
based assessment of the target products, and displays normal scope 
sensitivity such that more products are valued more. A feeling-based 
valuation process, on the other hand, is crucially dependent on con-
sumers’ integral affective response towards the products and can be 
surprisingly insensitive to the scope of appetitive objects. For exam-
ple, consumers display the same willingness-to-pay for five versus 
10 Madonna CDs and donate the same amount to save one versus 
four panda(s) (Hsee and Rottenstreich 2004), a phenomenon termed 
scope insensitivity.

Extending the scope of this stream of research, we argue that 
increasing numbers of different desirable objects can ironically re-
duce consumers’ feeling-based valuation for these objects. We derive 
our conceptualization from research on the role of mental imagery 
in feelings. Specifically, prior research suggests that consumers’ 
affective responses towards the objects is crucially determined by 
the concreteness and vividness of mental imagery related to these 
objects (Metcalfe and Mischel 1999; Pham 2007), which form the 
basis of consumers’ feeling-based valuation. However, mental im-
agery requires processing resources, which are limited in nature and 
thereby restrain consumers’ ability to form concrete and vivid mental 
images of multiple different objects simultaneously (MacInnis and 
Price 1987; Shiv and Huber 2000). Therefore, we propose that the 
degree of concreteness and vividness of the mental images that con-
sumers can generate deteriorates as the number of different objects 
increases. This leads to our hypothesis that consumers’ feeling-based 
valuation of multiple different desirable objects can be lower than the 
feeling-based valuation of a single object from that set, a phenom-
enon we term as negative scope sensitivity.

We examined our negative scope sensitivity hypothesis in five 
studies. In Study-1, we used an implicit measure (adapted from 
Custers and Aarts 2005) to assess whether consumers are more moti-
vated and thus work harder to acquire a single desirable reward (vs. 
two equally desirable rewards). After completing several unrelated 
questionnaires, participants learned that the experiment was almost 
over and would be followed by one more task (a mouse-click task). 
They were further told that subsequent to this last task they would 
receive a lottery ticket entitling them to win a reward. Half of the 
participants were told that the reward was a movie ticket (single-
reward condition), whereas the other half learnt that the reward was 
a movie ticket plus a music CD (two-reward condition). The movie 
ticket and the music CD were pretested to be equally desirable. Par-
ticipants then completed the mouse-click task, wherein they had to 
click on the computer screens according to a specified pattern. Our 
dependent variable was the speed with which participants completed 
this mouse-click task. Consistent with our hypothesis, participants in 
the single-reward condition were more motivated and worked sig-
nificantly faster on the mouse-click task than participants in the two-
reward condition, even though the total monetary value of the two 
rewards is twice as high as the value of the single reward.

In Study-2, we examine whether negative scope sensitivity is in-
deed restricted to feeling-based valuations and does not occur when 
consumers engage in a calculation-based valuation process. Specifi-
cally, we employed a priming task (Hsee and Rottenstreich 2004) to 
manipulate consumers’ reliance on feelings versus calculation. Sub-
sequently, participants were asked to imagine that a local museum 
was holding an art exhibition, which featured, among others, one 
painting (vs. two paintings) from the celebrated artist Salvador Dalí. 
In the single-painting condition, one of the two paintings (pretested 
to be equally attractive) was randomly chosen and displayed, where-
as in the two-painting condition, both paintings were displayed. Our 
results show that participants who were primed to rely on feelings 
(vs. calculation) reported higher intention and greater willingness-to-
pay for attending the exhibition that featured only one painting (vs. 
two paintings). However, we observed an opposite effect for partici-
pants who were primed to rely on calculation.

Further, prior research suggests that consumers are more likely 
to use mental imagery to “see how it feels” when they have a hedonic 
consumption goal rather than a utilitarian consumption goal (Pham 
1998). This logic formed the basis of Study-3. Employing the art 
exhibition scenario in the previous study, we manipulated the con-
sumption goal by asking participants to imagine they wanted to enjoy 
themselves after a week of hard work (hedonic goal) or they wanted 
to enrich their knowledge of art history (utilitarian goal). We show 
that participants with a hedonic (vs. utilitarian) consumption goal re-
ported higher intention and greater willingness-to-pay for attending 
the exhibition that featured only one painting (vs. two paintings).

In the next two studies, we provide direct support for the role 
of mental imagery in negative scope sensitivity. Specifically, we ar-
gue that consumers who have a greater reliance on mental imagery 
are more likely to exhibit negative scope sensitivity. In Study-4, we 
examine the individual differences related to the reliance on mental 
imagery. Participants first evaluated a vacation package highlighting 
either one or two appealing vacation experience(s). In the single-
vacation-experience condition, the vacation package featured either 
a picture of snorkeling in the tropical seascapes or a picture of a 
beautiful ancient temple; whereas in the two-vacation-experience 
condition, both pictures were featured in the vacation package. Next, 
participants responded to a Style-of-Processing Scale (Childers, 
Houston, and Heckler 1985), which distinguishes between individu-
als with a disposition to construct mental images when processing 
information (visualizers) and individuals with a disposition to pro-
cess information semantically without forming images (verbalizers). 
We show that participants reported higher willingness-to-pay for the 
vacation package featuring only one vacation experience (vs. two va-
cation experiences). More importantly, this effect was only observed 
for visualizers but not for verbalizers.

In Study-5 we directly manipulate the reliance on mental im-
agery and show that participants who were encouraged to rely on 
mental imagery reported higher willingness-to-pay for the vacation 
package featuring only one vacation experience (vs. two vacation ex-
periences). However, this effect disappeared when participants were 
discouraged from using mental imagery.

In summary, our findings demonstrate that consumers’ feeling-
based valuation can exhibit negative scope sensitivity, according to 
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which the valuation of a set of multiple different desirable objects 
can ironically be lower than the valuation of a single object from 
that set. We discuss the theoretical and practical importance of our 
findings.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Consumers enjoy receiving discounts, and retailers frequently 

appeal to their desire to save money by offering promotions. The 
present work investigates a potential consequence of exposure to 
promotions: impatience. Specifically, we propose that promotions 
heighten consumers’ desire for rewards (Wadhwa, Shiv, and Nowlis 
2008); such a reward-seeking tendency in turn generates the desire 
for instant gratification and thus, impatience (Li 2008). Consequent-
ly, promotions increase impatience in consumers such that they are 
both more willing to spend money to avoid waiting and less willing 
to wait to obtain additional money. 

Our proposed account for the impatience consequence of pro-
motions, based on the reward-seeking mindset that promotions trig-
ger, suggests that people with higher predisposed sensitivity toward 
reward cues should react more intensely to promotions, which pos-
sess high incentive value (Chandon, Wansink, and Laurent 2000). In 
particular, one relevant measure is the behavioral activation system 
(BAS) scale, which has been linked to affective response tenden-
cies for impending rewards (Carver and White 1994; Gray 1994). 
We therefore expect any relationship between promotions and impa-
tience to be moderated by BAS sensitivity; that is, the effect should 
be stronger for people who are high, rather than low, on the BAS 
scale.

In Experiment 1, we tested whether exposure to promotions 
yields greater impatience by examining willingness-to-pay (WTP) 
to avoid waiting. We employed a single-factor (prime: promotions 
or control) between-subjects design with 72 participants from a na-
tional online pool. Participants were first asked to evaluate a poster, 
which displayed a collection of common products for sale (e.g., 
candy, chips, gum, etc.), according to several criteria (e.g., products, 
prices, informational content, etc.). While both posters included the 
names, prices, and images of the same set of 10 products, partici-
pants in the promotions condition were also shown the regular undis-
counted prices alongside each product; this additional information 
increased the salience of the price discounts. Next, in a purportedly 
unrelated follow-up questionnaire, all participants answered a series 
of questions in response to a hypothetical scenario describing an op-
portunity to avoid a wait time by paying more (Leclerc, Schmitt, and 
Dube 1995). Specifically, participants were asked to imagine that 
while waiting for a bus, they could save waiting time if they were 
willing to pay extra money. Participants were then asked how much 
money they were willing to spend to avoid wait times of 30, 60, and 
90 minutes, respectively. 

Consistent with our hypothesis, higher WTP values for par-
ticipants in the promotions condition were observed. An analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) revealed a significant main effect of the poster 
version on overall WTP to save time (p = .012). WTP was higher in 
the promotions condition than the control condition at each of the 
30-minute wait time increments (p = .023, p = .005, and p = .038, 
respectively).

The next experiment was designed to test the hypothesized re-
ward-seeking account for the observed effect in Experiment 1. Based 
on this account, while exposure to promotions might generate impa-
tience and induce greater WTP in order to avoid waiting, the rela-
tionship between promotions and impatience may also vary by BAS 
sensitivity, given the high incentive value of promotions (Chandon et 

al. 2000). Therefore, in Experiment 2, besides attempting to concep-
tually replicate the results in Experiment 1 by utilizing a more subtle 
experimental manipulation and a different measure for impatience, 
we also captured BAS sensitivity to assess its moderating effect on 
the causal relationship between promotions and impatience.

Ninety-three participants from a national online pool were 
randomly assigned to either a promotions or control condition. All 
participants were then instructed to evaluate the technical qualities 
(composition and lighting) of each of 15 photographs. Those in the 
promotions condition were shown 10 photographs that included 
signs or labels with promotions-related messages (e.g., discounted 
prices, limited-time offers, clearance sales, etc.), in addition to five 
other filler photographs, while control participants were shown 10 
photographs that included signs or labels with non-promotions-relat-
ed messages (e.g., biking directions, subway station name, bookshelf 
filing number, etc.) and the same five fillers. Next, in a purportedly 
unrelated follow-up questionnaire, participants were asked to make 
eight binary choices between a smaller-sooner and a larger-later 
payoff (e.g., $10 tomorrow vs. $12 in 25 days), which were used 
to measure impatience (Li 2008). Finally, all participants completed 
the BAS questionnaire (Carver and White 1994), which presented 
13 statements (e.g., “When I see something I want, I usually go all 
out to get it”; “When I go after something, I use a ‘no holds barred’ 
approach”) assessed on four-point scales anchored by “strongly dis-
agree” and “strongly agree.” 

Random-effects logistic regression revealed that the differ-
ence in the choice outcome (smaller-sooner vs. larger-later) between 
the two conditions was, indeed, moderated by BAS sensitivity (p = 
.037). Consistent with our prediction, participants with higher BAS 
sensitivity selected more smaller-sooner payoffs in the promotions 
condition, as compared to those in the control condition.

Our work contributes new insights to the literature on the psy-
chological effects of promotions. While promotions provide numer-
ous immediate monetary and nonmonetary benefits for consumers 
(Chandon et al. 2000), an important consequence of promotions that 
may undermine longer-term consumer welfare is the impatience that 
exposure to promotions can generate. More broadly, despite the ex-
istence of much prior work that has cast doubt on the adage “time is 
money” (e.g., Leclerc et al. 1995; Zauberman and Lynch 2005), our 
findings suggest that consumers’ valuation of time can be implicitly 
influenced by a pervasive monetary factor (i.e., price promotions). 
Paradoxically, although consumers seek out and take advantage of 
promotions as opportunities to save money, exposure to promotions 
may “backfire” such that consumers are worse off financially. In 
other words, the bargain itself may be more than consumers bargain 
for. (940 words)
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
The most common reason for an ad that is frequently repeated to 

become annoying is that ads are not an integral part of the audience’s 
activities, and more specifically, of the audience’s communicational 
activity (e.g. Edwards, Li and Lee 2002). This may also reduce evalu-
ations of the advertised brand (Wang and Calder 2006). But not in 
all situations is ad repetition irritating to the same extent. Aaker and 
Bruzzone (1985) found that the most irritating ads were those that 
featured women’s hygiene products or underwear, and hemorrhoid/
laxative products, while the least irritating categories were shampoo, 
snacks, and cold remedies. This finding can be explained in terms of 
personal relevance: Women’s products are relevant only to the female 
part of the sample, and so the male part of the sample finds them irri-
tating. By contrast, snacks, shampoo and cold remedies are relatively 
often consumed by both men and women, and therefore are much 
more relevant to the sample as a whole. Taking a communicational 
approach, we define an advertisement as a conversational element in 
the communication between advertiser and consumer. Grice’s Co-
operativeness Principle (1975) assumes that, being cooperative, the 
speaker makes an effort to be relevant, and the addressee assumes the 
speaker does so. When an ad interferes with a consumer’s activity, 
a non-cooperative mode of conversation may emerge between the 
consumer and the advertiser, generating justified annoyance. How-
ever, when faced with a need to make a consumption choice, the 
consumer’s attitude towards the ad changes if the ad is relevant to the 
decision. The consumer becomes a cooperative conversation partner 
and also sees the ad as such. Consequently the ad is no longer annoy-
ing and the same attributes which were deemed annoying when no 
choice was to be made, not only cease to be irritating but also come 
to be seen as conversationally contributing. Based on this logic we 
suggest that personal relevance of a product moderates the effect of 
ad repetition, such that when a product is irrelevant, repetition causes 
irritation, but when a product is relevant, the otherwise annoying ef-
fect of repetition turns into familiarity and liking and results in higher 
choice of products that are more frequently advertised.

METHOd
We tested our hypothesis in two experiments. Three products, 

pretested for personal relevance and familiarity, were used: Apples 
(high in both personal relevance and familiarity), baby formula (low 
in personal relevance and high in familiarity), and beets (moderate 
in personal relevance and low in familiarity). Two fictional ads were 
prepared for each product, resulting in six ads. Ad repetition rate was 
manipulated, for each product, by making one of the ads pop up fre-
quently (7 times) and the other one infrequently (3 times) during an 
article reading task. 

STudy 1
In Study 1, participants read an online article while ads repeat-

edly popped up. Personal relevance of the ads was manipulated with-
in subject (all participants were exposed to ads for apples (person-
ally relevant) and baby formula (personally irrelevant)) and between 
subjects (the personal relevance of beets, which was ambiguous due 
to its low level of familiarity, was manipulated between subjects by 
warning half of the participants that they will have to choose a brand 
of beets to prepare “the famous Russian Svekolnik Soup, which is 
mainly made of beets”). After reading the article with the popping 

ads, participants reported their annoyance with as well as their pref-
erences for the six fictitious brands. The results showed that for ir-
relevant products (baby formula and the low relevance condition of 
beets), the brands with frequently repeating ads were deemed more 
annoying (M=4.7) as well as less preferable (M=1.4) than the brands 
with infrequently repeating ads. However, this result flipped for rel-
evant products (apples and the high relevance condition of beets): 
In this case, brands that were frequently repeated were less annoy-
ing (M=3.7), and participants preferred them more in a choice task 
(M=1.8, F(1,78)=18.6,p<.001). See figure 1 below.

Figure 1:  The Moderating Effect of relevance on Positive 
Attitudes towards high and low frequency repetition of Ads for 

Apples, Baby Formula and Beets brands
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STudy 2
Using the same stimuli, in Study 2 we manipulated relevance 

within subjects in a two-stage experiment, with a three-week interval 
between the stages. In stage 1, all participants read an article while 
being exposed to the six ads with varying frequencies, and expressed 
their attitudes toward the six brands. The relevance manipulation 
came three weeks later, in stage 2. Half of the participants read an 
introduction inviting them to a russian Folklore Party, to which 
they were asked to bring a russian dish. They also saw a picture 
and a short recipe for the famous russian “Svekolnik” Soup. Par-
ticipants then had to choose one of the brands of beets they had seen 
in Stage 1. Following this they answered recall and attitudinal ques-
tions regarding all six products. The results showed that whereas in 
the first stage the beets brand that had been frequently repeated led to 
higher annoyance (M=4.64) than the infrequent beets ad (M=3.25), 
on Stage 2, choices of the same brand depended on the relevance 
manipulation. Namely, participants who did not read the invitation 

http://proquest.umi.com/pqdweb?index=0&did=234489541&SrchMode=2&sid=1&Fmt=2&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&CSD=340583&RQT=590&VName=PQD&TS=1266404335&clientId=11917
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdweb?index=0&did=234489541&SrchMode=2&sid=1&Fmt=2&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&CSD=443197&RQT=590&VName=PQD&TS=1266404335&clientId=11917
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indicated lower choice of the more frequently advertised brand, con-
sistent with their indications of annoyance regarding these brands in 
the first stage. However, participants exposed to the Russian folklore 
party invitation chose more the brand that had been more frequently 
advertised in stage 1 (Chi2=11.8,p<.03), that is, the same brand for 
which they had indicated higher annoyance in Stage 1.

Our results are consistent with research showing that it matters 
little if consumers instantly like or dislike an ad (Henderson 2007). 
One past pundit accurately phrased it: “It doesn’t matter what they 
say about you in the press, as long as they spell your name right.” 
The current work presents a new way of looking at advertising as a 
conversation: An ad is annoying when it violates the conversation-
al norm of relevance, but when it becomes pertinent to consumer 
needs, attitudes, or intentions, it becomes a piece of fruitful conver-
sation between the consumer and the marketer.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Prospect theory, which introduced the notions of loss aversion 

and reference-dependent choice (Kahneman and Tversky 1979; 
Tversky and Kahneman 1991), has gained wide acceptance among 
scholars in marketing, psychology, management science, and eco-
nomics. However, as Bell and Lattin (2000, p. 187) note: “it is silent 
with respect to the origin of the reference points.“ A great deal of 
research investigates reference-points in product choice scenarios 
and finds that the reference point tends to be some adaptive func-
tion of past information (Baucells, Weber, and Welfens 2011). How-
ever, these findings are almost exclusively based on choice studies 
of nondurable product categories, such as FMCG-goods (Niedrich 
et al. 2009) or financial products (Baucells, Weber, and Welfens 
2011). In comparison to nondurables, durable products have much 
longer interpurchase-cycles (Mazumdar, Raj, and Sinha 2005), often 
coupled with rapid technological progress that makes comparing at-
tribute levels of new alternatives with the previously bought product 
impractical or impossible. Therefore, we need to understand which 
reference-point mechanisms appear feasible and most likely in the 
background of durable product choice.

Furthermore, it is well known that context-effects often influ-
ence consumer choice (Bettman, Luce, and Payne 1998). One robust 
context-effect is extremeness aversion, which refers to the tendency 
of consumers to avoid products with extreme attribute values, often 
leading to preference for the middle option(s) in choice sets (Simon-
son 1989; Simonson and Tversky 1992). Probably the most popular 
account offered to explain the extremeness aversion phenomenon 
has been loss aversion: individuals may evaluate the options of a 
choice set relative to the other options, resulting in the extreme val-
ues having the biggest disadvantages (Simonson and Tversky 1992). 
However, while conclusive in theory, we lack empirical evidence on 
whether loss aversion actually may cause extremeness aversion.

In this work, we pit various choice models that are based on 
different underlying reference-point theories against each other to 
shed light on how consumers form and utilize reference point(s) 
when choosing from durable products. Within this reference-point 
analysis framework, we further explore whether framing options as 
losses and gains accounts for extremeness aversion and whether any 
potential interplay of loss and extremeness aversion depends on the 
choice set size. To be able to incorporate individual-specific informa-
tion, we study choice data from an experimental setting using two 
durable product categories: laptops and digital cameras. The num-
ber of options and positions of extreme products were systematically 
manipulated to provide a wide range of stimuli for potential loss and 
extremeness aversion. Following the choice tasks, participants rated 
the perceived overall quality, the product importance, as well as the 
individual attribute levels of each presented choice option, using the 
self-explicated approach (Kivetz, Netzer, and Srinivasan 2004).

Our base model (base) includes only partworth utilities of the 
attribute levels and product relevance (these variables are part of all 
models). The base model is benchmarked with various models that 
include additional parameters to accommodate reference-dependent 
choice. For instance, the context-dependent reference point model 
(CRP) employs the mean of the presented options as reference point 
based on adaptation-level theory (Helson 1964). Evidently, the refer-

ence point of the CRP-model varies for each choice set, but is the 
same for all individuals. In contrast, the expectations model (ERP) 
uses the same reference point, measured for each individual through 
the procedure suggested by Janiszewski and Lichtenstein (1999), 
for all choice sets. The two RP-models are contrasted with a mod-
el based on range-frequency theory (Parducci 1965). According to 
range-frequency theory (RFT), perceptions of stimuli depend on the 
distance of the range of options and the rank of the option within 
a set. Thus, the RFT-model represents a multiple reference-points 
model as RFT implies that consumers compare one option against all 
options in the contextual set (Niedrich, Sharma, and Wedell 2001). 

Finally, we explore extensions of all models (base, RPs and 
RFT) by additionally including utility components that capture ex-
tremeness aversion (models: baseE, CRPE, ERPE, and RFTE). Us-
ing hierarchical Bayes, we estimate mixed logit models that allow 
the impact of context-dependent components (RFT, losses, gains, 
and extremeness aversion) and other parameters to differ for each 
individual (Train 2003).

The choice model results indicate that incorporating reference-
dependence parameters leads to improvement in both fit and predic-
tive validity, which can be even further increased through the inclu-
sion of extremeness aversion variables. Overall, the CRPE-models 
outperform the other models for the two tested product categories. 
These findings suggest that consumers use a single reference point 
that is adjusted to the presented choice set and stimuli in each choice 
situation. This reference point mechanism provides strong support 
for the view that preferences are often constructed rather than re-
called (Bettman, Luce, and Payne 1998). 

For the CRPE-model, we find significant loss-parameters (tak-
ing a classical interpretation of the Bayesian estimates) as well as 
significant loss aversion for both quality and price for laptops and 
digital cameras. Moreover, the CRPE-models provide empirical 
evidence for extremeness aversion, which seems to strongly depend 
on the size of the assortment:  sometimes individuals actually ap-
pear to prefer high-end extremes in smaller choice sets according to 
our data. This is consistent with the notion of the polarization effect 
that was observed in many choice scenarios involving price-quality 
trade-offs (Simonson and Tversky 1992). However, when increas-
ing the number of options in the choice sets, we find significant 
extremeness aversion towards both low- and high-end alternatives. 
We would like to highlight that these findings on the extremeness 
aversion patterns were fairly similar across all tested models. This 
implies that extremeness aversion can be present even when fully 
accounting for loss aversion (i.e., loss- and gain-framing) and vari-
ous context mechanisms. We interpret these findings as evidence 
that loss and extremeness aversion are two independent behavioral 
phenomena and conclude with a discussion of which other accounts 
might provide a better explanation of extremeness aversion behavior.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
The marketing placebo effect is defined as “the influence of 

consumers’ beliefs and expectations, shaped by experiences in their 
daily lives, on product judgments and services” (Shiv, Carmon, and 
Ariely 2005).  Shiv, Carmon, and Ariely (2005) demonstrated that 
consumer expectations mediate the relationship between product be-
liefs and product efficacy. In three studies, participants consumed an 
energy drink purported to increase mental acuity followed by a series 
of word-jumble puzzles. Participants were told either they would be 
charged $1.89 for the energy drink (i.e., the regular priced condition) 
or 89 cents (i.e., the discounted priced condition). Not only did par-
ticipants anticipate that the full priced (vs. discounted priced) energy 
drink would be more (vs. less) effective, but they also completed 
more (vs. fewer) puzzles subsequent to consuming the drink.

Participants completed more puzzles because the naïve theory 
associating price with quality increased nonconscious performance 
expectancies that the energy drink would improve mental acuity (see 
Rao and Monroe 1989). Within this stream of research, we investi-
gate how other elements of the marketing mix (beyond price) affect 
product efficacy. In doing so, we extend theory on the marketing pla-
cebo effect and related naïve theories.

STudy 1: SET SIzE
In a pilot study, we manipulated price to replicate the aforemen-

tioned marketing placebo effect. This study served to test the stimuli 
and efficacy measures used in three subsequent experiments. Study 
1 investigated the impact of set size on efficacy. It is commonly held 
that persuasiveness increases as the number of items supporting an 
argument increases (i.e., the length-implies-strength heuristic; Chai-
ken, Liberman, and Eagly 1989; Anderson 1967). Given this naïve 
theory, we hypothesized that a product’s efficacy would increase 
as the number of its positive attributes increases (H1).  To test our 
hypothesis, we experimentally manipulated the number of active 
ingredients contained in an energy drink and asked participants to 
consume the beverage before completing a word puzzle (adapted 
from Shiv et al. 2005). In support of H1, we found that participants 
randomly assigned to the condition featuring six active ingredients 
outperformed participants assigned to the condition featuring three 
active ingredients. 

STudy 2: SCArCITy
Study 2 investigated the impact of product availability on ef-

ficacy. According to Cialdini (2009) an item’s availability is often 
used to infer quality or value. This association is so fundamental to 
human cognition, it is observed in children as young as two (Brehm 
and Weintraub 1977; Caplan et al. 1991; Cialdini 2009) and for 
products as diverse as cafeteria food (West 1975), shoes (Tan and 
Chua 2004), messages (Worchel 1992), wine (van Herpen, Pieters, 
and Zeelenberg 2009), and cookies (Worcliel, Lee, and Adewole 
1975). Limited availability rouses interest in a product, increasing 
the likelihood of either supply- or demand- side inference forma-
tion (Kardes 1993; Kardes, Posavac, and Cronley 2004; Kardes et al. 
2008; Kruglanski and Webster 1996). Hence, when consumers en-
counter a scarce product they often attribute its limited availability to 

inferred demand, which in turn is associated with quality inferences 
(Parker and Lehmann 2011). Given this naïve theory linking scarcity 
with increased quality perceptions, we hypothesized that a product’s 
efficacy would increase as its availability decreases (H2). To test our 
hypothesis, we experimentally manipulated the shelf availability of 
an energy drink and asked participants to consume the beverage be-
fore completing a word puzzle (adapted from Shiv et al. 2005). In 
support of H2, we found that participants randomly assigned to the 
limited availability condition outperformed participants in the abun-
dant availability condition. 

STudy 3: TASTE And PACkAGInG
Study 3 investigated the impact of taste and packaging on ef-

ficacy. Several studies demonstrate the influence of contextual inputs 
on subjective consumption experiences of foods and drinks (Lee, 
Frederick, and Ariely 2006; McClure et al., 2004; Wansink et al., 
2000). For example, Raghunathan, Naylor, and Hoyer (2006) found 
that consumers rated foods labeled “healthy” as worse tasting than 
foods labeled “unhealthy” and concluded that hedonic pleasures 
like taste are construed as lacking in virtue compared to objects like 
health. Moreover, Eccles (2006) suggested that the taste of a cough 
syrup is likely to influence the occurrence or magnitude of a placebo 
effect. Consistent with these lines of research, we hypothesized that 
efficacy would increase as a food item’s tastiness decreases (H3). 
This hypothesis is also consistent with classical conditioning theory. 
Since the flavor of most medicines is unpleasant (Sharma and Chopra 
2010), the repeated association of medicines with unpleasant flavors 
pairs substandard taste with efficacy expectations.

Similarly, several studies document the influence of product 
packaging on consumption experiences (Raghubir and Greenleaf 
2006). Compared to congruent designs, product designs incongruent 
with consumer expectations are perceived as more risky (Campbell 
1999) and evaluated more negatively (Mandler 1982). Given this na-
ïve theory, we hypothesized that efficacy would increase as a prod-
uct’s packaging typicality increases (H4). To test our hypotheses, we 
experimentally manipulated the taste and packaging typicality of an 
energy drink that purportedly relaxed the user and enhanced memo-
ry. We asked participants to consume the beverage before completing 
a memory task. Manipulation checks confirmed that we successfully 
manipulated taste and packaging typicality. In support of H3, we 
found that participants randomly assigned to the substandard taste 
condition outperformed participants assigned to the superior taste 
condition. Moreover, in support of H4, we found that participants 
randomly assigned to the typical product packaging condition out-
performed participants assigned to the atypical product packaging 
condition.

In conclusion, this research contributes to the literature by dem-
onstrating that there are unique features beyond price that moderate 
the marketing placebo effect. Overall, we conclude that any element 
increasing expectancies of performance should magnify the mar-
keting placebo effect. We have demonstrated that set size, scarcity, 
packaging, and taste all influence this effect (see table 1). Future re-
searchers can continue to advance our understanding of the market-
ing placebo effect by exploring additional factors affecting expectan-
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cies. This work is vital given the association of product performance 
with post consumption satisfaction, WOM, brand loyalty, and repeat 
purchasing behavior (Phillips, Chang Buzzell 1983; Westbrook 
1987; Dwyer 1989; Oliver 1993; Day 1994; De Matos et al. 2008).

Table 1: Performance as a function of expectancies
Study Experimental Conditions (n = 400)

Low Expectancy High Expectancy
Pilot Study (n = 58)

Price 16.9 (6.2) 22.3 (6.8)
Study 1 (n = 58)

Set Size 20.0 (5.4) 24.4 (7.8)
Study 2 (n = 109)

Scarcity 13.6 (7.12) 16.6 (8.5)
Study 3 (n = 175)

Taste 11.5 (3.0) 13.1 (3.0)
Product Packaging 11.1 (2.6) 13.5 (3.1)

Note: For each row, the means across expectancy conditions differ at the  
p < .05 level. Standard deviations are reported in parentheses. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Many consumption situations connect consumers to brands in 

a physical sense by touch. A famous example is Coca-Cola’s con-
tour bottle, which has become the brand’s haptic signature and part 
of consumers’ brand knowledge. Here, I address the question of 
how closely brands are linked to their haptic signatures. In four ex-
periments I show brand-specific knowledge activation from haptic 
primes with implications for sensory marketing.

Touch is the first sense to develop in the womb presumably 
providing an early matrix for self-awareness in the absence of the 
external world (Gallace and Spence 2010) and it is the only proximal 
sense that connects the percipient directly to the source of experience 
(Peck 2010). Touch-orientated consumers feel more frustrated and 
less confident when making product evalu-ations if touch is unavail-
able (Peck and Childers 2003a) and simply holding products in the 
hands can promote a sense of psychological ownership (Peck and 
Shu 2009). While some com-panies already brand haptic sensations 
very successfully (Lindstrom 2005), research on brand-related touch 
thus far has received no attention at all, perhaps because the touch 
sense is still the most underappreciated sense in marketing (Peck and 
Childers 2007). Previous studies have ad-dressed effects from inter-
personal touch (Hornik 1992), touch as chronic need (Peck and Chil-
ders 2003b), effects from haptic imagery on psychological owner-
ship (Peck and Berger 2009), or cross-modal carry-over effects from 
nondiagnostic tactile sensations to gustatory judgments of products 
(Krishna and Morrin 2009). 

In the domain of social psychology there is increasing evidence 
that haptic experience is directly linked to mental concepts in a met-
aphorical way such as touching a warm cup activates concepts of 
social warmth (Williams and Bargh 2008), tactile roughness carries 
over to the eval-uation of a social interaction (Ackerman, Nocera, 
and Bargh 2010), or lying in an email increases preference for hand 
sanitizers to purify the dirty body part (Lee and Schwarz 2010). 
These mo-dality-specific pathways between haptic sensations and 
mental concepts suggest a physical-to-mental scaffolding which grist 
the mills of embodied theorists suggesting higher-order concepts to 
be ontogenetically scaffolded by concrete bodily experience (Wil-
liams, Huang, and Bargh 2009) and grounded in perceptual systems 
(Barsalou 1999; 2008). 

Here, I hypothesize that exposing participants to haptic primes 
from beverage containers automatically activates the corresponding 
brand knowledge structures promoting perceptual pro-cessing in 
other modalities, cognitive accessibility, and prime-congruent brand 
choices. 

To carve out the effects from brand-related haptic input with-
out interference from other modalities I conducted four experiments 
where I exposed participants blindfolded for 1 second under cog-
nitive load within an ostensible weight-judging task to beverage 
containers from dif-ferent brands. Afterwards, they were asked to 
participate in another unrelated study that was the actual dependent 
variable. Finally, participants were debriefed whether they had rec-
ognized the prime in the weight-judging task to exclude their data if 
necessary. 

In experiment 1 I randomly assigned participants to Coca-Cola 
glass bottles, Red Bull cans, or a group without treatment followed 
by an unrelated task that visually presented the tar-get name Red 
Bull with increasing clarity on a computer screen. Participants were 
significantly faster to identify the brand name Red Bull if they had 

been previously exposed to a Red Bull can compared to the other 
groups (MRedBull = 2.85 sec vs. Munprimed = 3.04 vs. MCoca-Co-
la = 3.05; F (2, 111) = 5.244, p = .007; Tukey post hoc p  < .05). Ex-
periment 2 replicated the results but this time I used the brand name 
Coca-Cola as visual target and compared Coca-Cola versus Römer-
quelle bottles that share basic characteristics such as surface material 
(glass), container type (bottle), girth, and weight. As expected, the 
Coca-Cola group was significantly faster to identify the visu-al target 
Coca-Cola compared to the other groups (MCoca-Cola = 3.09 sec 
vs. MRömerquelle = 3.27 vs. Munprimed = 3.34; F (2, 177) = 6.294, 
p = .002; Tukey post-hoc test p < .05). The results show that brand-
related haptic sensations automatically increase perceptual fluency 
cross-modally for the corresponding brand. It seems noteworthy that 
these effects occurred outside of people’s aware-ness. Although the 
experience of perceptual fluency can influence affective judgments 
in a posi-tive direction (Reber, Winkielman, and Schwarz 1998) it 
remains unclear whether this lifts a brand top-of-mind in consumers’ 
consideration set when thinking about brands of a certain prod-uct 
category. 

In experiment 3 I therefore primed participants with either Co-
ca-Cola bottles, Römerquelle bottles, or Red Bull cans. In a subse-
quent task, I asked them to list brands for the category of beverages. 
The ANOVA for Red Bull shows that the ratio the brand was listed 
first (top-of-mind) was significantly higher in the Red Bull condition 
compared to all other groups (MRedBull = 26% vs. MCoca-Cola = 
6% vs. MRömer = 6% vs. Mcontrol = 12 %; F (3, 227) = 5.134, p = 
.02; Tukey post-hoc p < .05). 

Experiment 4 analyzed whether brand-related haptic sensations 
can actually influence consumption choices. Containers from Coca-
Cola, Red Bull, and Römerquelle served as stimuli. After the priming 
task participants were offered either a Coca-Cola or a Red Bull bev-
erage as reward. The ANOVA of a dummy variable (1= Coca-Cola 
vs. 0 = Red Bull) shows that partici-pants primed with Coca-Cola 
bottles chose most often Coca-Cola (MCoca-Cola = 64%) while 
those primed with Römerquelle bottles chose almost equally from 
the two brands (MRömer  = 52%) and those primed with Red-Bull 
cans chose Coca-Cola least frequently (MRedBull = 39 %) but the 
most Red Bull (F (2, 167) = 4.160 p = .017; Dunnett-C post-hoc p 
< .05). 

This is the first study to show how brand-related haptic sen-
sations automatically activate brand knowledge and how this influ-
ences a brand’s cognitive accessibility or brand choices. In times of 
diminishing product life cycles with frequent visual face-liftings, 
the retention of haptic signatures could perpetuate the bond between 
consumers and brands and help to reduce commu-nication costs to 
familiarize consumers with new products or product changes. New 
products that use established haptic signatures have a greater chance 
to do better simply because they feel more familiar, facilitate per-
ceptual processing, and automatically activate existing brand knowl-
edge. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Citations play a role of ever increasing importance in the aca-

demic world. Publishing in top journals and establishing a consider-
able citation record has become essential for a successful academic 
career. However, most scientific work never gets noticed (Surow-
iecki 2005). As many as 20% of all articles are never cited at all, 
while only a limited number of articles are cited hundreds of times 
(Mingers and Burrell 2006). Existing literature has argued that the 
quality of an article is the primary driver of the difference between 
successful and unsuccessful articles (Mingers and Xu 2010). More-
over, past research has identified other, more quantifiable factors, 
such as the domain, visibility and personal promotion of an article 
(Stremersch, Verniers, and Verhoef 2007). In contrast, this paper pro-
poses an alternative explanation: herding behavior.

When selecting sources for their research, academics are often 
confronted with a seemingly endless amount of information. More-
over, while some articles are clearly better than others, often it is 
rather difficult to compare their quality. Under such circumstances of 
uncertainty, people have the tendency to rely on heuristics to filter the 
abundance of information. According to the Matthew effect, the num-
ber of citations itself serves as a cue of quality for researchers. A large 
number of citations will accordingly lead to a good reputation, which 
then attracts even more citations (Nederhof and van Raan 1987). Cor-
respondingly we propose that due to herding, articles get cited in-
creasingly more often when they have been cited heavily in the past.

Our prediction is based on theory related to herding behavior and 
information cascades. When herding occurs, people ignore their own 
knowledge and instead look at the actions of others (Surowiecki 2005). 
As such, the number of citations does serve as a cue of quality for re-
searchers. Researchers may believe that the persons before them had 
better information on the quality of the article than they themselves do 
and therefore may include the articles in their own research (Bonabeau 
2004). However, when this imitation occurs in large numbers, infor-
mational cascades are formed (Banerjee 1992; Bickchandani, Hirshle-
ifer and Welch 1992). People will mainly focus on articles with an al-
ready established citation count, and the limited number of articles that 
are already heavily cited tends to accumulate citations rapidly, while 
a large set of initially uncited articles tends to be (virtually) ignored.

The current paper is the first to illustrate empirically how herd-
ing has an effect on the citation record of scientific articles. We tested 
this idea with a sample of all articles published in five major market-
ing journals from 1985 to 2001 (JM, JMR, JCR, MKS and IJRM; JCP 
has been excluded since articles were only available from 2000), 
resulting in 2,227 articles. Also, we excluded all editorial content, 
books- and software reviews and comment sections, because of a 
significantly different citation profile. For each article, we tallied the 
number of citations made in each of the 10 years following its year 
of publication (excluding self-citations).

Consistent with the idea of herding, the results show that a large 
number of articles barely get cited, while a limited number of articles 
are cited very often. Interestingly, a multilevel regression analysis 
indicates that on average, the times that an article gets cited is a 
concave function of the age of the article: the increase in citations 
diminishes over time. We tested three models in which we tested if 
the difference in citation behavior can be explained by herding or by 
quality.

A first model tested the herding hypothesis, by including the 
number of times an article got cited in the year before (autocorrela-
tion) into our model. The results illustrate that the number of cita-
tions in year t is positively related to the number of citations in year 
t-1. Moreover, we find a steeper increase in citations over the years 
for articles that have been cited heavily in the year before. Rarely 
cited articles, in contrast, will be cited only sporadically in future 
years. These findings support the herding hypothesis.

With a second model we tested an alternative explanation. Ac-
cording to the existing literature, the differences in citation behav-
ior can be explained by the articles’ quality. Since inherent quality 
is hard to measure, we relied on the quality assessments of editors 
and editorial boards (Stremersch et al. 2007). As such, we included 
article order (considered as the editors’ assessment of quality and 
contribution), the journals’ best article awards and the article length 
(articles with a higher contribution are often allowed to be longer). 
The results partly confirm the role of quality. While there were no 
significant effects for article order, we find that article length and 
awards moderate the increase in citations in the years after publica-
tion. In particular, high quality articles will show a steeper increase in 
citations over the years as opposed to articles of lower quality.

A third model was estimated in which both herding and quality 
were included simultaneously. The results support both the quality 
and the herding hypotheses. However, the highly concave function 
for high quality articles indicates that the number of citations will de-
crease again after some years. In contrast, the increase in the number 
of citations over the years is more linear for articles that have been 
cited more heavily in year t-1. Therefore, the findings suggest that, 
while quality is important in the first years, herding is responsible for 
the accumulation of citations over a longer period of time. 

The current research sheds new light on an often discussed 
topic: the difference in citations of academic articles. The existing 
knowledge is challenged and extended by illustrating that the dif-
ference between highly and rarely cited articles cannot only be ex-
plained by differences in quality, but also by herding. We found that 
articles that got cited heavily in the past will be cited even more in 
the future. Next to theoretical contributions, this research also has 
practical implications. We hope this paper encourages a more careful 
use of citations as an indicator of article quality.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
When trying to achieve a goal (such as losing five pounds), peo-

ple run into problems with getting started (begin controlling one’s 
diet), keeping at it (continue cutting out the sugar), or both. Fail-
ure at either initiation or persistence in goal striving reduces goal 
attainment significantly. One way to overcome these challenges is to 
form implementation intentions (i.e., make detailed plans on when, 
where, and how to enact goal-directed behaviors, Gollwitzer 1999). 
Implementation intentions improve action initiation under cognitive 
load (Brandstaetter, Lengfelder, and Gollwitzer 2001), and shield 
goal pursuit behaviors from distractions (Bayer, Gollwitzer, and 
Achtziger 2010). Most implementation intentions research focuses 
on the outcome (i.e., goal attainment), not distinguishing between 
initiation and persistence or examining them independently (Goll-
witzer and Sheeran 2006). It is unclear if planning out goal-directed 
behaviors is equally effective for starting and persisting in goal pur-
suit and what the underlying mechanisms are. The present research 
addresses this gap.

rESEArCH QuESTIOnS
One important condition to the effectiveness of implementa-

tion intentions is the perceived level of difficulty of the goal being 
pursued. The greater the perceived difficulty, the more effective im-
plementations are in improving goal attainment (e.g., Bagozzi and 
Edwards 2000; Chasteen et al. 2001). Importantly, the same goal can 
be perceived as more difficult to attain when it is being pursued un-
der regulatory nonfit (Tam and Spanjol 2012), which occurs when a 
person’s regulatory focus (promotion or prevention; Higgins 1997) 
does not match the goal pursuit strategy employed (eager or vigilant; 
Higgins 2000). Under regulatory fit, however, implementation inten-
tions do not appear to have any incremental value on goal attainment 
(Tam and Spanjol 2012). 

What is unknown is whether the type of regulatory fit matters 
to implementation intention effectiveness. The present research ex-
amines the impact of implementation intentions under regulatory fit 
more closely and aims to answer this research question: Do imple-
mentation intentions work differently for action initiation vs. action 
persistence in goal pursuit, and are those effects conditional upon the 
type of regulatory fit?

LITErATurE rEvIEW
When implementation intentions are formed under regulatory fit 

the effectiveness of implementation intentions is reduced (Tam and 
Spanjol 2012), due to a ceiling effect, in which the fluency or “feel-
ing right” of a regulatory fit situation provides a boost to goal attain-
ment, leaving little room for the incremental impact from implemen-
tation intentions. An alternative explanation is that implementation 
intentions have opposite effects on goal striving under promotion fit 
vs. prevention fit conditions, in essence cancelling each other out. 
Based on the regulatory focus and fit literatures, we propose two un-
intended effects from implementation intentions under promotion vs. 
prevention fit: substitution and acceleration.

Substitution effect. Prevention-focused consumers are moti-
vated by obligations and tend to see an adopted goal as a necessity 
(Liberman et al. 1999) or a minimal goal that needs to be satisfied 

(Freitas et al. 2002). When goals are construed as obligations or 
minimal standards to be met, goal-directed behaviors are initiated 
more quickly (Freitas et al. 2002). Thus, under prevention fit (when 
prevention-focused individuals pursue goals with vigilant strategies), 
the salience of minimal goals will be heightened and people will seek 
to satisfy the need for initiating goal striving as quickly as possible. 
When asked to form specific plans regarding when, where, and how 
goal striving will be enacted (via forming implementation inten-
tions), individuals might interpret the act of developing such detailed 
goal pursuit plans as actual goal-directed behaviors. By forming 
implementation intentions, prevention-fit individuals then substitute 
cognitive goal striving for behavioral goal striving, delaying the ini-
tiation of goal-directed behaviors.

Acceleration effect. Promotion-focused consumers are moti-
vated by hopes and tend to see an adopted goal as one of many op-
portunities for accomplishment (Liberman et al. 1999) or a maximal 
goal that one hopes to fulfill (Freitas et al. 2002). As a result, promo-
tion-focused individuals tend to initiate goal-directed behaviors later 
(Freitas et al. 2002) but show greater persistence once started. By 
forming implementation intentions, promotion-fit individuals might 
accelerate or intensify their goal-directed behaviors to achieve the 
goal more quickly or more thoroughly and then desist from continu-
ing the goal striving since they might feel they have “done enough.” 

METHOd And FIndInGS
We conduct two longitudinal studies to assess whether imple-

mentation intentions affect initiation vs. persistence in goal striving 
differently under prevention vs. promotion fit. Study 1 asked 175 
participants (83 females, 92 males) that reported having recently for-
mulated financial goals (reducing debt or increasing savings) when 
they planned to start working on those goals (initiation). After two 
months, participants were asked about their likely continuation (per-
sistence) of goal striving. Half of the participants were asked to form 
implementation intentions. We expected implementation intentions 
to boost initiation only under promotion fit, and persistence only 
under prevention fit. As shown in figure 1, initiation was enhanced 
for promotion-fit participants, as expected. Moreover, in support of 
our proposed substitution effect, prevention-fit participants delayed 
starting their goal striving when forming implementation intentions.

We also expected that promotion-fit participants would not 
benefit from forming implementation intentions to boost their likely 
continuation of goal striving. We find that promotion-fit individuals 
report lower persistence when forming implementation intentions. 

Since the perceptual forward-looking measure of persistence 
did not allow us to test the acceleration effect, we conduct study 2, 
where 183 undergraduate students (112 females, 71 males) partici-
pated in a 7-day healthy snacking study. We find that promotion-fit 
participants do not benefit from forming implementation intentions, 
as expected. 

A third study examining flossing behavior in a month-long time 
frame is under way to investigate both substitution and acceleration 
effects in a longer time frame within the same context. Results of this 
study will be ready for presentation at the conference. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Imagine a situation where a decision maker has to choose from 

two alternate preventive medications to ward off a threatening dis-
ease: one medication is supported by hearsay and anecdotal informa-
tion, while rigorous statistical evidence favors the other. Common 
sense suggests that when the threat of such a disease is miniscule, 
either of the medications may be taken, but when vulnerability to the 
disease is perceived to be high, the choice is no longer inconsequen-
tial. Then, better sense should prevail and the statistically proven 
medication would usurp the one which is merely supported by anec-
dotal evidence. Higher stakes would therefore lead to better choices. 
In this paper, we provide evidence to the contrary. We demonstrate 
that greater likelihood of an event can lead to more visceral decision-
making which can in turn lead to sub-optimal choices. 

Normative decision-making models propose that anecdotal in-
formation—which describes a specific instance of a phenomenon or 
event—should be ideally ignored in the presence of contradicting 
statistical information—provides a numerical summary of a series 
of instances (Hornikx 2005). This is because the latter is based on 
a larger sample and should be objectively more reliable in decision 
making than an isolated anecdote (Ragubir and Menon 1996). How-
ever, a substantial stream of literature suggests that such rational dis-
regard rarely occurs, and that anecdotal evidence often overwhelms 
statistical information (Bar-Hillel 1980; Hamill, Wilson, and Nisbett 
1980). Such anecdotal biases have largely been attributed to the 
greater vividness and ease of processing that characterizes stories, 
as compared to statistical forms of data which tend to be more pallid 
and require more cognitive effort to process (Hamill et al. 1980). 

In four studies, we investigate how contextual cues influence 
consumers’ reliance on anecdotal information. We propose that the 
anecdotal bias should be less salient in high- versus low-involvement 
conditions, based upon the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM; 
Petty and Cacippo 1986). However, high-involvement does not al-
ways reduce the anecdotal bias. In situations where high-involvement 
induces a high level of perceived vulnerability among consumers, 
high-involvement can in fact increase the anecdotal bias, a phenom-
enon we call the “visceral compatibility effect” (study 1). We pro-
pose that emotional engagement underlies the visceral compatibility 
effect, mediating consumers’ reliance on anecdotal information when 
involvement is enhanced by increasing vulnerability—and effect we 
test in study 2. We also examine the moderating role of consumers’ 
holistic-analytical thinking style. Holistic thinking encourages con-
text-dependence, which we believe will make people more cognizant 
of the visceral nature of the decision context, and therefore be more 
susceptible to its influence. As such, we expect that holistic (vs. ana-
lytic) thinking participants will display greater variance in anecdotal 
bias as a function of perceived vulnerability. Studies 3 and 4 provide 
consistent findings in support of our expectations, using chronic and 
situationally primed thinking styles, respectively.

Study 1 (N=293) featured a 2 (Involvement Type: non vulnera-
bility-based vs. vulnerability-based) × 2 (Involvement Level: low vs. 
high) between-subjects design. We designed a decision scenario in 
which participants were asked to choose between two different auto-
mobile insurance policies for an extended travel in a foreign country: 
one option was statistically superior, while the other was anecdot-
ally superior. In the vulnerability-based condition, participants’ in-

volvement level was manipulated through the information about the 
destination’s ranking on automobile accidents in that country. In the 
non vulnerability-based condition, vulnerability was maintained at a 
moderate level. Participants assigned to the high-involvement condi-
tion were asked to provide reasons for their choice, whereas those 
in the low-involvement condition were prompted to make a choice 
without being asked to provide reasons. Immediately following the 
involvement manipulation, participants chose one of the two insur-
ance policies.

Consistent with our expectations, we found that increasing in-
volvement did not always result in reduced anecdotal bias (see Table 
1). When involvement was enhanced by engaging in reasoning, it 
indeed did reduce this bias, as predicted by ELM. But when involve-
ment was enhanced by increasing perceived vulnerability, anecdotal 
bias in fact increased, thereby confirming our visceral compatibility 
hypothesis. 

Table 1:  Study 1 results: Choice of Anecdotally Superior 
Insurance Option

Involvement Type
Involvement Level

Low High

Non vulnerability-based manipulation 49% 36%

Vulnerability-based manipulation 38% 50%

Study 2 (N=199) used the same research design, but provided 
further evidence for our principal hypothesis using a different choice 
scenario (i.e., participants were asked to choose between two differ-
ent medications for a stomach virus that sometimes affects tourists 
in a particular foreign country) and measured emotional engagement 
(a potential mediator). As expected, Involvement Type moderated 
the effect of Involvement Level on anecdotal bias and on the level 
of emotional engagement elicited by high vulnerability (see Table 
2). Further, under the vulnerability-based condition of Involvement 
Type, the effect of Involvement Level on consumers reliance on an-
ecdotal information is mediated by emotional engagement. 

Table 2:  Study 2 results: Choice of Anecdotally Superior  
drug Option

Involvement Type
Involvement Level

Low High

Non vulnerability-based manipulation 35% 15%

Vulnerability-based manipulation 27% 42%

Study 3 examined how individuals’ chronic thinking style in-
fluences susceptibility to the visceral compatibility effect using a 2 
(Vulnerability: low vs. high) x 2 (Thinking Style: analytic vs. holis-
tic) between-subjects design. Results confirmed our expectation that 
vulnerability causes greater susceptibility to the anecdotal bias in 
holistic- versus analytic-thinking participants (see Table 3). Study 4 
was similar to Study 3, except that we manipulated analytic-holistic 
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thinking. Again confirmed our expectations about the moderating 
role of holistic-analytic thinking style (see Table 4). 

Table 3:  Study 3 results: % Choice of Anecdotally Superior 
drug Option

Chronic Thinking Style
Perceived vulnerability

Low High
Holistic 31% 53%
Analytic 44% 45%

Table 4:  Study 4 results: % Choice of Anecdotally Superior 
drug Option

Manipulated Thinking Style Perceived vulnerability
Low High

Holistic 23% 57%
Analytic 29% 31%

Our findings demonstrate a counterintuitive result (i.e., that 
higher involvement can lead to greater susceptibility to anecdotal 
evidence, seemingly in contradiction to the ELM framework) and 
provide consistent support for the proposed visceral compatibility 
hypothesis. Study 1 reconciles contradictory predictions, demon-

strating that high-involvement can decrease or enhance the anecdotal 
bias, depending on whether it is accompanied by high-vulnerability. 
Study 2 replicates this finding in a different decision context and 
identifies emotional engagement as the mechanism underlying the 
visceral compatibility effect. Studies 3 and 4 reveal that holistic-an-
alytic thinking style constitutes a boundary condition for the visceral 
compatibility effect. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Research in memory has focused on understanding the origins, 

characteristics and consequences of false memory (Rajagopal and 
Montgomery 2011). However, there has been little focus on variables 
that moderate false beliefs about past experiences. In this paper, we 
examine one such variable – age. 

Research suggests that older adults are more prone to memory 
deficits. For example, Skurnik et al (2005) found that older adults 
were more likely to forget the context of a claim over time (true 
vs. false) and therefore were more likely to mistakenly believe it 
to be true. Consistent with this research, our expectation was that 
false memories would be more pronounced for older versus younger 
adults. That is, older adults would be more likely to report having 
tried a product that they had not in reality tried. 

Study 1 was a 2 (age: old vs. young) x 2 (imagery: high vs. 
low) between subjects study (n = 104).  Thirty-four respondents were 
students (Mage = 20.5 years), while seventy were older adults (Mage = 
62.2 years). All respondents read a set of 10 advertisements (1 target, 
9 fillers) for different products that utilized a real brand name with 
a fictitious variant name (e.g., Gatorade Zoom). The target product 
was for Orville Redenbacher’s Blue Corn microwave popcorn. The 
high and low versions of this ad were pretested to ensure that the 
two versions of the ad varied only in terms of their imagery-evoking 
ability and not dimensions such as meaningfulness, believability etc. 

After reading all the ads, respondents reported their task in-
volvement on a 3-item scale (α = .87) to ensure that differences in 
involvement could not explain our results (p’s > .05). One week later, 
they completed an online survey that contained the dependent mea-
sures.

Our key dependent measures were false memory and attitude 
strength. False memory was assessed using two different measures. 
The first measure was a dichotomous measure wherein respondents 
selected all the products that they thought they had ever tried from a 
list of fifty different products including the target brand. Our second 
measure was a set of four statements about the target product, from 
which respondents were asked to choose all the statements that ap-
plied to them. The statements attempted to delineate false memory 
about the product (e.g., “I have purchased this product”, “I have seen 
this product in local grocery stores” and “I have heard about this 
product from friends or family members”) from accurate memory 
about the product (“I have seen an advertisement for this product in 
another study”). For reporting purposes, we summed the first three 
statements as our measure of false memory. We collected responses 
to the statements for three filler brands in addition to the target prod-
uct. 

We used attitude predictiveness as our measure of attitude 
strength. Attitudes were measured using a four-item scale (bad-good, 
negative-positive, unfavorable-favorable, undesirable-desirable, α = 
.88). Purchase intentions were measured using a single item scale 
(“How likely are you to purchase Orville Redenbacher’s blue corn 
popcorn the next time you are purchasing microwave popcorn?”). 

rESuLTS
False Memory. We found a significant interaction between age 

and imagery on the product usage memory measure (χ2 (3) = 8.91, 
p < .05) and the false statements (F (1, 100) = 4.12, p < .05), with 
the older adults reporting a lower incidence of false memory as com-

pared with the younger respondents. Thus, a larger number of young-
er respondents selected the target product when they viewed the high 
imagery ad (28.5%) as compared to the low imagery ad (10%), but 
there was no significant difference between the high (5.5%) and low 
imagery (2.9%) ad conditions for the older respondents. Similarly, 
younger respondents choose a larger number of false memory state-
ments when they viewed the high imagery ad (M = .86) as compared 
to the low imagery ad (M = .30; t (100) = 2.66, p < .05), with no dif-
ferences between the two conditions for the older respondents (Mhigh 
= .30, Mlow = .26, t (100) < 1). There were no differences in the selec-
tion of the correct memory statement (χ2 (3) = 1.03, p > .1). These re-
sults suggest that age moderates the creation of false memories such 
that older respondents are less susceptible to the creation of false 
memories through advertising. 

Attitude strength. Regression analyses revealed that attitudes 
significantly predicted purchase intentions for the young respondents 
who viewed the high imagery ad (β = .59, p < .05), but not the other 
experimental conditions (βyoung,low imagery = .29, p > .1, βold,high imagery = 
-.22, p > .1, βold,low imagery = .17, p > .1). Thus, consistent with the results 
for memory, we find that attitude-intent correlations are significant 
only when false memory is reported. This further suggests that the 
false memory effect is found only for the younger respondents. 

These results suggest that age moderates the creation of false 
memories such that older respondents are less susceptible to the false 
experience effect than younger respondents. This is contrary to our 
predictions and is a very interesting finding because it is also con-
trary to the findings from past research that has consistently docu-
mented a memory disadvantage with age. 

We propose that our findings occur because older adults may 
suffer from a decline in the ability to image, which decreases the 
creation of false memories via high imagery advertising.  To that 
end, we have two unreported studies that further examine the mod-
erating effect of age using different techniques to instantiate false 
memory (e.g., repetition, writing detailed experiences), consistent 
with past research (Garry et al. 1996). In study 2, respondents are 
asked to write detailed information about erroneous autobiographical 
experiences. In study 3, we test whether repeating ads can attenuate 
the differences in false memory between the two age groups since 
research has shown that repetition can aid memory for older adults 
more than younger adults. In addition, we also collect information on 
frequency of consumption, product familiarity and knowledge to rule 
out the possibility that differences in these variables may underlie 
the findings.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Much of our current understanding about how consumers shop 

for goods and services is based on a cross-sectional analyses of end-
of-trip variables (e.g., basket composition, spending). However, re-
search increasingly examines intra-shopping decision-making pro-
cesses to gain an understanding about how spending unfolds during 
a single shopping trip. Dhar et al. (2007), for example, study the 
impact of an initial purchase on subsequent decisions. Stilley and 
colleagues (2010), in turn, examine how shoppers shift their spend-
ing between planned and unplanned items. Following this paradigm, 
the present research examines how shoppers’ spending decisions, 
pertaining to each individual product choice, change as a function 
of their cumulative spending during a single shopping trip. Building 
on recent research that shows the differentiating effects of budget 
constraints on shopping behavior (Van Ittersum et al. 2010, 2011),  
we examine this for budget versus non-budget shoppers.

Intrigued by the idea of whether cumulative spending during 
a shopping trip influences subsequent purchase decisions (spending 
$2.25 vs. $3.75 on eggs), we conducted a simple exploratory lab ex-
periment where participants were asked to make sixteen subsequent 
choices from one of two products (for different product categories). 
The results revealed a U-shaped relationship between the cumulative 
amount of money spent and the relative spending on an individual 
item. Shoppers are more inclined to purchase more expensive items 
early and towards the end of the shopping trip, but are more inclined 
to purchase less expensive items halfway through their shopping trip. 
Interestingly enough, this relationship takes on an inverted U-shape 
when shoppers are budget constrained. Halfway through the shop-
ping trip, budget shoppers actually spend relatively more on indi-
vidual items than their non-constrained counterparts (F(1,59)=5.4, 
p<.05).

To explain the origin of these unique relationships between cu-
mulative spending and the relative spending on an individual item, 
we build on research on the pain of payment (Prelec & Loewenstein 
1998) and regulatory resources (Baumeister 2002), both of which 
have shown to influence shopper decision making (Thomas et al. 
2011). The literature on the pain of payment suggests that pain of 
payment increases with spending. We extend this to propose that 
for non-budget shoppers, the pain of payment evolves concavely 
throughout a shopping trip (as the relative pain of payment of the last 
$1 spent is less compared to the first $1 spent). For budget shoppers, 
however, we hypothesize an S-shaped relationship, as the money left 
in their budget reduces the pain of payment early in the shopping 
trip (Heath & Soll 1996). We further expect to find differences in the 
speed with which budget versus non-budget shoppers deplete their 
regulatory resources. While both groups of shoppers are expected to 
deplete resources in a convex manner, the resource depletion of bud-
get shoppers is expected to occur more quickly due to the additional 
need of monitoring the spending (Van Ittersum, et al. 2010). Both 
sets of unique patterns help explain the differences in the relation-
ship between the cumulative amount of money spent and the relative 
spending on an each purchase between budget and non-budget shop-
pers. We conducted two independent studies to provide evidence for 
the proposed mechanism. 

STudy 1: PAIn OF PAyMEnT 
To observe how shoppers’ pain of payment evolves during a 

single shopping trip, we asked participants to complete a simulated 
shopping task containing 30 randomized purchase decisions. For 
each decision, participants selected one out of four choice options.  
After randomly assigning participants to a budget or non-budget con-
dition, we measured each participant’s pain of payment (Thomas et 
al. 2011) after 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, or 30 decisions (between-subjects). 
Consistent with expectations, the pain of payment evolves concavely 
during the shopping trip (ßdecision=.09, p<.01; ßdecision2=-.02, 
p<.05). Furthermore, budget shoppers experience significantly less 
pain than non-budget shoppers halfway during the trip (3.4 vs. 4.5, 
F(1, 53)=4.57, p<.05), but not at the beginning or end of the shop-
ping trip.

STudy 2: rEGuLATOry rESOurCES 
The setup of this study was similar to that of Study 1, with the 

exception of the measurement task within each shopping trip.  In 
study 2, participant’s resources were measured by observing their 
persistence on an anagram task (Vohs et al. 2008) after a specified 
number of purchase decisions (identical to Study 1). Consistent with 
expectations, the regulatory resources deplete during the shopping 
trip (p<.05) and slightly quicker for budget shoppers (p<.10). Fur-
thermore, by the end of the shopping experience, there are significant 
differences in the persistence of budget and non-budget shoppers 
(252 vs. 140 secs., F(1, 27)=5.57, p<.05).

STudy 3: OnLInE SHOPPInG ExPErIMEnT
As the exploratory lab study was a small controlled labora-

tory experiment, we conducted a final field experiment in a mock 
online grocery store. Subjects were randomly assigned to a budget 
conditions (budget vs. non-budget) and asked to shop with a pre-
tested shopping list. This online grocery store contains more than 
3000 products, and for items on the shopping list, subjects were able 
to choose from between five and fifteen product alternatives (e.g., 
blueberry bagels, plain bagels) from between two and eight different 
store and national brands.  We coded the relative spending of each 
subjects decisions throughout the experiment.  A repeated measures 
analysis reveals the predicted quadratic interaction between budget 
and purchase decision (F(1,92)=11.53, p<.01). Furthermore, consis-
tent with the pilot study, the conventional wisdom that non-budget 
shoppers always spend more than budget shoppers is only found 
in the beginning and end of the shopping trip. In the middle of the 
shopping trip, budget shoppers actually spend slightly more (1.08 vs. 
0.98, F(1,92)=3.48, p<.10).

Our research makes three important contributions. First, this 
research is among the first to examine shoppers’ intra-shopping trip 
decision-making and its subsequent spending consequences. Second, 
significantly extends literature on pain-of-payment (Prelec & Loew-
enstein 1998) by demonstrating the evolution of pain of payment 
within a shopping trip for budget and non-budget shoppers, as well 
highlighting a point in a shopping trip when pain experienced by 
budget shoppers actually decreases. Finally, this research provides 
insights on both the rate and consequences of regulatory resource 
depletion for budget and non-budget shopper 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Consumers frequently substitute for products that are out-of-

stock (Emmelhainz, Stock, and Emmelhainz 1991; Peckham 1963), 
too expensive (Bucklin and Srinivasan 1991), too unhealthy (Tuo-
rila, Kramer, and Cardello 1997) or otherwise unattainable. De-
spite the prevalence of substitution, there is little research on what 
makes a replacement product an effective substitute. This research 
investigates the relationship between product similarity and substitu-
tion. We show that although consumers believe that highly similar 
products are better substitutes, in fact moderately similar products 
more effectively satisfy the consumer’s desire for the original. For 
example, if a consumer is looking forward to a Coca-Cola but finds 
it unavailable, our data suggest that another brand of cola (a highly 
similar product) will be a worse substitute than a lemon-lime soda 
(a moderately similar product), although the consumer believes the 
opposite.

Substitutes are defined as products that fulfill the same goal 
(Kruglanski et al. 2002; Lewin 1935). The degree of substitutabil-
ity between products is not a fixed property but can vary depending 
on the particular goal at hand (Ratneshwar, Pechmann, and Shocker 
1996; Ratneshwar and Shocker 1991). Typically substitutability is 
measured by examining the change in quantity demanded of one 
product in response to a change in the price of another (Hicks 1963; 
Slutsky 1960) or by the likelihood of consuming one product after 
consuming another (Lattin and McAlister 1985). In this research, 
we operationalize effective substitution as the degree to which a re-
placement product fulfills the consumer’s desire for the unattained 
product. 

Because a replacement product is intended to fulfill the goal 
associated with an unattained product, consumers often choose re-
placements that share features with the unattained product (e.g., 
Yelp Review 2012). Thus we propose that consumers will predict 
that highly similar products will be better substitutes than moderately 
similar ones. However, in contrast to consumers’ beliefs, we predict 
that moderately similar products will serve as more effective sub-
stitutes than highly similar ones. While earlier work on substitution 
using the task-interruption paradigm (Child and Grosslight 1947; 
Lissner 1933) suggests that similar substitutes will be more effec-
tive than dissimilar substitutes, we focus on the difference between 
highly similar and moderately similar products. 

We propose that moderately similar substitutes will be more ef-
fective because they prompt an abstract view. The goal that motivates 
consumption of a product can be viewed at different levels of ab-
straction (Huffman, Ratneshwar, and Mick 2000; Vallacher and We-
gner 1987). If a dissimilar (versus similar) replacement encourages 
consumers to think about the motivation for consumption abstractly 
(e.g., drinking soda instead of drinking cola), this could make the re-
placement seem better suited to fulfill the goal. Following this logic, 
a moderately similar replacement will appear less satisfactory and, as 
a result, be a less effective substitute than a moderately similar one.

Our first study demonstrates these effects by comparing con-
sumer’s beliefs about substitution with their experiences. Partici-
pants were led to believe that they would eat Cheerios, but instead 
were given Merry-O’s, a fictitious brand of breakfast cereal. Some 
participants, the forecasters, imagined eating Merry-O’s, and pre-
dicted how effectively it would substitute for Cheerios, while the 
others, the experiencers, actually ate Merry-O’s (which in reality 

was Cheerios) and then rated how well it substituted for Cheerios. In 
the highly similar condition, Merry-O’s shared a number of features 
with Cheerios (e.g., similar packaging and both are “a good source 
of fiber”) and in the moderately similar condition, Merry-O’s had 
more distinct features (e.g., dissimilar packing and “a good source of 
vitamins and minerals” compared with Cheerios which was “a good 
source of fiber”). As shown in figure 1, the forecasters predicted that 
Merry-O’s would be a more effective substitute in the highly similar 
condition than in the moderately similar condition whereas experi-
encers showed the opposite pattern. Notably, these effects cannot be 
explained by participants negatively characterizing Merry-O’s as a 
copycat brand. 

Figure 1. Substitution Effectiveness
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Our second study extends the first by demonstrating that sat-
isfaction with the replacement product mediates the effect. As part 
of an ostensible taste test participants were given a choice between 
drinking Coke and Pepsi in one condition and Sprite and 7up in an-
other condition. Later, participants were told that the soda they had 
selected was out of stock and were given one of two replacement 
beverages: a store brand of cola or a store brand of lemon-lime soda. 
Thus, all participants either received a moderately similar beverage 
(lemon-lime when they expected cola or cola when they expected 
lemon-lime) or a highly similar beverage (e.g., cola when they ex-
pected cola). The results showed that the moderately similar replace-
ment beverage was consistently a more effective substitute than the 
highly similar beverage. For instance, lemon lime soda was a better 
substitute for Coke than for Sprite. This effect of similarity on sub-
stitution effectiveness was mediated by satisfaction with the replace-
ment.   

Our third study provides support for the underlying mechanism: 
the degree to which participants think abstractly or concretely about 
their consumption goal. Participants evaluated 16 classic songs and 
were told that they would get to listen to their favorite. However they 
were later told that their favorite song was unavailable and listened 
to a replacement song that was either moderately or highly similar 
based on their similarity ratings. Replicating our previous results, a 
moderately similar song was more satisfying and a better substitute 
than a highly similar one. Providing support for our predictions about 
the abstractness of participants’ thinking, the result was mediated by 
the specificity of the purpose, suggesting that a moderately similar 
replacement prompts an abstract view, making the replacement more 
satisfying and a more effective substitute.
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In summary, our research suggests that the lay theory that high-
ly similar products make the best substitutes is incorrect. Instead, 
moderately similar replacements encourage consumers to adopt an 
abstract view, making the replacement a more effective substitute. 
By improving our understanding of the determinants of effective 
substitution this research offers insights to help consumers make bet-
ter choices and help firms design products to better suit their needs.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Substantial research on self-generated persuasion has demon-

strated that simply thinking about an attitude object can result in 
more extreme attitudes toward the object (e.g., Tesser, 1978; Tesser, 
Martin, & Mendolia, 1995).  This mere thought effect suggests that 
when people think about attitude objects, they generate additional 
attitude-consistent thoughts leading to greater attitude polarization.  
Although research in this area has investigated several moderating 
factors (e.g., Judd & Lusk, 1984; Linville, 1982; Millar & Tesser, 
1986; Tesser & Leone, 1977), most of the research looks at con-
straints that attenuate but not reverse the effect.  It has been sug-
gested, however, that under some situations people may generate 
attitude inconsistent thoughts resulting in a depolarizing effect (e.g., 
Marsh & Wallace, 2005).  Further, it has been shown that if people 
have too much time to think, they may lose the motivation or ability 
to generate additional attitude-consistent thoughts, leading to a loss 
in thought confidence and resulting in attitude depolarization (Clark-
son, Tormala, & Leone, 2011).

This research investigates source effects as another depolarizing 
variable and two additional moderating variables, need for cognitive 
closure and information sufficiency.  Consumers have many resourc-
es for gathering information about products that vary in perceived 
objectivity.  Source effects play an important role in consumer atti-
tude formation and product evaluations and have been shown to op-
erate at varying levels of processing (Kang & Herr, 2006) depending 
on ability and motivation (e.g., Petty & Cacioppo, 1986).  Whether 
consumers view an ad as informative and accurate or persuasive 
depends on the ambiguity of the information and the motivation to 
think about the implications of the ad (Hung & Wyer, 2008).  Con-
sumers generally expend little cognitive effort when presented with 
advertisements (Hung & Wyer, 2008).  When people are motivated 
to consider an advertisement, they are likely to consider that the ad-
vertiser’s claims are generally exaggerated and designed to persuade 
(Persuasion Knowledge Model; Friestad & Wright, 1994).  

Need for cognitive closure (NFCC) (Kruglanski & Webster, 
1996) refers to a desire to form a definite opinion (“seize”) and to 
maintain the opinion once it is formed (“freeze”). Since people high 
in NFCC are more likely to “seize” and “freeze” on an evaluation, 
they should be less likely to adjust an evaluation once it is formed.  
Low NFCC consumers should be more likely to draw additional in-
ferences, allowing for attitude polarization.  Further, it is possible 
that enough diagnostic information may override a source effect.  
The “set-size effect” (Anderson, 1967, 1981; Yamagishi & Hill, 
1981, 1983) has demonstrated that as the number of attributes used to 
describe a person or object increases, the overall evaluation becomes 
more extreme.  If enough positive information is provided, it may not 
matter as much whether the source is credible or not.  

Experiment 1 was designed to investigate source effects in rela-
tion to attitude change.  Participants were asked to imagine that they 
were shopping for a new cell phone plan and were provided with a 
brief description of a plan.  Participants were informed that the in-
formation was either taken from an advertisement (low credibility) 
or from an article in Consumer Reports Magazine (high credibility).  

Participants then rated their attitudes toward the plan.  Next, partici-
pants were asked to either think about the plan (thought task) or work 
on a crossword puzzle (distraction task) for 90 seconds.  They then 
rated their attitude toward the plan a second time.  A polarization 
score was computed using the difference between the attitude score 
at time 1 and time 2.  A 2 (thought vs. distraction) X 2 (source cred-
ibility) ANOVA revealed a significant two-way interaction.  As ex-
pected, participants in the thinking condition adjusted their attitude 
from time 1 to time 2, while those in the distraction condition did not.  
When the source was credible a polarization effect was found.  When 
the source was less credible, a depolarized effect was found.  

Experiment 2 further investigated the depolarizing effect, while 
including NFCC as a potential moderator.  This study was identical 
to experiment 1 except only the low credibility source (advertise-
ment) was used, and participants completed the 42-item NFCC scale 
(Webster & Kruglanski, 1994).  A regression analysis revealed a sig-
nificant two-way interaction.  As expected, a depolarizing effect was 
found in the thinking condition, but only when NFCC was low.  No 
change was found in the distraction condition regardless of NFCC. 

Experiment 3 extended the findings of experiment 2 by manipu-
lating NFCC while also considering the potential moderating effect 
of set-size on polarization.  Participants were asked to imagine that 
they were shopping for a new laptop computer and were presented 
with a description.  They were informed that the information was 
taken from a recent advertisement.  The amount of descriptive in-
formation varied (four vs. eight pieces of information).  NFCC was 
manipulated via an accountability manipulation (e.g., Tetlock, 1985).  
The attitude measure and thought/distraction task were the same as 
the previous studies.  A 2 (thought vs. distraction) X 2 (set size: large 
vs. small) X 2 (NFCC: high vs. low) ANOVA revealed a significant 
three-way interaction.  We found the same depolarizing effect in the 
small set-size condition as in experiment 2.  A thought-induced de-
polarization effect was found but only for those low in NFCC.  No 
change was found in the distraction condition regardless of NFCC.  
In contrast, we found a marginally polarizing effect in the large set-
size condition.   A thought-induced polarization effect was found but 
only for those low in NFCC.  No change was found in the distraction 
condition regardless of NFCC.  Apparently the larger set-size doesn’t 
just attenuate the source effect, but also reverses it.  

This research provides important new insight into self-generat-
ed persuasion.  Source effects can result in polarizing effects if the 
source is credible but depolarizing effects if the source is less cred-
ible.  Further, thought-induced attitude change depends on varying 
levels of NFCC and information sufficiency.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
This paper discusses the nation branding efforts of Ukraine, a 

post-communist country, since gaining its independence from the 
Soviet Union in 1991. In detail, our study aims at: i) highlighting the 
specifics of nation branding campaigns for Ukraine, whose commu-
nist past fuels a nation image problematic to promote; and ii) ground-
ing future research that will analyze the power dynamics between 
Ukrainian citizens and international tourists who are the main audi-
ence for these campaigns.   

Nation branding falls within the field of place branding (Fan 
2009; Gnoth 2002; Hanna and Rowley 2008) that covers an array 
of studies differing in terms of:  i) unit of analysis (city versus na-
tion),  ii) stakeholders (local and national governments, citizens, 
companies, and the media), and iii) objectives of enhancing exports, 
protecting local/national production, attracting tourists and investors, 
and facilitating international relations (Papadopoulos 2004). It also 
shows differences from the country-of-origin research. While the lat-
ter holds companies’ perspective and leverages the place to improve 
the attractiveness of other products designed/assembled/produced in 
that place, place branding literature fosters the perspective of govern-
ments and individuals (tourists and local dwellers) and considers the 
place as the main object of market exchange (Anholt 2004; 2011). 

Existing research on place branding can be divided into mana-
gerially or conceptually driven studies. Managerial projects explore 
the application of marketing to improve the economic development 
of the place (Anholt 2004; 2011; Fan 2009; 2006; Giannopoulos, 
Piha and Avlonitis 2011; Jaffe and Nebenzhal 2001; Kotler and 
Gertner 2002). More conceptual projects investigate connections 
between place, city and nation branding (Hanna and Rowley 2008), 
the boundary between place branding and country-of-origin (Papa-
dopoulos 2004) or between nation brand and nation branding (Fan 
2006) and the differences between corporate and place branding (Ka-
varatzis 2005). 

Our research analyzes longitudinally the nation branding cam-
paigns of Ukraine. With a population of around 45 million, Ukraine 
has been developing an increasingly tight relationship with the EU 
(http://eeas.europa.eu/ukraine/index_en.htm). Several reasons jus-
tify the choice of our empirical setting: i) the country is transition-
ing from a central economy to a market economy, thus striving to 
develop a nation brand far from Soviet associations (Nordbeg and 
Kuzio 1998), ii) the difference of this nation brand from Western 
nation brands makes it an intriguing case in studying the specifici-
ties of nation branding in transitioning economies, iii) longitudinal 
analysis of Ukraine’s nation branding campaigns is made possible 
by its twenty years of independence, and iv) more recently the UEFA 
2012 Football Championship supports the economic and managerial 
relevance of this research.

Our data set includes five major nation branding campaigns that 
Ukraine has conducted over the last 11 years. We collected Ukrainian 
short promotional videos, logos, press articles and press releases, and 
other broadcast materials as well as monitored web sites, blogs and 
forums. Data analysis is consistent with established procedures of 
interpretive research in general (Spiggle 1994) and of visual analy-
sis in particular (Schroeder 2002; Scott 1994). The research team is 

comprised of three researchers, one from the USA, one from Western 
Europe, and a third from Ukraine, thus facilitating a derived etic ap-
proach to data analysis (Berry 1989).

Our findings show two main drivers steadily directing Ukraine’s 
nation branding efforts. Firstly, Ukraine has built its new identity by 
stating what it is not—a communist country—instead of conveying 
a clear, assertive image of what it is. In an attempt to distance itself 
from its communist past, its campaigns try to reassure local and in-
ternational audiences of the “modernization” undertaken by Ukraine. 
This finding is also supported by other studies focusing on nation 
branding in post-communist countries (Anholt 2007; Kaneva 2012; 
Kaneva and Poescu 2011; Kemming and Sandikci 2007). Secondly, 
Ukraine’s nation branding campaigns portray a wide range of visual 
information that is at times incongruous with each other. Ukrainian 
nation brand is a collection of folkloristic, architectural, natural, eco-
nomic, urban, and social elements. The promotional videos illustrate 
the appeal of clean cities, happy people, a healthy life style, elegant 
architectural landmarks, and beautiful nature. Catchy slogans such 
as “Switch on Ukraine” or “High Time to See Ukraine” were cre-
ated to show the attractiveness of Ukraine, primarily to foreign tour-
ists. However, these all result in a string of campaigns where a lot is 
shown but nothing is clearly said. These two findings demonstrate 
that the stigma for Ukraine’s past reverted traditional principles guid-
ing nation branding campaigns from an assertive communication ap-
proach (what the nation is) to an avoiding approach (what the nation 
is not), and from a frontal positioning (a few key nation identifiers) 
to a smokescreen of overlapping elements, which—we argue—are 
due to the willingness to divert audience’s attention from the com-
munist past and an enduring uncertainty about extant national iden-
tity. However, despite its multiple nation branding efforts ever since 
its independence, Ukraine’s perceived difference from other Western 
nations presents a disvalue to both its government and international 
audiences. In the Brand Index ranking provided by Future Brand, out 
of 110 nations Ukraine dropped from position 75 in 2009 to position 
99 in 2010. 

With reference to the second research objective, our analysis 
indicates that the sense of superiority for the market economy of the 
Western world has been transferred to a sense of superiority of inter-
national visitors toward local citizens. The campaign “Ukraine. All 
about U” may appear as an innocent attempt to attract tourists. How-
ever, looking at it from a different perspective, we argue that tourists 
are given the power to consume, modify, and divert the meanings 
grounding Ukraine’s national identity, thus turning power dynamics 
to their advantage. 

Our work advances nation branding literature by showing that 
this literature is not culturally neutral and embeds deep post-colonial, 
Western, capitalistic values and norms, which post-communist coun-
tries have problems to elaborate when transitioning toward the mar-
ket economy. Paradoxically their adherence to capitalism maintains 
these countries in a state of subjection and helps twist the applica-
tion of nation branding principles, thus maintaining their gap even 
further.

http://eeas.europa.eu/ukraine/index_en.htm
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Product placement (pp) is a paid inclusion of brands in mass-

media programming (Balasubramanian 1994), for which persuasion 
knowledge (PK) (i.e., the knowledge people rely on to deal with a 
persuasion attempt) is not always activated (Friestad and Wright 
1994; Wei, Fischer, and Main 2008). The European Union (2009) 
authorized pp on the condition that this covert practice is clearly 
identified to viewers. Hence, research on warnings for pp becomes 
important in the marketing and public policy domain. In this respect, 
it is essential to test which types of warnings are most effective (for 
which types of persons). Moreover, resistance is a conscious process, 
requiring cognitive resources (Campbell and Kirmani 2000). Hence, 
consumers must consciously recall/recognize the brand for resistance 
to occur. Moreover, brand recall reflects attention to the placed brand, 
which might increase its accessibility in viewers’ minds, increasing 
their likelihood of choosing the brand (Van Kerckhove, Vermeir, and 
Geuens 2011). Consequently, we hypothesize that purchase intent is 
higher with than without brand recall, when no (effective) warning 
is provided. Therefore, we also consider brand recall in this research.

A number of researchers has proven the importance of explicitness 
in warnings (i.e., “the specificity or detail with which potential injury 
consequences are described” (Laughery et al. 1993, p.598) to increase 
warning effectiveness, mostly in the context of product hazards (e.g., 
Trommelen 1997; Frantz 1994). In the subtle and less dangerous con-
text of pp, explicitness in a warning can perhaps counterbalance the 
subtleness of pp as a persuasion tactic, making the tactic’s ulterior mo-
tive more salient. As such, a text warning, containing information about 
pp, may be effective to activate PK and hence, to enable resistance. 

In Study 1 (N=119), we investigated the effectiveness of a text 
warning to enable viewers to counteract pp influence on their purchase 
intent. We manipulated warning presence (text warning: yes vs. no) 
and measured brand recall. A two-way ANOVA revealed two signifi-
cant main effects, which were qualified by an interaction effect. Spe-
cifically, when the brand is recalled, purchase intent is significantly 
lower in case of a text warning versus no warning. When the brand is 
not recalled, no resistance is found. Furthermore, only in the control 
group, brand recall led to higher purchase intent than no recall.

In some occasions, warnings can lead to reactance against the 
warning itself (Bushman 1998; Bushman and Stack 1996). Reac-
tance theory (Brehm 1966) states that when a person feels obliged to 
adopt an opinion or certain behavior, he could perceive his freedom 
to be constrained, making him more likely to react against the com-
municator. In our case, a warning that is perceived as more stringent, 
would then be less effective. Consequently, it seems important to 
identify a potential moderator of the effectiveness of text warnings 
that drives potential reactance. 

To this end, we investigated in Study 2 (N=86) whether the type 
of social influence comprised in a warning (i.e., informational ver-
sus normative warning) can moderate the effectiveness of text warn-
ings. Normative warnings can be perceived as more stringent, since 
they contain norms and expectations of a certain group, compared to 
informational warnings, which contain pure objective information. 
Consequently, we hypothesize that normative warnings are less ef-
fective than informational warnings to counteract pp influence. 

 A between-subjects design with three conditions (no vs. infor-
mational vs. normative warning) was set up. An ANOVA (warning x 

brand recognition) revealed a significant interaction effect. In case of 
brand recognition, an informational warning significantly deteriorated 
purchase intent compared to no warning. No significant differences 
were found between the other conditions. So, although there is an in-
dication that an informational warning is more effective than a nor-
mative warning in comparison with no warning, no direct difference 
between both warnings is found. Without brand recognition, we found 
no significant differences. Again, only in the control group, brand rec-
ognition entailed more purchase intent than no recognition. Moreover, 
an ANOVA on PK-activation revealed only two significant main ef-
fects. Brand recognition led to more PK than no recognition. More-
over, both warnings entailed more PK-activation than no warning. No 
significant difference is found between both warnings. Furthermore, 
we wanted to explore whether PK-activation drives the effectiveness 
of these warnings to resist pp influence compared to a situation without 
warning. Since no direct difference was found between both warnings 
on purchase intent and PK-activation, we constructed a new variable, 
coded as warning - including both the informational and normative 
warning - versus no warning. Bootstrap analysis (Preacher and Hayes 
2004) shows evidence for mediation by PK-activation of the diminish-
ing effect of warnings (versus no warning) on purchase intent in case 
of brand recognition.

A last issue that we consider, is which type of social influence in 
a warning is most effective for which type of person? With regard to 
social influence, self-monitoring is a relevant personality variable to 
contemplate. High self-monitors are more sensitive to others’ expec-
tations and norms (Snyder 1974), making us assume that they will be 
less likely to react against a normative warning than low self-moni-
tors. Hence, for high self-monitors, a normative warning is expected 
to be more effective than an informational warning. 

In Study 3 (N=109), we manipulated social influence (informa-
tional vs. normative warning), measured self-monitoring (Lennox 
and Wolfe 1984) and only considered those people who recalled the 
brand. A two-way ANOVA revealed a significant interaction effect. 
For high self-monitors, a normative warning seems to be more effec-
tive than an informational warning to resist pp influence on purchase 
intent, whereas no difference is found between the two warnings for 
low self-monitors.  

This research has both theoretical and practical contributions. 
First, it reveals the important role of brand recall/recognition in both 
persuasion as well as resistance processes of pp. Second, resistance 
can be triggered by a text warning. However, we recommend to con-
sider both the type of social influence comprised in the warning and 
the type of group the warning is targeted to. Popular blockbusters 
could for example attract more high self-monitors than alternative 
movies. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
An apology is a powerful tool to repair broken relationships 

among individuals. However, we know very little about when and 
why some apologies are more effective than others because academic 
research on apology has mainly focused on examining a victim’s re-
action to an apology relative to no apology (Brown, Wohl, and Exline 
2008; Wooten 2009). This research addresses these two important 
questions. Specifically, we explore how an apology works when it is 
offered after (i.e., delayed apology), rather than before (i.e., immedi-
ate apology), victims have their concerns heard. Services marketing 
researchers have shown that an immediate apology has a more favor-
able impact on consumer satisfaction than a delayed apology (Smith, 
Bolton, and Wagner 1999; Wirtz and Mattila 2004). Yet, there is 
contradictory evidence that a delayed apology can be more persua-
sive than an immediate apology. According to Frantz and Bennigson 
(2005), victims are likely to be ready to accept an apology after they 
have their concerns expressed and heard. Such a delayed apology is 
viewed as more empathetic and sincere and less superficial than an 
immediate apology. To resolve the apparently conflicting findings in 
the literature, we examine the situations that influence the apology 
timing effect.  

LITErATurE rEvIEW And HyPOTHESES
Building on Fehr and Gelfand (2010), we predict that the rela-

tive advantage of a service person’s delayed (vs. immediate) apology 
exists only when consumers know that they are likely to interact with 
the same service person in the future. According to Fehr and Gelfand 
(2010), the effectiveness of an apology depends on whether an of-
fender’s apology is consistent with the way victims view their rela-
tionship with the offender. They show that victims with a relational 
self-view are more likely to forgive an offender when the apology 
focuses on empathic concerns. As a result, we hypothesize that, for 
those who have a high expectation to interact with the same service 
person, the service person’s apology will be more effective if it is 
offered after consumers have their concerns heard, compared to if it 
is immediately offered. In contrast, for those who have a relatively 
low interaction expectation, the service person’s empathic apology 
will not be matched with their view on the relationship. For them, it 
will be more forgiving to get a prompt apology instead of a delayed 
apology.  

According to Zhao, Hoeffler, and Zauberman (2011), individu-
als whose main focus is on the process of consuming a hedonic prod-
uct tend to rely more on cognitive and effortful processing, whereas 
individuals whose primary focus is on the outcome are more likely to 
rely on affective and effortless processing. By the same token, we ar-
gue that consumers in the high interaction expectation situation will 
focus more on a process of their service experience than those in the 
low interaction expectation situation. Unlike the latter, the former are 
likely to believe that their relationship with the same service person 
will continue. Thus, we predict that the relative effectiveness of a de-
layed (vs. immediate) apology in the high expectation condition will 
be predominantly driven by a cognitive process (e.g., “The service 
person understand my concerns”), whereas the relative effectiveness 
of an immediate (vs. delayed) apology in the low expectation condi-
tion will be mainly guided by an affective process (e.g., “I do not 
feel angry”).

METHOd And FIndInGS
In the first three scenario-based experiments, we used a 2 (apol-

ogy timing: immediate vs. delayed) x 2 (interaction expectation: high 
vs. low) between-subjects design. We tested how the timing of a ser-
vice person’s apology operates when the consumer described in the 
scenario received services that were slower than did other consum-
ers. Experiment 1 examined the moderating role of interaction ex-
pectation at a restaurant. We manipulated the apology timing based 
on whether a service person apologized either before (i.e., immediate 
apology) or after consumers had their concerns heard (i.e., delayed 
apology). Additionally, in the high (low) expectation condition, par-
ticipants were led to believe that they were likely (unlikely) to in-
teract with the same service person. As predicted, we found that the 
delayed apology produced greater post-apology satisfaction than the 
immediate apology in the high expectation condition, whereas the 
apology timing effect was reversed in the low expectation condition.  

Experiments 2 and 3 replicated and extended previous findings 
in the context of hotel and hair salon services, respectively, by test-
ing underlying processes and ruling out alternative accounts. As in 
experiment 1, we found the same interaction effect on post-apology 
satisfaction between apology timing and interaction expectation. 
Next, we observed that the apology timing effect was differentially 
mediated by cognitive and affective reactions, depending on interac-
tion expectation. Using bootstrapping methods with two mediators 
(Preacher and Hayes 2008), we consistently showed that for the high 
(low) expectation condition, the apology timing effect was mediated 
only by cognitive (affective) reactions.  

In experiment 4, we employed a 2 (apology timing: immediate 
vs. delayed) x 2 (interaction expectation: high vs. low) x 2 (expres-
sion of empathy: yes vs. no) between-subjects design in a hair salon 
service scenario. We investigated whether the apology timing effect 
would be weaker when a service person’s empathy is removed from 
the apology. We varied the presence of a service person’s expression 
of empathy, and also used tip size as a new dependent variable. As 
expected, we found the joint effect on consumers’ post-apology tip 
size between apology timing and interaction expectation only when 
the service person expressed empathy, but not when the service per-
son did not express any empathy. 

COnTrIBuTIOnS
The main contribution of this research is its novel findings that 

the apology timing effect depends on whether the consumer expects 
to interact with the same offender in the future. We extend Frantz 
and Bennigson (2005) and Fehr and Gelfand (2010) by documenting 
boundary conditions for the apology timing effect (experiments 1 to 
4) and identifying the underlying processes (experiments 2 and 3). 
Particularly, we confirm that empathy is a key ingredient for success 
of a delayed apology (experiment 4). 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Instead of solely using in house R&D, the use of external ideas 

has become popular and accepted among organizations in various 
industries. Prevalent examples for this are firm-initiated innovation 
or ideation contests, which can be defined as a competitive activ-
ity hosted by an organization in order to gather external ideas from 
consumers with respect to specific topics (Piller and Walcher 2006). 
Typically, the hosts incentivize consumers’ contribution by offering 
a monetary reward. 

Within this paper, we show that the decision to offer such a 
monetary incentive greatly influences consumers’ exerted effort. For 
showing this, we incorporate three different aspects that play a key 
role in how monetary incentives are perceived, namely the amount 
of monetary incentives offered (low vs. high), the organizational ste-
reotype of the host (for-profit vs. non-profit) and the task domain 
(commercial ideas vs. pro-social ideas).

Concerning the role of monetary incentives, prior research 
shows ambiguous findings. Since ideation resembles a creative 
task, it profits from high levels of intrinsic motivation (Burroughs 
et al. 2011). Many authors therefore highlight the negative impact 
of monetary incentives, since they lower intrinsic motivation (Ryan 
and Deci 2000) and lead to a crowding out (Frey and Oberholzer-
Gee 1997). However, marketing literature proves evidence for the 
opposite showing that awarding participants can indeed be beneficial 
(Toubia 2006; Burroughs et al. 2011). These ambiguous results show 
that it seems beneficial to further explore the role of monetary re-
wards as an incentive for participation in idea co-creation.

Regarding the organizational stereotype of the host, the pre-
dominant examples of ideation contests consist of many large com-
panies, like for example Dell (Bayus 2011). However, more recently 
non-profit organizations have also begun to host ideation contests for 
pro-social topics. Contrarily to all for-profit examples, many of them 
do not provide a monetary incentive to the participants. Hence, the 
question arises if this is the right choice.

 For for-profit hosts, Harhoff and Mayrhofer (2010) argue that 
monetary incentives are mandatory, since ideation contests resemble 
a form of innovation, where the host is capable of systematically uti-
lizing the outcome of an innovative community. However, it remains 
questionable if this is also valid for non-profit organizations, since 
consumers perceive non-profits differently from for-profits (Aaker, 
Vohs, and Mogilner 2009).

Finally, we examine the impact of the task domain. Heyman and 
Ariely (2004) find that monetary incentives have an ambiguous ef-
fect depending on for what they are offered. They explicitly differ 
between money markets, where relations among actors are based on 
the basis of economic principles, and social markets, where relations 
among actors are based on social exchange. Consequently, the impact 
of monetary rewards in money markets, where people intend to earn 
money, is positive, while it has a negative impact in social markets, 
where people intend to engage socially. This is closely related to the 
task the hosts ask for, since the actual perception of the relevant mar-
ket could change, when, for example, a for-profit firm asks for a pro-
social task or the non-profit host asks for a commercial task. When 
outside their original activity domain, consumers could perceive a 
lack of competence for both kinds of organizations. Following Vohs, 
Mead, and Goode (2006), who find that monetary incentives have 
a strong signalling effect, Aaker et al. (2009) find that monetary re-

wards can be used to signal competence, which could also be the case 
for monetary incentives offered for idea co-creation participation. 

Hence, we postulate the following research questions: (1) Is the 
effect of monetary rewards different for non-profit and for-profit or-
ganizations? (2) Is the effect of monetary rewards different, when 
organizations ask for tasks outside their original domain?

For testing our assumptions, we choose to run an online sce-
nario based choice experiment with different scenarios of idea con-
tests. For data collection, 537 participants are recruited by an online 
panel. All participants are shown four different possible idea con-
test scenarios dealing with cars and mobility. This leads to a total of 
2148 observations. For the scenarios, we use a reduced design that 
includes the three main factors of interest and additionally factors 
that are included as controls.  Two of these factors are within factors, 
namely the host (non-profit vs. for-profit) and the monetary incentive 
(low amount vs. high amount), and one is a between factor, namely 
the task domain (pro-social vs. commercial). 

Due to the nested nature of our data (four observations per 
participant), we use a Random Coefficients Zero-Inflated Negative 
Binominal Model with the hours participants would invest in the 
contest as a dependent variable. Following the procedure for inter-
action terms in non-linear models suggested by Greene (2010), all 
interaction effects are plotted in order to interpret their effect. 

Results show that indeed monetary rewards play an important, 
yet ambiguous role as an incentive for participation in idea co-crea-
tion. Whether this role is positive strongly depends on who offers the 
monetary rewards (the host’s organizational stereotype) and for what 
they are offered (the task domain). For both organizational stereo-
types, monetary incentives work as suggested by literature–they are 
beneficial for for-profits (Harhoff and Mayrhofer 2010) and negative 
for non-profits (confirming literature on crowding out). However, 
when outside their original activity domain (when for-profits ask 
for pro-social tasks and a non-profit asks for commercial tasks) both 
need to introduce monetary rewards in order to signalize competence 
and the willingness to utilize the consumer generated ideas. 

Our study contributes to theory by showing that monetary re-
wards for a pro-social task do not necessarily lead to a crowding 
out. Moreover, it shows that monetary rewards can indeed fortify 
pro-social behavior, if they are used by the for-profit host to show 
competence and willingness to utilize the idea. Further, we contrib-
ute to motivational theory by giving further examples for the fact that 
the efficiency of monetary incentives is contingent not only on the 
traits and preferences of individuals, but also on the circumstances 
under which they are provided, in this case for what and by whom 
they are offered.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Can personalized marketing efforts inhibit customer explora-

tion? It has become common practice for retailers to personalize di-
rect marketing offers based on customer transaction histories. Target-
ed email offers featuring products similar to a customer’s previous 
purchases generate higher response rates, but also have the potential 
to affect customer search behavior. A closely matched offer may en-
courage a customer to start the search process, leading to increased 
search activity. Alternatively, providing customers with closely 
matched offers may weaken their propensity to search beyond the 
targeted items. In a field experiment using email offers sent by an on-
line wine retailer, targeted offers result in less search activity on the 
retailer’s website. In a second study, transaction data from an online 
ticket exchange shows that, after receiving targeted offers, custom-
ers are less likely to broaden their purchasing to new genres. These 
findings indicate that targeted offers carry a hidden cost: a decrease 
in customer exploration and discovery.

PrEdICTIOnS And BACkGrOund
The trend towards increased personalization in electronic envi-

ronments has the potential to affect the dissemination of new ideas. 
This could affect citizens learning about different perspectives or 
scientists learning about new research (Van Alstyne and Brynjolfs-
son, 1996, 2005); it could also affect how consumers learn about 
new products. Online retailing has provided better access to a wide 
range of niche products, which has necessitated tools to help manage 
the time and effort of search (Brynjolfsson, Hu, and Smith, 2003). 
Retailers have quickly adopted various forms of personalization that 
aim to improve the efficiency of a retailer’s communications to its 
customers. One of the most common tactics is to use targeted offers 
that send customers information on products that a retailer believes 
the recipients will be interested in. As targeted offers have become 
increasingly prevalent in online retailing, it is important to under-
stand all of the consequences, such as the potential effect on cus-
tomer information search behavior.

Are customers more or less inclined to search when you offer 
them something they have bought in the past? One hypothesis is that 
an appeal that is aligned with a customer’s revealed interests may 
secure the customer’s attention, and encourage them to explore the 
retailer’s other offerings. Dhar, Huber, and Khan (2007) showed that 
an offer that is more likely to be purchased can create shopping mo-
mentum, which makes additional purchasing more likely. Alterna-
tively, by emphasizing products from a familiar category, a targeted 
offer could result in quick evaluation and curtailed search for other 
products. In a sequential search model, considering a higher-valued 
option is more likely to terminate the search process (Weitzman, 
1979). Intuitively, by providing something interesting to look at, a 
targeted offer makes it harder to find something more interesting, 
lowering the value of continued search. The primary empirical con-
tribution of this article is to examine how these factors play out in the 
context of targeted offers.

Previous research has examined how the Internet and infor-
mation technology have affected search behavior. Häubl and Trifts 
(2000) looked at how recommendation agents (algorithms that pro-
vide personalized lists of recommended products) and comparison 
matrices (which typically line up alternatives in columns, and at-
tributes in rows) affect online shopping behavior. They found that 
these tools allowed customers to search more efficiently, making 

better purchase decisions while reducing the number of alternatives 
they viewed. Research has also looked at how retailer actions affect 
customer exploration; for example, the visual layout of product in-
formation can affect the intensity of exploratory search (Janiszewski, 
1998). The studies in this article find that targeted offers result in less 
search activity, but this is not simply saving time; there is less of the 
exploratory search that can expose customers to a broader range of 
products.

METHOd And FIndInGS
The first study is a field experiment run with the cooperation 

of an online wine retailer. Customers in a targeted group were ran-
domly assigned to receive offers for wine from two different regions, 
one of which (the targeted offer) matched the regional preferences 
revealed by their purchase histories. Their activity was compared to 
that of an untargeted control group, whose purchase histories did not 
match either offer. Detailed web browsing data for these customers 
was collected over a several day period. Unsurprisingly, the targeted 
customers were more likely to click through to the offer, and were 
more likely to purchase the offer. However, page views and similar 
metrics show that targeted emails decreased customer search activity 
for other products (see figure 1). This supports the hypothesis that 
targeted offers result in decreased information search.

Figure 1. Wine retailer Information Search response
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Note: Depicts the average number of page views categorized as customer 
search for products other than the offer, such as browsing product categories 

and product pages (interaction is significant p<.05)

The second study used data on experimental email marketing 
campaigns run by an online ticket exchange. The firm sent emails 
promoting different genres of events, to groups of customers who 
either had (targeted) or had not (untargeted) previously bought tick-
ets to the genre. Their behavior was compared to that of a holdout 
(no offer) group. Analysis of the ticket sales data shows that, after 
receiving targeted offers, customers are more likely to purchase from 
the target genre. However, they are also less likely to buy tickets for 
events in new categories, excluding the target genre and any other 
genres they had previously purchased in (see figure 2). This suggests 
that the curtailed search following targeted offers is not simply sav-
ing customers time, but it reduces exploratory search that could af-
fect future purchasing.
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Figure 2. Online Ticket Exchange Sales response
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COnTrIBuTIOnS
These field studies demonstrate how targeted offers result in de-

creased search activity and narrower subsequent purchasing activity. 
Conversely, less targeted offers can expose customers to a broader 
range of products, and lead to consideration of new products. Broad-
er awareness could generate cross-selling opportunities and increase 

sales diversity, improving customer retention and lifetime value. If 
relying heavily on targeted offers, the retailer sacrifices opportunities 
to bring attention to products for which a customer has low aware-
ness. Thus, retailers should balance the need for immediate sales 
response with measures that encourage exploration and sustain cus-
tomer interest.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Traffic light-colored nutrition labeling may help consumers 

make healthy food choices (FSA 2009). The underlying assumption 
is that the colors green and red automatically activate the associated 
meanings (‘go’ for green, ‘no-go’ for red) when assigned to more or 
less healthful foods, thereby implying automatic approach-avoidance 
reactions. However, there is evidence that the meanings of colors 
change with contexts (Maier et al. 2009). Although traffic light col-
ors have been learned in traffic (Bargh 1992), it is unknown whether 
this automaticity transfers to food contexts.

rEd (GrEEn) And AvOIdAnCE (APPrOACH) 
BEHAvIOr OF FOOdS

Evaluative connotations of attitudes to foods are activated au-
tomatically and linked bi-directionally to the motor behavior of indi-
viduals (De Houwer and De Bruycker 2007; Van den Bergh, Schmitt, 
and Warlop 2011). Pulling or pushing movements toward or away 
from one’s body are indicators of innate motor behavior (Chen and 
Bargh 1999; Solarz 1960). Individuals’ tendency to approach healthy 
food (pull) and avoid unhealthy food (push) may be affected by the 
traffic light colors red and green–i.e., complementary colors in the 
color wheel. Red carries the negative meaning of danger or failure, 
while green is less arousing and represents safety (Elliot et al. 2009). 
However, individuals may react more strongly to red-unhealthy (vs. 
green-healthy) pairings, because they are more sensitive to nega-
tive (vs. positive) product attributes (here: unhealthiness) providing 
greater information diagnosticity (Balasubramanian and Cole 2002; 
Moorman 1996).

Hypothesis 1 Red (vs. green) intensifies automatic avoidance 
reactions towards unhealthy foods; for healthy 
foods, green (vs. red) does not intensify ap-
proach reactions.

APPrOACH-AvOIdAnCE TASk STudIES
Laboratory study 1 used a 2 (food: healthy vs. unhealthy) × 2 

(color: green vs. red) × 2 (movement: toward vs. away) repeated-
measures design to test hypothesis 1. Twenty black-and-white draw-
ings of pre-tested healthy and unhealthy foods were presented on a 
white background within a red- or green-colored circle. Participants 
(n = 179) were asked to categorize each food as either healthy or not 
by moving a PC mouse toward or away from themselves. 

Reaction times were recorded and used as dependent variable 
in a repeated-measures ANOVA yielding the proposed three-way-
interaction of food category × color × movement, F(1, 178) = 6.05, 
p < .05, η² = .033. The two-way interaction effect between color and 
movement is only present in unhealthy foods, not in healthy foods. 
A relative index of the automatic approach-avoidance tendency was 
calculated to describe this effect. Follow-up study 2 (n = 95) using 
the same approach-avoidance task with the colors pink and blue–
they are analogous to red and green and have the same chroma and 
value–finds that the enforcing avoidance effect is unique to red, and 
that this effect cannot be attributed to a mere increase in attention 
to the colors. Thus, hypothesis 1 is supported; the implicit meaning 

of red (danger) transfers to food contexts and reinforces avoidance 
of unhealthy foods, whereas green (representing safety) does not in-
crease approach towards healthy foods.

TrAFFIC LIGHT-COLOrEd nuTrITIOn LABELS
Uncertainty remains about whether the implementation of traf-

fic light colors on nutrition labels guides consumers’ actual buying 
behaviors, and which consumers profit most. The goal conflict theory 
of eating (Stroebe et al. 2008) proposes that self-control conflicts 
between indulgence and healthy eating impact consumers’ reactions 
to food items. Tasty foods (indulgences) trigger hedonic thoughts in 
low self-control consumers (Papies, Stroebe, and Aarts 2007). The 
salience of traffic light colors, in particular red on unhealthy food 
items, may inhibit this tendency, inducing avoidance reactions (Fish-
bach and Shah 2006), and thus lead to healthier decisions. We expect 
that high self-control consumers do not respond to the colors, be-
cause their decision-making is affected less by self-regulatory primes 
(Fishbach, Friedman, and Kruglanski 2003).

Hypothesis 2 Low self-control consumers make healthier in-
store choices when traffic light colors are imple-
mented on front-of-pack nutrition labels; for 
high self-control consumers, no differences are 
found.

In-STOrE STudIES
Study 3 was conducted in a supermarket to test hypothesis 2. A 

one-way factorial (nutrition label with traffic light colors vs. without 
coloring) between-subjects design was applied. A retailer allowed us 
to manipulate product packages of one category (pasta and sauce). 
An expert rating of the products’ healthiness based on their nutrient 
profiles with 162 dieticians reveals varying degrees of healthiness. 
Colored labels were implemented accordingly (FSA 2009): the un-
healthiest (healthiest) products showed three macronutrients labeled 
red (green), the second unhealthiest (healthiest) products two macro-
nutrients labeled red (green), and so on.

Participants (n = 184) were asked to buy four products for the 
purpose of the study (cover story: orientation in supermarkets dur-
ing shopping). A shopping list was given to them that included one 
pasta meal of their choice. Self-control was measured using Giner-
Sorolla’s (2001) scale (α = .72).

The unhealthiness of the product choice according to the mean 
expert ratings (1 = very healthy, 20 = very unhealthy) was used as 
dependent variable in a moderated regression analysis including the 
manipulation (traffic light colors = 1, no coloring = –1), mean-cen-
tered self-control, and their interaction as independent variables. The 
proposed interaction between the labeling and self-control emerged 
(b = 0.76, p < .05). Among low self-control consumers (–1 SD), the 
traffic light-colored labels led to healthier choices (b = –0.51, SE 
= 0.20, p < .05), whereas there was no effect on high self-control 
consumers (+1 SD; NS). Follow-up study 4 (n = 152) replicates these 
findings for a different product category (cereal bars).
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COnTrIBuTIOnS
This study extends research into automatic approach-

avoidance behaviors, introducing the notion that colors–particularly 
red–affect individuals’ motor behavior not only in cognitive tasks 
(Mehta and Zhu 2009), but also in food contexts. It may be consid-
ered positive that approach behavior is not enhanced when green 
is related to healthy food, because this may indicate a mechanism 
of protection against the feeling of pre-commitment and, hence, 
overconsumption. This research also contributes to the goal conflict 
theory of eating (Stroebe et al. 2008) showing that low self-control 
consumers, despite close physical distance to food temptations, are 
affected by traffic light-colored nutrition labeling.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
According to the stereotype content model (SCM), humans 

evaluate others along two fundamental dimensions, warmth and 
competence.  Warmth is an assessment of others’ intent to help us or 
harm us, and is tapped by our perceptions of others’ honesty, sincer-
ity, trustworthiness, and helpfulness.  Competence is an assessment 
of others’ ability to carry out their intentions and is tapped by our 
perception of others’ intelligence, skillfulness, determination, and 
industry.  Thus, the SCM argues that people are strongly disposed to 
evaluate others’ warmth and competence, and that such judgments 
have strong links to emotional reactions and action tendencies.  Sup-
porting the SCM, a growing oeuvre of studies show that warmth and 
competence underlie our perception of and behavior toward other 
human groups, and that warmth judgments are “primary” – that is, 
the first judgment made and the perception most strongly related to 
emotional reaction and behavior toward others (Fiske, Cuddy, and 
Glick 2007).   

Although studies of social perception have typically found 
judgments of warmth to be more influential than judgments of com-
petence (e.g., Cuddy, Fiske, and Glick 2007), studies of customer 
purchasing decisions have found the opposite.  For example, Aaker, 
Vohs, and Mogilner (2010) found that consumer purchase intentions 
are better predicted by competence perceptions than warmth percep-
tions. In the services literature, warmth related perceptions have been 
shown to be critical in judgments of service quality and satisfaction 
(e.g., Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry 1985).  Nevertheless, in a 
service encounter study, Grandey and colleagues (2005) found that 
service provider warmth impacted customer satisfaction only when 
the service provider performed competently. 

In summary, past studies of the impact of warmth and compe-
tence perceptions on consumer choice and satisfaction have found 
results in conflict with the larger body of work in social psychology 
that identifies warmth as more influential than competence in deter-
mining behavior toward a group.  How might the discrepancy be ex-
plained?  First, consumer anticipation of the length of a relationship 
with a firm could impact the relative importance of the firm’s warmth 
versus competence.  Second, a consumer’s degree of experience with 
a brand should impact the relative influence of firm warmth versus 
competence on purchase decisions.  Warmth is a primary judgment 
because it is important to gauge others’ intentions, so once intent 
has been revealed by action, the importance of judging intent for the 
next round of interaction should wane, as the importance of gauging 
competence waxes.  Across three studies, we find support for our 
predictions. 

Study 1 determined the role of warmth judgments versus com-
petence judgments in deciding which company to hire and asked par-
ticipants to rate a list of competence and warmth traits on how impor-
tant they would be when selecting a company.  The results supported 
the prediction that competence plays a more important role when 
selecting a company, contrary to the presumed primacy of warmth. 
However, the decision involved a one-time transaction. It is possible 
that warmth may play a larger role in decision-making if consumers 
are anticipating an ongoing relationship.

To address this question, in Study 2 we conducted an experi-
ment in which participants were presented with a company descrip-

tion that manipulated the warmth and competence dimensions.  The 
experiment used a 2 (warmth: low, high) x 2 (competence: low, high) 
between-subjects design.  Participants were then asked to determine 
their likelihood of hiring the company for an ongoing relationship. 
Our results suggest that warmth is consistently valued over compe-
tence when an ongoing relationship is anticipated (interaction ef-
fect: F(1, 118) = 16.14, p < .001; MHigh Warmth High Competence = 5.47, MHigh 

Warmth Low Competence = 3.26, MLow Warmth High Competence = 1.93, MLow Warmth Low 

Competence = 1.71). Specifically, participants were most likely to hire the 
company when it was high on warmth and competence, with second 
preference being a company that was high on warmth and low on 
competence.  Furthermore, when the company was low on warmth, 
differences did not emerge between the competence dimensions, 
suggesting that in the absence of warmth, level of competence did 
not matter. 

In Study 3, we examined how the role of warmth and com-
petence changes as consumers acquire experience with a firm. We 
followed the same procedure as in Study 2 and measured their at-
titudinal loyalty toward the company, word of mouth intentions, pur-
chase intentions, and stability during the course of an interaction that 
included a service failure.  The results indicate that prior to a service 
experience, warmth was consistently valued over competence.  Fur-
thermore, given a choice between either warmth or competence, cus-
tomers will forgo competence in favor of warmth (attitudinal loyalty 
interaction effect: F(1, 368) = 10.36, p < .01; MHigh Warmth High Competence = 
3.91, MHigh Warmth Low Competence = 2.45, MLow Warmth High Competence = 2.08, MLow 

Warmth Low Competence = 1.38; other measures followed the same pattern).  
Next, participants were shown a description of a service failure 

in which participants ordered a product from the company, received 
a different product than the one ordered, and then wrote the firm to 
ask for a correction of the problem.  The scenario ended as the con-
sumer awaited the firm’s response.  Following this service failure, the 
importance and impact of warmth begins to fade. The only measure 
that warmth plays a larger role on than competence is stability, or 
the probability that a failure will occur again (interaction effect: F(1, 
364) = 8.18, p < .01; MHigh Warmth High Competence = 4.23, MHigh Warmth Low Com-

petence = 2.91, MLow Warmth Low Competence = 2.57, MNot Warm Not Competent = 2.10).  
This suggests that warmth judgments are dominant over competence 
judgments prior to service interactions. However, once customers 
have an experience with the company, the information from the event 
begins to upstage these perceptions of warmth, and competence be-
comes increasingly important. Nonetheless, companies that are high 
on warmth and competence still benefit on the key outcomes of word 
of mouth and purchase intentions compared to those who are not, 
which suggests that brand personality can buffer the impact of an 
initial service failure, but only for those that have both a warm and 
competent brand personality. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Through selection and presentation, gift givers communicate to 

the recipient about the strength and nature of the relationship (Ca-
plow 1982; Joy 2001) and ultimately reinforce or reformulate the 
social tie (Ruth, Otnes, and Brunel 1999). Most research examines 
gifts given from a giver to the recipient in a relatively usable, final 
form (see Sherry 1983). Yet a gift card is different; the recipient must 
take additional action to finish the gift and make it symbolically suc-
cessful. Despite pervasive use of gift cards in the marketplace, little 
research has looked at the role of the social relationship in card use. 

Imagine that John receives a bookstore gift card. Will he buy 
videogames, what he really wants, even though the giver clearly 
wants him to buy books? Would he re-gift it for his sister? What if 
the giver is his close friend, or someone rarely seen? Our research 
focuses on the different ways in which gift card recipients finish the 
gifting process and the social drivers of their actions. 

We hypothesize that gift recipients will be more affected by the 
intentions of the givers (communicated via visual cues on the gift 
card: card merchant, overall theme, giving occasion) when the giver 
and recipient are in a close relationship. When completing the gift, 
close (vs. distant) recipients will try harder to subtly ascertain and 
fulfill the giver’s intentions, at times overriding their own desires 
and making less economically rational decisions by spending more. 
Our theorization suggests that in the case of the gift card, relation-
ship reformulation does not fully occur on gift receipt (Sherry 1983); 
instead, the process is extended while recipients finish the gift physi-
cally and symbolically. 

In study 1, participants read a scenario about a girl receiving 
a bookstore gift card with a book picture on it from a close vs. dis-
tant giver. It indicated that the girl did not have time to read but she 
enjoyed music. Then participants described how she should spend 
the gift card. When it came from a distant giver, none of partici-
pants thought the recipient should buy books (vs. the intended gift). 
When it came from someone close, 14% indicated that she should 
buy books, even though it wasn’t what she wanted. Participants were 
more likely to use moral language as guiding their imperative for her 
to use the card on herself when it was from a close giver. 

In study 2, a 2 Relationship (Close vs. Distant) x 2 Store Theme 
on Gift Card (Generic Store/No Picture vs. Sports Store) design was 
used. Participants identified either a close friend or someone with 
whom they were not close who then ended up giving them a $75 gift 
card for Kleine’s, a new store. The gift card either displayed no pic-
ture or a sports theme. Participants were taken to Kleine’s store web-
site to choose among 9 products, 3 categories (sports, cameras, lug-
gage) x 3 three price levels (high, equal, low). For close givers, the 
sports themed card led to significantly higher preferences for sports 
goods; for distant givers, the card format did not affect the choice of 
sports goods. When the givers were close (vs. distant), more recipi-
ents spent above the value of the gift card out of pocket. 

In study 3, students were given a $50 Generic vs. Birthday 
Theme Target gift card by their “significant other” and told that they 
go the store to use the card. However, the jacket they wanted to buy 
is $57 at Target and available for $45 elsewhere. Participants were 
further informed that they also needed to purchase a grill for a friend. 
When the gift card had a birthday theme, participants were more like-
ly to pay the premium, purchasing themselves the jacket as a birthday 
gift. The non-birthday themed card almost doubled the number of 
recipients who chose not to fulfill their significant others’ intentions, 
using the gift card for someone else. 

In sum, over the course of three experiments, we revealed that 
implicitly recipients take on additional relational work to fulfill the 
giver’s intentions when they feel close to the giver. To do this, recipi-
ents use three visual cues to interpret the givers’ intentions for the gift 
cards’ use: store/merchant of the card, general theme, and gift occa-
sion.  Although some might claim that economically the gift card is 
only a vehicle for transferring funds, this study shows that in certain 
cases the card becomes infused with meaning and becomes a sym-
bolic vehicle. Yet only recipients who feel close to the giver feel a 
moral obligation to do additional relational work to ascertain and ful-
fill the givers wishes even when it is incongruent with the recipient’s 
own desires and is the less economically rational use of the funds.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Theory on consumer socialization has described the cognitive 

aspects of consumer formation (Roedder, 1999), coupled with exten-
sive measurement developments on family influence on individual 
decisions (Moschis, 1985, 1988; Commuri, Gentry, 2000; Thomp-
son, Laing, Mckee, 2007; Götze, Prange, Uhrovks, 2009). Neverthe-
less, less attention has been made to the social context to consumer 
formation (Ward, Klees and Wackman, 1990). Besides, the social-
ization field has been historically based on a positivistic perspec-
tive, which could benefit from contributions of an interpretative and 
cultural approach (Hirschman, 1986; Holbrook and O’Shaugnessy, 
1988; Arnould and Thompson, 2005; 2007) and from social sciences 
theory itself, as new form of lens to consumer socialization studies 
(Bourdieu, 1979; Rocha-Coutinho, 2006; Darmon, 2006; Foucault, 
1984; Dubar, 2009). 

This study aims to provide a social and cultural perspective to 
the theoretical domain of socialization of consumer (Ward, 1974; 
Moschis, 1985, 1988), through the use of interpretative tools to in-
vestigate beauty consumption in the Brazilian middle class. It seeks 
to understand beauty consumption itineraries among three genera-
tions from the same family – grandmother, mother and daughter. A 
both social and generational approach (Shah and Mittal, 1997; Ber-
taux, 1997; Alberti, 2005; Atkinson, 1998; Lins e Barros, 2006) was 
adopted to investigate family transmission dynamics, which consti-
tute rich laboratories to consumer socialization, within the chosen 
micro-social scale of a qualitative and interpretative research design 
(Desjeux, 2004; Cova and Cova, 2002). 

Different qualitative methods were considered to allow data 
triangulation and the emergence of natives’ point of view (Geertz, 
1979): in-depth life story interviews (McCracken, 1988; Bertaux, 
1997) combined with in-home observations (Rodhain, 2008; Alami; 
Desjeux; Garabuau-Moussaoui, 2009). Fifteen families were se-
lected by a professional recruiter, and 30 interviews were carried, 
totalizing a 6 hours minimum interview per family. For the third gen-
eration, children aged from 4 to 10, data was gathered in informal 
conversations, interview with adults and observation of their living 
space. Social-economic sample definition was inspired by the emer-
gence of a new Brazilian “middle class”, result of an uprising within 
the social pyramid. This new large group rapidly conquered its space 
in “cold” statistic studies, but remains largely unknown due to lack 
of research capable of describing its diversity. 

The family life stories enabled the identification of a socializa-
tion process from a social point of view. Based on Bourdieu’s social 
perspective on socialization, the analysis pointed out to four different 
construction moments of the beauty consumer: the development of 
taste, the rehearsal by mimicking, the consumption premiere and the 
adjustments phase.

In the development of taste, rules and judgment are incorpo-
rated to form consumers’ values, sense of taste and femininity. Even 
before girls can understand the meaning of daily care rituals, they 
begin to incorporate a silent group of values that will shape their 
appreciation of themselves and others. Manicure and hair treatments 
such as straitening (for the curly hair), for example, are internalized 
as basic practices and values for displayed femininity in adult life in 
Brazil.

The rehearsal by mimicking marks the beginning of concrete 
action, even if still in the form of childish games. Girls are often 
observed playing with makeup or giving themselves a “manicure”, 
from the frequent observation of their mothers and sisters. At this 
moment, they are not yet consumers, but they are playing as one. 

The consumption premiere moment is identified not only by the 
use of beauty products as a full consumer, but also by the emergence 
of shopping habits and new use occasions. This premiere may be 
prompted by events such as the 15th birthday (a still important tradi-
tion in Brazilian middle class), the first job, the beginning of going-
out with friends without parental supervision, and a first romantic 
relationship.

After a while, consumers get to know better their consumption 
needs as well as products, brands and services available. At this mo-
ment they enter the last stage, where adjustments are made to their 
childhood practices, and they start searching solutions, better suited 
for their grown-up needs. At this moment, the consumer seems to 
start his adult consumption phase, and the socialization process finds 
its end.

Particularly in Brazil, an important generational gap seems to 
indicate uneven family influence, according to different product cat-
egories. Life story of interviewed consumers shows a large distance 
between grandmothers and mother social roles. While the first ones 
were centered on the household and family activities, the next gen-
eration tries to make room for career and education. They get married 
later and have fewer children, on one side, and strike for gathering 
more educational degrees, on the other. This gap determines different 
forms of family influence in operation. While the older generation 
(grandmothers) relied more on maternal counseling for consumption 
decisions, the mothers’ generation combines both pairs and family 
as source of consumption guidance. Depending on the category ana-
lyzed, the family influence will be greater or diminished. The most 
striking example is the consumption of makeup products as means 
to build a more professional presentation. For this category, inter-
viewees indicated friends and colleagues as the main consumption 
reference. Nevertheless, for hair treatments, family is still the central 
unit of influence, determining patterns for volume control standards. 

Finally, in order to reduce risk in adopting unknown treatments 
that, for instance, may affect hair structure - such as the “progres-
sive brushing” – consumers adopt a strategy of triangulating opin-
ions from three particular influence groups: specialists (that provide 
technical expertise), the media (that guarantee the wide use of the 
treatment) and the family (that confirm the treatment adaptability 
to a particular kind of hair). These three sources are continuously 
confronted in a confirmatory cycle that tries to reduce the risk of 
adopting new hair solutions. This strategy has not been identified 
on previous research with upper class consumers in Brazil (Casotti, 
Suarez and Campos, 2008).

This paper aimed to contribute to consumer socialization re-
search, by offering a social and interpretative perspective. It proposes 
four stages for consumer socialization from a contextual and social 
standpoint. Additionally, it discusses specifics aspects of Brazilian 
middle class consumption, determined by generational changes and 
particular social network dynamics. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Consumer research has thus far been virtually taciturn about 

poor consumers in rural areas who have less access to, or interests in 
what has been normalized as mainstream lifestyles in urban, subur-
ban, or exurban areas. Bourdieu’s (1984) cultural and symbolic capi-
tal that embodies tastes (consumption practices) and configures the 
consumer’s ideological position has instead been the focus of various 
analyses of contemporary status consumption phenomena (Holt 1997; 
Ustuner and Holt 2010; Ustuner and Thompson 2012). Nonetheless, 
the economic capital, as a boundary condition of consumption, needs 
to be considered more essential rather than tangential when exploring 
marketplace performances by the poor (Bauman 2007). 

The current literature employing discourses about the intersec-
tion between consumption and social status explains that cultural 
capital operates as a determinant of lifestyle choices (Holt 1997), a 
basis for aesthetic and ideological claims (Holt 1998), a catalyst for 
socially stratified consumption (Ustuner and Holt 2010), and a req-
uisite for a smoother acculturation process (Ustuner and Holt 2007). 
The listed research, however, has not documented how consumers 
with low economic capital in a highly developed country carry on 
their identity projects and execute their ideological positioning in 
the immensely hierarchical field of consumption. Therefore, this re-
search aims to explicate the process in which relatively deprived con-
sumers build social capital, cultivate cultural capital, and potentially 
rearticulate the meaning of symbolic capital.

The interwoven and thus inseparable connections among social 
status, interpellation, and consumer identity have been illuminated 
(e.g., Kozinets 2008). However, the social aspect of the dynam-
ics does not necessarily address the plasticity of social constraints 
(i.e., habitus), made possible by individual consumers’ agentic en-
deavors (see Bourdieu1990a). While different kinds and degrees of 
capital constitute habitus, it is not totally predestined boundary of 
individual ideological positioning. Bourdieu is never a determinist 
(Bourdieu1990b). Nor are consumers. The sociocultural backdrop 
for an individual is also reflexively malleable insofar as one empow-
ers oneself as an ideologically autonomous agent, rather than inca-
pacitating him/herself based on the notion of habitus’ reproduction 
of itself (Calhoun et al. 1993; Henry 2005). Interpellation imposes 
personal and social identity (status) upon an individual and con-
comitantly sets limits that make individual desubjugation possible 
(Butler 1997, 2002). Social power relations, norms, dominant ide-
ologies, mainstream consumer culture, and episteme together create 
an arena wherein consumers can stylize themselves as agents at the 
limits of their socially interpellated being, as long as they espouse 
critical mode instead of obedient mode (cf. Foucault 2003). Criti-
cal resistance to what orthodox interpellation process inculcates is 
witnessed in the context of rural snowmobilers, especially when con-
sumers with low economic capital collectively governmentalize not 
only their identities, but what governmentalizes them as well.

In order to unpack the “critical interpellation” process embraced 
by rural snowmobilers, a snowmobilers’ club in the Upper Penin-
sula of Michigan was contacted for participatory observation and 
unstructured depth interviews. Twelve members participated in the 
interviews at their homes and outdoors as the weather permits. The 
interviews ranged from 45 minutes to 150 minutes, and observation 
was conducted as often as possible at such places as bars, gas sta-
tions, grocery stores, hotel lobbies, and other local shops that the 

snowmobilers frequented. The author also participated in road trips 
and rallies to different places. Fieldnotes, photographs, and videos 
were kept. Based upon the conventions of hermeneutic approach 
(Thompson, Pollio and Lacander 1994), the informants’ narratives 
and lived experiences were explicated, employing semiotic cluster-
ing method (Feldman 1995). 

Rural snowmobilers rearticulate the meaning of social stratifi-
cation of consumption and dismantle the relevant sociocultural fields 
in which players are expected to comply with the logic of “foreclo-
sure (subordination).” Six distinct thematic manifestations of rural 
snowmobilers’ ontological positions were identified, three of which 
contrast the other three with respect to ethics, social status, and ide-
ology (see Figure 1). Owing to the harsh conditions (cultural, eco-
nomic, and climatic) of rural life, snowmobilers subordinate their 
desires and aspirations as contemporary consumers to self-discipline 
and self-preservation. Simultaneously, the mirror images of such 
hardship, as postmodern lifestyles, and the subsequent pragmatic 
positioning of rural snowmobilers’ sociocultural statuses are also un-
covered as rearticulation and reconfiguration of their own styles of 
being, or emerging statuses. Such highly agentic repositioning and 
transformation of their personal and social identities take place in 
a collective setting, in which constant interactions with other snow-
mobilers enhance the camaraderie amongst them, as “narrowcasted” 
and “enclaved” social capital.

Ethical consumption practices facilitate snowmobilers’ inter-
pellation, as they subscribe to Nietzschean notion of indebtedness, 
which determines the degree of ethicality. Abnegation of extensive 
use of credit cards, excessive domestic wastes, gluttony, and materi-
alistic worldview in general is what stylizes their statuses as ethical 
consumers whom relatively affluent consumers seeking new statuses 
emulate and simulate. The reflexivity between their consumption 
practices and the newly developed lifestyles in mainstream consumer 
culture also creates an ideological niche where poor consumers find a 
new status that is both subsistent and stylish. 

A simple life is what rural snowmobilers collectively pursue, 
and it signifies environmental consciousness, human ecology, com-
munal harmony, and cultural preservation. The nuanced dissimilitude 
between their everyday practices and the movement of responsible 
consumption in the mainstream consumer culture caused by varied 
levels of economic capital is sublimated into a new source of cultural 
and symbolic capital. The bases for the novel type of cultural capital 
comprise habits, skills, and knowledge about thrifty living and self-
sustainability. By the same token, rural snowmobilers rewrite the 
prescribed recipe for symbolic capital, as they earn socio-politically 
high-ranked position of conscientious consumers. 

The reflexive interpellation process brought out in the context 
provides a platform for researchers to enunciate how poor rural con-
sumers maintain ontological security (Giddens 1991). The received 
view of inherited and institutionalized cultural and symbolic capital 
is not necessarily applicable to the context where upward sociocul-
tural mobility can be collectively achieved through agentic appro-
priation of highly stylized and politicized consumer movements. 
Avenues for future research extend to the theoretical and empirical 
junction between anti-consumption and conscientious consumption 
where both practices bestow unique ideological positions on con-
sumers. Perhaps poor conscientious consumers co-opt sociocultur-
ally distanced simulacra to glamorize their lifestyle.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
It is recommended that individuals exercise regularly (Haskell 

et al. 2007). However, today’s environment provides many apparent 
substitutes for physical activity. This research investigates whether 
and how fitness cues – both cues that are incidentally present in the 
environment and cues that are integral to food products (e.g., as part 
of the packaging) – affect food consumption volumes and whether 
the relationship is moderated by individual differences and product 
perceptions.

COnCEPTuAL FrAMEWOrk
We propose that both dietary restraint and the perception of food 

as ‘good’ or ‘bad’ impact the relationship between fitness cues and 
consumption. Dietary restraint refers to chronic eating patterns by in-
dividuals who are guided less by their internal feelings of hunger and 
more by external factors and a constant concern with weight control 
and dieting (Bublitz, Peracchio, and Block 2010). Restrained eaters 
often experience conflicts between the goal of eating enjoyment and 
the goal of weight management (Stroebe et al. 2008). Furthermore, 
restrained eaters tend to think heuristically about food and view food 
as either more (allowed) or less (forbidden) suitable for achieving 
long-term goals (Oakes and Slotterback 2005). If product categories 
are perceived as dietary-forbidden, both incidental and integral fit-
ness cues should inhibit restrained eaters’ tendency to approach tasty 
but unhealthy food and decrease consumption relative to when the 
concept of fitness is not salient (Anschutz, van Strien, and Engels 
2011; Fishbach and Shah 2006). 

In contrast, when product categories are perceived as dietary-
allowed, we expect the opposite effect. In this case, the compat-
ibility of eating with long-term health benefits reduces the conflict 
between eating enjoyment and weight management and may liber-
ate restrained eaters from pursuing their dieting goals (Fishbach and 
Dhar 2005). Therefore, both incidental and integral fitness cues are 
hypothesized to increase consumption for restrained eaters when the 
product category is dietary-allowed. 

Previous research has implicated a variety of mechanisms that 
may increase or decrease food consumption, including biased prod-
uct perceptions (calorie under- or over-estimation; Wansink and 
Chandon 2006) and biased self-perceptions (the extent to which con-
suming a food affects the perceived closeness to desired fitness or 
body weight; Geyskens et al. 2007). We examine which of these ac-
counts is most consistent with the effect of fitness cues on consump-
tion for restrained eaters.

EMPIrICAL STudIES And MATErIALS
We conducted four studies to test these hypotheses. Studies 1a 

and 1b assessed the consumption of dietary-forbidden (potato chips) 
and dietary-allowed (yogurt and granola) foods (both pre-tested, 150 
kcal per serving) in response to incidental fitness cues. Study 1a (n 
= 132) used a two-group design in which either fitness or neutral 
concepts were primed supraliminally via a scrambled sentence task. 
After the priming task, participants had a chance to sample a dietary-
forbidden food (potato chips) and their consumption was assessed 
unobtrusively. Dietary restrained eating was assessed via Herman 
and Polivy’s (1980) scale (α = .78). A moderated regression analysis 
with prime (neutral = 0, fitness = 1), mean-centered dietary restraint, 

their interaction, gender, BMI, perceived tastiness, and hunger as 
independent variables and the number of calories consumed as the 
dependent variable revealed the expected two-way interaction be-
tween prime and dietary restraint (b = –7.74, p < .05, model R2 = .15). 
There was no effect of the prime on consumption for unrestrained 
eaters, but restrained eaters consumed significantly less when they 
were primed with fitness (b = –7.60, p < .01).

Study 1b (n = 166) was similar in design to study 1a, except 
that the product category was dietary-allowed (yogurt and granola). 
As expected, there was a significant interaction between prime and 
dietary restraint (b = 5.83, p < .05, model R2 = .22). The fitness prime 
had no effect for unrestrained eaters, but restrained eaters consumed 
significantly more when they were primed with fitness (b = 4.57, p 
= .01).

Study 2 (n = 162) investigated the effect of integral fitness cues 
on consumption of dietary-allowed food (trail mix) using a two-
group design in which participants had a chance to sample (under the 
pretence of a taste test) either a Fitness Trail Mix or simply a Trail 
Mix. Consumption was measured unobtrusively, and dietary restraint 
was measured with Van Strien et al.’s (1986) scale (α = .91). As ex-
pected, there was a significant interaction between fitness cue and 
dietary restraint (b = 68.33, p < .05, model R2 = .19). The fitness cue 
had no effect on unrestrained eaters, but restrained eaters consumed 
significantly more trail mix when it was labeled Fitness Trail Mix 
(b = 85.90, p < .01).

Study 3 (n = 104) examined potential mediators of this effect. 
The design was similar to study 2, except that we asked participants 
to rate the perceived calorie content per serving (150 kcal, presented 
in bowls) and their perceived closeness to desired fitness and desired 
body weight (0 = far away, 100 = fully reached). The results of mod-
erated regression analyses showed that a fitness cue on the product 
did not have a differential effect on calorie estimates of restrained 
and unrestrained eaters (b = –1.98, p = .85, NS). However, the in-
teractions of dietary restraint with closeness to both desired fitness 
(b = 1.65, p < .05) and body weight (b = 2.54, p < .001) were sig-
nificant. Spotlight analyses showed that restrained eaters saw them-
selves as closer to their desired fitness and body weight in the Fitness 
Trail Mix condition.

COnTrIBuTIOnS
Our research shows that fitness cues primarily influence the 

amount of food consumed by restrained eaters, and that the direc-
tion of the effect depends on whether (isocaloric) food is perceived 
to be dietary-forbidden or dietary-allowed. Although liberation pro-
cesses in restrained eaters have previously been shown for diet- and 
health-related primes (Papies and Hamstra 2010) and for certain food 
attributes (e.g., ‘haloes’ associated with low-fat; Wansink and Chan-
don 2006), we demonstrate that they also occur in response to fitness 
cues. Despite the fact that the focal goal of becoming more fit is actu-
ally not fulfilled by eating food associated with fitness, consumption 
of dietary-permitted food increased for restrained consumers.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Bad things happen, even to good brands. Sometimes brands get 

involved in negative events that they could do little to avoid. Cars are 
crashed, knives used to kill, alcohol abused, and firms cannot always 
influence these events. In 2008, there were almost four million seri-
ous road accidents in Europe and North America combined (UNECE 
2011). Consumers are frequently exposed to these accidents in the 
media or on the road. Car accidents are negative events with some-
times tragic consequences, but they also have interesting branding 
implications. How does exposure to a car accident affect attitudes to 
the car brand?  

When the brand is little to blame for a negative outcome, con-
sumers tend to judge the brand lightly (Klein and Dawar 2004). Re-
search shows that consumers with strong brand commitment react 
less negatively when presented with negative information about the 
brand (Ahluwalia, Burnkrant, and Unnava 2000). Aaker, Fournier, 
and Brasel (2004) demonstrate that mistakes and transgressions have 
less negative impact for exciting brands than for sincere brands. This 
indicates a relationship between expectations based on brand person-
ality and how consumers respond to transgressions. 

Building on this, we hypothesize that match between the ac-
cident and brand associations (stereotypical accident) increase flu-
ency of the currently held brand associations and polarize attitudes. 
We base this on the availability-valence hypothesis (Kisielius and 
Sternthal 1986) which argues that judgments depend on the valence 
of information available in memory. If the accident’s characteris-
tics match consumers’ associations of the brand, the accident will 
increase fluency for those associations and lead to a valence polar-
ization of the existing brand attitudes (positive attitudes becoming 
more positive and negative attitudes becoming more negative). We 
use self-brand congruity as a proxy for the valence of the existing 
associative network available in memory. For consumers who feel 
congruency between their own self-image and the brand (self-brand 
congruity), a stereotypical accident confirms pre-existing brand as-
sociations and strengthens positive attitudes. For consumers who do 
not feel congruent with the brand, a stereotypical accident confirms 
existing negative associations and strengthens negative attitudes. 

Study 1 investigates how match/mismatch between the accident 
and brand associations influence consumers’ judgments. Undergrad-
uate students (n=103) participated in a 2 (stereotypical vs. non-ste-
reotypical accident) × self-brand congruity (measured) between-
subjects experiment. First, we measured participants’ attitude and 
self-brand congruity (Sirgy 1982) to BMW.  Next, respondents read 
a newspaper article about a BMW car crash. The article was similar 
for both conditions except from the description of how the accident 
happened. We manipulated the accident to be stereotypical (racing in 
high speed) or not stereotypical (crossing over into the wrong lane) 
of BMW. Pretests had confirmed that the speeding accident was sig-
nificantly more typical for BMW than the other accident (p = .03), 
but that they were equally serious (p = .4). Last, we measured percep-
tion of the accident and change in attitude to BMW.   

We conducted multiple regression with change in attitude to 
BMW after reading the newspaper article as a dependent measure, 
and experimental condition (not stereotypical accident=0, stereotypi-

cal accident=1), self-brand congruity (continuous variable), and their 
interaction as independent variables.

The results showed a negative effect of type of accident (β = 
-2.02, t = -3.26, p < .01), meaning that participants evaluated BMW 
more negatively after reading about the stereotypical accident (ver-
sus non-stereotypical), even though the two accidents are equally se-
rious. As expected, the interaction between type of accident and self-
brand congruity was significant (β = .51, t = 3.32, p < .02), also after 
controlling for pre-attitude to BMW. Investigation of the interaction 
confirmed the predicted significance and non-significance of slopes, 
as well as contrasts at low and high levels of self-brand congruity. 

The results confirm our hypothesis. Participants who do not feel 
congruent with the brand decrease their brand evaluation after learn-
ing about an accident that confirms their brand associations, while 
participants who feel congruent with the brand increase their evalua-
tion when an accident confirms their brand associations.

In study 2, we seek to replicate the findings by including a 
condition with a car brand that is not strongly associated with high 
speed and racing (Toyota), and to rule out the alternative explanation 
of “high speed” as a signal of high performance. To explain the re-
sults, high speed needs to be a positive performance signal for those 
feeling congruent with any car brand (whether or not the accident 
matches brand associations) and similarly negative for those who do 
not feel congruent.

Online respondents (n =287) participated in a 2 (high speed ac-
cident vs. wrong lane accident) × 2 (BMW vs. Toyota) × self-brand 
congruity (measured) design. The procedure was similar to study 1, 
except for the “Toyota-condition”.

We conducted multiple regression and the three-way interaction 
(brand, accident type, and self-brand congruity) yielded the expected 
result (β = .016, t = 2.01, p < .05). Separate analysis of the BMW 
condition and the Toyota condition also show the expected results, 
with a significant two-way interaction between accident type and 
self-brand congruity (β = .16, t = 2.90, p < .01) in the BMW condi-
tion and no interaction in the Toyota condition (β = .00, t = -.053, p 
=.96).

The results replicate the findings from study 1, and confirm that 
the effect is dependent on a match between the user accident and 
brand associations.

This research suggests that accident “stereotypicality” influence 
brand evaluations. Participants evaluate the brand more negatively 
after learning about an accident that matches brand associations than 
an accident that does not match brand associations. However, this ef-
fect interacts with participants’ felt self-brand congruity, suggesting 
that stereotypical accidents polarize brand evaluations. Those par-
ticipants who feel that the brand is “like them” increase their brand 
attitudes if the accident is stereotypical, whereas those participants 
who feel that the brand is not “like them”, decrease their attitude if 
the accident is stereotypical of the brand.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Social norms are an influential driver of consumers’ preferences 

in different domains of everyday life (Cialdini et al., 2006; Melnyk 
et al., 2009) and are extensively used in marketing campaigns. The 
influence of social norms may depend on the mood that consumers 
experience while being exposed to them (Bless et al., 1990), but also 
on the formulation of the social norm. Social norms can be formulat-
ed as descriptive or injunctive norms (Cialdini et al. 1990). Descrip-
tive norms describe the typical behavior of others, and set behavioral 
standards from which people may not want to deviate (Schultz et 
al. 2007). Injunctive norms prescribe a behavior, and refer to what 
people should do in a given situation. 

Despite a large body of research on social norms (see Goldstein 
& Cialdini, 2009) and on the role of mood in consumer behavior (see 
Gardner, 1985) little is known about the effect of mood on social 
norms’ influence. This paper argues and shows that each norm for-
mulation can be differently affected by mood due to mood-protection 
and the mood-repair mechanisms. That is, individuals are motivated 
to maintain the mood when they are already in positive mood, but 
engage in mood repair when they are in negative mood (Hirt & Mc-
Crea, 2000).

Importantly, because of these mechanisms, positive and nega-
tive moods can result in different effects on the amount of cognitive 
effort that people exert (Isen et al., 1985). When in positive mood, 
individuals avoid investing cognitive effort unless doing so promises 
to enhance their positive mood (Bohner et al., 1992; Wegener et al., 
1995), and they show more compliance with requests, compared to 
negative mood (Forgas, 1998). In contrast, when in negative mood 
mood-repair mechanism stimulates individuals to invest cognitive 
effort to find ways of improving their mood (Clore et al., 1994; Hirt 
& McCrea, 2000).

This difference in the amount of cognitive deliberation under 
positive and negative mood can lead to different perceptions of in-
junctive compared to descriptive social norms. Previous research has 
shown that injunctive norms have a smaller influence on the advo-
cated behavior, when consumers cognitively deliberate upon them 
(Melnyk et al., 2011). This is because injunctive norms by conveying 
an explicit and straightforward request can be perceived by consum-
ers as a limitation to their freedom and can therefore trigger them to 
counter-argue (Mann & Hill, 1984). In contrast, in positive mood 
the mood-protection mechanism should decrease the likelihood of 
thoughts against such a request (Batra & Stayman, 1990). Therefore 
we expect a higher responsiveness towards injunctive norms in posi-
tive mood compared to negative mood.

Hypothesis 1: Injunctive norms have a greater influence on at-
titudes, behavioral intentions and behavior un-
der positive than under negative mood.

For descriptive norms negative mood should not decreases their 
influence, because due to the mood-repair mechanism consumers are 
more likely to cognitively deliberate upon the messages (Clore et 
al., 1994), and this can increase the influence of descriptive norms 

(Melnyk et al., 2011). The mood-repair mechanism also simulates 
consumers to think about solutions to improve their mood. Descrip-
tive norms can present such a solution, by providing “social proof” 
of what is likely to be effective behavior (Cialdini, 2006; Reno et al., 
1993) and beneficial behavior (Schultz et al., 2007). Furthermore, 
Griskevicius et al. (2009) showed that a descriptive norm message 
with a social proof appeal (“most popular”), was persuasive when 
people experienced negative feelings (fear), but was counter persua-
sive when people experienced pleasant feelings (romantic desire). 
This can make descriptive norms more influential under negative 
than positive mood. 

Hypothesis 2: Descriptive norms have a greater influence on 
attitudes, behavioral intentions and behavior 
under negative than under positive mood.

These hypotheses are tested in two experiments.
Experiment 1 (N = 140) had a 2 (mood induction: negative vs. 

positive) × 3 (norm formulation: descriptive vs. injunctive vs. no 
norm) between subjects design. For mood manipulation, participants 
were asked to recall either a negative life event (negative mood con-
dition), or a positive life event (positive mood condition). Norm for-
mulation was manipulated by a short statement on the background of 
a neutral picture with chocolate: “Did you know that nowadays most 
WUR students buy fair trade chocolate?” (descriptive norm condi-
tion), “Did you know that nowadays most WUR students think you 
should buy fair trade chocolate?” (injunctive norm condition), and 
“Did you know that nowadays there is a possibility to buy fair trade 
chocolate in any supermarket?” (no norm condition). At the end of 
the experiment participants were offered an opportunity to make a 
donation to a well-known fair trade organization “Oxfam-Novib” 
from their monetary reward for participation. 

Experiment 2 (N = 160) examines the proposed underlying 
mechanism of cognitive deliberation by testing if preventing people 
from deliberating decreases the moderating effect of mood. It had 
a 2 (mood induction: negative vs. positive) × 2 (norm formulation: 
descriptive vs. injunctive) × 2 (cognitive load: high vs. low) between 
subjects design. The manipulations of mood and norm formulation 
were similar to Experiment 1. Cognitive load was manipulated by 
asking participants to either remember a 7-digit number (high cogni-
tive load) or a 1-digit number (low cognitive load).

Consistent with our expectation the results obtained from the 
two experiments show a fundamental difference between injunctive 
and descriptive norms. Injunctive norms lead to more positive atti-
tudes and intentions under positive (vs. negative) mood, whereas de-
scriptive norms lead to more positive attitudes and intentions under 
negative (vs. positive) mood. Furthermore, we show that this effect 
translates to actual (donations) behavior. Experiment 2 shows that 
the effect is due to cognitive deliberation, as the effects disappear 
when cognitive deliberation is hindered.

Our results indicate that social norms should be carefully cho-
sen, and used depending on the context in which the information 
supported by the norm is processed by the consumer. The study has 
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theoretical implications as well. Previously, negative mood was 
shown to decrease consumer’s evaluations of received information 
and persuasive messages (Miniard et al., 1992). This paper shows 
that mood not only changes the responsiveness of consumers to so-
cial norms for attitudes and intentions, but it does so differently for 
the two norm formulations. In particular, the negative effect of bad 
mood on responsiveness to persuasive information can be reversed 
by using descriptive norm formulations rather than injunctive norms.

This research contributes to our understanding of the influence 
of social norms on decision making by showing how mood affects 
the influence of descriptive compared to injunctive norm formula-
tions on consumers’ attitudes, purchase intentions, as well as on real 
behavior.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Pace-makers have been placed in the body for the last 50 years. 

Abilities enhancing micro-chips have been grafted into the human 
body for the last 15 years (Naam 2005; Warwick 2004). Despite 
these identity-problematizing developments (Williams 1997), extant 
consumer research on individuals’ engagement with active-technolo-
gy (stimuli-responsive technology like micro-processors, as opposed 
to inert Silicone implants) remains limited to contexts where such 
technology is external to the body. The current study seeks to correct 
this oversight by examining the lay discourses surrounding active-
technology embedded bodies. Specifically, we ask:

1. What are the discourses surrounding active-technology 
embedded human bodies?

2. When would such bodies be construed as threatening?
3. What discourses facilitate the acceptance of such bodies?

LITErATurE rEvIEW
Extant consumer research exploring consumers’ reactions to 

technology (Mick and Fournier 1998, Kozinets 2008) is rooted in 
contexts where active-technology is physically external to the body. 
The exceptions that discussed the Cyborg (an active-technology em-
bedded human), have used the term either as a metaphor (Giesler 
and Venkatesh 2005), or an image (Campbell, O’Driscoll and Saren 
2006), thus overlooking actually existing active-technology embed-
ded bodies. The “leaky” figure (Haraway 1991) of the Cyborg is an 
apt context for studying consumer interpretations about technology 
embedded bodies since, by dissolving several body-oriented bound-
aries (Haraway 1991), the Cyborg problematizes the West’s maxi-
mal privileging of the body (Johnston 2001). While cyber-theolo-
gians have hailed boundary-dissolving technologies as the route to 
humans’ technological salvation (Wertheim 1999; Haraway 1991), 
their assumption has been based on Futurists’ views, not on actual lay 
discourses. While the body in recent consumer studies has received 
a lot of attention (Hung and Labroo 2011; Labroo and Neilsen 2010; 
McFerran, Dahl, Fitzsimons and Morales 2010; Thompson and 
Hirschman 1995; Schouten 1991), the body embedded with technol-
ogy has remained under-researched. This paper seeks to examine lay 
discourses around active-technology embedded human body, here 
termed the Cyborg.

METHOdOLOGy
For the purpose of this study we conducted a netnographic in-

vestigation of an online discussion forum which was formed around 
a YouTube video documenting lived experiences of an active-tech-
nology embedded body. The naturally occurring discussion, generat-
ing 730 posts, extended across 3 years (2009-2012). Concomitant to 
our research questions, we adopted a discourse analytical approach 
to explore the dataset.

FIndInGS
The initial data explorations revealed a technological contin-

uum of acceptance where certain forms of technological enhance-
ments were desirable and approved of (e.g. pacemakers), whereas 
others (e.g. implanted chips enabling extra experiences and abilities) 
were approached as dangerous and threatening. We next investigated 
the reasons why technology was construed as threatening in the con-

text of an enhanced body. Our analysis unearthed the following three 
predominant discourses that framed threat as:

1) the ability of technology to take control over human be-
ings: The fear of humans giving up control of their thoughts, actions 
and feelings to the embedded artificial processor is palpable in the 
following representative excerpt:

“… Like that, we will eventually become biological masses 
who have everything done for them by machines. It sickens me to 
think there is a chance it becomes real.”

2) the ability to use technology to control other humans: The 
concept of the cyborg is feared as an elitist way of gaining control 
over “the masses”, as the following comment exemplifies:

“The only sector that matters in this issue is the rich elite... No 
technocrat or anything of the sort will be above the secret societies 
that remain in charge, and ill (sic) die with a weapon on hand before 
i (sic) let those new world order a******* ever get my mind and 
soul into their matrix of evil.”

3) the loss of human identity and selfhood: As underscored 
by the following comment, being a cyborg is equated with losing the 
essence of what it means to be human, and crucially, losing what one 
perceives as one’s self.:

“... the only thing i fear is ...before u know it the entire brain has 
been completely replaced with synthetic parts to “improve” man. it’s 
at that point u’d have comitted (sic) suicide (in a sense) because it 
is now a machine that has copies of your memories, mannerisms, 
and personality... but it’s not u anymore...”

Additionally, our data revealed the existence of three discourses 
which facilitated the acceptance of technologically enhanced bodies. 
They can be summarized as:

1) problematizing the natural: What is considered natural, in-
cluding earlier species, is positioned as something that has existential 
flaws, with the Cyborg conceived as the route to transcend extermi-
nation. For example:

“Ever heard of the Neanderthal? Take a guess why Homo Sapi-
ens won out in that evolutionary competition.(If you guessed better 
technology and willingness/ability to adapt you guessed right, a Sa-
piens for Sapiens sake is the Neanderthal of the future.)”

2) naturalizing the technology: An alternative discourse offers 
the Cyborg as an inevitable, part of the natural order of things, only 
faster, as is underscored by the following:

“Going cyborg is just like advancing naturally. The difference 
is that it is a million times faster .... I think it is inevitable and one 
day everybody will have some enchantments.”

3) sacralizing the cyborg: In response to “We shouldn´t play to 
be God.”, one of the responses was, “ Why not? We invented God in 
the image of what we aspired to be, so let’s become that image. :)”

COnTrIBuTIOn
The study sought to examine the lay discourses around con-

sumption of body-embedded active-technology. In doing so, it added 
to the growing literature on consumers’ engagement with active tech-
nology which has hitherto overlooked the phenomenon of technol-
ogy internal to the body and also to the research on consumer bodies 
which has neglected technology-enhanced body. The study revealed 
that contrary to cyber-theologians’ theorizations, lay interpretations 
of  active-technology embedded in the body  ranged from acceptance 
of certain active-technology that helps individuals function as hu-
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mans (for eg,the pacemaker) to utter rejection of  active-technology 
that enhances humans’ normal abilities (for eg, in the case of the 
cyborg). While a few deployed certain acceptance strategies, the 
majority’s rejection stemmed from fear and threat centred around a 
perceived loss of control across various domains.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Counterfeiting is a rampant worldwide phenomenon with sub-

stantial economic and societal consequences. Whereas macro level 
consequences have been extensively studied, customer-level conse-
quences of this phenomenon—the focus of this paper –are not well 
understood. Our research suggests that merely presenting products as 
counterfeits can contaminate them psychologically. Importantly, this 
can result in poorer perceptions and lower actual efficacy. Briefly, 
the notion is that counterfeiting is a moral offense, affecting percep-
tions & efficacy. This is because the moral offense causes a sense of 
moral disgust (Schnall et al.,2008), which like physical disgust fol-
lows sympathetic magic laws (Greene et al., 2001) of contagion and 
similarity (Frazer 1890/1959). Labeling a product as counterfeit can 
thus contaminate both that product and similar non-fake products. 
The results of three experiments support the predicted effect and its 
explanation. 

The goal of Experiment 1 was to study our ideas in the field. In 
this experiment, 61 experienced-golf players were presented with 2 
identical putters (a golf club used to hit the ball into the last hole) and 
were told that one of them was real and the other one a fake. They 
were then asked to determine, to the best of their ability, which putter 
was real and which a fake. Next, they were randomly placed in one 
of two experimental conditions: putt with the non-fake club first, or 
putt with the “fake” club first. Their goal in both conditions was to 
sink the ball in the hole, or get it as close as possible to the hole if 
they missed it. As predicted, participants played better with the non-
fake club than with the “fake” one. Specifically, participants playing 
with the non-fake club sunk the ball in the hole more than those who 
played with the “fake” club (14 times versus 7 times; t(59) = -5.89, p 
<.05), and brought it closer to the hole when failing to sink it (M=24 
versus M=32; t(59) = 2.58, p< .01).

In Experiment 2, 42 participants were presented with two differ-
ent Parker fountain pens, and were told that one of them was real and 
the other a fake. They were asked to use each pen to trace a line from 
the start of a maze to its end, trying to avoid touching the contours. 
After completing the task with both pens, participants were asked 
to evaluate each pen. As predicted, across different measures, pens 
were rated less favorably when they were said to be fake than when 
they were said to be non-fake. Specifically, compared to the non-fake 
pen participants rated the “fake” as significantly less comfortable, 
of lower quality, and as less appealing. Furthermore, results of the 
maze task, suggest that deleterious effects of believing that a prod-
uct is fake may not limited to participants’ reported evaluations, and 
also affect efficacy. Participants who completed the task using the 
“fake” pens performed significantly worse than those who used the 
non-fake pens, touching the lines of the maze more frequently. This 
effect was, in turn, was mediated by participants’ attitudes towards 
using the fake pen, per the procedure recommended by Zhao, Lynch, 
and Chen (2010). 

In experiment 3, we examined whether fake products negatively 
affect similar non-fake products. Eighty three participants were ran-
domly allocated to one of two conditions. In the first condition, par-
ticipants were presented with 2 different pairs of Chloe (a prestigious 
designer brand) sunglasses and were told that one of them was real 
and the other a fake. Participants then tried on the sunglasses, exam-

ined them, and compared them to another (third) pair of sunglasses 
that the experimenter presented. In the second condition participants 
followed same procedure except that they were told that both sun-
glasses were non-fake. Results show that participants who first saw a 
“fake” product rated the subsequent non-fake product lower than par-
ticipants who first saw a non-fake product. Specifically,  compared 
to participants who first had a non-fake pair of sunglasses, those who 
first  had the “fake pair” reported that they saw significantly less well 
with the non-fake sunglasses, and rated them significantly lower on 
comfort, perceived quality and liking. Note that the non-fake product 
being rated more poorly when it was tested after the “fake” product 
versus when it was tested after a non-fake one, conflicts with pre-
diction of an alternative account whereby differences in ratings are 
an artifact of participants’ tendency to compare the second pair of 
sunglasses to the first.

Altogether, this paper illustrates harmful effects that counter-
feiting can have from consumers’ perspective. We show that merely 
presenting a products as a counterfeit can hurt perceptions and even 
objective efficacy. Theoretically, this work adds to the emerging re-
search streams on psychological contamination, on marketing effects 
of disgust, and on placebo effects of marketing actions. Practically, 
our 

findings, suggest that counterfeiting may be more damaging 
than previously believed, due to effects we document, and in particu-
lar effects on non-fake versions of the product. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Research has found that denying ethical failures elicits more 

favorable attitudes than accepting them (Ferrin et al 2007) due to 
the differential inferences people draw from the failure (Reeder and 
Brewer 1979). An ethical failure is more diagnostic in judging moral 
character and hence likely to have greater informational value and 
impact on judgment. This suggests that the effect of accepting ethical 
failures is difficult to overcome. However, the literature on moral 
disengagement (White, Bandura and Bero 2009) provides insight 
into recovery strategies from ethical transgressions. We focus on two 
such alternatives that are often observed in a marketing context – ex-
ternal attribution and monetary compensation. 

Attributing a failure to outside sources is commonly adopted by 
firms (e.g. Ford/Firestone). External attribution shifts the culpability 
of the unethical act away from the firm. By attributing the failure to 
an outside party, firms can restrict the negative association of having 
committed an unethical act and consequently reduce the future likeli-
hood of repeating the act. In other words, the diagnostic value of the 
ethical failure for consumers is reduced. Thus, when the failure is 
attributed externally, consumers will have more favorable attitudes 
and intentions towards the firm, greater trust in the firm and be less 
likely to believe that the firm will make similar errors in the future, 
as compared to when the firm accepts the failure. Finally, there will 
be no differences in attitudes, intentions, future likelihood estimates 
or trust in the firm when the firm externally attributes the failure as 
compared to when the firm denies the failure. 

Monetary compensation, however, attempts to shift the focus 
away from the failure and its consequences to resolution of the fail-
ure.  Therefore, we expected to find that this response would improve 
consumer attitudes but would not improve intentions or reduce the 
future failure likelihood.

In real life, consumers often hold varying levels of trust in a 
company. We therefore also hypothesize that under conditions of low 
prior trust, there will be no differences in consumer responses to-
wards the firm between offering monetary compensation, accepting, 
externally attributing or denying the failure. 

STudy 1 (n = 154)
Design: 2 (prior trust: high versus low) x 3 (recovery: accept, 

deny, external attribution) between subjects study. The dependent 
measures included attitudes towards the firm, trust in the firm, likeli-
hood of future transgressions by the firm and behavioral intentions 
towards the firm (7-point scales).  

We found a significant interaction between prior trust and com-
pany responses on attitudes (F (1, 147) = 7.62, p < .01), intentions (F 
(1, 147) =10.3, p < .01, post-failure trust (F (1, 147) = 4.89, p < .01) 
and future likelihood of failure (F (1, 147) = 2.73, p = .06). Planned 
contrasts revealed that when trust was high, externally attributing the 
failure led to results that were no different from denying the failure 
(p’s > .1). However, when trust was low, externally attributing the 
failure did not improve any of the dependent measures as compared 
to accepting the failure. 

In addition, a mediation analysis revealed that the response sig-
nificantly predicted post-failure trust in the company (F (1, 71) = 
7.14, p < .01) and likelihood of future failures (F (1, 71) = 6.97), p 
< .01); the likelihood of future failures significantly predicted post-

recovery trust in the company (β = .68, p < .05), and when both the 
type of response and likelihood of future failures were included as 
predictors of post-recovery trust, only likelihood of future failures 
remained a significant predictor (F (1, 70) = 19.85, p < .01) and the 
type of response was non-significant (F (1, 70) = 2.33, p > .1). Thus, 
external attribution reduces the diagnosticity of the ethical failure 
and thereby improves consumer perceptions of the firm. 

STudy 2 (n = 147)
In study 2, we varied the failure context (environmental dam-

age) and conducted a 2 (prior trust: high versus low) x 3 (response: 
accept, deny, external attribution) between subjects study. We repli-
cated the findings from study 1 and found a significant interaction 
between prior trust and type of response on consumer attitudes (F 
(2, 140) = 3.57, p < .05) and post-recovery trust (F (2, 140) = 3.49, 
p < .05). Under high trust, external attribution elicited responses that 
were no different as compared to denying the failure (p’s > .1) but 
were significantly higher than when the failure was accepted (p’s < 
.05) but under low trust, external attribution elicited results that were 
no different from accepting the failure.  

STudy 3 (n = 200) 
Design: 2 (prior trust: low versus high) x 4 (responses to failure: 

accept, deny, monetary compensation, external attribution) between 
subjects study. We used the same scenario and dependent measures 
used in study 1. 

We found the expected interaction between prior trust and com-
pany responses on attitudes towards the firm (F (3, 192) = 3.0, p < 
.05), intentions towards the firm (F (3, 192) = 4.39, p < .05) and post-
failure trust in the firm (F (3, 192) = 2.29, p = .07). We replicated 
the pattern of results for external attribution that was found in study 
1.  Thus, external attribution improved attitudes and intentions and 
lowered future likelihood of failure when trust was high. 

When prior trust was high, monetary compensation improved 
attitudes, but not intentions, trust or future failure likelihood, as com-
pared to accepting the failure. Thus, externally attributing the failure 
was better than offering monetary compensation in terms of future 
intentions and diagnosticity. Also as predicted, there were no dif-
ferences between any of the four conditions on attitudes, intentions, 
post-failure trust in the firm or the likelihood of future failures when 
prior trust in the firm was low (all p’s > .1). Thus, any response to 
an ethical failure appears to require a modicum of trust in the firm in 
order to be successful. 

COnTrIBuTIOn
 While prior research has shown that denying ethical failures is 

the only option to retain favorable consumer attitudes and intentions, 
we identify exceptions to this finding. We show that external attribu-
tion reduces the perceived diagnosticity of ethical failures, leading to 
more favorable attitudes/intentions towards the firm while monetary 
compensation can improve attitudes, but not future intentions. We 
also identify an important moderator to these effects – prior trust in 
the company. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Research increasingly suggests that cultural differences may ac-

count for variation in cross-cultural consumer reactions to several phe-
nomena of interest to marketing scholars and practitioners, including 
consumer expectations, evaluations and reactions to service (Zhang, 
Beatty and Walsh 2008), or attitudes to consumerism in general (Tse, 
Belk and Zhou 1989). Despite the growing interest – focusing main-
ly on consumers’ behaviors – relatively little research has examined 
cross-cultural differences or similarities in pre-behavioral processes 
such as perception and cognition – with little attempt aiming at ex-
plaining, synthesizing and extending existing evidence, especially in 
the light of the latest developments. Given the central role played by 
perception and cognition in subjective human experience and eventual 
behavior (Varela, Thompson, and Rosch 1999), studying cross-cultural 
differences in pre-behavioral domains is important in order to ulti-
mately understand differences in cross-cultural consumer behaviors. 

LITErATurE rEvIEW And COnCEPTuAL 
FrAMEWOrk

Drawing upon the literature on cross-cultural, social, and cogni-
tive psychology, as well as neuroscience, we offer a review of the role 
played by cultural environments and stimuli in shaping individual 
perception and processing of information (i.e. cultural conditioning 
effects). The idea of culturally-conditioned behavior emerges from 
recent developments in several cross-cultural disciplinary fields. 
Culture, acting as a “lens”, affects the basic sensory perceptions 
and modes of information processing by providing to humans sets 
of values, life expectations, modes of living, and codes of conduct 
(Markus and Kitayama 1991) through which people experience the 
world around them. Although perceptions and cognitions are mainly 

dependent on sensory inputs, they also involve a variety of top-down 
processes that are automatically recruited from cultural artifacts to 
actively construct a conscious percept from the input (Kitayama, 
Duffy, Kawamura, and Larsen 2003). Hence, basic exogenous sen-
sory inputs (colours, sounds or other stimuli) cannot fully account 
for the emerging percept: they are modified by factors endogenous to 
the perceiver such as cultural expectations, values, or needs (Bruner 
1957). However similarities also exist: for example the meaning of 
certain percepts (like the degree of symmetry of a human face) is 
universal across cultures. 

We incorporate in our review – as a guiding conceptual frame-
work – two recent trends reflecting a fast moving field. Firstly, we 
highlight new findings in the relationship between culture and self-
construal (Markus and Kitayama 1991), a culturally-shaped individ-
ual difference variable in terms of independent and interdependent 
self-perception, which appears to be a key conveyor of cross-cultural 
values on individual perceptions, cognitions, and behaviors (Kas-
tanakis and Balabanis 2011). Secondly, we introduce recent research 
evidence (Nisbett and Masuda 2003) suggesting that the physical en-
vironment and other culture-specific stimuli such as language (e.g. 
alphabetic vs. ideographic/phonetic languages) can – in conjunction 
with processes of cultural learning – affect both information percep-
tion and processing, as a result of brain plasticity. 

Our review (key highlights in Table 1) uncovers cross-cultural 
differences in terms of sensory, environment/aesthetic, and percep-
tion of emotions. We also find differences in self- and group/other-
perception. In addition, we find a number of cognitive differences in 
information processing, categorization, memory, and the processing 
of persuasion messages; as well as in decision-making, self-esteem, 
attributions and perspective-taking.

Table 1
Culturally-conditioned perceptual & cognitive orientation(s): Individualistic/Independent vs. Collectivist/Interdependent

Individualistic/independent 
orientation

Collectivist/interdependent 
orientation

Perception

Self-perception Autonomous, detached, differentiated Inseparable, connected, non-
differentiated

Perception of others/groups Group exists to serve individual needs Individuals exist to serve group needs

Perception of emotions Individual-orientation, de-
contextualized, non-relational

Group-orientation, contextual, 
relational

Perception of the environment and 
aesthetic preferences Analytical, focal Holistic, contextual

Sensory perception Several differences between the two 
orientations across sensory channels

Cognition

Perspective-taking Low perspective-taking ability, 
egocentric errors, insider perspective

High perspective-taking ability, less 
egocentric errors, outsider perspective

Attributions & causal judgments Tendency for dispositional attributions Tendency for situational, contextual 
attributions

Self-esteem High need for self-enhancement Low need for self-enhancement
Information processing Field-independent, focal, analytical Field-dependent, contextual, holistic
Categorization Rule-based, categorical Relational
Memory Self-related memories Other-related, relational memories

Processing of persuasion messages and 
decision-making

Central-orientation (content of 
message), uncomfortable with 
contradictory information

Peripheral-orientation (how is the 
message delivered), comfortable with 
contradictory information
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We encounter a series of striking findings that, taken together, 
consistently point towards two distinctive perceptual/cognitive ori-
entations. We, therefore, suggest that there are two types of culture-
dependent (or “culturally-conditioned”, in accordance with existing 
terminology) perceptual and cognitive orientations which we define 
as the overall, culture-specific, processes by which sensations are se-
lected, organized and interpreted (culturally-conditioned perceptual 
orientation); as well as the overall, culture-specific, mental process-
es involved in gaining knowledge and comprehension – including 
thinking, knowing, remembering, judging and problem-solving (cul-
turally-conditioned cognitive orientation). These are the “individual-
istic/independent”, mostly encountered in the Western world; and the 
“collectivist/interdependent”, mostly in the East (however, we also 
include studies on non-Asian collectivist cultures, such as Africa). 

IMPLICATIOnS And dIrECTIOnS FOr 
COnSuMEr rESEArCH

As global consumer psychology research is in its infancy 
(Shavitt, Lee, and Johnson, 2008), we propose an agenda for future 
research along the lines of this review. We need to explore in more 
depth the propositions that natural environments (Nisbett and Masu-
da 2003) and language (Ji, Zhang, and Nisbett 2004; Ross, Xun, and 
Wilson 2002) are cultural factors that directly affect human percep-
tion and cognition. Nisbett and Masuda (2003) suggest that environ-
ments influence perception; and, more convincingly in our opinion, 
the resulting perceptual preferences prompt people to (re-) produce 
different environments. For example, because Asians tend to focus 
broadly on the field and attend to a large number of elements, they 
seem to (re-) construct environments with a large number of ele-
ments; Westerners focus, more narrowly, on a smaller number of ele-
ments and seem to prefer (and build) environments with a smaller 
number of elements. Hence, research could examine the relationship 
between different retailing environments and perceptual preferences. 
In addition, there is evidence that language can trigger a culture-
bound view of the self and that East-Asian and Western identities 
may be stored in knowledge structures activated by their associated 
language (Ji et al. 2004; Ross et al. 2002). Research could explore 
related questions, such as how this phenomenon could affect the cul-
tural consumer identities of multilingual new generations. 

Another promising avenue for research opens from recent 
developments in neuroscience – suggesting cross-cultural differ-
ences in terms of neural correlates of various consumption-related 
mechanisms (Ames and Fiske 2010). For example, Gutchess, Welsh, 
Boduroĝlu, and Park (2006) found that, when looking at pictures, 
Americans used more regions of the brain typically involved in the 
processing of objects, compared with Chinese. Other cross-cultural 
neural differences in information processing and perception, that in-
vite interesting questions, include the taste of branded vs. non-brand-
ed products (McClure, Li, Tomlin, Cypert, Montague, and Montague 
2004) and perception of colors (Davidoff 2001). 

Overall, despite the youngness of the field of cross-cultural 
neuroscience, recent findings appear promising and need better in-
tegration in the consumer psychology literature. In this review we 
show how consumer research can benefit from embracing innova-

tive approaches in viewing the world and appreciating the diversity 
offered by multiple perspectives originating outside the mainstream 
consumer psychology domains.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Pursuit of a certain goal (i.e., managing weight) is often chal-

lenged by the presence of alternative goals (i.e., enjoying a tasty 
chocolate cake). How individuals solve this goal conflict and manage 
multiple goals has been an important topic of self-regulation (Em-
mons King & Sheldon 1993; Shah 2005). 

Because multiple goals compete for one’s available resources, 
the classic approach to resolving goal conflict usually involves a 
tradeoff. An individual has to exercise a goal choice through (1) goal 
prioritization: focusing on more important goals and temporarily 
withdrawing alternative goals (Shah 2005; Simon 1967) or (2) goal 
shielding: cognitively inhibiting alternative goals that compete for 
one’s resources (Kuhl 1984; Shah Friedman & Kruglanski 2002). 
Recently, Kopetz et al. (2010) propose an alternative solution to goal 
conflict, quest for multifinal means which afford simultaneous pur-
suit of several goals. For example, one can attain the goals of main-
taining slim figure and food enjoyment at the same time by choosing 
tasty, low-calorie foods. They further argue that a quest for multifinal 
means should be preferred over the goal-choice approach because 
individuals intend to maximize the return on their investment.

The current research proposes that the approach to goal conflict 
resolution differs depending on one’s mindset. Construal level theory 
posits that individuals can represent an object at different levels of 
abstraction, where abstract mental representations are schematic and 
extracting the gist from available information and concrete represen-
tations are relatively unstructured and including contextual features 
(Liberman Trope & Wakslak 2007). It has been shown that abstract 
(vs. concrete) construal enhances searching for similarities (vs. dis-
similarities) of given stimuli (Förster 2009). Building on construal 
level theory, we argue that concrete thinkers, adopting an exclusion-
ary approach, will use a goal-choice strategy. They will shield the fo-
cal goal from alternative goals (Hypothesis1) or prioritize their goals 
(Hypothesis2) when a focal goal is highlighted. However, abstract 
thinkers, adopting an integrative approach, will search for multifinal 
means when facing goal conflicts (Hypothesis3). Three studies were 
conducted to examine these hypotheses. 

Study1, to examine Hypothesis1, used a 2 (mindset: abstract 
vs. concrete)×2 (goal commitment: strong vs. weak) between-par-
ticipants design. Participants first performed a mindset manipulation 
task, either comparing a traditional camera with a digital camera 
or comparing two digital cameras (Malkoc Zauberman & Bettman 
2010). They then listed a personality characteristic which they had 
a slight (vs. strong) desire to attain. After that, they listed other per-
sonality characteristics that you were also trying to attain in addi-
tion to the one previously listed. We measured the extent of goal 
shielding by counting the number of alternative personality charac-
teristics listed. Results showed a significant mindset-goal commit-
ment interaction (F(1, 147)=6.76; p=.01). Specifically, participants 
with concrete mindset listed fewer alternative characteristics when 
the focal goal commitment was strong (Mstrong=2.86 vs. Mweak=4.9); 
however, participants with abstract mindset listed similar numbers of 
alternative characteristics regardless of goal commitment (Mstrong=4.7 
vs. Mweak=4). 

Study2, testing Hypothesis2, measured perceived importance of 
alternative goals after the introduction of a focal goal. We recruited 

participants who had not had lunch and had intention to have lunch 
later that day. We enhanced focal goal (having lunch) importance 
by using a fictitious scientific report discussing the importance of 
lunch. After that, participants were asked to list three activities they 
had planned for the rest of that day. Then, they completed the same 
mindset manipulation task in Study 1. Finally, they rated the im-
portance of having lunch and each of the three planned activities. 
Regardless of the mindset manipulation, participants listed similar 
activities, such as “doing homework,” “going to class,” and “exer-
cising.” Also, participants perceived having lunch equally important 
across conditions (Mabstract=5.31, Mconcrete=4.47, p=.1). More impor-
tantly, abstract thinkers perceived the first and the second alterna-
tive goals (M1st-alternative=6.69, M2nd-alternative=6.63) more important than 
concrete thinkers did (M1st-alternative=5.07, M2nd-alternative=5.67) (p’s<.05), 
suggesting that concrete thinkers tended to prioritize goals. Study1 
and 2 provide supporting evidence for the goal-choice behavior of 
concrete thinkers. 

To test Hypothesis3, Study3 used a 2 (mindset: abstract vs. 
concrete)×2 (focal goal importance: high vs. control) between-par-
ticipants design. We first activated two eating goals, food enjoyment 
and weight control, by asking participants to what extent they chose 
foods based on their taste or caloric content. Then, we manipulat-
ed the importance of a focal goal (food enjoyment) by asking par-
ticipants to list either three advantages and three disadvantages of 
choosing tasty foods (high focal goal importance) or three advantage 
of choosing tasty foods and three advantages of choosing low-caloric 
foods (control condition where both goals are equally important). Af-
ter that, participants performed the same mindset manipulation task 
as Studies1&2. Finally, participants were asked to list the foods they 
desired to have for dinner that day. We followed a similar procedure 
used by Kopetz et al. (2010) to compute two separate scores for each 
participant, representing the instrumentality of their listed foods to 
the goal of food enjoyment and weight control, respectively. A sig-
nificant two-way interaction (F(1, 123)=4.9, p<.03) demonstrated 
that the expansion effect of goal importance on mean set size found 
in previous research (Kopetz et al. 2010) mainly occurred in con-
crete mindset, but not in abstract mindset condition. Concrete think-
ers listed more foods in the condition of high focal goal importance 
(Mhighimportance=5.06) than in the control condition (Mcontrol=3.69); while 
abstract thinkers listed similar numbers of foods (Mhighimportance=4.27 
vs. Mcontrol=5.32, n.s.).  Further examining the instrumentality of food 
items listed by abstract versus concrete thinkers in the control condi-
tion, we found that the foods listed by abstract thinkers were equally 
instrumental to both goals (evidence of a quest for multifinal means); 
whereas, concrete thinkers listed food items which were more in-
strumental to the food enjoyment goal (evidence of goal shielding). 

The current research has both theoretical and managerial con-
tributions. First, it contributes to the goal conflict literature by iden-
tifying mindset abstraction as a key moderator. Second, it implies 
that mindset abstraction matters if marketers want consumers to see 
the benefits of a hybrid product, a product satisfying multiple goals. 
Marketers can better communicate multiple benefits of their products 
using abstract mindset framing. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Compliments are conducive to social interactions and commu-

nications. Little research has been done to examine the psychologi-
cal underpinnings of the observed cultural differences in response to 
social and brand compliments. Even more scarce attention has been 
given to extend research on compliments to study the impact of brand 
compliments on consumers’ evaluations and preferences of the focal 
brand as well as subsequent product evaluation. Our work set out to 
study cultural difference in compliment appreciation (Study 1) and 
further investigate its implications in brand usage contexts (Study 
2 and 3). In these three studies, we use self-construal as a proxy to 
cultural differences in the interdependent and independent culture. In 
the last two studies, we recruited participants from Asia and North 
America and studied the cultural difference in the brand attachment 
associated with brand compliment and in effect of compliment on the 
subsequent product evaluation. 

Self construals are often used as a proxy to uncover cultural 
differences: how individuals classify or perceive themselves accord-
ing to the constituted cultural values they follow (Singles & Brown, 
2001). In North American culture, the normative imperative is to be-
come independent from others and to determine and convey one’s 
unique attributes (Markus & Kitayama, 1991). However, Asians cul-
tures have interdependent self-concepts stressing on connectedness 
between themselves and others (Morris & Peng, 1994; Hong et al., 
2000). 

North Americans, who typically have independent self-constru-
als, are likely to view social compliments as a matter of personal 
choice, indicative of compliment givers’ genuine liking of self, there-
fore, are more likely to appreciate social compliments. Individuals 
with interdependent self construals view compliment givers as more 
likely to have ulterior motives (Park, 1998). Therefore we propose 
that individuals with independent self construals are more likely to 
appreciate social compliments than those with interdependent self 
construals. We further propose that brand status moderates the rela-
tionship of self construal and compliment appreciation. Interdepen-
dent individuals will feel less appreciative than self interdependent 
individuals when receiving a compliment about their usage of a low 
status brand (Study 2). 

We further attempt to study how culture specifies the effect of 
compliments on high status brand usage. Research on status and 
power (Galinsky, Gruenfeld, and Magee 2003, Rucker, Galinsky, 
and Dubois 2011) suggest that these extrinsic cues can affect con-
sumers’ motivations of brand and product usage. We argue that the 
Interdependents (vs. independents) are more sensitive to brand status 
as it signifies the perceived popularity of the brand among others in 
the social group. Therefore, compliment of a high status brand usage 
makes the interdependent (vs. independents) appreciate the brand 
more (Study 3 and 4). However, we argue that for the interdependent 
(vs. independents),  this brand attachment is driven by other-focused 
brand perceptions such as perceived popularity of the brand among 
one’s social group, instead of ego-centric brand perceptions such as 
the fit between brand and self image (Study 4). And lastly, we pro-
pose that once complimented by the usage of high status brand, the 

need for seeking status and approval is satiated (Galak, Redden and 
Kruger 2009), Asians (the Interdependents) are less likely to seek so-
cial approval and more likely to make norm-inconsistent evaluations 
and favour products with less dominant status (Study 5). 

Study 1 examined the impact of self construal on social compli-
ment appreciation. Participants were asked to read a scenario where 
their product usage is compliment “I like your sweater.” Then they 
filled out a survey measuring their appreciation of the compliment 
with 2  items (appreciation & grateful α = .73), and their cultural 
orientations with 24 items self-construal scale (Singelis, 1994), self-
independent 12 items (α = .76) and self-interdependent 12 items (α 
= .79). We eliminated participants who score higher (lower) than the 
average score on both independents and interdependent scale. This 
procedure enabled us to use data from 79 participants, 41 indepen-
dent, 38 interdependent. ANOVA test confirmed our expectation that 
the interdependent were less likely than the independents to feel ap-
preciative of a social compliment appreciated when receiving a com-
pliment (F = 2.915, p = .09).  

Study 2 examined the moderator effect of brand status in the 
relationship between self construal and on compliment appreciation. 
Self construal was constructed similarly as in Study 1. Brand status 
was manipulated via varying a scenario where compliment was made 
about Gucci, high status (vs. Joe, low status) sunglasses (manipula-
tion successful). As expected, ANOVA test on appreciation yielded 
only the significant interaction effect of brand status and self con-
strual (F=5.85, p<.05), suggesting the interdependents (vs. indepen-
dents) appreciated compliments on high status brand; the pattern was 
reversed when brand status was low.

Study 3 adopted the same design as in Study 2 but shifted gear 
towards examining participants’ attachment with the brand (7-point 
scales such as feeling connected, loyal and attached, alpha=.89). 
Regression analysis with brand attachment as dependent variable 
yielded a significant effect of brand status (b=4.22, t=1.98, p<.05), 
significant effect of self construal (b=1.40, t=2.13, p<.05) and a sig-
nificant but negative interaction (b=-.88, t=-1.95, p<.05). To uncov-
er the interaction pattern, we dichotomized self construal and ran 
an ANOVA test, yielding a significant interaction effect (F=3.23, 
p<.05). As expected, the Interdependents (vs. independents) were 
more bonded with the brand when status was high, whereas the re-
verse was true for low status brand. 

Study 4 intended to replicate findings in Study 3 with cul-
ture as the independent variable. We focused on high status brand 
(perception of Gucci is consistent across culture, mean of prestige 
in Asia=5.79 vs. in North America=5.77 out of 7 point scale, t<1). 
Study 4 found that when complimented on a high status brand usage, 
Asians feel more indebted to brand compliments (F=8.51, p<.001) 
and bonded with the brand more than North Americans (F=7.69, 
p<.01) as Asians would be more likely to perceive that high status 
brand is favoured by others in their social group than North Amer-
icans (F=3.68, p<.05). On the other hand, North Americans were 
more likely to attribute compliments of brand usage to ego-centric 
reasons such as brand and self image fit (F=6.87, p<.01) and tended 
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to think users of high status brand were more materialistic (F=13.21, 
p<.001), explaining their low endorsement of the high status brand.

Study 5 examined the impact of compliment of high status 
brand usage on motivations and subsequent product evaluation. We 
found that when given the brand compliments, compared to North 
Americans, Asians tended to be less likely to seek for social ap-
proval (mean=3.46 vs. 3.86, F=3.62, p<.05), less likely to view high 
status brand users to be materialistic (mean=3.79 vs. 4.57, F=15.66, 
p<.001). Satiation of status via brand compliments made Asians 
favour minority-status painting (liked by fewer people), a prefer-
ence-reversal given that the Interdependents focus on group har-
mony and endorse less unique options (Markus and Kitayama 1991). 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Over the past decade, Korean popular culture (KPC hereafter) 

has increasingly gained enormous recognition in East and Southeast 
Asian countries, and the popularity currently extends to the Middle 
East, former Soviet Union countries in Central Asia, and even Eu-
ropean countries. Previously dominated by American and Japanese 
popular cultures, Asian popular culture is currently transforming it-
self into a “neo-cultural imperialism” mode. 

Popular culture has been one of the topics in consumer culture 
theory for its function as a transmitter of marketplace ideologies 
(Belk and Pollay 1985; Hirschman 1988, 1990), an indispensible 
element of local identity construction (Kjeldgaard and Askegaard 
2006), and a portrayal of hegemonic brand culture (Thompson and 
Arsel 2004).  However, it is rarely studied in its entirety, as a sym-
bolic and ideological product that one cannot simply reject, and its 
globalization process has been understudied. 

In recognition of popular culture’s theoretical significance as a 
key driver of current consumer culture in Asia, this study will delve 
into two main research questions: 1) What are the cultural connota-
tions of KPC, as opposed to American or Japanese popular culture, 
for Asian consumers with respect to their identity, lifestyle, and ide-
ology? In other words, why do Asian consumers superannuate the 
almost “orthodox” representation of today’s culture (American pop 
culture) and choose to fetishize a new ideology? 2) How is the glo-
balization process of KPC discernible from that of hitherto predomi-
nant popular cultures?

One particular characteristic of cultural pluralism in popular 
culture is that it necessitates multi-directional, rather than top-town, 
or unidirectional movement of cultural elements among several cul-
tures (Appadurai 1990). As a result, cultural hybridization is intensi-
fied by the perpetual tension between acceptance and resistance, as 
well as amid the “triumphantly universal and resiliently particular” 
(Appadurai 1990, p. 308). That is, the hybridized cultural products 
undergo a serious, long-term ideological process, which might be 
seen as a series of fads and trends (Figure 1). KPC’s globalization is 
in accordance with Lévi-Strauss’ (1963) understanding of the mytho-
logical structure of paradoxical resolution of binary oppositions.

Postassimilationist discourse contests the idea that the accul-
turation process is linear, easily traceable, and mostly characteriz-
able (Askegaard et al., 2005; Oswald 1999; Peñaloza 1994). KPC’s 
cultural outlook resonates with postassimilationists’ standpoint as it 
facilitates heterogeneous, nondeterministic, and liberatory cultural 
enterprise among consumers of the new acculturation agent (Iwa-
buchi 2001; Ryoo 2005). The unique patterns and characteristics 
of KPC engender third space as the term BhaBha (1994) used to 
describe the challenge of explicating a new phenomenon in which 
alternatives or an indigenous mixture of discourses epitomize and 
texturize the hybridity. 

A netnographic study combined with critical discourse analysis is 
conducted due to the unique discursive and reflexive ground of KPC 
that absorbs counteracting perspectives and manifests in harmony 
with the particular cultural landscape. One of the most popular Korean 
TV dramas, Dae Jang Geum (DJG), is chosen in the context of Hong 
Kong. Newspaper articles (417) were collected from Hong Kong and 
Mainland China between 2004 and 2005. From the articles, three 
characteristics of each report were identified: executional style, main 
theme, and sociocultural influence. Concurrently, textual data from 

six websites based in Hong Kong, including fan forums, discussion 
boards, and the main actress’ fan-site, were collected from the same 
period of time. This attempt is to trace the relationship between discur-
sive movements observed in newspapers and the grassroots practices. 

The glocalization of KPC in Hong Kong underwent a cycli-
cal formation process, in which the discursive drives of newspaper 
articles triggered tensions and development of particular social dis-
courses. The first discursive phase detailed a taste-based class dis-
course among Hong Kong audiences, consistent with the main theme 
of the drama that depicts some elements of social stratification. In 
the second discursive stage (late 2004), changes in the newspaper 
discourses activated public sensibility of ethnic identity as a crucial 
discursive aspect of glocalization. In the following period (early 
2005), a more pertinent discourse to postassimilationists’ critique 
was galvanized. As fans of DJG started to fantasize about the char-
acters and the story line on the websites due to the drama’s novelty 
and cultural kinship, discussions of its positive and negative implica-
tions also took place. The last phase (late 2005) of the glocalization 
process of KPC in Hong Kong can be portrayed as a reflexive and yet 
transient ideology (zeitgeist). KPC was normalized and instilled in 
everyday life of Hong Kong consumers because the newspapers be-
gun featuring interviews of the celebrities about their personal lives 
and heralded normal activities (e.g., cooking, shopping, and night 
life in Korea) practiced in Korea, as though the culture needed not be 
kept exotic any longer and became a part of daily life in Hong Kong. 
In each phase, observed tensions among consumers were resolved as 
the newspaper discourses redirected the public attention to a new dis-
course. However, concurrently, critical voices about class, ethnicity, 
and cosmopolitanism existed amid the discursive movements. The 
cultural pendulum of rejection and acceptance of the foreign popular 
culture is omnipresent and self-perpetuating, but not as the momen-
tum of glocalization. Rather, the driving force of glocalzation is the 
continuing dynamics between the institutional reality-engineering 
practices on newspapers and grassroots responses to the new socio-
politico-cultural episodes.

Glocalization process of popular culture cannot be reduced to 
a “uni-discursive” thesis that immortalizes the themes of cultural 
imperialism. Future research opportunities include juxtaposition of 
the ascent movement of KPC with the “demise of the imperial,” wit-
nessed in Asia. It is uncertain whether the cultural plurality that has 
been inculcated means coexistence of new ideologies with the dog-
matic, or overthrow of Hollywood and MTV. The reaction from the 
losing party is of special interest because it may attempt to turn the 
temporarily calmed popular cultural outbreak upside down. Global-
ization of popular culture necessitates hybridity that uses the same 
traditional ingredients but transforms into a new taste based on a 
new cultural recipe. The paradoxical nature of KPC appears to be 
the same as the self-perpetuating theme of globalization, but the very 
paradox is what makes it “popular.”
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Creation of meaning via consumption involves positive and 

negative choices, but several scholars and practitioners’ efforts 
have been devoted to positive aspects (Lee, Fernandez and Hyman 
2009). In the context of the recent interest in anti-consumption, vari-
ous studies have focused on more extreme and thus more “visible” 
manifestations of anti-choice such as, for example, actions involving 
boycotts or aversion to companies and brands (Hoffman and Muller 
2009; Sandikci and Ekici 2009; Cromie and Ewing 2009; Yuksel and 
Mryteza 2009). However, little attention has been directed to inves-
tigating abandonment which refers to the deliberate choice of giving 
up something previously consumed. (Hogg, Banister and Stephenson 
2009). 

Some authors relate abandonment behaviors to social transition, 
that is, changes in the life-cycle or status of individuals (Young 1991; 
Roster 2001; Hogg et al. 2009). Hogg and Banister (2001) propose 
that in order to maintain a positive self-image – or at least a norma-
tive self-standard - consumers avoid risks, rejecting products, brands 
or suppliers that are associated with undesirable or negative stereo-
types or reference groups. Hogg et al. (2009) present abandonment, 
aversion or avoidance behavior as the desired reaction to protect self-
esteem and avoid self-concept humiliation.

In this paper, we look into meanings that motivate the aban-
donment of a product category and also the meanings abandonment 
gives rise to. The research used a qualitative methodology to collect 
and analyze data obtained from in-depth interviews with 16 Brazil-
ian consumers who gave up automobile ownership. This category 
was chosen due to its intense symbolic dimension, with previous 
studies evidencing its relation with self-concept (Grubb and Hupp 
1968; Belk 2004), capacity to engender life-style and social class 
stereotypes (Belk, Bahn and Mayer 1982; Dalli and Gistri 2006) and 
potential to tangibilize ideologies (Hirschman 2003; Brown, Kozi-
nets and Sherry 2003; Luedicke and Giesler 2008). Interviews lasted 
between 60 and 240 minutes and were taped and transcribed (around 
450 pages of text). This analysis sought to find, refine and develop 
concepts, themes and events that could be codified and inter-related 
in order to construct theoretical proposals (Strauss and Corbin 1998). 

In the literature, abandonment is described as the act of giving 
up something previously consumed, thus presupposing that a deliber-
ate choice was made (Hogg 1998; Hogg et al. 2009).  The interviews, 
however, suggest that, rather than being a discrete event, an action or 
decision that is circumscribed by a given moment, abandonment is in 
fact a process. The accounts of former automobile owners revealed 
that various informants kept the same vehicle for long periods of 
time (in some cases years), even without using it, before selling it. 
Standing idle in the street or garage, without an effective functional-
ity, the car ended up contradicting the prevailing social view that 
it is an indispensable product, thus signaling the possibility of life 
without a car. The promise of autonomy and mobility expressed in 
the product’s advertising is erased little by little by a practice that 
shows that life is possible without it. Whether consciously perceived 
by the consumer or not, this period characterizes abandonment, a 
kind of discarding ritual (McCracken, 1986), which allows the mean-
ings that motivated the purchase to be “cooled” and legitimizes the 
decision to sell.

The analysis also outlines three types of abandonment: contin-
gent, positional and ideological:

COnTInGEnT
In this kind of abandonment the consumer is forced to leave the 

category due to a conflict between objectives or practical and mate-
rial limitations. Although they value the functional and/or symbolic 
benefits that the product confers, matters related to money, health, 
access to the product, space, family pressure, may lead the consumer 
to abandon it.  This is the case of Jorge, an informant that still takes 
part in an on-line community of car owners which he never aban-
doned even after selling his car. Jorge does not identify himself with 
the abandonment of the category and describes his abandonment as 
provisional and situational.

POSITIOnAL 
This is motivated by the demarcation of a symbolic distance in 

relation to consumers of the category. Thus, the decision expresses 
a difference and generates a sense of distinct identity for individu-
als. Leonard, one informant, has a good salary and job stability, but 
preferred to sell the car and recognizes that he is different from most 
people: “I have a tendency to question things a lot. I’m critical about 
everything. Several people think I disagree just for the sake of it.”  
Leonard does not consider the symbolic benefits that a car could con-
fer on its owner, valuing only its transportation function. “Because 
if you have a car and don’t use it, but think that it provides you with 
some kind of benefit, you’re not rational”.

IdEOLOGICAL
It is different from other types on account of its collective per-

spective. Consumers believe that society (and not just themselves 
individually) should abandon or rethink that consumption. This is 
the case of Eurico, an informant that advocates the use of the bicycle 
as a solution for the problems generated by motorized transport. In 
his interview he associates the car with individualism, with private 
space and isolation, to the detriment of the collective space. The phi-
losophy of a more sustainable form of consumption helps Eurico to 
construct a differentiated and positive identity that Cherrier (2009) 
describes as the “hero identity”: a way of acting that requires dedica-
tion and commitment to redefine and restructure daily life, articulat-
ing new meanings for consumption. Eurico seems to adopt this role 
and indeed he prides himself on already having convinced “various 
people to adopt the bicycle as a means of transport”.

Analysis suggests that abandonment can operate affirmative 
and positive differentiation and reinforce self-esteem, helping indi-
viduals to constitute identities and signal important changes in their 
lives. In abandonment, the individual foregoes the functionality re-
lated to the product. The symbolic associations, however, continue to 
be used, created and manipulated even after abandonment happens. 
When they speak of the benefits and advantages of abandonment, 
consumers “make use” and “take advantage” of the meanings of the 
discarded category. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
While tourism is presented as virtuous for the developing coun-

tries in general, it is argued in this paper that it also generates social 
exclusion, gender asymmetry and that it perpetuates ethnic tensions. 
An ethnographic inquiry into Punta Cana’s All-inclusive resort ho-
tels in the Dominican Republic allows the author to interpret the 
disciplinary policies implemented by the transnational tourism in-
dustry that impedes cultural hybridity and exacerbates social, gender 
and ethnic hierarchies and stigmas. In particular, the narratives that 
emerge from the field rely on day - night / outside - inside the resort 
logics as spatio-temporal landmarks which rhythm the activities of 
visitors and locals. They are materialized by two locations: the beach 
and the disco, where power struggles are in play. 

The author proposes a socio-spatial analysis that accounts for 
the tourism industry’s attempt to frame a specific script or experience 
for the transnational tourists and to control and discipline the locals 
privatizing Dominican land. Far from the cultural hybridity promot-
ed in its brochures, the transnational tourism management policies 
tend to reinforce power structures variously in terms of gender, eth-
nicity and social positions. However, the findings also account for 
the temptation for tourists and locals to contest those boundaries; in 
particular a sense of agency is manifest in constructing Caribbean 
identities within this context. 

dominican development policies 
Emerging economies are insufficiently researched compared to 

western contexts (Jafari, Suerdem, Firat, Askegaard, Dalli, 2012), 
this study is a contribution to the thin body of research that tackles 
marketplace performances that occur and involve non-western con-
sumers.  Also, Askegaard and Linnet (2011) appeal for a broader un-
derstanding of consumption phenomena studying not only the micro-
context as it is mostly the case in consumer research but enlarging the 
spectrum eliciting the findings within what the authors called “The 
context of the context”.  Understanding the meanings of the relation-
ships between service providers and tourists calls a deep attention to 
the development policies in the Dominican Republic. 

The Dominican Republic is the second largest country in the 
Caribbean; it covers two-thirds of La Isla Hispaniola that is shared 
with Haiti. Like many developing countries, the Dominican Republic 
was an agricultural exporter. Tremendous shifts in the DR’s economy 
have recently occurred. The service sector has largely overtaken other 
activities, mainly due to the development of tourism as the result of 
a governmental effort since the early 1970s. Transitional economies 
often recognize that tourism is a good way to bring foreign invest-
ment and currency into the domestic market. It also diminishes the 
dependency on agricultural products and or natural resources, which 
are subject to market fluctuations. Foreign investment before the 60s 
(Trujillo Era) was very limited in an unstable economy seen as risky 
by investors. Now, with the booming tourism industry, investment is 
rather seen as attractive by foreigners and it is no surprise that they 
own most of DR’s resorts. This is especially so since all the govern-
ments starting in the 1970s, and in light of the IMF recommenda-
tions, offered them many tax benefits (Haggerty, 1989). On the other 
hand, the island has become a favorite destination for westerners due 
to its inexpensiveness (many devaluations of the Dominican Peso), 
proximity to Canada and the US, and not least its 800 miles of beau-
tiful beaches and the variety of aquatic activities and landscapes it 

offers. In twenty years, the number of visitors increased by 15 times 
reaching over 3.7 million in 2010 (From Banco Central de la Repub-
lica Dominicana).

METHOdOLOGy 
By focusing on tourism in terms of consumption, commodi-

fication, and the political and cultural economy, the relationships 
between tourism, globalization, people and place are explored in 
an empirically grounded but theoretically informed analysis. The 
marketplace performances under-investigation are embedded in 
the broader socio-historic realm described earlier. However, unlike 
a body of research in Anthropology (Kempadoo, 1999, Brennan 
2004) that tackled specifically sex workers’ representations in the 
Caribbean, I locate this study in the context of crowded, close, safe, 
family resorts in Punta Cana as an apparent quiet and impersonal 
transnational place. I specifically investigate Local workers at large/ 
Western Tourists interactions in the context of holidays. Escaping 
usual images of female sex workers or the interactions of young male 
“beach boys” with aged female tourists allows the author to shed 
light on other forms of interactions between service providers and 
consumers in the Caribbean.  

I conducted a four-year ethnographic study, with over 20 weeks 
in the field. I met a group of Dominican people, some of the Ani-
mation staff in a resort representative of the local offer, Ifa Villas 
Bavaro Hotel, several times during different stays, enriching the data 
collection. Some informants stayed in contact with the author via 
social media allowing on-going discussions. I did share activities 
with informants (local dance, disco, visit of native towns/family…). 
I performed observations, informal/formal interviews; hundreds of 
photographs were also taken to perform a semiotic analysis (Floch, 
1989). In depth Interviews took place in Punta Cana, lasted 40min-
2h. I interviewed Dominican men and women working in Punta 
Cana’s resorts , male and female tourists, neophytes and connois-
seurs of the Dominican Republic and, Haitians working in a resort or 
on the Playa Bavaro Beach. These interviews followed McCracken’s 
(1988) recommendations and allowed a maximum of freedom to the 
informants to tell their stories without setting a structured agenda for 
the interview. The role of the interviewer was to ask for descriptions 
and details while the major themes under investigation appeared 
spontaneously during a “natural conversation” (Thompson, Locan-
der and Pollio 1989).

FIndInGS And dISCuSSIOn
In this section I discuss the themes and observations that 

emerged from the field as regard the socio-spatial organization of a 
transnational space in a third world country. I pay particular attention 
to the interactions between the diverse social actors involved. I will 
insist on the role played by the tourism industry in conveying dialec-
tics of power, ethnic, and gender stigma in the Dominican Republic.

At the beach…
Usually All-Inclusive resorts enable guests to travel between the 

hotel and the enclosed beach facilities without entering public space 
or encountering local inhabitants. The beach is often the place where 
public vs. private space mediates the opposition between tourists and 
locals. There is a tendency among the resort hotels to privatize the 
public beach, and therefore to exclude locals at the margins. Chaises 
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longues and private guards ensure the boundaries between them. But 
sometimes locals and tourists contest those boundaries: on Sundays 
sometimes some Dominican attempt to sit just next to some hotel 
chaises longues and argue with the private guard that “this is Do-
minican land!” they should not be forbidden to stay there. And the 
security guard answers, “Sorry my friend, I am doing my job!” Also, 
some tourists go for a walk on the beach, trying to find a part of the 
beach that is more “authentic” and often find at the end of it, -this 
is to say the liminal space- an informal or improvised Haitian mar-
ket. Here tourists enter in contact with the population at the margins 
of Dominican society, offering mainly Haitian paintings and cheap 
beauty services (such as hair braiding…Dominicans do not braid 
their hair as Haitians do, as a denial of their African origins…). 

The beach is then clearly a space of social and race power strug-
gles. The sociospatial dialectics of power involve 4 types of popula-
tions on Dominican beaches, transnational tourists, Dominicans and 
Haitians officially paid by the resort hotels as service providers for 
tourists who apply transnational management rules, the inhabitants 
of La Comunidad and beach visitors on their day-off, illegal Haitian 
workers who propose services and goods (hair braiding, paintings…) 
at a lower price than hotel gift shops and Beauty services. All hotel 
employees invoke crime and danger when leaving the official hotel 
beach area. The same partitioning of the beach is observed in many 
Dominican regions. 

“It is very dangerous for you to leave the beach hotel 
that is safeguarded by our security team and also to buy any 
items from Haitianos, they are dangerous and known for 
crime …and anyway the items you buy there are cheap sou-
venirs, those people are really involved in crime and drugs, 
and HIV…stay away from them for your own security” (Ho-
tel concierge, April, 2009)

The lead agency in this policing of difference is the Policia 
Turistica (POLITUR), specialized tourism police under the aegis of 
the state secretary for tourism. Beyond law enforcement, the POLI-
TUR’s role is to ensure licensed vendors do not annoy tourists, and 
that unlicensed vendors, beggars or sex workers and largely those 
who work in the informal economy are excluded from the Zona tur-
istica. The POLITUR often engage in cleaning campaigns (limpiar 
la calle) to clean the tourist zone from rubbish and exclude undesir-
able social elements such as Haitian migrants. These cleaning cam-
paigns are often conducted with the sponsoring of Punta Cana Tour-
ism Development Association. 

As a young Haitian working informally with tourists on the 
beach put it: 

“The POLITUR are our nightmare, a constant stress for 
us, even if I have lived here for 10 years I feel the hate from 
everywhere. Don’t stay here is the sentence I have certainly 
heard one million times in my life…this is why I try my best 
to find a solution to join my relatives in the Bronx… Do-
minicans hate us because we are smart, we speak languages 
and we are not lazy like them, if the POLITUR were not 
there and we had documents to work, there would be no jobs 
for them but you know the POLITUR and the resort manag-
ers it’s the same racists!...The tourists, I mean the ones who 
aren’t afraid of us, they like me because I am educated, I can 
spend a nice time with them speak English and French flu-
ently, we (Haitians), we are different from the Latinos you 
know” (François, 29)

Actually, the POLITUR do not only deny Haitians access to 
touristic zones but also all informal workers. There are several issues 

here: the price of the license is high; no license is issued without birth 
certificates that many Haitians and Dominicans of Haitian descent 
fail to obtain, but also poor Dominicans from rural regions whose 
birth was not officially declared and who even seem to be threatened 
with expulsion to Haiti if they fail to prove their citizenship. 

“I know a woman, a cleaning lady, she was fired after 
3 months in the resort as she failed showing her documents, 
she paid people to help her produce those documents but she 
never managed to obtain a birth certificate…It’s better for 
her to go back to the countryside otherwise she might be mis-
taken as an illegal Haitian!” (Claudio, 34)

Citizenship is here a key element for securing a job and the 
traffic of documents among Haitians is quite a common story. Not 
only are the poor marginalized but as Playa Bavaro is treasured by 
the government -being ranked among the 10 most beautiful beaches 
in the World- and because of other regions’ reputations regarding 
prostitution (e.g. Sosuà; Bocca Chica), “a zero sex workers on Playa 
Bavaro” policy is enforced by the POLITUR to guarantee the family 
atmosphere that is targeted by the tourism industry. Doing so, this 
does not discourage diverse forms of prostitution or “sex romances” 
that are very difficult to untangle and that often start at resort night-
clubs.

At The disco…
At night, tourists and locals gather in all-inclusive resorts dis-

cos. For the tourism industry it is the only way to fabricate a tropical 
Latino fantasy in this transnational space. Latino music and local 
dancers serve as a mean of differentiation from other destinations. 
Dominicans are often allowed to join tourists in the resort’s disco, 
changing status from employees (with uniforms that are used to dis-
cipline their behavior) during the day to clients (displaying personal 
fashion codes) as they pay for their drinks. Nevertheless once again 
management rules impede tourists/locals interactions: close physical 
contact between clients and employees is forbidden, entering a cli-
ent or employee’s room is impossible. The strict surveillance from 
managers and security guards is obvious and feared by employees 
who can loose their job instantly if they do derogate to those rules. 
This context is the most difficult aspect of the job mentioned by the 
employees as they live in the resort sharing rooms with co-workers 
without any intimacy and getting two days off out of nine or ten days 
of hard work. Their family usually lives three to five hours away 
from the hotel, which means they spend most of their day off travel-
ing by bus. Most of the hotel workers are young single parents who 
provide for their babies and families by accepting better-paid jobs 
in the tourism industry. This isolation is in particular experienced 
as somehow emasculating by the young men; although they also re-
port satisfaction from being in contact with tourists in a beautiful 
environment, many of them use the term progresar to refer to their 
hope of upward social mobility by interacting with foreigners which 
echoes Ustuner and Thompson service providers’ discourses in Is-
tanbul (2012).

Yet, some Locals/ tourists contest those rules. Dominican male 
agency is emphasized through romances with young tourists. Com-
petition to enhance their status within the employee peer group is as 
important as the rivalry over seduction with male tourists. Bodies, 
possessions and brands are manipulated as signs to convey specific 
discourses on sex, gender, ethnicity and social status. At a micro-
level, intimate interactions between tourists and locals reveal the 
reproduction of power relations while male locals also show a sense 
of agency trying to take advantage of this situation both emulating 
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white male consumers and exaggerating stereotypes of hyper-mas-
culinity.

 In this context, Dominican men literally take possession of the 
space - the disco floor - as a response to the emasculating tourism 
management. They reverse the situation by appearing very confident 
asserting their skills/competencies: easy contact with women; show-
ing off by dancing and inviting women; display of bad boys fashion 
codes emulating hip hop celebrities; display of muscular bodies and 
a “cosmeticized” appearance.

These young female/ young male Caribbean interactions shed 
light on a reality ignored in previous ethnographies in the Domini-
can Republic (Kempadoo 1999, Brennan 2004, Gregory 1997) that 
analyze young Caribbean men with older White women and often 
presented by the popular media. Escaping those clichés makes it pos-
sible to account for a much complex gender game in a transnational 
context. For the female tourists encountered, those men represent a 
way to escape everyday narratives, and insert liberating, differentiat-
ing social discourses. They are aware of their agency as citizen of 
the western world but still state that they are attracted by what some 
informants term the “beauty”, “sexiness”, “manliness”, and even the 
“machismo” of those men, who also pay them so much “attention” 
which is not the case of western men, who use “pseudo-egalitarian” 
schemes to avoid being “involved” and “gentle”. These quite na-
ïve assertions fuel idealized images of the foreign, exotic other who, 
via possessions (global tech, fashion brands and music), seems even 
closer. On the other hand, different strategies are at play for male ho-
tel employees, some just want to have fun and forget tough working 
conditions, some (a minority) try to get a western girlfriend to settle 
abroad, some would like to have a nice time and hope for presents 
and/or money. However, most of them state they would not go with 
any women if she is “too old”, “unattractive”. Such behavior re-
mained an exception during my several weeks there. For some men, 
it is an opportunity to express their “personality” through clothing 
and less controlled behavior than during the day, for instance some 
Haitians keep their long braided hair that is often forbidden by the 
management and confide about their cultural specificities while they 
are told not to voice they are Haitian it in the hotel. Meeting tour-
ists - as seeming equals - helps reduce vivid internal tensions and 
reinforce self-esteem according to various informants.

“I don’t have the possibility to share a meal with the 
tourists, all day I smell pizza and I can’t get any unless some 
tourists hide some and bring me a slice, do you think this 
is normal? But when the night comes, it is like in Hector 
Acosta’s song, I don’t have money, I can’t bring you to Eu-
rope and all the stuff but I am sure with me you feel happy…
(big laughs)” (Melvin, 29)

In this context, complex representations of relationships which 
are forbidden by the management increase the sense of transgression 
by all actors transforming their initial representations and display-
ing seemingly opposite desires- the desire for the seductive foreign 
and the desire for the authentic local (Wilk, 1995). On the other 
hand, logics of co-dependencies (Ustuner and Thompson, 2012) dis-
rupt traditional social status games and hierarchies and object/sub-
ject dialectics. Here especially hybrid identities are experienced as 
various capital games are emphasized. Seduction assets in a holiday 
resort are more valued than anywhere else. The mastery of Latino 
dance also empowers Locals over tourists although power structures 
are still at stake as Locals remain under surveillance. The only way 
they can escape it is leaving the resort for the night which can cause 
money issues as they depend on the female tourists to follow them 

and, obviously, pay the expenses. In a sense, impeding close Locals/
Tourist interactions ends up encouraging informal prostitution.

Interesting are the reactions of some young male tourists that 
either admire the successes of Locals with female tourists or often 
express a frustration while facing female tourists consuming the ra-
cialized fantasy of Latin hyper-masculinity. 

“I will never come back to the Dominican Republic, it 
is my third and last time here… it’s not possible to meet nice 
girls I mean tourists, they are all with the Dominicans, they 
don’t pay attention to us. The worst of it is …those people 
in Spain, the girls would never look at them! Anyway they 
would not be even able to enter the disco I am used to going 
to…I don’t know what’s wrong with these girls, I am sure 
they know those men have 15 girlfriends at the same time” 
(Ricardo, 32, Spanish, Wholesaler)

Here some informants activate classist and/or colonial discours-
es; it is also representative of other tourists’ behaviors that avoid 
any particular contacts with locals except getting the best service for 
a minimum price. Especially during slack season weekends, some 
resorts are filled with Dominican families, NGOs or companies pay-
ing for their stay. Many tourists report they wish this did not happen 
as “it disrupts the whole thing!” as a woman put it, or “Dominican 
Rep. without the Dominicans is much better: I will never come back 
to this hotel!”

It is noteworthy that skin-capital and citizenship become in this 
context socio-economic capital that blurs habitual social taxonomies 
(and the marginalized citizenship issues mentioned earlier). Some 
tourists from lower classes feel superior and are viewed as rich by 
employees, while some service providers are much more educated 
(doctors without jobs for instance), speaking several languages and 
trying to interact with western middle-class women whose financial 
independence is seen as a potential liberation. 

COnCLuSIOn
As we have seen, the cultural hybridity that is a consequence 

of mass-tourism is nevertheless perceived as a threat to the seamless 
atmosphere of tourism and the principle of social exclusion. This 
unruly hybridity risks disrupting the binary oppositions undergird-
ing the industry’s symbolic economy between “guests” and “hosts”, 
between subjects and objects of consumption and between cosmo-
politan contemporaneity and the charm of, in this case, virgin beach-
town tropical island.  It is this subversive hybridity, a symbolic as 
much as an economic threat that the tourism industry tends to ex-
clude. 

The thick descriptions of the context organized in spatio-tempo-
ral landmarks help to convey the experience of different sets of ac-
tors interrelated in a network of performances leading to experiences 
of transformation in transnational places.  The research contributes 
to three areas: global service providers/consumers’ interactions, ac-
culturation processes and social class deployment in less industrial-
ized consumer cultures. 
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uppers and downers: Conveying Product Activity Level with diagonals
Ann Schlosser, University of Washington, USA
Ruchi Rikhi, University of Washington, USA

ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Perrier recently changed its packaging by orienting its horizon-

tal logo to an upward diagonal, while Snapple has done the reverse. 
Although such changes may be part of routine brand updating, we 
propose that the direction of diagonals can have a significant influ-
ence on product judgments. Prior research has proven that the visual 
aspect of ads can convey semantic information and thus have impor-
tant persuasive effects (Peracchio and Meyers-Levy 2005; Scott and 
Batra 2003). We contribute to this literature in at least three ways: by 
demonstrating that the direction of diagonals can (1) convey differ-
ent amounts of activity, and thus differentially influence (2) product 
expectations, and (3) both pre- and post-consumption judgments.

Although conveying activity in a logo has been identified as an 
important design element, what makes a logo more or less active has 
yet to be specified (Henderson and Cote 1998). There exists initial 
evidence that diagonal (vs. vertical) orientations reflect dynamism 
(Peracchio and Meyers-Levy 2005). We extend this research by pro-
posing that the direction of diagonals can convey different degrees of 
activity and effort, and thus differentially affect persuasion. Specifi-
cally, a line that slopes from the lower left to the upper right is an 
upward diagonal, whereas a line that slopes from the upper left to the 
lower right is a downward diagonal. The art literature suggests that 
the orientation of objects can convey movement. Specifically, where-
as a horizontal line has been likened to an object lying flat (Gaffron 
1956) and being static (Arnheim 1974; Wofflin 1950), diagonal lines 
differ in their direction, thereby conveying movement (Arnheim 
1974; Gaffron 1956; Wolfflin 1950). Because visual information is 
processed from left to right (Deng and Kahn 2009), we argue that 
an upward (vs. downward) diagonal will convey greater movement/
activity and thus be less relaxing. Indeed, upward (downward) diago-
nals are often described as ascending (descending; Gaffron 1956).

We test our account across three studies. In study 1, we test 
whether individuals process images from left to right, and infer that 
upward (vs. downward) diagonals convey more activity and success. 
To test this, 143 participants were randomly assigned to a 2 (orien-
tation: upward vs. downward) x 3 (order: heatmap, activity items, 
or rest item measured last) design. After being shown an upward 
diagonal or downward diagonal, participants clicked on where the 
line starts. As predicted, an orientation main effect was nonsignifi-
cant for the x-coordinate (F(1, 165)<1), but was significant on the 
y-coordinate (F(1,165)=1028.80, p<.001)  with values indicative of 
the left region of the grid. Participants also rated the line on a number 
of attributes. Consistent with the art literature and our theorizing, ac-
tivity perceptions were greater for upward than downward diagonals 
(M = 4.84 vs. 4.00, F(1, 137)=5.20, p < .05), whereas at rest percep-
tions were greater for downward than upward diagonals (M = 4.13 
vs. 3.25, F(1,137)=4.23, p < .05).

In studies 2 and 3, we varied whether individuals’ goals favor 
activity or rest. If upward (vs. downward) diagonals convey greater 
activity, then they should lead to higher product expectations and 
evaluations with active (vs. relaxation) goals. In study 2, 108 partici-
pants were randomly assigned to a 2 (goal: adventure vs. relaxation) 
x 2 (diagonal: upward vs. downward) design. Participants were told 
they were planning an adventure or relaxation vacation before view-
ing an ad, in which the text and images emphasized either an upward 
or downward diagonal. For attitudes toward the resort, a goal x di-
agonal interaction was significant (F(1,105) = 15.31, p<.001). When 

adventure was primed, attitudes were higher in the upward than 
downward condition, whereas when relaxation was primed, attitudes 
were lower in the upward than downward condition (Fs(1,103)> 
5.81, ps<.05). A similar pattern emerged for purchase intentions 
(PI) toward the vacation package (F(1,103) = 6.35, p = .01). As be-
fore, when adventure was primed, PI was higher in the upward than 
downward condition (F(1,103)=5.79, p<.05), and when relaxation 
was primed, PI was lower in the upward than downward condition, 
although this difference was not significant (F(1,103) = 1.12). Still, 
PI was higher for those in the downward/relaxation than downward/
adventure condition (F(1,103)=8.59, p<.005). Furthermore, willing-
ness to pay (WTP) was higher in the downward/relaxation than up-
ward/relaxation condition (F(1,103)=4.37, p<.05). In contrast, WTP 
was somewhat (but not significantly) higher in the upward/adventure 
than downward/adventure condition (F(1,103)=1.45, NS).

Study 3 used a 2 (claim: energizing vs. relaxing) x 2 (diagonal: 
upward vs. downward) design for a hypothetical beverage claiming 
to either promote energy or relaxation. This product category was 
selected because energy and relaxation drinks are popular among this 
generation (Stacy 2011). Based on prior research (Shiv, Carmon and 
Ariely 2005), we predict that if diagonal orientation influences ac-
tivity-level expectations, then activity-level experiences (i.e., feeling 
energized or relaxed) should vary depending on whether the claim is 
congruent. To test this, 141 participants viewed the beverage pack-
aging that varied in claim and diagonal orientation, and then drank 
a purported sample of the beverage, which was the same water for 
everyone. For all of the dependent variables, goal x diagonal was sig-
nificant (Fs(1, 134)>4.41, ps< .05).  As predicted, in the relaxed con-
dition, satisfaction was higher when the diagonal was downward than 
upward, whereas in the energized condition, satisfaction was higher 
when the diagonal was upward than downward (Fs(1, 138)>4.11, 
ps<.05). Moreover, participants in the relaxation condition reported 
feeling more relaxed when the diagonal was downward than upward 
(F(1, 138)=5.59, p<.05), whereas there was no significant difference 
in the energizing condition (F(1,138)<1). In contrast, participants in 
the energizing condition reported feeling more energized when the 
diagonal was upward than downward (F(1, 138)=6.11, p<.05). How-
ever, in the relaxation condition, participants reported feeling more 
energized when the diagonal was congruent—that is downward than 
upward (F(1, 138)=6.91, p=.01). Bootstrapping methods support that 
feeling relaxed (and energized) mediated the effect of diagonals on 
satisfaction in the relaxing condition, whereas feeling energized was 
the mediator in the energizing condition. 

In summary, this is the first empirical research demonstrating 
that upward and downward diagonals convey different degrees of 
activity, and thus differentially influence product expectations and 
pre- and post-consumption judgments. 
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Who Made This Thing?  How designer Identity and Brand Personality 
Impact Consumers’ Evaluations of new Product Offerings
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Today, companies across a wide range of fields (e.g., Procter 

and Gamble, YouTube, Threadless.com) are adopting external inno-
vation programs that allow individuals outside the firm to directly 
participate in the new product development (NPD) process. Al-
though interest in customer involvement in NPD is increasing among 
marketing scholars (e.g., Franke, Keinz, and Steger 2009; Moreau 
and Herd 2010), much of the research has focused only on the mass-
customization context and has explored how consumers’ active par-
ticipation in personalizing their own products influences their sub-
sequent evaluations. The current study extends existing research by 
focusing not on customers who are actively involved in NPD, but on 
the broader segment of customers that simply consumes new product 
offerings. More specifically, this research explores whether consum-
ers’ product evaluations depend on the identity of an external design-
er (i.e., a fellow customer or an independent professional designer) 
and examines the role that brand personality may play in influencing 
consumers’ reactions.

We propose that consumers will prefer customer-created new 
products when an exciting brand personality is present, but that this 
preference will be reversed in the presence of a sincere brand per-
sonality. This is due to the different focuses elicited by these two 
distinctive brand personalities, whereby excitement shifts consum-
ers’ focus toward the process used to create a product but sincerity 
draws the focus toward the outcome. When the focus is on the NPD 
process, firms that encourage customers to create new product con-
cepts are seen as more democratic and customer-oriented (Fuchs and 
Schreier 2011). However, when the focus is on the outcome/prod-
uct, consumers will be more likely to link the designer’s professional 
status with the expertise necessary to create an innovative, highly 
effective product.   

 Study 1 adopts a 2 (Designer Identity: Customer vs. Profes-
sional) x 2 (Brand Personality: Sincere vs. Exciting) between-sub-
jects design. A fictitious new product was created as the stimulus. In 
the customer condition, we introduce the product creator as a loyal 
customer, while in the professional condition the creator is a pro-
fessional. Personality is manipulated through text, taglines, logos 
and website visuals, following Aaker et al. (2004). The key measure 
is consumer liking and participants were also asked whether they 
viewed the focal product / the process used to create the product 
as innovative and effective. The 2 x 2 ANOVA showed a two-way 
interaction (F(1,141) = 6.68, p < .05). When an exciting personality 
was present, subjects who were told that the creator was a fellow 
customer indicated a higher liking for the product. In contrast, when 
evaluating the sincere version, participants preferred the profession-
ally created product. 

When asked to evaluate the innovativeness and effectiveness 
of the NPD process, participants rated the process as being more in-
novative and effective when the designer was a customer. However, 
when asked about the innovativeness and effectiveness of the prod-
uct itself, participants who learned that the product was created by 
a professional designer rated it as being more innovative and effec-
tive. Follow-up mediation analysis revealed that consumers prefer 
professionally designed products, because they view the end product 
as more innovative and effective and that consumers exhibit greater 

liking for customer creation, because they perceive the NPD process 
as more innovative and effective.

Study 2 further identifies the role of process vs. outcome ori-
entation by directly manipulating consumers’ focal orientation to 
concentrate on either process or outcome. This study adopts a 2 
(Designer Identity) x 2 (Brand Personality) x 2 (Focal Orientation) 
between-subjects design. Another fictitious new product was used 
to increase generalizability. Results revealed an interactive effect of 
identity and personality (F(1,134) = 9.13, p < .005) and an interac-
tion between designer identity and focal orientation, (i.e., process 
vs. outcome) (F(1,134) = 11.02, p < .05). The pattern showed that 
the moderating role of focal orientation is in parallel with the role of 
brand personality, such that a focus on process leads to a preference 
for customer creation as the exciting personality does, while a focus 
on outcome results in increased liking for professional creation as the 
sincere personality does.

Study 3 examines the timing of consumption as a boundary 
condition. We expect that if the product is to be consumed in the 
immediate future, attention will shift from brand personality and 
focus on more tangible product attributes, thus limiting the impact 
of personality. Study 3 adopted a 2 (Designer Identity) x 2 (Brand 
Personality) x 2 (Consumption Timing) between-subjects design. In 
the near future condition, participants were told to imagine that they 
have a time-critical project, i.e., to remodel their room before the 
coming weekend. In the distant future condition, they were told to 
imagine remodeling their room several months in the future. A 2 x 2 
x 2 ANOVA on liking revealed a three-way interaction (F(1,165) = 
5.70, p < .005). In the distant future condition, the results replicated 
the previous findings. Interestingly, when the time constraint was 
imposed, only a main effect of designer identity emerged, so that 
participants in both the sincere and exciting conditions indicated a 
greater liking for the professionally created product (Mc = 4.21 vs. 
Mp = 5.17; F(1, 159) = 5.01, p < .01).

Across three studies, our research makes three important con-
tributions. First, we show that brand personality plays a significant 
role in determining whether customers respond more positively to 
products designed by fellow customers or by professional designers. 
Second, our research sheds light on the mechanism through which 
designer identity impacts consumers’ new product evaluations and 
demonstrates that this relationship depends on whether customers are 
process-oriented or outcome-oriented. Finally, this study identifies a 
boundary condition in the form of consumption timing and demon-
strates that the interaction effect between designer identity and brand 
personality is attenuated when customers contemplate making an im-
mediate purchase.

Managerially, our research provides important insights for mar-
keters. Our findings suggest that exciting brands could benefit from 
highlighting the active role that customer designers play in the ex-
ternal innovation process. Conversely, managers of sincere brands 
may wish to highlight the expertise of professional designers when 
mentioning an external innovation program in their marketing com-
munications. 
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I Think I Can, I Think I Can: Brand use, Self-Efficacy, and Performance 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
When individuals struggle with a difficult and challenging task, 

can using a brand with a strong image related to the task’s domain 
empower them to perform better? For example, can individuals per-
form better when engaging in strenuous physical exercise if they 
wear Under Armour accessories (athletic image) while exercising? 
Our answer is yes. We propose that using brands with strong images 
while performing a difficult task can enhance feelings of self-effica-
cy (beliefs in one’s capabilities; Bandura 1995) in a domain related 
to the brand’s image, and this heightened sense of self-efficacy can 
lead to better task performance. 

Further, we propose that the self-efficacy effect is not experienced 
by everyone—it depends on the implicit self-theory held by individu-
als (Dweck 2000). Individuals who endorse entity theory (“entity 
theorists”), who view their personal qualities as something they can-
not improve through their own direct efforts, will rely on feelings of 
self-efficacy that using brands can trigger to perform better on difficult 
tasks. In contrast, individuals who endorse incremental theory (“incre-
mental theorists”), who view their personal qualities as something they 
can develop through their own direct efforts at self-improvement, will 
be less reliant on the self-efficacy effect of brands. Thus, we predict 
that brand use will result in a heightened sense of self-efficacy and bet-
ter task performance for entity, but not incremental theorists. 

We examine these propositions in three studies. In a first study, 
we examined the effect of using an MIT pen on performance for a 
challenging GRE test. The MIT brand is strongly associated with the 
image of “intelligence”, and we expected that using a pen embossed 
with the MIT name would enhance GRE test performance for entity, 
but not incremental theorists. Undergraduate students were given 30 
minutes to take a GRE test that consisted of 15 difficult and 15 easy 
math problems. Implicit self-theory was measured prior to taking the 
test. As expected, entity theorists who used the MIT pen (vs. regular 
pen) performed better on the 15 difficult GRE problems, where test 
takers tend to struggle the most and the beneficial effects of using the 
MIT pen should be most pronounced. In contrast, the performance of 
incremental theorists did not vary across pen conditions. Addition-
ally, incremental theorists performed more poorly than entity theo-
rists using the MIT pen. Simply using the MIT pen without having 
training opportunities to directly improve their intelligence did not 
enhance performance among incremental theorists.

In a second study, we extended our findings using a different 
brand (Gatorade) associated with a different brand image (athletic) 
and a different type of task (strenuous athletic task). Also, we manip-
ulated beliefs in entity versus incremental theory (Chiu, Hong, and 
Dweck 1997) prior to brand usage. Participants were invited to eval-
uate a new bottled water from Gatorade (athletic brand) or Ice Moun-
tain (control brand). In the Gatorade condition, participants drank 
cold tap water in a cup featuring the Gatorade brand name and logo; 
in the Ice Mountain condition, they drank the same water in a plain 
cup. They were asked to drink water continuously while exercising 
with a hand-grip, which had a counter to record the number of times 
the hand-grip was pressed. This athletic task is initially easy, but gets 
harder (due to fatigue) as the hand-grip is pressed more times. As 
expected, participants in the entity theory condition performed better 
on hand-gripping (higher hand grip count) when drinking Gatorade 
(vs. Ice Mountain) water. In contrast, those in the incremental theory 
condition performed similarly regardless of the water they drank. 

Additionally, their performance was lower than that of entity theo-
rists who drank water from the Gatorade cup.

In a third study, we examined the mechanism underlying in-
creases in task performance for entity theorists observed in the first 
two studies. Participants read several articles, including one about 
Gatorade that presented evidence that Gatorade increases athletic 
performance (high brand effectiveness) or does not increase athletic 
performance (low brand effectiveness). Next, participants completed 
the hand-grip task while drinking the tap water in the Gatorade cup. 
Finally, participants rated the degree of confidence they had about 
their ability during the hand-grip exercise (self-efficacy measure). If 
entity theorists (but not incremental theorists) derive a sense of self-
efficacy from using brands such as Gatorade, which allows them to 
perform better on strenuous athletic endeavors, only entity theorists 
should be affected by the manipulation that Gatorade can (vs. cannot) 
make you a better athlete. Our results supported this line of reason-
ing. Entity theorists showed a heightened sense of self-efficacy and 
performance on the hand-grip task in the high (vs. low) brand ef-
fectiveness condition.  However, incremental theorists did not show 
such a difference. More importantly, results from a mediation analy-
sis showed that using Gatorade in the high (vs. low) brand efficacy 
condition enhanced self-efficacy among entity theorists, which led to 
better performance on the hand-gripping exercise.

Our findings show, for the first time, that using brands can be 
beneficial for consumers who find it difficult to believe that they can 
improve their abilities through their own direct efforts at self-improve-
ment (entity theorists). Using a brand with a strong image empowers 
entity theorists to perform better on difficult and challenging tasks in 
a domain related to the brand’s image. Using an MIT pen empowered 
entity theorists to perform better on difficult GRE questions (study 1) 
and drinking tap water from a Gatorade cup empowered them to per-
form better on a physically challenging athletic exercise (study 2 & 
3). Brands can activate goals (Fitzsimons, Chartrand, and Fitzsimons 
2008), but when tasks are difficult and challenging, simply possessing 
a goal to perform well may not be sufficient. A cognitive appraisal of 
personal efficacy is required to increase the level of challenge that indi-
viduals are willing to undertake and to encourage them to mobilize ef-
fort to perform well (Zimmerman, Bandura and Martinez-Pons 1992). 
For people (entity theorists) who need an external cue to enhance ap-
praisals of one’s capabilities, using brands provides the needed boost.
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Beyond Seeing Mcdonald’s Fiesta Menu: 
The role of Accent in brand Sincerity of Ethnic Products and brands
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
The ascent of Hispanic-Americans as the largest U.S. minor-

ity has encouraged firms to start utilizing ethnic brand crossovers 
(e.g., McDonald’s “Fiesta” menu).  One effective way of engaging 
ethnic groups has been the use of ethnic accent in firms’ branding 
messages (McDonald’s use of Hispanic-accented spokespersons to 
tout its “Fiesta” menu). Indeed, accent induces enduring personality 
impressions (e.g., sincerity; Bresnahan et al. 2002; DeShields, Kara, 
and Kaynak 1996). Despite the powerful impact of accent in com-
municating personalities, scholarly research investigating the role 
of accent in brand communications has been limited. Understanding 
whether and under what circumstances a spokesperson’s accent is 
likely to affect brand sincerity can provide marketers of domestic and 
ethnic brands with another marketing tool to strategically manage 
their brands’ personalities. 

Relying on a prosodic theory of accents, we propose that His-
panic accent’s specific prosodic features (i.e., the acoustic language 
features such as pitch, rhythm, and intonation; Ramus et al. 2000) 
are perceived as more sincere (Ray 1986). Given that a spokesper-
son’s accent is evaluated in part by the prosodic characteristics of the 
speaker’s native language and that those prosodic features uniquely 
influence sincerity evaluations, our first hypothesis is that an adver-
tisement using a Hispanic accent will be perceived as more sincere 
than a brand advertised using an American (standard) accent.

In Study 1, we used a 30-second radio advertisement for a ficti-
tious brand of chocolate that included a verbal message discussing 
product characteristics and void of salient brand personality cues. As 
predicted, the results of a 2 (gender of the spokesperson) x 2 (spokes-
person’s accent: Hispanic vs. American) between-subject ANOVA (n 
= 60) revealed that Hispanic accent leads to higher brand sincerity 
perceptions. Consistent with previous literature, brand sincerity also 
predicted consumers’ attitudes toward the brand.

Furthermore, while it seems sensible to employ a Hispanic-
accented speaker to evoke brand sincerity impressions for  an eth-
nic brand (e.g., Chipotle Mexican Grill), might there be greater ad-
vantages of using an American-accented speaker to enhance brand 
sincerity perceptions of a brand with American roots, however, in 
a traditionally ethnic product category (e.g., McDonalds’ burritos)?  
We define brand ethnicity as consumers’ perceptions that the brand 
originated from a specific ethnic culture. In accord with the dynamic 
constructivist theory of culture (Torelli and Ahluwalia 2012), people 
develop representations of what trait characteristics are associated 
with certain cultures. For American consumers, the associations of 
warmth and sincerity of Hispanic cultures are highly accessible and 
consensually shared (Cuddy, Fiske, and Glick 2008). Such group ste-
reotypes are transferred to products, brands, and people originating 
from the cultures (Chattalas, Kramer, and Takada 2008). As prosodic 
features of Hispanic accent create greater perceptions of brand sin-
cerity (Study 1), and as Hispanic “brand ethnicity” alone induces sin-
cerity perceptions, our second hypothesis is that a match or mismatch 
between the spokesperson’s accent and brand ethnicity is likely to 
play a significant role in either boosting or inhibiting brand sincerity 
inferences. Hypothesis 2 was tested in Study 2 (n = 60). We recorded 
30-second radio commercials featuring a fictitious American brand, 
Joe’s Burgers, and a fictitious Hispanic brand, Carlos’ Tacos (both 

identified though a pretest as ethnically salient), using either Ameri-
can- or Hispanic-accented spokespersons. Respondents rated brand 
sincerity (α = .88), brand attitude (α = .96), strength of their Ameri-
can identity (covariate was insignificant), and the ad’s realism (no 
differences across conditions). No main effects of accent or brand 
ethnicity were detected. However, a significant interaction effect be-
tween brand ethnicity and accent emerged. That is, a spokesperson’s 
Hispanic (American) accent created enhanced perceptions of brand 
sincerity for ethnic (domestic) brands. 

Will the moderation effect of brand ethnicity hold when brand 
ethnicity is incongruent with product ethnicity? Product ethnicity 
associations are highly accessible, deeply embedded in consumers’ 
interpretations of brands, are not easily affected by local branding 
efforts (Eckhardt 2005), and may become an important factor in eval-
uations of an unfamiliar brand (Nebenzahl and Secunda 1993). In 
addition, consumers show low levels of brand origin recognition for 
frequently purchased goods because this information is deemed non-
diagnostic for purchasing decisions (Samiee, Shimp, and Sharma 
2005). Thus, as product ethnicity is more likely to dominate brand 
ethnicity perceptions, our third hypothesis is that product ethnicity-
accent congruity is likely to induce stronger effect on brand sincerity 
than brand ethnicity-accent congruity.

In Study 3 (n = 94), 30-second radio commercials for an Ameri-
can (Hispanic) product category and Hispanic (American) brand 
name, Carlos’ Burgers (Joe’s Tacos) were used. A significant interac-
tion effect between incongruent product-brand ethnicity and accent 
emerged. Planned contrasts showed that in the commercial about 
the American (Hispanic) product with a Hispanic (American) brand 
name, an American (Hispanic)-accented spokesperson induced high-
er brand sincerity than when a spokesperson had a Hispanic (Ameri-
can) accent. In support of hypothesis 3, these results demonstrate 
that a congruity of an accent with a product ethnicity, versus brand 
ethnicity, drives brand sincerity perceptions.

Our research contributes to the literature by demonstrating how 
the use of Hispanic versus American accent affects the way consum-
ers perceive brand sincerity. In resonance with source congruity the-
ory, we find that a match between an accent and a product ethnicity 
boosts brand sincerity perceptions. Finally, this research deepens our 
understanding of the interaction effect of brand and product ethnici-
ties that both determine more effective selection of a spokesperson 
accent. Overall, our findings have significant implications for brand 
managers as they consider using accented spokespersons to engender 
sincerity perceptions for brands that cross ethnic boundaries.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Nearly all consumers have coveted at least one prestige brand-

ed product (Taylor and Harrison 2008). Imagine a boy infatuated 
with Ferrari automobiles since age 8, displaying Ferrari posters on 
his bedroom wall, and reading any car magazine that featured the 
Ferrari. Unable to afford one himself, how would this now grown 
man respond when confronted with a peer who owns and drives his 
beloved vehicle? Such upward social comparisons are often emo-
tionally laden, prompting feelings of inferiority and envy (Smith and 
Kim 2007). Sundie et al. (2009) demonstrated that envy generated 
by possession of a prestige product can quickly transmute into hos-
tile, aggressive emotions. While the rapid transmutation of envy into 
hostility is conceptualized as a self-protective response, aimed at al-
leviating the self-threat posed by the upward comparison (Smith and 
Kim 2007), these feelings can prompt attitude change and behaviors 
that may ultimately be damaging to the prestige brand (Sundie et al. 
2009). 

Must the aspiration to obtain a prestige product always trans-
form envy into hostility during social comparison? In the present re-
search, we examine how, and why, strong connections between the 
self and the brand (Escalas and Bettman 2003) can change the emo-
tional experience of social comparisons involving those brands. In 
the first study, we examine whether implicit self-brand connections 
can reduce the threatening nature of an upward comparison involving 
a prestige branded product. Study two examines a potential mediator 
of the effect of self-brand connection on hostile responses to envy in 
social comparison--felt connection between the self and other own-
ers of the prestige brand. A summary of our findings is: To the extent 
that people feel a strong self-connection to the prestige brand, envy is 
less likely to transmute into other hostile emotions during an upward 
social comparison involving that brand. A key variable accounting 
for why a strong self-brand connection weakens the envy-hostility 
link during social comparison is the felt connection between the self 
and other owners of the prestige brand. 

Study 1 examined how self-brand connection (assessed with 
a self-brand implicit association test or IAT; Perkins and Forehand 
2012) affected the emotions experienced when making an upward 
social comparison based on a prestige brand (Lexus). After complet-
ing a self-Lexus IAT, 125 participants read a short social comparison 
scenario about someone fairly similar (another college student) who 
owned a sporty Lexus (price and picture of vehicle were provided). 
They then were asked about their emotional responses to this sce-
nario (e.g., happy, envious; instructions and measures taken from 
Sundie et al. 2009). Finally, dispositional envy was measured as a 
control variable (Smith et al. 1999). We anticipated and found that 
implicit self-brand connection moderated the link between envy and 
hostility, such that stronger self-brand connections reduced the trans-
mutation of envy into other hostile emotions (β for interaction = -.15, 
p<.05). Because self-brand connection was measured implicitly, it is 
highly unlikely that it influenced responses to the subsequent emo-
tional measures (i.e., reducing the potential for demand effects). The 
fact that a range of emotions (very positive to very negative) were 
assessed after the presentation of the social comparison scenario also 
reduces the possibility of any demand effects (Sundie et al. 2009). 

In research examining antecedents of self-brand connection 
(Escalas and Bettman 2003; 2005), consumption of a brand by ref-
erence group members, or brand associations consistent with the 
in-group, predicted developing a self-brand connection. Here, we 
examine consequences of self-brand connection for emotions expe-
rienced in a status consumption context, where social comparisons 
routinely occur. Intergroup emotions theory (Mackie et al. 2000) 
posits group identification (Turner 1991) will encourage positive 
emotional responses to group members possessing social advantag-
es. Thus, the more individuals see another who possesses an envied 
product as a part of the self, the less inclined they should be to ex-
perience negative emotions. We hypothesized that felt connections 
between the self and brand owners may account for the dampening 
effect of self-brand connection on the envy-hostility link common to 
social comparisons involving status products.   

Study 2 was designed to replicate study 1 findings, but extend 
upon it in two key ways: by using a validated explicit measure of 
self-brand connection (Escalas and Bettman 2003), and by examin-
ing a potential mediator of the moderating influence of self-brand 
connection on the envy-hostility link during social comparison (i.e., 
testing for mediated moderation). 305 participants completed the 
study for course credit. Participants selected a desirable luxury car 
from eight options, then reported their connection with that brand, α 
= .91. Next participants read a social comparison scenario featuring a 
peer who owned that prestige vehicle. Participants then reported their 
emotional responses to the scenario (as in study 1) and the extent 
to which they felt connected to owners of that prestige vehicle--this 
connection measure depicted increasingly overlapping circles (e.g., 
Tropp and Wright 2001); one circle represented “Me”; the other cir-
cle represented “Owners” of the luxury car. Dispositional envy was 
again measured as a control. Mediated moderation was tested using 
a path-analytic framework, consistent with the most recent published 
recommendations (Edwards and Lambert 2007). As anticipated, the 
interaction effect of self-brand connection and envy on hostility was 
mediated by the same interaction involving the overlap-with-brand-
owners measure (see Figure 1). The indirect effect linking SBCx-
Envy to Hostility is significant at p = .05, using Mplus’ bootstrapped 
standard errors. 

This research contributes to the envy literature, helping to clari-
fy when envy will transmute into hostility during social comparison. 
Our studies also contribute to the literature on self-brand connection 
by showing that felt connection with brand owners (not just connec-
tion between self and the brand) changes the nature of social com-
parisons involving prestige brands; dampening hostile reactions to 
envy evoked by a similar other who owns a coveted brand. We also 
demonstrate this effect of self-brand connection in social compari-
son is driven by felt overlap with prestige brand owners. Our results 
imply that to the extent luxury good marketers can encourage brand 
coveters to feel connected to brand owners (e.g., through clubs, dis-
cussion forums, reality television), they may succeed in dampening 
hostile envy.  
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Figure 1.  Moderating effects of self-brand connection (SBC; 
Panel A) and overlap with brand owners (Overlap; Panel B) on 

the Envy-Hostility link.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
A consistent finding in the attitude literature is that strong at-

titudes are products of effortful cognitive elaboration (Petty and Ca-
cioppo 1984; Petty and Wegener 1999). We argue that the link be-
tween elaboration and attitude strength could be more complicated. 

Dweck, Chiu and Hong (1995) have identified two distinct im-
plicit self-theories—entity vs. incremental theory—and have shown 
that each theory has a variety of influences on the theory holders’ 
information processing and judgments. People who endorse entity 
theory (entity theorists) believe that their personal traits (i.e., person-
ality, intelligence, and morality) are fixed, while people who endorse 
incremental theory (incremental theorists) view their personal traits 
as malleable. This line of research has found that individuals can 
extend their implicit self-theories: individuals apply their beliefs in 
personal traits not only to themselves, but also to other individuals. 

We propose that individuals can extend their implicit-self theo-
ries, even to products or brands, and that implicit self-theories will 
affect individuals’ attitude formation processes. Specifically, entity 
theorists will form attitudes toward products or brands more quickly 
(i.e., with less elaboration), but the strengths associated with the at-
titudes will be stronger than incremental theorists. That is, depend-
ing on implicit self-theories, individuals may form strong attitudes 
without elaboration.

STudy 1: THE rELATIOnSHIP BETWEEn 
IMPLICIT SELF-THEOry And ATTITudE 

FOrMATIOn TIME And ATTITudE STrEnGTH
We investigate whether entity theorists take less time than in-

cremental theorists to form attitudes toward brands, and whether 
the strengths associated with the attitudes formed by entity theorists 
are stronger than those by incremental theorists. Attitude formation 
time was measured using Media Lab software while each participant 
viewed a computer screen showing a print ad for a new brand and in-
dicated his or her attitude on a like-dislike dichotomous scale. After 
a thirty-minute lag, attitude strength was assessed both by metacog-
nitive measures (direct responses; e.g., “How certain are you about 
your opinion?”) and by attitude accessibility (indirect responses: re-
sponse latency to access and express an attitude).

The results support our prediction that an individual’s disposi-
tional implicit self-theory orientation affects his/her attitudes, atti-
tude formation time, and attitude strength. The results illustrate that, 
compared with incremental theorists, entity theorists quickly form 
attitudes that are congruent with the position of a persuasive mes-
sage (ß = -.37, t (62) = -2.99, p < .01). Further, even though they 
formed attitudes quickly, they held the attitudes more strongly than 
incremental theorists (ß = .26, t (62) = 2.09, p < .05). 

STudy 2: THE CAuSAL IMPACT OF IMPLICIT 
SELF-THEOry On ATTITudE FOrMATIOn TIME 

And ATTITudE STrEnGTH
We validate the causal relationships between implicit self-theo-

ry and attitudes. In Study 1, we did not address the question of cau-
sality. In Study 2, we manipulate an individual’s implicit self-theory 
orientation using the generalized implicit self-theory manipulation 
technique (Chiu, Hong, and Dweck, 1997). 

The results replicated those of Study 1: entity theory priming 
reduced the time taken to form attitudes (F (1, 105) = 18.12, p < 

.001), but increased the strength associated with the attitudes (F (1, 
105) = 6.71, p < .025).

STudy 3: COGnITIvE ELABOrATIOn—THE 
dIFFErEnCE In ATTITudE FOrMATIOn 

PrOCESS BETWEEn EnTITy And InCrEMEnTAL 
THEOrISTS 

Next, we manipulate the argument quality of a persuasive mes-
sage (strong vs. weak argument) and examine if the level of cogni-
tive elaboration is different between entity and incremental theorists 
when forming attitudes. 

The results support the idea that the strong attitudes formed by 
entity theorists are not the results of effortful cognitive elaboration. 
The two-way, implicit self-theory by argument quality interaction on 
attitude demonstrates that only incremental theorists were affected 
by argument quality manipulation, whereas entity theorists were not. 
Incremental theorists formed more message-congruent attitudes un-
der the strong argument condition and less message-congruent at-
titudes under the weak argument condition (F (1, 77) = 10.52, p < 
.001). In contrast, attitudes formed by entity theorists did not differ 
by argument quality manipulation (F (1, 77) = .20, NS). These re-
sults demonstrate that entity theorists exerted low levels of cogni-
tive elaboration, whereas incremental theorists exerted high levels of 
elaboration. Nevertheless, attitude strengths of entity theorists were 
significantly greater than those of incremental theorists (p < .025). 
Taken together, although they did not exerted effortful cognitive 
elaboration when forming attitudes, entity theorists formed stronger 
attitudes than incremental theorists. These findings contradicts with 
the prior notion that strong attitude is a product of effortful cognitive 
elaboration. 

STudy 4: WHAT THEn MAkES EnTITy 
THEOrISTS FOrM STrOnGEr ATTITudES THAn 

InCrEMEnTAL THEOrISTS?
We prepared four consumer reviews on the 3D-TV (two posi-

tive and two negative) and then made four different combinations: 
positive-to-positive, positive-to-negative, negative-to-positive, and 
negative-to-negative. Participants read only one of the four combina-
tions.

The results reveal that entity theorists are likely to stick to the 
attitude formed based on first reviews, and they are not be willing to 
adjust it after second reviews are provided, while incremental theo-
rists put more weight on second reviews. The purpose of Study 5 was 
to explore how and why entity theorists form and hold strong atti-
tudes without elaboration. Our results give us an interesting explana-
tion: entity theorists believe that everything is fixed, so that they do 
not need to adjust their attitudes once formed. As a result, they do not 
need to process all of the information available; they focus on only 
the first few pieces of information when forming attitudes, while in-
cremental theorists focus on more recent pieces of information.

SuMMAry
The present study extends our understanding of the effect of 

implicit self-theory on the attitude formation process. Entity theorists 
form strong attitudes without effortful cognitive elaboration. Specifi-
cally, entity theorists form attitudes more quickly toward products 
and brands, and they hold these attitudes more strongly than incre-
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mental theorists. Our findings contribute to both the implicit self-
theory and attitude strength literature.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Across four studies, outcome magnitude has opposite effects on 

intertemporal choice for gains and losses: consumers discount small 
gains more than large gains, but discount small losses less than large 
losses. Thought listings show that this is mediated by consumers’ 
desire to resolve gains and losses as soon as possible. 

Consumers often discount future consequences, for multiple 
reasons (Lynch and Zauberman 2006). The “magnitude effect” de-
scribes the fact that large gains are discounted more than small gains 
(Chapman and Elstein 1995; Estle et al. 2006; Thaler 1981). For ex-
ample, someone might choose $10 today versus $11 in a year, yet 
prefer to wait for $11,000 in a year rather than take an immediate 
$10,000, even though in both cases the later amount is 10% larger 
than the sooner amount. In these earlier studies, the choice options 
always paired a smaller, sooner amount with a larger, later amount, 
so it was impossible for participants to express zero or negative dis-
count rates. Thus, although some people might rather pay $10 im-
mediately rather than $9 in a year (to get the loss over with), this 
preference could never be expressed. A pilot study we ran suggests 
that when negative discount rates are allowed, losses may show a 
reverse magnitude effect: Consumers considering small losses were 
indifferent between paying $10 today and $9.70 in six months (a -6% 
discount rate), whereas those considering large losses were indiffer-
ent between paying $1,000 today and $1,070 in six months (a 13% 
discount rate).

Although several models have been proposed to explain the 
magnitude effect (al-Nowaihi and Dhami 2009; Benhabib, Bisin, 
and Schotter 2010; Loewenstein and Prelec 1992; Scholten and Read 
2010), none predict the interaction of magnitude and sign. To fill this 
gap, we propose resolution theory: Consumers have a psychological 
desire to resolve both gains and losses immediately, and this desire is 
combined with multiple other factors (such as uncertainty, see Table 
1) to ultimately predict time preference. In the case of gains, people 
want the gain immediately to satisfy their desire for positive out-
comes and to avoid feelings of deprivation while waiting (Hoch and 
Loewenstein 1991). When combined with other factors, which also 
favor the immediate gain, the resulting discount rate is high. In the 
case of losses, people want to get the loss over with immediately to 
close their mental books on the loss and avoid having to allocate at-
tention and emotional capacity (e.g., dread) to looming future losses 
(Harris 2010; Loewenstein 1987).  When balanced against other 
factors, which instead favor the delayed loss, the resulting discount 
rate is low. In both cases, the desire to resolve gains and losses is 
relatively insensitive to magnitude; it is a constant that is added to 
other attractions of the immediate reward (an assumption supported 
by Benhabib et al., 2010, for the domain of gains), rather than a pa-
rameter that multiplies the immediate reward’s utility. 

Importantly, resolution theory makes the prediction that nega-
tive discounting of losses will occur when amounts are small enough, 
because the cost of waiting is a constant that is added to the disutility 

Table 1. Summary of major factors hypothesized to determine intertemporal choices for gains and losses. 

Motivational Factor description Makes people prefer to have… Scales with 
magnitude?

Opportunity cost and investment 
(Franklin 1748; Samuelson 
1937)

Resources can be invested and 
earn interest or otherwise grow 
over time

Gains now and losses later Yes

Uncertainty
(Patak and Reynolds 2007; 
Takahashi, Ikeda, and Hasegawa 
2007)

Delayed gains and losses may 
never be realized Gains now and losses later Yes

Resource slack 
(Zauberman and Lynch 2005)

Expecting to have more re-
sources in the future means that 
immediate resources are more 
dear than future resources

Gains now and losses later Yes

Resolution
(Benhabib et al. 2010; Har-
ris 2010; Loewenstein 1987; 
O’Donoghue and Rabin 1999)

Psychological desire to resolve 
events immediately Both gains and losses now No

Other factors, such as social 
norms and ideals 
(Krantz and Kunreuther 2007)

Variable, but often suggest 
that individuals ought to delay 
gratification

Variable, but often postponing 
gains and attending to losses 
immediately

Variable
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of the larger later loss. Negative discounting implies that outcome 
values intensify (i.e., positives become more positive and negatives 
become more negative) the further they lie in the future; in the case 
of losses, negative discounting means a preference to have losses 
sooner rather than later. For example, some people might rather pay 
$10 immediately rather than $9 in a year, to satisfy their desire to get 
the loss over with. In this case, a full reversal of the magnitude effect 
when comparing small and large losses is understandable. 

METHOd
In four separates studies (total N = 856), participants made a se-

ries of choices between immediate and future gains and losses of dif-
ferent amounts. Three of these studies were run online with national 
samples and hypothetical outcomes, and one study was run in the lab 
with a student sample and real intertemporal gains and losses (in the 
range of $5 to $100). In two studies participants used an established 
type-aloud protocol (Hardisty, Johnson, and Weber 2010; Weber et 
al. 2007)  to record their thoughts before making their decisions. 
Participants subsequently categorized their own previously recorded 
thoughts according to the factors listed in Table 1.  

rESuLTS
In all four studies, participants discounted small gains more 

than large gains, replicating the magnitude effect, and discounted 
small losses less than large losses, reliably establishing the reverse 
effect of magnitude on losses.  Zero and negative discount rates were 
quite common when considering small losses; 78% of participants 
expressed this preference. In contrast, only 23% of those considering 
large losses, 2% of those considering small gains, and 2% of those 
considering large gains showed zero or negative discount rates.

Prior to making their choices, participants listed an average of 
3.4 thoughts. As predicted by Resolution Theory, the proportion of 
resolution thoughts was significantly lower for large magnitude out-
comes than for small magnitude outcomes. In other words, when 
participants considered $10, they frequently mentioned their psycho-
logical desire to resolve the situation as soon as possible, whereas 
when participants considered $10,000, other concerns were more 
prominent. Also as predicted, the proportion of resolution thoughts 
mediated the effect of magnitude on discount rates for gains and 
losses. 

dISCuSSIOn
Our findings may offer some guidance to policy-makers hop-

ing to encourage future-oriented decision making (i.e., low discount 
rates).  As suggested by both previous research and the present find-
ings, patience for gains may be encouraged by focusing on large 
magnitude outcomes. For example, an individual may be encouraged 
to save for retirement if the benefits of saving are aggregated over ten 
years of savings, rather than one year or one month. As the present 
research shows, however, the same strategy should not be applied to 
losses; consumers are motivated to take care of small losses imme-
diately, but large losses are likely to be postponed until later. There-
fore, a strategy of aggregating credit card debt or other debt into one 
large lump sum may be counterproductive, and lead consumers to 
delay paying off the large debt. Rather, breaking the problem down 
into smaller pieces that can be taken care of immediately should be 
more effective.  Consumers will often choose to get losses over with 
immediately, but only if they are small and manageable. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Consumers use products to create and communicate their iden-

tities (Kleine, Kleine, and Allen 1995; Sirgy 1982). As self-relevant 
social categories (e.g., male, college student), identities can appropri-
ate associations belonging to brands and form connections between 
brands and consumer self-concepts (Escalas and Bettman 2003). Past 
research has shown that salient identities guide thinking, judgment, 
and behavior (Tajfel and Turner 1979), including brand preference 
(Escalas and Bettman 2005) and choice (Berger and Heath 2007). 
Compared to analytic thinking, identity-driven thinking leads to 
judgment that resists change (Bolton and Reed 2004). Surprisingly, 
prior research has not yet examined the robustness of identity-driven 
judgment to direct product experience—an issue that Swaminathan, 
Page, and Gurhan-Canli (2007) exhort academics to investigate. Spe-
cifically, the present research asks: How will identity-based thinking 
affect (dis)satisfaction with an experience?   

Research in the disconfirmation paradigm of product satisfac-
tion suggests that post-choice satisfaction is based on the perfor-
mance of the product relative to a comparison standard, typically, 
pre-choice expectations (e.g., Cadotte, Woodruff, and Jenkins 1987; 
Oliver 1989). That is, performance above (below) expectations leads 
to satisfaction (dissatisfaction). Prior research has also provided evi-
dence that cognitive cues, such as brand name (Richardson, Dick and 
Jain 1994) and product category (Stayman, Alden, and Smith 1992), 
can alter satisfaction. For example, the match/mismatch between ex-
pectations engendered by product category and product taste (in the 
fruit juice category) influenced satisfaction, independent of product 
taste (Stayman et al. 1992). 

While brand and category labels are cognitive cues that influ-
ence evaluations through expectations, we argue that identity is a 
motivational cue that will operate primarily through performance 
perceptions. Prior research (Oyserman (2009) suggests that consum-
ing identity-linked products imbues choice with more meaning, that 
is, expressive rather than utilitarian. Thus, a positive experience with 
the product will enable identity-primed consumer to enjoy both the 
expressive and utilitarian “components” of the product, resulting in 
greater satisfaction compared to non id-primed consumers who will 
avail only of the utilitarian element of product consumption. In con-
trast, a negative experience fails to deliver on functionality but also 
denies identity-expression to identity-primed consumers; if so, then 
identity-priming may exacerbate dissatisfaction following a negative 
experience. However, Oyserman (2009) proposes an opposite effect 
suggesting when products are identity-congruent they are preferred 
despite negative performance: “once a product is identity-congruent, 
it becomes what ‘we’ use, separate from utilitarian concerns”. Given 
these two opposing effects, no net effect of identity on satisfaction 
with a negative experience may emerge.  

Hypothesis 1:  Identity-based marketing will moderate the im-
pact of product experience on customer satisfac-
tion such that a) customers will be more satisfied 
following a positive experience when the product 
primes identity (versus not); and b) dissatisfac-
tion with a negative experience will not differ as 
a function of identity. 

In contrast to category schema and brand names which are cog-
nitive cues that evoke specific product expectations, identity is a mo-
tivational cue. Thus, the impact of identity on satisfaction is posited 
to occur via performance perceptions rather than expectations. That 
is, identity-based thinking will lead consumers to perceive perfor-
mance as more superior when positive. Inasmuch as negative experi-
ence is unambiguously inconsistent with identity, then no identity-
driven ‘bias’ is expected to emerge for a negative experience.    

Hypothesis 2:  Performance perceptions will mediate the effects 
of identity and experience on satisfaction. 

Because the positive experience hypothesis is primarily driven 
by the motivational element of using the identity-linked product, we 
expect this effect to manifest only when consumers feel comfortable 
expressing or using their identity-driven interpretation of product 
performance. Specifically, we expect the effect posited in H1a to be 
stronger when consumption is either private or in the company of 
others who share the same identity (versus others who do not share 
the identity or who are of unknown identity). That is, identity en-
hances satisfaction with positive experiences when the setting favors 
identity-expression; otherwise, identity effects will not emerge. 

Hypothesis 3:  Identity effects on satisfaction with a positive ex-
perience will emerge when consumption is pri-
vate or the audience shares the same identity (vs. 
unknown or different).  

Six experiments were conducted to investigate these hypoth-
eses. Across all experiments, identity was primed (vs. not) via an 
advertisement. Participants were then asked to imagine themselves 
as a customer and reported expectations. Participants then experi-
enced (either real or imagined) the product, and experience valence 
was manipulated (along with other factors germane to hypotheses). 
After experience, satisfaction and perceived product performance 
were measured.  

Study 1 examined real experience. Analyses revealed a signifi-
cant identity by experience interaction on customer satisfaction (F 
(1, 68) = 4.94, p < .05) such that identity increases satisfaction with 
a positive but not negative experience. Study 2 replicated this in-
teraction for an imagined product experience (F (1,159) = 6.2, p = 
.01) and demonstrated mediation by perceived product performance. 
These results support H1 and H2. 

Studies 3 and 4 test boundary conditions on the phenomenon. 
Specifically, the identity effect was enhanced i) for private (vs. pub-
lic-identity unknown) consumption [(F (1,160) = 5.09, p < .05] and 
ii) when the purchase decision was made by another (vs. self) [(F 
(1, 52) = 9.80, p < .01]. Finally, studies 5 and 6 test generalizability 
of our findings to i) another identity and to ii) service recovery (vs. 
a negative experience). (Details omitted for brevity’s sake.) These 
results support H1—H3. 

Together, these findings make four contributions. First, prior 
research has tended to investigate identity effects on judgment and 
choice and has not, to our knowledge, examined identity effects on 
satisfaction. We find that identity effects emerge for positive experi-
ence but do not emerge for negative experience—suggesting an im-
portant constraint on the ‘power’ of identity posited in prior research. 
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Second, our results point to mediation by performance perceptions. 
That is, identity-based thinking influences satisfaction through mo-
tivated interpretation of the experience (versus expectations). Third, 
our research identifies a boundary condition for the positive effects 
of identity on satisfaction:  private or public consumption in which 
identity-expression is not constrained. Finally, these findings con-
tribute to the satisfaction literature by investigating the role of iden-
tity in consumption and as a driver of customer satisfaction. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
“You just don’t get the pros and cons and things with your doc-

tor, you don’t understand treatment options, what’s coming down the 
pipe… I was at one of the support group meetings and we were just 
going around the room talking about things and [the group leader] 
mentions “XXX is thinking about [getting] a transplant”. So they 
kinda went around the room, and as you know in these groups um, it’s 
just a great big pot of everything you can think of, every combination 
of something that people have gone through… So that group is real 
important. I come back with stuff from the group that I bring to my 
doctor: “Why aren’t we looking at this or that? When are we going 
to be testing for this? You know, what’s the future treatment plan?” 
(Interview Data).

This study explores the ways in which the collective practices 
of consumption community formation and sustainment can be un-
derstood as a technology (Foucault, 1988) employed in the caring 
for oneself (Foucault, 1986).  Taking inspiration from studies which 
have broadened out the domain of consumer research to include di-
verse groups living with serious illness (Adelman 1993; Kates, 2002; 
Pavia and Mason, 2004; Wong and King, 2008), the context for this 
investigation is the U.S. Myeloma community1. Through a phenom-
enological approach, utilising non-participant observation and depth 
interviews (Thompson et al., 1989; Turner and Wainwright, 2003; 
Forss et al 2004), attention is drawn to the importance of collective 
practices which emerge from community-based, patient-led support 
groups; particularly a network of 3 patient-led, community-based 
support groups in the Mid-west, accessed through a group leader 
who acted as gatekeeper. A period of contextualisation, drawing on 
informal interviews with community members and community-pro-
duced secondary data, was followed by non-participant observation 
at support group meetings over a period of 4 months. Subsequently 
20 face-to-face depth interviews were carried out with 15 Myeloma 
patients and their spouses or family members - “carers”, as they are 
known. 

We employ a consumer research lens (Lupton, 1997; Henwood 
et al, 2003; Kates, 2002; Pavia and Mason, 2004; Wong and King, 
2007), to explore the co-creation of social resources within such 
groups. As our interview data reveals (see above), the support groups 
are discursively positioned as receptacles of first-hand market infor-
mation, with much of the narrative exchange within the group being 
concerned with navigating and (re)calibrating one’s relationship with 
the healthcare, pharmaceutical and health insurance industries. Cru-
cially this culture of information-exchange fosters a sense of belong-
ing through the care for oneself and others.  Or, as Foucault would 
have preferred:  “The care of the self – or the attention one devotes 
to the care that others should take of themselves – appears then as 
an intensification of social relations.” (Foucault, 1986: 53). The sup-
port groups operate as consumption communities where culturally 

1    Myeloma is an incurable, chronic form of bone marrow cancer.  
It is estimated that there are 75,000 – 100,000 myeloma patients 
at any one time in the USA, and upwards of 15,000 in the UK. Pa-
tients may have the disease for several years and it is characterised 
by periods of active disease and remission (Durie, 2003). Symptoms 
of this disease include pain, bone loss, anaemia and immune system 
suppression. Treatment is usually in the form of chemotherapy and/
or stem cell transplantation.

accepted self-care practices deemed necessary to ‘living with my-
eloma’, are shared amongst patients and their carers (Whelan 2007). 

Through our analysis we reveal a range of collective practices 
which emerge from this ‘intensification of social relations’ (Foucault, 
1986).  Crucial amongst these are the sharing and mediating of infor-
mation, helping, storytelling and the fostering of personal responsi-
bility and obligation.  Such practices serve to sustain, replicate and 
energise the collective, but also to intensify the responsibilities of in-
dividual members through their participation. Carrying out the busi-
ness of identity work2, informants report being empowered with a 
sense of self-confidence and a new-found ability to negotiate various 
healthcare systems (Lo and Stacey 2008). The Myeloma community, 
through its cultivation of social and agentic practices, thus provides 
a space for members to ‘forge new meanings and incorporate these 
meanings into changing self-conceptions’ (Kates 2002: 636). 

The medical marketplace is a realm where high-stakes decisions 
- concerning treatment, care, quality of life or insurance and other 
administrative matters - are made (Wong and King 2008; Botti et al 
2009). We find that support groups function to provide patients with 
the emotional, social and knowledge resources to carry out complex 
decision making. Such is the focus on marketplace knowledge that 
we conceptualise support groups as a consumer-led solution to the 
dark side of consumer/patient empowerment – the burden of per-
sonal responsibility (Lupton 1997; Davies and Elliott 2006; Shankar 
et al 2006; Markus and Schwartz 2010). The study at hand is a dem-
onstration not only of the ways in which community is (to use Fou-
cault’s term, 1988) a technology employed to develop the self and 
navigate the medical marketplace, but how a consumption collective 
– in its mutual disclosures, trust, shared hope, sense of belonging 
and other-centred ethos – can produce valuable emotional bonds and 
social resources. The extant literature has identified that consumption 
communities provide social support to members (Shouten and McAl-
exander 1995; Fournier and Lee 2009) but has been slow to explore 
this helping behaviour. By doing so, we answer Kozinets’ (2002) call 
for consumption communities to be characterised as an ‘ameliora-
tive’ to the effects of the marketplace (ibid: 34). 

The study concludes that the robust and flexible culture of these 
support groups is crucial for understanding the transformation of 
the patient. The personal movement revealed is from a position of 
passivity, fear and objectification to one of perceived control, un-
derstanding and skilled navigation of the healthcare market. The 
resources constructed by such community-based support groups 
thus offer members access to and participation in a wealth of so-
cial practices for self-enhancement which transform the patient into 
an agent. Lupton noted (1997) that where the patient as consumer 
is examined, the privileged representation is that of ‘dispassionate, 
thinking, calculating subject’; a depiction which draws heavily on 
models of consumer behaviour where consumers are seen as rational, 
economic decision-makers who benefit from sovereignty of choice. 

2    Here we rely upon Schwalbe and Mason-Schrock: “anything peo-
ple do, individually or collectively, to give meaning to themselves 
or others.  Identity work is thus largely a matter of signifying, label-
ling, and defining. It also includes creation of the codes that enable 
self-signifying and the interpretation of others’ signifying behavior.” 
(1996: 115).
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The archetypal counterpart to the consumerist patient is the passive 
or dependent patient, a model of unquestioning compliance (Lupton 
1997). The study at hand unearths the lived experience beyond these 
simple conceptualisations; its contribution lies in the foreground-
ing of an under-researched aspect of communal consumption – the 
sharing of social support resources in order to realise agency within 
service interactions. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
It is commonly accepted that response to design novelty is in-

fluenced by perceptual fluency, either directly via affective evalua-
tion of visual stimuli (cf. Winkielman et al. 2006), or indirectly via 
increased satisfaction generated by resolving a moderate challenge in 
stimulus evaluation (Reber, Schwarz, and Winkielman 2004).  In ad-
dition, expertise facilitates the identification of sources of novelty and 
the efficient processing of product information (Alba and Hutchinson 
1987).  The link between novelty and consumer attitudes, however, 
is not entirely determined by perceptual fluency.  Central to the re-
sponse to design innovation are individuals’ inferences about what 
the product affords (Hoegg and Alba 2011) and the importance of 
novelty in general for the user. 

We propose that consumer preference for high versus low prod-
uct novelty is jointly explained by the level of aesthetic infusion and 
its congruency with the perceived core value of the product (i.e., he-
donic or utilitarian benefits).  Yet previous research is ambivalent 
about the direction of the congruency effect.  It is possible that prod-
ucts featuring high levels of design innovation will garner more favor 
if consumers find the aesthetic infusion congruent with the hedonic 
value they derive from the product (cf. Creusen and Schoormans 
2005).  In other words, hedonic products provide aesthetic design as 
a typical benefit, and presumably more thereof enhances the offer.  
However, it is also possible that design infusion into incongruent, 
utilitarian categories creates an unexpected consumer benefit through 
spillover inferences and thus more design innovation preference (cf. 
Hagtvedt and Patrick 2008).  In other words, utilitarian products do 
not provide aesthetic design as a typical benefit, and presumably its 
additional inclusion enhances the offer.  Research by Bertini, Ofek, 
and Ariely (2009) is informative and suggests that “non-alignable in-
novations” (i.e., utilitarian products featuring improvements in form 
and hedonic products with functional improvements) will garner 
more consumer preference.  Thus, we posit that consumer preference 
will be stronger for hedonic (utilitarian) products featuring innova-
tion in function (form). 

Differences in consumer response to innovative products are 
also related to individual traits such as need for uniqueness, variety 
seeking, or design sensitivity (Bloch 1995).  The latter has been cap-
tured in consumer research via the centrality of visual product aes-
thetics (CVPA) construct (Bloch, Brunel, and Arnold 2003).  Yet con-
sumers generally find it hard to articulate the reasons why they prefer 
specific designs (Creusen and Schoormans 2005), and a much con-
sumer research (e.g., Chartrand 2005) has been arguing for the role 
of automaticity in information processing and decision-making.  In 
further support for the importance of automatic cognition, there may 
also be a disconnect between consumers’ explicit responses and non-
conscious reactions to innovation (see Wilson, Lindsey, and Schooler 
2000).  Thus, individuals may [claim to] like novel designs more in 
their explicit evaluations than their automatic responses would sug-
gest, perhaps in order to appear more sophisticated.  Conversely, they 
may erroneously argue that product innovativeness is not an impor-
tant factor in their product assessments, when that is in fact very 
much the case (perhaps because they see themselves as reflective 
and not impulsive processors, cf. Strack, Werth, and Deutsch 2006).  
We examine the role that consumers’ innate automatic preference for 
innovation plays in explaining CVPA effects on innovative product 

evaluations.  We thus hypothesize that automatic reactions to novelty 
mediate the effect of CVPA on consumer attitudinal response to in-
novative new products. 

STudy 1
The first study assesses the extent to which there are different 

marketplace reactions to innovation based on two specific dimensions 
of design innovativeness (i.e., focus on function or form).  In ad-
dressing H1, we evaluate the conditions under which design innova-
tion in form is more or less likely to be attractive relative to function-
al innovation.  We also evaluate the extent to which complementary 
improvements are better received by consumers faced with innova-
tive products.  Participants were randomly exposed to the picture of 
a purportedly new, innovative product and subsequently asked their 
opinions about it.  Two product categories were employed: one pre-
tested to be utilitarian (toothbrushes) and one hedonic (sunglasses).  
The design was a 2 (product value: utilitarian or hedonic) X 2 (di-
mension of innovativeness: functionality or aesthetics) X 2 (CVPA: 
low or high) factorial with the first two variables manipulated and 
the latter measured.  The results (see Table 1) argue for a basic con-
sumer preference for innovation in function for hedonic products and 
in form for utilitarian products.  Innovative products are preferred 
more strongly by consumers high on CVPA.  These consumers seem 
to universally prefer functional enhancements, whereas those low on 
CVPA seem to react more positively to nonalignable enhancements to 
both product types.  

STudy 2
This study evaluates the hypothesis that consumer attitudinal 

responses toward innovative products are generally spontaneous and 
automatic (see Veryzer 1999 for a related point).  This argument sug-
gests that the effect of CVPA is fully mediated by automatic, implicit 
responses to novelty.   Results support the claim that consumers of 
high CVPA are more likely to appreciate innovative marketplace 
products.  Their explicit liking for such products is based on an auto-
matic, instinctive attraction to innovation and novelty (measured via 
the Implicit Association Test – Greenwald, McGhee, and Schwartz 
1998), explaining why they like innovation in terms of both design 
and function, as well as for both utilitarian and hedonic products.  
The implicit appreciation of innovative designs explains the connec-
tion between CVPA and explicit attitudes.  

STudy 3
The final study assesses the effect of dimension of design in-

novativeness (i.e., function or form) for a more complex product cat-
egory that is not disposable and thus entails more risk and requires 
more careful processing.  We therefore extend the generalizability of 
our conceptual framework and also improve on the previous studies 
in two important ways.  First, we evaluate the extent to which inno-
vation enhances perceived value by including a control (i.e., no in-
novation condition) as the critical benchmark.  Second, we replicate 
the automatic mediation effect of study 2 by having subjects perform 
IATs that involve actual product pictures as stimuli, as opposed to ge-
neric innovation-related words.  Results are once again supportive of 
both hypotheses (see Table 2).
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Table 1: Product Attitudes In Study 1

Product value: utilitarian Hedonic

Improved: Function Form Function Form

Mean S.E. Mean S.E. Mean S.E. Mean S.E.

 Low CVPA Attitudes 3.50 .41 4.14a .19 3.67 .30 3.07b .23

 High CVPA Attitudes 4.76 .28 4.42a .28 5.23b .27 3.75c .29

Means within the same row with different superscripts are significantly different at p < .05 or lower.

Table 2: Product Attitudes In Study 3

Improved: Nothing Function Form

Mean S.E. Mean S.E. Mean S.E.

Low CVPA Attitudes 3.40a .29 4.32b .21 4.99c .19

High CVPA Attitudes 2.79a .20 4.95b .23 5.41b .18

Means within the same row with different superscripts are significantly different at p < .05 or lower.
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Inter-racial Couples, Household decision-Making and  
Contextual Influences on Consumer Acculturation
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
This research examines household decision-making among 

inter-racial couples where one or both of the partners is an immi-
grant. Spousal decision-making is a culturally situated phenomena 
(Webster 2000) and it is increasingly clear that household decision 
making models developed for western “deciders” are inadequate 
when the “deciders” are non-western. (cf. Webster 2000; Wamwara-
Mbugua 2007).  Additionally, contextual influences (Schwartz et al. 
2010) on immigrant acculturation highlight the need for research on 
spousal decision-making in non-western cultural contexts.  Gendered 
patterns of behavior are extremely important in household decision-
making.  Qualls (1987) noted the impact of sex role orientation in 
household decision-making, while Webster (1994) highlighted the 
general consensus by researchers of the traditional role specialization 
in decision-making. For example, males were found to be dominant 
in decisions such as automobile purchase  (Green et. al 1983), in-
surance (Davis and Rigaux 1974), while female dominant decisions 
included appliances (Green et al. 1983); groceries (Davis and Rigaux 
1974) and washing machines (Woodside and Motes 1979).  The fe-
male dominant decisions have been associated with the women’s role 
as homemakers.  

Prior research (Green et. al 1983) suggested that as nations 
become developed, that household decision-making becomes less-
husband dominant.  However, in the case of grocery shopping (a 
predominantly female preserve), a country’s increased development 
should result in increased husband involvement in grocery shopping.  
In a study of Singaporean husbands, Piron (2002) found that hus-
bands had lower levels of involvement with grocery shopping and 
that the wives were the principal deciders. This was attributed to 
Asian males and families being more traditional and less open to 
modern behaviors than their western counterparts (Piron 2002). Eth-
nicity has been found to be an important influencer of decision-mak-
ing (Maldonaldo and Tansuhaj 1999; Webster 1994).  Immigration 
presents immigrants with numerous decision-making opportunities 
and Berry (1980) has suggested that the immigrant experience is in-
fluenced by whether the immigrant wants to retain his/her culture of 
origin or whether s/he desires to have positive relations with the host 
culture. Answers to this yes/no questions results in a typology with 
four outcomes: integration, separation, marginalization and assimila-
tion: with integration being the best strategy for immigrants’ mental 
health.  Food is central to our identity and oftentimes displays our 
cultural heritage. Consequently, food consumption and acquisition is 
an excellent area in which to investigate immigrant household deci-
sion-making processes among inter-racial couples in a non-western 
context.

Method: The data for this study is drawn from a larger study of 
thirty-three immigrants.  Twenty one of these immigrants were mar-
ried and eleven individuals were in interracial marriages.  Research 
informants were recruited using the snowball method.  The infor-
mants are from many different regions of the world, namely: Europe, 
North and South America, Africa, Asia, Australia and the Middle 
East.  Consistent with research practices in Kenya, a government re-
search permit was obtained before the research commenced. All in-
terviews were conducted in English, in Nairobi, Kenya.  Informants 
were assured of confidentiality and anonymity. The interviews were 
audio-taped, transcribed and analyzed by means of coding patterns 
and the constant comparative method (Glazer and Strauss 1967). 

Findings:  In most cultures, women have primarily been re-
sponsible for food acquisition and preparation. Therefore, it would 
likely follow that since the women were doing most of the food 
preparation that they would have a strong influence on the type of 
food consumed within the home.  Nonetheless, in our research we 
found that with one exception, all food consumption and acquisition 
decisions were husband dominant.   Berry (1980) suggested that for 
the best mental health that immigrants should integrate aspects of 
their own culture with that of their host culture. In this case we see 
an integration of the dominant culture in Kenya by making this deci-
sion husband dominant.  In general, in Kenya, (a patriarchal society) 
women are overly concerned with ensuring that their husbands’ food 
needs are met. 

Six out of the ten informants were married to Kenyan men; two 
respondents were married to Kenyan women and three were in inter-
racial-inter-country marriages while eleven were in same-race-same-
country marriages. With one exception, informants ate food aligned 
with the husband’s culture and more often than not completely ig-
nored the “food culture” of the woman.  The women adjusted and 
learned how to consume the food associated with the husbands’ cul-
tures while the men in general did not learn how to eat or appreci-
ate the food associated with the women’s cultures.  One explanation 
for the observed findings is that the immigrants have integrated the 
“male dominance” culture evident in Kenya.  Although a country’s 
level of development has been shown to be correlated with increased 
wife dominance in decision-making, our research suggests that the 
reverse can happen.  We find that when individuals from highly de-
veloped countries immigrate to a less developed country, they begin 
to adopt the behaviors and attitudes of those around them.  Another 
possible explanation for the “husband dominance” in food consump-
tion can be attributed to the availability of cheap labor.  In Kenya, 
most middle-class families have “live-in house-help.  Consequently, 
in spousal dyads where the husband was Kenyan, then the “cook/
maid” would prepare the local foods.  In instances where the husband 
was non-Kenyan, then the couples hired and trained a maid to cook 
the non-Kenyan foods.  Nonetheless, the preferred non-Kenyan food 
was aligned with the husband’s culture.

Conclusion: This research highlights some important issues: a) 
the development of a nation can indeed influence gendered patterns 
of decision-making. While researchers have demonstrated the move-
ment of decisions towards less husband dominance as the nations de-
velop, we demonstrate that when immigrants from more developed 
countries immigrate to less developed countries, their decision mak-
ing patterns may return to more husband dominant decision-making.  
We attribute the return to husband dominance to the following:  a) 
the integration of dominant culture’s values and decision making pat-
terns; b) the existence of cheap labor in these countries may mitigate 
these decisions and may facilitate the dominance of one decision-
making pattern over another.  Additionally, this research highlights 
the need to engage in research outside of western cultural contexts 
particularly with non-western deciders.   
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Can haptics influence calorie perceptions? We focus on haptic 

properties of food and suggest that since food haptics directly im-
pact mastication (chewing), they can also impact calorie estimation. 
Higher mastication (based on rougher versus smoother and harder 
versus softer foods) is proposed and demonstrated to reduce calorie 
estimation. Focusing on calorie estimation is relevant given rising 
obesity and need for healthy eating (Chandon and Wansink 2011). 
While emerging work on haptics has examined other factors (Peck 
and Wiggins 2006), hardness and texture properties of objects remain 
uninvestigated within the consumer behavior literature.  

FOOd TExTurE, MASTICATIOn, And 
ASSOCIATIvE LEArnInG

Typically, high-calorie/high-fat foods like butter, cream, and 
cheese, tend to have smooth, soft, and/or creamy textures.  In con-
trast, lower calorie foods like raw vegetables, crackers, and cereals, 
tend to be rougher and harder. We propose that repeated exposure 
to this pattern of experience whereby unhealthier (healthier) food 
items tend to be smooth (rough) or soft (hard) results in learned as-
sociations between the haptic properties of the food and the level of 
healthiness of the food. Research in the domain of associative learn-
ing theories suggests that the co-occurrence of two stimuli results in 
the formation of an associative link (Van Osselaer and Alba 2000). 
When the two stimuli are repeatedly juxtaposed, the link strengthens, 
and over time can become a predictive rule that consumers apply to 
other stimuli or new contexts (McSweeney and Bierly 1984). Hence, 
we hypothesize:

Hypothesis 1:  The Food Haptics – Perceived Calorie Effect, 
whereby consumers will perceive foods with soft 
(vs. hard) or smooth (vs. rough) textures as being 
higher in calories.

When consuming food under high cognitive load, consumers 
pay less attention to all the senses (Elder and Krishna 2010).  As 
such,  

Hypothesis 2:  With less attention paid to eating (e.g., greater 
time pressure), the food haptics-perceived calo-
ries effect is attenuated.

BMI And CALOrIE PErCEPTIOn
Prior research suggests that BMI is an important factor in food 

choices and influences consumers’ perceptions of foods (Irmak et al. 
2011). Studies show that consumers with high BMIs are more sensi-
tive to the hedonic properties of foods (Chandon and Wansink 2011), 
and more likely to inaccurately estimate nutritional properties of 
foods (Carels et al. 2006).  Consistent with this, studies also suggest 
that consumers with high BMIs focus less attention on high calorie 
foods (Graham et al. 2011) and are less sensitive to the attributes of 
unhealthy foods because they consume these foods frequently (Stew-
art et al. 2010). Hence, the learned associations between food haptics 
and calories are less likely to form for high BMI consumers.  In fact, 

the desire to eat high calorie foods may even reverse this associative 
learning if it does occur. We propose:

Hypothesis 3:  BMI will moderate the food haptics-perceived 
calorie effect so that the “higher mastication-
lower calorie” perception will be reversed for 
higher BMIs. 

STudIES
We tested our hypotheses in three experiments. Study 1 had two 

manipulated conditions (carrot texture: rough vs. smooth). Consis-
tent with H1, participants rated the smooth (vs. rough) textured car-
rots as higher in calories. Taste perception measures revealed similar 
values across both conditions, ruling out perceived taste as the under-
lying process for perceived unhealthiness (Raghunathan et al. 2006).   

Study 2 tested H2 with a 2 (hard vs. soft chocolates) X 2 (time 
pressure: low vs. high) between subjects design experiment. We ma-
nipulated time pressure based on prior studies (Siemer and Reisen-
zein 1998). The results support H2; under low time pressure, calorie 
estimation was higher for the soft (vs. hard) chocolate but the effects 
got attenuated under high time pressure. 

Finally, a field experiment at a restaurant (Study 3) tested H3, 
with a 2 (hard vs. soft cookies) X 2 (BMI: normal weight vs. over-
weight) between subjects design. BMI was manipulated as in previ-
ous studies (Chandon and Wansink 2007). Consistent with H3, calo-
rie perception was higher (lower) for the soft (vs. hard) cookie for 
normal weight (overweight) participants. 

Collectively, the results of the three experiments reveal interest-
ing theoretical and practical insights regarding the effects of mastica-
tion and food haptics on calorie estimations.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Would you be more persuaded to purchase a medication that 

advertises a 50% reduction in your risk of suffering a side effect or 
one that advertises a reduced risk from 2 (i.e., starting risk) to 1 (i.e., 
modified risk) case per 100,000?  The former represents a conditional 
probability referred to as a relative risk reduction, whereas the latter 
is a natural frequency called an absolute risk reduction.  Both esti-
mates are correct, as the 1 per 100,000 is an absolute difference that 
represents a 50% reduction in risk.  The two presentations differ in 
how they are framed.

Understanding how consumers process risk perceptions matters 
not only from a managerial perspective because it is necessary for 
good decision-making, it also matters because it provides theoretical 
insights that have implications for consumer welfare and public policy 
(Menon, Raghubir, and Agrawal 2008).  Despite how helpful statistical 
information might be, consumers are often unable to discern the mean-
ing of such information.  This is especially problematic when informa-
tion is presented in a way that at best doesn’t tell the whole story and, 
at worst, is deceptive (Boush, Friestad, and Wright 2009).  

Research has shown that a relative frame is more persuasive be-
cause it has a larger magnitude than its corresponding absolute frame 
(Gigerenzer 2002).  It is therefore not surprising that marketers fre-
quently use relative framing in product claims.  Yet, without baseline 
information that allows for its calculation, a relative frame offers lit-
tle diagnostic insight.  Unfortunately, consumers often suspend their 
natural skepticism and do not counter-argue when presented with a 
statistic because of its apparent precision.  Instead, consumers trust 
the presumed authority of the source (Sowey 2003). 

Our research considers the moderating effect of brand promi-
nence on responses to risk reduction framing.  A brand’s prominence 
may be derived from factors such as market share, brand awareness, 
visibility, and share of voice.  Research has shown that consumers 
make numerous inferences based on market prominence (Johar and 
Pham 1999; Kirmani 1990; Kirmani and Wright 1989; Pham and 
Johar 2001).  Prominent brands represent knowledge structures that 
function as judgmental heuristics.  Such structures contain learned 
associations linking the brand to product quality and therefore pro-
vide the basis for a judgment without the need for extensive pro-
cessing of specific attribute information (Maheswaran, Mackie, and 
Chaiken 1992).

Four studies are reported that test eight hypotheses.  Study 1 
finds that consumers prefer options framed in relative (vs. absolute) 
terms.  Study 2 results speak to the heuristic power of brand promi-
nence.  For both actual and generic brands, prominence superseded 
risk framing in that no framing effect was found when the new prod-
uct was associated with a prominent brand.  However, given a non-
prominent brand, consumers used risk framing as a basis for forming 
new product performance expectations and likelihood of recom-
mending.  Also, the direct effect of prominence on judgments was 
mediated by brand trust.  Moreover, after accounting for prominence, 
trust moderated the effect of framing for an actual brand.  Risk fram-
ing had no effect when trust was high.  When trust was low, how-
ever, relative (vs. absolute) framing elicited higher expectations and 
greater likelihood of recommending. 

Hypothesis 1: A product option framing risk reduction in rela-
tive (vs. absolute) terms will be preferred regard-
less of whether baseline information is present-
ed.  

Hypothesis 2: A new product claim framing risk reduction in 
relative (vs. absolute) terms will elicit (a) in-
creased performance expectations, (b) greater 
consumer understanding, and (c) less purchase 
anxiety.

Hypothesis 3: An ordinal interaction is expected such that 
(a) product expectations and (b) recommenda-
tion likelihood will be reduced in response to a 
new product claim by a less prominent brand 
that uses absolute framing compared to a less 
prominent brand using relative framing or a 
more prominent brand that uses either absolute 
or relative framing.  

Hypothesis 4: Brand trust will mediate the direct effect of 
brand prominence on (a) performance expecta-
tions and (b) recommendation likelihood.

Hypothesis 5: A new product claim framed in relative (vs. ab-
solute) terms will elicit greater (a) performance 
expectations and (b) recommendation likelihood 
when brand trust is low.  No such difference is 
expected when brand trust is high.

Hypothesis 6: In contrast to the lack of a risk framing effect on 
new product expectations for a prominent brand 
found in study 2 (see H3a), a risk framing main 
effect is expected such that an absolute (vs. rela-
tive) frame will elicit lower product expectations 
for a prominent brand when numeric informa-
tion is presented graphically.

Hypothesis 7: Given a text only presentation, low numerates’ 
performance expectations will be greater when 
(a) the new product claim is presented in relative 
(vs. absolute) terms, and (b) brand trust is high 
(vs. low).  No such differences are expected for 
high numerates.

Hypothesis 8: Compared to those receiving instruction only 
about how absolute and relative risk reductions 
are calculated, respondents who receive ad-
ditional instruction as to marketers’ intent will 
perceive greater deception following exposure to 
a marketing claim that uses a relative risk reduc-
tion frame.

A boundary condition of presentation vividness was investi-
gated in study 3.  We found that brand prominence was ignored in 
favor of relative (vs. absolute) framing when risk information was 
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presented graphically.  In contrast, study 2 results were replicated 
when the same information was presented textually.  Also explored 
was the individual difference variable of numeracy (Peters et al. 
2006).  Study 3 indicates that respondents – especially low numer-
ates – place greater emphasis on brand prominence than risk framing 
when information is presented textually.  However, given a graphical 
presentation, a brand’s prominence is ignored in favor of how the 
risk reduction is framed.

Our final study explores whether consumers view the use of 
relative framing to be deceptive.  Even though a relative frame with 
no baseline information provides no diagnostic insight, consumers 
may simply expect marketers to present their products in the best 
possible light.  However, the use of relative framing is in fact an 
attempt to mislead because it deliberately omits important informa-
tion that may have otherwise affected the consumer’s decision and is 
therefore deceptive (Boush et al. 2009).  

In order to understand the stimulus, respondents were told they 
must first read a passage that explained how baseline information is 
used to calculate absolute and relative risk reductions.  In the “abso-
lute frame only” condition, respondents were then shown the starting 
and modified risks used to calculate the relative risk reduction in-
cluded in the stimulus.  The same information was given to the “ab-
solute frame plus instruction” condition, but they were also told that 
marketers use relative (vs. absolute) framing because the number ap-
pears larger.  No mention was made as to the ethics of the tactic.  All 
respondents were then presented with a product claim using a relative 
frame with no baseline information.  No differences were found for 
performance expectations (p = .91) or recommendation likelihood (p 
= .18).  However, those receiving additional instruction found the tac-
tic more deceptive than did those who did not (p < .02).

In sum, direct-to-consumer advertising for products designed 
to reduce risk relies on consumers’ ability to understand statistical 
information.  Yet, our results suggest that consumers instead rely on 
heuristics when forming judgments.  If faced with just a risk reduc-
tion ratio in a new product claim, consumers make their assessment 
on the basis of a relative frame, even though it is of little diagnostic 
value.  In contrast, risk framing is ignored altogether when the new 
product is introduced by a prominent brand.  This effect is obviated 
when risk reduction is communicated graphically.  Finally, consum-

ers do not view the use of a relative frame to be misleading even if 
they are aware of how it is calculated.  Its use is viewed as deceptive 
only after they learn marketers’ intent for using the tactic.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
People who have power have often been observed (or caught) 

seeking sexual variety (e.g. President Bill Clinton, Italian Prime 
Minister Silvio Berlusconi). Indeed, power and sex are closely linked 
(Buss 1994). For example, people with power are evaluated as sexier 
(Martin 2005), males primed with power-related stimuli evaluate 
opposite-sex subordinates as more sexually attractive (Bargh, Ray-
mond, Pryor, and Strack 1995), and having power over an opposite 
sex person activates sexual concepts that persist over time, indicating 
the activation of a mating goal (Kunstman and Maner 2010). 

How will this link between power and sex impact choices in the 
consumption domain? We explore how feelings of power (powerful-
ness or powerlessness) affect variety seeking for consumer choices 
that are sexually relevant -- i.e., choices involving cues that could ac-
tivate sexual or mating goals (Dahl, Sengupta, and Vohs 2009; Jans-
sens, et al. 2011; Lin 1998). We predict that either powerfulness or 
powerlessness could shift attention towards sexual cues, but because 
powerful people expect access to a variety of mates, powerless peo-
ple may engage in compensatory efforts in the consumption arena. 
Specifically, they may seek variety in daily product choices that are 
sex-relevant. In three studies, we examine how feelings of [not] hav-
ing power influence consumer variety seeking and consistently find 
that people feeling low in power (LP) versus high in power (HP) 
preferred more variety, but only for choices that were sex-relevant.  

Power feelings were primed using the same episodic recall task 
in all studies (Galinsky, Gruenfeld & Magee 2003). In Study 1, after 
recalling a past experience of either being powerful (n = 23) or pow-
erless (n = 24), participants chose between magazines with either a 
single model or multiple models pictured on the cover. Each partici-
pant made binary choices for eight pairs of magazines among which 
four pairs had attractive human models on the cover (sex-relevant 
condition: female or male pop stars) and four pairs had attractive 
non-human models (sex-irrelevant condition: animals, buildings). 

The dependent measure of variety seeking was the total number of 
times one chose the magazine with multiple models, with a separate 
index (from 0 to 4) for human-model and non-human-model maga-
zines. Results showed that LPs chose multiple models more often 
for the human-model magazines (M = 1.83, SD = 1.20) than HPs did 
(M = 1.17, SD = 1.11), F (1, 45) = 3.79, p <.06, but did not differ in 
variety seeking for non-human-model magazines (LP: M = 2.00, SD 
= 1.10; HP: M = 2.39, SD = 1.37). F (1, 45) = 1.16, N.S. Hence, Study 
1 suggests that when choices were potentially sexually relevant, LPs 
compared to HPs chose a greater variety (of cover models), whereas 
this pattern disappeared when choices were presumably not sexually 
related. Results for a separate no-power prime group (n = 24) fell 
between LP and HP results, though not significantly different from 
either. 

Because the magazine covers in this study may not necessar-
ily have activated sexually relevant thoughts, we addressed sex rel-
evance directly in Study 2 by framing the same product choice as 
either relevant or irrelevant to dating. After recalling a powerful (n 
= 50) or powerless (n = 48) experience, participants imagined them-
selves in a scenario in which they ordered dessert for either a party or 
reception they are hosting. The event was described either as a party 
in which they might meet attractive people to date (sex-relevant) or 
as a reception in which they might meet recent grads who could offer 
internship opportunities (sex-irrelevant). Participants ordered 12 des-

serts out of five different options (cakes, pies) to serve at this event. 
When the choice was framed as sex-relevant, LP participants ordered 
more types of desserts (M = 3.54, SD = 1.06) than did HP participants 
(M = 2.73, SD = 0.83), F (1, 94) = 7.08, p <.05. However, when the 
choice was framed as sex-irrelevant, LPs and HPs ordered a similar 
amount of variety (LP: M = 2.96, SD = 1.20; HP: M = 3.04, SD = 
1.20), F (1, 94) = .07, N.S. Thus, consistent with the prior study, 
when the choice was sexually relevant, powerless versus powerful 
people chose more variety, but when the choice was not sexually 
relevant, this difference disappeared. 

Next, we addressed whether the effects were due to LPs en-
gaging in enhanced variety seeking or to HPs being less interested 
in variety compared to baseline feelings of power. In Study 3, after 
recalling a powerless (n = 37), powerful (n = 40), or neutral experi-
ence (n = 42), participants were asked to customize a box of Godiva 
chocolates as a birthday gift either for their significant other (sex-
relevant) or their important co-worker (sex-irrelevant). As before, 
when the gift was for a significant other (sex-relevant), LPs chose 
more kinds of chocolates (M = 6.41, SD= 1.73) than HPs (M = 4.59, 
SD = 1.44) or controls did (M = 4.68, SD = 1.46), F (2, 113) = 6.13, 
p <.05. Post-hoc results showed that LPs significantly differed from 
HPs, F (1, 113) = 12.066, p <.05, and controls, F (1, 113) = 9.312, 
p < .05, but HPs did not differ from controls, N.S.  However, when 
the gift was for an important co-worker (sex-irrelevant), LPs did not 
differ from HPs and controls (LP: M = 6.35, SD = 2.06; HP: M = 
6.44, SD = 1.65; Control: M = 6.26, SD = 2.07), F (2, 113) = .05, N.S. 
The same pattern emerged in a separate replication study (N = 89) 
in which people made a binary choice between a high-variety and 
low-variety box of chocolates. Thus, in addition to replicating Study 
1 and 2, Study 3 revealed that when choices were sex-related, feeling 
powerless led to choosing more variety than would normally occur. 

In sum, across three studies, LPs chose more variety than HPs 
and control people did when choices were sex-relevant, but not when 
they were sex-irrelevant. This was observed across a number of prod-
ucts and ways of manipulating sex-relevance such as magazines with 
attractive human models (Study 1), foods to serve possible dating 
partners (Study 2), and gifts for a long-term significant other (Study 
3). The findings suggest that compared with high power people who 
might have ready access to a variety of real mates, low power people 
have to settle for variety in their chocolates and magazines.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Consumer decisions are often influenced by the context within 

which they are made. For example, exposure to colors (Berger and 
Fitzsimons 2008), products (Lee and Labroo 2004), and brands (Fer-
raro et al., 2009) can systematically shift consumer choices. Although 
we know much about the contextual features that may influence 
choices, we know little about who is more likely to be influenced 
by which type of contextual cues. In this paper, we use Cognitive-
Experiential Self-Theory (CEST) to understand how individual dif-
ferences in thinking systems lead to decisions that are influenced by 
the decision context.

CEST (see Epstein 1994) suggests that humans have both a 
rational system and an experiential system. Whereas the rational 
system is slow, rule-based, contemplative, and deliberative, the ex-
periential system is rapid, affect-based, action-oriented, and associa-
tive. Past work suggests that the two modes operate according to a 
dominance model, whereby one mode is likely to dominate think-
ing – typically the experiential system, unless the rational system is 
activated (temporally or chronically), in which case it tends to take 
over (Kahneman and Frederick 2005; Shiv and Fedorikhin 1999). 
This model implies that experiential and rational thinking are bipolar 
constructs, such that a higher activation of one system indicates a 
lower activation of the other. However, scale development studies 
by Pacini and Epstein (1999) found no relationship between the two 
thinking modes, suggesting that the two systems are independent. 
Therefore, contrary to the dominance model, we argue for a balance 
model which, in addition to the dominance cases where the activa-
tion of one system exceeds that of the other, also considers condi-
tions of balanced thinking modes or simultaneous activation of both 
systems (either both relatively low or both relatively high). We posit 
that it is these latter two groups of individuals who tend to be more 
influenced by contextual cues. 

The rationale for this prediction differs across the two balanced 
groups (i.e., low-lows and high-highs). Low-lows are likely to lack 
internally generated inputs for guiding a decision, given low acti-
vation of both the experiential and rational systems which account 
for the majority of decision inputs. Therefore, they are likely to turn 
to the decision context for cues. Conversely, high-highs, with two 
highly activated systems, are faced with the dilemma of choosing a 
system when faced with a decision, especially since the two systems 
often produce diverging outputs (Kirkpatrick and Epstein 1992). 
Therefore, compared to the dominant system groups, high-highs will 
also be more likely to turn to the decision context for cues. These dif-
fering rationales also allow us to predict the types of cues in the deci-
sion context that will influence their decisions. Low-lows, who do 
not have the cognitive resources for assessing the relevance of a cue, 
will be likely to turn to contextual cues that are highly accessible, 
for making their decisions. Conversely, high-highs, who have ample 
resources to assess the relevance of a cue, will be likely to focus on 
the most diagnostic contextual cues. 

We tested these predictions in a series of studies. Across the 
studies, we measured experiential and rational system activation 
using the REI-40 (Pacini and Epstein 1999). In Study 1, we tested 
the basic prediction that low-lows and high-highs make decisions 
influenced by the contextual cues. We used the context of grocery 
shopping, where the items placed in the shopper’s basket are likely 
to function as a contextual cue, making complementary products not 

only more accessible (Lee and Labroo 2004) but also more diagnos-
tic (i.e., situation-appropriate), calling for increased purchase likeli-
hood of complementary products for both these groups (as compared 
to their one-system dominant counterparts). Participants (n = 118) 
completed a simulated grocery shopping task in which they made 
a series of choices in the given product categories, subsequent to 
which  they were asked to name three additional items they would 
buy on their shopping trip. The complementarity of these items to 
the target basket items was assessed. Regression analyses yielded the 
expected interaction and simple-slope analyses confirmed the predic-
tion that low-lows and high-highs listed more complementary items 
than their dominant-system counterparts. 

In the next two studies, we tested the predictions relating to dif-
ferential cues and their underlying mechanism  by manipulating the 
accessibility and diagnosticity of the contextual cues. Study 2 (n = 
104) replicated Study 1 with one exception. The relative accessibility 
of the shopping basket was lowered, while keeping its diagnosticity 
high, by introducing an alternative high accessibility/low diagnostic-
ity cue in the context (via a short story immediately after the product 
choices). The regression analyses revealed that, as expected, only the 
high-highs were influenced by the diagnostic contextual cue (shop-
ping basket), demonstrating an increased level of complementary 
purchases. In Study 3 (n = 98), we took the opposite approach by 
using a contextual cue that operated on accessibility, but not diagnos-
ticity, processes. We accomplish this by using a perceptual fluency 
paradigm adapted from Berger and Fitzsimons (2008). Participants 
completed a short questionnaire on product preferences using either 
a green or purple pen. They were then asked to choose two options in 
two different categories (candy and pop) of eight options each. There 
were two green options and two purple options in each category. We 
predicted that the pen color would make other similar-colored prod-
ucts more accessible and therefore chosen more often by low-lows, 
who rely on accessibility-based processes; however, such an effect 
would not emerge for high-highs. Our expectations were supported, 
with the low-lows choosing more color-consistent options than the 
other three groups. 

These findings contribute to the consumer behavior literature in 
several ways. First, they enrich the theory of thinking systems by ex-
amining the decision making for low-lows and high-highs and dem-
onstrating that these groups merit further attention and examination 
in the literature. Second, we identify consumer groups who are most 
likely to use contextual cues as inputs in their decision making.  Fi-
nally, our findings distinguish between different types of contextual 
cues and demonstrate how their usage may differ based on individual 
differences in thinking systems. Future research can build on this 
work by investigating the implications of conceptualizing thinking 
systems and decision cues in these ways.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
When you find yourself in a novel situation, would you engage 

in novel consumption experiences, or would you prefer stable ground 
and stick to what you know? Empirical research has proved both ways 
for consumers who experienced large changes in life. Severe changes 
in people´s environment seem to enhance preference for familiarity. 
Oishi and colleagues (2012) studied residential mobility and showed 
that it led to anxiety and increased familiarity liking. However, it is 
also well-known that moderate levels of novelty lead to curiosity and 
exploration (Berlyne 1950). Consistent with this reasoning, Wood 
(2010) found that students who first moved to campus were more 
likely to be attracted to new or unfamiliar products. Therefore, differ-
ent life changing events may lead to both familiarity-seeking (Oishi 
et al. 2012) and variety-seeking (Wood 2010). Nevertheless, litera-
ture is remarkably silent about the impact of day-to-day changes on 
consumer decisions. Therefore, the focus of the present project is on 
the impact of day-to-day changes on consumption. 

Contrary to experiencing large changes in life, consumers fre-
quently find themselves in unexpected situations. Hence we seek to 
find out how such novel environmental cues affect consumer behav-
ior. We propose that subtle changes in the environment make people 
feel more special and choose more special consumption experienc-
es, whereas more blatant changes in the environment make people 
choose comforting familiar consumption experiences. In five experi-
mental studies we find that subtle unusual or novel circumstances 
(i.e., environmental changes, and unusual actions) boost unique con-
sumption experiences, like the preference for scarce products and 
uncommon holiday destinations, and the willingness to try out new 
products. Moreover, we show that blatant changes in the environ-
ment reset familiarity-seeking. These studies are in line with priming 
literature documenting that subtle primes lead to assimilation effects, 
and blatant primes lead to contrast effects (Martin 1986). In particu-
lar, novelty gives rise to special and unique feelings. Subtle novelty 
leads participants to consumptions in line with primed feelings of 
uniqueness, whereas intrusive novelty leads consumers to choose fa-
miliar options.  Alternative explanations driven by difficulty, mood 
regulation, increased self-awareness, lower self-confidence, and self-
efficacy are discussed and ruled out.

OvErvIEW OF STudIES
In five experimental studies we showed that subtle novel situ-

ations prime special consumption. Different manipulations and de-
pendent variables were used to show the robustness of the effect. 
In four studies, subtle novelty was induced by having participants 
engage in a usual or unusual task (different tasks across studies), 
in one study the environment itself was changed. Whereas the first 
three studies focused on subtle novelty, and the process of priming 
feelings of uniqueness, the last two studies explicitly measured and 
manipulated subtle versus blatant novelty, and explored the differen-
tial impact on consumption.

In the first study, subtle task unusualness (i.e., right-handers 
performed a task with the right or left hand) affected novel con-
sumption experience. We found that participants in a subtle unusual 
situation expressed a higher interest in trying out new products than 
participants in a usual situation. The second study showed that subtle 

task unusualness (similar task to study 1) increased the likelihood of 
choosing a scarce, and hence more unique, product for consumers 
with a low need for uniqueness to the level of those that were high in 
need for uniqueness showing a chronic interest in novel and special 
products (Tian, Bearden, and Hunter 2001). This suggests that novel 
circumstances prime the drive to be special. Indeed, study 3 provided 
evidence that participants in the unusual condition showed a momen-
tary drive to feel unique in comparison with those in the usual condi-
tion (similar task to study 1).

In two additional studies we showed that only subtle but not 
blatant environmental changes led to special consumption experi-
ences. In study 4, participants described their ideal holiday destina-
tion while being in a usual or unusual environment (i.e., seated on a 
common or uncommon ergonomic chair). We found that participants 
in the unusual situation described more unique holidays than partici-
pants in the usual situation. Importantly, within the unusual condi-
tion, those that found the unusual situation disturbing described more 
common holidays. This indicates that more intrusive novelty leads 
to increased familiarity-seeking. In study 5, we manipulated, rather 
than measured, the impact of subtle and blatant changes. Participants 
performed a choice task by means of the computer mouse (usual) 
or by touching the screen (unusual). As expected, we found that the 
task affected choice for uncommon holiday destinations. Only when 
novelty was subtle did participants choose more uncommon destina-
tions. When novelty was made explicit at the start of the task, prefer-
ences were reset to common destinations, similar to the level of the 
usual condition. Interestingly, the impact of subtle novelty was main-
ly driven by participants who were not habituated to touch screens 
and experienced the situation as truly novel. 

dISCuSSIOn
We studied the impact of temporary and subtle deviations from 

common experience on consumers, and found that these cues led to 
more special and novel consumption experiences. By breaking the 
daily grind, marketers can evoke feelings of uniqueness among con-
sumers and make them more likely to enjoy temporary offers or try 
out new products. It is especially interesting that the unusual experi-
ence can be subtle and entirely unrelated to the consumer choices 
that follow. Our research suggests that day-to-day changes can be a 
powerful tool to change habitual behavior, unless novelty becomes 
too intrusive. Our results help interpreting the seemingly opposite 
findings for the impact of different life events on consumption (Oi-
shi et al. 2012; Wood 2010), as they may have been more or less 
intrusive for consumers. Future research should investigate whether 
the phenomenon described relies on a concept prime (i.e., activation 
of novelty), a goal prime (i.e, be unique), or a mindset prime (i.e., 
explore the environment). 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Past research has established that victims who arouse stronger 

affective reactions have a higher chance of being helped. In general, 
identifying a victim increases emotional arousal and consequently 
a donor’s willingness to contribute. This phenomenon has become 
known as the identifiable victim effect (Jenni and Loewenstein 1997; 
Small and Loewenstein 2003; Kogut and Ritov 2005; Small, Loew-
enstein, and Slovic 2007). We examine how self-construal moder-
ates the effect of victim identification. The concept of self-construal 
originates from research on cross-culture differences. According to 
Markus and Kitayama (1991), Western cultures construe the self as 
separate from their social context, emphasizing autonomy (i.e. an 
independent self-construal). Whereas, eastern cultures typically con-
sider the self part of the broader social context (i.e. an interdependent 
self-construal). Research on self-construal suggests that although 
independents rely on their feelings in making decisions, interdepen-
dents may suppress their emotions (Markus and Kitayama 1991). 
Therefore, our central premise is that compared to individuals with 
an independent self-construal, individuals with an interdependent 
self-construal will not be motivated by victim identification. Further-
more, we propose that the moderating effect of self-construal will be 
mediated by individuals’ feelings of empathy.

We tested our propositions in four studies. In Study 1, partici-
pants were recruited to participate in an unrelated study. Participants 
were informed they would receive $2 in exchange for their partici-
pation. At the end of this unrelated survey participants completed 
a self-construal manipulation; they were asked to read a paragraph 
describing a trip. In the independent self-construal condition, all pro-
nouns referred to the singular I, me, or my. In the interdependent 
self-construal condition, pronouns referred to the plural we, us, or 
our (Brewer and Gardner, 1996). Following this manipulation, par-
ticipants were told that they had completed their task and earned the 
$2. On this same screen, participants were told that the experimenters 
were collecting donations and presented a donation appeal featuring 
either a group of 100 unidentified children, one unidentified child, 
or one child identified by name, age, and picture. Participants were 
given the opportunity to donate a portion of their payment. A signifi-
cant two-way interaction emerged. Participants in the independent 
self-construal condition donated a higher portion of their payment 
when presented one identified child than when presented either one 
unidentified children or 100 unidentified children. Participants in the 
interdependent self-construal condition donated a lower portion of 
their payment when presented one identified child than when pre-
sented one unidentified child. There was no difference in the amount 
these participants donated to 100 unidentified children and one iden-
tified child. These results provide support for our premise that the 
identifiable victim effect is stronger among independents than among 
interdependents.

In Study 2, participants were shown a product positioned to 
prime either an independent or interdependent self-construal (Aaker 
and Lee 2001). They were then informed that sales of the product 
would benefit a charity concerned with protecting endangered wild-
life; descriptions randomly included or omitted the picture of an en-
dangered animal. Participants were asked their willingness to pay 
for the product. A self-construal by victim identifiability two-way 
interaction emerged. When the product primed an independent self-
construal inclusion of the picture increased participants’ willingness 

to pay. In contrast, when the product primed an interdependent self-
construal inclusion of the picture did not increase participants’ will-
ingness to pay. The results of Study 2 indicate that the basic finding 
documented in Study 1 applies to cause-related marketing contexts 
and to animal victims as well as human victims. 

In Study 3, we examined the mechanism underlying the im-
pact of self-construal on the identifiable victim effect. We propose 
that self-construal moderates the effect of victim identification on 
individuals’ willingness to donate by influencing the effect of victim 
identification on individuals’ empathic feelings toward the victim. 
We tested this prediction by measuring participants’ empathic feel-
ings (empathetic concern and empathetic distress) and showing that 
they mediated the findings documented in Study 1. Several other po-
tentially relevant factors (perceived closeness of the victim, sense of 
urgency, etc.) were measured but none of these additional measures 
could serve as a mediator. 

Study 4 further examined the mechanism underlying the im-
pact of self-construal on the identifiable victim effect by testing the 
moderating effect of cognitive load. Based on the previous research 
showing that individuals rely more on their affective reactions when 
under high cognitive load (Shiv and Fedorikhin 1999; Small and 
Verrochi 2009), we expected that the impact of self-construal on the 
identifiable victim effect would be weaker when individuals are un-
der high load. Participants were randomly assigned to the eight con-
ditions of a 2 x 2 x 2 design. The first factor was self-construal. The 
second factor was cognitive load. We adopted the manipulation used 
in Shiv and Fedorikhin (1999); immediately after the self-construal 
manipulation, participants were presented and asked to hold either 
a two-digit or a seven-digit number in their heads throughout the 
remainder of the study. The third factor was victim identifiability. 
Results revealed a significant three-way interaction effect between 
cognitive load, self-construal, and victim identification. When cog-
nitive load was low, we see a similar pattern to what was shown in 
earlier studies. Under high cognitive load neither the independent 
self-construal nor the interdependent self-construal participants fa-
vored an identifiable victim. 

The results of these experiments indicate that the positive effect 
of victim identification is seen only among those with an independent 
self-construal. As we have shown, victim identification can end up 
having a negative impact on interdependents. An implication of our 
research is that providing potential donors with a picture of a victim 
to try to appeal to their emotions and enhance donation intent is not 
always a good idea. Charitable organizations and companies engag-
ing in cause-related marketing ought to consider the characteristics 
of their target consumers when deciding whether to provide vivid, 
personal information about the victims who need help.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
How do managers predict consumer preferences? Over the past 

decades, numerous studies on this topic have been published (e.g., 
Gershoff, Mukherjee, and Mukhopadhyay 2008; Hoch 1987, 1988; 
West 1996). In this line of research, it has been argued that cognitive 
empathy, defined as the mental process of putting oneself into the 
shoes of consumers to understand their needs, supports managers in 
their construal of consumer preferences (Dahl, Chattopadhyay, and 
Gorn 1999). The present research, however, reveals an adverse effect 
of cognitive empathy in this context. Our findings suggest that cogni-
tive empathy makes salient managers’ personal consumption prefer-
ences, thereby biasing their prediction of consumer preferences.

THEOry
It seems reasonable to assume that managers have two identi-

ties: their professional identity as managers and their personal iden-
tity as consumers (Ashforth and Johnson 2001). In this research, 
we hypothesize that cognitive empathy increases the salience of a 
manager’s consumer identity. Empathic managers put themselves 
into the shoes of consumers which means that they play the role of a 
consumer, imagine to act and feel as a consumer, and they simulate 
consumers’ product and service experiences (Dahl et al. 1999; Stot-
land 1969). That is, empathic managers assume the mental processes 
of a consumer, which in turn is likely to activate the manager’s con-
sumer identity.

With an increasing salience of the manager’s identity as a con-
sumer, personal consumption preferences might become accessible 
(Zhang and Khare 2009), thereby influencing the manager’s constru-
al processes and decisions. Hence, we argue that cognitive empathy 
increases the impact of a manager’s personal consumption prefer-
ences on predicted consumer preferences.

Hypothesis:  Cognitive empathy increases the influence of a 
manager’s personal consumption preferences on 
predicted consumer preferences.

Note that in general, it is expected that empathic persons are 
able to abstract from their personal preferences (Decety and Jackson 
2004; Preston and de Waal 2002). In this context, however, the op-
posite might be true. We test our hypothesis in two empirical studies.

STudy 1
Ninety-three marketing managers (mean age: 41.44) were re-

cruited to take part in a case study on a product development process 
in the automotive industry. Participants first indicated their personal 
preferences for car attributes by assigning importance weights to six 
product features. Specifically, they were asked to assign 100 points 
to the following car attributes: design, performance, dependability, 
comfort, sustainability, and prestige (Horsky and Nelson 1992). By 
using a constant sum scale, we explicitly capture trade-offs between 
the product features (Krosnick and Alwin 1988). 

Subsequently, participants were asked to assume the role of a 
manager of a hypothetical car manufacturer and steer the develop-
ment process of a new car model. They were then provided with re-
cent market research data on consumer preferences for each product 
feature. Moreover, participants were asked to define the character of 

the new model by assigning 100 points to the six product features. 
In particular, we asked participants to define the character of the new 
model in line with the preferences of a typical consumer in the mar-
ket. Finally, we measured their degree of cognitive empathy during 
the case study (Davis 1980).

Assigned weights in the management task were then regressed 
on managers’ personal importance weights, cognitive empathy, and 
the interaction of both variables. For each product feature, we find 
a positive effect of managers’ personal importance weights and a 
positive interaction effect, supporting our hypothesis that cognitive 
empathy increases the influence of managers’ personal consumption 
preferences on predicted consumer preferences. 

STudy 2
Since the findings of study 1 are based on self-selection into 

high/low empathy groups, we experimentally manipulated cognitive 
empathy in study 2. To enhance generalizability, study 2 is based on 
a case study on communications management.

For this study, we recruited 231 marketing managers (mean age: 
45.31). In a first part, framed as a consumer study on personal iden-
tity and advertising effectiveness, participants watched two real ads 
of the luxury watch manufacturer Rolex and indicated their personal 
liking of each ad on an 11-point Likert-scale. In the second part, they 
were asked to assume the role of the head of marketing of Rolex. 
They were randomly assigned to either the “cognitive empathy” 
or “no cognitive empathy” condition. Participants in the cognitive 
empathy group were asked to describe a typical target consumer of 
Rolex, to imagine the target consumers’ thoughts when watching the 
two ads, and to anticipate potential reactions to the ads. We assumed 
that participants had a clear impression of a prestige-oriented target 
consumer of Rolex (Puligadda, Ross, and Grewal 2012). Participants 
in the “no cognitive empathy” condition did not receive such instruc-
tions (Galinsky, Wang, and Ku 2008). Finally, participants estimated 
target consumers’ evaluations of each ad on an 11-point scale. None 
of the participants was able to infer the true goal of the study.

The manipulation of cognitive empathy was successful (the 
cognitive empathy measures from study 1 were used as manipula-
tion check). To test our hypothesis, we regressed predicted consumer 
evaluations on managers’ personal liking scores, the cognitive empa-
thy manipulation, and the interaction of both variables. For both ads, 
we find a positive effect of managers’ personal liking scores and a 
positive interaction effect. Overall, study 2 replicates the findings of 
study 1 and supports the hypothesis that cognitive empathy increases 
the influence of managers’ personal preferences on predicted con-
sumer preferences. 

COnCLuSIOnS
This paper investigates an empathy-caused self-referential bias 

in managerial predictions of consumer preferences. The findings of 
two studies in distinct contexts and using different preference mea-
sures demonstrate that cognitive empathy increases the influence of 
managers’ personal consumption preferences on predicted consumer 
preferences.

Our research makes a number of contributions. First, it extends 
previous research on managerial predictions of consumer prefer-
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ences by showing the counterintuitive influence of cognitive empa-
thy. Second, we introduce an identity-based perspective arguing that 
cognitive empathy increases the salience of a manager’s consumer 
identity. Third, it underlines the importance of investigating manag-
ers’ consumer identity and their personal consumption preferences.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Rumi:  “It’s a day of errands for me.. wearing vintage collar, 

Ralph Lauren blazer, Zara skirt, Céline bag, and Rag & Bone boots.”
Comment: “I remember that blazer! It’s super old, right? It’s 

neat to see how it still fits into your style like 5 years later haha.”
Comment: “You always look great when things get hectic. And 

I’ve told you before how well you wear Céline.”

This posting by famous fashion blogger Rumi (fashiontoast.
com) along with two of the many comments that she received on that 
day illustrates how Rumi has successfully created a communication 
environment where brands are discussed and celebrated but also one 
where friendships and intimate relationships might prevail. Although 
it is unlikely that Rumi has a meaningful relationship with each of 
her 133,672 readers, it is clear that many of them believe they have 
a relationship and close friendship with her. They relate to and con-
nect with her at an interpersonal level, sharing slice of life stories, 
remembering past events, and engaging in brand level discussions. 
This level of closeness is rather counterintuitive especially if we con-
sider that blogs are, by definition, a form of broadcast media in which 
a blogger shares his or her views with a large audience. In this paper, 
we examine how bloggers like Rumi develop different communica-
tion strategies that allow them to achieve specific objectives.

BLOGS AS OnE-TO-OnE MASS MEdIA
Blogs are “frequently updated web pages with a series of ar-

chived posts, typically in reverse-chronological order” (Nardi et al., 
2004, p.1). Blog content can be provided by an individual writer or 
can be curated from a variety of sources (Blood 2002; Herring et al. 
2005). In either case, blogs function as a mass communication me-
dium in which content provided by a particular source is distributed 
to a large audience (Hoffman and Novak 1996). As such, we would 
expect blogs to function similarly to other mass media (Katz and La-
zarsfeld 1955). We find, however, that the rules that govern one-to-
many media do not apply to blogs and in fact, these rules are adjusted 
to create a personal and intimate relationship between bloggers and 
readers. Thus, drawing from persuasion theory and observation of a 
variety of blogs, we develop a theoretical framework that explains 
how blogs can be categorized based on audiences’ perceptions and 
how bloggers use different strategies to shape or shift their audienc-
es’ perceptions and increase the persuasiveness of their messages.

Specifically, we propose a categorization scheme for blogs 
based on the perceived target audience (mass versus one-to-one) 
and the perceived level of the blogger’s commercial interest (explicit 
commercial interests versus no explicit commercial interests). Our 
proposed scheme provides insights to marketers looking to leverage 
social media marketing strategies as well as to bloggers attempting 
to maximize the persuasiveness and reach of their communication. 
Using this scheme, we categorize blogs into four types: Commer-
cial, Market Maven, Commercial Friendship, and Community-Based 
Friendship. 

BLOGGErS’ COMMunICATIOn STrATEGIES 
Our qualitative research suggests that bloggers can implement 

two key communication strategies: (a) illusion of relationship and (b) 

ambiguity in commercial interests to shift their audiences’ percep-
tions and thus make their messages more effective and persuasive. 
Illusion of relationship refers to a strategy that bloggers use to shift 
readers’ perceptions of the blog away from a mass audience toward 
a one-to-one audience. The strategy creates a feeling of intimacy and 
personalized relationship between bloggers and their audience. Am-
biguity in commercial interests refers to a strategy that bloggers use 
to deemphasize the presence of commercial interests. It disguises or 
hides the bloggers’ commercial motives behind the communication. 

By using the illusion of relationship strategy, bloggers can shift 
audiences’ perception of their blogs from Commercial to Commer-
cial Friendship and Market Maven to Community-Based Friendship. 
This perceptual shift from mass to one-to-one may create a feeling 
of intimacy, increase the level of trust, and enhance the quality of 
the blogger-audience relationship. As illustrated by our data, such a 
shift can be achieved through increases in: (i) the depth and breadth 
of self-disclosures (Cozby 1973; Derlega and Berg 1987; Jourard 
1971), (ii) the frequency and duration of interactions (Altman and 
Taylor 1973; Delia and O’Keefe 1979; Little 1972; Werner 1957), 
and (iii) the perception of shared common interests (Morry 2005; 
Rose 1985; Weiss and Lowenthal 1975). 

The use of the ambiguity in commercial interests strategy can 
shift audiences’ perceptions of blogs from Commercial to Market 
Maven and Commercial Friendship to Community-Based Friend-
ship. This perceptual shift from commercial to non-commercial 
creates a feeling of benevolence and care and increases audiences’ 
trust towards the blogger, thus reducing the likelihood that persua-
sion knowledge is activated and that consumers invoke strategies to 
resist persuasive attempts.  Because bloggers may want to avoid such 
resistance, they may try to hide or obfuscate their commercial inter-
ests.  Ambiguity in commercial interests can be attained through: (i) 
hiding commercial interests (Boush, Friestad, and Rose 1994; Camp-
bell and Kirmani 2000; Ford, Smith, and Swasy 1990; Friestad and 
Wright 1994, (ii) stressing benevolent communal interests (Kozinets 
et al. 2010), and (iii) mixing diverse topics and content types (Simon 
1996). We present examples of each of these tactics drawn from our 
qualitative research. 

COnCLuSIOn 
In sum, this research presents a conceptual framework to ex-

plain how persuasion works in blogs.  This framework is based on 
qualitative data and theory from persuasion knowledge (Friestad and 
Wright 1994), mass communication (Katz and Lazarsfeld 1955), 
word-of-mouth (Dichter 1966; Henning-Thurau et al. 2004), com-
munication norms/motives (Rubin, Perse and Barbato 1988; Sunda-
ram et al. 1998), relationship (e.g., self-disclosure (Cozby 1973; Der-
lega and Berg 1987), and intimacy (Jamieson 1998; Reis and Shaver 
1988).  Our work provides a broad view of how blogs operate, which 
should apply to many situations.  For example, we expect that these 
ideas hold both when blog content is seeded by marketers (e.g., Kozi-
nets et al. 2010) as well as when content is self-generated by the 
blogger.  Thus, this framework extends the persuasion and WOM lit-
erature to address current changes in the structure of communication.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Celebrity endorsers are featured in 10 to 20 percent of com-

mercials in the United States (Agrawal and Kamakura 1995).  While 
firms have invested significant capital in celebrity endorsers, they 
traditionally shy away from those who have been involved in illegal 
or immoral acts (Briggs 2009; Creswell 2008). However, the rules of 
endorser selection appear to be changing.  Recently, a new type of 
endorser whose celebrity is built in part upon criminal activity or vio-
lent history has emerged. These celebrities, often rappers, successful-
ly endorse major brands such as Vitamin Water and Chrysler. They 
are often described as having another form of credibility—street 
credibility (Spiegler 1996).  Patrick (2005) suggests that these street 
credible celebrities will replace athletes as the most important prod-
uct endorsers.  Therefore, it is important to determine the nature of 
street credibility, who has it, and how is it gained.  As well, we need 
to understand how diverse consumer groups relate to these endorsers.

This paper will define the emergent construct of street cred-
ibility, delineate its antecedents, provide exemplars, and assess the 
attraction to street credible endorsers by diverse consumer groups.  
We will use Kohli and Jaworski’s (1990) framework for developing 
emerging constructs.  We begin by reviewing the literature on ce-
lebrity endorser credibility and integrating insights from research in 
anthropology and sociology relevant to the construct of street cred-
ibility.  Next, we report findings from a series of field interviews 
exploring street credibility.

LITErATurE rEvIEW 
Early scholarly work on endorser credibility focuses on the 

moderators of source effectiveness.  These studies suggest that 
trustworthiness, expertise and attractiveness are the most important 
elements of endorser credibility (Friedman, Santeramo, and Traina 
1978; Hovland and Weiss 1951; McGuire 1985; Ohanian 1990).

 McGuire (1985) suggests that similarity is an antecedent of at-
tractiveness. Thus inner city consumers may be attracted to street 
credible endorsers based on their similar personal histories.  How-
ever, this neglects to explain the popularity of street credible endors-
ers with other consumers.   Before addressing this issue, we next will 
explore the literature on street credibility.  

Researchers in the areas of marketing, sociology, and crimi-
nology use the term street credibility to refer to a reputation gained 
through acts of street crime and adherence to street codes in poor 
urban settings (Brunson and Stewart 2006; Grint and Case 1998). 
However, they stop short at providing a concrete definition of street 
credibility.

METHOd
To develop a definition of street credibility, we consulted exist-

ing ethnographic, anthropological and sociological studies regard-
ing street culture (i.e. Bourgois 2003; LeBlanc 2003).  Following 
the works of Burton, Cherlin, Winn, Estacion, and Holder-Taylor 
(2009) and Charmaz (2006), our approach was not completely in-
ductive grounded theory. Rather we employed a modified form of 
grounded theory using “extant theory and ethnographic studies” to 
build a foundation for an emerging construct (Burton et al. 2009, 
1107-1124).

This analysis resulted in our discovery of five areas produc-
ing respect within street culture: (1) ability to thrive, (2) acquisition 
of street smarts, (3) displayed toughness, (4) acquisition of mate-
rial possessions and sexual conquest, and (5) the ability to achieve 
“cross-over dreams.” Following the work of Kohli and Jaworski 
(1990) we next looked for commonalities between these studies and 
our fieldwork. 

We used theoretical sampling (Glaser and Strauss 1967) to se-
lect 34 interview respondents in two U.S. communities. The first 
community represented inner-city consumers and the second repre-
sented consumers outside the inner-city. 

The first author interviewed 21 African-American and Latino 
college students who grew up and attended high school in Harlem. 
While the interviews allowed for new questions to be generated 
based on respondents’ feedback, all respondents were asked to define 
street credibility, and asked how it was gained, lost, transferred, used, 
and differentiated from other constructs such as “cool.”

The second set of interviews built upon our findings by devel-
oping an understanding of how mainstream, non-inner-city consum-
ers thought about street credibility.  We interviewed 13 Caucasian 
and Asian students who grew up in mid- to small-sized towns from 
middle class to upper class families in the northeast.  

To define street credibility, we followed the work of Kohli and 
Jaworski (1990) and  Burton et. al. (2009) on construct development 
and used data from both the ethnographic studies on street culture 
and our field work to identify the antecedents of street credibility and 
produce an empirically grounded definition.

FIndInGS
This synthesis resulted in a definition of street credibility based 

on the identification of three main factors: “authentic origins in street 
life”, “the acquisition of power”, and the “width of the gap between 
the one’s origin and one’s current level of power.” Our research fur-
ther suggests that the diminishment of street credibility will occur 
when it is publically known that the street credible person has un-
dergone a significant decrease or reversal in the elements of power. 

Finally, while both groups show evidence of attachment to the 
endorsers and their histories, the inner-city consumer’s view is more 
in line with traditional literature. These consumers see the endorser 
more through the lens of an aspiration reference group. However, the 
non-inner-city consumer is drawn to the street credible endorser  as a 
form of entertainment.  That is, as (Gilroy, Grossberg, and McRobbie 
2000) posit, these consumers are drawn to street credible endorsers 
as their world provides an interesting form of exoticism and fantasy.  

COnTrIBuTIOnS 
We contribute to the work on celebrity endorsement by empiri-

cally defining the construct of street credibility and by explaining 
the attraction that street credibility affords celebrities in diverse con-
sumer groups.  Contrary to traditional theories of endorsement and 
source persuasion, for many consumers street credibility is not relat-
ed to trustworthiness or similarity. This insight challenges the current 
body of endorsement literature and leads to better understanding of 
credibility. Further research is needed to learn what product catego-
ries benefit most from street credible endorsers. In addition, research 
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must focus on the development of scales to measure the aspects of 
street credibility.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
The customization of products based on consumers’ idiosyn-

cratic preferences has significant potential in terms of providing con-
sumers with offers that match their personal preferences, as well as 
increasing their product satisfaction, loyalty, and willingness-to-pay 
(Alba et al. 1997, Ansari and Mela 2003, Franke et al. 2010). Recent 
research suggests that each of the two most common modes of prod-
uct customization – (1) the “by alternative” mode of having consum-
ers choose from a pre-specified set of alternatives and (2) the “by at-
tribute” mode of asking consumers to customize every attribute and 
attribute level of the product  (Valenzuela et al. 2009) – has distinct 
limitations from the consumers’ perspective. 

On one hand, the “by attribute” customization mode can reduce 
choice complexity and increase consumers’ satisfaction with their 
product choices (Valenzuela et al. 2009). On the other hand, howev-
er, such comparisons among attribute levels can increase perceived 
tradeoff difficulty among attributes (Dhar 1997, Nordgren and Dijk-
sterhuis 2009) as well as such customization systems may be chal-
lenging to consumers, requiring them to process an increased number 
of attribute information in parallel (Huffman and Kahn 1997). 

Inspired by past research on multi stage decision processes by 
which consumers typically reduce the number of possible alterna-
tives first, before applying more compensatory or non-compensatory 
decision rules on the remaining alternatives (Beach 1993, Häubl 
and Trifts 2000), we propose a two-step customization mode which 
is intended to reduce difficulties in current customization formats. 
Similarly to typical two-stage decision processes for information ef-
fort reduction (Bettman and Park 1980), the proposed customization 
mode is based on a two-step decision process in which consumers 
first select one of a small number of pre-specified prototypes, and 
then create their final customized product by further refining their 
initially selected product. Thus, instead of choosing from a large set 
of attributes and simultaneous tradeoffs among attribute levels, con-
sumers choose from a smaller set of alternatives first, before con-
ducting local tradeoffs in a subsequent customization task. 

Evidence from three experiments shows that this two-step 
model of customization (TMC) outperforms the two predominant 
customization modes on a number of important outcome dimensions 
(e.g., reduced choice complexity, increased preference certainty, 
greater satisfaction with the self-designed product, etc.) and how the 
effectiveness of the TMC is moderated by the number of pre-specifi-
cations and different information formats.

In experiment 1, we examined whether the TMC mode results in 
higher preference certainty, greater product satisfaction, and reduced 
choice complexity, compared to the two predominant customization 
formats of an either “by attribute” or “by alternative” customization. 
Participants in the TMC condition were presented with a randomly 
chosen set of nine pre-specified prototypes and asked to select their 
preferred one, and then had the opportunity to customize the selected 
product in a second step. We recruited 126 participants from an on-
line consumer panel for the experiment. As predicted, participants in 
the TMC condition were significantly more satisfied with their cus-
tomized product, more certain about their preference, and perceived 
the process of customization as less complex. Furthermore, two mul-
tiple mediation models tested the TMC mode against each of the two 

predominant customization modes and revealed additional evidence 
that the TMC mode outperformed both of these through the mediat-
ing role of preference certainty, satisfaction, and process complexity 
on consumers’ ultimate probability to buy the customized product. 

In experiment 2, we examined the moderating role of differ-
ent pre-specification descriptions to increase consumers’ degree of 
certainty during the customization process. In particular, we manipu-
lated the number of pre-specifications (4 vs. 15) and type of attribute 
descriptions (quantitative vs. qualitative), and examined how these 
factors influenced participants’ preference certainty. We expected that 
consumers only navigate through quantitative attribute descriptions 
effectively if they need to make a small number of comparisons. In 
line with our prediction, quantitative attribute descriptions were only 
beneficial in the case of a small number of pre-specifications and less 
beneficial in the case of a large number of pre-specifications. Further-
more, we uncovered the influence of a novel moderator regarding the 
influence of a large number of alternatives on preference certainty: 
although we found that more alternatives do not necessarily reduce 
certainty directly (in line with Scheibehenne et al. 2010), our results 
reveal that this effect is moderated by consumers’ need for cognition 
(NFC), such that low NFC consumers were less certain when choos-
ing from a larger set of alternatives, adding an important new facet to 
our understanding of choice overload and its consequences.

Finally, experiment 3 was conducted to investigate the influ-
ence of different TMC procedures for generating pre-specifications. 
In particular, we examined the influence of different sources of pre-
specifications (chosen by other consumers vs. no information; learn-
ing task of the mass customization system vs. no learning task) on 
the degree of deviation from pre-specifications. The learning task 
was manipulated by asking participants to make five domain-related 
choices, which were used to select the optimal bundle of pre-specifi-
cations. Building on previous research in the area of identity signal-
ing (Berger and Heath 2007), we predicted that consumers would 
diverge from their initial choice if they conducted the learning task 
and believed that pre-specifications were chosen by other consumers. 
In line with our prediction, participants in the preference learning 
condition deviated significantly from their pre-specification if they 
believed that pre-specifications were based on what other consumers 
have chosen. Furthermore, this increased deviation (measured by the 
Euclidean distance between pre-specification and customized prod-
uct) resulted in a significant decrease in final product satisfaction (bde-

viation = -.26, p < .001; R2 = .08, N = 331).
Our findings contribute to the literature in three ways: First, we 

provide empirical evidence that the TMC mode outperforms current 
customization modes, resulting in beneficial effects from a consumer 
perspective when navigating through mass customization systems. 
Secondly, we revealed that qualitative in contrast to quantitative at-
tribute descriptions may help consumers to navigate through a large 
number of attributes in such systems. Finally, we provide additional 
evidence for backfire effects of preference learning tasks when pro-
viding subsequent information that alternatives were based on pre-
vious choices of other consumers, making distinction motives for 
self-designable products increasingly salient. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Consider yourself indulging in your delicious warm popcorn in 

the movie theater: will the subsequent exposure to thin models in the 
commercials or movie influence your self-perception? How will this 
exposure to a goal related cue (i.e. thin model = dieting) immediately 
after having engaged in goal-inconsistent behavior (i.e. eating pop-
corn ≠ dieting) influence your self-image?

Based on previous research showing that negative affect that is 
attributed to the self will motivate behavior (Duval & Lalwani, 1999), 
we expect that a confrontation with a goal related cue (e.g. a thin 
model) after having engaged in goal-inconsistent behavior (e.g. eat-
ing an unhealthy snack) can drive goal motivation. More specifically, 
we conjecture that the increased salience of one’s own goal failure 
(e.g. diet failure), triggered by the combination of these events, will 
lead people to attribute the resulting negative affect to themselves, 
which in turn will motivate them to change the self (Dana, Lalwani, 
& Duval, 1997; Duval, Silvia, & Lalwani, 2001). This implies that 
individuals will not only try to restore/enhance their self-esteem but 
they will also strive to change the self in order to match the violated 
goal. Counter intuitively, this entails that individuals that encounter 
a goal related cue after having engaged in goal inconsistent behav-
ior end up feeling better about themselves compared to individuals 
that encountered only one or none of these events. Interestingly, this 
even leads to enhanced goal performance in subsequent, unrelated, 
situations. 

Study 1 (N=120) investigates how exposure to a goal related cue 
after engagement in goal-inconsistent behavior influences individu-
als’ self-image. We hypothesize that exposure to a goal related cue 
right after having engaged in goal-inconsistent behavior stresses the 
attribution of the failure to the self. Consequently, emotion regulation 
processes will be triggered in order to cope with this negative affect, 
resulting in enhancement of one’s self-image.1 A 2 (goal-inconsistent 
behavior: eat complete muffin, no eating) x 2 (goal reminder: thin 
models, control2) experimental design tested the isolated effects of 
goal-inconsistent behavior (eating a muffin) or goal reminder (be-
ing exposed to thin models in advertisements) against the condition 
in which participants engaged in goal-inconsistent behavior prior to 
being exposed to the desirable end-state. We measured self-image in 
a series of 16 self-image dichotomies (e.g. strong-weak, in control-
out of control) (adjusted from McFarlane, Polivy, & Herman, 1998). 
The resulting interaction effect on self-image (F(16, 93) = 2.340, p < 
0.01) indicates that, in line with previous research (e.g. Henderson-
King, Henderson-King, & Hoffmann, 2001), the single exposure to 
thin models negatively affects self-image. Interestingly, however, 
these negative effects were suppressed when participants engaged in 
goal-inconsistent behavior prior to the exposure to the thin models. 

In Study 2 (N=58) we test whether the failure attribution to the 
self and the resulting attempt to amplify and restore the self-esteem 
1  Important to note is that participants who engaged in eating the 
muffin before exposure to the thin models in the advertisements did not differ 
in the self-image ratings from the control condition. 
2  The control condition that is influenced by neither the goal incon-
sistent behavior nor the goal reminder provides a baseline measure of indi-
viduals’ self-image.

is reflected in an increased signature size, as an implicit measure of 
self-esteem (Zweigenhaft, 1977; Zweigenhaft & Marlowe, 1973). 
The results of a 2 (goal inconsistent behavior: eat complete muffin, 
no eating) x 2 (goal reminder: thin models, control) experimental 
design indicate a significant interaction effect (F(1,53)=11.272, p < 
.01). More specifically, participants who engaged in goal-inconsis-
tent behavior (ate a muffin) before being exposed to the goal related 
cue (thin model) significantly increased their signature size com-
pared to participants that either were only exposed to the thin model 
or only engaged in goal-inconsistent behavior. The results of Study 2 
support the hypothesis that exposure to a goal related cue right after 
having engaged in goal inconsistent behavior triggers self-enhance-
ment strategies. 

In the third study (N=51), we investigate whether this increased 
self-enhancement has a positive effect on goal performance in sub-
sequent unrelated situations and we generalize the previous findings 
to a studying context. A 2 (goal inconsistent behavior: above average 
leisure activity, average leisure activity) x 2 (goal reminder: attractive 
job advertisements, control) between subjects design was conducted, 
measuring signature size and amount of M&M’s consumed in a sub-
sequent taste test. The results indicate a significant interaction effect 
(F(1,47)=6.13, p < .01) for signature size. More specifically, partici-
pants who were told that they engaged in goal-inconsistent behavior 
(i.e. spend more time than average on leisure activities) before being 
exposed to the desired end-state (i.e. attractive job advertisements) 
significantly increased their signature size compared to participants 
in the other conditions. Additionally, we find a significant interaction 
effect on the consumed amount of M&M’s (F(1,47)=4.97, p < .05), 
showing that participants that engaged in goal-inconsistent behavior 
before being exposed to the desired end-state consumed less M&M’s 
during a subsequent taste test, indicating that they are better at con-
trolling themselves in an unrelated domain. A mediated moderation 
model (Muller, Judd, & Yzerbyt, 2005; Preacher, Rucker, & Hayes, 
2007) showed that signature size partially mediated the effect of con-
sumption, implying that the self-enhancement leads participants to 
actually perform better on a goal task in a different domain. 

Taken together our results indicate that, counter intuitively, 
encountering a goal related cue subsequently to having engaged in 
goal inconsistent behavior (=goal failure) triggers self-enhancement 
strategies to restore self-esteem which even has a positive effect on 
subsequent goal performance. Coming back to our movie example, 
this implies that seeing a thin model in the movies after having in-
dulged in popcorn will make you feel better than the person next to 
you seeing the thin model without having indulged in an unhealthy 
snack. More interestingly, this will even enable you to outperform 
your neighbor on subsequent goal pursuits even in unrelated do-
mains. (Word count: 959)
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
One of the most pervasive findings in framing research is the 

valence-consistent shift (Levin et al. 1998, 160); that is, positively 
valenced frames are preferred over equivalent negatively valenced 
frames. For example, ground beef labeled as 75% lean (positive va-
lence) has been shown to receive more favorable evaluations than 
ground beef labeled as 25% fat (negative valence), even though the 
two alternatives are identical (i.e., 75% lean = 25% fat) (Levin 1987; 
Levin et al. 1985). Most of the framing research documenting va-
lence-consistent shifts has explored how labels influence judgments 
of prospective or hypothetical consumption (e.g., LeBoeuf and Shafir 
2003; Levin et al. 1985; Levin, Schnittjer, and Thee 1988). 

In contrast, the present research examines how frames interact 
with actual consumption episodes to influence not only immediate 
judgments (i.e., judgments made during or immediately after a con-
sumption episode) but also retrospective judgments (i.e., judgments 
made when reflecting back on a consumption episode). Unlike judg-
ments of prospective or hypothetical consumption, we find evidence 
that exposure to a positive or a negative frame has little effect on 
judgments that are made immediately after an identical consumption 
experience. However, following a short delay, we demonstrate that 
the valence-consistent shift reemerges when consumers make retro-
spective judgments about their consumption experience, which we 
term the sleeper framing effect. 

We attribute the sleeper framing effect to differences in how 
consumers integrate experiential information (e.g., taste, smooth-
ness) and frame information when making immediate versus ret-
rospective judgments. For immediate judgments, we believe that 
consumers emphasize their actual experience over framing because 
experiential information is particularly vivid (Paivio 1971) and may 
therefore be preferentially active in working memory. Our claim is 
supported by the results of a single study conducted by Levin and 
Gaeth (1988), which showed that the lean/fat frame effect described 
earlier had no effect on taste judgments when respondents were able 
to actually sample the beef immediately beforehand.

However, for retrospective judgments, when both experiential 
information and frame information would have shifted into long-
term memory, we expect that experiential information may have 
less impact than non-experiential information (such as frames) on 
retrospective judgments made after a short delay. This prediction is 
based on prior research documenting the extreme fragility and dis-
torted recall of experiential information (Galin 1994; Robinson and 
Clore 2002; Snodgrass 1997). In sum, our theorizing predicts that the 
valence-consistent shift found in the framing literature will disappear 
when consumers are asked to make experiential judgments immedi-
ately after being exposed to a valenced frame and consuming a prod-
uct, but will reemerge when consumers are asked to make retrospec-
tive experiential judgments. Across three experiments, we provide 
evidence of a robust sleeper framing effect and demonstrate that it 
occurs because of variation in how consumers use different informa-
tional inputs (i.e., experiential vs. frame) when making judgments. 

In experiment 1, we provided an initial demonstration of the 
sleeper framing effect on experiential judgments.  Participants were 
first exposed to one of two logically equivalent frames, either posi-
tive or negative in valence, and subsequently engaged in the same 
sensory experience (i.e., listening to an unfamiliar song). Frame 

valence was manipulated by telling participants that recent market 
research had found that 50% of college students either liked (posi-
tive frame) or disliked (negative frame) the song that they would be 
hearing. Timing of evaluation was manipulated by having half of the 
participants provide an evaluation of the song immediately after the 
listening task, whereas the other half provided a retrospective evalu-
ation 40 minutes later (following an unrelated filler task). Results 
were in line with our theorizing; frame valence had no influence on 
immediate experiential judgments but had a significant impact on 
retrospective judgments. 

Although the results of experiment 1 were consistent with our 
theory, a rival explanation might attribute our results to an interaction 
between the timing of the evaluation and the order of information 
presentation, irrespective of whether either input was experiential 
or non-experiential. For example, one might argue that the sleeper 
framing effect observed in experiment 1 was caused by a recency 
effect for immediate judgments (where the sensory experience influ-
enced evaluations the most since it was the last informational input 
received) and a primacy effect for retrospective judgments (where 
frame valence influenced evaluations the most since it was the first 
informational input received). This rival explanation is consistent 
with research showing that recent items in a list are better recalled 
immediately after exposure to the list because the recent items are 
still present in working memory, but that the primacy effect prevails 
when the entire list has shifted to long-term memory. 

In experiment 2, we aimed to show that the sleeper framing ef-
fect could not be attributed to an interaction between the timing of 
the evaluation and the order of information presentation. We did this 
by reversing the order of information presentation so that all par-
ticipants received experiential information before encountering our 
framing manipulation. If the serial order explanation was more par-
simonious, we should have obtained a data pattern opposite to the 
one observed in experiment 1. However, even when using a different 
experiential domain (the visual experience of watching a black-and-
white film clip), we found the same pattern of results as in experi-
ment 1.

In experiment 3, we provided more direct process evidence for 
our proposal that the sleeper framing effect arises because of dif-
ferences in the processing of experiential information versus frame 
information. Using a new sensory dimension (taste), we were able 
to eliminate the valence-consistent shift observed in earlier studies 
for retrospective judgments by encouraging participants to mentally 
relive their earlier experience. Furthermore, we collected thought 
listings to show that experiential information becomes more salient 
when retrospective judgments are made while mentally reliving an 
experience as compared to merely recalling a recent experience.

In addition to enriching our understanding of framing effects 
and experiential consumption, the sleeper framing effect has impor-
tant implications for consumer choice, since immediate and retro-
spective judgments routinely influence the subsequent decisions and 
behaviors of consumers.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
The 2008 credit market debacle and subsequent “Great Reces-

sion” accompanied by the stock market crash of 2008 has caused 
many investors and their advisors to reevaluate their risk tolerance 
and investment asset allocation choices (McCarthy 2009). In light of 
the so-called “Black Swan” events of 2008, many financial institu-
tions and investment advisors are rethinking the advice they give to 
both individual and corporate clients about the level of risk that is 
appropriate to meet their investment objectives. There is now an ef-
fort underway by many financial institutions to overhaul the advice 
they give to both individual and corporate clients about the level of 
risk suggested for their portfolios (Mannes 2009).

One way in which investment advisors attempt to do this is by 
assessing an investor’s risk tolerance and advising that the individual 
make certain portfolio choices based on their amount of risk toler-
ance. Risk tolerance is a term that has been used repeatedly in the 
financial literature to describe how much risk an individual or family 
is willing to undertake (or tolerate) in their account portfolio. In the 
current literature, risk tolerance is considered to be a trait that indi-
vidual’s possess and as such is not susceptible to market conditions 
and market movement (Bateman et. al. 2010; Corter and Chen 2006; 
Dulebohn 2002). 

There is one study that we are aware of that demonstrates based 
on an analysis of secondary data that investment risk tolerance 
moves with the direction of the market. However, it is our belief 
that the movement of risk tolerance of an individual is more com-
plex than solely increasing when the market increases and decreas-
ing when the market decreases (Yao, Hanna, and Lindamood 2004). 
In this research, we see to contribute to the risk tolerance literature 
by examining if tolerance depends on market volatility and market 
returns. The literature suggests two possibilities for how these two 
factors might interact to determine risk tolerance. 

The first possibility, the variance as risk hypothesis, suggests 
that greater variance produces greater risk (Harlow and Rao 1989). 
The idea here is that when variance is high, investors perceive risk. 
Thus, their tolerance for risk depends on what that risk did for them 
recently. If recent returns were positive, then the risk was good. 
However, if recent returns were negative, the risk was bad. The sec-
ond possibility is the semi-variance as risk hypothesis, which sug-
gests that investors only perceive risk when losses result (Estrada 
2007; Fama and French 2010). The idea here is that market volatility 
will only matter for risk tolerance when recent returns were negative 
because when returns are positive, investors don’t perceive risk. 

If risk tolerance responds to changes in market volatility and re-
cent returns, then the variance as risk hypothesis predicts that recent 
returns will influence risk tolerance when there is a lot of risk (i.e., 
when volatility is relatively high) in the market. Specifically, under 
high volatility, positive recent returns will increase risk tolerance and 
negative recent returns will decrease risk tolerance, but when volatil-
ity is low, recent returns will not alter risk tolerance. In contrast, the 
semi-variance account suggests that when returns are positive, there 
will be no difference in risk tolerance across market volatility levels 
because no risk will be perceived. In contrast, when returns are nega-
tive, the semi-variance hypothesis predicts that risk tolerance will 

be lower for high variance than low variance because that is where 
perceived risk will be greatest. 

To test between these two hypotheses, we used a 2 (Market 
Volatility: Low vs. High) x 2 (Market Returns: Increasing Market 
Returns vs. Decreasing Market Returns) between-participants design 
with 177 individuals (104 males, 73 females) between the ages of 
18 and 83. Participants saw one of four graphical depictions of the 
market and a brief description of the market returns and market vola-
tility conditions and were then asked a series of questions about their 
tolerance for risk in their investment decisions. 

Results revealed a significant interaction between market vola-
tility and market returns on risk tolerance (F (1, 173) = 4.328, p < 
.04). Decomposition of this interaction provided support for the risk 
and variance hypothesis because there was no difference in risk toler-
ance across positive and negative market returns when market vola-
tility was low. Specifically, market investors were equally tolerant 
of risk regardless of whether the market was rising or falling (Mup = 
30.45, Mdown = 30.91, t(87) = -.282, ns, See Figure 1), so long as there 
was little volatility in the market. In contrast, when the market was 
volatile, investors’ risk tolerance depended on recent market returns. 
Specifically, participants were more tolerant of risk when the market 
was going up than when the market was going down (Mup = 32.95, 
Mdown = 28.45, t(86) = 2.574, p < .02). 

Figure 1: 
Effects of Market returns and volatility on risk Tolerance

When these results are generalized to a large number of inves-
tors, this data may explain investor behavior during stock market 
“bubbles.” As volatile markets move up, investor risk tolerance in-
creases resulting in investors accepting increasing risk and contribut-
ing to the expansion of the bubble. In fact, it is likely that investors 
perceive accepting higher levels of risk as the key to success in a 
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volatile and rising market. But when the volatile market turns down, 
risk tolerance plummets and investors begin to “de-risk” their portfo-
lios by selling volatile assets and moving to less volatile assets, thus 
driving prices ever lower as the bubble bursts.

In addition to providing a new account for bubbles, this research 
shows that an investor’s risk tolerance is not as stable as it has been 
portrayed previously. Practically, this research suggests how to ex-
amine investors’ “true” risk tolerance. Namely, risk tolerance could 
be examined for low and high volatility markets with recent posi-
tive and recent negative returns and then averaged across all of these 
conditions to obtain a relatively general measure of risk tolerance 
for each investor. In addition, this research could assist government 
agencies and public policy groups in forecasting how individual in-
vestors may act as markets change. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Consumers are faced on a daily basis with difficult decisions in 

complex choice environments, and many of these decisions involve 
the careful weighing of options before a choice can be made. Re-
search on pre-decisional coherence shifting (Simon, Krawezyk, and 
Holyoak 2004; pre-decisional distortion; Russo, Meloy and Medvec 
1998) indicates that changes in the desirability and importance of 
choice alternative features begins prior to making a choice, rather 
than following the choice. Proposed mechanisms for why coherence 
shifting occurs, however, have been limited. Research suggests dif-
ficult decisions that are likely to create cognitive dissonance (Coo-
per 2007) are associated with a heightened arousal state or a feeling 
of discomfort. One method for measuring physiological arousal is 
with the skin conductance response (SCR), which is measured by 
attaching electrodes to the palm of the hand to detect slight changes 
in skin perspiration that reflect sympathetic activation. A seminal 
study on cognitive dissonance and skin conductance response (Cro-
yle and Cooper 1983) indicated that cognitive dissonance increased 
SCR, and that resolving cognitive dissonance weakened the high 
arousal state.

The research described here sought to determine whether fea-
ture conflict arising from lacking a clearly dominant option produces 
a feeling of discomfort, which, in turn, leads some individuals to reg-
ulate this discomfort. We propose that coherence shifting reduces de-
cision conflict, which in turn aids in the management of discomfort. 
We predicted that individuals who coherence shift would feel less 
of the discomfort that is often experienced when an individual must 
make a difficult choice between two competing alternatives, each of 
which includes both positive and negative attributes.  In each of three 
studies, individuals who exhibited high levels of coherence shifting 
were hypothesized to do so as a consistent strategy for regulating 
feelings of discomfort, as reflected in lower physiological arousal 
and decreased perceived decision difficulty. 

In Study 1, fifty-nine university undergraduates participated in-
dividually in a computerized procedure using an established coher-
ence shift paradigm (Simon et al. 2004).  Individuals were informed 
that they would be participating in a physiological study on decision 
making, and skin conductance response electrodes were attached to 
the palm of each participant’s non-dominant hand.  All participants 
rated the desirability of a number of possible job attributes, and then 
weighted how important these attributes were in a typical decision 
context.  Participants were then shown the attributes of two specific 
job offers that varied on the dimensions of commute time, salary, 
office space, and vacation package.  After viewing the offers, par-
ticipants rated the desirability of the attributes and weighted attribute 
importance a second time.  Participants then indicated their choice 
leanings.  An interim task was given prior to participants making 
their final choices, followed by a third rating of attribute desirability 
and weighted importance.  

In the studies conducted by Simon et al. (2004), coherence shift-
ing was measured as a change in the attribute desirability and impor-
tance ratings at each time point to be consistent with the eventually 
chosen option. We replicated these general findings that individuals 
shift their desirability and importance ratings toward their final choice 

leanings. Analyses were conducted using a median split on the de-
gree of coherence shifting, with the dependent variables representing 
SCR during the maximal decision window of 2000ms–3000ms. Re-
sults indicated that participants with high levels of coherence shifting 
on importance weightings also had significantly lower SCR (p < .05) 
across study blocks. Analyses were conducted to measure coherence 
shifting with respect to the specific study blocks. These revealed that 
participants who changed their importance weights the most also had 
significantly lower SCR (p < .05) across blocks. Further, the degree 
of coherence shifting with respect to the job offer attributes corre-
lated significantly with perceived difficulty for both the desirability 
ratings (r = -.36, p = .005) and the importance weightings (r = -.53, 
p < .05), indicating that high coherence shifting was associated with 
less perceived decision difficulty. 

In Study 2, one hundred and thirteen university undergraduates 
were recruited to participate individually in a laboratory study.  Feel-
ings of discomfort were manipulated to determine whether experi-
encing discomfort would lead to decreased coherence shifting among 
individuals who self-report less emotion regulation (Gross 1998).  
Using a difficult anagram procedure, participants were induced into 
a high discomfort, low discomfort, or baseline (no anagram task) 
condition.  Following the discomfort manipulation, participants 
completed the job offer coherence shifting paradigm (Simon et al. 
2004) described in Study 1. Results indicated that those who were 
induced to experience high discomfort and did not self-report emo-
tion regulation tendencies shifted significantly less than those in a 
low discomfort or baseline condition (p < .05), supporting our argu-
ment that coherence shifting is a strategy used to regulate feelings of 
discomfort. 

In Study 3, thirty-three university undergraduates were recruited 
to participate in a two-part study. Participants were brought back to 
the study for two separate sessions, held one week apart, to make two 
separate difficult decisions involving feature conflict. Decision tasks 
were counterbalanced across weeks. One task was the same job offer 
choice used in Studies 1 and 2, and the other task was a consumption 
choice involving selecting an apartment to rent. As predicted, some 
individuals consistently shifted more often than others across dif-
ferent decision occasions (p < .01), and this coherence shifting was 
correlated with self-reported emotion regulation tendencies (p < .05). 

This research suggests that difficult decisions involving feature 
conflict are capable of producing feelings of discomfort, which some 
individuals manage via pre-decisional coherence shifting. These data 
are consistent with our proposed model of feature conflict leading 
to feelings of discomfort, which some individuals regulate through 
coherence shifting. Additional research is being conducted to further 
establish the proposed causal sequencing. These findings shed light 
on the basic mechanisms underlying decision making and provide 
important implications for why people use different choice strategies 
in complex consumption environments.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
A common advertising tactic is to digitally manipulate models’ 

images to enhance their looks. Research has found that exposure to 
media images depicting the thin-ideal body affects one’s self-concept 
and product evaluations. However, despite their impact on advertis-
ing effectiveness, (Hafner and Trampe 2009) there is limited research 
that considers that the thin ideal is not only heightened through us-
ing slender models but also through their digital manipulation (Hi-
tchon and Reaves 1999). Research on eating disorders suggests that 
mass media should be required to inform consumers of these com-
puter-modified images, though without examining the consequences 
(Thompson and Heinberg 1999). 

The present research looks at the exposure to digitally manipu-
lated thin-idealized body images on consumers’ product and self-
evaluations. It also highlights the effects of disclosing such manipu-
lation. We investigate the effects of such disclosure in terms of one-
sided versus two-sided advertisements (ads featuring only positive 
appeals versus those with both positive and negative content, Etgar 
and Goodwin 1982). We posit that a disclosed retouched ad would be 
perceived as less honest than a disclosed un-retouched ad indicating 
that consumers perceive it as two-sided. This leads to higher prefer-
ence for disclosed retouched ads and more favorable brand evalua-
tions. 

We also explore social comparison theory in explaining the ads’ 
effects on consumers’ self-evaluation. When individuals are exposed 
to comparison targets, they selectively compare themselves to these 
targets and evaluate their own performance where (dis)similarity 
generates (contrast) assimilation effects (Mussweiler 2003). More-
over, comparison targets affect people only when they are perceived 
as more inspirational and their achievement is attainable (Lockwood 
and Kunda 1997). Thus, we predict that when exposed to retouched 
advertisements depicting thin-attractive models, consumers will ex-
perience a contrast in their self-evaluation. However, this dissimilar-
ity will dissipate once they are told that this advertisement has been 
digitally enhanced, thus leading them to experience assimilative self-
evaluation and that perceived attainability of the model’s attractive-
ness mediates this effect.

STudy 1
Study 1 investigates whether when consumers are informed of 

digital manipulation, their brand evaluations for an imagined per-
fume brand, Espoire, will be higher after exposure to a retouched 
(vs. un-retouched) ad and whether this effect is mediated by percep-
tions of ad honesty. A 2 (Ad: (Un)retouched) x 2 (Disclosure: (No)
Disclosure) between-subjects design was applied to a sample of 143 
females.

Results revealed a significant two-way interaction on attitude 
towards the ad (Aad) F (1, 138) = 5.946, p < .01), where consum-
ers evaluate the retouched ad (MNo Disclosure = 3.700, MDisclosure = 5.649) 
more favorably than the un-retouched ad (MNo Disclosure  = 2.686, MDis-

closure = 3.129) whether they were told that the ad has (has not) been 
digitally-enhanced or not. Results also show a significant two-way 
interaction on brand evaluations (F (1, 139) = 4.118, p < .05) where 
participants evaluated the brand in the retouched ad more favorably 
(M = 5.108) than in the un-retouched ad (M = 3.724) when told the 

ad has (has not) been digitally enhanced. However, when no such 
disclosure was provided, consumers’ brand evaluations did not dif-
fer. Planned contrasts revealed that, within the retouched ad, par-
ticipants like the retouched ad and brand more when told the ad has 
been digitally-enhanced versus when no such disclosure is provided.

Following Zhao, Lynch, and Chen (2010) a mediated-moder-
ation was performed. The analysis revealed that ad honesty signifi-
cantly mediates the effect of ad × disclosure on Aad, brand evalu-
ations, and purchase intentions, such that participants perceive the 
disclosed retouched ad as less honest (two-sided) and therefore pre-
fer it, evaluate the brand better, and have higher purchase intentions 
than for the one-sided advertisements.

STudy 2
Study 2, using the same brand as in Study 1, explores the mod-

erating effect of disclosure of thin-idealized body images on females’ 
self-evaluation as a form of social comparison. We also examine the 
mediating effects of perceived attainability of the ad × disclosure 
interaction on self-evaluation. 

Concerning product evaluations and ad honesty as a media-
tor, the results replicate Study 1. We also found a significant ad × 
disclosure interaction effect on participants’ self-evaluation (F (1, 
172) = 6.731, p < .01). Participants had higher self-evaluation when 
exposed to a disclosed retouched ad (M  = 5.142) than a disclosed 
un-retouched ad (M = 4.407) or an undisclosed retouched ad (M = 
4.365). When no disclosure was provided, participants’ self-evalua-
tion was not significantly different when exposed to a retouched or 
un-retouched ad. 

Perceived attainability mediates the effect of image × disclo-
sure interaction on self-evaluation such that participants who were 
exposed to the retouched ad and were told that it was retouched 
perceived that the model’s looks are more attainable than all others 
thereby increasing their self-evaluations. However, attainability is 
not a significant mediator for the ad × disclosure interaction on Aad, 
brand evaluations, and purchase intentions.

STudy 3
In Study 3 we aim to investigate a boundary condition for the ef-

fects found in study 2. We employed a 2 (Disclosure: No(Disclosure) 
x 2 (Product: Problem-solving vs. beauty-enhancing) between-sub-
jects design using only the retouched ad. Problem solving is a product 
that fixes a beauty problem (body lotion) whereas beauty-enhancing 
products do not necessarily hide a beauty problem (perfume).

Results reveal a significant two-way interaction (p < .05) such 
that participants have a higher ad and brand preference and higher 
purchase intentions for body lotion than for perfume when it is dis-
closed that the ad has been retouched. However when no such dis-
closure is provided, their preferences are not significantly different 
across the two types of product ads.

dISCuSSIOn
This research suggests that disclosure of digital-enhancement 

generates higher brand evaluations. Two studies show that consum-
ers prefer retouched ads especially when told these ads have been 
digitally enhanced. Contrary to prior research, we demonstrate that 
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even though consumers judge the digitally enhanced advertisement 
to be less honest, they evaluate brands more favorably and are more 
willing to buy them when displayed in retouched ads. Analysis also 
revealed that consumers’ perceived attainability explains the effect 
of disclosed enhancement on self-evaluation. Research, managerial 
and public policy implications which incorporate not only the more 
conventionally perceived, negative effects, but also the more coun-
terintuitive, positive effects of retouching may be drawn for these 
findings.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Ideation contests are increasingly held among employees and 

consumers (solvers) to support the innovation process particularly 
during the early stages of new product development (Boudreau, 
Lacetera, & Lakhani, 2011). In such contests, solvers generate ideas 
for how to solve innovation problems and hereby compete for finan-
cial rewards that will be granted to the best ideas, which are chosen 
by the idea seeker (Terwiesch & Ulrich, 2009). Frequently, such con-
tests are held publicly and the whole solution space of ideas is acces-
sible to all solvers at any time (Dell’s IdeaStorm, 99designs). While 
prior literature mainly focuses on privately held or “parallel search” 
contests (Kornish & Ulrich, 2011), little is known about the optimal 
design of publicly held contests. In this project, we investigate how 
solvers behave in public ideation contests and how the contest out-
come depends on prior information on the content and the context 
of the ideas.

THEOry And HyPOTHESES dEvELOPMEnT
Theory is mixed in predicting the impact of prior ideas on ide-

ation performance. According to the recombinant growth theory, 
the creation of new ideas is commonly defined as the new recom-
bination of existing ideas (Hadamard, 1949; Jeroen, 2008; Koestler, 
1964; Weitzman, 1998). In ideation contests, solvers are able to fur-
ther develop and recombine existing ideas. Though, we hypothesize 
that allowing for recombination of prior ideas improves the overall 
ideation performance and the specific nature of the prevalent infor-
mation (degree of quality and novelty) influences the nature of the 
newly developed ideas.

Reversely, knowledge of the solution space can impede creativ-
ity to the extent that solvers seek conformity with existing ideas in-
stead of generating new ideas (Smith, Ward, & Schumacher, 1993; 
Smith & Tindell, 1997). In a contest situation, we hypothesize that 
solvers will especially build upon existing ideas with high qual-
ity ratings. Building upon ideas that are presumed to have a higher 
chance of winning is in line with a behavior that aims at maximize 
the odds of winning the reward of the contest when a seeker’s tastes 
are difficult to observe. We argue that such behavior can be counter-
productive since the diversity of the solution space will ultimately be 
reduced, with negative impact on the overall quality of the contest 
outcome (Terwiesch & Xu, 2008). 

AnALySIS OF FIELd dATA
We analyzed a large-scale dataset of an online ideation platform, 

including 100 contests, 2,300 active solvers, and over 40,000 ideas. 
By using a text-mining approach we detect the number of similar 
words as an indicator for the similarity of the content of any pair of 
two submitted ideas. A high overlap of similar words between ideas 
is an indicator for a high degree of confirmation.

 On the analyzed platform, submitted ideas are presented in a 
chronological order to the solvers. Though, very recent submitted 
ideas are more prevalent than earlier submitted ideas. We found that 
new submitted ideas had a high similarity to recent prior ideas. Fig-
ure 1 indicates that there is a significantly higher similarity of new 
ideas to very recent submitted ideas than to older ideas (β = -.00059, 
t(1057) = -93.29, p < .001). Furthermore, solvers were more likely 
to build upon highly rated ideas compared of lower rated ideas (β = 

.01313, t(29) = 2.80, p < .01). Figure 2 shows the average similarity 
of ideas depending on the rating by the community of the previous 
submitted ideas. Highly rated ideas were more likely to be used as a 
basis compared to lower rated ideas.

Figure 1: Average similarity of ideas depending on  
their distance in their chronological order 
 (R2 = .90, F(1, 1057) = 8703.62, p < .001).
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Figure 2: Average similarity to new developed ideas depending 
on the number or rate ups (community rating) of the existing 

ideas (R2 = .21, F(1, 29) = 7.84, p < .01).
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In addition, we found that recombining existing ideas has posi-
tive influence on the quality the new developed ideas (β = .018079, 
t(29) = 3.07, p < .01). Figure 3 shows the average similarity to previ-
ous submitted ideas depending on the rating of the new developed 
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ideas. Ideas with high similarity to previous submitted ideas were 
rated higher than ideas with a low similarity to existing ideas.

Figure 3: Average similarity to previous submitted ideas 
depending on the number or rate ups of the new ideas  

(R2 = .24, F(1, 29) = 9.45, p < .01).
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ExPErIMENT
We further conducted an experiment with a 2x2 full-factorial 

between-subjects design. Each solver was asked to generate novel 
ideas to the same ideation problem. Before entering an own idea, he 
saw three existing ideas that varied by their quality and the novelty. 
272 participants took part in this study and delivered ideas. After the 
experimental contest was held, the novelty and quality of the submit-
ted ideas were evaluated by 265 judges using a web-based interface 
(similar to Girotra, 2010). The ideas were presented independently 
in a random order and each idea was evaluated by about 30 judges. 
We found significant main effects: The quality of the submitted ideas 
was higher, if solvers had seen high quality example ideas (MLowQ = 
3.51; MHighQ = 3.67; F(1, 272) = 1.65; p = 0.029). Furthermore, the 
degree of novelty of submitted ideas was higher if solvers had seen 
more novel example ideas (MLowN = 3.62; MHighN = 3.81; F(1, 272) = 
4.21; p = 0.041).

COnCLuSIOn
Our results show that solvers are indeed influenced by the na-

ture of the extant ideas in open ideation contests. We found that in 
line with recombinant-growth theory, ideas that build upon existing 
ideas tend to be better evaluated. Our results suggest that this is due 

to the self-organizing behavior of the community reacting sensitive 
to quality signals in a situation of high uncertainty about a seeker’s 
tastes. Newly entering solvers look out for these signals that can 
guide their ideation effort into a direction that ensures maximization 
of the odds to win the contest. Community ratings, which are also 
publicly available, can provide such guidance when seeker feedback 
is missing. As a result, the ratings guide new users to high quality 
ideas which can then be further recombined for even better ideas. 
While increasing quality of the good ideas, such behavior ultimately 
leads to increased conformity with existing ideas.

In conclusion, our findings suggest that seekers that ought to 
maximize the quality of the best ideas should perform public ide-
ation contests and allow for quality signaling during the contest. 
Seekers that intend to maximize the variance of the solution space, 
however, might be better off to keep their contests privately.
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When the Crowd is divided: Perceptions of dispersion in Word-of-Mouth
Stephen He, Georgia Institute of Technology, USA

Samuel Bond, Georgia Institute of Technology, USA

ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Empowered by information technology to seek the opinions of 

others, consumers are more likely than ever to encounter a mixture 
of positive and negative word-of-mouth for the same product or ser-
vice. Given that consumers generally prefer certainty to uncertain-
ty, intuition suggests that they will favor products with consistent 
WOM (Matz and Wood 2005; Urbany, Dickson, and Wilkie 1989). 
However, a survey of online platforms reveals that the distribution 
of customer ratings is often highly disperse or bimodal (Hu, Pav-
lou, and Zhang 2009), connoting substantial uncertainty and decision 
risk (Meyer 1981). Greater dispersion of WOM has been shown to 
lower sales and satisfaction in certain contexts (Moon, Bergey, and 
Iacobucci 2010; Zhu and Zhang 2010), but findings in other contexts 
have been mixed (Clemons, Gao, and Hitt 2006; Martin, Barron, and 
Norton 2008).

Drawing on research in social perception (Boldry and Kashy 
1999; Nisbett and Kunda 1985) and attribution (Folkes 1988; Kel-
ley 1973), we propose that WOM dispersion often stem from two 
general sources: 1) uncertainty in product performance, and 2) id-
iosyncrasy in preferences across reviewers (taste variability). Prior 
research using expert ratings and online reviews has focused primar-
ily on the first of these sources. For products characterized by low 
taste variability, WOM can be viewed as a proxy for product qual-
ity; hence, high dispersion indicates inconsistent performance and is 
aversive (Price, Feick, and Higie 1989; West and Broniarczyk 1998; 
Sun 2011). We propose that for products characterized by high taste 
variability (e.g., art, restaurants), variation in WOM may also be at-
tributed to idiosyncrasy among reviewers, or ‘mixed opinions.’ In 
these cases, high dispersion may be acceptable if consumers are both 
aware and tolerant of divergence in taste (Berger and Heath 2007; 
Cheema and Kaikati 2010).

To summarize, we predict that the influence of WOM dispersion 
on liking and choice will be moderated by taste variability: when 
perceived taste variability is low, greater dispersion will be detrimen-
tal, but this effect will be attenuated when perceived taste variability 
increases. Our hypotheses were examined in four studies involving 
hypothetical decision scenarios. In all studies, subjects were given 
displays of WOM distributions that included both an overall ‘aver-
age’ rating and the distribution of ratings around that average (using 
a horizontal bar chart). In terms of expected utility, this format al-
lowed us to vary both the expected outcome of choosing the product 
(its average rating) and the risk of a obtaining a worse outcome (its 
dispersion).

Study 1 used a mixed factorial design including perceived taste 
variability, WOM average, and WOM dispersion. Taste variability 
was manipulated through product category: based on pretesting, we 
selected desk lamps and framed paintings for the low- and high-vari-
ability conditions, respectively. For each product, a set of sixteen 
scenarios was presented within-subjects. Each scenario described 
one focal product and its reviews. The scenarios crossed four levels 
of average rating (4 through 7 out of 10) with four levels of disper-
sion (high: var > 8.00, medium: var ≈ 2.00, low: var < 1.00, and 
zero: var = 0). Participants (189 undergraduate students) evaluated 
all scenarios, one at a time, and reported their purchase intention.

In the analyses, purchase intention was mean-centered to al-
low comparisons between product categories. ANOVA revealed 
the predicted interaction between dispersion and product category 

(F(3, 1349) = 2.55, p = .05), and follow-up comparisons were con-
sistent with our hypotheses. When dispersion was low, participants 
expressed similar purchase intention for lamps and paintings; when 
dispersion was high, they were less likely to buy lamps than to buy 
paintings.

Study 2a and 2b expanded the investigation to consumer choic-
es. In study 2a, 61 paid participants made a series of choices based on 
WOM information. The choice scenarios included two target catego-
ries (lamps and paintings) separated by various fillers. For the two 
target categories, participants were asked to choose from a pair of 
similarly attractive options with distinct mean and variance. Analy-
ses were conducted by comparing the relative shares of each option. 
As expected, choices differed reliably across taste variability (χ2(1) = 
3.97, p = .05), such that the high-average / high-dispersion option (A) 
was chosen more often for paintings than for lamps.

Study 2b included 79 paid participants and was similar to Study 
2a, with two major differences. First, two product categories were 
added: flash drives (low taste variability) and downloadable music 
albums (high taste variability). Second, the stimuli were construct-
ed so that Option A ‘dominated’ Option B. Analyses of participant 
choices again revealed a reliable difference across taste variability 
conditions (χ2(1) = 25.51, p < .001). Moreover, despite having lower 
expected value and higher variance, the ‘dominated’ option was cho-
sen by almost half of participants (43%) in categories with high taste 
variability.

Study 3 (132 paid students) removed potential confounds by 
holding constant the focal product category (hotels). Taste variability 
was manipulated directly, by telling participants that the WOM was 
posted by either a diverse group of reviewers or a group of college 
students. Dispersion was manipulated between-subjects: high (var = 
3.59) or low (var = 0.95). Participants observed the WOM informa-
tion and reported their intention to purchase a coupon for the hotel. In 
addition, they completed an attribution measure designed to collect 
evidence for our hypothesized process (see below).

Analyses revealed both a main effect of dispersion and a dis-
persion * taste variability interaction (F(1, 128) = 4.60, p < .05). 
Although more dispersion reduced purchase intention in general, the 
effect was smaller when WOM was provided by a diverse group of 
reviewers than by college students alone. The attribution measure 
provided further support for our model: when dispersion was high, 
participants were more likely to attribute dispersion to ‘something 
about the hotel’ if they believed the ratings came from  a homog-
enous group of reviewers. 

Taken together, our results demonstrate that consumers’ reac-
tion to dispersion in product WOM depends on the way that disper-
sion can be attributed. These findings have important implications 
for researchers exploring the impact of WOM and the processing of 
statistical information, as well as practitioners facing divided con-
sumer opinions of their offerings.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Using a multi-method approach, we explore the concept of “me-

dia trash” and investigate why consumers with different levels of 
cultural capital seek the consumption of these particular media offers 
despite or even because of their questionable quality.

rESEArCH TOPIC And QuESTIOn
Media consumption is one of today’s most important consump-

tion activities, with U.S. citizens spending more than 11 hours a day 
engaging with various media offerings (eMarketer 2011). The ques-
tion of what constitutes “quality” in such offerings has been hotly 
debated among media scholars ever since the rise of reality TV for-
mats and more recently user-generated content platforms (e.g., Mc-
Cabe and Akass 2007). In consumer research, Holbrook (1999) states 
that the success of media offerings is grounded in popular appeal 
as opposed to “good taste” –and the commercial success of certain 
TV formats, movies, and books that are the opposite of ‘critically 
acclaimed’ seems to support his theory. While some studies identify 
general reasons for consuming reality TV shows (e.g., Papachrissi 
and Mendelson 2007) and particularly the quest for authenticity 
through the consumption of these shows (Rose and Wood 2005), 
they fail to address the startling question of why “bad taste” can be 
attractive. The aim of this study is to investigate what consumers 
mean when they refer to “media trash” and why consumers some-
times prefer the consumption of products of lower quality purpose-
fully because of this lower quality (e.g., watching a “bad” reality TV 
show such as ‘Wife Swap’ just because it is so “bad”). 

LITErATurE rEvIEW
In the popular press, the expression “media trash” is used fre-

quently but without a clear definition or explanation. As an academic 
concept, the term “trash” is used in media studies for popular or 
pulp fiction (e.g., Bloom 1996), for a specific kinds of visual style in 
television (e.g., Caldwell 1995), or specific genres like soap operas, 
talk shows or B-movies (e.g., Kael 1969). In consumer research, the 
startling purposeful consumption of lower quality products has not 
been discussed, with the exception of Holbrook (1999, see above). 
However, a small body of research has investigated the consump-
tion of special TV formats that fall into this category, namely soap 
operas (Russell, Norman, and Heckler 2004) and reality TV (Rose 
and Wood 2005). Russel et al. (2004) show that consumers develop 
a relationship with TV programs and their characters, and that the 
intensity of this “connectedness” how their behavior is influenced. 
Rose and Wood (2004) comment on the rise of reality TV formats 
and argue that consumers seek authenticity through the consumption 
of these particular TV formats. The question of why consumers seek 
the consumption of certain media offerings despite or even because 
of their questionable quality remains unanswered. 

METHOd
We opted for an inductive multi-method approach to collect our 

data. First, we collected 1520 articles in relevant German newspa-
pers and magazines that mentioned the word “trash” in the context 
of media. Second, we collected survey data from a representative 
sample of the German population (n=580) to understand which par-

ticular media offers were consumed regularly and how they were 
rated on a variety of quality and content dimensions. 

The core data are semi-structured depth interviews with 38 con-
sumers about one media offering that we selected based on the survey 
results: the German version of the reality TV show “I’m a Celebrity...
Get Me Out of Here!” This TV show was one of the most relevant 
media offerings mentioned in German newspapers and magazines; 
it was known by nearly all consumers, and consensually described 
as “trash.” The interviews took on average one hour and focused on 
when, how and why participants watched this show. Moreover, we 
also asked questions about our participants’ general taste in media 
and their media consumption rituals. 

FIndInGS
Based on a content analysis of the newspaper articles and the 

survey results, we developed an overview of current (German) media 
offerings which are commonly evaluated as trash, both by experts 
and by consumers. The term is most often used in association with 
television shows, but also newspapers, music, books and movies. We 
identified eight markers of “media trash” based on how consumers 
distinguish between offerings that they would describe as trash or 
non-trash. At least one of the markers presented in Table 1 has to be 
present for a media offering to be considered “trash.” 

Table 1: Eight Markers of Media Trash

Marker of “Media Trash” representative Quotes  
(translated from German)

Intellectually undemanding 
content

“It’s just entertainment TV without any 
educational background.”

“Superficial person, who benefits from the 
stupidity of the people.”

Low formal quality “Cheap production, bad actors, pointless 
scenarios.”

Low authenticity

“Nothing is real; everything is fake but 
touted as true.” 

“It’s completely posed.”

Repeated emotion-seeking 
patterns 

“Always the same – the Cobra team 
manages all situations and saves the world 
for us.”

“All songs are the same.”

Absurd and unrealistic 
content

“The story is absolute wacky.” 

“Absolute nonsense, but more than just 
funny.”

Exaggerated content “The gonzo headlines above badly 
researched articles.”

Inappropriate content

“Distasteful and degrading to people and 
animals.”

“Sold voyeurism.”

Arousal-seeking content

“Explicit description of sexual practices.”

“Exorbitant presentation of violence and 
blood.”
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An important finding is that the valence of these markers, de-
spite appearing negative on first sight, is in fact dependent on each 
consumer and each media offering. For example, the newspaper 
“Bild”—comparable to the “Daily Mail”—was described by many 
consumers as being a favorite newspaper because of its low intel-
lectual demand and its absurd and unrealistic content. In this sense, 
“bad” can indeed become “good” and the consumption of media 
trash is enjoyable for consumers. 

This enjoyment, however, creates a conflict for consumers 
with high cultural capital when defining their social identity. They 
develop a number of arguments which “justify” trash consumption 
to reshape their own self-concept and to re-emphasize their cultural 
capital.

Furthermore, beyond the general notion of cultural capital, con-
sumers display a media-specific capital. Consumers who have both 
a high involvement and a deep knowledge of a medium often watch 
bad taste offerings to reflect on the media-specific genre conventions 
on a meta-position.

Finally, consumers integrate trash media in a hypermedia con-
sumption experience: During trash consumption they post their feel-
ings and attitudes via Facebook, Twitter, and other social networking 
services. Not the actual media offering itself, but the communication 
among a subculture of consumers (Kates 2002, Schouten and McAl-
exander 1995) is the main reason for consumption. 

COnTrIBuTIOnS
Our project contributes to consumer research by shedding light 

on the markers of “media trash” and the reasons why consumers 
choose to consume these specific media offerings. We pay special 
attention to the social and cultural background of this consumption 
practice, and structure our understanding of the phenomenon with 
Bourdieu’s theory of practice (Bourdieu 1977, 1984) and a broad 
range of media theories (e.g., Adorno and Horkheimer 1973; Hall 
1973).
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Following an event, people often reflect on how it compared 

to their expectations.  For example, after a political election, people 
might consider whether they had correctly predicted the winner, the 
winning margin, or even their own feelings about the result.  Extant 
research has shown that when actual forecasts and experiences are 
discrepant, people attempt to resolve this dissonance by recalling 
their forecast as being closer to the experience than it actually was. 
Although this hindsight bias (Fischoff 1975) occurs when experi-
ences diverge from actual forecasts, little is known about how people 
recall their forecasts when their experience is similar to the actual 
forecast.  

In the present research, we demonstrate that when experiences 
are concordant with actual forecasts, a novel bias may occur. Across 
three studies, we show that people tend to recall their affective fore-
cast as being less favorable than both their actual forecast and their 
experience.  We claim that people misremember their forecasts in 
this way so as to make their experience feel more surprising to them, 
which we describe as “illusory surprise.”  Since surprising outcomes 
are often more elating than expected outcomes (Mellers et al. 1997, 
Filipowicz 2006), we hypothesize that people derive affective ben-
efits from misremembering their forecasts. Specifically, we demon-
strate that people report greater affective arousal at the time of recall 
when they misremember their forecasts, which has implications for 
subsequent choices that they make.

Experiment 1 was a field study where movie theater patrons 
forecasted what their enjoyment of a movie was likely to be before 
seeing it.  Afterwards, participants noted their actual enjoyment of 
the movie and then recalled their affective forecast.  Subsequently, 
participants read the description of another movie from the same 
genre and indicated their intention to see it.  We reasoned that partici-
pants experiencing greater illusory surprise when recalling the prior 
movie would be more inclined to watch another movie. In line with 
our theorizing, recalled forecasts of participants were significantly 
less favorable than both their experience and the actual forecasts they 
made earlier.  Furthermore, experiences and actual forecasts did not 
differ; that is, participants actually enjoyed their movie as much as 
they had anticipated but reported recalling that they would not en-
joy it as much as they had. We also found that that illusory surprise 
predicted participants’ likelihood to watch another movie, such that 
those who misremembered being surprised by the movie they had 
seen were also more likely to watch the new film.  Thus, illusory 
surprise appears to affect subsequent choices.

In Experiment 2, participants watched and evaluated an iden-
tical, neutral film clip. Expectations were manipulated beforehand, 
such that some participants were induced to believe that the clip 
would be positive, negative, or neutral. When participants’ actual 
forecasts deviated significantly from their experience, we found 
strong evidence of the hindsight bias; that is, people tended to re-
call their forecast as being closer to the experience than it actually 
was.  However, when actual forecasts matched their experience, 
participants misremembered their forecasts as being less favorable 
than both their experience and their actual forecasts. Irrespective of 
whether their surprise was real or illusory, participants who reported 
being surprised by the clip experienced greater affective arousal at 
the time of recall.

Experiment 3 provides evidence that the illusory surprise ef-
fect has a motivational basis. Participants who were given financial 
incentives to accurately recall their forecasts did not exhibit illusory 
surprise; however, we replicated our illusory surprise effect when 
accuracy incentives were not provided.

In sum, the present research shows that when experiences con-
verge with expectations, the hindsight bias is unlikely to occur.  How-
ever, even when experiences and expectations align, people may not 
recall their affective forecasts accurately.  People evidently are mo-
tivated to convince themselves that a good-as-expected experience 
was unexpectedly good. Furthermore, this illusory surprise effect can 
actually alter the choices that participants subsequently make.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Sigmund Freud’s (1915) notion of memory repression, or mo-

tivated forgetting, suggests that people cope with unwanted memo-
ries by burying them deep in the mind, where they can lie dormant 
for weeks, years, or even a lifetime. Although Freud’s theory has 
intrigued the world and stimulated fascinating research, it also has 
been fraught with controversy and empirical challenges. We draw 
on research on social identity and threat-induced coping to examine 
motivated forgetting in the context of memory for social identity-
linked advertising. 

Part of the difficulty in demonstrating motivated forgetting lies 
in isolating it. Memories people are motivated to forget are often 
threat-provoking memories they neglect to encode in the first place, 
so forgetting can be attributed to encoding processes rather than re-
trieval processes (Sedikides, Green and Pinter 2004). In contrast, 
consider cases where an intervening event makes otherwise neutral 
or positive memories difficult to confront. The death of a loved one, 
for example, makes retrieving fond memories of that person painful. 
Such contexts allow for a clean test of motivated forgetting because 
the threat is separated from the learned content. A similar separa-
tion can be achieved in a social identity threat paradigm that presents 
relatively neutral identity-linked content, facilitates its encoding, and 
then introduces social identity threat to motivate its forgetting. 

The identity-linked content we use is identity-linked sales pro-
motions, which target consumers based on an aspect of social iden-
tity, like gender, race, or nationality. Identity-linking occurs when 
firms strategically offer deals like “10% discount for senior citizens” 
or “Ladies receive 1 free drink.” Because our participant population 
is comprised of HKUST students, our experiments used sales pro-
motions offering 10% discounts to HKUST students. To facilitate 
encoding of the identity-linked promotions, we first prime students’ 
university identity and then present the identity-linked promotions 
(mixed in with identity-neutral promotions). After viewing the pro-
motions, participants are exposed to a social identity threat, a ficti-
tious news article indicating that HKUST is underperforming rela-
tive to other local universities. After the threat, we measure memory 
for the identity-linked promotions in a standard old-new recognition 
task that presents the 20 old promotions along with 20 new ones 
(some identity-linked and some identity-neutral).

Using this basic framework, we test the hypothesis that even 
relatively neutral content can be forgotten if the content is identity-
related, the identity to which that content relates is subject to threat, 
and consumers are motivated to protect against threat. We propose 
that the motivation to protect against threat depends on consumers’ 
sense of connection to the threatened social identity, with high iden-
tifiers being more motivated to protect against threat and therefore 
more likely to forget identity-linked content when threatened.   

Study 1 shows that priming a social identity has a positive ef-
fect on memory for identity-linked promotions. If, however, the 
primed identity is threatened, then the effect is reversed (i.e., con-
sumers forget the promotions). As predicted, this effect is moderated 
by strength of identification, with high identifiers exhibiting better 
memory for identity-linked promotions when the relevant identity is 
primed, but worse memory for identity-linked promotions when the 
primed identity is threatened. 

Study 2 tests the hypothesis that identity-linked content is not 
forgotten, it is simply not explicitly retrieved when the identity is 
threatened. In support of this theorizing, measuring memory implic-
itly reveals good memory performance even under threat. Again, this 
effect is moderated by strength of identification, with high identifiers 
exhibiting better implicit memory for the promotions under threat.

Study 3 tests the hypothesis that mitigating the threat via an 
identity affirmation task restores memory for otherwise forgotten 
identity-linked promotions. Moreover, this study shows that af-
firming the university identity restores memory for identity-linked 
promotions, but affirming aspects of self identity or other social 
identities does not have this effect. Again, the results are moderated 
by strength of identification, with high identifiers exhibiting better 
memory for identity-linked promotions when the threatened aspect 
of identity has been affirmed, but worse memory for identity-linked 
promotions in the absence of identity affirmation.

This research documents an elusive memory phenomenon, mo-
tivated forgetting, and offers a theoretical framework that predicts 
situations in which it is likely to occur, what memories are forgot-
ten, and who is motivated to forget. This study also contributes to 
research on identity-linked marketing. With mass marketing on the 
decline, firms increasingly rely upon targeted marketing tactics like 
identity-linking, but despite its widespread use, the efficacy of identi-
ty-linking remains unclear. By examining motivated forgetting in the 
context of identity-linked promotions, we hope to not only advance 
theory about motivated forgetting, but also address factors that cause 
consumers to remember or forget identity-linked promotions. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Although the importance of the olfactory system for animals is 

well understood, its importance for humans is still underresearched. 
In terms of the sense of smell, marketing research has predominantly 
investigated effects of product-specific scents as well as effects of 
in-store aromas on decision-making (e.g., Bosmans 2006). The is-
sue of consumers actively using their olfactory modality in purchase 
decision-making has largely been neglected. It seems plausible that 
consumers differ in terms of their individual need for taking a smell 
at products given the observed variation in sensory needs and habits. 
Peck and Childers (2003) have shown that such individual differ-
ences do exist in the preference for haptic information (“Need for 
Touch”). Previous consumer research has disregarded the question 
whether “Need for Smell” exists as a personality trait. The present 
paper contributes to the exploration of the proposed construct of 
“Need for Smell” (NFS) in two ways. In a first step, we aim at con-
ceptualizing NFS giving rise to the development of a measurement 
scale. As a second step, the proposed instrument is tested empirically. 
We present the first results of the development of a measurement 
scale for the “Need for Smell” construct (NFS scale) based on the 
Rasch model for measurement. 

The definition of NFS as a personality variable follows the con-
ceptualization of “Need for Touch”, that is, the preference for haptic 
cues suggested by Peck and Childers (2003). Thus, we define NFS 
as an individual’s propensity to gain and utilize information obtained 
through the olfactory system during the assessment of a product in a 
purchase decision. If a high NFS cannot be satisfied, the consumer is 
expected to experience discomfort and uncertainty about the product. 
In the worst case, the consumer refrains from buying the product. 
Obstacles that impede olfactory sensations are manifold. The pack-
aging of products, for example plastic wrapping of fruits, may inter-
fere with the consumer’s intention to take a smell. Online shopping 
rules out the possibility of smelling altogether.

Hence, investigating the differential role of the need for olfacto-
ry cues among consumers promises to contribute to a more compre-
hensive understanding of consumer behavior. Building upon differ-
ent streams of literature from multiple scientific disciplines resulted 
in initial assumptions about the dimensionality of the construct. We 
expect NFS to be a multidimensional construct, comprising instru-
mental (cognitively-toned) and autotelic (hedonically-toned) facets. 
In the behavioral domain, experiments suggest odour being related 
to associative learning, emotion and decision-making (Cupchik and 
Phillips, 2005). The olfactory system has direct anatomical linkages 
to the limbic system, making it the sensory modality most closely 
related to brain regions associated with emotions (Wrzesniewski, 
McCauley, and Rozin, 1999). Moreover, a good sense of smell is ca-
pable of eliciting positive emotions (Bosmans, 2006), suggesting the 
existence of an affectively-(hedonically)-toned dimension. Regard-
ing the assumption of a cognitive dimension, evolutionary biology 
informs us that odour perception controls domains such as regula-
tion of mood and cognition or food selection (Li, Moallem, Paller, 
and Gottfried, 2007). Hence, the instrumental dimension refers to 
pre-purchase smell that serves as an indicator for product evalua-

tion (e.g., quality assessment or expected functional and economic 
value). Moreover, it is goal-oriented (e.g., making a good choice). 
Product assessment based on olfactory input can also have an evolu-
tionary foundation, as the smell of a potential food item informs us 
about its being toxic or distasteful. 

Item generation for the NFS scale followed the process utilized 
by Peck and Childers (2003) and Richins and Dawson (1992). An 
extensive literature review and three focus group discussions led 
to the generation of 72 items referring to three different aspects of 
NFS. A subsequent quantitative pre-study administering an online 
questionnaire (n=165; convenience sample) aimed at a first empiri-
cal investigation of the psychometric properties of these items. The 
items were presented with a seven-point rating scale, ranging from 
‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’. By means of traditional scale 
analysis using exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis as well 
as modern test theory (Rasch model for polytomous items), unsuit-
able items were identified and omitted. The majority of the items 
deleted at that stage either showed ambiguity or poor wording. A set 
of 35 items was retained representing three different but correlated 
dimensions of NFS: an instrumental dimension of NFS (11 items 
referring to a general instrumental facet in terms of “taking a smell 
facilitates choice and/or adds another informational cue”); an evalu-
ative dimension (12 items) capturing the need for checking the prod-
uct quality, which is at least partly rooted in evolution, in terms of 
“using olfaction to prevent negative or even harmful consequences”; 
and an autotelic dimension which covers the idea that taking a smell 
at products can be an enjoyable end in itself.

The second quantitative study utilized a representative sample 
(n=552) and served the purpose of cross-validating the findings of 
the quantitative pre-study as well as identifying redundant items. The 
psychometric assessment was based on the Rasch model for mea-
surement using RUMM 2030 (Andrich, Sheridan, and Lou 2010). 
The three anticipated dimensions were widely confirmed, while sev-
eral items showed a clear indication of redundancy. Their omission 
led to a set of 21 items, 8 of which measure the instrumental NFS 
dimension, 7 items capture the evaluative dimension, while 6 items 
quantify the autotelic dimensions of NFS. The three dimensions are 
correlated between 0.74 and 0.85.

So far the proposed existence of a latent variable NFS finds 
positive evidence in the data. Further studies are needed in order to 
reinvestigate the suitability of the suggested conceptualization, the 
dimensionality, and the validity the scale. In particular, discriminant 
and nomological validity of the NFS scale are to be investigated. 
Since the sense of smell is subject to individual biological differences 
as well as to changes related to for instance ageing (Milotic, 2003), 
biological factors might determine the individual level of NFS. In 
terms of consequences of NFS, the predictive power of NFS in the 
context of purchase-related phenomena is to be assessed in experi-
mental settings. In all likelihood, the perceived importance of sen-
sory modalities will vary between types of products (Schifferstein, 
2006) and depend on the phase of product usage (Fenko, Schiffer-
stein, and Hekkert, 2010). Ultimately such studies will reveal the 
relevance of NFS compared to other explanatory constructs.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
According to the Forum for Sustainable and Responsible In-

vestment (US SIF 2012), Sustainable and Responsible Investments 
(SRIs) roughly account for 3 trillion dollars, that is, about 12% of the 
total US investment market. Compared to traditional investments, 
SRIs are not only focusing on financial performance but also on ethi-
cal and environmental considerations. Our purpose in this research 
is to investigate whether status motives, which have been shown to 
foster pro-social behavior, are also effective in convincing consum-
ers to invest in SRIs.

Griskevicius, Tybur, and Van den Bergh (2010) show that acti-
vating status motives is an effective mechanism in making consum-
ers choose pro-social goods. They explain this phenomenon through 
costly signaling theory:  individuals willingly incur the cost of pur-
chasing a product that shows their care about others (or the environ-
ment) and use this cost as a signal to increase their status in society 
(their ability to incur altruistic costs is a signal of their superior sta-
tus). Activating status motives therefore favors pro-social behaviors. 
Our focus in this research is to test whether this theory, applied so far 
to material products, can be extended to SRIs. 

Costly signaling theory implies that an altruistic action can be 
used as signal to others. Because investments are private (unlike the 
products studied in previous research so far, investments are not po-
tentially visible after the purchase), we suggest that status motives are 
not sufficient to trigger costly signaling activities; in fact, we argue 
that status motives are only functioning when the purchase is visible, 
so that it has some signaling value (Glazer and Konrad, 1996; Har-
baugh, 1998); Milinski, Semmann, Krambeck, and Marotzke, 2006).

Consumers have been shown to behave quite differently for ma-
terial goods and for money. As shown by Morewedge, Holtzman, and 
Epley (2007), simply thinking about financial accounts is enough to 
activate wealth considerations in consumer minds. In a recent paper, 
Goldstein, Johnson, and Sharpe (2008) explore consumer preferences 
for retirement products; they show that when confronted to financial 
products, consumers weigh in their expected future wealth with the 
costs incurred for each product. Furthermore, previous research sug-
gests that individuals acquire wealth not only for the consumption 
that can be derived from it, but because of the status inducing effect 
of the money itself: individuals who care a lot about their (financial 
and social) status in comparison to others are especially interested 
in maintaining their wealth by gaining money (Bakshi and Chen, 
1996); in contrast, persons with a lower income help others more, 
even if it is harder for them to afford (Piff, Kraus, Côté, Cheng, and 
Keltner, 2010;  Rucker, Dubois, and Galinsky 2011)greater exposure 
to threat, and a reduced sense of personal control. Given these life 
circumstances, one might expect lower class individuals to engage 
in less prosocial behavior, prioritizing self-interest over the welfare 
of others. The authors hypothesized, by contrast, that lower class 
individuals orient to the welfare of others as a means to adapt to 
their more hostile environments and that this orientation gives rise 
to greater prosocial behavior. Across 4 studies, lower class individu-
als proved to be more generous (Study 1. In general, caring about 
status should make investors more averse to poverty and therefore 
make them choose investments that promise to increase their wealth 
quickly. 

For the purchase of SRIs, we suggest that these two phenom-
ena occur concurrently and we therefore expect consumers to face a 
dilemma. On one hand, according to costly signaling theory, status 
motives (and visibility) should make SRIs attractive. On the other 
hand, to the extent that SRIs are typically less attractive financially 
than traditional investments, consumers are likely to concentrate on 
lost future wealth, and therefore on the associated loss in future status 
associated with a lower investment yield. We therefore predict that 
when status motives are activated, SRI purchase will only improve 
in the case where the purchase is made visible; when the purchase is 
private, we expect status motives to activate concerns about future 
status loss and therefore to be counterproductive for the purchase of 
SRIs. We test these predictions in an experimental context. 

Our main study consists of a (2 by 2) between-subject experi-
ment, in which we manipulate status motives and decision visibility. 
566 individuals (218 women, average age of 30.3 years) participated 
in the experimental study in exchange for the chance to win some 
Amazon vouchers. Status motives were manipulated using the sce-
nario developed by Griskevicius et al (2009), in which participants 
are asked to project themselves in their first day on the job at a new 
company, with a detailed description focusing on high status fea-
tures. To manipulate visibility, participants in the public condition 
were asked to imagine making their investment decision in the pres-
ence of an investment consultant and told that they would receive an 
email containing an evaluation of their performance in comparison 
to other participants; they were asked for their e-mail address. Par-
ticipants in the private situation received no such instructions. After 
receiving background instructions about investment decisions, par-
ticipants were asked to choose between a conventional investment 
and a pro-social one (SRI); the conventional product slightly out-
performed the SRI. Demand checks at the end of the study revealed 
that no participant correctly guessed the purpose of the experiment. 

We predicted that status activation would hurt SRI choice when 
choices are kept private and would only benefit SRI choice when 
choices are made public. Indeed, our results show that making choic-
es public when status motives are active (and this, even though our 
visibility manipulation actually focused on performance) systemati-
cally increased SRI choice (χ²(1) = 22.447, p < .01). Moreover, as 
predicted, for private choices, status manipulations hurt the probabil-
ity to choose SRIs over traditional investments (χ²(1) = 5.036, p = 
.025). 

In further analyses, we replicated these patterns of results for a 
higher performance gap between conventional investments and SRIs 
and also investigated personality difference factors such as partici-
pants’ income and experience with investment products. 

Our research contributes to the growing literature on pro-social 
consumption. Our results are consistent with costly signaling theory: 
we show that visibility increases the likelihood of pro-social behav-
iors. Compared to recent literature in this area however, our results 
indicate that for private decisions, status activation can be counter-
productive for products such as SRIs where status also activates con-
cerns about potential future wealth loss. This study therefore pro-
vides a refined perspective on the effects of status and visibility on 
pro-social consumption, and offers first policy implications for SRI 
promotion. 
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Figure - Percentage of respondents choosing SrI over 
conventional investment as a function of active motive (status, 

control) and visibility (private, public)
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT 
Social scientists often rely on self-reports to assess emotional 

experiences. Self-reports of emotional experience are an impor-
tant tool for understanding and predicting judgment and behavior 
(Schwarz, 1999). A crucial assumption is that individual difference 
variables that are positively correlated with the intensity of emotion-
al experience are also positively correlated with self-reports designed 
to measure that experience. This manuscript documents a violation 
of this assumption. Individuals who display greater attentional bias 
for emotional information—and hence experience emotional stimuli 
as more intense—report to be affected less by emotional stimuli.

Individuals automatically assess the emotional significance of 
stimuli in their environment (Ochsner & Feldman Barret, 2001). This 
default, low-road emotional sensitivity drives attention. Individuals 
who perceive a stimulus as more emotionally intense pay more atten-
tion to it (Phelps, 2006). Attentional bias is often assessed by measur-
ing how performance on a focal task suffers as a result of automati-
cally attending to task-irrelevant emotional information. 

It seems reasonable to assume that people who display great-
er attentional bias also report feeling more intense emotions when 
explicitly asked. For example, greater attentional bias is associated 
with more intense cardiovascular reactivity to emotional stimuli (Ja-
mieson, Nock, & Mendes, in press) and predicts changes in anxiety 
(Osinsky et al., in press). However, self-reported feelings are not 
only determined by the intensity of the to-be-rated emotional experi-
ence (i.e., true score) but also by the interpretation of the instrument 
used to probe it (i.e., measurement error). Respondents typically re-
port their experienced emotions by selecting a response option on a 
rating scale (e.g., a seven-point scale ranging from “not at all happy” 
to “very happy”). Besides automatically assessing the emotional in-
tensity of the target stimulus, respondents also assess the emotional 
intensity of the rating scale anchors. The perceived emotional inten-
sity of rating scale anchors is negatively associated with self-report-
ed feelings (Ostrom, 1966). This is because people who perceive a 
verbal anchor as more emotionally intense are less likely to endorse 
it, thus providing lower ratings of emotionality (De Langhe, Puntoni, 
Fernandes, & van Osselaer, 2011). Thus, greater attentional bias may 
show a negative correlation with self-reported feelings.

In sum, we propose two countervailing forces. Individuals with 
greater attentional bias should experience target stimuli as more 
emotionally intense, but should also perceive emotional verbal an-
chors on the scale as more intense. The first mechanism should lead 
to a positive association between attentional bias and self-reported 
feelings; whereas the second should lead to a negative one. Which 
of these effects dominate is an empirical question. We conducted 
six studies to assess the relationship between individual differences 
in attentional bias and self-reported feelings using a variety of tar-
get stimuli (e.g., textual vs. pictorial) and of positive and negative 
emotions. We assessed participants’ attentional bias for emotional 
information using the emotional Stroop task (Williams Mathews, & 
MacLeod, 1996), the most frequently used paradigm to assess atten-
tional bias. In this task, participants are asked to indicate as quickly 
as possible the color of emotional and neutral words. Because emo-
tional words grab attention, performance on the color naming task 
tends to be worse when the word displayed is emotional. The com-

parison between reaction times for emotional and neutral words thus 
reflects one’s level of attentional bias for emotional information (i.e., 
the emotional Stroop score). 

In our studies, participants completed the emotional Stroop 
task and either before or after indicated their feelings after seeing an 
emotional target stimulus. In study 1, we find a negative correlation 
between participants’ emotional Stroop score and self-reported feel-
ings. In studies 2A and 2B, we also measured self-reported emotional 
sensitivity (using the Emotional and Interpersonal Sensitivity Mea-
sure, EISM; Bloise & Johnson, 2007). The EISM assesses people’s 
beliefs about how sensitive they are to emotional events. It should 
therefore not be surprising to find a positive correlation between 
EISM and self-reported feelings triggered by an emotional stimulus. 
Consistent with our predictions, whereas the emotional Stroop score 
is negatively associated with self-reported feelings, EISM is posi-
tively associated with self-reported feelings. In studies 3A and 3B, 
we manipulated the amount of elaboration on scale anchors to test 
whether the negative correlation between attentional bias and self-
reported feelings indeed stems from an automatic emotional reac-
tion to scale anchors. In study 3A, half of participants were asked to 
elaborate on the meaning of the scale anchors before rating, whereas 
the other half did not receive these instructions. The negative effect 
of attentional bias to emotional information is attenuated when par-
ticipants are asked to elaborate on the anchors. In study 3B, we asked 
half of participants to rate their emotional reactions using large font 
anchors and the other half to rate using normal font anchors. We find 
that, when participants use large font anchors (and elaborate more 
on them), the negative correlation between attentional bias and self-
reported feelings is attenuated. 

Marketing researchers often study people’s emotional experi-
ences by asking them how they feel. But do people who report feel-
ing more emotional really experience more intense emotions? Re-
searchers have criticized the use of self-reports in emotion research 
because of their low correlation with actual experiences (e.g., due 
to socially desirable responding). We highlight a different problem. 
People who display greater attentional bias for emotional informa-
tion report feeling less intense emotions, implying a negative correla-
tion between actual and reported feelings. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
In this research we investigate the impact of the emotions of 

compassion and pride on both brands that are viewed as strong or 
weak (“top dogs” versus underdogs), on marketing actions that are 
compassion-oriented or pride-oriented, in addition to investigating 
individual differences of people who perceive themselves as high 
on socioeconomic status (strong) versus those who are lower on 
socioeconomic status (weak). Participants primed with feelings of 
compassion show a preference for weaker underdog brands; how-
ever when primed with pride they show a preference for stronger top 
dog brands. In study 2, those with lower socioeconomic status prefer 
underdog compassion appeals more than underdog pride appeals to 
a higher degree than people of high socioeconomic status. Taken to-
gether, these studies provide promising evidence on the interaction 
of compassion and pride on strong or weak brands, valence of mar-
keting actions, and personal feelings of power.

Compassion enhances perceived self-other similarity, in par-
ticular to those vulnerable and weak. Conversely, pride elicits feel-
ings of being different from vulnerable others, and more similar to 
those that are considered strong (Oveis, Horberg and Keltner 2010). 
By extension we propose that feelings of compassion and pride can 
enhance feelings of similarity, and therefore purchase interest, for 
brands that exhibit qualities of being strong or weak.  Research on 
top dog and underdog brands has explored how brands can be per-
ceived as strong or weak based on their market position (Hoch and 
Deighton 1989), or on their brand origin story.  

We hypothesize that primed compassion will result in pref-
erences for underdog brands over top dog brands and conversely, 
primed pride will result in preferences for top dog brands over under-
dog brands. We also hypothesize that cause-related marketing em-
phasizing compassion for vulnerable others will be more impactful 
than pride related appeals for underdog brands, especially for those 
of low socioeconomic status. 

STudy 1: COMPASSIOn And PrIdE InFLuEnCE 
undErdOG/TOPdOG BrAnd PrEFErEnCES
Participants were recruited through Amazon.com’s Mechanical 

Turk, and were randomly assigned to one of 4 experimental condi-
tions in a 2 (compassion v. pride) x 2 (underdog v. top dog) between-
subjects design.  

Participants were induced to feel compassion or pride, read a 
brand biography for an underdog or top dog company, and then rated 
their preference for the company on the following dimensions: how 
much do you identify with the brand (1=very little, 7=very much), 
how much do you like the brand (1=very little, 7=very much), and 
how likely are you to purchase the brand (1=very unlikely, 7=very 
likely).  These three ratings were summed to create a brand prefer-
ence composite (alpha=.84). 

rESuLTS
A 2x2 ANOVA revealed a significant interaction of induced 

emotion (compassion vs. pride) and brand status (underdog vs. top 
dog) on brand preference, F(1, 95)=8.54, p<.01. Consistent with our 
hypotheses, simple effects analyses revealed that participants in-
duced to feel compassion preferred the underdog brand (M=14.88, 

SD=3.15) significantly more than the top dog brand (M=11.52, 
SD=4.83), t(47)=2.87, p<.01, whereas participants induced to feel 
pride preferred the top dog brand (M=13.40, SD=4.20) more than 
the underdog brand (M=11.44, SD=5.52); however, this latter effect 
did not meet conventional levels of significance, t(48)=1.41, p=.16. 

STudy 2: HOW PrIdE And COMPASSIOn CAuSE-
rELATEd MArkETInG APPEALS InTErACT 

WITH SOCIOECOnOMIC STATuS
In Study 2, rather than priming compassion or pride, we aimed 

to show that an ad that elicited feelings of compassion would be 
viewed more favorably for those with a low socio economic status. 
We used cause-related marketing ads and predicted that individuals 
with low subjective SES would respond more positively to compas-
sion-inducing appeals than pride-inducing appeals due to their per-
sonal weaker status.

Participants were recruited through Amazon.com’s Mechanical 
Turk service, and were randomly assigned to one of four conditions 
in a 2 (compassion vs. pride-inducing ad) x 2 (underdog vs. top dog 
brand) between-subjects design. 

Participants first completed the McArthur subjective SES 
measure (Kraus, Piff and Keltner 2009), wherein participants place 
themselves on one of ten “rungs of a ladder” representing their place 
in their community, and then their place in the United States (al-
pha=.87). Next, participants read either one of two brand biographies 
and then viewed either a Compassion CRM advertisement or a Pride 
CRM advertisement for that brand. 

Participants then indicated their preference for the brand as fol-
lows: how much do you identify with the brand and how much do 
you like the brand.  These items were summed to form a composite 
brand preference measure (alpha=.83).

We examined separately how brand preferences interacted with 
consumers’ subjective SES in the top dog and underdog condition 
by regressing brand preference onto ad condition (compassion vs. 
pride), subjective SES, and their interaction (ad condition*subjective 
SES). 

Consistent with our hypothesis, a significant interaction was 
observed such that low-SES and high-SES participants responded 
differently to compassion- and pride-inducing ads from underdogs, 
b=.91, t(99)=2.06, p=.04. Simple slope analyses revealed that both 
low-SES, b=-3.51, p<.01, and high-SES participants, b=-1.69, p<.01, 
preferred underdogs significantly more with a compassion-inducing 
ad versus a pride-inducing ad.  The interaction shows that the low-
SES slope was significantly steeper than the high-SES slope suggest-
ing that the effect was stronger for those of low-SES.

dISCuSSIOn
In two experiments, we have shown that compassion and pride 

can impact attitudes towards “top dog” and “underdog” brands. In 
Study 1, we illustrated how incidental feelings of compassion will 
lead to higher attitudes for underdog brands, while incidental feel-
ings of pride will lead to higher attitudes for top dog brands.  In Study 
2 we, illustrated that for underdog brands, compassion appeals are 
preferred by low SES participants, however this effect is muted for 
those with high SES.
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Theoretically, we believe that this line of research is important 
by illustrating that the sense of similarity to strong or weak others 
found in pride and compassion respectively are not just in play with 
people, but with brands as well. Managerially, we believe that we are 
further uncovering the information perceived by consumers through 
relative market position. Also, we show that there are personal fac-
tors that influence the impact of cause-related marketing messages. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Prior CCT research has investigated marketplace myths that 

“permeate consumer culture” (Thompson 2004, 162), and has un-
derstood these myths as “cultural resources that attract consumers 
to a consumption activity or brand” (Arsel and Thompson 2011 
791). Research on identity myths however, has focused on devalu-
ing and undesirable myths such as the southern white identity myth 
(Thompson and Tian 2008) and the hipster myth (Arsel and Thomp-
son 2011). Whilst Arsel and Thompson’s (2011) study enriched our 
understanding of how consumers’ branded by an undesirable market-
place myth attempt to demythologize, further research is needed to 
explore how and why consumers use marketplace myths to ridicule 
and stigmatize others. In a separate stream of research, consumer 
researchers have applied and extended the work of Bourdieu (1984) 
and the concepts of habitus, field and capital to stress the continuing 
relevance of social class as an analytic category and advance our un-
derstanding of the relationship between social class and consumption 
(e.g. Holt 1997, Allen 2002, Henry 2005). We bring together recent 
streams of research on social class and identity myths to explore the 
link between class-based identity myths and consumption and the 
role of such myths in reinforcing social class boundaries. In order to 
demonstrate how young middle-class consumers mobilize the ‘Chav’ 
myth, we focus on a specific consumption context where this process 
is particularly visible - consumption in the nighttime space (e.g. bars, 
clubs). 

Whilst we didn’t initially set out to explore the ‘Chav’ myth, 
the young participants in our study frequently relied on this myth 
when discussing their identity (who NOT to be) and framing their 
consumption behavior (how NOT to consume). The wider study of 
which this data is a part, explored young people’s alcohol consump-
tion in relation to different aspects of the self (positive and nega-
tive). A total of 91 participants (aged 16-18) were recruited via four 
different educational institutions. Data was collected in five phases, 
drawing from Bahl and Milne’s (2010) multi-method approach to 
identifying multiple selves in participants and exploring consump-
tion from the lens of different selves. We used a combination of 
written answer booklets, projective techniques and visual research 
methods (e.g. qualitative clustering task and 3D avatar creation) to 
elicit young people’s constructions of the self. This was followed by 
individual, paired and group interviews to explore alcohol consump-
tion in relation to different aspects of self. 

The term ‘Chav’ emerged in the UK around 2004, replacing 
the term ‘underclass’ and various regional terms (e.g. ‘Townies’ 
and ‘Scallies’) as a way of describing the white working-class. The 
‘Chav’ myth incorporates highly stereotypical notions of the work-
ing-class and rests on the belief that there are “entire communities 
around Britain crawling with feckless, delinquent, violent and sexu-
ally debauched no-hopers” (Jones 2011, 80), airbrushing the reality 
of the working-class lifestyle “out of existence in favor of the chav 
caricature” (Jones 2011, 11). ‘Chavs’ have been referred to as a youth 
‘subculture’ (Hollingworth and Williams 2009) and a ‘phenomenon’ 
(Hayward & Yar 2006) and similar to the working-class youth sub-
cultures studied by the Center for Contemporary Cultural Studies 
(CCCS) in the 1970’s, such as Teddy Boys, Mods, Skinheads and 
Punks (see Hall and Jefferson 1976 and Hebdige 1979), the ‘Chav’ 

identity has developed around “particular activities, focal concerns 
and territorial spaces” (Clarke 1976, 14). CCT literature has focused 
its attention almost exclusively on “self-selecting or achieved (vs. 
ascribed) subcultures” (Schouten and McAlexander 1995, 43) and 
subcultures where “membership is usually conscious” (Kates 2002, 
397), such as the Gay subculture  (Kates, 2002), ‘New Bikers’ Har-
ley-Davidson enthusiasts (Schouten and McAlexander 1995), Star 
Trek Fans (Kozinets 2001) and Goths (Goulding and Saren, 2009).  
In contrast, ‘Chav’ is tied to an ascribed class-based identity, is a 
collective label attached to members of the working-class by the 
dominant class and is used to ridicule (Wooten 2006) and demonize. 
Membership is often unconscious, in the sense that the majority of 
so-called ‘Chavs’ do not readily identify as such, and whilst it may 
be relatively easy for most people to become a Star Trek Fan or a 
Goth, it’s extremely difficult for middle-class consumers to become 
a ‘Chav’ given the strong ties to locality and social class. 

Findings from our study emphasize the ways in which young 
middle-class consumer’s draw from the ‘Chav’ identity myth to con-
struct, support and enhance the self. More specifically, the ‘Chav’ 
myth provides these young consumers with a concrete idea of who 
not to be and is used to reinforce the divide between the ‘Chavs’ and 
the ‘Chav-Not’s’. Similar to Ustuner and Holt (2010) who stressed 
the importance of the Western Lifestyle myth in relation to status 
consumption in Turkey, we highlight the relationship between myths 
and class-based consumption in a Western context. Whereas Ustuner 
and Holt’s (2010) study looked at HCC consumers approaching a 
desirable marketplace myth, our study focuses on young consum-
ers’ avoiding an undesirable marketplace myth. We discuss in detail 
how young middle-class consumers in the UK mobilize the ‘Chav’ 
myth and how this serves to create and reinforce social class bound-
aries, within the context of the nighttime space. We found that young 
middle-class consumers draw from various aspects of the ‘Chav’ 
myth (e.g. particular dress styles, music preferences and demeanor) 
to identify, label and ridicule members of the working-class and to 
inform their consumption choices in the nighttime space (e.g. certain 
brands of alcohol, clothing styles, music genres as well as certain 
places and spaces were closely tied to the ‘Chav’). Whilst certain 
aspects of the ‘Chav’ myth (e.g. violent behavior) played a role in 
creating boundaries, other aspects of the ‘Chav’ myth (e.g. clothing 
styles and brands) were used as a form of identity play and ridicule 
(e.g. chav-themed fancy dress parties). Additionally, we found that 
nightlife providers play a role in creating ‘divisions in the dark’ 
and reinforcing class boundaries (e.g. door policies refusing entry 
to those wearing brands associated with the ‘Chav’). Our research 
offers valuable theoretical insights by enriching our understanding 
of how class-based identity myths are mobilized by consumers and 
serve to reinforce social class boundaries. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Taxes on energy-dense foods and beverages have been proposed 

to address the growing obesity problem (e.g. IOM, 2009; Brownell 
and Frieden, 2009; Jacobson 2004).  Average daily sugar consump-
tion, estimated at 11.1 teaspoons per person (Smith, Lin, and Lee, 
2010) prompted the Institute of Medicine, the Center For Disease 
Control and Prevention and several State and local governments to 
propose a tax on sugar-sweetened beverages, such as full calorie soft 
drinks (Patterson 2008; IOM Report 2009; Roehr 2009; Rudd Report 
2009; Smith, Lin, and Lee 2010).  The aim of such a tax would be to 
reduce calorie intake, improve diet and health, and generate revenue 
that governments could use to further address obesity-related health 
problems (Brownell and Frieden 2009; Duffey et al. 2010; Jacobson 
and Brownell 2000; Powell and Chaloupka 2009, Smith, Lin, and 
Lee 2010).  

Unfortunately, whether taxes on sugar-sweetened beverages 
have significant impacts on weight is not well understood.  Recent 
estimates regarding the sensitivity of demand for sugar-sweetened 
beverages to changes in its own price suggest that a 1% increase in 
the price of sugar-sweetened beverages leads to a decrease in de-
mand for these beverages from 0.8% to 1.2% (see Andreyeva et al. 
2009; Brownell et al. 2009).  Yet, there are negligible impacts on 
BMI for adults (Fletcher et al. 2011).  This could be due to substitu-
tion towards other energy dense goods or a lack of tax saliency at the 
time of purchase.  Finally, much of the previous research has relied 
on observational data and the effects of state wide sugar-sweetened 
beverage taxes on aggregate demand, or even BMI.  Thus, while 
these studies are extremely useful, they impose strong assumptions 
on consumer preferences and data may lack sufficient variation to 
identify behavior. 

Our objective is to compare the results from a controlled field 
experiment (List 2011; List 2009; Levitt and List 2009; Harrison and 
List 2004) to previous findings and demonstrate the impact that a 
tax on full calorie beverages has on the volume purchased of full 
calorie soft drinks and diet soft drinks.  In the experiment, we im-
posed a 10% tax on full-calorie beverages, and other foods with few 
nutrients per calorie, on a randomly selected subset of our study’s 
113 participating households.  Individual household purchases at a 
participating national grocery chain were recorded from August 2010 
through February 2011.  In August prices remained the same but in 
September through February, those in the tax group paid an addi-
tional 10% for low-nutrient and high-calorie foods and beverages. 
Although the tax included all foods and beverages with few nutrients 
per calorie, we focus on purchases of full calories soft drinks and its 
closest substitute, diet soft drinks. 

Compared to data used in previous research, a controlled field 
experiment allows us to identify how individual households respond 
to the tax, identify differences in behavior between the tax and con-
trol groups, and makes the tax much more salient than the state im-
posed tax.  To analyze the data we collected from the participants, 
we relied on a random effects panel regression technique with robust 
standard errors.  With this estimation technique we estimate the im-
pact that the tax had on purchases of full calorie soft drinks and its 
natural substitute, diet soft drinks.

In Figure 1, we plot the average monthly fluid ounces of full 
calorie soft drinks purchased form Aug-Feb, where fluid ounces in 

each month were differenced from fluid ounces purchased in August.  
Even though those in the tax group decreased fluid ounces purchased 
of full calorie soft drinks, those in the control group did as well.  Yet 
over time, the impact of the tax diminished, though there is some 
evidence of seasonal variation.

Figure 1: A Tax on Full calorie soft drinks has no Impact on 
Fluid Ounces Purchased
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This similarity in tax and control group behavior is illustrated 
in Figure 2.  The tax appears to have an affect on fluid ounces of full 
calorie soft drinks purchased between August and September (the 
first and second bars in the figure for the tax and control treatments), 
but this behavior is not much different than what we observed in the 
control group.  If purchases for September through November, or 
even for September through February, are averaged, it is clear that 
any effect that may have occurred eventually diminished. 

Figure 2: Plots of Averages over the Course of the Experiment 
demonstrate that the Effect of a Full Calorie Soft drink Tax 

Wears Off Over Time
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We then estimated the parameters in our regression equation, 
using either fluid ounces of full calorie or diet soft drinks purchased 
as the dependent variable.  In Table 1, we report that over the course 
of the study, the tax had no statistically significant impact on fluid 
ounces of full calorie soft drinks purchased, which is consistent with 
the unconditional data presented in Figures 1 and 2.  Even though we 
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do find a marginally significant result in purchases of full calorie soft 
drinks by households in December, an increase of 39.2 fluid ounces, 
(unreported) regression results demonstrate that the tax has no signif-
icant impact in the holiday months.  We do find, however, that fami-
lies with at least two children purchased 52.4 more fluid ounces per 
month after the tax was imposed, which is approximately equal to 
four additional 12 oz cans.  This could be attributed to resistance to 
a tax, especially in families with several children who have a strong 
demand for full calorie soft drinks.  This finding still warrants further 
investigation into the behavior of households with multiple children.

Table 1: A Tax on Sugar-Sweetened Beverages Has no 
Significant Impact on Fluid Ounces of Full calorie soft drinks 

or diet Soft drinks Purchased

 Dependent Variables

Independent Variables Full calorie soft drinks Diet Soft 
Drinks

Tax -6.8 6.5

September -24.6 -20.9

October 6.0 -32.9

November 21.3 -11.7

December 39.2* 4.2

January 4.2 -2.7

February 0.1 2.8

Married -1.5 -22.0

No Response (marital) -37.6 -2.5

$10K-40$K -3.3 -59.3

> $70K -1.1 -8.1

No Response (income) 31.3 -5.3

> 1 Child 54.5** -3.6

Constant 73.9*** 151.2**
Results are coefficients from two separate panel regressions of fluid ounces 
of soft drinks purchased on dummy variables for the tax treatment, months 

in the experiment, and other household characteristics.
  *** p < 0.01. ** p < 0.05. * p < 0.1.

Diet soft drinks, the most intuitive substitute for full calorie soft 
drinks, were not affected at all by the tax.  This, along with our previ-
ous results, suggests that a salient tax of 10% on full calorie bever-
ages is insufficient to reduce consumption of full calorie soft drinks, 
and in larger families, actually increases purchases.  Furthermore, 
households did not substitute towards the next best alternative, diet 
soft drinks.  These findings contribute to the current literature by 
presenting results from a study where the salience of a tax is not in 
question and a change in behavior related to the tax is identified by 
the experimental design.  Second, these results uphold the notion 
that similar taxes on full calorie beverages have no impact on overall 
health outcomes.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Research on metaphorical thinking has shown that physical ex-

periences are linked to one’s thoughts and feelings (e.g., Lakoff & 
Johnson, 1980, 1999; Landau, Meier, & Keefer, 2011). For instance, 
physically experiencing a heavy (vs. light) weight increases judg-
ments of importance (Ackerman, Nocera, & Bargh, 2010; Jostman, 
Lakens, & Schubert, 2009; Zhang & Li, 2011).  We argue that the 
way in which weight is borne can also activate metaphorical think-
ing. People often use the metaphor “weight on the shoulders” to 
mean a burden or responsibility for something, which suggests that 
a heavy burden on the shoulders can increase willingness to take re-
sponsibility for a joint effort. 

Study 1 demonstrated that merely imagining the experience of a 
heavy (versus light) weight on one’s shoulders has this effect. Partici-
pants (N = 36) were randomly assigned to imagine wearing either a 
heavy or a light backpack. They then ostensibly prepared to work with 
other students in a group project simulation and indicated their willing-
ness to contribute and amount of effort they would put into the project. 
Imagining wearing a heavy (vs. light) backpack increased feelings of 
responsibility for and willingness to contribute to the upcoming proj-
ect (MHeavy = 5.18; MLight = 4.49), F (1, 34) = 5.37, p < .05. The results 
support the effect of the metaphor “weight on the shoulders.” Yet, it is 
possible that actually carrying a heavy (vs. light) weight would result 
in burden and fatigue that may dampen these effects.  

Study 2 was designed to test whether physically experiencing 
a heavy weight exerts the same effect as imagination did in Study 
1. We also sought to support more directly the role of metaphori-
cal thinking by examining whether this effect depends on where the 
weight is borne. Participants (N = 184) were randomly assigned to 
wear either a heavy or a light backpack on their shoulders, or to hold 
either a heavy or a light folder on their forearm. Because the same 
weight is experienced as heavier when carried on the arm (vs. shoul-
ders), we calibrated the actual weight in order to equate subjective 
weight experiences across the two conditions. Participants reported 
their perceived weight of the backpack they were wearing or the 
folder they were holding (1 = very light; 7 = very heavy). There were 
no differences between the two heavy conditions (Marm= 3.93; Mback-

pack = 4.04), F < 1, or the two light conditions (Marm = 1.67; Mbackpack 
= 1.68), F < 1.  As before, the study was ostensibly a group project 
simulation. Participants indicated their willingness to contribute to 
the group and amount of effort they would put into the project. All 
participants completed these ratings while standing and carrying the 
weight on their shoulders [forearm]. Supporting the role of meta-
phorical thinking, the heavy (vs. light) weight effect was observed 
only when people carried the weight on their shoulders (MHeavy = 
5.06; MLight = 4.42), not when they held a similar weight on their fore-
arm (MHeavy = 4.76; MLight = 4.82), F (1,180) = 4.01, p < .05. 

Study 3 addressed a closely a closely related metaphor, “a 
weight off one’s shoulders” in order to provide more evidence for 
the role of metaphorical thinking. If a heavy burden increases felt 
responsibility to the team, the opposite should be the case when the 
burden is removed from one’s shoulders, according to a metaphorical 
account. In other words, it is expected that those who take off a heavy 
backpack will be less willing to contribute to a group than those still 
wearing a heavy backpack. An alternative account is that the weight 
effect observed in the previous studies is the result of semantic prim-

ing of “hard work” that is associated with a heavy backpack. If the 
results reflect semantic priming activated by a heavy backpack, there 
should be no difference in willingness to contribute between those 
still wearing and those who just took off a heavy backpack. However, 
if the effect is due to metaphorical thinking, there should be a differ-
ence between these two groups. 

Participants (N = 91) were randomly assigned to one of the 
three conditions: heavy backpack on, heavy backpack off, no back-
pack control.  Participants in the first two backpack conditions were 
asked to wear a heavy backpack. After filling out a short survey and 
therefore experiencing the heavy weight on their shoulders for a 
few minutes, one group of participants were asked to take off the 
backpack (backpack off) while the other group kept it on (backpack 
on). Those in the control condition were asked to complete the study 
while standing as in other conditions. We found that people felt less 
willing to contribute to an upcoming group project after taking off 
the heavy backpack (i.e., taking a weight off their shoulders) than 
while wearing the backpack (Mon = 5.55; Moff = 5.07), F (1,62) = 3.89, 
p < .05. Neither group differed from the control condition (Mcontrol = 
5.23) in willingness to contribute. These findings support the role of 
metaphorical thinking and suggest that this effect is not an outcome 
of semantic priming. 

COnCLuSIOn And FuTurE dIrECTIOnS
Supporting the role of metaphorical thinking, imagining or ex-

periencing a heavy weight on one’s shoulders increases felt responsi-
bility and intentions to contribute. This effect does not emerge when 
weight is on one’s forearm. Finally, taking weight off one’s shoulders 
apparently has an unburdening effect. Our findings are counterintui-
tive in that one may expect people to be less willing to contribute ef-
fort when they are burdened and fatigued by carrying a heavy weight. 
This research has novel implications for understanding the drivers of 
felt responsibility in other contexts. For instance, consumers experi-
encing a product failure might assign more responsibility to them-
selves when carrying a heavy versus light weight on their shoulders. 
Future research can shed light on the underlying processes of this 
metaphorical effect and its generality to other consumer judgments.  
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Consumers’ financial world used to be more forgiving. Consum-

ers face increasing demands to ensure their own financial security via 
borrowing, saving, and managing their day-to-day budgets (Boshara 
et al. 2010). A generation ago, one did not need to know as much 
to avoid large financial mistakes that are now much more common. 
These increasing demands on consumers have led many analysts to 
point to the importance of financial literacy.  Many nations around 
the world have calls for building financial literacy as a capability in 
the citizenry, spending billions of dollars worldwide to improve fi-
nancial behavior. Financial literacy is a specialized kind of consumer 
expertise or knowledge pertaining to how one manages one’s finan-
cial affairs (Remund 2010). Prior qualitative literature reviews had 
reached starkly different conclusions about whether financial literacy 
had “inconsistent” effects or effects so small that government policy 
promoting financial literacy was misguided. 

We scrutinize the effect of financial literacy on downstream finan-
cial behaviors via rigorous meta-analysis of 137 papers and 164 studies 
published in a broad array of disciplines. We include studies of the ef-
fects of consumers’ measured financial literacy and of financial educa-
tion interventions. We grouped the types of dependent variables in eight 
different categories: 1) “Save” (amount saved for retirement), 2) “Plan” 
(level of planning for retirement), 3) “Debt” (level of debt for each 
respondent), 4) “Stock Ownership” (how much is invested in stocks), 
5) “Investment” (amount invested or return), 6) “Cash Flow Manage-
ment” (ability to perform healthy financial behaviors in a day-to-day 
basis), 7) “Plan Activity” (participation and contribution to retirement 
plans) and 8) “Inertia” (the likelihood to choose default options rather 
than choosing actively). 

The integrated effect size (corrected for sample weighting) is 
“small” and significant (r = .066, p < .001). (By convention, r ≤ .10 
is small; .10 < r < .40 is medium; and r ≥ .40 is large.) These results 
were based on 165 independent studies and 558,208 cases. Critical-
ly, we found significant heterogeneity in effect sizes obtained (Q = 
2,784, p < .001), indicating that moderating variables might help ex-
plain the variance in the effect sizes. Our primary hypothesis was that 
this heterogeneity could be explained by larger effect sizes for studies 
measuring financial literacy rather than manipulating some financial 
education intervention. Results supported this conjecture: average 
effect-size was on the low end of “medium” for measured financial 
literacy (r2 = .013 for 83 effect-sizes, r = .116, CI95 = 0.112 to 0.12) and 
quite “small” for manipulated financial literacy (r2 = .001 for 82 effect-
sizes, r = .033, CI95 = 0.029 to 0.036). As expected, the effect-size of 
manipulated financial literacy on downstream financial behaviors in-
creases with more hours of instruction and shorter time delay between 
the intervention and the measurement of financial behavior. But even 
semester length classroom instruction explained only about 0.3% of 
the variance in later financial behavior. One explanation is that, inter-
ventions produced only small improvements in financial knowledge 
that serve as a manipulation check for the interventions in 12 studies 
(sample-weighted r = .056, CI95 = 0.043 to 0.068). We conclude that 
correlational and econometric studies that measure literacy find mod-
erate connections to subsequent financial behaviors, but studies of the 
effects of financial literacy interventions show weak and almost null 
effects. 

If it is so difficult to intervene to improve downstream finan-
cial behaviors, why is measured literacy such a potent predictor of 
healthy financial behaviors? We thought that the stronger effects of 
measured financial literacy may be due to either problems of mea-
surement of financial literacy or to the omission of other traits that 
are correlated with, but distinct from, financial literacy. We follow 
up our meta-analysis with two primary research studies investigating 
the psychometric properties of measured financial literacy, its dis-
criminant validity in relation to other constructs, and its nomological 
validity in predicting downstream financial behaviors. We develop 
from published items a brief, unidimensional measure of financial 
literacy from a pool of items used in prior work. We reproduce a 
number of published findings wherein measured literacy predicts fi-
nancial behaviors when entered along with demographics. However, 
we find that the predictive effects weaken dramatically when we in-
clude measures of other correlated traits.  We discuss the implica-
tions of our findings for research on financial literacy and for public 
policy and private investment in financial education.  

In conclusion, forces in the legal, business, and social environ-
ment make today’s financial world a much more dangerous place for 
consumers than what their parents faced a generation ago. This ob-
servation and a large literature connecting financial literacy to down-
stream financial behavior has been the impetus for a broad examina-
tion of financial literacy and efforts to improve it by governments, 
employers, and NGOs. Literally billions of dollars are being spent to 
promote financial literacy. We conducted a meta-analysis to evaluate 
whether, across all studies, financial literacy is connected to financial 
behavior. We found a large split between econometric or correla-
tional studies that related measured literacy to financial behavior and 
experiments or quasi-experiments where there was some manipula-
tion of an educational program intended to improve financial literacy, 
and thus, downstream financial behaviors. This dissociation occurs 
in part because financial interventions targeted at changing financial 
literacy are not effective (especially those with only a few hours of 
intervention and a long delay between intervention and behavior).  Is 
the solution then to increase the effort towards financial interventions 
and invest more money on financial education?  The answer is no. 
This is because the effect of financial literacy on financial behaviors 
is explained by other psychological traits that are not easily changed. 
In sum, financial interventions often don’t work and the effect fi-
nancial literacy on behavior seems to be explained by correlates of 
financial literacy. This poses a challenge for financial educators and 
policy makers about how best to foster healthy financial behaviors.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
This article examines one type of market signal — a soldout 

product — and the inferences that purchasers make when they ob-
serve a soldout product.  The notion that preferences of some con-
sumers can shape those of others has been studied in the literature 
on social influence involving word of mouth, opinion leaders, refer-
ence groups, and herd behavior (Godes and Mayzlin 2004; Summers 
1970).  But inter-personal influence can emerge even without explicit 
communication or direct observation of other people’s behavior.  We 
argue that a soldout condition (when a certain product is sold out) 
is a market signal that accompanies an indirect mechanism of inter-
personal influence on consumer choice.  

We consider consumers who are initially uncertain about their 
preferences for a product, perhaps because they have never tried the 
product before.  A soldout condition is interpreted as a signal that 
other consumers find the soldout product desirable.  We develop and 
test a model whereby consumers (positively) update their expected 
preferences for the remaining products that are similar to the soldout 
product.  We call the inference arising from a soldout product, the 
“preference signaling” effect.  

The change in perceived desirability of a product, arising from 
observed market factors, is consistent with the concept of construc-
tive preferences (Bettman, Luce and Payne 1998; Lichtenstein and 
Slovic 2006; Tversky and Thaler 1990).  According to this view, 
preference is an evolving, context-dependent process.  In the cur-
rent article, the mechanism of preference construction is modeled as 
Bayesian updating; and a soldout condition constitutes a signal upon 
which an update is formed.  The current research, thus, demonstrates 
how Bayesian thinking can underlie preference construction.  

To motivate our hypotheses, we develop two Bayesian mod-
els: an attribute-free benchmark model and an attribute-based mod-
el.  Both models require assumptions about consumer beliefs about 
previous store inventory levels and traffic/visits of other consumers 
to the store.  In the former model, we derive the basic “preference 
signaling effect” and a boundary condition (whereby the market 
segment that gave rise to the soldout condition is unrepresentative 
of the focal consumer’s preferences).  In the attribute-based model, 
we demonstrate that soldout alternatives can give rise to the well-
known attraction effect (Huber, Payne and Puto 1982; Huber and 
Puto 1983), which we distinguish from the preference signaling ef-
fect.  We further demonstrate that a soldout condition can induce at-
tribute weight shifts along the key attribute dimensions of products.  
We derived four hypotheses from these models.  

Hypothesis 1: A soldout condition will cause increased con-
sumer preference for an available option similar 
to the soldout product.

Hypothesis 2: The soldout condition increase consumer pref-
erence for an available option (similar to the 
soldout product) only when the decision maker 
perceives him/herself to be similar to those who 
have purchased the soldout product.  When a de-
cision maker perceives him/herself to be differ-
ent from those who purchased the soldout prod-

uct, the soldout condition will not influence the 
decision maker’s choice.  

Hypothesis 3: The soldout condition will lead consumers to 
accord more importance to the attribute dimen-
sion on which the soldout product (and the target 
product) has a high value relative to the rival.

Hypothesis 4: The combined influence of a preference signal-
ing effect and an attraction effect for a similar 
available option in a soldout condition will be 
the strongest when the soldout product is infe-
rior to the available option, followed by the case 
when the soldout product is equal to the avail-
able option, and the weakest when the soldout 
product is superior to the available option.  

These hypotheses were substantiated by with three experiments 
involving children’s toys, exercise classes, and hotels for Hawaii 
beach vacations.  Experiment 1 demonstrated a preference signaling 
effect, whereby the presence of a soldout product induced a greater 
choice share for a similar remaining option (H1).  Experiment 2 sup-
ported a boundary condition whereby, if the soldout condition is at-
tributable to consumers in a segment very different from the focal 
consumer, then the preference signaling effect does not occur (H2).  
Experiment 3 provided support for an attribute weight-shift effect 
(H3) and also showed that an inferior soldout product adds to the 
preference signaling effect whereas a superior soldout product less-
ens the preference signaling effect, consistent with H4 concerning the 
positive and negative attraction effects triggered by soldout products.  

To the best of our knowledge, this research is the first to il-
lustrate how Bayesian thinking can constitute a behavioral theory 
that explains “preference construction” in the face of market sig-
nals.  This article illustrates an example of preference construction 
— where consumer preferences are formed or reformed, on the fly, 
by factors in the purchase environment.  We show that a preference 
signaling effect is an outcome of Bayesian inference-making from 
soldout product signals.  It would be desirable for future research to 
examine whether other forms of preference construction can be sup-
ported with models of Bayesian inference-making.  

In particular, Lichtenstein and Slovic (2006, p. 1) argued that 
preference construction may arise when  (1) some of the decision ele-
ments are unfamiliar; (2) preferences are unclear and it is difficult to 
make tradeoffs; or (3) positive and negative feelings are difficult to 
translate into a numerical response.  Lichtenstein and Slovic (2006) 
also argued that the first situation (unfamiliarity) is rarely studied.  
This article implicitly restricts attention to such situations where con-
sumers are considering unfamiliar decision options.  It would be desir-
able to extend Bayesian models of thinking to other types of situations 
where preference construction is commonly employed — involving 
either tradeoffs between conflicting attributes or numerical quantifica-
tion of preferences or probabilities.  The literature has framed prefer-
ence construction as a criticism of classical utility theory.  From a 
conceptual perspective, we look forward to application of Bayesian 
thinking, along the lines illustrated in this article, to help begin to rec-
oncile classical utility theory with the idea of preference construction.  
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
As modern individuals place more value on tourism and become 

more attached to their pets, growing business opportunities and chal-
lenges exist for the tourism industry. Pet-related products (includ-
ing services) were a US $41 billion industry in 2007, which was ten 
times more than in 1997 (Chen, Hung, and Peng, 2011). Because the 
majority of pet owners (75%) consider their pets to be their children 
(Serpell, 2003, p.84), a large number of owners purchase luxury pet 
goods, such as pet beds that cost $700-$800 (Cavanaugh, Leonard, 
and Scammon, 2008; Ridgway, Kukar-Kiney, Monroe, and Cham-
berlin, 2008). When owners begin to treat their pets better and be-
come more attached to their pets, they also place more value on tour-
ism activities (e.g., American, the British, and Germans). Because of 
these trends, it is more likely that animal companions will influence 
owners’ tourism participation intention and that some owners will 
consider taking their pets to tourism activities (Carr, 2010; Chen et 
al., 2011). This development could have significant implications for 
marketers and for the literature on tourism participation. 

To date, consumer and tourism literature have not fully ad-
dressed this issue beyond a general analysis that taking pets to activi-
ties is difficult, requires extensive planning, and is more challeng-
ing than not taking pets (American Veterinary Medical Association, 
2009; Chen et al., 2011). To contribute to the literature and further 
investigate a pet’s influence on its owner’s participation of tourism 
activities (Carr, 2010), this study examines the following question: 
‘What are the factors that influence an owner’s intention to take pets 
to tourism activities?’ To examine this question, this study modified 
the model of leisure constraints by focusing on a pet’s tourism con-
straints (Jackson, 1993; Hung and Petrick, 2010; Son, Mowen, and 
Kerstetter, 2008). In addition to pet constraints, this research also 
tested how an owner’s motivation to take a pet to tourism activities 
and his/her ability to negotiate for needed resources (e.g., time, mon-
ey, transports) would affect his/her tourism intention (White, 2008; 
Wilhelm Stanis, Schneider, and Russell, 2009). The following are 
this research’s hypotheses and framework (Figure 1). 

Figure 1. research Framework
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Hypothesis 1: A pet’s specific constraints will negatively influ-
ence its owner’s intention to take the pet along 
for tourism activities. 

Hypothesis 2: A pet’s interpersonal constraints will negatively 
influence its owner’s intention to take pets when 
undertaking tourism activities. 

Hypothesis 3: A pet’s structural constraints will negatively in-
fluence an owner’s intention to take the pet on 
tourism activities. 

Hypothesis 4: An owner’s negotiation ability/strategy will pos-
itively influence his/her intention to take pets on 
tourism activities. 

Hypothesis 5: An owner’s motivation to take pets on a tourism 
activity will positively influence his/her negotia-
tion ability and/or strategy.

To examine this study’s hypotheses, qualitative and quantita-
tive exploratory pilot test were conducted. After these steps, survey 
for the main research was finalized and five tourism activities were 
selected (Chen et al., 2011; Nyaupane, Morais, and Graefe, 2004; 
Son et al., 2008; White, 2008). The activities were nature sightsee-
ing, visiting cultural sites, recreation, participating in events, and 
participating in other tourism activities that lasted four hours or 
more. 251 British adult dog owners were recruited through an on-
site purposive sampling method. The sampling areas included the 
Greater London area, the Southwest, the Midlands, and the North-
east. From the results, 203 surveys were deemed effective, resulting 
in a valid return rate of 80.8%. All variables in this study’s model 
were measured with multiple items. After examination, all variables 
are reliable 

SPSS 17 and AMOS 5.0 were used to analyse the data. As rec-
ommended by Anderson and Gerbing (1988), a two-step approach 
to structural equation modelling (SEM) was used. After the over-
all measurement model was found acceptable, the structural model 
was again tested with the entire sample (N=203). The model fit was 
good (χ2=368.961, df=187, RMSEA=0.072, CFI=0.917). According 
to Fornell and Larcker (1981) and Bogozzi and Yi (1988), composite 
reliability (CR) should be greater than 0.6 and AVE should be above 
0.5 to achieve discriminant validity. Base on result of this research, 
both of these validities are achieved.  

The structure estimate of −0.286 (t=−1.673, p<0.1), −0.789 
(t=−6.063, p<0.001), and −0.286 (t=−1.673, p<0.1) show that pet 
specific constraints, interpersonal constraints and structural con-
straints have a significant and negative effect on an owner’s intention 
to take pets on tourism activities. As a result, H1, H2, and H3 are 
supported. In other words, the more constraints the pets have, the 
less likely it is that their owners will take them to tourism activities. 
For H4, this study’s finding supports the hypothesis that the owner’s 
negotiation ability/strategy will positively affect the owner’s inten-
tion to take pets on tourism activities. H4’s structure estimate was 
0.311 (t=2.212, p<0.05), indicating that the more negotiation ability/
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strategy the owner possesses, the more likely it is that he/she will 
have the intention to take pets along for tourism activities. Lastly, 
H5, which states that the owner’s motivation to take pets along for 
tourism activities will positively affect his/her negotiation ability/
strategy, is significantly supported. The structure estimate for H5 
was 0.625 (t=5.869, p<0.001). A pet owner is more likely to have 
a higher negotiation ability/strategy if he/she is highly motivated to 
take pets along for tourism activities. To test the mediating effects of 
motivation on negation ability/strategy, a Sobel test was performed 
(Sobel, 1982). Because the Z value was found to be greater than 1.96 
(Z=5.955), negotiation strategy/ability was determined to fully me-
diate the relationship between motivation and participation. 

In conclusion, this study identified and examined the factors 
that can affect an owner’s intention to take pets to tourism activi-
ties. The results confirmed that a pet’s associated constraints (i.e., 
pet-specific constraints, interpersonal constraints, and structural con-
straints) could negatively influence an owner’s intention to take pets 
to tourism activities that they want to attend. In particular, a pet’s in-
terpersonal constraints (e.g., other participants do not like pets) will 
affect an owner’s intention most significantly. Despite pets having 
constraints, if the owner is motivated and has the requisite negotia-
tion ability/strategy, he/she will still plan to undertake tourism activi-
ties with his/her pet. 
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Consuming branded Stories: 
A netnography of Fashion and Luxury Blog Consumption

Gachoucha Kretz, ISC Paris School of Management, France

ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Blogs have grown rapidly in the last six years. A Mc Kinsey 

study has reported consumers growing interest in blogs: nearly four 
in five active Internet users visit social media including blogs to look 
for product information (NM Incite 2011). Blogs thus contribute to 
online consumption culture and processes, which justifies better un-
derstanding of blog content and impact on consumers. 

Blogs offer consumer-generated content and particularly brand 
and product narratives that can bring “targeted, precise, influential 
comments and feedback” (Kozinets 2006, 138) both to readers and 
brands. In particular, fashion and luxury blogs provide consumption 
or branded narratives helping blogger’s identity (Kretz 2010; Zhao 
and Belk 2007) construction while cultivating consumerist values 
and consumer culture through conspicuous consumption or brand 
mentioning. These narratives can be regarded as branded stories told 
by real characters that sometimes attract large audience. 

How people consume stories has been quite substantially stud-
ied. Levy (2006) presents a detailed review of scholars of our field 
who have explained how people consume stories. Particularly, com-
mercials or TV programs have been studied as persuasive stories 
with effects on consumers. Audience response to stories has been 
measured through attitude toward ads (McQuarrie and Mick 1999) or 
perceptions of the surrounding material world (O’Guinn and Shrum 
1997) or described through gendered interpretation processes (Stern 
1993). Levy (2006, 453) comes up with a breaking new approach 
of story consumption by exploring how stories are ‘consumed, that 
is, taken up, internalized and transformed’. Outside the consumer 
research field, media research has addressed long unanswered ques-
tions about what the audience ‘does’ with stories with Katz and Li-
ebes (1986), Ang (1985), Radway (1984) and Hobson (1982).

Overall, existing research shows that readers make use of sto-
ries to keep informed; entertain; create and update identities; settle 
life projects; socialize and communicate and train imagination and 
emotion. The stories underlying such results, however, are mostly 
fictional, related to myths or to historical facts. But what happens in 
the case of blogs that provide branded narratives from real consum-
ers? 

How consumers internalize and transform marketing content 
through branded stories published in blogs is a relevant question for 
marketers. It raises the issue of a blog’s influence toward its audience, 
particularly regarding the readers’ subsequent behavior, while escap-
ing the strict cases of the ‘typical endorser’ (Friedman and Friedman 
1976) or of the ‘market maven’ (Feick and Price 1987). While no pre-
cise short-term action is expected from fiction or myth readers, blog 
readers should at least better know and like the mentioned brands and 
at best, purchase them. Therefore, we are here focusing on the effect 
of branded narratives on blogs’ audience and particularly on how 
they impact consumers’ everyday lives. 

We have explored audience behavior through Netnography 
(Kozinets 2010) from 2005 to December 2011, focusing on specific 
dimensions including: types of blog reading behavior; motivations 
to read and integration of blog reading in everyday life occupations. 
Twenty popular (A-list) fashion and luxury blogs – that is blogs at-
tracting the most readers – have been identified to ‘thickly describe’ 
and interpret (Erlandson et al. 1993) reader behavior dimensions in 
commenting, interactiong and linking. The selected A-list fashion 
blogs mostly mention luxury fashion brands, which explains why 

we address them as luxury ones. Twenty readers of those popular 
blogs have been simultaneously selected for member checks through 
in-depth interviews (Kozinets 2010) and further explanation of their 
reading behavior and blog reading everyday life consequences. 
Readers consisted of people who commented or not. 

We found that consumers read fashion and luxury blogs like any 
other story and for the same reasons mentioned by existing research. 
Blog reading becomes part of an everyday self-indulgence routine 
sometimes without any goal except for entertainment or discussion 
with peers and authors and sometimes focused on information search 
or brand and product recommendation. Readers take up blog sto-
ries differently from ‘regular’ stories because they come from real 
mundane people they feel are more trustworthy, passionate and thus 
knowledgeable about specific topics. Like for (auto)biography, blog-
gers are easier to identify with, to inspire from and model after and 
thus are more influential in triggering purchase behavior. 

Theoretically speaking, we have observed an overall shift in the 
dynamics between brands and consumers in the marketplace, regard-
ing involving brands and products like luxury and fashion ones. Spe-
cifically, we have discovered that purchase decision depends not any-
more on the brands advertised but on the quality of the relationship 
held between the blogger and the readers. Readers who experience 
parasocial or social interactions with their favorite bloggers more of-
ten transform reading into purchase when the product is affordable. 
Bloggers, however, are expected to abide by a tacit initial contract, 
that is to remain true their initial content and to their relationships 
with their audience, if they want to maintain that influence. The pres-
ent research extends Kozinets et al. (2010)’s findings on consumer-
brand relationships to end readers and consumers who internalize the 
marketing content already filtered by the bloggers. 

Our contribution is also empirical. Readers follow blog con-
sumption strategies: they read many blogs every day, but do not 
internalize them the same way. Depending on the type of popular 
blog considered (‘Celebrity’, ‘Character’, ‘Spokesperson’ or ‘Bud-
dy’) they will respectively seek for ‘Initiation’, ‘Inspiration’, ‘In-
formation’ or ‘Imitation’. With ‘Initiation’ they look for backstage 
and secret insights from the luxury world; with ‘Inspiration’, they 
look for atmospheres and creative ideas to take away and adapt for 
themselves; with ‘Information’, they merely want to gain knowledge 
about the luxury world and with ‘Imitation’, they expect recommen-
dation and products and brands to purchase to construct identities. 

Better knowledge of such reading strategies will lead brand 
managers to avoid mistakes in addressing bloggers and to identify 
potential spokespeople more efficiently. Indeed, blogs offer access to 
a wide audience through the blogger as an influencer. However, man-
agers should check the audience reading strategies and expectations: 
Initiation and Inspiration can only lead to brand awareness building 
and image bolstering while Information can initiate shopping trips 
and Imitation can trigger actual purchase. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Infomercials exemplify promotional messages wherein extraor-

dinary claims abound. Given their reputation for exaggeration, the 
persuasion knowledge model (Friestad and Wright 1994) would sug-
gest that consumer skepticism would render them ineffective. How-
ever, their continued existence and success indicate that infomercials 
influence many consumers. Explaining the popularity of an industry 
employing claims that are “too good to be true” challenges tradition-
al persuasion models (e.g., Petty and Cacioppo 1981). This research 
presents a novel perspective based on a dual processing framework 
and experimental support for it. 

Conceptual Framework. Infomercial producers employ an in-
tuitive approach to selling that is universally alluring (Donthu and 
Gilliland 1996). They appeal to basic human needs related to con-
sumers’ hopes and desires – an effective way to influence people 
(MacInnis and de Mello 2005). Visually demonstrating the product 
claims (as incredible as some may be) makes infomercials more diffi-
cult to refute than reading information about these claims.  FTC rules 
against deception may actually benefit infomercials, as consumers 
might erroneously assume a de facto approval, following the “if it is 
on TV, it must be true” fallacy that would not extend to print versions. 

We propose that the infomercial paradox (persuasion without 
explicit product claim acceptance), occurs because the claims are 
also not completely rejected. This state of neither belief nor disbe-
lief motivates consumers to satisfy their curiosity by trying the prod-
uct and hoping for performance as claimed. In a consumer research 
classic, Maloney (1962) proposed that the disbelief most people 
experience when encountering exaggerated product claims is often 
overwhelmed by an innate curiosity. When advertising information 
conflicts with extant beliefs, the resulting dissonance must be some-
how appeased, often by yielding to the message and trying out the 
product in an attempt to re-adjust personal brand attitudes (Maloney 
1963). His results suggest that advertising that causes consumers to 
not believe the message claims but arouses their curiosity may be the 
most effective form of new product advertising.

We propose a two-factor model for explaining the persuasive 
effects of infomercial-type messages that is derived from “illusion 
of truth” research that distinguishes between information learning 
(an explicit process) and truth judgments (often an implicit process). 
This research (e.g., Gilbert, Krull, and Malone 1990) demonstrates 
that individuals often accept information as true unless they explic-
itly evaluate it as false. In the case of infomercials, it is possible 
that curiosity about the claims and difficulty in directly refuting them 
because of their convincing visual presentation inhibits the rejection 
process, especially at an implicit level. Consumers’ explicit assess-
ments of the veracity of infomercial claims based on the source may 
be consistent with their desire to portray themselves as not gullible 
and naïve (Chapman and Beltramini 2000). However, research on 
implicit associations often shows an inconsistency between how 
individuals respond explicitly and implicitly (Greenwald, McGhee, 
and Schwartz 1998) and their automatic tendencies to link thoughts 
(even rejected or conflicting beliefs) in memory (Dimofte and Yalch 
2011).

Methods for minimizing the appeal of infomercials are suggest-
ed by findings (e.g., DiFonzo and Bordia 2002) that inducing skepti-
cism in consumers when they view claims made in doubtful com-

munications reduces their effectiveness.  This can be implemented 
by providing consumers with discounting cues about the infomercial 
message that highlight the falsity of the claims made therein. How-
ever, timing of the discounting cues is important. In the context of 
demonstrating a sleeper effect, Pratkanis et al. (1998) reported that 
providing a credibility undermining discounting cue before message 
exposure eliminates the sleeper effect whereas presenting it after the 
message results in one. The before presentation alters how the infor-
mation is processed and stored, whereas the after presentation does 
not. Thus, if consumers are forearmed with easily retrieved explana-
tions for the deceptive visuals, the infomercials should not be per-
suasive. On the other hand, once false beliefs have been learned and 
implicit associations created, they are often difficult to extinguish. 
Information undermining the credibility of the infomercials will not 
be effective when presented after exposure to the infomercial. 

Study 1. To address the curious nonbelief phenomenon, a first 
experiment was run that involved exposing subjects to a video ex-
cerpt from an infomercial for the Ultimate Chopper or the same in-
formation content in a textual presentation format. The infomercial 
was presented alone or preceded / followed by a discounting cue 
(an excerpt from an investigative report highlighting the product’s 
false claims). Explicit measures were collected (brand rating, believ-
ability, curiosity, etc.) after the presentation. Finally, participants 
performed one of two Implicit Association Tests (Greenwald et al. 
1998) looking at novel automatic associations created for the Chop-
per and a competing brand (Henckels). The items used in the IATs 
assessed the relative association between the brands and truthfulness 
attributes (believable/ unbelievable in IAT1) or curiosity attributes 
(boring/interesting in IAT2). 

Results (see Table) showed that presenting the infomercial by 
itself was the most persuasive at both explicit and implicit levels, 
suggesting that the specific format of this marketing communication 
is indeed conducive to attitude change. Interestingly, the same in-
formation presented in a text format was deemed most believable 
but performed the worst in terms of eliciting curiosity and attaining 
persuasion. Exposure to the discounting cues either before or after 
the infomercial was successful in eliciting suspicion and hurt both 
explicit believability and curiosity, but only the pre-exposure cue 
lowered the infomercial’s persuasive impact (in line with Pratkanis et 
al. 1988). Despite the explicit effects of the postexposure discounting 
cue, the infomercial was nevertheless perceived as relatively believ-
able and elicited curiosity at implicit levels. 

Conclusion. In summary, it appears that infomercials are suc-
cessful because they stimulate a curious nonbelief that operates dif-
ferently at the explicit and implicit levels. Explicitly, consumers are 
curious but reject the product claims as unbelievable. However, at an 
implicit level, consumers are both curious and more accepting of the 
product claims (i.e., they now have a stronger implicit association 
between the claims and the advertised brand compared to a nonad-
vertised brand).  The implicit effects are most critical because they 
seem resistant to efforts to undermine the credibility of the infomer-
cial by providing discounting cues.
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Table 1: Means for main dependent variables in Study 1 

Infomercial
Discounting 

Cue + 
Infomercial

Infomercial + 
Discounting 

Cue
Text

Believability 4.45 3.71a 3.59b 4.78a,b

Curiosity 4.48 3.98 4.19 4.32

Attitudes 7.65a,b 5.93a 6.48 5.98b

Implicit 
Curiosity .23a,d .11b,d,e .20c,e -.29a,b,c

Implicit 
Believability .31a,b,c .01a,d,e .16b,d -.19c,e

9-point scale for attitude, 7-point scales for believability and 
curiosity; IAT means are D-measure.  Values with shared 
superscripts are significantly different at p < .05 or lower
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Often described as individuals’ ability to control resources of 

their own and others without social interference, power has been 
shown to impact different aspects of human behavior. Recently, re-
searchers have begun to explore the effects of power on individuals’ 
consumption and spending patterns. This stream of literature docu-
ments that experiencing a state of powerlessness versus powerful-
ness leads consumers to spend more money on status related items 
(Rucker and Galinsky 2008), as well as on the items they purchase 
for others versus themselves (Rucker et al. 2011). In the present 
research, I investigate an alternative channel through which social 
power can influence consumers’ welfare, namely financial risk tak-
ing. 

Consumers often face risky monetary decisions such as invest-
ing in a stock versus bond fund, buying a lottery ticket or making a 
bet in a gamble. These decisions, in turn, have important implica-
tions for their welfare and well-being. However, little is known how 
individuals’ interactions with others influence their financial risk 
taking. A recent study by Levav and Argo (2010) demonstrates that 
an interpersonal touch (i.e., a comforting pat on the shoulder by a 
female experimenter) increases individuals’ propensity to make risky 
financial decisions. In this study, I focus on the link between financial 
risk taking and a more prevalent social force that generally has nega-
tive connotations, i.e., social power. 

I propose that having power versus lacking power over others 
does not unconditionally affect people’s risky financial decisions. 
Rather its impact depends on individuals’ agency-communion ori-
entation. Agency refers to a tendency to reflect on one’s individual-
ity and emphasizes the self and its separation from other organisms, 
while communion refers to the merging of an individual in a larger 
organism and social connections with others (Bakan 1966). I argue 
that feeling powerful versus powerless leads to greater financial risk 
taking only for agentic individuals. I built my prediction on Chen 
et al.’s (2001) relationship-orientation based conceptualization of 
power’s effects, which proposes that self-focused individuals asso-
ciate social power with self-interest goals, whereas other-focused 
individuals link power with responsibility goals. That is, agentic in-
dividuals experiencing a state of power take greater financial risk 
since increased wealth can fortify their powerful position and help 
them maintain their status. On the other hand, taking risk to enhance 
wealth and maintain the status associated with power is inconsistent 
with communal goals. Thus, agentic individuals with high (versus 
low) power are expected to make riskier financial decisions, whereas 
communal individuals with high (versus low) power are predicted to 
refrain from taking higher financial risk. 

Study 1 employs a 2 (power: high vs. low) x 2 (orientation: 
agency vs. communion) between-subjects design (N = 94). Power 
was manipulated using an episodic priming task adapted from Ga-
linksy et al. (2003) and agency-communion orientation was mea-
sured. Following previous research (e.g., Kurt et al. 2011), I created 
a measure to assess relative agency orientation, “ACDIF”, by sub-
tracting each respondent’s communion score from his/her agency 
score. Participants were asked to imagine that they were given $100 
and told that they could participate in a 50-50 gamble in which they 
could win an additional $100 or lose $10, $20,…, or $100. They 
indicated whether they would accept each of these offers. Among the 
offers accepted by a participant, the highest amount s/he is willing to 
risk to earn additional $100 is the dependent variable. As predicted, I 

found a significant interaction between power and ACDIF (β = 3.56, 
p < .05). Post-hoc analysis reveals that the slope for high ACDIF 
(i.e., agentic) participants is positive and significant (b = 5.031, p < 
.05), indicating that the experience of power increases agentic indi-
viduals’ tendency to take financial risk. However, the slope for low 
ACDIF (i.e., communal) participants is negative and insignificant (b 
= -3.575, ns). The next study tests the underlying mechanism for this 
effect. Specifically, I argue that high power leads agentic individuals 
to take more financial risk only when self-benefit obtained from the 
risky decision is high. 

Study 2 employs a 2 (power: high vs. low) x 2 (orientation: 
agency vs. communion) x 2 (self benefit: high vs. low) between-
subjects design (N = 307). Power and self-benefit were manipulated, 
whereas agency-communion orientation was measured. Participants 
were asked to imagine that they have participated in a charity event 
where they can play “Odd-Even?”, which is a game of chance based 
on correctly guessing whether the winning number is odd or even, 
and that they have $100 to bet. Participants assigned to the high (low) 
self-benefit condition were told that they can keep 75% (25%) of 
their winnings, whereas 25% (75%) of their winnings are automati-
cally donated to the charity. I found a significant three-way inter-
action among power, self-benefit, and ACDIF (β = 2.25, p < .05). 
More important, the slope for high ACDIF and high self-benefit is 
positive and significant (b = 6.495, p < .05), suggesting that agen-
tic individuals with high power take higher financial risk when the 
positive outcome of the risky decision benefits mostly themselves. In 
contrast, they take less risk when self-benefit is low (b = -5.421, p 
< .05). However, having power versus lacking it does not have any 
impact on financial risk taking of communal individuals regardless 
of the level of self-benefit. 

Study 3 tests the underlying process via mediation analysis (as 
outlined in Zhao et al. 2010) and employs a 2 (power: high vs. low) x 
2 (orientation: agency vs. communion) between-subjects design (N = 
84). Participants were asked to imagine that they would allocate their 
$5,000 between a stock fund and a bond fund. Again, there was a sig-
nificant interaction between power and ACDIF (β = 6.00, p < .05). As 
expected, agentic individuals with high power take more risk and in-
vest a higher percentage in the stock fund (b = 10.274, p < .05). More 
important, this effect is mediated by the extent to which participants 
associate power with self-interest goals measured using a two-item 
scale (e.g., “Power should be used to benefit the self”). Specifically, 
the estimated 95% confidence interval around the indirect effect of 
power on % allocated to the stock fund through self-interest goals 
does not contain zero (0.12 to 4.40), supporting mediation.   

Overall, the present research demonstrates the asymmetric im-
pact of social power on financial risk taking of agentic and commu-
nal individuals and contributes to the literature in several important 
ways. First, this research adds to the growing body of work examin-
ing the role of social power in consumer behavior. Second, it furthers 
our understanding of how consumers’ interactions with those around 
them influence their financial risk taking. Finally, it contributes to the 
recent literature on the link between consumers’ agency-communion 
orientation and their monetary decisions. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Despite the endless variety of products and customization op-

tions that saturate the world’s markets in nearly every domain, mar-
keting campaigns have a tendency to be one minded about certain be-
liefs, such as the superiority of high shelving space over low shelving 
space.  This view is supported by metaphor research.  However, situ-
ations may arise in which items shelved high up are at a disadvantage 
due to a violation of consumer expectations of “natural height”.

Contemporary metaphor research suggests that metaphorical 
constructs become deeply rooted in our basic understanding of a phe-
nomenon, forming a solid way of conceptualizing such abstract phe-
nomena using physical concepts.  With the vertical height metaphor, 
height is presented as the concrete infrastructure that metaphorically 
orders clusters of abstract ideas, such as good and bad, sophisticated 
and simplistic, and powerful and powerless (Lackoff and Johnson, 
1980).  However, what if item placement violates our expectations of 
where the item should naturally appear? In those cases, could up be 
bad and down good?

The benefits of congruency have been shown in a wide array 
of domains.  Consumers weigh dimensions of a product more heav-
ily when it is compatible with their goal (Tversky, Sattath, &Slovic, 
1988). Extensive research on expectation congruency has given rise 
to theories of a confirmation bias (Watson, 1960), as well as discon-
firmation processes (Cohen & Goldberg, 1970) leading to positive 
and negative affect.  Congruency has proven an important factor in 
consumer responses to products (Chandon et al., 2010, Olshavsky 
and Miller, 1972, Spangenberg et al., 2005).  

Congruency effects have been demonstrated in the realm of ver-
tical height (see Landau et al., 2010, Meier et al. 2006, 2007, 2009 
2011).  Participants performed a musical task more quickly and ef-
ficiently when the vertical orientation of three keys was congruent 
with pitch (high key=high pitch, low key=low pitch) (Keller & Koch, 
2008).  Meier and Robinson (2004) found that participants were able 
to evaluate positive and negative words more quickly if the words 
were presented in congruent positions to valence (positive up, nega-
tive down).  Across four studies, we demonstrate how natural-height 
congruency affects evaluations, overriding a general up=good ten-
dency. 

In study 1, four fruit that grow either high (apples, bananas) or 
low (melons, tomatoes) were placed on high or low displays, such 
that one each of the high and low fruit was in its proper position, and 
one each was in an incongruent position (e.g., lower shelf for ba-
nanas). Participants (N = 69) were instructed to take each fruit from 
its place and rate how tasty the fruit would be on a scale of 1 to 9 (not 
at all to very much).  Fruit taste was rated higher for fruit placed in 
a position matching their natural growth height (6.68) than for fruit 
placed in a mismatched position (6.02) : F(1, 62) = 15.71, p = .0002. 

In study 2 (N=50) we sought to replicate the findings of study 
1 in the realm of consumer products, eliminating alternate explana-
tions for study 1 that may claim that natural fruit height is in direct 
correlation with freshness (an apple on a tree vs. on the ground).  
Here, women’s clothing was evaluated as more attractive (9-point 
scale) when placed at a position matching their natural height. Upper 
clothes (blouse, sports-bra) were rated more highly on upper shelves, 
but lower clothes (skirt, panties) were rated higher on lower shelves. 
No such effect was found for men’s clothing. Thus, in a joint model 

containing both types of clothes there was a significant interaction 
between condition and gender of clothing: F(1, 49) = 7.27, p = .01. 
In this joint model the effect was non-significant (p>.1). However, a 
contrast for women’s clothing only was significant: F(1, 49) = .546, 
p = .02. This finding suggests that while natural order congruency 
tends to lead to higher ratings, the underlying force driving this effect 
is susceptible to subtle differences such as preconceived notions of 
clothing gender. 

Consequently, study 3 examined a less gender-specific domain: 
sports balls. While our previous studies have focused on natural 
height in the sense of where one general sees an item, study 3 turns 
its focus to utility, or where an item would naturally be most readily 
accessible and usable.  One naturally high (volleyball) and one natu-
rally low (soccer ball) sports item was used.  Items were chosen to be 
as similar as possible in size, function, and familiarity. Participants 
(N=96) rated their willingness to buy each item. Participants had 
higher willingness to buy for volleyballs when placed on a higher 
shelf (5.02 vs. 3.91), but lower willingness to buy for soccer balls 
placed on a higher shelf (3.81 vs. 4.57): F(1, 88) = 5.25, p = .02.

To support the idea that it is learned natural height associations 
underlying our effect, in study 4 we plan to use ambiguous items 
with no obvious natural height and assign participants randomly to 
natural height conditions.  By manipulating what participants believe 
to be the natural height of items, we can examine what role precon-
ceived notions play in perceived congruency and subsequent affect.  
Participants will be given surveys that begin with a paragraph about 
each item that includes its natural height. We expect more favorable 
evaluations for highly shelved items for which we create an “up” 
expectation, and lower evaluations for upper shelved items for which 
we create a “down” expectation. 

Rather than finding a dominant up = good effect, the current 
research found that items may be evaluated better when placed on 
lower shelves if they are naturally associated with lower height.  We 
find a reversal of the positive associations elicited by increased verti-
cal height when up is an unnatural position for an item.  Collectively, 
these results argue against the generality of the up = good metaphor, 
arguing that instead up is good when up is natural, whereas down can 
be good when down is natural. Theoretically, such findings indicate 
metaphorical mappings may not be as general as once thought. Prag-
matically, they indicate the limitation of the general belief that upper 
shelves are better shelves.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Intertemporal choices, which require a decision between a 

sooner (usually smaller) reward and a later (usually larger) reward, 
are pervasive in daily life and have important consequences. Given 
the choice between a sooner reward and a later reward, people typi-
cally choose the sooner reward, exhibiting in economic terms irratio-
nally high discount rates, which have been linked to a multitude of 
undesirable consequences including insufficient savings, drug use, 
and obesity.

Although emotion is often posited as the main driver for irratio-
nally high discount rates (Bazerman and Moore 1990; Loewenstein, 
Read, and Baumeister 2003), no studies have tested for their causal 
role, except for some recent research finding that positive emotion 
reduces the preference for present over future outcomes (Ifcher and 
Zarghamee 2011; Pyone and Isen 2011). On the other hand, the ap-
praisal-tendency framework (Lerner and Keltner 2000, 2001) posits 
that sadness is characterized by appraisals of experiencing irrevo-
cable loss and thus is accompanied by action tendencies to change 
one’s circumstances, perhaps by seeking immediate rewards (Lerner, 
Small, and Loewenstein 2004). Consistent with this view, research 
has found that individuals induced to feel sad spend more to pur-
chase items and demand less to sell their possessions than do neutral 
individuals (Lerner et al. 2004). Sadness has been shown to trigger 
a generalized devaluation of the self (Cryder et al. 2008), which cre-
ates an implicit desire to enhance what William James (1890) called 
the “material self.” 

Three incentivized experiments randomly assigned decision-
makers to emotional states to test the hypothesis that sadness, but not 
other negative emotions, would increase impatience in intertemporal 
choices. Experiment 1 induced 202 participants (57% female; ages 
18 to 63) to feel neutral, sad, or disgusted using standard protocols 
including watching a video and writing an essay. The emotion-induc-
tion procedure was effective in both magnitude and specificity. Sad-
condition participants reported feeling more sad than feeling neutral, 
or any other measured negative emotion, including anger and fear. 
Comparable specific effects were found for the neutral and disgust 
conditions.

Participants then made 27 choices between receiving cash today 
(between $11-$80) or more cash (between $25-$85) in the future, 
ranging from 1 week to 6 months (Kirby, Petry, and Bickel 1999). 
We used maximum-likelihood estimation to fit choices to an expo-
nential discounting function, D(t) = δt, where smaller values of δ (the 
annual discount factor) indicate more impatience. Results for hyper-
bolic discounting were similar. Even though induced sadness should 
be irrelevant to these decisions, it exerted strong, unique effects on 
discounting. Sadness significantly increased preference for immedi-
ate rewards. In monetary terms, whereas the median sad participant 
accepted $37 today rather than wait 3 months to receive $85, the 
median neutral participant required $56 today. Importantly, disgusted 
participants discounted about the same as neutral participants did and 
less than sad participants did.

Experiment 2 applied Query Theory (Weber et al. 2007), a 
cognitive process model of preference construction, by asking 189 
participants (70% female; ages 19 to 69) to list their thoughts be-
fore making intertemporal choices between receiving $50 today or 
amounts between $55 and $105 (in $5 increments) in 3 months. Par-

ticipants provided their thoughts on this choice, made their decision, 
and subsequently coded their thoughts on whether each one favored 
receiving the money now, later, both, or neither. Sad participants were 
again more impatient than neutral and disgusted participants, valuing 
$50 in a year’s time $6.50 less. Moreover, Experiment 2 identified 
a mechanism for how sadness affected discounting: reasons for the 
immediate reward came to mind sooner and more frequently when 
participants had been made sad.

Experiment 3 introduced a new question. Does sadness produce 
a general increase in impatience or is its effect limited to choices 
offering an immediate payoff? A key innovation in modeling dis-
counting distinguishes between two types of processes that are rep-
resented in the quasi-hyperbolic discounting function, D(t)=βδt, for 
t > 0 (Laibson 1997; O’Donoghue and Rabin 1999). One process 
(δ) reflects economically rational—i.e., time-consistent—exponen-
tial discounting of rewards that is sensitive to the length of delay, t. 
The other process, “present bias” (β), discounts all future rewards 
when there is any delay (regardless of its length) and therefore can-
not be strictly rational. We tentatively hypothesized that sadness 
would increase the desire to get something now, not just sooner, and 
should therefore increase present bias (β) more so than it increases 
time-consistent discounting (δ). Experiment 3 asked 203 participants 
(66.5% female, ages 19 to 68) to make 42 choices between A) im-
mediate rewards versus later rewards; or B) later rewards versus even 
later rewards. As predicted, sadness resulted in greater impatience 
for A choices, but not B choices. Sad participants preferred immedi-
ate rewards to later rewards more strongly than neutral participants, 
but were no more generally impatient. That is, sad participants were 
more present-biased (Laibson 1997).

Sadness may make people wiser in some contexts (Alloy and 
Abramson 1979), but in our experiments, it made them more impa-
tient, not an attribute associated with wisdom. Across three experi-
ments, the median sad participant valued future rewards (i.e., delayed 
by three months) 13% to 34% less than the median neutral-state par-
ticipant. Moreover, sadness increased present bias, consistent with 
the idea that immediate rewards can be self-bolstering. 

These experiments demonstrated the causal effects of sadness 
on impatient intertemporal choices. For ethical reasons we could not 
induce high-intensity emotion. Observed effects arose from low-
intensity, experimentally-induced feelings of sadness that would un-
doubtedly be dwarfed by the real-life sadness people may experience 
after the death of a loved one or after a devastating natural disaster. 
Strong feelings of sadness over the loss of a family member can thus 
be expected to show far greater effects on the many high-stake inter-
temporal decisions involved in settling the deceased person’s estate. 
Sadness and depression are also common experiences for people 
who have been laid off. Our results suggest that such individuals 
might exacerbate their financial hardship by making intertemporal 
consumption decisions that favor immediate consumption more than 
is warranted or wise.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Ownership is a key concept to set consumer behavior apart 

from related disciplines. Nevertheless, the psychological nature of 
this construct has been grossly understudied. Our studies use CLT 
to show that ownership is related to psychological closeness, and 
conversely, low construal levels facilitate seeing objects as one’s 
possessions. 

InTrOduCTIOn
Ownership of products and its transactions has recently been 

highlighted as one of the core topics unique to consumer research 
(MacInnis & Folkes, 2010). While extensive research has reported 
on effects of ownership – e.g. the endowment effect (Thaler, 1980), 
the mere ownership effect (Beggan, 1992), – much of this literature 
takes a transactional perspective where ownership is acquired or lost 
in a “legal”, objective way.  This approach has banned the difficult to 
measure psychological state of ownership to a ‘black box’ between 
its antecedents and consequences. Only recently, consumer literature 
has begun to look at psychological ownership as a distinct phenome-
non (Morewedge, Shu, Gilbert, & Wilson, 2009; Peck & Shu, 2009). 
The perspective of psychological ownership allows to think about 
ownership as a continuum (to what extent do your children feel the 
house they live in is theirs, although legally they probably have no 
claim?) and also permits a distinction between an affective and an 
ownership component in the study of ownership transactions (Shu 
& Peck, 2011). 

However, this understanding is far from complete, and it is here 
that we aim for a contribution, by relating psychological ownership 
to the well-established concepts of psychological distance and Con-
strual Level Theory (CLT) (Trope & Liberman, 2010). Many au-
thors discussed the importance of “an association” between a person 
and objects in the genesis and perception of ownership (Beggan & 
Brown, 1994; Friedman, 2008). in terms of Here we test the hypoth-
esis that the “(strength of) association” underlying psychological 
ownership can be seen as psychological closeness, with effects as 
predicted by CLT. The studies reported below test this hypothesis.

OWnErSHIP And COnSTruAL LEvEL
These studies aimed at testing whether owners think about ob-

jects in a more concrete way, a prediction based on CLT that should 
hold if owned objects are indeed lower in psychological distance 
than non-owned ones. 

Study 1a used scenario’s (Wakslak, Trope, Liberman, & Alony, 
2006) to find that, when asking participants to classify objects in 
groups, professional movers made fewer categories (M = 1.97, SE = 
.059) than the owners of the objects to move (M = 2.15, SE = .063; 
t(85) = 2.07, p < .05). The same difference was observed between 
insurance brokers (M = 1.98, SE = .059) and the owners of objects 
(M = 2.17, SE = .065; t(85) = 2.12, p < .05).

Study 1.b. omitted the third person perspective present in 1.aa., 
showing an interaction effect (F(1,71)=10.14; p<0,005) indicating 
that participants were quicker to detect a detail-change between 
two near-identical pictures of a cup they were asked to imagine was 
theirs, relative to non-owners (t(71) = 2.18, p < .05). The opposite 
was true for global, contextual changes (t(71) = -2.35, p < .05).

Study 2 elaborated on the previous results by showing how typi-
cal endowment studies can be explained in terms of changes in con-
strual level (CL): participants were asked to evaluate an owned [non-
owned] flat and list all places of significance in it (could be rooms or 
parts of rooms). This measure was used to assess the level of detail 
participants used in their thinking as a proxy for their construal level. 
Results showed an indirect effect of the ownership manipulation on 
valuation of the apartment, mediated by the number of places men-
tioned (M = 9641.63, SE = 5119.59, LL99% = 1676.18, UL99% = 
22224.50). Actually, the same is true when we replace valuation with 
a scale of perceived ownership (Peck & Shu, 2009) (M = .16, SE = 
.10, LL95% = .0013, UL95% = 0.39).

COnSTruAL LEvEL And OWnErSHIP
Mirroring the previous studies, we also tested whether a con-

crete mindset would instigate effects that are usually the result of 
ownership manipulations.

In study 3.a., a cup was shown and participants were asked to 
list reasons either why or how a cup can be used. We then gauged 
participants’ perceived ownership and valuation of this cup, finding 
an indirect effect where perceived ownership functioned as a me-
diator between the manipulation and valuation (M = .30, SE = .16, 
LL95% = .050, UL95% = 0.63).

Study 3.b. again used a manipulation of psychological distance, 
i.e. physical distance (Fujita, Henderson, Eng, Trope, & Liberman, 
2006), where by means of perspective in a picture, an object (in this 
case a parker pen in an ad) is represented as close or far. Again, we 
found that manipulating psychological distance is related to owner-
ship, as we found an indirect effect of this manipulation on valuation 
of this pen, mediated by perceived ownership (M = .62, SE = .32, 
LL95% = .095, UL95% = 1.37).

dISCuSSIOn
In several studies, we show that ownership is associated with 

lower levels of construal, and that in turn, lower construal level fa-
cilitates feelings of ownership. We consider our contribution to be 
twofold.  First, we demonstrate that psychological distance is an im-
portant driver of psychological ownership. We start building a more 
explicit and comprehensive theoretical account of psychological 
ownership in which earlier studied idiosyncratic drivers of owner-
ship effects can be embedded. Second, we use that framework to 
make new predictions about effects that further help our understand-
ing of the nature of psychological ownership. Obvious implications 
might be found in store atmosphere design, in research that inves-
tigates the modalities of (psychologically) long-distance shopping 
(i.e. internet, mail order, future delivery, etc.) or perceptual effects in 
advertising. As the proposed framework allows for clear hypotheses 
about the processes that relate owners to their possessions, other fu-
ture research could deal with the investigation of characteristics that 
loop back and forth between owners and their possessions. It would 
for instance be easy to imagine that self-worth affects the importance 
we attach to our possessions, and our findings could shed new light 
on the well-established idea that we derive status from certain types 
of possessions. In short, we are convinced that the theoretical step 
our work makes can spur future research in a host of domains.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Research on prejudiced behavior in services has largely focused 

on discriminative actions committed by majority employees towards 
minority co-workers (e.g. Cortina 2008) or customers (e.g. Crockett, 
Gier, and Williams 2003; Walsh 2009). With few exceptions (Bendick 
2007; Cocchiara and Quick 2004; Etgar and Fuchs 2011; Hekman et 
al. 2010), the investigation of customers’ prejudiced behavior towards 
minority service employees has been largely neglected. These studies 
show that customers’ discriminative behavior towards minority service 
employees has several negative effects on employees’ health and mo-
tivation (Bendick 2007; Cocchiara and Quick 2004). Furthermore, ra-
cial bias negatively affects majority customers’ evaluations of minor-
ity service employees’ performance, the service setting and the overall 
company (Etgar and Fuchs 2011; Hekman et al. 2010).

We based our research on the stress and coping framework by 
Trawalter and colleagues (2009). The framework suggests that behav-
ior within inter-ethnic contact situations, like inter-ethnic service en-
counters, depends on the outcome of the comparison of two appraisal 
processes—situational demands and available (physical, cognitive and 
social) resources. If the relevant resources available are sufficient to 
meet the situational demands, positive behavior will result. If the de-
mands are higher than the resources available, negative or discrimina-
tive behavior will result. As inter-ethnic contact situations are perceived 
as more demanding for the parties involved compared to same-ethnic 
contact (e.g. Page-Gould, Mendoza-Denton and Tropp 2008) the stress 
and coping framework predicts that inter-ethnic service encounters are 
likely to be characterized by negative (e.g. discriminative) behavior 
of majority customers towards minority service employees. The stress 
and coping framework further predicts that by increasing relevant (e.g. 
social) resources, negative behavior in situations with higher demands 
like inter-ethnic service encounters can be neutralized. 

METHOd
We employed an experimental video-based paradigm from re-

search on inter-ethnic contact situations (Vorauer and Turpie 2004). 
Videotaped inter-ethnic compared to same-ethnic service interactions 
between majority participants and confederate service employees are 
analyzed by independent raters to test the predictions derived from 
the stress and coping framework. Raters’ codings of participants’ be-
havior served as the dependent variable in the analyses. During the 
interaction participants rated their perception of the social resources 
provided by the employee. 

FIndInGS
The results show that majority participants’ discriminate against 

minority service employees. This supports the first prediction from 
the stress and coping framework. Further, the results indicate that 
majority participants’ discriminative behavior towards a minor-
ity service employee is influenced by the level of social resources, 
provided by the service employee during the inter-ethnic service 
encounter. The results reveal that if majority participants perceive 
the level of relevant resources provided by the minority service em-

ployee as being high, discriminative behavior towards minority ser-
vice employees is neutralized. This finding is in agreement with the 
second prediction from the stress and coping framework.

COnTrIBuTIOnS
Our findings suggest that discrimination toward minority ser-

vice employees in inter-ethnic contact situations is not a forgone con-
clusion. By drawing on the stress and coping framework we provide 
a theoretical basis for discrimination in inter-ethnic contact situations 
which emphasizes the importance of resources; therefore, there is 
scope for influencing the occurrence of discrimination towards mi-
nority service employees. 
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Inter-Consumer Competition:  
When Consumers Compete in the Marketplace for Products, Services, and Prizes
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Consumers must compete among themselves for a variety of 

goods, services, discounts, and prizes available in the marketplace.  
For instance, consumers compete with one another when they enter 
a sweepstakes, contest, or lottery, they also compete when bidding 
in an auction, making dinner reservations on Saturday night, when 
waiting in line for black Friday deals, or when submitting an offer 
on a house or rental application in a tight market.  Here we are in-
terested in factors that influence consumers’ motivation to engage in 
competition with other consumers.  Our investigation builds upon a 
recent finding from social psychology referred to as “The N-effect” 
which states that as the number of competitors increases, competitive 
motivation decreases, even when the rewards and outcomes are held 
constant (Garcia and Tor 2009).  

The current studies advance this theory by assessing whether 
the features of two types of common contests where consumers com-
pete, lotteries where contestants simply enter their names in a draw-
ing, and competitions where contestants must submit a skill-based 
work, will moderate the effects of group size on consumers’ motiva-
tion to engage in consumer competition in the marketplace.  

Past work on competition in marketing has focused almost ex-
clusively on the firm-perspective of competing for customers or pio-
neering/competitive advantage (e.g. Day and Wensley 1983; Golder 
and Tellis 1993; Hunt and Morgan 1995; Schmalensee 1982) or uti-
lizing a game theoretic approach (e.g. Moorthy 1985).  One excep-
tion is auction theory (see Klemperer 1999) and the use of auctions 
as a context for consumer research (e.g. Ariely and Simonson 2003; 
Hoffman, Menkhaus, Chakravarti, Field, and Whipple 1993).   Auc-
tions are an interesting context to examine consumer competition, 
but differ fundamentally in several theoretically relevant ways.  First, 
to win an auction one can always spend more, but in some consumer 
contests – such as those involving skill – consumers are bound by 
their abilities or effort and an increasing outlay of money will not 
guarantee success.  Second, auctions are dynamic, and bidders can 
observe other bids and update accordingly.  Most consumer contests 
are static, or include several static steps – consumers cannot see other 
submissions and update their own, for instance.  Other work on com-
petition has examined it in terms of payoffs, decisions, and strate-
gies.  Here, we are interested in the internal motivational forces that 
impel consumers to compete in the marketplace.  We are interested 
in how one-shot consumer contests of different formats and sizes 
affect the likelihood of consumers to compete.  To the best of our 
knowledge, very little research has been conducted on these topics. 

Liu et al. (2007) utilize a game-theoretic approach to suggest op-
timal designs of consumer contests.  They draw a distinction between 
“lottery-like” contests where the winner is determined by chance, 
and contests where the winner is determined by who performed the 
best on a specific skilled task.  Here we compare skilled consumer 
contests to “lottery-like” contests and assess how consumers’ mo-
tivation to participate is affected by the number of competitors in-
volved in the contest. Skill is not systematically varied in the original 
N-effect paper; however, we examine this variable in the present re-
search because it is relevant to participation in consumer contests. If 
social comparison drives the N-effect (Garcia and Tor 2009) effect 
than we should observe it more in skilled than non-skilled contexts, 
because people will be more likely to compare to others in situa-

tions involving skill. On the other hand, if the N-effect is driven by 
a simple diffusion of competition, a psychological situation that may 
occur if people simply become less interested in competing when 
there are more people, than we should observe the N-effect in both 
types of contests.

In Study 1, participants imagined they were entering an essay 
contest (skilled) or a random lottery drawing (non-skilled) sponsored 
by an online travel booking service.  The prize was an all inclusive 
travel package. Participants’ competitors were either other students 
in their experimental session (about 10) or all students completing 
experiments that semester (about 1,000).  The top 20% of entrants 
would win the prize. 

Participants were more likely to enter the lottery than the skilled 
contest, (F(1, 40) = 18.09, p < .001). This main effect was qualified 
by an interaction, (F(1, 40) = 4.98, p < .04).  Participants were less 
likely to enter the essay contest when the group was large (M = 3.0) 
than when it was small (M = 4.73), t(1,20)= 2.67, p< .015), the N-
effect.  This difference did not materialize for participants entering a 
lottery (Mlarge-lottery = 5.8 vs. Msmall-lottery = 5.6; ns). These results suggest 
that the size of the competition group affects consumers’ participa-
tion in skill-based contests but not non-skilled ones.  

Based on Langer’s work on the illusion of control, we predicted 
that consumers selecting their own number in a lottery-like contest 
may treat it like a skilled task compared to those assigned a number. 
To test how this would affect consumer motivation, consumers in 
study 2 imagined competing in a contest with 100 [1,000) other con-
sumers to win a $100 prepaid debit card. Half chose [were assigned] 
their raffle number. Tickets to enter the contest cost $5 and 2% of the 
entrants would win the prize. There was an interaction between the 
size of the competition group and choice versus assigned numbers 
on likelihood to enter the raffle, F (1, 100) = 6.27, p < .02.  Con-
sumers choosing their number (“skilled” condition) were more likely 
compete when faced with a small group (M = 4.0) than when faced 
with a large group (M=2.8), t(1, 52) = 2.60, p < .02. In contrast, the 
competitive motivation of consumers assigned a number were not 
affected by group size (Mlarge = 3.6; Msmall = 3.2, ns). Results from a 
third study conceptually replicated study 2 in a more realistic context 
with consumers from the general population.

This initial investigation begins to identify some of the condi-
tions under which the size of the competition group affects consum-
ers’ motivation to compete in the marketplace. This work has im-
plications not only for consumer contests but for other areas where 
consumers compete amongst each other.  
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
When judging the likelihood of an event, decision makers are 

often influenced by irrelevant categorical information.  For example, 
prior research finds evidence of a border bias in which people per-
ceive a disaster as less severe when it originates from another state 
rather than from an equidistant origin in the same state (Mishra and 
Mishra 2010).  Other findings show that probability judgments of a 
focal outcome are sensitive to the number of categories into which 
alternative outcomes are classified, even when such categorization 
is irrelevant to the judgment (Koehler 2000; Tversky and Koehler 
1994; Windschitl and Wells 1998). 

In contrast to prior research, we examine how the size of a cat-
egory into which a particular outcome is classified influences con-
sumers’ probability judgments and corresponding perceptions of 
risk.  Specifically, we argue that an outcome will be perceived as 
more likely to occur when it is part of a large (versus small) set of 
potential outcomes.  For example, due to the fact that there are more 
black pockets on a roulette wheel than green pockets, novice gam-
blers may perceive a higher probability that the ball will land on the 
“black two” pocket rather than the adjacent “green zero” pocket. This 
constitutes a decision bias because the odds are identical that the ball 
will land on each individual pocket regardless of its color.  This bias 
in probability judgments is likely to influence a gambler’s percep-
tions of risk and the corresponding amount he would be willing to 
bet on each option.

We attribute this category size bias to a transference process 
whereby people believe that characteristics of a category (e.g., its 
propensity of being randomly selected) apply not only to the catego-
ry as a whole, but also individually to each member of the category. 
In the roulette example, where individual pockets are categorized 
by color, people mistakenly overestimate the probability of the ball 
landing on any individual pocket that happens to be black because 
of their accurate impression that the ball is more likely to land on 
a black pocket than a green pocket. This erroneous assumption that 
each individual member of a category is infused with the overall cat-
egory’s characteristics can cause people to overestimate the prob-
ability of outcomes classified into large groups and underestimate the 
probability of outcomes classified into small groups.  

 Three studies test our prediction and theory. In Study 1, we 
demonstrate the category size bias by asking participants to judge the 
probability of selecting a particular ball (#8) from an urn containing 
15 numbered balls. Participants judged the probability of selecting 
ball #8 to be higher [lower] if it was the same color as many [few] 
other balls in the urn, even though this color-based categorization 
was unrelated to the selection likelihood of a particular ball. The ob-
served category size bias was consistent with our theorizing.

Study 2 shows that the category size bias is a function of our 
proposed transference process. We asked participants to estimate 
the odds of a particular team winning the NCAA college basketball 
tournament; lower odds denote higher probabilities and vice versa. 
Before providing their odds estimate, participants were informed that 
the team’s mascot was either part of a large category (e.g., one of 
many animal mascots) or part of a small category (e.g., one of few 
human mascots). Importantly, the basis of categorization was non-
diagnostic of the team’s likelihood of success in the college basket-
ball tournament. Furthermore, unlike Study 1, our dependent mea-
sure in Study 2 was such that lower numerical values suggest higher 

probabilities of occurrence. This design allowed us to test whether 
the category size bias is driven by transference or anchoring because 
each explanation makes opposite predictions.  An anchoring account 
would suggest that participants anchor on category size and respond 
with a large number (which signifies a lower probability of winning) 
when the team’s mascot is part of a large category.  In contrast, a 
transference account suggests that respondents would be sensitive 
to what the category size implies about probabilities, such that they 
should respond with a small number (which signifies a higher proba-
bility of winning) when the team’s mascot is part of a large category.  
The results of Study 2 are consistent with our proposed transference 
explanation but inconsistent with an anchoring account.

Study 3 provides further evidence of transference in the cat-
egory size bias by showing that variation in the salience of the cat-
egory moderates the magnitude of the category size bias. Specifi-
cally, participants were asked to judge the probability that rolling a 
die would result in a particular outcome.  We found that participants 
inflated the probability of rolling a ‘T’ on a die with 26 letters when 
its membership in the relatively large category ‘consonant’ was more 
(vs. less) salient. Conversely, when the small category ‘vowel’ was 
more (vs. less) salient, participants underestimated the probability of 
rolling the vowel ‘A’.  This suggests that category salience influences 
the extent to which transference occurs and therefore, the degree to 
which consumers are biased by category size.

Overall, this research contributes to our understanding of how 
categorization can influence consumers’ probability judgments and 
perceptions of risk.  Furthermore, our findings suggest that healthy 
behaviors may be promoted through the strategic presentation of 
risk-related information.  For example, policy-makers may contrib-
ute to cancer prevention and early detection by grouping lung cancer 
with a large (vs. small) number of other potential health risks in mes-
sages targeted at consumers.  A higher perceived risk of contracting 
lung cancer may encourage consumers to visit their doctor for regu-
lar screenings and avoid risky behaviors such as smoking. Future 
research may further examine the process underlying the category 
size bias, including whether categorical information influences prob-
ability judgments during encoding, retrieval, or both. 
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Recent research in consumer behavior is paying increasing at-

tention to differences between experiences – “events that one lives 
through” – and products or material possessions – “tangible objects, 
kept in one’s possession” (Van Boven and Gilovich 2003). These au-
thors propose that experiences are better at advancing happiness, and 
investigate the reasons why. Nevertheless, we do not yet have a clear 
understanding of how consumers choose between a product and an ex-
perience. We propose that, because consumers find a significant degree 
of uncertainty when evaluating an experience, there are important dif-
ferences in how they evaluate and choose an experience versus a prod-
uct. First, consumers evaluate experiences holistically and products 
analytically; second, consumers rely on price as a cue for the quality of 
the experience. We present support for our theory along three studies.

vALuE OF AddITIOnAL InFOrMATIOn
Nelson defined experiences as goods for which most qualities 

cannot be determined prior to purchase (Nelson 1970). Additionally, 
intangibility makes experiential aspects of consumption difficult to 
evaluate (Zeithaml 1981), and experiences in general difficult to 
compare (Carter and Gilovich 2010). Indeed, traditional marketing 
models have difficulty capturing experiential aspects of consumption 
(Holbrook and Hirschman 1982). We suggest that even if consum-
ers have access to additional information on an experience, this will 
not reduce their uncertainty and lack of confidence in their ability 
to make a good choice. This is because many experiential attributes 
must be “seen, heard, tasted, felt, or smelled to be appreciated prop-
erly” (Holbrook and Hirschman 1982). 

InFOrMATIOn PrOCESSInG
Second, we propose that holistic processing is more compatible 

with experiences and helps consumers’ uncertainty. This is due to 
different characteristics of experiences. Consumers shift to holistic 
processing as the comparability of objects decreases (Bertini, Ofek, 
and Ariely 2009). This matches with experiences, which are difficult 
to compare (Carter and Gilovich 2010). Also, holistic processing is 
used by consumers who lack knowledge on a specific category (Su-
jan 1985). This seems appropriate for experiences, for which con-
sumers find evaluation difficult without inspection (Nelson 1970). 
Finally, holistic thinkers look for multiple relevant causes and factors 
in a decision (Nisbett et al. 2001), which fits another characteristic of 
experiences: an attribute space that is less defined and more subjec-
tive (Holbrook and Hirschman 1982). 

PrICE AS A QuALITy CuE
Finally, we propose that a second way in which consumers deal 

with uncertainty when evaluating an experience is by using price 
as a quality cue. This parallels research showing that, in situations 
where other information is not available, price becomes an indicator 
of quality (Zeithaml 1981). We propose that this is specific to experi-
ences, and not to products.

STudy 1
Participants are asked to consider a 3D TV that is framed as 

either a product or an experience (Carter and Gilovich 2012). We ma-
nipulate the number of attributes that participants can consider (three 

or six). Those evaluating the product-framed TV report being better 
informed and more confident in making a good decision when they 
consider more attributes. On the other hand, for those considering 
the experience-framed TV, increasing the attribute information has 
no effect. Both interactions were significant: confidence (F(3, 217) 
= 4.77, p < .05) and product explanation (F(3, 217) = 4.11, p < .05).

STudy 2
Study 2 tests our hypotheses regarding the compatibility of ho-

listic processing and experiences, and the use of price as a quality 
cue for experiences. We manipulate the price and the composition 
of the choice set. Participants were assigned to one of eight condi-
tions: 2 (processing style: analytic/holistic) x 2 (choice set: product 
vs. product/product vs. experience) x 2 (price: same/different [20% 
increase]). Processing style was manipulated according to Monga 
and John (2008). Consistent with our hypotheses, there is a signifi-
cant main effect of holistic processing on the choice of experiences 
(X2(1, N = 154) = 4.89, p < .05). Holistic processers chose the experi-
ence more often (Mexperience = 67%) than analytic processers (Mexperi-

ence = 49%). Also, price increase influenced choice share for analytic 
processers. In a product vs. experience choice set, the share of the 
experience increased when its price increased. This effect was spe-
cific to experiences: in a product vs. product choice set the share of 
the product decreased when its price increased. The interaction of 
price with type of choice set was significant (F(1, 167) = 13.23, p < 
.001). We propose that consumers rely on price as a quality cue for 
the experience, and therefore choose the experience more often when 
its price increases. We test this explanation in study 3.

STudy 3
Study 3 tests our process explanation based on uncertainty. We 

focus on the analytic conditions from study 2. We manipulate the 
degree of uncertainty in the choice by supporting the product and 
experience information with endorsements. Participants in the con-
trol condition continue to choose the experience more often when 
its price increases (consistent with study 2). On the other hand, par-
ticipants do not show this effect when their uncertainty has been 
reduced. In line with basic economic intuition, they choose the ex-
perience less often when its price is increased. This interaction was 
significant (F(1, 279) = 4.22, p < .05). This is consistent with our 
explanation based on uncertainty. 

This research offers insight on how consumers evaluate and 
choose experiences differently from products. Because consumers’ 
evaluation of experiences is uncertain, consumers rely on holistic 
processing and use price as a quality cue for experiences. Also, due 
to the experiential nature of the attributes, having access to more 
information does not heighten consumers’ confidence or their per-
ceived level of information.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Experiential products such as food/beverages and fragrances 

tend to be rich on sensory cues, such as color, taste, and smell (Mor-
rin and Ratneshwar 2003; Krishna 2012). In addition, these types of 
products often facilitate sampling opportunities for consumers be-
fore they make purchase decisions. While consumers often sample 
a single product, they also on other occasions sample a sequence 
of experiential products before making a purchase decision. Impor-
tantly, sometimes these sampled products are similar to each other 
on sensory aspects, such as on taste/color (e.g., Diet Pepsi and Diet 
Coke) and sometimes the products are dissimilar to each other on 
sensory aspects (e.g., Diet Pepsi and Sprite Zero).

Despite the existence of such sampling practices, it is not clear 
as to how the order in which different types of experiential products 
(similar versus dissimilar) are sampled influences consumer choic-
es. There has been very limited research examining order effects of 
sampling products that are high on sensory and experiential aspects 
(Biswas et al.[2010] and Mantonakis et al. [2009], being the notable 
exceptions). Interestingly, these two studies report different results in 
terms of order effects of sampling a limited number of experiential 
products. For instance, Mantonakis et al. (2009) examined the order 
effects of sequential sampling of wines and found that the partici-
pants demonstrated primacy effects, whereby they often preferred the 
wine sampled first. In contrast, Biswas et al. (2010) found recency ef-
fects, whereby experiment participants indicated stronger preference 
for the experiential product (e.g., beverages/music) sampled last. The 
findings of our research help resolve the apparent inconsistency in 
the findings of these prior studies. We test our hypotheses with the 
help of three experimental studies.

We propose that in a sequence of two products, when the se-
quentially sampled products are similar to each other on sensory 
aspects (e.g., taste, color or smell), there will be a more favorable 
evaluation of the product sampled first. In contrast, when the sequen-
tially sampled products are dissimilar, there will be more favorable 
evaluation of the product sampled last. 

This is because, when sampling sensory-rich products in a se-
quence, the experience of sampling the immediately preceding prod-
uct will influence the evaluation of the subsequent product (Chernev 
2011). Thus, in a two product sequence, the first product would serve 
as a reference point for the evaluation of the second (Chernev 2011; 
Novemsky and Ratner 2003). In essence, we examine order effects of 
sampling experiential products and the moderating effects of similar-
ity of the products in the sequence. We propose that when the sam-
pled products have sensory similarity, there will be an assimilation 
effect in terms of memory trace formation for the second sampled 
product. However, when the sampled products have sensory dissimi-
larity, there will be a contrast effect while forming the memory trace 
for the second product.  In order to further investigate the underlying 
process, we also examine the effects of distraction and the effects 
of an induced goal in the form of hunger. We hypothesize that these 
effects will hold under low hunger, but under high hunger, consum-
ers will have more favorable evaluation of the product sampled first. 
These propositions are consistent with findings in prior studies con-
ducted across different domains (e.g., Chernev 2011; Mussweiler 

2007; Zhu and Meyers-Levy 2009) and to the best of our knowledge, 
this is the first research to examine these issues. 

We test our hypotheses with the help of three experimental stud-
ies. We use food products (beverages and chocolates) because these 
products are experiential in nature and are high on sensory aspects 
(Shiv and Nowlis 2004). Study 1 examines how the level of simi-
larity/dissimilarity between experiential products in a sequence in-
fluences order effects of sampling. The results show that when the 
products are dissimilar, there are recency effects; however, when the 
products are similar to each other, there are primacy effects. Study 2 
examines how reduced processing motivation might affect the results 
observed in Study 1. The results of Study 2 show that the effects 
observed in Study 1 are moderated by consumers’ distraction levels; 
that is, distraction attenuates the effects observed in Study 1. Finally, 
Study 3 examines the effects of an induced situation where process-
ing motivation is likely to be higher. Specifically, Study 3 examines 
the effects of hunger on evaluation of sequential experiential prod-
ucts in a restaurant setting. The results of this study reveal that the 
effects observed in Study 1 hold under low levels of hunger but there 
are only primacy effects when consumers are very hungry. 

In conclusion, the results of two laboratory  experiments an one 
field experiment show that the order in which consumers sample ex-
periential products and the level of similarity between the products 
influence consumers’ choices. When sampling a sequence of two 
experiential products such as flavored beverages or chocolates, con-
sumers prefer the first product in the sequence when they are similar, 
but prefer the second product when they are dissimilar. The order 
effects of sampling similar versus dissimilar products are attenuated 
when consumers are highly distracted due to reduced cognitive ca-
pability. Also, when the sequential products are sampled under high 
levels of hunger, consumers prefer the first sampled product.

A key theoretical contribution of this research is that it po-
tentially reconciles differences in recent research findings on order 
effects in the context of experiential products (Biswas et al. 2010; 
Mantonakis et al. 2009). This research also has managerial implica-
tions, especially in the area of product testing. Order effects such as 
those illustrated here can bias testers’ evaluations of products since 
the assimilation or contrast effects produced when tasters are asked 
to sample and compare multiple test products may result in poor 
product performance when the product goes to market. 
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Carrying the Torch for the brand: Inferring brand Attachment From Logo Signals 
Ted Matherly, Oklahoma State University, USA
Amna Kirmani, University of Maryland, USA

ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Brands frequently support advertising strategies through pro-

motional items, such as hats, t-shirts, or stickers with the brands’ 
logo. When consumers use these items, they build awareness for the 
brand and provide information to observers about their relationship 
with the brand. We consider the inferences observers draw from sig-
nalers’ use of a brand’s core products to those drawn from signals not 
requiring the individual to own or use these products. For example, 
an individual who does not own one of Apple’s core products (e.g. a 
computer or smart phone) can still wear an Apple t-shirt. We refer to 
these as product signals and logo signals, respectively. Specifically, 
we propose individuals using logo signals will be viewed as attached 
to the brands they signal with.

Considerable research has examined consumer signaling 
through brands (Berger and Heath 2007; Escalas and Bettman 2003; 
Han, Nunes and Dreze 2010; Kirmani 2009), but work has largely 
focused on product signals. We consider how differences in the at-
titude functions that observers associate with the use of logo and 
product signals impact inferences about consumers’ relationships 
with the brand. Consumers frequently use branded products for their 
utilitarian functionality and to satisfy value expressive attitude func-
tions; that is, they allow consumers to affirm their attitudes, values 
and personality (Grewal, et al. 2004), and to communicate their self-
view to others (Wilcox, Kim and Sen 2009). An observer may utilize 
these choices to learn about the signaler. For product signals, ob-
servers may infer utilitarian and value expressive attitude functions 
guide signaler behavior. However, because logo signals possess little 
marginal functional utility compared to a similar unbranded product 
(Heath, Ho and Joshi 2011), it is signalers using logo signals would 
do so because of utilitarian attitude functions. Instead, they will be 
seen to do so in service of a value expressive function.

An inference that a signaler is value expressing through a logo 
signal suggests the brand is an important part of her self-concept and 
that she is attempting to communicate about her relationship to the 
brand, which is consistent with high brand attachment. Brand attach-
ment is defined as “the strength of the bond connecting the brand 
with the self” (Park, et al. 2010). Attachment contains both cognitive 
and emotional components reflecting the extent to which the brand 
reflects the self (Thomson, MacInnis and Park 2005; Swaminathan, 
Stilley and Ahluwalia 2009). Because logo signals are associated 
with value expression, we expect individuals using logo signals will 
be viewed as attached to the brands they signal with. In contrast, 
product signals, used for utilitarian or value expressive reasons, 
would be less likely to lead to an inference of brand attachment. We 
propose that individuals using logo signals will be viewed as more 
attached to brands compared to those using product signals, and that 
this process is mediated by inferences about signalers’ value expres-
sive behavior.

Prior literature reveals that individuals expend resources to de-
velop relationships with brands to which they are attached (Park et 
al. 2010), and observers infer that when actors expend resources on 
something that the thing is meaningful to the actor (Kirmani 1990; 
Morales 2005). These expenditures are costs to the signaler, includ-
ing monetary, opportunity and social costs (Park, et al. 2010). We 
propose that when observers determine individuals have incurred 
costs to acquire their logo signals, observers will infer that the sig-
naler is more attached to the brand, and to be doing so in service of 

value expressive functions at greater rates compared to those using 
less costly logo signals. These inferences about value expression will 
drive attachment inferences.

In our first study, we considered the effects of signal type and 
logo signal costs on inferences of value expression and attachment 
for two different brands. Participants viewed images of an individual 
using a product signal (the brand’s core product), low cost logo sig-
nal (a t-shirt) or high cost logo signal (a brand logo tattoo). Attach-
ment inferences were higher for the low cost logo signal compared to 
the product signal, and similarly higher for the high cost logo signal 
compared to the low cost logo. This effect was mediated by infer-
ences of value expression. The second study replicated these findings 
using two different brands within a different category (coffee shop 
coffee), as well as a more direct manipulation of logo signal costs by 
comparing $20 and $85 t-shirts.

In our third and fourth studies, we considered potential differ-
ences between brands in terms of the brand’s self-expression poten-
tial (SEP); that is, the extent the brand’s products is seen as having 
an intrinsic value expressive function. For example, a Rolex watch 
would be viewed as more self-expressive than a cup of coffee. For 
brands higher in SEP, attachment inferences for product signals 
should increase and the differences observed between product and 
logo signals in the prior studies may be eliminated. In the third study, 
we employed a similar design to prior studies, using two high SEP 
brands identified in pretests. Consistent with expectations, higher 
attachment inferences for product signals eliminated the difference 
between product and low cost logo signals, while attachment infer-
ences for high cost logo signals were higher. In the final study, we 
employed a single brand, and used participants’ ratings of the brand’s 
SEP as a continuous independent factor. Participants were shown an 
image of a person using a product or low cost logo signal. For par-
ticipants who viewed the brand’s SEP as low, spotlight analysis indi-
cated the signaler using the logo signal was viewed as more attached 
compared to one using a product signal. For those who viewed the 
brand’s SEP as high, this difference was eliminated.

The results of our studies suggest that logo signals can be used 
by individuals to convey attachment to brands, and further identify 
the role of value-expression as a mediator of these inferences. We 
show that as individuals invest resources in their logo signals, they 
are viewed as more attached to their brands, and we also identify 
a boundary condition for the observed differences in the form of a 
brand’s self-expression potential.
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balancing the basket:  
The role of Shopping Basket Composition in Embarrassment

Sean Blair, Northwestern University, USA
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Mellish: “I’ll get a copy of Time magazine. And I think I’ll take 

Commentary and the Saturday Review. And let’s see, Newsweek. I’ll 
just… grab one of these… [slyly picks up a pornographic magazine] 
I’ll take ‘em all.”

Cashier: “Hey, Ralph, how much is a copy of Orgasm?”
Mellish: “…Just put ‘em in a bag, will you?”
In this exchange from the film “Bananas,” Woody Allen’s 

character, Fielding Mellish, is in a store to purchase a pornographic 
magazine. Fearing that others will observe his purchase, he grabs 
several additional magazines in an attempt to hide his true shopping 
objective. Unfortunately, the strategy fails when the cashier’s request 
for a price check makes the embarrassing product painfully salient to 
everyone within earshot.

The traditional explanation for this strategy is that additional 
purchases mitigate embarrassment because they reduce the salience 
of the embarrassing product (Brackett 2004; Lewittes and Simmons 
1975). According to this product prominence hypothesis, products 
are either embarrassing to buy or they are not, and embarrassment 
results to the extent that an embarrassing product is salient in the 
context of the shopping basket. From this argument follows the in-
tuitively appealing prediction that purchasing any additional product 
that is not itself embarrassing to buy will mitigate embarrassment 
relative to purchasing the embarrassing product alone.

Indeed, this prediction is consistent with the conventional wis-
dom, as reflected in a survey in which we asked consumers about 
their intuitions regarding this strategy. The data showed that the ma-
jority (81%) believed that purchasing a non-embarrassing product 
in addition to an embarrassing product would always be less em-
barrassing than purchasing the embarrassing product alone. When 
these respondents were asked why they believed the additional prod-
uct would attenuate embarrassment, the majority (88%) provided a 
response implicating a shift in focus away from the embarrassing 
product.

Contrary to the conventional wisdom, we show that embarrass-
ment does not decrease monotonically with additional purchases. 
Moreover, we show that these additional purchases, which are not 
embarrassing in and of themselves, can paradoxically exacerbate 
embarrassment, such that consumers expect purchasing non-embar-
rassing products in addition to an embarrassing product to be more 
embarrassing than purchasing the embarrassing product alone.

In this context, we argue that the impact of an additional pur-
chase on embarrassment is a function of the extent to which it balanc-
es against the undesired persona communicated by the embarrassing 
product, such that the more it counterbalances (vs. complements) the 
undesired persona, the more it will attenuate (vs. exacerbate) embar-
rassment. We label this proposition the balanced basket hypothesis 
and attribute the effect to embarrassment being a function of the 
impression made by the shopping basket as a whole rather than by 
its constituent products. We test this hypothesis in a series of four 
experiments.

In experiments 1A and 1B, we sought to demonstrate that em-
barrassment is not monotonically decreasing with additional pur-
chases but is instead a function of shopping basket composition such 
that additional purchases attenuate (vs. exacerbate) embarrassment 
when they are unrelated (vs. complementary) to the embarrassing 

product. Respondents were told to imagine that they were purchas-
ing either The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Improving Your IQ or The 
Complete Idiot’s Guide to Handling a Breakup and were asked to 
rate how embarrassed they would feel. Half of the respondents were 
told that they were buying the book by itself whereas the other half 
were told that they were also purchasing a box of tissues and a pint 
of cookie dough ice cream (unrelated to the book on IQ but comple-
mentary to the book on handling a breakup). Results revealed the 
predicted interaction (F(1, 91) = 8.03, p < .01) such that the additional 
items attenuated embarrassment for respondents purchasing the book on 
improving IQ (M = 2.87, SD = 1.66 vs. M = 4.88, SD = 1.45; F(1, 91) = 
13.34, p < .001) but not for respondents purchasing the book on handling 
a breakup (M = 4.80, SD = 1.79 vs. M = 4.64, SD = 2.16, respectively; 
F(1, 91) < 1, NS). Experiment 1B used joint evaluation to show that 
the additional products significantly exacerbated embarrassment in 
the breakup book condition where the additional purchases were 
complementary (M = 5.23, SD = 2.34 vs. M = 4.08, SD = 2.18; F(1, 
38) = 13.06, p < .001). Thus, purchasing complementary products 
that would not be embarrassing to buy separately made the purchase 
of an embarrassing product even more embarrassing than purchasing 
the embarrassing product alone.

Experiment 2 sought to demonstrate that an additional purchase 
is more (vs. less) effective at attenuating anticipated embarrassment 
when it is perceived to be more (vs. less) effective at counterbalanc-
ing the undesired persona communicated by the embarrassing prod-
uct. Respondents were told to imagine they were purchasing a Justin 
Bieber album and were asked to rate both how embarrassed they 
would feel to purchase the album by itself and how embarrassed they 
would feel to purchase the album along with an Adele album. We 
measured counterbalance perception by asking respondents to rate 
the extent to which buying the Adele album (vs. the Justin Bieber al-
bum) would accurately reflect who they are. A significant interaction 
between shopping basket composition and counterbalance percep-
tion emerged (B = -.15, β = -.09, p < .05). Spotlight analysis (Aiken 
and West 1991; Fitzsimons 2008) at 1.5 standard deviations below 
the mean of counterbalance perception indicated that purchasing the 
Adele album in addition to the Justin Bieber album had no impact on 
anticipated embarrassment relative to purchasing the Justin Bieber 
album alone (B = -.18, β = -.04, p > .35). In contrast, the correspond-
ing analysis at 1.5 standard deviations above the mean of counter-
balance perception revealed the Adele album significantly decreased 
anticipated embarrassment (B = -1.10, β = -.24, p < .001). Thus, the 
same additional purchase was more effective at attenuating antici-
pated embarrassment when it was perceived to be more effective at 
counterbalancing the undesired persona, independent of its effect on 
the perceptual salience of the embarrassing product.

To provide evidence for the robustness of the balanced basket 
hypothesis to scenarios involving real behavior, experiment 3 em-
ployed a field study to demonstrate that shopping basket composi-
tion can cause embarrassed consumers to strategically alter their 
purchase decisions even when doing so is economically disadvanta-
geous. Participants in this experiment were required to go to a drug 
store to purchase either condoms or anti-gas medicine. They were 
given the option of purchasing the product by itself or of purchas-
ing the product along with a box of tissues and a bottle of lotion 
(unrelated to anti-gas medicine but complementary to condoms). 
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The experimenters paid for the purchases and participants were al-
lowed to keep whatever products they purchased, thus providing an 
economic incentive for all participants to purchase the additional 
products. We measured participants’ level of public self-conscious-
ness (PSC; Fenigstein, Scheier, and Buss 1975) and predicted that 
individuals would be more likely to avoid additional complementary 
(vs. unrelated) purchases when they were higher in PSC than when 
they were lower in PSC, because avoiding embarrassment is a more 
compelling motive for these individuals. Supporting our predictions, 
a logistic regression predicting choice of purchasing the additional 
items revealed a significant interaction between the assigned product 
and PSC (B = -.39, β = -.41, p < .05) after controlling for purchase fa-
miliarity (Dahl, Manchanda, and Argo 2001). Spotlight analysis 1.5 
standard deviations below the mean of PSC indicated an equivalent 
likelihood of choosing the larger basket regardless of which product 
was assigned for purchase (B = -.17, β = -.04, p > .90), indicating 
that individuals lower in PSC were likely to purchase the additional 
products regardless of whether they were unrelated or complemen-
tary. In contrast, the corresponding analysis at 1.5 standard devia-
tions above the mean of PSC revealed a reduced likelihood of choos-
ing the larger basket when condoms were assigned for purchase as 
compared to when anti-gas medicine was assigned for purchase (B = 
-4.34, β = -1.11, p < .05, one-tailed). Thus, individuals higher in PSC 
were more likely to sacrifice their own economic self-interest when 
the additional items were complementary in order to avoid embar-
rassment.

Across these four studies, we find consistent support for our 
hypotheses regarding the role of shopping basket composition in 
embarrassment.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Emotions may influence the judgments and behaviors of both 

people who feel emotions and people who observe the expressions of 
emotions. There have been extensive research on consumers’ emo-
tional experience, yet we know considerably less about consumers’ 
perception of emotional expressions (Andrade and Ho 2009), let 
alone the role of facial affective displays in social interactions. This 
is surprising, because marketers and even consumers ubiquitously 
use strategic modification of the emotional expressions in an attempt 
to influence a third party. 

In this research, we attempt to contribute to this under-re-
searched area about consumers’ perception of facial affective dis-
plays. We focus on positive affective displays (PADs) for their ubiq-
uity in the public display of emotions. In presenting oneself in social 
interactions, people deliberately report higher levels of happiness 
relative to their internal affective states, because people intuit that the 
intensity of PAD is associated with how likeable a person is (Clark, 
Pataki and Carver 1996). However, perceivers’ reactions can be com-
plex and may not fulfill displayers’ intentions. Will PAD intensity 
always enhance perceptual ratings? Which factors may moderate the 
relationship between PAD intensity and perceptions? Under what 
conditions will a maximal PAD boomerang? This research addresses 
these questions.

The ecological view of emotion research (Fridlund 1994) sug-
gests that emotional expressions are communicating signals serving 
social functions.  Emotional expressions communicate rich and im-
portant information about displayers’ attitudes, goals, and intentions 
to the observers.  Deighton and Hoch (1993) suggest that consumers, 
even as quite dispassionate observers, can be aware of the feelings 
of another and understand the intention and meaning of the affec-
tive displays. Judging facial expressions of positive emotions alone, 
higher intensity of positive emotion displays have been found to as-
sociate with more favorable perceptual ratings of the expresser being 
more willing to affiliate, competent, confident, or more trustworthy 
(McGinley et al. 1987; Mueser et al. 1984).

Consumers often do not judge facial affective displays in a vac-
uum. They rely on two pieces of information to make inferences: the 
information derived from facial emotional cues and the information 
about expresser’s situation (Carroll and Russell 1996). When PADs 
are presented in a positive context (e.g. with positively-framed ver-
bal content), PAD intensity enhances perceptual ratings or behavioral 
intention of the observers. However, when PADs are presented in a 
negative context, perceives may find the two sources of information 
incompatible. A high-intensity positive expression activates negative 
ascriptions of the displayers’ intentions and goals (e.g., ulterior mo-
tives to manipulate or impress perceivers) and may be perceived as 
inappropriate. Moreover, because perceivers’ inferences about the 
perceivers’ mental states on the basis of the PAD intensity and differ-
entiate the implication of medium or maximal smiles in light of other 
informational cues are effortful and entail deliberation. Constraints 
on perceivers’ cognitive capacity will decrease the likelihood for ac-
curate differentiation based on PAD intensity. 

We test the aforementioned hypotheses in a series of three ex-
periments. We conducted a pilot study (N=347) with a 6 (smiling 
strength: 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100%) × 2 (displayer’s gender; 
male or female) between-subjects design. The experimental stimuli 

were facial portraits from MSFDE database and coded using FACS 
as muscle configuration of 0, 12, 12+25, 6+12+25, 6+12B+25, and 
6+12C+25. The results elucidate that perceivers do differentiate dif-
ferent types of PADs and only a main effect of smiling strength on 
perceptual ratings was found. 

In Study 1, we examine how contextual cues moderate the 
impact of PAD intensity on perceptions. The experimental stimuli 
consist of a flyer advertising a public health seminar offered by a lo-
cal university. 178 local residents were recruited and interviewed to 
complete a short questionnaire in public areas. A 2 (Smiling strength: 
40%, and 100%) × 2(ad valence: positive and negative) ANOVA on 
attitude toward the ad showed a significant interaction effect. Sup-
porting our hypothesis, when the contextual valence is positive, PAD 
intensity positively impacts the perceivers’ reactions. When the con-
textual valence is negative, maximal PADs boomerang, leading to 
lower perceptual ratings and less favorable attitudinal or behavioral 
responses.  Study 2 examines the psychological mechanisms under-
lying the effect, whether it is due to perceivers’ strategic inferences 
or emotional contagion. We assessed changes in participants’ posi-
tive and negative feelings and their cognitive inferences about PAD 
appropriateness. We used the bootstrapping procedures (Preacher, 
Rucker, and Hayes 2007) to test the multiple-mediator mediated 
moderation models and found support that perceivers’ cognitive 
inferences about the emotional appropriateness, but not changes in 
perceivers’ feelings, mediate the interaction effect of PAD intensity 
× information valence on perceptual ratings. Study 3 further explores 
the boundary conditions of moderation effects in previous studies 
by manipulating participants’ cognitive load. We found that even a 
lower level of cognitive load (a memory task of 2-digits number) 
prohibits the activation of the deliberative mind-set of cognitive in-
ferences based on PAD intensity. 

Our findings make several theoretical contributions. The pres-
ent research is the first to systematically investigate the impact of 
PADs of different levels of intensity on perceptions. This expands the 
prior research on facial emotional expressions in still image (Knut-
son 1996; Small and Verrochi 2009) from valence contrast (positive, 
neutral, versus negative) to a fine-grained differentiation with the 
positive realm. More importantly, this research highlights that PADs 
are not always perceived favorably and highlight the importance of 
congruence between the emotional intensity and situational cues. 
The well-intended maximal PADs may boomerang when perceived 
as inappropriate. We also shed light on the psychological drivers and 
boundary conditions of these effects.

These findings are also important for practitioners. Smiling is 
easily perceptible and influential. If effectively manipulated, it can 
favorably impact customers’ judgment of the displayers’ disposi-
tional traits, as well as the evaluative judgment of the related objects 
(attitude toward the ad). By understanding the boundary conditions 
and factors that moderate the impact of facial affective displays, mar-
keters can tailor their affective display to optimal level and avoid the 
situations when the well-intended positive display goes unrequited 
or even backfire.
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Film Festival 2012

Same Same but Even Better!
Marylouise Caldwell, University of Sydney

Paul Henry, University of Sydney

This year The Annual USA ACR Film Festival showcased films of particularly high quality, regardless of the level of experience and 
the technology used.  Some researchers/film-makers just starting out, used I-Pads and web-cams to collect footage and thereafter edited their 
clips using Windows Movie-maker or Apple I-movie. The results were very professional, suggesting that sophisticated equipment and high 
level skills are not necessary to create great consumer research films and win acceptance to ACR film festivals. Rather the key to successful 
submission remains a compelling story about consumers expressed clearly. Others who‘d been in the film-making game a bit longer with 
greater access to funding, used high-definition cameras and Final Cut Pro to edit their films as well as create animated graphics. The resulting 
film festival program was one of wide diversity in terms of both content and style. The juror’s first prize The Pere-Lachaise Cemetery: Be-
tween tourist experience and heterotopic consumption by Stephanie Toussaint and Alain Decrop explored how tourists and Parisian residents 
make use of the cemetery, significantly showing that many use attendance as a means of paying homage to modern-day celebrities such as 
Jim Morrison who have been laid to rest there. Others see it as a means of maintaining a rich spiritual life that allows them to say connected 
with tradition, history and human kind more broadly. This film impressed both judges and reviewers because of its ability to capture the at-
mosphere of the cemetery and the emotion-laden yet varied responses of consumers. In contrast The People’s Choice Awards Differing Every-
days: Planning and Emergence in Mundane Routines by Karolus Viitala and Joel Hietanen looked at how young affluent Finnish consumers 
negotiate everyday life, a topic of deservedly increasing fascination to consumer researchers. The judges considered this work remarkable 
due to its sophisticated theorization and cool stylistic. The remaining films covered topics such as the impact of Middle Eastern culture on 
hospitality consumption, how consumers proactively rejuvenate and/or use public spaces, the impact of age on consumption, how competing 
sub-cultures engage in intra-brand community conflict, the re-adaptation processes of consumers upon returning home after living abroad, the 
impact of physical space and time on everyday on consumer behavior, what motivates high risk sport and consumers’ perceptions of music 
authenticity. Finally we are glad to say that ACR film festivals are thriving, being hosted all over the world, thereby providing a highly distinct 
and stimulating addition to the word and numeric based scholarly output otherwise found at ACR conferences. We remain indebted to Russ 
Belk and Rob Kozinets for founding this noble enterprise and facilitating the presentation of a huge body of filmic works that continue to 
inspire ACR film-makers. We wish the very best to all ACR members. Please continue to submit your best work the ACR film festivals. See 
you in Barcelona next July or otherwise it’s “Chicago Chicago our kind of town,” October 2013. Best wishes, Marylouise and Paul. 

Perceptions of Music Authenticity
Paul Barretta, University of Texas - Pan American, USA
Yi-Chia Wu, University of Texas - Pan American, USA

Perceptions of music authenticity are important to both evaluation of music, and word-of-mouth in today’s socially networked world. 
The producers present the results of two studies through examples and evidence of an authentication process that consumers use to evaluate 
music and musicians.

Aging and the Changing Meaning of Consumption Experiences
Raquel Castano, Tecnológico de Monterrey, EGADE Business School, Mexico

Claudia Quintanilla, Tecnológico de Monterrey, EGADE Business School, Mexico
Maria Eugenia Perez, Tecnológico de Monterrey, EGADE Business School, Mexico

Like all major life transitions, aging and retirement produce new self-identities that are reflected in the way consumers give meaning to 
their lives. These findings highlight differences related to age on the goals accomplished through consumption and also show how temporal 
orientation affects the meaning of consumption experiences.

Co-Creation and Co-Production of Value: The Emergence of Competing Brand 
Subcultures

Jacob Hiler, Louisiana State University, USA

What happens when different subcultures both love a brand, but for very different and often mutually exclusive reasons? This research 
investigates what happens when these subcultures acknowledge each other’s presence, interact and influence each other’s enjoyment of the 
product, and ultimately attempt to influence the evolution of the product.
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Parklife
Morven McEachern, Lancaster University, UK

The concept of space and place is central to understanding everyday life. Using an ethnographic approach, this film explores the con-
sumption experiences encountered by park users. The interconnectivity of space, rhythm and consumption help to co-create the consumption 
experience, thus, helping to transform the everyday into something special.

Differing Days - Planning and Emergence in Contemporary Mundane Routines
Karolus Vittala, Aalto University, Finland
Joel Hietanen, Aalto University, Finland

This videography illustrates how our everyday life is a flux of emergent relations—one in which our conventional notion of cognitive 
agency may have much less to do with than we tend to allow. It seems that we plan ahead only to become swept away by the moment.

The Père-Lachaise Cemetery: Between Touristic Experience and Heterotopic Consumption
Alain Decrop, University of Namur, Belgium

Stéphanie Toussaint, Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgium

This videography offers an ethnographic analysis of the Père-Lachaise cemetery, a major tourist site of Paris. The film shows how the 
sacred and profane dimensions of consumption are entangled in the visiting experience through a series of symbolic behaviors and rituals that 
make the cemetery a heterotopia.

Living Abroad and Coming Back to Brazil: Analysis of the Acculturation and Re-
adaptation Process of Brazilian Consumers

Simone Vedana, UFRGS, Brazil
Teniza da Silveira, UFRGS, Brazil

This study investigates the effects of the consumer acculturation process during and after an experience of living abroad. The 21 con-
sumers surveyed showed changes in eating habits, in purchase decision processes, in cultural identity, and in their satisfaction with products 
and services in Brazil, among other results.

Arab Hospitality
Russell W. Belk, York University, Canada

Rana Sobh, University of Qatar, Qatar

We examine contemporary Arab Hospitality in Qatar and UAE at three levels: home hospitality, commercial hospitality, and hospitality 
toward the foreigners who comprise the majority of the populations in both countries. We find that divergences in these practices unify some 
and alienate others within Arab Gulf cultures.

Spaces and Temporarility
Joel Hietanen, Aalto University, Finland
Elina Koivisto, Aalto University, Finland
Pekka Mattila, Aalto University, Finland

Anastasia Seregina, Aalto University, Finland

In this video, we adapt the radical humanist non-representational perspective in order to bring about new ways of thinking and to ques-
tion both the conventional social constructivist perspective and what video can epistemologically express as a spatio-temporally situated 
medium.

Labour of Love: Reforging Community Ownership and Identity
Matthew Alexander, University of Strathclyde, UK

Kathy Hamilton, University of Strathclyde, UK

This film focuses on consumer adoption of train stations and demonstrates how local communities can work with market forces to retain 
a sense of place through environment enhancements. In contrast to guerrilla community activity studies, we demonstrate how firm involve-
ment can legitimize community actors and co-create mutual benefits.
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Fear and Flow: Climbing the Bugaboos, British Columbia
Tommy Chandler, Backcountry.com, Utah, USA

Jeff Foreman, North Georgia College and State University, USA
Aditi Grover, Plymouth State University, USA

Karen Hood, University of Arkansas at Little Rock, USA

Rock climbing is often featured as a metaphoric illustration in business instructional and inspirational materials. As in business, rock 
climbing involves a balance of flow and fear. We capture the combination of the two in our short video exploring rock climbers doing what 
they love in the Bugaboos, British Columbia.
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Roundtable

Different Methodological Approaches to Studying Transformative Consumer Research:  
What Can We Learn from Each Other?Participants:

Chair
Julie L. Ozanne, Virginia Tech, USA

Organizers:
Ekant Veer, University of Canterbury, New Zealand

Paul M. Connell, City University London, UK
Michal Ann Strahilevitz, Golden Gate University, USA

Participants
Ekant Veer, University of Canterbury, New Zealand

Paul M. Connell, City University London, UK
Michal Ann Strahilevitz, Golden Gate University, USA

Cornelia Pechmann, University of California Irvine, USA
Stacey Mezel Baker, University of Wyoming, USA
Punam Anand Keller, Dartmouth University, USA

Linda Price, University of Arizona, USA
Alan Andreasen, Georgetown University, USA

Laura Peracchio, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Rebecca Ratner, University of Maryland

Carlos J. Torelli, University of Minnesota, USA

During David Mick’s ACR Presidential Address TCR was coined as “consumer research in the service of quality of life” (Mick 2006, 
p. 3). By focusing on how consumer research can actively look to improve the lives of consumers, TCR has gained prominence as a field in 
both academia and practice.  Since this time, a number of initiatives have been undertaken to further encourage TCR, including special issues 
in journals, such as the Journal of Consumer Research, Journal of Business Research, Journal of Research for Consumers, and the Journal 
of Public Policy and Marketing.  TCR has also supports a bi-annual TCR conference, an edited volume (Mick et al. 2011), a dedicated list-
serv for TCR researchers, special sessions and roundtables at North American and Regional ACR conferences, and an increasing number of 
competitive papers presented at ACR conferences that have a TCR focus.  All this resonates with the overall health of the TCR field, but does 
not give us reason to be complacent in advancing its cause, particularly as TCR’s growth has signalled an increasing diversity of research 
paradigms and methodologies actively engaging in the field.  

It is believed that if TCR is to maximize its service to consumers, then a more connected effort is needed to avoid fragmentation of the 
field.  This roundtable proposes to bring scholars operating within different methodological frameworks together to see what can be done to 
create greater understanding as well as better research that serves consumers through a collective effort.  

Roundtable Motivation
Previous roundtables have often included scholars from differing methodological stances, but none have primarily addressed the means 

by which diverse research methods can be used synergistically to encourage higher quality TCR and an improvement in consumers’ quality 
of life.  For example, Baker, Hunt, and Mick (2007) discussed various means of advancing the field, but not specifically on methodological 
biases.  Strahilevitz (2010) included  researchers conducting research with diverse methods as part of a prior ACR roundtable, but the issue of 
methodological divide was not overtly discussed.  Similarly, Veer and Hunt (2008), Veer and Austin (2010) and all engaged with large groups 
of academics, but the diversity of the group was not addressed as part of the roundtables.  Furthermore, published papers in top-tier journals 
using both qualitative and quantitative data, such as Botti, Orfali, and Iyengar (2009) are rare, but have the potential to provide significant 
advances in TCR thinking. Thus, this roundtable will not engage in an ontological debate of whether one paradigm is better than the other 
(Weber 2004), but focus more on how collaboration and integration of differing perspectives can be used to benefit the field.  

Roundtable Purpose and Aims
By drawing together TCR scholars to specifically discuss the value of  methodological diversity in the field, it is expected that former 

research connections will be strengthened and that new ones will be formed, creating a closer community with a better understanding of the 
diverse ways that different paradigms are addressing mission and purpose of TCR.  This will be achieved through:

1. An increased understanding and appreciation of the diversity in the TCR field.
2. Greater dissemination of TCR related work currently being undertaken by ACR members.
3. Greater communication of the goals of TCR, and how these goals can be achieved through multiple approaches.
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Simply by engaging in this an open dialogue, it is expected that transformation would occur.  This is not a forum to discuss which stance 
is more valid than the other, but to discuss how collective action can be taken to benefit consumers.  This is the overarching aim of TCR and 
will continue to be at the heart of this roundtable.  

Roundtable Structure and Content
By proposing a forum based on open dialogue it is more likely that the purpose of the roundtable are achieved.  The discussion will 

be led and facilitated by the roundtable discussant, Prof. Julie Ozanne. The roundtable will propose the following questions but also allow 
the discussion to naturally evolve as necessary.  The questions have been designed to specifically drive forward appreciation of the value of 
diverse research approaches, as well as collaboration.  A critical lens will be taken to the field with an aim to enhance the development of 
TCR as a field.  The proposed questions are:

1. Beyond ontological differences, what successes and failures have established TCR scholars had with conducting and disseminating 
their work from multiple research paradigms?

2. How have established TCR researchers from both research paradigms overcome issues with IRB and other Ethics approval processes? 
3. How can collaborations and networks best be formed that encourage increased appreciation for diverse approaches to carrying out 

TCR? Should the two methodological stances simply stay separate and only address research questions that fit with their own re-
search paradigms and techniques?

4. What steps need to be taken in order to ensure the longevity and relevance of TCR in the coming years?
5. Has there been resistance to carrying out TCR from within one’s business school? What advice do panellists have for framing TCR 

work, regardless of its methodological approach, for a promotion and tenure committee?

Contributions and Implications
Although it is, for the most part, accepted that different research methods offer value depending on the aims and assumptions of the 

research, a greater integration and understanding of how researchers can work together to promote TCR is needed.  This roundtable aims to 
explicitly discuss the differences and work more to increase synergies by bringing together prominent TCR scholars and interested partici-
pants.  Having an appreciation for how methodological biases can be both beneficial and detrimental to TCR will aid in the development 
of the field, as well as better prepare new TCR scholars embarking in this area.  The roundtable could also allow for discussion of how to 
collaborate more effectively with other diverse groups, such as TCR scholars internationally, or the importance of engaging persons from 
multiple backgrounds in a TCR project, such as academics, practitioners, public policy makers and consumers.  It is hoped that by facilitating 
this discussion, this round table will be transformative for the participants, attendees and the field.  Pre-conference discussion will be facili-
tated through online forums, such as the TCR Facebook page, dedicated email lists and the TCR Google resource page, which was recently 
set up by the TCR advisory committee.
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Consumption Addiction: Developing a Research Agenda to Understanding How Consumers 
Progress from Normal to Maladaptive Consumption and Addiction

Chairs
Dante M. Pirouz, Western University, Canada

Hieu Nguyen, California State University Long Beach, USA
Ingrid M. Martin, California State University Long Beach, USA

Participants
Merrie Brucks, University of Arizona, USA

Paul M. Connell, City University London, UK
June Cotte, Western University, Canada

Scott Davis, Texas A&M University, USA
Kelly L. Haws, Texas A&M University, USA

Michael Kamins, Stonybrook, USA
Ingrid M. Martin, California State University Long Beach, USA

Ann Mirabito, Baylor, USA
Hieu Nguyen, California State University Long Beach, USA

Dante M. Pirouz, Western University, Canada
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Allison Johnson, Western University, Canada

What is the broad topic?
Although most work on addiction has focused on substance abuse such as drugs, alcohol, and tobacco, there is a growing recognition 

that addiction is manifested in domains beyond substance abuse, suggestive of common underlying causes leading to varying maladaptive 
responses (Martin et al. 2012). For example, the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual on Mental Disorders (DSM-5) recog-
nizes disorders such as pathological gambling as a new category of “behavioral addiction” alongside substance abuse (American Psychiatric 
Association 2013). However, for many consumption behaviors, such as shopping, technology use, hoarding, overeating, plastic surgery, use 
of pornography, kleptomania, dietary supplement usage, religious convictions, and exercise, there is an ongoing debate as to whether they fit 
the clinical definition of addiction. The diversity of potentially addictive consumption behaviors raises an important question that we need 
to address: how do individuals move on a continuum from engaging in seemingly normal consumption behaviors to engaging in potentially 
addictive behaviors characterized by uncontrolled use and frequency of the behavior?

What is the motivation for organizing roundtable around this topic?
The notion that addiction is a temporal process and that one should take a holistic view (across all consumption phases) underlies this 

roundtable discussion. The power of marketing cues is believed to have the potential to heavily influence the path that individuals take both 
towards becoming addicted as well as moving away from maladaptive consumption and addiction. Marketing cues can make salient the 
rewards of an increase in frequency of the behavior as well as highlight the potentially dysfunctional nature of that same increase in consump-
tive behavior. However, to understand the role of marketing cues in the process of becoming addicted, we first need to explore the meaning 
of addiction as well as the meaning of “not being addicted” to a behavior or a substance. 

Our key focus is to explore the marketing cues that act as catalysts to influence this movement toward and away from potentially harmful 
behaviors that result in addictions, and to present some research directions (see Figure). Consumer research has a long tradition of examining 
how consumers react differentially to both subtle and not so subtle cues in their environments that may influence behavior. Indeed, marketing 
cues could easily facilitate the development and entrenchment of addictive consumption behaviors or, alternatively, inhibit them. 

Our premise begins with the non-use and normal consumption phases. Most consumers remain in these two stages without progress-
ing to the pre-addiction or addiction phases. The pre-addiction phase begins with an increase in frequency and time spent in a consumption 
behavior evolving into a dependence on the consumption behavior as a vital part of the individual’s life leading to negative consequences. 
There is an adaptive part, where the behavior is manageable, and a maladaptive part, where the behavior begins to be problematic but still 
controllable, to the pre-addiction stage through which consumers can cycle through without ever moving into the addiction stage. However 
when consumers begin to lose the ability to control consumption, the shift from maladaptive to addictive consumption begins. This final phase 
is characterized by movement into physical and psychological addiction. Even while in the addiction stage, there is the possibility through 
warnings, willpower, therapeutic interventions and treatment, for consumers to exhibit restraint or possibly rehabilitation which may move 
them back down the continuum towards adaptive or normal consumption, or even non-use. 

Numerous individual differences are likely to influence how consumers react to marketing cues that may facilitate movement towards 
addiction in the pre-addiction phase. Because many forms of consumption that may lead to harmful behavioral patterns are unavoidable (for 
example, eating, shopping, exercising), relevant marketing cues are also difficult to escape. And yet not all consumers are equally susceptible 
to marketing cues, particularly those cues that may influence behaviors associated with the pre-addiction phase. 

At what point do marketing cues begin to negatively influence consumption behaviors that result in harmful outcomes. Moreover, what 
marketing approaches and theories are best in triggering contrast effects (where intake is perceived negatively) leading to less consumption, 
as opposed to assimilation effects where more consumption is perceived as optimal. While marketing cues can be indicted as the culprit in 
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possibly facilitating if not causing addictive behaviors, they can also serve as the first line of defense in the prevention of such harmful be-
haviors.  

Understanding how and when exposure to marketing cues progresses or even impedes individual consumer’s movement along the 
adaptive-maladaptive consumption continuum is a critical research area where a gap in the knowledge remains. Uncovering the determinants 
of this process has significant implications for both public policy and marketing management. It is imperative that consumer behavior re-
searchers continue to investigate the phases of and the mechanisms that drive consumption behavior toward addiction in order to develop a 
more holistic and efficacious view of consumption overall.

Who is likely to benefit from attending the roundtable?
This roundtable will be of interest to both experienced researchers who have been working in the area of extreme, maladaptive or ad-

dictive consumption and new researchers who are looking to incorporate a conceptual framework as they consider future research. We also 
believe that researchers studying goal related behaviors in some pervasive areas as food consumption and financial decision making may be 
interested in the relevant addictive underpinnings of these often impulsive or compulsive behaviors. We believe the dialogue developed in 
preparation for and during this roundtable discussion is an imperative for consumer behavior researchers as we strive to develop research that 
not only helps firms but also helps transform consumers and their experience to a more adaptive and proactive level. 
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Roundtable

Evolutionary Consumption:  
Methodological Pluralism, Interdisciplinarity, and Consilience (Unified Knowledge)
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Broad topic for discussion and enquiry?  
A growing number of consumer scholars are becoming interested in the application of evolutionary psychology and related biological 

formalisms to the study of consumer behavior.  The infusion of evolutionary principles in consumer behavior affords many benefits including 
increased consilience (unified knowledge) and the generation of novel hypotheses and research questions that would have otherwise been 
difficult to posit void of an evolutionary lens (Saad, 2007, 2011; Saad & Gill, 2000).  In addition to the latter two epistemological advantages, 
evolutionary psychology promotes methodological pluralism as well as a strong ethos of interdisciplinarity (Garcia et al., 2011).   Accord-
ingly, the theme of the roundtable discussion will be to highlight each of these valuable benefits by drawing on numerous examples from 
the participants’ research streams.  This will then be followed by an exploration of future avenues of research at the nexus of evolutionary 
psychology and consumer behavior.   

Motivation/purpose for organizing the round-table on this topic? 
The purpose of the roundtable discussion is to highlight the integrative capacity of evolutionary psychology in the study of consumer be-

havior along both the methodological and epistemological fronts.  In describing the state of the field of psychology, Sternberg and Grigorenko 
(2001) argued that many psychologists suffer from methodological and field fixation. Methodological fixation is well captured by Abraham 
Maslow’s famous statement: “When the only tool you have is a hammer, every problem begins to resemble a nail.”   Field fixation refers to the 
trepidation with which psychologists venture outside (if at all) of their designated sub-disciplines (e.g., social psychology, cognitive psychol-
ogy, clinical psychology, etc.).   These forms of fixation happen in many disciplines including consumer behavior.  For example, marketing 
scholars will often define themselves via the methodological approaches that drive their research streams (e.g., “I am an experimentalist,” “I 
am a modeler”), or via the main cognate disciplines in which they received their training (e.g., cultural anthropology, social psychology, etc.).  

By the very nature of its integrative meta-framework, evolutionary psychology engenders a plurality of methodological approaches 
(and dependent measures) as well as interdisciplinary pursuits, and as such reduces the likelihood of succumbing to methodological fixation.  
Furthermore, evolutionary psychology is antithetical to field fixation, as its epistemological tenets allow for its application across all of the 
behavioral sciences.  Hence, consumer psychology, social psychology, cognitive psychology, clinical psychology, and cultural psychology 
can all be tackled from an evolutionary perspective.  Evolutionary principles are not constrained by any disciplinary or sub-disciplinary 
boundaries, and in this sense offer consumer scholars the capacity to easily traverse across numerous areas of inquiry.

The participants of this roundtable have each tackled topics that would have been very difficult to broach void of a physiological/evolu-
tionary lens.  How does the menstrual cycle affect women’s consumption (Durante et al., 2011; Saad & Stenstrom, 2012)?  Does conspicuous 
consumption affect men’s testosterone levels (Saad & Vongas, 2009)? How do evolutionarily relevant primes (e.g., mating motives) affect 
individuals’ proclivity to engage in conspicuous consumption (Griskevicius et al., 2007; Sundie et al., 2011)? What are the neuronal activa-
tion patterns implicit to brand categorization (Yoon et al., 2006)? Does the sex ratio in a population affect financial decisions (Griskevicius 
et al., 2012)?  How extensively do men and women search for information prior to making a mate choice (Saad, Eba, & Sejean, 2009)?  Do 
products of popular culture (e.g., song lyrics or movie plotlines) reveal a shared and universal human nature (Saad, 2012)? Do consumers’ 
decision making styles possess genetic underpinnings (Saad & Sejean, 2010)?  Does the digit ratio affect men’s proclivity for risk taking 
(Stenstrom et al., 2011)?  Does the viewing of scantily clad women affect men’s discounting rates (Van den Bergh, Dewitte, & Warlop, 2008)?

These innovative research questions, all of which are rooted in evolutionary/biological realities, have necessitated the use of novel 
methodological approaches and dependent measures including functional magnetic resonance imaging, hormonal/salivary assays, panel 
data across a full menstrual cycle, naturalistic experiments using Porsches and decrepit sedans, content analyses of cultural products, a twins 
registry, a process-tracing computer interface, historical economic data, and anthropomorphic measurements.  This methodological diversity 
is perfectly congruent with this year’s ACR theme of “appreciating diversity.”

To reiterate, the goal is to have attendees walk away from the roundtable discussion with an appreciation of the epistemological and 
methodological pluralism afforded by an evolutionary approach.  In doing so, this will hopefully encourage ACR scholars to explore how 
evolutionary-level theorizing might complement their individual research streams. 
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Who is likely to benefit from attending the round table?
Given that the driving theme of the roundtable is methodological pluralism, consilience, and interdisciplinarity, it is hoped that this 

inclusive message will resonate with many ACR attendees.  This is precisely the point of the roundtable, namely that all consumer scholars 
stand to benefit from knowing how evolutionary principles might complement their various research streams.  Saad (2007, chapter 2) offered 
ways by which areas that consumer scholars have typically been interested in including perception, attitude formation, decision making, 
learning, motivation, emotions, personality, and culture, can each be tackled from an evolutionary perspective.  Hence, the raison d’être of the 
roundtable is to create a discussion centered on breaking down otherwise rigid disciplinary, methodological, and epistemological boundaries.

Facilitation of pre-conference discussions
The organizer of the roundtable (Gad Saad) will ask each participant to prepare a few examples from their research streams that highlight 

instances of methodological pluralism/diversity, consilience, and/or interdisciplinarity that were uniquely driven by the evolutionary lens.   
These will be collated into a working document that will then be passed around among all of the participants via email for comments and 
further suggestions.  Once a clear outline of the session emerges, the organizer will post this tentative agenda at the ACR Facebook group site 
and the ACR Knowledge Exchange forum as a means of generating interest among the larger community.  Schedule permitting, a get-together 
at the conference will be organized (prior to the roundtable) to go over key points to be discussed at the session.

References
Available upon request
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Journal of Consumer Research (JCR) Reviewer Workshop
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The Editors and Associate Editors of the Journal of Consumer Research (JCR) will be conducting a roundtable to train reviewers and 
discuss the review process in general. They will explain what makes a great review, discuss how reviews are advisory to the editors, review 
the trainee program, and answer any questions. 
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Roundtable
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Spirituality, once considered one and the same as religion, has attracted significant attention in the social sciences that, in the decades 
after the counterculture of the 1960s, have examined the secularization of society and the postmodern behavior of spiritual seekers, who mix 
and match from different sources to customize their spiritual beliefs and practices. In consumer research, spirituality per se has attracted 
limited explicit attention (for notable exceptions, see Hirschman, 1985; Holbrook, 1999; Gould, 1991; Moisio and Beruchashvili, 2010). 
Spirituality is however an element of the liberatory postmodernist quest to re-enchant human life (Fuat Firat and Venkatesh, 1995) and magi-
cal thinking in consumer behavior (Dion and Arnould, 2011; Fernandez and Lastovicka, 2011; St. James, Handelman and Taylor, 2011). 
Moreover, it is implicitly inherent in two influential streams of consumer research: (1) materialism, and (2) the sacred (as opposed to profane) 
aspects of consumer behaviour.

Materialism
Materialism is the idea that everything is made of matter. Most religions see the Divine as transcendent rather than immanent, that is, 

the creator is separated from the physical creation, which is often considered a distraction to the soul’s spiritual journey, when not intrinsi-
cally evil. Accordingly, excessive pursuit of material goods is criticized as a hindrance to spiritual pursuits (see Belk, 1983). Materialism and 
spirituality do not, however, oppose each other. Religious/spiritual beliefs are reified in material culture (McDannell, 1995; Morgan, 1999; 
Moore, 1995), in the form of sacred images, devotional and liturgical objects, buildings and other places of worship, works of art, mass-
produced consumption goods and entertainment products, and the practices surrounding these material objects (rituals, ceremonies, prayer, 
mediation, display, pilgrimage, worship, magic, study, etc.). Such consumption is not however exempt from critiques, ranging from bad taste 
(e.g., Catholic kitsch) to the more extreme accusation of spiritual materialism (Rindfleish, 2005; Trungpa, 1973). 

Gould (2006) warns against conflating spirituality with spiritual materialism. He defines the latter as “the coopting of spiritual mean-
ings and practices in the service of the material life of the self and then conflating them by rationalising that one is engaging in spirituality. 
For instance, one may use spiritual practices to reduce tension so one can get along better in the world as opposed to using them to seek 
some sort of spiritual fulfilment or enlightenment” (Gould, 2006: p. 65). Based on a Buddhist perspective, Gould (1992, 2006) suggests that 
spirituality can fruitfully engage with matter in ways different from asceticism. For example, alcohol, whose abuse is condemned by ascetic 
religious paths, may be employed under the right circumstances for spiritual transformation, like experiencing altered states of consciousness 
that might accelerate one’s spiritual pursuits. From this perspective, consumption of goods, services and experiences can indeed provide the 
material means to achieve spiritual goals.

Sacred and Profane 
In 1989, Belk, Wallendorf and Sherry argued that consumption may be a vehicle for experiencing the sacred, proposing that two pro-

cesses are evolving in contemporary societies. One is the increased secularization of society and institutional religions. The other is the sa-
cralization of the secular in the spheres of politics, science, art and consumption. Since Belk et al.’s (1989) publication, the sacred has become 
a frequently invoked conceptual category to refer to those aspects of consumer behavior that go beyond the satisfaction of functional needs, 
including those that do not necessarily involve transcendent or ecstatic experiences. 

For example, Fournier (1998) draws on theories of animism to develop brand-consumer relationship theory; others have conceived 
certain types of brand-consumer relationship as based on devotion (Pimentel and Reynolds, 2004; Pichler and Hemetsberger, 2007). Refer-
ence to the sacred, re-enchantment and transcendence is also frequent in studies of extraordinary consumer experiences as different as river 
rafting (Arnould and Price, 1993; Arnould et al., 1999), consumer gatherings such as the mountain men rendezvous (Belk and Costa, 1998) 
and the Burning Man event (Kozinets, 2002; Kozinets and Sherry, 2003; Sherry and Kozinets, 2003, 2007), skydiving (Celsi et al., 1993), 
and mountain climbing (Tumbat and Belk, 2011). Spiritual elements are present not only in experiences that immerse consumers in nature, 
but also in those referred to as artificial, marketer-made consumptionscapes, such as disco clubs (Goulding et al., 2002, 2009), art exhibitions 
(Chen, 2009) and retail spaces (Borghini et al., 2009; Dion and Arnould, 2011; Kozinets et al., 2002, 2004; Sherry, 1998; Sherry et al., 2009). 

Brands are also sometimes conceived in spiritual or even religious ways. In their ethnography of Harley Davidson bikers, Schouten and 
McAlexander (1995) observe that the “Harley consumption experience has a spirituality derived in part from a sense of riding as a transcen-
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dental departure from the mundane” (p. 50). Muñiz and Schau (2005), in their analysis of the abandoned Apple Newton community, identify 
several supernatural, religious and magic motifs in their informants’ narratives. Belk and Tumbat (2005) develop the notion of brand cult and 
identify the sustaining myths that underlie the religious aspect of Macintosh consumption. Also popular management books provide guidance 
on how to create brand cults and turn customers into “true believers” (Atkin, 2004; Ragas and Bueno, 2002).

Spiritual elements are perhaps even more prominent in entertainment brands based on science fiction, fantasy and horror genres (e.g., X-
Files, Kozinets, 1997; Star Trek, Kozinets, 2001; Star Wars, Brown et al., 2003). By introducing “fantastic” elements, these brands familiarize 
their audiences with supernatural beings (e.g., angels, vampires, fairies, aliens) and phenomena (e.g., magic, miracles) that are not supposed 
to exist from a secular, atheist standpoint. 

Starting a conversation on the sacred and spirituality in consumer behavior
The idea of this roundtable session is to reflect again on the sacred in consumer culture, disentangle the different typologies of the sacred, 

and put spirituality back in. To facilitate pre-conference discussion, and as a tribute to the conference’s theme of “appreciating diversity”, we 
will circulate articles exploring different theoretical perspectives on the sacred, spirituality and spiritual diversity, including some written for 
a forthcoming book entitled Spirituality and Consumption edited by Rinallo, Scott and Maclaran. We will also create a Facebook group, to 
be widely promoted, to ensure the conversation extends beyond roundtable participants.
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Ashlee Humphreys, Northwestern University, USA

Eminegul Karababa, Middle East Technical University, Turkey
Gokcen Coskuner-Balli, Chapman University, USA
Ela Veresiu, Witten/Herdecke University, Germany
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Eric J. Arnould, University of Bath, UK
John W. Schouten, Aalto University, Finland
Jeff B. Murray, University of Arkansas, USA

Anastasia Thyroff, University of Arkansas, USA

A thriving and diverse body of research that explicitly explores the creation, formation, and reshaping of markets has recently emerged 
in the consumer literature. This research places markets as social systems at the center of their analysis and examines how they are created 
and/or change through the discursive negotiations and the practices of various market stakeholders. As a nascent research area that has not yet 
been captured by overviews, however, it is still conceptually underdeveloped, lacks an agreed upon label and has no clear research agenda. 
To change this and facilitate the interaction among scholars, a roundtable provides an excellent opportunity.

Studying markets as social systems that are shaped by multiple actors and constitute specific forms of social reality is of increasing 
interest to consumer culture theorists (Giesler 2008; Humphreys 2009, 2010a, 2010b; Karababa and Ger 2011; Press and Arnould 2011; 
Zwick, Cayla, and Koops-Elson 2002; Penaloza and Venkatesh 2006; Thompson and Coskuner-Balli 2007). For example, Giesler (2008) 
illustrates how consumers and producers variously interpret the salient narrative of intellectual property in order to construct legitimacy for 
their activities in the cultural creative sphere. In his theorization, cultural conflict among opposing market stakeholders drives the formation 
of market structures. Employing institutional theory from sociology, Humphreys (2010a) shows the rhetoric and strategic efforts used by 
leading members of the casino gambling industry in cooperation with multiple stakeholders to create and maintain the industry. Humphreys 
portrays market creation as a political and social process of legitimation. Karababa and Ger (2011) investigate how struggles between the 
pursuit of pleasure and religious morality composed a coffeehouse culture and an active consumer subject in the early modern Ottoman era. 
Illustrating the alliance and transgressions of consumers and marketers against the enforcements of the state and the religious authority over 
time, the authors demonstrate that market formation is a sociocultural, political, and moral phenomenon located in the broader public sphere.

However, as in every research area in its nascent state, several questions remain to be explored, linkages need to be interrogated and 
established, and definitions have to be found. To explore what needs to be done in the area of market system dynamics, we conducted email 
exchanges and a Facebook discussion with key players. Several issues emerged: 

What is the relationship between market system dynamics research and other areas of study?
Some participants brought up that other social sciences have already developed very interesting approaches to studying markets as social 

systems. Kjeldgaard listed work from sociology (Slater and Tonkiss 2001; Callon 1998), anthropology (Applbaum 2003; Lien 1997; Garsten 
and de Montoya 2004), economic sociology (Granovetter 1985, as referenced by Shankar), history (Schwarzkopf 2009), and interdisciplin-
ary work such as Friedland and Robertson 1990. Furthermore, in the marketing landscape there is macromarketing work (Layton 2011; as 
mentioned by Arnould), market managerial scholarship, and work by researchers in the strategy realm (e.g. Peter Dickson and Bob Lusch; as 
mentioned by Rindfleisch). Do we contextualize, enrich, embed, and pattern their findings, or do we actually deviate from some of the more 
established economic and sociological concepts?

How should this research be defined? 
The terms market formation (Press and Arnould 2011) and formations (Zwick et al. 2002), market creation (Humphreys 2010a), and 

market system dynamics (Giesler 2008) have been used recently. Although systemic thinking is increasingly supported in the marketing 
field (e.g. Layton 2011), Giesler noted that “[c]alling something a system is, in very consequential ways, looking for organization, meaning, 
harmony, purposeful structure, functionality, wholeness, etc. while de-emphasizing externalities, problems, leakages, and contradictions.” 

What are some of the unintended consequences of studying markets? 
One participant said that we usually assume that markets are producers of value (e.g. identity value, economic value, structural value, 

technological innovations). What falls off of the analytic radar when assuming this primary role of markets? Adopting a more critical per-
spective, Giesler said that markets could also be regarded as agents or strategic consumers: “[H]ow do markets actively reconfigure social 
and cultural spheres in ways that maximize their economic and ideological returns?” How should market-focused CCT research in the future 
pick these consequences up? 
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What are future research directions?
For example, the current market legitimation theorization draws mainly upon institutional theory from sociology. Veresiu said that as-

semblage theory or actor-network theory provide alternate perspectives that have yet to be fully employed by consumer researchers. Giesler 
added that a historical understanding of how our own views of the market emerge and evolve over time relative to political, social, and eco-
nomic events and broader institutional transformations could be worth future exploration. Critical work could address the role that humanistic 
researchers play in giving markets authenticity, meaning, integrity, and the ability to function and regulate effectively. Given the great work 
on markets outside of the consumer literature, however, Shankar noted that we were coming late to this game. So what can we as consumer 
researchers contribute?

These and other questions should be the focus of our roundtable. We hope that by finding answers and finding new questions we help 
develop this research agenda, which we consider to be an important source of innovation in the ACR and CCT vicinity.

The organizers will continue to facilitate pre-conference interaction among researchers with an interest in market system dynamics. 
Discussions on Facebook have proven to be useful in raising greater interest in the topic and the event of the round table. Complemented by 
email exchanges, these (and other) forms of pre-conference interaction helped to co-create this proposal and will be very important for the 
success of the roundtable.

As market system dynamics is a fundamentally interdisciplinary and diverse research stream that stretches across the vast field of con-
sumer research as well as the social sciences more broadly, we aim at bringing together scholars with diverse theoretical and methodological 
backgrounds, not only CCT researchers. This is needed to look at what consumer research focusing on markets has done in the past, where it 
stands in the present, and what needs to be done to make this a fruitful exercise of scholarly activity in the future.
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Jenna Drenten, John Carroll University, USA

Kent Drummond, University of Wyoming, USA
Terrance Gabel, University of Arkansas, Fort Smith, USA

Chris Hackley, Royal Holloway, University of London, UK
Sidney J. Levy, University of Arizona, USA

Jeffrey Podoshen, Franklin and Marshall College, USA
Dennis Rook, University of Southern California, USA

Katherine Sredl, University of Notre Dame, USA
Rungpaka Amy Tiwsakul, Durham University, UK

Ekant Veer, University of Canterbury, NZ

This roundtable examines death as a topic with almost endless potential for consumer research projects with different foci and various 
methodologies.  Death studies is an emergent subfield in other disciplines, notably sociology and history, as researchers are beginning to 
discover its many complexities and layers.  This roundtable comfortably reflects the diversity theme of the conference because death is inher-
ently cultural and governed by local, national, and global norms and customs, and is subject to consumer cultural forces. .  

The purpose of this roundtable is to begin a discussion on the broad connections between death and consumption and to foster research 
linkages among members of the ACR community.  Given the strong interest in the topic by researchers at all stages of their careers (doctoral 
students to full professors) and the inescapable amount of diversity built into the topic, it is clear that this roundtable will be of interest to a 
wide variety of scholars across content and methodological paradigms.  .

Attitudes toward death change slowly over time.  Until the Romantic era, death was treated as a banal, expected experience, often taking 
place at home with all family members present, including children (Aries 1974). Religious, especially eschatological concerns, shifted the 
conduct of death.  What started as an experience organized by the dying person himself evolved into emotional expressions by the living and 
with modernity a need to hide the inevitability of death to the dying person, to spare him “the ugliness of dying” (Aries 1974).

  The management of death has  legal, ethical, financial, environmental, commercial, and social implications., including the disposition 
of possessions through wills, the implications of cryogenic storage, the environmental consequences of burial practices and the emerging 
‘natural burial’ industry.  The commercial enterprises focused on death-related consumption continue to grow and are placed squarely at the 
center of consumers’ preparation for or reaction to the death of a loved one. 

There seems to be two broad research domains when thinking about death.  The first domain encompasses the ritual aspects of death.  
Turley and O’Donohoe’s work on consumption during bereavement (2005) and Bonsu and Belk’s work on death rituals in Ghana (2003) are 
excellent examples of the relationship between consumption and death rituals.

The second domain appears to relate to identity and meaning made of death by the dead, the dying, and the living.  .  Death impacts the 
identities of the living, as well as those of the dead.  As Davies stated, “at death, identity is altered not only through the loss of figures who 
have served as sources of identity but also by the new responsibilities which the living must take on themselves.”  

The members of this roundtable have projects in various phases that encompass some aspect of death.  The work can be loosely cat-
egorized across five broad themes.  Jeffrey Podoshen, Kent Drummond, and Dennis Rook are examining the consumption of death in two 
radically different contexts.  Podoshen is looking at death tourism in the black metal subculture while Drummond examines the blockbuster 
museum exhibit BodyWorlds, which places highly stylized cadavers in life-like positions. Rook has gathered data about longevity trends, 
changes in the leading causes of death, and actuarial statistics about the percent of any age cohort who are living (dead), which provide a basis 
for further study of the salience and anticipation of death.

Rungpaka Amy Tiwsakul and Chris Hackley, and Susan Dobscha are looking more broadly at the role of consumption in death rituals.  
Tiwsakul and Hackley are looking at death rituals in Asian culture while Dobscha is looking at the emerging consumption phenomenon of 
“green”, “sustainable”, or “natural” burials.  

Katherine Sredl’s work is focusing on death as a metaphor for transition in her exploration of the Museum of Broken Relationships 
whereby jilted partners leave artifacts from failed relationships as a way of finding closure. 

Ekant Veer is looking at disposition activities when death is imminent.  His research examines how people who know they are dying 
give away their possessions.  And finally, Terrance Gabel and Jenna Drenten study post-mortem rituals among the living.  In particular, Gabel 
looks at how online memorialization practices reflect a new approach to mourning by an almost reversion to medieval rituals that were more 
social and communal vs. the current way of mourning that is more private and affect-minimizing.  He also differentiates between the idea 
of physical death, which is typically immediate, and social death, which can continue for many years.  Drenten looks at the practice of gift-
giving to the dead by the living in her study of consumers who continue to buy gifts for loved ones well after their death.

This roundtable serves to ask 3 key questions related to death and consumption:
1. Are current conceptualizations of death sufficient?  Do these conceptualizations hinder future research on the topic?
2. What ethical concerns are raised when doing research in this area?    
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3. What is the role of material goods and their consumption in understanding (a) the evolving meaning of death, and (b) the evolving 
meaning and practice of mourning and memorialization?

The session organizer will provide a synopsis of the session for publication in the proceedings.  
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The world has changed. We are now surrounded by a wealth of data in ways never before imagined.  Loyalty cards record purchase, 
scanner panel data records basket size, and shopping cart trackers record movement through the store. Blogs record thoughts and opinions, 
Facebook tracks what topics are discussed, and search data records what people are interested in learning more about.  With a couple of mouse 
clicks we can find everything from sports scores and stock prices to newsgroups and which baby names are popular.  

How can consumer behavior researchers use these new data sources to enrich their research?  How can we get access to this data? What 
are its benefits compared to lab experiments? What are some of the issues researchers face when moving outside the lab?

This roundtable will bring together a diverse group of behavioral researchers to discuss using field data in behavioral research.  The 
group is a mix of senior and junior researchers, both more and less quantitatively inclined, all of which have figured out creative ways to use 
field data to enrich their research programs.  They have conducted field experiments at Disney World, scraped sports score from the web, 
and coded customer service calls.  They’ve measured the collective mood using blogs, had employees work while walking on treadmills, and 
examined student’s report card to measure academic performance.  Building on these experiences, they will share insights with the audience 
and exchange ideas about how to better incorporate these alternate sources of data into our research programs.

Detailed Description and Format
The laboratory experiment has always been the behavioral researcher’s fruit fly.  The relatively sterile environment allows for careful 

manipulation and measurement.  You can tightly manipulate one key factor, holding everything else constant, and examine its causal impact 
on a dependent variable.  The internal validity and experimental control lab experiments provide are ideal for teasing out complex psycho-
logical mechanisms.

But exactly because the lab environment is so simplified, people often wonder about the strength or importance of effects shown there. 
The real world is a noisy and complicated place.  Lots of things are going on at once.  Do the effects we’ve observed in the lab really hold in 
the field?  And do they have a consequential impact on real behavior?

The session will answer these, and related questions, as it enriches the audience’s understanding of how to use field data in behavioral 
research.  The format will be as follows: 

1)Concrete Examples: To give the audience a concrete sense of the breadth of what is possible, each roundtable participant will provide 
one short example of how they have used field data to enrich their work (approximately 3-4 minutes, 1-2 PowerPoint slides at most).  This 
will include: 

a)A brief overview of the project
b)Why they felt field data was useful (better than the lab or just valuable in a different way)
c)How they got the data
d)How they used the data
The point of these presentations will be to provide a breadth of concrete experiences to help the audience get a better sense of the space.
2)Broader Themes: The groups will then have a broader discussion regarding some key questions.
a)How do you get field data? We’ll talk about different approaches to acquiring data including contacting companies, using Webcrawlers 

or scraping data from the web, and archival research.
b)What are the benefits of field data? We’ll talk about external validity, the ability to compute effect sizes, and how such data can help 

communicate your effects to a broader audience.
c)But can we show causation? Many people may have already thought about field experiments, but for most experimentalists datasets are 

less common.  But are datasets only good for showing correlations or can more be done? We’ll start by talking about some of the ways that 
field data can provide correlational support for behavioral theories.  Then we’ll talk about methods like regression discontinuity and natural 
experiments that allow researchers to make causal inference from correlational data

d)How will reviewers react? We’ll talk about experiences in the review process, complications involving showing experimental and 
non-experimental data, and how editors feel about such data (roundtable members Darren Dahl, Jeff Inman, and Uri Simonsohn are all As-
sociate Editors)

e)But I’m not good with statistics! We’ll talk about how to analyze field data and whether and when it is useful to bring in more quan-
titatively minded colleagues
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Who is likely to benefit: Given the wide-range of types of data that are available, and the clear benefits of using such data to augment 
one’s research program, this roundtable should benefit all consumer behavior researchers.  It should be particularly valuable for doctoral 
students and junior researchers who are thinking of novel ways to test their research questions.

In summary, this roundtable will bring diverse perspectives together to shed light on how to use field data in behavioral research.  Pre-
conference discussion has already begun and will be facilitated through emails and discussion among the group of participants.  The session 
is particularly relevant to ACR’s theme of appreciating diversity, because it showcases diverse ways to test research hypotheses. 
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Topic and Motivation
“Mind Reading” and Predicting Cognitive States: Can we predict behavior of consumers from their brain activity? Can we generalize 

predictions about behavior, generated from the brain activity in our subject samples, to the population at large? In short, are we able to “mind 
read”?  These are provocative questions that may seem to be squarely in the realm of science fiction, but progress in the intersection of neu-
roscience, psychology, and machine learning is making this an increasingly likely proposition. Early examples have demonstrated how neu-
roimaging data can be used to predict the cognitive states, including whether participants were viewing faces versus non-faces, tools versus 
non-tools, and, more ambitiously, the contents of natural scenery images. More recently, these studies have scaled up to more complex and 
abstract constructs, including the contents of specific scenes that participants were watching, or the efficacy of social marketing campaigns. 

Not surprisingly, these studies have been widely reported in the popular press, and have fueled expectations that we will soon be able 
to probe into the mind of consumers and predict when, where, and what they will buy. This leap from reconstructing our perception of the 
physical world to our inner thoughts and feelings, however, is a formidable one, and only recently are we starting to grasp the conceptual and 
technical hurdles. To use an analogy, this would be akin to predicting not only what moviegoers are watching, but also what they are thinking 
and feeling. 

Bridging Neuroscience and Consumer Behavior: In essence, these so-called “decoding” studies have taken the traditional approach in 
neuroimaging and turned it upside down. Historically, neuroimaging studies have sought to map the set of brain regions that respond system-
atically to experimental manipulations of cognitive states and/or behavior. In consumer neuroscience, for example, there have been several 
studies that have investigated brain regions that respond differentially to branded vs. unbranded items, or when making inferences about 
brands vs. about people. 

In contrast, decoding studies ask the question, “Are there patterns of brain activity that can be used to identify, or reconstruct, the outputs 
of the experiment, either in terms of the cognitive states, or the elicited behavior?” In particular, two new areas in cognitive neuroscience raise 
the provocative possibility of being able to do just what consumer researchers have sought for years: to be able to look into the mind of a con-
sumer, by-pass socially desirable responses, and predict a consumers decisions based on patterns of neural data alone. The first area involves 
the prediction of individual level behavior based on patterns of neural data. Using machine learning techniques that allow for multivariate 
statistical analysis, algorithms can be developed which classify behaviors based on prior behavioral exemplars. The second area involves neu-
ral “focus groups” which seek to utilize neural data to inform population level inferences beyond the ability of behavioral approaches alone.

Goal of the Current Roundtable
Despite the similarities in purpose between these new techniques, however, many differences exist that make it difficult for researchers 

with diverse backgrounds to initiate collaborative efforts: first, these methods make different assumptions regarding the relationship between 
neural structures. Second, the data required for machine learning analyses necessitates novel experimental design compared to traditional 
neuroimaging designs. Third, the two methods require substantially different levels of neurocognitive theory.    

This roundtable will serve as the starting point for discussion and collaboration between researchers interested in utilizing neuroscien-
tific data for predictive studies and those behavioral researchers interested in merging neural study data with secondary data. We have drawn 
together a diverse panel of experts in neuroscience and decision research to explore the strengths and limitations of each emerging technique. 
Several specific issues to be discussed are:

1. Conceptual and technical background of predictive methods.
2. Discussion of past experiences of panel members who have researched worked with multivariate imaging data.
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3. The most promising conceptual and methodological frontiers for applying predictive methodologies.

Interested and Likely-to-Benefit Audiences
This roundtable should be of interest to all consumer researchers, including both those who use biological methods and those who do not. 

Those interested in prediction of individual level neural data would find this roundtable stimulating and informative regarding the application 
of emerging techniques to address existing consumer research issues. For traditional consumer researchers, the discussion of existing and 
emerging techniques from the intersection of neuroimaging, machine learning, and decision-making, would provide a broader scope which 
would allow more nuanced discussion about appropriate analysis techniques. 

A primary challenge to wider adoption of these approaches in consumer behavior is the complexity of the tools involved, and requires 
considerably more technical expertise than traditional neuroimaging approaches. However, despite their interest in predicting behavior, 
consumer researchers in each area are only infrequently exposed to the key assumptions and existing limitations of the other. Hence this 
roundtable’s key contribution lies in actively addressing the assumptions and limitations of each predictive method.

Facilitating Pre-Conference Discussions
In order to facilitate pre-conference discussion that is both provocative and informal, we plan to utilize the ACR knowledge exchange 

forum and moderated emails between participants. Participants will be encouraged to provide informal summaries of existing research efforts 
along with discussion points focused on the challenges faced in applying predictive methodologies. These materials will be collected by the 
organizers and distributed to the finalized list of participants. Thus, these preconference efforts should maximize the value and vigor of the 
session itself.
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1.  Better Together or Alone? Joint vs. Individual Goal Pursuit
Lauren Trabold, Baruch College/CUNY, USA

Stephen J. Gould, Baruch College/CUNY, USA

We examine the commonly held lay theory that pursuing a goal with a partner will have a positive influence on goal pursuit. We aim to 
establish whether collaborating with someone with the same goal positively influences perceptions of the goal, and also examine its objective 
effect on goal progress.

2.  Planning to Fail? The Role of Implementation Intentions in Emotional Responses to 
Goal Failures

Jason Stornelli, University of Michigan, USA
J. Frank Yates, University of Michigan, USA

We explore the role of planning in emotional responses to goal failure and demonstrate that forming detailed implementation plans 
makes post-failure regret more likely and intense. Further, we show this process is associated with subjective feelings of closeness to the 
desired outcome, independent of the objective distance to the goal.

3.  Knowing What I Want: Alignability, Attentional Focus, and the Identification of 
Consumption Goals

Michael Hair, Georgia Institute of Technology, USA
Samuel Bond, Georgia Institute of Technology, USA

Our research addresses the direct benefits of goal identification on decision outcomes. In three studies, we demonstrate how conscious 
consideration of one’s consumption can be beneficial or harmful. We explore the effects when non-alignable attributes are the basis for choice, 
or when goal-relevant attributes have limited influence on decision quality.

4.  Lay Theories in Consumer Goal Setting and Striving: The Case of Weight Loss
Mariam Beruchashvili, California State University, Northridge, USA

Risto Moisio, California State University. Long Beach, USA
James Gentry, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, USA

Although consumer goals and lay theories have been examined separately in prior research, no studies investigate whether implicit theo-
ries of personality influence the goals consumers set and how they strive to attain those goals. In the context of Weight Watchers, we address 
this theoretical oversight.

5.  From Apples to Alcopops: The Forbidden Fruit Effect on Supersized Alcoholic 
Beverages

Cassandra Davis, University of Arkansas, USA
Elizabeth Howlett, University of Arkansas, USA

The increasingly dangerous consequences of alcopops have led policy makers and health advocates to champion warning labels and 
restrictions for these products. This research examines the potential consequences of these actions and posits that these regulations will create 
a forbidden-fruit effect, such that consumers will find alcopops more desirable.
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6.  Knowing When to Assimilate and When to Contrast: Self-Control and the Influence of 
Contextual Order

Kelly L. Haws, Texas A&M University, USA
Joseph P. Redden, University of Minnesota, USA

Scott Davis, Texas A&M University, USA

We explore the role of self-control in consumption contexts where assimilation and contrast effects emerge. This research reveals that 
the presentation order of food stimuli (healthy vs. indulgent or ambiguous) has a striking impact on both consumer evaluations of healthiness 
and the amount consumed.

7.  All Things Considered: When the Budgeting Process Promotes Consumers’ Savings
Min Jung Kim, Texas A&M University, USA

Haipeng (Allan) Chen, Texas A&M University, USA

We examine when the budgeting process can promote consumers’ savings. Results show that when consumers consider spending and 
savings goals to the same extent, the budgeting process makes them perceive savings goals as being more important, which in turn increases 
the amount of money saved.

8.  Implementation Intentions as Self-Regulation Tool for Low- and High-Level Impulsive 
Buyers: A Behavioral and Neurophysiological Investigation

Isabella Kopton, Zeppelin University, Germany
Bruno Preilowski, Zeppelin University, Germany

Peter Kenning, Zeppelin University, Germany

In postmodern societies, impulsive buying has become increasingly prevalent and can even transition to pathological compulsive buying 
with negative consequences on consumers’ well-being. This paper analyses the effectiveness of self-regulatory implementation intentions 
to control impulsive buying behavior. Results suggest that implementation intentions are a valuable tool for decreasing impulsive buying 
tendencies. 

9.  Joe vs. joe: Turning to One’s Partner vs. Favorite Product in Emotion Regulation
Danielle J. Brick, Duke University, USA
Hannah Honey, Duke University, USA

Gráinne M. Fitzsimons, Duke University, USA
Gavan J. Fitzsimons, Duke University, USA

We compare negative emotion regulation strategies of support from partner vs. the consumption of a favorite beverage. When the nega-
tive emotion is irritation (vs. sadness or anxiety) a larger number turn to their product. Furthermore, those who imagine product consumption 
(vs. partner support) in the irritation condition report more reduced feelings of irritation.

10.  The Influence of Social Relationships on Self-regulatory Focus in Buying for Others
Huimin Xu, The Sage Colleges, USA

Paul M. Connell, City University London, UK
Ada Leung, Pennsylvania State University Berks, USA

Cuiping Chen, University of Ontario Institute of Technology, Canada

Existing research often treats self-regulatory focus as a situational variable that can be made temporarily salient by task framing. Our 
research posits self-regulatory focus as an inherent characteristic of social relationships. Making purchase decisions for a particular social 
tie elicits a certain self-regulatory focus.
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11.  When Self-Serving Does Not Serve the Self: The Role of Serving-Style in Food 
Consumption

Anna Linda Hagen, University of Michigan, USA
Brent McFerran, University of Michigan, USA
Aradhna Krishna, University of Michigan, USA

Consumers increasingly consume food that is prepared and served by others. Three studies establish that self-serving a chosen food 
(re)instigates feelings of responsibility for the food, that consumers assume responsibility in a self-serving manner depending on the food’s 
health-value, and that health-value and serving-style together shape consumers’ self-conscious feelings after consumption.

12.  When Do Consumers Compromise on Calories? Exploring the Attraction and 
Compromise Effects in Food Choice

Ryall Carroll, St. John’s University, USA
Beth Valen, Fordham University, USA

Prior research shows that providing calorie information on menus leads to changes in consumer choice. We explore whether attraction 
and compromise effects occur when consumers are presented with calorie information on menus.

13.  Changing Implicit Beliefs through Advertising: Exploring One of the Origins of the 
“Unhealthy=Tasty” Intuition

Carolina Werle, Grenoble École de Management, France
Olivier Trendel, Grenoble École de Management, France

Unhealthy foods are implicitly associated with good taste and this intuition influences taste perceptions, favoring the consumption of 
unhealthy options and contributing to obesity epidemics. In two studies we show that this intuition is culture dependent and that advertising 
images can change the implicit belief in the intuition.

14.  Toward a Gender-Specific Emotional Eating Model: The Role of Self-Esteem and 
Emotional Intelligence

Paula C. Peter, San Diego State University, USA
Sukumarakurup Krishnakumar, North Dakota State University, USA

With a first empirical study, we show that males are more susceptible to emotional eating when their self-esteem and emotional intel-
ligence (EI) are low. These findings provide initial support for a gender-specific emotional eating model, where males might benefit from an 
EI-specific intervention in order to reduce emotional eating.

15.  The Effect of Pictorial Cues of Food on Restrained vs. Unrestrained Eaters
Nguyen Pham, Arizona State University, USA

Maureen (Mimi) Morrin, Rutgers University, USA
May Lwin, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

Melissa G. Bublitz, University of Wisconsin Oshkosh, USA

This research represents a preliminary exploration of how exposure to highly craved but forbidden food pictures impacts hunger and 
guilt among restrained and unrestrained eaters, providing insight into the mechanisms associated with overeating via abandonment of long-
term health goals.
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16.  Ironic Effects of Food Commercials: When More Food-Related Mental Images Make 
You Eat Less

Carolina Werle, Grenoble École de Management, France
Mia Birau, Grenoble École de Management, France

Food ads allowing imagining high-caloric foods consumption may increase feelings of fatness, characterizing the thought-shape fusion 
(TSF) phenomenon. Study 1 shows that a food advertisement inducing TSF increases food restriction intentions. Study 2 explores the TSF 
mechanism and shows that a high imagery-evoking food advertisement reduces subsequent food consumption.

17.  Consumers’ Alternative Dietary Lifestyles – A Narrative Approach
Anniina Luukkonen, Aalto University, Finland

Ilona Mikkonen, Aalto University, Finland
Elina Koivisto, Aalto University, Finland

The present study reports preliminary findings from a project on consumers’ alternative dietary choices. It takes a narrative approach to 
explore how consumers make sense of their decision to reject official nutrition recommendations, and why they choose to follow a diet not 
generally accepted as healthy.

18.  Happy Fat or Staying Thin? Evolutionary Motives Underlying Consumer Food Choice
Rob Richerson, University of Kentucky, USA

Blair Kidwell, Ohio State University, USA
Virginie Lopez-Kidwell, University of Kentucky, USA

We propose a new perspective for understanding healthy eating that explores social factors and the underlying evolutionary motives that 
influence eating behaviors. Specifically, we explore how evolutionary motives for affiliation in social groups and mate retention in personal 
relationships drive consumers to match the unhealthy or healthy eating styles of others.

19.  Food in Motion
Michael Giblin, University at Buffalo, USA

Aner Tal, Cornell University, USA
Brian Wansink, Cornell University, USA

The current research examines the implications of product motion on consumer evaluations of attributes such as weight and overall ap-
peal. We argue and demonstrate that a product shown moving will be evaluated more favorably. These effects might be due to associations 
of freshness with movement.

20.  Oh Dear, I’m So Confused: Cognitive and Affective Coping Strategies to Deal with 
Consumer Confusion in the Food Market

Inga Wobker, Zeppelin University, Germany
Peter Kenning, Zeppelin University, Germany

In complex markets, poorly-informed consumers use different strategies to reduce information asymmetries. They may use cognitive 
mechanisms such as screening to acquire information and affective mechanisms such as trust for complexity reduction. This paper presents 
an analysis of these strategies in food distribution. Results suggest consumers with affective strategies use less cognitive coping.

21.  It’s Not Just Numbers: Nutrition Information Disclosure is Perceived as a Social 
Identity Threat by French Consumers

Pierrick Gomez, Reims Management School and Université Paris Dauphine, France

This research examines whether nutrition information disclosure can threaten the national identity of French consumers. Results of an 
experiment reveal that nutrition information disclosure impairs information processing of participants for whom French identity is made salient. 
Two additional experiments will investigate the influence of social identity threat induced by nutrition information disclosure on dietary choices.
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22.  When Dieting in Your Mind Brings Cake in Your Mouth
Jiah Yoo, Yonsei University, South Korea

Youngwoo Sohn, Yonsei University, South Korea

This study examines whether activating a dieting goal in the mind can induce a potential problem in regulating eating behaviors. The 
results reveal that for consumers who see themselves as unsuccessful dieters, activating dieting goals in their minds actually increases the 
desire to consume tempting foods, compared to consumers in the neutral condition.

23.  Self-Construal and Self-Affirmation Effects in Effortful Customer Experiences
Prakash Das, University of Calgary, Canada

James Agarwal, University of Calgary, Canada

Across two studies, we show that primed self-construals have differential effects on company and self attributions, and judgments about 
the effortful tasks. In difficult tasks, those primed with an independent self-construal blame the company more than those primed with an 
interdependent self-construal. Further, self-affirmation moderates these effects more for independents than interdependents, suggesting self-
affirmation produces greater self-threat reduction for the former compared to the latter.

24.  The Persuasiveness of Abstract vs. Concrete Language in Commercial and Non-
Commercial Settings

Peeter Verlegh, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands

The present studies examine how the impact of language on persuasiveness is moderated by the context in which the language is used. 
We focus on one particular aspect of language (language abstraction), and show how its impact differs between non-commercial contexts like 
word of mouth, and commercial contexts like advertising.

25.  Better in the (Near) Future: Biased Temporal Conceptions of Team Identification
Jesse S. King, Oregon State University, Cascades, USA

Colleen C. Bee, Oregon State University, Cascades, USA

The current research investigates temporal self and other biases among fans’ evaluations of sports teams. Our findings suggest that fans 
appreciate a home team more for their future potential than for what they have been in the past. Additionally, our results demonstrate an 
increased optimism for one’s own team.

26.  The Moderating Role of Construal Level on Effectiveness of Purchase-Contingent 
Donations

Nara Youn, Hongik University, South Korea
Yun Lee, Virginia State University, USA

We document that the effectiveness of purchase-contingent donations moderated by customers’ construal level differs by product type. 
Specifically, abstract thinkers evaluate the product more favorably when the donation is linked with a hedonic product, and the guilt of con-
suming the hedonic product is alleviated significantly more for abstract thinkers than concrete thinkers.

27.  Activating Multiple Facets of the Self: Identity-Signaling and Brand Personality
Marilyn Giroux, Concordia University, Canada

Bianca Grohmann, Concordia University, Canada
Frank Pons, Université Laval, Canada

Using a multi-method approach consisting of qualitative and quantitative studies, the authors examine the impact of identity salience on 
preferences for the different dimensions of brand personality. Results from those studies demonstrate that consumers’ motivations to express 
parts of their identities influence their preferences for brands.
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28.  Impression Management Practices of Stigma-Conscious Communities: The Case of an 
Online Pro-Smoking Forum

Navin Bahl, University of Hawaii, USA
Namita Bhatnagar, University of Manitoba, Canada

Rajesh V. Manchanda, University of Manitoba, Canada
Anne Lavack, Kwantlen Polytechnic University, Canada

We integrate literatures from consumption communities, stigmatization, and tobacco control to understand how smokers engage in im-
pression-management practices to counteract stigma. Results of a netnography unearth impression- management practices (namely, enabling, 
compromising, and curing) inherent within an online pro-smoking community. We propose implications for theory and practice.

29.  Putting Myself in your Shoes: The Role of Identification in Persuasion
Anne Hamby, Virginia Tech, USA

Meghan Pierce, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Chile
Kim Daniloski, University of Scranton, USA

While source characteristics contribute to persuasion in informational messages, identification with characters is more influential in a 
narrative context. The results of two studies indicate that level of identification with an author has a positive impact on attitude toward the 
focal subject in the narrative context.

30.  Self-Construal as a Cultural Mindset and its Relevance for Automatic Social Behavior
Geetanjali Saluja, HKUST, Hong Kong
Rashmi Adaval, HKUST, Hong Kong

Past research has looked at how a context cues cultural mindsets. These mindsets, in turn, trigger cognitive procedures that help collec-
tivists connect and integrate, and individualists pull apart and separate. This paper explores how such cognitive procedures impact automatic 
social behavior upon exposure to a member of a social category.

31.  Self-Construal Moderates the Effect of Fear of Failure on Donation Likelihood
Lale Okyay-Ata, Koç University, Turkey

Baler Bilgin, Koç University, Turkey
Zeynep Gürhan-Canli, Koç University, Turkey

This research shows that self-construal moderates the effect of fear of failure on donation likelihood. An independent self-construal de-
creases and an interdependent self- construal increases donation likelihood. The effects are expected to be mediated by the perceived distance 
from others, via perceived uncertainty and loss of control.

32.  Dynamic Co-Creation: Moving Beyond Foucault to Understand the Ideological Field 
of Parenting

Alexander S. Rose, University of Arkansas, USA
Robin L. Soster, University of Arkansas, USA

Kelly Tian, University of Wyoming, USA
Randall L. Rose, University of South Carolina, USA

Data from eight depth interviews reveal a dynamic formation process of parental ideology, contrasting sharply with previous mechanis-
tic conceptualizations. The hegemonic discourse of therapeutic culture commodifies familial relations and parental know-how, bringing the 
parent-child relationship into the market. Both endorsements of, and resistance to, the discourse grant it legitimacy.
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33.  Children’s Preferences of Package Design
Dan Zhang, City University of New York, USA

James Hunt, Temple University, USA
C. Anthony Di Benedetto, Temple University, USA

Richard Lancioni, Temple University, USA

This research explores children’s preferences of package design on shape (straight or rounded), figurativeness, and complexity. Analysis 
of data from 766 children 3-12 years of age reveals children generally prefer rounded package shapes and realistic, figurative package de-
signs. Furthermore, preferences for complex package shapes increase with age.

34.  Innovation for Your Parents? The Impact of Lay Theories of Innovativeness on 
Upward Intergenerational Gift Giving

Jianping Liang, Sun Yat-sen University, China
Hongyan Jiang, China University of Mining & Technology, China

Little work explicitly considers the determinant factors for adult offspring acting as innovation influences on their parents. This paper 
investigates an ignored but important phenomenon; i.e., upward intergenerational gift giving of innovation, and examines the interplay of two 
dimensions of lay theories of innovativeness. We offer counterintuitive results.

35.  Who Spends More on Children’s Education: “I” or “We”?
Lingjiang Tu, University of Texas at San Antonio, USA

Yinlong Zhang, University of Texas at San Antonio, USA

Three studies show that interdependent self-construal induces more parental education spending than independent self-construal, and 
this effect is reversed when parent’s feeling of failure is primed. Furthermore, the moderating role of failure on a self-construal effect is medi-
ated by parental identity salience.

36.  Ethno-Culturally Diverse Social Ecosystems
Esi Abbam Elliot, University of Illinois at Chicago, USA

Joseph Cherian, George Washington University, USA

This study seeks to explore how cultural diversity influences social networking behaviors in consumer communities. We administer a 
survey to various racial groups in five communities in the Lake County district in Chicago. The findings demonstrate cultural diversity in 
dynamic social networks -- a phenomenon we name ethno-culturally diverse social ecosystems (EDSO).

37.  Cultural Identity and Brand Relationships: Negotiating Brand Meanings in a New 
Cultural Context

Anna Jansson Vredeveld, University of Connecticut, USA
Robin A. Coulter, University of Connecticut, USA

As consumers move across geographic spaces, they encounter culturally and contextually dependent meanings of brands. Findings from 
semi-structured interviews with nineteen sojourn consumers provide insights into how these consumers interpret brand meanings across cul-
tures. We explore the implications of consistent and incongruent brand meanings for new and existing brand relationships.
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38.  Style Reimagined: Exploring Fashion and Identity among South African Smarteez
Kevin Thomas, University of Texas at Austin, USA

Guillaume Johnson, University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa
Marike Venter, University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa

Kristin Stewart, University of Texas at Austin, USA

This paper explores style and identity among the Smarteez, a youth subculture in South Africa. Using several ethnographic techniques, 
we demonstrate that the Smarteez use elements of style to reify nonconformist aspects of self, aid in the performativity of identity factors, and 
promote a uniquely cosmopolitan worldview.   

39.  A Cross-Cultural Comparison of the Impact of Consumers’ Conspicuous Consumption 
Orientations on Brand Attitude and Purchase Intention 

Xia (Linda) Liu, Louisiana State University, USA
Alvin C. Burns, Louisiana State University, USA

HongYan Yu, Sun Yat-Sen University, China

This research compares the impact of conspicuous consumption orientation on brand attitude and purchase intention across individual-
istic and collectivistic cultures. 

40.  Does Accent Matter? The Impact of Ethnic Similarity and Product Congruence on 
Spokesperson Credibility and Purchase Intention

Aarti S. Ivanic, University of San Diego, USA
Kenneth Bates, University of San Diego, USA

T. Somasundaram, University of San Diego, USA

This research examines whether and when firms should use accented spokespersons in radio ads. A 2 x 2 between-subjects experiment 
finds spokespeople are evaluated more positively and have greater perceived credibility when there is high listener-spokesperson similarity. 
Purchase likelihood is highest when there is high listener-spokesperson similarity and spokesperson-product congruence.

41.  Acculturation, Brand Personality and Brand Preferences
Umut Kubat, University of Pittsburgh, USA

Vanitha Swaminathan, University of Pittsburgh, USA

The present research examines the relationship between acculturation, brand personality and brand preferences, in the context of bilin-
gual advertising. We hypothesize that biculturals will not demonstrate a strong affinity to any particular brand. We further test how bilingual 
advertising can enhance biculturals’ brand preferences, and how brand personality moderates this relationship.

42.  Decoding BE-Commerce: The Invisible Hand of National Culture
Lei Song, Drexel University, USA

Srinivasan Swaminathan, Drexel University, USA
Rolph E. Anderson, Drexel University, USA

A lab experiment reveals significant differences between Chinese and U.S. consumers in their reactions to deviations between the actual 
service delivered and the service level promised. We find that Chinese consumers exhibit more tolerance to negative disconfirmation, and less 
reactions to positive disconfirmation than U.S. consumers.
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43.  Disentangling Two Types of Country of Origin: The Interactive Effects of Brand 
Origin and Product Origin on Persuasion

Sangwon Lee, Ball State University, USA
Xin He, University of Central Florida, USA

This research examines the joint effects of brand origin and product origin on persuasion. Through two experiments, we show that brand 
origin moderates the effect of product origin on consumer attitudes. Further, we demonstrate the mechanism underlying the interactive effects 
of brand origin and product origin through consumer involvement.

44.  Exposure to Chicken-Abuse Images Has More Impact than that of Cows on Targeted 
Meat Consumption among a Sample of Japanese Consumers

Douglas Trelfa, Tamagawa University, Japan
Carolina Werle, Grenoble École de Management, France

This research examines denial and meat preferences among Japanese consumers exposed to disturbing images of animal abuse on fac-
tory farms. Findings suggest that consumers react differently to targeted animal products (chicken vs. beef) and may even increase consump-
tion of targeted meat after viewing these images.

45.  Gender Identity Politics and Consumption: Mobilizing Scottish Masculinities through 
Relational Consumption Practices

Wendy Hein, University of London, UK

Invigorated by recent debates about nationalism in consumer research, this paper presents findings from an ethnographic study that ex-
plored young Scottish male consumers. Depicting participants’ mobilizations and manifestations of national identifications through gendered 
consumption, it seeks to contribute to an understanding of how gender relations interact with identity politics.

46.  Constructing Ethnic Identity through Mealtime Rituals and Practices
Amandeep Takhar, University of Bedfordshire, UK

Pepukayi Chitakunye, University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa

This research examines the significance of mealtime rituals and food consumption practices in constructing individual ethnic identity. 
Using the third generation of the British Sikh community as the research context, I seek to understand how the acculturative and re-accultur-
ative characteristics of mealtime rituals impact their individual identity projects. 

47.  Hey Y’all: Exporting Southern Food Culture, Implications for Brand Meaning and 
Local Consumer Identity

Catherine Coleman, Texas Christian University, USA

Through in-depth interviews and archival data, this research uses an interpretive case method at the intersection of food meaning, cul-
tural identity, person branding and authenticity to examine the meanings ascribed to brand, community and self by local communities when 
their identities are exported globally through cultural brands.

48.  The Making of an Everyday Concubine: Accounting for Simultaneous Love of 
Modernity and the Recently (Re-)Discovered Ottoman Heritage

Cagri Yalkin, Kadir Has University, Turkey

The aim of this paper is to explore how Turkish female consumers negotiate opposing ideologies in soap operas.  Self-identified secular 
consumers are interviewed about the Ottoman-era based soap-opera Muhtesem Yuzyil. I identify empowered female characters as embody-
ing the modernist ideal. Furthermore, consumers experience guilty pleasure when watching the sexualized Ottoman harem as it opposes the 
Islamist ideal.
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49.  Power over When: If Time is Human, Humans Act When They Want
Frank May, University of South Carolina, USA

Ashwani Monga, University of South Carolina, USA

In this research, we explore the humanness of time and demonstrate that consumers can exhibit a “power over when.” Specifically, when 
time is perceived to be human, high-power (vs. low-power) individuals perceive a power over when to do something, and show little concern 
for the time dimension of intertemporal options.

50.  Gifting Lightly When Feeling Powerful: Self-Construal, Power, and Gifting Anxiety
Fang Wan, University of Manitoba, Canada

Mehdi Akghari, University of Manitoba, Canada
Annika Sun, University of Manitoba, Canada

Yuwei Jiang, Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong

Results of two experiments illustrate that high Interdependents experience more gifting anxiety than low Interdependents. The effect 
disappears when a feeling of higher psychological power is induced.

51.  Will Purchasing from Groupon Make A Lonely Consumer Feel Empowered? 
Loneliness and Preference for Group-Buying Purchase Experiences

Hangeun Lee, Yonsei University, South Korea
Junyoung Lee, Yonsei University, South Korea
Kyoungmi Lee, Yonsei University, South Korea
Hakkyun Kim, Concordia University, Canada

We find that lonely consumers prefer group-buying experiences to individual-buying experiences because they obtain feelings of con-
sumer empowerment by participating in group-buying. This research provides insights for understanding how consumers cope with their 
feelings of loneliness in the marketplace, and how they restore better self-views.

52.  The Identifiable In-Group: Group Status Moderates the Identifiable Victim Effect
Alixandra Barasch, University of Pennsylvania, USA

Rod Duclos, HKUST, Hong Kong
Emma Edelman, University of Pennsylvania, USA

We investigate an important moderator of the identifiable victim effect: victim group status. While most studies focus on the out-group 
(e.g.., victims of a foreign crisis), we build on previous work on identifiable vs. statistical victims by investigating the effectiveness of appeals 
that highlight in-group vs. out-group victims.

53.  The Effect of Significant Others’ Perceived States on the Evaluation of Relevant 
Products

Kiwan Park, Seoul National University, South Korea
Jiyoung Lee, Seoul National University, South Korea
Jerry Jisang Han, University of Texas-Austin, USA

The present research examines the effect of significant others’ positive or negative states on the consumer’s subsequent purchase inten-
sions. We propose that individuals will exhibit compensatory attitudes toward certain products depending on their significant other’s behav-
ior, or on the situation prior to such a product assessment task.
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54.  Mark of Popularity or Distrust? The Role of “Peer Purchase Number” as a Cue 
Affecting Consumer Attitudes in the Web-Based Retail Context

Eun-Jung Lee, Kent State University, USA
Robert D. Jewell, Kent State University, USA

This study explores the role of peer purchase number (PPN) as a social cue affecting consumer attitudes online. In our experiment, 
increased PPN positively affected company/product evaluations, trust, and affirmation. Compared to the control condition where no PPN 
information was indicated, however, exposure of the small PPN negatively affected attitudes.

55.  Network Coproduction: The Role of Self-Presentational Persona in Electronic Word-
Of-Mouth

Shuling Liao, Yuan Ze University, Taiwan
Crystal Tzuying Lee, National Cheng-Chi University, Taiwan

Tzu Han Lin, Yuan Ze University, Taiwan

Consumers are regarded as active network co-producers to present their self-concepts though constructing eWOM. However, research 
that documents the link between self-presentational persona and eWOM is scant. We study show that consumers’ self-presentational persona 
responds differently to their motives to post-eWOM.

56.  Examining Consumer Response to Preferential Treatment Practices
Lan Xia, Bentley University, USA

Monika Kukar-Kinney, University of Richmond, USA

The practice of preferential treatment (i.e., treating and serving some customers better than other customers) is popular but involves both 
philosophical controversies and empirical inconsistencies. This research systematically examines characteristics of preferential treatment, its 
impacts on emotions and cognitions, and the underlying mechanisms of these effects.

57.  Burger or Yogurt? The Effect of Private vs. Public Consumption Contexts on 
Indulgent Behavior

Shih-Chieh Chuang, National Chung Cheng University, Taiwan
Yin-Hui Cheng, National Taichung University of Education, Taiwan

Chien-Jung Huang, National Chung Cheng University, Taiwan
Yun Ken, National Yunlin University of Science and Technology, Taiwan

We conducted three studies and find that individuals tend to make choices other than those they favor privately when they anticipate 
that others will form impressions of them based on the decisions they make. Research findings support our basic prediction that people are 
more indulgent in private than in public.

58.  Marketplace Metacognition in Consumer-to-Consumer Inferences: I Buy for Quality, 
You Buy for Status

Meghan Pierce, Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile, Chile
Kimberlee Weaver, VirginiaTech, USA

Kim Daniloski, University of Scranton, USA
Norbert Schwarz, University of Michigan, USA

Across three studies, participants identify quality reasons for their own and status reasons for others’ purchases. These findings occur in 
recollected purchases (Study 1), when holding the products constant across condition, and when controlling for social desirability (Study 2). 
Consumers appear to be unaware of these consumer-to-consumer differences in metacognition (Study 3).
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59.  Dressed to Impress: When Images of Financial Success in Advertising Have an 
Inspirational vs. Detrimental Effect on Men

Abigail Schneider, University of Colorado, USA
Ethan Pew, Purdue University, USA

Susan Jung Grant, University of Colorado, USA

Although prior literature suggests that images of financial success in advertising are detrimental to men’s self-esteem, the current paper 
posits a moderator of this condition: mating-motives. Specifically, we find that mate-seeking men desire to associate themselves with men 
who possess resources that aid in attracting members of the opposite sex. 

60.  Who Cares If It Is Deceptive, I Like It: The Effect of Social Exclusion on Advertising 
Deception

Hamed Aghakhani, University of Manitoba, Canada
Kelley J. Main, University of Manitoba, Canada

Research shows that advertising deception not only has a negative effect on subsequently encountered similar products and sources, but 
also has effects on people’s attitudes towards advertising and marketing as an abstract concept. We show that social exclusion attenuates this 
carryover effect.

61.  Speed and Social Connection
Melanie Thomas, University of Pennsylvania, USA
Cassie Mogilner, University of Pennsylvania, USA

This research examines the effect of speed on social connection. We examine how thinking about the benefits of time being slow, rather 
than the benefits of time being fast, increases desire for social connection and feelings of connectedness. We incorporate two different ma-
nipulations of speed and three measures of social connection.

62.  Opening the Black Box: An Exploration of Consumer Production Influence on 
Marketplace Dynamics

Henri Weijo, Aalto University, Finland
Daiane Scaraboto, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Chile

Saara Könkkölä, Aalto University, Finland

Our study advances consumer researchers’ understanding of consumer production. Through a meta-analysis of existing studies on 
consumers’ value-creating activities, we identify three ways consumer production influences marketplace dynamics: through marketplace 
creation, actualization and reproduction of the marketplace, and marketplace destruction.

63.  True Comeliness or Fake Beauty: Cosmetic Surgery as Mating Strategy
Sunyee Yoon, University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA
Nancy Wong, University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA

We explore the role of cosmetic surgery as a strategy to increase mating success from an evolutionary perspective. Cosmetic surgery is 
favored by females who are less sexually restricted and who possess stronger mating desires. However, men do not prefer women who have 
had cosmetic surgery because it does not improve reproductive values.
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64.  Classification of the Factors Influencing Ethical Consumer Choice: The Framework
Natalia Maehle, Institute for Research in Economics and Business Administration, Norway
Nina Iversen, Institute for Research in Economics and Business Administration, Norway

Leif Hem, Norwegian School of Economics, Norway

In the current study we explore the existing literature on ethical consumption and develop a framework classifying the main factors influ-
encing ethical consumer choice. To our knowledge, this framework is the first one structuring the research in the field of ethical consumption 
and therefore represents an important theoretical contribution.

65.  Whom to Trust? The Impact of Peer vs. Expert Opinions on Consumption Experiences
Travis Hancock, Brigham Young University, USA

Ryan Elder, Brigham Young University, USA

We demonstrate the differential impact of peer vs. expert reviews on pre-purchase attitudes and post-purchase consumption experience. 
We show that consumers use experts’ opinions to a greater extent than peers’, such that attitude change following a consumption experience 
is greater when consumers read peer (vs. expert) reviews.

66.  The effect of Vertical Individualism on Status Consumption and Advertising Response
Michelle Nelson, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA

Jing Zhang, San Jose State University, USA

Going beyond cultural differences in Individualism -Collectivism, we disentangle the Vertical (V) from Horizontal (H) aspects of Indi-
vidualism (I) to illuminate its distinct effects in consumption and persuasion in three studies. We found that VI values affect consumers' brand 
consciousness, brand buying behavior, and their responses to status advertising appeals.

67.  Emotional Intelligence, Giving, and Life Satisfaction: Some New Data and Conclusions
Rajani Ganesh Pillai, North Dakota State University, USA

Doug Rymph, North Dakota State University, USA
Sukumarakurup Krishnakumar, North Dakota State University, USA

In this paper we show that Emotional Intelligence (EI) may play a significant and unique role in the way people spend money on others 
(e.g., on gifts vs. donations). EI impacts the relationship between spending on others and life satisfaction differently, depending on whether 
individuals spend on gifts or donations.

68.  It’s All About Me: Effects on Product Samples for Self vs. Other
Chelsea Johnson, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA

Brittany Duff, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA

A promotional product sample high in incentive value may lead to general reward-seeking behavior. This study introduces the idea that 
reward seeking may be self-directed, with the effect driven by an increase in purchases for self. Implications for advertising and point-of-
purchase incentives are discussed.

69.  The Effect of Face Pressure on Chinese Consumer Decision-Making
Karthik Easwar, Ohio State University, USA

Robert Burnkrant, Ohio State University, USA

This research links two areas of research that suffer from minimal exploration, cross-cultural decision-making and face.  We demonstrate 
that face is a crucial determinant of Chinese consumer behavior that explains behavior over and above the standard components of the TRA 
model.
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70.  Sense and Cents: Collective Consumer Sensemaking in an Online Investment 
Community

Andrew N. Smith, York University, Canada

Through an investigation of 241 blog posts, and all related comments in an online investment community, this study elaborates on the 
collective consumer sensemaking process. It finds that sensegiving plays an important role in shaping this process.  

71.  Consumer Creativity in Co-Creation: The Interaction between Default Product and 
Design Goal

Bo Chen, ESSEC Business School, France
Niek Althuizen, ESSEC Business School, France

Providing a default product in the co-creation process may influence the creativity of consumers’ outcome, and this effect may be de-
pendent on their design goal. This paper explores the interaction effect between the provided default product and the activated design goal 
on consumer creativity in co-creation.

72.  Bidirectional Consumer Friends’ Knowledge Calibration —Overestimated or 
Underestimated? A Two-Stage Model

Joicey Jie Wei, National University of Singapore, Singapore
Iris Hung, National University of Singapore, Singapore

Gita Johar, Columbia University, USA

The knowledge calibration process has been considered as a one-stage process in which people over-project their own self-knowledge 
to predict how much others know about them, leading to overestimation in friends’ knowledge calibration. However, we suggest that the 
estimated accuracy should be a two-stage process.

73.  What Drives Individual Purchase Decisions in a Network? A Consumer-Motivation 
Approach

Dongwoo Ko, University of Iowa, USA
Sanguk Jung, University of Auckland, New Zealand

Empirically, the center of the network has been regarded as a crucial component in marketing strategies; however, as the previous lit-
erature suggests, the center of network does not directly connect to revenue generation. This research pinpoints people who are more likely 
to follow others’ opinions.

74.  Assimilation and Contrast in Web Product Reviews: Devaluing the Recommendation 
of a Proficient but Dissimilar Reviewer

Michael Dorn, University of Bern, Switzerland
Claude Messner, University of Bern, Switzerland

Little is known about how the social information on the reviewer influences consumers’ evaluation of the reviewed product. This experi-
mental study applies the paradigm of social comparison and measures the product-evaluation. Contrasting the social information leads to a 
devaluation of the products recommended by a proficient but dissimilar reviewer.

75.  A Typology of Crowdsourcing Participation Styles
Eric Martineau, Concordia University, Canada
Zeynep Arsel, Concordia University, Canada

What motivates individuals to participate in crowdsourcing, and what ends do they seek? We propose a typology of participation styles 
through a study of two prosumption communities: Threadless.com and Montreal Couture. We then provide guidelines for managers who wish 
to implement a crowdsourcing project.
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76.  Exploring Consumer Attitudes toward Social-Network Advertising
Cuauhtemoc Luna-Nevarez, New Mexico State University, USA

Jennifer Zarzosa, New Mexico State University, USA

Drawing upon the Theory of Reasoned Action, we develop a theoretical framework to explain the antecedents (perceived utility, attitude 
toward advertising, and advertisement intrusiveness) and consequences (intention to engage in online word-of-mouth and purchase intention) 
of social network advertising. A structural equation modeling analysis confirms the hypothesized causal relationships.

77.  It’s Not All About Coffee: A Netnography of the Starbucks Brand Page on Facebook
Heejin Lim, University of Tennessee, USA
Jewon Lyu, University of Tennessee, USA

This study aims to discover the nature and meanings of brand social networking on Facebook. A Netnography of the Starbucks Page on 
Facebook unveils a spatial meaning of the brand page, and the multifold meanings of the brand shared through the platform. Findings of this 
study support the postmodern consumption theory.

78.  Changing Consumption Habits: Does Personalization Really Work?
Kirsikka Kaipainen, VTT Technical Research Centre, Finland

Brian Wansink, Cornell University, USA

Most dietary programs fail to produce sustainable behavior changes, since participants soon return to their old habits. Small changes 
based on simple behavioral heuristics have the best chance to be maintained. This study suggests that effectiveness of small habit changes is 
improved through personalization to circumstances and psychological needs.

79.  Getting Lucky: When Loyalty Status Makes You Feel Lucky
Rebecca Walker Naylor, Ohio State University, USA

Kelly L. Haws, Texas A&M University, USA
Christopher Summers, Ohio State University, USA

Might loyalty status spillover into expectations about outcomes that should not be affected by membership (i.e. random events)? We 
suggest loyalty fosters a sense of deservingness that transfers to randomly determined outcomes, and propose that loyalty can lead consumers 
to feel lucky.

80.  Feeling Lucky while Feeling Good: The Relative Impacts of Superstitious Beliefs and 
Affect on Consumer Judgment and Choice

Thomas Kramer, University of South Carolina, USA
Meredith David, University of South Carolina, USA

We examine the moderating role of superstitious beliefs on the established relationship between affect and preferences for a hedonic vs. 
utilitarian product. Two studies show that luck primes are more important than affect in influencing preferences, but they are less influential 
among consumers who have a high chronic belief-in-good-luck. 

81.  Shame on You! Motivating Consumer Behavior with Shame Appeals
Jennifer Jeffrey, University of Western Ontario, Canada

Juan Wang, University of Western Ontario, Canada
Dante M. Pirouz, University of Western Ontario, Canada

Matthew Thomson, University of Western Ontario, Canada

Social marketers use emotion-invoking appeals as a frequent persuasion technique but discount shame due to its association with avoid-
ance behaviors and withdrawal. This research provides initial support that the intensity and self-focused nature of shame make it a helpful 
emotion to elicit in contexts aimed at changing a target’s behavior.
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82.  Corporate Communications in Uncertain Times: Messages of Hope or Pride?
Anne Roggeveen, Babson College, USA

Anirban Mukhopadhyay, HKUST, Hong Kong
Dhruv Grewal, Babson College, USA

Hope and pride are two widely used positive emotions in corporate communications. Building on appraisal theory, four studies dem-
onstrate that messages of pride result in more positive evaluations in situations of certainty, and messages of hope results in more positive 
evaluations in situations of uncertainty.

83.  Affect and Consumer Behavior: A Meta-Analytic Review
Nancy M. Puccinelli, Oxford University, UK

Dhruv Grewal, Babson College, USA
Scott Motyka, Brandeis University, USA

Susan A. Andrzejewski, Franklin and Marshall College, USA

We report the results from a meta-analysis examining the influence of affect on evaluation and behavior, seeking to resolve discrepancies 
in findings by identifying mechanisms underlying affect-congruent vs. affect-incongruent outcomes (i.e., analytical bias and affect regula-
tion). Conducted moderator analyses include involvement, transparency of affect manipulation, and social normative effects.

84.  Hoarding and Consumer Anxiety: Understanding When Consumption Becomes 
Dysfunctional

Gail Leizerovici, University of Western Ontario, Canada
Dante M. Pirouz, University of Western Ontario, Canada

Samantha Cross, Iowa State University, USA

Hoarding is defined as the acquisition of and failure to discard large numbers of possessions and affects an estimated 6-15 million 
Americans. Our work shows that hoarding is related to OCD, anxiety and need for cognition. Future research will study what types of anxiety 
provoking events trigger hoarding.

85.  All Kidding Aside: Humors Lowers Propensity to Remedy a Problem
A. Peter McGraw, University of Colorado, USA
Philip Fernbach, University of Colorado, USA

Julie Schiro, University of Colorado, USA

Although humor increases attention and liking, humorous appeals may lower people’s propensity to remedy a problem because humor 
is associated with non-serious situations. Young adults viewed humorous and non-humorous PSAs that highlighted people’s ignorance about 
birth control. We find the humorous PSA resulted in less search behavior for sexual health information.

86.  Asymmetries in the Impact of Action and Inaction Regret:  
When and Why Do They Occur?

Atul Kulkarni, University of Missouri-Kansas City, USA
Rashmi Adaval, HKUST, Hong Kong

Through a set of three studies, we explore the conditions under which action vs. inaction regret may have an asymmetric effect on risk 
taking, and examines the underlying role of affective vs. cognitive drivers of the effect of regret on risk taking.

87.  The Effect of Aging on Consumer Regret
Li Jiang, University of California Los Angeles, USA

This research investigates the moderating role of decision justifiability on age-related differences in the experience of regret. Older (vs. 
young) adults express more regret in response to a scenario in which a justifiable option is clearly defined, but not in the absence of a readily 
justifiable option.
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88.  Not Immediately Stupid: The Moderating Effects of Purchase Immediacy and the 
Mediating Effects of Regret on Self-Perceptions of Consumer Incompetence

Matthew Philp, Queen’s University, Canada
Laurence Ashworth, Queen’s University, Canada

Individuals feel like incompetent consumers after post-purchase discovery of a lower available price. This effect is attenuated when pur-
chase immediacy is high, where the purchase was made out of immediate necessity. We present a model showing that consumer incompetence 
is moderated by purchase immediacy and mediated by regret.

89.  Assessment of Heterogeneity of Compulsive Buyers Based on Affective States 
Preceding Buying Lapses

Sunghwan Yi, University of Guelph, Canada
Joowon Jung, Dongguk University, South Korea

We examine the heterogeneity of compulsive buyers based on the frequency of affective states preceding buying lapses. Contrary to the 
mood-repair view of compulsive buying, we identify two subtypes of compulsive buyers: one whose buying is mainly triggered by negative 
affect, and the other that is triggered by boredom.

90.  Do Hedonic Benefits Always Create “Hedonic” Feeling? The Impact of Two Factors on 
Consumer’s Response to Hedonic Rewards Design of Loyalty Program

Sidney Su Han, University of Guelph, Canada
Lefa Teng, University of Guelph, Canada

Yiqiu Wang, Northeastern University, China

Hedonic rewards do not always appeal to customers as marketers expect. Through two experiments, the authors propose that one scheme 
of loyalty program design (i.e. magnitude of rewards medium) and one consumer dispositional characteristic (i.e. self- regulatory concern) 
can influence consumers’ affective and cognitive responses to the hedonic benefits of a loyalty program.

91.  Compulsive Buyers Show an Attentional Bias in Shopping Situations
Oliver B. Büttner, University of Vienna, Austria

Matthew Paul, University of Vienna, Austria
Arnd Florack, University of Vienna, Austria
Helmut Leder, University of Vienna, Austria

Anna Maria Schulz, University of Vienna, Austria

This research used eye tracking to examine attentional processes that underlie compulsive buying. The results demonstrate an attentional 
bias. That is, compulsive (vs. noncompulsive) buyers are more likely to get distracted by products unrelated to their goal. The effect emerges 
only when the task is framed as a shopping situation.

92.  Physical Temperature Effects on Consumer Decision Making
Tingting Wang, HKUST, Hong Kong
Rongrong Zhou, HKUST, Hong Kong

The present research explores the influence of temperature experiences on consumers’ decision-making. The experiments reveal that 
physical coldness vs. hotness enhances consumers’ tendency to buy, but decreases the inclination to sell products. These effects are moderated 
by the strength of belief in the association between temperature and abundance.
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93.  “It’s Cold in Here. I Need a Bowl of Soup to Warm Me Up!” The Effects of Incidental 
Sensory Frames on Conflicting Sensory Inputs

Sydney Chinchanachokchai, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA
Rashmi Adaval, HKUST, Hong Kong

Two studies show that sensory frames activate semantic concepts applied to judgment. However, when the attention is drawn to inci-
dental cues, it triggers a motivation to think of the desirability of the focal object. The desirability increases only when there is a lack of it in 
the salient sensory frame.

94.  “Size Matters!” The Effect of Floor Tile Size on Consumer Behavior in a Retail 
Environment

Nico Heuvinck, Ghent University and University College Ghent, Belgium
Iris Vermeir, Ghent University and University College Ghent, Belgium

Simon Quaschning, Ghent University and University College Ghent, Belgium

In this study, we show that although customers do not have the feeling of walking faster in small-tile aisles, they actually spent less time 
walking along small-tile aisles compared to big-tile/no-tile aisles, leading to lower brand recall and brand recognition.

95.  Will People Express More or Less Conformity When They Feel Warm? The 
Moderating Role of Self-Construal

Xun (Irene) Huang, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Meng Zhang, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Michael K. Hui, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Robert S. Wyer, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

We propose that high ambient temperature can either increase or decrease consumers’ conformity tendency, depending on people’s de-
fault level of perceived social closeness between self and others. Specifically, independent people conform more, and interdependent people 
conform less in the warm condition.

96.  I Can Feel Your Pain: The Influences of Haptic Input on Donation Amount
Chun-Ming Yang, Ming Chuan University, Taiwan

Rong-Da Liang, National Kaohsiung University of Hospitality and Tourism, Taiwan

Three experiments test the influences of touch element on donation amount. The results showed that  touching a victim’s photo leads to 
higher donation amount, perceived sympathy mediates this effect, and seeing a victim’s face is not a necessary condition, and this effect is 
stronger for high-NFT individuals.

97.  Chi Ku: Bitter Taste Preferences and Responses to Unpleasant Experiences
Chun-Ming Yang, Ming Chuan University, Taiwan

“Eating bitterness” is a common Chinese metaphor but has received limited research attention. Five studies test the metaphorical link 
between bitter taste preference and responses to unpleasant experiences. Based on the embodied cognition literature, this research finds that 
individuals who prefer bitter taste reported higher distress tolerance and have different responses to unpleasant experiences.
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98.  Detaching the Ties of Ownership: The Effects of Hand Washing on the Exchange of 
Endowed Products

Arnd Florack, University of Vienna, Austria
Janet Kleber, University of Vienna, Austria
Romy Busch, University of Vienna, Austria
David Stoehr, University of Vienna, Austria

Research on the endowment effect shows owners usually exhibit more positive evaluations and a stronger preference for an object than 
non-owners. In three studies, we demonstrate that the action of hand washing can reduce these effects of endowment.

99.  The Magic Touch: Psychological Drivers of the Discrepancy Between Traditional and 
Touchscreen Equipment

Ying Zhu, The University of British Columbia, Canada
Jeffrey Meyer, Bowling Green State University, USA

The research aims to advance knowledge in the touch literature to enable academic theory to keep up with the new technology. It builds 
on the literature of tactile functions and emotion, and incorporates new technology phenomena to predict consumer behavior on two devices: 
traditional and touchscreen equipment.

100.  The Effect of Tangibility on Desire
Katrien Meert, Ghent University, Belgium

Mario Pandelaere, Ghent University, Belgium

This paper investigates the effect of tangibility on desire. Touching a product might increase product evaluations; however, consumers 
view items as appealing when they have to overcome obstacles to obtain them. Hence, we investigate whether displaying a product in a way 
that it cannot be touched might enhance desire.

101.  Visceral Vigor: The Effects of Disgust on Goal Pursuit
Sachin Banker, MIT, USA

Joshua Ackerman, MIT, USA

Visceral states such as hunger, thirst, and sexual arousal are commonly shown to induce impulsive behaviors. We consider whether 
visceral states can instead result in long-term goal directed behavior. We present evidence that suggests induced-disgust states promote the 
pursuit of previously active goals.

102.  Do We Judge a Book by its Cover? Unwrapping the Role of Visually-Appealing 
Packaging in Product Evaluation
Tanuka Ghoshal, Indian School of Business, India

Peter Boatwright, Carnegie Mellon University, USA
Jonathan Cagan, Carnegie Mellon University, USA

We find that aesthetically appealing packaging (AAP) positively impacts product attitudes and valuations for hedonic products but not 
for utilitarian products. We propose that evaluating a hedonic (utilitarian) product puts consumers in a promotion (prevention) orientation, 
making them more (less) likely to place weight on attractiveness factors like AAP.

103.  Implied Sensory Experiences in Product Designs Makes People Think Global
Christophe Labyt, Ghent University, Belgium
Mario Pandelaere, Ghent University, Belgium

This paper examines the influence of exposure to products with an implied sensory design on a person’s cognitive processing mode. Two 
studies indicate that exposure to sensory design triggers global processing. This finding is particularly true for participants who attach greater 
value than average to a product’s appearance.
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104.  We’re Gonna Need a Bigger Spoon: Spoon Size Effects on Product Perception
Aner Tal, Cornell University, USA

Brian Wansink, Cornell University, USA

Spoon size has been shown to lead to increased consumption. The current study examines whether this may be due to a distortion of 
product quantity where people see less food when holding a bigger spoon. We discuss potential explanations for this phenomenon.

105.  The Effects of Physical Constraints on Creativity
Ke (Christy) Tu, University of Alberta, Canada
Jennifer A. Argo, University of Alberta, Canada

We investigate the effects of physical constraints on creativity in this paper. The results from one study show that when wearing a tight 
hat (vs. a loose hat), males are more creative, while females are less creative. We will test the theoretical framework in a serious of follow-up 
studies.

106.  Multi-sensory Perception in Servicescapes: A Typology and Avenues for Future 
Research

Bernd Frederik Reitsamer, University of Innsbruck, Austria
Nicola Stokburger-Sauer, University of Innsbruck, Austria

The aim of this paper is to provide a conceptual framework that classifies existing research on environmental stimulus processing in 
management and marketing into four major dimensions. We highlight ample opportunities for further research in the multi-sensory realm.

107.  The Sweet Taste of Charity: Cause Branding Affects Product Experience
Alyssa Niman, Cornell University, USA

Aner Tal, Cornell University, USA

Cause-branding is a wide and spreading marketing strategy. We demonstrate that part of the efficacy of cause-branding may lie in its 
alteration of product experience: products that do good taste good. We also explore possible underlying mechanisms such as conceptual con-
sumption, the “halo” effect, and evolutionary psychology.

108.  The Perils of an Expansive Posture: The Effect of Everyday, Incidental Posture on 
Stealing, Cheating and Parking Violations

Andy Yap, Columbia University, USA
Abbie Wazlawek, Columbia University, USA
Brian Lucas, Northwestern University, USA
Amy Cuddy, Harvard Business School, USA

Dana Carney, University of California Berkeley, USA

Three studies test the hypothesis that expansive postures lead to unethicality. A field experiment demonstrates that expansive postures 
induce stealing. Experiment 2 finds that incidentally expanded postures (e.g. forced upon by one’s workspace) increase cheating. A third 
observational study finds that vehicles with larger cockpit-sizes are more likely to violate parking laws.

109.  Hormones and Prosocial Behavior: The Influence of the Menstrual Cycle on Gift-
Giving Propensity

Eric Stenstrom, Concordia University, Canada
Gad Saad, Concordia University, Canada

Can the menstrual cycle influence not only what women buy, but also for whom? Utilizing a 35-day panel study, we find that women 
allocate significantly more money towards gift-giving during the luteal phase than during the fertile phase. Our findings suggest that women’s 
affiliative goals fluctuate across the menstrual cycle.
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110.  What Are Consumers Afraid Of? Perceived Risk toward Environmentally 
Sustainable Consumption

Jiyun Kang, Texas State University, USA
Sang-Hoon Kim, Seoul National University, South Korea

In this research, we investigate perceived risk in consumers’ decision making specifically related to environmentally sustainable prod-
ucts, considering the multi-dimensional nature of perceived risk. This research provides marketers with implications to promote the adoption 
of socially-desirable products and further enables the broader diffusion of such products in the marketplace.

111.  Sustainable Luxury: Oxymoron or Pleonasm? How Scarcity and Ephemerality Affect 
Consumers’ Perceptions of Fit between Luxury and Sustainability

Catherine Janssen, Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgium
Joëlle Vanhamme, EDHEC Business School, France

Adam Lindgreen, University of Cardiff, UK
Cécile Lefebvre, IESEG School of Management, France

Sustainability may be key to luxury. Through a field experiment, we investigate the influence of two defining characteristics of luxury 
products—scarcity and ephemerality—on the perceived fit between luxury and sustainability, as well as how this perceived fit affects con-
sumers’ attitudes toward luxury products.

112.  Born Out There: The Discursive Creation of Harmony between Humans and Nature
Joachim Scholz, Queen’s University, Canada

Jay M. Handelman, Queen’s University, Canada

This paper analyzes how the myth of living in harmony with nature is discursively constructed via the representation of nature in ads. 
Differentiating between Arcadian and Dynamic images of nature, we explore the complexities of the harmony myth, and how this myth re-
lates to divergent meanings of “sustainable consumption.”

113.  Doing Good While Looking Good: Consumer Perceptions of Sustainability in the 
Fashion Industry

Rishtee Batra, Indian School of Business, India
Tonya Boone, College of William and Mary, USA

The present study uses the ZMET technique to examine consumers’ general perceptions about sustainably manufactured products and 
also focuses more specifically on consumer perceptions of sustainably manufactured fashion items.

114.  The Greening of Consumers: An Assimilation-Contrast Perspective for Product 
Sustainability Labeling

Yoon-Na Cho, University of Arkansas, USA
Scot Burton, University of Arkansas, USA

Despite an increase in consumers’ interest in sustainable products, few studies focus on disclosures of sustainability levels for consumer 
packaged goods. We find that the type and amount of sustainability information disclosed interacts with the sustainability levels in influenc-
ing product evaluations.
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115.  Going Green, Going Feminism: Stereotype about Green Consumption and Social 
General Role

Yunhui Huang, Nanjing University, China
Echo Wen Wan, University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Green consumption is perceived to be related to the feminine gender role both implicitly (Study 1, through Implicit Association Test) 
and explicitly (Study 2). And engaging in green consumption will improve the judgment about the social status of male consumers but not 
for female consumers (Study 3).

116.  Consumer Emotional Intelligence: Exploring Shades of Green and Grey
Sukumarakurup Krishnakumar, North Dakota State University, USA

Sonakshi Garg, North Dakota State University, USA
Christopher Neck, Arizona State University, USA

The role of consumer emotional intelligence (EI), or the ability to deal with emotions, has been much ignored in ethical and green 
consumer behaviors. We study the associations between EI, Machiavellianism, and ethical and recycling beliefs. Findings indicate that EI 
predicts ethical and environmental beliefs positively, even after controlling for Machiavellianism.

117.  The Moderating Role of Situational Consumer Skepticism towards Sustainability 
Claims in the Effectiveness of Credibility Signals

Bonnie Simpson, University of Calgary, Canada
Scott Radford, University of Calgary, Canada
Mehdi Mourali, University of Calgary, Canada

This research explores boundary conditions of credibility signals in skeptical environments. The impact of situational skepticism is ex-
amined on the credibility of information source and message origin. We show that when the message originates internally, situational skepti-
cism moderates source credibility and attitude certainty, resulting in less certainty in product attitudes.

118.  The Moderating Role of Perceived Consumer Effectiveness and Consumer 
Involvement on the Effect of Message-Framing on Intention to Purchase Organic Food 

Products
Courtney Briggs, Purdue University, USA

Sejin Ha, Purdue University, USA
Richard Feinberg, Purdue University, USA

This study examines the effects of different label-message formats (positively- vs. negatively-framed message) on intention to purchase 
organic food, and the influence of two individual-difference moderators (involvement and perceived consumer effectiveness) on the perfor-
mance. Using a Web-based experimental method, hierarchical moderated regression analyses confirmed the hypotheses.

119.  From General vs. From Specific: Effects of Overestimating Future Engagement in 
General vs. Specific Green Behavior on Immediate Within-Domain and Across-Domain 

Green Behaviors
Kiju Jung, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA

Dolores Albarracin, University of Pennsylvania, USA
Madhu Viswanathan, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA

In two experiments, we find that consumers are more likely to immediately engage in various green behaviors after they are asked to en-
gage in a general green behavior (green product purchase) in the distant future (vs. tomorrow). However, this is not case if they are requested 
to engage in a specific green behavior (e.g., compact fluorescent lamp purchase).
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120.  Mitigating Climate Change: The Role of Reasoning Errors, Ecological Knowledge, 
and Moral Positions

Christian Weibel, University of Bern, Switzerland
Ralph Hertwig, University of Basel, Switzerland

Sidonia Widmer, University of Basel, Switzerland

To explain inter-individual differences in pro-environmental behavior, we pitted the following predictors against each other: reasoning 
errors, environmental knowledge, and moral positions. We find little evidence that reasoning errors or environmental knowledge is strongly 
related to environmentally unfriendly behavior. Moral positions were far more predictive of pro-environmental behavior.

121.  In the Name of Environmental Friendliness: Effects on Attitudes toward the Service
Ronnie (Chuang Rang) Gao, Drexel University, USA

Rajneesh Suri, Drexel University, USA

Environmental friendliness does not always offer consumers immediate benefits. For instance, many hotels no longer replace guest-bed 
linens daily. We empirically demonstrate that consumers high in environmental concern react more favorably towards reduced services, and 
more favorably when provided with a choice. We also found no effects when such consumers were merely exposed to environmental mes-
sages.

122.  The Restorative Nature of Nature: Improving Consumer Decision Making
Merrie Brucks, University of Arizona, USA
Kevin Newman, University of Arizona, USA

Caitlin Nitta, University of Arizona, USA

This study provides evidence that natural environments improve self-regulation abilities, translating into healthier food choices and 
fewer items ordered. Given statistics related to the overconsumption of food, this research holds public policy implications affecting millions 
of Americans and provides them with a self-regulation resource that is free, safe, and plentiful - nature.

123.  Risky Decisions: Citing Sources in Print Advertisement Claims
Catherine Armstrong Soule, University of Oregon, USA

Leslie Koppenhafer, University of Oregon, USA

The research investigates whether source citation of print advertisement claims can be beneficial to consumers by providing information 
that aids in accurate deception detection. Studies in different risk domains find the type and level of risk leads to differential processing of the 
presence or absence of advertising claim source information.

124.  “Is it Risky or Beneficial?” Analysis of Supplement-Type and Dosage Preferences in 
Terms of Risk-Benefit Tradeoffs and Epistemological Beliefs

Zoe Rogers, Baruch College/CUNY USA
Stephen J. Gould, Baruch College/CUNY, USA

This research considers the effect of risk and benefit assessments on evaluations of health supplements. Familiar supplements lead to 
more thoughts about benefits and more positive evaluations, while unfamiliar supplements lead to more thoughts about risks and less positive 
evaluations. Epistemic beliefs are shown to underpin these assessments.
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125.  Personal Death-Thought Accessibility: A Mediating Mechanism between Self-Esteem 
and Risky Consumer Behaviors?

Sandor Czellar, University of Lausanne, Switzerland
Charles Lebar, HEC Paris, France

Christian Martin, University of Lausanne, Switzerland
Russell H. Fazio, Ohio State University, USA

Research investigating the relationship between self-esteem and mortality salience provides initial evidence that self-threats increase 
accessibility of death-related thoughts. We focus on the nature of those thoughts and investigate whether self-threats enhance accessibility of 
thoughts related to one’s own death or death in general, bearing important implications for marketing communications.

126.  Optimizing Targeting Effectiveness: The Reversed U-Shape Relationship between 
Target Market and Consumer Attitude

Shuoyang Zhang, Colorado State University, USA
Ishani Banerji, Indiana University, USA

Eliot Smith, Indiana University, USA

In the current research we propose a reversed U-shape effect of targeting strategy. Our findings show that compared with mass marketing 
and personal targeting, optimal consumer attitude is achieved when product recommendations are provided to a small group of similar people. 
This implies that extreme personalization can actually backfire.

127.  Vice vs. Virtue: How Compromise Phantom Alternatives Can Increase Indulgence
Yuanyuan Liu, ESSEC Business School, France

Timothy B. Heath, HEC Paris, France
Ayse Önçüler, ESSEC Business School, France

The current study proposes that a compromise-but-unavailable “phantom” alternative can increase indulgence in vices. Three experi-
ments examine this effect as well as the mediating roles of anticipatory guilt/regret and the moderating role of preference strength.

128.  Scare an Optimist and Reassure a Pessimist: Message Frames Adjusted to Individual 
Coping Styles Enhance Breast Cancer Screening Participation

Laure Weckx, Katholieke University Leuven, Belgium
Anouk Festjens, Katholieke University Leuven, Belgium

Sabrina Bruyneel, Katholieke University Leuven, Belgium

We study (1) the relationship between individual coping styles and breast-cancer screening participation, and (2) the impact of message 
frames adjusted to these coping styles on participation intentions. Women who are optimistic about the outcome of the screening benefit from 
scaring invitations, whereas anxious women benefit from reassuring invitations.

129.  To Trade or Not? Removing Trading Motivation Eliminates the Endowment Effect
Laurence Ashworth, Queens University, Canada
Lindsay McShane, Queens University, Canada

Tiffany Vu, Queens University, Canada

The current work suggests that owner/non-owner discrepancies can exist because consumers typically are required to specify prices 
at which they would trade. Consequently, we predict that owners/non-owners likely set prices sufficiently above/below perceived worth, to 
motivate trade. When ownership and trading are separated we find that the endowment effect disappears.
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130.  Why Preference Stability of Certain Product Attributes are More Than Others: 
Disaggregating Stability (Instability) into Core and Supplementary Attributes

Fangzhou Xu, University of Guelph, Canada
Juan Wang, Western University, Canada

Towhidul Ialam, University of Guelph, Canada

To reconcile the debate between stable and constructed preferences, we suggest an alternative view of decomposing product preference 
into attribute preference. Specifically, we argue that consumer preferences for core attributes of a product should be largely stable across time, 
while supplementary attributes should be largely unstable.

131.  The Effect of the Change-Matching Heuristic on Consumer Purchase Decision 
Making

Yin-Hui Cheng, National Taichung University of Education, Taiwan
Chia-Jung Chang, National Chung Cheng University, Taiwan

Shih-Chieh Chuang, National Chung Cheng University, Taiwan
Che-Hung Lin, Cheng Shiu University, Taiwan

Based on the perspective of processing fluency, this study demonstrates the “change-matching heuristic,” whereby people select a choice 
option that matches the amount of change in their wallets with the price of a product. We find that the compromise effect and the attraction 
effect will weaken the influence of the change-matching heuristic.

132.  The Effects of Consumption Goals and Assortment on Cross-Price Sensitivity
Kiwan Park, Seoul National University, South Korea

Joonkyung Kim, Seoul National University, South Korea

We propose that activating a consumption goal makes people more sensitive to the price discounts of competing products in the same 
goal-derived category as the target product. Also, we propose that when one of two products is on sale, including a third option that highlights 
the similarity of the first two options would make people more sensitive to the price discount.

133.  The Effect of Price Discounts and Quantity Restrictions on Consumption Enjoyment
Zhenfeng Ma, Wilfrid Laurier University, Canada

Guanfu Wang, University of International Business and Economics, China

Two experimental studies investigate the joint effect of price discounts and quantity restriction on consumption enjoyment. Findings 
suggest that price promotion can either enhance or dampen consumption enjoyment of the promoted product, depending on the form of quan-
tity restriction (e.g., quantity ceiling vs. quantity flooring). 

134.  Letting Go of Meaningful Goods: How the Voluntary vs. Involuntary Nature of 
Disposition Impacts Seller Pricing

Kapitan Sommer, University of Texas at San Antonio, USA
David H. Silvera, University of Texas at San Antonio, USA

In this research, we show that voluntary sellers demand non-significantly different prices than buyers. However, involuntary sellers of 
prized goods, such as those selling in the face of foreclosure, layoff, divorce or death, demand higher prices than both involuntary sellers of 
non-prized goods and voluntary sellers of prized goods.

135.  The Effects of Stackable Discounts on Consumers’ Retail Price Image Perception
Shan Feng, William Paterson University, USA

Jane Cai, Independent, USA

This paper examines the impact of stackable discounts on retailers’ price image. We compare stackable discounts to a single discount 
format in terms of the value perceived by consumers, and find that stackable discounts are superior in creating a more favorable retail image. 
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136.  Presentation of Comparative Prices: Role of Working Memory
Rajneesh Suri, Drexel University, USA

Shan Feng, William Patterson University, USA
Rajesh Chandrashekran, Farleigh Dickinson University, USA

Comparative price promotions produce favorable consumer value perceptions and stimulate sales. This research suggests that the mental 
effort required when deciding about a price affects perceptions of discounts presented in vertical and horizontal formats. Three studies show 
that constraints on working memory resources favors computation of vertically vs. horizontally presented prices.

137.  Virtual Endowment: How Location and Duration of Virtual Ownership Influence 
Valuation

Elisa K. Chan, Cornell University, USA
Aner Tal, Cornell University, USA

We examine the endowment theory in an online context and with virtual ownership. We find that simply placing an online product on a 
webpage vs. in an online shopping cart triggers a different willingness to pay. Our study suggests that general and personal virtual shopping 
carts elicit different perceived values.

138.  The Effects of Scarcity Claims on Consumers’ Willingness to Pay
Doreen Pick, Freie Universität, Germany

Peter Kenning, Zeppelin Universität, Germany
Felix Eggers, Zeppelin Universität, Germany

According to scarcity theory, time-limited offers can have positive effects on consumers’ purchase intentions. We examine the impact of 
several scarcity claims on consumers’ willingness to pay. Our results show mixed findings regarding different claims and product categories, 
which provides a basis for further investigation.

139.  Don’t Think Twice: The Effects of Decision Confidence on the Experienced Utility of 
Incidental Rewards

Aaron Snyder, Stanford University, USA
Maya Shankar, Stanford University, USA

Baba Shiv, Stanford University, USA

Research has shown that confidence in one’s choice can increase satisfaction with the chosen outcome. We extend these findings to show 
that decision confidence can have downstream consequences on perceptions of incidentally-acquired rewards as well.

140.  Your Cheating Heart: The Negative Impact of Sales Promotions on Loyalty
Olga (Olya) Bullard, University of Manitoba, Canada

Kelley J. Main, University of Manitoba, Canada
Jennifer J. Argo, University of Alberta, Canada

We examine the impact of consumers’ use of sales promotions on service providers. Study1 reveals that service providers see consum-
ers who redeem coupons and free gifts/service as disloyal. Study 2 identifies two moderators: size of sales promotion and existence of the 
relationship between consumer and service provider.
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141.  My Brand and I, and Others between Us: The Influence of Interpersonal 
Relationships on Consumer-Brand Relationships

Marina Carnevale, Fordham University, USA
Lauren G. Block, Baruch College/CUNY, USA

Despite their contextual nature, consumer-brand relationships are assumed to be independent of external interpersonal relationships 
(e.g., significant others). Across three studies, we show that when a product symbolizes an external relationship (e.g., it was a gift), changes 
in that relationship may impact consumers’ feelings of self-brand connection and consequently their brand evaluations.

142.  Revelatory Experiences: The Brand Backstory and its Impact on Consumers’ 
Experience of Brand Narratives

Vanisha Narsey, University of Auckland, New Zealand
Cristel Russell, University of Auckland, New Zealand

Hope Jensen Schau, University of Arizona, USA

The “making-of” or “behind the scenes” activities of media brands are increasingly made available to consumers, often revealing the 
artifices of a brand. We explore consumers’ experience of the brand backstory and the impact this experience has on personal brand narratives.

143.  Who is the Brand Creator? The Effect of Different Brand Biographies on the 
Perception of Brand Personality
Marc Linzmajer, Zeppelin University, Germany

Jana Hauck, Zeppelin University, Germany
Marco Hubert, Zeppelin University, Germany
Reinhard Prügl, Zeppelin University, Germany

Based on the relationship model, this paper investigates the role of different brand biographies and hypothesizes that they lead to dif-
ferent consumer perceptions of brand personality. The results of our exploratory experimental study show there are significant differences 
between both brand creators and the perception of brand personality dimensions.

144.  Consumer Persuasion Knowledge in Non-Conventional Marketplaces: The Case of 
Branded Prescription Drugs

Marjorie Delbaere, University of Saskatchewan, Canada
Mei-Ling Wei, Saint Mary’s University, Canada

We argue that consumers are beginning to recognize the physician-prescribing situation as a potential persuasion attempt and that the 
onslaught of Direct-to-Consumer (DTC) advertising has brought about this change in meaning. We investigate the prescribing situation as a 
mixed-motive situation with high levels of ambiguity; in other words, as persuasion within a non-persuasion environment.

145.  The Magic of Numbers and Letters in Alphanumeric Brand Names
Selcan Kara, University of Connecticut, USA

Kunter Gunasti, University of Connecticut, USA

This research explores the effect of number and letter changes in alphanumeric brand names (ABs) on consumers’ reactions to brand 
extensions. Based on two experiments, we show that processing of number vs. letter changes in ABs lead to a variance in the perceived dif-
ferences between the new and existing brands. 
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146.  What is Brand Authenticity? An Exploration of the Concept
Amélie Guèvremont, Concordia University, Canada
Bianca Grohmann, Concordia University, Canada

This research focuses on understanding the concept of brand authenticity from a consumer perspective, a topic characterized by a lack of 
consensus in the literature. Following fifteen individual interviews, we identify eight common characteristics of authentic brands, revealing 
that some form of objectivity is found in consumers’ authenticity perceptions.

147.  Brand Happiness: Scale Development and Validation
Sunmyoung Cho, Yonsei University, South Korea

Ae-Ran Koh, Yonsei University, South Korea

This study develops a scale to measure the brand happiness construct and demonstrates that it captures consumers’ feelings of happi-
ness with their selves and lives as their happiness is related to brands. Through four different phases, we establish internal and nomological 
validity and explore various predictions.

148.  Primacy of Acculturation Categories over Demographic Variables as Differentiators 
of Brand Preference

Rohini Vijaygopal, University of Bedfordshire, UK
Sally Dibb, Open University, UK

Maureen Meadows, Open University, UK

The literature highlights the importance of demographic variables and acculturation categories in consumer behavior involving ethnic 
minorities. This paper considers the primary differentiators of consumer behavior among British Indians by examining the relationships be-
tween acculturation categories, demographic variables and preferences for a range of ethnic and host brands.

149.  Why Are Consumers Fans of Counterfeit Branded Products?  Consumers’ 
Psychological Motivations in Counterfeit Consumption

Xuemei Bian, University of Nottingham, UK
Natalia Yannopoulou, University of Newcastle, UK

Kai-Yu Wang, University of Brock, Canada
Shu Liu, University of Nottingham, UK

This research examines the psychological motivations of different consumer categories when counterfeits are consumed, while consider-
ing different quality levels of such products. Our findings reveal consumers’ enjoyment during the shopping experience and satisfaction of 
securing a good deal as the main psychological motivations of such purchases. We offer guidelines to practitioners.

150.  Is Social Responsibility Beneficial for Private-Label Brands?
Maryam Tofighi, Concordia University, Canada
H. Onur. Bodur, Concordia University, Canada

Integrating two research streams of corporate social responsibility in marketing and retail branding, this paper suggests that social 
responsibility initiatives are more beneficial for both national (or manufacturer) brands and high-quality private-label brands (i.e., brands 
owned, controlled and sold exclusively by a retailer), whereas social responsibility initiatives are detrimental for low-quality private-label 
brands.
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151.  The Impact of Luxury Brand-Retailer Co-Branding Strategy on Consumers’ 
Evaluation of Luxury Brand Image: The Case of the U.S. vs. Taiwan

Shih-Ching Wang, Temple University, USA
Primidya K. Soesilo, Temple University, USA

Dan Zhang, City University of New York, USA
C. Anthony Di Benedetto, Temple University, USA

This study investigates whether co-branding of luxury brands and retailers negatively affects attitudes toward the luxury brands, and 
whether solutions can mitigate the negative effect. We empirically test our hypotheses using samples of consumers from Taiwan and the U.S. 

152.  My Brand and I: The Influence of Personal Pronouns on Brand Name Preference
Nicole Palermo, Fordham University, USA
Luke Kachersky, Fordham University, USA

In recent years, brand names that include the personal pronouns “I” and “my” have established a unique prevalence in consumer culture. 
The present research examines if, how, and under which circumstances the usage of “I” and “my” in brand names influences brand percep-
tions.

153.  The Influence of Logo Design Elements on Perceptions of Brand Personality
Aditi Bajaj, Georgia Tech, USA

Samuel Bond, Georgia Tech, USA

Addressing a void in research on logos in consumer behavior, our research focuses on the connections between logo design elements 
and brand personality inferences. Basing our ideas in literature on branding and design, we suggest that specific logo design elements can be 
utilized to convey specific brand personality traits.

154.  The Impact of Phonetic Symbolism on Stock Performance: Stocks with Stop-
Consonant Ticker Symbols Perform Better Than Stocks with Fricative-Consonant Ticker 

Symbols during First Year of Trading
L.J. Shrum, University of Texas at San Antonio, USA

Tina M. Lowrey, University of Texas at San Antonio, USA
Sarah Roche, University of Texas at San Antonio, USA

The current research extends the notion of phonetic symbolism to stock performance. Because stop (vs. fricative) consonants and back 
(vs. front) vowels are associated with larger and stronger concepts, we expected that tickers with stop consonants would outperform those 
with fricatives, and so too would back vs. front vowel tickers. The hypotheses were supported for consonant effects but not vowel effects.

155.  Phonetic Symbolism and Children’s Brand Name and Brand Logo Preference
Stacey Baxter, University of Newcastle, Australia

Tina M. Lowrey, University of Texas at San Antonio, USA
Min Liu, University of Texas at San Antonio, USA

Phonemes can provide a cue for brand attributes with consumers preferring congruency between a brand’s name-logo and attributes. 
However, because children do not possess adult-level language skills, they may not attach similar meaning to phonemes. In three experi-
ments, we examine the meanings children draw from phonemes and the implications for branding.
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156.  Should Firms Apologize After a Crisis? The Moderating Role of Negative Publicity
Zack Mendenhall, McGill University, Canada
Ashesh Mukherjee, McGill University, Canada

Firms often apologize to consumers after product crises. Prior work suggests apologies improve customers’ attitudes towards the firm. 
The present research shows apologies only work when negative publicity surrounding the crisis is low. When negative publicity is high, firm 
apologies do not improve attitude towards the firm.

157.  Does Identifying Ambushers as Non-Sponsors Help or Hurt Legitimate Sponsors? 
Memory and Attitudinal Consequences

Clinton S. Weeks, Queensland University of Technology, Australia

Two experiments examine outcomes for sponsor and ambusher brands within sponsorship settings. It is demonstrated that although mak-
ing consumers aware of the presence of ambusher brands can reduce subsequent event recall to competitor cues, recall to sponsor cues can 
also suffer. Attitudinal effects are also considered.

158.  The Bad Side of Good: When More Experience Hurts Brands and Marketplace 
Agents

Jungim Mun, State University of New York Buffalo, USA
Charles Lindsey, State University of New York Buffalo, USA

Mike Wiles, Arizona State University, USA

Our framework asserts that for an omission error, observers penalize experienced brands/agents (in the form of decreased trust percep-
tions) more severely than inexperienced brands/agents. The mechanism responsible for this effect is that such errors are more likely to be 
viewed as intentional attempts to deceive when committed by experienced brands/agents.

159.  Hot Brands, Hot Cognition: The Effects of Incumbency and Negative Advertising on 
Brand Preference and Choice—A Longitudinal Field Experiment

Joan Phillips, Loyola University Chicago, USA
Joel Urbany, University of Notre Dame, USA

The World Cup and the battle between Nike and Adidas to secure leadership of the world soccer market presented an opportunity to 
examine the impact of negative advertising in a natural setting, to identify the conditions under which an attack-brand might use negative 
advertising to capture leadership from the incumbent-brand.

160.  The Company or the Crowd? The Impact of Customer-Led Service Recovery on 
Satisfaction

Lan Jiang, University of Oregon, USA
Matt O’Hern, University of Oregon, USA
Sara Bahnson, University of Oregon, USA

This research explores the impact of identity on service recovery satisfaction. Study 1 shows that when recovery fails, consumers prefer 
customer-provided solutions. Community connectedness mediates this effect. Study 2 shows that consumers’ pursuit of individualistic goals 
attenuates this effect. Study 3 proposes that increasing participants’ effort mitigates the community- connectedness effect.
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161.  Don’t Care about Service Recovery—Inertia Effects Buffer the Impact of Complaint 
Satisfaction

Christian Brock, Zeppelin University, Germany
Markus Blut, University of Dortmund, Germany

Heiner Evanschitzky, Aston University, UK
Peter Kenning, Zeppelin University, Germany
Marco Hubert, Zeppelin University, Germany

Service recovery has received considerable attention in the marketing literature. The impact on purchase behavior has been largely 
neglected. However, intentions and purchase behavior are not necessarily highly correlated. We contribute to research analyzing service 
recovery effects on purchase behavior after recovery, as well as research assessing the role of inertia during service recovery.

162.  Doing Worse and Feeling Better: Why Low Performance Can Increase Satisfaction
Dilney Goncalves, IE Business School, Spain

Antonios Stamatogiannakis, IE Business School, Spain
Jonathan Luffarelli, IE Business School, Spain

When average performance is low, high social-comparison orientation individuals infer that the task at hand is difficult. Subsequently, 
if relative performance is constant, they are more satisfied with a lower (vs. a higher) individual performance level, because they think that 
they outperformed more people in a difficult (vs. an easy) task. 

163.  New Insights on the Moderating Role of Switching Costs on the Satisfaction-Loyalty 
Link

Thomas Rudolph, University of St. Gallen, Switzerland
Liane Nagengast, University of St. Gallen, Switzerland

Heiner Evanschitzky, Aston University, UK
Markus Blut, TU Dortmund, Germany

Existing studies on the moderating role of switching costs on the satisfaction-loyalty relationship are inconclusive. Based on a meta-
analysis and two studies, we show that switching costs moderate this relationship in a nonlinear (inverted u-shaped) way. Explaining existing 
inconsistencies, our results contribute to a better understanding of the satisfaction-loyalty link.

164.  An Interruption Effect on Service Recovery
Fan Liu, University of Central Florida, USA

This paper attempts to advance the model of customer satisfaction in service-failure contexts and integrates interruption as a moderator 
and an enhancement on customer satisfaction.

165.  Customer Satisfaction and Overall Rating: The Influence of Judgment Certainty
Eugene Sivadas, University of Washington, Tacoma, USA

John Kim, Oakland University, USA
Norman Bruvold, University of Cincinnati, USA

The objective of this research is to understand how rating magnitude and rating uncertainty and its interplay with satisfaction affects 
stated customer experience. We utilize the Judgment Uncertainty and Magnitude Parameters (JUMP) model to empirically examine consumer 
judgments of their overall experience.
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166.  Investigating the Positive Impact of Unexpected CSR
H. Onur Bodur, Concordia University, Canada

Bianca Grohmann, Concordia University, Canada
Ali Tezer, Concordia University, Canada

In this research, we investigate particular conditions in which consumers’ elaborations of a CSR activity leads to more favorable motiva-
tions regarding the firm’s involvement and more favorable brand evaluations.

167.  A Research Paper on Process of Complaint Behavior Towards Social Commerce, 
Based on Attribution Theory

Yaeeun Kim, Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, South Korea
Younghoon Chang, Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, South Korea

Myeong-Cheol Park, Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, South Korea

Through surveys, we find that the attributions consumers find themselves affect their post-purchase behavior. This study has implica-
tions in the social commerce area, because social commerce is based on the social network in which the consumers who are dissatisfied tend 
to complain.

168.  The Difference of Satisfaction with the Second-Best Choice between Hedonic and 
Utilitarian Consumption

Yoonji Shim, University of British Columbia, Canada
Jinhyung Kim, Texas A&M University, USA

Incheol Choi, Seoul National University, South Korea

Two studies were conducted to investigate the difference of satisfaction with the second-best choice between hedonic and utilitarian 
consumption. Our results demonstrate that the gap of satisfaction between the best and the second-best choices is greater when the consump-
tion goal is hedonic rather than utilitarian.

169.  The Role of Self-Congruence in Consumers’ Responses to Service Failures
Shuqin Wei, Southern Illinois University Carbondale, USA
Tyson Ang, Southern Illinois University Carbondale, USA

Using an experiment, we investigate an overlooked factor, consumers’ self-congruence, in understanding consumers’ emotional re-
sponses to service failures. Self-conscious emotions (e.g., embarrassment) and basic emotions (e.g., betrayal) are studied. Since distinct 
emotions require different service recovery strategies, distinguishing between different emotions is important. A moderator, service failure 
type, is explored.

170.  Does Complaining Really Ruin a Relationship? Effects of the Propensity to Complain 
on Positive Consumer-Brand Relationships

Hongmin Ahn, West Virginia University, USA
Yongjun Sung, University of Texas at Austin, USA

Minette Drumwright, University of Texas at Austin, USA

This study suggests that when encountering relationship conflicts, consumers characterized by a high propensity to complain (PTC) are 
more likely to response destructively than are those with a low PTC. It further demonstrates that appraisals of a company’s intention in regard 
to conflicts mediate such positive association between PTC and destructive responses.
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171.  Grotesque Imagery in Fashion Advertising
Jennifer Zarzosa, New Mexico State University, USA

Cuauhtemoc Luna-Nevarez, New Mexico State University, USA

The study investigates the grotesque genre of representation in luxury fashion advertising. In doing so, both the art and marketing lit-
erature is synthesized in order to identify distinct types of grotesque. In particular, we examine advertisements for Marc Jacobs. As such, the 
study further expands the theoretical parameters of the grotesque.

172.  A Meta-Analysis of Nonverbal Accuracy Outcomes in Consumer Research Settings
Susan A. Andrzejewski, Franklin & Marshall College, USA

This meta-analysis quantitatively summarizes the literature on the relationship between nonverbal accuracy and consumer response in 
retail and service settings. In addition, this meta-analysis explores several potential moderators of the relationship between nonverbal accu-
racy and consumer response (i.e., domain, type of nonverbal cue decoded, channel of nonverbal cue).

173.  (Illusory) Distance of Exposure as a Moderator of the Mere Exposure Effect
Anneleen Van Kerckhove, Ghent University, Belgium

Maggie Geuens, Ghent University, Belgium

Two studies demonstrate that (illusory) distance of exposure moderates the mere exposure effect, such that distant rather than nearby 
stimuli are more likely to generate liking after initial exposure. This advantage for distant stimuli levels off after multiple exposures; both 
distant and nearby stimuli then generate liking.

174.  The Effects of Perceived Product-Association Incongruity on Consumption 
Experiences

Sarah Clemente, Brock University, Canada
Eric Dolansky, Brock University, Canada

Antonia Mantonakis, Brock University, Canada
Katherine White, University of British Columbia, Canada

The level of congruity between an object and its attribute is determined by the degree of match. Products with moderately incongruent 
associations enhance evaluations–this is the moderate schema incongruity effect. We investigate the influence of (in)congruity between an 
extrinsic cue (sponsor) and a product (wine) on consumers’ product evaluations.

175.  The Effect of Menu Presentation Characteristics on Consumer Food Choices
Jing Lei, University of Melbourne, Australia

Ying Jiang, University of Ontario Institute of Technology, Canada
Catharinna Cao, Mars Australia, Australia

This research examines how menu presentation characteristics such as the number of healthy vs. unhealthy options, separate vs. mixed 
presentation of healthy and unhealthy options, and text vs. picture presentation format influence consumers’ food choices. We discuss the 
results from an experimental study and its implications.

176.  The Impact of Category Labels on Perceived Variety
Tamara Ansons, University of Michigan, USA

Aradhna Krishna, University of Michigan, USA
Norbert Schwarz, University of Michigan, USA

We examine how different category labels influence viewers’ perceptions of variety of a set by impacting visual imagery. Perceptions 
of variety increase when category labels sponsored the generation of mental imagery specifically related to the attributes of the set, but not 
when the labels merely increase imagery.
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177.  Illusion of Variety: The Effect of Metacognitive Difficulty on Variety Judgment
Zhongqiang (Tak) Huang, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Y.Y., Jessica Kwong, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

In this research, we study variety judgment from a metacognitive perspective. Based on prior research on variety judgment, choice dif-
ficulty and metacognitive experience, we predict that higher-variety judgment in an assortment can result from metacognitive difficulty. We 
offer experimental evidence for this prediction.

178.  Coffee without Overchoice
Claude Messner, University of Bern, Switzerland

Michaela Wänke, University of Mannheim, Germany

After choosing from simultaneously presented options, a coffee tastes less chosen from a large assortment than a small one. However, 
this effect reverses when consumers decide among attributes sequentially. Apparently, sequential choice is an effective strategy to retain the 
benefits of a large assortment without suffering from the costs.

179.  Hmm…What Did Those Ads Say? Reducing the Continued Influence Effect in 
Political Comparison Ads

Rebecca E. Dingus, Kent State University, USA
Robert D. Jewell, Kent State University, USA

Jennifer Wiggins Johnson, Kent State University, USA

Comparative ads provide contradictory information and corrections. The impact this finding has on consumers’ decisions is unknown be-
cause it is difficult to know what will be recalled. The continued influence effect (CIE) occurs when original information prevails in memory, 
although a correction is acknowledged. This paper aims to reduce the CIE.

180.  Holistic vs. Analytic Thinkers in the West: Differential Reliance on Logos in 
Cognition- and Feelings-Based Product Evaluations

Alexander Jakubanecs, Institute for Research in Economics and Business Administration, Norway
Magne Supphellen, Norwegian School of Economics and Business Administration, Norway

Our research focuses on the effects of analytic-holistic information processing and product logos on cognitive and feelings-based prod-
uct evaluations in France. One finding is that for lesser-known products, logos have effects on cognitive evaluations only for holistic thinkers. 
The research offers several contributions to the extant studies of processing styles.

181.  The Relative Importance of Advertising Elements and the Roles of Sex (Gender) and 
Involvement

Even J. Lanseng, Norwegian Business School, BI, Norway
Maarten L. Majoor, Norwegian Business School, BI, Norway and University of Groningen, The Netherlands

This study examines men and women’s reactions to models, number of product arguments, and claim type in advertising. We find that 
men process models as cues and hence prefer female models, whereas women process models as product arguments and hence prefer female 
or couple models. Sex differences are moderated by involvement.

182.  Trivial Gets Central
Charan Bagga, Western University, Canada
Niraj Dawar, Western University, Canada

Our paper studies whether exemplar (non-exemplar) brands gain choice share and improve evaluations by differentiating on the basis of 
trivial attributes (TA). We focus on scenarios that disclose (do not disclose) the irrelevance of TAs. Finally, we investigate if the first-mover 
TA strategy of exemplars (non-exemplars) is sustainable.
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183.  Deception in Marketing: How the Source Influences Consumers’ Responses to 
Deception and Its Contagious Effect on Unrelated Immoral Behavior

Marijke Leliveld, University of Groningen, The Netherlands
Laetitia Mulder, University of Groningen, The Netherlands

This study shows that perceptions of deceptive marketing strategies can be influenced by situational factors, like the source of the de-
ception. Moreover, deception can be contagious to other (im)moral behavior, both related to the source, as well as unrelated to a consumer 
context.

184.  Compassion for Evil but Apathy for Angels: The Interactive Effects of Mortality 
Salience and Just-World Beliefs on Donation Behavior

Fengyan Cai, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China
Robert S. Wyer Jr., Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

The present research examines the interplay of mortality salience and just-world beliefs in helping behavior. When mortality is not sa-
lient, individuals are more willing to help victims for whom they have much sympathy (little sympathy) when the need for help is low (great). 
Mortality salience qualifies these effects, however.

185.  All Types of Mortality Salience Are Not Equal: The Effect of Contemplating Natural 
vs. Unnatural Death on Materialism Behavior

Zhi Wang, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

While previous research on Terror Management Theory (TMT) argues that Mortality Salience drives individuals to behave differently 
than they would otherwise, the literature has not differentiated behaviors caused by contemplations of death in different ways (e.g., unnatural 
vs. natural). This research aims to fulfill this gap by synthesizing TMT and Just-World Theory.

186.  How Product Information Shapes Purchase Decisions: Behavioral and Functional 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging Studies

Sargent Shriver, Temple University, USA
Uma Karmarkar, Harvard University, USA

Michael I. Norton, Harvard University, USA
Angelika Dimoka, Temple University, USA

The authors use behavioral and functional neuroimaging methods to explore the mechanisms that underlie the evaluation of product 
information, and how this evaluation impacts purchasing behavior.

187.  New Notion of Nostalgia
Keiko Makino, Seijo University, Japan

This study proposes a new notion of nostalgia and offers propositions by critically reviewing the previous literature. The propositions 
concern positive/ negative feelings evoked by nostalgic experiences, continuity/ discontinuity between the past and the present, and warmth 
as emotion/ aesthetic quality.

188.  Constructing the Citizen-Consumer through Political Discourse in the U.S.
Gokcen Coskuner-Balli, Chapman University, USA

Gulnur Tumbat, San Francisco State University, USA

As political discourses denote a profound way that consumer subjectivities are constructed in the marketplace, this study explores the 
conceptualization of consumerism through political discourse in the US. Through historical analysis of American presidential speeches, we 
explore the myths that underlie the construction of consumer-citizens and their relations with the government.
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189.  When Nothing Means Everything: Consumer Evaluations of Specialized and 
Unspecialized Products

Gabriela Tonietto, Washington University in St. Louis, USA
Brittney Dalton, Washington University in St. Louis, USA

Stephen M. Nowlis, Washington University in St. Louis, USA

There are a number of strategies that companies can use when positioning products. This research focuses on three such strategies that 
vary in their degree of specialization. We propose that consumers infer that unspecialized products will fulfill all of their specific needs, lead-
ing to greater preferences for unspecialized than specialized products.

190.  Can’t Finish What You Started? Consumption Following Climactic Interruption
Daniella Kupor, Stanford University, USA

Taly Reich, Stanford University, USA
Baba Shiv, Stanford University, USA

We examine the important unanswered question of whether interruptions engender a quest for a resolution through the pursuit of closure-
associated behaviors. We explore and demonstrate the possibility that interruptions trigger a need for a resolution that emerges in the choice 
of behaviors, even in totally unrelated domains. This is the case when the interruption disrupts an activity or task at its climactic moments 
(e.g., just before delivery of the punch line of a comedy act) rather than at non-climactic moments. We demonstrate that resolution-inducing 
behaviors will occur even if associated with a personal cost.

191.  Monotonous Forests and Colorful Trees
Hyojin Lee, Ohio State University, USA

Xiaoyan Deng, Ohio State University, USA
Rao Unnava, Ohio State University, USA

We examine the effects of color on information processing style. We find that color makes people focus more on the details presented 
in a picture, while black and white makes people focus more on the overall meaning of the picture. The differential focus is then shown to 
affect product choice.
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